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you one uniform course of urbanity and kindness ; with aid, by
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than the patronage : the whole leaving on my mind a lasting
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May your life be long spared, and be crowned by the

Divine goodness with every blessing.

I have the honor to be,

My dear Sir,

Your faithful, and obliged servant,

The AUTHOrv.
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Rayasa Vencatapati, p. 172,
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Sauibayya, p. 269,

Sampantar, p. 62, 66, 785,

Sanatcumara, p. 626,

Sancaraebarya, p. 291, 785,
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Sarvaguya, p. 540, 542,

Sarvanapeniinal, p.. 20,

Sarvappa, p. 4S9,

Secly^Capt., p. 40,

Sliadacsbari deva, p. 045,

Sivacyar, p. 26,

Sivalya rishi, p. 62,

Sivapracasam, p. 776,

Siva Rama ayyar, p. 200,

Siva yogendra, p. 626,

Sri Harisha, p. 744,

Sriuat'ha, p. 199, 772,

Srinivasi, p. 1 99, 652,

Subrabmauya desyar, p. 65,

Subrahmanya njani, p. 998,

Suca, p. 95, 96, 97, 100,

Sundarar, p. 62, 65, 66,

Suryacavi,p. 767,

Suta rishi, p. 95, 100,

Tarikonda Vencarama, p. 770,

Tikhana somayajin, p, 771.

Timma raju, p. 206, 219, 475,

Tirumala aryya, p. 262,

Tiru mulai svami p. 23,

Tiruvalluvar, p. 1, 19,

Tiru Vencataiyar, p. 27,

Tolcapiyar, p. 30,

Triratra yajin, p. 758,

Tungadeva, p. 262,

u
Ulaga nat'han, p. 7, 23,

Ultanda, p. 614,

Valmiki, p.' 152,

Vamana nat'ha, p. 773,

Veda nayaka, p. 25, 27, 41, 61, 291, 29o, 296,

Velapan, p. 795,

Velli candaiyar, p. 412,

Vema bhupati, p. 754,

Vengaiyan, p- 180,

Vengu pillai, p. 93,

Vencasari, p. 234,

Vencatacharya, p. 222,

Vencatapati, p. 173, 224, 493, 76 o, 7/3,

Vencatapati raja, 221, 224,

Vencataryya p. 542,

Vencataiyar, p. 27,

Vidyarauya, p. 642.

Vijaya Vencatachala reddi, p. 390,

Vira Bbadra, p. 771,

Vira mauiuni, p. 2,

Viruniatacharya, p. 15,

Virupacsha pandit, p. 273,

Vishnu sarman, p. 669, 712

Viveca martauda, p. 754,
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Wilks Colonel, p. 32,

WilBon Professor, p. 53,

Yamayya, p. 258,

Yellana, p. 219,^

Yettapanar, p. 779,
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Vira sariyam, p. 784
Virupacsha stottra, 239, 644
Vishnu Chitriyam, p. 227
Vishnu Chitiyani vyakmyanam, p. 226
Vishnu dwitiyam, p. 187
Vishnu puranam, p. 540
Visvacarm puranam, p. 444
Visvapati anjita niti, p. 239
Vivahara mayukam, p. 760
Viveca sindhu, p. 718
Viveca saram, p. 801
Viveca chintamani, p. 648

Votaries of Siva legends, of p. 265

Vriddhachala puranam, p. 124, 783, 71)1, 792

Vyakaraua bhasyam, p. 756

w
War between the Peishwa and the Nizam,

p. 690
War of Salivahana and Vicraraaditya, ]>. 711

War of Tondaman and Visvavasu, p 421

Wars of Pahiatti and Eurjala, p. 625
Wild tribes of Jayapur, p. 467

Women on the four classes, of p. 703

Yadavagiri Mahatmyam, p. 578

Yajur Vedam, p. 746, 747

Yimunacharya charitram, p. 544

Yanadi Jati of Srihara cotta, p. 463

Yoga prahalam. pi 4

Yudda Candam, p. 119

Yuga puranam, p. 123

Zacuna prabhanjai, p. 233
Zantesvar piu-ama puraman, p. 246
Zarana tilam rita, p. 273, 274



GENERAL INDEX.

The Small Capitala, ii. and iii. refer respectively to the second and third volumes.

Abbe Raynal,ir. p. (569

Abhimanya, ir. p. 60S, 777, ni. p. 2G3
Abelard morim, ii. p. 367
Abode of laeshasns, in. p. 678
Abriiham, li. p. 802
Abstinence, a remedy, p. 165

Absorption doctrine of, one step beyond
the Christian System, p. 621

Absent son returned, what share, in. p. 761

Acalanga dever, in. p. 437
Acasaraja, III. p. 191—legend concerning,

m. p. 676, e'lg

Acbar, in. p. 692, 717
Acbar's enquiry iuto Hindu literature, ni.

p. 36
Acbar Mahomed All, iir. p. 412.

Accountants, Brahmaiis, iii. p. 293
Accountants, settlement of, lU. p.53, built

a shrine, in p. 528.

Acccunts of Sringerimatam, nr. p. 658, 659
Account of villages, III. p. 603, 6i>5^ 606,

607, 608, 612, 613, 619, 620, 621, 623,

624, 633, 634, 635, 713
Achvuta raya, in. p. 242, 296, 406, 550,

556, 563, 571, 575, 576, 595, 59 7, 598,
601, 604

Achyuta rava close of Chola dynasty, in-
p." 179 ' ^

Achyuta raya weighed against hearts, in.

p. 331, resumed former grants, in. p. 336
Acts of Siva, p. 70
Adi cayan son of Ravana, p. 514, means

old Cain, p. 598
Addison, p. 621.

Advaitages six, p. 474
Adultery its expiation, p. 221, ll. 100, 101,

117, 120, 193,314
Adultery praised, n. p. 415
Adam and Eve, 215, v. infra.

Aditi, p. 438
Adoption, II. p. 108, 112, 119, 192,253,

537, ni. p. 761
Adi binon the primal cause, ii. p. 431
Adi cayau fight aiid death, ii. p. 581

Adityas names of the sun, p. 322, 483, ii,

p. 60O
Adam, Seth, Enos, Harakal with Hindu

Menus, ii. p. 651

Adhica niasa, Hebrew viadar, Adrica lier

parentage, ii. p. 813, her amour witli

Parasara, II. p. 813
Adoni, III. p. 494, 559
Adilshah of Hydrabad, ni. p. 36, 298
Adondai founded the Tonda kingdom, in.

p. 42, 422, 432 i. infra. Adivira Pandi-
yam, ni. p. 112

Adondai birtli of, in. p- 371
Adondai overcame the panic curumbar, in.

p. 131,422,432, 427
Adoni or Tondaman set out from Chitamba'

ram, in. p. 13L
Adondai crowned in Canchi, in. p. 427, v.

infra.

Adiseslia new fable of, ii. p. 894, partiallj

incarnate, in. p. 272
Adityavanua, in. p. 33
Adjunta caves of, in. p. 80
Adondai, in. p. 80, 405, 421, 422, 427, b.

infra.

Adisesha, in. p. 125, 528, a suppposed em-
blem of eternity, in. p. 202

Adondai conquered the Pulal rajah, in. p.

431, he called in Veilarhar from Tulewu
desam, in. p. 432, his acts as a Cholan,
in. 440

Advaitam specimen of, in. p. 801
Advaita system self contradictory, p. 208
^nrid of Yeigil, p. 669.

Aerial voice, advising a humau sacrifice

III. p. 486
African Boers, in, p 29
Agastya, ni. p. 61, 105, 164, 169, 248, 273,

510, 437, 439, 461. ii. p. 71, 203, 230,
296, 542, 552, 559, 591. 596, 600, 602,
603, 628, 646, 792, 795, 797 iii. 30,
32, 111, 118, 125, 127, 128, 129, 146,
198, 228 277, 278, 294, 295, 316, 409,

413, 452, 453, 492, 528, 551, 677, 678s
679, 698, 707, 720, 765, 771, 781, 7S3,

1 his visit to Rama, ii 268

4
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Agasfya mncli asevibeJ fo liim spurious,

III. p. 87, led on colonists to t.iie Pen-

insula, III. p. 127

Agni, p. 121, 374, 384,456. ii. 55, m],
303. HI- 98, 227

Agraliaranis account of, iii. p. (!23

Agaraas saiva twenty-eight in number, III.

p. 270
Aga and purra poral, ill. p. 776
Ahalya, ii. p. 50O, 572, 595, 788, 821
Aliobalaisvaram, ill. p. "299

Alimcdnuiiizur, iii. p. 711
Ainslie, Dr. iii. p. 87
Airavati, III. p. 261
Aja, p. 171, 452, 454
Akrura, ii, p. 599
Abnanae festivals, 2 Almanacs o23, five

members of, 78, mode of calculating 39,

II. p. 485
Aluvar special disciple of Vishnu, p. 130

Aluvar wives of wedded to Vishnu, p.

508
Aluvars, p, 468, 486, 490, 494, 510, 511,

515. II. p. 80,250, 496, 498, 534, 577,

641, 832, S34. iii. p. 38, 147, 149, 217,

438, 658
Aluvar translated tlie Vedas into Tamil,

p. 513, 514, 517, 518, 519. m. 271,

birth of one of them, iii. p. 438 v. infra.

Aluvar their vedaic chants, p.595,iii. 271,

one of them tricked, ii. p. 658, G59

Alms, n. p. 108

Alacapnri, p. 344, ll. p. 299, 302. iii. p.

75, 1613

Alaucares rhetorical, ii. p. 356
Allaniaprabhu, p. 613, 654. ii.p. 585, 635.

677, &53, 854. in. p. 253, 274, 275,

5i(], 773
Allania ])iabliu supernatural powers of,

II. p. G70, tempted in vain, ii. p. 670,

671. III. p. 273, 275, legend of, II. p.

687, 833—847
Allegory singular one, ii. p. 649
Alliteration, II. p. 522, 523, 528
Allahabad, p. 501. ii. p. 601

Alexander the Great, iii. p. 7S

Alexandei's Victory over Dnrius, in. p. 35

Alagiri defeated ne;ir Tanjore, in. p. 178,

fled by night to Mysore, ir. p 178

Alii nagani, in. p. 9

Allegory of the human body, in. p. 230
Aluvar their names, III. p, 271, identiliod

with the introduction of the Vishnava
system, in. p. 272, (me of thf-ni prose-

lyted a Ciiola king, in. p. 544
Alchymical elements, mountain of. Ill, p. 395

Alchymical agent tragical results, in. p. 51

1

Allahabad, in. p- 722

Alemiruer padshah, ni. p. 730, 732
Amabasi and dwadasi unsuited to journey-

ing from home p. 528.

A.matory aflVctions p. 4

Amnzons the, n. p 21 1, 218, 421, .?78

Amarukan a corrupt fountain, p. 87
Amazonian conquest of a Suras, ii. p. 284
Amriia n. p 2:34, 530
Anisas of zudiaeal signs, n. p. 488
Amour of Lacshmi and Haiui, ii. |), 76&
Anmirn a goddess, ii. p. 292
Ainnieu kovii what, n. p. 418
Ambrosias five, ir. p. 560
Amaravaiti sculptures, n, p. 415
Ammoneans of Bryant li. p. 418 -

Amaravati tale of, ix. p. 641

Amaravati, ir, p. 725, 727, in. p. 498, 499",

501, 505, Redd is ruled there, n. p 789'

Ambassadors contemptuously treated, in.

p. 177
^ _ \

Ameer singh of Tanjore set aside, in. p. 298
Ammen Covil at Conjeveram, details of, nr.

p. 524
Amrita yogam what, p. 3-20

Anlar and bayar labhi explained, n, p. 47
Aniruddha aiid Usha, p. 535, 537, 538, 677-

II p. 508. 6"0, 694, 705, 713, 714. ni

p. 268, 388,769
Aularatma what, II. p. 470
Auabis, p. 156
Auashtana what, ii-p. 242
Ancarapanam, ll. p. 242, 247, 285
Anjaihe eundan, a chief, in. p. 411
Anaereon, It. p. 291

Ainiapurna, ii. p. 229, 421,570^, as supreme,

II. p. 469
An<z-irasa, II. p. 408
Auiea vidhi what, ii. p. 251, 254, 257, 283,

III. p. 188
An-ada, li. p. 581, 622
Anna aid Mary, ii. p. 802
Ancient sepultures of unknown origin, iiu

p. 52
Ani^el, a glutton, ii. p. 853
Anusuya, n. p. 591, 880. in. p. 100, 172
Anunuictmda founded, ni. p. 37, 480
Annraiihapur, in- p. 185

Anahasana vidbi, what, p. 251, 252

Ancient kings and dynasties ill. p. 655
Anavema reddi of Condavidu a patron, UK

p. 199
Annaina raja, Ml. p. 372
Ananda rao, in. )). 4, 99, 501, his special'-

journal, ni p. 505
Anumikam what, p. 222
Anugamanam, its excellence, p. 302
Anaverdha a nabob, p. 413. n. in. p. 685
Auagnndi, in. p. 672, ()73, 691, 692, 701.

730
A ncola, III. p. 733, 736

Apis, calf of Aaron and Jeroboam Naudi
of Saivas, p. 681

Appa iiayak, a weak and vicious ruler, in,

p. 39
Appaji, minister of Narasingha rayer, in,

p. 181, his device in favor of Kris b
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Ta^er III. 132, tales, cctneeming biin, su.

Appar, HI. 62 (if), 66, 413, 417, 429, 437

Appaya iiayala, in. p. 37^)

• account ol', ill. p. 417, 418

Appana aveii^'ar, his suicide at Sri-

lausliaiii, iif. p. 311

Aopavoo, a scivant ol'Col. Mackcuzic, iii.

p. 374, 4-10

Apara cariiiau what., p. 474
A/}wa beiiedicta, its orifjiii, ii. p. 246

Arjuna, p. 22, 63, 64, SI, 83, 85, 101, 167,

174, 2-26, 241, 259, 299, 344, 335, 4S8,

530, 593, 594, 596, 603. ii. p. 327, 617-

III. p. 94, 150, 154, 198, 205, 211, 261,

263, 264, 267, 271, 540, 654, 770, 771;

778. 775, 793
Arjuua tiiiance of, p. 299, 485,488. 492, 5fr3.

11. p. 271, 275, 276, 277, 299, 573, 576,

717,798.11. p. 611, 612

Arjuna, marriage wilh Sabadhra, p. 489,

492. III. p. 206
Arjuna, pilgriina2;e of, p. 676, II. p. 606, 609,

640, 641, 684, 774. 803, 809, 811
Arjuna married Alii Arasaui, iii. p. 371
Arjuna old, il. p, 511, 517, as a Parthian,

II. p. 702, irregular marriage of, 48S,

492. Ul. p. 206
Arsenic, medical use of, II. p. 162
Aryadesam, p. 370
Arl'liaucesvari, 31, II. p. 74, 203, 243, 497
Aranie, II. p. 409
Aristotelian doctrine, li. p. 333
Aritl of Shakespeare, ii. p, 420
Arithmetic, short modes of, ii. p. 476, 477
Aruna, II. p. 460
Arctic circle and north pole, iii. p. 109
Arundhati, wife of Vasishra, ii. p. 6 tl

Archisa devi, wife of Prit'hu, iii. p. 105
Arunachalum, legend of, m. p. 140
Arumuc'han, iii. p. 110

Aradliyas who, U p. 836
Arnee, ii. p. 825. Hi. p. 411

Arabea, ili. p. 41
Archery, ill, p. 190
Aryavarti desam, ii. p. 579
Architecture, astrological precautions, m.

p. 276
Arcot, III. p. 402, 405, 4«6, 407, 411, 412,

413, 422, 423, 426, 434, 488, 525, 662,

691
Arcot sooliah, ii. p. 302. iii. p. 148, 423,

700
Arcot fort by whom founded, in, p 422,

423
Artificers five classes of, Hi. p. 463
Aryainuthaliyar, iii. p. 299
Aradhyas, a medium class, m. p. 545
Ariya nayalc, iii. p. 375
Arhat Shrine of, iii. ]). 408
Ascetic life lauded, lil. j). 97
Arabs termed JonceaS; iii. p. 470

Arudhara, seat of the human iDtcllect, ni.

p. 789
Ascetic issued fromalinga, iir. p. 607
Ascetic buried not burnt, p. 257. 259. ii. p.

106, 191, 279, duties of, li. p. 114, pro-

perties of and exercises, ii. p. 197, 198,

legally dead, ii. p. 112

Asuras, ilic assurs of Nineveh, or Assyri-

ans, p. 438. II. p. 424, 438. ni. p. 120!

Aspecti nature of depends on planets, p. 31
Aslies sacred, p. 325, 328, 332, 335
Astrology should be, treated on Baconian

princi])les, p. 527, two systems of m. p.

169,epideniic, ij. p. 35, a king v/as taught

it, II. p. 40
Astrology and mjthology, their power, in.

p. 5
'

Astrology, natural not liable to imposture,

III. pV232
Astrological dasa and bhakti, ii. p. 36, 40
Astroniimy northern, il- p. 33, soulheru

system, in. p. 749

Ascetriclsm on, ii. p. 331, 589— tends to

beatification, p. 617
Asiatic Society, Bengal, ii. p. 387
Asiatic researches, in. p. 27, 33

Aschar, the same with Ashtor and Athor,

II. p. 423, 443

Assyrians, p. 438, were yonians, or sacti

worshippers, ii. p. 423

Asterisms lunar, iufluence of, ii. p. 483,

484, 488, 489,—their divisions, ii. p.

485, other than lunar names of, iii, p. 5

Asvini curaara, n. p, 542

Aspects planatory, li. p. 39

Asvini cuiiiara, birth of, ij. p. 787
Asvini devas, ii. p. 807

Ascetics dwelt in Cashinir, in. p. 146

Ashta die gajaa, eight learned men, lii. p.

206
Ashta die, or eight points, n. p. 520
Ascetics and Vedars, in. p. 408
Asvapati, iii. p. 215

Asvel'thama, in. p. 770, killed children of

the Paudavas, IX. p. 615, 621, fought

with Arjuna, ii. p. 617.

Atom cause of things, p. 328
Athi Varaparam, ni. p. 43

Atoms compose the world p. 208

Atri, ii. p 591, 593. lii. p. 300, 192

Atiirasauuiyasi, p.274. ii. p. 112, 119,192

Atrira sanniyasi, vidri, ii. p. 257, 321

Atreya, ii. p- 542
Attributes of diety, u. p. 325

At'harva, Ii p. 460
Atri's three sons by Anasya, ili. p. 172

Athipalcn king of Vidpyadharas, in. p. 75

Authoress native, il. p. 753
Aurungzebe, ni. p. 36, 37, 298, 534, 684

Augury from ciows, ui. 232, from other

birds. III. p. 232

Avagada chucra what, p. 318, 319
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Avesha defined, ii. p. 420
Avaduta what, in. p. 626
Aurungabad, iii. 681, 717
Avataras of Vishnu, iii. p. 703

Axe sift of, p. 177
A.yoddhyas, p. SO, 165, 299. ii- p. 608, 612,

613. HI. p. 121,133, 771, 227
Ayanas their influence, p. 214
Ayur vedam, on medicine, ii. p. 762
Ayinar, iii. p. Ill
Avvaiyar, iii. p- 27, sister of TiravuUavar,

III. p. 1

Ayinar fane of built, iii. 375
Avataras of Vishnu indicate historical

events, III. p. 210
Ayacudipalliyara account of, HI. p. 300
Ayilam fort in Arcot district, iil. p. 407

B

Bal (or Bel) an epithet of the Sun, p. 28
Biila hodu of Cuttack made a foray of

caltle, HI- p. 481
Bala Kama, 29. ii. p. 807. m. p. 206, his

wrath, II. p. 260
Banasura, p. 487, 535, 537, 538. Ii. p. 267,

336,of Sonadri, 508, 694,705, 713, 714
in. p. 473

war with Krishna, iii. p. 268
Bangalore, 636. in. p. 671.

Basava, p. 472,473,568, 571,572, 606 611,

651, 655, 656,659, 660. il. p. 213, 689.

690, 849, 852, 853, 854, 862, 863, 864

865, 866, 869, 871, 872, 873, 874, 875,

881, 882, 884, 885, 887, 890. 892, 902,

III. p. 253, 258, 546
Bas-ava epiUiilanium, ii. p. 510, 534
Barrenness, reason of, ii. p. 168

Babiiigton, Mr., 521. in. p. 2

Batliing 11. p. 170. 176, 178, 222. 223,

224, 227, 230. 242, 247, 248, 253, 255
—Special, 252, 254

Batliing in the sea, ir. p 254, 257
Bathing pools, II. p. 231, 237
Bathing merit of, iri. p. 189, in the month

Magha, 293, 303, 314. n. p. 783
Bathing, ten kinds of, it. p. 110
Baadohiis, system adverse to tlieni,ll. p. 279
Baiiddha turned Saiva, iii. p. 88

Baal honiaL'C to, li. p. 385
J^asiii for alms, li. p. 832
Bala worship of, ii. p. 433, 438
l'.;.al, homaj.'e to. iii. p. 385
Babel, tower of, ir. p. 692
Bana;>ura mfide Siva his warder, ii. p. 594,

father of'Usha, II p. 599
Basava, birth and acts of. ii. p. 671, his

isoteric doctrine, ii. p. 672
Basava praised, n. p. 655, 672, 674 675,

676, 678, was a regicide, ii. p. 673, mar-
ried two wives, n. p. 675, eat poison with
impunity, n. p. 858

Basavesvarn, in. p. 225
Basavanna, n. p. 843, 844, 845, 846, 848,

855, 861, 890, 893, 896, 897, 898
Basava pnranam characterised, ii. p. 892
Baiabhadra.Tl. p. 267,599, 608. in. p. 542
Baladeva, ii. p. 675
Bali Cliacraverti, n. p. 580, 598. in. p. 197,

743
B,T?sanava, the retreat of the descendants

of the Kakataya race, m. p. 484
Balhana raja, ii- p. 566, 573, 647,—a libe-

ral king, iii. p. 213
Bali fhacraverti conquered Devendra, ui.

p. 583
Bala raniaand Revati romance of, ii. p. 713
Badraca, ii. p- 753, 758, 759
Basava m.arried Gangamamba, ll. p. 897.

in. p. 274, died ii. p. 897
Bastions of Madura fort, m. p. 379
Baladeva dandesa minister of Bijjala, ii. p.

852, 897,

Bauddhas, iii.p. 24, 193,—impaled at Ma-
dura, iir. p. 56, 144

Bazaar weights and measures, in. p. 88
Bavuri, Bdamhaya, il. p. 863
Bathing pools at Arunachalam, iii. p. 141,

142

Bathing near Tanjore, m p. 178

Bmavani. ii. p. 839
Baiba Nal'hapuiam. in. p. 25
Bairasps. m. p. 647
Ballala kintre, ni- p. 54
Basavapa nayak, ill. p. 240, 737, 738
Bangaru Tirumali nayak, nr. p. 59. 60
Basava will be born as Viia Vasanta raya,

III. p. 260
Banasure war with Krishna, in. p. 260

Basava, head of Janaramas, in. p. 274

Basava deva, in. p. 273, 274
Battle near Hamnad, III. p. 347, at Uttra

Melur, III. p. 488
Battle of Palicotta, m. p. 640, 652,--at

Cliittakol, III. p. 650

Banddha rajas, HI. p. 368, their Fort of

seven walls, ill. p. 423

Banddiia king killed by treachery, in. p.

457
Baramahl hills north of Behar, in. p. 466

Banivassi traders, in. p. 640,—a place of

great antiquity, m. p- 641.—the captial

of the cadaniba dynasty, ill p. 627, 648
Baji rao, details concerning, III- p. 680,

6ft 1. 682, 684,687,690
Bapiravaiiana. in. p. 771, 793

Bi'har, in. p. 628
Bells, properties of, p. 266

Beschi, p, 509
Benares, p. 126, 156, 291, 440. 601, .503,

i-.06 516 582 II. p. 69 80 88, 219,

225, 228, 229, 230, 232, 233, 392, 396,

421, 458, 563, 567, 591, 627, 646, 653,

786,816,881,902, ill. 126.218,415,
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417, 441,542,586, 763,— if s paralia, m.
p. 113

Beatification, their modes of obtaining,

Ji. p. 308, 310, 668. in. p. 99, mode of

obtaiiiinp, ii. p- 480, 587, 588, bar to ob-

taining, ri. p. 310
Bengal Asiatic Society, p. ir. 387

Journal, li. p. 605, 743
Researclies, iii. p. 33
II. p. 484

Beadigeleaearpus, ii. p. 768
sacred varieties of, ii. p. 631

Bejabadni river, ii. p. 514
Betala, a familiar Demon, il. p. 420

Beauty, li. p. 763
Bentiuck, Lord W. Governor of Madras, ill.

p. 34, 416
Bed of thorns literal. III. p. 383
Berry, Dr., iii. p. 503
Bellary, ll. p. 688, 690. in. p. 227, 567,

548, 568
Belgaum, in. p. 560
Begavadu, III. p. 491, 506
Berar, III. p. 684
Bengal country, iii. p. 679
Bhatti or Bartri, ii. p. 822

Bhavas twelve, what, p. 317
Bhagela, il. p. 423, 424, 435

Bhakti a way of obtaining beatification, p.

499
Bhislima general of Duryoddbana, p. 521.

ir. p. 239 et passim, 607 617. iii. p. 95,

202, 270
Bharata a king of Hartimpuri, p. 610. ii.

p- 41, a Jania king, ill. p. 243, legend

of. III. p. 108
Bhafta and Suri synonymes, ii. p. 124
Bhojaraja, p. 63, 560. ii. p. 601, 639,

655, 822, 823. iii. p. 2, 43, 53, 61, 201,

641, 674, 702, 722
Bhoja raja, anecdote of, ii. p. 301, bis

descendants, in. p. 722, 723
Bboradwaji, p. 69. n. p. 260, 261, 467,

618, 624. nr. p. 765
Bhudevi, p. 159. n. p. 785, 789
Bharyavi or Parasu Rama, p 166
Bhima, p. 175, 636. ni. 150, 263, the Ajax

of the Pandavas, p. 636
Bhima killed parasandha, ii. p. 616, killed

Duryaddham, ii. p. 617, killed Kichara,

II. p. 622, fought with two cannibals,

n. p. 621
Bhairavas, eight, n. p. 89, 92
Bhadra cati, n. p. 150, 154. ni. p. 163
Bhairavas praised, ii. p. 791
Bliairava, in p. 114, 525
Bhascara protected the children cf

Coratis, 11. p. 504
Bhashacara or Kamanja, account of, n. p.

664, 666
Bh'uvanesvari, ii. p. 427, 430, 434, 436

439, 443

Bliaudasura, ii. p. 4.39

Bhishniaca, ii. p. 505, 592
Bhishmacharya, n. p. 619
Bharga, a name of Siva, ii. p. 680
Biiimesvara, n. p 643
Bhairavesvara. p ii. 225
Blianama and Padruavati, ii. p. 701

Bharata varsha, n. p. 752
Bliagirat.i, n. p. 807
Bharata candam or India, in. p. 75

Bhagavatam, its doctrine a clouded the-

ism, in. p. 106,—has a resemblance to

the Tahnad, in. p. 107

BhadrachalluminTelingana, in. p. 188, 222
Bhakti sali ravu, a name of Vishnu, in p.

199
Bhoja vira, ac harapion, in p. 258
Rhodra giri, in. p. 257

Bhogi, a superior sort of prostitute, in. p.

473
Bbrigu, 12'^, 158, 164, 430, 441. u. p. 670,

680, 752, 760. in. p. 187

Bhima raz of Anumaconda a Jania sup-

posed, in. p. 481

Bheels, in. p. 465, 466,

Bburtpoor, ni. p. 715
Rhosala race, reigned 1,330 years, m. 679
Bhosala's instructions to his tribe, in. p.

680
Bhosala and Baji rao, disputes of, iii. p. 680

Bharatan, outline of, p. 668, 669

Birth-times unpropitious, p. 239

Birth-day of Krishna, p. 113, a great festi-

val, p. 258—difference as to reckoning of

time, p. 413- ii. p. 250
Birth-day of Krisimha, p. 416, of Vamana,

p. 416.

Birth-day festivals, ii. p. 253, 254—anni-
versary rules, u. p. 107

Bilva tree, sacred to Siva, 422—leaf, ii. p,

243, 282—used in spells, ii. p, 181

Bijacshara what, n. p. 293

Bijapore, in. p. 237, 476

Births, a thousand, p. 520

Bijjala king of Kalyanapur or Selpa giri,

II p. 675, 685, 686, 687, 689, 840, 852,

855, 856, 871, 880, 881, 883, 855, 887,

888, 889, 890, 8Si6, 898, 902. in. p. 559,

645, 647
Bidnai's fables, n. p. 453

Bijapur padsbah,iii. p. 441,—padsbahs and

revenue, in. p. 713
Bibi of Cannanore, ni. p. 662

Black scorpion how used, p. 368

Black stone melted becomes iron, p. 601

Blood drinking of insacti worsliip, n. p,

363,—human blood offered, n. p. 415

Blood drawn from a stone, ni- p. 301

—

flowed from an image, m. p. 699

Blocks rudely carved worshipped, iii- p.

542
Body of Divinity Roman Catholic, p. 528
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Body, elements how distributed in, p. 468
Bolingbroke, Lord, pantheism of, p. 650
Body subtile shade, or ghost, il. p. 518, 560
Bodleian library at Oxfoi-d, Jl. p. 833
Bow, named pinaca, ii- p. 388

Boundary disputes, n. p. 100, 116
Boers, African, in. p. 29

Bobhalli, ii. p. 529, 728—unhappy tale of.

III. p. 476 573

Bobili or Bopaili, ii. p. 605, 728- in. p. 475
Bona dea, a goddess, il. p. 176
Bohn, II. p. 815

Books Visliauava on nectar, others salt

water, in. p. 97

Bonima raza of Chingleput, in. p. 39

Bomma nayak, iii. p. 59

Bomma raja distinguished cliief, m. p. 508
Book subducted, m. p 29.3, 300

Books general list of, iii. p. 348—test of,

II. p. 877—book Saiva, iii. p. 353

—

books Native and English similar, III. p.

508—on ceded Districts, note concern-

ing, III. p- 564

Boundaries of kingdom, III. p. 373

Bodi nayak, m. p. 375— killed a Mahomed
champion, iii. p. 37

Bnria Cavelly Vencata, in. p. 523

Bombay, in. p. 665

Book curious old one, ni. p. 643—remarka-

ble one, n. p. 518

Book resembling Homer burlesqued, p 766
Brahmam, ni. p. 801

Brahm, n. p 280, 281, 45S, 667—eternal

the world finite, il. p. 518

Brahma, p. 24, 36, 44, 47, 53,54, 55, 71, 1 03.

121, 123, 135, 137, 141, 151, 155, 161,

179, 180, 181, 189,196, 206,207, 223,

239,269,281,311,421,424, 425, 426,

435, 440, 442, 4.57, 458, 459, 464, 471,

474,522,528,578,579,581, 683, 587.

n.p. 13, 73. 194 219, 223, 46-3, 592,

693, 595, 754, 756, 773. ni. p. 98, 100,

101, 105, 110, 111, 129, 130, 132, 133,

143, 146, 187, 188, 191, 231, 257, 276,

292, 293, 623 524, 525, 614, 644, 616,

675, 699, 704, 764 777, 798, 799
Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, n. p. 298—are

one, 205

Brahma clothed with the form of the world,

208—at the feet of Siva, ii. p. 637—im-

prisoned by Subrahmanya in. p. 191,451

Brahma and Sarasvati, legend of, n. p. 792,

793. in. p. 93

Brahma put in prison, ni. p. 117, 191—told

a lie, ni. p. 125, 140, doomed by Siva,

in. p. 125

Brahma and Vishnu subordinate toRudra,
III. p. 148.

Brahma homage by to the Supreme Being,

III p. 188

Brahma born in a lotus flower rising from

the navel of Vishnu m. 223—lost one

of his five heads, in. p. 704
Brahrna Kaivertta and Vaivartta puranas,

p. 157

Bralimans Vaishnava, morning ceremonies,

p. 465
Bralimans eat flesh, p. 34
Bralimans five, i. p. 233, 472
Brahman and king. Colloquy of, n. p. 304
Brahman punisiied, n. p, 102—cilibati, n.

p. 104—what makes one, Ii. p. 463
Brahmaus, their religious rites, ii. p. 226,
Brahman turned to a lingam, ii. p. 563,

567, 815
Brahman's widow, tale of, n. p. 565
Brahman a match maker, li. p. 594—petri-

fied, II. p. 641, 648, 652, 816
Brahman walked in tlie skies, II. p. 885
Brahinans lepers, seven hundred cured, n.

p. 885
Brahma pralaya, or deluge, li. p. 600
Brahmandam, or mundane etrg, in. p. 35,

416,—described, in. p. 255
Brahmachari his duties, in. p. 114,—per-

taining to, II. p. 114, 193,221
Brahman, author of a Christian book, in.

p. 171

Brahman woman, an authoress, in. p. 150

—

a pythoness, in. p. 881
Brahman Ciiristian in the employ of Revd.

Messrs. Cran and Desgranges, in. p.

171

Brahmans overcame Jainas by astrologi-

cal skill, and magic, in. p. 372, 374
Brahmans,establishment of at Chitambaram,

in. p. 384
Brahmans originally foreigners in the Penin-

sula, in. p. 396
Brahmans Ganda and Dravida, in. p. 628,

678
Brahman a suicide, in. p. 438
Brahman built, a muntapa with materials

from his own house, Tii.p. 438

Brahmans bones of, a legend, ill. p 454

Brahmans various attaimneuts of, ui.p. 99

Brahman colony from Benares, in . p. 531

Brahmans thirteen tribes of iii. p. 568,

679—of ten kinds, in. p. 189

Brahman family killed by wild foresters,

III. ]). 596
Brahmans and Banddhas, checks on each

other, ni. p. 424
Brahmans Dravida filled the southern

country, in. p. 678
Brahman killed by Cari Cala Cholan, IH.

p. 479
Brahma act'lia, p- 667
Brahmadicas, li. p. 266
Bralimans sarcastic tales concerning, ll. p.

892—detest the Tarigamas, n. p. 892—
right and left hand, in. p. 7

Brass babies, p. 550

Breathing diviuuliou kom, ni, p. 6
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Breat,bing mode of symptomaiic, ii. p. 1C4

Breath how made sweet, ll. p. 4U

Bryant, II. p. 788
Brimlia, p. 469
Brimha yasuya, II. p. 315

Buddlia, III. p. 703
Budha vasti aud makta vasti what, ii. p.

215
Budlia, son of Chandra aud Tara, ii. p • 7O0.

ni. p. 172
Budha, iiJ.p. 228.

Bnkba raya, in. p. 550, 604, 739

Burying a stoue or image maliguaut, il. p.

159

Burning of three towns explained, p. 610

Burns, ii. p. 891

Bussv, Monsr. ii. p. 529, 692, 726, 728,

730. in. p. 475, 476, 492, 573, and

French interference. III, p. 701

Butas, or goblins, their residence, in. p.

169
But as frequently adverted to in Hindu

books, in. p. 169
Buried treasures, notice concerning, ill. p.

379
Buildings at Arcot materials of, in. p. 411

Byron's Cain, in. p. 114.

Cabalistic letters, p. 23, 108, 312
Cadamba dynasty, ill. p. 630, legend of,

III .p. 705
Cailasa,p. 156,439 457. n. p. 334, 591,597,

G87, 849, 890, m. p. 116,117, 130, 138,

140, 142, 191, 212, 225, 253, 254, 265,

266,267,268, 273,293,452,454, 455,

456, 642, 646, 647, 707, 743, 774
Caesar and Imperator at Rome, in. p. 4S3,

Cailasa beings there, ll. p. 884, 674
southern. III. p, 125

Cali, 195. II. p. 420, 427, 445- in. p. 2,108,

153, 156, 157, vanquished in dancing,

HI. p. 380, pointed out buried treasure,

III. p. 710
Cali human sacrifices to, II. p. 704, 716.

in. p. 379, 602
Cali dase, tradition concerning, p. 194,
Calio.it, m. p. 617, 664, 605, 066, 667, 745,

746, 747, 748.

Cala hasti p. 301. ii. p. 238,397, 534, 560,

675, 791, 797, 859. in. p. 29, 42, 224,

363, 452, 402, 618, mountain, in. p 29
Cala hasti the Southern Cailasa, li. p. 762,

763
Cali dasaBhava Chuti and Dandi, n. p. 307
Camadhenn, p. 455, 6U7. m. p. 209, 449
Camsa. ii. p. 260, 599, 784. in. p. 251.

<'amusa or Cambyses (killed 63) ii. p. 272
Camalapuram destroyed by Mahomedans,

ni.p. 549.

C'anarese old, its, terminations, p, 542

Cant, terms, 11. p. 142
(Jandiim and golica, 11. p. 110,

Camphor light, II. p. 247
Canravas desire to destroy the Faudavas,

p. 569
Oari kanda Cholan, why so named, m. p.

522, defeated by tiie Tandiyan, in. p. 522

Casyapa, p. 11, 43, 438, 561 , 5S0.Ii. p. 229,

322, 594. in. p. 98, 110, 148, 192, 227,

628
Casya})a's two wives, p. 438, 561, li. p, 229,

III. p. lis, 191, liis posterity, in. p. 352,

Cfather of asuras. III. p. 113

Carnatic, 104. Ill p. 421, 737, 787
Carmam, II. p. 19, or predestination, n.p. 339
Cause and consequence, li. p. 137

Caveri river, p. 158, 159, 163, 164, 440
441, 550, 556. ii. p. 96, 219, 236, 239,

306, 659, 868, 877. in. p. 01. Ill, 132,

140,147, 225,346,426,522, 614, 709,

Catalogue of M.S.S. made at the request

of Col. Mcker.zie, in. p. 534
Cavyam defined, n. p. 2

C. mere heroic, ill. p. 13

Castes or colors four, ii- p. 307, 313

Castes origin of, in. p. 057

Castes, ninety-eight, III. p. 7

Caste ^Sanscrit distich on, li. p. 401, dif-

ferences denied. III. p. 22

Caste loss of, torl'eits property, ii. p. 117

Caste is nothing, il. n. 622, 666

C. objurgated, ii. p. 884.

Castes in Malayalam diverse from other

casrc of India, in. p. 602, 603

Cairo founded in an aspect of Mars, ll.p.48S

Caste, disturbances, in. p. 305

C. subdivisions of, in. p. 305

Calamities prophesied il, p. 519

Calicut rMJa's rule. III. p. 167

Cari Cala Cholan, n. p. 584, 874, m. p. 48,

300,514, 551, 553, 577, 588, 5L2, 675
Calinga desam, II. p. 302, 529

C. country, III. p. 129 153, 154, 197

(Conquered by a Chola King, ili. p. 3(H)

Calinga, a serpent, n. p. 599

CataloEjue of M.Liugayya's books. III. j). 589

Cisi, II. p. 831,111. p. 197, 218

Catauibari, li. p. 340, 452, 454

Casi and Kayagi n.p. 347

Calcutta. II. p. 380, in. p. 33, 56

C. book, II. p. 347, Daliban n. p. 430

Caruataca coiintrv, Ii. p. 580. in. p. 237,

241, 259, 200
Cartesian system, li. p. 009
Capia, II. p. 040. in. p. 99, 100

Canipl)ell's Telugu grammar, U. p. 943

Canva, ii. p. 040
Caundilia, legend of, II. p. 758

Cayyan (or cain) IT. p. 051
Calisactiof Vira Bhadra praised, II, p. 779

Calvana, capital town II. p. 841, 852, 862,

873, 874, 875, 830
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Catnashi, ii. p. 77G, ni. p. 48

Capital town, its requisites m. p. 17

Cannapa, ii. p. 889

Cancbi, ii. p. 753, 759, 831. ill. p. 93, 183.

293, 427, 487, 672, 694

Cata cotoya, a cowherd, ii. p. 859, SCO

Capilesvaram, li. p. 855

Camban, in. p. 19, 38, 90, 615

Caliphs, in. p. 35

Cavelly Vencata Ramasami, in. p. 20, 21

C. V. Boriah III. p. 523

Cachi Ecambresvara fane, ill. p. 29

Cari cala cliolan, bora on an island of the

Caved, ni. p. 126

C. C. Cbolan instalation of, ni. p. 50, works

on ihe Caveri, III. p. 61

Caves at Inrakal, iii- p. 411

Caves of Adjunta, in. p. 80

Cashmir, II. p. 474. in p. 54, 123, 266, 545

Capilas Banddbas, pashandas, in. p. 103

Cashmere, dwelling of hermits therein, in.

p. 146
Camacshi, as a fortune teller, in. p- 481

Cambridge, historian ni. p. 497

Calipurushe, in. p. 96

Camanan, a chief, in. 57, 94

Campanra udiyar, ni. p. 91, 438

Caveripnni patnam, ill. p. 126, 127, 386,

389, 714
Cama, III. p 116
Cama son of Vishnu, Hi. p. 224

Candi, m. p. 184
Gandi king takes offence, his obstinacy, ni,

p. 184
Candi kings heads his troops, defeated,

slain, in. p. 185

Calpa and other periods, in, 189

Cdliyugra, ni. p. 130

Cannibal savage converted by a dasi, iH. p.

228
_

Cannavayi jati mountaineers, in. p 293

Caiinanore, lady-ruler at, in. p. 296

Carnatic, saiva temples in the, III. p. 296

CannijacsbijOr mirasi right, ni. p. 370

Catama raja, in. p. 215

Gamboge, ni- p. 22S

Campila raja, ui. p. 234. 235, 237, 267

Cayan, a gandharba, in. p. 271
Cartikeya, m, p. 291, 643
Caveripakam, ni. p. 374
Canneadi,ni. p. 375
Calf illusive killed in. p. 124

Cali.'yuga began B. C. 4O0 according to the

Jainas, in. p. 393
Candi in Ceylon, rulers of, ni. p. 374
Candi flesam,or Ceylon, ni- p. 387

Camban ('udatar, Eort taken by assault,

III, p. 377
Cavari river, a great town at its mouth, in.

p. 126, 127, 386, destroyed, and relics of,

m. p. 389, 614

Cascades five, m. p. 410

Candums Dherma and barbarous.ni. p. 401

Oaiionizatiou Romish, whence derived, p
G22.

Carmam purva and upara of the Jainas,

in. p. 404.

Camalar or artificers of five sorts. III. p.

418, they escaped by sea to Chiua, in.

p. 419
Casa major, Mr. in. p. 585

Carnatic, earlier iuliabitants of massacred,

in p. 421

Caiichipuram founded and protected by

Kulottunga Cholan, ni. p. 427
Caudavarayen, built a Fort, warlike and

subtle,—vexed the agriculturists— slain

by treachery, ui. p. 428, repaired and im-

proved the fane at Kary Kuudam, in.

p. 435
Camponera udiyar, agent of Bukha rayer,

in. p. 488
Campbell Governor proceedings at Tanjore,

III. p. 442.

Carnam, or village accountant, in. 462
Cari cala Cbolan, biographical notice of,ni.

p. 478
Caricala Cholan and Makanti king, m. p.

486
Cari cala Cholan exercised extensive influ-

ence, ni. p. 486
Chosen king, in. 515, married daughter of

the Pandiyam, in p. 515, anecdote con-

cerning, in. p. 516,killed a Brahman, ni.

479, visited with Brahma hatli,ni. p. 516.

Caveripum patnam, in. p. 126, 127
Camuvar built two temples, in. p. 517

Cainacsbi image of clay, HI. p. 524.

Haroor, in. p. 796
Canada Bralimaus their mal practices, in.

p. 690
Cart axle turned into gold, in. p. 482.

Ceremonies six, II. p- 241, 257
C. various, U. p. 253

Ceremonial potheiion, 192. 247. n. p. 342
Celestial turned pig, p. 659, 664
Ceres ll. p. 80
C. local, n. p. 69, 74, 421

Cesarian operation, n. p. 107

Ceylon, u. p. 728. ni. 127, 179, 186, 698

Ceylon King of, became Saiva, in. p. 138

Ceylon Settlement on by a Paudiya King,
in. p. 373

Celibate student, n. p. 253

Ceded Districts, in. p. 224, 494, 496, 504
Ceded District, anciently a waste or wild-

erness, III. p. 560.

Ceded District, note on books concerning,

ni. p. 504, books concerning, in. p. 548

Celestials incarnate in a cow and calf, lU.

p. 615, bathed in pools, in. p, 705
Chambers withinside a temple p. 35
Champa what, p. 175

Chacra nadi a sacred river p. 130
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Cliaudala, n. p. 307
Charms on plates of copper p. 513

C vaiious, p. 553, 556

Cliaiidfa gupta, father of Vicrancaditya,

p. 623
Cl.rist, p. 509, 512, 528

CliristidD doctrine, u. p. 604
Cliristiaii Bible, ii. p. 692

Cliarm, six leUered, p. 549, 566, 653, 664,

ei»ht lettered, p. 552

Cliicka deva, Mysore King, p. 487, 4S8,

493, 496, 534, 536, 540, 541, 543, 544
Ciiicka bliupati, p. 458
Clienji or Ginjee, p. 89

Cliicatsa wliat, p. 558

Cliitta oratti what p. 622
Cbola King cut off his own head, p. 598.

Chitrangi and Sarangadwara, p. 634, 644
Chit and ambara what, p. 659
<.;hit and achit, p. 315
Cherub compared with Karabha, ii. p- 70
Ciiaplet the dupe's, n. p. 309
(^handrayana what, li. p. 110
Cliacra homage to, li. p. 161
Chanting or intoning, n. p. 244, 245
Chandra pitcha, n. p. 340, 452, 454
Chandra gupta, lii. p. 721
Cliamunda, n. p. 391
Chamundi, n. p. 445
Chalini, li. p. 405, 442
Chilra, ii. p. 460
Chitambaram, ii. p. 413, 797. in. 12, 145,

149, 614, the earthly cailasa, in. p. 381
Chandra, li. p. 500, iii. p. 100, 143,172,743
Chellama, ii. p. 566, 573, 627, 628, m. 212.

Cheunamalesvara, li, 587
Child eating ogre, li. p. 628
Chicacole, II. p. 725
C laste wives, tales of, ill. p. 641
Chaste hayya, n. p. 828
Chronology of Jainas, n. p. 681
Chundra, son of Atri, ii. p. 548, 706, as a

paramount 817, Lionard Fara, in. p. 172
Chevy chase like ballads, ii. p. 729
Choca nai'ha and Muneshi, n. p. 795
Chundra gupta, ii. p. 645. m. p. 73 79
Chenua Basava, II p. 689, 846, 853, 861,

891, 897
Chenua Basava, his propiiecv, m. p. 257
Charitouda nambi, li. p. 855, 866, 867
Chola land, II. p. 877
Chola Kin^s, iii. p. 295, details of, in. p. 48
Chola Mundhlum, chief towns Ginjee and

Taiijore, ni. p. 58
Chola, Oyisala and Vijayanagar, kings suc-

cessors, HI. p. 33
Cliola Kiugs, the first of them, lu. p. 126,

p. 127
Chola King adjudged his son to death, in.

^
p. 145

Chola Kingdom, end of, m. p. 176,179,
made premier of VijayauagaraiJi, in. p. LTti

Cheuni Cholan of Canclie puram, ni. p. 93
CheraniandalaniCapiialTiruua<;ari,lil. p. 38
Cht-nzi or Ginjee, origin of, in. p. 38
Chilainur, III. p. 81, 374
Cheunapattatiam or Madras, in. p. 89, Eng-

lish settlement, in. p. C75
ChcTovaca, iifad ot an atheistical school, in.

p. 92, class divisions of. in. p. 92, agree

with s >me European wrileis, in. p. 93
Cheruman Venimel, III. p. 49, 50, 313, his

rule, III. p. 1()B

Cliirajud dowlah,ni. p, 56

Ciiauua saliib ii. p. 61, 390
Chacravertis twelve, HI. p. SO

Chandia sichara, ui. p. 176
Cliitiauibrum in. p. 131. 293,380,984,985
Cheme ilaja, in. p. 236
Chai dragiri Kingdom, ni. p. 147,1^4, 169,

191, 219 440
Choka natlia of Madura, quarrel and war

wiiii Vijaya Kasliava, ni. p. 177, bad
policv of. III. p. 178

Chinna KesavaNayadu Victorious, in. p. 183
Cheuji mala dasa crowned at Tanjure, in. p.

1 78, flf d to Ariyatur, in. p. 1 79, protected

by Chnka natha of Madura, in. p. 179
Chinna Kesava, overcame the CanQian army

ill battle, in. p. 179, severely wounded,
in. p. 185

Chacra disputed with Vishnu—born with-

out legs or arms— fed by Athi sisha

—

became a cliacraverti, III. p. 207
Chacliyas took part in a war, in. p. 215,

song concerning it, in. p. 215
Chenji people, wild foresters, III. p. 224
Ciiicke deva raya, rhetorical tale of, in. p.

262
Chala dynasty posterior to the Christian

era.lii. p. 299, jarring accounts discussed,

III. p. 295, cliecshuslia nianu, ill. p. 193
Chandra Sechara Vaudyau appealed to the

Kayer, ni. p. 375, 376 yielded up power
to iSIagama Nayak, in p. 376.

Chivalrous single combat, in. p. 375
Chola Kit)g took a District from Visva-

natliaNayak, III. p. 377
Cliunda Sahib and the Mahoinedans des-

troyed many records and inscriptions,

in. p. 382
Cluuidala child reared by a Erahmau
woman, in. p. 397

Chitambur fane, ancient and distinguished,

III. p. 405
Chiefs, Mahomedan of Vellore, ui. p. 412
Child, ingenuity of a, nr. p. 419
Chandra vamsa, in. p. 200, 201

Cliennepa Nayak acted with great violence,

ni. p. 421

Choka nat'ha Nayak, in. p. 378

Cshetriya'^, l.Ti. p. 210
Chingleput Raja fought wiihand destroyed

turumbcr, in. p. 433

j
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Thank of Vishnu iucarnatp, m. p. 450

Cheraniau's devotedness to Siva, iii. p. 4i5

Chara and Congunad district, III. p. 456,

Cbildreu of polvgaiiusts, p 2'21

Cbola Kiuir, violriice and oppression df one

III. p. 436

Chola Kings ruled at Tnivalaiicliuri, iii. p.

437 list of III. p. 440

Cliola rajas, account, of III. p. 518

Chittoor, III. p. 448, 508

Chenji people kill travellers, III. p. 464

Cbicacole, in, p. 509

Cliaiukyas conquered, ill. p. 487

Chalukyas Western, HI. p. 495

Chalukyas and other Kings, iii. p. 512, 513

Chalukyas race, in. p. 200, 201

Chasm m tlie Cavery filled in by a hu-

man sacrifice, m, p. 521

Chundra giri, Kingdom, Mahomedan ascen-

dancy, HI. p. 488

Chaluk'ya chiefs ofRnjamahendri, iii. p. 492,

493 race of m. p. 535

Chola conquest in Rnjaniahendri, iii. p. 492,

493 race of in. p. 535

Chola King saciiftced his wife, iii. p 518,

another one offered up his son, in. p.

518,520
Chola King upset a boat full of unpaid

laborers, in. p. 522

Chola King killed his son, ni p. 346

Chola King plundered bis people, in p. 522

connected the Cavery and Colernoii rivers,

ru. p. 522,— built many fanes, in. p. 5-^i

Chintapalli, in. p. 517

Chola rajas of the solar line, III. p. 522,

ceased with Caricala Cbola, III. p. 522

Chola Kings, names of, in. p. 54.5

Cbola, desem afl'airs ol, in. [> 577

Cholar King, singular Oreain of one, in. 617

Cbunduvole, iii. p. 535

Chere, Cbola and Pundyan Kingdoms, in

p. 614
Chief and harber anecdote of, HI. p. 601

Chebrole, m. p. 535

Chacraveitis, universal sovereigns, in. p.

635
Chieftains of Sunda. ih. p. 641

Chicka, Deva of Mysore, m. p. 627

Chandi a giri ruler, m. p. 650

Chittleedroog, m. p. 669, 670, 673

Chinese colony, Calicut at, m. p. 664, 665

Cherumen Perumal went to Mecca, ni. p.

665, sent Mahomedan teachers to

Malayalam ill. p. 665, 667,

Chingleput, m. p. 149, 351, 435, 586

Cheruman Perumal, m. p. 664 665

Cbenna Baseva, in. p. 642

Chenji Kings, m. p. 695

Cburnikai wliat, n. p. 80

Cbicacoli, m. p. 764
Civil suits, p. 482

Civet cat kept at Arnnachalan3,m. p. 143

Circa rs northern, u p. 730, m p, 467, 48S

529
Clarke, Lieut, killed at Ramnad. in. p. GO.

Clouds Varuna's chariot, p. 574, seven

kinds ot,ni.p. 53, cause amorous emotion

U. p. 51

Classes four, n p. 579
Clothing prnperties, of n. p. 1/3
Clive, Lord from Madras, fought with

Nabob, ni. p. 56
Clairvoyance, n. p. 19
Commercial Town IH. p. 387, traded with

Ceylon, ni. p. 387
Code of Mam superseded by that of

Farasarain tlie Caliyut;a,« p. 220
Combaconum site of water luiiu'am, p. 155
Colors or caste and orders, p. 186, 190,

309, 339, 330, n. p. 265, 328, 37J, 373,
388, 463

Combaconum, p. 150, 155, il. p. 753, 797
in. p .178, 487, 478, 479. 522

Conjeveram, p. 22, 67, 68 82, 87, 89,91,

99, 103,145, 150, 153, 223, 231, 232,

235, 275, 277. 2o7, 289, 291, 333, 439,

441, n. p. 9, 52, 54, 55, 67, 68, 91, 95,

146, 186, 237, 238, 240, 302, 303, 306,

364, 369, 533, 635, 699, 745, 765, 776,
80«,859ni. p. 29, 38, 42, 43,44, 45,

49, 53, 81. 138, 147, 149, 153, 188, 191,

231, 264, 296, 331, 339, 340, 352, 372,
403, 411 422, 423,424. 426. 481, 482,
523—26, 528, 531, 553, 599, 689, 700,

720, 730, 784
Conjeveram May festival, p. 82.

Cock fii;hling, seven years war begun at a,

in. p. 476
Cookery, p. 332, 528
Covetousness, p. 335
Common pl.-icrs poetical twelve, p. 526
Cow and tiger, legend of, p. 521
Cosmogony like tbe OrpUean and Hebrew,

p. 665
Colehrooke, H. T. Esq.. n. p 386
Col. Moor, II. p. 307, 373, 388, his Hindu

Pantheon, n. p 421

G)w gift of, II. p, 252, 757,of killed Zanti, n.

p. 255, tawny properties of and excellence,

n. p. 307

Col. Close, iii. p. 693

Cow with legs broken, m. p. 720
Conception mode of, n. p, 459, 559
Cows and oxen valued by marks, n. p. 542,

diseases of, n. p. 670,

Cosmetics or Vaisyas, n. p. 561

Conveyance, modes of, m. p. 190
Col. Nixon, in. p. 390
Concremation of females, in. p. 208, instance

of, m. p. 600
Comet termed smoke tail, in. p. 232
Composition Comarese, rules of, m. p. 261
Congani immigrants, in. p. 301

Colcroon river, in, p. 390
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Confederaey, Maliomedaii. ui, p. 39
Condavidu, in. p. 227, 480
Colapur, ra. p. 29S

Coimbatore, m. p. 299, 351, 354, 397, 400,

459, 796
Col. Mackenzie, Surveyor General of India,

nx. p. 373
Colony of three thousand Brabmans, in. p.

383
Congu desam for chera desam, m. p 395
Company tiie Hon'ble, in. p. 405,407, 441
Courlezans of a temple treaclierous, in. p.

419
Cotande natha ere of, ni. p. 438
Consiiu nad modern Coimbatore, n. p. 449.

ni. p. 640, distinct froui the cbera uad, in.

p. 458
Contest of a spirit with A vveiyar, in. p. 460
Ciiya people eat snakes, in. p. 464
Courtallum, in. p. 780
Comparison not, proof, li. p. 23
Combination against, the ]Nizam, m. p. 701
Colony of Brahmans fiorn Benares, ni. p.

477
Condu and Coada vandlu, wild tribes, in. p.

467
Condu vandlu, ni. p. 467
Couda vandlu, thf ir customs, in. p. 468
Conda savaralu of Jayapur, ihtir custoras,

in. p. 470
Co-el is Greek Tamil, Telngu, m. p. 494
Cow deception described, III. p. 519
Cimdavir, in. p. 480,
Col. Muuro, ni. p. 552, 572. 573,674, 590,

604
Condapilly, m. p. 506
Col. Mackenzie's Survey Operations, in. p,

532, his assistants Ul p. 559,
Coniti tribe at Paunacouda, ni. p. 541,
Coroniandel, ill. p. 579
Cows turned into stones, m. p. 674
Cochin, m. p. 618, 665, 666
Comti virgin destroyed iierself, m. p. 657
Col. Mackenzie, in. p. 5. 25, 41, 61, 220,

291, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 389, 390,

394, 400, 405, 406, 410. 430, 440, 501,

503, 505, 507, 559, autograph of, in. p.

475, 636, 693, 701, 711, 712, 715
Col. Wilks, in. p. 636, 652
Colonel W. Kirkpatrick, ni. p. 636

sketches, m. p. 32, 234
Cow for products of. p. 257, 272, 285, 425,

n. p. 110, 240, 278
Commandmenis,ten exposition of, ii. p. 664
Cowherd tribe tlie highest, u. p. 661
College Board, n. p. 693
College of Madras, n. p. 719, 781, at

Madura, in. p. 13, 19, 20, 227
Court of Directors, n. p. 738,
Cornwallis, Marquis of, u. p. 726, 728
Conjeveram, copper plate records at, in. p.7
Conquerors of the Conguuad, in, p. 33

Ciil. W. Maeleod, Comnii.^sioner at Arcot^
III. p. 34, 40, 416

Concan, in p. 653. lu. p. 507
Col. Re.id, n. p. 682, 738
Country South of Gokernau submerged,
m. p- ]66

Conjeveram, capital of the Tondamandalam,
ni. p. 38

Con or Knn (for king) of extensive usage,
in. p. 72

Contest between Ganga and Cavari, ill. p.
134,135

Congu Country, in. p. 33, 48
Conu'reve, Capt H..ni, p. 34
Crow, beautified, ni. p. 142
Crow red or party-coluuied or white, p. 2.39

Grimes, law of, u. p 142, result of in

another birth, n. p. 255
Cro.^is, symbol of the, U. p. 604
Colapur, in. p. 727
Crows, loud given to, II. p. 104
Crita yuga, n p. 793
Gran and Degran^es, Rev. Nep., u. p 800

Crishna iiayak ruled at Ginjee, m. p. 39
Creation thought to be self-produced, m.

p. 92, 550
Cradle rocking a temple service, ni. p. In9
Grinii Xanda Gholaii dealt treacherously,

m. p. 395
Craiiganore, ni. p. 665
Creditor paid betbre division, in. p. 761
Creature, sin of killing, p. 532
Csheliyas destruction of, II. p. 774.

Cumblia Kerna, li. p. 612, a sleeper, 602
II. p. 268

Curnari, Ul. p. 110.

Cumaia, p. 70, n. p. 337, 561- m. p. 89,

conquered the Asuras, ni. p. 119

Cuvera, p S7, 344. u. 230, 302, 593. in

p. 128, 163
Curzon, Hon'ble Mr. U. p. 47
Customs, ancient not allowable in the Cali-

yugani, II. p 112, 114
Cuttack, n. p. 628. in. p. 481, 489, 491, 575,

many temples in, li. p. 443
Cusa and Lava, n. p. 612
Gurma avataram, II. p. 234
Cultivators, their value, ni. p. 16.

Cural, opinions concerning the, in. p. 20, 21
Cupid and Psyche, n. p. 649
Cumbhakonam, ni. p. 01
Cupid, n. p. 707, woi shipped, ii. p. 708
Cuddapah, n )>. 699, 80e, in. p. 205, 224,

444, 496, 508, 570, 571, 676, 588, 589,

591,598,601, 714,729, 732
Cuddalore, m. p. 365, 398
Gurumbars, proverb concerning them, in.

p. 399, their customs, m. p. 369, 374
Gurumbars n)assacred in one dav, ni. p.

399, 400, 420, killed by barbers, ni. p.

420, traded by Sea, lii, p. 431, destroyed

by Adondai, xa. 421
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Cunimbars became Jainas, Uitir (ccupalion,

III. p. 431, fort large one of mud, 1J(. p.

433, taken by Timma rap, iii. p. 4a;i

Culinary preparations, in. p. ii33.

Cuuiara Rama distini,'uislied General

—

served under Pratapa iUidra, ill p. 237,

defeated Keddis of Condavir—falsely

accused—killed by treachery, ni. 238,

his bead honored, iii. p. 239

Cumara ilam of Kauipili, ru, p. 633
Cupacshi, punished fir treaclieiy, in p. 428

Cusamma, a suicide deified, lu. p. 841

Cupola, temple of Jaiuas at Amaravati des-

troyed, m. p. 5i2
Cuddapah Nabob, ni. p. 553, 554, 610, GSfi,

687, took a fort,iii. p. 579
Cunumbi, its meaning, m. p. 695

Cymbals for beating lime, p. io3

C^jbele, II. p. 416
(Wrus and Krisbna compared, p. 631.

Cycles planetary, 213, li. p. o3.

Cyclopedia, Penny in Sanscrit, n. p. 713

Dasra fe.<;tival, p. 289, ii. p. 530, 690.

Dacfhana murti, p. 231, 461, 466, ll. p. 332,

379,412, 410, 419

Danavas, (sons of men), ii. p. 788

Dancing, twenty-seven motions in, p. 433

Dandacain, a chant, p. 495

Dandacarauya, a wilderness, ill. p. 557

560, 564, 701

l");indacaranya, tales, p. 535

Dacslia, p. 107, II. p. 229, 592, 595, 632,

752, 828, III. p. 703

Dacsba's sacrifice, n. p. 225, 2^9, 239. 265,

III. p. 62, 101, 110, 115, 120, 140, 193,

195, 237, 273, 274, 315

Dattatreya, p. 163, 467, 586, ll p 223,

470, 471, 575, 591, 594, 601, 823, in. p.

100, 172

Dattatreya, a portion of Vishnu, ii. p. 266,

taught disciples, HI. p. 223.

Damavauti, p. 456, il. p. 401, 497, 777, m.
p. 545, 744

Dasa rat'ba, 171, 451, 452, 454, li. ,). 261,

564, 608, 775, 784, lil. p. 173, 234

Dasa, his family, ii. p. 270, 276, his four

sons, II. p. 610

Dasa andbliakti, as to astrology, n. p. S6,40

Days, good and evil, ii. p. 117

Danseiiscs, ll- p- 387

Dasa dana,tcu pifts, n. p. 191

Daceha's daugiiter Edivia again married

to Siva, in. 193

DaChhin, HI. 55, 143

Dacshin Angue.til, ii. p- 457

Davood Slia, in. p. 37

Dacilia itriijapati. jl. p. 882

Dapter^^ described, il' p. 338

Daiidi, a poet in two hinguasre?, in. p. 2

Day dreams, in. p. 140
Darapurani, iil. p. 395, 723
Daudalur, site of a CholaCump, ill. p. 553
D.mcing art of, iii. p. 615
Daiidacdranya, Suuih of Vindbya mountain,

III. p. 677
Darkness, whether included under light,

p. 247
Dau^liter of a King, a disembodied evil

spirit. 111. p. 460, her contest wiib Avvei-
yar, and with Narkiren, ni p. 460

Davood Khan, HI. p. 423, 598
Dabauchee's day atCoujeverairi, p. 223, 333,

II. p. 52, 54, 55

Deluge, ll. p. 327, commemoration of, p,
381, partial and total, il p. 15

Delu-ie universal of gainas, in. 401
Devices five, p. 493
Dea natura material cause, n p. 1

1

Debts and bail, ii. p. 117

Devaki, 29,11. p 269, 272
Definitions logical, il. p. 135
Deity and the human soul distinct, ii- p.

136, 137, 214
Dfvi, p. 59, 101, 154. n. p. 89,90, 91, 143,

219, 224, 292, 415, 418, 424, 445, 470,

485, ni. p. 153, 212
Death, signs of n. p. 169, 170
Deatli of 13asa\a, u. p. 890, of Bijjala, ii,

p. 890
Dew water, n. p. 170
Dens' Theology, ii. p. 113
Defeat said tu have been caused by cows

II. p. 215
Devaki and Vasudeva, their eiglith son was

Krishna, n. p. 269, 272
Devotee, a type of indwelling Deity, n. p.

333, heaiiless, II. p. 880,witha third leg,

n. p. 881
Devotees, kingly, ii. p. 870, 871
Deities, male and lemale, ii. p. 379
Destroyer, the universal, ii. p. 448
Debt, criminality of, ii. p. 759
Divided the amazons, n- p. 785
Devas (sons of gods) ii. p. , 465, 580, 788

and Danavas, II. p. 266
Deva sabaya sicliamaui, a martyr. III. p. 25
Delhi conquered in the reign of Prit'hu ill.

p. 35
Delpbin classics, II. p. 265, 347
Devarshi what, li. p. 349

Deccan, ii. p. 421

Devangi, a rislii,ii. p. 452
Dps Cartes, ii. p. 069
Delhi, n. p. 642, 823, m. p. 234 239, 531,

680, 692, 701, 702, 722
Des Granges, Missionary, ii. p. 692
Device Sectarial, in. p. 198

Derivation of a system from the Jania creed,

III. p. 373
Deya Durga, changed to Chandra giri, iii.

p. 674
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Deaf and Dumb, wliat leaal share in. p- 7(il

]Jeviyaiii, IIJ. p. liii, 119
l)evi, coiisdrt of biva, lU. p. 212

Deva giri, iii, p. 483
Deva ra}'a ill. p. 240, 738, 739
Del 111 padsliah, III. p. 604, look Velloie,

III. p 7iO
Dellii Padshaii aud MahraUas, ill. p. 726
Deeds of gift, in. p. 612, 613
Diamond calcined, p. 2, n. 169
Dhritarashtraj p. 14, 559, II. p. 263, 517,

620, 621
Dhan vautari, the inventor of med'cine,

p. 252, n. p. 261, 542, 55o, 743, 762

Dbarini, p. 159

Dlierma raja, p. 167, 271, 590, 591, ii. p.

562, 605, 603, 6 1 1, 615, 619, 621,811,

813,111.202,263,771, 772, helped by

Vishnu, n. p. 611
Dlierma and dhermi, logical terms,n. p. 136
Dherma raja's sacntice, li. p. 813

Dliarwar, in. p. 561

Dherma sabha at Madras, Hi. p. 24, 27
Dherma vati, II. p. 439
Dhenva and Dhruva mandalam, iii. p 113,

Drubva his apotheosis, in. p. 102, Hi
Druhva niade to visit Vellore in. p. 69S,

his posterity, in. p. 102

Dherma Hrahma, a Chola King, in. p. 134,

135, 437
Dharaui Gotta near Amaravati, in. p. 490,

505, 50B, 511, 533
Dispositions, good and bad personified on

the stac;e, p. 2-^2, il. p. 5,41. 43, by
ice, 527, 574. n. p. 594, by breaming,
II. p. 492

Divination, p. 316, 323, 333
Diagrams, thiriy j,ix modes of, p. 141,

Special, p. 380
Dictionary, Tamil, on a European model,

p. 513
Divisions logical, p. 7

Diseases incurabh-, ll. p. 34
Dindigul, ii. p. 29

Divinity Vaibhuava, p. 420
Diti, p. 438, mother of Diiiiyas, in. p. 788
Ditipa, p. 59, 157, 162, 171,297,435, 452,

524, n. p. 273, 278, 783, 784, ni. p. 764
Diiipa and his wile, il. p. 618
Distichs of treble interpretation, il. p. 205
Divination, diagrams lor, ii. p. 487
Dispositions which are to be rejected, li. p.

517, III. p. 752
Diseases, causes of, ii. p. 543, 544
Diseases, Diagnosis of, li. p. 543, 544, 545,

546, 547, 548, 549, 551, 554, 555, 556,

658,111. p. 752
Diseases of horses, II. p. 670
Dice, divination by, il. p. 494, 527, 574
Dispositions, three def]ned,ni. ]>. 99
Diseases of children, supposed possession

by an evil spirit, in. p. 84

Difficulty historical cleared, ill. p. 379
Dispute betwet'U Adi Seslia and V'aya, in,

p 447, 6S8
Dispute between Saiva aud Jaina Brah-

nians, ni. p. 811, 528
Dispata dinna,nan\e of a mound, iir. p. 505
Diamond maux in rocks, in. ji. 567
Dispute about creatin;:, ill. p. 699
Divining by s\llables attached to honor

asterisms, p. 76
Diseases consequent to, sins on a former

birth, p. 256
Disciple, mode of leaching one, p. 463, 470
Dindigul, ni. p. 351, 355, 365, 378, 466,

556
Doctrine of Vira Saivas, u. p. 330
Doctor, qualities of, li. p. 137
Dog, polluted food, ii. p. 109
Dowson, Mr. in. p. 34
Doctrines of St. Paul, resemblance to, ii.

p. 518
Dogs read the Veda as well as Brahmans,

n. p. 885
Dogs of tjiva, as good as the Vaishnavas,

u. p. 884
Dowlut rao, Scindiah, in. p. 682, 690
Dowlutabad, ni. p. 487
Uombra mountebanks, n. p. 892
Drania, a moral one, p. 13.

Dramas, Saiva aud Vaishnava, n. p. 41
Drum used in festivals, p. 266, to call

deities, p. 267, 426
Dreams, p. 277. 3 J 9. 368, u. p. 34, 44, ill.

p. 753
Dranpadi, p. 169,it. p. 5U0, 821, disgrace of

II. p- 262, mairied to tlie hve Paudavas
p. 564, 569, in. p. 205, 793

Dresses, tiieatrical, names id', II. p. 43
Dramas concerning them, ii. p. 478, 4/9
Dreams, night or early moiuiug n. p, 487,

764, by uay, in. p. 190
Dravida, the country South of the A^iu-

dliyas, 11. p. 787,111. p. 695
Dravida Uesatn, ii. p. 787, ill. 414
Dravidas, five defined, in. p. 61
Drona, n. p. 400, 607, 61 7, m. p. 199, 228,

770, 775
Duties, six. kinds of, p. 663, proper to the

four ages, p. 663
Duties ol a brahman daily, il. p. 110
Duties of the four colors, ll. p. 113, 119,

120, 208, 224, 233, 238, 240
Duties of the four orders, n. p. 120, 208,

224, 240
Duties of the ascetic, ii. p. 265, 469, 470,

471, 473
Dushmanta, n. p. 41, 43, 480, in. p. 779
Durga, p. 29, 30, 59, 154, 278, il. p. 93,

141, 151, 219, 415, 416, 418, 445, 791
Durvasa, p. 59, 161, 439, n p 787, 882.

894,111. p. 100, 172, 192, 231, 256, 416,
764
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Durvoddhana, p. 590; 591. 31. p. 150, 399.
•:>(5-2, 61(3, 622, 8()7, m. p. 15U, 224. 77u

Duiyoddliana, his ill conducl, 11/ p. 61

1

Diirvasii, legend of, it. p. 461, son of Atri

and Annasva, II. p. 787
Durvasii visit t^d Krishna, li. p. 894
Diiiga worship of in iJie Gliola Country,

ill. p. 49
Dwnraca, p. 223, 453, 648, H. p. 51. 54,

260, 272,500, 572, 619, 713, 714, 76b,

809, 828
Dwipas seven, li. p. 108, 254
Dynasties three, in. p. 147
Dyce, Major General, ill. p. 476

E.

East India House Manuscripts, ii p. 682,

687, 770, 776, 778, 770
Eating, proper time for, II. p. 164
Ecadasi holy, ii. p. 759
Ecaiita Ramayya, II. p. 878, 880
Ecamb.Aresvara, p. 67, 91, li. p. 240, 776,

III. p. 45
Eckoji, III. p. 298, his policy at Tanjore

—

received a district in lieu of expenses, iii.

p. 178, entered the fort of Tanjore-—his

djnasty established, in. p. 179
Eclipses,' p. 109, 113, 206, eclipse, a

meritorious time, p. 2,—one sp("cial,iil. p.

128,—mode of calculating, ii. p. '6'6

Economy of human life, four-fold, p. 337
Editor of Maoras Journal of Literature and

Science, in. p. 505
Ediflcfs of Jainas appropriated or destroy-

ed, III. p. 406
Egyptian custom, in. p. 63
Eight passions, p 4

Eighteen classes from castes, 11. p. 233
Elements, five, p. 678, to tach five yaiias,

p. 678
Elephants, eight, supporting the world, ii,

p. 752 — Cunt poets, ill. p. 5/1

Elepliant and siiakf, 1- g uu of, li. p. 794,

and spider n- p. 900
Elephants concerning, ii. p. 763
Elesvara Kotaya, legend of, II, p, SS9
Element ))urifying of, if. p. 418
Elements, five. ii. p. 16,23,24, 84,318 338,

456, 482, 558
Elements personified, ii. p. 243
Elliot, Hr)n'ble W. Esq., p. 478, 669, 678,

in. p. 277, 344, 457, 498, 499
Elliot marbles, II. p, 246, 788, in. p. 80, 82,

93,301,462,477, 4M), 485, 499, .505,

531,542,567,589,602
Ellis, Mr. II. p. 743, in. p. 19,21,503
Elocution, p. 320
Eiopenient of Bomma Nayak's daughter.

ni. p. 156

Elephant of Indra brought down to earlh,

111, p. 267

Elphiuslone, Mr. iii. p. 692
Emigration from Uooty Distiict lo the

south. III p. 376
English arrival at Madras, III. p. 40
English and Erench proceedings in tho

Caruatic, III. p. 40
English expelled the French from the

Northern Circars, il. p. 730
English Bahadur,Governor William, n. p. 56

English flag hoisted at, Calcutta, III. p. 56

Enthusiasm false and true, il. p. 560
Encyclopaedia of native science, ii. p. 751
English rule, natives idea of, II. p. 261
English at. Madura, in. p. 299
Kniginas, p. 196, 202
Enadi nat'lia, a prince, II. p. 869
Enemies, II p. 122
English and French ascendancy, in. p. 539
Era of Vicramaditya,iii. p.216,—oi Cotanda

nat'ha. III. p. 438
Ethical instruction peculiar, U. p. 46, 48
Etiquette, quarrel concerning, HI. p. 378
Europeans in high employ cauiioned, p. 557
Europe, iii. p. 29
Evil Spirit, classes of, u. ] 47, 159,—trouble

children, ii. p. 536, 548, 549, 552, 655
Evil or sudden death, expiatory ceremony,

II. p. 108, 109, 110
Eunach, li. p 249
Evil times, three, ill.

Excavations when fortunate, p. 39,—some
are tombs, in. p. 426

Exception to general rules in logic, p. 207
Exorcism, ll. p. 536, 547, 548, 552, 355
Expiation by water, ii. p. 245
Excellencies specified, in. p. 770
Eye salve magical, p. 368, 570, ii. p. 544,

547, 552
Eyes in the feet of a muni, iii. p. 383

Faults of omission, one hundred kinds of p.

17

Father and Mother to be renounced, ut.

p. 167
Falsehood carries with it its own evidence,

in. p. 211
Family life condemned, ii. p. 282, insipid,

II. p. 296
Family compared to a disease, li. p. 79

Falsehood sometimes right, II. p. 761

Farriery, .ii p. 764
Faggot sticks changed to gold, II. p. 873
Fast on eleventh lunar day, legend of, ill.

p. 87
Factious struggles in Srirangham temple,

in. p. 396
Fasting at eclipses peculiar to India, iii. p.

417
Fame at Seringham founded bv a Dasi

Ji. p. 636



Fast, of eleventh dav lunar, III. p. 772

Female stx, ni. p. 19u

Festival play, p. 267

Females concremaliuri of, li. p. 208

IVmale children do not iuherii, lU.p. 71)1

Fieidiug's passions, ii. p. 689

Festival days defined, II. p. 373

Ferisbta,iii. p. 549

F'igures rhelurical, ii. p. 25, 27, poetical, one

hundred, p. 31(5

Figure 4, fanciful use of, 653

Firdouse, aud tiie Shah name. III. p. 35

Fire-works, making of, in. p. 261

Fire, world of, ii. p. 230
Fire-sacriticial, legend of, il. p. 460
Fire offerings, H. p. 108, 25S, pit for, ii.

14—233
Fire-rain, III p. 48, 152, a symbol, iii. p. 53

stone-houses, a leluge from ill. p. 48
First Mahomedan irruption, III. p. 375
F"'ishe.rmen light, ihe human at Trincomalei,

III. p. 91

Fish-banner why used, in. p. 54

Five Pandavas of Kayather, III. p. 376, 379
Fletcher's purple island, il. p. 731

Flowers usfd in pujas, ii. p. 332, 336
F'oetus how formed iu the womb ii. p.

459, 486, 587, 627
Forest, on extensive in. p. 512
Former rajas, iii. p. 371
Fortune telling, ii. p. 493
Form universal of Siva, ii. p. 296
Fort of Arcot, ni. p. 423—of Curumbars,

III. p. 427
F^oit of seven walls, built by Narasimha

raja. III. p. 433
Four letters, It. p. 98
Four castes, in. p. (344, azramas or orders

m. p 644
Foundation, propitious times for, lii. p. 626
F'ounder of Chola dynasty, ni. p. 695, 096
F'ossil shells represent deities, p. 13li

F'rench rule at Amritalur, iii. p 534
French affairs la the Northern Circais, iii.

p. 492
French and English rule at Nizampatnam,

II. p. 530
Freeze, Mr. Collector of Chingleput, in. p.

199
Fruits, nature of, ll. p. 174
Froissart, ii. p. 122
Funeral pile lighting of, ii p. 122

Gadwak, ii. p. 790, 808, fort built, p. 602,
its name, p. 603

Gajapati prince's negociat ion with Krishna
Raya, in. p. 181,—gave her daughter to

Krishna Raya,iii. p. 1 82, 674,~deceived
by a device, in. p. 182

Ganjapati, iii. p. 215

GHJapalis of Cultack, in. p. 241, 485,
built Gar.jam, ill. p. 578, ruled iu Urissa,

III. p. 490
Gaiien of ancient writers is Kaljanapuri,

II p. 6S6
Gaiia aiul genus, the same word, p. 399
Ganapati, li. p. 471 a slang term, ii. p.

719
Gmias, or celestials, p. 053, astrological

II. p. 38, plosodiat, ii. p. 193, cl»sse3

of letters, li. p. 27, 28, 29, 59, 62, 6S1,

Saiva ii. p. 626
Ganda, li. p. 40
Gandliarba, II. 266,386
Gandara, p. 04
Ganapati deva, gave a district to Niyogi

Bralimans, III. p. 534
Ganapati, ill. p. 215, 266, 486, 487, 490,

602, dynasty, in. p. 538, 572, 574
Gandharbas, choristers iuludra's world,!!!,

p. 189
Gandi Kota, a hill fort, iii. p. 562,taken by

Mahomedans, in. p. 587
Ganesa, p. 19, 32, 35, 72, lOl, 117, 123,

139, 189,257,259,271, 283,293, 412,
413, 423, 456, 477, 530, U. p. 65. 68,

72, 73, 177, 178, 181, 183, 206, 278,
422, 4.50, 475, 531, 535, 563, 571,594,
631, 791, III. p. 27, III. p. 125, 131, 444,
III. p. 120, 144. 145, 628, 643, 788—how
approached, in. p. Ill

Ganga, local fable cunceruing, Iii. p. 422
Gan<ra, p. 140, 182 243, 278, 437, il. p.

502, 503, 506, 565, 566, 567, 575, 687,

621, 624, 625, 630, 758, 759, ni. p. 125,

148, 255
Ganga in love with Siva, p, 493
Ganga Bhavani. ni. p. 137
Ganges, p. 64, 83, 160, 278, 288,448, 579,

II. p. 96, 213, 234, 236, 306, 601, 642,

807. 823, m. p. 113, 114, 116, 161,223
Ganges, virtues of, in. p. 113. 114, 116
Ganjaiii, HI. p. 46S, 501, 504, 50.5, 509,

531, 577
Gaiijam conquered by Moghwls, III. p. 578
Garuda, king of birds, 47, 159, 278
Garuda, 131, 135, 146, 177, 303, 446,

II. p. 185
Garuda banner, dispute on, iii. p. 7

Gardens, times lor forming, ii. p. [70
Gantama, n. p. 143, 458. 572, 646, 648,

649, 650, 783, in. p. 12.^, 126. 6(18

Gantama rishi, p. 444, 506, iii. p. 141,

legend of his wife, ii. p. 696, 697,—

a

disciple of Vartamana s\vami, ili. p. 688
Ganri, il. p. 530, in. p. 266
Gautama's lectures, ill. p. 76—doom by,

in. p. 194
Gandas five, ili^. -oi
Gandas and.Dravida, Brahmaus- in. p. C7S
Gayan (or Cain) a gandharba, p. 62i
Gaya, III. p. 188
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Gavafri, li. p. 65, 66, 82, 84, 88, 90, 93,

Ho, U2, 243, 249, 2(51, 2ti4, 315, 440,

772
Gayatii, the kalika, il. p. 289

Gayatii rejected by Virasawas, II. p. 673
Gajatn, its power, iii p. 16

(geometrical terms, 347

Geometrical tii^ures, li. p. 521

Genesis, Chapter U, illiistrHted, 5 84
Gems, qualities of, li. p. 559

Genius ol leai uiug names of, il. p. 198

Genealogical account of Palivacarers. ITI.

p. 354, 355 356, 357, 358, 359.360,

361, 362, 3G9, 370
Geographical notices, p. 633

Genealogies of kings, HI. p. 609, 610, 615,

621, of chiefs, p- 618,619
Gholain Ali kiiaii, ill. p. 412

Gifts, moriuary, li. p. 105, 256, incur-

able diseases, ii. p. 165

Gifts to learned men, ill. p. 659

Gift of food, II. p. 757, on an evil death

II. p 255

Ginjee, iii. p. 11, 31, 402, 483

Giujee, early rulers of III. p. 38, 39

Ginjee, sieue and capture by Alahoniedaus,

III. p. 40, 423, capture by the Frencli,

III. p. 40, described, 89

Gipsy science, 57, or fortune telling, iii.

p.'507

Girl deified, n. p. 561

Girija or Parvati, II. p. 503, 591

Gnanis, or wise men who, II. p- 4S1

Gnana vatam, 268

Gods, con>ecralion of, p. 36

(iods, names of distinctive use, p. 655

Gods, mental idea of, ii. p. 45, is one, II.

p. 516, the first cause, ii. p. 518

Godesses scolding match of, ij. p. 534
Geodepa in frames, il. p. 244, names of, il.

p. 776
God and Goddess of Vijayanagaram, ii. p.

592
Gold turned to ashes, p, 251

Goviuda, legend of, rr. p. 80
Goviiida, n. p. 881, 882

Gotras on betrothal examined, ii. p. 114

Godaverv, 461, 579, ir. p. 96, 603, 628,

in p.' 188, 206,481,511
Gokcrnam p. 580,581, li. p 227, iii. p.

121, 166, 240, 254, 523, 633, 736, 737
Gopala, II. p. 397, 881, 883
Gofi, discovered in a tree, Hi. p. 385
God bathed in pools, iii. p. 704
Gold-dui^t. concealed in cow-dung cakes,

in. p 388
Gold found at Callatur, jii. p. 429

(iold coiners at Calicut, ni. p. OH!
(ioomsoor mountuinecrs, in. p. 465
(loomsoor campaign, III. p. 472
Governor Campbell, Lis pn.ccedings at

Tanjorc, m. p. 442

Gevernment of llip Honorable Company
in. p. 471, 553, 554, 555

Goviuda KhJh, a UaJHpati, m- p. 539
Gooty, in. p. 584, 591

Gotra, Kula, Cudambam, refined, in. p. ti04

Goverdliana, in, p. 256
Goa, III p 240, 681

Gulcmda, in. p. 294, 292, 511, 539, 579,
698

Golcnnda chief of, iir p. 553
Gooty, III. p. 375, 503, 552
Gopliichand, rujn of Bengal, notice of, Hi.

p. 713
Grain sown at festivals, n. p. 192
Greek words, ousia, and hypostasis, how

expressed in i-'auscrit, 387
Grecian rites, ii. p. 496, Sacti in kind, ii.

p. 142
Greek and Latin, 652
Gridalur, fables coucernin?, in. p. 564
Grammar of Nannaya described, II. p. 723
Greeks (l)aiiadi) the same as theDanavas,

H. p. 788
Greek Colonists, their forefathers Danavas,

II. p. 788
Grecian Tiieseus, ii. p. 817
Greece, il p. 142

Gunas, three ascribed to the Timurti, u-
p. 665, produced Siva, n. p- 777

Guests, homage lo, il, p. 265
Guardians of the eight points, II. p. 284
Guntoor, II. p. 691, 712, 729, iii. p. 503,

504, 505
Guluri Appayya, li. p. 832
Gunierti swaini,in. p. 249
Guzerat, III. p. 465, 682, 683, 684, 725
Guzerat. details of kingly race, iii. p. 683
Guicowar the, li. p. 682, 726
Guramanda, district of, in. p. 713
Gulinam a disease, ill. p. 72
Gymnosopliists answers lo Digambara,

HI. p. 404

H
Haicshetran, in. p. 705
Hala, Canada and Madras Tamil Cognate,

III. p. 433
Hale, Sir Matthew.
Hall of a thousand pillars at f'oujeveram
— built on a spot when Brahma perfor-

med sacrifice, in. p. 524
Haloes, solar and lunar, p. 7
Haloe.s, lunar, indicate rain, in, 169
Hainadrayad, in. p. 486
Hallabede, in. p. 241,260,269
Haliabede, celebrated, in. p. 562
Hamilton, Mr. Ill- p. 605, 506

Hanuman, p. 53, 1)8, 107, 278, 282, 455,

467,469,492,11. p. 93, 97, 98, 122,

145, 147, 151, 467, 574, 588, 608, 612,

614, 615, 619. 622, 623, 652, 654, 772,
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III. p. 66, 67, 126, 277, 279, 543, 698,

766
Ilaauman, birth, of, 624, embassy of, il,

p. 259
Hamiman swallowed the sun, ii. p. 411

Haiiuinaii, preserver of the world, ir. p. 416
Haiiuuian, ostensible praise of, ir. p. 5U2,

le<,'end of, il. p- 644
Haiischendra, 167, 16S, 531, 585, 595,

600, II. p. 223. 590, 605, 608, 685,

787, 8U7, 809, 826, 832, III. p. 5143, 614,

Haricheudras, a great piioce, iii. p. 218,

221, did the work of aa outcast, in.

p. 219
Hari, p. 43, 46, 60
Hari, many meanings, III. p. 538
Hari dra, n. p. 436
Hari hara, sou of Siva aad Moliini, iii.

p. HI
Hari hara raya, m. p. 240, 241, 426. 597,

630, 739
Harriugfon, Mr., in. p. 16S
Hastinapari, v>. 559—dyuastv, IH. p. 147,

ir. p. 495, 517, 562, 615, 717, S07, Hi.

p. 35, 37, 154, 200, 679, 6S3
Hastinapari is modem Delhi, iir. p. 94
Hastagiri, or Anaimalai, ii, p 237
Hassan, contemporary with Rama Deva,

HI. p. 37
Hassan selected by aa elephant, ill. p.

37
Haughton, Sir G. C, ii. p. 372
Hebrews called aliens dogs, ii. p. 425
Heads cut off, legend of, ii. p. 875
Heart of Jesus, il. p. 802
Heavens, six points of, ii. p. 413
Heramba, ii p. 433,

Head of Ptama Nat'ha, how treated,

in. p- 234
Hermit and robber, ii. p. 759
Hermitage of Valraiki, iii. p. 554
Hemasitala, a Jaiua king, in. p. 405, 423,

430
Head position of, when sleeping, p. 265,
Hero of a poem, III p. 750
Heaven, three roads to, ii. p. 339
Hayagriva, p. 231, ii. p. 426, 473
Henaua, a favorite wife of Chicka Deva,

p. 534
Herbs, magical, n. p. 156, 160
Herbs, properties, of II. p. 164
Herbs, techincal names of, n. p. 169
Hells, twenty-eight, ii. p. 520
Head shaving, when prohibited, li. p. 257
Hebus, p. 665
Hillock of white pebbles, legend of, in.

p. 409
Hill tribes in Bednore district, il. p. 632
Himalaya, p. 170, ii. 235, in. p. 134, 210,

211, 524
Himalaya mountains, iii. p. 220, 257, 261
Himant mountaiu, 484, ii. p. 235, 498

Hindu matciia medica, p. IIS
Hindoostan, ii. p. 370
Hiniiu and Kabbmical system, p. 584

j

Hindu sysfem the oldest, p. 221
Hiudostan, iir. p. 035
Hindus, their kuowledsre of occult sciences

of Eijypt and Chaliiea, in. p. 3

Hindu prose style uses bold metaphors
v/hich are hieroglyphical, in. p. 52

Hidiistani in the Canarese letter, in. p. 254
Hinduism introduced to the Pandja King-

dom, in. p. 293
Hindus, or colonists exterminated earlier

people, in. p. 386
Hindus, how restrained by Mahomedansj

HI. p. 423

Hindus ruled by English, m. p. 423
Hindus more liberal in gifts than Mahome-

dans. III. p. 734
Hindus not the aborigines of the Penin-

sula, III. p. 466
Hiranya Casipu p. 504, 632, ii. p. 239,

573, 670, HI. p. 197
Hiranya Casipu, legend of. III. p. 98
Historian, Hindu writing wilh good sense,

n. p. 40
History of Tanjore, valuable documenf;

thereto pertaining, in, p, 6S2
HolkarPtao,in. p. 682, 690
History of India by Narayanan, in.

p. 416
Homagr, thrice daily, p. 257
Holy water, li. p. SUl, 89d
Homage, mental, in. p. 253
Homage rests not on the symbol, n. p. 243
Homage to sun and planets, n. 244
Homage, six-fold, n. 245
Homage to Sactis, ii. p. 245
Homage to Matamgi, p. 417, 431, 436,

439
Homage of many kinds, their efifects, iii.

p. 27
Homage by Bralimins "what, p. 263
Homerion war chants, iii. p. 154
Home, long absence from, n. p. lOS
Honey for the Chinna puvu, in. p. 512
Honorable Companv, in. p 376, 441,

492, 553, 554, 555, 577, 586, 589, 594,

596, 597, 59 S, 600.

Horary questions, p. 527, n. p. 32, 37, 38,

39, 40, 4S5, 486, 487, 488.

Horses, temper of curbs—best, 469, ii. p.

680, worst kind, p. 470
Horses, qualities of, p. 509 li. p. 548, 571,

treatment medically, 509. 557, marks,

p. 557, II. p. 669, 6S0, 763, 780, dis-

eases, ii, p. 670, prayer to, II. p. 763
Horse colors, results to owners, p. 255,

557
Horse sacrifice, p. 602
Hollanders or Dutch, landed near Pulicat,

III. p. 370

6
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Horoscope?, II. p. 191, m. p. 40, forma-

tion of, ir. p. 48G

Horoscooes and female, ii. p. 33

Honshols ceremonies, p. 3. 8, 10, 42, 44,

49, 138, 139, 152, 218, 220, 2«3. 372,

412, 11. p. 30, a2, 34, 39, 99, 104, 114,

115, 176, 233 254, 255, 256, 371, 372,

373, 405, 537
Hosts, celestial, p. 660
Hosa clroos;, in. p. 234, 267
Hour at niglit, mode of statin?, p- 213

Howe, a Puritan divine, p. 383

House, puiification of, p. 513, ii. p. 241

Household-fire, p. lOO
Houses of planets, il. p 38

House-bolder, his iieavenly duties, ii. p. 232

House-buildiucr, astiological directions for,

ir. p. 488, 489
House-biiiliiin<j, concerning, n. p. 579

Human sacrifice to demons, p. 283

Human sacrifices ,p.368, ll. p. 779, ill. p-

49, 486, 597, to make a car move, iir.

p. 384
Human sacrifices stopped by Somaiay

Mutbali, n p. 49

Humpee or Vijajanagarum, p. 551. in.

p. 635
Husband of, pregnant wife disqualified, ii.

p 258
Humaiou shall deprived by a woman, in.

p. 36
Human mind tends towards Atheism, in.

p. 93

Human borlj describedas a city with gates,

m. p. 167, 230
Hunter, ferocious converted, Hi. p. 274

Hurdis, Mr. Collector, in. p. 376
Huddlestou, Mr. Collector, in. p. 435

Hyleg of European astrologers, xu. p. 5

Hvdrabad country, H. p. 790

Hulrabad, III. p.' 36 496, 502, 514, 674,
701

Hyder and Tippoo, ii. p. 727

Hyder All, ili p. 40, 258, 390, 433, 435,

459, 552, 571, 580, 599, 639, 672, 673,

716
Hyder Ali Khan, lu. p. 599

Hyder Ali captured Killuriee, iii. p. 672

Hyder Nayak took (JhitMedroog, ni. p.

670, 673
HyderAli's rise from obscurity, in. p. 693,

his treachery and wars, in- p. 693, his

nesociatiou with the Malrakas, lli. p.

693
Hvdrabad ruler, rich present to, iH. p.

603

I.

Ichneumon and snake, legend of, ill. p. 453

Icshvacu, iir. p. 133. 134, 675

Idan assura, in, p. 452

Ideikaden, Hi. p. 20
Idols carried to the Delhi Padshaii, in p.

35
Idol?, adoration of, ii. p. 462, condemned,

II. p. 471, 631
Ha, III. p. 228
Hen, bis sex changed, in. p. 228
Ilavruli, II. p. 752
lllustralions, ingenious, lil. p. 25
India, in. p. 635
India House, II. p. 804, 824
Indian Abelard,n- p. 640
Image without mantra is no god, p. 198
Images,wooden floated duwn a river, p, 599
Images in a temple, 11. p. 35

Image, wooden of Visiinu, II. p. 239

Image, fixed and moveable, il p. 241, liow

endued with life, n. p. 241—244, conse-

cration of, II. p. 427
Images, rules concerning, H. p. 476, rocked

to sleep and awakened, n p. 535

Image worship condemned, ll. p. 637, Hi.

p. 14, discouraged, iii. p. 14
Image animated, 11. p. 874
Image at Seriugham pagoda, lii. p. 133,

134
Images, proper materials for, in. p. 193
Image of Cmaaeshi at Coujeveram origin-

ally of clay, in. p. 524
Image, remarkable one, nr. p. 373
Image, dug out of ancient-hill, in. p. 634
Imam, conquering of Mahomedans, in. p.

261

Imaginations of the mind, p. 5, 6

Immigration of Brahmins to Pyney, nl. p.

449
Incarnations of Vishnu not a correct term,

II. p. 65S
Indications, auspicious or evil, n. p. 101

Indications, bodily of good or evil, in. p.

192

Indices to restored Manuscripts, iii. p.

279—290
Incarnation of Parasu Rama, points to the

first acquisition of power by Brahmins
in India, iii. p. 210

Indra, p. 12, 61, 76, 81,121, 135, 161, 374,
376. 384, 425, 449, 456, 464, 502, 529,

531, 600, 629, ii. p. 89, 142, 300, 303,

317, 319, 320, 460, 473, 522, 572. 575,

583, 591, 592, 593, 597, 605, 631, 639,

690, 694, 705, 707, 716, 753, 755, 756,

758, 761, 783, 807, Hi. p. 103. 104,

107,110, 111, 117, 118, 119, 125, 141,

147, 159, 193, 207, 208, 221, 228, 247,

250, 416, 720, 734, 744

Indra's bow, the rainbow, p. 7

Indracslii, p. 118

Indra's eye, il. p. 521

Indrajalam explained, il. p. 14

Indra dhyumua, legend of, p. u. 240, 600,

ui p.
'720
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Indragif, ii. p. 2G8
Indraca pnisteha, ii. p. 6u7, 616
ladra killed Gliembain, m. p, ]25

ludrani impiisoued, iir. p. ill, restored,

m. p 112
Indra's white elepiiant, ill. p. 545

Induinati, II. p. 270
liidriyns six, ij. p. 24

Infant iu the womb prays, ii. p. 459

Influence of pagoda festivals, p. 38, of

horoscopes, ii. p. 39, of months and

signs, III. p. 680
Influences of tlie Cycle years, seasons,

months, days, p. 319,321, of planets, ii.

p. 36, '67

Inheritance, II. p. 1 12, law of, II. p. 762

Inimicals six. p. 474
Installation of Cari Gala Cliolan, ill. p. 50

lustiuinents, five of Vishnu, p. 99

Inscriptions, in. p. 67— 74', 6Ul, 602,608,

610, 611, 612, 61(i, 620, 621, 622, 623,

625, 637, 638, 640
Intonation of the Vedas, p. 99

Intellect of Hindus characterised, ii. p. 196

Interpolation of time by Brahauus,!!. p. 81

Inugauti, trial, ii. p. 741

Ionia, II. p. 142

Irata people, thieves, in. p. 464

Iran and Inran, in. p. o5, 36

Iravatta, Ifgend of, ii. p. 863

Ironical praise of Hindu deities, in. p. 89

laa, in. 128, advaria view of, in. p. 802

Isbta siddhi, what, p. 158, 418

Ishta deveta, ii. p. 404
Ishia prapti and avishta nivirtti, p. 241

Isthmus at Ramiseram, ii. p. 459

Isvara, creation, the evolution of his form,

11. p. 482.

Isvara and Isan advaiia, view of, in. p. 802

J.

Jackals turned into horses, in, p. 136, 146

Jackson, Mr. Collector, in. p. 69, Jada of

ascetics, ii- p. 832

Jagan mohini, li, p. 789

Jaga deca chaka, n. 882, 888, 889, 890,

au Aradhiya, ll. p. 888

Jaganat ha' temple, ii. p. 240, images, li.

p. 240
Jagauat'ha name misapplied, ii. p. 240

Jaganat'ha praised, ii. p. 658

Jainas, II. p. 876, 877, 878, in. p. 13. 14,

23
Jaimini, ii. p. 894
Jainas impaled, ii. p. 877, perished, ii,

879, their periods, in. p. 75
Jainas once predominant, in. p. 81

Jaina's sects, m. p. 79, 367
Jaina and Saiva, polemics, n. p. 878, 879
Jainas poor classes of, iii. p. 367
Jaina votaries, legends of, Hi. p. 246

Jaina people persfcut(-d, ill. p. 402
Jaina system, chief points of, ii-. 246, 247,

25 '4

Jaina polemical champions, iii. p. 251,

their acquirements, ui. p. 252

Jaina fanes in the Carnatic, in ruins, ni.

p. 373
Jaina fanes neglected, ni. p. 405
Jaina, leaders, Hi. p, 433
Jaina religion near Vellore^ ni. p. 403
Jaina temple of Parsvanal'ha, ul. p. 417
Jaina king became a Saiva, m. p. 417

Jaina Chaiukya rule, in. p. 576

Jainas, customs and manners of, ni p. 403

Jainas favored by Vicrania Cluila, lii. p.

405, defrauded and illustrated by Ibra-

him Subadar, m. p, 405

Jainas eight thousand destroyed, in. 425,

ciuelly persecuted by Saivas, m. p. 425,

destroyed by Piatapa rudra, in. p. 462

Jaina pojeniics came from the work, in. p.

428
Jainas quarellcd with tiie Banddhas, m.

p. 423, irregular discussion, in. p. 424

Jainas ascetic, treacherously killed, in.

p. 708
Jaina fanes near Conjeveram, in. p. 436,

437
Jaina rule, ni. p. 577

Jama kings and Tirtabacaras, in. p. 688

Jainas once numerous near Chebroh, lu.

p. 536
Jainas exterminated by Vira Saivas, ni p.

.^60

Jambu raya, in. p. 411

Jamb huvati, ii. p. 260, married to

Krishna, p. 223

Jambu divipa, ii p. 782, ill. p. 294

Jamadagni, ii. p. 389, 593, m.p. 208, 209

Jamadagui refused the cow of plenty to

Kaita viriya, in. p. 209

Janaca, m. p. 755

Janamejava, p. 167, 168, u. p. 616, 787, ni.

p. 32, 35, 61, 94, 9G, 172, 537, 538,

562, 72 L

Jangama represents deity, ll- p. 451, 690,

tale of a, ii. p. 560, 571

Jangamas, li. p. 672, 673, 892, their

enihusiasni, ll p. 676

Jangamas worshipped, n. 677, deeds of, n.

p. 89 S

Jangamas assembled on the death of

Basava, li. p. '227

Jangamesvera, Ul. p. 646, 648

Jangama prophecy, iii. p. 642

Janika, n. p. 461,473
Januman asura, ii- p. 234

Jarasandha, ii p 266, 572, ni. p. 256,260

Jaya muni, il. p. 590

Java, a race from India there, III. p. 54

Jehanquir, notice of, iii. p. 36

Jesuit Beschi, m. p. 782
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Jesns praised as the soa of the Virgin

Mary, II. p. G04.

.^iiieudra, consecration of, p. 377

.Tinas vara, or deified sage, praise of, 548,

552
Jivan (soul) ininortal, III. p. 75

Jivan mukii defined, ix. p. 18, 46, 325

Jivatma and Paraniatma, p, 1, 83, 112,

201, 202, 210, 307, 308, 310, 312, 313,

314, 321, 323, 325, 326, 327, 472, '^ZS,

II. p. 1, 10. 13, 15, 17, 21, 23, 24, 133,

135, 259, 2(51, 338, 339

Juanarn, technical Sniarta meaning, n.

p. 333
John llie Baptist, ii. p. 802

Jordan, ii. p. 802

John, Dr. of Tranquebar, in. p. 1,27

Jones, Sir W., p. 3, 11, 87, 333, 345, 410,

II, p. 53,195, 305,367, 372

.loim and Rot tier, Rev. Messrs. in. p. 298

Jonrneyino; proper times, ll- p. 29, results

on different days, ii. 74

Jnmna river, p. 271, 281, 412, 501, ll. p.

51, 366, 574, 600

Juiisprudence, II. p. 116

.Uigg«ruaut, III. p. 542

Jupiiter in Leo, ll. p. 252, in Virgo, li.

252
Jupiter and Juno, ii- p. 570, 833

Jyatibha Brahmaus, in. p. 74.9

K.

Xadal tarns,, (loooks how formed), ni.^p, 619

Xadcevivaha, sword, marriage, p. 479

Kailceya, intrigues of, ll. p. 260

Ivakati race, origin of, in. p. 481

Xakati prol, in. p. 53S

Killed l^y his son, in. p. 483

Kalburge, in. p. 476

Kalburge dynasty, in. p. 549

Kalendri river, p. 673

Kalinda river, ii. p. 54, 8SS

Kalica sacti, sixfold, ii. 443

Kalki avatara, ii. p. 227

Xaliuga desam, ni. p. 490

Kalilvati Bralunayya, ii. 872

Kallurs, fee. parts of, an extensive people,

in. p. 385

Kallars, another name for Curumbar, or

Vedar, in. p. 399

Kalyana guuas, what, p. 148

Kant' liirada raja, p. 544, 545, 547

Kalyana puram, n. p, 504, 580, m. p. 273,

extent of, n. p, 777 site audduneusions,

, 11. 089
Kalyana, district near Madura, m. p. 10

Kampili, in. p. 56S

Kamaeshi, consort of Ecambesbara, n.

p. 04, 6S, 91

Katapila ordered his sun to be lolled, in.

p. 238, was invaded by Mahomedans,
retreated to Hosa Durga, in. p. 238

Kapalicas descr.lied, Ii. p. 215
Kapadi, il p. 675
KHniacu, its meaning, in. p. 776
Kandan fccanda. or Subralimanya, III. p.

^ 785
Kaniiapen, story of, ili p. 618
Kartaviriya, n. p. 593,594, 774,111, p. 207
Karma controls elements, n. p. 456
Kara;blia and Sarribha, compared with

Cherub and Seraph, li, p. 70
Kataina raja, his victory, p. 494
Kurtaceya, n. 788
Kata eotaya, a cow-herd, p. 859, 866
Karical, in. p. 868
Kama, jii. p. 770
Kaulas, their rites, ll. p. 190, 404
Kanla Brahmaus, numerous in Bengal,

II. p. 284
Kauhi, whence derived, II. p. 290
Kantsa rislii, ii. p. 273
Kanla matam, ii. 420, perverts language,

II. p. 350
Kausalya, HI. p. 2Z4>

Kausila puram, built by a Cheran, in. p.

448
Kerala desam, in. p. 4, 16'6

Keiadi, kings of, iii. p. 650
Kerua, Ji. p. 273, 274, 349
Keiadi puram, iii. p. 237, country, iii.

p. 240
Killudee, ill. p 672
Kimedi, in. p. 438, ruler?, in. p. 532
Kinds of women and iiien, p. 86, 87, II. p-

6, 49, 50, 51, 56, 57, 58, 500, 507
King, what supposed to know, p. 491

KingSy various, ni p. 53, 54, 61,—com-

pared with prostitutes, p. 432
Kings, list ol, ill p. 216
Killadar of Kuruool, outrage by, in p.

603
Kings in the Calivuga, ni. p. 414, at Ma-

dura, lu. ]). 57
Kings, ancient, p. m. 391, 3;32, 393, list

of. III. p. 637
Kings of Souia see'hara' race, iii. p. 57

Kings, their classes of, in. p, 216

Kinijs of Mysore, III. p. 234, 236, of

Cuttaek, p. Ill, 602, Vijayanagaram, iii.

p. 656
Kinss names of, recorded in inscriptions,

lu. p. 301, 302, 303, 304
Kings of human form not fabulous, ill.

p.^ 393
Kings Jaina, HI. p. 418
Kishkuida, p- 455
King of Madura consented to receive

Divine honors, iii. p. 185 received tri-

bute from the Malayala King, in. p. 185
Kiimeri Brahmayya, ii. 847, a merchant,

n. p. 874, 872
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Knowledge, spiritual difficult, ii. 587,

lliree modes
Knovvledfi;e, quadripartile, n. p. 6G7, of

acquiring;, li. P' 674

Kodau Temirb, barbarous, l'.l. p. 41

Koiidavir, in. p. 493, 572

Koutclii, p. 64, 27i

Kouiidevi, iiiotlier of Arjume, m p. 2C1

Koudai katti vellarliar, agricuUurists, ni.

p. 427, 429, 432

Kooliieof Bengal, n. p. 293

Koravaiichi, what, n. p. 509J
K'lran, in. p. 664

Krishna, 12, 17, 18, 21, 22, 29, 31, 32, 33,

49, 53, 54, 55, 58, 60, 83, 85, 87, 88,

89, 90, 99, 101, 102, 105, 121,123,

125, 128, 131, 140, 146, 147, 154, 155,

157, 160, 165, 168, 170, 174, 179, 182,

191, 219, 223, 227, 230, 241, 257, 258,

260, 261, 269, 271, 278, 284, 289, 292,

298, 305, 334, 335, 339, 345, 355, 416,

419, 420, iU, 428, 431, 437, 451, 45o,

455, 466, 467, 481, 484, 487, 488, 489,

490,491, 492, 499, 505, 513, 514, 516,

529, 530, 537, 538, 577, 58i, 591, 598,

C26, 638, 645, 6/1, H. p. 22, 46, 51, 53,

54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 81, Hi. p. 180, J81,

184, 195, 196, 197, 207, 2U4, 210, 212,

230, 231, 240, 260, 263, 265, 27 ), 292,

366, 367, 368, 390, 392, 394, 397, 398,

400, 401, 402, 419, 497, 498, 500, 501,

502, 5J4, 505, 50B, 5u7, 509, 511, 517,

529, 530, 532, 536, 5(53, 568, 569,575,

576,577, 582,584,586,591, 592,594,

598, 599, 600, 606, 607, 619, 622, 694,

697, 698, 700, 702, 703, 704, 709, 710,

712, 716, 719, 720, 717, 747, 748, 765,

766 768, 771, 775, 784, 787, 788, 803,

807,828,835, 847, 883, in. 159, 172,

173, 174, 198, 206, 214, 217, 221, 222,

224, 227, 2S3, 2G8, 269, 276, 301, 473,

474, 540,542, 653, 670, 703, 714, 715,

719. 721, 768, 769 770, 773, 793
Krislina, son of Nandana and Devaki, III.

p. 187, a thousand names ascribed to

iiim. III- p. 187, has a thousand eyes and
hands, li. p. 316, killed four persons, p.

COO, shewed his divine form, p. GOO, his

expedition against Sisapala, ii. p. 299,

303, his embassy, II. p. 562,568, 617,

620, device of, n. p. 617, protected

Dainaji Pant, in. p. 712—dazzled a

Delhi Padshah, iii. p. 712, his actions

divesied of the marvellous, in. p. 35

Krishna, Supreme, il. p. 472, a Brahmacher,
u. p. 472, enjoined worship of images,

II. p. 472, names of, II. p. 474
Krishna rayer. III. p. 55, 191, 242, 256, 400,

430, 500, 524, 528, 537, 539, 553, 556,

559, 561, 562, 570, 571, 575, 476, 577,
584, 585, 587, 588, 592, 593, 595, 59S,

601, 674, 739, 774—his severity punish-

ed, in. p. 691, was the son of a slave, il.

p. 819, son of Narasinha rayer, ili. p,

221, 227, subdued the Caruatic, ui. {».

39, conquered the Mahomedaas, iii. p.

180,181,484, conquered the G^japnti,

in. p. 527, married the daughter of a

King of Orissa, III. p. 180, 182, acts of.

III. p. 572, 575, crowned. III p. 181,

pardoned the Gajapati prince, in. p. 181,

went against the Mahomcdaiis, III. p.

181, received submission of chiefs, in. p.

181, took .^hruednugger, ni. p. 181, took

several forts, in.
i).

484, his decision of

character, ni. p. 182, his minister was

Saluva Tinima or Appaji, m p^l82, his

obstinate tighiing with 8idava Khan, in.

p. 182, drove away the Gajapaii, HI. p.

491, divided his empire into nine

vice royalties, ni. p. 656

Krishna Rajd Udiyarof Mysore, ui- p.!672

Krishna river, III. p. 4,76, 532, 533, 534,

595
Kuchit, an early companion of Krishna,

II. p. 717
Kudi ualur, ni. p. 374

Kuiiu doshara, what, p. 187, -i. p. 31, in.

193
Kula sec'hara pandiyam, ni. p. 56

Kutam, what, p. 330

Kulottumra Cliola, ni. p. 29, 42, 61, 300.

405, 406, 411, 421, 422, 425, 429, 512,

625, souofCrimiKandaCholan. in. p. 395

Kulottunga Gliolan invaded the Galinga

country, ni. p. 42, conqueredin Teligaua.

in. p. 582, 584, his hunting excursion,

UI. p. 153

Kulottunga Chola at Rajamahendri, in. p.

512
Kuna pandiyan made the Saivas triumph,

m. ]). 13

Kuua pandiyan of Madura became a Saiva,

III. p. 458

Kuna pandiyan, lii. p. 356 435

Kuru race, m. p. 242

Kur.iool, m. p. 495,496, 548,549, 550,

551,563, 565, 507, 594, 633

Kusa and lava, p. 61, 167, in. p. 263

Kusa, m p. 772, 793

Kypat, or Kaipattu, meaning of, in. p. 655

Lacshmi, 20, 31, 33, 47, 50 73, 81, 99.

100, 101, 103, 105, 117, 144, 145, 146,

147, 149, 150, 161, 17S, 231, 234, 235,

241, 259, 2r,5, 270, 277, 282, 309, 423,

427, 428, 430, 586, n. 75, 76, 139, 186,

196, 205, 310, 568, 5(59, 784, 835, III.

110, 180, 525, 653, 7o6, 743
Lacshmi, the sacti of Vishnu, p. 749, as a

llower girl, ii. 832, born from the sea,

III p. 172
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Lacshmana, n. p. 230, 2G8, GV2, CIS, m.
277, 278, 5-1-3, 7?

2

Lacslimana, brother of Boriali, HI. p. 199

Lacslimayya, CdI. McKenzie's servant, m.
p. 507

Lady ruler at Cannanore, in. p. 296

Laiiuna or lagnn, wliat, ii. ]). 331, layna or

ascendant, si^n, H. p. 36, 37, 38, layna

and ganda, n. p. 337

Lakb ot liglits, p, 2^5,415

Lalita, a sacli, ii. p. 77, 90, 95, or dea

Datura, n. p. 143

Lalita, II. p. 410, 421, 422, 424, 426,433,

438, warlike i'orni, ii. p. 439

Lanca, n. p. 300, G08, 611, 619, 622, 623,

III. p. 134, 614, G9 5

Lands, division of, near Madras, ii, p. 477

Langlois M. 597, ii. 267, 401, translated

the Hari vamsa, ii. p. 267, III- p. 94

Law authors, p. 142

Law, three divisions of, ii. p. 118

Laws of the Malayalam country, p. G67

Lawauthorit.y in the South, li. p. 101

Lava, p. Gl, 167, in. p, 713, 772, 793

Layard, Mr. p. 438, 505, ii. p. 423, legal

punishment, ni. p. 742, 700

Letrends various, lii- p. 364, 366, 367, 369,

370, legends of fanes, m. p. 352, 353,

362, 863, legendary extravagances, ui.
•

p. 148
Legend to protect temple property, ii. p.

415
Legend of Parvfiti sliadiug the eyes of

Siva special, III. p. 526

Legend of the Caveri at Seringapatam, in.

p. 670
Legend of a lion, m. p. 370
Legalarrangementof fourclcisses,ill. p. 761

Letters of the alphabet, bodies of the god;!,

p. 106, letters good and bad 229, letters

eight classes of, li. p. 522, 523, 524,525

Letters, ancient and curious, ill p. 498
Leyden, Doctor, iii. p. 409

Lexicon, ten kinds of, ii. p. 123

Leyden, Manuscripts, li. p. 682
Library tiunibers, in. p. 744
Lieutenant Brnntcin, Hi. p. GO

]jife periods of, ii. p. 243
Light thrown on dark places, ll p. 643
Light with its rays, in. p. 98
]jight, camphor orDrummond, III, p. 261

Lingam without limits, ascents of the

soul above it, p 472
Lingams made of rubies, emeralds, &c., n

p. 332
Lingas, rites of, worship of, in. p. 253
]jion, vehicle of Varahi, ii.p. 4H
Lion and man, fable of, in. p. 598
Lion, legend of a, in. p. 374
List of books, in. p. 617
Lizards, divinatiou bv, n. p. 49^-, 495,

560, 574

Litanies for incurable diseases, ii. p. iHi
Literary Society of Madras, in. 278, their

Journal, ni. p. 301, see Journal-

Load-stone, fort of, III. j). 419
LochI records, note concerning, ill. p. 570
Logical hadari.'lias, p. 117
Loiric, four divisions of, p. 25, 26, n. p.

i34
Lotos, flower diagram, n."p. 246, 218
London Book-sellfr, n. p. 446
Lopa tnuilrii, wife of Agasi.rya, lords of

science, p. 7S

Lord Figot, his interposiiion, in. p. 442,.

443
Love metaphors, eastern, in p. 779
Lunar asterisras, good and had,'p. 136,212,

influences of, ii. p. 32, 33, 35
Lunar mansions, triple division of, p. S2S,

bow use ', 329, unusual nomenclature, of,

n. p. oG, 37

Lunar days, good or bad, ii. p. 373
Lunar asterisms, ii. p. Ill

Lustrations, n. p. 427.

M.

Macara month, bathing in, n. p. 760
Mackenzie's collection, ii. p. 683, 684, 685^

686,689, 699, 704, 709, in. p. 15, 67,

SO, 89, 173, 176, 415, 420, 474, 693,

701, 711,712
Maciambe, the mother of Basava, il p. 850
Madhangan, a ruler at Chenji, persecuted

the Jainas, ni. p. 373
Madhabas, five marks of, p. 304
Madhava, p. 45, 66, 268, his doctriae,

n. p. 329.

Madhava system, distinct existence of the

human soul, p. 13

Madicaln Macayya, II. p. 862, 866, 867,

869 870, 87i, 897, 898
Madras, p. 121, 507, 516, 517, 611, n. p.

587, 696, 731, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739,

745, 748,765,821,830, 831, 83'3, 83^,

iii.'p- 7, 10, 19, 81, 145, 159, 165, 205,

215, 227, 294, 413, 491, 506, 527,573,
5 74, 5S6, 673, 6t-3, 787

Madras ('ollege, n. p. 721, 781

Madras Journal of Literature, and Science,

ir p. 739, III. p. 8, 34, 470, 557, 560,

559, 609
Madura, 162, 291, n. p. G56, 657, 768,

776, 799, 803, ni. 11, 40, 43, 62, 63,

88,123,144, 145, 147, 153,156,157,

159, 163, 175, 177, 184,212, 233, 263,

351,355, 363, 365, 371,378,386,393,
425, 433, 437, 440, 444, 458, 461, 510,

614, 516, 556, 576, 590,637, 713, 769,

771, 775, 780, 791

Madura Coilcire, in. p. ]3, 19, 20, 21,

293, 297, 779, 780, its object, in. p. 233

Maduranttica-, in. p. 379
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Madura alleged to be tl;e site of the Matsja

avaturam, iii. p. 54

JIaiiura antiquities, in. p. 5G, Durga at,

in. p. 89
Madura st'hala purana, a tissue of false

hoods, III. p. 58, is duubtful, in. p. 297

Mfiduni 111 a state of aimrch.v, III. p. 298,

uew fort buiit at, ill. p. 297, English

at. III. p. 2'J9

Madura once called Ahicshai puram, iil.

p. 615
Madura fort and it bastion, iii. p. GIS
Mngridhn, II. p. 577, III. p. 80, 102

Masiciil lance, euat uf mail, shield, II.

p"; 378
Magic and sacti system connected toge-

iiier, II. p. 403
Magic of sHCiis, p. ii. 418
]\lagic deprived, 11. p. 377
Magic spells, li. p. 74, 161

Maglia iiioiitli, batliing in, il p. 7'jO.

Maj^MC Eurupenii, II. p. 1.51

Magicians, niue of celebrity, in. p. 225,

names of, p. 489
Mailiipur or St. 'I'home, in. p. 19

Mairavane, ill. p. 277, 278
Mailiavana ciiptuied Kama and Lacshu-

nian, in. p 161

Mailapur to Aiavaliveram, extensive ruins

submerged, in. 372
Mailamantigara, in. p. 372
Mailauagara submerged, lii. p. 372
Maiia Sancalpaiii, what, p. 363
Mahants what, and list of, p. 673
Mahajans or proprietors, in. p. 660
Mahaljam, p. 214, 477
Mahaaeva, n. p. 472
Mahasvara, p. 28, 33, 125, 170, 260. 277,

460, II. p. 68, 161, ui. p. 644, 743
Mahishasura, p. 484. ii, p. 89, 142, 224,

389, 390, 391, 445
Mahameru, u. p. 226, 233, m. p. 167, 116,

129j 415, 447, the sun turns round it,

III. p 112
Mahrattas ,detailsof, in. p. 37, took a fort,

III. p. 413
Mahrattas and Vadshah, ui. p. 862

Mahalya pansha, II. p. 248, 250
Mahabhaiata translated into Tamil, in. p.

38
Mahomeclans termed Racshasas, in. p. 49,

first iri-up;ion of to the south, in. p. 57,

expelled by Camanan, in. p. 57, they

favored Triiiomalai, in. p. 91
Mahoniedaus, ni p. 259, parsimonious in

gifts, Tii. p. 734
Mahawanso fixes the origin of Bauddhism,

in. p. 76
Mahendra town of Asuras, lu. p. Ill, 160
Maliomed Ali, in. p. 384

Mahometlan infeiTerence at Cunjeveram,

m. p. 352
Malumiedan troubles, ni. p. 384, conquest

of AV^arankal, III. p. 513
Malioriiedau rulers at Conjeveram, in- p.

525
Mahomedans broke up a fane, in. p. 411

Wahoinedati ravages, HI. p. 535, overcome,
in. p. 604

Mahomedan insurrection of Seringapatam,

in. p. 670
Mahomedans fought with Gobur people,

iri p. 696
Maliimalu formed a settlement rear Nel-

lore, ni. p. 526, a fane bnilt there, III,

p. 527, Mahraita details, ni. p. 299
Mahrai ta accounts used in a Tamil country,

III. p. 669
Mahratia dynasty of Poonah, solar line.

in. p. 671

Mahrattas assaulted Seringapatam, lu. p.

670
Mabratia brahmans, five tribes of, in. p.

690
Mahratli wars and ncKociations, in p. 981
Maluatti bakliirs described, in. p. 719
Maitreva, II. 462, in p. 9S, 100, 102, 105
.Maitravaiiia, li. p. 652, 654, 772
Major McKenzie, UI. p. 548, 684, 724, 726
Mala masam and mahalyam, what p- 214,

477,11. p 113.

M:-ila masam n. p. 29, 210, 254
Malayalam country, p. 162, 163, 666, 667,

in.' p. 4, 301, 543, 666, 667, 668
Mallaya, a canier, ii. p. 854
Malla tribe and rulers, in. 229, athletics,

in. p. 372
Mallapa raja, ni. p. 538
Malliana, tale of, U. p. 900
Malla raja, iii. p. 372
Maliya dhvaja. king of Madura, ill. p. 159
Maliyasavarula of Javapur, their customs,

in. p. 469
Mallicarjuna, worsiiip of, n. p. 632, 633
Mallicarjuna, pos.sible meaning of, in. p.

595, and Camacshi,god and goddess of

Vijayanagarum. ii. p. 592, Ul. p. 254!

Maliyaia de^alll, in. p. 617, 6 \ 8

Mainalla puram or seven pagodas, in. p.

595
Manda, III. p. 418
Man, an insect, n. p. 514, tatva anatomy

of, n. p. 588
Manmata burnt to ashes, p. 423, 534,

535, 537, II. p. 38, 229, 63, m. p. 110,

133, 140
Manasarowa lake, p. 439
Manmata and Keti, p. 170 299, 425, 435,

436, n. p. 271, 388, 446, 498, 507, 509,

583, HI. p. 644
Manar krishna, swami temple of, at Sri

Villiputtur, ni. p. 774
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Mantras of a Vaisluiava kind not usually

nialevoleut, p. 4G9
Mantras, niula and mala what^ p. 240

Manuscripts leaves put together by care-

less persons, p. 514
Mandana nnsra, in. p. 281

Mandoli, wile of Havana, p. 605
Maiidalani, magical, ii. p. 151
Mandalas, planetary orbits, n. p. 25
Mantapa what, and how prepared, li. p.

278
Maiidara, Tl. p. 595
Mandara mount, ii. p. 595, in. p. 197,

Siva with Parvati dwelt there, n. p.

631
Manuvantaras, n. p. 575, 595

Mandotiri, n. p. 581, 620, 622
Mandhatra, u. p. 615, 656, 711, 712, 756

Malebranclie, n. p. 669
Manica vasacur, in. p. 38, 135, 14-5,

tortured, iii. p. 137, visited Ceylon, iii.

p. 138
Mandodhari, li. p. 821, wrought a miracle,

in. )). 135

Manica vasacar, miraculous death of, lU.

p. 139, eulogised, iii. p. 44i
Mansions, lunar, ni. p. 255
Manu pralaya, a peiiodical deluge descri-

bed, ni. p. fi2

Mauu's pedigree, ii. p. 785
Manuscript, Mr. Elliot's, ii. p. 6S9 E. I.

House, u. p. 790
Masulipatam, ni. p. 503, 586, ceded to

the English, ni p. 573,

Mapallis, in. p. 617,618
Mantapa, beautiful one, m. p. 700
Mati means, sense and folly, ui. p. 797
Marana yogam, ii. p. 38
Mare's foam what its power, Ii. p. 153
Mark of a votary, p. 17
Maravas, seven sub-divisions of, in. p. 8

Marriage cercmonifs, p. 265, 281, ii. p.

30, 35, 30, 41, 42, 49, 52, 104, 119
Marriage of images, p. 268
Marriage laws of n. p. 762
Marichi, n. p. 268, 752
Marriage ot Sita and Raaia, ll- p. 750, of

Siva, II. p. 331
Marriage, ten kinds of, ir. p. 117, 118
Marriage, ir. 537, four kinds of, ii. p. 75S
Marriage gourd, il. p. 112, 181, 250, 255
Marriage affinities, ii. p. 121

Marriage modes of, ii. p. 315, honorable

mode, 11. p. 252
Marriage pillar, ii. p. 4S6
Mariiage of Arjun to JSubudlira, lil. p. 131

Marriage of I'arvati, ii. p. 631

Marriage of Subrahmanya to Valliyamma,

in. p. 159
Marriage expenses, gift of, meritorious, ni.

p. 189

Marriage, singular talc of, Hi. p 219, 251

Marriage difference, n. p. 385
Marriage of Siva and Parvati, iii. p. 413
Marks of Vishuu on ttie body, n. p. 666
Marquis, Cornwallis, ir. p. 726, 728
Maratada Venoayya, II. p. 854
Mary, image of, n. p. 802
iVlarcandeya, lil. p. 140, 270
xMarcandeya, p. 435, ii. p. 70, 590, 600,

601, always 16 years old, p. 483
Mar, Thomas, taught religion, ill. p.

301, legend of, in. p. 617
Ma'^ulipatam, II. p. 454, 533, 693, 696,

706, 732, 733, 737, 740, 745, 821
Matthew, St. Cbapter, vi. v. 17, illustrated

Materia medica, li. p. 253
Mat'hura, II. p. 599, 716, in. p- 121
Matangi, mother member, ii. p. 82, 87, 88,

290, 403, 412, homage to, ii. p. 417,

431,435,439
Matrica, an epithet ofParvati, li. p.428,136,

Matthew Paris, n. p. 815
M alter, eternity of, in. p. 718
Mavaliveram, in. p. 434. king of, iii. p. 54
.Mayam of Vishnu, or Creation, p. 60
Maya, il. p. 260
Maya or pracarti, H. p. 416, as Sati, n.

p. 446
Maya, what, n. p. 5*^8

Mayi m. p. 793
Mayadasura, in. p. 141
Maya saeti, n. p. 687
Maya, daughter of Mamakara, li. p. 673,

838
Mayura verraa, called in colours castes of

brail mans, ni. n. 629, 705
]Mava,daughter of Mamaka, n- p. 693, 838.

McKeiizie ]\lanuscripts, p. 58, n. p. 725,

727, 728, 729. 730, 731, 734, 751, 765,

766, 769, 770, 772, 774, 785, 790, 806,

823, 828, ni. p. 41, 52, 146, 147, 151,

161, 165, 166, 214, 278, 611.

Mckenzie. C(donel, in. p. 291, 294, 295,

2i6, 297,298
Mckenzie, Major and Super., p. 693, 701,

711,712
McLeod, Colonel W., in. p. 416
Meals, silence at, ii. p. 104
Metals at chemical use of 2, melting of 2,

II. p. 167, medicinal qualities 27, calces

of, II. p. 1 67
Melting of jewels, p. 2

Mecca, III. p. 41 t

Medicinal qualities of arsenic, li. p. 163

Mercury, doctor and pupil in, ii. p. 167

Medicine, visible, u. p. 490
Mercurial preparations principally divided,

II. p. 557
Menu, II. p. 322
Menusfourteen,ii. p. 536 591 three, p. 569

MeuHca, II. p. 704, 775, the Hebe
of Olympus, n. p. 707

Mcu lived on human flesh, ii. p. 796
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Men, their proper occupaUuiij, iii p. 17

Mei chants, their duB (it-portriiei t, ill. p. 16

Mercli^nt UMud ascetic, in. p. otib, kill-

ed, p. 614
Meiu, ni. p. 254
Ale'anuiiphoses, ii. p. 761

Meiaintirphoses, uiount, il. p. 751

Meianior|dioses of Vishuu, ui. p. 197

Meria puja, or liumaii sacnlice, ill. p. 465

Mimaiiisa the purva and uitara, p. 35,11.

p. 762, 763, ill. p. 190
Miud and lualttr rtemai, II. p. 338
Mill, Dr., II. p. 35S

Miiiacshi, a. p. 510, 776, in. p. 154, 156,

157, 158, sliriue ul, at Madura, lU. p.

4/9
Mih-ro nuishtiria, Persian poem, ii p. 699

Aliclielet, II. p. b02
MiiiblreUv, III. p. 190

Miru Mindii Naiuar, li. p. 867
Middlemen not advantageous to the Go-

vernment, in. p. 94
Migiatiou of 3,U00 brahmins, ui. p. 396
Miraculous appearance at Tirupauang

Kadu, UI. p. 418

MisrepiesentaMon corrected, m. p. 432

Miliiary irioes ingress to the extreme
6outh, III. p. 450

Mit'hila desam, ni. p. 675
Mitchell, Dr , Hi. p. 151

Mlechcli'has, iii. p, 76
Mountchern, p. 545

Moon, origin of, p. 273, its phases, p. 273
Muhiui, p. 161,450
Morals of kings and others, iii. p. 632
Mountebank, a type, ii. p. 244
Mouse, lei;end of, ii. p. 756
Mothers praised, ii. p. 5l0, 5)2
Mother, the universal, n. p. 407
Moi her goddess, 11. p. 4oi

Mothers seven, il. p. 226, five, ii. p. 233
Mouths lunar, their influence, ii. p. 487
Money not used aright, U. p. 512
M'inothusts, want, >o\ue name in couunun

for deity, 11. p. 5G5
Mount Kaivata, n. j). 403
Mount, Mandaia, II. p. 595
Moliere's lartuffe, ii. p 496
Molicre, iL p. 833
Mountebanks, n. p. 892
Mounts kingly, III. p. 14

Mohini and 8iva, lU. p. 12

Moultau and Laliore, III. p. 35
Mo;)l. point in the history of Madura, ill.

p. 59
Monasterium of Pandarams at Madura, HI.

p. 167, and at Mailapur, in. p. 167
Montlis, propitious for building, ill. p. 626
Monotheism and matter. III. p. 794
Mritasura, ll. p. 39

1

Mnktior beatification, n. p. 279
Mukti ia the Jaina, sense, vi'hat, p. 353

Mutta cara, choultry near Madras, p. 515
Murder, puuisiiment of, p. 100, 101, 102

Mudras, or seals, H. p. 425, 434, 436, 437,

454
Mudras or seals, thirty-six, ii. p. 288
Mudras m danciug, ii. p. 387
Muhurtas, concerning iheni, n. p. 484
Mukti rishi, II. p. 234
Mulia, a cliief, in. p. 57

Museum of India House, p. 682
Mukanti or GHiiapati rulers, in. p. 21",

1'. g-nd of, III. p. 529

Mnni'o, Sir Thomas, III. p. 224
Munro, G jlonel, p. 652, 553, 554, 572

Mussulmans beaten, HI. p. 487
Mud shower, in. p. 398
Musical mones, m. p. 741
Murti najaken, in. p, 413
Mysore, p. 99, 103, 293, 433, 487,488, 536.

543,545, 546, 547, 554,11. p. 170, lii, p.

32, 220, 258, 262, 294, 456, 502, 509,

541, 578, 639, 688. 701, 707, 70^, 711

Mysore schools, p. 526
Mysore kings, Ii. p. (382, v. Infra

Mysore country, in p. 671, OS^o

Mysore r^jas, ui. p. 241
Mysteries, Eleusinian, Jl. p. 410
Myatery, ttie triple, ii. p. 310
Mysoreans invaded the Madura kingdom,

III. p. 12

Mythological matters post diluvian, in.

p. 132
Mytholojry Hindu, noddings of, in. p. 210
Mysore kings invaded Madura, ni. 576,

took Coiinbatore, in. p. 576, were de-

feated, iir. p. 577
Mysore invasion of Madura, in. p. 299
Mysore kings, ill. p. 651, 653, 658, v.

super.

Mysore village accounts, m. p- 653
Mvsore palace, expenditure lor jev\'els, iii.

"p. 661
Mysore police revenue account,, m. p. 657

N.

Nabob decided an intermurai strife, in,

p. '3io

Nabob killed a king, in. p. 394
Nabob Sadatnlli khan, in. p. 729
Nacshetra^, bad ones p. 242
Nadir shah, in. p. 37
Nacshetras, or luuar mansions, in. p. 5

Naga cumara feats by, in. p. 270, gained
a wife by skill in music, iii. p. 270

Nagambi, ii. p. 675, 891
Nagama navaker, in. p. 176, 375, 376,

378, 379, "602

Nagama nayak's usurpation at Madura,
III. p. 299

Nagpore, iii. p. 485, 691

7
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Nag])ore r;ija, ni. p. T::i5

Nnimisara wilderness, )). 517, li. p. 233,000,

:6)i, iir. p. 1:^1, ]40, lyii

ISHirs, III. p. 818, a paradise, locality

doubtful, lii. p. 137
isJaibhad'liam, abciiool book, but not under-

stood, III. p. 22'J

Nala, 456, II. p. 771, 776,777, iii. p. 22),

ii'J, 543, 772

Nala chacraverti, iii. p. 14-6

NalH and l)atnavanli,ll. p. 299. 300, 301,

302, 303, 30i, 40), 453, 454, 497, 605,

606, 609, 812, 824, in. p. 545

Nala raja, lesienfi concerning, in. ]). 433

Naladivar, legend of, its pieservation, m.
p. 13

Nalie i'oundcd tbe Chola kingdom, iii. p.

371

T^ainaca cslianaaca, what, p. 68, 462

Names for numbers, p. 524, 525

Nambi, legend of, ii. p. 610

Namaluvar ur Sadagopa, II. p. 833

Names of dynasties, their nieauinga, ni. p.

574
Nanda uagari, letter described, p. 23

Nandi, the vehicle of Siva, ii. p. 282, 283

Nanda varam, legend of, n. p. 646

Nandana, a name of Katapa lludra of

Waraukal, ii. p. 667

Nandana chacraverti, iii. p. 552

Nandi sraddha il. p. 192

Naui kiian, a Delhi chief. III. p. 267

Nandi kesvara, ii. p. 370, 883, iH. p. 272,

273
Nandi subscribed for, li. p 757

Nandi, II. p 850, 851, 852, 868, m. p.

101, 140,148,441
Nandi kesvara born at Hiuguleswara, il

p. 896
Nandi, a king story of, in. p. 38

Nandi raja made aerial voyases, iir- p.

196, brought in a colony of brahnians,

I I. p. 196. 567, 568, 67S, the unme
denotes Pratapa Kudra of Warankal,

III. p. 197, 529, 531, 567, 679, 721,

built Naudigiri, III. p. 4S1, daily visited

Gaya, in. p. 678

Nandi became a mniintain, ITI p, 422

Nandidroog,in, p. 422

Nanda, raja of Mysore was present at the

siege of Trichinopoly, in. p. 693

Nana Farniis, concerning, in. p. 681, GS2,

725
Naraca, in. p. 13, 1()9

jVara casura, Ji. p. 260, 2G7, 502

Narapati, ni. p. 215

Naravana. u. 29, 32, 81, 351, 259, 260,

421, 442, 443, 522, n. p. 148, 212, 214,

(i(K), 6H), 772, 784, 880, in. p. 52, 97,

132, emblem of, n. p. 148

^a'Avaiia the first cause, p. 15], u. p.

J?:-; 311, 459,468, m. p. 26.2

Narayaua delegated crealive power, ir. p.

226
NarayaJia, n. p. 418
Naravana, the alone Supreme, li. p. 323,

327
Naravana of yad\i giri, in. 262
Nairaia rao, ni. p. 504
Narasmha, p. lOl, 105, 117, 132, 154, ii.

p. 461, 466, worirhip of 483
Narasinlia niurti, legend of, ll. p. 510
Narasinha amour with a gipsy> II- C-

604, 665
Narasingha raver, conqueror of \ijayana-

garam, in. p. 29, formed a new dy-

msty. Hi p 37, was I'aUier of Krishna
raver, Iii. p. ISO, was son of Tiuima
raja, Uvo genealogy, m. p 102

Nareda, p. 12,50, 04, 123, 126, 139, 152,

155, 156, 164, ir)5, 284, 424. 440, 441,

442,451,467,492, 516, 529, 585, ii.

p. 219, 230, 300, 303, 417,459,464.
467, 473, 495, 498, 497, 505, 529, 565,

561, 567, 573, 577, 578, 588, 591, 594,

595, 600, 603, 605. 607, 616, 625, 627,

630, 642, 643, 644, 645, 647, 653, 653,

674, 703, 710, 714, 752, 755, 764. 777,

827, 849, 850, m. p. 93, 97, 98, 106,

107, 109,112, 125, 132, 135, 167,19-2,

193, 208, 210, 212, 245, 253, 26-5, 276,

_ 646, 705, 706, 764, 773
Nareda's advice to Kristna, n. p- 271,

272, 276, 277
Natacam disci imiiiated, how divided, p. 4, 5
Native logic, p. 1

Native testimony fairly quoted, u. p. 457
Nat'ha Brahma, a iingam, its acts, p. 471,

474, 476, n. p. 334
Narkiren, HI. p. 20, 293
Nalkiren, ir. p. 796
Natkiren, slorv of, II. p. 796
NaturadcH,!! p. 91, 143, 149, 176
Nature and properties how expressed, II.

p. 1, 24
Nat ure universal deified, ll. p. 82, 93, 415,

435
Nature or bona dea, termed Para Brahm,

II. p. 176
Native Christians use the Sivacya padal,

III. p. 26
Natural iiistory, in. p. 255
Nature worshipped by symbol, il. p. 190
Navigation, prognostications in, iii. p. 6

NavHca dynasty at Madura, lU. p. 3O0

Nazir Jung Bahsiider, III. p. 534
Nelluri Narain Rao, li. p. 688
Newill, Mr. II. p- 742
Neliore, II. p. 725, III. p. 154, 215, 442,

494, 585, 728, Chola conquest of, m,
p. 553

Neilgherries, iii. p. 29
Negapiitam, III. p. 177
Nerbadda river, iii. p. 207, 6S0, 682
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Neini or Alii Tiit'hacara, iii. p. 372

New iiidoiis, l.wo in one mouth, HI. p. 742

NiliHinambi, n. p. G7^y

Nicholas, S.ii. p. 87o

Nilequiij, town, II. p. 401

Nimrod, p. 433
Nizam Ali, i.i. p. 529
Niuevali, p. 438.

Ninevali people 0*", termed Asliurim,Asuroi,

III. p. 120
Nivagi, secular bralimans obfained exten-

sive settlements, lU. p. 192

Niyaifis in RHJainahendri, ill. p. 513

Nizam All Klian, li. p. 475, 534, seiif. guns

IVoni Orangal to li^drabad, li. p. 4«4,

conquered t.lie Kajamaiiendri proviuce,

III. p. 539
Nizam, III. p. 298,690, 691

Nizam's proceedinf^s at Delhi, III. p. 717
Nivogi or secular Braliman accountant, ill.

p. 536, 537, 542
Nila Kant'ha, a chieftain, III. p. 471
Nominalist in metaphvsics, p. 523

Nourmahal, III. p. 3G
Noviciate of a disciple, li. p. 279
Notes, musical, U. p. 590, 762

Northern Circars, ii. p. 80G, iii. p. 467,

485, 529
Nominalism, visible things in real, n. p. 6G9
Nohkars or pole dancers, lll- p. 413, in-

corporated with the weaver tribe, III.

)). 414, not aboriginal Hindus, iii. p.

414
Notices of villages, III. p. 636
Nrisinha, the curse of the universe, il.

p. 94
Nrisinha and sarabha, legend of, il. p. 215

Nrisinha killed Hirauya Casipa, il. p. 267
Numbers expressed by words, p. 315, 330,

524, 525

Numbers special, p. 5 or 7, ill. p. 777

Occult sciences of Egypt and Chalora, iii.

Officers in a native king'a court, lii. p.

15,17
Ogresses, in. p. 26S, 269
Offerings various, ll. p- 242
Oiiiludu of Surat, legend of, 11. p. 900
Olympus, II. p. 759
Omens, ii. p. 30, 32, 485, 494, 495, 555,

574, 578, good, p. 313, lii p. 233, from

sneezing, &c., in. p. 233
O'm, a primary symbol, p. 284
O'm, mystic, n. p. 279, 280
O'm, Kara Sevara, n. p. 228, 233
Orion or young Orion, n. p. 151
Opera art, ii. p. 590
Orissa, p. 294, m. p. 485, 489, 490, 531
Opera, native, p. 291

0|)iuni, ifs u??e encouraged, n. p. 444
Open hall at Ciiitambaram, in. p. 771

Orme, I\]r., li. p. 726, 728, Ui. p. 41, 311,

his Arcadian picture I'alse, in. p. 395

Orders four, n p. 279, 307, 313, 328, 537,

371, m. p. 130
Otta Cuttan, ill. p. 38
Oiigein, p. 301, 462, 371, n. p. 819, in. p.

121, PrZe, 544, 783
Ovid, II. p 833
Owen agaiust Biddle, n. p. 218

Ox, spoke and remonstrated, u. p. 759

Padart'has logical, d. 400, 401, il. p. 22,

132, 133, 134, 136, 137, 343,344
Padmavati, a yacsha devi, ni. p. 245

Padma purana, tiie first part not translated

into Telugu. ii. p. 784
Padshah, in. p. 234, troubled the people,

in. p. 299
Padshah's troops killed cows, lu. p. 6S0

Padshah, gift by, in. ]). 603
Palati puram, lii. p. 669
Paippalada, li. p. 472, 474

Palaudu, a viva in fanes, p- 547

Palankeen formerly a high disliuction, m.

P 398
Paianayi and Madhura, ii. p. 795, 796

Palani or Pvuey, ni. p. 12

Palar river, its source, ni. p. 422

Palar, Ui. p. 42, 148, 412

Palsbat, in. p. 459
Palliyacartr feudal barons, or like French

Comptes, in. p. 508, notices of ihem,

ni. p. 510
Palbvan equal to a large county, ni. p. 391

Pallacatti kings, lU, p. 663

Panacea for the proiiftigatiou of life, in.

p. 86
Palibothraof the Greeks, p. 347

Palmistry, II. p. 492.495
Paley, p. 3 S3
Piinolavas praised Vishnu, p. 20

Pandn, p. 271, m. p. 770

Pandavas, j). 550, n. p. 274, 399, 400, 562,

566, 590, m. p. 126, 670, 770, 775, 793,

828, in the wilderne.-^s, u. p. 016, in. p.

151

Panchacshari, power of, ii. p. 228

Pancha ratrain system, a variation of

Vaishnava worship, p. 132, 143, 146,

and not acknowledged by all, p. 133

Pandit, who is one, p. 226

Pancha kala, or five times, what, p. 466

Pantheism of Lord Boliugbroke and Pope,

p. 650
Pancha Kartakal, or five lords, iii. p. 445

Pandavas gaming match, n. p. 262, their

consultation, ii. p. 263,tlieir parentage,

II. p, 2,66
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Paiicha Dravida, wlwt, m. p. 690

Paii(ipvaius deatroj llie J^ivucya, padu!, iii.

p. 26
PanditaraHliy.t, sou of Bliitna pandit and

(lauraiul)i, ii. p. SB^
Paiidivrt K i>f?doiH, first. Mahanifdan irriip-

t-ion, III- p. 394, given to Visvauai'iia

navak, iii. p. 3U4
Pancliva niubdalani, ils capital towns, iii.

p. o8
Phuniya dynasty subverted, ill. p. 176

Pandiya Ciiola and Touda kingdoms, iii.

p. 42
Pandavas or ancient people, ill. p 256

Fandivan defeated by a Chola Kin?, III.

p. 299, appealed to "t lie Kayer,iii. p. 293

Pandiya coantry, II. p. 869

Paudiyan Kingdom transferred to norlliern

dynasty, lii p. 379

Pandiya Kinp:, ruler over the Ciiola coun-

try, III. p. 478
Panciiya Kmg took ref'je:e in the Mwlaya-

lain country, lit. p. 375

Pandiya Desam,lil. v. 33, 602

I'anderpoor, III. p. 712

]^;;uwe!!, ilr. p. 665

Panniput, battle of, III, p. 690, 694

Pant:-i curhis, suhterranea, HI p. 426

Papiravnliana, fought vvilh Aijuna, p. 603,

II. 646, III. p. 436 _

Papira valiana, son of Arjuna, his posterity,

III. p. 436
Para Brahni, p. 1, 2, 12, 13,15, 16,17,

19 20 21, 45,65, 137 1S7, 188, 195,

196, 197, 204. 208, 214, 2! 6. 217,

218 221, 225, 226, 229, 2130, 274, 339,

418, 437, 442, 469. ii. p. 258, 282, 295,

296, 298, 311, 312, 313, 315, 316, 317,

318. 320, 322, 323, 325, 327, 328, 329,

330, 338, 3-.9, 35l, 425, 589, 638, 680,

685, 773, 777, 778, 884, iii. p. 95, 146,

626, 657

Para Hrahm, or Siva, III. p. 146

Para! i>i ram, il. p. 187,231

Parrt Brahiti, female form of, HI. p, 655

P;ira, feminine of Paran, II. p. 408

Para sacti, il. p 455

Parasaeiias Durga, conquered Mahisha-

sura, &c. III. p. 194

Paravara, a name of Brahm, p. 460

Paiamest.i, n. p. 457

Paramesvara, II. p. 683, m. p. 95, 142,

143, 148, did penance, iii. p. 135

Par^malina, 11, p. 470, 474, 626, 884

Paramaima delegated creative power, II.

p. 226
Parama purusha, p. 469

Para vasti, what, p. 471

Parama himsa, how qualified, p. 649

Parama hamsa, u. p. 459

Farasu Rama, p- 162, 163, 241, 283,667,

H, p. 105, 122, 222, 593, 594, 774, 784,

J,07, lir. p. 207, 250, 615, 617, 628,

642. 665, 066, 667. 690, 703, 716, r^-

ci)v<;i*'d land h'on\ the sea, III. p. 166,

209, 705, battle with ihe Cahetriyas,

III. p. 208
Parasu Rama, gift to Brahmins, ill. p. 209,

di:^pleasure with them,ii, p. 209, inter-

view with Rama (.'huiidra. III. p. 209,

kill d hismotiier Kennca, iii- 210, re-

st oied her to life, III. p. 210
Parrot, a learned one, p. 301

Parama amsa, a panicle of godhead, ill.

p. 231

?arijati flower, li. p. 260, 267
P.iri'ali girl deified, ii p. 412
Parian, a dignified Saint, n. p. 885
Pariar of a true faith is a Brahman, il. p.

887
Pariars riudit hand people, il. p. 8

Paricshit, son of Aiahinianya and grandson

of Aijuna, m. p. 34
Paricshii, il p. 600. 616, iii- p. 34, 94,

96, 97, 720, 771

Parriciite Biahman. Ill p. 616

I'arvati did j»enance, iii. p. 130, and at

Conjeveram. iii. p. 141

Parvati, p. 11, 18, 21, 31, 33, 34. 50, 55,

70,99, 101, 102, 109, 123, 124, 137,

139, 158,170, 187, 218, 231, 232,235,

239, 258 261, '^72, 273, 280, 283, 284,

293, 333, 416, 435, 436. 437, 461, 462,

469,549,560, 582, 6l3, ii, p. 11, 44,

65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 83, 92, 99, 141,

143, 146, 184, 207, 213, 223, 427,430,

432, 434, 416, 447, 448, 630, 673, 707,

III. p, 12. Ill, 116, 213. 215, 255, 257,

523, 525, 546, 564, 780, 785, 798

Parvati praised, p. 232, 233, 235, 236,

546, 555, II. p. 78, 80, 83, 87, 88,

90,143, 145, 212, 530, 571,576,631,
791

Parvati the general sacti, li. p. 283, and
mother of the world, II. p. 293

Parvati, birlh and marriage, II p. 235
Parvati jealous, ii. p. 596
Parvati described, U. p. 2li5

Parvati incarnate, II. p. 643
Parvati or Maya. ii. p. 570, 672
Parvati cursed Pushpadania, il. p. 827
Parvati and Siva, II, p. 849, 853, 855

Parvati, a gipsey fortune-ieder, UI. p. 234
Parvati, personal beauty of, u. p. 299
Parvati as a Brahman iemale, ill. p. 447,

her kindness to Brahmans, Hi. p, 455

Parsvant'ha, lii. p. 639
Paschatapa defined, ii. p. 255
Pavanandi, in. p. 30,'31

Pashandas, ili. p. 193, 764
Pasupati and Mahadeva, ii. p. 680
Passive power, advaita view of it, iii. p, 801

Patanjali, half-man, half serpent, III p. 380,

383
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Patanjali, school of, li. p. 308

Fat:iliputia (Palibutlirai ia iLe Savvirasli-

tra country, ixi. j). 78

Pataliputra puiam, IX. |i. 521

Patalam, U. p. 520, 59J-, 788

Patron gave away by liandl'uls, ill. p. 229

Peace made between Krishna raja and tlie

Gajapati King, lii. p. 182

Pedda Krisbnapa Naymlu invaded and

conquered Ceylon, iii. p. 184
Peishwah of tbe Mabrattas drove away the

chief of Sericgapatani, III. p. 670
Peisbwah, III. p. 724, 726, 733, 755
Pennaconda, II. p. 561, 603, 830, in. p.

169, 219, 22i, 23.5, 471, 558, 570, 575

Penance days, n. p. 253
Peepul leaves, ii p. 448
Penny Cyclopcejia in t>ansc:rit, II. p. 71S
I'eninsula Indian, Native account of, lii.

p. 294
Peninsula, bow peopled, III. p. 527

PeninsMJa, iil. p. 7 15

Perundevi, the Sacti of Varada raja, p. 9

Perfeciion of knowledge (allegcdj, ui. p.

802
Periapollium, ii. p. 409
Persian invasion repelled by Raina deva,

in. p. 35

Persian irruption to Delhi and tbe Deccan,

III. p. 35
Perumal as Vishnu, iii. p. 524, 528
Permaul, ill. p. 134
Peter 8t. his (alleged) universal authority,

II. p. 802
Pi'ilosopbical doubt, p. 247
Phala streti in Almanacs, p. 474
Physiognomy and Somatos copy, p. 317
Philtres, n. p. 49, 50, 51, 380, 508, 546,

554, 555, 556, 557
PiUala, mania titular unnie. III p. 487
Phaedra and Hippolylus, n p. 817
Philosophers of the French Institute, iii.

p. 92
Philosophy mixed of Vira Saivas, in. p. 274
Philosophy mystic, ill. p. 777
Pilgrimage, journal of one, p. 501
Pilgrim, allegory of, II. p. 664
Pilgrim's staff, ii. p. 114
Pillai Nainar (or Sampantar) u. p. 876,

impaled Jaiaas,ii. p. 877
Pillai tamirh, in. p. 795
Pindotpatti, p. 507, explained, p. 508
Pindarries plundered Orangal, III. p. 484
Planets, good and bad, p. 78
Planets, n. p. 36, 37
Planets, enmity and friendship of, p. 213,

214, 331, u. p. 36
Planets, oppositions of, p. 319, ii. p. 4S5,

493
Planets, lordships of. III. p. 232
Planets, influence of, fixed on one spot, p.

277

Planets, speciultics of five, p, 232

Planets, oppositions and conjunction of, iii.

p 232
Places, six special, n. p. 279. 673, 679,

symbolical, II. p 331, 332,333
Pledges, II p. 716
Places of Vira 8aivHS, ii. p. 673, 679

Planet, Saturn, special iiifinenci- of, III.p,232

Planetary influences, ni. p. 485, 486,111.

p. 752, 754, 778
Planets, Jnpiter and Venus, ii p. 29

Planets, five culminant, ii. p. 33, 34, 35,

38, 39

Planets, influence of, us to sexes, II p. 35

Planet overules a bad siun, li. p. o6

Plantain tree man i.ige, ii. p. Ill

Pleiades, III. p. 451

Postulation by Vyasa, false, p. 209

Polynoos, Rev. p. 666

Poet, aives lustre to a court, p. 227

Poetry, secondary sense of, il. p, 3

Pools sacred, ii. p. 2(j5, 593

Pope, II. p. 122,538
Powers, sixteen, II. p. 445
Pondicherry, U. p. 802
Possession by an evil spirit, in. p. 84

Poetry and i>rose interwoven, not common
in Europe, in. p. 165

Poems historical, meriting publication, in'

p. 183

Poets, I'amil, in. p. 38

Poet, minstrels three, in. p. 62

Pothaiva hill, HI. p. 125

Poet Camhank 11 d a CholaKiji?,in p. 615

Poets eigiil iii Kri?liiiH ra\a's court, ni. p.

200
Pomegranate, legend of a, m. p. 448

Pompa cshetram, m. p. 270

Pope's Odyssey, iii. p. 741

Poonah,ni.p. 495, 670, 690, 692, 713,

726, 727, 733
Prabhu deva, a Vira Saiva teacher, ni. p.

272
Prabhu sacti or eternal matter, ll. p. 185

Prabhu linga's seli-cuntrol p. 654

Pradatya raja punished, in. p. 143

Prajapati or Brahma, n- p. 465
Pradosha kalam, what, p. 152

Pradhipa, ii. p. 501

Pradhyumna,ii. p. 502, 703. 713

Prahlada piaised, p. 55, 60, 154. 632, n.

p. 577, 598, 781, in. p. 9S, 195, praised,

II. p. 305, ttiename how spelled m Tamil

and Canarese, p. 632

Prahlada, legend of, n. p 232, 239

Pralayas, four, ii. p. 313
Pranava, p. 82, n. p. 772
Pranava turned to au advaita meaning, p.

71

Processions Saiva, n p- 247

Property, division of, ii. p. 104, 116, 117,

ni. p. 761, kinds of, iii. p. 760
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Propitious cerrnioiiirs, vi^ht, times for, p. 11

Pralupa Kuiira of, Warankal broiip:hr, Brab-

maus lVi;iii Benares, ill. p. 93, 5.')1

Pratapa Hmlrn. in. p. 216, 477, 4:30, 538,

539, 512, 5o7, 586, 589, 593, 595, 600

J'rHl'iiaiia, wlint,, ]). 256
Pratyaugiri, a sacli, li. p. 421, 430
Pnij'agi or Allahabad, ll. p. 229
Pra.yagi praised, ii. p. 75

Predestination, ii. ]). 390
Pradardluuia, ii. p. 400
Pritchu, II. n- 2(50, nr. p. 105
Pritclier, a Kinar, li. p. 807

Praudliavati's discourse on prostilutes, ii.

p. 899, 900
Prasana's leii sons, legend of, lit. p. 106

Proficient, ceremony of, ii. p. 334

Professor's forty-nine at Madura, m. p.

163
Provoked persons who must not be, li. p.

512
Prophecies various, II p. 777, HI. p. 257,

258, 259, 260
Pr(i[)het and prophecy, how best translated,

m. p. 260
Prit'ha tauglit by four sages, til p. 105,

his sons, in. p. 105, his beatitude, in.

p. 105
Prior, the pnet, ii. p. 455
Prit'hu and Bhumi davi,5.1egend of, ill, p.

103
Priyavati legend, of, Ul. p. 107

Prince George, iii. p. 23
Pradhyunina stolen and taken to a t forest,

III. p. 269, betrothed to Rati, m. p.

269
Pradatta, king of Benares transformed,

III. p. 415
Processions and vahanas at Jitlle Conje-

verani, iii. p. 524
Pratapa Budra extirpated the Jainas, HI.

p. 531, 533, and changed the aspect of

Telingana, III. p. 531
Pratapa Budra, ii. ji. 317, 487, 490,656
Pravuda deva raya, HI. p. 56'J-, 597, G02,

638
Prof. Wilson, in. p. 7il, 7^5
Psalms of David, ii. p. 35S
Psyche, II. p. 560
Puberty of a female when unpropitious, p.

242
Pucalle of Voltaire, p. 87
Pulala raya, hi.s fort at Paralur, in. p. 431,

construcled twenty-four forts, ill. p. 431
l^ilses, properties of, ]>. 118, II. p. 238
Pulses and vital airs, li. p. 238
Pulicai, iH. p. 370
I'uralur, iii. p. 431, battle near it, p. 431
Puranas classified, p. ISl

J'ugorentan, iii. ]>. 5S
I'upil, ten years old Mo have a preceptor,

\

II. p. 334

Purushart'lia, what, p. 224
Pulicat lake, its supposed origin, in. p.

698
Pula.st'hya, p. 169, 439, in p. 198, 207,

413, race of, ii. p. 208, 398, one of the

risliis, III. p. 540
Punishments, li. p. 105, 106, 107, 108,

116, 118, 120, 121, 19:i, 253, 255, 265,
ni. p. 99, future according to the

Jainas, in. p. 70
Purusha sncta, li. p. 312, 315, 318
l^uru ruvas, li. p. 41, 42, 266, 654, son of

Budlia and of llavati, II. p. 710, HI. p.

160, 228
Purgatoty, visions of, ii. p. 815
Punganur, a chief retreated to, in. p. 671
Pyney, III. p. 191, 354, 444, 446,449,

451, 785, research into its history, iii.

p. 30U
Pyre, lighter of inherits, li. p. 2i8
Pythagoras, iii. p. 404

Qualities tliree, iii. p. 445, 782
Quarrel between Vaya and Adisesha, Hi.

p. 371
Queen of Deva rayer, in. p. 372
Queen of kings, ii. p. 440
Queen of heaven, ii p. 420
Queries by Colonel McKenziefo Apavoo,

in. p. 406
Questions theological, &c. answered, il. p.

462

R.

R., rough and soft, n. p. 538
Race of Krishna, in. p. 243
Bacshasas, li. p. 40, 266
Races, solar and lunar, in. p. 367
Radha, p. 85, 88, 315, n. p. 53, 54, 56,

367, 368, 391, 392. 501, 502, 504, 505,

507, 694, 696, 705, 707, 716, 788, iii. p.

172, 173, 741
lladha, daughter of Misra gotra, n. p. 507
Baghu, p. 62,171,455, H. p. 271, 272, 273,

in. p. 474
Raghu nat'hauripati, a distinguished chief,

a command given him by Vijaya Raghava,
III. p. 175, at Tanjore, in. p. 175, his

successor, in. p. 175

Raghavanca, acquirement of, HI. p. 270
Rain brahmans, n. p. 191,RaghojiBhosala,

III. p. 691
Rain, astrological indications of, ii. p. 483,

probabilities of, ii. p. 487, one marcal

of wliat, IH. p. 753
Rainbow, the bow of India, Hi. p. 169
Rain of lire and other materials, iii. p. 401
Raivata mount, n. p. 269, 2/2, 366, 402
Raju poruttam, what, 316
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Raju Roja, what, ;!17, II. p. i!G, remedy,

11. p. i7i

liup, a kinf( how qualified, III. p. 16

llHJendra Chula pationised litenilure, iii.

p. 6i
RajahiiiurKiij, II. p. 529, 534, 624, 693,

735, 737, 741, 806, m. p. 471
llama, p. 18, '22, 42, 4^, 53, 61, 80, 90, 101.

103, 10.), ]13, 123, 128, 139, 144, 147,

14S, 149,151, 157,164,165,167,160,
171, 177, 182, 196, 197, 22S, 230, 248,

266, 269, 272, 2/5, 295, 297, 316, 419,

427, 428, 435, 451, 452, 453, 454, i58,

460,479, 4S2, 494, 502, 516, 521, 6U5,

665, II. p. 43, 72. 74, 79, 86, 95, iii. p.

122, 183, 197, 205, 220, 222, 515, 574,

58], 598, 743, 766, 767, 768, 775, 7/9,
Chandra, p. 807, Jii. p. 131, 161, 169,

172, 175, 176, 211, 230, 234, 256, 2';3,

269, 273, 277, 278, 474, 5 la, 524, 543,

693,703, 706, 713, 755, 766. 767, 771,
777

Rama praised, II. p. 531,532, 533, 534, 536,
563, 564, 565, 65S, 659, 663

Rama and Sita, ii. p. 267. 268, 300, 361,
399, 610, 622, 623, 695

Rama and his two sous, p. 599, 601
Kama the cause of the Universe, il. p. 94
Rama placed a lin?am, ii. p. 601, at Kami-

seraiu, li. p. 296, 638
Rama as Para Brahm, li. p. 325, homage

to, II. p. 455, glory of, ii. p. 455, is

supreme, ii. p. 467
Rama and Ravaiia, ni. p. 212, and the

Vaticra, in. p. 410
Rama Chandra eulogised as Vishnu, ni. p.

203
Ram mohan roy, p. 311
Ramayanam, Saiva vusum of, IT. p. 261,

tlie Ulrarahow prohibiied, ii, p. 262
Ramayanam, divination by, it. p. 494
Kamanuja, p. 21, 66, 97, 103, 137. 144,

149, 163, II. p. 577, III. p. 38, 199, his

era, p. 199, birtii place, p. 5U7, one of

thealuvar, p. 507, his system, n. p. 214,
215, 216, he recovered idols, iii. p.

35, was a polemical champion, iii. p.

228, his life, death, worics, in. p. 272,
flourished, in. p. 939

Ramanuja, an opponent of Sancaracharya,

p. 198

Raniiseram, p. 159, II. p 593, 753, Hi. n.

694
Rama sastri of Mysore, ii. p. 298
Rama raja, son-in-law of Krishna raya, iii.

p. 200, was minister of Sada Siva, iii. p.
20O, 475. 604, usurped the kingdom,
III. p. 200, was killed at tiie battle of
Telicotta, ni. p. 200, 475, was defeated
by a Mahomedan confederation, in. p.

530, 640
Rama, sou of Campila, drove awny Ma-

iionirdan.s, in. p. 2G7, fell in })attie, his

head Taken to JJeliii, ill. p. 267
Ramnad, iii. p. 590, cliief of, a rebel, iii.

p. 347
Rama bhadra nayak. III. p. 376, stormed

a fort. III. p. 377
Ranglia nat'ha, lord of the universe, ii. p.

'306, claims all properly, ii. p. 309
Kau^ha nat'ha and Kaugnu nayaki, p. 466,

II. p 533
Ranglia, p. 203. ii. p. 529, 605
Rapurl'orl, buili, by a Vellugotivaru chief,

III. p. 527
Hasas, six medical, ii. p. 166, 168
Rasas, were poetical, p. 315, il. p. 25, 26,

27, 52, 53, 58, 356, 35S, 479
Rat'ha, origin of the Latin word rheda,

ir. p. 354
Rat and Spider rewarded by Siva, iii. p,

142
Ravana, p. 169, 170, 316, 427, 433, 598,

599, 605, 665, 670, ii. p. 183, 187, 273,
593, 60S, 6U9, 611, 612, 620, 623, 711.
772. III. p. 125, 152, 197, 277, 771,
772

Ravana imprisoned, in. p. 207, cursed by
a woman, ill. p. 771

Rayer sent Visvanat'ha nayak against his
lather, HI. p. 377, made him viceroy,

i^i. p. 377, sent ciiieflains to destroy
Kallars, in. p. 390

Raya dynasty. Hi. p. 557, 558, 695, 698
Keade, Mr. of Chittoor, iii. p. 294
Keddiyar matters concerning them. III. p.
442

Reddis of Condavidu, iii. p. 476, 510
Keddis ruled, in. p. 513, 537, 538, 539,

550, were like Somhern Poligars, in.

p. 550, were independent lords, III. p,

371
Reddivaru rulers, iii. p. 216, 218, chiefs,

III. p. 552, 608
Regents of celestial points, in. p. 113
Kegulations of Tippu Sultan, in. p. 63P,
642

Religious modes, disjjuleson, li. p. 328
Keliiiioua iiymnology, specimen of, llJ. p.

767

Remedies, homage to, ii. p. 556
Renuca, wife of Jamadajiiri, in. p. 401,

nidther of Parasu Rama, ill. p. 210,
killed by Parasu llama, III. |). 210

Renuca devi, worshipped bv Pariars, HI. p,

210
Renuca treated as a goddess, p. 241, in.

p. 167
'' 'i' '

Report of agents. Hi. p. 60S
Report from cedfd ciislricis, ill. p 715
Restored Manuscripts, note on, in p. 278
Retua treya, meaning of, m. p. 380, 461
Retnajiaud Ramaual'ha, p. 569, 629, 630,

639



Reinaji, ni. p i'oo, 238, 26?

Reti, wife of Mamaata, Hi. \i. 110^ 140

Kevereiid Polpinos, p. 606
B,evenge, iustauce of, III. p. 755

Revenue facilely alienaied. III, p. 199
Ri.eniba, p. Il,"l57, 49-2, 502, 563, 617,

II. p. 498, 503, 504, 570, 672, 612, 648.

6i9, 653, 710, 7ia, 716, 9U0
Rhetoriciil oruauieuts, p. 5, 166, ftfjiires, p.

•81, 294, aud beauties, in. p. 750, 75J,

752
Richelieu, ill. p. 508
Kice-graiu deiSed, ni. p. 63
Right- liaiid way, p, 425
Riddles, p. 34-2

Kiug of uiue jewels, ll. p. 481

Ristii pauchaini, an observance by women,
p. -38, 30, 411

Rislii, a compound Hebrew word, ii. p. 349

Rishis, seven, ii. p. 230
Rislus of I'aiaca vanam, in. p. 446
Kislii qotras claim inquiry, H. p. 593

Rishablia, Hi. p. 107
Ritual by proxy, ii. p. 105

Ritual homage, sixteen modes of, ii. p.

336
Rivers three, virtue of, ii. p. 603
River cursed by a s^tge, iH. p. 604

Robber beautified, iii. p. 454
Roberts, Mr. W. iH. p. 168
Rock at Trichinopoly, a splinter from Cai-

iaas, III. p. 128.

Royer de Wendavy, ii. p. 315

Roman Catholic li-tirnd resembles that

of Sanaiida, ii. p. 625
RomanCatholic Missionaries, ii.p. 692, 851

Roman Catholic hand-book, in, p. 778.

Romasa rislii, p. in. 128, 129

Roots, Sanscrit, lu. p. 122, 524, Telugu,

II. p. 524
Rosary landed, ii. p. 894
Rosaries, ii. p. 469
Rose-apple, legend of, III. p. 346, 654,

708

Rottler, Dr. iii. p. 26
Roydroog, Jil. p. 568, 650
Koval Asiatic Society, iii. p. 544
Ro'yacoitah, ill. p 708
Kiicman^ada, III. p. 87
Rucniiiii, p. 489, 491, 501, 505, 529, 537,

577, ir. p. 54, 260, 500, 502, 505, 577,

587, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 599, 600,

607, 655, 8i^5, n. p. 159, 173, 187, 197,

198, 214, 22;, 222, 25f., 257, 719
l^ucmini, birth Hnii marriage of, III. p. 769
Kudra, p. 162, 179, 295 308, 462, II. p.

317, 577, 597, 632
Rudra muni, in. p. 257
Rudra ;.s Siva, n. p. 329, 335
Rudra Supreme, ll. p, 471
Rudras explained, p. 464, 476
Rudras five, ii. p. 140, m. p. 2U

Hudras eleven, n. p. 185
Kudias as forms of Siva, ii. p. 683
Hudra prasna, II. p. 312, 317, 319, 320
Kudracslia berries, how furmed, ii. p. 471
Rudra beads, vadeties of, in. p, 130, ex-

cellencies of, in. p. 123
Rudra be^ds, II. p. 227, 282, 597
Ruins of Mandu without lecord, Ul. p.

420
Rule of three, five, seven, nine, eleven,

p. 211, 484, 517,524
Killer, what he ought to know, p. 533
Kuler universal, IT. p. 133

Hulers at CUandiagiri and Pennacouda
brothers, Vii. p. 169

Rule successioual at Chandavoli, ui. p.

535
Rulers, northern at Madura, in. p. 576
Kuler at Anaguiidi cheated, with his

revenge, ui. p. 702

SabduUa Khan, in. p. 407
8aCMma, a prei;nant woman built into a

wall alive, in. p. 602
Sacrifices, p. 119, 126, 141, 188, 262. 311,

II. p. 165, 221, 238, 256, 255, 259, 726

Sacrifice, lord of, n. p. 259, a smoky path,

n. p. 322, the fifth, II. p. 447

Sacrifices, names of, p. 7, tend to Sverga,

II. p, 316, directed to Brahma, U. p.

317
Sacrificial ball of food, p. 282
Sacrificial fire for six days, special, n. p.

193
Sacrifices greater, ii. p. 256, 258, 259,

needful, ii. p. 329
Sacrifices human, il p. 819
Sacontala, p. 480, il. p. 41, 42, 43

Sacti worship, p. 279, H. p. 11, 245, 247,

248, 269, 279, 283, 291, ill. p. 125, 146
Sacti homage, li. p. 422, 423, 424
iSacti rites, p. 283, ei seq :

Sacti purja, what, H p. 383
Sacti formed the world, li. p. 290, is

feupreme, li. p. 291
Sacti sect contrary to common sense of

mankind, II. p. 291, 415
Sacti ofl'eruigs, ii. p. 416
Sac'i bliaktis in Europe and in old Greece,

p. 650
Sactis, homase to, u. p. 772, 779
Saruni, in, p. 770
Sadagopaiya translated the Vishnu Pura-
nam into Tamil, p. 515

Sahadeva, p. 607, 622
Sada siva, ni. p. 214, 497
Sadhyumna, in. p. 193

Sada siva ray a, m. p. 553, 570, 571.

Sadras, in. p. 398, 572, 575, 601, 640,

641,685,698,737



Sagara, in. p. 16G
Sagara, his sons turned to dust, p. 596

Saiva svmbol, how large it may be, p. 69

Saiva vedaiiiain, p. 1

iSaiva rites, ii. p. 280
Saiva worship, il. p. 560
Saiva system oi the better kind, p. 529
Saivas iniitaty tales of Krishna, n. p 630
Saiva homage, legend of, H. p 632, 634
Saiva isoteric system, ii. p, 636, 637, 639

Saiva details, u. p. 894
Saiva system, its primal seat in India, ii.

p. 786
Saiva fane at Madura, alleged origin of,

III. p. 42

Saiva ganas, u. p. 815
Saiva, shrines in the Carnatic, in. p- 118

Saivas peculiar class of, iir. p. 214
Saivas, five divisions of, lli. p. 292
Saiva, peculiarities, HI. p. 353
Saiva, fanes, &c., in. p. 353, 524
Saivas, seven iuterual divisions of, ii. p.

295
Saint Thomas, legend, concerning, iii. p.

397
Satagrana, homage to, ii. p. 251, 252,

754
Sale, fraudulent, ir. p. 117
Salivahana, p. 560, II. p. 639, 823, lli. p.

32, 35, 37, 42, 43, 44, 45, 53, 61, 63,

201, 296, 426, 440, 618, 655, 666,

676, 702, 707,711, 713, 722
Salivahana, a Samana, III. p. 43, persecut-

ed other religions, III. p. 43, 51, an
individual and a dynasty, Hi. p. 46, 51,

killed Vicraraaditya, in. p. 147, ruled,

III. p. 391

Saiva, m. p. 770
Sainasa, wtiat., p. 91, 95, 228, 351, 352
Samasas, six, ii. p. 59, 62, 63

Sam, vadhij what, p. 291, a Hash word, ii

p. 336
Sambu, (Siva) Omniscient, ii. p. 330
Samana, Savana, or Yavana, in. p. 51

Samanar destroyed at Madura, in. p. 62,

293
Ramans once possessed the south, in. p.

293
Sampanta overcame Jainas, iii. p. 414,

and Band has at Madura, in. p. 131

Sampantar went from Chiliambram to

Madura, in. p. 144
Sampantar, in. p. 38, 62, 66, 131, 293

413, 417, 425, 785
Sambu, an asura killed, iir. p. 269
Sambliuva rayer, iil. p. 409, 411
Samudra, raja of Calicut, iii. p. 664, 667
Sancara, Narayana, in. p. 436
Saukalpan, what, p. 38
Sancara, p. 31, ii. p. 469, ni. p. 143, 266
Sancranta, ii. p. 254, monthly, p. 105
Sancranta, what, iii. p. 753

Sandliya, baudanam, what, u. p. 257, 25^
Sanc'liya school condemned, il. p. 323,
Sanniyasi, his qualities, ii. p. 464, disquali-

fied person, n. p. 464, from wliat pro-

liibited, II. p. 46.^, his duties, li. \)

469, 470, 471, 473, six classes of, n
p. 465, 468

Sanjaryya, ii. p. 517
Sanjaryya, ili. p. 770
Sanatcumara, son of Brahma, n. p. 602
Sanatcumara, p. 179, li. p. 458, 460, 461,

474, 602
Sananda, legend of, II. p. 626, 630, 643, 749

761, 770, 775, 815, ni. p. 774
Sancranda, ii o. 815, a name of Indra, ii.

p. 695

Sanaca made peace between hostile races,

II. p. 788
Sanscrit literature transposed into Tamil,

III. p. 21

Sank'hya system, H. p. 742, 763, 772
Sangamesvaram, li. p. 852
Sanc'liya system of Capila, in. p. 190, 403
Sancara, an incarnation, his ascetic vow, iir.

p. 230, was instituted by affusion of

water, ni. p. 231, gathered disciples, m.
p. 231, opened schools at various places,

m. p. 231, founded a college at Sriugeri,

in. p. 231

Sancaracharya, ui. p. 291, 658, 785, 79S
Sancaracliarya, said to have killed Orimi-

kanda Chola, iii. p. 437, his polemical

proceediug.s, ill. p. 437, overcame the

Janias, ni. p. 523, formed an image of

clay at Conjeveram, in. p. 700
Saovira.shtra country, iii. p. 78
Sarsootee river, j). 501

Sarabha compared with the Hebrew seraph,.

p. 365, lei^end of, p. 92
Sarat rutu, ii. p. 275

Sarabha, five-faced, ii. p. 331
Sarabha deva, il. p. 430
Sarabha, a form of Siva, ii. p. 466
Sarvajna Singha Rao, lii. p. 200, 213
Sarvanaperumal, in. p. 20
Sarvesvarer used by Roman Catliolics, in.

p. 174.

Sarvana tirt'ha, its virtues, ill. p. 448
Sarasvati p. 73, 102, 107, 231

Sarasvati praised, ll. p. 81, 439, 442, il. p.

75, 93, 237, 589, in. p. UO, 187, 2y3,

525, 786
Satura opposed fo Nala and Damayant, p.

449
Satura, II. p. 147
Satura, planet, ii. p. 176 causes disease, ii.

p. 241
Sati, self immolation and, ii. p. 239
Sati, II. p. 592, 596, in. p. 101

Satyendra Chola, HI. p. 645,

Satva bhanma, p. 12, 108 492, 539, il. p.

260, 502, 50S. 591, 591-. 505, 600^ 60?^

8
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(111, i;5(;, COI, CDD. 703, 7()S, 709, 7](J ]

776, lu. p. 214, 221
Sarsootee, n. p. 600
Satja vruta before the flood dwelt in dr;'.-

vida desam, ii. p- 788, peuaiice in, iii. p.

. 54
Satya vruta a Pandiyan king, li. p. 54, iii.

p. 197
Satyaloca, the world of Brahma, itt. p. 1S8,

the dwclliug place of Biahnia, Hi p. 98,

100, 101

Sattara kings of, in. p. 679
Saribhagya, worship of, ii. p. 427
Satiijrttu synonymous with Giavur, III p

705
Savages wild and naked, tamed, ill. p. 39S,

399
Savagf's iu Dindigul and other districts, ill.

[). 695
Savaralu, derivation, in. p. 470
t^avunaca, in. p. 100, 1S7, 205
Scuuda or Subralimanya, ir. p. 335
Scanda, in. p. Ill, 115
Savitri, ii. p. 470, 788
Scaiidinavia, p. 438, ii. p. 239
ytrinces six, li. p. 762
Scape bullock, p. 37, 38,41
Sciiooitneu, classification of angels, ri. p

813
Scorpion, black, iiow used p. 368
Scorpions and snakes, charms against, ii.

p. 153,158, 161,168, 185, 188, ISU

/iciiide, II. p. 643
beindirtb, ill. p. 681

Schism hetween Bauddhas and Jainas, iii.

p. 437
Scoti.'s novel, in. p. 165
Seasons, how to live in them, ii. p. 164
Sea of milk churned, II. p. 595
Sea lights, iil. p. 423
Sea shelliana ritual, ir. o. 442
Seamanship, book on, ni. 444
Sethapati, a rebel, ni p. 378
Selfishness, a cause of defect, il. p. 323
Selladars of the Mahralta Army, in. p.

715
Self-immolation by a daughter of Knma

Chetti, II. p. 603
Sembu, first Mahratta chief, m. p. 298
Seminal fluid circulates, iii. p. 510
Seuesau the General of Vishnu, p. 117
Senses five, ii. p. 482, 5r)8

Serfoji confided to the care ofSwartz and
otiiers, ni. p. 298

Seringapatam, p. 99, 137, 290, 359, 544,
545, 589,111. p. 33, 35, in. p. 219, 220,
236, 258, 202, 345, 456, 670, capture of,

celebrated at. Madras, in. \>. 40
Seringham, p 163, lii p- 522, near Trichi-

no|ioly, 550, HI p. 198

Serinirhain pagoda near TrichinopDJv, in,

|.. 132

Serious Milijecis lmrlesf[ue(l, n, p, .">iy

Serpent liomaue, p. 422
Serpent with seven heads, HI. p. 464
Sexual intercourse, illicii. pensdry, ii. p. 194
Sex, change of form, feminine to niasculine

p. 6 16,' 654
Sesba and Seshi defiined, p. 262, 465, li. p. 9

and pleravana, p. 262, 466
Sh;idaranya, or Arucadu, III. d. 422
Shalinji, ill. p. 6S1
Shahu raja, iH. p. 726
Shells petrified, tiieir murtis oi divine forms,

p 47, 136, 288, fossils, in and near the

Plinialvas, r>. 135

Shells petrified, ii. p. 98, 305. 306.307
Shells, divination bv, ii p. 493, 415
Shen and Codun Tainil, lu. p. 30
Siiolapur, III. p. 692
Shower of mud, ill. p. 43, 53
Showers of milk, &c., in. p. 401
Siberia, legend in, in. p. 4o9
Siddha Ramayya, li. p. 842, 843, 841, 855,

III. p. 257, 26J
Signs, three divisions of, p- 321
Signs zodiacal their ^'cneral infiiuencp, p.

38, 39, 40, II. o. 483, lords of, ii. p
489

Siddhas, supernatural sage*, ill. p. 148
Signs employed by women, p. 51, 56

Skull, Siva gave one to Krishna, p. 638

Siddha rajn, in. p. 215
SilaNayaker disagreement with Varadaiyas

III- p. 412, his cruelty, HI. p. 412,

destroyed, iil. p. 412

Sila Nayak, in. p. 407

Sir W. Jones, in. p. 721, sre Jones,

Simples, calling of, il. p. 556

Sin and virtue botii condemned, and why,

p. 225
Sinners how they may attain beatification

p. 465

Sins, six great, p. 663, II. p. 238

Sins, menial, n. p. 22

Sin, whence, li. p. 481

Singhala dtsnm, ni. p. 374

Sisupala p. 170, 174, 298, 451, 453, 455

484, 491, 591, II. p. 260, 273, 502

Sisupala slain, ir. p. 813

Sisters two, not to be married on the same
dav, II- p. 253

Sita, p. 61, 144, 167, 169, 196, 275, 457,

458,499. II. p. 43,79, 122, 222. 361,

399, 465, 531,508,583,608,612,655,
752, 803, 812, 821, iii. 230, 510, 766,

•771, 772, the wife of Kama, p. 548, 604,

supremacy assigned to, li. p. 466

Sita extravaganga, concernmg, ii. p. 565

II p 610, legend of, il. p. (560

Siva, ihe first cause, p. 176, n. p. 281, 295,

635, is supreme, n. p. 298, 384, 460,

464, m. p. 565
Siva, p. 17, 33. 36, 50, 70, 71, 90, 97, 101
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102, 103, 104, 109, 112, 130, 139, 143,

151, 15f), 158, 160, 161, 167, 174, 176,

177, 178, 170, 181, 182, 196, 205, '207,

2(18,215,225, 229,231, 258, 261,272,

274,288,30) 301,333, 351. 422, 423,

425, 427, 435, 436, 438, 439, 441, 442,

444,457,453,459, 460, 549,551, 578,

579, 581, 582, 605, 653,654, 655, 665,

Ji. p. 11, 44, 54, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,

147, 197,202, 203, 207,210, 222,223,
228, 229, 278. 2S0, 281, 282, 591. 592,

HI. p. lOU, 110, HI, 125, 127, 130, 134,

145, 148, li^8, 201, 204,207,212, 213,

215, 225. 227, 230, 231, 239. 240, 253,

257, 260, 261, 264, 265, 266. 270,

273, 293, 422, 523, 524, 525, 546, 564,

614, 642, 645, 646, 647, 648, 649, 695,

708, 743, 764, 76S, 769, 774, 776, 779,

780, 784. 785, 786, 787, 789, 791, 792,

794. 795, 796, 798
Siva pierced the lieaH of Vishnu, p. 365,

n- p. 92, without, birth or death, p. 458
Siva's daucing, p. 435, ii. p. 413
Siva ratri, exact time of, ii. p. 113, what,

u. p. 670, 763, 764, 772
Siva and Vislinu undivided, if- p. 267

Siva's sexual amusements, ii. p. 282
Siva, praise of, ii. p. 450, 451. iii. p. 493,

lord of water, ii. p. 230, 493, 630, 634,

635, 637
Siva, verses, Vishuu. ii. p. 638
Siva, a beggar, it. p. 685, burlesque praise

of, p. 501, 507, his amours, ii. p. 505,

506,510, 596
Siva,orMallicarjunaj his sports ii. p. 509
Siva, born as his own child, ii. p. 573, 628
Siva gave arrows, and shewed his uuiversal

form to Rama, ll. p. 638
Siva, as a jaiigura legend of, II. p. 791, as

Dacsliana Murti, II. p. 791, burnt, came to

ashes, in. p. 12

Siva carried a dead calf, ir. p. 895, gambled
with Mark'haNaiuasu, li. p. 901

Siva, an accoucheuse. III. p. 127
SivaNajamaja milk, tiowtd from his hand,

II. p. 887
Siva Nagamaya mounted, ii. p. 888
Siva Jaiunia, his visit to planetary worlds,

III. p. 113

Siva, as Janga svami, iii. p. 136, converted
Manica vasacar, m. p. 136, received a
blow felt by creation

Siva, as ajangama, ill. p. 159, 162
Siva and Isvari. one form, m. p. 141

Siva, ganga district,, m, p. 60
Siva, a burglar, ill. p. 265, a Brahman, III.

p- 384, a mendicant ou earth, in. p. 273,
274, cut off the head of a Brahman, ill.

p. 382
Siva's penance and marriage, in. p. 362
Siva, apparition of as a shepherd, iii. p,

420, released Brahma, in. p. 452, ap-

peared in a dri^am to Adoudai, iii.p. 431,

as a liuuter fought willi Arjuna, in. p.

446, legends concerning, ni. p. 481
Siva gaugaijchiet' one of importance, in. p.

518
Siva, danced to please his votaries, in. p.

616
Siva and rishis in Taravanani, ill. p. 616
Siva, visit to a prostitute, iii- p. 616,

suckled an infant, ill. p. 619, his supre-

macy, also a beggar, in. p. 643
Siva, cut otF Brahma's head ami became a

mendicant, III. p. 647
Sivaji, III. p. 681, 689, 690, 691
Six special shrines of Subramanya, in. p.

451
Skull, Siva gave one to Krishna 638,
Sky-rocket, nation, il. p. 261

Six members, mystic sense, p. £22
Sleep, hours for, n. p. 103
Slesha, example of, n. p. 304
Sleeper, anecdc;te of one, ill, p. 549
Smartas hold the unity of Brahma Vishnu,

and Siva, n. ]\ 298

Smarta system, p. 1, H. p. 1

Senasya puranam, what, n. p. 302

Sinarfas are patheists or atheists, in p. 3

Small pox spell against, n. p. 153

Snabanam, what, p. 134, n. p. 247
Sneezing, ii. 494, 495

Solar reckoning of boutbern India, n. p.

680
Soma Gaguya, and Soma Gajim, p. 261
Somesvara, II. p. 67

Soma-vruta, legend of,li. p. 620
Socinian teacher, lU. p. 168

Soma nat'ha of Diu, ii. 535.

Soma Sec'hara pandiyan, ill. p. 57

Sons of god, and children of men. n. 531
Songs compared to nibrochs, p. 637
Sorcery, or black art, p« 285

St. Thome, ni. p. 372

Sorrows, seven, p. 475

Sorha puram ntar kurnool,lii. p. 476.

borrow, triple, what, p. 308

Souls traduction of, p. 226

Soul, sensitive and rational discriminated,

p. 618, u. p. 133

Soul, its passage through the sun, p. 13, its

seat, p. 15, ascends to the moon, ii. p.

322, 460, not dead, p. 18, one with god,

p. 46, 209, its pure knowledge, ii. p.

317, six properties of, ii -p. 323, is Para

Brahm, li. p. 327, is almost one wiiji

deily,il. p, 353, its curriculum, Ii. p.

331, is a lingam. It. p- 332, its stages of

liberation, ii. p. 334

Soul, nature of, a. p. 480,638, qualities of,

II. p. 638
Soul and matter without affinity, n. p.

668, union of with the Divine being, n.

p. 068, knowledge of, difficult, n. p. 668
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Soiihah of Arcot colonized by Maliome-
duns, III. p. 423

Soutliem Cailasa ii. p. 792, 793
Sovereigns, universal seven, Ii. p. 605
Specimen, intellectual. III. p. 64
[Special tract oi laud super-excellent, p.

13(3

Spectic of Alagar, ill. p. 362
Speil, specimen of, p. 303, of sixteen

letters, ii. p. 95

Special places, six, p. 651

iSpecial bathing, ii. p 252
^Special rulers, six, il. p. 650

Si)ell, eiglit lettered, u. p. 331,'six lettered,

II. p. 788, of twelve letters to Hanuman,
p. 97, seven lettered, ii. p. 97, to open

doors, II. p, 161, against confluent

small pox, II. p. 153

Spell of ten, four, tliree letters, ii. p. 285,

of one letter, ii. p. 83, 285, of tit'teea

letters, ii. p. 28 i, five lettered, ii. p.

630
Spells, II. p. 11], often repeated, ii. p.

156, to destroy entrails, ii. p. 161,

malignant, p. 243
Spelling, differences of, ii. p. 122, 200
Spider, tale of, ll p. 790, 793
Spices, proportion of, il. p. 169

Sraddiia Kala or times primeval, p. 5

Sraddlia, daily, ii. p. 104

Sraddba, Bralimans, titles of, ii. p. 106.

143

Sraddlia, ii. p. 115, 143, and eclipse

co-incident, ii. p. 250

Sraddhas, six, u p. 105, 106

SraTaua, dhermam resembles the Pytha-

gorean philosophy, m. p. 404

Sravana, Dwadasi, birth of Vamaua avata-

ram, p. 135

Srenica, in. p. 76, 77, 80, a Jaiiia king

HI p. 243

Sri Chacra, what, ii. p. 283, 291, 441

Sri Permultun, p. 137, 507, Ii. p. 409,

664, III. p. 689

Sri Rangha rayalu, his genealogy, lii. p.

197
Sri Snilam, li. p. 230, 349, 396, 861, 862,

893, III. p. 93, 407, 408, 480, 54^2, 552,

556
Srishti st'hiti layam, ii, p. 1 82

Sri vidya, what, ll. p. 284, 416, 419, 424,

430, 439
Sri rans;ham, iii. p. 61, 217, 223, 225,

738, list of managers, in. p. 438, its use,

439, its parvikia, iii. p. 135,'its wardens,

III. p. 394

Sringara nayak served Rama deva raja, of

Deva giri, iii. p. 238

Sringeri, how founded, in. p. 673

Sri haricota, fable concerning, lil- p. 698

Stakes, driving of, ii. p. 32

Sri rangha rayer, in. p. 738

Sri villiputhur in the Paudiyan country
III. p. 227

Stanzas, different kinds of, ii. p. 623,

524, 529
Stones, precious discriminated, p. 555, ii

p. 763, supposed, ni. p. 507
Story, legendary of Call dasa, p. 8S
S;.'hala vhagam, n. p. Ill, 252, 253,

is a teacher, ii. p. 465, 468
St'hala paranas, their use, ni.p, 115
Stripuslipa vati, good or evil, ii. p. 484
Streenevasiah, a translator, iii. p. 297
Stream, a remarkable one, in. p. 550
Stevenson, Mr., in- p. 470
Stratton, Mr., Hi. p. 585
Sverga and uaraca, ii. p. 306
Stokes, H. Esq., il. p. 742
Stonhouse, Mr., ili. p. 586
Studart celibate, his vow, p. 36, 187, 240>

264
Subhadra, li. p. 81, 227, 234, 488, n. p.

608, 702, 717, 803, in. p. 542, 771
Subterranean way to Madura, ni. p. 49
Snbrahmanya, p. 299, 435, 436, 462, 528,

II. p. 65, 219, 229, 235, 248, 561, 785,

796, 876, ui. 11, 12, 23, 84, 114, 116,

117, ] 18, 125, 127, 131, 140, 291, 437.

441, 445, 446, 44.8, 449, 450, 451, 664,

699, 785, 786, 795
Subrahnianya as a child, ll. p. 452, slew

Idan Asura, II. p. 453, taught Agustya,

in. p. 4o3, killed an Asura, lH. p. 699

Subralunauya born,iii. p. 141, paid homage
to Siva, III. p. 382, conquered Suran,

III p. 396
Sucra did penance, iii. p. 135

Sudra may hear the puranas, but not the

vedas p. 207
Sudhvunnia, man and woman by turns, ii.

p 710
Sugriva, p. 455, il, p. 268, 566, 568, 611,

(312, 644, 769, in. p. 160, 230, 269,277
Sultan Schafdiii-gory came from Iran to

Delhi, in. p. 55

Sun transit from one sign to another, evil,

p. 10, 188, spell to induce its protection,

p. 22, human members of, worshipped,

p. 260, passage of the soul through it,

n. p. 13, benefit of reverence to, u. p.

69, 175, Hacshasas try to stop it, p. 423
Sun reproved Brahinas, in. p. 143

Sun rising, efi'ect of its shadow, n. p. 95

Sun and moon shaded universal darkness,

III. p. 141
Supreme being described by negatives, p.

308
Surya and Chandra vamsas, ill. p. 540
Surya, p. 65, n. 67,828, praised, ii. p. 441
Surat, u. p. 887, marriage of, in. p. 205
Sujah nd dowlah, in. p- 56

Surs were Syrians, H. p. 438, in. p. 120

Sullivan, Mr. in. p. 390
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Saicide of Saiva votaries, iii. p. 138
Suleiraa, sou of David, n, 455
Sundari, HI. p. 771
Sundarer, ni. p. 62^ 66, ni. p. 413, 417,

429
Suudarer Cliokanat'lia, ii. p, 604
Suta, III. p. 95, 96, 100, 121, 127, 131,

140, 187, 188, 205. 293,

Suca, m. p. 95, 96, 97, 100, 263, 276
Suits, civil or crimiual, il. p. 107

Suraii or Sura padma,iil. p. 110, HI
Suran padma, p- 118
Sunda, III p. 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 640
Suuuuds, in. p. 611, 612, 613, 621, 622
Sudliamna a friend of Krislina, ili p. 719
Sucru, regent of the planet Venus p.ii.

581, 593
Suu homage to, ii. p. 99, v?orship of, ii.

p. 246
Suu, its car, liorses, glory, ii. p. 212,

earthen symbol of, ii, p. 247, mode of

homage to, ii. p. 331

Suns, tvi^elve kinds of, li. p. 117
Swartz's Dialogues, p. 215
Sweden, il. p. 239
Swetketu, il. p. 460, or Parvati, ii. p. 623
Sweta, II. p. 900, ni. p. 129

Syama, ii. 286, 288, 438, 442
Syama, ii. p. 143, 152
Syama, a sacti of Siva, p. 66, 82,

Symbol, six.-fold p. 653
Symbolical cow, ill. p. 96
Symbol of Siva earthen, ir. p. 241, 213,

"

247, 281, 282, of stone how contrived,

II. p. 335
Synod at Madras rejected some caste cus-

toms, n. p. 673
Systems of Madliava, Sancara and llama-

nuja compared, p. 66

Systems various condemned, u. p. 217
Systems Siddhanta and vacya, il. p. 382
Svarochisa, U. p. 498
Sverga, II. p. 520, III. p. 235
Svarochisa manu, in. p. 220
Sweta, a king of the Cum race, m p. 129
Svayambhu, ni. p. 103,

Svayambhuva manu, in. p. 103

Sverga Indra's paradise, m. p. 146
Sverga loca, the celestial world. Hi. p. 207
Syriau Cliristianscopper plate, grant to, ill.

p. 301 ,
Sword, a remarkable one, iii. p- 491
Svarnamuc'hi river, lU. p. 528, 677, 698,

699

Tacshasa, king of nagas, ii. p. 574
Tadaca, killed, ii. p. 272
Talcad, iii. p. 639, 765
Tale of two French belles of the Revolu-

tion, n. p. 660

Tales ()f Tom I'liuiub ;ind the giant killer,

III. p. 5 OS
Tale of S:ii-uiif,'aJliara, its site was ll-'ja-

iiialiendr;!, m. p. 533
Tale of a successful merchant, HI. p. 614,

of four inaniris, in. p. 615
Tain, fir beating lime, modes of, H. p. 589,

590
Talcad founded, iii. p. 670
Talcad rajas, in. p. (')34

T.imu treya, three-told beiuL;; found in

Sanscrii, Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, p.

652
Tamil letters partake of Thibetan and

Grant'lia forms, ill. p. 30
Tamerh, tlie Kodan, barbarous, ill. p. 41
Taiuil letters ancient, HI. p. 062, 663
Tamil grammar has five parts, ill. p. 783
Tantra and mantra discriminated, p. 160
Tanjore, p. 145, 155, li. p. 355, m. p. 123-

149, 178, 179, 296, 298, 299, 442, 662,
695

Tapas or penance, ii. p. 226
Tanjore, new dynasty. III. p. 176, new fort

built at, III. p. 176, history of up to

15th century, m. p. 299, war against,

III. p. 378, Mahratta rajas, II. p. 44L
Tanjore rajah, HI. p. 710
Tanjore palace, internal affairs of. III. p.

442
Tara, ii. p. 500, 817, 820, 821, 834
Tartarus, ll. p. 616
Tara, wife of Vrihaspati, u. p. 698, 706
Taracasura, p. 70, H. p. 229
Tasso's poem, p. 672
Tatva system, its divisions and subdivi-

sions, p. 507, outlines of, IH. p. 46 J,
burlesqued

Tatva,treya explained, p. 508,517,ii. p. 186
Tatva gnana, wiiat, li. p. 3o9, doctrine,

what II. p. 637
Tatva gnanis, who, II. p. 678
Tatvam explained, p. 619
Tatvas and combinations, in. p. 777,

ditirireutly reckoned, iii. p. 896
Tatka charya, HI. p. 341, a poleuiic Brah-

man, in. p. 402, overcome by a Jaiua
teacher, IH. p. 402

Tayamau nalli founded the Chola kingdom,
in. p. 425

Teaching by whisper, II. p. 256
'I'elemach'.is, Indian, p. 531
Temple, walking round it, n. p. 251
Temples, construction of, il. p. 475
Tellicherry, ui. p. 589
Temple, at Madura alleged, origin of, m.

p. 371
Telingana, Chola conquest of, is historical,

in. p. 300
Telugu words, four classes of, n. p. 724
Telingana, in. p. 218, 257. 476, 486, 577,

761, rulers of, m. p. 123 '
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ToleTiiaohus of Fiuelon, work like it, iii.

p. 715
Temples at Hoblialli, in. p. 639
Temple buiii bj an excels of revenue, in.

p. 651

Temples, Saivain tiie Carnatic, in- p. 296,

lej^euds of, iii. p. 439
Tengalas abused, II. p. 303
Ten Coinmamiments,exp()silion of, ii.p. 604
'I erms theological, j). 530
Thieves, puiiislimeiJit of, li. p. 100, 102,

117,193
Tt^HHgara pillai built porches and sliriues

at, Coiijeveraiii, III. p. 524
Thorns or fnults, II. p. 28
Thomas Saiiu, legend concerning, ni. p.

397
Three bodies in man, p. 209
Thomson the rof^t, II. p. 212

Times for IcMrnins; prohibited, p. 392

Time, divisions of, ii. p. 33, 254, 4S3^ III.

p. 98
Timar, III. p. 36
Times, propitiuus results of, IH. p. 17

Tliefts, II. p. 116

Time, periods of, magnificent, lil. p. 40L
Three dispositions, p- 517

Timur's, invasion, HI. p. 55, his descen-

dants, HI. p. 55
Timma Bukha raja eiilofry of, ni. p. 212

Three towns burnt, ir. p. 265, 267

Timma raja, H. p. 224, 563

Timma rnja, founded Arcot, m. p 433,

gave a jaghire to Goviuda raja, m. p.

433, thief beatified, II. p. 676, legend of,

u. p. 677
Tinnadu, (or Cannapa) legend of, ii. p.

794, 795
Tirunimavur, a sliotriyam to one of Colonel

McKenzie's Brahmaus, iiI. p. 199, its

pagoda, III. p. 199

Tinneveliv river, III. p. 346

Tippu Sultan, ni. p. 179, 391, 399, 571,

574, 577, 586. 594, 6/2, 673, 685, 686,

702, 731,732,738
Tippu Sultan's operations, m. p. 693
Tiruvan^udi or Travancore, m. p. 25

Tiru vayi merlii, or Tamil chants from the

Vedas, p. 465, 513

P-

Tiresias, legend in Ovid, li. p.7il
Tirupati hill came from Vaiconl'ha, ii.

789
Tivagra Dingoras worshipped at Tiruporur
about 20 miles south of Madras, in. p. 66

Tirumalla rap, achievenient by others

ascribed to liim,iii. p. 175
Tirumalla nayak of Madura, in. p. 156,

put one of his wives to death, ill. p.

1 77, encouraged archery, lu. p. 378
Tirtani near Madras, ill. p. 65, pool th<!re

in. p. 117

Tiruvarur, ui. p, 124

Tliunder bolt, de,scent of, iii p. 486
Theogony peculiar, II. p. 773
Thief turned jangana deified, H. ;>. 749
Throne of Vicranniditya, p. 629 ii. p.

822, legend of, li p. 669, 655
Tirumalla nayak water, the Mahouiedans,

ni. p. 40, his palace, in. p. 55
Tirt'hacarns, ll. p. 6il, in. p. 245, 251,

373, names of, m. p. 246
Tirumula vasal, annual commemoration

Miere, HI. p. 432
Tiiumala UHyadu of Madura, III. p. 477,

514, his descendants, lii. p. 477
Tjruvalanchuri, origin of the name, ill. p.

521

Tirt'liacaras, lives, disputes, &c., ill. p.

639
Tirumalai, iii. p. 452
Tiruvankodu, in. p. 617
Tii.'iiis, good and bad, 212
Tit'hi sulam, what, ii. p. 37

Trovers, temples &c., proper dimensions of,

p. 71, 72

Toomboodra river, p. 165, n. p. 96, 596,

HI. p. 551,632
Towns tiiree burnt, II. p. 265, 267
Tobiva or Tobias, III. p. 800

Tower of Babel, H. p. 692

Tondas (or Todar) driven to hill countries,

in. p. 29
Tondainan or Adondai, in. p. 29, 32

Tondamau Chacravarti, HI. p. 55

Tondaniondalam, in. p. 29, 32, 93, 371, its

capital was Conjeveram, III. p. S8, why
so named, iii. p. 427, 432, state and

subjection, iH. p. 69G
Tdur with nine gates allegorical, in. p. 106

Tondanian, his genealogy. III. }). 174

Tombstone made a god, in. p. 371

Towns submerged, ni. p. 398
Toicapiyam and Nannul, in. p. 453

Toki festivKl human sacrifice, ni. p. 472

Town for cows, ni. p. 601-

Town submerged, iii. p. 614
Tondamau Adondai, his origin, in. p. 675,

his posterity, ni. p. 675, 676
Tondaman Chacraverti built a town, III. p.

698, 699, and forces at I'ripati, in. p.

688
Traduction of souls, a crux, p. 226

_

Tragical occurrence at Veucatagiti, in.

p. 489
Tranquebar Missionaries, in. p. 298

Travancore, iii. p. 459, 509, 617

Travers, Mr. a Collector, in. p. 527

Treasurer of Tripaty pagoda, p. 487

Treasure trove law of, HI lOO, 117.

Tree geueological peculiar, n. p. 720

Treasure, discovered by a shepherd, in. p.

p. 38
Treasure hidden, places whereat specified,

III, p. 430
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Trpnsiire buripJ, iil. p. G04, discovered hy

au ascetic, iH. p. 671, poiuted out by a

serpent, iii. 673
Tribes, aocouut of, iii. p. 631

Tribes ol' the Vaisyas, p. 765

Tribes, wild, iii. p. 229
Trichiuopoly, p. lOU, 101, 103, 137, 163.

'2H, 232. 277, 2S6, 287, 360, 433, 466,

467, 497, 511, 550, 597, 616, ii. p. 77,

80, 2U5, 308, 414, 454, 564, 696. 699,

728, m. p. 47, 125, 154, 156, 175, 177,

178, 179, 217. 296 351, 390, 425, 435,

443,576,578,614,696
Triciiinopoly, siege of, iii. p. 693, affairs

at.. III. p. 693
Trichiniipoly rock is from Cailasa, HI. p. 125

Tridosha, what, ii. p. 15S

Trifouu, Mahadeva, ii p. 282
Trigoiian, lrianf;,'le retained in llif Hindoo

and Europeaij astrology, p. 77, use oi,

in. p. 329
Triliiiga, origin of, ii. p. 721
Triloca, description of, p. 510
Trunuiti is oue, p.44-2, 457,11. p. 585, 588,

111. p, 100
Triinurti, dispute of, p. 57S, derived, u

p. 638, is a Hindu tria, in. p. 143,

origin of, II. 233, 352, 575
Trinoiiialee near Miidras, p. 516 ii. p. 764,

765, III. p. 65, 132. 212, 302, 415, 416,

459, homam at iii. p. 9 I

Tripati I'ouaded by Adundai, in. p. 676
ianes built at, HI. p. 688

Triliteialauni, iii. p. 777
Tripa^sore, ili. p. 123, 145, 155
Tiipunra, what, il. 460, 461, 471
Tripura, three towns, " cuies of the plains"

p. 561, 684, 607
Tripura ciapouani, n. p. 226
Tripura, il, p. 433, 434, 437, 470
Tripura sundari, il. p 286, 287, 28S, 289,

290, 433, 434, 437, 444
Tripati, p. 5S, 99, lOO, 105, 139, 150, 164,

292, 448, 487, 494, 496, 503, 508, ii.

p. 217, 529, 533, .535, 662, 663, in. p.

29, 64, 172, lfc8, 191, 199, 226, 480,

592, 675, 676, 6i6, 688, 689, 699, 704,
770

Triplicane near Madras, ni. p. 10
Trisira, III. p. 125

Trisiras founded Triciiinopoly, iii. p. 126
'J'rivalore, ni. p. 24
Trivatore, ni. p. 787
Triveni at Prayagi, il. p. 75, 84, in. p.

722
Tulsi plant, m. p. 189, legend of, n. p,

755
Tubaki nayak, in. p. 39
Tuiuva-Mushica-Kerla, p. 667
Taluva country, iii. p. 227, 666
Tulsi, raja of Tanjore, his son released,

in. p, 44i

Tuiubiciii nayadu, built .t. fort at Parama-

gudi, III. p. 183, rebelled against the

ruler at Madura, ill. p. 183, 510, taken

prisoner, his forr, captured, in. p. 183,

ills wife and cliildren proltcled, HI. p.

183, 184

Tumbichi uavak, iii. p. 331

Tungabliadra, n. p. 596, in p. 562, 671

Turusbcaras or Mahomt-drtns, ra. p. 234

'J'ype and antitype, lacslianam and lacsliy-

aui, II. p. 357

u.

Uchcp'hinior Ougein, p. 462, m. p. 674

Udaya giri, in p. 556, 650

Ujiayini,u. p. 830

Ugraseiia,!!. p. 260
Uisarpini, and Avasarpiui periods, in. p,

75
Uluchi, p. 676

Uma, p. 28. 33, 125, 156, 170, n. p. 161,

III. p. 125, 127, 128, 130, 131, 74'i,

779
Uncleanness, ceremonitd, il. p. 102, 103,

105, 107. 109, 113, 114, 119, 121, 190,

193, 249, 253, 255, 372, 389

Uniuteniioual laul's, kunis of, p. 17

iMiion of the soul with God—Vedanta

—

Christian, p. 209

Unity of God inculcated, p. 522
Universe, a lie p. 1, 1«2, 200, 210, is

Vi.shnu's form, in. p. 97, on theJaina

system. Hi. p. 244, 249

Upanibhadas, n.
i-.

13i), 1?7, 18S, 195,

spurious, n. p. 2b4, roots of much
foliage, ii. p. 474

Upavedas, n. p. 466, 762, upa sastras,

n. p. 763
Upendra dhaoji, king and author, p. 676,

678
Uriue, diagnosis by, li. p. 162, 165

Urvasi, p. 157, II. p. 41, 42, 361, 655,

710
Urdhva, forehead mark, its value, p. 183,

is the Hebrew letter, i)heir, p. 184

Uriyur, III. p. 53 145, 154, 166, 437,

destroyed by a shower of mud, in. p.

126
Uslia, p. 487, 535, 517, 538, 677, in. p.

473, 694, 705, 713, 714

Usury, crime of. Hi. p. 190

Utanda, a poet, ni. p. 614
Utlatur, IJI. p. 382

Vacra, a racshasa, m. p, 373
Vadur, ni. p. 135

Vadagelas and Tengalas, p. 444
Vaigai; river at Madura, ill. p. 13

Vaijayanti, n. p. 496, m. p. 375
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Vaislinava fdrmulae, eiglit lettered, p. SCi,

Vaishaava, mystic doctrine approaches to

a pure tlieism, p. 522
Yaishnava, duties, ii. p. 305, 306, 307
Vaislinava, isotenc doctrines, il[. p. !202

Vaishuava, sactes, ii. p. 417, 436, 443
Vaishuavas, ten kinds of, li. p. 581
"Vaisyas rites, location, ii. p. 297
Vaisyas, genealogy and tribes. Ii. p. 673.

their auspicious ceremonies, li. p. 814,

alleged origin of, lU. p. 765
Vaisva deva, what, ii. p. 109
Vaicont'ha, li. p. 601, 623, III. p. 98, 523
Vaicont'ha and Kailasa, description of,

II. p. 523
Vaisampayana, ir. p. 616, 787
Vajranga Pandiyan, iii. p. 141, 415
Vaivasvata menu, in. p. 97, 133, 675
Valayam, what, li. p. 29
Vali, II. p. 611,612
Valmiki, p. 61, 167, li. p. 261, 618, 772,

793, 866, 868, 887, his hermitages, Hi.

p. 554
Valliyamma, III. p. 11

Vali and Sugriva, p. 169, H. p. 566, 568,

581, in. p. 180
Vallala king turned Saiva, Ui. p. 353
Vamama, avataram, birth of, p. 135, ii.

p. 267
Varna deva, a Nazarite, il. p. 592
Vainaual'ha puram, old Mailapur, ni. p.

372
Vama durga, a primal cause, ii. p. 413
V.anares, li. p. 581

Vandivasi, raja of, ill, p. 39
Vanniyar had authority in the Carnatic,

in. p. 90, are of the agniculam or fire

race. Hi. p. 90, 427, are skilled in the

use of the bow, iii. p. 90
Vara ruchi's comment, p. 481
Varja, what, II. p. 37
Varuna, p. 456, li. p. 301. 303, iii. p.

187, his world, ii. p. 230, 752
VarH, sulam, li. p. o2, 37, 486
Varahi, one of the seven motherSjil. p.413

Varahi, warlike form, ii. p. 441, her lion

vehicle, ir. p. 441

Varaha svami slew Hiranyacsha, ii. p.

788, he praised Indra, n. p. 788
Vartamana Nit'hakara, in. p. 61,80, 716
Varada raja born from a sacrifice, iii.p. 352
Varadaiyan quarrelled and destroyed Sila

nayaken, in. p. 412
Varahagiri, a pig, and again a mountain,

HI. p. 441

VanamanH Swaini last of the Tirt'hacaras,

III. p. 716
Vastu devatu, what, p. 323
Vasishta, p. 157, 163. 435, 455, 500, 586,

588, 598, 600, il. p. 181, 261, 603, 618,

631, 646, 756, 763, 7S9, 791, 792, IIJ.

]U6. 133, 171, 798

Vasanta festival, commemorates the deluge,

p. 449
Vasuki, II. p. 580
Vasus, portions of Vishnu, n. p. 266
Vasu deva, ii. p. 311, 599, 883
Vastu, a demon in the ground, m. p. 626
Vastu puja, what, ii. p. 242
Vasus, eiglit leaders of hosts, ni. p. 143
Vatliaii and Vilvathana legend of, ii. p.

129, 409
Vatas, logical, p. 25, 115, 248, 249
Vauxliall Manuscript, ii. p. 395
Vayu puranam, very ancient, p. 457, its

statement as to the Trimurti, p, 457
Vayu, les^end of, li. p. 230, 789
Vayu, III. p. 227
Vayu and Adisesha, legend of, ll. p. 789
Vedas must not be read on certain days.

p. 264
Vedas, parts of in Tamil, p. 648
Vedas are from eternity, ii. p. 813
Vedas are an authoritative evidence, II. p.

13 8

Vedas, II. p. 241,243, 249, 251, 254, 255,
258, 280, 281, 283, 293, 294, 311, 312,

313, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 325,

326, 329, 334, 337, 339, 351, 352, 456,

463, 466, 469, 474, 884, 894, 895, 896,

ni. p. 19, 189, 262, 271, 753, epitome
of, by Saiicaracharya, ii. p. 667

Vedantam, not good in all its consequences,

p. 224
Vedantam, three jewels of, p. 276
Vedantam, what, n. p. 2, 12, 13
Vedantam, three systems of, 306, 507
Vedantam, in. p. 171
Vedanta system is nominalist, in. p. 718
Vedantacharya's works, p. 145
Vedapuri, a name of Chitambarum, in. p.

131
Vedaranya the same, HI. p. 131
Vedaranyii,in. p. 180
Veda nfiyak of Taujore, in. p. 27, 295,

296, 297, 298, his ingenious device, HI.

p. 28, was a Christian poet.IIl. p. 41
Vedars were tiie earliest inhabitants of the

Peninsula, in. p. 409
Vedars were naked savages, ill. p. 431
Vehicles, properties of, HI. p. 18
Vehicles for processions, il. p. 475
Vellore, p. 22, in. p. 123, 294, 403, 411,

412,488, 525, 709
Veina's works, a complete copy rare, ii. p.

613
Venus and Cupid, il. p. 707
Verbs, adjuncts of, p. 16

Vettu-gotivara race at Vencata giri, ni. p.

221,553,
Vettarhas in the South distinguished, iii.

p. 432
Vencana's care of a son of VijayaRaghava,

III , p. 177, 178

•#
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Vencatachula, once a Siva fane, ill. p. 199,

and founded by Tondaman Cliaciaverti,

in. p. 199

Veucata^iri, once called Kalmalai, in, p.

48S, was assumed and restored, in. p.

4S8, was invaded by Maliomedaus, in.

488
Vencata rao, in. p. 504

Vencatagiri, ill. p. 486, 494, 613, 637, 700,

Vencatapati, a general took Mysore, il. p.

652
Vencataclialam, or Tripity, details concern-

ing, III. p. 704
Verdacbellum in Ibe Carnatic, ni. p. 131,302

Venpa stanza, iil. p. 22

Veucana, a Brabmaii, his proceedings atTan-

jore, III. p. 178, 179

Vibliakti and a vabbakti, what, li. p. 106
Vibhuti, II. p. 461, necessity of, 11.894,

miracle by it, iii. p. J 22
Vibisbina, p. 272, 490, 497, ll. p. 568, 665,

HI. p. 16i, 205, 207, 225, 269, 277, 278,

543
Vibisbina placed an image of Vishnu at

Srirangltam, Ul. p. 134
Vicraniaditya,p. 195, 660. 629, li. p. 575,

708, 774, 819. in. p. 35, 42, 44,49, 53,

55. 61, 201, 215, 641, 655, 656, 697, 707,

713, 722
Vicrama, a common title, m. p. 544
Vicrama Chola, iii. p. 7

Vicramarca, his throne and liberality, rr. p.

300, 460
Vicramarca, n. p. 639, 642, 645, 653, 655,

717
Vidhyadbaras, two imprisoned in animal

bodies, lil. p. 4)5
Vidura, n. p. 263
Vidyaranyalu, a sage, ill. p. 180
Vijaja Raghava ruled at Tanjore, in. p.

39, 60, his great liberality, in. p. 176.

177, bis devotedness to Srirangham,
III. p. 177.

Vijaya Uaghava burnt his wives alive, in. p
177, his son fell in personal combat, in,

|). 177, his death and apparition, iii. p.

177.

Vijayanagram, in. p. 31, 92, 164, 176,

179, 180, 219, 240, 444, 484, 529, 550,

553, 554, 557, 559, 560, 570, 571, 602,
604, 640, 649, 671, 675, 689, 692

Vijayanagaram founded, in. p. 180, 181,
conquered, rn. p. 578, 588, 723. 724

Vijayanagaram, rulers at, iii. p. 578, 588,
723, 724

Vijaya rama razu, ni. p. 573, conquered
by the English, in. p. 574

Villages, names of, ill. p. 552, rents, in. p.

659
Villany native in sorceries, p. 658
Vindhya mountains, ii. p, 230, 591, 696.

793, nl, p. 113, 118

Vindhya mouutaia lowered by Agastya,
III. p. 125

Vinayaca or Gauesa, iii, p. 257
Vipra Narayana, n. p. 496, conquered, ii.

p. 824, 825
Virabahu, general of Subrabmanya, in. p.

Ill, 112
Virabhadra, p. 107, U. p. 531, 592, 595,

627, 632, m. p. 62, 91, 101, 140, 193,
195, 273, 274, as Sarabha, il. p. 573

Virgil's .^neid, n. p. 616
Virgil's Bucolics, in. p. 28
Virgin Mary, p. 509, 512, 666
Virgin worship, li- p. 445, 780
Virgin suicide, worshipped, ii. p. 780
Vira sanca, legend of, il. p. 881
Virama muni or Beschi, ni p- 2

Virat purusha, what, i. p. 752
Virtues, persons exemplifying. III. p. 18

Virapan burnt two wives, in. p. 150,

Virata malai, near Trichinopoly. ill. p. 174
Vira sec'haua Cholau, iii. p. 176
Vira saivas look for one resembling the

Messiah of the Hebrews, lii. p. 260
Vira, Sambbuva rayer. III. p. 91. 148

Vira sechera chola invaded the Paudiya
country, in p. 376

Viral vennan, tradition concerning, m. p.

434
Vira bhoja, a champion, m. p. 258
Vira vasanta rayer, nr. p. 406, his rule,

in. p. 49, was a viceroy of Narasimha
rayer, iii. p. 61

Vira saiva digested system, m. p. 644
Vira saiva guru's instructions, ii. p. 678,

679, 680
Virupacsha sent a shower of gold, lu. p.

673, a form of Siva, ni. p. 180
Vishnu, creator of the world, resides in

man, p. 136,his forbearance extends to

only one hundred faults, p. 426
Vishnu and other gods perished in the

deluge, p. 464, his incarnations, p. 466
Vishnu as Mohini, p. 505, 598, 781, 788,

in. p. 12
Vishnu as Para Brahm, ii. p. 77, as a

dwarf and a giaut, p. 505
Vishnu is paramapurusba protect the good,

and destroys the wicked, p. 550, 522
Visiinu as Virata raja, ill- p. 524
Vishnu taught Bruhma, p. 586
Vishnu as Dattatieya punished heretics,

p. 586, is protector and puuisher, p. 149,

names of twisted, n. p. 194
Vishnu, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 29, 33, 36,

43, 46, 47, 48, 49, 53, 54, 60, 71, 81,

90,97,98, 99, 100, 101, 103, 104, 105,

106, 109, 121, 123, 125, 129, 130, 133,

135. 137, 139, 140, 14g, 146, 148, 149.

158,159, 161, 163, 164, 170, 178,179,
180, 181, 182, 183, 186, 196, 205, 207,

225 230, 242, 246, 257, 259, 260, 266,

9
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269, 270, 271, 273, 274, 282, 292, 301,

302, 412, 416, 420, 421, 422, 423, 425,

426, 427, 428, 429, 434, 435, 437, 411,

442, 443, 444, 416, 4bl. 457, 458, 459,

464, 465, 466, 468, 471, 472, 476, 4S3,

510,518, 515,525, 549, 551, 558. 578,

579, 585, 587, 605, 665, II. p. 66, 73.

77, 111, 180, 182, 186, 194. 217, 225,
227, 434, 501, 506, ITI. p. S;8. 99, 106,

107, 103, 110, 130, 133, 133, 191, 195,

255, 422, 523, 524, 525, 528, C44, 688,

689, 706, 719, 764, 772,

Visli.m praised, n. p. 226, 533, 535, 586,

663, 807
Visliuu's five weapons, branding them on

the body condemned, n. p. 217, his visva

nipa, II. p. 236
Vishnu, portions of, H. p. 266, his attend-

ants, II. p. 310
Vishnu, the inan-iioii form, IT. p. 311
Vishnu lias a thonsaud eyes and hands,

II. p. 316
Vishnu as Krislma, Til. p. 195, 193
Vishnu as the sun, II. p". 384, 662
Vishnu intoxicated, in, p. 573
Vishnu's avataras, n. p. 593, 595, 596,

597, 598, 599, 600, in. p. 193, 223

Vishnu the first cause, ii. p. 597, his pre-

cedence over Brahma or Siva, m. p.

242
Vislinu-maya, u. p. 597, effect of it, li. p.

603
Vishnu liomasre to, ll. p. 264, miracles

by, II. p. 602, cursed by Brighu, ii. p.

680, iu tiie pervading deity, li. p, 752

Vishnu as V;iralia, II. p. 785
Vishnu and Lacshmiat Tripety, li. p. 789

Vishnu a triclvster, u. p. 833, objurgated

II. p. 833
Vishnu,, introduced irregular system of

doctrine,liI. p. 193. 523, his interjiosition

in time of trouble Ilr, 201, his two wives

III. p. 449, his form pervades the

universe, in. p. 201 . as Narayana floated

on a leaf, in. p. 223

Vishnu at Vencatachala, ni. p. 226

Vishnu sleopin<r, m. p. 434, manifesta-

tions of, III. p. 262

Vishnu as Naredu introduced the Ban-

(loha system, in. p. 523

Vishnu MS Adi r^esha, ill- p. 410

Vishnnrhit liis polemi''ai proceedings, n.

p. G5G, 657, 659, 660, 664, 605, con-

verted a Pioidivan kinsr, HI. p, 228

Vifhnu Vovddhaiia, p. 294, H. p. 297, 561,

603, 830, m. p. 492, 541, 639, 643,

657, 658, 765, of Talead, HI p. 33, 541

Vishnu sarman, p. 542, II. 521,111, p. 69

Vi.sv:imhara Devau Gujapati prince, in.

p. 537
Vishanndi, what, IT. p. 30, 37

Visalaschi, il. p. 229.

Visvacarnia, li, p. 223, 233, 234, 39G, 579,

in p. 116, 207, 214, 384, 463, 523, 699,

his works, ili. p. 441, 444
Visvamitra, p. 163, 167. 190, 532, ii. p. 238.

261, 272, 605, 608, 612, 618, 704, 787,

812, III. p. 171, 777, 798, his craft

596, 598, 600, his penance, n, p. 804
Visishta advaitam, n. p. 45, 313, is nearest

to the Christian system II. p. 314, 315
Visiapore, III. p. 681
Visvesvara, ii. p. 560, 570
Visiapuram and tl-e Nizam, matter.s con

cerning, irl, p 181

Visiapore FHd-hah sent a Mahratta chief

against Tanjore, in. p. 178
Visvanatlia Mayak, ill. p. 57, 59, 375,

394, 6?6, 602, 717, his accession ht

iVladura, iil. p. 299, lost a district, III.

p. 3/7, his death, ni. p. 379
Visvanasa fought with Adondai, III. p. 421,

killed, p. 4^2, was an imprisoned celes-

tial, III p. 422
Vital airs, five, p. 473, n. p. 482
Vitala svami, a local god, iii. p. 679
Vizagapatam, in. p. 171, 462, 468,471,

502, 529, 764
Voltaire, n. p. 122, 833
Vollaires's Fucelle, p. 57
Votaries of Siva, sixty-three, p. 610,

twenty, p. 611
Voice inflexions of, n. p 319
Voice various, ii. p. 320, 325, 327
Votaries cf Alia Mahmed Hassan, and

Hussein, iii. p. 88
Vizianagaram, III. p. 462, 481

Vrata,wliat,p 250
Vritaspati, p. 76, in. p. 119, 172

Vriniia varam, li p. 599
Vriddhachalahill,acopy of the form of Siva

in. p. 128

Vurdachailam, p. 516

Vyasa, p. 12, 17, ii. p. 229, 322, 46:^,

518, 519, 602, 887, 894, ni. p. 95, 96,

100, 121, 140, 171, 191, 207, 276, 451,

453, 777, 797, 799,ghi.s false, postulate,

p. 209, birth of, n p 814, was cursed by

Siva, n. p. 628

Vyasa, and Agastya disagree, HI. p. 534

w
Waiting on piinces reproved, p. 113

Walking mod' s of, indicate (ii:-ease, p. 409

Walliicp, Mr. R. G. II. p. 7;iO

WHudiwash m. p 4:;0

Wallajah Nabob, II. p. 406

Warders two iu Paradise, tradition concer-

ning, p. 170
War originating in a cock fight, it. p. 730

War rules c<mcerriing. Hi. p. 188

Wais, four grent ones, ill. 194

War between Siromaui and Narajimha,

:
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111. p. 235, bef.wepn Belegiri chief and

JIaliomedans of Visiapore, ill. p 236,

between a Paudiya aud a ChoJa king,

III. p. 236
Ward, Mr, in. p. 617

War rocket propably the pasupatastra,

III. p. 261

Wars of Palnatti and Gurjali. HI. p. 625

War of Devi and Aniazous with Assy-

rians, III. p. 643

War of Englisii against Tippu, tH. p.

672
War between Siva and Keisheva, ll, p.

240, Chandragupta and tbe nine Nandas,

m. p- 744
Waranakal. il. 72G, ill. p. 215, 490, 510,

513, 531, 539, 553, 557, 560, 562,

567 574, 577, 582, 584, 656
Warankal rulers, in, p. 481, 482, 483,

484
Water, consecvafed use of, p. 33, ii. 3 37

Wafer fur spiiukliug, p. 415, 446, 44S,

450
Water sipping of and pouring out, H.

D. 104
Water, mode of testing, n. p. 487

Warer. vessel containing deity, ii p. 241

Water, reservoirs, II. p. 179, 279

Water of lustration, ii. p. 242

Weights, and measures, ii. p. 475,478
Weapons, of Visiinu incarnate, in. p. 271

Welsh, III- p 29

Welsh's Heniiniscences, m. p. ISS, health

given wheu uo longer required, iii. p.

702
Whish, C. M., Esq., HI. p. 745. 746, 747,

748, white mountain, il. p. 238
Wliire, coutiuent, n. p. 238, island, il. p.

239
Widow, burning of, p. 3, II. p. 107, 219,

her inheritance, ii p. 100, how classed if

remarried, Ii. p. 106
Widow, what share iu ancestral property,

ni. p. 761
Wife, "when a strict ascetic, H. p. 112
Wife, a sensible en'', n. p. 601
Wilderness, an inchanted one, p. 672
Wild foresters, four classes of, in. p. 464,

five classes, HI. p. 471
Wild, tribes, lii. p. 229, 397
Wild people at Snharicotia, in. p. 466
Wilford, II. p. 239, 498, identified liand-

dhisis with christians, iii. p. 068
Wiiford's criiss, the sacred tree of the

Banddhists. III. p. 668
WilsoT;, Professor, p. 65, 87, 301, 344, ii.

387, 38"=!, 389^ 392, 404, 453, 833, in.

p. 19, 25, 5S, 641, his notes on the Toy-
cart, II. p. 689, moved Madnra towards
Goa, nr. p 690. hastily rejected aMauu-
script. III p. 394

Wiue, essential to sacti rites, n. p. 289

Wives, eight of Krishns, ii. p. 70O

Wivalvar, destroyed 'he Carunibar, III. p.

421, took the fort of Tiruvidicharau, in.

p. 428
Women, may not oSiciate in any ceremony,

p. 214
Women, classes of, p. 345, it. p. 6. 49, 50,

51, 56, 57, 58, 201, 500, 507, 703, 715,

773
Women, their dispositions, il. p. 715
W(Hnen, barren aud fertile, n. p. 173,

virtuous and ini modest, n. p. 763
Woman taught metaphysics, U. p- 669,

bad qna'ities of, iii. p. 269, change of,

Naredii to a, ii. p. 603
Woman, diseases of, II. p. 54S, 550, 551,

554, 555, 557, scold the moon, ii. p. 50S

Womb, typifies univer.^al nature, il. p. 408

Wonders prophesied, u. p. 518
Worldly alluremeu's are venom, p. 387

World the, a sin darkenfd sea, p. 531, a

deception, li. p. 1. 14, 17, 23, self-de-

veloped, 11. p. 291, a lie, n. p. 313, 325,

327
Worlds, upper, middle, lower 11. p. 575,

ra. 98, 632
W^orUl the is unreal, iii. p. 802
Worlds of one letter vocabulary of, p. 244
VYorliis Telugu classes of, u p. 524, 527,

541

Worship of the crucifix and of Mary, -I.

p. 799
Worshipiiers of Siva worth a thousand

Biahinans, il. p. 884
Worship of, Baal, Ash tor, &c , in p. 602
Wyuaad district, HI- p. 398

Yagnyaveicya, il, p. 312, 351
Yarl.ivas, graziers, p 590
Yadavas, destruction of the, II. p. 600 615,
Yadava giri gave name to a dynasty, in.

p. 566
Yadava, king conquered Vijayanagarani,

III. p. G56
Yadava, dynasty founded, nr. p. 674
Yadava, race, ill. p. 212, 53S
Yad-iva rajas, III p. 553
Yadava, and Chaudragiri kingdoms, lu. p.

199
Yama, p. 158, 435, 483, 625, n. p. 73, 223,

301, 303 388, GOl. 749, 758, 760, 7^7,

726,111 p. 113, J 22. 123. 774
Yama's world, p. 563, 571, m. p. 99, 100,

158,225
Yama's, angels, n. p. 637
Yama, and Yamuna children of Sarysui aiid

Sanguyn, U. p. 787



liv

Tama param, Tartarus with seveu divisions,

aud also Elysium, in. p. 158

Yadu, race, u. p. 506, lir p. 147

Yama giri, a fortress of the Clialukyas, lii.

p. 513
Yamanacharya, a successful disputant, nt

p. 228, 774
Yamuca, what, il. p. 210

Yamuna, li. )>. 787

Yanadu people trade witli bark for dycinj?,

III. p. 465
Yanam, n. p. 405, 771

Yauadula, ili. p. 229, iii. p. 465

Yavanas. probably Bactrians, iii. p. 51

Yayati, his period, ii. p. 727, iii. p. 615

Ye'mp ramauar. Hi. p. 97, or Ramanuja, m.
p. 271

Yentra, lotos-flower, ii. p. 246, 248

Yeti raja or Ramanuja, Hi. p. 589

Yoga, astrological, what, ii. p. 37, m. p.

4,6
Yoga, amrita and marana, n. p. 38, 40

Yoga, (ascetical) deprived, II p. 462, in.

p. 4, 6, four kinds of, n. p. 404^

doctrines of, I I. p. 467, 468, 471
Yogiui, hindrance by, iii. p. 280, what,

II. p. 287, 497
Yuddhishst'hira, in. p. 707, 711

Yugas, four, iii. p. 193, duties proper to,

11. p. 225
Yugas, four with years and adjuncts, iii.

p. 703

Zanti, what, p. 9

Zanti, offerings, li. p. 255
Zantis or litanies, p. 236, 237, ii. p. 115,

183
Zodiac, good and bad portions, iii, p. 255

Zodiacal signs, ii. p. 337
Zommayya, n. p. 875
Zoraporenear Kurnool, ui p. 489, action

at, in. p. 476
Zulfecar Khan, III. p. 37, 406, 423, 488
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CLASS A.-«.McKENZIE, M.SS,

A Tamil language and charactek,

I. Alphabetical.

No. 2107. 'AtLl cJtuvadi vejipa.

The alphabetical verses ascribed to •Avvaiyar, which name
signifies an old woman or grand-mother. The authoress is traditionally

regarded as the sister of the author of the Cured, whose proper name is

unknown. These verses are intended to fix in memory the order of the

alphabet ; and, at the same time, to convey some ethical precept. From
being among the first books attended to at school, the influence is

amazing. For example, one precept iS'
—" bathe on Saturday,''' and the

conduct of the people implies thai, for the purposes of heaUh, they can.

only bathe on that day. This book contains 109 stanzas, leaf 1— 56,

a school book. Old No. 175, CM. 205, long, of medium thickness,

injurec\ No. ITl, O.M.S04, is missing.

A didactically sententious and moral work, used in schools, ascribed to

Avvai or Avvaiyar ; a sister of Tiravulluvar, author of the Cural. Her
name,like his, is merely titular: what may have been the proper name of

either, is uncertain. This work was entitled by the authoress Niii chol, " a

word on morals," or as it may be rendered, " a discourse on rectitude ;" but,

some later writer prefixed stanzas of invocation, addressed to >S'iva or Gancsa,
using the words ddi-chudi, at the beginning of his paaiegyric, whence the book

has improperly acquired its popular title. The alphabetical order is followed,

beginning each line or .sentence at first with the vowels, and then -,'ith the

consonants, and syllabic letters. Hence, the two-fold object is subserved of

fixing the alphabetical order in memory, and of engrafting, upon the whole,

useful precep'ls. A translation by Dr. John of Tranquebar, was inserted in

the Asiatic Researches.

No. 175 is complete, and makes rather a large book, owing to

very little being written on each leaf. It is injured by insects. No. 174,

in addition to the Kiti chol, in a compressed form, has prefixed the

Tandaliyar saiacam, a poem containing praise addressed to Siva. There

are 86 stanzas out of the 100, which form a comj)lete poem of this kind

;



2

and appended are some loose leaves seemingly belonging to another

book, containing portions of a Tevaram, and Mdnica vdsacar pddal

;

both Saiva works of hymnology.

II. Architecture and Statuary.

No; 2260. Silpi sastram.

This book, though mixed up with Tamil books, is properly

Sanscrit in the grantlia letter ; which see.

III. Art of Poetry.

J . No, 2169. Dandi alancdram.

In this book there are two copies tied up together. The first copy

contains the mulam, or original poetical stanzas of Dandi, together with

exemplifications or examples, and is complete. The second copy contains the

original sutras, together with the tiroi or commentary in verse, by some other

unknown author ; added to which, are the exemplifications. This last copy

wants a few leaves at the end of the commentary. The book is a little

injured, in one or two places, by insects; but not seriously. The work is

not scarce.

Dandi, nest to Calidasa, is said to have been the most celebrated poet

at the court of Bhoja raja- He has 'the traditionary reputation iu the

peninsula, of having been Ubaiya cavi, or a poet in two languages, the

Sanscrit and the Tamil. The above work is on thirty-five kinds of poetical

or rhetorical ornament ; and, with reference to (he Tamil art of poetry, the

work is considered to be valuable.

Old No. 103, CM. 220 leaf 1—1 10 deft. The book is long, thick

a little injured.

2. No. 2179. Tonnul ^;i/'acA-a?;?., a grammar of rhetoric, with refer-

ence to poetical composition ; introducing the European system to

native poets.

This is a work of high reputation by Viramd muni, or Beschi, a Roman

Catholic Missionary of the early part of the 17th century; whose philolo-

o'ical works stand quite apart from those of-any other European writer. He

had many learned natives to assist him- He was, however, beyond all question,

the most distinguished Tamil scholar of his age. This work is a grammar of

the i^'hen Tamil, inclusive of prosody, tropes and rhetorical embellishments.

It was translated by Mr. Babington of the Madras Civil Service ; and is still

a standard work for reference.

This copy wants five palm leaves of the index only at the be-

ginning, the remainder is complete. The leaves and writing are fresh

in their appearance ; and remain undamaged. Old No. 62, CM. 213>

)



leaf 6—174, it seems to have lost something at the end, since the

above notice was written by me : there are S70 siitras. The book is

long, thick, in general good order.

^ For No. J.^231 see VIII, 20. Section 1,

IV. Astrological.

1. No. 2103. ?7//rtm 2<cZ/^«;2, or one who knows things secret. Old

No. 67, CM. 230.

% No. 2199. Ullam udhjan. Old No. 68, CM. 229.

These are copies of a work on astrology and divination. The literal

rendering of the title is "the possessor of the interior," whether it relate to

thought, mind, or purpose. The title is also that of an individual to whom the

work is ascribed ; but I rather think that, the author's real name being

unknown, the title of the work itself became in process of time applied to him,

as a distinctive appellation. The work is popular, and takes in a great com-

pass of matter, on the subjects to which it relates. These are the influences

of the planets ; the effects of the signs of the zodiac, and similar

matters purely astrological : and in divination, it teaches the art of discover-

ing things lost, or things concealed and of explaining to persons what they may

hold folded up in their hand; or what may be the secret purport or intent of

their minds. In a word, it is on the occult sciences, for which Egypt and

Chaldca of old were famous; which rule in this country, at present, with

absolute sway over the superstitious minds of the people ; and of which

remnants are found in every country of the globe.

The composition of these two books is mingled verse and prose, but

the latter predominating. I regret that I cannot make the subject one of

study ; even my examination of such a v/ork must necessarily be superficial.

But I do not hesitate to state my opinion that, subordinate to a good knowledge

of the history and mythology of the Hindus, the next thing in point of

importance, is an intimate acqiiaintance with their occult sciences. By the

means of this work and similar ones, we may acquire a better knowledge, than

we as yet possess, of the Hindu celestial sphere; absolutely requisite in order

to solve the astronomical enigmas which abound in their historical, and

mythological works ; but more than this, we may get at the key which unlocks

the popular mind. Strong as may be the bond of caste ;
powerful as may

be the spell of mythological fable ; neither are stronger than the astrological

conjuration, which holds the people under a charm, more potent than that

effected by Prospero's wand ; and has, in past ages, even down to the present,

rendered high and low orders alike subject to the astrological Brahman : not

daring to stir a step, or do a single thing of any moment, without his per-

mission first obtained, So varied and combined, so intricate and confused arc
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the various connected parts of astrological lore, that a isfcate of passive inaction

is the only safe position for a genuine Hindu ; and his guide can show cause,

or reasons almost at his pleasure to cause him to move, or to stand still. That

this despotic influence should be known and expounded, for the ben^'' of

rulers, legislators and teachers, surely must be highly desirable.

As to the condition of these two copies, Xo. 67 is incomplete ; some

palm leaves in different places to the extent of forty-three, are wanting; neither,

is it complete at the end. It is a recently copied work ; but notwithstanding,

is slightly touched bv insects. No. 68 is complete, and wholly uninjiu-ed, the

leaves and writing are quite recent.

No. 1 is of double thickness, leaf 1—326, looks recent, in go'od

order, though not complete. No. 2 is of medium length, very thick,

leaf 1— 127, in good order. By the handwriting, I know it to have

been copied at Madura.

3. No. 2194. Fo<7aj97iCffow, or results as to influence of astrological

divisions of the lunar mansions. Old No. 71, CM. 232.

This maunscript is defective; wanting from the 304th to the 183th

palm leaf. The remainder is complete, and in good preservation, A single

leaf, not belonging to the book, is appended : it pertains to some work on

hymnology, the title not d-iscoverable, by this one leaf- The astronomical

yoga is a twenty- seventh part of the zodiacal circle of 360°, but the astrological

yoga corresponds with the lunar ast^risms, 28 in number, the effects of which

are considered, taken in connection with the days of the week- A translation

of astrological works could alone develope the intricacies of the system of

Hindu astrology ; concerning which, I have elsewhere made sufficient remarks

The book is long, ofmedium thickness, leaf 139—243 numbered

thenceforward not so. It is noiv a little injured by insects.

4. No. 2195. Jdtaca herala alancuram, a treatise on astrology.

Old No. 69, CM. 233.

On constructing horoscopes. Indications of short life. On the

raja yogam ; or kingly configuration, five planets culminant at birth. On

the friendships, and enmities of different planets. Indications of

poverty, errors of brethren, and various other matters, leaf 1— 99.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, leaves narrow, in good

order.

This manuscript is a poem of one hundi-ed palm leaves; probably

written according to the notions of astrological science prevailing in the

Keraladcsam, ov Malayalani country. It has a great variety of details on

different circumstances, occurring in the course of life ; respecting which,

mankind have usquHy been found to have an anxious eye directed towards the



future. A full detail as to native ideas on astrology, is quite requisite to a

knowledge of their manners, or motives, or guiding principles.

Astrology is inseparable from their mythology; and both, to an

an '4?g degree, influence the conduct of a Hindu. Both tie him fast under

"^rahthanical ascendency. An exposition of Hindu astrology, by a verbal

tianslation of recognised systems, seems to me desirable. It would he a more

than usually diflficult work, and might requirethe undivided attention of

some one individual for some length of time. Without a knowledgeof the

local mythology, and the received astrology of any portion of our Hindu
fellow-subjects and fellow-men, it seems to me that legislators and religious

teachers must equally labor in uncertain twilight, without a clear discern-

ment of the subject on which they operate,

5. No. 2196. Section 1, Masa p'halam. Old Xo. 73, CM. 23.3.

A short, astrological work on the nature of lunar months, as regulated

by the passing of the moon through the 28 oiacahetras, or divisions of its course,

usually termed '•' lunar mansions." There is an especial reference to the

monthly position and influence of a lunar constellation named Vasa devan,

otherwise D^hanishta, in the solar asterism Sravana. It is the bow seen

south in Sagittarius. The course of the sun, through the signs of the zodiac,

is also adverted to, with an astrological reference. The subject is made to

bear practically on the proper, and improper times for laying the foundation of

houses ; and is connected with prognostications as to the term of life of children

born under specified conliguration of the visible heavens. It is complete, and

in perfect preservation.

For other Sections, see under XIX.

G. No. 2197. Marana kundicai.

On indications of death from the results of astrological confioufa-

tions. In a former volume there is a work of this kind, in some degree

medical, as derived from modes of breathing, marks appearing on the

body, and the like. The present work seems astrological from lunar

asterisms and other indications. The asterisms have other than the

usual Sanscrit names ; such as tiru vdtiri, iiru vona, &c. The power of

the astrological Yogas stated.

European astrologers, following the Arabian method, seek out

some planet as Hyleg, or giver of life : and then direct to it evil confi-

gurations, for the time of death. JNative astrological men make more
of the lunar mansions ; both as to life and death.

Leaf 1—56, afterwards not numbered, and defective at the end.

The book is of medium size, and in good order. Old No. 70.

CM. 231.
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7. No. 2226. Ndvd sdstram, on ship-building and navigation.

Old No. 78, CM. 259.

Some directions are given respecting the materials and dimension? of-

vessels. But the work is cbiefly astrological ; in matters relating to p''^^ os-

tications concerning navigation. At the close, there is a leaf or two on t/O

9'dja yogam : children born under that astrological sign will acquire gfoK^i

success and prosperity.

Remark.—Seven leaves of this tract were recovered from M.S.

No. 97, and being added to the beginning of this document render it now

complete. It is also in tolerably good order, and written in a very legible

hand. It seems to be a work of somewhat ancient composition.

Leaf 1—55, medium size, now bored by insects, in the well known

Madura handwriting.

8. No 2259. A fragment as far as to 20 leaves without boards.

This must liave been spuriously foisted in, for some valuable

book subducted. It is in prose, without beginning or ending. The

subject is an illustration of Janma'phalam, or birth influence, by means

of a tale, on penance, a king, scmniydsi &c. It may perhaps be possible

to find out what book has been removed.

9. No. 2272, Grahasphuimn, planetary influence. Old No. 74,

CM. 2.36.

The effect of planetary configurations connected with the yogas,

or divisions of the moon's path, bearing on different ages and time of

life.

Leaf 13—43, not finished.

The subject of this work is the forming a horoscope, consequent to

noting the exact moment of birth ; and from the configurations of planets at

the time, inferring the future adverse, or prosperous circumstances of the

child. It is an incomplete copy.

The book is of medium length, thin, worm-eaten.

10. No. i2273: Sara ni'il sasiram. On divination, astrology, &c.

Old No. 72, CM. 234.

Some matters on proper times for various objects and purposes

;

but chiefly on divining by the mode of breathing.

Apparently, this small book is only part of a larger work. The subject

is indicated by the above paraphrase of the title. Saram is equavalent to

svdsam, breath, but the art especially relates to the breath of the nostrils,

This is gbsorvod at morning, noon and evenings, oj- at peculiar times- and



infer6nc63 deduced. By some, the art 13 thought entitled to pfefercnce 0V6r

other modes of divination.

Leaf 1—27, not finished, the book is short, thin, narrow leaves.

V. Castes.

1. No. 2314. Jdti hhedanul, rule of caste division. Old No. 193,

CM. 103.

It contains 109 stanzas on the modes by which various subdivisions

of caste arose : leaf 1—58. This, on examination is proved to be another copy

on.palm leaves, of a work on the differences of caste by Ulaga ndtlian, else-

where abstracted from a paper M.S. see 2nd Family. It may be observed

that six great divisions are specified ; owing to local divisions, among the

Faishnavas and Saivas, also that sis general causes are laid down
;

the

operation of which in all cases, produce degradation of caste : these in general

refer to illegitimacy, or irregularities. The entire total of castes enumerated

is ninety-six.

The book is of medium size, slightly injured,

2. No. 2320. Idaiikai Valanhai keTjfeyut.

On the left cand right-hand divisions. Old mark, No. 39, CM. 182.

In the commencement of this book there is a reference to the yugas,

and to the solar, and lunar, lines of princes ; merely as introductory to the

principal matter. This relates to a great dispute between the Vaishiava

Brahmans with their followers, who have the epithet of right-hand, and

Saiva Brahmans, with their followers, termed left-hand. The dispute is

stated to have arisen from the usage of a Garuda banner, or flag bearingthe

eagle or kite of Vishnu, as a device. The right of bearing this banner, and

the question to which of the two classes it belonged, created so hot a

dispute, that the matter was referred in arbitration to Vicrama-Chola dcva

Pericmal, in Cali-yuga 4894 Paritahi cycle year. That prince caused the

old copper-plate records at Conjeveram to be disinterred and examined, and

legal authorities to be consulted. As a consequence, the claim of the Sahas

to the Garuda banner was admitted ; but another result was, the more accu-

rate distinction and definition, of what rights and privileges were proper to

the two classes ; and what were not so. The book further contains an

enumeration of the classes or castes, into which the two Hues of Vaishnavas

and Sa J t*as became divided ; and of the Pariars and others, who range under

the right-hand class. These castes, on both sides, are stated to be ninety-eight.

The sub divisions are those of persons having caste ; that is, not Pariars.

Remark.—This book differs from my anticipations concerning the contents,

M Madras and elsewhere, the term right-hand caste is made to apply to the



Parlftvs, and to a feW P6tail dealers in various commodities'; while left-hand is

applied to all Hindus besides ; and between these two divisions there has

alwaya existed irremediable strife. But the manuscript under notice, only

indirectly relates to these. Various traces of hot disputes on mythological

and other subjects remain; with which, discussions on banners and distinctions

would be likely to be mingled. The result has been a separation, amounting

to opposition, between the Vaishnavas and Saivas, and the formation of a

medium class, the iSmartas, followers of Sancardchdrya ; who, though pro-

fessing to follow the Smritis, or ancient laws, and to reconcile differences in

the two exticmes, by way of a juste milieu, are in reality Pantheists ajjd

almost Atheists. I deem this book raiher curious, and could wish, at leisure,

to give it a full translation.

J^lote.— There is a deficiency towards the end; but there is no defect

in the connection of the matter as far as it proceeds $ and the condition of the

book is tolerably good.

The book is of medium size, on broad palm leaves, a little worm-

eaten in places.

3. No. 23:21. ]\Iaravar jciii charitram, ov Sicconnt of the Maravas

oi Ravmad and 8iva ganged districts. Old No. 238, CM. 107.

This manuscript of fifteen palm leaves was translated by me and

afterwards printed in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science, No 13.*

It may be sufficient therefore to state that it contains a minute account of the

customs of the curious race of people at the extreme end of the peninsula,

whose ancestors appear to have escaped extermination by the colonizing Hindus.

I paid particular attention in the first instance to this document, in order to see

if it had any details of an alleged ascendency of {he Maravns o\er the Pdndiya

kingdom, which it has not ; but it first fixed my attention to the fact that there

are people in the country not aboriginally Hindus : since, otherwise, extensively

illustrated from papers of this collection.

Note.—The manuscript is complete and in good order. The title, as

above written, is the one contained in the heading of the M.S. itself. On the

envelope the word Kaifeyat appears for Charitra.

From the translation it appears that there are seven subdivisiors

of this tribe. On one occasion they interposed a serious impediment to

English troops, as noted by Orme ; but, when the misunderstanding-

was removed, they rendered good service, and were subsequently

protected. They are not in very good odour with Hindus. A Tamil

saying talai marai Maravanai namhdte. " Trust not a head-hiding

(that is skulking) Marava man," indicates that feeling. The word, in

* For October 1836, Art. XI, Vol. 4.
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the old Tamil, is capable of an obscene sense ; but I do not think such

was intended, only designating oxig'maWy fishe7-me7i, as dwelling on, or

near the sea coast.

The book is of medium length, thin, leaf 1

—

25, very slightly

injured.

VI, Dramatic.

1. No. 2144. Maiiyulla ndiacam, the sensible drama, Old No.

126, CM. 636.

This 13 a sort of polemical drama, coataining a medley of all sorts

versification. Its object is to teach the Tatva system ; but whether in

or earnest, seems doubtluL A king is represented as renouncing his kine,.

and retiring to a wilderness, wherein he meets with recluses. He ,

some words expressive of contempt ; which leads them to utter like lan^ , ,

referring to the Christian, and Mahomedan systems of rehgion. He takt .'

some parts of their words, and shows what Is his view of sin, and what is :

sin. Another p!ay of words occurs on the term Mati ; and this leads the

kingly sage to define, what is 7corth or sense, and what is not icorth or sense.

At last, the recluses in the wiklerness conceive the stranger to be a

wonderful man, and beg him to instruct them in (he Ta^^a .system ; such as in

various parts of those papers has been explained. To this request he assents J

and the instruction, in which theie is much equivoque, follows. Tiic probability

is, that the whole is a farce for the stage ; heaping contempt and sarcasm on

everything that bears the name and style of religion.

The book contains 402 stanzas, inclusive of alleged zeda extracts.

It is of medium size, much worm-eaten.

2. No. 2198. GnOna matiyuUa ndiacam. By Mutanda svdmi.

Old No. 125, CM. 130.

It contains 403 vritta stanzas, and two other stanzas, leaf 1— 40.

This is perhaps erroneously labelled as a Jinfacam or drama; its subject

relates to Kandi viaharaja of AUi nagara Avho received lessons of divine

wisdom from his minister ; under the influence of which, he had his minister

crowned ; while himself retired to the deserts to do penance.

It is a complete production, and the versification is composed of

diiferent kinds of stanzas. It is most probably a grave lampoon
;

intended it may be, to be indicated by the terra Kdfacam.

The book is of medium size, injured by worms,

b
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3. No. 2200, Kusalava ndtacam.

Old No. 113. It contains 294 stanzas, with a mixture of prose

and poetry. Leaf 1— 107, not complete.

Tlie former portion of tliis manuscript contains the said drama, entirely

in versse of the viruttam kir\d. It is complete, and in good order.

The latter portion is a prose version of the adventures of Nala raja,

according to the episode in JfaAa&/iara«a. It is in good oider, but not quite

complete at the end, a few leaves only remaining to be written.

4. No. 2201. Ter uranta ndtacam, a drama founded on the tradi-

tionary tale of the son of a Chola king, in a public procession,

*^
. riding over a calf and killing it ; with following matters. First»

vriitta metre, then tcirattu, and then panegyric of the king, and ot

in XhiSiva.

book : Qij ^Q^ jij^ CJsi. Ill, the leaves are not regularly numbered.

The book is of medium size, narrow leaves, in good order,
eate^

.J. No. 2203. Ter uranta ndtacam, another copy of the same

drama. Old No. 110, CM. 114, leaf .1—23, defective at the end.

The book is long and thin, a little damaged.

6. No. 2205. Kusalava ndtacam, another copy, Old No, 115.

This is a copy of the drama only in veise, with a prose version, and

some musical indications as is gathered from the remains ; but the whole

manuscript is so greatly injured by insects, as to be almost destroyed, and

quite irrecoverable.

Remark.—The story of Nala, supra 3, needs here no further obsQi-va-

tion. The drama is founded on the birth of Cusala and Lava^ sons ^f Bdma of

Ayodhya; of course with the additions, and inventions customary in dramas.

7. .No. 2207. For Section 1, see XII.

Section^. Tirukackchur nondi natacam. Old No. 156, CM. 174.

A thief of the Irumha ndd, named Gadaviran (apparently fictitious

names) having no children, did homage to the god of thieves, in the Kallar

district near Madura; and, in consequence, had sons. One of these went and

exercised his thievish vocation in the Madura couatiy. The other plundered

in the city of the Aurungahad padshah. The former having been cheated of

the stolen property at Madura, came to Ti iplicane near Madi'as, where he stole

the Nabob's horse; and, in consequence, had his arms and legs cut off. But

going to Tirucachur, a village 30 miles soGth of Madras, he there performed

homage to the idol ; and, in consequence had his arms and legs restored; the
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power of the image at that shrine is thereby intended to be magnified. This

ndtacam was written by Varata pUlai, the father of a Native moonshee, some

time gioce in my employ.

The book is somewhat long, ofmedium thickness, a little injured.

a No. 2209. Vallhjamma ndtacam. Old No; 123, CM. 129.

This is a drama founded on the story of Subrahmanyah marriage to

Valliynmma. It is composed in a great variety of metres, as usual in Tamil

dramas; and demands no further special notice. The book is of recent wi'iting,

in good preservation,, and appears to be complete.

See XXIII, local iniranas, infra.

Leaf 1—60. The book is of medium size.

9. No. 2264. Ter uranta ndtacam. Old No. 112, CM. 112.

Leaf 1—7 wanting, 8—56 defective, then 13 leaves shorter.

According to my former Analysis, the first leaf, and two leaves at the

end, were wanting. Since then the book has been tampered with.

The latter portion is now medical, on pulses, &c. The drama is in vari-

ous metres. Old Nos. 110, 111, 112, are three copies, and not one of

them complete.

Tins copy is of medium size, narrow leaves, old, damaged.

10. No. 2.287. Cheta cati nondi natacam. Old No. 127, CM. 132.

Leaf 1—27, complete.

A poet of Vaguti village in the south, of the Mahomedan class, wrote

this drama, in imitation of Hindu productions. A Mahomedan bandit

plundered in many places, and then placed the .spoils at the disposal ofa ddsi

of the fane at Madura ; by whom, after a time, he was rejected. He then

went to Ginjee, and stole the horse of the ISTabob at that place; in consequence

of which, his legs and arms were cut off; butCAe^fi cati, aMahomedan in power,

gave the cripple a palanquin to ride in ; and, by worshipping his tutelary god,

the said cripple had his limbs restored. The drama is thence named "the

cripple of Cheta cati)' and, I imagine it to be a sly lampoon, on the mode

in which Hindu books select the most flagrant wretches to make them distin-

guished favorites of their dtiiies, provided they only pay a little homage at the

popular shrine.

The book is of medium length, in good order.

11. No. 2288. Palani nondi ndtacam. Old No. 116, CM. 119.

Leaf 1—65, and 271 stanzas.

This drama was written by a poet o^Palani (orPyney), and is dedicated

to the local god ; that is, Suhrahmanya. The subject is the adventures of a

general whose family is said to have come from Ayodhya (a general term for



th6 north) and to Lave been successfully employed against the Mysoreans in

their invasion of the Madura kingdom. He eventually formed an illicit species

of intercourse vyith a dd$i, or female slave of a fane, and stole the king's jewels

from the palace on her account. Being discovered, his arms and legs were

cut off: hence the title Palani nondi "or cripple of Pyney." He is repre-

sented as paying his devotions to the shrine of Sxihrahmanya ; in consequence

whereof, the amputated limbs grew again. On this alleged miracle, the

ironical praise of the shrine is founded.

The book is of medium size, and in tolerably good order.

VIL Eeotic.

1. No. 2218. Cliitawharesa cora vdnclil Old No. 119, CM. 120.

This is a composition of various metres, adapted for singing, and may,

so to speak, be termed an opera : founded on the tale, so delightful to Saivas

of the transformation of Vishnu into the form of Moliini. In this work, Siva

is identified with the image ^tChUambarafn, usually siyled' Sabapatlri, or lord

of the assembly. Mohini is represented as secretly prepossessed in his favor

;

and on meeting with a Curaiti, or fortune-telling .gipsy in the woods, has her

fortune told, and receives a description of Siva, as seated on his vehicle,

surrounded by attendants, kc. The work is a fragment, old, and dama"-ed.

The book is long, thin, old, leaves deficient, broken, damaged.

In a preceding volume there is a book of like title, made a

vehicle for native ethics.

2. No. 2220. Tiru imcayur payamorhi Isvara cor-avanchi. Old

No. 120, CM. 121.

This is a poem composed in almost every species of Tamil versifica,

tion ; and relates to the adventures of Siva as worshipped at Tirwpdcayur, in

the south. It is an enlargement on the gross fable of Vishnu transformed

into MoJdni, and wedded to Siva; which is, as neclar to the Saivas, and as

poison to the Vaishnavas. It is quite unnecessary to dwell on the contents
;

which are of the order of low comedy. It is not complete; but is in good

pi'eservation.

Leaf 1

—

',yj, narrow, medium length, in good order.

3. No. 2289. Manmata irranfa cadhai, on the death of the. Hindu
• Cupid.

Aversion of the pauranic legend of Cdma's attack on Siva, when
doing penance, by advice of celestials, to induce love for Parvaii.

Siva opened his frontlet eye, and reduced the intruder to ashes. At the
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intercession of his wife^ Rati, lie was restored to lifC:, but invisible,

except to her. It resembles a book of frequent occurrence in Canarese,

the Fardmohajia tarangmL Leaf 1—30. Old No. 161, CM. lOO.

The book is long, of medium thickness, a littje injured.

VIII. Ethical.

1. No. 2100. Ndladkjar jHidaural Old I\o. 99, CM. 208. There

should be another copy. No. lOO, CM. 209, v. injra o.

These two manuscripts are copies of a moral Avork, the contents of which

relate to the duties proper to various ages of life, paticularly those of penance

and alms-giving ; on -which latter subject there is much said, and much on

the use, and abuse, of riches. Certain evils and crimes are denounced, as

leading to future punishment in Naruca. The work is of superior composi-

tion, in quatrains ; and as each line is termed in Tamil poeiry a foot, hence

seemingly came tbe title of JSdludiyar, by which it is popularly and respect-

fully denoted, that is ''the j'espectablo four-lined one."

It is ascribed, as I'egards authorslup, to the Samajiar ('JluxdiUtixts or Jidiuvi), and liad

the ravo merit of being spared by the hl^^Mcl Brahmans, when ihey destroyed all other books

of their opponct)t:>, by casting- tnem into the Vaiyai viycv at Madura; after the triumph of

the Savias in the reign of 7u<;;ff Paitdl>/an. The story is that, whereas all the other books

went down with the stream, this one ascended /o?»- /«/ against the stream ; by reason of

which wonder it was taken out and preserved, Tliis tale is, however, merely symbolical.

A better reason may be its being free from sectarian peculiarities and available to tlie

pdvautage of Byahnianiaiit. In the same manner the Cural passed the Bralunan ordeal for a

similar reason; but not without a .symbolical tale being invented to give a colour of ref.syn •

and to render the acceptance of a Furicr'fi work pardonable.

Remark.—As a moral didactic work esteemed to possess high merit,

invested with the sanction of the iSladura College, and being of liigh popular

repute, a good translation of the Ndladl jxida iiral, well edited Avould be an *

acquisition ; and I am happy to learn (hut such a version is in progress in

able hands. The poem docs not easily admit of being abstracted ; except

in a brief indication. The two copies are complete and in tolei'ably good

preservation.

No. d'J is complete, leaf 1— 131 of medium length, in good order.

2. No. 2101. Niti sdra annhhava tiratiu.

Old No. 179, CM. 194, complete in 120 stanzas.

This is a poem in the Cavyam metre, synonymous with hexameter or

heroic measure. The general subjects are the following :

—

1. The nature of mankind or of the human species ; describing

their qualities or dispositions ; and the way in which ihvy ought to walk

or to conduct themselves.
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2. The way and power of virtue : time, fitness and circumstances are

to be noted ; and, according thereto, help or beneficence to he extended to

others.

3. The nature of rectitude. If people during the whole of their life

observe perfect rectitude, their beatification -will be assured.

4. The nature of iniquity, or the opposite of rectitude. If any one

do not assist others, but rather do them harm ; if any one bear false witness;

if any one swaar falsely to the hurt of others ; such courses are the opposites

of rectitude.

5. The conduct of a king- If a king do not mole^ his subjects, buC

hold an equitable sceptre, such a one will attain a high future reward.

6. The way of rectitude. A king must know the four modes of

" concord, division, tribute, war;" and by means of them, conduct the afl'airs

of his kingdom.

7. The way of irregularity. Some reasons are given to show that a

king ought not to associate with the bad, nor yet to molest the good ; such

associations, and such molestation being contrary to equity.

8. Upright and moral persons should zealously cultivate the favor of

the one true God. The worship of images, or multiform gods, is throughout

the work discouraged, and more or less distinctly reprobated.

9. The human body constitutionally or physically considored, with

reference to its healthy state, tendency to morbid aff'ections, or positive

disease.

Note.—This manuscript is complete, and of recent copying ; slightly

touched by worms in one or two places ; but not at present of consequence.

The book seems to me rather special ; and, as I conjecture, is the production

of some of the Jainas of olden date. There are several such works which

' I have long wished to see well edited. In any such series, this poem should

find a place.

Prefixed is Kadaval vanackam, homage to God ; then varaldr, or

table of contents, the title of the book, and the proper mode of

studying it : which is the regular Tamil rule. Under 9, there is a caution

against excessive sexual intercourse, as unfavorable to health. The

general bearing is on the dispositions of mankind, and what is a proper

or becoming deportment.

The book is medium size, narrow leaves, a little injured.

. 3. No. 2104. Ndladi porhipu, a comment on the ndladiydr, ?/;•«/ and

porhipii, are nearly the same in meaning ; 400 stanz:as : leaf 1— 159.

Old No. 100, CM. 209. This is the copy referred to supra.

The book is of medium length, very thick, old, small writing, a

little injured.
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4. No. 2108. Manavdla Ndrdyana satacam. Old No. 154, C, M.

172. There should he another copy No. 155, CM. 173.

These are both complete, and veryshghtly injured, copies of this poem,

of one hundred and one stanzas. The work is of a moral and didactic kind,

relating in the first instance to the appendages of a court and metropolis,

and afterwards to various matters pertaining to more ordinary life. It is a

very popular work, found in almost every house and a common school book.

A specimen of the opening contents translated, was published by me in the

Appendix to Vol. 2, of Or. Hist. M.SS. As a work on manners and morals,

the whole would merit translation. It is composed in the kind of stanza

termecZ Viruttam ; and, as far as I can ascertain, by one named Viruma-

tdcharyu ; though it bears the name of Mcmavc'da Narut/ana, froma
merchant of that name having been the poet's patron.

As the above work is now out of print, and as any abstract or

brief translation, within reasonable limits, is not irrelevant to this work

I insert a copy of the Appendix above adverted to.

As the economy of K'ative courts differed in some particulars from

those, even of despotic monarchies in Europe, the editor, at an early stage

of his inquiries, sometimes found himself at a loss accurately to distino-uish

the respective offices of i![/rt7ifr?, PraChcini srnA Dalavayi or Dalakarteti; and

it is therefore possible that many readers may experience the like difficulty.

In reading over a portion o^theManavcda Nardyuna satacam, a stanza was met

with, which defines these and other offices; and it is in the midst of connected

matter not destitute of interest. Hence, it has been thought suitable to insert a
translation of the first ten stanzas. The work is a very popular one; and, from
being used in native schools, three or four copies are said to be found in every

house. A printed edition was published some short time since by a College
Pandit stated to be corrected by collation of various copies. The Tamil
therefore, is not here printed. Two or three copies on palm leaves are araonf^

the MacKenzie collection ; and unhappily, lent their aid to an inference, too
sweeping, of its cotanining duplicates and triplicates of every day, andvery
common school books. Colonel MacKenzie may indeed, in some instances,

have been imposed upon by interested and illiterate natives; and there is some
trash meriting rejection from his accumulation, including duplicates or tripli-

cates of course; but still, as far as this poem is concerned, it is not in itself

contemptible; while its great popularity, as an established, though brief, code
of Hindu manners and morals, alone suffices to stamp it with considerable

importance.

The Satacam (or centum of verses,) o^ Manavala Ndrdyanen.
1- Brahmandl mahatvam, the dignity of Brahmans.
The Brahman must well understand the 'Jgamas, th§ Purmas, and
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the \d.W o^ 3Ienu ; and being himself endowed vviih wisdom, and performing

without fault tlie sacrifices, and the like, with the various kinds of mantras or

charms, he must by these means assist the gods. He must show the nature of

limes and seasons, as plainly as one exhibits a fruit held in the hand. The Brah-

mans mujt remove their own sins by the power of the gayatri, even as fire

consumes cotton at the very touch. Three rains every montli ; an illustrious

reputation of kings for good government ; fertile fields ; all these are acquired

by the virtue of the Chatur Veda Nayacar.*'

2. Raja muraimai, the economies of kings.

The Raja must understand four things : that is to say, the law of MenVy

to listen to Iheadviceof the Mantri (or counselling minister) he must be himself

intelligent, of good natural capacity, and must know the nature ofhis kingdom.

He must be patient as regards the ear, the eye, and the mind. Being thus

qualified, he must sway the sceptre ; as the lotos flower which blossoms in

the day, and the cumiitham (or ah) flower blossoms at night, so he must observe

the proper times for managing affairs. He must know the proper place wherein

to conquer his enemies ; even as the alligator, when in the water can draw in

an elephant ; but when out of the water is trampled on bj the same beast with

one ofhis feet. He must have valiant troops, wealth, provisions, these and like

preparations ; he must make large grants and charitable gifts ; he mubt have

good reputation for personal good qualities and fame for splendid acts. Such

a one is a king.

3. Vaisiyar perumdi, the honor of merchants!.

The merchants must skilfully conduct their own business. They must

not lay on too large profits. Whosoever comes to them, they mu&t preserve

an even and correct balance. If the dishonest come, offering to leave a

pledge, they must give them no loan ; but if toe honest come, and only ask

a loan without pledge, they must give it. In waiting their accounts, they

must not allow of a mistake, even if no more than the eighth part of a

mustard seed. They will assist a very especial (public) measure, even to the

extent of a crore (of money). Such is the just rule of the mercantile class.

J. Velldrher perumdi, the honor o£ agricidiia^isls.

The Velldrher, by the effect of their ploughing (or cnltivation), maintain

the prayers of the BraJunans, the strength of kings, the profits of

merchants, the welfare of all. Charity, donations, the enjoyments of domestic

life, and connubial happiness, honoage to the gods, the Sastras.ihQ Vedas, the

Purdnas, and all other books; truth, reputation, renow'n, the very being of the

gods, things of good reporter integrity, the good order of castes, and manual
skill; all these things come to pass by the merit (or efficacy) of the Vellarher's

plough.

^Literally "Lords of the four VccJm:'
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6, Purudar muraimdi, the occupation of Men.

The proper occupations of the ruder sex are—to understand true wis-

dom, or to be very wealthy, or to go on religious pilgrimage to celebrated rivers,

or to be endowed with a just and charitable disposition, or to be renowned, or

to be well skilled in combats, or well learned, so as to praise others with

approbation, or to be very intelligent in all things; and if there be any man

without any one of these qualifications—why, O Divinity ! didst thou create

such a one on the earth ? was it by the sin of the mother's womb ? or was it

by the influence of an evil eye from others ?

6. Fattanam muraimdi, the requisites of a town.

If the nature of the capital town of a king be inquired into, it is the

following :—It must contain the temple of the skilful female singers and

dancers, many choultries in the midst of tanks, many tanks, many open choul-

tries (Mantapams), ditches for the fort, many streets, with bazar streets, cars,

elephants, horses, infantry soldiers. To these four last must be a {Dalakar-

ten) general, as commander. There must be a Mantri, a Prat'hdni, a Tdnd-

pati, and people of different offices of the government: there must be persons

of the four principal castes ; the place must be invested with the sixteen

qualities of (danam), or gifts. Near to the town there must be a river, and

it must have a good and just king. Unless it possess these attributes, it is

not Sri rangha patnam ; (that is, not a good or well appointed town).

7. Mantri mutaldnavarkal muraimdi^ the duties of the king's ministers.

The proper office of the Ma7itri is to acquaint, and advise the king

concerning the nature of becoming proceedings, and concerning such as ought

to be rejected. The Dalakarten is, according to time and his own strength,

to conquer*the enemies of the State. The Prafhdni manages carefully the

treasure, the internal administration of the kingdom, with all connected matters.

The Rayasen (or secretary) must be able to read fluently, must have a good

memory as to what is said to him, and must be able to write down instructions

without error, or omission—such a one is a Hayasen. The Karnen (or ac-

countant) must have his account true as the sun ; or even if the sun should

happen to rise in the west, at least his account must not vary. The

Tdndpati (or ambassador) must be skilful in speech, in the decorum of

princely assembhes, and the excellences or peculiarities of other kings.

8. Narkdia muraimdi, the result of propitious times.

If any one receive authority, it will be attended with power; if any

have robes and jewels, the result will be elegance ; if great riches are

possessed, they will impart influence; if any have great talents, fame will

be the consequence ; those possessed of piety, will receive divine favor; any

possessed of youth, naturally seek marriage. These results follow, even as the

cumutam flower opens to the rays of the moon.

c
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9. Vahana muraimdi, decorum of vehicles.

Any one, who havhig friends (or relatives) and confidential persons, is

doing well, and aiding them, then a gift of a horse is suitable, he may
mount, and ride on one; if any one has given donations and charities, and

has reputation and renown, he may ride in a palanquin ; if any one has

conquered enemies in the service and to the glory of his prince, he may ride

on an elephant; if any one skilfully speaks, or pleads before the valiant and

powerful, he may receive a banner;*" but if any one of the before-mentioned

persons, not havino pleased the king, and received them from him as honorary

presents, take these distinctions to himself, he is like the stage playei-, who

assumes habits and titles not belonging to him; or he is like those who mount

horses and palanquins merely for the purpose of a marriage procession in the

town.

10. Narguna mennicU, the excellence of good dispositions.

To walk according to a father's and mother's advice, to fulfil exactly

promises or engagements verbally made, to adhere faithfully to vows offered,

never to tell lies, to do deeds of charity or beneficence, to be very patient,

to fulfil contracts or engagements made by ancestors, to exercise trust in

God i are excellencies. Examples of these virtues are, Pdrasu Rdmen, Karnen,

Mama, Bhishma, Harischandra, Mdbali, Dherma raja, Bhagirathen, and

Pracalaten (i.e. PrahlddaJ.

The present copy 4 is long, of medium thickness, narrow leaves,

1—57, and somewhat injured.

5. No. 2109. Manavdla Ndrdyana satacam. Old No. 155, CM.
l73, leaf 1—52 and 101 stanzas complete. This is the other copy.

The book is long, and very slightly injured.

6. No. 2110. Niti sari cdru, a portion of the essence of morality.

Old No. 178, CM. 193.

This book contains sixty-six stanzas of the species termed Viruttam.
The name of the author does not appear. Some stanzas are occupied on public

laws, regulations and punishments. Following ones relate to the disposilions

of men, with their respective faculties or intelligence. Next are distin^'uish-

ing marks between justice and injustice, or equity and want of equity. The
rules for the proper swaying of the kingly sceptre follow; together with the

due mode of protecting the good, and punishing the evil. Some subsequent
stanzas are on forethought and counsel, and the propriety of mature considera-

* Tho collated text of the College Pandit reads. " If any one be possessed of very
high and faultless re putation, he will receive refpectf»1 salutations." Eut this sentence would
more properly belong lo the preceding stanza. Besides, a palanquin seems to he indicated

for a Mantri, an elephant for a Dtt^m-pyi, and a banner for a, guccQssfuI ambassador.
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tion; with the addition of some cautions on the need of fully understanding any

one's disposition, before employing him in weighty affairs. Every thing

should be entered ou witli full consideration : >vhen done, it should be with

severity, firmness, or decision.

The book is long, thin, leaf 1—33, slightly injured.

7. No. 2111. Tiruvalluvar Cural. Old No. 101, CM. 191, leaf

1—307 and 1.330 stanzas, aram pond inbam, complete.

This is a copy in verse, without prose commentary, of the abovemen-

tioned, and highly celebrated work ; which, by common consent among natives

seems. to rank first in ethical poetry; even as Catnban's Rdmdyanam ranks

first in epic, or heroic poetry. Among Hindus there are enumerated four kinds,

or sources of happiness ; termed respectively aram, porul, inham, vedu ; or

benevolent-virtue, property, sensual pleasure, eternal bliss. Tiruvalluvar

wrote on the three former, referring to the other occasionally throughout.

This copy contains the three divisions of his work ; it is complete, and in

exceedingly good order ; wearing the appearance of having been copied out

but a few years since,

In Or. Hist. M.SS. Vol. L, p. 177— 179, a few cursory remarks were

made respecting Tiruvalluvar and his celebrated work, It may suffice in

the present discbarge of my duty to refer to them. The manuscript is entered

in Professor Wilson's Des, Cat., YoL I„ p. 232, Art. LXVI, wherein the

author is highly honored in being termed "the divine Valluvar." A length-

ened extract is added from Mr. Ellis's version of a part of the Cural. Mr.

Ellis was a learneJ , and laborious editor ; but yet not a fit editor, as allowing

his own prepossessions, and prejudices to appear prominent on almost every

page. Apparently, his views were not based on the alone foundation of true

moralitj'.

For the reason indicated above 4, an extract is given, p. 177—
1 79, from the work referred to.

His father was a Brahman, named Yanarsal Bhagavdn; and his

mother a Pariar, named AtJiioi Caruvur: as was the case with his brothers

and sisters, he also was abandoned by his parents in infancy; and was

brought up by a Pariar of the Valluvar subdivision, who resided at Maila-

pur (or St; Thomo), near Madras. This man had his foster-son well in-

structed in the Tamil language ; and, on the youth's exhibiting indications

of talent, it is stated that the people of the neighbourhood formally requested

him to write some work, in elegant language, imbodying the substance of

the Vedas from the Sanscrit, which should be generally acceptable to all

classes of people; and which might, at the same time, humble the pride of

the Madura College; the arrogance of the professors belonging to it having

become offensive. Tiruvalluvar guided by advice, had the address to select
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three topics of general interest, and to avoid entirely everything that might

be disputed, or might be offensive to any of every sect ; adding to this pre-

caution great ingenuity of thought, and peculiar beauty and elegance of lan-

guage, he produced a work which united every suffrage ; and stands con-

fessed, .even to the present day, to be the best and chief of all compositions

in the polished dialect. It was not enough, however, to write such a book;

it must of necessity pass the College ; both for the sake of its own reputation,

and for the indirect object of humbling the professors. There are various

accounts as to the result of the reference: Cdvelhj-Venkata-Rdmasdnii tell us,

that while Satliara (or Narkiren) was in conversation with Yada-kadar

(Idelkaden), the poet Tiruvalluvar appeared, and laid his composition on the

bench, which suddenly vanished. But the traditional account at Madura is

somewhat different; according to which the said poet, on the reading of his

poem, obtained the suffrage of an serial voice, of Sarasvati and Siva, together

with the unanimous approval of the whole forty-eight ; while the bench on

which they were seated, according to its alleged miraculous property, was

found to have elongated itself, and to afford room for just one more individual.

The professors understood this as a divine intimation, that the place belonged

to the stranger poet ; he was accordingly declared to be made a Brahman

by extraordinary merit, and was invited to take a seat, as it appeared to have

been appointed to him.

Another verbal and traditionary account is, that since Tiruvalluvar

was of the Pariar class, the Brahmans would not suffer him to come near

them; on which he requested leave merely to lay his book on the bench;

which leave being granted, the bench dissolved into water, and the forty-eight

fell on each other in confusion : when, after awhile, the bench, in its original

small dimensions, re-appeared, bearing the book upon it : an serial voice was
heard, and the Brahmans afterwards pronounced their approval.

iSarvanaperumal, the native editor oi the work, has stated nothing

concerning the enlarging or disappearing of the bench ; but gives the various

decisions pronounced. The asrial voice said, that only two, that is, Urittira

iSanmanar and Tiruvalluvar, should be allowed to sit on the bench. Sarasvati

declared that, by her means, the four Vcdas had been pronounced, and the

fifth Veda, the Bdratham, that she also had uttered the Cural. Siva said it

was an unfading flower. JJkraperuvurutiyar said, that the wi'iter was no

other than Brahma, and as such he would worship, and attend to him.

Kapiler said, that though the book was small, the meaning was extensive, even

as in the drop of water, on the top of a blade of grass, might be seen reflected

the image of a great tree. Paraner said, that the two-feet stanzas of the

poet measured the thoughts of all mankind, even as Vishnu when incarnate

as a dwarf, put one foot on the earth, extending the other even to the heavens.

Narkiren said, that the poet fully understanding the four subjects—virtue,
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property, pleasure, paradise, was benevolently inclined to make others under-

stand three of them, as well as himself; and that the gratitude due to him

was like that owed to the cloud that showers down fertilizing rain, without

requiring anything in return, Manuler said, this, as we thought, stupid Pa-
riar is in reality no other than a god. Kaladanar remarked, that the book

had the rare merit of harmonizing the suffrages of the six sects, who would

all admit the system to be their ov/n.

So much may suffice, without adducing all the opinions delivered.

The book has other adjuncts to be noted. It is the only one (with the

insignificant exception of some trifles by Avyar) v/hich the Hindxis have as

yet (1835) thought proper to print and publish as specimens of their credence;

and which ihey thought they could venture to place side by side with the

Scriptures, and other printed publications, by Christians; whose activity had

begun to excite jealousy and alarm in the minds of such Hindus as professing-

themselves to be Kyctnis or philosophers, could neither defend, nor approve

the vulgar idolatry of the land, nor admire the Brahrnans, nor fence off the

appeals of a purer system, without some such aid. T!ie writer is o-rounded

in this statement by his knowledge of details ; most probablv needless to be

here obtruded. Another adjunct is that, it is the only bock from which the

great Tamil scholar, and admirer of Hinduism, the late learned and talented

F. W. Ellis, Esq., thought proper to translate in part, and exhibit to the

European community, as a specimen of native ideas; and he chose, very

naturally, the portion expressly treating on virtue, as the most unexceptionable

portion. Cdselly Venkata Ramasdmi says that ]\Ir. Ellis translated the

whole ; but this is an error, occasioned perhaps by writing from memory
when at Calcutta, or by inadvertency.

It is, however, of more importance to remark, that the portion of the

work which treats on virtue itself, is in many points deficient, and in others,

opposed to Christian morality; and both systems of virtue, though they aoree

in a few things, yet, taken in the whole, they cannot stand together. We
need not enlarge; but it is because of the published specimen of the Cural, by
Mr. Ellis, that we have not thought it indispensable or necessary to f^ive a

specimen in this work. We have conceded to Tiruvalluvar that high praise

which he certainly merited, without thinking it necessary to advance hia

claims beyond the boundary of truth.

In explanation of the reference to Sanscrit literature it way be

noted that the fourfold classification of humanities therein is, dhermam,

art'ham, kdmam, mocsham. The Tamil terms, as before given, correspond.

The poet must ha,ve been acquainted with Sanscrit literature; and it

was expressly for the transfusion of that literature into Tamil, that the

College at Madura was founded.

The book is long, very thick, in good order.
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8. No. 2113. Niti sdram, essence ofmorality^ 52 stanzas. Old

No. 187, CM. 189.

This book contains fifty-two poetical stanzas with a prose rendering in

plain language ; the subject being sententious moral maxims. It is indicated

that the work is a sort of centum ; the matter being selected from various

other productions, and here presented in a connected form. The compiler's

name does not appear, and it is uncertain whether the work is complete at

the end. It has many orthographical faults, but easily susceptible of correc-

tion, if at any time edited and published. The native mora! sentences are

usually rather inane. Still it is desirable to know what their books can afford

on the subject; and in this point of view, this one might possibly merit

translation.

Leaf 1—22, on one leaf a list of cycle years.

The book is long and much injurecl.

0. No. 2116. Nitivenpa,a. moral poem. Old No. 177, CM. li:;2,

stanzas 76, with urai or prose version: leaf 1—31. Much of it

proceeds on the principle of stating aversions metaphorically, by

the word poison—as '^ food is poison to the dyspeptic," and the

lik

The Venpa is a stanza of peculiar and elegant structure. Out of one

hundred of such stanzas, this manuscript contains seventy-six. The following

is a brief indication as to subject :—Those who are great are to be cultivated

and honored; by doing which, advantages are acquired; the ignoble or the

mean are not to be attended to, as notlnng can be obtained from them, but
trifles or degradation. Illustration— if any one look into the den of lions, ho
will get the ivory tusks of elephants; but if he search the den of a jackal, he
will only find an ass's skin or sheep's bones. Things even change their

character according to usage, as an osier bamboo may be wound into the

structure of a kingly coronet ; or, if left to grow old, may become a rope-
dancer's or mountebank's pole.

The book is long, old, injured by worms,

10. No. 2117. Nal varhi, the good w\ay.

Old No. 189, CM. 237.

This is a sort of moral poera of the uld species. It denies any other
differences in the human kind, than the ordinary one of the sexes. Those who
do good, are of high caste, and those who do evil, of low caste. To maintain
life by the labors of agriculture is an honorable employ. Eegret ought to be
felt on the death of any relative, The merit of the mystic Namaskayi is

enforced.
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This work, though very brief, is complete.

A fragment of the Tiru miliar, a medical work is added.

Of this last piece by Tint miilai svami, there are 13 stanzas •

and of the ethical piece 40 stanzas. Excessive regret as above, seems
discountenanced by the passag-e; if you weep for the dead, will they
return ? therefore do not weep. The Saiva viantrn matter, if genuine
would determine the writer's class: but if foisted in, then probably
Jama; for the Saioas so treated their victims.

The book is long, thin, slightly injured.

11. No. 2118. Niti venpa, a moral poem, no boards, label or dis-

tinguishing mark, save the recent 2118.

This is another copy of the above work, on very ordinary palm leave?

without covers, or other similar mark of belonging to the collection. It has a

deficiency of fourteen stanzas, and by its assistance, the chasm in the other

copy may be partially, though not wliolly filled up. To edit the work satis-

factorily, a third copy would be recjuired.

Leaf 1—50, defective at the end ; 86 stanzas.

The moral of the bamboo is either varied or extended by—"the

bamboo that grows high, and curls over at its top may become a crown

to a king {i.e. seated under its shade), while the short and straight

bamboo is only used as a rope-dancer's pole;" or a pole on which Bamba-

rfls climb. To see the bearing, it would require to be amplified: as

—

two men were born at the same time and place ; one of them became a

king ; the other styled Prince George, turned out chief of sweeps,

and a first class black-leg at New market.

The book is long, thin, narrow leaves, worm-eaten towards the end.

12. No. 2119. Ulaca mii, on morals.

Old No. 186, CM. 191.

This is a very concise little book, chiefly consisting of brief prohibi-

tions against vices or evils with a few at the close declarative or hortatory.

It is a school book for children: but in the higher dialect. The authorship is

ascribed to Ulaca nciCha who, though his name signifies "lord of the world,''

was a man of the barber tribe. The title may be rendered either ''worldly

rectitude," or, "ZJ/aca's treatise on morals." The latter I suppose to be the

right rendering.

Ulaca. is the Tamil spelling of the Sanscrit loca. After meeting with
the book on this second occasion, I had it transcribed, and after expurgation,

printed for use in native schools. It is composed in octaves, and the two
last lines in each are a refraiu in praise of '•' tSuhrcihmamja riding on a
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peacock, &e." Silly as this may seem, it involves a hieroglyph. The Baud-

dhas, as a sect, were distinguished by their ascetics carrying a fan of feathers

from'a peacock's tail, symbolical of the female energy, and used to sweep

the ground, on which they walked, clear of insects. SuhraJimanya, the war-

like son of Siva only is worshipped in the south, on account of the eiitermi-

nation of the Bcluddhas, ascribed to him : riding over or trampling upon

them,—hence, he is always drawn riding on a peacock. Brahma rides on a

o-oose, as an emblem of the silly people over vrhom the Brahmans domineer.

The work begins by—" never pass a day without reading or

reciting," which is understood by every day acknowledging God. Others

are,
" do no evil while the world lasts ;

honor parents by doing as they

say; form no friendship with evil persons; go into no prohibited

places; never go on a solitary road alone," and so on. One precept is

variously understood; as by—''never meddle with the red-feathered

men who go out to war," or, "if you send on the vanguard of an attack,

with promise of support, do not turn back" or fail, in your .word.

The latter seems to be the best paraphrase.

There are only 12 octaves in this book on five leave?, it is not

complete. The Dherina sahlia at Madras, printed a version, edited by a

native of Trivalore, double or treble in quantity, and profusely larded

with Saiva idolatry. They tampered with all books published under

their auspices.

13. No. 2128. Tiru nuUandddi, the sacred centum of verses. Old

No. 198, CM. 1075.

It has 93 stanzas with urai or paraphrase, and contains some

ethical matter, but it properly belongs to XIV, which see.

14. No. 2129. Cmnaresvara satacatn, a poem by Cumaresvara.

Old No. 180, CM. 196. Leaf 1—48, and 98 stanzas. On moral

duties of Brahmans, kings, &c.

This is a composition of the measure termed viruttam, on Hindu

ethics ; on the duties and obligations of the four great divisions of caste

;

together with a variety of moral and ethical precepts or remarks, according to

the Hindu style of such kind of works. It is a book very common in schools ;

and this one bears an endorsement, showing it to have been the school book of

Jyah pillai, son of Christian fillai, a native christian teacher. Six stangas

arc wanting, the rciaainder is complete, and slightly injured.

15. No. 2133. Beva sahaya sic'hdmani malai. Old No. 206, CM.

157. Leaf 1

—

5, then lacune 13—32, end wanting, 71 stanzas.

This book is very incomplete. Nine palm leaves are wanting from the

5th to the 12th inclusive. Pi^om the 13th to the 32Dd it is in regxdar order;
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but how many leaves afterwards arc wanting, or liow the dciicicncy occurred,

can only be matter of conjecture. The work when complete, I am informed,

is considerably larger. It is likely not to have been iu high favor with Colonel

MacKenzie's Brahmans ; and may probably have been introduced to the

collection, by Veda Ndi/aka, a Christian in the Colonel's employ, whose

name occasionally appears in various portions of the collection.

The following is an outline of the contents. The Raja of Tiruvangudi,

termed Vdnchi mdtdndan, as a titular name, had a minister in his employ, who,

beginning to doubt the truth of the system of credence in which he was educated,

gave ear to the instructions of a Roman Catholic Missionary in Travancore

;

in the end, he was baptized by the name of Dc.va saUuya Sichdmani, and

made a public profession of the lloman Catholic faith. Information of the

circumstance reaching the king, he sent for his servant and questioned him

;

who avowed the fact of his change of religion. The king was very angry,

and sent him to the first of his remaining twenty-three counsellors, by whom
he was treated with great indignity; and passed on the second, who imitated

the conduct of the first; and so on, till the twenty-three had each one

exhausted his invention in devising modes of indignity, and punishment.

As the convert, notwithstanding, continued firm, his death was resolved on,

and he was shot. His body was afterwards interred in the bed of the river,

in or near the fort of Darbandt'Jia puram. The narrative is given with

some poetical ornaments of language, and is evidently the production of a

lloman Catholic native. The whole of the materials of the above abstract

are not in this copy, but I have obtained them by inquiry. The book com-

plete, is in the hands of some of the Roman Catholic natives at Madras.

In the same analysis, a deception passed off on Prof. Wilson, as

to the contents of this book, is specified ; needless to be perpetuated.

The book is long, slightly injured.

16. No. 2135. 'Arancjesa venpa. Old No. iSt, CM. 200, leaf

1

—

33, defective, 59 stanzas.

17. No. 2137. 'Arangesa venpa. Old No. 185, CM. 201, leaf

1—60, 75 €tanzas with urai.

18. No. 2142. 'Arangesa venpa. Old No. 182, CM. 199, leaf

23

—

bQ, has 117 stanzas with urai.

This work contains a series of illustrations of the Cural of Tirvvalluvar.

The plan made use of is to quote a sententious maxim from the Cural, and

then to prove its accuracy, by an example taken from other works of reputa-

tion
; the illustration is usually practical, being of tho nature of a historical

or biographical incident, The .tendency of such a plan is to engraft both

d

A
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moral remark or precept, and practical illustration on the memory. It' well

and impartially managed, such a model might be followed in other languages.

16 is of medium size, injured ; 17 is long, old, slightly injured
;

IS is long, damaged.

19. No. 2143. Aruna giri ncitlia tint imaerli. Some clhicAl

matter, but it properly belongs to XII, which see.

20. No. 2147. Deva rdya pala rtddal. Old No. 190, CM. 175,

leaf 1—37 defective, 119 stanzas ; others at the end wanting.

Another copy, No. 2317, infra 23.

These two manuscripts seem to be parts of two copies of the sarao

oompositioix ; purporting, according to the title, to be various chants by Deva
Toyen, Neither copy is complete, and in each one there is transposition and

confusion. The copy of one must have been made by a Roman Catholic

Christian, indicated by au expression at the beginning ; and there is one

vri'Utam or stanza which declares the unity of the Su])reme Being, and the

vanity of idols, in such a manner, as evidently to be the composition of a

Christian. The remainder in both copies as far as complete, is a sort of

centum of verses extracted from various authors and without much coherence
;

so as to wear rather the appearance of such kind of poetical extracts, as are

sometimes made in an album. Both copies seem to me quite useless, and are

alloAved to remain as I found them.

This copy 20, is of medium size, very narrow leaves, in tolerable

order.

21. No. 2223. Sivdcyar pddal. Old No. 132, CM. 165 leaf

1-24.

This is a didactic moral poem, characterised chiefly by its monothe-

istical purport. It is very severe on idol worship, and on various abuses con-

nected with the common Brahmanical system ; maintaining the necessity

of rejecting the names of Siva and Vishnu, and worshipping one only god.

Hence, it has always been ma-le great use of by native Christians, in disputing

with Hindu natives. I was told some years ago that the ascetics (or Pandd-

ramx) of the >Saiva class stek after copies of this poem vAi\\ avidity, and

uniformly destroy every copy they find. It is by consequence, rather scarce,

and chiefly preserved by native Christians.

This copy is complete, as to the number of palm leaves, but very much

injured by insects- Collating it with a copy, heretofore belonging to the late

Dr. llottlcr, noAV in my possession, I have had one good copy carefully

restored.

The restored copy was in one of five thick folio volumes of

restored M.SS. still preserved in the Library, to be catalogued under
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because of a proceedin<^ of the Dherma sabha at Madras. As the book

could not be destroyed, they caused to l)e printed an interpohited and

greatly corrupted version, as the genuine work of the author, but

maintaining just the reverse of his real opinions.

The present copy is somewhat long, thin, very mucli injured.

22. No. 2231. On the boards Niti sdram, but it contains :

1.) Uvamani. savgrciha, epitome of mctapliors.

2.) Ratna clmrukani—gems of verse. Old No. 188, CM. 190.

These two little works are tied up together in om^ book, absurdly

entitled, on the label outside, both in Tamil and English letters, Nitl sdram,

like the preceding.

The first epitome is by Tiru Vencc'tfcuijar ,• and the second so-termed

gems, by PvgerheJiti, a poet of some repute, formerly patronised by a Pandiya

king ; and author of the Tamil poetical version of tlie story of ^ala roja.

The "epitome" contains a specification of the metaphors to be used

in poetry, on tlie perfections of tlie more elegant portion of the human species ;

and the "gems" arc of the hhdna class.

The latter piece contains 51 stanzas. The former one is referred

to from III, to which it relates.

The book is of medium length, thin, recent.

23. No. 2277. Conrdi vendan, ^ school hook. Old No. 170, CM.
206.

A sort of second book to the '/Uti cliuvadi, somewhat more i?i

cxtcnso : following the like order, and by the same authoress Avvaiyar.

This is another school book, by the same authoress, followincr also

the alphabetical order, but with senlentious maxims, a little longer and a little

more ditficult, adapted to a child that has gone througli the former one. This

book was also called Klti chol, but accpured the common term as above, from

a modern and spurious invocation to Ganesa. A translation of it by Dr. John

was printed in the Asiatic Researches.

Loaf 1—6 complete, in tolerable order.

24. No. 2282. Ciimmi 'pdilu, a didactic poem. Old No. 20o,

CM. 158.

This is a fragment only of a work by Vedanaynh of Tanjore, a Chris-

tian poet of considerable attainments and eminence, lie made exteusiveuse

of Scriptural sul jects, put into a poetical form, which he was accustomed to

recite iu the public places at Tanjore, after the m.mner of native minstrels

;
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Homeric also, if we may credit trarlition. This work lie addressed to liis

daughter, as " wise" or " well taught ;" ending his lines with that phrase, as

many natives do with the sort of expletive ammdne, when addressed to some

goddess or lady of quality. In this poem there are severe strictures on

idolatry, and idohitrous customs, with cautionary prohibitions against

assimilation to them. From the beginning forwards there are twenty-one

closely written palm leaves, hut much afterwards is wanting.

It appears that some similar book existed in prose, and therefore

not so easily remeoib'^red. The author turned the meaning into t'r?,7/o

verses ; that so others, and especially women, might easily retain the

sense in memory. Another ingenious device of his was to compose

chants for water drawers in fields and gardens; in substitution for tiie

silly ones, more common. A moonshee once gave me a specimen of the

better kind of such hortal chants

—

thus

Amian tanibl tune—Janma palaiyaldi—AdJin tan aiiimaite.

The elder brother and the younger brother are birth-enemies,

so it is, O lady !

This book is long, thin, on narrow leaves, slightly injured.

25. No. 2317. Deva ra/ja pale fddal. Old No. 157, CM. 17G.

This is the otlier copy referred to supra 20, No. 2147, leaf 1—37

are wanting, then 38—60 without the ending.

There are said to be some extracts from the Ndladiyar ; some

from other books. One passage pointed out to me is
—

" there is an

ornamental beauty in hair, and another in fine garments; but these are

not like learning, real beauty."

This copy is of medium size, on very narrow leaves, in good order.

IX. Geographical.

1. No. 2093. Bhucola pramunom. Old No. 7G, CM. 2.38.

The first twenty-three leaves of this document contain an abstract of

Pauranical geography, relative to the seven d/vipas, seas, and included

matters of no interest in point of novelty. Three more leaves are occupied

Avith a statement concerning the hrcfa ynga, or ]mre age.

It is usually considered that hliucola is a euphonic transposition,

for hJru-locn, a pleonasm. The .scholiast on Virgil's Bucolics states, that

Ba comes IVom an obsolete root : it is clearly Sanscrit in origin, for
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earth. The same word Bhu came to Europe Ly anotlier route,"and

thence passed to Africa, with the Boers (ox Bhu-crs) that is, eaith-nicn,

agriculturists.

This book is long, thin, leaf 1—26 deficient at the end, much
damaged, in some places worm-eaten.

2. No. 2106. Tandamandala satacam, a centum of verses on the

Conjeveram country. Old No. 148, CM. 73, stanzas 92.

The satacam is a poem of 100 stanzas in its appropriate metre. Tliis

is now an inconiplelc specimen. The subject is a panegyric on the country

or district, heretofore subject to Tondamon or Adondai, bounded by Tripetv

and the Cdla'tasti mountains, on the north ; by the sea on the east ; by the

Pdlar river on the south ; and by the ghauts, or mountain range on the west.

This country is hij^hly extolled, and a special distinction is paid to the Cdchl^

ecam.lesvara fane at Conjeveram. As such, it has a resemblance, in subiLct

to llie opening of the S'aiva st'liala. piirdncim of ihat fune.

In the Appendix to Vol. IP, of Oriental Ilist. M.S3. translated,

memorial verses as to boundaries, by various poets were quoted with

translation : but not giving the Tondainandalam distinct. Of this the

southern boundary was the Pdlar river, the northern the Pennaur, cast

the sea, west the ghauts. It i^as conquered by Adondai, 'iWeffxinivdie

son of Kulotlunga chola from the J'ondas (or Todar') who were either

exterminated, or driven (like the Welsh) to hill countries, as the

Neilgherries &c.

This book is of medium size, thin, leaf I—29 injured by insects.

o. No. 2331. Nara singha ray a vamsdrali. Old No. 243, CM. 99.

According to the title, this book should contain a genealogv of Nara
singha rayer, the conqueror of Vijatjanagaram, and founder of a new
dynasty. The document, however, is made up of a mere ?/?e/a^?7c of palm
leaves of difff^rcnt sizes and handwritings, without order or connexion.

At an eaidy period of my inquiries it attracted attention, and produced a feel-

ing of disappointment. It .was set aside in the expectation that it mic^ht

afford materials to fill up deficiencies in other ^f.SS. Tins expectation has

not been realized, and it is now passed on ; being simply noted as containin"-

fragojents.

The detached leaves contain boundaries of countries
; as the

Pdndiya desam, limits of Dindigul, and the like ; similar to the above
memorial verses, but no genealogy or history.

The book has leaves of dilTcring lengths, rather long, of medium
thickness, a little injured.
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X. Grammatical.

1. No. 2070 {alpha), Tolcapiijam, literally "old poetry," an

ancient grammar. Old No. 5i, CM. 210.

Agastija (a Bruhman named after the great rnhi so called) first passed

tlic Tind/ri/a mountains, and led on the Bnj/imans to the southern peninsula.

He is soraetimes styled the father of the Tamil language, as I imagine from

forming the Tamil letters (which partake of the Tibetan and Granllta features),

and from shaping the language into somewhat grammatical form. A work

on grammar is ascribed to him, said to have contained 12,000 sutras or con-

cise stanzas. Tulcapii/a his disciple reduced that work (now lost) to 1,660

sutras, in the Tolcdpiyavi ; and Pacayiandi, a later grammarian reduced

these to 460, in the Nannul ; Avhich is now the most commonly used epitome

of grammar.

The Tvlcdpii/am complete, should consist -of three parts, on letters,

words, prosody (or rather versification, as an art). Of these, the last part is

extremly rare ;
perhaps cannot be found complete. The two former parts only

arc found in this copy as is customary. These two parts are complete. The

sutras themselves occupy a small space; the larger portion of the work being

a commentary bv Nachinarakinnaiyur ; Avhich, out of three different commen-

taries, is esteemed the best one- The manuscript is but slightly damaged by

insects, and does not need restoration.

Leaf 1— 119 and 41. others confused, the end being on partici-

ples : it may have been injured since my former aiialysis. The book

is long, of twice the usual thickness, well preserved.

2. No. 2175. Naiuml padice/jal, a part of the right rule, a grammar^

Old No. 61. CM. 212, see the next number.

Leaf 53—92 the end ; two pieces one on short leaves, the other

medium length, tliin, on talipat leaves, in good order.

3. No. 2371. Nan7ml. The label torn off, and now affixed to the

above. The old No. was GO, CM. 211. Another fragment of the

J\'annul was noted in my former analysis. Thi:§ c^^py l^'^s 59 leaves,

defective at the beginning and ending. The book is long, of medium

thickness, in good order.

The following is my entry in the said analysis:—
The first of these manuscripts (or No. (iO) is a part of the Nannul,

being the chapter on etymology, termed padiceyal, treating of words. It con-

tains the original sutras, with the comment of Saacura-iiama-t^ivaya in

/S'/<e/i-Tamil, and another comment or exi)lanation of the comment, in Codan-

Tamil, or the common dialect. This ^t.S. is written on talipat leaves (used

in the ciitrcmc soutli), and i.s in goo'l [>rcscrvalion.
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The otlier M.S. (No. HI) is an inipeifect copy of the same famous gramma-

tical Avork by Pavanandi, abridged from the Tolcapiyam, as the latter is said

to have been abridged from a still larger work of AgnsHja. The Nannid liad

three explanatory commentators; the comment in this M.S. is that by San-

eara-nama-sivaya-rulavan alone- The M.S. is, however, very deficient; at

Ihe beginning it wants the preface, the two first chapters or sections, and a

small part of the third at its commencement. Part of the fourth section, at

the end is wanting, and all the remainder; what there is of the contents is on

orthography only. The leaves of the book are not of equal size; and seem

like fragments of two books put together ; being a fragment still. The leaves

are of the broad kind, common only in the extreme south of the peninsula.

They are in tolerable good condition.

XI. Historical.

1. No. 2036. Congu desa rdjdkal chariiram. Old No.21G, CM.
149, leaf 1—98.

Tlie book is of medium size, and now worm-eaten, v. infra. 5,

No. 2303.

2. No. 2293. Chenjl rajahal hcyfeyut. Old No. 232, CM. 98,

kings of Ginjee.

This is a M.S. of twenty-eight palm leaves, damaged by worms. It is

Avritten in Tamil verse of an easy kind. Its chief object is to celebrate the

heroism of the last of the rryas of Ginjee, of the dynasty, proceeding from the

original viceroy from rija.ya7iagaram. The final defence of the fort of Ginjee

was very obstinate. According to this poem the raja headed his troops in

person, and when he found himself no longer supported by them, he rode among

the Mahomedans, dealing destruction around him, until overpowered and slain.

This rashness the writer magnifies into extraordinary heroism.

In consequence of its greatly damaged state, when I made the

former analysis, it was restored on thick paper in a folio volume ; and

as such, the volume will recur under the second Family. The liberality

of the king and his queen, in gifts, is greatly lauded in this poem.

Fuller details concerning the principality of Ginjee arc contained in the

Carndtaca rdjakal, but written in barbarous language.

This M.S. is long, has no boards, is defective at the end.

3. No. 2295. Nanja rdja, ixccoxmi oi\nva. Leaf 1—28.

In my former analysis this was noted as a small book without

mark or number, but with an i,idicatiou that a label was once on it.

** Incomplete at the end—in the commencement Naiija rcija is addressed

as if by epistle." It is found inside, that the name Chenzi raja
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also occurs. There nre some details o / the assembling an army by

Nojija raja, and of an assault on an enemy. A chief named Nanja

raja figured in the Mysore wars, and is mentioned by Colonel Wilks in

his Sketches. This book appertains to Mysore and Ginjee affairs.

Jt is short, on talipat leaves, in good order.

4. Ko. 2296. Tondaman catlia, legend of the Tondaman chief.

Old No. 166, CM. 79?

A reference to the four yugas, with mention of avatdras and of some

rulers in those ages. The names are not those usually given; and it is added

that, in those four ages, Agastya bore four different names. Immediately,

there is reference to tlie formation of an agrahdram at Gurupdcdm ; the

details of which are promised, but are not given, as the document there

abruptly ends.

Another following document has not the first leaf— probably it only

contained the invocation. The second begins with the Krefa yugam or earli-

est age, and goes on with the other yugas, briefly mentioned. Then from

Janamejaya downwards to Sdlicdlmna, a few names are given. Subsequently

to Salivdhana, several names are loosely stated of kings who ruled in different

places, and at distant times; here put together, as if they followed each other,

at least without any note of indication to the contrary. The story of the birth

of Adondai appears to h^ve heen given, but a leaf or two is lost, and the loss

is of no consequence. There is a list of kings, strangely transposed in order;

and, being on the same palm leaf, it cannot arise from confusion of the leaves.

The narrative of Adondai s clearing the Tondamandalam.; his war

with the Curumha-rdja, and defeat; his having a celestial vision, followed by

the occurrence of a predicted omen, and this by a complete victory ; occur as

heretofore abstracted from other documents. There is, however, no complete

finish at the end.

Hemfirh.—The confusion discovered to exist in this manuscript, appa-

rently must arise from wanting many leaves, either not copied by ihe writer,

or if copied, afterwards taken away. The book is evidently one, and homo-

geneous, not composed of fragments of various books. Consequently, it must

be passed as it is; and shouhl the deficient leaves bo at any time met with

they may be put into order. I rather apprehend that they will be found en-

tirely wanting; except as regards tiie integrity of the collection, the loss is of

no consequence ; since we have all the information elsewhere.

The book is of medium length, 15 leaves written, and 2 or 3

blank leaves, good order.

r>. No. 2303, Conyu dc.sa rdjakal Kyfeyut. Old No. 217, CM. 74.

vide 1, No. 2030, supra.
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'riiere are two copies of this valuable manuscript, bothofwhicu A^ere read

and compared together. The one was found to be an imperfect copy of the

other, having besides a considerable chasm in the middle : the superior copy

lias also a short break in the passage relating to a change of Vishnu Verd'k

ana of Talcdd from the./ai«a to the Vuishnavu faith ; there is also an omission

of one or two names. In other respects the better manuscript is complete.

The palm leaves of this copy (and of the inferior one also) had suffered much
from being eaten through by insects ; in some places letters, in others, words,

weie eaten away: the?e iiowever could be made out by a little attention;

and, to prevent further illegibility, I directed the manuscript to be restored

on paper ; forming a valuable record. See 2nd Family.

Though the title indicates only a narrative of the ancient Congu-desam

(being, as it would appear, the sanie v.'ith the modern Coimbatore cuunlry; yet,

the work oontuins distinct chapters or sections, which might be regarded aa

distinct productions, on the Choluy Oyisala and Vijayanugara kingdoms .

these kings having been successively conquerors of tiie Congu country. The

first record of the country goes up nearly to the commencement of the Chris-

tian era, and narrates the rule of some chiefs down to the close of the ninth

ctntuiy; and the conquest of the countiy about that time by 'Aditya Vartna

aCfiola prince. Various matters are narrated in connexion with this dynasty,

and some light is thrown on the Fcindiya dcsam, such as the records of that

kingdom would not own. The Congu countiy then seems to have come under

the rule of the Ogisalus, whose capital was above the ghauts, in the Mysore

country. These gave way befuie the Rayers ol Vijayanagara-

Both dynasties of Oi/isalas and Bayers are given from the commence-

ment. The record is brought down to a period subsequent to the transfer of

the lemains of the Mayer power to Petinacondai, and concludes with narrat-

ing warlike operations in the Mysore country; with the siege and storming of

Seringapatam, A.D. 1609-10, nearly two hundrod years antecedent to a like

event, which made it, for a time, so famous. At that time it is said to have

come into the possession of the Raja udiyor of Mysore.

The manuscript is, for the most part, free from the mythological fable,

which usually disfigures Iliiidu docvMnentf, and is well supported by dates

;

in general referred to inscriptions, which are mentioned; and many grants of

land are specified, with such reference On the whole, this is one of the best and

most valuable manuscripts in the collection. A more full abstract is not here

given, seeing that some time since, I translated the whole, and intend to transmit

a copy of it to the Eengal Asiatic Society, for inserlion, if thought worthy by

them of such distinction, in the transactions of that illustiious Society.

The translation was not forwarded as intendo^d, owing to a vc(o,

against communications with Calcutta, coming from the local authority

under which, immediately, I was acting. It lung remained on hand.
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and narrowly escaped being destroyed. It was printfMl witli my notes

and appendix, in the Madras Journal of Science and Literature, Vol.

XIV, Part I, No. o2, January to June 1847. The introduction thereto

explains tlie process ; having the issue of its being published. In the

addendum, towards the close, were strictures on a somewhat super-

cilious reference, by a Mr. Dowson, to the above extract last para.

" On the whole this is one of the best and most valuable manuscripts

in the collection." Mr. Dowson pos&essed only an imperfect, and

incorrect English \ ersion of the former part of the document,

A f.aper, by Captain Il.Congreve, "On the antiquities of the

Neilgherry Hills," followed next but one to the said translation. I was

induced thence to conjecture (conjecture only) that the Fort of the earli-

est set of kings of the Congu ndd was on those hills, removed thence

to Talccid in Mysore.

This copy is of medium size, injured,

G. No. 2305. Carndtaca rdjakal savhtara charitravi , or a general

history of the Indian Peninsula, Old No. 214, CM. 75.

This work, which is of no ordinary interest or importance, professes to

be a general history of Peninsular India ; Mahomedan as well as Hindu ; and to

include the period from the corDmencement of the Call yuga, corresponding

with the installation of Pitricahita, son of Ahhnanija, and grandson oi ArjitnOf

doAvn to Call y^tgd 4908, being Acheya year of the HUidu cycle ; era of Vic-

ramaditya 1864: — Sdlivahana sacn \7'29 (A.D. 1807-8). It is a great pity

that there is a small chasm in one place ; and a much larger one in another;

though not in the most valuable portions.

The general nature of the work may best appear from the following

abstract; often little more than a mere indfx to the contenta.

Introduction.—The usual invocation. The author's name, JVurayen

of the Ananlakbn race of Ginjec. The book was composed, while Lord W.

Eentinck was Governor of Madras, at the special request of Colonel William

Macleod, the Commissioner at Arcot, Mdio desired Ndraya7ien to write down

a narrative of events in India from the earliest times; as such an account

would be very acceptable to Europeans. In consequence of this request, Nar-

ayanen felt great anj^iety that his work should be complete and authentic ;

and after six monllis' preparatory study, durijig which he specially procured the

aid of learned Mahomedaris, and acquired from them all the details of their

books and records, ho wrote down this compendium of results. He offers the

customary ajjology to authors and critics, f)r any deficiency tlial may be found

in his production.
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The Xakkaxivk,,

Tiie first Cauda, or section, on primeval matters. A reference to the

creation of elementary principle?, the Brahmundam or mundane egg, the

farmation therein of (he different orders of beings and things. The greater

and le-sser periods or ages, periodical deluge, formation of inferior gcds,

asttras and men; avataras of Vishnu; eclipses, how accounted for; fast-

ing at that time peculiar to India; Hindu notions of geography, mention

o( Nipal, Moghulistan, Turki'>faif, and Hindustan, proper; the birth of

Krishna about one hundred years before the end of the Dwdpara yuga, arid

his building the town of Dwaraca, on the sea coast, and reigning there. His

actions are stated in plain language, divested of the marvellous.

The second Cauda, or section, relating to the royal line o^ Haxtindpuri.

The genealogy of tlic race deduced from Soma. Accounts of the Pdndavas

and other persons, similar to matters in the Ma/iftfe/tara<rt, but reduced to simple

narrative, by the rejection of hyperbolical metaphors. A long lapseof tiuie

given to the later descendants, subsequent to Janamejaya. Vicramadityi

conquered, and ended that race. References to Salivahana and Blioja raja,

with their successors (of great value, if authentic) down to year of the Cult

yngi 3700, about which time is fixed the commencement of the Hegiro.

Hindu kings ruled .591 years after that period. The conquest of Delhi placed

in the reign of PriChu. Rise of the Mahomedan ascendancy.

The third CawrffiT, or section, account oi iheWillact , or original country

of the Mahomedans; Geographical details and definitions of the country, north

west of the Indus adapted to aid in fixing the reference of names in Paurdnic

geography. Mention of Alexander's victory over Darius ; extended notice

of ancient Iran and Turan; rise of Mahomed in the year of Vicramaditija

621, era of Sdlivdhana 486; notices of the Caliphs, his successors; a some-

what full account of Hassan and Hnssan ; various subordinate matters.

Persian invasion of Moultan and Lahore (by way of Caiidaliar and Cabul),

against Rama deva, king of that part of the country (Ilegira 431) who routed

the invaders and drove them back across the Indus at Attock. Eeference to

Firdousi, author of the «S /to A wame/t ; the insufficient reward given to hini,

which he bestowed in charity, and satirised the promise-breaking patron;

invasion of D^lhi from Persia, taking tribute ; extension of the irruption

in the Deccan ; plunder of the Cdrndtaca country, extending as far as

Seringapatam ; images of gods taken thence, and carried to the Padshah at

Delhi. Ramanii)a W3s then at Seringapatam, and went to the Padshah at

Delhi ; by making intercfrt through the medium of the Padshah's daughter,

ho recovered the sacred images, and brought them back. The Padshah,

after making a treaty with the Delhi monarch, returned to Iran. Another

invasion in the year of the Ilngira 022: with subordinate matter.
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Section 4tli On Delhi afll'airs.

In Hegira 625, Snhan C.iias-clin PndshnJi invaded ^louUan and was

defeated. There are many following detoils of hattles and negoliations, nut

well admitting of an abstract. At a latter ppriod there is special mention of

Mira All udi/i Gory, as having conquered Bahnram Shuli, and being seated

on the throne of Delhi. He sent to demand tribute from the soulhern kings

in India, which was not given, and the refusal led to various hostilities;

affairs of Guzerot are introduced ; Firoz Shah is said to have acquired

extensive power in Hindustan. Other details of more or less importanco

are given.

Section olh. Account of Timur.

A shepherd boy, named Tayamur, was in the habit of leading out a few

sheep belonging to his mother, to the forest; wherein, one day he met a holy

man, who, in a manner minutely derailed, prophetically announced his future

soverei;^nty, and that he wouM be the head of a dynasty of twenty -one kings.

At eighteen years of a'^e, Tayamur discovered treasure in a well ; relinquishing

the care of sheep, he assembled troops and made successful incursions on

Iran; he overcame various chieftains, an 1 conquered the troops sent against

him by the Padishah; defeated the Padshah himself, and took him prisoner.

In Hegira 773, Tayamur imposed tribute on Iran ; he subsequently attacked

the kingdom of Turdri; Tayamur gave to four of bis sons, four kingdoms.

He invaded Afffhmiisfan, and overthrew its niler- Subsequentir, Tayamur

invaded Hindustan—he sat down on the Delhi throne, Hegira 801. Minor

details, tiansactions with the Shah of Roum: intending to invade the empire

of China, he fell sick, and died on the way, Hegira 807- Various details

of the Delhi empire follow. At a later period some notices of Oudipore and

Jeypore are given,

(A soiall chasm occurs, the palm leaf, No. 51 being wanting, it rnay be

recovered, and spac^ is left for it in the restored cipy).

Some details respecting Humaion Shah, bis recovery of courage after

the loss of his kingdom, ascribed to a singular reproof, unconsciously given to

him by a woman, who charitably bestowed a ni^al on him, when he was a

fuoritive in disguise. Acbar,h\?, inquiries into Hindu literature; part of it

transfused into Persian, at an expense to him of three crores of rupe( s. He

died Hegira 1014. His son Jehangitir—\vAcm\\erviWce, o'her habits, attachment,

and gifts to JVourmahal. Notice of the Eengal souhah, held by the younger

brother of Xourm.ahal ; Avho, abusing his trust, was ordered to be beheaded,

but escaped by her contrivance. Anecdote of three lime kilns, kept ready by

the Shah for the death of himself, oi' JS'ourmahal, and her brother, in case of

emergency. Auningzehe. The Mahrattas. Various details. Foundation of

Atnungahad, 'Hc^'nfi 10(J(). Notices of Adil Shuh, and the ruler of Hyderabad.
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Magnificent tomb. Details of tributaries. Auruiigzebe's behaviour towards

bis father and brothers. Affairs of the Punjab and of Guzerat. Meniioii

introduced of Anaynndi, Ginjee, find other Carnataca countries; Yellore,

Ginjee. Arnee. Tanjore governed by him. War with *S'fl/(o;7,chief of the Mahrat-

fas. Death of the Sifoji raja. Crowning of Suhoji, who ruled in Sattara. The

Padshah sent Zulfecar khan to conquer the Carnalic; fouglit with the

Mahraftas ; look Ginjee. Mention of Daood Shah, made Killndar of Ginjee.

Zulfecar hhon returned. The Mahratfas attacked him. Details of the Alah-

rattan. Aurungzehe sent his son Asuph Shah to Bengal. Arrangement for his

sons, previous to his deatli, wliich took place in Hegira 1119. Various details

concerning his successor. Details relative to son)c Amirs of ihe palace. Other

matters down loHcglra 1131, when Mahomed Shah became Padshah. He sent

out a finnan to various kings, as far as to Arcot Various details inclusive

of Caruatic affairs down to Nadir Shah, AJaned Shah ; subsequent matters.

Section 6th. Concerning the Mahraltas and the Tuluva country.

The country referred to in this seciion lies between the Nurbudd^i and

Toomboodra livers (the Nirraathi and Tungabhadra). That land used to

give tribute during the Dwdpara yvga to the kings of Hastindpiiri, down to

the time of Janamejaya. Sdlivdhana was born, an illegitimate child of a

Brahman at Munguil painam, at, or near to Rdmagiri (or DowUitabad).

He made extensive conquests even to the Cauvery river. He overcame

Vicramdditya, and placed the son of the latter on his throne, as a tributary

at Ougein. Many other kings ruled for 4,000 years. Transition to the land

of Tuluva, and the upper Cdrna'aca desam.. A shepherd of the Curumha tribe

did service to a ruhi or ascetic, who discovered to him hidden treasure, with

which the shepherd, quilting that occupation, raised troops, and laid the

foundation o£ Anaconddi, and afterwards of Vijaynnagaram. He was named
Pravada dcva rayer. Xo mention of intervening matters down to Nara-
sinyha deva rayer, who introduc^^d a new dynasty.

Section 7th. On the Hassan dynasty of the Deccan kingdom.

This kingdom began with Hassan, a contemporary with Rama deva,

of the for-'going race. He was of humble origin. A Brahman saw him,

sleeping in the sun, his face shaded by the hood of a cobra- capella, and thence

prognosticated his future greatness. At a time when a sovereign was wanted?

and an elephant, with a wreath of flowers on its trunk, was deputed to fix on

the proper person; the animal selected i7flS5a« from a multitude of people, and

'deposited the wreath on his head. He was, in consequence, chosen king.

[In this place some palm leaves of the copy are wanting, how many, cannot be deter-

mined, as the number of the page is uniformly reckoned from the beginning of the section
;

spare sheets will be left, in the binding up of the restored copy, sufficient to allow of the filling

in, should the deficient matter be hereafter recovered. Tlicre. is so close a coincidence be-

tween lhebpginnin;rof the !<ection,and the account given hylerislifa of the commencement of
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(lie kingdom of the JJecciui, tliat possibly the whole section may only have been an abridgment

of Ferishta received by the author Narayanen from Mahomedane at ArcoL. If so, the loss

is immaterial ; but if otherwise, it is much to be regretted, as a check on the mendacious

Ferishta is very desirable.]

Section 8tli. Concerning the lower Cdrnntaca country.

Definitive boundaries of the Carnatic. The Tondamandalam, capital

Conjeveram ; the Canara country, capital SWingapatnam ; the Chola-

viandalam, capital here said to be Chenji (Ginjee); Chola desam on the

Cauverv, its capital Tanjore ; to the south, Pandit/a mandalam, capital

Madura wi^h Trichinopoly ; CJhera mnndalam, capital Tirunagiri; Kerala

desam, capital Ananta sayanam ; Telivga desam, capital Kolacondai (Gol-

conda). Revenues of those different kingdoms; the Kerala, Pandiyi, Chola and

other rajas, were tributaries to the royal house o^ Hastindpuri. Some notice of

the incarnations of the emblems of Vishnu, the (chank chacra &c ,) in the

persons oi Alarer, Sadugoparva and others. Notice of Mdnica Vdsacar and

Sampanantar, their polemical contests with the Somanar (Bauddhas or

Jainas). Subsequent to that time the Vaishnava sect experienced a depre-

ciation, owing to the ascendancy gained by the Saivas. Notice of Tamil poets,

Camban, Pttgerentan, Otta ciittan. Camhan composed his poetical version

of the Ramayanam in Sal. Sac- 807. Notice of some Chola kings. The

Vaishnava teacher Ramanuja flourished Sal. Sac. 939. Trib'huvana chacra-

verti became Suntara Pandiya dever, Fusly 460. Vira Pandiya cholan was

Jiis son. Ramanuja lived in his time. ((^ These points and dates, considered

as the author's testimony, are very important, as a check on accounts by the

Saivas). Notice of the first inroad made by the Mahomedan'S into the Carnatic.

Many details coticerning Crinii canda cholan, Ramnnuja, and tlie Maho-

medans. Cari cdla cholan flourished Fusly 570. Villiputturar, a poet in the

Conga desam, translated the Mahahharata into Tamil verse, at the promised

reward of five gold huns each stanza (of four lines) ; on his task being finished,

the king gave him only five fanams each stanza. Story of Nandi, a king of

the Hiola country, his hunt of a pig, which in the end became metamor-

phosed into a figure of Vishnu in the Vardha avatara, a shrine was built on

the spot. Origin of Chenji (or Ginjee). A treasure was discovered by one

Anantahon, a shepherd, who raised troops therewith ; and, getting aid from

other chiefs, established himself as a raja; Ginjee being his capital : this was

Funly year 600. He cut a canal for irrigation near Trinomali ; which, in

course of time having become filled up, was restored by the Nabob Wallajah,

Fusly 1184. Anantahon gave to his tribe the name of Sammanainanar. He •

was succeeded by Crishnakdn, Fusly 650; Goneri/tvn, Fusly 680, both of them

built sacred edifices. His son was Govindahdn,Vm\yl00 ; [*alliyahdn,¥uB\y 720,

lie miide roads, choultries, 8cc. The dynasty now gave way before a Curvmha

tribe, named Vadaga Yrdiar (nor lb country shepherds •, the first king of this
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tribe was Kohi Ungam, Fusly 740 ; lie built a brick fort at Chdntamangalum
;

he formed some tanks, and left others unfinished. In his time, his feudatories

built several forts with brieks' in different places; iys Asuj)ur, Pelacujmr,

Cupam colur, &c. He formed channels to bring down streams for irrigation

from mountain springs; among which, the one named Kobiliriganjmii remains

to this day ; he ruled with great equity. Afterwards Fusly 800, NarasiJiga

udiyar became viceroy. The Moha rayer of Anacondai, Vijayanagaram and

Pennacondai sent an army against the aforesaid Kohilinrjan, and having

conquered the country, he delivered it over to Nurusiriga udiijar to be

held as a fief, sending tribute to the rayer. A donation was made to a

fane or temple, Sal. ^ac. 1332. (A.D. 1410).' About this time the ro/a of

Vandicad named JBhiipat't rayer udiynr ruled according to an inscription,

dated in Sal. Sac. 1341. Vira vijaya rayer was also a ruler over that

district- Vallala rayen ruled Fusly 750. He made additions to the shrine at

Trinoviali; he paid tribute io \\\g rayer. After he fell, the country being

divided among petty chiefs, became subject to Krishna deca rayer. He sent

a great army into the Carnatic, said to have consisted of 100,000 men, under

the command of chiefs, named Vaiyapa nayaher, Tvbdki O'lshnapa nayaker,

Vijaya Ragkava nayaher and Vencatapa nayaker. In Fusly 870, Vaiyapa

nayaker came and collected tribute extensively ; he encamped near Vellore.

The chief at Chittoor, and other petty chiefs of the TondamandaJayn , had an

interview with him. He fixed their rate of tribute ; mention is made among
others of Bommareddi of Calastri. The rayer s general afterwards went to

Uinjee. The chiefs of the Chola mandalam had an interview with him, and

their tribute was also settled. Vaiyapa nayaker continued at Ginjee, with

his army. He gave it in charge to the subordinate generals to go and levy

tribute on the Pandya, Chola and Chera, kingdoms. In Tanjore, Trichinopohj,

Madura and Tiru 7iagari, the kings respectfully answered to the demand.

Thus the eastern Carnataca (as distinguished from Mysore &c.), became

subject to the rayer. He derived three crores of rupees from this country, and

in consequence, he divided the whole into three parts, under three viceroys,

(Jrishnapa nayaher at Ginjee, governed the country fiom Nellore to the river

Coleroon ; Vijaya Ragkava at Tanjore, governed the fertile country washed

by the Cauvery river ; and to Vencatapa nayaker, was assigned the country

south of the latter. Notices follow of the proceedings of these viceroys. A
Mahomedan coalition was formed against the rayer. The principal viceroy

of the latter was recalled with his troops; and Tuhdki nayaher thencefor-

ward assumed independency at Ginjee. His successors with their dates, and

proceedings are mentioned. The last of them Ajrpa nayaker is described as

weak, and vicious to an extreme. He came to the throne, Fusly 1030 ; and,

in his time a Mahomedan confederacy, the formation of which is ascribed to

the treachery of Bomma raja of Chingleput, brought a deluge of Muhomedan
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troops into the lower ('aiuatic. The siege of Ginjee, and ita capture, after

great resistance, are described with considerable force and spirit, and at much

length, as the author is writing about his native place. The proceedings of

Vijaya Raghava at Tanjore, are also alluded to—he purchased peace.

Tinimala nayaker of Madura, by the assistance of the CoUaries, routed and

repelled the Mahomedans, who returned discomlited to Ginjee. Irruption of

the Mahrattas into the country— seizure of Tanjore— tribute imposed by them

on other places. Proceedings of Sivaji in the lower Carnatic.

Ari'ival of the English at Chenn'apatnam (Madras). Notice of other

Europeans. From this time forwards, there is a minute and generally correct

detail of the proceedings of the English and French, in connexion with the

Nabob on the one part, and Chunda saheb, &lc. on the other pait. The

French copture cf Ginjee is circumstantially stated. The whole of the

connected and subsequent transactions are interwoven with details as to

motives on the part of native princes, such as perhaps, our English historians,

who have gone over the same ground, may not have so fully known. Hyder

All and Tippoo's proceedings are fully described; and the coramandiog interest

of the narrative m^y be cons-idered to close with the final capture of Seringa-

patam, and iis celebration at Madias. The author, however, continues his

narrative onwards, a few yi ars later; and closes with a reference to the regu-

lation of the Arcot country, and its rrauagement by his patron Colonel W.

Macletd, as Commissicner.

Remarks.— In a general retrospect of the contents of this large manu-

script, it appears that the suggestion of an English gentleman produced that

rare result, a naiive Hindu historian ; writing under the influence ofgood sense,

and in conformity, to a prevailing degree, with European notions cf history.

In an abstract, I have not felt myself obliged to verify, or compare his dates

and facts with other authorities. There arc probably some anachronisms

and errors ; but the value of the whole seems to me considerable; and the

eighth section, down to the arrival of the English, invaluable. To me, that

matter is new ; and, with the incidental coinci'lences derivable from other papers

in this collection, a narrative may now be carried upwards, with some degree

of certainty, to the era of Krishna rayer ; about which time there is only a

short interval of anarchy till we reach the regular Chola government. The

whole manuscript, but especially the first half of the eighth section ought,

I am of opinon, to be carefully translated and edited.

Leaf i— 15,''^ complete. The book is long, of double thickness,

in tolerable order.

At the time of making my analysis from which the foregoing is

copied, I judged it desirable to have another copy of section 8 ; and one

was accordingly entered in one of the large folio volumes prepared

under my supervision.
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A year or two after beginning the present work, occasion occur-

red to look again at the palm leaf manuscript and the copy on paper of

section 8. I then noticed more critically, than on the first occasion, how

very crude was the language and spelling of words ; more like a Maho-

raedan writing Tamil, than a Tamil-speaking man of noble descent. The

barbarism oi Kodan Tamerh is so great, as sometimes to cause obscurity,

as to the meaning. There once existed another abridged copy on palm

leaves. Should it be ever recovered, it might be of use to compare

with the larger book ; and a general correction of the orthography

throughout would produce a book well worth printing, with a transla-

tion on the opposite pages, so as to form a diglott.

On a second perusal of the 8th section, I was particularly struck

with the details of intrigues, perfidies, and consequent wars, long before

any Europeans intermeddled with the politics of the peninsula. Just

as similar things prepared the way in Bengal, for a grand change of

rule, so it was in the Peninsula. With these, Onne was not so well

acquainted, as with the early aflairs in Bengal. The McKenzie IM.SS.

can supply materials, ascending upwards several hundred years above

the period from which Cambridge and Orme began to date their pieces

on history,

7. No. 2307. Memral inulk sunda yuddham, on Mahomedan wars.

Old 222, CM. 189.

The title of this book in English is erased, and partly eaten off by
insects, a word written in substitution is illegible. The title in Tamil is partly

eaten away : what remains is mulk mulk, yuddham, indicating a reference to

Mahomedan wars.

From an examination, it is found that the book seems to have related

the origin of Mahoraedanism at Mecca, with a variety of subsequent affairs
;

among which, four great wars are specified. The locality would seem to be

Arabia. They were proselyting wars—peace being offered on submission, and

adopting Islamism, if not extermination. A rejection of the terms led to these

wars. On these matters, information elsewhere exists, rendering the defective

state of this manuscript of little consequence.

Leaf 1—80, containing ooQ vriitta stanzas. The book is of

medium size, slightly injured.

8. No. 23;^2. Tonda mandalam, Chola mandalam, Pdndiya man-

dalam, rdjahal kyfeyut. Old No. 2il, CM. 66.

This is a large book, composed for Colonel MacKenzie, by Veda nayah,

who was pretty generally known as the Christian poet of Tanjore. He was

the author of some useful works ; and of this book, and the Chola purvica

charitra, bearing somewhat of an historical character. In this book (here

./'
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are statements concerning the Pandiya and Chola kingdoms, and the Tonda

mandalam or region bounded on the south by the Pdldr, north by Cdlahastl

and range of mountains, east by ll)e sea, and west by the ghauts. The whole

of the statements are too much tinctured by the author's personal sentiments

and opinions, and by adoption of sentiments received from Europeans : as for

examj)le, that the Brahmans originally came from Egypt. In some cases his

conjectures and hypotheses are very bold. He asserts, for instance, that the

origin of the great Saica fane at Madura was none other than a lingam placed

over the ashes of a deceased king ; according to modern ordinary custom, as

regards deceased Saivas in general. A sort of fictitious importance was given

to the book from one of its statements having been brought into special discus-

sion. Til's may be seen in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science, Vol,

VI, Art. 12, pages 144 to 146; to which a reference only is all that is now

requisite.

The most valuable portion of the document, as I judge, is the account

o? Kidlotlumja Chokm, and of bis illegitimate son Adondai, the founder of

the Tonda kingdom, by conquest from ihe Puralala?-. AtTanjore, the author

was favorably situated to gather up traditions concerning the parentage of

Adondai and consequent matters The events of the war, however, with the

Curumhar are better gathered from other manuscripts of the collection.

The conquest of Tonda mandala7n led on to the invasion by KnlloUunga

Chohm, of the Calinga country, or TeUngana : an event of great consequence ;

and, bearing on which, there is a wide and varied range of evidence.

Leaf 1— 30. The book is long, slightly injured.

9. No. 2323. Chola purva patiayam, the government of Ghola kings,

or old chronicles. Old No. 165, CM. 64.

This is a large Tamil manuscript, containing 48 palm leaves in the

iJitroductory portion, and 219 in the remainder. It is perfect as regards the

numbering of the leaves, and is generally in good state of preservation ; a few

of the leaves are a little damaged; but these having been restored, the whole

will last in good preservation for several years.

Brief Abstract.

Ecferencc to inscriptions at Conjeveram ; ?Lnd to f'icraviddltya, the

son of Govinda, slain by S'dlivahana. It states that tSdlivahana was born in

the country of Ayodhya in a potter's house, under the influence of ' Athi

aeshan He acquired great skill and prowess, and conquering Ficramaditya^

subdued also tho Ayodhya'-'- country. An era was formed, termed the era of

Sdlivahana. In his time there was great disorder, Hindu fanes, rites and

* Whence it appears either that the author made a mistake, or else that tJicro was a

RCfond Atjodhyn. Virrnnutd'ihja inl( d over Gu jorat and Mulwa, and derived tribute cxteusivolj'

from other couulriis. AijuiUnjn may, liovvcvcr, he viewed as an opilhot, "excmpl from war."
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institutions, all were neglected. Sdlwahand was a Sammia (or Jaina) awor-

shijvper of Sarvesvarer, of a venemous spirit, and in these he «;loiied. He

destroyed the fanes and sacred edifices of the Hindus of live classes without

fiivor or distinction : he overthrew all privileges which Hindus derived from

Vicramaditya. He persecuted and oppressed all who would not enter into

ihe Samana religion, of Avhich he v/as a devotee. If they entered the way
oi SaTVescaver he protected them; hut punished them if they refustd.

Through his wickedness there was no rain, a great famfne, much distress,

undone house distant ten miles from any other house; the country little

better than a waste, benighted wildf^rness. The ascetics retiring to wilder-

nesses ; in secret, made murmuring complaints to iSiva and Vishnu. iS'icn to

avenge the desolation, solicited from the 'Athi Paraharam (Supreme lleing)

a fire-rain. 'Athi se.sJian beforehand apprized Sdlivahana of its approach, in

a (h'cam. Sdlivahana announced to all the followers of S'arvesvorcr, the

coming fire-rain, and recommended them to build stone -houses, or to remain

(on the day fixed) in rivers; by both of which means they would be preserved

uninjured by the fire-rain. They followed his advice ; some quarrying

stones and building houses; others watching on the banks of the largest

rivers; and they were all on the alert. Siva opening his frontlet eye, sent a

rain of fire. Sdlivahana s people took refuge in their stcne-houses; and he him-

sc4f with his army, on the banks of the Cavcri (here used to designate a river

ill general) avoided it by plunging in tlie water. Siva seeing this, by recourse

had to the Supreme Being, and by meditating on the fivele:terea mantra,

sent down a shower of mud. Those in stone-houses were thereby blocked up

and suffocated, those in rivers came out and escaped; and thus Sdlivahana

(here also termed Bhojit) with his army escaped. Siva now took counsel

within himself. The first reflection produced Viva rholan (the thought of him

was born in his mind) ; the second reflection produced Ula chcran of the

Lada country, and the Nanda Gopala yediar (or herdsmen) class or tribe;

the third reflection produced Vajvanga Fand(/an of the fisherman's class,

Siva then, with regard to Vi&hnn, meditated the eight-lettered mantra, and

through it designated these three to their respective oflices ; it being the

special lot of the Cholan to kill Sdlivahana. The three kings came together

to take counsel, so that three crowns became as one crown, and they bathed

together in the river at Tirumttkudal:''' After making a vow to destroy

Sdlivahana ^diudi taking means to assemble money and troops, they made a pilgri-

mage to Cdsi. At that time Casi was neglected, and it was merely a wilder-

ness of banyan trees. They are represented as discovering an inscription

* This is a place wl:ei'e three rivers became one, said to be, not far from Coiijeveram.

Hence the name, implying "the sacnd triple union." Another such place is celebrated in

a book called Muloidal pallu, and is said to be near Ahyar Coiil, in the neighbourhood of

Madura.
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deep-hidden in the earth, stating this to be Cd.^i, &c. (Hence it is not Benares,

but some fictitious Cast, that is designated). They subsequently came to

Cdnchi nagara (Conjeveram), Ihe same process as before is represented to

have been repeated. Here also an inscription was found. (It is to be noted

that the original name is Cdchi— Cdnchi being a modern euphuism) they were

referred for further information to Cdchi vira Camdcshi rayen of the weaver

tribe. They cleared the forest; but were opposed by a local Durga, who

threatencid to sacrifice them for trespassing on her domains. There follow

various details, needless to be minutely stated. S'alivahana is again designated

simply by the name of Bhoja. The aforesaid Cachi viva Cdmdcshi appears

as a negotiator with the local Dvrga, and promises her one thousand and eight

human sacrifices, from among the people of his tribe, and the title of " War-

goddess ;" so that when the tribe should rule and fight with other kings, her

appetite for human blood should be abundantly satiated : with these terms, the

Durga was satisfied, and gave consent to the building of a town, and establish-

ing a monarchy. (If this be ornamer^, it is still startling in its indications as

to by-gone days). She then took him to the tank of her local residence, and

explained to him that after Vicramddilya's defeat by Sdlivahana, all the for-

mer inhabitants of the place had collected their jewels and other valuables,

which were put into a copper-chest, and that this chest was buried deep under

the bed of a tank (reservoir), in a cave closed by a door, which was locked,

and over it the stone-bed of the tank was reluid. She pointed out to him the

spot, and 'put him in possession of the chest. She also directed him to another

spot where ancient records of the place, when the country was ruled by

Devendra, were deposited ; and, showing him where it was, she disappeared.

Cdchi Viran returned to a locality, where the three kings were waiting for

him. Then follows some more fable ; and then an order from Siva in the

form of a guru to open the chest. A detail of its contents, a smaller chest

a weapon, a sacred utensil, another weapon, a brass vessel, a key of the

inferior regions, five other keys, an iron crowbar, a hammer, ten

thousand pieces of geld, coined in the age of the great king Santanu. The
smaller chest being opened, contained images of Ganesa, Carticeya, Vali-

yamina (the female image at Chillambrum) a trinetra fruit (the sacred

bead of the Saivai) a sacred bead containing the image of one god (usually it

is held to contain three, four, or five, the kind mentioned is very rare). A
chank with its windings to the right (extremely rare and precious), a cane

without joints or knots, a row of beads for prayer, a sral-ring of six classes of

Hivdus—these, and the like were in the inner box. These were given to the

Saivo- guru to be purified, and then were committed to the care of flra

Cdmdrshi for the purposes of worship. He fetched a pot of water from the

Camhha river, and putting it before the chest, placed one of the weapons upright

in the ground ; and, pjying, hornngo, transferred the divinity-resident within
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tlie chest into the pot of water, which was daily worshipped by himself and

his wife. This was all done by instructions from the god, in the shape of a

S'aiva guru. He delivered the same over to his son, to be so handed down

from generation to generation. The said guru further told them to make use

of the key of the inferior regions in the place before indicated by the local

durga, where a copper-plate inscription would be found. The S'aiva guru

then disappeared, resuming his divine form of Ecambaresvarer, The three

kings were again resorted to, when the original inscription first mentioned

was once more read by them all, and again hidden. After some other matters,

the opening of the other cave is mentioned, to which the instruments before

found in the first box were necessary. This was a cave which was entered

by the light of large torches, and thence another box was taken. The inscrip-

tion on copper-plates and its contents are stated to have referred to the four

ages, with the record of some leading names, and coming down to the mention

of Vicramaditya's defeat by S'cdivaha?ia ; at which era it would appear to have

been engraved, and its contents are said to have contained extensive details,

(certainly ill-suiting a copper-plate record, but there is much of exaggeration

apparent) : the simple object of the inscription would seem to have been to

commemorate the previous prevalence of the Hindu faith, that the memory

might not be lost during the greatly altered state of things under Sdlivahmia.

The three kings rendered great honor to Vira ComdcsM, and to his son.

There is a brief repetition of matters connected with the four ages, for the

purpose of showing apparently that all the great events recorded were

preceded by the exhibition of human sacrifices ; and it was again agreed upon

by the three kings, that before setting out to conquer Sdlivahana, a similar

sacrifice must be oflfereJ at a place termed Cudatturi. The contents of the

inscription, as regards the list of kings in foregoing ages, was copied out on

palm leaves, and then the copper-plates were returned to the place, whence

they had been taken. The three kings again went to Cast. Thence they

derived three crores of money, said to be dug up from beneath the shrine of a

goddess—a variety of fabulous accompaniments. Nine persons in all are

represented as having vi.sited Cdsi, and as subsequently returning to Con-

jeveram. The afi'air of destroying Sdlivohana was now entered on ; and the

three kings, leaving Conjeveram, proceeded to Cudalturiyur. Being there, Vira

Cholayi wrote letters missive, addressed to the votaries of Saiva, and Vishnu,

whether in cultivated lands or wastes, always excepting the Sama7ia followers

of Sarvesvaver ; the purport being a call to assemble at Cudalturiyur in

order to proceed against Salicahana. A great concourse assembled.

SdlivaJiana heard of these preparations. (Here the manuscript takes a

retrospect in a i&w lines, and the passage is important). In former days

I'icramaditya ruled in the country of Jyodhya, and built a large town with

battlements and other fortifications. When iSolivahana Bhoja conquered
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Vicfamditya, as lie was not fit to rule in that town, lie constructed

another town in the same country, called Bhoja rnya puram, where the

descendants of this Salivahana Bhoja ruled during 1,442 years.* In their

time, the three kings aforementioned made their preparations, which (the

descendants of) Salivaliana learning, consulted about some place of refuge,

and hearing of Trichinopolj, inquired concerning its origin and antiquity.

This statement introduces the ordinary legend about that place, founded on

circumstances connecttd with the poem of the Hdmayanam. Assembling all

Lis forces, Salivahana set out with them, from Bhoja raya pur, and overran

the whole of the Peninsula, until he came to Tiichinopoly, of which he took

possession. Ascending the rock, and perceiving the strength of the place, he

considered that no one could dispossess him of it, if he made it his citadel,

which greatly added to his confidence. E-esiding in a palace, at the foot, he

thence administered the affairs of the kingdom. Meaniime, the three kings

continued their preparations at Cudalturiyur. Cachi Viran advised to send

an envoy to hear what Salicdhana would say, and then to levy war against

him. The C^iolan accordingly sent C^chi Viran himself, accompanied by

some troops. At an interview with Salivahana in Trichinopoly, he recited

tlie preparations made wiih the express intention of destroying the power of

that ruler ; demanding, in consequence, that he should give up Trichinopoly,

renounce the Samana way, bathe his head in the Caveri (become a Hindu),

retire to his own proper tOAvn of Bhoja raya pur, and there maintain only

lialf his present army. Salivahana much incensed, with abusive epithets,

rejected the demand; but added a challenge, if tbey thought themselves strong.

Cdchi J Iran returned to Cudattuiiyur ; and, his opinion being asked, he

advised a second embassy before making v/ar, Cachi Ciran was again sent.

An appointed time and place of combat were now fixed; SaHcdhana engaging

to come with his forces to the place. This place was Tim vuni kdval,

whither the three kings, C<^chi Viran, his son, and an army repaired as

appointed. There Viva Cholan was crowned, and invested with royal insignia,

by Cdchi Viran.

* Thus, in the sense of this author, Salivahana stands both for an individual, and for

a dynasty, of wliicli he was the head; according to a custom of other oriental, and even

scriptural writers, as has been fully shown by Bishop Newton in his Dissertations on tlie

Prophecies. The talcs about Vicramaditya make Blwja raja his successor, after some inter-

val, in a different town, and on another throne. If the CaniatafaJca rajahal can be safely

followed, the town andTortross oi Sfilirnhana was at the modern Dowlutabad, a truly sing-ii-

lar place, according to the description given of it by Ciiptahi Scely ; while the neighbouring

sciilptuics at Eilore (prevailingly Jaina in fashion) sanction the idea of a great power in the

neighbourhood. At that place Dtiva glri (or Dowlutabad) a long list of kings did reign,

down to Rdiiiu dvra (or Rmii dco) conquered by the Mahoincdans, when the jtlace was

plundered, .ind the kingdom subjugated. Hence,. I think, we have some important indica-

tions ; to be folloM'td out in fuller conclusions.
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Thence they proceeded to besiege Trichinopoly. Cachi Viran, by
means of the copper inscription at Conjeveram, before rauitioned, knew that

by the craft of Fibushana (younger brother of ' Havana) there was a sub-

terraneous entry into the fort of Trichinopoly. "i'his was passed by a few
people with torches, who thence proceeded (o open the CJiintdmani gate, by
which the troops entered in multitudes, and destroyed Sdlivliana, tof^ether

with his Samana troops, with great effusion of blood. A pariar named VcUan
escaped on Sdlivdhaiia's horse, and with him a hundred others, with their

families, escaped, and went to the sea shore ; whence he proceeded to some
island, so as to leave behind the proverbial saying '^Vellan went to the river."

The destruction of Sdlivdhana is dated in C.Y. 1443 (in writing at full).

The three kings celebrated their conquest. Vira C^iolan had to get rid of the

crime of killing Salivdhana, styled Sarpa dosha Brahmahaiti (that is, a degree

of saeredness adhering to Sdlicahana, as born under the influence of Aihiseshan ,-

assimilating the crime to the evil of firo/tjnaw-slaughter, though not the same).

In consequence of this crime he became infatuated, and fell sword in hand on

his own troops, who on all sides ran away to avoid him ; besides which, he

sloughed his skin, in the same way as a serpent changes his skin annually.

His companions, seeing these things, consuhed together, and inconsequence,

Cachi Vira gave instructions to his wife Cdmdcshi to assume the guise and

appearance of a Curava woman, of the description practising palmistrv.

She accordingly came into the town in that guise: when the three con-

federates had her called, and first submitting their own palms, brought Vira

Cholan to submit to the like process. The fortune-teller said that he had
killed iSdlivdliana of such and such a race, and must expiate the crime by
building a great number of fanes to Sita, to Fishnti, to Suhralimanya, dwell-

ings for ascetics, and dwellings fur Brahmans ; and, to enforce the duly, a

long narration is given of distinguished personages, in former ages, who had

expiated like-crimes, by building an immense number of such structures. At
the mere hearing of the duty, Vira Cholan found his malady alleviated ; and

the doing accordingly was determined upon. The Curatii (or fortune-teller)

went away, and resumed her proper form as Cdmdcshi. The kings inspected

the fortification of Trichinopoly, whicli they found only fit for a rdchasa ; but

extended it, so as to be fit for a regular Hindu sovereign. They then returned

to Conjeveram, where, by their desire, Cachi Vira read to them the writings

on palm leaves, his copy of the before mentioned copper-plate inscriptions

;

and, according to the appointment therein stated by Bama, the division of

castes and tribes was restored. A great number of sacred edifices, of the five

kinds, were built. The three kings then separated to their respective

dominions. From Ulara ch'eran there were twenty-six kings, down to Chen-

gara natlia cheran ; from Vajranga there were twenty-six Pandiyans to

Choha ndCha ; from T'//a Cholan down to Uttaina Cholan there were
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twenty-five Qhulans. The son of IJitama Cholan was Uiiyur Cholan,

with the accoiint of whona a new section is made to begin.

Tlie ancient record of the time of Cori Gfda Cholan.

After the death of Uttawa Cholan, the crown devolved on Uriyur

Cholan in the year of the Co-U yuga SSS.'S. This was corresponding with the

death of Choka naVha pandiyan, of the southern Madura. The son of this

last Minatchi Samintira Pandiyan was crowned C.Y. 3537. In the Congjo.

Bharapuram, the death of Chanhara ndfha cheran was contemporaneous.

His son named Cherumdn PenancU was crowned C.Y. 3538. In the town

of Cdnchi (Conjeveram) Ziacsha7nalya Mulhallar of the ruce oi Cachi miiitkit

vira Cdmdchirayen, being dead, bis son named Cdchi vita Jfufhali Vencata-

chala was crowned in C. Y. 3539. Some details follow, connected with the

right-hand class of people, to which Vencatachala belonged. Eeverting to

Uriyur Cholan, he is stated to have been as bad as Salivdhana ; which con-

duct so displeased Sadd Sita that he gave permission to Cari mari (the

Diirga) at Conjeveram, to send a shower of mud against Uriyur. But >Seven-

dhi isoarer admonishing Uriyur Cholan in a dream, the latter, fearing for his

life, prepared to take refuge in the Congundd, and there to keep himself con-

cealed. His wife Singhammal was in a state of three months' pregnancy.

The aforesaid Cari mart., opening the eye on her forehead, sent down a shower

of mud. It arrested Uriyur Cholan half way in his flight, and killed him.

From the circumstance of Ca'-i mari opening her frontlet eye, she was called

Cannamur mari; Singhammal, with a single attendant, arrived in the Congu

country and both performed manual labor in a B'-ahman^s house. A son was

born to her, he was well instructed ; and, at s'xteen years of age, an assembly

of people occurred at Tiruvatdr to consider the best means of remedying the

evils which hM ai'isen from the want of a king. The principal men from

Conjeveram, including the before mentioned Vencatachala were present, and a

white elephant was brought from Cdsi. The usual arrangements being made,

the elephant was let loose, and proceeded of its own accord to the Congu

country, where it selected the above youth ; who was playing along with

several Brahman boys. He was crowned, and received the name of Cari Cdla

Cholan. The Pandiyan and Cheran are represented as summoned to be

preset.. The date was C.Y. 3567 (A.D. 465). After ail things had reverted

to their ^course, the tale is introduced of the son of Cari C^lla Cholan

running over a calf in the streets of TiruvatUr, Cc'i Cdla Cholan became

troubled with the Brahmahalti ; and, to remove it, the same device as before

was resorted to. lUcambara isvarcr of Conjeveram temple, instructed his wife

Qamdcshi to assume the guise of a fortune-teller. The remedy was to build

3G0 Saica fanes, and 32 aqueducts for irrigation. Details, at great length,

then follow of the founding and endowment of various >Saiva fanes ; too minute

for being abstracted. Such details may have thcij' use —(here the M.S. being



very much injured in ditterent places, so luucli as needful was restored on other

palm leaves). The great prevalence of the worship of Durga throughout the

Chola country is indicated. Most of the village fanes are erected to some

name, or form of Durga. Bt sides the intimation given in the early part of

the work of human sacrifices having been otfered on a grand scale, it further

appears ihat Samaii/a Muthali, a manager or agents for Cari cdla Cholan

offered one of his SOBS in sacrifice at Trinomali; and at the demand of the

Durga at J/aihurai (Madura) he offeied another son as a sacrifice. He then

insisted that, for luture years, human sacrifices should not be oflcjed; but

that the goddess must be contented with other offerings, a multitude of goats

being included. It is stated that twenty-seven generations, and thirty-six

reigns occupied 2,4(j0years—(in this statement, and in following ones, there

is a recurrence of artificial structure). The number of fiines constructed by

the three kings, Chola, Pd'idu/a and Congn, is greatly exaggerated. Among
other things it is said, that beneath the shrine of Mindcshi, at Madura, there

is a subterraneous way to the Vaiyui river. A great many things are men.

tioned apparently with the object of magnifying the importance of Samaiga

Muthallar, and the weaver caste at Conjeveram. After which, Chcrumdn

Perumdl being at Conjeveram with his colleagues, the two other kinj:s, he is

brought forwardi^d as looking into futurity, and declaring matters in the form

of a prophecy, to wit

:

The whole country will become Mabomedan ; the gods of the chief

places will retire into concealment ; the Mahomedans will exercise great

severities; the S'lviana religion will increase; low tribes will prevail

throughout the country ; there will be want of rain, famine, deaths of people,

in consequence ; everything will be as in the days of Sdlivdhana. The
Mahomedans will rule during 360 years. They are termed ?dcshasas, con-

cerning whom, the sacred ascetics will comf)lain to >S'iva. S'iva, in consulta-

tion with Vishmi, will resuscitate VicraKidditga with his minister Bait/, and

destroy, by him, the Mahomedans. Siva will order Vicraindditga, born as Fiia

Vasanta rager, to reign with his posterity, during a period of seven genera-

tions, and 540 years. After that, while performing worship, with eyes closed,

the Moghul Padshah will come, and destroy him The Rasgiri Moghul and

his posterity will reign five generations, or 3G0 years. Vicraindditga will

again be born as Rana kandi vim Vasanta rager, and rule with his posterity

seven generations, and 540 years. Another Padshah termed Cola cala will then

come and destroy him, and rule for five generations and 360 years. Vicra-

mdditya will then again be born at Raya Velur and destroy the Cola cala

Padshah, and rule with his posterity twenty-seven generations, and 2160 years.

After that, he will be taken up alive ioKailasa. Some other similar matters being

stated, it is added, that the 6'Ao/a and the Fdndiga dynasties will become
extinct, and Chenman Perumdls race alone remain ; rnWug in the Kongu
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country. S'untctrer Murli c irries Cherumdn Purumal into the ju-csonce of

fSfidd Siva, and there he remains in a, state of beatification.

There are a few more palm leaves, containing pof tical .stanzas on the

boundaries of the Tamil countries, of no consequence; similar ones having"

been translated and printed. They are allowed to remain attached to the book.

Remarks.—It appears to me that this rather extensive piece of compo-

sition is, in its introductory portion, a species of hisiorical romance, but like

many other such romances, containing some fragments of real history. The
first date that is met with, fi.\injj the destruction of Salhaliana at Call ijiiga

1443 (or B.C. 1659), is calculated to reflect disgrace and discredit, not only

on the chronology, but also on the entire composition. There seems, however,

to be something more crodiblo, when the inslallalion of Ccri cala Cholun is

dated C .Y.3507(A.D 465). Justbefoie, there is an artificial structure visible

in the 26 Cherans, and 26 Pandit/ons, and 25 Cholans; and ascending upwards

with these 25 generations from, say, about C Y. 3.') 50 to C.Y. 1443, the result

would be 80 years to a generation, far beyond probability;and yet apparently

to make room for so many generations, the author threw the earlier date so

far back ; forgetting that the era of S'alicaltana, by common consent, did not

commence until about 77 A.D. Bes^ides, in the artificial, and untrue, repre-

sentation of the three king!^, being so much and so long together, and uniformly

of the same mind, there is a violation of what we know to be historj", so far a.%

they are concerned. The utmost that can be admitted is, that the anthor put

together, in the best manner he could, the disjointed fragments of traditions

which he had heard ; many of which may have been true, ihoujih not true as

he has collocated them. Hence, to judge of the value of any such traditions,

it seems expedifnt to discover at what time 'he author wrote. There is wo

trace, as far as I can perceive of his name; but he has given an indication

as to time. The book ma''e use of, it may be observed in passing, is from

internal evidence, a copy from some other one. It is not easy to judge of the

antiquity of palm-leaf copies of works ; so much depending on the care era-

ployed in the preservation. This particular copy may be 50 or possibly 100

years old. But, however that maybe, the date of the original, cannot, I think,

be much le.s3 than 300 years since. I derive the inference from the latter part,

wherein Tira Vasanta rayer is mentioned as a new incarnation of Vicramn-

ditya. tip to that period, the alleged prophecy, is history; in the main feature

of Mahomedan rule and violence. And, to the best of my judgment, arising

from the study of similar documents, I conceive the author to have lived and

written some time in the loth century, probably towards its close. Thence-

forward he manifests ignorance ; availing himself of some Pauranic annun-

ciations as to the three Vicrnmas ; but ycilding nothing like matters of fact.

I am of opinion, by consequence, that the author was patronised by Viva Va-

Sdvta rnyer, and wrote under his auspices. Of this lira ramnta rayer, we
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find traces in the menlion made of liim in the smaller local papers of this col-

lection, as may have been observed in those already abstracted ; but from the

Carnaia rajakal w« learn more distincilj that he was a viceroy of Naro.sinki

rnyer, father of Kriahna raifer. The former, who subverted the more ancient

Vijayanayara dynasty, made a successful iMroad into the Conjeveram and

Ginjee country. I believe, before his conquest of Vijaijanagaram; but, whether

before or after, he placed Vira I'usantn i ayer as his viceroy over the country

that had become subject to the kings of Ginjee. Theei'a of Narsinlta raver

is, within the 15th C( ntury. Xow, if we consider the author to have written

in that century, it will be apparent that he might have some advantage over

later writers, in the matter of early tradition; and there may consequently

be gome circumstances in his account worthy of attention.

The writer's chief object seems to have been to frame an account of

the foundation of the various shrines scattered over the extent of theCarnatic

proper. The statements given concerning them, form the larger portion of the

manuscript ; but these, of course, I have passed by, as they could only be

developed by translation. In the event of any cause occurring to require an

exact account of different shrines or fanes, I presume this manuscript might

acquire a measure of consequence, not now belonging to it. As it is, there

are a few historical indications, that ought not to be despised ; because the

whole will n it bear the severer tests of western historical writing. These

indications are : That Sdlicahana was a Samana or Savana (for the writer, or

his copyist, writes the word in both methods) that he persecuted the

Brahrnanical religion and patronised another; which, for the present

I suppose to be the Jaina system ; that an insurrection took place, leadin"' to

tht destruction of many of his people, but that he himself and his array

escaped; that he overran the country to the south as far as Trichinopoly,

which he probably first fortified; that he had a line of princes of his own
posterity succeeding him; that he ruled in a town and fortress of his own

construction ; not being the capital where VicruinddUya ruled before him
;

that Bhoja raja was perhaps another name by which he was known, or was

the name of one of his successors. That as S'dUcahana stands for the name

of a dynasty (like Cajsar, Plantagenet, or Bourbon) so perhaps Vicramaditi/a

may in other books, stand for a dynasty, and t!ms help us through the fable

of his asserted long reign. These seem to me to be fair inferences, for fuller

consideration hereafter. I will add, as mere conjecture, that iSamana or

Savana, as it is often spelt, may possibly be none other than the change of y
iutoj or ,s which is a very usual one ; thus giving us Vava7ia : and if so, then

there is a concurrence with a multitude of other indications, as to the inter-

ference of ihe Yavanas, with the greater portion of India, inclusive of the

peninsula. For the original of the Vavanas we must look most probably to

(he Uactrians. Besides, in the Fmdarurlih for which see a following page,
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M.S. Books, IS'o. 14, Section 1), we havetlie remnants of ancient sculptures, of

Avhich the people of the present day know nothing, beyond conjecture. They

accord with Dr. Malcolmson's account of similar ones at Hyderabad (Bengal

Asiatic Journtil) and with the contents of the mounds in the Panjah, opened

by Honinbcrger and others. In the Carnatic they were found in localities

that would rather indicate camps {Gastella^ than towns. At all events such

vestiges are foreign. All Hindu records afford traces of foreign interference,

which they usually mystify. The dark and mystified periods succeeds the term

allotted to Virrn7tiadifi/c/ ; and the manner in which Scdioaliana is spoken

of sufficiently indicates sectarian hatred, and resolution to conceal the truth.

The alleged flight by sea of a portion of the garrison at Trichinopoly,

I have not before noticed. It is not, however, to be entirely disregarded. The

people of Java, with a race evidently from India, has to be accounted for ;

and the many concurring Hindu traditions and records, that people were driven

from India by wars or persecutions, proceeding thence by sea. all require to be

noticed as th'v occur; seeing thai in the end they will point to some general

conclusion.

The symbolical language of the Chola piirvn patai^am (the document

under consideration), may be adverted to, in passing. It is a regular speci-

men of Hindi(wnt\r]g; and that even in plain prose, involves bolder metaphors

than would enter the minds of European writers, and more than metaphors,

that is symbols; bordering on hieroglyphics; probably suggested by the use of

hieroglyphical Avriting, The MacKenzie manuscripts have in some degree

educated me to a small degree of acquaintance with this language; though, on

the discovery of this style of writing, a previous acquaintance with the symbolic

language of the Christian scriptures assisted me much. Generically, both arc

the same; specifically, they vary. Until this symbolic kind of writing is more

fully understood, we cannot come at the real meaning, and contents of a multi-

tude of early Hindu writings.

One instance may be given in the tire-rain, of which mention occurs at

the commencement of the manuscript. The Jainas have a doctrine, that a rain

of fire always goes before the periodically recurring universal deluge ; and

this is only a slight alteration of the orthodox Hindu statements, that bo/bre

the Manu pralaya, or periodical deluge, the sun acquires so much increased

power, that all things are scorched up and destroyed ; after which copious

showers, in which water descends in streams like the trunks of elephants,

involve the cineraled surface of the earth, deep within a folding of mighty

waters ; during which lime is the night of Brahma, or quiescence of the crea-

tive energy; and during which time JVo/v/vyr/zm or the conservative energy

quietly floats on the sut face of the abyss. But though the aforesaid notion

of ihi! JuiiKfs may have suggested the idea of iiic-rain ; yd it seems, in the
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flocument under notice, to be a symbol, made use of to denote divine judgments:

whether the id a in this sense, may be borrowed l>om a well known historical

fact, or otherwise, let others determine. Hindu writers reckon seven kinr^s

of clouds, wliich respectively shower down gems, water, gold, flowers, earlh,

stones, fire ; in which enumeration, part at least must be metaphorical. In

strong poetical iiyporbole a lightning-cloud might be said to rain fire. But

the lightninjj; an I thunderbolt form Indras weapon. The fire-rain rather

seems to I)e a symbol of the anger of Siva: in plainer terras, an insurrection

against SuUvdhana; and if so, the shower of mud may have a symbolical mean-

in<r also; and may help to the meaning of a tradition which states, that Uri-

yur the'capital of the Chola kingdom, was destroyed by a shower of sand, or

mud. This last event, however, the manuscript in qiiestion, aided by some

others in the colleetion, has enabled me to perceive, is to be undrrstood of a

popular movement, heoinning at Conjeveram, against a violent C/iola prince ;

directed, with effect, by a hostile Pdndiya raja ; so that Uriyur was taken by

force, and the king compelled to flee, beinw arrested and killed by the mud
shower ; that is, being overtaken and slain by pursuers from the hostile army.

It may suffice, for the present, to point, in general terms, at such ulues to the

meaning of symbolical writing ; but to make full use of the whole can only

result from digesting, and comparing all such indications together ; which, for

the present at least, is not my task.

Leaf I— 179 not finished. The book is long, and very tliick.

10. No. 2324^. Delhi mahd rdjdkal kyfeyut, account of the great

kings of Delhi. Old No. '^SS, CM. Va
When Vicramadifya (to whom is given a profusion of tiths) reigned,

hherma rdja, had quitted the earth at the end of the Dwdpara yvcja : he left

Paricshit, ruling down to C.Y. 126. Javamejaya 11 years, Sicaca malia rdja

HO, Rajendra 45, Saranqadurnn, with whom the Cliandra vawsa ended. Then

follows Purura Mantatha 83 years. Next Mat/iipdla mafia raja ruled 25

years, Logitha maha rdja 53, Gaiigddhara 56, I'dmadeva 53, Trinetra 56'

Partita vijaya 72, Pnrinaf/ia 53, Pushpa gandra 58, Athiya rayer 58, Padma
gandra 49. Utrija rdghavn 54, Aivenlhi 54, Paiimima i)b, Sudra Cartica 65

Asarjaya-siira Ficramadi/ya 2,000 years ; in all 3,179 years. SdlivdJiana 70

years, Vimala keihana 58, Bhojd rdja conquered the north and ruled over

the south : Kanaka rayer of Cambira desam was his minister, and at the head

of sixty- three other persons, afterwards settled as accountants, of whom details

follow, with the names of the towns in the Carnatic where agrahorams were

established for them. Sixty-four families of Brahmans, thus introduced into

the Carnatic from the north became the settled accountants, and arbitrators of

boundaries. They conducted their accounts in the Girravam language.

(Sanscrit in the Balband character). Bhoja rdja ruled G6 years from SaJ.

Sa^-. 128 to S.S. lf>l, his rule ended in Cdi yygam 3373, corresponding with



Sal. Sac 194. Next ruled Rajendrall, Madhava carmn chohin'd\, Pandiyd

60, Cira Chola (also called Cheran) 5\ , Dtva Cholan 29, Soren Cholan 20,

Ra)a Cholan 41, he was called Can Cola Cholan— Decendra Cholan QO,

Martanda Cholan 6'), Bdjathi raja Cholan 3S, Ballala 30, Vira Ballala A\ ;

in all 532 years, agreeing with C^l'' yuga 390.5, Sal. Sac. 729. Chenna

Balldlan, in his time a famous amiicut (or aquedacl) was formed from the

Cuuvery for irrigation, all the ')6 kings, except Vicrama Cholan, king ot

Cashmir, contributed; and his share was divided, and borne among the remain-

ing 55. As his quota was afterwards brought, that was appropriated in rebuiMing

an agrohdram, that Bhoja raja had caused to be constructed at Chatur Veda

mangalam ; which, during the ascendency of the Jainas had been allowed to

go to decay, and the king dissipated \lie Jainas. The agrahdram received the

names of Vicrama Chola fw^am, Tannii/ur, and Cavnri-pdkam. After which,

the Caslimir king went away. Chenna Ballala ruled 41 years, Vishnu

Verrddhana 40, R'ija Ballala 51 years, Irthiya Ballala 41, Vijaija 41.

Other names of BuUcda kin^s running into the Rayers are given, with a total of

736 years; corresponding with Callyuga 4641, Sal. Sac. 1462. Pravuda deva

rayer'lX, other rayers (not in correct order) for 80 years down to C.Y.

4721, Sal. Sac. 1542—so far the Rayer dynasty; afterwards that of the

Mahumedans.

There follows a story (not complete) founded on the question "whether

the learned, or the vulgar, are to be blamed in the impositions practised under

the sanction of the popular system of idolatry ?
"

Also a nv inorandum from one of the Colonel's agents, as to manuscripts

and documents, previously supplied.

It states that Periya Virapa nayaker son of Periya Kistnnniu naya-

her, conquered the king of Mdlivcvanam, and aho Mysore. It h.is the

singular statement that S'atya vrata was a Pandiya king of Madura ;
and

that the story of the S'ny'hara, or liitle tish had its site at Madura, being the

Matsija atataram ; on which account it says, the Pandiya kings used the fish

biiuner, or umbrella. It may be noted, in passing, that th'o 8th book of the

Bhdgavatavi places the site of ^Satya vratu's penance in the Drdcida desa, or

Tamil couniiy.

Remark.—The last memorandum has little or no use, beyond the two

items selected. The preceding one is merely a story (not complete) ascribed

io Kruhna rayer's time; tending to illustrate the easy treiluliiy of m^n, as

imposed on by ascetics, mistaken for gods. This tale may have its use in a

series of tales; but is quite irndevant to the title of the manuscript. The first

article docs not correspond with that title, except in a brief allusion to the

race of Dhcrma raja at the beginning. What follows, is not of much consc-

«|ueiic(,'; oxce])l, as to the introduction of tiic 6 1 lirahnum families settled in



the Carnalic Concerning this settlement, otlier illustrations will appear, and

it is similar to the mode followed in Malayalam ; according to the Kerala nlpati.

Whether JiraJimdns had iooting in the south of India before that time is, at

the least, doubtful. In other documents, the matter will be further elucidated.

The abstract given of the manuscript is almost a translation. It has evident, and

very gross anachronisms; and, 1 am afraifl, noneof its dates can be depended

upon. It contains only four and a half palm leaves, quite fresh and in good

order ; by consequence, not needing restoration.

There must have been some additions since my analysis was

made, as the leaves now are 1—5 and 1—10 and i—4=19. These

contain dates as to the Padshahs of Delhi ; some notices oi Krishna rayers

rule ; and also concerning Tondamdn Chacraverti. An account of

Tirumala nai/ak's once existing palace at Madura, and answers to some

questions from the Government concerning it.

The leaves are of differing lengths ; on the whole, long, in good

order.

II. No. 2325. Delhi Janamcjaya vamsdvali. Old No. 225 (or 3?)

CM. 80.

This is a manuscript, which, with apromising title and a large external

appfarance, has almost nothing within; containing only eight palm leaves

written upon, and a supplenunt of blank leaves. It bears within itself the

title of " the early history of the Bengal country ;" but it sets out with

Janamejaya raja of Hosiinojniri. The appearance of the palm leaves, and of

the writing, is comparatively fresh ; and as it comes down to Lord Morning-

ton's government, dated Fusly 1220, it must be a recent writing.

The following is an abstract :—

After Janamejaya, son of P(/i icshft, who died about 100 of the Call yugam

many kings reigned, and took tribute during 3000 years. Vicramadilya after

that became incarnate, and ruled over Hindustan, Eengal, the Deccan, and

the Western Peninsula, receiving tribute from all kings. Sdlicakana

fought with him, and he fell in C.Y. 3171. Sdlivdhana governed after him

with equity 349 years. Many kings after Sdlivdhcma reigned down to C. Y.

4300. Sultan Schafdin-gory, from the country of Iran, came Avith a large

army to Delhi, Hegira 591 ; and overthrew JBarti raja ; and, seating himself

on the throne, he ruled over the country, including Bengal
; placing his

Fouzdars in all countries. From that time, Bengal became a Mahoraedan

dependancy. Timur's invasion : he levied extensive tribute over the Dacshin,

down to Hegira 900. Hindustan was under Timur's descendants. Humaion
Shah's defeat. Acbar ruled well. Jehanguir gave the Fouzdari of Bengal to



a brother ul' Niir Be(j(nii, whom he i-einoveil hi anger; and put another Fouzthtr

in l»is phiee. From tlint time difVerent Foiizdars governed Bengah Alemijuir,

Jehan Shah, After some details, the narrative comes down to the Engli8h

Bahader, Governor William. The English were merchants. The vizier of

Lucknow collected tribute for Delhi. His son w?is iS'uja-ud-do7vlah The Moor-

shedabad Soubadar was Maphuze Singh, tributary to Suja-ud'do7i-la/i . Thus

dovi^n to Fusly 1180 things went on, till Maphuze Sin^jh died. His elder

sister's son, Xabob Chh arj-nd-doiclah, became Soubadar. Mr. William from

London, in England, came and settled at Calcutia and hoisted a Hag. keeping

ia pay a few troops, and traded. Aftair of a gomestah, and a sowcar. The

gomestah went to Calcutta, iiiid Chi.rarj-ul-dowlah, called the English vakeel,

demanding his Nabob tj be given back, Chirarj-ud-dowluh in great wralh in-

vaded Calcutta—a litile tighting -and the Soubadar look Calcutta. In Fusly

1210 the father of Lord Olive, Governor Clive, came with troops from Madras

(Fusly 1 170) battle— the Nabob was xvoiinded by a musket ball; and, afer a short

time, died. His eldnr sister's son wasK(/ssi7)i-(di-/{h(in, who c. ntinut d the fighting.

Division of the country with the English, by treaty with S'lihali hhan. Two
enga^iements, Nabob defeated, treaty, increase of English power. Death of

the Nabob, Fusly 12()8, his younger brother succeeded him. The Moorshcda-

bad Nabob died. Lord Mdrit. (Moriiington?).'ent General Lixon (Lake?) who
went to Delhi, and took it ; and they kept the Padshah by their side, regulat-

ing the police (or gove/nment) : they took a samiad from the Padshah,

acknowledging their authority-over all things. Such (d" the Hindu sovereigns

as paid them humiige, they retained as tributaries; and fighting with those

who resisted them, duwn to Fusly 1220 (date of the wiiting) they continue

still to govern the country of Eengal.

From this abstract it may be seen that, though the manuscript contain.?

nothing not otherwise known, yet that it is, in some measure, curious; and as

such, perhaps worth translation.

Leaf 1—8 and 1(3 blank. The book is of medium length ; the

blank leaves look recent.

12. No. 2327. Pandiya rdjdkal pnrdna clKtritram. Old record of

ancient kings. Old No. 107, CM. 71.

This manuscript in the former portion is a very brief outline abstract

of matters contained in the Madura tStlictla puran a ; needless here to be

I'epcated. It comes down from Kulasecluiva, with the usual list of fabulous

circumstances, to Kirta randbjnn and the Mnmia flood (as alleged) in his

reign. The restoration of the place, under Kirti Bushana Fandiyan, is then

narrated, conformably to the aforesaid Purana ; and the abstract is continued

down to Kuna Fandhjan, and the impaling oi^ ihcBauddhaa; with the account of

which, and with a few further unimjiortant particulars, the iSt'liala purnna eni\f^.
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This manuscript then proceeds thus: " In the Call !/i(r/a7n the k'wga

agreeing with this age" (that is, as I suppose, not lahulous or extraordinary)

"are according to the following detail
:"

1 Soma sundara. 1 3 ^rartanda.

2 Carpiira sundara. 14 Kuvalaiyunanta.

3 Cumara sec'hara. 15 Kuualiya.

4 Cumara sundara. 16 Satru vigara.

,5 Sundara raja. 17 Salru sangara.

6 Sanmuc'haraja, 18 Vira vavma.

7 Meru suntara, 19 Viia bagu.

8 Indra varma- 20 Vacula parana.

9 Chandra kulutipa. . 21 Vajra singhu.

10 Mina ketiiana. 22 Varuna kiilottuuga.

11 Minadvaja. 23 Adi vira rama.

12 Margatha dvaja. 21- Kulaverdd'bana.

The first inroad of Mahomedans, under one herein named Mulla, is Ihea

mentioned, and their being expelled by, a ///wc/z* /r/yV/ from llie north, named

Camanan. It then states that one of the offspring of the Pdmtnjn race named

Soma sec'hcra, who had bePorc lied to the westward, collected forces by the

aid of the Malayalam, and ilysore, raja.^; ai.d having subdued the greater part

of the kingdom, the late conqueror of the Mahomedans, Camaittin yielded up

to Soma sec'hara the country, and retired. The race from Soma sec'hara is

then continued thus :

25 J'oma sundara. 32 Bima sena.

26 Raja raja. 33 I'ratapa riija.

27 Riija kimjira. 34 Vara guna.

28 Raja sec'hara. 35 Cumara chandra.

-Id Rama varma. 36 Vara tun ga.

30 Varata nija. 37 Kulottunga.

31 Cumara singhu. 38 Chandra sec'hara.

The last, it is here said, had no offspring ; and therefore adopted

Fiavandtlia nayak, who ruled by permission of the Rayer. Plis race is then

given in the usual order, down to JBangaru Tirumali nayah ; but without any

other details than simply a list of names. ,

lifinarhs.— The manuscript was considerably injured by insects ; am],

I therefore had it restored upon paper.

The ancient Pandiya history having become a subject of some useful

discussion, adapted to sift out the truth, is a circumstance, which perhaps

invests the above brief document with more consequence, than otherwise would

belong to it. In Wilson's Des. Cat. Vol. 1, p. 196, Art. YII. the entry occurs.

" Pandiya rujakal, {a) paper, {b) palm leaver. The manuscript above abstracted

is the palm leaf copy. This was translated by me a considerable time since ;

and not then having had such acquaintance with the Des, Catalogue, as I have

since obtained, I could not tell how to reconcile the discordancy that was dis-

h
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covered, and waited till I should meet with the other copy. This I have lately

done. It is quite another work, differing in title, in size, and in contents.

How the two could have been classed together, as t-wo copies of the same

work, I do not presunae to determine. Suffice it to state, that the abstract

given in the Des. Cat. is entirely deduced from the large paper manuscript, and

that the contents of the preceding palm leaf manuscript are silently passed by.

It may be noted that in neither of these two documents is there any

mention of a jLvava conquest, and ascendancy over the Fdndii/a kingdom.

The document (or more than one, if there be more) having such mention, will

be discussed in due order.

Allowing for some preceding kings, the list given of those in the Cali

yvga, offers a point of observation. Professor Wilson in an Appendix to his

sketch of Pandiyan History, published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, in the midst of a condescending notice of my 1st Vol. of Or, Hist.

3tI.SS. seemed fully disposed to reject altogether the evidence of the " Supple-

mentary Manuscript," contained in that volume; becaue^e, tis he stated, it

differed in the names of Pandiijan kings, from all other manuscripts ; and this

statement being accompanied with an imposing list of authorities attached to

the sketch, might seem to render it conclusive. Here, however, is at least

otie other manuscript, which contains the same evidence as the Supplementary

Manuscript. Allowing (as both manuscripts do) for some preceding kings, and

beginning with Soma sundam, the list of names is the same in both documents
;

with a variation only as to the twentieth, herein named Vaculdparana, and in

the Supplementary Manuscript Macutavardanan. In other respects, as to

names and number of names, down to Chandra secliam, the last of the legitimate

Pdndit/ans, both authorities accord. Let this circumstance not be forgotten,

whenever the history of tlie Pcuidhja dynasty is attempted, to be finally

aJjusted.

It is my growing conviction, that the Madura St' liala piirdna is very

little better than a tissue of falsehood, got up with a view to veil the truth;

and, mingling a few real incidents with its marvels, to render the compound

palatable. Prom this opinion, not hsistily formed, I do not think, I shall have

future occasion to depart; and, if such be the true state of the question, then

whatev?r has b(ea done towards elucidating the earlier portion of Pdndi>jan

liistory will require extensive correction. For almost all documents borrow

from that Parma, or follow its statments; and, such being the case, any multi-

])licity of evidence loses value, and cannot be depended on, if the original

authority itself be not authentic.

Leaf 1—G and 1—4. This last portioti has a list of names only.

The book is of nicdiuni length, injured.
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13. No. 2333. Mahrattiya Ttdma desa lyfeint (or charitra).

Old No. 234, CM. 57.

This manuscript consists of loose leaves ; for tlio prcatcr part uncon-

nected. At the first reading it disappointed me, and was laid by. But reading

it over after having abstracted the Cuniataca rajakal, this book appeared to

possess great similarity, in such fragments as were at all connicted. On
comparison, it was found to consist of portions of another copy of that work.

By mesns of it, I have been enabled to complete the restoration of the larger

lacune in the Cdrnutaca rdjdkal ; which is now complete, with the exception

of only orie palm leaf, not recovered.

The book is long and thin, in tolerable order.

14. No. 2337. Bomma nayaken kyfeyut, account of a Poligar. Old

No. 200, CM. 96.

No. 2338, is another copy. Old No. 22 J, C.I^J. 8G.

The first of these documents is in the handwriting of Subvalimanyan,

and the other in the handwriting of Snnivdsaiyan ; both persons being

retainers of the house of Boitima nayak; whose chief town is herein termed

Carisapattii. vdm pitr. The subject and incidents, in both documents, are very

nearly the same ; beiiig an account of the lineage of Bommn nciyak. It does

not date higher up than the period of Visvandtlia nayak of Madura; among

whose attendants the ancestor of this race was one. As the Madura ruler

distrusted the people of the south, he built a greatly enlarged fort ; and one of

the bastions was committed to the care of the said ancestor; on whom likewise

was bestowed an extensive fief in land, in the neighbourhood of Sivagangai

and Ramnad. The lineage is given downwards, without the mention of any

thing particular, until the war against Tanjore, and the capture of its capital.

Subsequently the mention of marriages, and petty incidents, occur, relative

to other chieftains, and especially those of Eamnad. One of this line went to

Tanjore, in the time of Tnccoji ^nd Sarhoji, Mahratia rulers; and distin-

guished himself, much to their satisfaction, by killing a tiger in single combat.

Afterwards the incidents relate to the strifes, and unsettled state of things

down to the assumption of power by the Nabob of Arcot. The writers men-

tion the existing chiefs, at the time when the documents were written ; and

state the desire then felt to obtain the patronage of the Honorable Company.

RemarJc.—Both documents are brief and complete. They would mfrifc

to be consulted in an)'- particular account of the unsettled and disorderly period

of the Madura government
; postnrior to the contested succession by Minacshi

and Bungdru Tirumala nayak. This house of Boinma noyak subsequently

met with a severe frite, after giving much trouble. I am compelled to remark

that, I think, they deserved it; for, by traditionally circumstances, handed down
in a portion of my family, I know them to have been among the worst of tho
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piiUii/a carers o( ihe'iv diiy. Tlio incide^nt connected with one of this race in

the time of Tirumala vayah, will be adverted to iu the abstract of the

Madura Virapan Ammdni. (See XXVII).

The book is long, of medium length, tliin (leaf 1— 13) iu good

order.

Through the channel above adverted to, I came to know that the

PdlUijacdran of Panchdlam-kiirchi was deemed worst, among the bad.

The same may have arisen from some false ideas as to boldness or

bravery. The circumstance which led to the conquest and annexation

of tlie district was this : Bomma nayak came into the fort of Ramnad,

slightly attended, to transact revenue business with the Collector, a

Mr. Jackson. The two disagreed, and the Poligar left contemptuously
;

inducing the Collector to send a hasty verbal order to the mainguard

to stop his leaving the fort. On receiving this order, Lieutenant Clarke,

then Fort Adjutant, did not wait to turn out the guard; but, in an undress,

ran after the Chief, as be was striding away towards the open gate. The

Poligar warned his pursuer once or twice to stand off; but either not

understanding, or not caring, Lieutenant Clarke continued the pursuit ;

when the Chief thrust out a lance backwards, and gave a mortal wound*

in the abdomen ; thei*eupon escaping to his principality. The sub-

sequent transactions are narrated in "Welsh's Reminiscences.

15. No. 52339. Nedu vallal pdlUya pattu hjfcyut. Old No. 230,

CM. 110, leaf 1—13 not ending.

Reference at the outset to the Chera, Chola and Pandiya king-

doms and the Sivagangi district; then limited to the country oi Kedu

valla I.

This is one of the Madura districts ; and the account is very similar

to like documents, several of which have been abstracted. It is the district in

which the fane of Alaga swdmt is situated. The origin of that fane is

placed iu the time of the Pandiya kings : but the Chieftainship commenced

Avith the new dynasty from the north. Except the names of Chiefs, nothing

further illustrative of the history of the south appears. Indeed, very litile

incident down to the war against Tanjore. Subsequently "the details are

minute, but only wiih refei-ence to the local district. After the troubles

induced by the Mahomedans, it gives the names of two Chiefs ; Avho, by their

titles, I recognise to be Maravas who usurped a temporary power over the

• A daugluerand a son of Lieutenant Clarke, each received a small pension from the

Govfrnmcnt. The daughter died in 1831, and the son iu 1858. The latter left a widow
(dHiigliter of the veteran, Lieutenant Brtmton, Fort Adjutant of Madura) wholly destitute;

to irhom a contiinmme of the pension was refused !
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Madura kingdom. Other manuscripts meniion the sam? usxirpation. but

without defining the country of those Chiefs. This may bo the Marava
ascendancy over the Madura kingdom, which Veda luh/ah, a servant of-

Coh)nel MacKenzie, by an anachronisn), places in the time of the ohJ Pdndii/a

kings, and antecedent to the northern dynasty; concerning which, I have been

able to discover no satisfactory traces. J3ut such a usurpation, at the close

of the northern dynasty, in the midst of troubles, introduced by Chanda Saheh
no doubt did occur. In this manuscript there is nothing further of any

consequence, though the details in the latter period are very minute.

The book is somewhat long, thin, on very narrow leaves, sli"htly

injured.

16. No. 9.0^%. Mahratiiya rdjukal Tiduva rajdkal Icyfeytif. Old
No. 2o5.

The manuscript has not the beginning: since, according to the number

of the palm leaves, 26 are wanting ; the eight following ones down to 34, are

regular; but the whole is a mei'e fragment. The twenty-seventh alludes to

kings of the Call yuga, it contains the mention of Hara Pratdpa deva rayer,

and his descent is deduced from Janamejaya.

The manuscript has a discrimination of the five countries and

languages, comprised under the term Pancha drdvidam. From Rame-
suram and Malayalam to Calahastri, is the Tamil drdvidam. ; from

Calahastri to Ganjam, is the Telinga drdvidam ; from ^lysore to

Golconda, is the Cdrndtaca drdvidam ; from Golconda 10 Puna
^aitara kc, is the Mahrashtrra drdvidam. ; from Sattara and Puna to

the southward of Delhi, is the Guzeratti drdvidam. The five Gaudas

are then defined.

Mention of the race of Janamejaya down to Sara7i(jad''hara, the last

of that dynasty. Four names are given, as the dynasty of the mantri or

minister of Vicramdditya- There is then a mention of some kings of the

Rolar line, with the name of Vicravia at the close, apparently meant for

Vicramaditya. Sdlivahana is next mentioned with an interval of more than

2,000 years, not accounted for in the dates. Bhoja rdja. Transition to Cari

Cdla Cholan, and his works on the Cdveri. Other Chlot rajas; one of whom
is said to have ruled as far as to Ougein. Special notice is taken of lictjendra's

endowment at Tim otfiyHr. He is also represented as having patronised

Tamil literature : contrary to other documents, he is represented as the father

of Adoiidai. However, both Rdjendra and Knldtliivga (elsewhere termed,

father of Adondai) are both titular names. Sandara Chbla is the last one

mentioned.

Remark.—This manuscript I also find to be a fragment of the Carnd-
iaca rdjdhalf and it is of no consequence ; as that portion is complete in the
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reetorerl copy. What remains of this fragment is damaged. The label does

not bear all the usual marks.

At the present time the document is without boards or label, of

medium lentil, thin, nuich injured. I take either this No. or tlse 13 supra

to be the abridged copy referred to, under 6, No 2305.

XII. IIymnology.

.01 No. 2050. D^oamm and Agasttja pdttu. Old No. 102, CM. 159.

The Deoarain contains a collection of chants which are said to be the

productions of Appar, iSundarar and S'ampanlar ; though, by one printed

account, the collection i:? restricted to the proiluctions of the two last of the

three. Appar was at first a Joina : concerning him and Bampantar, suffi-

cient lui'^ been elsewhere stated. >Sundnrar is said to have been born in the

Neilore district, and trained at Chellumbram. The popular account is, that

the three poets travelled about as minstrels, composing chants, in honor of

the images at different places visited by them; and such shrines are con-

sidered to have received additional lustre thereby. These chants have a

reference to Saiva shrines.

Leaf 24— 180 the end.

Agastya pdtfu contains leaf 1— 41, and three not numbered.

It is a mystic poem of a Saiva, and pantheistic kind; elsewhere noticed :

spuriously ascribed to Agastya. The autliov's name is Sivdlya rislii.

The whole hook is of medium length, thick, old, somewhat injured.

1. No. 2088. Tint vachacam, sacred praise by Mduica Vdsacar.

Old No. 105, CM. 163. Seven chants wanting. Forty-eight

stanzas are appended of a polemic poem against the Bdiiddhas,

not complete, leaf 1— 1.51.

This book is short, thick, small writing, in tolerable order. For

other copies r. infrn.

2. No. 2096. (cdpha) Cumhhakcna VirahJiudra tartibirojn panml.

Old No. 147. CM. 91.

In the title, this work is ascribed to Otta Cutfon, the truth of which

ascription admits of doubt. In the introductory portion there is eulogy of

various names of deities, chiefly of the Saiva description. The subjects of the

work are principally two. The first is the destruction of the Sarnanar at

Madura, by means oi' Sampaniar, which is herein produced, differing, not in

incidents, but words, from the account in the Miidiira local legend. The
second subject is ihe destruction of the sacrifice of Dacsha by Viva Bliadra,

the angry form of /SVua. This is tokl at ler<jih. There is, it seems, at Cum-
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hhakonam a fane dedicated to J'lra JBIiadra, and lience the praise directed \o

that form j because of the two leading incidents of destruciive character which

are narrated.

Hence the work hasarelatiou to XXIII. The parani is a kind

of poem, always warlike.

The book is of medium size, leaf 1—67, 524 stanzas, and 74

others like in subject, in tolerable condition.

3. No. 2122. Tira vachacam. Old No. 106, CM., wanting.

Chants in honor ot Siva, six leaves. Ihe iiru vachacam; leaf

1— 1 1 1 various pieces, Saiva in kind. Five leaves have G4 venpas.

Two leaves have ten stanzas, all alike bearing on the praise oi Siva^

This copy is short, tiiick, partially damaged by worms.

4. No. 2127. Kellai mdlai, a poem on Cerealia. Old No. 1^7,

CM. 180.

This production is of iheCalifurai species of veisificalion. It is pane-

gyrical of the mimen worshipped, as I think, at Tinnevelly. Ten stanzas are

wanting, the remainder is in good preservation.

90 stanzas, leaf 1— 45, the other ten stanzas would make a com-

plete satacam.

In the extreme south, afeitile corn country, rice-grain appears

to be personified as divine ; receiving a sort of homage. Many years

since, when walking round the painted corridor, witliin the Saiva temple

at Madura, my attention was attracted by a hieroglyph, unknown to me,

of frequent recurrence : three distinct inquiries, o.i diflerent specimens

brought the uniform reply tiru-nellai. The word commonly spelt

Tinnevelly, is recte, Tiru-nellu-vale, " the plain of sacred rice-corn."

The personification I gathered from after-inquiries. This resemblance

to Egyptian customs would seem to indicate that Saivas have some

reminiscences of their oiiginal country.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on narrow leaves, in

tolerable order.

5. No. 2130. Hangha idndddki a chaut to Visluiu. Old No. 116,

CM. 168.

The andddhi is a da-capo chant.

A defective production by Pillai perumdl nyengar, one of the managers

at Srirangham fane, in praise of Rangha svdmi, the form of Vishmi wor-

shipped in that fane. It wants forty leaves at the beginning, but the

remainder of the fratfment is rigiit ; it has a mixture of poetical stanzas,, with

a prose explanation , it is a little damaged by insects.



Leaf 41—77, and vrida stanzas 53— 100, laudatory of Vishnu in

preference to Brahma and 8iva. The book is long and now worm eaten,

6. No. 2136. Aruna giri ndtlia Urn pugerh, sacred chants by

Aruna giri ndtlia. Old No, 138, CM. 203. It contains 106

stanzas, completing a satacam : leaf 1—4G complete. See notices

infra of other copies.

This one long, of medium thickness, old, very much worm-eaten.

7. No. 2141. Verha mukattu, chant on Pullaiyar only three leaves
;

large handwriting of a school boy. Its value may be adjudged

by one specimen; Ganapati jaya jaija—irraver jaya jaya—Isa^i

iantdrul—makaiie,jaya jaya ; that is elephant lord ! huzza, huzzah !

•—never dying, huzza, hazzah!—receiving favor ivom Siva—O son 1

huzza, huzzah !

The leaves are long, in good order.

8. No. 2143. Avunaglriuu.t'hatiru pugerh. Old No. 140, C.M.66'

Leaf 1—31 defective ; 55 stanzas, others wanting.

This copy is long, thin, old, a little damaged, ?;. infra.

9. No. 2145. Vencata venpa, ox\ Vishnu. Old No. 149, CM. 169.

Stanzas of the venpa (or sonnet) species of verse, in praise of Vishnu,

in the form woi shipped at Tripeii; composed by PUlai Perumal aijengar, a

Vaishnava Brahman, and manager of the fane. Several of the stanzas are

wanting ; some of the remaining leaves are slightly injured.

Leaf 2—26, wanting seven intermediate. The book is long.

10. No. 2149. Aruna giri ndtlia tiru pngcrh. Old No. 142, CM.
1078, contains 94 stanzis, leaf 3—32, 34—39, 41, 42, and does not

finish.

This copy is of medium length, injured.

11. No. 2150 Rangha calampdcam, or incense to Vishnu. Old No.

144, CM. 167, leaf 1—25 contains 102 ptUtacams.

Of medium length, old, a little damaged.

12. No. 2151. Itangha calampdcam, chant on Rangha ndtlia, 100

stanzas, leaf 1—25 long, worm-eaten.

This is a poem of one hundred stanzas in praise of Rangha, a name of

Vishnu at >Srlrangham, and other places. The word wiiicli I have rendered

"incense" signifies more properly a mixture of odoriferous perfumes, of

which I need not extract the quintessence. It is also a technical name of one

class of Tamil Prabundlias, us containing a mixture of various poetical

measure:). Tiii first nranuseript is perfect and uninjured ; the second copy is
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«ouiewliat damaged by insects, and will require to be looked at occasionally
»

though its restoration is not immediately urgent, it is otherwise complete.

13. No. 215'2. Ahhirdmi andddhi, a da-cupo chant. Old No. 150,

CM. 170, leaf 1—17.

This is a small and imperfect manuscript, containing sixty-four stanzas

out of one hundred. The subject i*^ a species of eulogy, addressed to a form

oiParvali, composed in the kind of metre termed a?itdti by Abhirami Pattar,

a Brahman, The book is quite recent in appearance
;

yei, is nevertheless

slightly touched by insects. It was evidently left unfinished by the copyist:

there being several blank leaves, not written on.

It is long, and now injured by book-worms.

14. No. 2154. Aru)M girt ndVha tiru pugerh. Old No, 139, CM.
179, leaf 1— 34, containing 50 stanzas.

This copy is long, very narrow leaves, very slightly injured.

Reference to three other copies supra.

These manuscripts are portions only of one great work; reputed to

contain in all sixteen thousand stanzas, of the kiud termed vnuttam, by

Aruna giri nat^ha^ so called after the god at Trinomali. His name forms

part of the above title, and the words <*/•« pugerh mean sacred paiiegyjic.

This panegyric is contained in a .series of hymnology ; addressed to a form of

fSuhrahmanya, worshipped at Tirtani, near Madras.

15. No. 2155. J')nbikai mdlai, g-d\-\and of Pdrvati. Old No. 151

CM. 171, leaf 1—8, containing 30 stanzas.

These are in praise of Minacshi, the form of Pdrvati in the great

^aiva temple at Madura.

The book is long, narrow leaves, in good condition.

16. No. 2157. Stottra agaval, praise in measured prose. Old No.
195, CM. 178.

A few leaves'without order or connexion, and so greatly damaged by
insects, and other causes, as to be no longer coherently legible. As far as any
subjects can be made out, the contents agree with the title, indicating a poem
of the easiest kind of metre, in praise of various so called deities.

Eight short leaves, extremely damaged.

17. No. 2161. Tint, vachacam, sacred chants by Mdnica vdsacar.

Old No. 104, CM. 162.

He, Appar and Sundarar, travelled over the Carnatic, visiting

temples, and writing a distinct chant on each fane. The temples, so

celebrated, retain still the epithet tiru or sacred.



There is also in this copy nine stanzas of the Devarani, a

fragment.

The numbers of the leaves are not in regular order. The book

is short, very thick, olr1, and now injured

—

v. §upra et infra.

18. No. 2162. Tim vachacam, chants by Mdnica vdsacar. Old

No. 103, CM. 161. Three copies, Nos. 104—106 precede.

These are copies of a collection of panegyrical stanzas by BIdnica

vdsacar, whose story is narrated in the Vadur, and Madura st'hala purdnas.

After relinquishing his office of minister of state to the Madura king, and

undergoing severe treatment, as narrated in those legends, he became a devotee

of Siva ; and, exclusive of disputing with the Bailddhists, he wandered about

in the manner of ascetic minstrels, such as Appar, Sundarar, and others, and

composed brief panegyrics of diffei-ent forms or emblems of Siva, worshipped

at different places. The entire amount of such chants was fifty-one ; which

chants (consisting at least of ten stanzas, but generally one, two, or three

more) make up a total of six hundred and sixty stanzas of the kind termed

viruttam ; with a ft^w of the plainer kind termed agavcd. For a further

account of (he work, see abstract of the Vadur sChala purdnam, under XXIII.

No. 103 is complete. There are added 27 chants from the Tevaram,

a similar collection by Appar, Snndarar and Sampantar. The whole forms

a small sized pocket volume, which, though rather old, is very little injured
;

leaves 1—208, small writing, very short, and very thick.

J 9. No. 2207, Section 1. Tiru ravayiam kudi andadhi : da-capo

chant on a Saiva fane. Old No. 156, CM. 174, leaf 1—17.

There are three documents tied up in this book; the first has the above

title, and is a series of fen chants, each of ten stanzas, laudatory of Siva,

composed by Suhrahmanya desyar, son of Amhala vana desyar. It is

complete.

The second is entitled Tint cachur nondi iidtacam, v. supra.

The third document contains a few leaves; the. contents being ton

stanzas in praise of Tiyagara, a name and form of Siva, worship|)ed at Tirn-

])orur, about 20 miles south of Madras.

For Section 2, see VI.

The whole book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, slightly

injured.

20. No. 2270. TIanumanta pdttu, a chant in praise of Hanumdn,

Old No. 204, CM. 182. The term ddi Hanuman is used, indicat-

ing an intention to carry his claims very high.

This irt a buul< ,\vry small in size and brief as to coident;?. It contains



ton stanzas, as a eulogy of Nanuman, for the assistance rendered to Rama in

the war against Lanca. The eight diminutive leaves, on which the book is

written, are much damaged by insects.

There is an appendix of eight similar leaves, of which only four are

written on ; the contents being an unfinished poem in praise of a local goddess,

termed Periya nayahi amman ; in good preservation.

There arc now seven leaves of the first, and four of the second,

together 1 1 instead of 1(3 leaves, short, very narrow, worm-eaten.

21. No. 2278. Siotdara vedu pari ; concerning Siva, No other

numbers. In calitural and revpa measures, leaf 1— 17, and

seemingly complete.

This little book appears not to have been in the MacKenzie

collection, when first examined by me in 1838-9. The presumption

tlierefore is, that it has been since subsituted for some more valuable book.

The subject is, praise of the form of Siva, worshipped at Madura.

It is somewhat long, has no boards, is in good order, a school

boy's handwriting.

XIII. Inscriptions.

J. No. 234'5. Tardsaran Isvara I.oil, and Stmdara Pernmal hoiL

and Tiru sdla muttan koil, si7d sdssanankal. Inscriptions within, or

on the walls of three temples. Inside the book stated to be

inscriptions from six temples. Records of gifts to those temples.

Leaf 320—87 1 . Old No. 6, CM. 958.

The book is short, of medium thickness, in tolerable order.

2. No. 2346. T'lrundmala, Tirukoilur, VriddhacliahL koil sila sdssa-

nankal Old No. 15, CM. 967.

This book contains various inscriptions; as a bundle of different

sized leaves, some of them very long, or medium length, and more or

less worm-eaten.

It is not necessary to note each inscri]:)tion from palm leaves,

as all such were, at an early time, copied off in paper books ; 'and a

great many inscriptions will come to be noticed under the 2nd Family.

3. No. 2347. Dei-a rayi si/d sdssanankaf. No other mark or

number —39 leaves.

These, from their importance were noted in my former analysis,

as follows :
—

•

1.) Dated in S'al. S'ac. 1270. Viraprafdpa deva rayer at the time of his

coronation had a large fu/rnlidr'.nn. or stioet. containing: thirfy-thref*
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houses bailt, in a lown bemln^ his own name ; which iio tlien presenleci

to the Brahmans.

2.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1300. Commemorates two public acts of muni-

ficence by Bala nayak, son of Altipa nat/ah, the friend of Bukha. Ho

had a spring, or aqueduct (wliich had gone to decay) repaired for public

use. He also built a town called Pillai-samndram, Which he bestowed

for a residence, on the Brnhmana.

3.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1303. Bukha raya, Ihe ton of //(/n hara raya,

formed a village which he called Har^ hora raya pi/ram, and gave it

as a present to thirteen Brahm.a?)s.

4.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1071. Vishnu verddhana, the son of Sdluvanihe

latter of whom ruled in Dwaraco puram ( D)vara samudramj from over-

coming and killing a liger, acquired the epithet of Osala (oyisala.) At

the timeof the installation, or crowning of Naras'mhn deca, one of this

race ; heNarasmha made a donation of lands, and cow, to the fane of

Kesavasvdmi, and also gave some lands to the Brahmans.

5.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1454. In the time of Achyuta rayo, one named

Vellapa nayak, in order to ensure to himself both merit and fame, made

large donations of lands to the Brahmans.

6.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 143". Timma raya, a king of the Tuluvn

country, of the race of Vasuva di'vn. acquired illustrious reputation l)y

acts of munificence.

7.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1152. The Prafhani or treasurer of Haii hara

raya, who was named Ganda-dandci, fully repaired the injuries done by

the Mahomedans at Vellore; who had deraolishfd some fanes there, and

presented those repairs as an oftering at the shrine of Chenna k/sava raya.

(The date 1152 is equivalent to A.D. 1230, and corresponds with tho

period of the first Mahomedan irruption).

8.) Dated in S'jI. Sac. 105-5. In the time of the the Osila Vishnu Verd-

dhana, a king named Vinaiydditya was born, who made lai-ge donations

to secular Brahmans, and also to sacerdotal Brahmans ofliciating in fanes.

9.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 120G. Vallala raya, the son of Vira Harasinha

raya, made donations of villages to various fanes, and to Braltmans.

10.) Dated in Sal Sac. 1206. Vira somesvara chacraverti, son of the

last mentioned Valldla raya, made large donations of land to three fanes.

11.) Dated in Sal. Sue. 1210. When J^^jVa iS'«/ast/;/m raya, the son of

the above Vira somesvara chacraverti was ruling with great equity, his

Valavdyi, or chi"f general, made large donations of lands to many fanes.

12.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1235. Bomviana nayak, the chief general of

fira Naramiha raya, formed some villages and agraharumv, whuih he

presented to Brahmans.
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13.) Dated in' Saf. Sac. 123.'). Commemoratfs other similar dpn.ition?,

from the same person.

14.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1131. Jlra Narasinhu raya, gave to his chief

general certain lands in free tenure.

15.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1154. Commemorates a gift of lands in free

tenure, by Fira Narasinha raya, to Carnaiyar, a Drahman.

16.) Dated in /5V)^. Sac. 1080. Commemorates a grant of fourteen villageg

to Brahmans, by Cotanda nriyak, in the time of Tlra Narasinha raya.

17.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1085. Vishnu danda nayak, the manlri or

minister of Narasinha ?'<7?/a, having several lands placed at his disposal,

by permission of the said king, bestowed ihem on various Brahmans.

Remark.—Some of the preceding inscriptions are of earlier date, and

greater value than usual. They require to be compared with the manuscript

entitled Congudesa rajokal, as they seem to relate to the line of princes therein

given; and (if I remember aright) some of these dates, and inscriptions are

therein introduced.

Note.—This manuscript is injured, or damaged in a few places by the

breaking oiF, of portions attheedses, injuring the writing, and now irrecover-

able ; for the rest, the document is in good preservation.

The book is very long, of medium thickness, and injured.

4. No. 2348. Vishnu Cdnc/ii sila sdssanankaL Inscriptions at the

Fctishnava fane of Conjeveram. Old No. 1, CM. 953.

These also attracted my attention, at an early period of my
former analysis, as follows:—

1. On the Sampanki sacred wall, and on the southern wall, on the hill.

Inscription of Vai raja Timmnpa, Sal. Sac. 1413. Commemorates a

gift by Fai raja Tttnmapa of 4,500 fanams (of what kind not specified) to

be given yearly at the Bivdla, and Uputhi festivals, for the expenses of pro-

cessions, and for furnishing the usual offerings of ghee, sugar, and other

matters for making sacred viands : as customary in Vaishnava fanes.

2. On the sacred hill, on the Sampanki, and the southern wall.

Inscription of Nagaina Nayani of Mueapalam, Sal., Sac. 1409. A
gift of ghee and other matters, for lights and offerings, to be raised from the

revenues of a village called Tiru pani pillar, made in the time of Saluva

Timma, of the race of Narasimma rayer.

8. On the sacred hill below the Sampanki, on the southern wall.

(In Telugu). Inscription of Saluva Timma rdju, Sal. Sac. 1403.

Timma was the son of Saluva saluva malliyn di'va mahd raja. Gift of
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7,800 fanams, for four kinds of service in one fane, and two kinds in another

fane, to arise from the products of cultivation.

4. On the south side of the tower, on the Sampanhi, below the

southern waU.

Inscription of Tim vUhi sani, the daughter o^ Ammdni. Dated in

Sal. Sac. 1408. Gift of 300 fanams, for conducting a certain ceremony of

singing &c., at the time of the god's rising up in the morning, after sleep.

5. Inscription of Xarana pntia vari the Purohifan. or Brahman

adviser o^ Krishna ?-a^ey, dated in Sal. Sac 143G. Gift of 10,000 fanams

arising from the products of cultivation, for offerings before the god, eight

times daily, of ghee, and various other articles, specified.

6. Dated in Sal. Sac. 15.28, during the rule of S}i vira Vencatapaii

ayyad'cer (of Pennacnnrla ?) by Aniunajja annayangar, son of Lalorja

nayaka of the Cuuri caste people of MalUya ranam near Vijaya^iagara of

365 gold huns, for the 36^ days of the year, for ihe gift of two large tureens of

rice, to be offered to the two images, and the overplus of the expense to go to

the inferior temple attendants.

7 Dated in Sal. Sac. 1123, donation by Utla7ida rayer Ulr.gofpen,

of 840 fanams for the conducting certain ceremonies, en the monthly recurrence

of the nacshetra (lunar mansion) of his own birth, and that of his mother. (It

is of early date, and the title Ulayappen means "fufJier of the world.'')

8. On the sacred hill, on the southern ;>ide of the shrine [yimdnam).

Inscription of Timma raja, son of Sdlnra ginuldu raya udiyar, dated

in Sal Sac. 1385. Gifts of some land for the conduct of offerings.

9. On the southern wall facing the street in which the car is drawn

at festivals.

Inscription of a merchant Krishnama chettl, dated in Sal. Sac. 1458,

what was given not known, as it is stated that the remaii.ing letters of the

inscription have become illegible.

10- On the same wall.

Inscription of Koppii Nayani, a disciplp of Tattdchdrya. Dated in

Sal. Sac. 1467. Gift of 3,750 fanams for oflerings, to be conducted on the

eleventh day of every lunar fortnight.

l^ote.—The above palm leaf manuscript is badly written in small letters,

and the palm leaf is in some places eaten away. It is, therefore, restored on paper,

as some of the dates and names will be useful in elucidating a few obscure

points in the more modern portion of the Peninsula history.

The restored copy^is in a Inrgc^ folio volume on superior paper.

V. Slid Family.
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The palm leaf manuscript is long, thin, (leaf 1— 12) much worm-
eaten.

5. No. 2349. Nemam israra kail, and Airdvati isvara koil sila

sdssanankal. Inscriptions in two temples, believed to be in the

Tanjore district. Old No. 4, CM. 95G ; leaf 35—95 from rjarbha-

kara, or side of th.e Amman koil— v. 2, supra.

The book is short, thick, slightly injured.

(). No. 2350. Tiru Caruvur koil titta maruftiir ^Msupati Isvara koil

sila sdssananhal. Inscriptions from fanes in the Caroor district

near Coimbatore. They are of the time of Kulottunga Chola, and

others of that time—leaf 230—259.

These, with others from that neighbourhood, had been copied

into an old folio volume, which received much attention in my analysis.

Referred to 2nd Family.

This book is short, thin, worm-eaten.

7. No. 2351. Tdnjdour kandiyur Isvara koil sila sdssanankal. Old
No. 5, CM. 957, leaf 96—137.

"The contents are thirty-two inscriptions copied out in Candiyur

Tinipanturatti, Koil patti tillistunam, Caduvuzi, Carunta pattankudi."

Accoi'ding to the number of the leaves there are 95 palm leaves

Avanting ; though the nnmber of inscriptions, that is thirty -two, id complete;

answering to the above title, written within on a blank leaf in a different hand-

writing. It is, therefore, uncertain whether what may have preceded was taken

away or lost ; but some similar books in the collection render it probable that

this is one section of a continued series, (vide 5, supra.)

No. 41. In the Saiva fane at Candeyur, dated 17th year of the rule

of Koraja O-'sava, vmharaja ; gift to a fane at Satya-mangalam.

Xo. 42. Dated in the 10th year o^ Kopa deva, but the other words and

letter's are so evidently incomplete and disjointed, that the inscription could

not have been h^gible on the stone.

No. 43. Dated in the 11th year of Ko-raja Kesari, the name of Tim
Carideyur is legible ; nothing else.

No. 44. Inscription on the shrine at Tirupantirutti o^Pnshpavanesvara

svdmi ; name of the goddess Savuntira nayak ammen.

Dated Sal. >Sac. 1346, in Crodhi yediV : gift by Vijaya rayen, of the

race o£ Ilari hara rayer, of a Certain portion from the revenue arising from

cultivation.

No. 45. Dated in S'al. Sac. 133G, Manmata year. Gift of land to the

same fane, by some headmen, apfiarently three in number.
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No. 46. Dated in the lOth year of Korasadaijjan Chola diver ; but

uo intelligible sense can be made out.

No. 47. Dated in the 30th year of Kiri honda Chola dever ; gift of

various sundries for offerings or services to a fane ; the name of which cannot

be made out.

No. 48. Dated in the 20th year of Kiii konda hopa kdsiya pairam

dever Cholan: gift of land to maintain a constant light in a fane of \idi

chandesvara.

No. 49. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1454, a string of titles without any proper

name ; that of Varadapaitjar of Krishnapuram occurs ; but this is perhaps that

of the local god : gift of a tax on cows.

Remarks.—The foregoing is merely a specimen of the contents. They

are so prevailinoly illegible, from deficiency of letters as to lead to the inference,

either that the said letters were defaced on the stone, or else that the characters

were not understood. Considerable pains were taken with this book, without

adequate result. The oldest inscriptions appear to have no Sacai year stated;

and where the Sacai year is mentioned, the date is comparatively modern.

It rests on my recollection that this book convinced me of the

imposition practised in the Madura stliala purdnam, in giving a very

long line of kings, with high sounding Sanscrit names, or titles. Very

many of those kings never existed. The inscriptions have simpler names.

Co, before a consonant and Con [ovkdii) before a vowel, is the word used

for king; and this may be compared with Bryant's Analysis, as to the

extensive use of that word. Thence, moreover, through the Saxon

koenig, comes the English word king. But I was startled at finding

Bryant reduce the Hebrew word Cohen, a royal priest, to the same

origin. However, I believe he was right.

This book is short, of medium thickness, in good order. On a

recent view of the manuscript, I spelt the names, Kandiyur, Tiru

panturutii, Kolilpafti, Tillai stanam, Kada rarhi and Katmritakam kudi.

8. No. 2352. Tiru karhi kunra .s//a sdssanaiikal. Old No. 13,

CM, 965. Stated to be copied from the Amman kuil. There are

dates of some kings' reigns ; but much more as to expenses of the

temple, and income from a grove of cocoanut trees. The temple is

on a remarkable hill, a little beyond Chingleput, on the other side of

the Polar river, and traditionally the site of very bloody battles

between Sawa colonists, and the aboriginal Todars.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very narrow leaves,

.•jome damaged.
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9. No. 2353. Tinivayur Isvara Ixoil silasdsmnankcd. OldjSTo. 40,

CM. 562, (or 10?) Inscriptions on one, or move than one temple,

at Triviar, on the Cauvery, and near to Tanjore.

Panchanadl Isvara koil.

Samsa varLikl Ammen koil.

A Saiva fane containing two buildings, dedicated to the male,

and female energies.

Leaf 1—25. The book is short, and slightly injured.

10. No. 2354. Siiigka puri ndf'ha sviimi silu sdssa7iangal. Old

No. 2, CM. 954. Inscriptions on a temple dedicated to the "lord

of lion-town ;" where, not known.

These inscriptions relate to limits or boundaries, products, statis-

tical details, gifts, &c.

Leaf 1— 8, long, slightly injured.

11. No. 2356. Tiru cliota turai sila sdssanankal. Old No. 3,

CM. 955?

Inscriptions on a fane known as Tiru <payanam Isvara koil. The
male energy, 'Jppa sahai/ar, he who helps in distress ; the female energy,

Peruganndyaki, the great lady.

Record of various gifts, and benefactions to those two shrines,

leaf 161—220.

The book is short, in tolerable order.

1^. No. 2357. Sadd siva mahd raya, copper saasanankal. Copper
plate grants, by the last of the Vijayanagara rayas; copied on four-

teen leaves, grantlia letter, Sanscrit language. Old No. 17 or 13^
CM. 964.

The book is long, on narrow leaves, much worn.

13. No. 2358. Tiru vdti kudi Isvara koil, s'dd sdssnnankal. Inscrip-

tions on stone, in a village fane. The male energy, named Veda
j)uri Isvara; the female energy, Mangai ikarhchi, the young scold.

Records of grants to those two shrines ; with caution not to

pervert the gifts to other uses: leaf 1—9.

The book is short, and slightly injured.

1 4. No. 2359. Tiru anndmaldl Jrundckala Isvara svdmi sannitiyal.

Bears no marks or numbers.
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Inscriptions on stone, on walls of tlie pagoda at Trinomalee,

near Madras.

Nortli side of Sabhdpati svdrnPs shrine, and from the gopura or

tower on the south side. Gifts of rice, butter, oil, and the like matters,

from various persons. Among others the name of Vajrdngadu Pdndiya

raja occurs. It is a titular name, equivalent to "thunder holt." It

belongs to Indra, the god of the firmament.

The book is long and thin, very narrow leaves, injured.

15. No. 2360. VilUi kaiti talook, Perumdl kail sussananhaL Old

No. 11 C.M.9G3. Inscriptions on stone in Vaishnava fanes in the

neighbourhood of Trichinopoly. Three names appear, nttu

latti Dottiyan, Tiru Ndrdyanaii, and Veda Ndrdyanan. As talook

uieans district, there may be more than three: leaf I— 18.

The book is very long, thin, very narrow leaves, in tolerable order.

16. No. 2381. Tira kdtta pillai Isvara kovil sl/d mssanankal.

Old No. 7, CM. 959, stone inscription.

Agni Isvara svdmi— male.

Saundari nayahi ammen—female.

Gifts of laiid, tax free, cut oii the south side of the ^.vcr^oc/a :

ten inscriptions. Site, the Tanjore country.

Lgg^f ] 5—3S and two leaves at the end in ISJandi nagun letter.

The book is of medium length, damaged.

17. No. 2366. Sucala Ndrdyana Perianal Mann kida mafia devi

Isvara koil. Old No. 16, CM. 56 ? Inscription on stone, on a

pagoda iu the Chittoor zillah, and near Wandiwash ; known as

Manu kuhi hraru amman koil, the Noachic goddess.

The inscriptions are on ihcartlia mantapa, south side, at the foot,

and some of them relate to Chola kings: leaf 1— 19.

The book is of medium length, very narrow leaves, slightly

injured.

XIV. Jaina.

1. No. 2078. Chatur vlmsati purdnam, legend of the twenty-four^

(i.e. Tirt'hacuras), the numbers are now defaced, but should be

Old No. 230, CM. 1044.

Invocation.— A. brief indication of the contents, then a reference to

tho autlior, and (o his readers. The luraDa is derived from the supreme lord
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Porameavarcr ; its virtues and beneGcia,! tendencies areannounced. Great

virtues of its writer : great advanta^'es will resultto itsreaders.

The Purdna opens with a reference to VruhaVha svdmi, who lived in

the centre of the southern portion of the land of Baratha in Javibu divipa

(central Hindustan), An early Chncraverti (or ruler) came to him, and

begged to know all customs, differences of times, and other matters, from the

time of Siisiiman. The svami favorably received his request, and taught him

the mtila tantra, or principal system ; which was delivered by Gautama

to Srenica the great king, and consisted of 455,442,003,100,530 stanzas.

This, the great Purdna, is taught from age to age, The account is then

conducted, as if repeating what Gautama stated to S'renica, A specification

of the various yogas ; that is, religious rites, or modes of worship. A reference

to Svayamhliuvn Mann, and the matters which occurred in his time; intro-

ducing the mention of the Ulsarpani and Avasarpini periods ; the former

prosperous, as following the renovation of all things, after the periodcal deluo^e;

the latter adverse, as going before, and preparing for the destroying, and

purifying deluge, (see M.S. book, No. 12, Section 1). The peopling of the

Baratha candam (or continent of India), with the Mo7iuss, Chacravertis,

and people, is next adverted to. The prompt justice, and equity of the Chncra-

?.-e7-^is in the punishment of crime. The book then mentions various matters

concerning the world, countries, towns, kingionis, sacred rivers or pools,

donations, penance in detail. In those times men believed in only one Creator

who created men good and evil; not according to his own purpose of mind
but accordintr to their good and evil deeds, in a former state of existence.

Afterwards the bounds, and the nature of the Baratha candam (or upper India)

are stated, its hills, peaks of mountains, &c. The great c'ty of Alacdpuri on

the northern portion, its ruler was Atki palm, Mnt; of the. Vidi/ddharas {n

species of celestials) : he considered the luxury of kingly rule to hs like smell-

ing a poisonous flower; and lelinquishfd the kingdom, devolving it on his son :

becoming a naked ascetic, he was initiated into the Jaina system. Details are

given of that system. Mahapdlen governed ; he had four ministers, two of

whose names were Maha mathi and SvayampuUi. One day Svayarnputti

being a distinguished person among the Jainas, asked the king some questions

of a religious character, to which the king replied ; and they both agreed,

that though the body dies, yet that the jican (life or soul) does not die. A
story is narrated in illustration to the advantage of the Jaina .system. Vari-
ous accounts are given of persons who, by evil actions, incurred the pains of

naraca (or hell). Description of the various places of torment, and the

punishments inflicted, being instructed, or purified, thereby ; the persons so

punished, subsequently attain to happiness. Mention of persons who obtain

beatification in the Isana calpam. There follow details of capital towns, each
the metropolis of a state, or kingdom. Prophetic declaration as to the futuro
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h'u'(h of Vr'shab'ha svdmi, his incarnation. Brahma, and other yod.s, did him

homage; many matters follow concerning that incarnation, and its praises;

an account of the instructions given by Vrishahlui sudmi saated on a lofty

seat or ihrone; Baratha and others received his lectures. An account of

their panegyric on the teacher. The glory of the Jaina system dwelt on.

The Chacraverti afterwards returned to Ayodhya, and received homage from

the Vidyddharas. In a dream he had a vision of the god ; who announced

to him that jjcrsecutions and sufferings would arise from the Pds/idndis (a

contemptuous tipithet applied to the Saivas) and also fiom the 3ilechchas

(outcastes, or barbarians) detailed at length. The Chacraverti in the morning

performed the rite of ablution, in order to remove the evil of the dream, or to

avert its accomplishment. Details of Prohasan, Cumhhan, and many others

are given, as coming from the mouth of Gautama, delivered to Srenica; that is

to say of what kind of birth, or form of being they before were (on the system

of the metempsychosis) what kind of actions they performed; afterwards

being instructed in the Jaina system, they acquired beatification. These

various accounts, in much detail, occupy the rest of the work.

N<jte.—This jjalm leaf maimscript, on examination, was found to l)e

complete, and in good ord;-r ; with the exception of about fifty leaves at the

beginning. These were restored on other palm leaves, and added to the book,

for its more certain preservation.

The work, it will be seen, carries up the oiigin of the Jaina system to

the very birth ui" time; yet, as the whole turns on the alleged incarnation of

Vrlshahlia svdmi (considered by some to be a subordinate incarnation of

Vishnu) and as Vriskab'ha svdmi was posterior to Gdntama Ihidd'ha, the

evidence for such high antiquity may receive as much credence as any one

may choose to bestow. In truth, the Jaina system, at its origin, was a modi-

fication of the Vaisiinava one. To me, it seems, that the Pali work (published

in Ceylon) entitled the Mahaivariso (or great genealogy) clearly fixers the

origin of the Baudd'ha and Jaina systems at Magadha ; thi-ee or four hundred

years antecedent to ihe Christian era. Nothing in this work, as it seems to

me, contradicts such an origin ; without b.ing easily reconcileable thereto.

Tlie entire book might be worth translating, at some future period, for though

the Jaina legendary history is as much beclouded with metaphor, and fiction

as the Brahrnanical ;
yet, fiom a comparison of the two, fads may be selected

which could not be received on the evidence of either one of the parties.

In my analysis, I placed this book under Sanscrit, us a kind of

pracrji. The work is among the Tamil books in the library. The

basis of the hmguage is Tamil, with a large mixture of Sanscrit, in the

grant'ha letter.



ii. No. ^082. C/iltra cula uiahalunjam said to be taken tVom the

Srimnti Paushya p?irdnai)t, 11 adhijciijus, 1—58 leaves. Old No.

30, CM. 40.

This is a SHiala 2>U7-dnam divided into eleven udW ijaijas or sections,

relatino^ to a fane of celebrity in the Mahratta country. The above name is

derived from a painted corridor contained in it; forming the subject of one of

the legends. From the contents, I find the fune to be the same ^vith the

Pundarica sfltula which has heretofore been the subject of notice. It is

termed Krishna cslieiravi, and the presence of Vishnu is often adverted to.

Jaya muni figures in most of the legends ; which are all of them innne. The

internal evidence lyf such ducuments is wary unfavorable to the system of reli-

gious belief, which they lend to inculcate.

The book is long, of medium thickness, in tolerable order.

As there is opening for a doubt, I allow the document to be here
;

but under reference forwards to XXI 11.

3. No. 2 128. Tiru nuttandddhi, the sacred ccutuni of da-capo

verses. Old No. 1098, CM. 1075.

A poem containing one hundred stanzas of the f/r/<//am kind, in praise

of a Juina image and shrine, by a Jaina author. Being defective at the end,

the name oi'tiiewriter, or locality of the shrine does not appear in the document.

Leaf 1— 50 containing 93 stanzas, with the iirai or prose expla-

nation.

On the virtue of beneficence; against various vices; on the worship

of God, to the devout there is no lack, all should ask forgiveness of sins.

The book is long, of medium thickness, a little injured.

4. No. 2290. Jainya Cdutnudi cailio, tale of Jaina-moonlight.

Old No. 1()3, CM. 1077.

Tins book opens with a ixference to S'renlca, a king of Mdgadha, whose

town resembled Alacdpurl (the capital of Cmera) Srenica went to Gautama
Buddha for instruction in the doctrines of the Jaina credence. And Gautama
is then stated to have detailed a series of tales received from Udiiodya, a king

of the northern MaVhura, narrated to his minister ; wdiich were first related

by Arhadasa to his wives, eight in numbei', the names being given. Each of

the tales was told during one night. The subjects were calculated to illus-

trate the dogmas of the Jaina credence ; and each tale made one of them a

convert to that system ; with the exception of one, who remained sceptical to

the last. The tales are in the oriental taste, as to kings, their ministers, &c.&c.

The object is to inculcate moral truths; which simple, and unadorned, might
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be doemed tcdio;!S ; but partaking more of the nature of fuble than of plain

narrative.

This book is written in a sort of pracriiti prose: the basis is

Tamil, but much inteilardeci with Stinscrit in grant'ha letters; a mode

which characterises the few Jaina books that have survived, owing to

Jaina fanes existing around Conjeveram : leaf 1—112.

Tiie book is long, somewhat thick, on narrow leaves, slightly

injured.

5. No. 2291. Ja'wa jxincha marga ulpatti.

The origin of five distinctions among Jahuis. Old No. 1 73, CM.
1074; leaf 1— 10 complete.

A manu.script of ten palm leaves, in Tamil and grant'ha characters,

mingled after the Juina fashion. It is complete; a few of the palm leaves

are damag< d.

It commences witli a reference to Chandrn gvpta (contemporary with

Alexander the Great) whom the Jainus (as I apprehend improperly) class among

the votaries of their system. Chandra gupta had sixteen difterent dreams

;

each, one indicative of e^il, degradation, or corrupt ascendancy. He sought

the explanation from a Jaina sage ; who, from them, predicted a decline of

the power of the Cshelriyas v."ith degradation, and divisions in the Jaina

credence. Chandra (/upta abdicated his throne in favor of his son S'imhusena,

and became an initiated disciple in the Jaina ascetic order. His preceptor

was Bhadris-hahu ; who, from the crying of a child, prognosticated twelve

years of famine ; and in consequence, assembling his associates and followers,

the whole company emigrated towards the south . In the midst of a deep forest

and at a certain hill, a celestial voice directed them to halt, and reside there
;

whereupon they took up their abode in the caves of the hill. After some time

Bhadra-baha died there. Chandra, gupta now a muni, or sage, attended to his

funereal rites. His successor appears to have been Visatdcharya, and the site

of residence became the C/io/« country. In consequence of famine, the com-

mon people, or householders, invited the ascetics no longer to live in the wilds,

but to come among them, and reside in the fanes ; when the people would

minister to them support. To this request the ascetics consented. One of them

while going out for alms, frightened a woman, causing miscarriage ; on which

incident the people founded an entreaty to the ascetics to wear white garments

fSn;etdmbaraJ hy doing which an innovation was produced, and the Sn'kdmhara

sect was formed. After the famine, the whole company returned towards the

north ; and, with an intcrveniTig incident by the way, in which Chandra gupta

had a share, the whole of the tribe returned to Patali puira fPalihothraJ in

the iSdovirashtira comitry ; before mentioned as the capital town of Chandra
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Qvpfa. Here n disciiPsion arose about the wearing of the white garments ; ending

at length in the formal establishment of the usage as a distinct class.*" Out

of them proceeded a class termed Yavaniyam, who were unclothed ascetics

;

they taught some opposite tenets, relative to prescribed fasts, and to prohibi(f.'d

periods of journeying. Out of these arose a class who rejected the carrying of

the peacock fan and water cup, whence they obtained the name of Nishpmjam ;

by which they became designated, as a third sect, or subdivision. These three

were established in the Call yuga year 160. This is now 2320 years ago, as

shown by a sloca or poetical stanza. About forty years later Dravida dchdrya

opposed Pvjaya pnta ^rawi (head ascetic); and, introducing various innovations,

formed the Drdvidam, as a fourth subdivision. The fifth class arose out of the

alleged circumstance of a teacher. su]3posed to be dead, arising re-animated from

the funeral pile. According to the regulations of the sj^stem, a dead body should

be halted half way to the burning ground, and carefully examined as to the

possession of life, or otherwise. If then re-animated, such a one would be

received ; but one arising re-animated from the funeral pile, must depart the

country, This person did not obey the rule ; but assembling some people arou_nd

him, established an additional, and apparently much more lax system ; termed

Cctshtasangham. In this way " five worthless systems" were formed, differing

from the rnula sanykam, or original assembly.

Remarh.—The date in this book is most valuable, as it agrees with other

researches ; harmonises with an alleged interpolation by I3rah7nans of some

eight or nine hundred years; and brings the commencement of the CoU yvga

to some time near 500 A.C : on tlie correct fixing of the beginning of that

era very much depends. This book further yields written evidence as to the

coming of the Jaina system from Magadlia info ihe Peninstila ; heretofore

inferred by me, as probable from more genercil data and analogies. Cfifindra

gupta is probably introduced by license of authorsliip ; and the predictions

ascribed to hira were most probably put into that shape by ^^ay of ornament.

The name of Chandra gupta may be undersicpd as loosely applied to

one of his descendants ; and the Pali work entitled Mahcnvanso^ states that a

prince of that dynasty assumed the sacerdotal oihce among the votaries of

^awJc/Zm ; and b( came instrumental in the extensive dissemination of the

system.

As a whole, this brief document seems to me valuable: it adds an item

or two of additional evidence toother documents; and if any others are

translated, this manuscript ought perhaps to be of the number selected for

that purpose. Meantime, it has been restored on paper.

The book is long, thin, on narrow leaves, much worm-eaten.

* Among minor tenets one wat<, their holding the possibility of women ohtairing

iiiocx/ifuii (orbeatitiuU') whence it\vould appear that the other Jahra cUnicd that posbibility
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[In my Report on the Elliot marbles, are matters confirmatory of tlie fiire;;oin^-

Extracts from Mr. Sterling's paper in the Asiatic Researclics show, that, caves exist in tlio

province of Cutiack, once inhabited by Juhia ascetics ; translations from MacKenzie papers-

show that the people invited those ascetics to live in their midst ; and that there was a con-

fusion as to Gajapnii^ and Chola.s, owing- to a southern conquest. I remark also, that paint-

ings by Captain Gcils, from the caves of xVdjunta, show that the Hiretamhara was the class

of Jaina ascetics having influence in that neighbourhood.]

C. No. 231.'?. Kasum padal veitii. By Kamvi padai. Old No. 197,

CM. 156.

It contains 131 rrillfa stanzas, on the seven worlds, seven seas;

and others on war and fighting. The chissification of the book is doubt-

ful. It is not Mtihomedan ; and is supposed to be part of some Jaina

book. Leaf 1— -10, in itself complete.

The book is of medium size, a little injured.

7. No. 2326. Jainya ddimutal nada.ttyam\ affairs of the Jaineis from

the early times. Old No. 172, CM. 1073.

1. One part of this manuscript relates to eleven kinds of vegetables,

ordinarily used in making Hindu dishes, which the Jainas are forbidden to use.

If anY one eat those vegetables, he is considered to be no better than a dead

carcase. The subject appears to be a part of the SraKana dherma.

2. A detail of kings from early times, down to the accession of the

Eni'lish Government. This list, in the former portion, is in grant'ha letters.

It commences with T'a rf-aw ana svdmi, the la,f>t Thtltacara ; the other con-

nected names are Ilhhahlui, Bharatn, Sacara, and twelve others termed C/ia-

craverfift. A list of some other names seems to me composed a little at random,

judging from the mixture : reaching to the era of the Mogadha kingdom.

The name of !:^re.nica maka raja is given, with the addition that he ruled

2540 3'ears ago (to be reckoned backwards from A.D. 1817). The end of the

virtuous period, and commencement of the Calf yiga is dated 2480 years

since. (These valuable dates, the JBauddhas are known to preserve by means

of memorial verses ; and the latter gives for the beginning of the CoU yuga,

the date A. C 663). The next point mentioned is the rule of Sacija or Sacah

dated 1739 years backwards {^acj/a of course means Sdlivahana, and Sal.

Sacai 1739)—corresponds with A.D. 1817. The Ghola rajas arc then men-

tioned, as ruling in this country ; that is, the southern part of the Peninsula.

A seemingly credible list is given, down to Adondai. The kingdom was after-

wards broken up, divided into various portions, and the Curumbnrs acquired an

ascendancy. The Chola rule lasted about 1,000 years. Afterwards the

Mahomedans ruled 120 years: and some names of their chiefs are specified.

After them the English had ruled during seventeen years, when the account

was written.
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3. The stoiy of Fencatapati uayah. It relates to a trick played upon

a district chieftain hj some Jainas, and iiis revenge leading him to persecute

and exterminate the Jainas.

4. The periodical deluge. This document will be abstracted in a fol-

lowing paper. (See 2nd Family).

5. Claims of the Jaina fane at 0itltamur. It is a principal one.

KuUttunga Ghola gave it a revenue of 4,000 pagodas, afterwards inequitably

reduced by the Mahomedans to 60 pagodas ; concerning which reduction, a

complaint is preferred t;o the Honorable Company.

Remark.—The second part or section of this manuscript is valuable.

Accordingly, I have noticed it rather fully. The book being in good preserva-

tion, it can at any time be consulted in verification. I note merely that adding

to A.D. 463, the amount of nearly nine centuries, the discovered interpolation

of the Brahmans, we ascend to about A.C 1300 ; and at A.C. 1200, from Hindu

records solely, I had heretofore placed the commencement of the Coli yuga,

with the conjecture that it must certainly be placed later. Let no one, there-

fore, hastily ' contemn researches which evidently have a tangible bearing.

Fixing the commencement of the Cali yitga in the fifth century before the

Christian eta, I am certain of the great outlines of history downwards ; with

very much of the needful filling up of details. Antecedently the pauranical

enigmas require solution ; and their solution whenever successfully * effected,

will show results which I can mentally anticipate ; but which must f-e

analytically, and not hypothetically demonstrated. See the introduction,

Art. Vaishnava.

Six leaves, containing copies of inscriptions, appear to have

been inserted.

The book is long, of medium thickness, in tolerable order.

8. No. 2334. Jainyar kudiyirukira iir kyfeyut, an account of towns

dwelt in by Jainas. Old No. ^;23, CM. 1076, leaf 8—21.

This imperfect manuscript contains a list of places in the country adja-

cent to Conjeveram and Madras, which are dwelt in by the remnants of the

Jaina population ; formerly predominant in the same general locality. Some
towns, or villages are described as having fanf^s, and some as being without

them. Some of the fanes are used in the public exercise of the religious

system of the Jainas; and some are not so used.

Remark.—This manuscript wants seven palm loaves at the beginninjf,

and is not complete at the end. It is by consequence a mere fragment, and
what remains is almost destroyed by insects. Should the leaves wanting
hereafter be met with, the whole may be attempted to be restored, as a remain-

* This was written 1838-39.

I
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ing record of the recent state of a religious system gone to ruin and decay,

under the prrvalence and patronage of Bralimanum ; consequent to tho

Vijayanayaravi conquest of the Peninsula.

The book is of medium length, very much damaged,

9, No. 23G7. Jainj/a pustaca zdjjetak, a list of Jai/Kt books. Old

I\o. 170, CM. 1062.

Of this catalogue an injured copy wasmetwith in the manuscript booke.

Tli's is more full, and in better condition. The names of Sanscrit books are

given in grant'ha characters; and those of Tamil books in Tamil letters. The

catalogue is not extensive ; the whole being contained in eighteen narrow

palm leaves, not all full. The document is in good condition.

18 leaves long, now somewhat injured.

Among these books is the Calingatu parani, not by a Jaina

author. Otiicrsare the Ndladiyar, the Udayana Gumaram, the Mandala

jnirusha nigJiantu, ^c. These otherwise exist. But the book is of

value ; seeing that Jaina books were so extensively destroyed. In

drawing up a Report on the Elliot marbles, this book was not in my
rocolleciion, or I should have translated, and inserted the contents.

XV. Lexicographical.

1. No. 2^41. Mandala purusha n'lghaniu. Old No. 55, CM. 214,

A Tamil lexicon, generically divided into 12 sections, as names of

.Tods, ofraen, of beasts, of trees, and so on. Names of gods 100

stanzas, of.men 1 06 stanzas, of beasts 78 stanzas, of trees 68 stanzas
;

but ihe whole occupies 1 142 vriittas : leaf 1—280 complete, less 9

leaves of section 5. Orthographical inaccuracies exist. Book of

medium size, somewhat injured.

2. No. 2243. Divdcaram, or sunshine. Old No. 65, CM. 222, a

lexicon.

It contains part of the 1st adhydyam on the names of gods;

leaves not in regular order ; the greater part appears to have been taken

away, and 5 or 6 leaves are Telugu, Canurese, Palbund, substituted.

The book is long, thin, damaged.

;5. No. 2244-. Chitambara agrddi, a lexicon. Old No. GQ, CM.
224, leaf 1—95 : 328 sutras.

This manuscript is a vocabulary (termed agradi or nlganda) of tho

Tamil language, by Revana siddhar of ChifMmharam. It is in sutras or in

brief verses, and does not extend the alphabetical order of arrangement

beyond tlsc first letter; under which order ginijdy the words are arranged, and
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the meaning, or meanings, givtn. It is a much more brief, and simple compo-

sition than the Mandala purmh nigandu; but better adapted for memory, or

as a manual. The copy is complete, of recent handwriting, and in good preser-

vation.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, damaged, de-

fective at the end.

4. No. 2245. Mandala purusha nujhantu. Old No. 58, CM. 217.

In verse and prose.

On names of gods 1—25 ; of men 1—28 ; the 6tli section various

names : leaf 1— 10, and 28 stanzas from the 11th section.

The bock is long, somewhat thick, a little injured.

6. No. 2246. Nighantu, College mark No. 112.

This book attracted attention from its appearing to be very old. It must

indeed have been written, a great many years since
; yet the writing and leaves

are in good preservation. It had no mark or title, save a random one affixed

to it by a servant at the College. On examination it proved to be an incom-

plete copy of the mg<.tndu, a dictionary in metre of Tamil synonyma, usually

ascribed to learned Jainas. It wants two leaves at the begimiing ; four leaves

in the middle : and thirty- three leaves towards the end. It is a common
school book.

Names of gods wanting, of men 108 stanzas, of trees QS, of places

70, and so on, up to the 12th section ; but defective.

The book is long, thick, very old, damaged.

6. 2247. Mandala pzirusha nifjhantu. Old No. 56, CM. 215 ; leaf

1-25.

Section 3 on beasts, 4 on trees, 5 on places, and so on to 11 th or

12th. The leaves are not in regular order.

The greater part verse, mingled with a little prose. Two sections are

wanted at the beginning. The book is complete from the 3rd section, with the

exception of one leaf in the 3rd to the end of the 12th The whole woik is

contained in 12 sections. It is but very slightly injured by insects.

The book is long, thick, blank leaves at the end.

7. No. 2274. Mandala purusJia nighantu. Old No. 59, C^Nl. 218;
leaf 1—26, defective.

The first section only in stanz-ns.

In the preface, one leaf is wanting. There is only the first section in this

copy; and at the end of this section one leaf is also wanting. The rcmainina'

sections are deficient. The contents of the copy are in verse, without prose
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commentary. A compkte copy can, fit any time be made out of the three hxst,

or two copies out of the four.

The foregoing are four different copies of one of the Nigandus,

or a Tamil dictionary of nearly synonymous words. A fifth copy was

before noticed (No. 2246). The work is of common occurrence ; and

nothing further needs to be done with regard to these copies. We have

their substance in printed Tamil dictionaries. Mandala purush, the

author of the Nigandu, was of the Jaina persuasion.

The book is long, old, a little damaged.

8. No. 2276. Divacaram sunshine. Old No. 64,, CM. 221.

The work which bears this title is a common and well known voca-

bulary of the Tamil language, in verse, on the plan of the Aniera cosfnt and

]Vi(/andu: though not so full. It is ascribed to Chendal Dicdkaram, a follower

of Subrahmamja.

Of the twelve parts of which this work when complete, consists, there

is in this manuscript only about two-thirds of the first part, on the names of

the gods. As regards preservation, the fragment is uninjured.

The book is long, thin, on narrow leaves, in good order.

0. A spurious fragment marked No. 2261 ; but without check

numbers : leaf 1— 48, and 50

—

h^. Stanzas, and prose, on names

of kings, on the earth, on the gods.

The book is of medium length, thin, injured at one end.

XVI. Magical.

1. No. 2184. Bala chicuisai, exorcism of cbildren. Old No. 84,

CM. 247.

It seems to be taken out from a larger medical book. Native medi-

cine supposes that some diseases of children are occasioned by posses-

sion of an evil spirit ; and these are charms for driving such out

;

mingled with others against snake-bites, and some diseases. The leaves

arc not in regular order.

This old book is a fragment, according to the number on the first leaf,

288, foregoing leaves are wanting. It is defective in other places, and does

not finish at the end. Various descriptions of diseases, incidental both to

children and adults, are mentioned ; and thi^ remedies are connected with

charms, and mingled up with cabalistical figures : apparently mere devices to

impose superstitious reverence on the vulgar. They may contain spells more

potent than I suppose.

The book is lone-, of medium thickness, old, in tolerable order.
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2. No. 2328. Bhdahacdm kyfeyut, i\n account of a magician. Old

No.2H CM. 100.

A king called in Bhdshacara to relieve liis daughter, possessed

by a Brahma rdcshasa. He, as a mantra vdti, or magician, effected a

cure.

The book is long, very much worm-eaten.

3, No. 2273. Sara nid sdstram.

For Section 1, see IV.

Section 2. Various matters relative to charm.s and sorcery

;

and to divination from the mode of breathing. Sufficiently described

under IV. Leaf 1—27 not finished.

XVII, Medical.

1. No. 2181 Vdidhya sutra munniir— three hundred stanzas on

medicine. Old No. 88, CM. 242.

This work on medicine, ascribed to Agastija should contain 300 stanzas.

This copy is however not complete : at the beginning thirteen leaves are

wanting. From the fortieth leaf, five others are deficient. It is thenceforward

regular to the eighty seventh leaf, and the remainder at the close is not found.

It is otherwise in good order, and preservation.

Leaf 14—40, and 46—85. The book is something larger than

medium size, slightly injured.

2. No. 2182. Puma sutram or Jgastya irunar. Old No. 82, CM.
243, two hundred stanzas on medicine: leaf 45—81, see 9 infra.

This manuscript contains two parts; the first being a medical treatise

ascribed to Agadya, containing two hundred and three sutrasox brief stanzas.

The other part contains 201 stanzas, also ascribed to Agastya, of which the

title is Puranam or fulness; being a compendium of ascetic observances,

modes of penance, austerities, and the like. Both parts appear to be complete.

The book is of medium size, in good order.

S. No. 2183. Tint miliar vaidhyam, a medical work. Old No, 92,

CM. 255 : leaf 1— 18, grantlta letter, the midam or original;

leaf 1—62, the prose version.

Various medical preparations ; among them a medicine prepared

from hare's fat, was noticed.

The book is of medium size, in good order.
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4. No. 2186. Jgnstya valdhyam nutlUjam'patu or almndred and lifiy

stanzas, ascribed to Agastya. Old No. 90, CM. 250: leaf 1—20.

On electuaries, decoctions, and othermedical compositions as usual.

The book is short, thin, slightly injured.

5. No. 2187. Vaidkya fsutram munnur, ox XhveehnxxdiXedL ^idcnziisori

medicine, ascribed to Agastya. Old No. 87, CM. 252: leaf 1—68.

This work is complete, in three hundred stanzas, on sixty-eight small

palm leaves, uninjured. It is ascribed to Agastya, It treats on the composi-

tion of various medicines, ouo of them being amrita sanjivi, or a panacea for

the prolongation of life. The recipes are numerous.

The book is short, of medium thickness, in good order.

6. No. 2188. Faidhya sutra 7iu)-, or a hundred stanzas on medicine.

Old No. 89, CM. 240.

This tract wants four stanzas at the end : the preceding part is complete,

and in good order.

A few leaves containing another medical tract, called puma lekiyam

arc added : these leaves are damaged at one end.

On pulses, flatulencies, fits, diseases of the eyes, and similar matters.

Leaf 1 — 24' and forty others not numbered ; but like in subject.

The book is of medium length, thin, in good order.

7. No. 2189. Vaidhya sutram ndlpattettu or forty-eight stanzas,

ascribed to Agastya. Old No. 9i, CM. 251 : leaf 1 14—122.

Small, neat writing, the last stanza wanting. The book is short,

thin, in good order.

8. No. 2190. Agastya vaidhyani mupu. On medicine. Old No. 86,

CM. 254: leaf i—18, complete. It is not quite certain if the

term mupu is intended for thirty, or for special. The ascription

to Agastya of course is spurious.

The book is of medium length, thin, in good order.

9. No, 2191. Vaidhya puma sutram. (See 2, No. 2182, supra).

Old No. 83, CM. 24 i.

There are three parts in this book. The first contains 216 sutras on

alchymical preparations, purgative, and other medicines. The second is

termed piija vidhi, and contains 199 stanzas of the t-w-w<^Gm class, on modes

of worship, or homage, in the ritual of idol worship. The third is entitled

dicsha vidhi, and contains 201 stanzas, on the modes of initiation to discipleship

in the >S'a/.ra system. The whole book contains (501 stanzas, ascribed to
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Agasti/u; but, in my view of tlie case, as a literary device to give autliority

to the productions of other individuals.

Dr. Ainslie in the Appendix to his Materia Medica of Hindostan, Part 2, has enu-

merated several works, medical and others, as ascribed to Jc/astija : among them the Sca7ida

2>iir(inam ani ^ladura 2>u>-d/ini)i, and also part of the preceding treatises. It woukl not be

among the least of the mavA'cIs ascribed to Agasfijn, if all that has been attributed to him,

in the way of authorship, were really of his composition.

Leaf 1—175 complete. The book is of medium length, very

thick, old, but in good order.

10. No. 2269. Mupupustacam. The term wm^;?/ may signify old

age, or superiority. OldJSTo. 85, CM. 25o. It contains 50 stanzas

by the poet Conganar, and leaf 1—27 on medicine.

In this book, parts of two manuscripts are contained. One portion by

the poet Conganar, is entitled Ubaiya dicsha, and relates to ceremonies ofinitia-

tion, and discipleship. This is complete, on thirteen small palm leaves

uninjured.

There follows a medical treatise, of which two palm leaves are deficient,

at the beginning, leaving the title uncertain. The medical contents are

mingled up with references to the astrological yogas; and ceremonies of the

Saiva worship.

The book is very short, of medium thickness, much worm-eaten.

XVIII. Meritorious Devotion.

1. ISTo. 2299 'JS'crt dasi vriita—on the 11th lunar day's fast. Old

No. 43, CM. 1063.

An illustration of the merit of rigidly observing the 11th day of the

moon's bright and dark half. Rucmcmgada was ia king very exemplary in

his observance of this period of rigid abstinence, and self control. The
consequence was that the people of his kingdom became so virtuous, under

his example, that Varna, or the regent of death lost his power and occupation
;

so that Yama preferred a complaint. Brahma produced a female, named

Mohini whom he sent to divert the king from his steadfastness of purpose .

who so far succeeded as to make the king engage either to break the said rigid

abstinence, or put his own son to death. He preferred the latter ; but at the

moment when the sword was about to descend on his son, it turned into flowers,

and his son's life was spared. Yama again complained, when the Trimurii

accorded to him the grant that whosoever should fall asleep during the said

night of watching and fasting, should lose half the merit of the full, and rigid

observance.

Various copies of this legend occur in Vol. I. under the title of

Rucmangada cJiarifra, and many other copies in Vol, II. with this title,
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and other names. It is usually classed as a tale ; but the label on this

manuscript was torn oif, previous to my first analysis, and the above title

was written in Tamil letters ; though Sanscrit, as to words. Almost all

iriita calpas are accompanied with legendary tales to illustrate their

great efficacy. Romish legends are similar in principle: leaf 1—74.

The book is long, of medium thickness, slightly injured.

XIX. Miscellaneous.

1. No. 2115. Three pieces. Old No. 174, CM. 204.

1). 'Atti chuvadi venpa, 84 stanzas, leaf 1— 19, and again leaf 1—26,

the urai, or explanation.

2). Devaram, 11 stanzas, on 5 leaves, v. supra. XII.

3). Mdnica vcisaca pddal, 1 1 stanzas on 4 leaves, chants by Mdnica

vdsacar, a Bduddha turned Saiva.

The book is long, of medium thickness, in good order.

2. No. 2196. For Section 1, see IV.

Section 2. Tiru mantram.

This is a very short work relating to the bodily exercise of a yogi or

ascetic; in suppressing thg operation of the senses, bodily organs, and mental

faculties; abstract contemplation only being excepted. This also is complete,

and in good order. From the handwriting, which is very familiar to me, I

perceive that it must have been written, or copied it at Madura.

3. Sdpa nivirtti. Two stanzas written under this title are quoted

from the puma siifra containing directions for removing the evil denounced

by Agastija on the vegetable creation.

4. Udal-ari-nydnam. This title implies a knowledge of the human

body; inclusive, it is presumed of mind or soul, and relates to the Mahomedans.

Tts subject is the benefit arising from being votaries of Alia, Mahomed, Has-

sein and Hussein : and of course it is a sectax'ian tract.

The subjects with which it is tied up render it singular. It is a little

damaged by insects, but complete. The whole forms one book of uniform

appearance, as to size : though the handwritings differ.

Leaf 1— 15. The book is short, and slightly injured.

3. No. 222k Pattanattu pillai Tamirh pddal Old No. 194, CM. 177.

This book in its present state, is a curious assemblage of subjects.

There are some leaves containing merely a table of bazar weights and measures.

Others contain portions of poems in very different metres. There arc some

portions which, from the title, I conjecture may be the proper contents, that
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contain nindastati, or ironical praise of the Hindu so-called deities, A

variety of pduranical incidents are taken up, slightly parodied, ridiculed,

and turned into mock praise. And it must be admitted that modern Hindu

mythology, especially in the Peninsula, offers, such incidents in copious

abundance.

When pattanam stands alone, as above, it usually means

Chennapattanam or Madras, There was some years ago, a writer of

dramas, &c. who acquired some repute ; and he may have been known,

as the "town-lad." The book has leaf 1— 8 on weights, &c., leaf 1—25,

containing the pddalox chant. Then some leaves containing 44 stanzas

on grammar ; and some other leaves, not numbered ; in some places

stanzas on women.

The book is of medium size on narrow leaves, old, slightly injured.

4. No. 2308. Four books.

1). Kanda pnrcuiam (scanda.)

2). Ter unra vdchacam.

3). Kapila vdchacam.

4). Harischandra cat'ha.

The different pieces appear to be complete, but the leaves are

not regularly numbered, 2 and 3 occur elsewhere, and are of frequent

occurrence in Vols. 1 and 2.

This book is long, of double thickness, recent copying, plain

boards; not having the usual appearance of McKenzie M.SS., and not

therein when my former Analysis was made ; supposed to liave been

substituted for some book removed.

XX. Paneg\rical.

1. No. 2265. TiruviruyunchaipiUaiTamirh; panegyric of a child,

Old No. 191, CM. 13G ; leaf 1—48, defective at the end.

The pillai Tamil, is one of the classes of Tamil composition ; and pro-

fessedly describes the state of childhood, from the earliest infancy, with the

actions and employments then usual.

The Mindc'shi pillai Tamil, for example, is a poem on the infantile

gestures and pastimes of the tutelary i)Mr^a at Madura This present poem

has reference to an image of Cumara or Subr^hmanya, worshipped at the

town called Tiru Virinjai. Ten stages of infancy are noted, as usual ; and to

each stage an appropriate gesture or amusement, is ascribed. These are dwelt

on in verse of the viruttam kind. Tho book, I am told, is comnion in Kativc

Hindu schools.

m
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Leat' 1— 48, defective at the end.

The book is long, of medium tliiclaiess, neat writing, slightly

injured.

2. No. 2311. Camban pddal, or clicant. by Camhan. Old No. 225,

CM. 1G4.

This manuscript contains seventy stanzas of the kind termed asiriya

viruttam ; and at the commencement, is said to have been composed by Cam-

han. The subject is a panegyric of the Vanniyar, a class of Hindus, who

formerly had local authority in the Carnatic. The Vanniyur, are of the arjni

culam (or fire race) and are herein said to be descended from Sambhu muni.

They are praised for thfir skill in the n?e of the bow and arrow ; and it may

be inferred that they prevailed against feebler neighbours.

Remark.—The manuscript is of recent copying, and in very good pre-

servation. I am told, by a competent judge, that this book does not bear a

resemblance to Camhan s style. For my own part I consider, that a formal

ascription of its authorship to Camba7i, at the commencement is equal to an

admission that it is the production of some later poet, making use of the

former's name Tamil literature abounds with such literary licenses.

Leaf 1— 1 1. The book is lont^, in good order.

3. No. 2336. Tiru aruna malai guru Nama sway I kyfeyiU, account

of a hierophant at Tmiomali near Madras. Old No. 248, CM. 101.

This a production of the class of writing heretofore more, than once,

adverted to, in which prose is mingled Avith verse ; the former being in this

instance, little more than a vehicle for the latter. Nainasivayi is represented

as uttering a long train of venpas, a sort of brief sonnets, if I may so render

the terra, expressive of some supposed excellence of some particular portion

of the fane, at Trinomalee ; and the ammen, or goddess, pleased widi the

strain, uniformly grants every part of the requests which axe made. The

production exhibits the puerility of idolatry, to a striking degree. The

intention, however, of the book seems to be to magnify the said guru, as

one extraordinarily favored by the local nunhna of the shrine.

The document is complete in twenty palm leaves, which are in mode-

rately good preservation ; though a little touched by insects. Two leaves are

appended, containing an account of succession, by hereditary descent, of a

JPanddram, of the said fiine at Trinomnll; of no importance.

This book is of medium length.

4. No. 2342. Tiru aruna malai koil kyfeyut. Old No. 2f24,

CM. GO.

This brief manuscript, in the former portion is merely an epitome ofseve-

ral sections of the st'hala lurdiiam j narrating the stories in a very compressed
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fi;rni ; au<l liaving especial relerencft to the rnnmen shiiiie, wLicli cornmtmo-

rates the victory of Durya over Mafu'ahusura. Further on, there is an accoimt

of the circumstance whicli led to the employment of a low class of fishermen

who annually ascend the hill to light the large column of combustible matter,

prepared as a hoviam, or offering by fire. They were chosen to this office,

from their great ignorance, and recklessness of character. A sort of trick is

practised in the lighting the said column, so as to induce people unacquainted

with the secret, to consider it to be miraculous ; because it always occurs

instantaneously at the very moment when the lamps are lighted below ; effected

by contrivance through the said fishermen, and by signal. It is added after-

wards that when T'ira .tambhuva rai/er ruled the Cholu desccm, he enlarged the

fane by various additions. About 700 years since a Vallala king, said to have

ruled over the Tiiluva country, came hither, and felt a desire to live at the

place; but as its sacredness forbade the doing so, he built a town at some

distance and resided there. A vile story follows of Siva ii[)pearing under the

form of an old Pandaram, and acting a part very unworthy of a god ; but the

story, however debasing to the object of their worship, seems very pleasing to

his votaries, as it is found in at least three books, with reference to different

kings, or chiefs, in various places. The ValldlaWng afterwards accomplished

great conquests. The Bayer dynasty subsequently made additions to this

shrine. The ]\Jahomeclans when they acquired power, manifested much com-

placency towards this shrine; and gave it some grants and immunities. TJie

manuscript adds that Ihe Honorable Company followed the like method of

proceeding.

This document is complete. It is somewhat damiiged by insects; but,

as yet, not seriously. There is nothing in the document of consequence, unless

a complete exposure of the folly and stupidity, as well as criminality of

idolatry he so considered. Appended is copy ot an inscription, taken f/om the

wall of a building erected by Vajranga Panrliyan. It is dated >SaL Sac. 1283

(AD. 13G1.) and commemorates the gift of some land to the place by Cumurn

Cnnipanra udiyar, son of Viva Buklia Camj)ania of the family of Hari hara

rayer. (This Camjionra udiyar, it will be remembered, performed an ofSce of

consequence, in expelling the first marauding inroad of Mahomedans from the

extreme south. This inscription therefore is of some interest). The manu-
script is in good preservation.

The book is long, thin, twenly-three narrow leaves, mucli worm-

eaten.

5. No. 237a. Vira hhadra Tamhiran kyfeyut. Old No. 245, CM. 92.

The chief purport of this manuscript is the detail of the names, the

privileges, and places of sepulture of a line of chief ascetics styled Tamhirav

;

belonging to the aforesaid fane of Vira Bhndra at Ctimhahunam, The
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origin of the monasterium of this class of Vita Saicas is dated in the time of

the Nayahs; that is I presume, of the viceroys from Vijayanogaram, who

afterwards became sovereign princes. The names of twelve of those chiefs, or

Tambiranx, is given. It is to be observed that iheydonot burn, but bury their

dead.

Leaf 1—66 and 328 stanzas. The book is of medium size, in

good order.

XXI. Polemical.

1. No. 2222. Siva gndna siddhiyar. Old No. 129, CM. 186.

The prefix of Siva gndna seems to be erroneous.

This title, as far as it is intelligible of itself would denote a work

havino- reference to the Sidd'has, or sages, considered to have attained to

superhuman qualifications. In the sense, however of this work, the term

maybe, not inaptly, rendered by the term "philosophers", in the modern

unphilosophical, and atheistical usage of the term ; by a corruption of its

true meaning, as introduced by leading members of the French Institute.

On examination, the manuscript proved to be a Tamil version, in

poetical stanzas, with a version in plainer prose, of the doctrines of Charv-

vaca, the leader of the Hindu atheistical school of philosophy. It denies the

being of God, or any divine being, or first cause ; the earth, the visible sky,

the expanse of ether, the sun, the moon, are self-produced, there is no distinc-

tion between moral good and evil; and no state of rewards or punishments

after death. Hence, there is no need to entertain any dread, or reverence, of

any superior or inspecting Being.

But while such is the general doctrine of Charvvaca, and the other

sidd^has or " philosophers," there are a few among them of the Samana

persuasion, who object, to the leading atheistical tenets; and only adhere to

80 much of the system as maintains a perfect equality among men ; denying

any distinctions of caste, or differences by birth, and asserting a common

homogeneous relation between all men.

The divisions, into which the Charvcaca class is distinguished, are,

according to this work, eleven ; at the head of which matam or sect, an indi-

vidual presides ; according to the following enumeration :

—

Savundaranti. Battacharya.

Yoga raja. Prapacara.

VaipashacA. Jliiyavati.

Niganda vati of the Samana. Parakariya.

Asvaca. Nirsvusangi.

Panclia riittiri.

These subdivisions diflfer from each other ; but each agrees within itself.
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Note.—The manuscript is complete ; and in good preservation. Tamil

works contain allusions to one or other of these opinions ; so as to render a

full understanding of the tenets of this atheistical school desirable. They

strike at the root of Brahmanical Hinduism : but at the expense, in some parts,

of reason and truth; and one feature of the general system is remarkable,

inasmuch at it deprives the school ofHobbes, Voltaire, Dideiot, Volney, Paine,

and company, of all claims to originality. The native tendency of the human

mind is towards such a system ; and it needs not perhaps to be wondered at,

that it has appeared in India, Greece, France, and ather countries, similar in

the general features; though without any apparent intercommunication.

Leaf 1—134 not finished. The book is long and thick, blank

leaves at the end, a little injured.

2. No. 2096. P Sri Carundr ntpatti or origin of Brahmaib

accountants. Old No. 212, CM. 109.

A legendary account is given of the marriage of the ancestors of the

accountants, evidently a fiction. The husband and wife, Brahma and

Sarasvati are said to have had G4 children ; these married 64 daughters of a

Brahman, named Sancara somdcharya. The 64 families thus formed were

received by Chenyn Clwlan of Cdnchi jniram, and established in his kingdom,

with many honorable marks of distinction. A detail is given of the towns and

villages at which the several houses, that is families were located. The tribe

of the Brahman is also specified. The ofiice of these secular Brahmans was

that of revenue accountants : but it would appear from this book, that

Brahmans versed in various portions of the fcf/^yjs were among them. Some

reference at the close is made to the ^lahomedan, and English governments.

The writers named Ndrayana pillai and Venrju pillai, state the poverty of

their tribe : and beg for protection, in the usual style of Natives. The

manuscript is of recent appearance, touched only in one place by insects,

and is complete.

[The "sixty-four sons" are said to have accompanied ChenuiChclan when
he marched from the north of India to Tondamandalam. There is no authority

for this statement; except only that the Ticcoxmi^ni- Brahmans having of

themselves come as far as Sri sailarn in Telingana, the TondanuDi called them
thence to tho.Chola kingdom. As another manuscript mentions his having visited

Sri sailatn on pilgrimage he probably invited them personally. But this

Tondaman is well known to have been born at Trichinopoly, and a historical

mistake of consequence as to the " North of India" must be avoided].

I am now able to adjust this difference. It appears, by my Report
on the Elliot marbles, that Pratupa rudra of Warankal went to Benares

and there engaged a number of secular Brahmans to come, and settle in

his country. Thence some of them passed southwards to the Tonda-
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mandalam, Tlirougli all changes they have remained there, till now

;

and, are at this time, the real masters of the cultivating people. It is

not certain that their agency, as "middlemen," could be dispensed

with ; except by slow, and cautious steps; but it is the interest of the

Government that this result should be accomplished.

Leaf 1— 18, the. book is long, on very narrow leaves, slightly

injured.

XXII. Pauranical.

I. No. 2037, Bhdgavatam. Old No. 11, CM. 17, imperfect. There

should be another, and complete copy, No. 12, CM. 18.

The court of Janamejaya, held at the royal town of Hasiinapnri, near

the site of modern Delhi, appears to have been the resort of learned men;

and these, especially of the order of mystic sages, seem to have been much
encouraged and reverenced. The great epic poem of the Ulahahharata (in

Tamil styled the BJtdratam^ was according to its own assertion originally

recited to him. The BJiacjavatam also contains an implied indication of hav-

ing been written in his reign, though it is stated to have been narrated to his

father Paiicshit a short; time before his death. Paricshit was the sou of

Abimanya, who was the son of Arjuna, the hero of the Mahahharata ; and

fabled to be the offspring of Indra, the regent of the visible heavens. The

era oi Janamejaya was at the beginning of the Cali yngam, and probably was

somewhat prior to the commencement of the Christian era. It does not how-

ever follow of necessity, that the composition of the JBhaf/avatom was so early;

for though said to be recited to Paricshit, and recorded in the time of Janame-

jaya, that may possibly be a fiction of the author, who very likely lived at a

much later period. To the latter opinion I should incline; but do not think

its original composition could be later than the beginning of the Christian era,

because of the subsequently troubled state of Lidia, from the incursions of

foreign concpierors, of which Hindu books give obscure, but powerful, remi-

niscences. The original work, of course, was written in Sanscrit, and this

orio'inal from collated copies, as I learn from Monsieur Langlois's version of

the Ilarivamsa, is either translated, or in process*' of translation at Paris.

A good version, in any I'^^uropcan language, of the Sanscrit original would

suuersede any necessity of translating a Tamil document, merely an epitome

of the original: nevertheless, I offer the following very meagre .abstract of

the olderf part of the work, including the first five books. The latter portion,

* Since piihislied in folio, in the French language.

T The jmrim Vhnga contains tlie dasama edndam ; but the contents of the 1 0th section

relate to matters more modoni, than the procefling nine books, or sections.
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from the Icuth to the twelfth book inclusive, I need not epitomize. It is tlie

portion most familial' to those who arc in any measure acqainted with the

work ; and is, in every point of view, k^ast valuable : it has also, I think,

tended to convey quite an erroneous idea of the entire work. I cannot profess

to o Ifer a very minute abstract. The Tamil copy, itself an epitome, is too

much condensed to admit of much further abridgment, if followed in every

particular seriatim. A general idea, or outline, of the contents is all ihat I

can promise.

First cdfidam, or section.

Homage to Tydsa. Certain rishis, 21000 in number, came to S'uta

ruhi ; and doing obeisance, said that as the Cali yugam was about to begin,

and men were become very depraved they wished to hear from him the story

of (Jrnhna, and other matters, pertaining to still older times. Siita was

rejoiced. He terras Vyasa his guru, or spiritual instructor. He adverts to

Para Brahm, and Faramesvarer ; meaning Vishnu. He discourses on the

sdtvica, rcijasa and tdinasa, dispositions, and their consequences ; also con-

cerning the ten metamorphoses, or superior incarnations, and the inferior

incarnations of Vishnu. Transition to the stuvy of Parlcshit who built a house,

and dwell in the midst of a tank ; in consequeuce of a prediction concerning his

speedy death. Thither, Suca, the son of Vyasa, came to recite to him, in his

last hours, the story of the Bhdgavata, that, by the merit of hearing it, his

safety after death might be secured. Siita rjshi says that having heard it

from Suca, he now ri;cites it to the beforementioned 7'f,shis for their advantage.

Thus far is the foundation, or introduction of the narrative.

The four vedas were delivered to different persons by Vydsa. The
JJhdratham (or JIfahahharata) is termed the fifth veda. This, with the

eighteen jmrdnaSf were delivered to Suta. The vedas were communicated

only to Brahvians. All stories not relating to Vishnu are venemous : and

there is much in the like style. Even a Sudra by doint; homage to Visltnu

will become virtuous. The assertion is exemplified in the case of Ndreda,

who, though at first a Sudra ; yet, by following the instructions of a Brah-
fna?>, was born a second time as a Brahman. If the vedas be read 16000

times, beatitude will not be attained, but it will be attained by hearing the

Bhdgavatam read only once ; provided it be at the same time understood.

There is a reference to the great war, led on by Krnhna and the Pdndavas,

A statement of certain events, births, deaths, and other matters, as in the

Mahahhdrata. The death of Bhi&hma is particularly noticed. Story of

Krishna and his sixteen thousand wives (which is probably resolvable into

some astronomical enigma). The rishis inquire concerning the birth of

Paricshit, and Suta replies. His nativity, or astrological horoscope was

calculated. Thence it was predicted, that he would be of illustrious character;
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would make great acquisitions ; would have a son named Janamejoya ; would

have his life endangered by the bite of a serpent ; and then, after hearing the

Bhaqavatam recited, would go and die by the Ganges (water in general). The

calculation, and prediction were made at the instance o^Dherma raja; who, after

hearing the result, returned to Hastindnuri. Nareda is introduced, as detailing,

to Dherma raja many particulars of the future fate of several of his relatives;

and as announcing the evil character of the approaching Call ywju. Dherma

raja caused Paricshit to be crowned. Paricshit going out to hunt, saw a

cow with three legs broken, having a calf, and weeping. The king inquired

what was the matter; when the cow lamented that Knshna was no longer

on earth to care for it. A Sudra came by, and kicked the cow ; breaking

the remaining leg, so that it fell to the ground : the king was angry, and

threatened to cut him down with h's own sword ; when Calipurushu, tho

said man, besought his mercy ; and was sent away out of his dominions.*

As the king always acted justly, the cow was restored to its former position,

during his reign.

Another day the king went out to hunt and came to the place where

an ascetic was doing the penance of a yogi. The king asked for water; to

which request the ascetic paid no attention. A dead snake was near, which

the king took up; tied round the neck of the ascetic, and went away. The

son of the ascetic coming up, uttered a denunciation on the person who had

so acted, to the effect that he should be bitten by a snake and die. The

father said the doing so was wrong ; inasmuch as the king had banished

Calipurusha ; but the son refused to recal what he had said, and confirmed it.

The ascetic did what he could by sending a message to the king ; bidding

him take all precautions to avert the threatened danger. Nevertheless, the

mind of the king became saddened with one continued and oppressive thought,

that he must soon inevitably die. He made over the kingdom to his son

Ja/iamejaya.

The rjshis came to console him. S'uca also came. The king told Suca
that he himself must die by the bite of a snake, within seven days; and

inquired how, within that short space of time, he might merit beatitude. Suca
directed him to beg of the aforesaid ascetic to stay in one place for seven

days, which was not the ascetic's custom. Faricshit having retreated to a

temporary abode, constructed in the centre of a large reservoir of water, was

there attended by Siica, who narrated to him what follows; being properly

speaking the Dhagavatam.

Second Cdndam or Section.

iSuca commences with a story of a king, who fought against rdcshasus,

and conquered them ; in consequence of doing which, he obtained the promise

* This it will be resicnibcrod is symbdlical languap:(>, as will appear inoio plaiulv t'roia

a Mahralta manuscript. Sec MaLratta Balikhccv, No. '11, Library, Xo. 02.3.
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of a celestial gift. The said king replied, that tlie only gift he required was to

know when he must die. "Within two days," was the answer. The said

king immediately renounced every thing earthly; and, occupying himself in

meditation on Vishnu, obtained beatification. Suca assured Paricshit that, iu

like manner, he would obtain the same : provided he kept his mind single, or

undistracted by inferior things, for seven days, Paricshit was consoled by

this assurance; and attended to the recital of the Bhdgavatam.

Then follows a mystical description of Vishnu: the parts of his body

representing different portions of the universe ; amounting, on the whole, to

something very like the animi mundi system. Much praise is given to

sanniycisis, or recusants from the world. A life of retreat iu wastes,

wildernesses and mountains, is lauded, as preferable to earthly desires, or

secular possessions. Abstract devotion is the means of acquiring future bliss.

Homage is of many kinds. If yogam (abstraction in penance) be performed,

it will procure the paradise of Brohma. If the meditation be fixed on

Vishnu, it will merit the paradise of Vishnu. Outward rites are inferior.

A yagam (or sacrifice) may be performed for the sake of health and strength.

If a child is desired, the nine Brahmadlcas are to be honoured. For wealth,

homage is to be paid to Durga. For a handsome form, Agni deva must have

homage. For. health let the sun be adored. There are further directions of

this kind. There follows much enlargement on the praise of Vishnu.

Paricshit asks why Vishnu, as Ifarayana, created Brahma Vishnu vrnd Siva'!

iSuca, in reply, states that JVareda, asked the same question of Brahma, and

adds, that he will repeat Brahma's answer. Brahma said that Ndrayana

made him, instructed him ; by means of Narayana he created the world,

not by his own power ; nothing could exist without that being, the sun and

the stars, are his light, he is the source of all human knowledge. Sarvavv

yishnu WMyam jiujaf^ or " the universe is the illusive form, or evolution of

Vishnu." "Within him all mundane eggs (or germs of worlds) are placed.

What other gods soever are worshipped, originally or ultimately, all proceed

from Vishnu. Much more is added concerning the mayavi, and other

characters of Vishnu. An explication is given by Suca to Paricshit, of

certain technical terms probably intended to be a definition of their meaning,

as used in subsequent portions of the work.

Third Cdndam or section.

A salutation to Vydsa ; and then a brief reference to events narrated in

the Mahahhdrala. The birth of gods, and of various other things from differ-

ent parts of the body of Vishnu. They who read Vaishnava books drink

amrita (nectar) and will not taste the saltwater of other books. The ubiquity

*Aq oi'tcu-quotcrl phrase.

n
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of J'iihnn is compared to the reflection of the sun's image, in many vessels

holding water; it is seen in each, distinct; and the reflected images are numer-

ous, but the sun itself is one body. A reference to vurious orders, or classes

of beings and things, as created by Brahma. Account of light, its rays and

divided rays. Definition of time distinguished into time, as regards men, and

time as regards the pitri devas, or divine ancestors. Enumeration of the yuyas

or revolving ages of time. Mention of worlds. The upper ones are the hhuy

fuver, suver, maha, jana, tcipo, lovas ; and " above these, the Satya loca

shines ;" which is the {irupidavi or) dwelling place of Brahma. Brahma^s

life or age; his sleep, attended with the destruction of Avorlds; the maha

yugas^ or great ages ; the Mannvanferas, or periods of rule of each of the

mamts; the calpas, or days of Brahma, equal to one thousand great ages ;

destruction of the universe at the close of the calpa by Agni deva (that is, by

fire) ; the office of Vayu (or wind) at the close of ths deluge ; Vishnu (i.e.

Ndrdyana ) holds all worlds inclosed within himself; the tdhb loca and jana

loca are described as being inhabited ; all the calpas are but a moment to

Vishnu ; narrative of the birth of r}shis, from the members of Tirahma

;

panegyric of Vishnu, by Brahma ; story of Casyapa, and of Dili, one of his

wives, mother of the Daifyas; reference to Hiranyacsha and his son

Pracalatanan (Prahldda) ; two Brahmans went to the gates of Vishnu's

paradise, and were resisted by two porters ; the Brahmans in consequence

denounced, on these two porters, the doom of becoming racshasas ; Vishnu

came forth and appeased the Brah7na7is; saying, he would take dust from

their feet and put it on his head ; adding, that he possessed Vaicont'ha, because

of the homage paid by the Brahmans. These two Brahmans were appeased;

and being dismissed, Vishnu then told the two door-keepers, that since he

could not avert the doom denounced by the Brahmans, they the said warders,

must go to earth, and be born of Dili, as racshasas ; and become his (Vishnu's)

enemies. According to this appointment one of the porters was born as Hira-

nyacsha, and the other as Ilyranyacasipa. The latter performed severe

penance, and thereby acquired great power. He went to Scerrja, and alarmed

the inhabitants of Indras world (symbol for great prosperity). He fought

with, find conquered the elements. Among them Varuna (Avater personified)

treated with him concerning peace; a-nd said, i( Hiranyacasipu delighted in

war, he migiit go to Vaicont'ha and fight with Ndrdyana. The former ac-

cordinfily went thither; and at the entry was met by JS'dreda, who told him

that Ndrdyana was not now at home, but was gone down to Pdtala loca to

be-ir the burden of the earth. The Daitya went down thither, saw Vishnu,

with whom he fought, and was killed.

Transition to another narrative, by Maitraya maha muni to Vlrudat

of various beings changed in form by Jlrahma. Subsequently, / ishnu is intro-

duced speaking to Karta Brahma (or the creator Braknw) teliinj^' him that his
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wife, the ilaugbter of Vaicasrata menu, should bcnr nine female children,

"which were to be given, to the nine Brahmadicas. Brahma came and saw

the marriage celebrated. Afterwards Capila (in whose person Vishnu had

antecedently promised to become incarnate) was born ; and, according to pro-

mise, Vishnu, in this inferior incarnation as Capita, instructed his earthly

father and mother in wisdom. Some specimen of his instructions is given.

Capila narrates the greatness of Vishnu; and, ascribing all honor to him,

states that his form is to be worshipped. He gives explanations concerning

the three dispositions tdmasa, rdjasa, sdtrvica. To the tdmasa quality is

ascribed violence, arrogance, obstinacy, ostentation, avarice, hatred ; to the

rdjasa quality, covetous desire of acquisition ; to the sdtrvica qualit}-, know-

ledge of the ninety-six tafias, or qualities of the body; self-knowledge;

knowledge of Vishnu meekness, and meekly reflecting on Vishnu. The

last quality is the best of the three. To these three qualities, different

future states of being are apportioned : to the tdmasa, the sdlocya, or

entrance on Vishnu's world ; to the rajasa, the sdmiplya or nearness to

Vishnu; to the sdtwica is awarded the sarupya, or identification with Vishnu's

form. To the spiritually wise, is allotted saych'Jbjya, absorption into the

essence of Vishnu.

" He " says Capila (as Vishnu), " who offers sacrifice, but not to me,

performs ftydgam on ground covered with ashes:* the sacrifice of a prevail-

ingly treacherous man I will not accept. Better than a motionless animal

existence, is one that, walks; better than this, is a four-footed beast; and

better than a f.nir-footed beast is the biped man. Among men the Brahmans
arc the greatest. Such Brahmans as have studied the Vedaniam (spiritual

end, or substance of the Vedas) are more honorable than others. The nydnis

(or wise) are still greater. The vriddhis (or exempt from sensual passion) are

better than they. The satwica dhennas are best. Such of these last as

worship Vishnu are better than others. And such of these worshippers of

Vish7iu2LS are wholly without earthly desires, or attachment to earthly things,

are much the best, These have me in their possession." The contrast is

introduced ; and a catalogue of crimes, vices, and follies, is stated, as pertaining

to those who do not worship Vishnu, Among them are the three vicious

desires of land, women, money or property : those who eat flesh, and who,

drink any strong, or intoxicating drinks will, like the victims of other vices,

be punished for many thousand years in Varna loca (hell). Of these punish-

ments, in that world, as apportioned to each crime mentioned, thf re is a full

and minute specification. When the spirit is separated from the mortal body,

there is a kind of body, with which it is clothed, that is adapted to bear, and

* That is unprofitable ; good and clean ground being on essential req"i!?ite in a ydgam
or saorifipe.
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fi'cl, those several punishments, termed Ydtana-deha (the punishment bearing

body). When the expiation by suffering is ended, then, according to the

former carmam (state, or degree of merit, or demerit) the spirit will be born

anew, or otherwise. A little time before birth, the pent-up existence, or

straitened soul will remember, and think intensely on all the crimes or vices,

attendant on a former state of existence ; with a sorrowful consciousness of

their enormity. The pains of birth, to the child itself during parturition, are

greater than the torments of Yama locn. In consequence Ccqnla exhorts his

mother to perform severe penance ; in order that she may not be exposed to

the evil of future births ; nor suffer their attendant pangs. Here the narrative

of Maitraya to Viruda is suspended. It was repeated by S^Lca to Paricshlt

and again narrated, by Suia to Savunaca, and the other ruMs, mentioned in

the introduction.

The fourth Cdndam or section.

Salutation, as before, to Vyasa. iSuta recommences his narrative to

Savvnica of what Suca related to Paricshit, which is a resumption of the

statement given by Maitreya to Viruda. The account of Karta Brahma is

reverted to. 'Atri, one of his race, j^crformed penance ; his object being to

know which of the Trimurti (Brahma, Vishnu, Siva) was the greatest.

In consequence of his austerities a flame "was produced, which rested on the

head of the said nshi. The celestials, being troubled by anxiety as to the

object of this penance, which might possibly affect their own safety, went in

a body, and complained to the Trimiird. These, with their consorts,

ornaments, vehicles, and all attendants, came to the 7'ishi Avho worshipped

and pruisc'! them; and on being told to mention his wish, he requested to be

taught, by some visible appearance which of the three was Lord of the

Universe ; adding that though he had performed penance directed to one, yet

the three had appeared. They replied that, in themselves, they were without

difference, and could not be divided ; that they were three persons in one form,

but diverse in operation ; in creating, in causing to be born and preserving,

in destroying, they were three ; by consequence, one of them being worshipped,

the three were worshipped. Those who think of the three, as without

distinction, are appointed to happiness. The nshi was instructed not himself

to make any distinction ; and an assurance was then given, that the three

would be born, or become incarnate, in his posterity ; from which circumstance

he v/ould acquire lasting fame. Receiving then the homage of the r/shi they

disappeared.

Sometime afterwards Annsvaya wife oi'Atri gave birth io Ddttatreya,

wider the direction, influence or power of Vishnu; to Durvasa under the

energy of Siva; and to Chandra, under the influence or power of Brahma.

Those three sons were excellent, and famous. A detailed follows of the
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cliildrcn of the other Brahmcidicas, by their respective wives. By these chil-

dren, and their posterity, the world was peopled ; and the creator (Kartar)

Brahma was rejoiced.

The account of Dacsha follov/g. Two of the Trimurti rose up in token

of respect before him ; but Siva did not do so. Dacsha is represented as

abusing Siva in the grossest terms ; calling him "an eater of flesh; one

dwelling in burning grounds; a devourer of filth ; an evil demon, that taught

the vedas to sildras," regretting the having given his daughter in marriao-e

to iSiva, and denouncing on his sacrifices want of success. JS'andi (the bullock

vehicle of Siva) hearing the language of Dacsha, was incensed, and in turn

denounced misfortune on him, with the loss of his head, to be replaced by the

bead of a goat. BTigh7i the great mimi, heard the denunciation of Nandi

;

and because he had so doomed a Brahman (i-e. Dacsha) he (BrighuJ pro-

nounced maledictions on the Salva hrahmans. terming them "vile ash-coloured

impostors, blasphemers, corrupters of the Vedas, bad hierophants, evil, choleric

persons, worthy to be dressed in their filthy garments." " Thus," says the

narrator, "they who were harmonious became divided, execrating each other."

He adds that Dacsha s insults appeared to Siva like eulogistic praises ; but

the other words, by the other two, were really bitter reproaches. Siva went

to Cailasa. From that time forwards, between fiither-in-law and son-in-law

{Siva and Dacsha) anger inwardly burned.

Some time afterwards, Dacsha made a great sacrifice, sending no invi-

tation to Siva ; but inviting all the other gods, rrshis &c. lie also invited

all his daughters, Sati the v/ife of Siva being excej)ted. Sati went to her

husband Sica, and told him that all the gods and men, were going to her

father's sacrifice; adding "let us also go." Siva smiled, and said that if she

went her father would insult her, on his account ; but if she would go, she

might. Sati went. Dacsha rudely received her, termed her a Siva drohi

(malicious or treacherous, Saivite). His daughter died, consumed by a flame

within in her own body and afterwards became wife to Yama. Siva on

hearing what had occurred, in great wrath, plucked a bunch, or lock of hair

from his head, and threw it on the ground, which started up as another Siva

(a form of Siva) in the person of Viva Bhadra ; having a thousand hands,

each one armed with a weapon. Israra sent him to destroy the sacrifice of

Dacsha. He proceeded, accompanied by others ; overset all the preparations;

killed several persons, and cut of^ Dacsha's head; afterwards returning to

Cailasa. The gods, and others, who escaped went away to Brahma cUva,

and told him what had occurred. Brahma called Dacsha a Siva drohi (traitor

to Siva, a pun on the term) asked if any sacrifice could be without the pre'

senceof Siva ; adding that since Siva was not there, neither did he (Brahma)
nor Vishnu go. He determined that what Siva had done must pass ; or could
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only be reversed by himself, and invited tlie complainants to accompany him to

Cailasa. They went thither, and interceded for the success of Dacsha's sacri-

fice. Siva, prevailed on by their entreatises, came down to earth ;
gave life

to the persons who had been killed ; and, in the hurry, of the moment, fitted

a goat's head to the trunk of Dacsha's body, which became reanimated. Some

other rather ludicrous details are given. Dacsha restored ; and, without a

troubled mind, now paid homage to Siva ; which the latter accepted. Vishnu

came on his vehicle ; and asserted the unity, and want of any division, or differ-

ence between the Trimurii. They, says the narrative, who read this account

will receive all prosperity.

Maitraya continues still addressing Vidura and enters on the history

and apotheosis, of. Druhva. His father was Uftaraparata, who had two wives

named Suniti and Suruti. Druhva was the son of the first, and Uttama

was the son of the second wife. This latter wife was the favorite of the two

;

and the father used to take her son on his knee. Druhva, son of the elder

wife, one day came in, and the father took no notice of him. Suruti told

Druhva that had he been her son he would he loved ; but as the case was, he

might go where he pleased. The boy being five years old, complained to his

mother, who told him he must do penance to Vishnu. As he was proceeding

to do this penance, Ndreda, met him, and said he was too young to do

penance. Ndreda taught him a mantra, as a shorter way, to qualify him, so

as to obtain th'i desired boon. After making use of the charm for some time,

Vishnu came to know Avhat he wished to have ; announcing to him that he

would possess his father's kingdom for twenty six thousand years, and afterwards

be taken to the Druhva mandalam (north pole of the celestial sphere).

Accnrdingly, in due course of time, he came to the possession of his father's

kingdom, ruled 26,000 years, was married, and had two sons. At the

expiration of that period a Vimdiiam (celestial car) with two of Vishnu's

messengers, appeared ; and, bis mortal form being changed to a divine form,

he was carried up to the Druhva mandalam. (The north polar star still bears

iho w^mQof Druhva nacahetra). Mailraya here tells Vidura that he who

reads or learns this narrative, will be prosperous in all his undertakings.

An account of Druhva's posterity follows. His son was Urcala, who

did not even attempt to govern, but roamed about insensate, and like a devil.

Jlis son was installed ; and som<; regular successions took place ; down to

Vena, a vile, and vicious person ; on whoi=e account there was no rain. He paid

no attention to the council of the rishis or spiritual men, and these rn,wiis

killed him. His wife ruled. The ministers of state beat, or churned the

right shoulder of Vena (some enigma, or symbol) by which means a wicked

king was produced. They beat or churned, the left shoulder of Vena, and

Vixhnii in the form of one named Archiwmnti. or Prit'hn, was born.
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Different celestials gave him various gifts. Still there was no rain : several

starving people came, imploring food from the king. Prifhu was much

incensed against Bhiimi dcvi (the earth personified as a goddess) and, in

consequence, he took his bow and arrows to fight with her, In fulfilment of

this intention he for a long time pursued her, she being in the form of a cow

(the hieroglyphic, or symbol of plentiful production). At length, tired ou*,

she knelt at his feet to do him homage : and said, " if you will kill me, the

people will suffer." She recommended him to procure the calf, which had

been suckled by her ; and by means of milk drawn from it, all gifts would be

obtained. As a result, SrayambhW''' appeared, in form as a calf. Many

personages, celestial as well as terrestrial, obtained benefits by turning rings

and other jewels, or valuables, into calves. Among other things the sunj

was metamorphosed into a calf. In this way (explained more at length in the

puranam) Prifhu obtained benefits, extending to all classes of beings and

things. In consequence, the earth thence acquired the name o^ Prii'him;

that is, the daughter of PriChu. He built various towns ; and, on his

purposing to perform a 'hundred asvamedha ydgams (horse sacrifices) the

purchase, if successful of Indras throne (that is the highest possible prosperity)

the said Prit.hici spontaneously supplied him with all the requisites for so

extraordinary a service. Ho succeeded to the extent of ninety-nine of these

sacrifices (that is, his prosperity was as great, as can fall into the lot of any

mortal). Tndra could endure no longer, as his throne was in danger.

Accordingly he stole the hundredth horse, and took it up to the sky. 'Atri

the great rishi, saw the theft, and told the son of Prifhu, who took bow and

arrows in hand, and followed; but seeing Indra look so much like Isvara he

was afraid to discharge any arrow against him ; till, being encouraged, by

being told that it was only Indra, he went on to the assault. Indra disappeared,

and the valiant son of Prifhu brought the horse back to the place of sacrifice.

The m/«s praised his prowess; and termed him iSiddha Siva which became

his name. Indra did not relinquish his purpose; but the next day privately

came as a sanniydst (ascetic), and again took away the horse. Siddha Siva

perceiving the ascetic to be no other than Indra in disguise, pursued him, and

shot at him an arrow : Indra fled, and the horse was again recovered.

Some persons now a days (adds the writer), assume the garb which

Ijidra then wore. They are called Capdlas, Bauddhas, Pdshdndas. By these

means the Pdshdndas originated. {Pdshdnda is the Sanscrit term for schis-

matic, impostor, not Hindu : it is used chiefly with reference to the Bduddhas

* The self-existent being ; the hyperbole is extravagant; but throughout this passage

there is a recondite, and symbolical meaning,

t This " PhoDbus"" is perhaps a littlo too sublime ; but we must remember that the

authov \Yritcs hicrogl> pliics.
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or Jamas; wherever this term occurs, in this pmana"^ there is usually

something to indicate contempt and detestation). If any one speak with them^

or even see them {doshain vanmi) evil, or crime will occur.

PrWhu, angry at Tndra, took bow and arrows; and ordering the sacri-

fice to stop, said he would summon and punish Indra by the power of incan-

tation. On making the homain (oblation, or sacrifice by fire) Brahma appeared

and told Prit'hu, it was not right to do any thing of evil bearing towards

Indra. He addressed the rjshis, and again directing his own words to Prit'hu,

bid him consider what was there in the effect of a i/agam to him, whose higher

ambition should be rather to seek mocsham or beatitude, than perishable earthly

good ; whence it would be his wisdom to let the sacrifice, and Indra, alone.

Brahma added that the merit of ninety-nine sacrifices was sufficient for him

;

he was already (by birth) a form, or incarnation of a portion of Vishnu {ddi

Vishnu murti). Indra was a virtuous personage ; and, charging Prit'hu to

be friendly with Indra, Brahma went away.f After receiving this lesson

Prit'hu put an end to the sacrifice, a:Kl paying due honors to all concerned

therein, he gave presents to the poor ; and was highly flattered in being told

that his sacrifice was quite sufficient for the Bhu-davas, or gods of the earth

(that is the Brahmans, for they asssume to themselves that title). Afterwards

Vishnu himself came on his eagle conveyance, bringing Indra with him ; and,

after complimenting Prit'hu, told him he must be friendly with Indra. Vishnu

terms both of them dtmana jycr (pure soul, or spiritual beings) between whom

there ought to be neither enmity, treacherous friendship, nor division.

Prit'hu x)aid all reverential homage to Vishnu ; who, being pleased thereby,

desired him to ask a gift. 'Prit'hu replied that the privilege of worshipping

at his feet was sufficient, and permission to this effect was given. Indra then

fell at Prit'hu^s feet implored pardon, and was forgiven ; thenceforward they

were friends. But though they were friendly, Prit'hu, from that time

relinquished all desire of such benefits as Indra could bestow (rain, fertility

* A passing remark may not be superfluous. According to my own view of the ques-

tion for whicli I have elsewhere given reasons, I do not, for my own part, think that the

Bnuddhist or Jaina system had any influential prevalence in India until after the era of

Asoca Verddhnna of Mnijadha, who was long posterior to Janamejaya or Farlcshit. But

that system must so far have prevailed as to cause great hatred towards it, from Hindus,

when this imrana was written. Hence, I should he disposed to date its original compositioa

as late as the era of Vicramaditya, or even the thne of Jjhoja raja ; and indeed, if I remember

aright, both Mr. Colcbrooko, and Professor Wilson agree in making its composition to be at

least equally modern. My argument arises from internal evidence.

t The circutouis and emblematic manner in which the moral that even kings of

unexampled prosperity must not expect divine, or perfect, happiness on earth, as also, that

there is a higher good to be obtained than earth can bcstoW; is in the above narrative worthy

of being observed.
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of litud &c., eaiihly gooil), and fixed his meditation entirely on Vishmt. Tlie

latter slowly (or majestically) returned to VaiconVha.

Afterwards Prit'hu with his wife Archimvii ch'vi, and his counsellors,

or ministers, prosperously dwelt in his oily. The season of spring being come,

Prit'hu went to his pleasure grounds or "park ; and there met with Sanaca,

Sananda, Sanatcumara, and S'anusudhaia7ia (divine sages) who had been

specially appointed to impart to him lessons of wisdom. The king, on seeing

them, prostrated himself before them, and addressed thSm as unincumbered,

spiritual intelligences, of high mystic acquirements; requesting to be instructed

ir. the precepts that relate to the soul and the body, and to separation froni

earthly things. They were pleased with his deference; and replied in com-

plimentary language. Sanatciiynara then discoursed to him, at length; teaching

an entire abstraction from all family cares, a ceasing from all earthly desires,

and an earnest breathing of soul after final beatification, which must be sought

by means of abstruct contemplation, or meditation directed to Vhhnn ; through

whom alone that highest attainjnent can be acquired. The four divine

instructors then disappeared, and went to Brahma's world.

Pritliu had in all five sons, named Skldlta siva, Aryachanna, Dlicrma

ftetu, Tacshasa and Vircula. Having ruled many years, he divided his dominions

among these five ; and then, divesting himself of every thing, became a Vana

prast'ha; went into waste uninhabited places, and lived on berries, or similar

spontaneous productions ; or, when these failed, on fallen leaves, sometimes

on water alone. At length he brought himself to subsist merely by respiring

the atmosphere; and, by stopping the exercise of the five senses, he

acquired a wonderful degree of eminence in the homage of ]"ishnu; being

united with Vishnu without the personal distinction of he or I ; and being

filled with a divine afflatus, ^•' or unction from Brahma, he received the great-

est, mental joy. From this state of neutral existence, his soul escaped by the

extreme top of his head; and rose, first into the atmosphere; thence by

various steps'; until, in the highest one, it acquired assimilation to the divine

nature; and having escaped all the evils connected with the body, it enjoyed

perfect beatitude, f

Archisa devi the relict of PrWhu burnt herself, with his body, and

went with him. Maitraya here resumes a direct address to Vidura, and says,

that they who read, or hear this narrative will acquire the four kinds of bliss.

He then continues his narrative with reference to Siddha sica the son of

* I know not how betfer to rendei- anumati in this place.

t The mystic theolo;.'y of the strict Vaislinavas may be gathered iVom the preceding

passage: and it may be noted that any idea of re-nniou of soul and body makes no part of

their doctrine, as regards beatitude. In the final effect the stricf Vtdshnftvas and the Jainm
or Bauddhixts seem to me to accord on that important article.
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PrWhu. He became famoua, and ruled In the midst of plenty. His youngfr

brothers, resprcted him ; but by the ill wishes of Vasishta, thi'ee ognis were

born on earth, as his children, and immediately died. By Pasupati his wife

he had a son ; who made a sacrifice for a thousand years ; and then became a

recluse devotee. He had six children, one of whom made the whole world a

sacrificial plain.

The last mentioned, had a son named Prasana who had ten sons of

equal powers, talen-ts, and courtesy, whence they acquired the epithet of

"servants of the people." These ten going to the Southern sea, found a re-

servoir of sweet water ; and heard sounds of music, where the before-men-

tioned iSanaca, and the other sages were doingj homage to Nila cantliesvara

(or Ska). This Nila ca7it'ha7i addressed those young men, telling them,

that the worship of Vishnu was pleasing to him ; that there was no essential

difference between himself and Vishnu, that the homage paid to Vishnu

equally honored himself; moreover, that both he himself, and his voiaries

attained their present happiness by the worship of Vishmi : finally he taught

them a mode of worshipping Vishnu, practised at a former period, by Ndreda;

and disappeared. Those ten sons performed a penance, for ten thousand

years, directed to Vishmi. But Ndreda tried to destroy the merit of their

penaneo. He told Prasana, their father, that the cows (or sacrificial animals)

which he had slain in sacrifice, were now waiting in the celestial woild, being

armed with iron horns, and whenever he attempted to enter there, they would

push him away ; by which argument he persuaded him to put an end to his

sacrifice. The lung said he was sinking in the sea of earthly pleasures; and

begged to know how he might avoid, or get rid of his delusion. In reply

Ndreda tells the allegorical tale of one Puranjayd (conqueror of the exterior)

who desired to possess a town, and finding one with nine gates, he lived therein

for a long time, a merely animal life, without desiring beatification. When

the tale is ended Prasana asks the mystical meaning ; and Ndreda, stating it

to be allegorical, explains it as referring to the soul inhabiting the body
;

having nine entrances (that is the five senses &c.) and lethargic therein
; until,

at length, awakened, as if from sleep, it becomes conscious of spiritual things,

and desires full emancipation. The object of the lessons is to teach a suppres-

sion of the senses ; or an entire subjugation of the bodily appetites, and passions

;

with which moral the fourth section ends.

Remark.--! may be permitted to observe, that the moral end, apparently

proposed by this work, resembles that proposed by the Christian system ; with

a difference however as to the idea involved in beatification ; and with a

much wider difference ad to moral means ; especially as to the idea of human

merit, which the one exalts, and the other abases. It is further observable,

from what precedes, that the doctrine of this purdna is .1 clouded theism
;

evincing the primal idea of one Supreme Being to have been obscured, and
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depreciated, when the purdna was written. It is likewise impossible to

deny to iis author an obscure traditional acquaintance with the sublime idea of

a triad in unity ; rendered howc;ver inconsistent with itself from being mis-

understood, and made subservient to the object of a sect among the Hindus.

I have been reminded, in passing, of the notions of the Jewish Rabbles and

Talmudists on this same subject. Let us first submit patiently and persever-

ingly, to learn what Hindu books really do contain ; and when a sufficient

basis of accurate knowledge has been acquired, then inferences, assimilaiions

or comparisons, may be drawn, with greater safety.

Fifih book or Candam.

The story of the eldest son of Scayavibhuva manu, is begun by the

narrator. The name of the said son was Priyavrata. He was taught by
Nareda, and declined to comply with his father's request that he would solicit

possession of his father's kingdom. Brahma came and expostulated with

him ; on which he consented to be crowned, or instituted to ihe kingdom.

On devolving his charge Svayatnhhuva retired to tlie tapovana, or wilderness

of penance. A iif/ai'ra/a married a daughter of Visv.acanna (artificer of the

gods) and had ten sons. Three of them were devout, and obtained final

emancipation. The other seven sons acted agreeably to their father's directions.

Privyarata had three other sons, by another wife. He reigned a long time.

A celestial car, sent from Vishnu, came down. Mounting this car, he sur-

rounded the mountain Maha Meru seven times, in seven days. The tracks

of the wheels formed the seven seas ; the intervals between them are the

seven great dwipas or islands. The names of the seas, and intermediate drvipas

are given : (see Or. Hist. M.SS., vol. 1, p. 48). The seven obedient, and

secular, sons of Priyavrata were instituted to the kingly rule of the said seven

drvipas. Subsequently Priyavrata obtained beatification. Agni druhva

married, and had nine sons by Piirva sidhi his wife, who was a special gift

from Brahma ; and who, on dying, returned to the satyaloca, the highest orb,

or Brahman's world. The nine sous aforesaid, ruled over nine divisions of

Javibu dwipa, which divisions were called after their names. Agni-druhva,

inconsolable for the loss of his wife had many great sacrifices performed :

and at length rejoined her in Brahma's world. Nahhi, the eldest of the nine,

performed a sacrifice, directed to Vishmi, for the sake of offspring. Vishnu

appeared, and gave him a promise that he would himself be born as the son of

Nabhi. This promi-e was accomplished in the birth of Rishabhi (always

reckoned among the subordinate incarnations of Vishnu, and vl leading person-

age with the Jainas). Both father and mother relinquished their rule
;
giving

it into the hands of Rishabha : they then retired to an ascetic life, and finally

were beatified. Indra gave his daughter in marriage to Rishabha (.symbol

Vn- a felicitou? marriage). Bharaia, and one hundred other children, were
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bofn ; and, as Bharata ruled the country, it was called Bharalacandam (the

country south of Himalaya). The different portions of his sons are sjjecified.

Some of them performed ritual ceremonies, and becanie Bralimans. Rishahha

relinquished all his possessions ; and went away, followed by his children.

He advised them to leave off' the use of ceremonies, and to practise justice

nnd charity, with similar instructions ; which (in their place) are of superior

character-

ParicshU, interrupting the narrative, enquires of Snca why RisJiabha

relinquished his possessions. Snca replies, detailing those reasons \ the tendency

being to enforce such a renunciation. Death of Rishahha. Account of Bharata.

He was guilty of misconduct ; and, as the result, in transmigration was born

as a deer. Doing penance, his former sense returned ; and, in another transit,

he was born a Brahman. A chief, being without children, vowed to present

to Durga, a narahali or human sacrifice. Bharata was caught by the people,

sent out for the purpose ; and, by them, was forcibly carried to a shrine of Cdli.

He was painted red, and covered with red flowers and other ornaments. The

said numen was greatly incensed ; came forth, drew her sword, cut off the

heads of the people, who had brought the purposed victim; danced about,

holding their bleeding heads in her hands; drank the blood as it streamed

from those heads ; and tben retired within her dwelling, satisfied. The maha

purusha (or Brahvian) thought that certainly Vishnu was present (as a pre-

server), and then retired to the fields again. It so happened that a king of

iSindhu clesam became desirous of going to visit a sage, who had obtained^

high repute for teaching ilie tatva system. The people of this king pressed

the before-mentioned Brahman as a palanquin bearer. He m?ekly yielded

;

but in the effort, was quite inferior ta the other bearers ; and could not carry

his burden even, or without jolting. The raja being displeased, enquired why

the other palanquin bearers complained so much of the newly-pressed bearer.

The result led to a discourse on spiritual matters, between the raja and the

Brahman. The raja was so much pleased with this discourse, that he took

the BrahrDun to be his guru, or spiritual preceptor. The latter avowed

himself to be Bharata ; recounted his past history ; and then taught the king

of Sindhu, spiritual knowledge, turning on the vicissitudes of earthly things.

The raja returned to his own country. The Bralcman (i. e. Bharata) left

off keeping tlie fields, which office had been assigned to him by his former

master. Jle now wandered about
;
passed the rcn^ainder of his life without

control, and at his own pleasure.

The posterity of Bharata follows in succession. Afterwards, there is a

full description of the seven dwipas, seas, and other matters, according to

Pauranical geography. Tlic channel of one river is filled with flowing juice

of mangoes , llioy who partake of this ayiinta, or nectar, overcome death.
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The account of the diffcicut regions is full a!id pailitular. In Pus/n.ara

dfvipa, the day and night is said to consist, taken together of a year (which of

course is the case near the polar rgeions): no diiiinction of caste is observed

there. Beyond is Chacravali (jiri (apparently the north pole), and bej'ond

that a golden country (region unknown). The sun goes round Chacravali gin

;

and, in that land, reverses its order of rising and setting.

A transition is then made to the stellar sky, or world of the stars.

The inferior worlds are noticed : their rulers and inhabitants are described,

down to Naraca. xl description of the pains, penalties, and severe inflictions

visited on the guilty in Naraca, is given. It is minute, circumstantial,

revolting : and it fails of the awful sublimity of the Chrisiian revelation on

this point, as to simplicity and grandeur : inasmuch as the details sometimes

verge on the ludicrous ; and in other instances, are shocking, without being

impi'essive. With the enumeration, on this subject as indicated, the fifth

book concludes.

Leaf 1—70 wanting; then 71— 1:28. The book is long and

thick, in a few places a little injured. No. 11 has only a part of the

3rd cdndani, and the 10th to 12th complete. The abstract given is

from No. V2, which was made complete by inserting a leaf at the begin-

ning of the 10th cdndam. No. 12 as a complete copy would be of value;

but it seems to have been subducted; and, in more than one instance,

I have had to notice spurious, and incoherent documents apparently

substituted for something better.

2. No. 2051. Valli ammai purdiiam, or legend of the consort of

Suhmhnanya. Old No. 121, CM. 42, leaf 1—279 vrilta stanzas,

with prose explanation on 218 vriittas. There should be another

cop3', on broad talipat leaves, having the stanzas only, and those

complete. No. 122, CM. 4G.

The whole purdnam is divided into sixty sarrjas or sections. It may
suffice to give a brief indication of the contents, down to the episode, whence

the production is made to take its name.

1. The inquiry of 'S'«r«can made of Carunam mvrti, from which the

production is stated to originate. Invocation as customary. Tabic of contents.

Eulogy of the country, or Chola desain. In the Call yuga 4573. Sal. Sac,

1399, in the time of Achyuta rayer, the writer named Carunavi murti, son of

Arulalan composed this purdnam., in order to remove the effect of an evil

denounced by a Saiva ascetic, on Sivacan, who had intruded on the former's

penance, when hunting a deer. The narrative is given according to a state-

ment by Ndreda at the command of Vyasa.

2 The section of the tree of plenty. Ndreda, the son of Bralnnn,

took a flower from llic e^aid treo, v.hicli he offered to Vislum. in the latter's
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paradise, as an .act of homage. Lacshmi thence took occasion to inquire of

Vishnu where the said tree is situated. In reply, Vishnu informs her of her

own birth at the churning of the ocean in the Cilrma avatdra ; together with

the birth of Sarasvati, and ihe productions of various other persons, and things

at tliat time ; among them being the said tree ; which he finally states is now

to be found in the devei' loca, or the world of the gods.

3. The birlh of Cumari. Vishnu going to the said world to fetch

the tree in question, agreeably to the earnest desire of Lacshmi, found occasion

by the way, to predict the birth of Ciwiari, as the daughter of one named

Vibudki; and, to announce that she would be married to Cumara, the son of

Sica. He brought the tree to Lacshmi, to her great content. According to

the prediction, Cumari was born, as the daughter of Vibudki; and, manifesting

a great partiality for Cumara, her mother Vibiidhi sent for Ndreda, in order

to relate to Cumari, the actions or exploits of Siibrahmanya.

4. The legend of Dacshas sacrifice. This legend having been

before given, need not be repeated. It is here introduced, in order to account

-for the wife of Siva, who lost her life on that occasion, again being born as

Parvati, the daughter ot Parvata rayen.

5. The legend of iVJfl?/ff and Cdsiyapa. The celestials having displeased

Sivn, in the aforesaid matter of Dacsha, he resolved on humbling them ; and

to this end sent for Maya, directing her to go, and intrude on the penance of

Cdsiyapa; and, by so doing, to nullify its force.

6. The birth of Surnn. In consequence of Siva's instruction, Suran

was born as the son of Cdsiyapa; and a variety of other monstrous forms,

with a host of minor beings were also produced.

7. The Cflestial gifts acquired by Suran. By dint of penance, directed

to Siva, Suran or Sura-padtna acquired su|iernatural powei's, and super-

human weapons ; with which he invaded the world of the gods, and the world

of Brahma, and plundered them.

8. The penance of /nc?/'a. In order to re.move the evil, Indra per-

formed penance directed to Siva, and acquired superior powers to any before

possi^ssed : he also received the assurance, that all these evils should be

removed by ^ Armuc'han, or Subrahmanya.

9. The penance of Siva. In order to nullify its value, Brahma,

Vishnu, and Indra sent Manmaia, who shot at Siva with one of his arrows
;

and was burnt to ashes ; in consequence of l^^iva's opening his frontlet eye.

Eeti his wife, interceded with Siva, and received as a boon the assurance

that her husband should wear his proper form to her sight alone, but should

be invisible to all others.



10. The marriage of Siva, On relinquishiiit^ lu3 penance, Siva

fornifd an attachment to Parvnti, the daughter of the king of Himalaya

mountain, and was married to her.

11. The origin of Scanda or Suhrahmanyn, Siva and Parvati

resided a length of time in a wilderness. In consequence of a very high

and unpleasant wind arising, tiiva darted six fires from liis frontlet ej'e, to

destroy the said wind; these rayons were afterwards collected in the Sarvana

pool, and moulded into the form of iS'ubraJwiaiiya, having six faces. The

young celestial asked Brahma the meaning of the pranava or mystic tri-literal

syllable ; and as Brahma could not tell It, he put Brahma in prison. Sica

hearing of this transaction sent for Subrahmanya, and inquired the reason of

this conduct. On the latter stating it, Siva inquired if he himself knew the

meaning of the Pranava; which Subrahmani/a immediately gave, as having

overheard it from tS^iva. An order was given to release Brahma, "which order

was obeyed.

12. Relates to the birth of .ffari /mro,'" as the son of Siva and Vishnu

in the form of Mohini (which son is more usually termed Ayinar in the south.)

Indra made a very large wilderness or paradise of flowers, and placed guards.

Sura padma from ill will, took the seven kinds of clouds, and bound them in

chains, that they might not rain on the said paradise.

13. The origin of the Cdveri river. The earth remained twelve years

without showers. Agastya had b^en sent to the south, having taken some

water of the Ganges in his ordinary drinking utensil. Siva told Vinayaca,

or Gonesa to go, and upset the said vessel . The latter assumed the form of a

crow, and on pretence of sipping, upset the vessel ; the water of which flowed

out in three streams, and ran through the aforesaid wilderness. Agastya in
'

displeasure struck the crow on the head, and in consequence, Gancsa obtained

the boon that all his worshippers should approach him, striking their heads

with their hands or knuckles.

14. Indrani, consort of Indra, was imprisoned by Asvamudii, one of

the brothers of Sitra padma. Other instances of oppression by the asuras occur-

ring, the celestials went, and proffered a complaint to Siva.

15. In consequence of their complaint, Siva asked who the fittest per-

son to effect the subjugation of the asuras, and the whole of them pointed out

Subrahnmnya as the proper person to effect the said conquest.

16. Siva gave orders to Subrahmanya to go, and overcome the asuras;

giving him many celestial weapons, the assistance of Fira bahu as his general,

and countless number of troops,

17. Relates to Mahendra, the town of the asuras.

• Not particularised in this abstract. The Vaishnavm appear to regard the legend as

SI sarcasm, invented bv the Snivns



18. Tiie embassy of Vira ha hii to inqmre \£ the wives of the celes-

tials w'ouid be rekiiised from prison or not. A negative was given.

19. Tlie contest between SuhraUmanya with his army, and the forces

of Snra-'padma.

20. The events of the war ; the destruction of the asuras ; the flight

of one of them, hiding himself in the sea; the release and restoration of

Indranl, and the other consorts of the celestials are narrated.

21. The marriage of /S^w/y/'o/iWrt^iy/a ^\i\.\\ Deviydm, The daughter of

Jndra was Deviydni, who after various preparations, was, with all pomp and

splendor a'Sanced to Subralnnunya. The latter afterwards returned to

Co. ilas((

.

22. Relates to the birth, in mortal form, of the said Devit/d/iiy as the

daughter of T'ibud'/i

So much may suffice as to the nature of this Furanam; a considerable

portion of which is merely an epitome of the Scanda purdmon.

The above book 2, is somewhat long, of double thickness, very

narrow leaves, looking old, and slightly injured.

8. No. 2052. Cdsi khanda of the Scdnda purdnam, or the section

which relates to Benares. Old No. 9, CM. 51.

Tins is a lnrge manu-cript, though forming only a part of the >Scdnda

purdna. It is wiitten in the kind of Tamil verse termed viruttam, a diffi-

cult kind of measure. Its translation into this metre is ascribed popularly

to '4.di vim Pdndiyan, which is the case with several other works, too nume-

rous to be probable ; except, possibly, as regards patronage of the different

authors. But the ascertained fact, that the College at Madura was founded

with a special view to the transfusion of Sanscrit Avorks into Tamil, and for

the spread of the Hindu religion in the extreme south, may accomat for many

dedications, or ascriptions of works to one king. There is a reference, in this

poem, to the ])assage of the Findhi/n mountains by Agashja, extravagantly

hyperbolized; but the greater portion relates to the river, -auddrfhas ov pools,

to shrines, and the legends of individual devotees at Benares. The cdndam

or book is divided into one hundred adhydyas, or subdivisions. A specifica-

tion of the contents of these adhydyas, with a brief occasional explanation, may

suffice, as regards this document.

1. Ndredas inspection of the Vindhya mountain. Ndreda taunted the

Vindhya mountain with being inferior to Mnha meru in size, and also, inasmuch

as the sun turns round Mem in its course. The Vindhya mountain, feeling

itself insulted, elevated its siunmit even to tlic skies.
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'2. The celestials visit to Brahma s Avoiid. As the Vindhya mountain

liad obscured the light of the sun, the celestials went and complained against

it to Brahma, who referred them to Agastya.

3. The visit of the celestials to the hermitage of Agastya. They made

known to him the haughtiness of the Vindhya mountain.

4. The praise of matronly chastity. The celestials describe the wife

of Agastya, as a pattern of matronly virtues.

5. The visit of Agastya to the Vindhya mountain. Agastya went

near to it, when it bowed down, and paid homage at his feet. Agastya said

"lam going to Pothait/a, and until I return, remain always thus:" a command

which could not be broken.

6. Account of the tirtlias. The virtues of the river Ganges are

stated, and those of many other rivers, and reservoirs connected therewith ; of

superior efficacy in the removal of crimes.

7. The praise of towns adjacent to Benares. These places have their

excellencies declared.

8. The account o? Siva janma and Yuma. The former was a royal

devotee, at whose death Yama took bis soul.

9. The visit to the solur orb. Yama took the said person's soul, and

showed it that world.

10. The visit to the world of the celestials. Yama showed this world

to the soul of Siva janma.

11. The visit to Agni-loca. Yama showed to the disembodied soul

the world of fire.

12. TJie visit to the quarter of Nairriti, guardian of the south-west.

13. The visit to the quarters of Vayu and Cuvera, regents of the

north-west and north-east quarters.

14. The visit to the world oi Isvara and Chandra.

15. The visit to the worlds of Tdraca and Budha, or the starry sphere,

and the planet Mercury.

16. The visit to Sucra-loca, or the planet Terms.

17. The visit to Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

18. The visit to the regions of the seven ruhis or the north polar

celestial sphere; especially ursa-mojor

.

19. The visit to the Dhruva mandalam or north polar-star ; the said

visit, like the precedinf; ones, being performed by the soul of Siva jaruna,

under the guidance of Yama.

20. Eulogy of Dhruva.
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21. Apotheosis, or beatification u^ Dhruva.

22. Visit to Maha-loca, and the four other superior worlds.

23. The coronation of Vishnu, as seen by Siva janma.

24. Siva ja,nma*s beatification. As this king had, during his life,

been a great benefactor, and had abounded in liberality, so after his death

Yama foolc him on the long celestial pilgrimage* above intimated ; at the

close of which he obtained full beatification.

25. The visit of Agast>/a to Suhrahmanyn, On occasion of this visit,

Suhrohmanya conducted Agastya through Benares, and explained to him its

various distinguishing features, and excellencies.

26. Eulogy of the female sex at Benares, by Subrahmanya to Agastya.

27. Eulogy of the Ganges, in the same way narrated.

28. The depositing of bones in the Ganges. If the bones of those who

die be deposited in the Ganges, the beatification of the departed is assured.

29. The specification of the thousand names of the river Ganges.

30. The praise of Vdranasi or Benares. The morality of this adhydya

18 observable. A woman entertained an improper affection for her own

son, who remonstrated, and denounced on her total desti'uction. But, on her

death, advice was given to cast her bones into the Ganges at Benares; in con-

sequence of which her soul attained to Sverga. Hence Cd.n acquired the

name of Vdranasi. f

31. The manifestation of Bhairavn, a terrific form of Siva.

32. The manifestation of Tandajidni. A devotee paid homage to a

form of Siva, and received favor from so doing.

33. The magnificence of Cast, declared to Agastya by Subrahmanya.

34. The beatification of Cukivaii.

The legend of a woman, who took permission from her husband to quit

domcsiic life; and, going to Benares, acquired beatification.

35. The declaration of household order. This section relates to the

duties of those not devoted to an ascetic life, or the grlhastlias.

36. The duties of the order of Brahmdchari or religious novice.

37. The excellencies of the female sex; a eulogy of their perfections.

38. The duties and deportment of ihe Brahmanical order.

* In this extensive celestial tour, the narration of which occupies from section 9 to 24,

there is a sort of wild sublimity ; upon the whole, very superior to some puerilities of Byron,

written, it may bo conjectured, under like inspiration. See his Cuin.

t See Wilson's Sans. Diet. Ist edition, page 79(5, or 2nd edition, page 735, for the deri-

Tatlon of the narno. The above passage would seem to indicate a different one.
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39. The duties of«aIn)S glviug, by householders.

40. The deportmeut of Suivu ascetics; rules as to their diet, ana

general conduct.

41. The knowledge of fatal indications, Certain sijins arc specified,

by which a person may know the near approach of death. In such cases, in

whatever place he may be, he is recommended to repair to Benares, that he

may thereby attain beatification.

42. Account of Abimutesan. This person by great devoteeism to

Siva obtained much approbation, and many secukr advantages.

43. The story of Tildiattan; in subject resembling the preceding.

44. The magnificence of Ctisi again declared.

45. The visit of ascetics to Cdsl for the purpose of obtaining

beatification.

46 tool. Legends of individual devotees at Coi*. y
52. Account of Brahma's sacrifice.

53 to 57. Visits of deities to Cast.

58 to 85. Legends of individuals ; and formation of images, bearing

some of their names.

86. The sacrifice of Dacsha.

89. The same subject continued.

89 to 99. Difi'erent legends of individuals.

loo. A brief repetition, or summary ; and descriptiin of the homage

paid to the emblem of H^iva.

Remark.—From this very brief indication the prevailing inhnity, and

wiliness of the work may be inferred. The st'hala puranas, or local lei^ends

of most of the distinguished Hindu fanes are drawn up generally on the iike

model. The bearing of such documents on the explanation of manners, and

mythology, is very important. As to history there is, 1 conceive, nothing in

this document of any value.

The manuscript is of comparatively recent handwriting; remain-

ing fresh, and uninjured. Leaf 1—321 and 2524 vriitta stanzas. The

book is long, of double thickness, iu tolerably good order.

4. No. 2067. Scanda puranam, three books or sections. Old ISTo. 7,

CM. 13. 8ambhava cdndavu There is another volume No. 8,

CM. 14, containing the Yuddha cdndam, and two following

sections.

The term sambhava signifies origin or birth; and is applied,

1 believe, to the birth of Scanda or Subrahmanya ; the word Yiiddha
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which entered into a tank called Saravana poyikai ;* and, there uniting, assumed

the shape of six bodies.

18. Siva formed nine sactis, or feminine personifications of his own

passive energy, and from them caused nine sons to be born, as helpers to

tSuhrahmanya. These are the nipe virdls or champions.

19. Six^a and 'Uma went to the Sarvana ^oo\ took fhence the six

infantine forms, moulded them into one body, having six heads and twelve

arms, and then carried this child to Ccdlasa.

20. Relates the pastimes of the young Suhrahmanya, who amused

himself by setting the elephants at the eight points, suppoiting the world, to

fight with each other. He also skirmished with India, who, being overcome,

mentioned the character of the young warrior to Vrihaspati, preceptor of the

celestials : these came, and paid homage to Suhrahmanya.

21. Ndreda performing a sacrifice, out of it proceeded a sheep or

goat, which he gave to Stthrahmanya for a vahana. or vehicle.

22. Subrahmanya inquired from Brahma the meaning of the Vedas

;

and, as Brahma could not inform him, he put Brahma in prison, and himself

undertook to carry on the work of creation.

23. The release oi JBrahma. After long durance, Siva asked Subrah'

manya or Cumara smmi, to release Brahma, to which the said Cumara
consented.

24. The celestials making known to Siva the molestation which they

sustained from Surapadma, be gave permission, to Subralimanya, to go, and

make war against the said asura.

25. Subrahmanya (herein styled Cumara vel) set out with two thou-

sand veltams f of gigantic warriors, and the nine virdls or champions to

make war.

26. Tartica, the younger brother of Surapadma was met, at an illusive

mountain, named Kiduncha giri. Sitbrahvianya overcame, and killed Taruca,

and destroj'ed the mountain.

27. Concerning Deva giri. In place of the said mountain Subrah-

manya had another mountain formed, which was termed Ddva giri.

28. Concerns the conduct of Asurendra. He was the sou of the slain

Taruca; he went to Maliendra giri, the residence of Surapadma, and reported

that his father had been slain by Suhrahmanya.

* At Tirtani near Madras, there is a pool, whicb bears that name; aud with M'hichthe

usual liberty is taken, by describing it as the precise birth-place of Subrahmanya.

I An indefinite term, vaguely intended to denote a great number.
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29. The journey of Suhrahmanya. The said Curttara svdmi proceeded

to the banks of the Cdveri river; passinoj by the way, the celebrated

fSaivaJ slirines of Gedara, Ccisi vencata (Tripety), Calahasfi, Vdlancddu,

Cdnchipuram, Tirunamalui, Nallur, Vriddhdchalam, and Chitambaravt.

30. From the Cdveri he went to Cumarapuram, and thence proceeded

to Tii'u vallur.

31. Thence he passed by a dry, hot, and barren land, and went with

six sons of Pardsara whu conducted him to Thu paran kunru (or the hill of

the heavenly one, an epithet of Parhani) which he inspected.

32. Eelates to Tiru chandipxir. From Pyney the said Cumara pro-

ceeded to Tricliendur ; where he met with Indra, from whom he inquired

the origin, and birth of Surapadma, and his subordinate «av<'-as. The relation

is comcneuced by Indra; forming the matter of the second book.

11. The y^surautpatti cdndam, or account oi the origin of the

asuras.

Each padalam of this division will not require a minute specification.

It is throughout related by Indra, in the first person, to Subiahvianya. In

the early part Cash/apa is introduced. It must be remembered that, in other

books, he is stated to have had two wives, named Diti and Aditi, by whom
were produced the devatas or celestials, and the daityas or Titans. In this book

he is described as father of the asuras by Surasi, an obscure female of low, or

foreign race, who was instructed by Sucra preceptor of the asuras, and by

him surnamed Mayi, or deceptive one. The eldest born of the sons of Casi-

yapa, by Surasi, was named Surapadma, and other two sons were called

iSirujhamucha and 'Animuc'ha, (or ' lion-face' and 'elephant-face') ; and with

them were a -^ast multitude of other asuras. Various minor matters, relative to

this illegitimate family, are mentioned Among other things, their departure,

or separation, from their place of birth, and building a new*- capital; which,

in a legendary way, is said to have been effected by Surapadma calling Visva-

carm,a and giving him directions to build a town. A distinct colony, or nation

was thus formed. Tiiis principal matter being stated, India introduces, in

an episode, an account of Aganlya having been commissioned to go to the

south ; on the way he was resisted by a vast barbarian, huge as a mountain

named Krduncka, on whom Agastyu denounced a curse of becoming fixed as

a mountain ; and of being ultimately destroyed by Cumara the son of Siva

;

explaining a reference to Kraunch'igiri in the first hook. The other adven-

tures of Agustya by the way as to the Vindhya mountain, and with Vil and

* A colony went out frona the land of Shinar under Ashur, and built Nineveh, capital

of the Assyrian empire. Ashur Grace is Assour, or Assur. Suria, in the Septuagint,

designates Mesopotamia.
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Vdthan two canibals, are adverted to, as in the Cdsi cdndam (before abstracted)

only with more brevity.

Indra also adverts to his own penance, and thereby retm^ns to the local,

and family affairs of the Asuras and their posterity.

III. The Vira Mahendra cundam. Subrahmanya, remaining at

Tinichandi puram, sent Fira bahu, his general, as ambassador to Mahendra

giri, to ascertain whether Surapadma was willing to submit, or desirous of

war. The ambassador was ordered to release the celestials that had been

imprisoned by Sura2)adma.

The proposal to submit was rejected ; and various episodes occur,

narrating various skirmishes between the belligerent powers. In one of these

Vira bahu killed Adi viran, a principal commander on the part of the Asuras.

It is not necessary to relate these incidents, as they possess a poetical and fic-

titious semblance ; and since they are only introductory to Cumara himself

coming forward in the war ; which is the subject of the following, or principal

division of the purana.

Leaf 1—365 cotanining 96 padalams, and 4884 stanzas complete.

The book is long, of treble thickness, slightly injured.

5. No. 2068, Scdnda purdiiam,:—
The Yitddha cdndam and two following sections. Old No, 8,

CM. 14. This is the second volume above referred to,

IV. Yaddlta cdndavi. This book is the fullest of the whole ; and

narrates the events of the war, or rather consecutive engagements between

Cumara on the one hand, and Surapadma on the other hand. The latter was

aided by his sons, and also by a sister named Mayi; who, in one period of the

contest, raised to his aid a host of illusive warriors. The sum total is that

Cumara conquered the whole of the opposing forces, while Surapadma with

his sons, ministers, and allies were slain. One of his sons, named, had hidden

himself in the sea; and, escaping in consequence, was left, in order to perform

the funereal rites of his father and brethren. Thus the defeat of the Asuras

was complete.

V. Deva candam. After the victory, Cumara left Mahetidra giri, and

came back to Tirupara kunra7n, where he espoused Leviyani (o'herwise

termed Valliyamma) and then gave permission to the various celestials to return

to their respective places of abode.

In the sequel of this book, Saindavan the son of Indra, is introduced,

as inquiring from Vrihaspati the causes or reasons, why these celestials were

subject to those oppressions by the Asuras, which had occasioned the before-

naentioned war, Vrthaspati replies ; and the contents of his reply form the

subject matter of the following book.
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VI. Dacshana cdndam : Dacshalhe son oiBrahma iisks his fatherwhich

is the greatest of the gods, and Brahma is made to say, it is Siva. Dacsha then

undertook a penance in order that a daughter might be born to him, that

slioukl become the wife of Siva. He had many daughters, some of whom were

married to Chandra. One daughter was born, who performed penance, in

order to become the consort of Siva, which afterwards occurred. There

follows a reference to the churning of the ocean, in which Siva swallowed

the poison of the serpent Vasuki.

The sacrifice of Z)(i;cs/«rf is afterwards detailed; to which the wife of

Siva was not invited. She, in anger, destroyed herself. Sitm sent Vira

Bhadra to destroy Dacsha's sacrifice. A dispute afterwards arose, between

Brahma and Siva. The legend is then introduced oiBrahma trying to discover

the head, and T'ishnu the feet of Sivas, according to which Brahma incurred

a censure and loss, for lying ; and Vinhnu received praise for acknowledging

Siva's supremacy. The mention occurs of Ganesa fighting with, and destroying

Raja vine ha an Asiira, There is some following matter relative to a Brah-

man ; who, in consequence of peculiar devotion, directed to Subrahmanya

became a Mukunda king.

Remark.—As regards the condition of these two M SS. No. 7 is com-

plete and uninjured ; No 8 \vants a small portion of the 6th book ; but, for

the rest, is complete, and in good condition. In point of matter, it seems

difficult to resist the conclusion that these gods were originally men. I have

always been induced to think that the war with the Asuras is a fragment of

early history, strangely magnified, and distorted- However, I enlarge not.

Subsequently to the analysis quoted from, I have not hesitated

to avow my conviction that the asuras were Assyrians, and the devas or

surs, Syrians. We commonly use a latinized spelling; but in the

Hebrew books the people of Nineveh are uniformly termed Ashurim.

In Greek classics they are styled aswro/. .S»r, or Aramea, in both, de-

signates Syria, or Mesopotamia.

Leaf 1—319 and 302—084. The book is somewhat long, of

double thickness, a little damaged.

G. No. 2075. Falli ammal purdnam, or legend of the consort of

Subrahmanya. Old No. 122, CM. 46. This is the other copy

referred to .'?2/2)m 2, No. 2051 . Leaf 1—58 ndita saracara 1—43,

stanzas 802. Then chendil saracam 14, beyond defective.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on broad talipat leaves,

with very small writing, in good order.
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7. No. :2077. Bra/i/iiollara ad7idam, a prose version of the last s«c-

tion of a purrma. Old No. 10, CM. 16, leaf 1—74, and others not

numbered, in all about 200.

Invocation to gods and poets. The subject of this purdnam was

delivered by Vyasa to Suta, and by the latter to the rishis in the Naimisara

vanam. Some notice of thsii vanain. At the request of the rishis the said

Suta narrated a variety of matters connected with the Saiva system.

1. The five letters. These are a symbol of the deity; securing the

greatest benefits from the I'epetition of the formula ; illustrated from the

story of a king of 2Iafhura. — 2. The excellence of the Saiva shrines;

illustrated by the story of a king oi Aijodhya who was driven from his throne,

and caused to become a rdcshasa. The legend of Gokernam is included as

relating to that king, who went thither; and was there relieved of his Brah-

mahatti, or afflictive visitation.—3. The excellency of the Siva rdtri or night

of Siva ; illustrated by a story ; the sequel being that a Brahman woman
cummitted the heinous crime of killing a calf, and eating its flesh. Dying

from the effects, she went to the lower world ; and returning, was born as a

chanddla. In this state she suffered great distress from want of food ; and

going to Gokernam, when the place was visited by pilgrims at the festival of

Siva rdtri, she cried aloud for food. Some one put a vilva leaf into her hand,

and bid her eat it. To her surprise, an image appeared in her hand which she

worshipped, and by the merit of this homage on the Siva rdtri, her form was

changed and she was taken to Cailasa.—4. The virtue of paying homage

to the emblem of Siva, on the Siva ratri. Marvellous effecttj are related

;

such as a dog killed at that time, being born its a king ; a dove, that had

taken refuge in a fane, being killed by a vulture, at that time, was re-born as a

king's daughter. Other similar details.— 5. The excellency of the Sanipra-

dosha, or certain especial homage on Saturday, of only occasional recurrence-

illustrated by a story of Chandra sena, king of Ougiin, who was so exemplary

in the worship of »S'ii"a, that his fame as a devotee spread to other countries, the

kings of which considered that such a one could never be conquered by them;

in consequence of which they cultivated friendly relations, and always took

leave of him with great attention and deference.— 6. Pradosha muhdtmyam,
the value of the first part of the night. A king assaulted by enemies, left the

act of homage half unperformed, and went forth against them. He was

defeated, his wife fled, and was delivered of a child on the bank of a river.

These, and following calamities proceeded Irom the negligence of the said act

of homage.— 7. The same subject coniinued. The aforesaid child recovered

its father's kingdom, attended to all requisite duties, and conquered the kings

of many other countries.— 8. The excellence of Soma varum, or Monday.
Chitra verma had a daughter named Simanlri born as the result of penance;
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but the astrologers declared that, at an early age she would lose her husband
by death, which took place. A visit to Yamas world, a return thence ; and
subsequent prosperity are contained in the le|/end ; its purpose is to enforce

the value of homage paid, on Mondays, at a shrine of Sim.—^. A continuance
of the same subject. further illustration by a tale of a Brahraan of the

Vulerhlia country. He had two sjns, who went to the king of that country
to seek a livelihood ; when the said king pointed out to ihem Slniantri, a

neighbouring queen of Nigarsha desa ;
* advising one of the two to |)ut on

woman's attire. They accordingly went, one beiiig so disguised, but, tSimanlri

discerning the fraud, pronounced the doom of always continuing in that way

degraded. The other sou reiurned ; and the father becoming acquainted

With what had occurred, went, to the king of hklerVka dtsam, and reproached

him for teaching such a fraud, who referred the matter to his counsellois.

These, taking into consideration that the Brahman had always heen an

exemplary worshipper of Siiui on Munduys, advised him to periorra special

acts of homage which he did, and by the favor of ISiva had another son born

to him ; whence, the efficacy of homage to Siva on Monday is deduced by

inference.— 10. The excellence of the Siva yoijya (or ascetic Saivci devotion).

A Braltman being wealthy, allowed himself the use of animal food, and irre-

gular intercourse ; for which he was reproved, and set right by a Siva yogi

(or <S'a?'Ka ascetic). At a subsequent period the Bruhman dying, became a foeius

in the womb of a queen ; and gieal difficulty and agony occurring at the time

of binh, the king and queen went out into a furest or wilderness, where a

dead child was born ; but a Siva yogi coming by, put ril) huti (or sacred

ashes) on thejchild, which opened its eyes, and was deliveied alive to the

mother, who greatly rejoiced. The ascetic announced that the child would

be a powerful king ; and, wishing prosperity, departed. Hence the estimation

in which a Saiva ascetic ought to be held, is rendered apparent.— 11. The

instruction of Bhadra huhu, the said child. It relates to the teaching of the

cliiid warlike exercises, and accomplishtnenLs.— 12 This section relates some

exploits of the said young man, and his receiving instruction in some mantros

from R'lshabha yogi — 13- The marriage of Bhad> a bahu.— 14. Has a refer-

ence to section 9, the said Siiaantri, in another birth; being, it seems, the

bride of Bhadra baJm in this one.— 15. The excellence of the vibltuli or

Saiva ashes. ^— 10. The mode of preparing those ashes and of using them ;

whereby all sins are removed.— 17- The tale of a Pedar or savage hunter,

who obtained beatification by the worship of Siva ; whence the excellence of

that worship is inferentially deduced.—18. The section of Uma isvara. It

refers to the death of a Brahman by the bite of a serpent, and to certain

directions given l:)y a sagp, as to the worship of the said form of Siva and

* f^anscrit, Ni&hadu.
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Parraii.— 19. Story of Sarati a Brahman female (on ihe principle of the

metemps}'chosis) who w-as falsely accused, and delivered by the interposition of

a celestial voice ; her discovery of her husband at Gokcrnam, at the Siva rdtri

fistival, and great happiness afterwards.— 20. Excftllence of the rudracsha

beads; a king obtained Cailasa by wearing them; ih.} story of a monkey
re-born as the son of a minister of state.— 21. The excellence of the Rudra

mantra; illustrated by a story relative to Cashmir.—22. The merit of hear-

ing this piirdnam ; the sins of such will be removed ; they will obtain all

that they desire, will escape from Yuma, and obtain many other advantages.

A description of the torments of Yamu^s wor'd is given from the narrative of

& prniranic Brahman. These punishments are of gross crimes ; and the fear

of that punishment is obviated by hearing this purunam recited.

Remark.—Tt has more than once met my observation that, degrading

and depraving as is very much the tend(^ncy in all Hhidit books, those of the

ultra saiva kind are peculiarly so. A very brief indication of the contents

of the preceding manuscript is given; a full translation would illustrate

the above remark— further detail on which point is needless. The book is

complete, and very recent in appearance : it remains quite uninjured. It is

stated to be a production of Vara tunga rama 2:>annyan ; to be understood of

a poeticnl version in Tamil ascribed, or dedicated to him. From that poeti-

cal version, this one in plain prose was made by some writer unknown.

The original Sanscrit is said to be the concluding book, or portion of the

Brahma purdnam.

I noticed section 3 occiirring as a distinct book in Vol. 2 ; and,

I think other portions are so distributed.

This book is somewhat long, of double thickness, on narrow

leaves, slightly injured.

8. No. 2315. Yucja purdnam. Otherwise Desa 7iirnayam. Old

No. 133, CM. 240. The first title means the measure of the great

ages, tlie other one, discrimination of countries, though grounded

C)ia.purdnas: the contents are miscellaneous.

This is a fragment of fourteen narrow palm leaves, commencing with

the account of the Kreta-yiiga, and coming downwards, wnth mention, in the

Call yuga oi some kings, and with notices afterwards of rulers in Telingana ; such

as the Chaluhijas, the Rettis and others. A fuller list is given of the Rdyersoi

Vijcyonagarayn. Some mention occurs of the Ballala and Chera sovereigns.

A few details of very recent dates are given as to Yellore, Tanjore, Madura, the

capture of Tripassore, &c. But the document breaks otf without a proper

conclusion; perhaps was not at first completed. It is very slightly touched

by insects, the word Desanirnayn occurs on the labels, both in Tamil and
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An unconnected tale is added. The book is long, thin, on

narrow leaves, very slightly injured.

XXIII. Pauranas local.

1. No. 2048. Vadur st'hala purdnam, or legend of a fane in the

old Madura kingdom. Old No. 37, CM. 82.

This copy has a deficiency of 10 sections in the 2nd section,

of one stanza in the 3rd section, of four in the 7th, and of one in

the 8th, otherwise complete. Leaf 1—182, seven saracams and 510

vruta stanzas.

The book is of medium length, thick, looks recent, in good order.

2. No. 2049. Vadicr st'hala purdnam. Old No. 38, CM. 83.

This copy has a deficiency of 20 stanzas in the 4th section
;

otherwise complete. Leaf 1— 94, eight saracams.

The book is of medium length, thick, old, but in tolerable order.

An abstract of contents will be given under 10, No. 2065 ; which

is a recent, and complete copy.

3. No. 2043. Vriddhdchala purdnam, legend of " Verdachellum

pagoda." Old No. 22, CM. 31.

This copy contains the original stanzas with the urai or prose

rendering. It was heretofore made complete by me from another copy.

It has 18 saracams, 434 vriita stanzas. Leaf 1— ISO. See 6, No. 2057,

21—oQ infra.

The book is long, thick, a little injured at the end, the rest in

good order.

4. No. 2055. Ter unra 2Jurdnaon, legend of a car-procession.

Old No. 15, CM. 23.

This copy containing 100 palm leaves &c., is wholly in verse of

the vriita species.

The subject is otherwise treated in plain prose, two copies, and

a drama ; three copies elsewhere noted.

The books, though in different kinds of composition, and of varying

sizes, yet all relate to one common subject ; which is, the incident said to have

occurred at Tiruvdrur, when the son of a Ckolakmg, proceeding in his car to

view a public procession at a f stival, ran over and killed an illusive, or

symbolical calf; which said calf was composed of Siva, and an aggregate o^

Tarious other celestial?. The whole legend will be given at some length.
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Telugu M.S. Book, No. 33, Section 1. With that statement the books above

specifiecl, harmonize in every important point.

Leaf ] — 103 complete. The book is soinewhat long and thifkj

in good order.

5. No. 2056. SerencIH fit'hnla pon'Mam, legend of the fane on the rock

lit Trichinopoly, Old No. 25, CM. 34. It contains 13 sections,

1

—

oh'^i vriita stanicas, on 1— 182 leaves, complete.

This document contains thirteen sections ; a brief abstract of which

is here added.

1. The usual invocations, and panegyric of Ganesa &c.

2. The glory of the hill on which the fane is built. Even wild beasts

lived in harmony on it, and sacred rishis dwelt there. Gautmnarishi, coming

to visit them, narrated at their recjuest, the excellencies of the place, as he had

received the statement from Sanatcumara, who had received the same from

"Suhralimanija. Trk'ira dwelt here ; and, from him, it derived the name of

Trisira mall. The rock is a splinter from Cailasa, originating in a quarrel

between Vayti and Adi seshan. It acquired the name of the southern Coilasa.

3. The penance oi Brahma at this place ; the legend of the lie told by

Brahma, as related in the Scanda purauam, and Arumachala -purdnnm is intro"

duced ; and Brahma being doomed by Siva, in consequence of that falsehood,

was told that the evil denounced would be removed by doing penance on this

hill.

4. The legend 'dhontAgastya. Gautama relates a conversation between

Siva and Ndreda. The latter of whom told the former that the Viadhya

mountain was not to be comi>ared with Trisira niali- Agastya, being st-nt

from Cailasa, was directed to visit this hill, and afferwards to proceed to

Pothdiya mail. Agaatya accordingly stamped on the Jindhya mountain with

his pilgrim's staff, reducing its level thereby. He afterwards visitt^d Trisira

hill, and then went on to Pothdiya nudi, in the extreme south.

5. The legend of Indra. The celestials of Indra's world being

unable to hear the oppression of Chemhan, an asura, complained to Indra their

chief; who, under directions from Siva, killed the said Chemhan ; and then, by

doing penance at Tri.sira mail, effected on expiation of the crime.

6. The legend of the tirt'ha, or sacred pool, ' Uma asked Siva the

place of his retreat ; in reply, he designated Trisira a hill. She then desired

that a reservoir of Avatcr might be formed there ; and Siva directed Ganga in

his hair to provide one; which accordingly was effected, in which 'Uma
afterwards bathed.

7. Legend of the sacred town. Gautama tells the rishis that Trisira!;

wag one of the relative? of Ravnna. He came to this hill ; and there, of liis
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own accord, rendered homage to Sivn. He built a shrine and a town at the

foot, surrounded by walls and battlements. He received from Siva, at liis

solicitation, the privilege of having the rock, and town, called after his nanao

,

and, after residing there some time, he died.

8- Lecrend ofgifts obtained. GaiUania informs the risJds, thyt Rdiiia-

chandra, Hanuman, the fi.ve Panda cas, and many other distinguished pe;son8

paid homage here, and received the benefits which they sought : inconse-

quence of which the fane became highly distinguished.

9. Le^'cnd -conceining S'ara-maha-muni. A certuin Bralivian did

penance at Himdlya ; and, in a subsequent transmigration, was born at Benares,

vifter other changes, he was born as Sdra-nia/ici-mimi ; and, doing homage at

this place, acquired the gifts which he desired ; whence this place became

highly distinguished.

10. Legend of iSura vdtUtan. One of that name visited this cele-

brated hill, with a great number of followers; and, afcer erecting various^

buildings, he ruled here as a district chieftain.

11. The same subject contiiiued. States the marriage of the same

person, with a woman of foreign birth ; after which he added other buildings,

and continued his rule.

12. The destruction of IJriyur. Sdra-mahd-muni, before mentioned,

had a garden planted with the stvendhi ilowcr plant. A person was in the

habit of stealing these flowers, and presenting them to Parantaca^ choUin,

the king. The nmni one day detected the thief, and complained to the king
;

who took no notice. In consequence of this neglect, the ascetic performed

penance, and made application to Siva, who sent a shower of mud, which

destroyed IJriyur ; the king, with his wife, fled; his wnfe was pregnant,

and cast herself into the Cdveri. The king, fleeing on horseback, was overtaken

by the mud shower, and killed. By the favor of Siva, his wife was taken out

of the Cdveri alive, and was entertained by a Brahmaii She was delivered

of a son in Jamhu divu (a small island in the Cdveri), who was brought up

by the Brahman. When search, by means of an elephant was made for a king,

the elephant found out tlie young man, and put the usual wreath of flowers

on his head. He was installed a? king, and as the Brahma^i had marked his

feet with chai'coal, ho acquired the name of Cari-cdla-cholan.

13. The legend of Tayuman. The origin of Caveripnm patnam, is

ascribed to certain women casting their garlands into the Cdveri. That town

was very flourishing, and a C/ielli, or merchant, was especially distinguished.

He had a daughter, who was married to a person at Trichinopoly, named

Tana cultan. Her father, named Alhan cultan died, when she Avas in an

* " The dcHtroycr of foreignorp," an epithet : otiier books gave hiru othci names.
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advanced stage of pregnancy ; and as she iiad no altendauis at the time of

her delivery, Sina himsilf assumed the shape of a mother, and performed the

office of «c6'0Mc/te?i.sc ; which the celestials beholding, showered down flowers.

Whosoever pays homage to this same Siva, will receive all manner of benefits.

Remark.—The manuscript is complete, and in very good order. The

earlier legendary portion points to a time when there were no Diahmans in

the country, when it was a province uf Ceylon (in ail probiibiiity connected

therewith by an isthmus), and antecedent to lidinah invasion ; which also

apparently preceded the visit of Ayastya, wiio first led on colonist Brahmans,

and directed them to various localities in the Ftniusula. The mythological

treatment of Brahma can hardly escape remark : however, that I pass by, as

a common matter in Saiva st'Iiala purdnas. The 10th section would be

obscure, but for a glossary uflorded by a ALahralti manuscript written at

Tanjore, and elsewhere abstracted. By its help Sura vatitlan is identified

with the first of the series of C/io/a kings. The 12th section has heretofore

received abundant illustration ; see, in particular, remarks on the Chola

patuyarn, supra. The 13th section upsets altogether the fiction oi Tayuman

nalli as Ibunder of the shrine : and enables me to perceive, that the wealth

of the famous merchant of Cdveripuvi patnam (see Tamil M.S. Book No. 1,)

when renounced by himself, went in a great measure, to this jdace ; so that

Siva by means of his Urahmans became administrator to the effects of the

bewildered man, when unable to take charge of them hims'-if. Such, in my
view at least, is the interpretation of the e/,ig>na of Siva becoming " a

nourishing mother," designated by the term Tayumdn or the Sancrit Matrt

bhuvesvara.

The book is long, tliick, very slightly injured.

6. No. 2057. Vriddhdchalajnirdnam. Old No. 21, CM. 30.

This copy is in verse only, and is complete in 431 f^wila stanzas.

See 3, No. 2053, supra. This copy, like that one, was made complete

from another manuscript also detective; but two copies were so rendered

complete. The other manuscript was numbered 23, CM. 32.

The following is an abstract of the contents from my former

analysis.

1. The prefatory section. Invocations to deities and to Jppar, Sun-

darar, and other saiva poets. It is given as narrated by Suta rishi, who

received it from Soeta muni; he, from Vyasi ; the latter from Suhrahmanya,

who heard Siva relate it to Uma.

2. The ^m A«r^ff, or section concerning the hill, narrat.d l>y Aran

or Siva to 'Uma. Though the legend is unknown to Bruhma or Fisknu, yet

there is a propriety in relating it to 'Uwm, though youn^'. from her being
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tiiountain-boni. The fjie-eiiiincnce of the hill, above all other hills, is asserted :

so that even thinking of it will remove evil, produce good, and lead to beatifi-

cation ; which by means of this hill, even the most stupid of people may

acquire. Its excellence arises from its being a copy of the form of Siva.

3. Concerning the place ; narrated by Ndtlia sauma viuni to his wife,

named Anavati. It relates to a sacred pool for bathing, named Tiruamrita-

kunram, formed by the Mutta nadi river. Eathing therein, accompanied with

certain observances, removes the crimes of ingratirude, theft, drinking ardent

spirits, killing cows, or ^ra/t/zio/is, coveting the wife of a i5raAwan, or a neigh-

bour. If dogs, jackalo, or such like animals die at this place, they will attain

to Sivas Avoild ; being taught instruction, while dandled in his lap The ills

or crimes, done by children, will be pardoned even, as those of grown-up people.

The names of the seven great rujiis mentioned, who obtained gifts, according

to their desire at this place,

4. This section relates to the high value and excellence of the mutd

nadi, river. The merit of bathing in it is related. For example, if it be only

seen by the favor oi the god, sin will be removed. To bathe in it is equal to

the merit of an asvamiidha sacrifice, and to remain in it during one bright

half of the natural day, ensures beatification. Agastya and several others, by

bathing therein, acquired sanctity.

5- Isa inquires of ' Uma concerning the shrine. A special eclipse is

adverted to, at which time the vimdna appeared, with various marvellous

accompaniments- The benefits of worshipping thereat art; narrated.

(3 The section of Viba chittu. One of Cuvera's precious jewels was

picked up by a particular kind of bird (mistaking it for its food) and carried

to the top of a tree : when the bird dropped it on the head of a person named

Viba chittu., doing penance. He did not know what to do with it; and, while

wandering about on the mountain, an a3rial voice directed him to deposit the

gem in a vanni tree, and then logo and receive instru^^'tion from Rdmasanshi.

He did so ; and the riahi by his merit formed a calpn vricsha, or tree of plenty;

yielding: everything desired. Inconsequence, Viba chitfu h&d a golden image

made for the shrine, with all other needful ap{ urtenances: and ultimately

" attained the feet of the god," or was Ix^atified.

7. The tirii nadi section, narrated by Brahma, and downward through

various celestials. It relates to a particular locality on the hill where birds

are fed, tLrmed liru amrita kunram ; where also 'S'l'wa condescended personally

to make an appearance, and to receive adoration,

8. The section oi Agastya. This relates to A(jaf.t>ja's ]o\.\YnQ.y to the

south ; being resiated by the Vindliya mountain, he trampled on, and lowered

it ; he afterwards met with Vdthan and Vil-v'tthan who were accustomed to
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kill and eat travellers, when pasBing by: be denounced his anger on them,

and destroyed them. He then proceeded to Vnddhdchala where he bathed ;

and, seeking pardon fur having killed the said cannibals, Siva appeared,

granted his request, and then vanished.

9. The Cal'mga section. A Calinga king did not pay proper respect

to Romaca maha rrslii, but mocked him ; in consequence of which the riiilii

denounced on him the doom of becoming an evil-spirit possessed wanderer.

He embraced the sage's feet, demanding when and where the crime would be

expatiated ; and was told it would be at VrMhacliala. He accordingly became

I^ossessed with an ill-spirit ; and roaming about, came to Vnddhdchala, where

bathing in the mutta nadi he was relieved. As a moral, a caution is added

not to mock sages, who are performing penance.

10. The section on removing the evils of the Cali yuga. The sages

inquired of Suta ruhi, the magnificence of the lord of Vi/ddhachala, and he

answered by saying that Sanafcumara, and others, went to Brahma on Maha

meru, who inquired the reason of their sadness. In reply, a pathetic detail

was given of the poverty, and other evils of the Call ywja ; in which the

kings were Sudras, the sacred beads indiscriminately worn by all men, and

many other ills ; on which a petition was founded that Brahma would form a

shrine to remove them all. The request was answered by the means of the

shrine at Thm arnrita kunram ; which removes or sets aside all the evils of

the degenerate age.

11. The Swi'ta section. Sweta was a king of the Curu race, who

ruled over many persons with the integrity of a Chacraverti ; till, losing his

wife by death, he became desirous to renounce the world, and to acquire, as

quickly as possible, instruction as to the means of obtaining final happiness.

In pursuit of his object, he went on pilgrimage ; and, among other places,

to the shrine of Jambukenvara at Tiruvanica. In an interview with Agasiya,

the latter stated the advantage he had acquired by doing homage at Vriddha-

chala ; and recommended his pursuing the same course; which advice he

followed ; and, in consequence, Siva appeared to him, aud bestowed on him

the gift and happiness which he desired.

12. The section of devotit worshippers. The benefit of affectionate

worship is illustrated by reference to a Chetti who had four sons ; three of

whom were liberal and charitable, and were beatified, at other fanes speci.

fied ; the fourth was of a vicious disposition and conduct ;
in consequence of

which, and of his slighting the Brahinans, he brought on liimself the visita-

tion of Brahmahatli. When suffering under this infliction, he met with a

Brahman, and asked how his disorder could be removed ; who directed him

to be liberal in donations to the shrine at Vriddhdchala. He accordingly

became extremely munificent, in providing butter-oil for the anointing of the
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image, and for lights, and in gifts lo the Brahmans, and servants of the fane.

Bj persevering in this course, in the space of a year he was entirely relieved

of his disorder, and obtained consolation. The benefit of devout homage at

this shrine is hereby apparent.

13. The A^z'tja yjw/a section. *S'ii;a replies to ' C/ma's inquiries. This

section relates to various symbols of Siva, and to plants and herbs used in

the ritual ceremonies of Sivas worship.

14. The Vibudhi section. Declared by Siva, to the four orders of

sannti/dsi, vanaprast'hn, brahmuchdri and gnhast.lia. It relates to the

formation and use of the sacred ashes used by Saivas, and the parts of the

body to which the same ought to be applied. This being done, the very

person of god {sacsJiut kadavul) resides in the wearer. Any charuldlas, who

ridicule the use of these ashes, will go to naraca. The eulogy of the Saiva

worship is added.

15. The rudrdcsha section, narrated by jVat'ha scmma to Anavaii.

The different varieties of beads termed rudrdcsha are specified, as appropri-

ately belonging to the brahmanical, kingly, mercantile and servile classes ;

and the advantage of wearing them is declared, (Perhaps the origin of iheir

use may have been a simple device to distinguish the different classes, or

orders of men).

16. The Kirtl section. The same person relates to the same indivi-

dual the fame of this place ; stating that, though beatification is of difficult

attainment, generally speaking in the Ccdi ynga, yet that it may be easily

attained at Vriddhdchala. If any one, at this place, repeat the name oiS'iva

three times, at the mention of the first Ska will appear and give what is

wanted ; at the mention of the second, there will be a surplus of merit ; and

the third will secure his residence within the worshipper. Hence, even the

thousand tongues of Adi seshan could not tell all the excellence, and fame

of this place.

17. The section of the bullock mountain narrated by the same to the

same. Panmtl performed homage to a particular image, until Siva appeared

and asked what gift she desired ; to which the reply was, that she wished a

shrine to be formed at the saaie locality, to be called after Nandi, his bullock-

vehicle, and the request was conceded. At this place Vishnu, Brahma and

the celestials did homage, and obtained gifts. Many rishis did the same,

18. The section of Vashi vanna. Siva declares to Vishnu, the excel-

lence of his f Saiva's) votaries. Vashi vanna was the son of a Brahman, but

one who despised Siva, the Vedas, the Brahmans and true equity. At the

same time he lived a bad life
; so that many of his family went to naraca,

and he became a chanddla, afilicted with leprcsy. In consequence, he per-

formed penance; and, inquiring how to get his disease removed, he was
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ceeded, became entirely cured, aud obtained beatification, both for himself

and for his relatives, who before had gone to naraca. Hence the efBcacy of

that shrine is deduced by way of inference.

It is added, in conclusion, that whosoevsr reads, hears, or copies out

this iSaica jmranam will obtain happiness, learning, and beatification.

The end of the Vruldhdchula pn-rdna/n.

Note.—To any who has read through the preceding abstract, it will

be superfluous for me to suggest any remarks. The locality of Vriddhdchala

(old hill) I understand to be intermediate between Trinomali and the Cdveri

river; that is " Verdach(dlum,'' in the Caruatic.

Leaf 1—GD, The Look is sliort, very slightly injured.

7. No, 2058. Veda puri st'haln puvdnam.

Legend of a fane near " Chillambrum." Old No. 27, C.iVI. 37.

It contains 1001 vr'uia stanzas, on 277 leaves complete.

This is a local legend of a fane near Chitamharam; the name of Veda
puri being an epithet. It ii a large book, and has a great variety of tales

mythological, fabulous and bi.storical; in the manner of the principal local

purdnas 0? the Peninsula, Of the mythological portion may be instanced,

the marriage of S'iva Avith ' Uma ; the obtaining of the vel or j.ivelin by
Subrahmanya ; the acquirement, of privilege by Vlndijaca or Ganesa; the

local incarnation of Siva to teach the mystic sent?e of the Vedas ; or that

system by which the Sairrrs of the Peninsula altogether set a^ide the four

Vedas: and substitute a system of (heir own. Of the fabulous, the leadiig

incident is the marriage of Arjniia to Subhadri, though there are many tales

of oilier devotees. Of the historical, the chief, if not only, portion is first,

that from this place Adondai or Tundainan recovered himself after defeat,

and set out with re-inforceraents ; accompanied, it is herein said, by Siva, vrho

had given a mystical sign, afterwards met with, issuing in the conquest ot

the Jaina Curumhar, and possession of the Tondamandalani ; and, secondly',

the introduction of the narrative of Sampanter, who is always staled to ha,ve

set out from this place, otherwise termed Veddranya : he proceeded to

Madura, and there overcame the Dauddhas ; who were afterwards impaled.

Remaih.—The book is written in recondite, poetical language, of the

viriittam. versification. With the exceptions indicated, it is little other than a

centum of extracts, as toincident, from oXAer puran aa; many of the scenesbeiug,

by poetical license, transferred to the place. The site of the narrative is hrvr

ever tlie ever-recurring Naimisara vanam; a certnin terrestrial gurdin, t'^e

praises of which are loudly sung, but of which the precise kcality is d' uhtiui.

It is said to be narrated by Suta, (the reciter of the eighteen puranas) to
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the assembled ri'ihis. The composition of the work, as a Tamil production,

is said to have been by Carunacdra, who wrote under the favor and aid of

poets and learned men. This may be a merely titular name.

The manuscript is complete, and fills 277 closely written palm leaves :

it is of recent appearance, and in good order.

The book is long, of twice the ordinary thickness, in tolerably

good order.

8. ISlo. 2061. liru vana mailed sfhala 'purdno. Old No. 17, CM.
26. Legend of Trinomalee temple. Leaf 1— 166 and 169 to 180,

not finishing, containing 136 saracas (^or sargams) and 588 vriitla

stanzas, with the urai or meaning in prose. Stated in the book to

be translated from the Sanscrit mgrantlia letter. There is another,

and complete copy injra 11, No. 2071—18—27, from which an

abstract can be best presented.

This book is of medium length, of treble thickness, old, and

considerably worm-eaten.

9. No. 2063. Sri-rangha mahaimyam or legend of " Seringham

pagoda" near Trichinopoly ; no check numbers. Leaf 1—70, in lO

adhyayas; prose, com])lete, legibly written, and in good order.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

The following is an abstract of the contents:—

1. Nureda addresses Isvarer, and slating that the latter has told him

all the wonders of the three worlds (upper, middle, and lower) desires to know

the renown of the Cdveri rioer, and how Srirangha became a Vdishuva fane.

Extravagant praise, as to the omnipotent virtues of .doing any act of homage

at Sri-ranghcnn, is stated in reply, by Isvarer, forming the first adhyaya, or

division of the work.

2. Ndredu expressing his satisfaction at what he had heard, inquires

as to the placing there of the vimdna (or shrine) to which Siva replies, form-

ing the second adhyuya. In the time of the deluge fidrdyana was sleeping

a long time on the serpent ' Aihi seslian (singularly enough, from a later fable,

said to be at the same time in the bowels o^ jitjostya). Tirahmn was born,

the Pranava formed (or mystic O'ln), origin of the Riy vcda, the.<oma ydgam,

and the eighteen puranan— other similar matters of a mythological description

relating to times immediately succeeding the deluge.

3. Brahma began the work of creating anew. Brahma studied

astrology to acquire fore-knowletige. He also performed penance. The

Ourvidvatdra of Fishnu. Brahma said that Vishnu had assumed many
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deceptive foims, but he wished to see him (Vi.sl,/iu) in liis own form. In

consequence, a vimdna or shrino was produced ; described in liighly hyper-

bolical language. Brahma worshipped the image therein of Vhhmi. in a

reclining posture, extravagantly described. Forming the third adhyuya,

4. 79ra7mm made one hundred thonsand prostraiii>ns to Vishnu; and

declared that he ought to be so honored for crores of years without end.

Brahma terms him JagandCha (lord of the universe) and "father." A long

string of similar praise, iiulieating this image of Vishnu to be all things, and

all things in it. J'ishnu declared his satisfaction with the eulogium pro-

nounced by Brahma, and inquires what gift he required.

5. Brulvma requests that Vishnu, under that form, will always be in

that image; and that he {Brukma) may always have the privilege of worship-

ping it. Vishnu tells Braluna that if he so worsliip him, during one hundred

years, he will attain beatitude ; and if otiiers so worship him, they will

attain beatitude. Some little explanation is given of what is meant by

beatitude.

6. Brahma desires to be informed as to the proper manner of per-

forming homage and service to Vishmis image. This is stated; and it is

added that he is a chanddla who does not worship Vishnu, being a quotation

of a stanza by Pil.lai perumal ayeagar : whosoever speaks againt the Sri-

rangha image, is a chanddla. If there be an ignorant person that knows
nothing of Sri-rangha penimAl the food he eats is the same as that given to

a dog. Brahma took the shrine to Sverga loca {Indra's paradise) the precise

day of which event is stated, with astronomical accompaniments ; but in what

year is not mentioned. The sun was summoned ; was taught a mantra ; and

directed to worship the image; which >Surya accordingly did. Surya's son

did the same, and Icshvacu, the son of the latter, also paid homage. The

latter brought the image back to earth again. Many kings of the solar race

worshipped it, in subsequent ages; and all who did so {Isvarer informs

Nureda) were prosperous.

7. Ndredu inquires the cause why the vimdna, or shrine, came

down from heaven to earth ? why did Brahma give it to Icshvacu? and for

what reason was it brought, and placed in the midst of the river Cdveri ?

Icshvacu was a king of Ayoddhya— he was taught by Vasishta. He killed

all the evil rdcshasas; and, while reigning equitably, ho one day thought on

his father Vaivasvaia and others, having gone to the other world ; and there,

by worshipping this image, obtained beatification ; but that, since he himself

and his children could not go thither to worship, it would be expedient, by
penance, to bring Sri-rangha down to earth, which thought he unfolded to

I asishta. The latter was rejoiced, and taught him the eight-lettered charm.
The gods sent Manmatha to destroy the penance of Icshvacu, who wounded
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the latter will) one of his arrows; but Icshvacu was firm, and prevailed.

Indra came down to disturb his penance, but Icshvacu, by meditating on

Sri-rangha brought down the flaming chacra of Vishnu, at the sight of which

Indra fled ; and Icshvacv, ascribin<j the praise to Sri-rangha, continued his

penance. Sri-rangha now tells Brahma that he will go down to Ayoddhya

:

and stay there, during four yugas, and afterwards remain between both banks

of the Cdveri, during seven mnnuvanteras ; and then again return to be in time

for Brahmas mid-day worship ; and subsequently go to earth, and return

again perpetually ; but that, while absent, no evil shall happen to Brahma.

In consequence Brahma put the rimdna on Garuda, and brought it down

lo earth ; where he taught Icahvacu all the needful ceremonies to be observed

in its worship.

8. The vimanKt was placed in the centre of a river at Ayoddhya,

where a temple was built for it, and all accompaniments provided. The race

of Icshvacu worshipped during a maha yuga, or great age. At that time a

Chola rdjn named D'herma Brahm.a, went thither to a sacrifice, and inquired

of the rnhis the circumstances attending the transit of the viindna from

heaven to earth. He professed a desire to do penance, in order to obtain the

image ; but the rishis toM him, it would be useless; explaining to him, that

they knew the town of his ancestors, to which Sri-ranglia was due-west only

a mile or two, had been destroyed by Siva, because, one of his progenitors

htid trampled on the fli)Wer-garden of a muni there ; that Vishnu would

soon be incarnate as Rdrna, who would give the vinidna or shiine into the

hands of Vihiishana (younger brother of Rama) who would place it at Sri-

ranglia. (A defiance of chronology is here involved, in making the destruc-

tion of Uriyiir anterior to the expedition of Rama). Rama, being come,

made an Asvamedhaydyam (horse sacrifice) to which Bherma Brahma went;

and, before the other assembled kings were dismissed, he asked leave to

return home. Filmshana followed, bringing the shrine, by permission of

Rama, which he placed between both banks of the C'averi; wit I) the mention

of which the 8th adhyaya concludes.

9. DJiernia-Bralima detained Vihmliana from going to Lanca for the

space of fifieen days ; during which time a festival of ten days was celebrated

in honor of the im:igo. At the end of fifteen daj's Vibushana purposed to take

u[) the image again on his head, and carry it to Lanca ; but found it to be so

heavy, that he could not move it ; on which, being great!}' grieved, and

prostrating himself before the image, Perumul told him not to grieve, for that

it was previously appointed that the shrine should remain here, in the good

land of the excellent C/ioIa kings ; and to account for it, narrated a fable of

a dispute, between the Ganges and the Cdtcri, as to which of the two was the

greatest ; which being decided in favor of Ganga, the Cuoeri (personified as a

female) dissatisfied, wtnt to the north side of the Ifimdlaya, and there began a
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severe penance. Brahma demanded what gift she wanted . Tlie reply was to be

greater than Gancja. The answer oi Brahma was that this could not be; but

he bestowed on her the gift of being " equal to Guuga.'" Ccivcri dissatisfied,

"came to a place near this," added Perumal "and there worsiiipped me,

"demanding to be greater than Gangu. As nothing belongin;^ to the world

"can be greater than Ganga; I promised to come myself, and reside between

"the banks of the Caveri, whereby in effect the Cdverl should have a pre-

" eminence over the Gan<ja; to fulfil which promise, I am come here, and

"cannot go to j^our town, Vlbusliana ! but at that, you must not be sorry."

Vibushana expressed a wish to remain, but was forbidden ; and, a promise

of protecting his town being added, he went to Lunca, and resumed his reign.

Dlierma-Brahma had many additions made to the shrine.

10. The domain around Sri-rangham was two yojanas (20 miles)
;

these living within it, are destitute of sin. Praise of the diandra pushca

iirt'ha, or sacred pool. Praise of the vilva tirCha, wherein Sucra performed

penance ; which will even remove the crime of killing a Brahman. Jaiiibu

tirCha where Paramesvarer performed penance. Aswa tiri'ha : Indra

performed penance there ; it removes all sins against matronly chastity.

Patdvasu tirfha removes all evil contracted by living in the midst of vile

persons. Details of other tanks, and their virtues. Mention of persons who

had crimes removed at Srirangham ; among them, being Ndreda, to whom

the narrative is professedly made. Persons to whom the mahdimya is to be

read ; that is, good Vdishnavas alone. Advantages of having it in the house :

benefits derivable from hearing the mahdimya. As for example, if a

cshetriya wishes for a kingdom, he will obtain one; and the like in proportion

to other kinds of people. la conclusion, Isvarer praises Ndreda for his

patience and piety, in listening to the narrative ; offering to add more if

required. Ndreda in return declares that by the recital, his knowledge is

perfect, he wishes for no more. The Sri-rangha maliatmyo.m, it is then

said, was translated from the granfha of the Brahmdnd pitrdnam, by

Appacdchdri/a.

10. No. 2065. Fddiir stliala ijurdnam. Old No. m, CM. SI.

Leaf 1—289, 8 sargas, 525 stanzas. Book of medium length,

double thickness> good order, complete.

There are three other defective copies, which may be briefly

noticed as they occur. An abstract is here offered from this complete

copy.

1. The usual invocation, and eulogistic stanzas.

2. The mantri section. It narrates the parentage, and education of

Mdnica vasacar at Vddur, in the Pdndlya kingdom. He was a Brahman

;

and rccived the sacerdotal string at fourteen years of age. Being of superior
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intellectual qualifications, he was chosen by the PdndbjMi king as a mantri or

minister of state ; in which capacity he conducted the affairs of the kingdom

wilh great equity. He received forty crores (of money) from the king with

an order to purchase horses; and, on his journey, with that object in vie\v,

at Tim psrunturai was fascinated by ihc god Sloa, as Jangama svdmi,

chanting mystic songs. He went near with his whole retinue, and listened

with great delight-

3. The Tiru per7/nfurai section. So far ilfa/i tea vf/sffCf//-, was merely

a hearer, at a distance ; but he was now brought specially into the presence

of the god, and was introduced to the said Siva, seated on a throne. Siva

condescended to teach Lim the mysiic sense of the agamas and various saiva

formula : in consequence of which, his eye of ignorance departed, and he was

spiritually illumined. When fully taught, the god asked what present

(as customary) he intended, to pay as the price of his initiation to disciplcship

;

when he laid the whole forty crores, received as above, as an offering at the

feet of the god, who was greatly rejoiced. While Munica vdsacnr was thus

engaged, his attendants wondei'ed what was become of him ; and, seeking him

out, reminded him of the king's business, and the need of attending to it.

He was absorbed in contemplation, and paid no attention to them : on their

becoming more urgent, he opened, his eyes, asked them who they were, and

who was the Pdncliijnn king, of nhom they spoke ; adding that they did not

appear to him to be votaries of Siva, and told them to depart. They accord-

ingly went, and reported the matter to the king ; who, being much incensed,

wrote a severe letter and sent it to his leiharizic minister. The latter on

receiving it, appealed to the god, who directed him to send word, that on such

a day of such a month, horses would come. The king inquired, if there Ava.s

any appearance of horses at Perunturai ; and, being answered in the negative,

he sent peons, with directions to seize, and bring the minister to him ; which

was done. Mdnica vdsaca was put in irons, and cast into prison for several

days ; treatment which he endured with composure ; and occupied himself in

chanting the praises of Siva.

4. Horses section. According to the word which Sica had directed

to be sent, the said god assembled all the jackals throughout the country, and

turning them into hnrsts, caused the C(dcstials, under human forms, to mount

them as riders, while he himself assumed the form of the king of Ariya

desam* whence the horses were expected to be procured ; and, on the day

appointed, the whole cavalcade came to the town of the Pdndiyankm^. The

latter was extremely well satisfied ; had the qualities of the horses examined ;

and finding them to be superior, appointed their location ; while, at the same

time, he released his minister from durance vile ; who went to bis house,' and

* Part of Tvaviiucore.
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sang the praises of Siva. During the night by the power of Chocapa (the form

of Siva at Madura) the horses re-assumed their natural forms as jackals ; and

greatly disturbed the whole town. The king, doubly incensed, and greatly

di.^appointecJ, commanded the seizure of Mdnica vdsacar ; and his being put to

a certain species of torture, in the dry bed of the Vaigai river. This torture

consisti'd in his being stretched out on the sand, with a heavy black stone on

his body to keep him down ; suffcrint; from the burning sun, and scorching

sand, by day, and cold by night ; until the forty crores should be reimbursed :

Mdnica vdmcar endured with fortitude, invoking the aid of Siva.

5. The Cooly section. The god, knowing the sufferings of his votary,

directed Ganga Bhavdni to go down to earth, and relieve his distress.

Accordingly, Ganga Bhavdjii came down; and tilling the channel of the Vdigai

caused an inundation, extending even to the walls of the fane. The king directed

the customary offerings to be paid to Ganga; but on throwing these into the

water, the inundation SAvelled still higher, threatening destruction to the whole

town. The king was at a loss, as to what want of equity, on his part, was

the cause ; but directed repairs of the damages, and of the banks of the river.

Every person in the town had im allotted portion of work to do. A poor

widow who had no son, and lived l>y making and selling balls of riee-flour,

represented to the god in the fane, her inability to do her own portion of work.

Soon after the god himself came with the appearance, and usual implements

of a cooly, crying out for work ; and was engaged by the widow as her cooly.

On his inquiring about wages, she replied that she could only pay in the com-

modity, by the making and selling of which she gained her subsistence. He
towk a portion in advance ; and on being shown by the widow her share of

work, threw carelessly half a large hoe-full of earth into his basket and then,

dancing about as he proceeded, the widow suspected a bad bargain ; but he

tuld her to go home, and he would finish the woik. Instead of doing so, ho

hiid down to repose under a tree. The king, coming to inspect the progress

of the repairs, found tlie widow's portion neglected ; and was pointed to her

cooly asleep under a tree. Arousing the sleeper, the king prepared to give

him a blow with a rattan ; seeing which, the god protected his left side, and

received the blow on the right ; a blow which was felt by the whole creation.

Mdnica vdsacar, startled at receiving a blow on the side, inquired as to the

circumstance, and discovered it to be an amusement of \Siva; who had dis-

appeared. Mdnica vdsacar went to Perunturai ; and, at his request, the god

appeared ; taught both him, and the king, some lessons ; and directed that

Muiiica vdsacar should be employed in disputing with 4he Bauddhas.

6. The Fane section. Mdnica vdsaca'; again at Perun-furaiyur,

represented all his sufferings to the god, and received various instructions

from Sii;a. The god then assembled all his votaries ; and told them that he
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was about to return to Cailasa; that, after liis doing so, a tire would appear

into which all his followers, with the sole exceptibns of Mdnica vasacar, were

to cast themselves; and, ontbeir doing so, their beatification would be assured.

On the departure of Siva, according to the preceding declaration, Mdnica

vdsacar fell on the ground, on the spot where the god had been, and wept

greatly. Soon after, a large fire appeared ; into which the Saiva votaries

cast themselves, as they had been told to do. Mdnica vdsacar left the place,

and set out on a pilgrimage to the various Saiva shrines in the Southern part

of the Peninsula, such as Conjeveram and others; at each of which shrines he

composed and chanted hymns in praise of its local numeii (the assemblage

now forming the Tiruvachacam.) He subsequently returned to the neigh-

bourhood of Chillambrarn ; where he constructed for himself a hut, or sort of

nest, in a tree. Here he continued rendering homage to Siva.

7. The Baiiddha section, Mdnica vdsacar had studied, and was deeply

versed in the tatva system (relative to the corporeal and mental qualities of

human nature, their relations, union, and consequences) ; and being now dis-

posed to visit Irza-desam (Ceylon) he proceeded thither, and every where

proclaimed the name of Sica, under a particular titli>, by which he is known

at "Chillambrarn." In consequence of hearing so much about this nume, tho

king sent for Mdnica vdsacar, and desired to know what it meant ; when it

was expliined to mean the musical pounds proceeding from the shrine of

Siva at " Chillambrarn." The king oi Trza-desam., in consequence, announced

his intention of sending a colony of his own people, with a sacerdotal attend-

ants to that plaie, to construct there a shrine of the god worshipped by him-

self, that is Buddha. The colony was accordingly sent, and the fane built.

But the three thousand votaries of Sica, drt-elling in the Tilli wilderness,

became alarmed at this innovation ; and going to the new settlers, told them

to depart. As they refused to do so, information on the subject was sent to

the Chola king of the country. Ultimately, both the king of Irza-ndd, and

the Chola king, came to " Chillambrarn ;" when it was agreed on, to hold a

public disputation. In the interim, the god appeared to his votaries, and

told them not to engage in the discussion, since they would not be able to

compete with their opponents; but instructed them to trust the entire manage-

ment of the question to Mdnica vdsacar. In consequence, Mdnica vdsacar

was put in the seat of honour, and the Bauddhas directed the discussion

against him, using the ^afyfl system; and were greatly surprised, that they

could not overcome him therein. Seeing this state of the case, the Irza king

told Mdnica vdsacar, tliat he had a daughter born dumb, and if Mdnica

vdsacar could make her speak, then he and all his people would adopt the

Saiva mark, and the Saiva way. The dumb girl was- accordingly brought

forward, and as Mdnica tidsacar gave or restored, the power of speech^ the
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king became a Saiva, together with his folluweiSt and paid homage at the

'* Chillabram" shrine.

8. The 6acred feet obtaining section (or the beatification.) The god

assumed the form and appearance of a Brahntan, bearing writing materials,

and an iron pen in his hand; in which shape he came to Mdnica vdsacar,

who inquired whence lie was The apparent Brahman said he came from

the Pdndya kingdom; and, as the fame of Mdnica vdsacar^n chants in the

Ti7-u vachacam was now every where spread abroad, it was his (the Brah-

marCs) desire to be permitted to write them down from the composer's own

dictation. Mdnica vdsacar consented, and the chants were committed to

writing, by the i?/'a/tmaw ; who, having completed the whole, disappeared,

together with the book. Manica vasacar sought him everywhere in vain
;

and, now discovering that it was an illusive form of the god, he wept over

his departure. The book was however taken by the god ; and deposited

on one of the five lettered steps, immediately in front of the shrine. The fol-

lowing morning, when the attendants on the fane opened the doors, they were

surprised at finding a book laid on one of the sacred steps, and paid it divine

honors. On looking it through, it was found to bear the autograph signature

olTiru ambalam or the local maneti, and it was respectfully carried (o Manica

vasacar with the request that he would explain its meaning. To this he

readily consented ; and then, going with them to the presence of the image

in the shrine, he there unfolded the meaning, and explained, that the said

image formed its sum and substance. Having completed the exposition, a

flame appeared, enveloping the place ; being the emanation, or efiluence of the

divine essence ; and, at the same time, the soul of 3Idmca vdsacar, quitted

his body, and became united with the said divine essence ; forming the union

and identification with the divine natiine, which is regarded as ihe highest

degree of beatification. Here the purdva ends.

Remark.—There is a close coincidence between ihxs piirdnam and the

Madura local legend, as far as to the end of the fourth section of this one.

The Madura legend refers to the present document for the rest ; briefly

mentioning (hat Mdnica vdsacar disputed with the Bdiiddhns at "Chil-

lambram ; and there became united with the essence of the deity. There is,

I think, clear evidence in this document, that the Madura country had not

adopted the Saiva religion in the time of Mdnica vdsacar. The 7th section is

of some historical importance ; and will be of service in its place. The

account of the Tiru vachacam x'^, at the least, curious. A native proverb

declares that the person who is not affected by the tale, and writings of

Mdnica vdsacar will be affected by nothing. This work, at the commence-

ment, that is, in the 1st section is stated to be the composition of Kadavul

ndi/andr.
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Book ofmedium length, very thick, much worm-eaten towards the end.

1 1. No. 207 1 . Tim vava inalai stluila purdnam ffom a grant'ha'hook.

Old No. 18, CM. 27, leaf 1—280 in 12 sargams complete, with

prose version.

It is termed Arnudcliala purnvam in the manuscript; v. 8,

No. 2061, supra.

It contains 2 J sargams or .<*ections. A brief abstract is lu^re offered.

1. The first sarga has the usual invocations and fidogies, and

announces the name of the writer or author, that is, Vellapa vudhyar of the

iSaiva class ; who states, that he translates into Tamil, from the Sanscrit

original by Vydsa. It was originally delivered by NancU to Mdrcandeya, by

Mdrcandeya to Vyasa, by him to Suta, and by Suta to the ruhis of the

Ndimisara wilderness.

2. The section contains the legend on which the distinctive name of

Arundchalam is founded ; Siva apr-eared as a fiery mountain, and to settle a

dispute between Brahman and Vishnv. as to which was the greatest of the

two, they agreed to try if they could discover either the foundation, or the

summit of the mountain. Brahma assuming the shape of a goose or swan,

flew upwards ; and Vishnu, in the form of a boar, dived downwards. The

latter returned ; and stated that he had not succeeded in discovering the

foundation, but Brahma came back and said he had seen the summit, bringing

a flower*' suborned to bear false witness. Siva, in consequence, doomed

Brahma to be without fanes or worshippers, for his falsehood ; and declared

Vishnu to be superior to Brahma, though confessedl}' inferior to himself.

3. This section, in the commencement, narrates Dacs/ia'*' abuse of Siva;

the sacrifice of Dacsha, to which his daughter, the wife of Siva desired to go,

and going perished ; in consequence, Siva (it is here said) produced Vira

Bhadra from his frontlet eye ; who went and destroyed the sacrifice, returning

afterwards to Cailasa. Subsequently, while Siva was performing severe penance,

one Siva padma, an nsura, acquired so much power as lo trouble both gods and

men. Complaint being made to Brahma, he announced the future marriage of

Siva with Parvati, and also the birth of Suhrahmanya by whom the asiiras

would be destroyed. Indra sent Manmata. to destroy the penance of Siva ; and

Siva, opening his frontlet eye, reduced the assailant to ashes. Subsequently,

Siva relumed to Cailasa, where the celestials represented to him the expe-

diency of marrying Isvari the daughter of Parvata-rayen (or the mountain

king) to which he consented, and the marriage was conducted with the custo-

mary state and splendour. At the prayer of Reti, iSiva pardoned Manmata,

*The Ze<a/aor Pandanus odoratissimus: which partaking of the curse, is never \ised

Ijy the Hindus in honnrinj; the gods.
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wlio came and paid homage without any visible form, in consequence of his

body haying been burned to ashes. Tha oppression exercised by Sura-podma

being stated to Siva he profluced six fires from his frontlet eye, by th(i union

of which Suhrahmnnya, with six faces, was born. He fought with, and con-

quered the asuras ; and, having done so, leturned to Cailasa.

4. After the marriage ceremony was over, Parvafi asked Sira, what

were the sun and moon ; he replied, they were his two eyes; whereupon Parvafi

shaded both eyes with her hands; the consequence was universal darkness

over the world ; and all beings lost the use of their eyes. Siva, incensed,

opened his frontlet eye, and dissipated the darkness. Parrati was doomed to

do penance on earth ; which she did under a mango tree at Conjeveram ; and

there erected a small image of earth. She subsequently Avent on a visit to

Arunaclialam and thither Gautama the ruhi, and others, inclusive of Siva

himself, also came.

5. This section, in the commencement, relates to Mayadasura who, in a

former birth for a fault committed, was condemned to be born as a buffalo.

Acquiring great power, Isvari sent for Durga to go and kill him. A combat

took place in which Mayadasuru?'- was slain. An emblem of Siva arose out

of his remains. Subsequently, Sha came to Arunaclialam on his bullock

vehicle, and there incorporated Isvari into his own form ; so that on the right

side the form of Siva was presented, and on the left side that of Parvati.

6. This section contains the story of Vajranga Pandiyan, an abstract

of which will be given, from a copy of this sarga in a manuscript book.

See 2nd Family, Tamil manuscript book, INTo. 20, Section 5.

7. Notice of the tirfhas, or sacred pools. A f^ra/ivwn sprung from

the perspiration of Gdittama rixhi, at Arunachulam. lie became hierophant

to the fane. Seven females were born from seven blades of darVha grass ;

who became danseuses to the god. To the east of the fane is the Indra pool.

Indra bathed therein ; by doing so, removed his former defect ; and obtained

prosperity, co-existent wifh the sun and moon. To the south-east is the Agni

pool. If any one bathe therein, at the full moon, in Pavguni (March, April)

the doing so will remove the crime of infanticide. At the foot of the hill is the

Yaina pool. If any one bathe therein, the body will be healed of disease, and

a golden coloured form acquired. Also at the foot of the hill is the NnirrHi

pool ; all sins are removed by bathing therein. On the w^cst of the hill is the

Vnruna pool. By bathing in it, the advantages bestowed hy the nine planets

are acquired. Beyond is the Vayvu pool, by bathing in it all sorrows depart.

On the north side is the Cuvera pool, by bathing in which poverty is removed^

and wealth acquired. Near to it, towards the east, is the pool formed by the

* The asuras of this clnss had faces liko buffaloes. The ahovc name is a Tamil mode
of spelling Mohh-h.('.m,(t.
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two Asvinis. If atiy one bathe in it, he will approach the feet of Paramhvarer

(or obtain beatification) after death. To the east of the before-mentioned

Varna pool, is the pool of Agastya. Those who bathe in it, will acquire

Sarasvati, and Lacsluni (intellectual skill and outward abundance). There

is also the pool of Vasishta. If any one bathe therein in Arpisi month (Sep-

tember, October) he will acquire all the learning of the age. There are

besides, says the Purdna, many other tiiChas, the merits of which cannot be

told. To the north of the hill, is a river Nri-nadi, the effect of bathing in

which, is to cause Lacshmi to dwell with Vishnu (or to produce order and

plenty). Other rivers are mentioned which remove crimes. Besides there

is the Puni/a Tiver {vulgo Ponniar). A certain king bathed in it, and changed

an effeminate to a masculine form. The CheycLr derives its name from a

weapon of Suhralimanya, the rel, which he dropped into it, and recalled.

There is within the fane of Tnnomali, the pool of S'iva. If any one daily

think on it, all kinds of crime will be removed. To the east of it is the

Chacra reservoir. During the Vardha avatdram, Mahd Vishnu bathed

therein ; and, by doing so, acquired all the glory connected with the high

office of Vishnu. All who baihe in it will obtain health. Finally there is

the pool of Brahma. By bathing therein, all the evils that float in the sea

of this life will be removed, and eiernal happiness acquired. If any one on its

bank give a bit of gold, however small, he will acquire possession of all that

is enclosed within the seven seas, surrounding the world. If a cow be so given,

the merit of the gift is beyond the power of words to describe. If any one

so give a white cow, such a one will ascend to Caila.<ta, on a white (or silver)

vehicle, and be praised by all the residents there. If any one give a mar-

riafer-dower on its banks, such a one will visit the Satya loca (world of

Brahma) ; and afterwards permanently obtain to the paradise of Siva. If

any one give a donation of land, the reward is too great to be described. If any

persons cause a pond, or well to be dug at Arundchalam, they will acquire

the prosperity oilndra. Further, on the place of Pacrifice, there being a little

dust, a crow flying by, swept off the said dust, by the concussion of air from

its wings ;
and Sioa, in return for the unintentional service, gave the crow

beatification. Besides a large kind of rat (bandicoot) from delving in the

ground, cast up a jewel {mayiicam) before the shrine; and the god, saying

it bad supplied him with a light, gave a gracious reward. A spidsr spinning

a web in the shrine, the god was rejoiced in being supplied with a garment,

and caused the spider, in the first place, to be born a king, and afterwards to be

beatified. Such says Sula to the rtshis, is the glory of the fane oi Arundchalam.

8. This section specifies the rewards consequent to walking round

the hill, and to bathing on certain days of the week- For example, to walk

three steps, when circnmgyrating the hill, is equal in merit to the performance

of an A-wamidha sacrifice. To bathe on Sunday, secures the bliss of Para-
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mesvarer ; on Monday, seem es not only equal power to that of fndra over

the seven worlds, but also a form like tbatof Siva; on Tuesday, reovves poverty,

secures wealth here, and beatitude hereafter ; on Wednesday, will give tho

power of acquiring all magical knowledge, and secures beatification ; on

Thursday, will give the privilege of becoming guru, or spiritual preceptor,

to the Trimurti or Hindu Triad; on Priday, will secure tho beaiification of

Vishnu's world ; on Saturday, will secure perfect happiness, and is equal to

the merit of bathing on the night of Siva, at the new year, and in the months

o( Arpisi, Carticeya and i)/n r^a/;' (or October, November and December).

The contents of this section were narrated by Brahma to Sanaca, the great sage.

9. J5/'a/ima, to »S'a?ioc« in continuation, declares the extreme penal-

ties incurred by those who presume to suy anything against the shrine of

Arundchalam; involving death, seizure by Yamas messengers and severe

punishment in varaca, or the lowest hell. Brahma continues, stating that

the thousand rayed sun, coming rudely with his horses and chariot to the

point, or peak of the hill, was reproved by him {Brahma), siud told to go, and

pay obeisance to the lord of the shrine. The sun paid homage, which was

accepted ; and he now uniformly passes to the left (north) side of the hill.

10. The legend of Pradatya raja. Brahma tells Sanaca the

extreme punishment incurred by those who presume to steal anything from

the shrine of Arunachcdam; being seizure by Yavias agents, and conse-

quences, as in the last action. An e.xample is given in the case of Fradatya

raja, who came from the north, and coveted a part of the possessions of the

fane, for which his face was turned into that of a baboon ; and, on seeking

a pardon for the fault, his proper countenance was restored ; by consequence,

no one can, with impunity, covet the possessions of this shiine.

See a fuller abstract of the contents of this section, v : 2nd Family, Tamil

M.S. Book, No. 20, Section 4.

11. This section relates to the removal of crimes. Brahma tells

Sanaca that the eight Vasus (or leaders of celestial hosts) becoming vain and

proud of the merit of their penances and performances, boasted of the same

in the presence oi Agastyar ; who denounced on them loss and degradation.

To recover their former situation they were directed to go, and do homage at

Arunachalam. Accordingly, the eight vasus did homage, at the eight points

of the compass, and were restored. Other crimes among celestials are

specified, as removed at this shrine. Among them Chandra (or the moon)

committed a fault in reference to Rohini, and was punished by Dacsha ; but

the punishment was removed by paying homage here.

12. This section x<dVdiGS to Pulacatipa, an asvra, who provided the

perfume of civet for the shrine, and acquired great merit, for so doing. Since

then civet cats are kept; and the reward of offering that perfume is very great.
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A recapitulation of the transit of the contents of the Puruna, down to its

latest delivery to the rishis, with the mention of which the book ends.

12. No. 2072. Erroneously labelled Vriddhdchala puranam, but

recte Vddur stluda puranam. Old No. 19, CM. 28 ; a defective

copy containing 4 sargams out of 8, and these imperfect, 95 stanzas

wanting from the Cooly section, 70 from the tiru-ambala section,

and 99 from the Bduddha section; one section only is complete.

There are 248 vrillta stanzas, accompanied with a prose version.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very slightly injured.

13. No. 2076 /?. Giidfia Sampantar puranam. Old No. 44, CM.
88, leaf 153— 257 not finished; containing 1253 vrutta stanzas.

A work called Plllaiyar 'purdnam is included ; having praise, and

legendary matter, as to Ganesa.

The principal piece is on the birth, life, and miracles of one named

Sampantar, who went from the Saiaa fane at Chillarobram to Madura
;

converted Kuna paiidiyan, from the Bauddhist way; and succeeded in

destroying a great many books, and in getting the owners of them

impaled: an amusement of the god Siva, so sacred as to be still annually

commemorated.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very small, and neat

writing on narrow palm leaves, old, but in tolerable order.

14. No. 2079. IVraf/Z/ia^/a/', sacred amusement, otherwise the sf/ict/a

purdnam of the great Saha temple at Madura. Old No. 35, CM.
24. This copy is in prose, and there should be a)U)ther copy in

verse No. 34, CM. 84, v. infra Idh, No. 2236.

The above book, No. 2079 was defective; wanting part of the SOtli

section, and the entire three ibllowing sections. The defect was sup-
plied by leaves copied olffroin n manuscript of my own ; obtained several

years before, direct from Madura. The book is now complete; leaf

]—295 in 64 sections. It is long, of double thickness, narrow leaves

neat handwriting, and in good order.

My own copy was abstracted, and the abstract printed (1835) in

the 1st Vol. of " Or. Hist. M.SS. translated." As that work is out of
print, I would insert the abstract here; only, lam apprehensive of its too
great length. 'J'liis is the proper place ; but College book, No. 2080,
will come near the end of the present volunfe. I can then better judge
as to the bulk of Vol. 3; and act accordingly.
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15. No. 2081. Vriddhdchala 'ptirdnam. Old JN'o. 23, CM. 32.

This copy is in verse and prose, but is very incomplete ; wanting

5 sargams or sections, from 14 to 18 inclusive. What remains is without

defect, and in good preservation. When making my Analysis in 1838,

it enabled me to complete the foregoing copy 3, No. 2053. Old No. 22,

CM. 31.

The above book is long, thick (127 leaves) and slightly injured.

16. 2084. Auvudiyhr koil sfhala purdnam. Old No. 26, CM. SQ.

This is the legend of a fane, bearing the same name, with its town or

village ; the site of which is a little to the south of Chitainhnram. The observ-

able points are the occurrence of a dispute, as to right of property, between the

Cuntmbars and iheVellarhas; to settle which, the king of Madura came hither

in person ; and the other is the tale of Mdnica vdsacar ; herein reproduced

with reference to the making away with state money, in building and repair-

ing Saiva fanes ; the miraculous supply of horses, and other consequences, as

heretofore, with sufficient minuteness, detailed.

Leaf 1—41. The book is long, and in good order.

17. No. 2089. Tiru pdchur sfha/a purdnavi, legend of Tripassore.

Old No. 39, CM. 43.

This is a legend of a small fane, written in verse of the virutam kind,

and consisting of 595 stanzas, divided info seventeen sections, each section

containing a tale as usual, but not of any consequence. The situation is 32

miles west of Madras. The outer workmanship of the shrine I have remarked

to be superior ; and with an appearance of some antiquity. There are also

remains around the place, at some small distance, in a different style of archi-

tecture from anything now customary. The fort caused this place to become

of consequence in the modern wars, and convulsions of the peninsula.

17 sargams, 595 stanzas, leaf 1— 97. The book is long, and

slightly injured.

18. No. 2139. Ter uranta vachacam local legend of Uriyur. Old

No. 109, CM. 115. A copy, in a scraw^ling handwriting, slightly

damaged : leaf 1

—

SQ.

The son of a Chola king ran over, and killed a calf in the street

of Uriyur. The cow-mother rang a bell which was designed to give

notice of wrong done. The king adjudged his son to death, but Siva

interposed. There is one pnrdnam, two vachacams, and three dramas,

in the collection, on this one subject.

The book is long, thin, very narrow leaves.

t
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19. No. S1S7, (a tluplicfile No.) Tiru uttara Cosamankai sVhala

purdnam (private mark X 14).

This is merely a bundle of palm leaves written on, without

covers, labels or marks, save the one above indicated. It has not the

appearance of the MacKenzie M.SS. and does not appear in the

Cataloo-ue. It is the production of Vellai ambala pdndaram of Madura;

who, meditating the Bhavisholtara purana, rendered praise to Ganesa.

The purdna was narrated by Sanatcumara to Yogenvara and

other ascetics, dwelling in the valley of Cashmere; which, by name as^

Cashmir-cUsam is included in Hindu geography. The work consists of

two parts : the first part contains 12 adhydyas, and the second 3 adhyayas

or sections. The subject of each section is as follows :
—

First part 1. Veda mitra twyaca (an epithet of Brahma) obtained

Sverga, or Indra's paradise.

2. Brahma removed the evil denounced on femule gandharbas, or

choristers of that paradise.

3. The excellence of the Saiva five-lettered charm ; the value of the

Vibudhi or sacred ashes ; and of the rudracsha beads ; the rewards of those

who use, or employ them.

4. The fane, and eulogy of the sacred reservoir of water.

5. Removal of the doom of Hari dvajo.

G. The beatification of Nala chacraverti.

7. The excellence o( Bala-calpuri ; Vedaptiri; and other places.

8. Concerning the indulgences, or pardons granted to those who

have sinned.

9. Observances needful in cases of marriages.

10. Tales illustrative of the same.

11. Narratives by Agastya to Sammaca, and others.

12. The excellence of the great fane to the south of the Cdceri.

Second part, 1. A description of the surupa (form, or image) of Para

Brahma ; thereby meaning S'iva.

2. The excellence ofthe fane of Uttara cosa mangalam. This second

part remains unfinished, or at all events incomplete in this copy. The pageinw

is regular from the commencement, without intermediate break. The manu-

script has a recent appearance, and it is in perfect preservation.

The book is of medium length, thick, has no boards.
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19|. No. 2236. TiruvilUyddal, or sacred amusements, the Madura
stliala puranam. Old No. 34, CM. 84, leaf 1—243.

This is tlie poetical copy, referred to from 14, No. 2079 supra.

The book is of medium length, of twice the usual thickness, a

neat copy, in good order.

20. No. 2238. Mattiyal sima viahatmyam. Old No. 33.

A legend fixing on some site near the Cdveri river as the place

where the flower fell which was given by Indra to his elephant ; with

.such disastrous consequences, as are narrated in the Curmdvatara.

The place was honored by various yishis. The book lies under the

suspicion of not rightly belonging to the MacKenzie collection.

It is long, thin, worm-eaten, one broken board, one wanting.

21. No. 2239. Trihhuvana koil si'/iala 2^uranam. Old No. 28,

CM. .38.

Legendary disputes in excelsis, leading to disputes on earth, and

to neglect by Brahmans of their duties. Leaf 1— 19, two leaves in

grantlia letter.

The book is long, narrow leaves, little matter, in good order.

21|. No. 2319. ChoUngapura perumal koil kyfeyut. Old No. 227,

CM. 42, legend of a temple at "Sholingur."

References to yurjns and ucatdras, and some early kings of the first age,

second, tliird, fourth. A few kings in each age specified. After the close of

the Hasti7id]niri dynasty, tliere is a transition to the C'hola rajas ; of whom
twenty-three are specified, with moderate periods of reign, ascribed to each one.

Sdlivdhana, having performed severe penance, and kiUed Vicra-

muditya, reigned for 80 years. He then vanished away. Thence is reckoned

the era of Sulicdhana. A period of 605 years is then given to the Chera,

Chola and Pdndiya dynasties. The Yddaca race, from Sal. Sac. 730. Of

these, a list is given, then a rcferi-nce to the Warankal rajas. The Bayer

dymisty is specified in detail. Tran.silion to the Chandrayiri kingdom.

Notice of Mahoraedans down to Tippu Sultan.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on very narrow leaves,

slightly injured.

22. No. 2330. Fishnu cdnchi koil paditaram or ceremonial of the

Vaishnava fane at little Conjeveram. Old No- 226, CM. 58.

This is a minute, and rather carious detail of all the observances iu

the said celebrated f;ine ; from suu-rise to sun-set, and those occurring during

the night. A specification is also given of the days, designated by the lunar

asterisms, which are set ap.^rt as commemoration days of the difterent liluvdn
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or canonized worthies of the Vaishnava system. The work derives a

measure of importance, from the consequence, and extended influence of the

site of idolatry to which it refers. A translation would be a curiosity, simply

in that point of view.

The book is long, thin, thirty-two very narrow leaves, not in

regular order, in good preservation.

23. No. 2335. Tiru vddur turai koil kyfet/ut, legend o^ a iane. Old

No. 218, CM. 66.

This is a mere legend. The nine slddhas, or supernatural sages, are

stated to have done homage to 6i<;«, and to have received from Siva a re-

splendent emblem, which they fixed as an image to be worshipped. The

name of Vddar fnrai is deduced from Siva's dancing at that place. Some

particulars are added, as to the orders and differences of the four colors, or

principal castes among the Hindiiif. The document is said to have been drawn

up by one naiive, in the English language, and by another native I'endered

into Tamil, which secerns somewhat strange. The book is divided into three

sections, of which the above is the general substance. It is complete, fresh

in appearance, and uninjured.

It is of an ultra Saiva class. The people of the town desired to

see tho god. Nandi forbad them ; but, after awhile, they were allowed

to enter, and to dig up a buried Ungam. Brahma and Vishnu are made

subordinate to Ritdra ; sarvam mayam rudra. "The universe is

RudrcCs form :" leaf 1— 19. The book is of medium thickness,

slightly injured.

24. No. 2341. Muppun tofti koil hjfeyuf, legend of a fane near the

Palar river. Old No. 228, CM, 55.

This very small manuscript is not complete, and seems to contain parts

of two documents. In one is the usual legend of the Ptddr river. Nandi

was sentenced to become a mountain, and Ganga was sent down to wash away

his fault. Thus the Pdldr was formed ; and various shrines on its banks are

mentioned. In the <>ther portion of the fragment, which wants the beginning,

there is a reference to a large garden formed by Fira Sambhuca raynr,

and irrigated by water channels. The document differs wholly from the

Muppim totti uld on paper.

'J'he legend is as.-iumed to be taken from the Brahmdndai:)urdnam,

and is of the wildest character ; such as Paramesvara driving away

asuras ; Casiyapa ionndhig 'Jrucddu, the modern A.rcot; Bhdradivdja

and other rfshis establishing a Ungam. The men, writing such things,

must regard their votaries as semi-idiots.

The book is short, thin, (twenty leaves) and these very narrow,

wonn-caten.
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^25. No. 2SiS. Tim VoUmnsuri IwU varaiar. Old No. 229,

CM. 299.

The site of the fane is in the Chola kingdom ; supposed to be

Vallam neiir Tanjore. It contains legendary matter ; with details, as

to offerings of butter, oil, &c.; leaf 1

—

2\.

The book is short, very narrow leaves, injured by insects.

The Cdnclii puram st'hula purondm, or local legend of the great

Saiva fane at Conjeveram should be in the collection ; but is now missing.

It was entered, and in part abstracted, in my Analysis, 4th Report, Art.

28. The book was large and new ; and some worthless changeling now

remains.

26. No. 2355. Padavur gramdm, the koil kyfeyut. Old No. 210,

(or 19) CM. So, details of the fane at Fadavur.

This book contains a mixture of documents. A few older leaves relate

to Chitambaram. One or two other leaves to Kuvallattur village. The

remainder ot fresher appearance, contains some brief, and imperfect memoranda

relative to Calatlur, Puihalur, Chembur, and Fuviyur villages in the Chingle-

put district; concerning some of which, mention has already been made in

these inquiries. These fragments seem to be of no value.

A Vaishnava temple is said to be in ruins—there was once an

image left exposed in the street. Legendary matters as to Calattur

fort, and as to other places.

The book is long, of medium thickness, in tolerable order.

XXIV. Romance, Historical.

1. No. 2029. Bhdratam, iha sabha parvam. Old No. 46, CM, 7,

leaf 1— 10 now wanting; II— 51, then defective: leaf 778 is

marked, but is not the end. This manuscript has been pilfered

from, to make some imperfect copy in Brown's collection. It was

once complete.

Reference to 3, No. 2032 wfra.

The book is long, very thick, narrow leaves, injured.

2. No. 2030, Bharataniy the udyoga parvam. Old No. 48, CM. 48,

leaf 1— 194 complete, 768 vrutta stanzas.

This book contains not only the whole of the abovementioned section

of the Tamil Bhdratam, but also a portion of the Yuddlia parvam, down to

the seventeenth day's combat. It has the appearance of age ; but is in ex-

tremely good preservation. It is part of a version by ViliptdtUr dhvdr, and is
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oommonlv terii)e;i Wlavdr pddul ; vviiich version is esteemed the best of tliree

others, by Hindu poets. The inferior versions are by A^ala piHai, and by

Rangha ndUia puluvan. Tliis copy, it is scarcely necessary to add, is in

elegant Tamil verse.

The book is long, thick, in good preservation.

3. No. ^032. Bhdraiam—the sahha parvam. Old No. 47, CM.
7.— 151 leaves, but not regularly uumberad. Two pieces, or parts.

Both of these manuscripts contain an inferior version of the above-

mentioned portion of the Mahahharata. It is said to have been a production

o( one Nantjai, a Brnhman woman, and tu be known familiarly by the

name of Aarnjai-pcUtu (or the chant of Nangai). The versification is plain,

and of common order, ad,rpted to the comprehensioii and pronunciation of

women, and occasionally is sung about the streets in ballad style.

Wiiat remains, proceeds as far as to the sojourn of the Pdndavas in

the wilderness ; and thenceforward is what is termed Pidantarun diltu, being

an account of the sending of a son of Arjuna to the houseliold of Duryodhana,

and his deportment there. The former part seems to be only introductory to

this latter portion, which latter portion is complete. By consequence, this

manuscript is improperly entitled Sabhd parva ; bcinj^ a work diifcring from

the Bhdraiam.

The book is of meuium length, thick, narrow leaves, coarse

writing, slightly injured.

4. No. 2034. Krnlina duta, an episode of the Bhdraiam, Old

No. 52, CM. 11.

The five Pandavas, after tho expiration of their penance in the wil-

derness, and gaining the friendship of a powerful ally, resolved, before making

war on Dvryodhana, to send to him an embassy in due form, demanding the

reslor.ition of their kingdom. Dherma raja accordingly commissioned his

kinsman Kruhna to go on this errand ; who accepted the oihce, and went to

Duryvdhana ; with Avhom his di-maud was unsuccessful. Duryodhana

thought of killing the messenger ; but bis father-in-law Jacani represented

that openly to kill an ambassador was unlawful ; and suggested a device to

effect his imprisonment. This was to erect a seat on a throne over a dungeon,

on weak supports, with people underneath, prepared to put the ambassador in

fetters. Kriahna was sent; and, on taking his seat found it give Avay beneaih

him : assuming a supernatural form, he destroyed the people beneath ; and

then told Duryodluma th it it was not his office to do more ; but announced

the death of himself and his kinsman by Bidma. He then returned from hia

unsuccessful embassy.
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The manuscript is incompleto, from 13 to 23 inclusive of the palm

]eaves are wanting, and one or two leaves at the end. It is old, but in

moderate preservation. It is in verse, with a prose explanation.

The leaves are numljered as high as to 726. The book is some-

what long, very thick, narrow leaves, old, slightly injured.

5. No. 2040. Ramdyanam, the Suvdara cdndcnn. Old No. 5,

CM. 3; 1—364 leaves, 1360 vrilta stanzas complete.

The book is long, thick, old, very narrow leaves, a little damaged.

No. 2040, duplicate. Edmdynnam, the Yuddha cdndam : leaf

200—653: \A.^ sargams. No check numbers.

The book is long, of thrice the usual thickness, looks recent.

This book it may be supposed originally contained the whole of the

second division of the Ramdyanam., or the Yuddha cdndam and Uttava

candam; but, in its present state, it wants 199 leaves from the beginning of

the Yuddha cdndam, and is thence complete to the end of the Uilara cdndam.

At the close, there is a superscription, signifying that it was written or copied

hy Fasudeva pillai for Dr. Mitchell. The said Vasudeva pillai, lam informed,

was a school-master at Tanjore.

This version, like the copy (No. 6) infra, follows the original of

Vdlmiki ; but it is mucb more full. This imperfect manuscript is equal in

size to the whole of the said epitome.

However, apparently, it belongs not properly to the MacXenzie collection.

It has nothing whatever of the outward adorning bestowed on the MacKenzie
palm leaf manuscripts; is of the plainest possible appearance ; has no label or

number, and none of the usual marks; only the name Udmdyana in Tamil

letters written in ink, on one of the boards. Hence, I look upon it as a manu-

script more recently introduced to the collection, by Avhom, or for what purpose,

cannot be stated.

6. 2042. Ramayana vachya, a prose version of the liamayanam

.

Old No. 6, CM. 6.

In the title caviyam (or poetical) is added, but this is wrong, tlie whole
being prose of an ordinary kind. It is a rather large manuscript, in good
order, and complete.

A man of the Vaniya class is said to have gone every night to hear the

Ramayana of Vdlmihi recited, and explained by a Brahman, according to the

usual custom of such public recitations ; and the next day to have written

down the substance of what he had heard. By this means he completed an
epitome of the original work ; which, hence, familiarly acquired the name of

Vdlmiki Rdmdyana
; because, following Vdlmiki implicitly, which the poet

Camhan did not do. It is not requisite, I believe, for me to abstract the
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contents ; a general notion of tlie story of the Rdmdyana being, it is pre-

sumed, very common.

The Rdmdyanam by Camban is a first rate work ; this one of very

mediocre character, and pretensions. There are two other prose versions, but

neither of them by Camban, who was strictly and solely a poet.

Leaf 1—361, the book is long, of treble thickness.

7. No. 2043. Ramayanam. Old No. 1, CM. 1.

This manuscript contains a copy of Camban's Rdmdyanam, down to

the end of the fifth cdndam or book ; and, by consequence, including the Bdla,

Ayoddhya, Aramja, KishMnda and Sundara books, or cdndams. So far the

work is complete, and so very slightly injured, that it may be considered to

be in good state of preservation.

Leaf 1—404, five cdndams, So padalams, (j[7(i vriitia siauzf\s,

the book is long, of treble thickness, a handsome copy.

8. 2044. Rdmdyanam. Old No. 4, CM. 2, the dranya and kish-

kinda cdndams or ord and 4th sections.

In this copy the first leaf, the 49th and a few leaves at the end,

are wanting. The manuscript is very old, and much v^orn away at the

edges; having also one or two leaves broken; but it is untouched by

insects.

This manuscript seems to be part of one uniform copy, together with

the two other portions, Nos. 5and3; which, in every respect resemble it,

in external appearance, in age and in the handwriting. Such being the

case, the copy wants the two first sections, or the Bdla and Ayoddhya cdn-

dams.

The book is long, of double thickness, old, a litcle injured.

9. No. 52047. Rdmdyanam the Yuddha cdndam. Old No. 2, CM. 2.

This manuscript which is equal in size to the foregoing one 7, No.

2043, contains the 6th book in continuation of the.preceding, narrating the

war with Rdvana. It is also in good preservation. With this book, strictly

speaking, the work of Camban concludes. It differs, in some minor parti-

culars from the Sanscrit poem by VdlmiJd.

Remark.—The Uttara candam or supplement is wanting in the above

copy. That supplement relates to the ancestry, and family relatives of

Rdvana Tradition ascribes its authorship to Otta Cuttan ; but adds, that

Camban approved it, and incorporated it within his own work ; an addition

which seems doubtful.

Leaf 1—371, padalams 47 vrutla stanzas 430li. The book is long,

of treble thickness, in good order.
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10. No. '2013, cluplicate No. lidmdyanam.

The Ultara edndam. Old No. ;3, CM. ').

That this copy belongs to the preceding secoud series, is determined

by its appearance, and general characteristics, which forbid its being considered

as !i supplement to Kos. 1 and 2. However, being taken with 1 and 2, it

Ibrma a complete copy of the entire work.

The book is long, thick, on narrow leaves, old, slightly injured.

11. No. 2099, Na/a venpd, the story of Nala, known in Sanscrit as

the Naishadham. Old No. 207, CM. 143 ; leaf 1—30 having 452

venpas, or composite stanzas.

The poetry is esteemed to be good, but it is very recondite
;

transfused from Sanscrit by one of the Madura collegians. The story

originally is an episode of the Bhdratam. Another poem exists in

different metre.

The book is long, thin, old, small writing, injured by breaking.

12. No. 2125. Cal'mgatu parani; war chant concerning the Calinga

country. Old No. 200, CM. 68.

A poem on a conquest of the Calinga country, by a Chola king-

The general subject of this poem, is, as I have defined it, in the above

English explanation of the title. The following is a brief abstract :

—

Kulottunga Chola came from his capital to Cdnchi, making the inter-

mediate road a hunting excursion. At Conjeveram he received the homage, and

tribute of several petty rulers ; but the king of Calinga did not appear with

his tribute, at which Kulottimga Cholan, being much incensed, determined

on war; and accordingly sent his 5e/ta<?/ja<i or general, named Vttnda Natta-

rasan, with an army to invade the Calinga country. This general conquered

an army with a thousand* elephants, and subdued the country; which the

Chola raja assumed as his own. With this general outline, much discursive

mattei*, and panegyric, is mixed up. The work is divided into brief sections;

a table of which is prefixed to the manuscript ; and is as follows :

—

). The usual invocation. 10. Tho king- an «!;«<«?•« of F?5/i?f?<.

2. The opening of the door. II. Petition of demons to CdH for leave, to

3. Chant of the forest. follow the king's army, in order

4. Description of the fane. to feed on the dead bodies of the

.5. Praise of Devi. slain.

6. Chant concerning evil demons. 12. The battle, with an account of those

7. The champion, named Indi-a jalam. slain.

8. The genealogy of the king?. 13. A continuation of the same subjrct,

9. Complaint of demons to Cdli for

want of food.

* Tarnni is the technical title of the third class of rraixiiaihas, or ninety-six claeses of
Tamil poems. Itsi 3Ui)ject is one who h;is killed a thousand elephants in battle.
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The whole is contained in five hundred and eighty-three stanzas, Tlie

different subjects are above indicated, with sufficient distinclncss ; except the

second and seventh. The former section praises the king for giving liberty

and safety, to wives of the warriors of the opposing;; army. The other section

coutaitJS the boasting of a head demon, as to the prowess of the demons atten-

dant on the army. There is much, as it will even hereby appear, of diablerie

mixed up with the composition ; and war-chants in the general features, from

Homer downwards, seem very similar all over the globe.*

The name of the writer does not appear in the work; but I learn otiier-

wise, that it was the composition of Olta Cuttan, a famous bard, patronizt d

by one of the Chola kings. That a Chola conquest to the northward of

Madras did take place, extending beyond iN'^ellore, and perhaps as far as Gun-

toor, is certain; but a little hesitation may be felt before believing that it

penetrated farther than to the outskirts of the ancient Cal'tnga desam. The

subject may be compared with other records.

Since writing this last remark, I had occasion to sifj; many books

in the Telugu language, when drawing up my report on the Elliot

marbles ; and I found references to a Chola conquest, and ascendancy

passim. This book was also again scrutinized in search of geographical

details ', but these are, to a remarkable degree, wanting. Otta Cuttan

never travelled far fvomUriyiir, the modern Tricbinopoly, or its vicinity.

Tlie poem indicates a foreigner writing bear-say tradition.

The book is long, of medium thickness, (46 leaves), and is much

worm-eaten towards the end.

1,3, No. 2130. Alia arasdni ammdlu or amrndnl. Old No. 135,

CM. 134.

This is an incomplete fragment of a sort of poem, founded on the mar-

riage of Arjuna, with a daughter of the king of Madura. At the commence-

ment, as herein found, the wife of Arjuna is said to have had a dream, in which

the local goddess, or Minacshi gave her a flower. This was interpreted to

uieau that she would give birth to a child. Various inane filling up occurs :

as a specimen, it is stated that the young woman's mother, loaded carts and

elephants with mangoes, and a variety of other (perishable) fruits, and gent

them to Ha.slincrpuri to her daughter. It is needless to add more, respecting

a puerile production which, from the kind of metre used, and the nature of tho

contents would seem to have been intended for the attendants on children in

a nursery.

The book is long, thick, on narrow leaves, a little damaged.

• In the demoniacal portions of this poem, there are resemllances to acccuuts glYcnof

Tahitirin war minstrels— soo Ellis'' Polviicsian Rosearchcsi.
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14. No. 2185. Bhciralain. The Yiiddha parvam or nineteen days

combat. Old No. 49, CM. G.

This manuscript contains the whole of the abovementloned section of

\\\Q Bharatam,'\xi a.n inferior kind of versification, by an obscure. or unknown

author. It is supposed to be part of a version made by some one of the Paria,

tribe, who are reported to have such a version among themselves.

One half only of the book contains the said section. The other half

is a portion of some work on medicine, by whom v/ritten is unknown. It is

not complete, either at the beginning or end 3 and is damaged, by the edges of

some leaves being broken oft'.

Ill Sanscrit the parvams are named after the leaders in each day's

fight. This title in Tamil imitates the Rdrndyamnn in its Yuddlia

cdndam. It seems to be a condensed epitome.

Leaf 1— 64, other numbers broken off, 1382 vriitfa stanzas.

The book is somewhat long, thick, old, one corner broken off

near the end.

XXV, Sacti=

1. No. 2095. Nellima jnirdnam. Legend of a local cdli. Old

No. 29, CM. 39 ; verse and prose, leaves wanting. It is said to

relate to Nalanidii Cdmdn liuiL The locality is not far from Tri-

passore. This sacti in addition to being cruel, was foul-mouthed
;

so that a proverbial saying " thou talkest like Nelli," is applied to

a female scold; talking wildly, incoherently, and abusively.

The book is long, thin, and in good order.

2. No. 2138. Madura Virappeti Jmmdnl Old No. 135, CM. 95.

No. 2138 duplicate, Old No. 138, CM. 93.

The first copy is complete, and but slightly injured. The second

copy wants four leaves at the beginning ; otherwise right, and only

slightly injured.

Both books are long, and of medium thickness.

After some introductory invocation, and praise of the magnificence of

Cttsl, it is added, that a king of that place, as the reward of long penance, was

fiivored with a son named Virappen. He was born with a caul, or something

similar around his neck, which being a token of infelicity, an astrologer was
consulted; in consequence of whose advice the child was taken to a wild place,

and left exposed under a tree. A serpent hearing the child cry, approached and

shaded it from the rays of the sun with its hood. The wife of ;i, man of low tribe

came to gather a species of medicinal bark ; and, on seeing the child (being

without one of her own) she took it up, and carried it home, The town where
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she lived, was ruled by a chief named Bovima. This chief had a daughter,

•vvho arriving at maturity, was according to the custom of his caste, taken to

some distance in the country, where a cottage was prepared for her reception.

The aforesaid Virapperis foster-father, it seems was appointed to guard the

cottage ; and whether this circumstance arose from its being the office of a low

caste mau, or from any other cause, does not appear. But, on a very tempes-

tuous night, the man sent his foster-son, in bis place ; and, on account of the

weather, the chief's daughter invited the guard inside, to take shelter ; which

incident brought on a mutual affection between the parties. After her return

to the palace, Virappen mingled ^vith beggars who went thither ; and, being

recognized by the chief's daughter, signs passed between th m, the consequence

of which was a night elopement. They halted, at a certain distance; and, in

the morning, Bomma nayak pursued : Virappen with some attendants met the

chief with his attendants; the latter together with the chief were slain ; in

consequence of Virappen's superior skill in the use of arms. Virappen then

proceeded to Trichinopoly ; and took service as a soldier, under the governor

of that fortress ; who was subordinate to Tirumala nayak of Madara. The

latter writing to the governor, that the intermediate road was much beset,

and molested by the kallars, the governor sent Virappen with troops, and some

previous marks of honor, to clear the country of the robbers ; a service which

he effected. At one time a mob of those people, amounting to a thousand

persons, rushed unexpectedly into the fort of Madura, and Virappen here also

was directed to clear the fort. In the fane of Minacshi, a female servant was

employed, named Vellai ammai; with whom Virappen formed an acquaintance;

and, on coming out of the fane in the night, he was caught by the peons, and

reported as a plunderer to the king, who directed his arms and legs to be

cutoff. AVhen Tirumalai nayak discovered who was the suflerer, and that

he had so mutilated the bravest of his servants, he was sorry ; and besought

Minacshi to restore again his deficient limbs ; which, according to the poem,

took place ;
whereupon Virappen vowed to become a devotee to Minacshi.

In pursuance of this object he proceeded to a mango grove, on the other side

of the Vaigai river ; and there having a sacrificial pit prepared, he burnt

alive both Bommi, the chief's daughter, and Vellai ammai, the more

recent acquaintance. To complete the tragedy, he came to the fane of

Minacshi ; and fixing a pillar in front of it, there cut his own throat ; and

in such a way, according to the poem, that his head rolled to the door of the

shrine (in the usual mode of a sacrifice to Cdli, a synonymous name in effect

with Minacshi) Soon after, in the night, his spectre went to the palace of

Tirumala nayak ; and there cut the throats of elephants and horses ; it then

proceeded to the very sleeping room of the king ; and, after uttering certain

sounds expressive of fiendish delight, vanished. The king Tirumala, rvm

extremely troubled at the unusual ;aul unearthly visit; which induced him to
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go and make a special homage at the shrine of Minacshi. Slie apppared to him

alterwards iu vision ; and directed that, in order to appease the troubled spirit

of yirappen, an annual great sacriticeof sheep should be made to him, and that

he must be worshipped as a god ; in consequence of his great devotedness to

her shrine. This order was attended to, and an image of Virappen was

placed in tlie fane. The poem concludes with stanzas, in the shape of a

hymn to Fira2Jpen, of a mystic kind ; but, of course, tuo revolting to be more

than simply mentioned.

Me/nark.—In abstracting this poem, I have been a little more parti-

cular, than its measure cf historical consequence alone would deserve; because

of its very extraordinary contents, as to manners, and mythology. I confess

myself somewhat incredulous regarding them ; supposing that there may be

ornament in other things, as well as iu the spectre story. But there must be

an under stratum of truth ; though allowing for some poetical colouring.

The depraving tendency of the worship of Siva's consort, under which-

soever ot her names or forms, conducted, is herein evident; were proofs

otherwise wanting ; which is not the case, since they exist in ample abundance.

3. No. 2159. Amman nlottra, praise of a local CcilL No check

numbers, leaf 1— 3() ; others wanting.

This book does not appear to belong to the collection ; other-

wise than as foisted in, to the loss of sometiiing of more value.

It is of medium length, very narrow leaves, no boards, looks fresh.

4. No. 2340. Bothja Madura Cdli amman purvdilaram. Old No.
246, CM. GL . .

A local numen
;

it was brought to Madura by the JDoltls, a

northern military class of people; who came with the KaT/r/A;^-. The
anger of this goddess

; buftalo-sacrifice festivals appointee), and a temple
built.

Leaf 1— 9. The book is of medium length, in good order.

XXVI. Saiva.

1. No. 2021. Matlmrai Vira raya ammani. Old No. 134, C.M.94.
This book, from the report on it, was placed here ; where it is

not out of place. It is, however, a third copy of 2, No. 21SS, &c. si^pra.

It is older than the other two copies ; two leaves in the midst are gone,
and it is incomplete at the end : 112 leaves are numbered.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, narrow leaves, a
little injured by insects.

2. No. 2054. Pcn^a purdnavi, the great h-end. Old No. 13,

CM. 20.
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The subject of this book is an uccount of sixty-three specially distin-

guished devotees (ji Siva ; whose leading actions, prccurinij them such notice,

are detailed. This copy contains verso only, without any prose commentary.

It is complete, and in very good order.

Leaf 1—302, and 4328 stanzas, two other leaves containing

stoitra praise.

The book is long, very thick, narrow leaves, small, and neat

handwriting.

3. No. 2059. Peri>/a purdnam. Old No. 14, CM. 21.

This manuscript contains the original verse, with a brief prose

comment, or interpretation. It comes down to the end of the twenty-third of

the aforesaid votaries. The remainder is intimated to be contained in another

book, tor which I have searched the collection, but without finding it. As

far as this manusciipt proceeds, it is without defect: one leaf is a little injured

by insects, the remainder in good order.

In a manuscript book of the collection, there is a paper containing an

abstract in Tamil of the contents of this purdnam : and I refer to the notice

of that book, in a following paofp, for an indication as to the general nature

of the contents ; which, in the leading points, are the same in all three copies.

See 2nd Family, M.S. Book No. 8, CM. 22 and 63 infra.

4. No. 2094. Nasi ketu purdnam, or legend of Nasi ketu. Old

No. 31, CM. 52.

The subject of this work is stated to have been delivered, or narrated

by Krishna to Dherma raja, with a view to lead to a discrimination between

virtue and vice. The hero of the subject, introduced with this object is Nasi

Ketu, son of Diviyanga maha rts/d ; who was employed b}' his father to go

every morning and fetch the water, flowers, &c., used in the ceremonies of the

*Saira ritual worship. One day the yoxing man idled away his time, and

came late ; on which his father being angry, denounced on him the doom of

poing to Viona puram, and returning. Ills soul accordingly departed; and

he went through the different regions of the Hindu l(irt'.in(.s seven in number,

being shown them by Vanias messengers j in v/hich he received a minute

detail of the punishment consequent to different species of crime. He was

also allowed to see the happier division (or Elysium) of the same world ; with

the rev/ards allotted to virtue, After acquiring this knowledge, his soul

returneil, and reanimated his body ; when he employed himself in disseminat-

ing the knowledge which he had acquired ; contiQuing himself to be a votary

of Siva. A translation would possess interest.

The book appears to be an imitation, or adaptation of one known

in Sanscrit, and in Telugu, by the title of Sd'ianda charitra q.v. pftssim.

It is long, thin, old, dauuigrJ.
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5. No. 9'J2G. Mijiacshi amman 2^illai Tamil. Old No. 194, CM.
1S7.

This production is a class, or sub-division of tbc Prahandlian, or Tamil

Diodes of composi lion ; and is relatiyo to the actioiis of infants. Ten stages

of infantile age, and appropriate actions, or gestures, are usually enumerated.

The author of this work applies these different stages to tlie infant Mindcshi,

daughter ol Maliya Dkvaja king of Madura, and now tutelary goddess of the

chief iSai'va fane there. On the actions, or gestures of infancy lie founds

various panegyrical stanzas ; fully illustrative of idolatry, in its puerile form.

However, the work is intended to please and amuse children, and fitted to

instil idolatrous notions into the infantile mind ; giving to its puerility a

grave character. The ten sections are complete. The last, on rocking in the

cradle, applies to the maturity of the ideal deities; the rocking of which, in

a cradle, is one part of the ordinary service of the fane, usually termed usal

or ti/fjal dttal.

The measures vary, and are of 1 1 or 10 stanzas each kind, the

iivjal pdtUt, or cradle hymn, has 10 stanzas, leaf 1—50.

The book is long, of medium thickness. The manuscript was

restored by me, where needful, when making my former analysis.

6. No. 2134. Suhrafmamja vildsam. Old No. 201, CM. 141.

This is a titUaca ; and. as I understand, tlie drama is popular, and

very often represented in, and about Madras. It is founded on the episode

in the Scdnda purdnarn, concei'ning the marriage of Subrahmani/a to Valli-

ijamma, in local usage ; or of Cumara and Cumari, more frequent in poeti -

cal books. Knshna is represented as visiting the paradise of Itidra to procure

a flower of the tree of plenty, to present to his v^'ife Rucmini; and he therein

directs the birth of one of the inhabitants on earth, in order to become the

wife of Subrahmani/a. The said celestial was born as the daughter of an

animal, and was adopted by Vihhuii, a hunter ; and fostered by him, and his

wife; becoming ultimately the spouse of the -fiTiwrfw war-god. It is super-

fluous to add more.

The book was overlooked under VI, but is equally in place here.

It may be compared with the Valli arnma purdnam, under XXIII.

The book is long, of medium thickness; leafl—71, a little

injured by insects.

7. No. 2254. Tiru tondar yechagmiam. Old No. 124, CM. 89,

leaf 1—41.

A poem of the vlrutfayn kind, with prose version, the subject being

low adventures ascribed to fS/va, disguised as aj-nrrjom' votary. The s^ubject
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clilefly rektoa to modes of hospitality, in reference to catinjf "^'tid lodging ;

shown to a wandering incarnation of Siva.

The. book is long, very neat writing, a little injured.

XXVII. Tales.

1. No. 2031. Purur2iva raja cafha, tale of king Pururuvas. Old

No. 53»C.M.12.

This is a sort of romance, grounded on snme ancient legends, concern-

ing Pururuvas, the son of Budha and 'Ila ; but (irawn out by the addition of

many apparently fictitious incidents, inlo a talo of the class termed Upa

jnanam ; in which the hero and heroine usually suffer great loss and damage,

through the malice of sani, re^jcnt of the planet saturn ; and, afier passing

through extreme distress and degradation, at length come forth to renovated

and increased prosperity and happiness. It seems to be a somewhat favorite

mode of writing among the Hindus. With the exception of some few matters

at the commcncempnt, there are incidents scattered through the tale, calcu-

lated to interest and amuse; regarded as fictitious views of life and manners,

very difhrent from tho?e of western people ; but there is nothing of histori-

cal value ; at least to the best of my judgment. A reference may be made

to the notice, in a following page, of a Telugu poem, bearing a similar title

with this one, and founded on the same early legend, though differing widely

in details. The Telugu work is the superior one, in point of composition.

This Tamil work is in very ordinary prose. The manuscript is complete

;

but very much damaged by insects. Not wishing to let it pass out of my
hands in that condition ; and at the same time, not thinking it worth restor-

ing on paper, I have had it re-copied on new palm leaves, in which condi-

tion, with moderate care, it may long be preserved in the collection. In any

series of Hindu romances it would merit a place.

Leaf 1— 110. The book is of medium size, and much injured

by worms ; being the old, and not the restored copy.

2. No. 2064. Maha vimtam. Old No. 50, CM. 10. Great curio-

sity
;
prose.

An assemblage of legendary tales extracted from puranas, the

Bhdratam, the liaghu vamsatn, and other books ; in order to gratify an

appetite for the marvellous. Poetical extracts are given, but always

with a prose version. At the beginning 15 leaves wanting, 16—227
not ending.

The book is long, ihickj damaged as to the earlier and later

leaves; otherwise in good order.



2^. No. 2083. Mailrdvana caCha, or tale of a king. Old No. 169,

CM. 158.

This is a plain prose version of a tale, relative to the captivity of

Rama and Lacshmana by Muilravana, a biing from the inferior world-

Hanuitian proceeded thither and released them; partly by stratagem, and

partly by force. The tale is of the wildest species of fiction, and claims

no very special notice- The manuscript has the appearance of having been

copied only a few years since: it is complete, and in good preservation.

It was copied, and also ti'anslated into Telugu for the Donative

series; and notices appear in vol. 2; leaf 1—122 complete.

The book is long, thick, in good order.

iJ. No. 2085. Capita vachacam, cow legend. Old No. 143,

CM. 135.

A mere tale, symbolical perhaps, but more probably a puerile excres-

cence, arising out of the veneration felt for the cow : as it occurs more than

once in the MacKenzie papers, it is probably an extract from a local purdna.

At a Brahma7i's village on the north bank of the Ganges (more probably the

Godavery), a cow weiit out to feed, and was sprung upon by a tiger. The

cow eiirnestly pleaded for permission to go home, and suckle its calf; faithfully

promising to return, and give iiself up to the tiger for food. The request

being granted, the cow punctually kept its word ; and the celestials, struck

with such an instance of rroderation on the one hand, and of veracity on the

other hand, appeared and bestowed beatitude on the tiger, cow and calf.

The origin of the legend is perhaps the sVkala purana of Goker-

nam : it is found therein.

The book is long, thin, injured by insecfs.

4, No. 2092. On the label Nasi ketu purdna, but is properly

Capota vacyam. tale of a pigeon. Old No. 32, CM. 5^.

Founded on an episode of the Rdmdyanam. When Vibishana

came over, Sugrioa cautioned Rdma as to treachery. Rdma replied by

the tale of a male pigeon ; which, on seeing its mate taken in a net,

burnt itself to death. It occurs in many shapes, throughout the entire

collection.

Leaf 1— 32. The book is long, and in tolerable order.

5. No. 2097. Udaya cumdra cdvyam a poem. Old No. 162,

CM. 148. •

This is appareritly a fictitious poem, of which the hero is Udaya

Cumdra. Two leaves at the beginning arc wanting : but afterwards is found
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a reference to Vicrama ruling in the Blagadha country, whose son-in-law

stated to be Satanica, renounced his kingdom, and resorted to a life of peni-

tential austerity. From a collateral stem Udaya Cttmara (son of the dawn)

was born. His virtues, accomplishments, marria<.fe, perf'eclionsof his wife, and

splendour of his court, aie panegyrized. Probably some indirect parallel or

flattery was intended to some other ruling prince. The metre is a species of

vinittam ; the palm leaves and the writino- are in good condiiion ; and, but

for the two deficient leaves at the beginning, it would be complete.

Leaf o—37. The book is long.

6. No. 2210. Svgviva vijnijam, the triumph of Snpriva. Old No.

152, CM. 137.

A poem by Raja gopdla; the subject being taken from i\\G Rdmd^

yanani. It relates to the deposition of Fali from tht^ throne at Khhhindi by

Rama; and to the installation of Suyriva, the younger brother of p all, in his

place. In return for this service Sugiica became the faithful ally of Rama,

m his war against Rdvana for the recovery of Sila.

Leaf !

—

2d> complete. The book is long, very narrow leaves, a

little injured.

7. No. 2251. Sdrarigadhara catlia,ia\e o{ Q. Y\v)g'^ &oii. Old No,

118, CM. 123.

8. No. 2252. Sdrangadhara callm. Old No. 117, CM. 122, both

copies yecha ganam or mixed metre.

These are two copies of the same poem. The first one wants twenty

palm leaves, from different places. The second copy wants the 95th leaf only.

Two complete books can at any time be formed by copying deficient portions

in the one, from the other. The first is a little damaged ; the other in good

preservation. Y. other notices.

7 has leaves 1— 1 22. The book is long, narrow leaves.

8 ,, „ 1—1 12 defective. Book of medium length, damaged.

This tale has been often noted in vols. 1, 2 ; with more or less

of abstract.

9. No. 2253. Balhana raja mtlta. Old No. 128, CM. 90.

yecha ganam.

Tale of a very liberal king, from whom Siva demanded a chaste

woman ; and the sequel ; a tale, like the foregoing, of very frequent

occurrence. See former notices, leaf 1—66. The book is of medium

size, slightly injured by insects.

I



10. No. 22G2. Suvyhatar churitram. Tale of the College. Old

No. 213, CM. 87.

This is a very imperfVct fi;,ap[ment of a work relative to the formation

of the College at iladma ; in which there were forty-nine Professord of the

Tamil heiles-letlrcs. Its formation took phicc in the time of Vangisha (or

raihcr Vamsa) secUara jumdiyan. Tlio account of TbuvaJhwar ; of his

Cural; and of thi^ destruction (as alleged) of the professors, in consequence,

are narrated in the work ; though only partially contained in this fragment.

For the rest, though a little touched by insects, it is in good preservation, and

is comparatively a recent copy-

The Tiook is of medium lengtli, thin (leaves 31) has one board,

very slightly injuied.

11. No. 2f21)!. Fira durendro. cat'liu. Tale concerriing a king's son.

Old No. 211, CM. 150. There are other copies v. 2801,

2302 ivfra.

This book is long, of medium thickness, on very narrow leaves,

worm-eaten at the edges on one side.

12. No. 2297. yllahesvara raja cafha. Tale concerning a wealthy

ki]ig. Old No. 159, CM. 146, leaf 1—53 complete.

This is a work of fiction to be distinguished from another romance of

like title, which will be at a future time nDticcrl."'-' The name of the king

is merely a derivative from Alricap}(,>i the town of Ci/vera, and therefore an

appellative, implying merely a -vc^aUhy king. This king Ahikendra, is

stated to have had four ministers; imd the introductory portion of the work

advert? to their description of a camel to the owner, Avho had lost it; though

they had not spen it; on wliich the owner accused them of being thieves to

the king ; hut on their detailing the principles on which they had described

the animal, th(- king was struck with their sagacity, praised them, and gave

a ctjuipensation to the camel's owner. Th(^sc ministers had charge of the king's

palace, as guardians; and while one of them, immed Pofha vathittuv, was

attendiui: to his otficc, in the interior apartments, he saw a serpent enter, which

he killed with his sv/ord ; and the blood falling on the queen, he attempted

to wipe it oil', which awoke her, and the guardian became accused before the

king. The latter then relates a story to his ministers concerning a Sudra

whohrouuht up a dog; and these rnrratc tales in return. These different

narratives being end<:d, the matter was referred to ManunUi, the chief of the

ministers, who gave an opinion in favor of the accused person, tending to his

acquittah The accused paid homage at the shrine of Bhadra cult; and

having propitiated her favor, went to the king declaring his innocence, and

* See Tamil M.S. 'book No. 7. Sootion TT, 2nd Family.
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that his zeal alone had brought him into questionable circumatances. The king

pardoned him; and then, with his ministers, continued a prosperous rule.

The book is long, thin, on narrojv leaves, slightly injured.

13. No. 2300. Mada7ia giri raja catliu. Tales of a king of lust-

hill. Old No. 164, CM. 149; leaf 1— 117 complete.

A series of tales relating to a king and his son, and to the son

of his minister.

Burlesque tales of careless kings, and their absvird decisions in

judgment, occur in native literature. Vol. 2 has a specimen, in the

chronicle of a king of nil-equity town.

14. No. 2301. Viramdrana catlia. Old No. 167, CM. 152, prose,

V. infra. 15.

This copy bears the nair.e of tlic son, the other two copies that

of the father. This would be the fullest and best copy ; only for defect,

age, and damage.

This book is somewhat long, thick, blackened at the edges; it

is defective in various places ; and is much injured by insects, and

breaking.

15. No. 2.302. Vira durendra raja cat'ha. Old No. 210, CM. 151;

leaf 1—96.

This tale seems to me fictitious; but the fi)llowing brief notice,

or epitome may help towards forming a judgment on that point.

Vira durendra r«/a ruled in Vijayanagnram. He had a wawjlr?' named

Tatva pracdsi pillai. One day when the king accompanied by his minister,

went out to hunt in the forest, became to a sprin<? of water named " ihe

looking glass;" near to which was a writing cut out in a stone to the elFect

that, "the king who listened to the count-els of his minister would perish."

The king consulted with his minister, concerning the said writing. The
minister took counsel within himself, to the purport, that his influence

over the king would cease, and that his own life would be endangered.

In order to avert such a result he seized the king; threw him into the

spring; vind returning to the city, usurped the kingdom. The late kind's

wife Chemiamma devi, to avoid a contemplated outrage, privately mide
her escape, beinj; pregnant; went to Chandra girl, and there subsisteil in a

misf^-able manner, by gatherin<j and selling firewood. The king of Chandra
giri designing evil towanis her, she left that place and went to Arasandpuri,
where a native cJiieftain named JRagka singh treated her hospitably, and had



a small cottage built for her recupiion. A child was born to her, named

Viramciran. The said child being well instructe'l, early distinguisihed him-

self by killing a tigi r. The remainder of the woi k is chiefly occupied with

details of a literary or poetical contest, v/ith the daughter of Vira rdina, king

of Cosnla desam ; by skill in which contest, Viramdran won ihe hand of the

said princess. The forces of her father beins now at his disposal ; he, with

ihem, dispossessd and killed ihe usurping mantri; and then proceeded to the

place where his own fai her Durendra liad been made away Aviih : he there

offered a great sacrifice; as the result of which thrf celestials liescended, aud

brought with them his father, restored to life; who remained with his son,

while the latter ruled the kingdom.

Remark. -- Fmm this outline, it will appear that the tale is of a poetical

and romantic character; bearing a resemblance in its several features, to

portions of various Hindu works of reputation. In one part there is a

resemblance to an episode in the Mahahharata, in another to ihe Mudra
rac.ffiasa, a drama; and, in the marriage contest, to a tale of a daughter of

Alukesd pttri raja in this collection, to be noticed hereafter; ee('2nd Family

MS. biioks, No. 7, Section 2. It is also on the same plan, with that tale, as

to composition; the tissue of ihe nnrrative being prose, with flourishes, and

specimens of difficult versification, interwoven. I believe we liave nothing

of the kind in English literature; unless some of the novels of Scott, should

be deemed an exception ; but, I have 8<-en a work published on the continent,

precisely on the same model of composition, though ratht r poor, and profess-

ing to be an imitation of some foregoing work, deemed an original idea, in

this kind of writing. The languages of Europe do not differ in the poetical

and prose dialects, so greatly, as do the native langnnges of the Peninsula.

Hence, no European work can exactly be a parallel with Hindu works of

fiction of this clas. An idt-a sufficiently distinct I trust, has been conveyed
;

and there can be no doubt, that, in the hands of a man of genius, a work

might be produced on this mo !el, which in English would, I thii.k, be a new

species of composition ; hut in order to please and be successful, it would

require to be extremely well managed.

The book is of medium length, thick, injured by inse.;ts.

16. No. 2304 duplicate number, (see 2304, No. 193, CM. 103,

iinder V.) Old No. 158, CM. 115, Alakesvara rdja cat'ha;

leaf 1-96.

This is another and also complete copy. See 12, No. 2297sz/;9ro.

The recurrence of dupliciite numbers, affixed to MacKenzie M.SS.

since my analysis, is unexplained.

The book is of mediunr. size, slightly injured.
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17. No. 2ol2. Betula cat''ha. Tales by Vicramarcan familiar

demon. Old No. 209, CM. 153 ; leaf 1—85, vruta stanza.s 764.

Padmdvati, Klla cati, Mundrapati, Viva hhdnu, Kurman, and so

to the end of 25 complete. Abstract is needless.

The book is of medium size, very small, close writing, slightly

injured.

18. No. 2317, duplicate number (see VIII, 25 supra). Tale of

Kanaca virihe a racshasa ; no check numbers, and no boards.

It seems to be a cannibal story, on five leaves, and others left blank.

This did not belong to the MacKenzie collection, and seems to

have been put in, preparatory to removing the other book ; a scarce

ethical poem.

19. No. 2318. Ter unra vachacann.

Old No. 108, CM. 113; leaf 1—25, complete.

Another prose copy of the tale of a king's son at Uriijhr ; whoso

car ran over, and killed a mystical calf. See under VI, &c. supra.

The book is short, thin, in tolerable order.

20. No. J2329. Sdf/ara catlia, legend of Sdgura and Kerala desa

kyfeyut, account of the Malayalam country. Old No. 240, CM.
676 ; leaf 1— 11.

This manuscript begins with a reference to the legend o^ Sagira, more

fully narrated in the Mahahh'trata. A general alluT^ion is herein made for

the purpose of notin;^ the effects of the inundation prodiioed by the Ganges,

in which Swfora had only a remote instiurncntHlity. In consequence of the

great overflow of waters, the country ?.o\\ih oi Goh.ernav\ was submerged,

and the Brakmans took refuge on the hill or mountain named Mahevdri.

There thny besought Pdrasurama by the power of his virtue, to effect a

restoration of the submerged land from the .=ea. Parasurama obtained a

grant, in consequence of his desire ;
and standing at Gokernam., threw his

celebrated axe as far southward as he could ; and, tVum that extent, the sea

retreatel- The Brahmans were lo aied therein, and received a promise from

Parasuravia of his appt;aring, whenever they should think on him for the

purpose of recalling liim. He specially charged them to owe no fealty, and

to pay no tax to any king. However, the Brahmans disobeyed him ; and,

among other things, by calling in a king from the Pandt/an country. Para-

siirama letreated to Mcihandri : an I was not again seen by tliem. The

narrative afterwards notices the rule of Clteniman periDnal. He, in vain,

endeavoured to take one of the fortresses belonging to the rayers country;

and was moriificd at his disappointment. Parasin-rrma was invoked, and



came to Chernman perianal, and embassies were sent to Casi ; but the whole

did not effect any special result ; and Perumal, findino; his government weak,

divided the country amonfr eighteen chiefs, and retired. The power thence-

forward came chiefly into the hands of the Calicut raja', but not without strifes

and wars with his neighbours around. The latter part of the document is

chiefly occupied with the account of an international strife ; and it closes with

a singular caution to the learned, not to make known its contents to the vulgar.

The book is long, thin, slightly injured.

21. No. 23-^52. Nandana chacrarertl cat'ha, tale of king Namhi.

Old No. 24;3, CM. 154.

This is an epitiume of a larger book; it relates to a king named Nanda,

who built a fane to lienuca devi a derai goddess. A man wished to get an

intervciw with the king, but could not succeed; and, bemg told that iheonlv

way to see the king was to commit some crime, there being very liitle care of

government exercised, he assumed a power of levying tribute on bodies

carried to be burned. The result was at length, that a complaint reached the

ears of the king ; and the king eventually made him his minister.

The book is long, thin, very narrow leaves, slightly injured.

XXVlir. TaTVA METAPIiYSICS.

1. No. ^228. Siva 2)racasica, a work on austerity, or sclf-control_

Old No. 130, CM. 57, (now 187.)

This poem is of the kind treating of the tatva system, or different parls,

properties and regulation, both of the material and immaterial portions of

the human body. An allegorical description of the body, as a city haA-ing

gates and a resident within ; as the soul is contained herein. The same

allegory is found in the Bhagavatam, ascribed to Nareda ; and also in other

distinct productions, of which the present is one. The body is divided into

five elements, and five qualities of the mind are specified ; to the varied union,

or combiriation of which elements, certain operations both corporeal, and men-

tal are ascribed. Absolute renunciation of all earthly attachments, that to

father or mother being included, is taught ; severe penance, and personal

subjugation are enjoined ; the worship of Vishnu is to be rejected ; and the

system of >Siva alone ought to be observed ; the work bears the name of the

author Siva pracdsica (one having the splendour of i>iva,) and the contents

are sufficient to indicate his having been a panddram (or ascetic) of the

Saiva order. There is a monasterium of that class at Madura, another at

Mailapur, and others in different places.

Inside, it bears the title of S. p. l-atlali "command," implying

authoiity in the writer. This piece is on leaf 1—24 and the command
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on an additional eight leaves ; then follow 13 leaves containing 203

stanzas o( the Devaram, or chant to Siva by Bhadragiriyar : it is termed

a "mystic lament."

The book is short, of medium thickness, in tolerable order.

2. !No. 2309. Iru samaiya iirusu, or weighing balance of the two

systems. Old No. 202, CM. 181, in 13 adikdrams; vriita stanzas.

Having omitted to enter this book under the heading of Pole-

mical, it is inserted here ; to which it has a relation.

This is a poem of the viruiiam kind, divided into 13 chapters or

sections. It is a work strongly, and argumentatively condemnatory of Hin-

duism. It stales the ordinary view of the systera, which makes Brahma the

creator, Vishnu tlie preserver, and Siva the destroyer.

It exposlulates on the want of homage to the acknowledged Creator;

argues on the wives and families of gods, on the alleged penances performed

by them, and on being represented as fighting with asaraa, and a variety of

similar toi^ics. The falsity of Hinduism is inferred ; and then the Christian

system is introduced, and its leading points detailed. On inquiry, I find it to

have been the production of a valldla man, formerly a butler to Mr. Har-

rington; who, alter visiting England adopted the European dress, and was sent'

out to Madras, as a Socinian teacher. He was well known, as the late Mr-

William Roberts. The book, I learn, was written before he went from India;

or had adopted the tenets of the Socinian system.

Leaf I—80 complete. The book is long, of medium thickiiess,

in good order.

XXIX. Upanisiiadas.

No. 2230. Siva rupdnandani. Old No. 131, CM. 188. A
translation, as it would seem, of the keni icpanishadam. The meaning

of the title here given is, "the blissful form oi Siva." Leaf 1—30.

The book is short, small writing, in good order.
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B.

a—Telugu Palm-leaf Manuscripts.

I Arithmetical.

No. 586. Ganita trirdsacam on the label ; Mantri rdsacam

within. Old No. 115, CM. 407.

Merely a fragment of five leaves, from a large work when com-

plete. The leaves are long, and a little injured.

II, Astrological.

1. No. 548. Retta matarn. Two systems. Old No. 109, CM. 495.

The two systems are termed avignamastu and sudmmnstu. The
book is a translation from the old Canarese. There are other in-

complete copies. This one contains five sections, and a part of the

sixth, and only wants the defective portion of the sixth to be

complete.

Two leaves prefixed contain praise of Rama.

The introduction to the Retta matam contains some eulogy o^ Vencata-

rayen, being the ruler oi Chandra r/iri ; and younger brother of Timmaraju,

of Pennaconda. Ayalu Bhascara, being present in his court, was asked to

narrate some poem; with which request be complied, by translating from the

Hala Cwiaxla language, the work of one named Retta : the leading topics

of this translation are,

1. On the causes inducing the production of rain.

2. On discriminating the value of produce from the earth.

3. On divination, by signs, tokens, &c. on the Hindu system.

4- On augury, or divination by birds.

5. Concerning hutas, messengers, familiar spirits, or demons, sup-

posed to reside, like hamadryads, in trees ; sometimes in fanes, old houses,

crossroads, &c.; and considered to have the power of speech ; sometimes

with visible appearance, sometimes without, and indicating good or evil to

the human beings addressed. The agency of this class of supernatural machi-

nery is frequently adverted to, in Hindu books.

6. Portents, or indication of clouds, as to rain.

7. Indication of rain by an aerial sound preceding its fall (an observ-

able phenomenon in heavy tropical rains).

8. On the qualities, or excellencies of learning.

9. On the rain-bow, or fabled bow of Indra.

10. On lunar haloes, as an indication of rain.

2/
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11. On the rising of the sun, and conaequent effect on the wind.

12. On the origin, birth, or generation of the human species.

13. On the pouring out, or oblation of water in ritual devotion.

14. On the effects', or influences of eclipses.

15. On sudden, or unforeseen events, especially sudden deaths.

16. On unpropitious events, or evil results of planetary influence.

1 7. The nature of opposition of planets, and results.

18. The propitious result of favor from a spiritual preceptor.

19. The influences, or powers of different years of the Hindu c)cle.

20. On good and bad days, or those propitious or unpropitious.

These varied contents are distributed among the several sections ; not

regularly, but according to the extent or quantity : for example, one complete

section is occupied with the subject of rain, while other sections contain

several subjects.

The book is of medium size, one leaf is broken, and the book is

otherwise injured.

2. No. 549. Relta matam. Old No. 108, CM. 493.

One half of this book (or about 50 leaves) contains a part of the

poem entitled Svarochisa manu char'itram, by Allasana pecldana; of

which many notices are contained in the two preceding volumes.

The remaining portion is the Retta matam ; and the book once,

it appears, had five sections complete out of six. At present the leaves

are thus :

First part, leaf 1— .3, and 5—9, and 12—14, and 18, 28, 29, ^5,

36, 89, 41, 46 -(3 1.

Second part, leaf 1—8, and 11— 15, 21, 25, 28, 39—4ii, 45, to

the end of the section. The missing leaves are gone to make up a book,

according to the new art of book-making, so frequently adverted to in

Vol. 2.

The book is of medium size, old, and in various places broken

and otherwise injured.

3. No. 552. Rctta matam.. Old No. 110, CM. 494.

A small portable volume containing selections from the work,

on eclipses and planetary influences. It is of more recent copying

than the two ])rcceding copies, and in tolerable preservation;

The book is short, of medium thickness.
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in. Christian.

No. 553. Vedanta rasaycmam or Chrisiu cavyam. Old No. 20,

CM. 472.

The following is from my former analysis :
—

This is a rather singular work to meet with, in this collection; convey-

ing an emotion of pleasurable surprise. It is the production of a Telugu

Brohman, by birth ; but, of one who had become a Christian, by profession,

and is written both to explain, and to advocate the Christian religion. The

author had studied the Vedanta system of Vyasa and his followers; and, as

that is the substance of the Vedas, so in this book, he gives the substance or

essence of the Holy Scriptures ; especially of the New Testament. Various

portions of the contents of both the Old and New Testament, are adverted

to, or narrati^d ; and the superiority of the Christian religion is enforced.

The Bhdratom, JBhdgavatam and Scdndam, are adverted to, by way of

contrast and confutation ; and idolatry is strongly condemned. The term

Sarvesvara (common among Eoman Catholics) is employed to designate the

Supreme Being ; whose unity, as opposed to polytheism, is maintained. The

names of some Patriarchs are mentioned, and compared with the names of

viunis ; such as Vasiahta, Visvavdtra and others, famiUar to Hindus. A re-

commendation of the Christian religion, the necessity of baptism, and the

great blessings of deliverance from the power of evil, are other portions of

the contents, The author gives his name as Ananddbhi, son of Timmaya of

Mangala yiri, of the Atrasa yotra or family.

As Ananddbhi is the same, in effect, with Ananda too or Ananda rayer, I am enaLled

to recognise the author as being possibly the same with Ananda rayer, a Brahman, of whom

at ditfereut times I have heard, and read something ; but with whose entire biography I am

noc acquainted. From a gentleman, whopersonnlly knew him, I have learned that he was

accustomed to make use of some sach work as this, in daily conversations and discussions,

with Brahmans and others. I was further glad to hear, that this gentleman regarded him

as a sincere, though in some respects, an imperfect Christian. lie was m the employ ofthe

Revd. Messrs. Cran and Desgranges, of Vizagapatam.

This book is written in the padya cdoyam measure ; and divided into

four adhydyas, or sections. The seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth, palm leaves

are wanting; all besides is in regular order ; and the manuscript is in very good

preservation.

The book is long, thick, in tolerably good order. It bears an

English endorsement. " This is a summary of the gospels written by a

Roman Catholic in Telugit verse".—C.P.B.

The writer of that endorsement chose this book as a platform of

attack on me, in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science. Various

copies from this book were noted in Vol. 2, together with his notes,

and some of my own. It is useless to re-opcn the discussion.
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IV. Ekotic.

1. No. 53i. Sri Lacshmi vildsa'm or sports of the mcti of Vishnu.

Old No. 81, CM. 380, in five asvdsams.

Reference to the second avatara, or churning the sea, in the midst of

which Lacshmi was born, or produced ; with many other vahiable things.

A description is given of her form, perfections and accomplishments; with the

general statement of her becoming the wife of Vishnu. Other circumstances,

connected with the churning of the sea, are stated. There is also a genealogy

of the lunar race, of the line of Jananiejaya The poem is in the padya

cdvyam metre, with a variety of included metre ; written by Rayasa vencatapati,

who states that he was directed to write it by a vision of Vencatapati (the

name of Vishnu at Tripeti) appearing to him in a dream. It is complete in five

sections of comparatively recent appearance ; the last leaf only being very

slightly damaged.

There is matter concerning Rama, which was adverted to in

Vol. 2, on Brown's copy from this book.

It is very long, of medium thickness, in good order. It has

another Telugu No. as 70,

2. No. 557. Bhogini dandacam. See W\l,sacti.

3. No. 578, a.) Tdrdsasanca tijayam,. Old No. 85, CM.—A tale

of the planets, hy Feiicatapati son of Kr'ishnayya.

Tills fragment is part of a work framed on a mythological incident, found

in the old puranas. 'Atri, by his wif) Anusvaya, had three sons named

Dattdtreya, Durvasa, and Chandra. The. latter going to the mansion of

Vrihaspati, seduced his wife Tcira, and Budha was in consequence born.

Sacra, the enemy of Vrihaspati suggested this evil course to Chandra. The

consequence was a terrible war between the celestials, under Vrihaspati and

the asuras, of wiiom S'ucra is the preceptor. Vrihaspati denounced on

Chandra the doom of being subject to increase in one-half month, and decrease

in the other half.

Reference may be made to notices of this work in Vol. 2. I was

not so fully aware of its character when making the analysis.

The book is long, thin, injured, one end being gnawed off.

4. No. 864. Rddha Mddhava samvddham. Old No. 62, CM. 391,

a love quarrel.

5. No. 865. Old No. 63, CM. 398. Rddha Madhava samvadham,

a quarrel between Krishna and Rddha.

Neither copy is complete, the first one is long, of medium thick-

ness, injured by worms, The second is short, thick, old, very much

njured, some leaves are illegible.
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Some panegyric of the poet's patron, a local chief, is given. The state-

ment of the tale, by a strange anachronism, is said to be by iSavunaca risM

toDasarat'ha. The subject is Knshnus desertion of his wife Rddha, by reason

of his other marriage with Runniui. A parrot is sent by Radha to Dwaraca,

in order to discover what had become o^ Krmkna ; giving occasion to much
poetical hyperbole, in description of the person of Krishna, his court, and the

like matters. Of such a poem a brief indication is amply sufficient. The
book is complete in three sections, composed in the padya catyavi^ by Ven-

catapati, son of Tim Vengatcicharya

There is much matter besides what is so briefly indicated. Refe-

rence may be made to Vol. 2. I learnt, from the books there noted, that

this was once a very scarce work. The liberal donor of manuscripts

pounced upon it as lawful prey : and had so many copies made from it,

under varying titles, as to add much bulk to his collection.

5. No. ?>'6Q. Kald pambdhayam, the rising full moon of lust.

Copies enough of this work are entered in Vol. 2, which see for

an idea of the contents, ft was not in the MacKenzie collection when

I made my former analysis. It is not entered in Wilson's Des. Cata-

logue. The inference is, that it has been foisted in. There are no check

numbers. When I had done with a book, I affixed my seal outside, so

as to distinguish books done with, at a glance. On coming to these

manuscripts again, I saw that these seals had been badly used. This

book has one-half of such a seal pasted on to it, to give it a counterfeit

appearance of being genuine. It is presumed that it was put in, as a

substitute for some other book subtracted.

Tlie book is of medium length, thin, on narrow leaves, slightly

injured,

6. No. 867. Rddhaca svantanam. On the amour of Rddha with

Krnhna.

This book also has no check marks, and is without seal.

A great many copies under various titles are in Vol. 2, and one copy

has been thrust in
;
probably to take another book away.

It will be found abstracted in Vol. 2.

The book is long, thin, neat writing, injured by insects.

7. No. 869. Kali cannana sdinyamu pustacam. No check numbers:

it bears my seal, which I conceive was removed from some other

book.

It has been foisted in for private purposes, and appears to come
under the present classification.

It is long, thick, old, here and there injured by insects.
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8. No. 875. Chandrica parinayam, a comment thereou by iJesarla

Mddkaviya, incomplete. Old No. ^Q, CM. 355.

9. No. 877. Chandrica parinayam, on the label Zupdli Vencatddri

vamsdvali. Old No. 136, CM. 356.

This title induced au examination of the contents ; but though the

document contains a brief statement of the ancestry of the writer's patron

Vencatadri, a small zemindar, yet that is merely introductory, and by way of

panegyric. The proper title of the Avork is, Chandrica parinat/a ; and it is

merely a poetical, account of the marriage of Chandrica. The writer Bala

sarasvati, was a poet of eminence ; and mentions his intentions partly to be,

to give some exemplifications of recondite refinements in Tehigu prosody, and

metre. As such, the book would be very acceptable to Andhra poets. It is,

however, not complete; containing only the first chapter, and two leaves of

the se CO r.d.

The book is somewhat long, thick, old, and injured by insects.

There is another work sometimes entitled Chaiidrica parinayam,

and sometimes Narasa hhupdlliyam by another author, and differing

in subject.

10. No. llUv Mddhava hhyi'vdayam. The birth and adventures

of Krishna. Old No. 97, CM. 381, V. infra under XV.

A poem in five nsvdsain,i or sections ; the last one being on the

amours of Krishna,

The book is long> somewhat thick, a few leaves injured.

V. Genealogical,

1. No. 886, Tondamdn vamsdvali. Old No. 123, CM. 327.

Genealogy of a feudal chici', at Virala malrd, neav Trichinopoly.

An erroneous title is inscribed on the cover of the book. On a palm

leaf title page inside, of much more recent appearance than the work itself,

it is stated to be a genealogy of the Tondaman in an easy kind of verse, which

is a correct definiiion.

Jndra coming down to earth, on a hunting excursion, had some children

by a human female. Among tljcse children, one was named Tiruma ; from

whom proceeded the following sons in direct descent:

—

Navana. Tiruma. Kinkini.

Tiruma. .Navana. Dandaca.

JNavana. Pachchacya. Tiruma.

Pachchacya. Navana. Padmapta.

Dandaca. rachcliacya. Pachchaya.

Navana.
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The son of the last mentioned was Raya prabhu. Ii^histime >Sriran-

<7/«.a rcfj/e?' made inroads on various surrounding districts; but on comin"-

hither, raya prabhu easily captured him. Of ihe descendants of this chief was
the distinguished Rnghu natha nripati. His reputation reaching the ears of

Vijaya Ra()hava (king of Tanjore) the latter sent for him, and made him one
of (he king's captains. After some time, he relinquished this employment,
and conquered %palliyam (or district); and, while ruling therein. \\\ii Skhipall

heard of him, and cemented a friendship with him. Raghit ndtha subdued
various refractory chiefs, subordinate to the Setupati, and put one named
Deva mallarrm in prison. Subsequently, at the request of Raugh.a kistna

viutthapa, king of Trichinopoly and Madura, RayJiu ndtha went against the

refractory Poligar o? Nayaldpuram, and took his fort by surprise. For this

service, he received an additional grant of land in free gift. He afterwards

greatly distinguished himself in the service of the king of Trichinopoly
;

ten-ifying the troops of the Tanjore king, and overcoming various rebellious

Poligars. The Tanjore king sent a son of the >Setupati against him, whom
he repulsed. His son was Tim malla raja, whose son was Vijaya raghit

ndtha. This 4ast, conquered Ananfa rao, a Mahratta chief, who came with

ten thousand cavalry.* He also overcame Chandra hhau, and Badde singli,

who commanded a hundred thousand horse: acquiring thus the title of a

second padshah, and being esteemed by those who ruled in the Pdndiya

country, as their life ; by his people, as the light of his race ; he ruled with

celebrity , as the Tondaman roghu ndtha with other titles.

There follows a poem, of a different kind of metre, from the preced-

ing, being a panegyric on the said Raghu ndtha. There are also two palm

haves, containing stanzas in praise of Rdma chandra.

The book is long, thin, in good order.

2. No. 903. Sriiigdra Rughavanl prahJiandam hcttie palli vdru

vamsd valL Old No. 96, CM. 507.

The genealogy is complete, but apparently other matter ought to follow;

if not, it is merely a sycophantic eifusion. As it is, there is nothing in it of

special consequence; it is written in the padya cdvyam measure by Vencatadri.

The intention is to chant the praise of Rdma ; but the book

seems imperfect.

It is long, and thin, with thick boards.

Vr. Grammatical.

1. No. 677. Ahohalaimndityam. Old No. 91 , CM. 485, in five parts.

This work is named after the author, and by himself termed C^^^'i^i'''^-

* These two statements are amusing ; at the same time they serve to show how
Hindus write histoiv.
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jmshana : it is an explanatory gloss, on tie work oi Nrmnaii/a hhalt, on Telugu

prosody and grammar. The work is largely illustrated by Sanscrit authori-

ties and references, and the use or meaning of terms defined from the

Sanscrit. It bears the character of being a vahiable work, on the subject of

which it principally treats. The author, being a votary oi Rama, has con-

nected with the production, extensive eulogy of his patron god.

See further notices in Vol. 2. It was the poHcy of the donor

of those manuscripts to abuse the MacKenzie M.SS. as worthless, and

to plunder from them largely, in order to raise his own scrapings to the

alleged value of Rs. 30,000 : at one time supposing the Government

would be simple enough to pay him that sum for them.

2. No. 883. Maliyddrindu Narasinha chaiidasu, on prosody. Old

No. 94, CM. 487. By Cavi kethana.

It treats on the art of Telugu poetry, especially on prosodial

matters
;
giving the laws that should guide the construction of the dif-

ferent kinds of metre. It is valuable on the subject to which it refers.

VII. Historical.

1. No. 557. Tanjdvuri vari charitra prose. Old No. 122, CM.
325, an account of some rulers at Tanjore.

The following is from my former analysis.

The book commences with the mention of the appeal of Chandra sec'hara

pandiyan to Vijayaragara, and the sending of Ndgama nayaker to repel

the invader of the Pdndiya kingdom; that is, Vira secliaru Chola ,- whose inva-

sion was thereby nullified, and his own dominions, the ancient Chola kingdom,

conquered. Over this kingdom, Ckevapa nayaker was appointed viceroy, in

consequence of his having married Murti aynm.nl, the younger sister of Tiru-

malamma, the wife of Achyutadeva rayer; this viceroyship being the dower.

He built and improved various fanes. His son was AchyiUapa nayadu;

his son was Raghu nutha nayadu ; his son was Vijaya ragkava nayadu,

who built a new fort at Tanjore and made many other improvements. He
built a Mantapa at Mayuram (perhaps Mayavcram.) He daily fed 12,000

J3rahmans and eat himself afterwards. In a rainy time he was advised to

cease doing so, but he maintained that his own household could not be allowed

to eat till the Brahmans were fed ; and when an entire want of fuel was stated

to exist, he ordered every wooden material about his house to be taken down,

or pulled to pieces in order to supply fuel. In three days this supply was

exhausted ; he then directed all the vestments in the palace to be dipped in

oil, and made u«e of for fuel. At this time a most valunblc jewel became
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missing from the nose of the female idol in the Sr't-rangham fane, and the

head Bnikman was greatly molested as being suspected of the theft. A Brah-

man woman became possessed; and, speaking in the name of the said goddess,

said that the jewel would be found in one of the pots used by Vijaya raghavn

for boiling rice ; where, accordingly it was found, to the no small joy of the

said ruler. In conspquence, he gave twenty-four-thousand pagodas to the fane;

and having anotlitr image made, the precious jewel was put in its nose, and

sent in state to the shrine. He daily went to that fane before breakfast,

keeping fifty bearers as station runners to carry him. C^toka nciVha of Madura

sent an ernbapsy to demand a wife of the family of Vijaya raghava, which

was refused in anger ; and the reason stated to be, that a Tanjore princess

married to Tiru mala savuri, from a s^imple preference given to her father's

town, so hurt the pride of Tiru viala nayak that he put her to death ; and the

Tanjore family then made a vow never in future to give a wife to the Madura

rulers, /i'he messengers were contemptuously treated. A war was the conse-

quence. It interrupted Vijaya raghava^ s visits to Sri-rangham ; but he built

a lofty hall in Tanjore, and there, with his fiice towards Sri-rangham, performed

his daily ceremonies. The war proceeded to the disadvantage of Vijaya

raghava, because of certain incantations with pumpkins, performed by a

JRrahman at the request of the Trichinopoly king. When the fort of Tanjore

was assaulted, Vijaya raghava made preparations for the combustion of the

females of his palace, lest they should fall into the possession of the adversary.

That combustion took place ; but not until the crowned queen had sent off a

nurse with a young child four years of age. Vijaya raghava b(;came recon-

ciled to his son Manara; and tlie latter fell in a personal contest, hand to hand

with the commander of Choha naVha'a troops. The ruler, Vijaya raghava,

personally engaged in the contest; and is stated to have requested that muske-

teers might not fire on him, as if he so died, he could not obtain beatitude.

He was killed (as he preferred) by the sword- An appaiition of himself, fully

attended, as usual came to the gates of Sri-ravgharn, and demanded entrance;

which was conceded, under an idea that he might have made peace with the

ruler of Trichinopoly. After the usual ceremonies had taken place, nothing

more was seen of him; and the circumstance being reported to Choha naCha,

the king, he observed, that it was because of his being a very great devotee of

the god. He gave prompt orders, by post, for the performance of all funeral

ceremonies to the bodies of the deceased; and then assumed the whole of the

country. He confided the charge of it to Alagiri, the child of the nurse by
whom he himself had been reared, being his foster brother. Meantime the

nurse that had fled with the child of Vijaya raghava remained at Negapatam,
the child passing as her own, till it was twelve years of age ; when Vencana,

a Niyogi Brahman, a raya.san, or secretary of Raghava^ heard of the matter,

and went thither to see the child. In the course of twelve months he assem-
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bled about a hundred dependents of the hite Vijaya raghava and taking the

nurse and child proceeded with these, and those dependants, to the Fisiapur

padshah, where they met with a favorable receplion, ar.d a promise of aid ;

being however kept in waiting for a short time. In the interval Alagiriy to

whom the fort of Tanjore had been confided, affected airs of independence, by

writing on terms of equality toChohc nat'ha; and when reproved for doingso,

he returned no answer. Ckola nat'/ia was deeply disiDleased, but restrained

for the time, any expression of anger; considering that Alagiri had strengthened

himself, and could not be assaulted without mature preparation. Under

these circumstances the Mahratta chief approached. He was sent by the

Visiapur pqdsha, vvith a small force, to reduce Alagiri; which foi'ce he

increased by auxiliaries, derived from his two brothers at Bangalore and

Ginjee. Alagiri went out to meet the invaders, and a pitched battle was

fought, with a considerable number engaged, when 400 Mahrattas, and 500

of Alagiri s (leople fell ; and Alagiri being quite unable to inspirit his

people, so as to maintain the engagement, these fled, without looking behind

them, till they reached the fort of Tanjore. Thence Alagiri sent a sup-

plicatory letter to Chaka ndfha of Trichinopoly ; but the latter, guided by

pride and resentment (rather than by policy) refused to interfere, or send any

aid. Eckoji now laid siege to Tanjore, and f'encana the aforementioned

Niyogi B' ahman, it seems was inside the fort, busied in promoting disaffec-

tion. Ths manuscript states that Alagiri finding himself in danger of being

arrested and imprisoned, in consequence of the machinations of the Brnhinan,

fl.ed with all his family and immediate dependents, by ni^ht, and took refuge

in Mysore. In consequence, Eckoji had the son of ]ljaya raghava mounted

on an elephant, and the said son named Ckenga mala dasu made a public

entry into Tanjore. Eckoji committed the ceremonials of his being crowned

to the Niyogi Brahman, and retired to his troops without the walls. The cere-

mony of crowning took place. Subsequently the nurse pointed out the spot

in the palace where the treasure, accumulated by the young man's ancestors,

had been deposited ; whence were taken twenty lacs of pagodas, and six lacs

of pagodas in jewels. With this treasure, a portion being reserved for the

newly installed king, munificent donations were made to Eckoji, and others

who had l)een concerned in the restoration. To defray *he expenses incurred

by the troops, Ecluji received the districts of Comhacmum, Manarhoil and

Papavinasam, the revenue arising from them to be so applied. It being

customary for a king to have a Dalavayi, or prime minister, the general voice

was in favor of an ap;;oiutnient of the Niyogi Brahman named Vencana, to

that office ; and arrangements to that end were being made ; when the young

man, consulting his r.urse whom he regarded as his mother, she strongly

urged the appointment of the Chetli (or merchant), who had protected ihem

in their distress ; and this adviKe prevailed. The Niyogi Jira/iman, bitterly
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disappointed, counselled Eckoji to assume the country, which he declined to do.

At length, however, by repeated solicitations, Eckoji explained to him that

by such a proceeding, he should incense the Padshah, and endanger the lives

of his father and kindred. While engaged in conveying secret information

of ihe state of things to his kindred, news came of the Fadshuk's death; and

Eckoji being exempt from fear, from that quarter, next directed his precautions

towaids Trichinopoly, inquiring if he had to anticipate opposition thence.

The Brahmani told him not to fear, but simply to come with his troops, and

he (the Brahman) by his management would insure him the Fort, perhaps

without firing a shot. In the Fort, the Brahman busied hinisi If with magni-

fying the anger of Eckoji concerning arrears unpaid ; and on the intelligence

of Echojih troops being in motion, the panic was wrought up to such a pitch,

that the young man fled; and thought himself happy ia receiving from th«

Poligar chief of Ariyaliir, assurances of hospitality and protection. Echoji

entered the Fort without opposition; and from that time downwards his

descendants ruled. Their names are mentionerl ; the names of the children

of Chenga mala dasa, and some of their marriage connections are added.

They received fiefs, first from Choha nciCha ; and, at a later time, when
Trichinopoly had been taken by the Mysoreans, these also extended protec-

tion to them. During the time of Tippu Sultan, the king of Candi sent for

some of the existing dependents, married them to his relatives, and gave

thpm fiefs in Ceylon. At the time when the manuscript was written, ji

descendant of Vijaya raghava was living in the village, close by the fane of

Jainbhukesvara. With the mi-ntion of this circumstance, and the statement

that such is a full account of Tanjore, the manuscript ends.

Remarh.—This manuscript is in a very good state of preservation
;

and, by consequence, does not need to be restored. It is historical, and valu-

able. The opening portion very clearly connects the close of the Chola

dynasty with the commencement of the Bayers acquisition of that country
;

and fixes the time to the reign of Achyuta rayer. This is an important point

gained ; and one which I had not before met Avith. The native line of

viceroys from Vijaya?iagaia, become princes by the fall of that capital, is

another acquisition. The other events confirm or explain, the statements

contained in the Telugu manuscript, translated and published in the 2nd

Vol. of Oriental Manuscripts, with some variations; as must always be ex-

pected in two distinct and independent narratives of the same events. On
the whole, I consider this document very valuable, as a contribution towards

the history of the Tanjore country, during the whole of the 15th and 16th

centuiies ; and as such, I strongly recommend its full translation.

This highly valuable book is ofmedium size; and, when examinee!,

it was 'in good order.
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^. No. 807. Krishna raya rijnyam, or the (ri iimph of I^rishvn rnya,

Old No. 42, CM. 808 :—

The following is from my analysis.

This book is in Telugu verse, of an ornamental kind. Its object is

chiefly to celebrate a victory obtained over the Mahomedans and a treaty

cemented by marriage with the Gnjapati or king of Orissa. After the victory

over the Mahomedans, it was judged expedient also to curb the Gajapati who

was in alliance with them. At first, war was commenced; but diificulties arising,

by the counsel and skill of Appaji, the Rayer's minister of state, proposals of

peace from the Gajapat! were brought about, and the latter offered to give

his daughter in marriage to the Rayer- In the native manner, a parrot, it is

said, was sent to narrate to the Bayer, the descent and superior qualities of

the other raja's daughter. This office the parrot discharged, and the mar-

riage was celebrated, Avith which the poem concludes.

This copy of the work is written on palm leaves decayed at the edges,

but otherwise complete, and in good preservation. Its restoration does not

seem to be urgent, or indeed important ; the following is a fuller abstract of

the contents.

The author's name is Vengaiynn son of Calais who invokes his gods,

and the poets of antiquity, such as Valmiki and others. He wrote by direc-

tion of Sri-rnyna given in a dream. Hari hadi chenna Vencata hhupala was

his pati'on, who instructed him to write the history of Krishna rayer. He

first ce\e\)VK\(isVijayanagaram and the praises o? NarnsJnrjha rayer (father of

Krishna rayer ;) he states ihvit Naradngha rayer demanded of him an account

of the primitive state of the Vidyaranya, (site of Vijayanagaram) and of the

worship of Viruparshi (a form oi^ Siva) and of the proceedings of Vidyara-

nyalu (a sage) before the town was built. These are narrated to the following

purport.

Isvaren assumed the form oiVidyaranyalu, afterwards called Sancara-

charya; he demanded and received from Xac/i.s-mi the privilege of having a

town built in that wilderness, bearing his name, where she Lacshmi, (that is,

plenty) might always reside. She directed him to go, and choose some place.

He went to the banks of the Tumhudra river, and there seeing the fane of

Viru pacshiisvarer he inquired into the origin of the place; which those

versed in such matters narrated to him. The legend was founded on a tale

from the Rnm/tyanaw,. Sugrim asccndrd this hill, but VaJi could not do so.

There are five hills called Malvat.am, Yema cutani, Busiirn stringam, Mad-

hovgaparvatffw^ Kishhindi. They told him that this sacred land was .suitable

for his abode. At the same time he perceived a hare chaeing a lion, at which
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being suri)riscd, he remarked that this was a special place for the brave, and
here a town must be built to be called (after his name) Vidyanagaram.

A transition is then made by stating that ]\!arasingha rai/er/ nUler hear-

ing many things on the ancient history of the place, addressed liis minister

Appoji, stating his wigh, that his son Krishna rnyer should be crowned or

installed, which was accordingly done. Krishna raytr sought advice, and
kingly prudence from Apjxtji, who instructed him. He then desired to see

all the forts, and other strong places ; he acquired full information on all

points; he also went out in disguise, the better to know if the matters conveyed

to his knowledge were true. He thus lived some little time in a Brahman's

house unknown; but being found out by his harcaras, the Bruhman asktd

why he so came ? He said it was for " the destruction of the evil and protec-

tion of the good." The minister Saluva timma brought to him great trea-

sure. The harcarras, in his hall of audience, reported to him matters concern-

ing Visiapuram, and the Nizam ; that a negotiation was being carried ou

butwecn the Nizam, the Gajapati prince, and the rulers of Visiapuram, in con-

sequence of a dread, or dislike oi Krishna rayer's accession to the throne of

Narasiiujha rayer. The minister represented that, as the Gajapati was

a worshipper of ya^flWflsi'^a, and a protector of the Brahmans, \i wovA^Xti.

right to pardon him, and it was determined on to proceed against Delhi (the

Mahomedans^ in preference. To this end, preparations were made; find. Krnhna
rnynr proceeded at the head of his army. Many fiivourable omens

occurred : inferior chiefs of districts were overcome and their districts assumed.

All who submitted we?e protected ; at length, after many conquests, he

directed his march against Golconda. A great army, amounting to a hun-

dred thousand cavalry, came thence with precipitancy, and halted on the other

bank of the Krishna river. A general, assuring the Rayer of his ability to

disperse the Mahomedans, received permission to do so, and he fell upon them

on the bank of the river ; when, after hard fighting, the Mahomedans were

defeated and fled.

Some persons advised the Rayer to assault the town ; but the advice

of the minister was,' that the place was too strong : he rather advised to direct

their course eastward against the Gajapati who had harassed and impeded

them on their march. The Rayer consented, and while on the way to attack

the Gajapati, he was opposed by scattered portions of different people, fight-

ing vyithout union or plan, who were one by one overcome, and at length they

all came proffering submission. The Rayer received them favorably, and

confirmed them in their possessions, (as tributaries understood.) Proceeding

onwards, the Rayer with his army invested Amidanagara (Ahviednagnr).

The Mahomedans of the place made fierce resistance ; but were at length

defeated. Krishna 7 oyer took that hill fort, and erected his flag on it.
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Still advancing against the Gojapati, his minister Sdluva timyna represented

10 hira, that though he could unquestionahly conquer the GajapaH, yet that

the road was difficult, opposition would be considerable, and that it would be

best to make a treaty of peace with the Orissa prince.

Kruhna rnyer paid no attention to him; but s&ying that the forest was

no great thing, it could be cut down, and the Gajapati no gi'eat matter, he

proceeded in anger. On the way, Sidava khan opposed with sixty-thousand

bowmen. The fighting was obstinate ; the Khan having for his object to

promote the glory of the Gajapatl. News came to the Orissa prince,

that Krtslina rayer was approaching, and the ministers of that prince advised

him to go to the reinforcement of the Mahomedan chiefs ; sixteen other chiefs

around the Gajapati rose up, and asked leave to go aganist the invading army,

which leave was granted. Krishna Rayer hearing of their coming, became

discouraged, and reflecting on his having before slighted the advice oi Appaji,

he sent for him, admitted the error, and asked him how it was now suitable

to act ; Appoji said, it would not be possible to conquer their opponents
;

but thit division must be; caused amongst them. Receiving all needful trea-

sure from the Rayer, he wrote deceptive letters, addressed to the sixteen chiefs,

and sent them in boxes in which were presents of money, with honorary

dresses and ornaments ; these were given to messengers who were sent on

alone, and falling into the hands of the Gojapati s people, they were taken

before him. The Orissa prince read the letter with great astonishment.

The purport was to say, that Kris/ma rayer consented to the terms proposed

by the chiefs, and that if they would take, and deliver up the per.son of the

Gajapati raja, the villages, n)oney, and jewels, as stipulated, should be made

over to them. The Orissa prince, fearing for his personal safety, retreated

to some distance privately; and the ci}iefs not seeing the king, or knowing

what was become of him, desisted from fighting. The Rayer on his part,

did not advance his troops, and made no assault. Appajt now proceeded to

the Orissa prince, and told him that Krishna rayer desired his welfare.

The Gajapati hesitated for a time ; but at length, thinking the Rayer might

be trusted, he came to an audience, bringing presents. Eoth parties ex-

changed salutations ; the Gajapati offered his daughtei>- in marriage; and

Appaji, being greatly rejoiced, strongly recommended the union. At the

desire of the ruler of Orissa, Appaji. followed him ; being treated with great

honors, and allowed to see the king's daughter. When about to return, the

daughter, named Tucdramani, sent a parrot to her father, who transmitted it

by Appoji to the Rayer. The bird after narrating its own divine origin,

and the perfections of the person sending it, gave the Rayer satisfaction.

The marriage was celebrated, and the Rayer returned to Vijayanagaram.

Note.—This somewhat full abstract may perhaps supersede the neces-

sity of any translation, so far as historical objects are concerned. Ferishta
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admits, that Krishna rayer severely defeated the Mahomedaus : the other

matters are probably historical. The oruameut at the close may be oriental

metaphor merely to designate a messenger who was to repeat what was

ordered, and no more. Sdluva timvia , seems to have been the proper name

of the minister ; and Appaji a sort of title of office. Many tales are current

of the skill and address of" Appaji the minister to Krishna rayer.

The book is of medium size, it is marked with tAvo dates " Sep-

tember 1837" and " 1839" with my initials; designating, I think the

times of a cursory, and fuller examination. Though then in good

preservation, it is now very much worm-eaten, and urgently requires to

be copied anew. The information is contained elsewhere; but the

\iexo\c \)0&v[\s Calingatu pnrani {\n Tamil) Pctrasu rdmo vijaycm and

Krishna rayer vijayam (in Telugu) might merit publication.

3. No. 910. Singhala dwipa cafha^ or a narrative relating ^o

Madura and Ceylon. Old No. 124, CM. 328.

The following is from my analysis: it is referred to iu Volume 2,

of this work.

In the time of the government of Pcdda Krishnapa nayadu, son of

Visva naCha nayaniyaru over the Pandiya couiiiry, the feudal chieftain,

named Tumbichi nayadu buili a fort in Paramagudi; and thence with the

people under him made various forays on surrounding places, plundering and

lavacjing at his discretion, alike in the Pandiya and Chola countries. On
receiving a cautionary pi'ohihition from Pedda Krishnapa nayadu, the ruler

of the Pandiya country he treated it with contempt, and continued his course

of plunder. The Pandiya ruler sent some troops to take his fort, and kill him.

In consequence, Tumbichi nayadu, his younger brother, and his brother-in-

law assembled their adherents, and fuught obstinately iu self-defence. The

.Pftwr/iy/a ruler sent continually increasing numbers of troops against them.

Many chiefs, and people fell on both sides, among the rest the dalacarfa

(or general) of thef rtwrfZ/yr/lruops, named Pedda Kesavapa nayadu, was killed

by Tumbidd nayadu ; and the son of former, Gkinna Kesavada nayadu
stimulati'd by a desire of revenging the death of his father, solicited, and

received the office of general, and went with thirteen chi(-ftains, whose names

ore given, 18,000 troops, and six pieces of ordnance, to the site of war. He
succeeded in capturing the fort, and taking Twrn^ic/i/ prisoner ; cut off his

head, and sent it to Pedda Krishnapa nayadu, the viceroy at Madura. In

consequence, the latter confirmed the son in his father's office of general. The
fort of Tumbichi was dismantled, and razed to the ground. The two wives

of Tumbichi nayadu brought their two children, and placed them at the feet

of Pedda Krishnapa, with the deepest expressions of sorrow. The king
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relenting, exteinled favor towards them ; and bestowed on the two children

the village of Pianhur in free gift for their maintenance ; and placed them

as cuslodes, or wardens of Paraiudgudi.

After these things, Pedda Krishnapa nayadu, heard that the king of

Condi having taken offence at the death of his friend Tumhichi nayadu,

had spoken injuriously and contemptuously, concerning himself, the Madura

ruler. Being incensed thereby, he levied troops and directed them against

Ceylon, under the orders of fifty-two* of his feudal chieftains
;

placing

himself at the head of the whole. He embarked his army at the place termed

Nava j)cshana (or the nine stones, being the alleged remains of Rama's

bridge) and landed with them in Ceylon, at Manar. A message was then

sent to the capital, demanding homage and tribute, which message was rejected.

The king of Ctindi sent forty thousand troops to oppose the invasion, under

the orders of four Mantris and eight {Dss^findflialu) subordinate chiefs.

The Candi troops halted at Puttalam, and Chinna Kcsava with a few other

chiefs and twenty thousand troops, advanced a little in front and attacked

the Candiati army ; when a pitched battle attended with great slaughter

ensued, the Madura general having the advantage ; he took two of the

mantris, and five of the desalu prisoners, whom he delivered to the

Madura ruler. The latter treated them, and the other prisoners humanely,

separating the wounded from the whole, in different tents ; having the

former attended to, and their wounds dressed ; while all the prisoners

were supplied with clothes and provisions. This treatment induced

the captive ministers, and chiefs, to consult together; when they agreed

that Tumhichi naijadfi had received only merited treatment, and resol-

ved on trying to effect a reconciliation. They requested to be carried

before the Madura ruler; and, being permitted to appear in his presence,

they requested that all their wounded countrymen might be sent back to

^theii: homes. This petition was readily granted. They desired another audi-

ence the next (lay, and then the two mantris desired that, accompanied by

two envoys, they might be gent to Candi: the whole of the chiefs engaging

that, if this embassy failed of effect, they would with their districts and people,

recognize an allegiance to the Madura prince. Leave being granted, they pro-

ceeded to Candi, and first stated the matter to the prime minister (there being

foui- mantris in all) : he approved their counsel, and strengthened with his

opinion they represented to the king of Candi, that his own people were rude

and untrained, and unable to cope with the invaders, who were well trained

and disciplined soldiers, accustomed to warfare. The king refused to listen

to them, or recognize any superior. They returned unsuccessful, and then

offered their allegiance and services to the Madura prince, who declined to

* TLc entire nuiulcr of subordinate fcudiil chici« to Madura was seventy-two.
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make use of lliera in fighting, hut directed (hem to remain in the rear of liis

troops ; and after the expected battle, he would give them an answer. The
kill,"; of Candi assembled sixty thousand troops of his own people, and ten

thousand Caffers, and at their head advanced to the combat Tlie manu-

script here contains details of various skirmishes, and stockade fifrhtin'>-

;

in the midst of which the Madura king came up to the support of liis van-

guard, with all his troops, and a general engagement ensued, which was

sanguinary. Two kings were visible on either side, each on his elephant. Ei^'ht

thousand of the Caffers fell fighting, and also many outofllie yixty thousand

Singhalese : the rest fled, the chief minister was deterred from flight by a

sense of honor and shame; and being Avounded, was taken prisoner. Tlie

king of Candi with ton of his near relatives, now mounted on horseback,

and being resolved on selling their lives, killed a great many people ; till at

length the king alone remained ; in consequence of the other ten having been

captured, and of an order from the Madura chief, not to kill the Candi king,

but to take him prisoner. The Madura general Chirma kesava stopped the

Candi ruler in his work of destruction, parrying his blows without returnin"-

them; until, being severelywounded in the arm, he rode up to the elephant of

the Madura prince, and showed his wounds. The Candi king followed
;

and, biting his own hand with rage at the sight of his rival, struck at

him, and cut his elephant on the trunk, at which the animal became terrified

and receded. The other king now gave up farther forbearance, and from

his howdah shot the king of Candi with an arrow; who thus received what is

esteemed an honourable death from the hand of his peer.

The king of Candi being a crowned head liis dead body was respectfully

placed on his elephant, and sent to the capital, to receive the usual funereal

rites. The other king, at the request of many of the people, advanced to the

capital, and remained there three days. lie sent the late king's family and
household, inclusive of children, to a town called ^wrrtw^om, in former times

thesiteof royal residence (probably Anuradhapur) where they were supplied
with all necessaries. He tlien placed his brother-in-law named Vi'iaya

gopala nayadu as his vieeroy over Ceylon. The king afterwards set out on
his return

;
and bestowed largesses on various fanes (which are enumerated)

by the way, in order to expiate the slaughter of the war : he came back to

Madura. On a representation from the mantris, and others, that it was
customary in Ceylon to regard the king as a god, and to pay him divine honors,
the Madura king complied with their request to be so considered. He, besides
regulated the tribute to be received ; and was obeyed both by the Ceylon
viceroy, and (as the manuscript states} by the Malay dia king, named Edma
raja.

The manuscript then makes a rapid transit down to later time . ; niul the

a 1
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mode of expression implies that the account was written by one or more of the

descendants of the Madura princes, during their exile at VeUaicurchi, subse-

quent to the Mahomedan troubles. There are some statements concerning

inter-marriages with Ceylon, and connected negociations.

Remark.—This palm leaf manuscript is in extremely good order,

as regards preservation, and legibility of writing ; but it wants the con-

cluding portion. The whole is complete, down to the end of the forty-

eighth leaf; and the remainder is deficient. Probably the whole would

only consist of three or four more leaves ; and the interest of the narra-

tive may be considered as ending with the mention of the tribute regu-

lations as to Ceylon. Restoration is not needed ; and the preceding

abstract is so full, as almost to supersede translation ; which nevertheless,

as the document possesses considerable interest, might still be desirable.

Ill editing and translating the Carnataca dynasty,* I felt desirous

of further details concerning Tumhichi nayadu, which this -manuscript

supplies: the two accounts agree, except in one unimportant particular,

and thereby confirm the authenticity of that circumstance, which is

besides alluded to in the family records of various Poligars : some of

which have been reported on. In the Carnataca dynasty there is no

meniion of the invasion of Ceylon ; nor do I remember allusions to it

in the accounts of the Poligars, or feudal chiefs; but the matter must

be kept in mind, with the view of obtaining such correct corroboration.

The narrative in this manuscript is too particular, as to names, places

and cricumstantials, to be a mere invention; and being given by descen-

dants of Pedda Krishnapa the Madura prince, they probably had family

records, or authentic tradition for their guide. I have no doubt that

confirmation of the general fact of such an invasion, and conquest of

Ceylon is obtainable from papers in the collection ; if the same really

occurred.

The translation from the manuscript here termed Carnataca dynasty

was made from a manuscript book, when not knowing that this was a

sequel; and that another book contained the earlier history including

the reign of Pedda Kruhnapa nn.yak. On searching for the latter book,

for the present use, it was found to be missing.

This book is of medium size, narrow leaves, slightly-4njured by

insects. The heaves are now thus 1— 5 and 8, 9 and 14— 18, and 23—25,

and 27—SI : the missing leaves are probabiy gone to make a book

elsewhere; but the treatment which the library his sustained is very

censurable.

• Or. Hist. M.SS., Volume 2.
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VIII. Hymnology.

1. No. 346. Brahma (jltulu, chants ascribed to Brahma. Old Xo.

117, CM. 470, 1— 12 adhydyas.

The general purport is to enforce a mystic, and vedania system

which is averse from sacrifices, rites and ceremonies.

The book is of medium size, and in tolerable order.

2. No. 581. Fishnu dwitUjam. Old No. 26, CM. 341, chants in

honor of Vishnu.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, and slightly injured.

3. No. 592. Krishna devaki yiandana satacam a centum on

Krishna. Old No. 135, CM. 360—102 stanzas.

Its subject is Krishna, the son of Nmidana and Devaki, and relates to

his early life, his youthful sports, and his marriage with Rucmini ; but does

not enter into the warlike actions of this hero. A thousand names are ascribed

to him, and the result of meditation upon his excellencies, is stated to be

future beatification.

The book is short, of medium thickness, in good order.

IX. Lexicographical.

i. No. 560. Andhra sahda caumudi. Old No. 33, CM. 488. •

A fragment of seven leaves. The title imports a lexicon ; but

it is connected with grammar, on the coalition of words.

The book is long, very small wTiting, in good order.

X. Miscellaneous.

1. No. 579. Fdnivildsam the amusement oi Sarasvati. Old No.

76, CM. 458.

This is a large, and rather closely written manuscript, containing, a

poem on multifarious topics by Rangha sayi of Tiruvcdhir. The literal reu-

dering of the title is " the sport or pastime of Sarasvati ;" the said Sarusvati,

as consort of Brahma, being regarded as the patroness of poetry, and eloquence.

There are seventy-seven chapters in this poem, each on a distinct subject ; to

abstract which fully seems in no wise requisite ; a brief indication of the

contents of each chapter, will suffice, in order to give a general idea of the

work. It is narrated by Suta ruhi to Sonaca rnhi.

1. Discourse between Varuna and Brif/hu on beneficence, or cha-

ritable donations to Brahmans.

.2. Discourse between >Siva and Parvati, on the duties and deport-

ment of females.
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3. The perfections of the tleity, discoursed of by Siita.

4. Some geographical details, as to the four quarters of the woild,

the seas, and similar topics.

5. The merit and usefulness of the three-lined horizontal iSaiva mark

on the forehead, with vlb'huti, or ashes of cow-Jung-.

6. Concerning the age o( Brahma.

7. Relates to the formation of mundane eggs, or various rudiments

of worlds, or systems of worlds, within the body of Brahma ; that is, tlie

universe.

8. Bhfi I6ca pramdnam, or statement concerning the earth, and the

seven upper worlds ; Sati/a loca, or the world of Brahma, being the highest.

9. Concerning the celestial sphere, or the region of the stars.

10. The conformation of the human body.

11. Relating to the origin of water in general, and seas, or rivers,

in particular.

12. The legend of Gaya. The excellency of the place, and fane at

Gaya, and merit of pilgrimage thereto.

13. The legend of Calinda, a river at Gaya.

14. The legend of the Godaveri river, its virtue or excellency.

15. The legend of ^/iffc?rac/<QZawj, a hill so called in 7V//woo?2«f.

16. The legend of Uherma puri, a town or village.

17- The legend of Vencatdchala, or Trijieti.

18. The legend of Cdnchi puram, or Conjeveram.

19. The excellency of Saioa fanes in general.

20. The merit or power of the Pracara c'handa, a formulary of

prayer concerning family lineage ; used at morning, noon, and evening.

21. The superiority of the Brahmanical tribe, or caste.

22. The importance, and value of friendly patronage.

23. Concerning the annicam, a formularj' of evening devotion.

24. The formation of the human species, hyBrahma.

25. The threefold homage of Brahma to the Supreme Being.

2(3. The splendour, or variously coloured brilliancy of the stars.

27. The beneficent art of medicine.

28. The different kinds of presents, or donations suitable to be made

by females, to others of their own sex.

21). llulcs or previous observances, in the proper conduct of war in

general.
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30. The attributes, marks, qualities of ihe ten kinds oi TlraJunans, as

the Niyogis, Vuishnavas, Vdidicas, &c.

31. Observance of feeding Brahmans, on tlie recurrence of the

anniversary of the death of a parent, or other near relative.

32. Eule for the Brahman partaking of such food, as to time and

quantity ; fulness, even to repletion, being allowed.

33. The origin of the <«/A'i plant, or basil.

34. The merit or excellency of the tidsi plant.

35. The merit of maintaining a lamp, in a fane, near an image.

36. The merit of presenting food to the image in a fane.

37- The merit of presenting a cow, or cows to a Brahman.

38. The merit of giving food to Brahvians, or other persons in need,

39. The merit of presenting a female in raariiage to any person,

defraying the attendant expenses.

40. The merit of giving water to thirsty travellers, in water booths,

or otherwise.

41. The duty of repaying loans, or clearing off debts, and the crime

of not doing so.

42. The merit of fasting on the tccidad, or eleventh day of the

moon's bright, and dark fortnight.

43. The story of Rucmana dhara, a king and a devotee of Vishnu,

who would not break that fast ; adduced as an example to kings.

44. Conberning the birth-day of Rmna ; a festival of nine days*

observance.

45. The virtue of reading ; especially of the Vcdas.

46. The virtue of meditation on the Vedas.

47. Relates to astrology.

48 )
'

> These relate to the sexes, and their mutual intercourse.

50. Consequences good or bad, of journeying on different days

of the week.

51. Concerning the culpa, or great period of time so called; the

manuvanteras and yugus, or included ages.

52. Concerning the ages, or duration of life of mankind.

53. Relates to dreaming, and the particular import of dreams.

54. Account of the gandharbas, or choristers of Indra's world, and

their tendency to earthly attachments.

55. Relates to modes, places, and merit of bathing.
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5G. On musical recitative, or minstrelsy.

57. On the art of archery.

58. Merit of reading the six sastras.

59. Equity among relatives.

60. Rules concerning interest, crime of usury.

61. Eelates to the sawc'%a system, or that, isiught hy Capila.

C2. Concerning fatal sickness.

63. Relates to the meditation of a yogi, or ascetic.

64. Concerning the mimamsa system, the purva carma, or ritual

of Jairnini.

65. On the upa sastra ; explained as referring to the meaning of

words, and proving the meaning by examples from books.

QQ. On the art of dancing, with its attendant music.

67. On the motions of the hands, or gestures in dancing.

68. 1 These relate to the different classes, and various perfections of

69. 1 the female sex,

70. Eelates to palmistry, or divination by means of marks on the

palm of the hands.

71. On the dignity of the mode of conveyance by riding on an

elephant
;

proper only to kings or persons of high rank.

72. Relates to the mode of conveyance by riding on a camel.

73. Relates to riding on horseback.

74. On wearing jewels, as ornaments, and their value.

75. On accounts, or practical arithmetic.

76. On the medical treatment, especially by cautery, of cows, and

similar animals.

77. On day-dreams ; or visions seen, if sleeping during the day.

Thus it may appear, that a melange has been produced, such as could

not proceed from any other mind than that of a Hindu. As illustrative of

mythology and manners, I consider the work to be of considerable value.

This brief outline may be compared with a inuch fuller abstract,

made by Mr. Brown, which was inserted in Vol. 2, in connexion with

his copy from this book. The abstract is prefaced by a critique on

mine, as insufficient. I think, my outline was sufficient for the purport

of analysis to ascertain the value of books in the collection.

The book is very long, and thick, closely written in a neat hand, in

tolerable order.
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2. No. 656. Kriahna raija agyahara cheruvup'ibrvoUaram. Old
No. 126, CM. 311.

The title of this manuscript implies a record, concerninw a water
reservoir, attached to a Brakman's alms-house, built, or formed by Krishna
rayer. The book, however, has four parts, the subjects of which appear

to be distinct.

1. The first part seems to be the one denoted by the general title.

In consequence of bursting of the banks of three reservoirs belonging to an

agrahdravi, the carnams, or Brahman accountants of the district, applied to

Krishna rayer for aid, which lie liberally afforded. In this part there are

only three small palm leaves, a little injured by worms.

2. A fictitious tale in native Telugu respecting 'Acdsa raja, the son

of Mitra verma of an imaginary locality termed Ndrdyana vanavi. It is

written on six palm leaves, recent, and in perfect preservation.

3. A sort of lampoon on Brahma. One day when Brahma and other

celestials were gomgto Cailasa, they p&ssed by iSubrahmavya, to whom
Brahma only paid no homage. At this, Subrahmanya being angry, demanded

the reason ; when Brahma replied, that he did not worship him on account

of his youth. Subrahmanya then took from him his power and dignity, as

creator, and told him {Brahma), that henceforward he would exercise this

power himself. Brahma besought its restoration in vain. On going to

Cailasa, and stating the case, Sinnudi, or Siva instructed him to repair to a

certain hill at Conjeveram, and there to perform penance, when Subrahmanya

would come thither, and restore to him his power of creating : the direction

was obeyed, and the restoration ofpower followed. This pasquinade is written

in native Telugu, on seven palm leaves, and has an appearance of being taken

from the Conjeveram sChala purdnam, which, has many such sarcasms directed

against Brahma and Vish?iu. It resembles accounts contained in local

legends at Pyney and Tripeti.

4. The legend of Casyapa and his two wives Diti and Aditi, with

the myriads of their posterity; the building of a city in the air, as the capital

of India ; and similar legendary matters, taken from the purdnas.

This part is written on twelve small palm leaves, rather old, and

injured a little by insects and use.

As regards "2, Jcdsa rdja,'''' 1 add, that in various books this

legend is adverted to in connection with Tripeti and Conjeveram. A
genealogy of the chief at Chandra giri is mixed up with other matters.

The book is of medium size, leaves not all alike, and some of

them worm-eaten.
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XI. Palmistry.

1. No. 909. Sdmudrica lacshanam. Old No. 113, CM. 451.

The title denotes the quality or character of moles, warts, or other.

marks on the body ; and is taken technically for a treatise on that subject,

including palmistry, or fortune-telling, by inspecting the lines of the hands.

It also derives pro^inostics of good or evil, from the size, and relative propor-

tion of the different members of the body ; for example, long arms and long

slender fingers are deemed fortunate ; and one of very large body, and very

lonw feet will be always poor. It is, however, superfluous to enter into details.

A fvciL'-ment of thiiteen leaves. Notices of the work occur in

a foregoin"- volume. The book is long, and much worm-eaten.

XII. Philological.

1. No. 600. Lacshana chuddmani. Old No. 92, CM. 480.

This is a philological work, on the formation of the Telugu, containing

also notices of various Telugu works of reputation. It seems to be not merely

a book on the art of writing, but also a directory, and critical estimate of the

value of standard works. Tesides, it contains an account of the Niyngis or

secular Brohmans : whom the manuscript books of this collection show to

have obtained extensive settlements, and power in the Northern Circars, under

the Ganapaii and other princes. As a work of reference, this manuscript is

stated to be valuable. It is composed in the padya cdcyam, by Casturl Ran-

qaiya son of /{nshnaya, of what town or place does not appear in the work.

It is old in appearance ; but is complete, and very slightly injured.

Ihe book is long, of medium tliickness, on narrow leaves.

XIII. Pauranical.

1. No. 572 J'^ardlny purdnam. Old No. 103, CM. 290.

The subject of this work was translated from Sanscrit into Tebigu

verse, of the kind termed pndya cdvyam, by Shgha'nja mvi, son of Ganda

nmjah, in the time of JVara.simha raja, son of Thitma raja, whose genealogy

is prefixed ; whence it is deducible that he was the poet's patron.

The following is a brief notice of the contents :
—

1. AdJnjdifa or section. Adi vardha (or VUhmi) at the request of Bhumi

devi (the earth personified) narrates the creation ; the formation of the elements;

the formation of solids and fluids ; the origin of Brahma and other gods ; and

states various matters relative to Cns^y^'pa, lltri, Ndreda, and other ruhis
;

also concerning Indra, and the regents of the eight points of the compass and

the various genera of living beings : these matters are stated in some detail.
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During tlic niunuruiiiira oilChacshiisha manu, a king named Purhriddha rayen,

divided his kingdom among his sons, and became an ascetic in the NalmimrcDiija

wilderness.

Section 2. Raihi/an, a king, became desirous of aequirin-g mystical

knowledge ; relinquished his kingdom ; and went to the same wilderness

as an ascetic.

Section 3. His grandson, named Sud'iyuntna, acquired great power

and fame; and among other exploits, went to the world at Indra, giving an

occasion to describe the apsaras, and oilier attendants o^ India's court.

Section 4. Indra being conquered by the said S'udhi/uirma, went to

the presence of Vishnu, who protected him in his celestial kingdom. Furtlier

occasion is taken by the p()et to describe the world of Indra, its buildings,

s-hrines, attendants ; their magnificence, ornaments and the like ; the model

being the metropolis, and court of a Hindu kinof.

Section 5. This portionofthe work is entirely occupied wiihthenar-

rative of Dacsha's sacrifice; the origin of Virabhadra, from the anger of

Siva, and other matters ; which having been heretofore given fiom the Bha-

gavata, need not here to be repealed.

Section 6. Mentions the transmigration of Dnr.^/ia's daughter, and

wife of Siva after deaih ; when she became the daughter Hiindla, or Parvato

rayen ; and, after a long penance by Siva, "was again married to him as

Parvati.

Section 7. Contains details, concerning the four yvcjas, and the pro-

gressive degeneracy' of mankind, from virtue to depravity.

Section 8. The ten avatdras of Vishnu are described. Further, an

account is given of the materials, from gold and silver downwards, proper to

be made use of in forming images, or symbols of those incarnations. Those

persons who present offerings to such shrines, and who feed and clothe the

Brahinans, have their beatification assured.

Section 9. Vishnu repeats the instructions, which were given by

Diirvasa ru'ri to Bhadrdsurci, a king. They relate to ceremonials on certain

days, especially the ecddasi, or eleventh day of each lunar fortnight, and

dilate on the merit of gifts and oiferings to Brakmans ; which, in effect, is

the substance of the said inslructions.

Section 10. Mankind enjoying great plenty, and many persons having

acquired wi.«dom, or initiation into mystical knowledge, the jealousy o{ India
was thereby excited; so that, he went to the presence of Vishnu and complained.

Vishnu, after somereticction, determined on the introduction of various irregu-

lar systems of doctrine; such as \\\q Jainas, Pchdiondas and Bdnddhas. It

was effected by moans of certain Brnhmans going to the presence oiGdnfama

hi
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rishi, without beinjj fitlentive to tlie nsual eoiirtesio'i, and \\ip reverence becom-

ing to he paid. In consequence, lie denounced on ihem the doom of facing back

to earth ; full of intellectual skill, but destitute of vijiht knowledge, and a

unod state of mind. These persons, under the said perverted bias, iutro-

duCL^d (he perversions of the aforesaid systems.

Section 11. Concerning iMaJi('sha>iura. This person acquired great,

power; so that he conquered on all sides, and none could resist him, but fled

avra}'. An appeal was consequently made to Pardaacti ; who, as Durgn,

encountered the said Malieshasura ; and, at length, killed him with an arrow.

The incidents of this combat are given in some detail.

Section 12. Relates to modes of initiation into the Saira and Vai-ih-

??flra systems of credence. The benefits of reading this 'puronci are stated,

and respectful mention is made of Vyasa ; through whom, instrumentally, all

ihe 2)urdnas were decUu'ed to mankind.

Note.—This manuscript is a little old in appearance; twoorthne

leaves, towards the conclusion, are damaged, by being broken : the book is

otherwise complete, and iu good preservation.

Remaih.—The use of this puranrt in illustrating mythology is consi-

derable. In so far as histoiical iuquiries are concerned, tlie most remarkable

sections are 10 and 11. The latter, in particul r, very clearly relates to the

yreat e:^terminating Avar made against the votaries of Ihidriha. The combat

of Durga against Mnhexhasura has been by some, ridiculously termed the

combat of personified virtue, against personified vice. Ko doubt there is

personification, and mystic allegory ; hut not precisely to that effect. There

are several grreat wars indicated in Ilhulii story; some of them under a

similar mystic veil ; as :

1st. That of Suhralimanx/a against the A^in-fni.

2nd. Tluit of Pdrasurdma against the C,<liefriu(ix.

3rd. That of It'dma against Havana, and other rdcshasas.

4th. That of Durga against Dlalu'shamra.

The clue of symbolical writing, which, I have been enabled to get

hold of in the course of these inquiries, will, I am persuaded, if patiently and
perseveringly followed out, by individuals more capable in the earlier lan-

guages than myself, ultimately tend to solve much of the marvellous and para-

doxical, contained in IJlndu writinos ; and draw aside, at h nst a part of the

cloudy veil whicli now, like a fog of great density, hangs over, and obscures

our view of remote antiquity.

The book is long, very tliiek, old ; u Ictif or two only dnmaged.
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2. iS'o. ,'>T(!. J'iro hhddra vijayam. Old No. GO, C.^NI. 3i21, raid

3. Ni). .'80. Vird hliadra vijaynm. Old No. 70,Cir. 4G7, triumph

of Vira hhudra.

r.otli of these mnniiscripts arc coDiplote copios of a poem, in the padva

curynm mc'surf, relritive to the destruction of Dacslia\ sacrifice by Vha
(ihadra, produced hy the anger of Sun, iu consequence of the death of ids

wife- 'I he narrative whs heretofore given in the abstract of a part of the

contents of tlie likdyavitam, rendering enhugi-nunt needless; indeed, tlic

story is popularly well known. This work is tlie production of Bninmana

2)oia ruja, or mure briefly Poiaiija, aa author of considerable eminence.

Both, copies arc in good preservation. Ttie manuscript Xo. 70. has the

appearance of being the oldest of the two. 1 his is long, somewhat thick,

slightly }njured. The other is long, of medium thickness, some of the leaves

are damaged.

4. Xo. 584. Elidgarntom, the saplama scdndam, or 7tii book :

incomplete. Old No. 21, CM. '2'S2.

The account of P/'a/Wac/(7, and other matters^ conjiccted with tho

man-lion manifestation of Vinlijiii.

The book is lonsr, of mediraii thickness, on narrow leaves, sli^duly

injured.

5. No. 853. Bhdfi'.ixaiam ,i\\e damma scdndiun , ov lOuIibook. Ohl
No. 'M-, CM. 285.

This i^ a ((unplete cofiy of the tenth, and also of the eleventh ])ook.

The manuscrip!, is neatly written, is not vety old, and in perfectly good order.

The lOtli and i 1th books relate exclusively to the incarnation

of T'ishriu as Krishna. This portion is the best known, and the most

popular of the whole. So many notices have been given, in former

volumes, that it is noedloss to add more here.

This book is long, of double thickness, old, very small writing,

in good order.

G. No. So-if. Bhdgaralfim, the panchama scandam, or 5th book.

Old No. 22, CM. 284.

This is a compbte copy of the fifth book of the lihdgavalam,; hut the

numbering of the pages, from 221 to 2a3, shows it to liave belonged to a.

complete copy of the whole work. This manuscript is neatly Avritlen ; is

rather old, but in good prcsci vation. 1 he version is poetical, by Bommana

vota rnju.
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The somewhat full abstracts under A. Tamil, come down to the

^nd (<f the 5th book, v. supra. Owing to delay iu printing, and to

reuiu\ aJs, my rough notes as to the remaining books were mislaid, and lost.

This book is long, thick, old, and a little damaged.

7. No. 855. B/idgavatamy the aslitana scandam. Old No. 2a,

CM. 283.

This copy is imperfect, both at the beginning and at the end. It want.3

twenty leaves at the beginning; and, how many at the end, cannot be de-

teimined. A recent marking of the leaves in i?i//, would imply a con)plete

work from the 1st page, which is deceptive. The fra'^ment is not very old as

to leaves, and copying. It is also but slightly injured.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

8. No. 911. Nava khandd desa pramdnam. Old No. 58, CM. 51 5,

according to the title, the nine continents, and limits of countries,

•pdtiranical.

But this bqok has received some strange treatment. There are

four leaves in the middle, properly from the desa pramdnam, and other

leaves are added. j\Iy seal, which was on the label, was removed, and

paper pasted to conceal the- removal. We have, heretofore, met with

such a seal, affixed to a book, but not by me.

The leaves are of differing lengths, between short and medium,

not damaged.

9. No. 15 13. Mddhava hJiijudayam, the mauifestaions of Vislmu.

Old No. 97, CM. C8i. Though this book was entered under IV,

on account of its last section, yet the proper })]ace for the whole

is here.

The principal subject of this poem, in ihe padya cdfijam metre, is the

fen metamorphoses of Vis/inu ,- composed by Madhavudnrn ynruvayya hick-

chaya, son of Gunicoyya, of the house (or lineage) of Madhavuduiv, at the

desire of Ndga raja, son of Kariappa, a local chief of the Nellore district.

In the opening jtorlion, there is an account of Nandiraja of Nandi-

varoiii; who, by favor of a JJra/iiiujn liad acquiriMl the power of vis-iting

Cdsi or Benares, by an atrial tiansit ; and was accustomed to take his wife

with him : until hy a transgression of rubs, astoa certain four days' obser^-

ance, occaf-ioned by ids wife, lie lost the said power of making serial voyages.

However, he regained the faculty hy making Inigesses to Bralimnns, leading

to tlie influx of a colony of Bralnnans to his town, or capital of Nandicnrdin.

'ihis part is iutroductojy.
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;

which are then poedcally narrated.

1. Malsija : the rescue of S'ati/avruta from tlie dekun'.

2. Curma : the churning of the milk-sea by means of Mt. Maadara
to produce nectar for liie celestials.

3. Farctha ; the killing HlranijacsJi^i, who had rolled up the earth

like a mat, and carried it away.

4. Nmas'mha': the killing of llirantja castpu.

5.- rdmana . the trampling upon Bail chacn;verii, S-c,

6. Parasn raina: the destruction of the Cslieirii/as.

7. Rama Clumdru ; tlie destruction of Rdvana.

8. Bala Rama: the story of the elder brother i>t' Krish/u(.

9. Kiishua : his early adventures; marriage with lincmini: and

other actions.

The composition of the work is stated to bj good. It is very full of

Sanscrit words, or derivatives.

The introduction, under feigned names, clearly refers to Pratdpa

rudra of Warankal. His own proper name may have been ^Va«(//; the

other term meaning '"famous dtstrover" being titular.

The book is long, thick, a little injured.

— Pl'raxas local, or MaiiAtmyams.

JO. No. 175. randurang ha mahdtmijam. Old No. 40, CM. 288.

This is a local legend of a fane, composed in the pndi/<t cui-i/aDi metre,

hy Rama Kinltna cavi, in the reign ot Sri-ranglia rai/cdu ; whose genealogy,

as patron of the poet, is given. The piirdnnm, was declared hy F^dsa ; by

him conunuiiicyied to Suta i-is/tl ; who delivered ic to Sacuiiaca risliL It is

dividfd into live s^ clions.

1. The excellency of Cdai Tiie Bralimans, and other sages: its

buildings, people; and a variety of matters, descri[)tive of its splendour and

superiority.

2. Account of faiidurangham, narrated hy Sica to Pariad. In

very early times Pundanca, for his exemplary virtues, was favored with a

visible appearance of Vishnu, as Krishna ; and obtained from him special

iintiuniiiies and privileges, for this shrine, home details are given, respecting

llie ditferent tin' has or sacred pools, for bathing at this place.

3. Concerning CaJinga pafnoin. Account of a Jiro/iman of Calingn,

who-^e manners and conduct were extremely bad ; lut, wiio afterwards, by
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worsriiipsng-, und bathing at this p'acc, h'camc eniirely wltcrcil, nnd (inally

obtiiincd beatification.

Concerning ihe Ptindnricn liiChu. The vahje of this particular poof,

named after the founder of the slirine, and ihe elticacy of bathing therein, are

illustrated by a variety of legendary anecdotes, or narratives, in the usual

strain.

.'). Xarraled hy Smnhii murti, or S'ivct, to Sdrpdn. Tliis section

relates chiefly to Krjslnia a-id Rucmini ; and its being put into the moiitlj of

Sica, is apparently designed to magnify the worship and sect of Kruluia, to

the depreciation of the rival system.

This book is cO)r,plote on 1.j8 pag^es, and is older than another,

and incomplete copy infra. It is long, thick, old, a little injured.

11. No. ."Siir^. Srl-ramihastlifdavlvaram. Old No. 107, CM. oSI,

a prose account of the fane at Scringham, near Trichinopoly.

It has all the usual marks ;' but I do not find it entered in my
former analysis. An abstract of the Srl-rangha maltdtmyam was given

among the foregoing Tamil documents.

The book is long, thin, the writing very large, slightly injured.

12. No. oQi: Tiru cdla kudl kyjejjut, prose. Old No. 12.j, C.M.29 1

.

This is a fragmen^ of six stnall palm leaver. It is a local legend of a

Salva shrine, in the extreme south; a site of military operation* in the early

part of this century: according to it Aga.^tya and Fulaxt'h>ja were ardent

votaries of Sii-n', ins')much, that the latter cut his body to pieces, and the

former threw himself into a pit of fire, in testimony of entiie devcledness.

The account, however, remains very imperfect.

Welsh's Reminiscences contain a detail of the difficulties expe-

rienced in capturing this place.

The fragment is long, leaves narrow, two of them dairingod.

10. No. 585. Tinnaniir srhalapurdnam. Okl No. lOG, CM. 293.

This legend is stated to h;)ve bpcn narrated by Krixlina to Arjiina, at

the latter's request. The leading topics are, tho penance performed by the

sevi'u great j-i'fhis, at this phice ; an I, the appearances vouchsafed to them by

Vi.^/iiin, under the forms of his principal incarnations. The work is written

in the plainer kind of verse termed vachajra rdvi/am. The writer's name does

not appear, the document being incomplete.

The hook is long, of mediiiiii thickness, slightly damaged.

The ])lacc is eighteen miles on the rail road line; it was always

reckoned twenty from the Fort_, oi: the oM Triv.iLiro road. Tlicrc is now a
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vinravur, or the halt of Lacsltmii, the goddess of" plenty. As such, it

was given as a sJiotriijam to Lacshniana, one of Colonel MacKenzie's

]h-ahmaus, brother of " Boriah." On his death, without issue, Mr.

Freeze, then Collector of Chingleput, took possessicni. A suit in the

Sadder Adawlut followed. The court determined that the gift was i"(jr

three lives. The present Jaghiredar, a nephew of Lacshvuinn, is my
acquaintance. The instance was one, as to the easy way, in which the

older government at Madras alienated revenue, in reward of favor-court-

ing syco])hant BraliDiavs. Tiie pagoda is a handsome building, dedi-

cated to Bhukti sail ravi, a form of VlsJivu.

14. No. 858. J^encatdsvara mahatmyain, legend of Tripetty. Old

No. 102.

This is a manuscript of 202 palm leaves, a litlle old, but in good pre-

nervation, and in fine handwriting. It is the production of Srinivdsi, other-

Avise called iS'rinal'/ia or Tencntarjjija ; who was patronized hy ^Mart'//;«

reddi of (ondaviti. It is in the dicipuda measure ; and relates wholly to

the various shrines, tirt'has (or pools), and other localities, deemed sacred on

the J'enccducka In h'lU, at Tripetty; considered simply as a Vais/i/Mva i'due
;

without any reference to its former characti r, as a Saioa fane, antecedent to

Jidmanttjachayi/a. Of course, the entire production is comparatively modern,

and consistent with the era of Srinivdsi.

It is to he noted, that though Toyidaman Chacraver ti, the first founder

is said to have livf d in the beginning of ihe Culi age, yet from many sources

of deductions, we can prove him to have flourished at a much later period.

For the rest, the place owes its distinction to its being near the capital of the

Yddava, and the Chandra yiri king'loms.

There arc many versions of this legend in Telugu, or in Tamil,

and various previous notices have been given.

The book is long, very thick, and but slightly injured.

15. No. 872. Pdndu rangha iiiuhatmyarn. Old Wo. oO, CM. 287,

referred to 10, No. 175, supra.

This copy has a slight deficiency at the end of the 1st section.

'J'he copy is made as far as to the middle of the ord section, and left

unfinished. It is more recent than No. 175.

The book is long, of medium thickness, slightly injured.

Xlll. Romance, Historical

1. No. SCO. Bkdratam, the Drana purram. Old No. 11, CM. 271.

The buttle under the leadership of Drona ; 7th book.
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This copy is complete on 2r^7 j)aliu leaves ; but these are old,

especially the first 43 leaves which are also injured by- insects. The

remaining portion is more recent, and less injured.

The book is long, very thick, on narrow leaves.

2. No. 248. Bhdratam, the Keriia parvam. Old No. 14, CM.
274; 8th book.

A fragment leaf 3— 16, not more. Soma loose leaves follow of

the deli parvam of a different copy.

This fragment is long, ends of some leaves broken.

3. No. 269. Bhdratam, the Sahha parvam, or 2nd book. Old No. 5,

CM. 265, leaf 1—8, and 10—59 the end.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, a few leaves broken.

4. No. 347. Bharaiam, the Salya parvam. Old No. IG, CM. 276,

the 9th book.

1^\\\^ parvam is complete, the leav'es are numbered 363—507. It

is older, aiid more worn or injured than another copy, infra.

It is long, thick, part of an entire copy of the Bhdratam.

5. No. 550, Brahma nayaca damlacam. Old No. 12.3, CM. 468.

By Sica Rama ayyar of Tiru honur in the Tondamans country.

Praise of the goddess, Avorshipped, is mixed up with details of

prowess of some local chiefs.

The book is long, of medium thickness, large scrawling hand,

in good order.

6. No. 591, Rdmn rdju vijayavi, or triumph of Rdma rdjit. Old.

No. 43, CM. 301).

This book otherwise entitled Xarapali rijftyam, is an encomiastic poem

on Rdma raju,^ihc son-in-law of Kriahna raycr ; who was at tirst the minister

of Suda Siva ; and, at length, nsin-ped the sovereignty ; but was afterwards

killed ill battle against the Mahornedans at Talicotla. It is bj- one authority

ascribed to Timma raj, odo of the eight poets of Kru/iua rayer''s court ; on

which point, 1 am doubtful. The subject is, at the outset, a genealogy,

deduced from the usuhI Ciiandi a v'utnsii, or line of Hustinapuri : after the close

of tliat race, it branches off into what is termed the Sinlia culam, or lion-

tribe. It comes down, through the Chahilclya ruce, to Rdma raja himself ;

am] tliencel'orward is extravagant in its panegyric. It must be observed,

that the genealogical list is very lengthy; as including the whole of the lunar

line, in the rno.-it ancient portion ; and (piite as many names in the more
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modern series. How far the author had the means of access to records, subse-

quent to the cessation of the Chandra vamsa, I cannot tell ; but it is in that

portion that the list would raerit to be compared with the various other

documents contained in this collection. It seems worthy of remark, that

while western, and southern, Peninsular records always mention Vicramd-

ditya, Salicdkana and Bhoja raja, the records of the upper and eastern

portion of Telingana usually continue the lunar line by transfer to the

Chdlukiyas ; and a careful attention to this distinction may ultimately

enlighten all that is obscure in the early centuries subsequent to the com-

mencement of the Christian era.

Leaf 50—75, appears not to finish. The book is of medium

size, broad leaves, old, very small writing, slightly injured.

7. No. 622. Bhdratam, the sesha dhermam. Old No. 20, CM. 280.

A large portion of this book is from the Bkdratam, but not the

whole. The following is extracted from my former analysis.

This is a poem divided into seven sections, each one entitled a satacam

;

the usual name of a distinct work of one hundred stanzas. These sections

are as follows :

—

1. Mukti canda satacam. 5. Sampanfja mana satacam.

2. Pardmanda satacam. 6. >S'esha dherma.

3. Rama skadacshari mantram. 7. Seslia dhenna, shashtamus-

4. Duttdtreya satacam. vdsam.

The first contains various formularies used by Drahmans, and relates

to the qualities of the soul, and especially to the homage paid to Siva.

The second is an epitome of the meaning of the sastras, and meaning
of the doctrines of spiritual preceptors, still according to the Saica system.

The third contains the various mantras on the Vaishnava system.

The repetition o'l t\iQSQ formulae is marked and numbered by certain gestures

on the hands, members of the face and head ; and the repetition, when bath-

ing, and at other times, is a part of the manual, and mental devotion of the

Vaishnava votaries.

The fourth proceeds on the example of an elephant, when seized on by
an alligator, praying to Vishnu, who hurled his chacra and killed the alligator

:

whereon is founded the instruction, that votaries who in time of trouble call

on Vishnv, will be delivered hy his sending down his chacra, or effecting

some marked interposition on their behalf.

The fifth contains explanations on the nature of Fishnu, as to his

Bpiritual form : the said form pervading the universe. It inculcates truth

cl
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and spiritual homage, and appears to contain the isoteric doctrines of the

Vaisfmavas.

This sixth relates to the gift of fooJ, of ploce, of land, of a cow, &c.

with a comparative estimate of the relative value of different donations.

The seventh contains narratives of different individuals ; notices of

sacred places; special days of peculiar virtue, and merit of bathing tliereon,

merit of charitable gifts on Sundays and Mondaj^s, as narrated by IShuhma to

Pherma raja.

The first satnca contains 196 stanzas, the second 1 ) 1 stanzas, the third

is a continuous series of formularies. The fourth contains 103 stanzas, the

fifth 123 stanzas, the sixth and seventh are irregular, and without any speci-

^cation of number.

At the beginning, four palm leaves are wanting, and I have not the

means of restoring them at present. The book is damaged by reason of insects

having eaten away the edges ; forming so to epeak, the small margin, but

leaving the writing uninjured. The work is partly compiUd from the Mahd-

bhdrata, by Koncli Srinivdsa, who lived in a village of the Rajuhmakendri

district. The leading title of the work is taken from the two last sections.

Sesha may be shortened from Adi seshn, the thousand headed serpent, on which

Vishnu is fabled to repose, as some say an emblem of eternity j and dliermn

is a word which signifies, justice, equity, benevolence, morality, alms, or ritual

pb.servar|ce. Eut, Heska dlierma may mean supplementary equity.

The book is a valuable one. A literal translation would be of great

use towards a full acquaintance with the internal system of the Vaishnavas,

which is not the one commonly inculcated on the people.

Tlie book is of medium length, and of twice the usual thickness,

old, and much damaged by termites.

8. No. 842. Bhqratam. The ddi parvam. Old No. 1, CM. 161.

This copy contains from the beginning down to the 241st palm leaf,

without intermediate defect; but all the remainder is wanting. The manu-

Bcrlpt is very old ; the handwriting somewhat antique ; and the leaves are

damaged, in several places, by the eating away of the edges ; so that portions

of the nearest line have words eaten out.

The book is of medium length, double thickness, on narrow

)eaves, damaged.

9. No. 843. Bkdraiam. The ddl imrvam. Old No. 8, CM. 16o.

This copy wants the 1st leaf, it is then right down to the 22nd leaf,

deficient afterwards to the 190th, and thence to IHih ; right afterwards to the
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i44th ; so far very old. A more recent handwriting follows, beginning Witil

the l8oth leaf; right thence to 188. No. 189 is wanting. From 190 to 214

is right; defective to 217; right thence to 227. No. 228, is wanting ; thence

right to 226 ; defective to 242 right thence to 245, and defective to 254.

The remainder complete down to 288 the end.

This manuscript is very old. The former portion more so than the

other, which is in a different handwriting. It is also damaged; not so much
by insects, as by the wear and breaking of the leaves by decay.

The book is of medium size-

10. No. 844. Bhdratam, the ddi parvam. Old No. 2, CM. 162;

This copy is complete at the beginning and down to the 208th palm

leaf, the remainder is wanting. It is a comparatively recent copy ; but the

leaves ai'e perforated by insects in several places; so as occasionally to destroy

some letters, but not so as to destroy legibility.

The book is long, cand very thick, leaf 17—19, and 42—99, and

three at the end are now damaged.

11. No. 845. Bhdratam, the BJdshna ixirvam. Old No. 10, CM.
270 ; the 9th book.

The first ten or fifteen leaves are seriously damaged by insects. The

copy is otherwise complete; containing 146 palm leaves in all. There is

attached a copy, not perfect, of the Dasarai'hi safaca, by Rami, dctsa, con-

taining a eulogy of Rama Chandra as Vishnu^ appearing under ten metamor-

phoses, or incarnations.

Leaf 1— 15 much damaged, 75—78 damaged ; ends of leaves

broken. The book is long, thick, on narrow leaves.

12. No. 846. Bhdratam, the Bhishma parvam. Old No. 9 CM.
269 ; the 9th book.

This copy is right from the beginning to the 89th leaf. Thei-e is then

a mistake in the numbering of the leaf, 100 being written for 90 ; but the

connection of the composition is uniform. It is then right to 13G, the end;

by consequence a complete copy, save only that the 21st leaf is broken off*,

and part of it wanting. The book is slightly worn at the edges and touched

by insects: but these do not atfect, or injure the meaning. The copy is a

little old.

The book is long and thick, leaf 1, 2, 8, 9, 24 to 26 and 63—81,
and at the end noAv much worm-eaten.
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13. No. 847. Bhdrataw, the Dr67ui parram. Old No. 1 1,G.M.271.

(These Nos. and my seal removed, and paper pasted over.)

This copy is complete on 227 palm leaves; but these are old, especially

the first 45 leaves, which are also injured by insects. The remaining, and

seemingly more recent portion, is not touched.

The book is of medium length, and of double thickness, old,

on narrow leaves.

14. No. 849, a. Bhdratam, the Kerna parvam. Old No. 12
;

the 8 th book.

A complete copy in 90 palm leaves ; old, but notwithstanding, in good,

preservation

A few palm leaves arc appended, containing panegyrical stanzas ad-

dressed to the cousort of Siva.

The book is long and thick, leaf 8, 9, \2, and at the end now

damaged.

15. No. 849, 5. Bhdratam, the Ker7mparvam. Old No.l3,C.M.273.

This manuscript is complete, as regards the parvam itself; though the

paging is from 2'28 down to 362, as part of a fuller copy of the Bhdratam-

The book is long, thick, old, now slightly injured.

16. No. 850. Bhdratam, the Virata parvam. Old No. 6, C.M.266;

the 4th book.

The beginning is found in this copy to the 20ih leaf, with a chasm

thence to the 50th leaf. Thence right to the 146th leaf. The manuscript is old,

though apparently not quite so old as the last. It is a little worn at the edges,

and very slightly touched by insects inside; neither amounting to injury.

At present the injury is greater. The book is long, thick, on

narrow leaves.

17. No. 851. Bhdratam, the TJdyoga parvam. Old No. 8, CM.
208 ; the 5th book.

This is a recejit copy, as to palm loaves and writing, but not finished;

from the beginning to the 36th leaf is found herein ; the rest is wanting.

The book is long, thin, damaged by insects, some leaves illegible.

18. No. 852. Bhdratam, the Zdnti jyarvam. Old No. 18, CM. 278;

the 12th book.

This copy is complete in itself; but the paging is from 152 down to

348. This manuscri|)t is old, worn at the edges, discolored inside, damaged

at the beginning, and more seriously at the end by insects.

The book is of medium length, thick, the end nearly destroyed.
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19. No. 856. Rang'handtliaRdmdyanam.. Old No. 99, CM. 89^).

This manusoijjt is very old, and exceedingly injured ; not so much

from the ordinary cause, that is insects, as from wear and fear by use The

leaves are broken oflF in the iriddh^, a half only remaining; or broken partly, a

larger part remaining; many entire leaves are wanting; and the whole so very

deficient, that a particular enumeration of defective parts would be equally

tedious and useless.

Vide No. 1 00 infra. The book is somevi^hat long, of double thick-

ness very small writing, very old, and greatly damaged, with bits of

leaves not holding together.

20. No. 857. Ranglia juWha Rdmdyanam, Old No. 100, CM.
400, another copy.

This is a very small, and still more imperfect manuscript. It wants

the beginning and the ending, is not regular in the middle; and though not

so much broken by use, as the last copy, yet is injured in this way, chiefly at

the two ends. It is not touched by insects ; it does not seem any way possi

hie to form one complete copy from both of these fragments. Being a popular

book, it can always be procured, as it is very common northward of Madras.

It is the production of the aforesaid Brahman, composed in the divi fada

measure ; and written under the patronage of Buddhana siddha reddi, a chief

in the Cuddapah district, who bestowed money very liberally on him. As it

is a version from the well known Sanscrit poem, an abstract of the contents is

not required.

There are notices of the work in Vol. 2.

This copy is short and thick, very old, and injured as above

21. No. 862. Rdghava2^dndaviyam. Old No. 41, CM. 395.

This is a poem of difficult construction; and is represented as delivered

by Savunaca to Suta rishi. The verses ^re capable of a double sense ; being

read in one way, a part of the contents oi the Rdmaya7iam is given, concerning

the marriage of Sita and the crowning of Vibushana ; while in another sense,

a part of the Bharata is represented, referring to the marriage of Draiipadi

with the five Pandavas, and connected incidents. The manuscript is very

defective ; and the name of the author does not now appear in it.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, leaf 41—46, and

67—70, worm-eaten.

22. No. 865, h. Vijaya vildsam. Old No. 45, CM. 462. Victo-

rious pastime.

Eeference (o the five Pandavas, and to Draupadi, their wife. The

adventure of Arjunu in recovering the stolen cow of a Drahman. Arjunas
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pilgrimage to ilie great rivers in the Peninsula. Near the Godavery river he

formed a loos'^ marriage whhUluchi, a woman of an outcaste tribe. Goin^to
Manipurarn (jewel-town), a mutual attachment arose between him and
Cliitrangada, the king's daughter ; a son being thf issue of their marriage.

After a circuitous pilgrimage, Arjuna went to the court of Krishna, where he
married the sister of Krishna, by a stratagem ; much to the discontent of

Kruhnas elder brother Bala Rama.

The work is not complete, the tirst three or four leaves are wanting

at the beginning, hence the poet's patron, by name, is not now found in the

book. His own name is stated to be Vencata raja ; who, however, may have

had some other name or title.

The remains of the sections, in the padya cdvyam, measure are foundi

if complete, as I am told, the work contains six sections. The leaves, in the

beginning, are broken off at the ends, the remainder is of fresh appearance,

and in good preservation.

Notices of this poem occur In Vol. 2, numerous copies from this

one having been made.

The book is of medium size, leaf 1—14, and 47—55, now
damaged by insects ; one end looks as if gnawed off.

23. No. 873. Narasa bhupdliyam. Old No. 37, CM. 482, talipat

leaves.

24. No. 880. Narasa hhupaliyam. Old No. 36, CM. 483, in

five asvdms.

The copy No. C6is complete in sixty-six pialm leaves, of recent appear-

ance ; two or three leaves at the beginning are touched by insects; the

remainder is in excellent order.

No. 37 is written on talipat leaves : tlie two first are wanting, «lsotho

4th and 9th right, thence to the 32tid leaf, where it breaks off, without being

finished. A few of the leaves at the beginning are damaged by mildew, and

otie leaf is torn.

The two manuscripts are copies of a poem, by one of the Ashta dic^

gojos, at Vijayanofjaram ; there having been eight learned men, so termed,

by way of distinction. Timma raju, or by title Bhatta viurti, from poetical

eminence, was one of these eight poets of Krishna layer''s court. This work

written by him, is entitled after the father of Krishna rayer ; and as usual

contains the genealogy of the patron. Its subject is rhetorical and poetical,

on the laws of the drama, and poetical composition. It is highly esteemed,

and regarded as a very superior work.
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The same title is given to another wovk cntiilccl also Chandrica

j.arinai/am, by Madhava ray a., which tends to cause confusion.

No. 23 is long and thin, leaves a little broken.

No. S^ is long, of medium thickness, in good order.

25. No. 891. Pqram Rama vljayam, or the triumph of Pdrasu
Rama. Old No. 84, CM. 38S.

Vyasa and Vdhniki, being in the celestial world (or Svcrga loco)

narrate to Indra the events which occurred in ibe Treta yvga, or second age

of the world, to ihe following purport. The chacra, or missile weapon of

Vishnu disputed with its holder, telling bim that bj means of itself (the chacra)

Vishnu had gained his victories over the asuras tiiid others. In consequence

of this presumption, Vishnu condemned the chacra to be born on earth. Accord-

ingly the chacra came into the world as the child of Krita viriya, but with-

out either legs or arms. Astrologers being consulted, recommended the

monster's being abandoned, and exposed in the woods, or waste places. Bein^-

go exposed, Athiseshan fed it with poison, considering the case to be desperate;

as if not nourished it must die, and the case could be no worse if poison failed

of yielding nourishment. The cliild survived, and xlw serpent carried it to a

fane cf Siva, and left it there ; after committing it to the protection of Siva,

By command of the god, the Brahmana belonging to the fane reared up the

child. Subsequently, Siva asked the lame and helpless racuster what gift it

wanted. It requested tive hundred handd, and a thousand legs. The petition

was granted, an'l the name of Karta viriya Arjiuna being bestowed, this now
powerful being was appointed a Chacraverti or emperor. He ruled in Jam-

buna puri, a town built for him by Visvacarma (the artificer of the gods), who
was especially summoned for the purpose. While he was thus ruling, on the

banks oi iha Narmathi (Nerbudda), indulging in the usual kintjly recreations,

Havana came hither, and by his orders was imprisoned. In consequence of

this imprit^onment a war arose, as the younger brothers and other relatives of

Rdvana did their best to eflfect his release ; but their efforts were too feeble,

and Karta viriya merely sent his son against them, by whom they were

conquered. Vihiishana, younger brother of Rdvann, thereupon, went to

Pulastliya (the great r?shi) from whom their family was descended, and
besought his interference. Pulastliya, in consequence, interceded with Karta

viriya, representing that Rama chandra was appointed to come and kill the

said Rdvana, on which representation /?ava?ia was released. Subsequently

Karta viriya contemplating the extent of his power, his numerous family

clients, and dependents became elated, and greatly vexed the Brahmans—
(In this place there occurs a chasm in the manuscript.)

Pdrasu Rama being greatly incensed, comforted his mother with the

assurance that he would^ go and kill this Karta tiriya, who had so slain his
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father (i.e. Jamadagni.) Taking with him the bow which he had received

from his preceptor Suhrahmanya (which the latter had derived from Indra)

he produced to Jambuna puri, and sent a challenge before him by a messenger,

announcing to the tyrant Kayta viriiju, that he was coming to do deadly battle.

The monarch incensed, prepared to go out to war, by collecting troops and

munitions ; but bis younger brother Chitra virit/a represented that the occa'

sion did not call for so much, and that, if permitted, he would proceed to

meet this enraged Brahman. Chitra virit/a was accordingly sent; but his

troops were destroyed, and himself slain. The king hearing of this disaster,

was again about to proceed, when another younger brother named Sassi

mncha made a representation as the other brother had done, and was in like

manner sent forth with troops; in fighting with Pdrasu Rama, he also fell.

The son of the monarch named Haya-haya now came forward ; and after

considerable fighting with Pdrasu Mama, he could not conquer, but himself

was killed. The monarch was distressed, and wondered that a Braliman

could possess so much prowess. His wife's brother Cdma crotha offered his

services, and was sent forth at the head of the troops. He went to the contest;

and, after sacrificing his troops, also perished in the combat. Karta viriya

now look counsel with his ministers, who represented to him ihat this Brah-

man was certainly an incarnation of the divinity ; so that it must be useless

to attempt resistance; that consequently, the proper course would be to effect

a treaty of peace, when the adversary would become a protector. His queen

named Caruniya devi, mule similar representations, which were disregarded;

as were also the cautions of his other advisers. Having already lost his

nearest relatives, he disdained to crouch, merely for his own life, to a Brah-

man : sending out missives to all his warriors, he assembled them, and putting

himself at their head, he entered his war chariot, and went forth to battle.

The contest lasted for twenty-one days; when Karta viriya's people were all

slain. Pdrasu Rama now took counsel with Ndreda, as to the expediency of

fighting with Karta viriya, when Ndreda observed that the adversary was

the Chacra, and that specially for the purpose of killing the incarnation of

that weapon, he {Pdrasu Rama) had been born. Encouraged by this informa-

tion, Pdrasu Rama came to the personal contest. It continued for seven

days ; and at the close, when Karta viriya was injured, and disabled by the

arrows, wliich had been poured in upon him, Pdrasu Rd'na came to close

quarters ; and, with his axe, chopped off his five hundred arms. Karta

viriya now made the last desparate attempt to fall upon, and thereby crush

his assailant; but in the attempt Pdrasu Jidma. forcibly struck the monarch's

head with his hand, and deprived him of life. The ^^ hole of the celestials

witnessing this result, greatly lauded Pdrasu Rama. The queen, and the

other families of the palace, who had lost their husbands in the battle, were

desolated with grief,- but Pdrasu Rdnia dispatched Nareda to them, with
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the consoling assurance tbat all things had liapperied by superior causation ur

by destiny.) The whole of the said females burned themselves on the funeral

pile, with the bodies of their slain husbands, and thereby obtained beatification.

Pdrasu Rama returned to his mother and announced, that the pre-

existing cause of enmity, had been to the iullest degree avenged ; and upon

receiving her commands, he, in oberlience thereto, returned and assumed the

government of Jambunapurl; releasing from prison all the persons whom the

late king had confined tiierein. While he was prosperously ruling there, the

whole of the Bialimanx assembled, and represented to him, that on account of

the fault which had a reference to his mother, he had previously, in promise

made over the whole of the land in freo gift to them (ihe Brahmans,) and

could not equitably assume the reins of government himself. Not to forfeit

his veracity, he determined to act up to his promise ; and, relinquishing the

whole land to them, retired and built himself a hermitage of branches and

reeds The Brahvians however still pestered him ; asking him if it was right

to sell jewels, and other valuables, when he had already made over every

thing to them. Incensed beyond endurance he went away, and besought a

territory from the sea ; which he received, in accordance with his request,

and there he resided. While living there, Rama Chand>-a together with Siia

his consort came that way Pdrasu Rdma scolded him for taking the same
name saying. "I am Rdma, but if you indeed are Rdma, then bend this bow."

The other Rdma did so, but (according to this authority, diflfeiing fiom the

Ruvidyanam) it broke, Pdrasu Rdma perceiving the stranger's strenth, paid

him great compliments ; and then dismissing him, sent him away to Ayoddhija.

Pdrasu Rdma himself continued to reside on the territory which he had

acquired.

Ohscrvation. —The chasm in this manuscript (extending it appears to

41 palm leaves) would, in a literary point of view, be serious; especially as the

book is a copy of a poem, become, as I understand, veiy scarce, and not lo be

met with elsewhere at Madras.

In the bearing of the half-legendary, half-hij^torical, subject on the

leading object of the present researches, the deficiency can be briefly supplied

from other sources, to the following effect :
—

The ruhi named Jamadogni, father of Pdraati Rdma, possessed ihe

cow of plenty, Cdmadlienu or Surahki ; and by means of this cow, on the

occasion of a certain hunting party, all the i^uite of Karlu vira/a were satisfied.

1'he monarch, in consequence, considered the possession of this cow lo be an
oViject to him, and asked it of Jamadnfjiii; who refu>ed it, as a matter of course,

it being the cow of the god.-. lS"o solicitations or molestations, being sutli-

cient to obtain the cow as a gift, Karta virii/a killed Jamadagni to get at

the desired treasure by force. Hence, the resentment and vengeance of Pdrasu

di
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Rama. It is probable that the missing leaves woubl contain an account of the

birth of Pdrasu Rama. Towards the close of the poem, the Brahmayis

remind* Pdrasu Rama, of the fault, concerning his mother, which is rather

equivocally expressed ; but most probably alludes to the following circum-

stance ;
—
JumadagrS s wife, the mother of Pdrasu Rama, was named Renuca ;

and one day for a mental transgression of strict conjugal fidelity, the father

in anger told Pdrasu Rama, to take his axe, and cut off her head. He obeyed,

and cut off the head of his mother, near a parcheri, or hamlet of outcast

people; as well as the heads of some of those persons, on their opposing his

design. The father, approving his proceeding, asked what reward he required;

when he requested, that his mother's body might be re-animated. The father

consented to his request, having at the same time power to fulfil it; and gave

directions to his son, as to the mode in which the head and body should be

joined together, promising him to re-uniJe, and re-animate them. In the hurry

of the moment, instead of his mother's head, Pdrasu Rdma applied the head

of an outcast woman, to his mother's lifeless trunk : when (he whole became

re-animated. It is stated, that on this legend the Pariars (or outcasts) found

their worship of various local numina, being none other than ideal forms of

the wife of Jamadagni, considered to be divine, as having given birth to an

alleged incarnation of the divinity.

I have no doubt that all the alleged avatdras of Vishnu shadow forth,

eacLx one, some great historical event, not always possible to be rescued fiom

the obscurity of fable. The precedino; ones seem to have had their site out

of India ; but from Pdrasu Rdma downwards, all clearly appear to have

occurred within the boundaries of this country. Hence, 1 think the incarna-

tion of Pdrasu Rdma, points to the first acquisition of power by the Brahmans,

after their coming to India, from the northward of Himalaya. There is,

however, much more connected with the destruction of the Cshetriyas, or

aboriginal rulers of the land, than can with propriety be founded on so com-

paratively slight an authority as this poem. The whole, however, will pro-

bably come under view ; and it may be safer to advance step by step, than to

hazard conclusions, without carrying full conviction to the mind of the reader.

It is superfluous for me to notice tlie oversight in this poem, by its

author, as to dignity and consistency of subject. A weapon reproaches its

M'ieldcr— is sent down to the earth for penance, and followed by the offended

deity to overcome it there; and the deity without foreknowledge, is in some

doubt as to the prudence of attacking its own instrument, under so formidable

an appearance, until set right by that very questionable character, and med-

dler in all mischief, termed Nareda : to which may be added the existence of

a duplicate avaldra, and the elder portion not recognizing the younger one.

These noddingsof inttlkct arc, however, so con;mon in llmdu mythology, that
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hood that it carries, within itself, the evidence of its own charactor.

The book is long and thick, worm-eaten, leaf 1—2 and 11— 12,

and 15—20 and 76—98 and 102—110 and 1 19 to the end, are damaged.

26. No. 900- Rama hJnjudayam, or the fortunes of Rama. Old

No. 98, CM. 292.

This poem in the padija cavyam is by Rama bhadra cnvi, who, by one

account, is said to have flourished in the reign of Krjshfia rayer. This poem

was his principal work. It contains an abstract of the general subject of the

Rcimdyanam. The lamentation of Rama, on the loss of Sita is, by some

considered to excel in pathos. This copy is exceedingly imperfect ; many

palm leaves being wanting, what remains is in good preservation.

In Vol. 2, my "allusion" to this book, as now extracted is

noticed ; with details of proceeding as to assorting the leaves of this

copy, and getting a complete copy of the poem by restoration.

The book is long, thick, old, partially damaged.

27. No. 902, a. Kirartarjuniyam. Old No. 82, CM. 378. (There

should be another copy, No. 83, CM. 379.)

The subject of this poem, in padyam cavyam metre, is the ponance of

Arjuna near, the Himalaya mountain ; and the battle between him and Siva,

disguised as a hunter, which led to the obtaining by Arjuna, of super-human

weapons.

The two copies are very incomplete ; and in consequence, the writer's

name does not appear in either of them. In both copies old, and recent leaves

are mingled.

It appears to be a translation from the Sanscrit poem by Bhdravi.

The book is of medium length, thin, injured by insects.

28. No. 1075. Bhdratam, the udyoga 'parvam, or 5th book. Old

No. 7, CM, 267.

This copy is complete from the beginning up to the 139th leaf, which

is the end ; or in other words, it is a complete copy, save only, that the wear-

ing or breaking away at the edges, and the breakir)g off, of a few leaves inside,

occasionally destroys the co-herence of the versification and meaning. The
copy is rather old.

The book is long, thick, and now very much damaged by break-

ing, and bv worms.
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XIV. Suva.

1 No. 551. Balhana raya charitram. Old No. 56, CM. 492.

Many copies made from this one, were entered in Vol. 2, with

more or less of abstract, and under the head of Tales ; from the word

charitram being in the title. It is proper, however, to notice its sectarial

bearing, as got up to please native taste, and of a Saiva kind. Balhana

was a liberal king-, who gave, whatever, any one asked. jSdreda

reported this circumstance to Siva; and Sixa, disguised as a Jangama,

came to Balhana, and asked for a chaste woman. As no one else unex-

ceptionable could be found, Balhana gave up his youngest wife, named

Chellama; and the god transformed himself into a child in her arn)s.

The legend is adverted to in the Madura local p^/rawa^, and in that

of Trinomalee.

The book is short, of medium thickness, a little injured.

2. No. 595. Balhana raya charitram. Old No. 57, CM. -344.

This is another copy. The book is long, of medium thickness,

rather old, and a little injured.

3. No. 885. Cailasa natlia sdtacam, a poem on the lord of Cailasa.

Old No. 88, CM. 371.

There is a scrap of three pahn leaves containing a few stanzas on the

war between Rdmn and Edcana. The satacam follows, having the beginning,

but incomplete at the end. It is copied indifferent handwritings; and the

whole has an appearance of age. Some of the leaves are broken by wear.

The subjects are a reference to Siva assuming illusory forms, mingled with

matters relative to intercourse of two classes of human kind- Homage to

D^ci, the consort of S'ica. The panegyric of Timvia Bnhha raja, including

his ancestors, tribe, and other eulogistic matters. There follows a philippic

ao^ainst the Comti tribe, or traders and bankers. The remainder is wanting.

The book is long, of medium thickness, a few leaves are damaged.

4. No. 896. CdlaJiasii inahatmyam, the legend of Cdlahasti. Old

No. 76, CM. 22.

It is otherwise named Yi'idava raja charitram. The contents arc of the

usual character in such legends. Siva is saiil to have assumed tlie form of a

Janqaina ascetic; and to have related to a king of the Yddava race, the origin

of ilie ima<;e at this place ; and the excellence of the shrine, as illustrated by

various tales of devotees of Sica, who, in consequence, obtained union with his

form, or beatification.
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The book consists of a larger manuscripl in the padi/a cdvt/am, contain-

ing the legend, which is complete ; and of a smaller book, containing a brief

abstract in Telugu prose ; being a summary of the contents of the poem.

There is a fuller notice in Vc). 2, taken from a translation of

the above abstract: copies of both were made from "Browne's
collection."

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, leaves

2—10 and 15— 18, are very much worm-eaten.

5. No. 1111. Balhana rdya charitrayn. Old No. 55, CM. 345.

The following abstract was given in my former analysis, varying

a little from the notice above given.

This is a story, or perhaps a satire, in which the principal persons are

the said king, and Siva under an assumed form. Balhana raja, was a very

liberal king, who gave to all comers what they desired ; and, like the Cliacra-

vertis of old, on no condition swerved from a promise once givt-n. Parvati is

represented as discoursing with Siva respecting the exemplary devotedness of

this votary ; and it is agreed on, between them, to put the same to a severe

proof. He accordingly assumed the form of a very personable Saiva ascetic of

the Jangama class ; causing great admiration by his appearance. On present-

ing himself before the king, the latter asked what he wanted : and he requested

to be presented with a wife, who could be certified to be virtuous. The king

acceded to his request ; and then had inquiry made among four castes of

females, and from house to house, by his messengers. The lesult of the

inquiry being fruitless, the king was reduced to the necessity of offering his

own wife ; which ho preferred to breaking his word of promisie. The proof

of devotedness being complete, Siva appeared in his proper form; and, after

bestowing many gifts on his followers, returned to Cailasa.

No. 55 is complete: the leaves are a little worn, or broken at the

edges, but not otherwise. The handwriting is rude and old fashioned. I

think the manuscript must have been copied many years since.

The book is short, of medium thickness, and now somewhat

further damaged.

Saiva sacti.

6. No. 557, b. Bhoginl dandacam. Old No. 80, CM. 850.

The dandacam is a species of composition that has been elsewhere

described : it is a sort of homage to some snctt of Sica. Such is the case,

in this instance, Bliofiini being a local name of aiT evil goddess. Tliis soc^i

was long worshipped by Sarvajna Singha rao, a local chief; and, at length,
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the said goddess appeared to him in a vision, and told him, she wanted blood.

To appease her, he cut his own throat; and the evil demon, first being grati-

fied by drinking his blood, then touched the wound and healed him. The

poem was composed by 3o7]imanapotu raja, a writer of eminence in Telugu

literature.

JV^of.e.—The manuscript is merely a fragment; very little is written

on each leaf, in a large handwriting.

It is short, of medium thickness, in good order.

The same No. 557, was affixed by Mr. Browne's people to a very

valuable manuscript the Ta»javur charitram VII, 1 supra. On enter-

ing upon the present work, the first thing done, was to assort the collec-

tion, when several books were remanded from Browne's to the MacKen-

zie collection. I have little doubt, that the said Manuscript VII, 1,

was one of them. Not only were tiie numbers affixed without judg-

ment as visible in XIV supra, and in many other instances ; but the

many duplicate numbers now found on the MacKenzie manuscripts

would appear to have been affixed with the design of subtracting valu-

able books, and leaving behind worthless ones, bearing the same number.

XV. Tales.

1. No. 2-i;?. Mtda slambham. Old No. 11 1 , CM. 292. *' Original

pillar."

Legendary tales apparently of i^auranical origin ; but chiefly

taken from the Vis'cacarma furdnam,-A^Qx\\i\x\^ the origin of all things,

gods and men included, to Fisvacarma ; and, therefore, of sectarial

bearing. It seems to belong to that class oi Saivas, who worship Sadd

Siva and five Rudras, and acknowledge the usual Hindu deities as

subservient.

The book is long, somewhat'thick, and a little injured.

2. No. 554. Chandrahdnu charitram. Old No. 5^, CM. 354.

A tale composed in the padi/a cch^yavi by Mallana, at the desire of

Vejicatapati, son of Tirumala rayudu, (of Chandra girt, I believe). The

subject is taken from the family of Krislma. By Rucmini, he had a son

named Manmadu, and by Snfyahhauma, a son named Chandra bdnu. The

latter is the hero of the poem ; and "there is also a heroine. The subject

being suggested from a parage of the Bhdgavalam, is amplified in Telugu verse.

The book is somewhat long and thick, slightly injured.
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3. No. 558. Kdttama raja charitram. Old No. 58, C. M. 315,

border minstrelsy.

This poem, of inferior construction, narrates a petty war between

iSiddha raju, chief of Nellore ; and C«^awta /V{/2<, chief of certain herdsmen,

who refused a claim of tribute from the former, which led to a war ; the

incidents of which are narrated in a style of exaggeration and hyperbole.

The final defeat of the Nellore chief is alleged to have been caused by the

cows belonging to Catama and his adherents. The class of Chacliyas (or

tanners, and sandal makers), also bore a conspicuous share in the circum-

stances of this border struggle.

Remark.—The manuscript is complete, and in tolerably good order

;

one are two places being slightly touched by insects. It is not of high conse-

quence ; being on a level with ordinary border minstrelsy ; and the struggle

narrated, might be compared to that between Dutch boers and Caffres, in the

interior of Africa. The Chacliyas of Madras are said to sing it about the

streets, to the honor of their tribe. Its literary claims are very low.

The book is of medium size, and continues to be in good order.

4. No. 559. Vicramarca charitram. Old No. Qo, CM. 4G4.

Another copy 8, No. 573 infra.

These books contain the tale concerning Vicramdditya, and his attend-

ant Vetala, or familiar demon
;
popularly well known, and needing here no

abstract. No. 64 is old ; in regular order, as to the paging from page 1 to 1G5;

but it is considerably damaged ; not so much from internal perforation of the

book-insect, in the ordinary way, as from the eating away of portions of the

edges: the work externally as it seems of termites. It contains thirty-two

stories complete. At the beginning, the narration of them is ascribed to Siva, as

io\di\o Parvat i. No. 6o is recent, in a neat handwriting; slightly punclured,

and injured within, by insects ; for the rest, in good preservation. It contains

only two of the tales complete.

The above 4 is long, of medium thickness, neat handwriting,

slightly injured..

5. No. 561. Call yuga rcija charitram. Old No. lol, CM. 330,

Account of kings of the last age.

The title charitra, caused this book to be overlooked under V'll,

Historical ; to which rank, however, it is not well entitled. The fol-

lowing is extracted from ray former analysis.

This manuscript reckons at the comraeucement by the era of Ynddlii'
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sChira, tlie wliole of wliic'Ii era is stated to iiiulude three thousand and forty-

four (3044)) years. In this period the following kings reigned ;

—

Era of

Years. Ynddhisi'liira.

Paricshit. , .. .. .. 60 —
Janamejaya. . .. 80 90

Suha Salanica . . .. .. 10 100

Balkanaioja.. .. .... 204 304

Sudru maha raja, . ... ... 182 486

Sukelhan.. ,. .... 142 628

Vishnu Ferddhana ..286 834

Chandra (jupla.. .. ,. ... 210 1044

Vicramdditya (son of Chandra guptaj 2000 3044

The era of VicramadUjja, beginning with him, continued 135 years.

Years. Vic era.

Bhoja raja. ... . . . . . . 114 —
His son (name illegible) .. .. 21 135

To the south of the.iV«rma</a' (Nerbudda) river, the reckoning by the

era of Vicramuditya ceased; but continued to the north of that river. The

era of Sdlivahana followed, containing eighteen hundred years. In this period

the following kings reigned :

Years. Sal. Sac.

Sdlivahana.

.

.. .. 21 —
Madhava vcrma... .. ..30 51

Kutta hevana... .. .. 70 ' 121

Nila Kant'ha... .. ..33 154

Muhanti... .. .. 6Q 200

Choda maha raja, and his race 217 437

Yavana Bhoja... .. .. 41 478

His race during eight generations... 417 895

Subsequently carae Rama deva rayalu and others. There were from

Sal. Sac. 895, three thrones; that is, the Narapati, the Gajapati, and the

A.svapati ; the whole of whom ruled during a period of five hundred and

ninety-one (591) years. The Narapati and the ra-yer dynasty (of Vijaya-

nafjaraj : the family names of the two dynasties being ChampUa and Sola-

gola. The Gajapati are the Vaddi kings (of Orissa), the family name of the

dynasty being Miryala. The Asvajmti are Mahomcdans. The Gnnapati,

ruler (of fVaranhal) uTimcd Rudr a, yeilded them no obedience; and inclusive

of Pratdpa Rudra and his race, a period of IGO years is reckoned down to

Sal. Sac. 1505. This race is stated to have governed fourteen principalities.

The Gajapati race is said to have ruled for 155 years; during which, they built

^
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many (Ujrnharaa (o: alm?-houses) for Brahnans. The accountants employed

by them, were of the Tamil country; and the head inspectors were Cauras

(a class of Telugu people) Poth were afterwards removed to make way for

the Ki'/ogl Tirohmans. This was in Sal. Sac. 1210. Subsequentlj-, six

generations of the Reddivdrn ruled, during one hundred years; down to Sal.

Sac. 1310. There follow some details, in which the concerns of the raijer

dynasty, and affairs of the Gajapatt, Muhanti and Mahomedau rulers, are

much interwoven. The account comes down to the grandson of Alum 8hah,

named Ahmed Shah, Sal. Sac. 1672, (A.D. 17.50): after which period, and

down to Sat. S.ic. 1720, (A.D. 1798) it professes ignorance.

Remark.— This manuscript of nine large sized pahii leaves, fully

written, is, for its size, respectable. There seem to be some anachronisms,

and an occasional inversion of the order in which the rulers mentioned governed;

and it is quite evident, that too Icng periods are given to individuals, espe-

cially at the commencement ; but these periods are not always to be understood

as wholly occupied by the individual mentioned. He may be the head of a

race ; or the only person of any note duriu'^ that period ; and, sometime?,

such authors, as the present one, must be understood as doing the best they can.

ITpon the whole, this manuscript might deserve full translation ; the requisite

checks and comparisons to be supplied by annotation. The book is complete,

and in tolerably good preservation.

It is long, thin, in tolerable order.

6. No. 562. Vipra Ndrdyana charitram. Old No. 134, CM. 302.

The subject of this poem, in the dmpada measure, is rither to frame
an apology for the theft of a valuable utensil, from the shrine at Srirangham,
near to Tiichinopoly

; or else to feign that circumstance, as a re/<ic«7«??i for

matter of a gross, and sarcastic character. The period of occurrence as to the
leading incident is placed in the time of a Chola raja, no name being specified.

The book is long, thin, leaf 1 and 3 wanting, slightly damaged.

Copies were made for Browne's collection
; and abstracts in

Vol. 2, may be referred to. The subject was also dramatized. It is a
severe lampoon on one of the '/iluvar,

7. No. 569. Surdhhandesvara, the lord of the liquor jar. Old No.
51, CM. 410.

This is a tale concerning a Brahnav, who became infatuated by the
venders of spirituous liquor, and justified himself by the (xamj^le of Krishna.

In the end, he was concealed, and stifled to death, in a jar of ardent
spirits. Owing to the Braltvian's former merit, his dead body, and the jar,

el
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were transforraeil into a >S'aivn omblem : now said to be worshipped at Benares

as Suruhhandhvaia, or the spirit' jar-god. It is added that those who bathe

ill the liver there, and hear this book read, will go to Cailasa. The poem was

written in padya cdvi/am metre, by Glwtlic, sou of Yellaiya.

There is another copy, like this one, imperfect. This book is long,

thin, a little injured v. itij)-a32, No. 89G, various copies were taken for

Browne's collection, see notices Vol, H.

8. No. 573. Vlcranmrca cJiaritram. Old No, 61, CM. 463, v. supra

4, No. 559.

This book is of medium lengih, thick, damaged.

9. No. 575. Keyura ha/iu cliarilrom. Old N(^. 44, C*.M. o77.

The manuscript contains a series of tales made to rest on a fictitious

Rupposillon of the minister of Keyura bdhu, a local chief (alleged to be of the

Sun/a vawsa) narrating persuasive arguments to Eetna sundari, dauohtor of

a kinc, or chief of the Chandra ramsa to induce her to marry the iinxdi Keyura

hfihu- From the genealogy it would apprar that Keyura bdhii is intended to

designate a pi^ty ruler descended from the Ueddis, who, before had held

extensive authoriiy in Telingana.

Leaf 161, 184, 185 broken, defective at the end.

The book is long, of medium thickness, a little worm-eaton.

10. No. 578, (/;.) Haruchandra catlia. Old No. 33, CM. 368.

(There is another coi>y, No. 34, CM. Q65, wfra 2S, No. 89,^3.)

The substance of the narrative contained in this poem, is di-rived from

an episode in the Mohuhlidrata, It is put into the mouth of J'asis/ita, as nar-

rated by him to Visramitia in a dispute which occurred between them.

[iarischnndrn was a great prince of extreme liberality, and being a Chacrorerli,

it was not permitted him either to degrade himselC Rs to caste, or to tell a lie.

One day. a mendicant J3rnJiinan obtained from him a promise, which invulve«l

a vorv lar'^'e gift of money. The lirahmnn did not then take the money ; but

went away, and returned after many years: claiming his money Avith the

interest due thereon. The king, unable to liquidate the debt, sold his kingdom,

and still there was a balance due. The Brahman soid, that if he would tell a

lie or marrv an outcaste woman, the whole of the money should be restored;

but the king preferred abandoning his kingdom, and selling himself, his wife

and son as slaves, in order to pay the debt. In pursuance of this design he

came, (so this book states) to Cdsl; wliere his wife and child were purchased

by !• Brahman, and ho himself by a Clinnddla, whose ofllce was to attend
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burn iitg-fj rounds. The BraJimnn sent the boj out one tlay to gallier wood,

when, being hitten by a snake, the child died ; and was by the mother taken

to ihe burning-ground ; at which her husband was, by this time, r:talioned to

Ijerform the work of a Cluuidnla. lie refused to do what was customary

without fees; and the mother bad nothing to pay. He said, that if >^^ho wouhl

give him the marriage token (synonymous in effect with a ring) it wouhl

suffice. She refused ; but conjectured, from this demand, that the man must be

her husband, as no one else knew that she possessed any such tiling. At this

juncture, officers of the king of the country came, and took away the child, on

suspicion of its being the king's own child, that was missing; and the likenes;4

being great, the king sent instructions tliat the man at the burning ground

should put the woman to death with a sword. JIarhchnndra struck one

blow, when flowers burst fortii ; he was about striking a s^ccond, when Elia-

(jacan (or god) appeared ; praisf^d his exemplary virtues ; and restored him

to the possession of his former prosperity.

Rcmarh.—This work of tlie Upn jnaua class, of course b' ars evident

marks of artificial structure; and tlie suuice, whence it is taken, being poetical,

it deals in the ornamenfal. The Telugu poem is d/i:l pada, or in iwo-fcet

stanzas, by Yellana, brother of the distinguished poet named Alla^^ani Pedduna,

who was also entitled Gauru tiKiniri.

Tliis book is short, thick, old, two leaves broken, defective at

iheend.

]0i No. 58 L See 84, No. 901, injm.

11. No. .582. Vasu charitrum. Old No. 31, C.3[. 450, ])art of two

asvctsams, defective.

Tliis is a mere fragment of an elaborate and celebrated work, competed

by Bliatia niurti ; one of the eight celebrated poets at Vijni/anogarain. It is

in the padi/a cdvijavi; and is said to have been much admired, and made a

model by later poets. It was written after the capture of rijayanaqarain,

and under the patronage of Timma roja of PennacDnda, son of the ill-fated

lic'nua raja, last of the Vijayanagaram. dynasty, and elder brother of the two

rulers at Chandra (jiri and Seringapatam. It should contain six asvd^as, or

sections; the genealogy of Timma rdja being given at the commencement.

The subject of the poem is a love-tale, relative to Vasii, a king's son, and hi.-?

marriage with Giri canijnca, mountain-nyniph \ ^^ ith the usual filling in of

description and metaphor.

At the beoinning three leaves are broken in two, and the halves are

lost ; the 9th, 10th and 14th leaves are in the same condiiion : for the rest

the first section is right. There is only about a quarter of the second .section
;

and the entire remainder is wauling. The loss is not very material, as the
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poem is not scarce ; but the passing off, lliis and ni^ny other fragments on

Colonel McKenzie, as if complete manuscripts, certainly was a grave fault, on

which it is superfluous to enlarge.

Various other copies are noted in Yol. 1 and 2, with n^ore or less

of abstract.

This book is long, thin, very much damaged, bits of leaves, as

I, ^, §, remain.

12. No. 583. DasaraVha raja rnandana diariiram. Old No. 95,

CM. 558.

This manuscript is complete, in four sections ; and remains in tolerably

good preservation. It is a version in Telugu metre, of peculiar difficulty,

concerning the father of Rama chandra, that is, Dasuraflia; his sacrifice ; of

the services of f^isvarr.itra; the birth and early adventures of Rama, down to

his marriage with Sita, the daughter of Jaiiaca jaya raja. It is the produc-

tion of J3asavnpa cavi, n ]'\iishnava and votary of Rama; whose taste for

poetry was formed by the early study of the Sanscrit Rdmdyanam-; a part of

which he transfused into Telugu, iu this production, which is held in high

esteem.

The book is long, of medium thickness, injured by worms.

13. No. 59k Nanja raja charitram. Old No. 90, CM. 386.

A manuscript in tolerably good preservation, but not complete at the

end. On examination, it proved to contain the subject of a poetical drama,

in plainer prose. The drama itself exists, and merely celebrates the marriage

of a king, w^hose capital was Scringapatam, in the Mysore country.

The book is loDg, thin, damaged by insects.

Ik No. 859. Simruchisn maun charitram. Old No, 118, CM. 321,

on the label erroneously Sancara lijayam. See another copy 20|

No. 878, infra.

"The above copy wants the third leaf of section 1, and the first

leaf of section 2 ; all the rest is complete in six sections."

Both copies bear within them, the title of the poem Svarochisa mfi7m

samh'hai-aviba, and the name of the autlior JiUamni jicddana, son of CJiocai)/a.

The writer makes the tale to proceed from an inquiry })ropounded by Marcan-

tlcya to Vachcliusa ; and the outline of the subject proceeds on tlie wish of a

lirahninn io wiaxlihc, JJimdluya mountains: his wish is gratified by super-

natural means, and ceriain adventures result ; when, ultiniaicly, Svarochisa

vinnu was born, as the ofl'spring of a Gaiidhnrhn, and became sovereign

of Jdmhu dn-ipa. The real object of the poem is to please, panegyrise, and
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flatter the poet's patron Krishna roycr, son of Narasinha rnyer. Allasani

peddana was one of the "eight elephants" of Krishna rayers court, and of

hiwh eminence among those eight poets. He was greatly esieemod by his

patron ; and seems to iiave entertained a lively gratitude, in return for the

kindness shown. As regards fine and harmonious poetry, these books are

valuable ; though one complete copy cannot be formed from them ; but there is

nothing of historical value in them. As such, I pass them by, without minute

abstract, or del ail.

The book is lon^, of medium thickness, in good order.

15. No. 860. Harischandra Nalopdkhydnam, Old No. 32,C.M.369.

This is a manuscript containing five chapters, with two leaves left blank,

towards the end of the first chapter ; the same having been deficient in the one

copied from. What remains, is thenceforward complete, and in tolerably good

order, being only touched by insects in one or two places, without serious

damage. It is in an unusually beautiful; and modern handwriiin"-.

It is a production of a peculiarly difficult kind; being read one Avay,

it contains the story of Harischandra, and in another sense, it gives the story

of IScda.

The book is long-, of medium thickness, injured by insects.

IG. No. 8CS. Narasuri parijdtam. Old No. 89, CM. GS 7.

A narrative drama by the poet Ndrdyana Jppava of the village of

Naruliur ; composed in ihe padya cdvyam metre, and dedicated tolas patron

Bavgdru Yachama nayadu, the ruler of the VeJlugotivdru nice at T'encafa

fjiri. The subject is ornamental, and fanciful. Krishna, when rulino- in

JDwdraca-pirri hhd eiglvt wives, to one among whom, Widit \s. llttnHini he

presented a flower of paradise; which excited the jealousy of Sati/abhan?na,

anotherof his wives, who entreated him to procure, for her, the flower named
parydta ; and to satisfy her, Krislinn sent to the paradise of Indra fur the

said flower; which was procured and given. The object of such a drama

of course, Avas to please the poet's patron ; atid get a reward.

It is a fragment, long, thin, damaged.

17. No. 870. Chandrangada chariiram. Old No. 28, CM. 353:

This is a poetical love-story ending in a marriage, and is a work of

invention ; at the same time an effort of poetical talent by Vtncatapuii raja,

at first a soldier, and afterwards one of the poets of Krnhna royer's court.

To abstract &uch a story, is not required. It is divided into six nsvdsams, or

chapters, and is written in the pndya cdcyam, kind of versification, in rccon-
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(lite language employing classical expressions from Ihe best works; and being

redundant in words from the Sanscrit. The copy is on palm leaves, not very

old
;

yet variously perforated by insects, at present not to the injury of the

sense ; but requiring to be looked at from time to time ; the handwriting is

neat and modern.

The book is long, somewh-it thick, it is dautaged.

18. No. 871. Bhoja raja callia. Old No. 68, CM. 351.

The book is a fictitious work on the plan of the Pancha tantru, and

similar productions. It is not concerning Blioja. raja himself; but the different

tales are represented as having been narrated to him by Sarpata siddhu.

One of the tales, at the commencement, relates to a great hunting match, made

by a king of the Anga country, to destroy the wild beasts, by the advice of his

ministers ; and other tales are of a like artificial structure : the object in view

is to teach stratagems, artful devices and cunning, adapted to outwit others.

It is in gooi Telugu ; but with orthographical fdnlts. The book is complete,

and in very good ord m*.

The book is long, thick, very narrow leaves, in good order.

ID. No. 874. Chdru chandrodayam. Old No. 86, CM. 357.

A romance narrating the adventures o^Chdru cltandra, a son oi Krishna

by his wife Rucinini. The adventures are of the wildest, and most extravagant

kind. The leading outlines are- -a hunting excursion ; meeting with a racshasa ;

visit to the superior world of Brnhmay and then to the world of Indra ; whence

be obtained a celestial car; he then fought with, and overcame the i-acshuHUS.

Subsequently ho formed an attaehment, and married ; which is, the conclusion

of the poem. This is written in padija cdvt/am metre, by C/ieiinamn raja.

Leaf 17 and 53 wanting, the book is long, of medium thickness,

old, a few leaves injured.

20. No. 876. B/iadra raja jmlra charitram. Old No. 79. The

story of Bhadra raja's son.

This is an incomplete manuscript. The commencement is given ;

though the numbering of the palm leaves shows that foregoing leaves arc

wanting, cither of introductory matter, or of some other subject. Four

adhyayas, or chapters are complete, and the fifth unfinished ; leaving it quite

uncertain how much may be wanting. It is a pooiical romance by Vencatd'

chariju; and contains the fictitious adventures of Bhadra rec'hudu, born to

Bliadra raja, in consequence of the merit of a sacrihce, and so called from

having a mark on his hand : he was also called Pancha manirndu, from having

five ministers. His town was called iSobana ])uram at Bhadrachalam in

Tdbiqaua ; and his acquisition of that principality is ascribed to the merit

o{ Bhadra in a former biith, as a general of lianta chundra, in sMperinlcncling
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only encomiastic, in the extravnganl way customary to Ihalnnans not scru-

pulous about truth, when eulogizing ih(ir patrons. Bhadra rej'hiuhc the

king's son, is made to be a great con([ueror, and supernatural machinery is

brought into operation ; but the manuscript, besides being incom[)lete, has no

claim to serious notice in the investigation of liistory.

The book is somewliat ion^'-, of three times ordinary thickness,

much damaged at the beginning and end.

20^. No. 878. Maim churitram.. Old No. 30, CM. -ioS, referred

to from 14, No. 859, siq^ra.

The third and some other asr(Uamii. ft is more defective than

the other copy. Many notices of the poem occur in \o\. 2.

This book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, very much
damaged.

21. No. 879. Canihhoja raja chariiram. Old No. 87, CM. 373.

Tale of a king of Gamboge.

The foundation, or introductory matter of this work is made to be the

pilgrimage of 3Jahiidu, a king of Gamboge who was afflicted with leprosy
; and

who, after r^jlinquishing his kingdom to his son, visited different rivers and

sacred pools, for the purpose of bathing thertin ; but without obtairiinf» a cure.

In consequence, he directed his footsteps towards the Vriddha gnngn (or ancient

Ganges), and, by the way, met a woman v/ho inquired his object, and on hearin'^-

it, directed him to another place, to obtain a cure ; teaching him a mantra or

formule proper to be used. In consequence of this instruction, he went to a

river, whfre the sage Ddudtreya was employed in teaching disciples. He
bathed in that river, and was cured. He then attended to the sage's instruct ion.* •

and the substance of these is given in the following portion of the work
; which

as announced, should contain six sections. These instructions are of the J'ahh-
nava kind ; and in the earlier part, relate to the floatiug of Vhlinu as JSdrui/ana

upon a leaf, on the surface of the waters ; the birth of Brahna from a
iotus flower, proceeding from the navel of VisJnv/; the creation and destruction

of worlds ;
some account of the matsija, an([ oi\nv aiataras o^ Vishyin- and

thenceforward is a series of minor narratives, in which the legend of ihe shrine

at Sriranglia, has a precedence to the other tales. These relate chitflv to im-
munities proper to Bvahmatn; and tend to enforce respect to that order • and
obedience to their directions, by examples of benefit derived from obedience
and of injury arising from an opposite course. Out of the six sections there
are only three complete

;
the fourth breaks off abruptly

; evidently owin^-to
the copyist not having completed his ta.«k.

The hook is long, of medium thicknes.s, leaves 1 — 7, and 2,5 2.9

are damafred.
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22. No. 881. Kala dharopdl-ydnam. Okl No. 71, CM. 372.

The title is derived from epithets applied to Vixhnn, and a word denot-

ing- elucidation. It is a production in ornate verse by Vencatapatt of the

Kandnvaram race, professed to be recited in the hall of Timma raja, as I

suppose at Pennaconda; and his genealogy of course is given, with lauda-

tory panegyric. The remaining, and principal subject of the poem is an

extravagant romance.

Kalddhara, a name of Ccmia, son of Vishnu, went to a fabulous island,

consfcrncted by Visvacarmn, and afterwards visited other places, marrying

diifcrtnt ladies ; the principal object of the talc being erotic.

The book is long, of medium thickness, v/orm-eaten, leaf 1— 18,

and 25—47, especially damaged.

23. No. 882. Edja vetli Fira Bhadra charitram. Old No. 59,

CM. 294.

This is only a fragment of a le^f'nd of the fane of Vira Bhadra, at

Hajavetti, near Cuddapah. It is represented to be a very ancient foundation;

greatly enriched by donatives from many kings. The names oi Krishna rayer,

and Achyuta rayer, are mentioned among others. On the country coming

under the English, the then Collector of the Ceded Districts, Mr. Munro (after-

wards the Eight Honorable Sir Thomas Munro, Kart., Governor of Madras)

had the grants investigated, and restored to the fane, all' its ancient rights

and privileges.

The work when complete, I am told, is a large one.

It has a reference to XII, \oci\\ purdnas.

The book is long, thin, stout boards, leaf 1—3 and 5— 9, and

17—20 damaged.

24. No. 884. Sdmha vildsam. Old No. 67, CM. 404.

This poem, in the padya cdvyam metre, relates to the adventures of

Sdmha, a son of Krishna ; who associated with the Chengi people or wild

foresters ; and ultimately cnrried off a daughter of Duryodhana. It is founded

on a pait of the Blidgavatam. The author's name is Fencata rdmana. The

beginning and three following sections are contained in this manuscript ; but

other sections are wanted to complete the work.

The book is long, thin, old, leaf 1— 7 and 1 1 to the end damaged.

25. No. 888. Sananda charitram. Old No. 75, CM. 405.

This is an old book, considerably damaged by wear, and also imperfect,

by the loss or deficiency of many leaves. It is an ultra fSa'iva production, by

Shujahja cavi of Cdluhasti, writ(en in the dmipada measure.
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The birth of Sdmnda is described ; he became a devotee according to

Janrjama system, and a follo-sver o^ Basavcsvar. He visited rnhis or devotees,

in a wilderness, and with them went to Yama puri. He there saw all the

various tortures suffered by Pdpatmalu, or wicked souls ; and was greatly

affected thereby. Moved by fear and compassion, he uttered aloud every

where in that doleful region, the SaAva five-lettered formule— " Nama Sivayi"

the hearing of which led to its repetition by the whole of the sufferers : the

potency of the charm Avas so great, that fhey were delivered from their state

of peril, and translated to CaUcisa, the paradise of Sica. Disgusted at losing

his subjects, Varna went and complained to Siva againt Sdnanda ; but Siva

replied that Sdnanda was born under a special influence from himself; was a

faithful votary ; and recommended Yama to return whence he came.

Ths book is of medium size, old, and vevy much injured.

26 No. 889. Chandrangada cliarltram. Old No. 29, C.M. 352.

This manuscript wants thirty-four palm leaves at the beginning; thence-

forward it is complete to the end : the palm leaves are old, worn, and a little

perforated by insects, at the end. The handwriting is large, bold, and modern.

The ahove title written on the label both in English and Telugu, is

erroneous. The contents are only a fragment of the Sri-ranglia muhatinyam

in Telugu, in the kind of versification called dwipada. The subject of that

legend is the bringing of the image to Sri-rangJtarn, and islet of the Caveri by

Vihushana. An abstract of the logend was given from the Tamil. It may be

consulted. Y. supra page 132—135.

The book is long, thin, damaged.

27. No. 890. Sdrajigadhara chariiram. Old No. 61, C.M. 407,

dwipada metre.

Only a fragment of the entire work ; which, when complete, is

large. Many copies occurred in Vols. 1—2, and various abstracts were

given. Sdrangadhara unjustly accused by Chitrangada his father's

youngest wife, was mutilated and exposed in a wood. He was miracu-

lously healed, and .became one of the nava ndflia siddhas, or especial

magicians of horrible celebrity.

Up to leaf 91 wanting, 94—95 deficient, thenceforward the

leaves damaged. The book is long, and of medium thickness.

28. No. 892. Ilarischandra cat'ha. Old No. 34, C.M. 365.

Referred to from 10, No. 578, b. supra: from the two copies one
complete could be made. There are, however, many copies already
noted in the foregoing volumes.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on narrow leaves, some-
what injured.

/I
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S9. No. 893. Vishnu cliitiyam (or Aniuda mala) vyakydnam. Old

No. 27, CM. 342. Referred to copies of the original as 34,

No. 901 and 10|, No. 581 infra.

This copy wants 4 leaves in the oth section. The book is long,

thick, middle and end very much damaged.

30. No. 894. Hamsa vimsati, twenty tales of a Swan. Old

No. 77, CM. wanting.

This book contains a poem In five asvdsas, or sections, written by

Narayana in the padya cdvyam measure. The introduction of the series of

tales relates to a king of Ougeia, Avbo had all the exceliencics of Harischandra

and other famous monarchs, to whom a yoyi or ascetic was introduced. This

ascetic was a great traveller ; having visited Bellaiy, Madras, and many other

places ; on which account the king deferred to his superior judgment, as to the

surpassing attractions of a lady of whom he was enamoured. After some

time the king was absent from his spouse, who was inconsolable. But a bird

(/m?nsM)-of the genus anser, narrated a variety of tales, in order to amuse her,

to divert her attention, and to console her with hopes of his return ; thereby

preventing a criminal intrigue. The author pays his repeats, in the usual

form, io AliasaniPeddana, Tikkana Somayajin, and other distinguished poets ;

from which circumstance, and the mention of modern towns, the work may be

considered of recent composition ; and, except perhaps as a poem, it is of no

value. It is complete, and in good preservation. Part of the leaves are very

recent, part somevv^hat older.

The book is long and thick, on narrow leaves, very much worm-

eaten, and in some places illegible in consequence.

31. No. 895. Palita pdpana charitram. Old No. 78, CM. 389.

This is a fragment by Vencatapati cavi son o£ Kechana, or Krlshnaya.

There are three sections ; and three otliors are wanting. The contents are

narrated as if from the mouth of Vdlmiki, addressed to the muni Bharadvdja.

The praise of Rama chandra, as an incarnation of Vishnu, is enlarged upon
;

and mantras proper to the Vaishnava system are given. The worship of

Vishnu as Vencatdrhala, his more modern and popular form in the neighbour-

hood of Tripcti is hkewise eulogized, illustrated by a legend. It is wholly a

Vaishnava production.

The book is long, of medium thickness, partially worm-eaten.

32. No. 896. Surahhdndcsvara, Old No. 50, CM. 496: referred

to from 7, No. 569, mpra.

The copies are both very incomplete ; so much so as to render any

minute specification needless, Notwithstanding the gravity of the conclusion,
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which ia affected, the whole is a lampoon upon the Brahnans i whether

\Ciim'\es oi Krishia ov Siva; and the conclusion seems to be a sarcasm on
the close of most ^;2<;'«/ias; the simple hearing of which is generally said to

ensure beatification.

The book is long, thin, a little injured, the last leaf damaged,

33. JNTo. 899. Amharisha charitram. Old No. 47, CM. 339.

A poem in five sections, in the 'pnclijacdvyam metre, composed by
Ranghasoyi; as stated by the express command, and inspiration of iJajw^.

It is, however, a borrowed tale from the purdnas, respecting Amharisha,
king of iSaketaj)uram, that is Ayoddhya. The leading incident is the said kino-

going out to hunt in a forest, meeting there with the daughter of Casiyapa

and ultimately marrying her. Subsequently, he devoted himself to a life of

abstract devotion : and the chacra of Vishnu, effecting an interposition in his

behalf, took him to the other world.

Copies were made from this book for Browne's collection, and
there are notices of tliem in Vol. 2.

The book is of medium length, thick, and many leaves are now
much injured by book-worms.

3^. No. 901. J7)iucta mala otherwise Vls/ijiu chitiyam. Old No.

25, CM, 340 : another copy lOi, No. 581 . Old No. 26, CM. Sil

.

The first of the two is long, of medium thickness, in good order save

that half of leaf thirteen is gone ; the second one is long, of medium thickness,

old, and slightly injured.

The comment is supra 29, No. 893. Old No. 27.

The two manuscripts are copies of a very difiScult poem by Allasani

Peddana, which was written in the padyacduyam metre, and so abstruse, that

some say, he himself wrote the prose explanation contained in Kc 27 in

order to render his poetry intelligible, even to other poets. In the early

portion there is a reference to mythology of the Vaishnava kind, and to

2)auranical history. The lunar race is given, and by the medium of the

Tuluva country, the line of Narasinha rayer, and Krishna rayer is pane-

gyrically narrated. The latter was the poet's patron, and has herein an

epithet given him, as being the Vira Bkadra, who conquered the fort of

Condavidu ; also giving the credit of the work to him, by inserting his name

as the author. It is then observed, that the special object of the work is to

narrate an account of the ascendancy of iheVaishnava system at tSrlviVqmttiir

in the ancient Pdndiya country. A Pdndiyan king of early times, being

embarrassed on the subjeot of religious differences, assembled votaries, some

of whom told him, he ought to worship Siva, some said Brahma, some A g?it,

some said Vdyu ; and sp on. Thereupon Vishnuchit, a Brahman of Srivili^
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2nMur, publicly clispuied in the king's presence, witli the votaries of other

systems ; confuted them, carried off the prize, which the king had appointed

as the reward of the successful disputant; and converted the king to the

VaisJmava faith ; \Hho, consequently built .shrines and fanes, especially at S'ri-

mliputtur. At a later period, one named Yamunachdryar , of the same place,

in like manner overcame in a polemical discussion ; and, by the PancUya king

of the day, was very munificently rewarded. The work then adverts to the

\ustoxy 0^ Knshna with a profusion of poetical ornament, concerning the Gopu:

and expatiates on the excellence of his shrine at FiUputtur. A remarkable

story occurs: a racshasa (or savage) having caught a t/cs?', or female slave

of the fane, purposed to kill, and eat her (another trace of cannibalism in the

south of India), to which the ddsi made up her mind ; but begged permission

first to relate some stories. She drew on her knowledge, in order to narrate

the Hindu account of the origin of the world, mythology, and the like; with

such mavked elFect, that the barbarian renounced his anthropophagy; became

a convert to the Vaishnaca system, and had his "vile body" transformed

into one resplendent with lustre. Subsequently, the incDrnation of Rdmanuja

is stated ; together with his victories, as a champion of the ultra Vaishnava

system. See notices in Vol : 2.

35. No. 902, b. Pnruruva charitram. Old No. 49, CM. 399.

By Appaiya maniri, son of Sanaparti vayana mantri.

This is a poem in a difficult species of versification ; two palm leaves

are wanting in the midst. The piincipal subject is the birth of Pururuvas,

the son of Budha and 'Ila ; and the birih of Ayu, the son of Puriiruvas by

Vrvasi; one of the females of Indra's world. The birth of Agastya and

Drona are introduced, as a part of the narrative. 'Ila is herein said to be the

daughter of Vaivasvata obtained by means of a great sacrifice, and on Vaivas-

vata expressing disappointment, and di.ssatis£tiction, at the birth of a daughter,

Vmishia changed the sex of 'Ila : but, ^Ilen intruding on a forbidden domain,

again became a woman, and was married to Budha. Along wiih these lead-

ing points, there is a filling up of gross matter ; according to the Hindu taste.

The legendary points are found in various portions of Hindu literature
; and

this work is only the clothing of thosi? early fragments, in a poetical and

popular style. This manuscript therefore is of little consequence j except

as a poem.

Various copies of tlii.g book were made for Browne's collection,

and in noticing them, by abstract, the grosser matter was a.little more
fully defined.

The book is of ujedium length, somewhat (hick, leaf 1—5, and
88— i'i damaged, the rest in tolerable order.
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36. No. 904. Leva mallu chaviiram. Old No. Gf?, CM. 86.

This is a panegyrical poem, composed by a Brahman named Vencaii/a,

in praise of a district chief, named Dec a mallu , or Cupal mallu ; the word

mallu denoting the tribe, and cupal being an epithet applied by the eulogisf,

in consequence of the liberality of his patron, who gave money, not by count,

but by handfuls. Deva mallu, had two brothers, named respectively Rcima-

svamiQ.n(\. Vencataramanaiya. The mallu tribe derive their name fiom living

on hills, and are connected with the Vdimdulu, and similar wild tribes, not

aboriginally Hindu. The khonds, I understand call themselves Mallaru, or

hill poeple. This Deva mallu seems to haVe been a mountain chief; though

the precise locality of his residence,'^ or rule is not determinable; and indeed

the mountaineers do not appear to form towns. As to the subject of the poem,

it contains a pedigree and detail of banners, and prowess; but, for the rest

the Brahman seems to have drawn largely on his own inventive powers in

the first instance, and then largely on the patron's eulogised munificence.

The work is of no serious moment, as to history
; yet otherwise not v/ithout

use. Though in Telugu, as to basis, it is full, to affectation, of Sanscrit terms,

in the usual manner of Brahmanical composition. There is some error in

numbering the palm leaves, by the copyist, but the work is complete.

The Look is long, of medium thickness ; leaf 8— 12, and end

leaves damaged.

37. No. 905. Nala chariiram. Old No. So, CM. SS5.

This is an old manuscript. Palm leaves are wanting from 13 to 2S,

tlie remainder continues in regular order forwards; but it is not complete at

the end; where, besides it is especially damaged. It contains a poetical

account of the fortunes of Nala raja founded on an episode in the Mahd
bhdrata. Versions of the tale are found in all the languages of the Peninsula.

There is no need of abstracting it here.

It is founded on the Naishadham, of which, various notices

occur passim. Tlie Tamil versification is recondite. It has always

been in conjjuon use as a school book, chanted without knowing the

meaning. Some benevolent individuals giving an account of a school

wrote, "the children read the history of a good king;" not distinguish-

ing between Nala a proper namc^ and nulla the Tamil adjective good.

The book is long, of medium thickness, one leaf is broken, half

remaining, other numerous leaves damaged.

38. No. 906. Capotavdcyam. Old No. 129, CM. 375. Tale

of a pigeon.

Tarious mention of tlic M"Mu rulers occurs, in local papers concerning Tdingana,
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The subject of this composition in the vachana cdvyam, is a sort of fable,

stated to have been delivered by Rama to iSugriva, when he needed the help

of the latter, and his foresters, in the war against Rdvana. The substance is

the willing devotedness of a dove that gave itself to death, when its mate had

been previously killed, and some similar matter. The moral of the fable

seems to be to urge the exposure of life in the recovery of Sita ; both the life

of Rama and Sugrlca, with his sylvan followers.

It is the same, in substance, with the Sugrivavijayam, notices of

which have often occurred.
• •

The book is long, thin, the first leaf damaged, and otherwise a

little injured.

XVII. Tatva Metaphysics.

No. 887. Tarpa kiiri kota mdlakai, check numbers gone.

An allegory of a fort, having a palace with four gates and various

attendants; the said palace being the human body : its various faculties

being treated in a mystic way, so as to connect a sort of religious

meaning. Something of the kind appears among the older English poets.

The book is long, thin, the beginning and end leaves damaged.

c.

Canarese Palm-Leaf Manuscripts. 1st Family.

I. Accounts.

1. No. 1868. Statement of debts, or loans hy Chennada ndyaca^

udiyar, chief of Immadi, and having reference to Mnkiir. These appear

to have been loans taken up by him, and other persons ; not bonds,

but merely memoranda of accounts, on eleven leaves. The book is

short, and worm-eaten.

II. Advatta. •

1. No. 18G7. Saticara vijaycm, a sort of biography of Sancard*

chdrya,

Siva guru dicsJia was directed by Siva to become incarnate, in

order to eradicate bad forms of religion ; and he accordingly was born

as Sancara by name. Some anecdotes. Among others, when bathing,

he was bitten by a crab. He released it from its curse of being con-

fined in such a body ; that is, he killed it. In consequence, he assumed

the ascetic mode of life himself. {Sancaras vow was made when in

danger of drowning, on going through a river.) He was instructed
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by Govinda hhagavat pdddchanja, as to the Sanniydsi I'ules ; and was

instituted, by effusion of water, to the office of teacher, as tSancardchdrya,

Other matters. Among them it is stated, that Sarasvati, the consort

of Brahma, was cursed hy Durvasa nshi, and condemned to become the

wife oi Mandana misra, a Brahman, whom Sancara overcame in dispu-

tation : when the wife challenged the conqueror to dispute in her own
science, which he then declined; but at a future period took up the

challenge. Pie gathered disciples and opened schools as atConjeverara

and other places. He travelled about, disputing with, and overcoming

all opponents. In this way he established the sicldha advaitam, or

correct non-dual system. He founded a special matamt or college at

Srhigeri; where he instructed disciples. In the end, he quitted his body:

Some details as to his disciples, who became his successors,

follow ; especially Vidydrunya firfha, a title, he himself bore.

Reference to a Telugu copy in Vol. 2 ; most probably translated

from this book; though a deceptive account of its being borrowed by

stealth, Sec, is given in that work.

Appended is, Anjinaya ashstottra satanama, or praise of llanu-

radii by 108 names or epithets.

The book is of medium length, thin, on broad talipat leaves,

in good order.

III. Ascetic.

1. No. 18T2. Kaivalya imdadhi. By Klija guna Siva yogi

In four sfhaJas, places, or sections incomplete. The stanzas

all end with guru sanclia linga angilam.

There is an npaniskada entitled laivalyam ; and it is probable,

that this book is an adaptation of that treatise, by translation, to the

Saiva way."

—Siva harunya iwailiana, a prayer for the favor of Siva.

^Jiva sambodhana, teaching the need of relinquishing family con-

cerns, and becoming an ascetic.
^

—niti JxTiydchdrya priiipatana, moral instruction to the mind on

devotedness to Siva. Description of various classes of ascetics,

up to the parama amsa who is a particle of godhead.

—JParamdtma tatva gndnam, a knowledge of the true nature of

God : in its form, addressed to the human sou),
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—S2 leaves, some in the midst gone. Sucli a book, though any-

thing but free from faulr, is yet to be distinguished from a herd

of other books.

It is of medium size, old, very much injured.

IV. Astrology.

1. No. 1857. Jyotisha sangraha, a few slocas ; but chiefly paclya

cdvyam, and with a little Sanscrit prose.

Mostly on natural astrology. Fruit or influence of tlie new

moons, according to the nacshetram or lunar asterism in which they

severally occur. The lordship of the different planets in different years;

one rules over grain, another presides over kings &c.; and they change

about in different years. The ins and outs of the seven plants. Fruit

or result, according to the moon's place in the zodiac, on the first day

of each of the twelve months : that influence extends through each

month.

Influence from the drishti (opposition) and kudu (conjunction)

of the different planets. The special influence of Sa7ii (Saturn) in the

different lunar mansions.

Specialties of five planets, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus,

Saturn; as to rising, setting, motion retrograde, and direct. The effect

o{ samyogam or conjunction of two, three, or more planets in one sign.

On the rainbow, parhelion, eclipses, wind, clouds, lightning; and chiefly

as to rain, to corn, and a good harvest; or the opposite, famine.

On dhuma kefii *' smoke tail," or comet. Influence of comets,

fall of kings, famine, slaughter of people.

By the aforestated means, and by combinations from the effects

of appearances and configurations, when observed, prognostications are

to be framed as to rain, growth of corn, famine or dearth, health and

welfare of people, kingly matters, and various other details. In general

good, or evil inferred from astrological science. It is known that the

Brahmans in the Peninsula acquired, and maintain their influence by

this art, or by pretensions to it.

Something on augury from crows, their cawing, the sound itself,

which differs \ the place whence, the time when heard &c., leaves 110

incomplete.

This book is at least a curiosity, and as such, worth translating.

Natural astrology is not liable to the quackery, nor tinged with the

divination, of judicial astrology.

It is of medium ^ize, on narrow leavei^j much injured.
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V. Culinary,' ^^^ to ^'" ^ V
1. No. 1853. Supa s'astram, art of cookery, at the beginning 18

stanzas, all the remainder prose.

Oranges and various other kinds of fruits mingled with other materials,

for cakes, &c. Mode of treating milk-curds, butter-milk, in composition with

otlier articles for food.

On bakicg cakes, bread, &c., on making a sort of blanc mange, from

various materials as milk, sugar, flour, &c. On cooking brinjals, or egg-fruit

;

also plantains, ripe and unripe, jack-fruit. Making these into curry for food.

More than one mode of treating the different materials will be found stated.

The book is long, thin, old, injured.

VI. Divination.

1. No. 1808. Two pieces.

1.) Zacuna prahkanjai, on omens. By Jdca raja : padya cdvyam.

Properties of different clases of svaras, which may be sounds, or

sneezing, or mode of breathing.

On different kinds of birds, and on augury from them, from their cries

or other signs, from the kind of bird, their mode of flight, discrimination of

different sounds from the same kind of birds. Omens thence derived, or augury

as to a variety of matters ; such as, concerning kingdoms, or kinf^ly power,

service to kings, rain, mode of corn grovring, as to prospects of its value,

famine &c., concerning food, whether it will nourish, or occasion disease.

Concerning marriage, pregnancy, signs when going on a journey, concerning

any one's expected coming, will come or will not come : as to anything lost or

stolen, whether it will, or will not be recovered. Concerning the event of

sickness, of war ; and other matters.

Astrology is sometimes mixed up with augury. Complete on

45 leaves,

2.) Pinjdll p-acuna sastram; padyas,

Ifc resembles the foregoing piece. Augury from birds, voice or

cry, gestures, mode of walking or flying, how many birds together,

manner of flight in flocks, sounds, omens drawn from such topics ;

with some difference, as to matter and signification from the preceding

section : 20 leaves incomplete.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very old, worm-eaten,

and broken at the beginning and ending.



2. No. 1854. Parmti kof^^^anchlV^i ^'a^i 5 fortune-telling : yeeha

ganam or mixed metre, by Vencasdri'rdgela.

The Kora vanchi usually contains some love adventures; but not

so in this instance.

As Kausalya, a wife of Dasarai'ha vi'as sorrowful from having no

child, Parvaii by command uf Siva assumed the disguise of a Curatti

(gipsey) and came to Kausutya, proposing to tell her fortune by palmis-

try, and other means of divinauon. She fortells the birth of Rdma ;

and hence the poet takes occasion to introduce, as if prognosticated by

Farvati, a brief outline oiRama's life and adventures; leaf 1—2 wanting,

then 3— 17 the end.

The book is long, old, slightly damaged.

VII. Historical.

1. No. 1675. Rdma naVhana cadM hdlaga padyas, one sandhi, but

some leaves are v/anting.

OweCampila raja ruled on a hill called IIo8a : his son was named

Rdma7idtlia. The Turushcara!; or Mahomedanscame against him ; and

in a battle with them, he was slain. They cut ojff his head, and took it

to Delhi. It was presented to the Padshah, in the presence of his

daughter, and courtiers. They v/ere astonished ; and would have

preferred his having been brought alive, a prisoner. As it was, the head

was put in a salver, and respectful homage being made to it, the head

was carried round the capital in procession; and then sent away.

Vide infra 10, No. 1882, for a fuller abstract.

The book is short, of medium thickness ; 45 leaves, some in the

middle wanting ; old, a little damaged.

2. No. 1804. Mysore rdjalu die vtjayam, the conquests of Mysore

kings : prose.

This, I believe, is one of 'the books made use of by Colonel

Wilks, in his sketches of Southern India. It contains accounts of the

rei^n-is of Bettada chdnmnda raja, of Kantliirava Narasu rdja, of Deva

rdju, of Dotta deva rdju and a few others. Their prowess, their wars,

and other acts are detailed. Of course, the book has value, and might

be translated. The first leaf wanting, then ^2—157.

The book is short and thick, on broad talipat leaves, in good

order.
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3. No. 1809. It is dlfficulc to know how to class this book. There

appears to be a mixing up of at least two books ; one concerning

Matesvara, and the other containing details of aChola raja, perhaps

Cari cdla chola; but tlie leaves are so confused, and without numbers
to them, that they cannot be read consecutivel5\ Time, and much
patience, would be required to set all right, and the injured state of

the leaves would cause difficulty. The whole is in padya cdvyam :

fifty leaves in all, without apparent end or beginning. One of the

ends is so rounded, that how much is gone cannot be determined
;

or whether the leaves were not broken in iv/o, and the halves put

together.

The book is short, of medium thickness, very old.

4. No. ]8]9. Rama ndiliana hriya ; by Nunjunda : sliadpati 5th to

43rd sandhi, not finished ; leaf 23—226 and 228—230.

Campila raja had a son named Mdmandt'ha. The king's younger

wife, named Retnaii, tried all arts to seduce him without effect ; she

infused suspicion into the old king's mind, who ordered his son to be

killed. The mantri contrived to save, and hide him. The Mahomedans

invaded the kingdom, and the king was terrified. The minister then

produced the king's son, who offered to go against the invaders and

proceeded—the rest wanting. There were various portions of this work
' entered in Vol. 1. I believe, as fiction. See No. 10, 1882 injra.

The book is long, very thick, worm-eaten, and two leaves broken.

5. No. 1834. Siromani krilti 'padyas, by Palayya,^-^ sandhis.

SirSmani was a king of the YdJava race. He warred with Nara-

sinha, Wng oi Pennaconda . The events of the war are described. Nara-

sinha came against Siromani; and on the first assault, Sirom.ani had the

advantage. In a second affair, Kachchana, one of Siromani's sons, led

on a?;ainst No,rasinha, and had the victory. In a third encounter

another son, Vira Badhra, led, and was killed fighting against Narasinha.

On the last occasion Siromani himself u'?s killed ; and went to Sverga*

Nothing stated as to appropriating any country : leaf 2—73* Is it

fact, or fiction ?

The book is of medium size, old, slightly injured;

6. No. 1835. Bdegiri arasa vamsdvali, genealogy of a local chief;

padyas.

Andana's son was named Parishta raya, and his son was Man-
danna vadayan. Genealogy of these chiefs at Penna-conda, or subordi-
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management ; their titles, and ensigns. Among them, soine warred

with the Maliomedans of Visiapore, and at other places, and defeated

them. Details as to marriages, and children ; down to Basavendra

raja; but incomplete : 50 leaves.

The book is ofmedium size, on broad talipat leaves, in good order.

One of the hill-forts, near the river Krishna was called Balam

honda. If this book relate to tlsat place, it would possess interest.

7. No. 1848. Kanfhira Narasu rdje'ndra charitram, shadpaii,

25 sandhis.

The posterity of Chdma raja of the Yddava tribe ruied in the

Mysore country. A genealogy of those kings is given. Among them,

Belinda ( hdma raja had a son named Narasa raja. Details of his

kino-dom, and of his reign are given. Narrative of a war with the

Mahomedans, who came and laid siege to Seriugapatam. He routed

them, and thence derived the title Kantliira, signifying a lion. Ac-

counts of his discussions with Chamhalli Bhdgur, and other towns, or

districts, occasioned by their refusal to pay him tribute. He fought

ao-ainst, and conquered them. The mode of life of the said raja in a

religious reference, as to the observance of miitas or fasts, public pro-

cessions, attendance on temples, and the like. Details also as to

public processions, on festivals connected with the shrine of Pacshama

rangha ndt'/ia, the form of Vishnu at Seringapatam ; with, of course,

a variety of other matters : 125 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very old, worm-eaten
;

and especially at one end, destroying the coherency of the writing.

8. No. 1858. Cholana catlia; shadpati or hexameter. Part of the

first and second sandhis ; and one-third of the leaves appear to

have been wanting at one end, when the boards were fixed on

:

leaf 13-36.

As far as the subject could be made out, it appeared to be an

account of a war; because, a Panidij/a king refused tribute to <i Chola

km". Hence the Cholan besieged the other in his capital. No dis-

tinct names appear in this fragment.

The book is short, thin, old, half leaves, and one-eighth of

leaves remaining.
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9. No. 1871. Keladinnpa vijaya cdvyanu Account of a cLieftain,

or Northern Poligar; Ist section wanting 2— 12 asvdsams not

ending.

A place in the Carnataca country is called Keladi puram. An
inhabitant of it named Basavapa nayaca had a son named Chandapa
nayaca. He dreamt that great riches were buried beneath a certain

temple; and, going thither, dug them up, and took possession. In S.S.

1422 (A.D. 1500) he was crowned king of that town, and its suburbs.

A genealogical list is given of his descendants. The following names
appear. Sada ska raya, Dotta sane hana, Chicha sanc'hana, Ve/icatajm,

Firahhadra, Sivapa, BhadrajKL ; with the title nayaca, or lord, added
to each name. Some details as to the periods of their rule. There
are connected details as to Delhi, to Vijayupur (Bijapore) and to

Bhdyanagaram or Hyderabad, and as to rulers there; but all as entirely

subordinate to the leading topic of the Nayaca xi\\e at Keladi : leaf

3—77, not ending.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves, in good
order. The handwriting is small and close ; and the boi^k may contain

some details of value.

10. No. 1882. Cumdra Ramana charitram six feet lines: two parts,

the 1st part has 1—3 sandhis, thence to o7ih sandhi wanting; the

2nd part has 4 sandhis at the end. See 1, No. 1675, supra. U'he

following notice of the two copies is given in a supplement to my
former analysis

:

Ctimara rama charitra, Xo. 3, CM. 537

Do. do. „ 4, „ 538

These are two copies of a local narrative, much resembling the accounts

of PaJIiy a carers iu the south. No. 3 appears a little old ; am! JVo. 4 a more
recent copy. The book narrates the adventures of Ciimaui Bania, son of

Campila raya by Harlyammal. He greatly distinguished himself under

Bama devarayer oi Anagundi, at Rayadurga (or Roydroog), and awainst the

raja of Guti (Gooty), also a local chieftain. He afterwards served Ptaiapa
Rudra of "Warnkal ; and was engaged in various contests with the Maho-
medans

: among others in that which issued iu the capture of Pratapa Rudra
and the conquest of his kingdom ; in which war, Cumara Rama was killed!

There is a filling up of matter in the Hindu taste, and style of writing.

The sum total is that, Cumara Rama, the son of a local chief, was an able and
brave general, and this account of his life is not without use, in illustrating or

filling up any account of the wars with the Mahomedans, which ended in the

yoerthrow of the F/'Jaya nagara, and Warankal kingdoms.
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From the imperfect state of most of the copies, and the romantic

portion (closely resembling the iale of SdrangadharaJ he'mg best pre-

served, this poem has, in various instances, been classed as erotic, or

under tales. The above brief notice, from my former analysis, is better

than most others given ; because, that had escaped my recollection. It

has more of an historical character than I was disposed to assign to it;

but so much mixed up with hyperbole as to injure its value, as a whole.

Cumara Mama was the son of ICampila, by the eldest of five

wives ; and Kampila was the son of Sringara noyaca, who had been a

commander under Rdma raya of Devagiri ; who, being defeated by the

troops of the Delhi padshah, Sringeri nayaca returned to his native

country, in the N. W. of Telingana, and succeeded a chief named Malta

raja. His son KamjAla succeeded him. At an early age, Kampila's son,

Rdma, accompanied a foray against the chief of Gooty, who was taken

prisoner. The other wives of Kampila became jealous of Rdmds supe-

riority over their sons, and sought his life : so that he was induced to

go and place himself under Pratdpa Rudra of Warankal. That piince

became jealous on hearing a bard's praises of Rdma. He left Waran-

kal, and defeated a force sent to bring him back. He defeated the

Reddis of Condapillai, and a king of Madugala. He was instructed in a

vision to institute a new festival ; and at the celebration Retnaji, the

youngest of his father's five wives saw him, and fell in love with him.

While Kampila was absent with a hunt, P%,dma was playing at tennis

with his friends ; when the ball fiew into the apartments of Retnaji.

He went for it himself, and Retnaji took that opportunity to explain

her wishes. As he did not comply, she accused him to his father, and

proved his trespass on her apartments. Kampila ordered Rdma, with bis

companions, to be killed. The mantri or minister, who received this

order, secreted Rdma ; and deceived his father by a specious, but false

statement. The Mahomedans now invaded Kampila s country ; and he

was greatlv alarmed. They were at the outset successful ; but the man-

tri sent Rdma against them. He subdued them ; and then the minister

explained his device to Kampila, who was highly glad ; while Retnaji

made away with herself. The Mahomedans returned in greater force,

and with a new commander. Kampila retreated to Hosa durga, and

left the defence of Gomaii to his son Rdma. The Mahomedans are

stated to have brought over the sacti hhahtis, and in this way to havs

brought about treachery ; so that the Mahomedans were let into the

fort by night. Rdma went out to meet them at a disadvantage : his

people fell around him, and, his own head was taken off and carried to
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Delhi. Here the supernatural is introduced. At length, after paying

the head almost divine honors, it was sent to Kamjjila at Mosa durg.

Thus there is the outline of a connected story ; but it could only

be given by one acquainted with the entire narrative. The matter in

ISTo. 1675 is near the end of the tale. The matter in this Ko. 1882

is fuller, and in the first part relates to Rama's wars with the Recldis and

others. The second part contains the matter about Retnaji down to the

first and second combat with the Mahomedans ; and the legend of the

head, and to very near the end : 135 leaves in all, damaged ; see also 4,

No. 1819 sU'pra.

The book is of medium length, thick, old, much worm-eaten.

VIII. Hymnology.

1. No. 1815. Six pieces.

1). Gunt siddhesvara stoitm, irivadi, or three feet lines. Praise of a

deified Saiva teacher ; the epithet is sometimes applied to Siva :

complete.

2). Siri^dla sacti stuii, a kind of hexameter verse. This is praise

of a local goddess of the Saiva sacti kind. It appears to be complete.

3). Visvapati anjita niti. 26 kanda stanzas. Ethical matters ; but

each stanza ending with Visvapati, addressed to some daity : the

word means, ' universal lord.'

4). XJdeyacA raga padavgulu, only two stanzas : praise to Siva,

used on first rising in the morning : so far 32 leaves.

5). PrahJm deva tdmvali. The last word means, the chain of lunar

mansions in the zodiac. A stanza corresponding to each one
(twenty-seven in all) contains praise of Siva ; but on topics amorous,

or ornate ; termed sringdra 2iadija.

6). Nija linga satacam, 100 stanzas. By Nija gunayya.

These hexameters relate to Siva, in a way of praise ; and are

supposed to be Vira Saiva in kind.

The two last pieces contain 45 leaves, homogeneous.

The book is of medium size, no fault noted.

2. No. 1874. Two pieces.

1), Vintj)acsJia stotira ; said to be from the Chitamhara Jchanda of

the Scdnda purdnam : ihQ Pampa cshetramahdtmi/am, 1 adliydyam

complete
; containing 137 hexameters of the kind known as Bhd.^
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man I shadpati. The contents are chiefly praises of Siva by the

name of Virupdcsha, worshipped at various places in the north,

near Bellary. The name Firujmcshd, as a direct address, ends each

stanza.

2). MalUsa stottra, 71 stanzas termed vdrtica shadpati. Praise of

Siva; each stanza ends with Mallha Farvatese. Attached are

three ethical slocas, with Canarese version : 32 written leaves.

The book is short, of medium thickness, very old, and worm-eaten.

IX. Inscriptions.

1. No. 1803. About fifty copies of inscriptions relative to gifts

made to the temple of GoJxerna cshetram, not far from Goa :
Cana-

rese prose.

The following are merely a few specimens, S.S. 1336 (A.D.1414)

one Malla ndfha deva, gave a grant, and certificate thereof to a fane

at Bommana kera a village so called.

S.S. 1338, (A.D. 1416) one Bhola hebbdbc gave a donation of land.

S.S. 1347, (A.D. 1425) gift of land by one Hari ajipa raniyeru,

S.S. 1349, (A.D. 1427) one Chandra saliyci deva, repaired the

Mahdhali fane at Gokemam.

S.S. 1361, (A.D.1439) one '/inandapa ray a gave a cshetram or

agrakdram to Brahnians.

These, and others similar. Some of them are by Leva raya

and Bari liara raya of Vijayanagaram. Others are by rajas or

great men ; the gifts are, to the fane of Mahabali deva at Gokerna,

for pouring on butter oil, and other acts of homage ; for food to gurus^

or head teachers : gifts of village-lands i.e. of the revenue arising from

them; of alms-houses for Brahnians; and sometimes of gold, or other

valuables. Said to be copies from the mulct ddna, or original deeds

:

152 leaves.

[I think tliesG were copied off into a large Manuscript Book wbiclx will come under the

2nd Family.]

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, old, in good

order.

2. No. 1831. This book contains two classes of subjects
;
genealogy

and inscription.

1). Genealogy.

—of chiefs of K^ladi-simi, or country. Basavapa nayaca his de-

Scent, and particulars of big race.



—of Icksri arasUi kings or chiefs in some part of the Cavnutaca

country ; a list of n. ., with the periods of their rule.

— of the Vijayapur (or Bijapore) padshahs, or Mahomedan rulers.

—of the Delhi de'sa, list of Moghul padshahs.

—Mysore samustdnam (or capital) particulars of IMysore kings,

ruling in that country ; names of their sons, time of accession, and

other particulars.

2). Inscriptions.

S.S. 15G7 (A.D, 1645) gift of a garden having 2170 trees bearing

the areca nut, in the township of Nimpe, to the fane of Narasinha svdmi

of HaUahcda, by one whose real name is Sassidhananta svdmi of the

iSriiigeri matam of iSa^icaracharya.

S.S. 1563 (A.D. 1641) gift of certain lands in the Mat'huranclia

idda district to the fane of Narasinha svdmi of Hallaheda by Virahhadra

nayaca, of Keladi province.

S.S. 1584 (A.D. 1662) free gift of the revenue of the township

of Hallaheda to PurushSitamayya ; for the service of the temple there

;

by Sri rangkn deva of the lunar race.

S.S. 1585 (A.D. 1663) gift of lands to Visvesvara svdmi of Iclceri,

by Keladi Bhadrapa nayaca.

S.S. 1586 (A.D. 1664) gift of some land in the township of

Mallari Xo Locayya svdtiii, b}^ a woman named Abaca devi chautaru.

There are various other copies of inscriptions ; but the above

may be a sufficient specimen : 45 leaves in all.

The book is of medium length, on very broad talipat leaves, old,

but in good order.

3. No, 851, Copies of Inscriptions.

These are taken chiefly from stones : but some few from copper-

plates. They contain grants by kings of various dynasties, as the

Gajapatis of Cuttack, the Gaiiapafis of Warankal, and Mysore rajas.

The following are a few specimens :
—

S.S. 1270 (A.D. 1348) Pracdsa deva raya of the Yadu vamsa at

the time when he was instituted by effusion of water, and crowned,- gave

to the Brahmans, as an agrahdravi or alms-house, Hantaganakire ; its

measurement stated.

S.S, 1303 (A.D. 1381) Hari hara raya of the same race (at Vija-^

yanayaram) bestowed a township named Cudalur,

hi
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S.S. 1454 (A.D. 1532) Achyuta raya gave a cTioultry, or rest-

house.

S.S. 1473 (A.D. 1551) Krishna deva raya (some error) gave an

agrahdrami or alms-house to Bralimans.

And so, as to others, 25 in all, gifts to Brahmans, to shrines, or

for repairs of temples ; leaf 28—54 and 79—141.

These are probably copied off in a large manuscript book, if not, they

should be copied, as this palm leaf book is perishing.

It is long, of medium thickness, much worm-eaten, and injured by

termites on one side edges.

X. Jaina.

1. No. 1802. Nctga Cumdrana cliaritra purdna, by Bagu hali

:

hexameters 1

—

26saiidhi incomplete, containing a detail of wonders

in the life of a young man of the Jaina persuasion.

Jayandhara rdja of the Jina matam had a son whose birth is

narrated. When an infant, it was protected by a serpent, and hence

the child was named Ndga cumara. An account of his contest, with the

daughter of a king, as to skill in playing on the vina and kinnara.

They were afterwards married. An account of his seizing a must

elephant, in a forest, and killing it. He also seized a wild horse ; and

mounting, rode on it, without saddle or bridle. A statement of his

overcoming other kings by device, or subtlety. He conquered- a sura,

named Vyalaii who had (nosala kanu) one eye in his forehead. He had

a contest with another king's daughter as to skill in playing on the lute,

and conquered. He overcame a hetdla or demon ; and secured his ser-

vices as a familiar. Details of die vijayam, or conquering other kings

all around the eight celestial points, and so forth. The class would be

romantic tales, if it were not desirable to keep Jaina books together :

151 leaves, and not complete.

The book is long, thick, a little injured.

2. No. 1805. Nemi Jinendra charitmm, By Manga arasa, padya

cdvyam, 1st to 3oth sandhi, incomplete.

Details of the great antiquity of the Jaina system, as derived

through the race of the Pdndavas. The origin of the Pdndavas : the

race of ICiirus. Tlie liari vamsam or race of ICrishna, Various parti-

culars are given of that family, unimportant here. Of that Yadii vain-

ham was a king named Abdi vijaya arasu, who by Siva devi, his wife had

a son named Nemi jinesa and it would seem, from the contents, that he
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is made to be- contemporary with the story in the Bhdratrm; as to the

gaming match, sojourn in a wilderness, and struggle to regain the kingdom.

Some matters of a religious kind appear towards the end. The death

of Nemijinesa and his consequent beatification, are stated. The book

has 2^4 leaves
;

yet remains defective.

S. No. 1816. Two pieces.

1). Bharatesvara charitram, padyas, the beginning wanting, 13

sandhis, incomplete.

Bharata, a sovereign, was of the Jaina creed. He was taught

that system together with the tatva gndnam, and the system of niti or

morals. He inquired, and teachers replied. He gave food to munis of

that creed. His homage to divinity stated. The gurus taught him the

tatva, or physical doctrine. He rendered homage to the TirLliesvara.

In the end, he turned ascetic ; became a wandering pilgrim, begging

his food ; and ultimately obtained release, or was beatified.

2). Ndga Cnmdrana charitra 2'>urdnam. By Ba/iuhali, a fragment.

The beginning of the 8th asvdsam, and the 97th asvdsam, not more.

See 1, No. 1802, supra. It is herein stated, that he made a Sri-

panchani vrilta, a special observance by the Jainas. Of both

pieces there are 112 leaves.

The book is of medium size, on talipat leaves, variously injured.

4. No. 1817. Padmdvatl ammana charitram. Otherwise Jina

dhatta raya charitram, hexameters in 12 sandhis complete.

In iittara Mat'hura, one Sahacdra rdj6idra by his queen Sri-

yalla devi through the favor of Yacsha devata had a son named Jina

dhatta raya. The father going out to hunt, met with a Vedharchi

;

whom he brought home, and retained as a concubine. She tried to

induce the king to kill his son. He was warned of his danger by

Padmdvaii a goddess, who invited him to come to the town containing

her temple, called Po7npuja puram. He escaped thither, built a

town ; and, being crowned king, he promoted the Jaina religion ; and

in the end was beatified : 82 leaves.

The book is of medium size, on talipat leaves, in good order.

5. No. 1818. Samiyactva Caumudi charitram; hexameters.

By Manga arasa, 12 sandhis complete.

A series of connected tales. ' Srenica maha mandaUsvara was a

king, who was so wrought on by the Jma notions of worldly renuucia-
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tion, tluit he was about to leave his kingdom, and retire to a vvilderness.

His mantri preferred the existing state of things ; and, getting the

purokitaii, or astrologer, on his side, they together related to the king

a series of ethical tales, A female, employed by them, told the king

a variety of tales of an amorous bearing. Both kinds related very much

to public processions of the J^a'?ia religion. In the end, by means of

the various tales, and examples, the king was deterred from quitting

his kingdom, and thought it was as well, or better to remain as he was.

The book is of medium length, thick, injured by insects.

6. No. 1829. Luca svar'upa, form of the world, termed Jcmiamafa

siddhantam, the complete Jalna way : ]25 kanda stanzas.

On. the three great divisions, naraca, bhvloca; and sverga Joca,

or hell, earth, sky. On Cailasa, and other mountains. On Ganga,

Sindhu (Indus) and other rivers. On Jambu dwipa, and other divipas.

On Amardvali : and other a&lita die, or celestial points.

The shape, or form of the difierent localities, real or imaginary

is given ; according to the Jaina system : 15 leaves.

The book is of medium length, and in good order.

7. No. 1830. Abardjadesvara saiacam, 125 vriita padyas, complete.

The iatva gnanam or true wisdom of the Jaina way is described.

Moral instructions arc given, on vaiious circumstances of worldly life.

Devotedness to Aharajad^svara is needful, indispensable. Two leaves

appended contain mangalakara, names or epithets of a Jaina deity,

put into verse, in the form of the ordinary namdvalis : IG leaves.

The book is of medium length, on broad talipat leaves, which

are injured.

8. No. 1833. Triloca satacara.

By Retnacara aryya, 125 kanda stanzas.

On naraca loca, nara loca, and sverga loca.

On hhuvana loca, and nacshefra loca.

On Jamlu divipa, and Vrishahha dwipa.

On the siddha locam, or perfect world.

Tho^t; different worlds and continents, with their inhabitants, are

doscribed, according to the Jaina system ; which differs, in these matters,

very materially from the iSaiva or Vaishnava details. It contains a
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paneg-yric on the faina way, as excelling all others. They who follow

this system will obtain beatification : 10 leaves.

The book is short, on broad talipat leaves, in good order.

9. No. 1836. Padmavati ammana charitram, otherwise Jina dhatla

raya charitram: hexameters, 12 sandhis complete.

Sahacdra rajendra of the Jaina way by the favor of a Yacsha

devi, named Padmavati, had a son named fina dhatta raya. The king

his father was disposed to kill him, through the influence of a wood-

huntress, whom he had taken as his mistress. Jinadhatta h.ad incurred

her hatred, because he resisted h.er advances. The above Padmavati

informed him of danger, in a dream. She invited him to Pompuja

puram, where she was enshrined. She directed him to go thither, and

build a town. He accordingly proceeded, followed by Sriyana devi,

his mother. He built a town, marri|d, ruled ; and at length, attained

to a superior world ; 97 leaves.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves, in good order.

10. No. 1840. Trishasil lacshana mahci purdnar/i, or Cliaunda raya

puranam.

By Gunga Ihushana, prose, a few stanzas.

JSareda told this of old to Zangama. He took the essence of all

i\ie purdnas and sastras, and reduced them to legends, illustrating the

Jaina tatvam, and the entire system as follows :

—

—shutting the ears against every thing worldly ; and being wholly

occupied with meditation on Bhagavan (or God.)

—hearing attentively all legendary narratives, illustrative of dherma

rectitude ; technical for the Jaina way.

—repressing all disposition to kill any living thing.

—studying to be without fear, anger or any other bad disposition,

or passion. These are a few specimens : and in like manner,

trishasti gunas or sixty-three dispositions are described, as

belonging to the Jaina way. They who attain to, or' possess

these dispositions vrill be exempt from the pain of future births,

and will be liberated from the burden of individual existence.

The quality, character, or excellency of such persons described.

Exemplifications are added, in the way of legendary tales of

various persons, Tirtliacaras : who embodied that excellency,

• and hence are termed trishashti purnsha, men of the sixty-three.
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It is stated that twenty three purdnas detailed their legends

;

and the names of these purdnas are the following :

—

ddi p.

—

agita p.

—

shamhhava p.

—

ahhinandana p.

—

sumati p.

—

padmu'

prahhu p.

—

suparsva p.

—

chandra prahJm p.

—

pushpadanta p.

—

sitala p.

—

sreyamsa p.

—

vasupujya Y>.—vimaIa p.

—

ananda p.

—

dherma p.

—

zanti p.—

kunda p.

—

arra p.

—

mimisu vrilta p.

—

nammi ^.— nemi p.

—

parsva nat'ha p.

•

—

vartammia p. These contain details concerning twenty-three TirChacaras.

See 2, No. 1805 supra. 11, No. 1841, and 12, No. 1843 also 13, No. 1850

infra.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, on talipat leaves,

in tolerable order.

II. No. 1841. Zantisvara parama purdnam. By Kamila hhava;

padyas.

This is one of the twenty-three j ust stated. The first leaf wanting,

1— 15 asvdsams of the 16th only 3 leaves.

Legendary narratives of meritorious Jaina votaries ; as

Ujvalana hhatta maha raja, his reign and glory.

Trishashti raja, with Svayam prablid devi, his reign as Yiwa raja

or secondary king, or crown prince. Details of his killing lions, and

elephants.

Amida de%ii his birth, education, marriage, and other details,

Zdniisvara chacraverti, his rule or empire. This gives the title

to the book ; but there are other legends. Accounts of their adopting

the Jaina system, and of their high attainments, and excellencies.

\2. No. 1843. Dherma mitra purdnam. By X{aya sina deva padyas.

In 14 asvdsams, complete.

A detail of the chief, or essential points of the Jaina system,

having for its object complete liberation from any earthly body ; or, in

other sense, beatification.

Of these darsanam is the principal, that is, a discerning the

existence of only one God.

To know this great leading truth is dgamam, (The Saiva term

for a sacred book).

The meaning contained within that said knowledge is tatvam or

truth, reality.

The firm belief, or assurance of that truth is ihrsanmti or vision.
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This plenary assurance is resolvable into eight angas, members or

parts

:

1. »it5fl?ic7iyo, trust, without any doubt.

2. niscimchi, deire of future beatitude.

3. nirvichicatsi, asceticism, a rejecting worldly possessions and cares.

4. amula drtshd, continnualiy seeking beatitude.

5. upa guhanam, a resting in that hope.

6. stii'hi karanam, quality of fortitude ?

7. vdfsahjam, tenderness, affection.

8. dherma prabhdvam, general benevolence ?

There are five vriitas or restraints, 1 not to kill ; 2 not to lie ; 3
not to steal ; 4 not to commit adultery, on the female part ; 5 not to injure

another's house, or property.

Where these fourteen (illogically including darsanam) are found,

there will be no more pains of future worldly births; but full and
perfect liberation (which, on this system, seems a negative idea

; posi-

tive good not being specified).

A legendary tale is given to illustrate each oup of these

attainments, in the manner of purdnas, showing some one w'ho exem-
plified them severally. And supposing them all attained fguod opus

est) then cut bono ? 158 leaves. The book is very long, thick, and a

little iiljured.

13. No. 1850. Pushpa danta purdnam, by Gicna varma, padya
cavyam. In 14 asvdsams, complete, Gl leaves.

Ancient details concerning Padma raja and also concerning his

son Mahd padma. This last was Yuva raja, or secondary king. Ac-
count of his conquest (die vijaym) in that ofHc*. He married the

daughter of Jaya varma. Some details on the (dampati) domestic

affairs of the couple. From him, the J'mendra svdmi, known as Pushpa
danta, was born.

Indra came, and caused hira to be crowned head over all Jainas.
His wonderful proceedings and glory, in the style of purdnas ; with his

final release, or beatitude. He was one of the Tirtliacaras : see 10,
No. 1840 supra.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, on broad
talipat leaves.
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14. No. 1863. Harataniti: \eail— 10.

15. No. 1619. Jina muni tannaiya: leaf 11— 19.

There is every reason to consider these two as one book ; but

divided by some hocus-pocus proceeding. These palm-leaf books with

two or three exceptions were not abstracted in ray former analysis :

hence I have no check ; but enough has been repeatedly stated to

evidence unfair dealing.

Both books are in kanda stanzas : the subject matter in both in

chiefly ethical ; but of the Jaina kind. The size, kind of leaf, the

writing, agree ; and two or three stanzas from the first one are copie'J^ble

ink on the second one. Perhaps they are two satacams of one work.

The first is on vriitas ; on dherma ; on suc'lta punyam, or health-

sv' '
' "'nrtue ; stated on i\\& Jaina system. If these are observed,

^ padyai. > ^^ ^lefect, in the midst of worldly prosperity, the-so-doing

will
This is on,cent benefit. There does not seem to be any reference

beyond d.^.^J^^^
^^ ^''" '^'- 100 stanzas.

The second also contains ethical matters, modes of devoteeism

as regard '^£he Jaina system : 93 stanzas.

Botp are of medium length, thin, on talipat leaves.

16. No. 1887. Jinadhatta raya charitram, ox Padmdvati ammana

chariiram. ; hexameters \n \2 sandh is, com^^leie. See preceding,

and the following notices.

—

^

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves, in good order.

17. No. 1888. Jinadhatta -raya charitram: hexameters in 12

sandhis, complete.

Sahacara raja by his wife Sri-hala dcci, and through the favor of

Padmavati devata dcvi, had a son named Jinadhatta. The old king

having his mind poisoned by a female forester (huntress) intended to

kill his son. The latter warned by Padmavati fled to Pompaji puram;

married; built a town; ruled; and, after kingly prosperity, obtained

beatification. Three stanzas in ndgavi letter, on Ilari hhakii, ordevot-

edness to Vishnu: 104 leaves.

The book is short, of medium length, on broad talipat leavesj,

in good order.

18. No. 18§9. Sanatcumdra cadha.

By Bommo/rasu, hexameters,
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In 7 smtdhis, srmgara pmbandham. This book would come

under the class erotic, or tales ; were it not desirable to keep all Jaina

books together.

Visva&ena mdlia raja had a son named Sanatcumara. When he

was accompanying his father's troop, his horse (a sort of kelpi) carried

him off alone into a wood, or wilderness. While he was staying there,

he conquered a siddha (magician) anda^/acs/m (sprite). In that wilder-

ness one Bdnavega, a chorister of the yacsha tribe, had eight daughters,

all of whom the said Sanatcumara married. A certain Vajra vega for-

C'^W took possession of Sumania, a daughter of one Surata. She ap-

^ ^Jid for aid to Sanatcumara, who overcame the said Vajra vega in

combat, and rescued the female; whom also he married. Various

other adventures of romance, in conquering different indivi4,uals.

Wonderful to relate, he married one hundred daughters of C^oc
'

At length he brought all his wives to his paternal town •
"^

.

publicly married to them. He also made kingly proc^-^
"* ' . other

such like matters. And finally, by the Jaina^ birtns
; D^e'^ej^ge^ j^e

attained to their mode of beatification.

The Ghinidmani, a Jaina poem, goes on the same principle of a

hero conquering many persons, and marrying many wives. Like other

sectaries their ethical works, and their poetical tales are very incongruous.

The 1st leaf, and a few other leaves are missing ; 103 remain.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves, a little damaged.

19. No. 1891. Two pieces.

1). Gumata svdrni charitram. By Chandra mani, hexameters. In

17 sandhis, complete.

Pdndiya a (so called) Jaina king caused an image of diamond

1 stone to be made, so as to represent one of the most ancient deities of

the Jainas known as Gumata svdmi. This image, being domiciled In

1 a temple, he directed allowances to be made for the dally pouring on

' of butter-oil, and other ceremonials to the honor of this avafaram of

( divinity. Various tales, termed itihdsamayii are given in the manner

oipurdnas : 109 leaves.

2). Loca surupa. See 6, No. 1829, svpra. By Chandra mani,

136 canda stanzas: on 10 leaves, complete.

It contains a description of the upper, middle) lower, worlds on
ctlie Jaina system, great divisions, form, extent, general character, hills,

rivers, towns, &c.

The book is long, of medium thickness, on broad talipat leaves,

in good order,

i\
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20. No, 1892. Jinadhatta raya charltrarrii by Padmandva, hexa-

meters. In 12 sandhis, 105 leaves complete. See various notices,

sirpra :

The book is of medium size, on talipat leaves, old, and a little

damaged.

21. No. lS9o. Jliiadhafta raya charitram, hexameters from the

second to the tv^relfth mndhi : leaf 1—5 and 7 wanting, being the

whole of the first sandhi : leaf 8—70 remain. Vide supra.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves, in tolersjle

order.

22. No. 1896. Piija vada charitram, hexameters, 15 sandhis complete.

* Under the convenient guise of a tale, occasion is taken, in vari-

ous suitable places, to introduce the mode of Jaina rites, such as mar-

riage and others; so that it is intended to be a vehicle of the Jaina

system
;

perhaps with a view to proselytism.

One of the more ancient Jaina worthies again became incarnate as

Pujavada, son of Mddhabhatta a Jaina JBrakman, and his wife Sri-d4vi.

On his growing up, his daily exercises are detailed ; ceremonies in the

early morning; mode of /:>w^*q! ov ritual homage ; his hhakti or fiducial

devotedness. Plis formal initiation (dicsha) into the Jaina monastic

life; his tapas or mode of penance ; his vairagyam (ascetic zeal) para--

mart''ha sdtacam, or, his insisting on a spiritual meaning in rites and

ceremonies (beyond the mere form) these, and a variety of other matters,

illustrate the practical part of the Jaina system. The speculative

follows. The trailoca surupa, elsewhere distinct, is here introduced

as to the nature of the three worlds ; sverga, madhya, pdtdla, upper,

middle, lower, with details ; so as to include the dinpas, seas, fcc.

Kdla nirnayam, chronological division of time. Reference to books

on the incarnations of the Jaina sages or TirVhacaras. On the Jaina

clhenna, or moral and benevolent rule of conduct. Jina viantras, spells.

or prayers. Tatva giidnam or true wisdom, recondite attainment

;

y«;;a prayer, ^a;>«5 penance, and other /az 7m observers : the whole of

them seriatim: 158 leaves.

It seems to me that this book, if translated, would at once show

how far the Jainas agreed with, and how far they differed from, the.-

Vaishnavas .

The book is of medium length, thick, on narrow leaves, slightly

injured,
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23. No. 1897. Jivandharana charitram. By Bhdscaracavl, hexameiers

In IS sandhis complete: this book might be ckssed with Tales;

but it is Jaina in character.

Satyandhara a king, gave himself entirely to the female apart-

ments, and with Vijayavati, his queen, occupied his time in siri-lolarrij

or dalliance. He gave up the management of his kingdom to one named

Kashtdngara ; and this man, thinking to get the kingdom into his own

possession, sent men to kill the king. The latter escaped ; and placing

his queen in a peacock-shaped vehicle, sent her away into a wilderness

;

she being pregnant. He then encountered his opponent ; and, through

rash courage, fell in the contest. His c^ueen gave birth to a son named

Jivandhara. At a subsequent time, being placed with a merchant he

acquired a variety of sciences; by means of which he overcame, in

poetical skill, various females ; and afterwards married them. The

names of these were

—

\,Ga)tdharva dhatta ; 2, Gund malai, 3, Padvidsya ;

4, Kaiialri mdlai; 5, Sura iiianjaVi ; 6 LacsJimi devi. And these, or

some of them, chose hina from the midst of others, at a svayam varam,

or assembly of dignified suitors. He also fought with his late father's

adversary; conquered him : and obtained possession of his paternal

kingdom : 99 leaves.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves, in good

order.

24. No. 1901. Trishai^hti lacshana inaha piirdnam ; otherwise

Chavimdarayajiurdnam: chiefly prose, complete. On sixty-three

special acquirments ; and on their exemplification by twenty-three

Tirt'ha caras. See 10, No. 1840 supra ; the author is therein stated

to be Gunahhusha)ia.

25. No. 1902. Dhcrma paricsha, test of credence in 10 asvdsas,

complete. By Mr'itta vildsa.

A controversial book in favor of the Jaina system ; with a severe

test applied to ordinary Hindu books.

One Jiiaripu raja had a son named Maud vega (mind-swiftness)

and one Prahaiisaca raja had a son named Pavana v^ga (wind-swiftness).

An account of their birth. When of mature years, they travelled about

in different provinces, or countries; in order to establish the Jaina

system. They conducted their disputation by nttl (ethics) by itihasas

(old records) by slocas (heroic stanzas) and by talcs. They also extracted

from the imrdnas. In disputation they overcame many opposers ; and

convinced many persons of the truth of the Jaina religion.
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which constitutes the paricsha, or test. A sifting as' to Brahma, Vishnu,

Mahesvara, Indra, and all other gods, tr_ying them by certain tests. On
Isvara and on the suras, or demi-gods, and Arjuna : their weapons con-

sidered to be 'S'iW^trident ; the astra or rocket of Arjuna; and the like. On
Brahmns claim to the supreme rule of the universe, as the first cause.

On Vishnu s alleged preservation of the world. On the skill, or power

ascribed to Agaatya. On the Kduravas; on Bhagirata ; on Ahhimanya;

on Iiidra-jif. On Vydsa and Kerna, as to their mode of birth, irregular,

and not creditable. On Havana, Sugriva, &c. their birth. Concerning

the prowess of Rama and Lachmana. On the slaying of Rdvana,

Jardsandha, Dunduhhi; and others, beheaded. Also on the irregula-

rities and immoralities ascribed, in Hindu books, to the above gods

and others. From the whole, the popular modes of Hindu credence

are treated as scandalous, and false : 7S leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, in good order.

r It may deserve consideration, whetlieron closer scrutiny, the latter part of this book

might not he copied off, corrected and printed, by such as have a controversy with Hinduism.]

XI. Lexicographical.

1. No. 1574, Section 1. Abindvi nig'hantu, a lexicon in poetical

hexameters.

1). Sverga candam, the whole of it.

2). Bhu candam, 1st and 2nd vnrgasave wanting ; 3rd, vanaushati varga ;

4 mriya v. 5, ^^acsha v. 6, pasu v. 7, grih6pakara7ia ; 8, dhdra ;

d,mannshga; 10, Brahma; 11, Cshetn'ga ; 12, Vaisya ; \^, Siidra v.

14, Strigotrav. 15 dehdkdra v. 16, jdti; v. 17, vaidhyam; v.

3). Fdtala candam, mrita varga, sarpa v. vari v.

4). Sdmdnya candam, 1 varga only, complete.

5). Ndnarfha candam, 1 v. only, complete.

The book contains Sanscrit and Canarese words ; but only such

of the former as are used in the Canarese language. The lexicon

ao-reeino- with the Amera cosha in the terms used, but differing in the

arrangement, indicates the probability of Jaiim authorship.

For other sections, see XVII.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves.

2. No. 1852. Agarddi, or Vaidhya nig^hantic, medical lexicon, but

incomplete. It has from the beginning of the vowels, and down to

the syllabic letter ti. The words are arranged in alphabetical
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order, as usual in European dictionaries ; implying some superin-

tendence over a native mind. The words have a special reference

to medicine ; and the book may be termed a medical nomenclature

;

30 leaves.

The book is long, injured by insects.

XII. Miscellaneous.

1, No. 1838. Seven pieces.

1). Nama sivayi ashiacam, slScas.

An octave verse, on the five lettered Saiva formule ; but In-

complete.

2). Basavasa 'pancJia ritnam, slocas.

Five-jewelled praise of Basava, which may be Sivas vehicle, or

the head of the vira Saivas.

3). Mallica mdlai, nine jmdi/as, praise of iSiva.

4). Prabhu divya mantra gopiyn, seven hexameter stanzas. It ap-

pears to relate to Allama prabhu, and the vira Saiva system.

5). Raja niti hexameters.

Ndreda to Dherma raja.

On the manner of sacrifices when celebrated by kings, on kingly

ethics.

On the proper conduct of an assembly of Brahnans, Reference

to a superior world, with its mti, or moral rectitude.

6). Maitana Rdmayya ragela.

Rdmayya son oiMaha den, having been told by his mother, in a

joke, that Siva was his cousin, so ardently desired to see his relative,

that Siva took a liking to him ; and ultimately carried him to Cailasa.

See various other notices.

7). Lingarcliana ragale ; a chant on the rites of the llnga worship,

according to the title. The book dwells on the praises of Firupac-

ska a form of Siva, and also on mdnassu puja, or mental homage :

incomplete, 68 leaves in all.

The book is short, of medium thickness, very old and very

much injured.

2. No. 1842. Matters of public accounts ; mixed up with some

historical circumstances.
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>—A list of annual proceeds of certain villages, or townships. In

some of the memoranda there is Hindustani, in the Canarese letter,

—Concerning some chiefs of IckeriJie'lladi, Siicila in the Carndtaca

country, and of JBihiji or '* Bijapore," and concerning Ibrahim

Abdul saheb, apadshah, supposed to be the same as "Adil Shah."

—Some details as to wars and negotiations in the 16th century,

treaties of peace, and like details ; historical in kind, but not

fully written ; and looking like memoranda dotted down for

future use, and enlargement.

—Concerning the revenue for the anointing with butter-oil, certain

rites entitled " commands" and other appointments for homage

at the temple of Mahahalesvara at Golcernam in the N. "W". of

the Peninsuhi.

—Proceeds from the annual revenue of Manje, Mihipet Hosa-hera,

Hegaire, and other townships.

—Details as to extent and quality of donations, by various

individuals to the above, and other temples.

—The mode and order described, or defined of various annual

festivals, at different temples.

—Specification of various offerings ; such as money, fruits, grain,

&c.. 85 leaves in all.

The book is very long of medium thickness, on broad talipat

leaves, in good order.

3. No. 1906. Vircm mana nidhi, the treasure of Viran mana, the

author's name.

1). Bhucula pramdnam, geographical.

On Meru, Cailasa—the capitals of the guardians of the eight points

of the heavens. On the seven superior, and seven inferior worlds. On

the regions of the nine planets. On the seven great dwipas ; Jambic

Rrauncha, &c., and seven seas of milk, sugar-cane-juice, &c., the whole

being the rule, or measure (pramdnam) of the visible universe.

2). Kdla cliacra jiramdnam, chronological.

The age or life of Brahma—how much of it is passed—on the

manuvanteras or periods of the 14 Menus, on the yugas or great periods
;

the special manifestations or avatdras, which occurred in the four

yugas; being the time-circle rule.
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3). Jiva rdsi pramdnani, naturcal history. On birds, beasts, man-
kind, and other orders of beings or creatures. Different kinds of

food or nourishment, including that of fishes : the rule as to exist-

ing lives.

4). Panchdnfja pmmdnam, astrological. On lunar and solar days
;

on the 27 lunar mansions, or daily places of the moon in the zodiac,

on the yogas and haranas or good, and bad portions of the zodiac,

and the like ; being the five-member rule.

A further description of the Brahmandam, or universe ; the

dzoipas ; 14 worlds; cj'clc of nine years, &c. In the dwipas the gods,

men, mountains, rivers, &c,, this part seems to be termed Brahmanda
verndiiam. It has considerable details, 120 leaves ; but incomplete.

The book is short; of double thickness, worm-eaten.

XIII. Pauranical.

1. No. 1847. Bhdgavatam, padyas.

The fifth and sixth sccmdas, but not complete. In the fifth, are

the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, scmdhis, each one right. In the sixth, first

to seventeenth sandhi, so far right, but not ending the scandam. In all

822 stanzas.

The subjects are a description of the sufferings in naracam, and

the glory of Vishnu. The leaves are 5— 144.

The book is long, somewhat thick, injured.

2. No. 1849. For Section 1, see XVII. Section2, Bhagavatam, padyas.

Only three sandhis of the second scandam, containing an account

of the avataras of Vishnu.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, old, much injured.

3. No. 1875. Gange Gauri samvatam ; padya cavyam. The first

sandhi complete, of the second, only a little.

Five leaves at the beginning are from a different book, the tale of

Kaviya banfana ; and his adventures with an ogress, and her daughter :

fuller copies will occur under XIX.

The proper legend—in cousequencc of Parvati hearing that/Siya

intended to place Oanga on his head, she quarrelled with Ganga and
with him. He pacified her. The book narrates his going 'to Eetnagiri
(jewel-hill) to receive Ganga; but anything beyond is wanting;
leaf 11—50.

The book i§ of m^divim size, and yery much injured.

I
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4. 1894. JagandfJia vijayam, or triumph of Krishna : paclya cavyam:

By Rudra hhatla 1—10 asvdsams, other sections wanting.

Vasu deva and DevaJci had as sons £a/a Bdnia and Krishna.

The childish sports of Krishna. His killing Putdna a racshasa, sent by

Camsa to poison him, by poison put on her nipples. He twisted her

breasts and killed her. He killed the serpent Kdlinga by trampling

on it. His upholding the mountain Goverdhana, and so protecting the

cowherds from the fire of Jndra. Sports in water, and otherwise with

the gojns. His killing his uncle Camsa. His war with Jarasandha,

marriage with Rucmini, and other special acts of Krishna in his avatd-

ram : does not finish. It is probably taken from the Bhdgavaiam, as to

matter : 90 leaves.

The book is of medium size on broad talipat leaves, a little damaged.

—PuRANAS local,

5. No. 1814. Kyfeyuts of certain devasfhdnas or temples.

1 ). Vaidhya ndfha devastliana utddnam, It was founded by Qdlava

rishi : a fragment of seven leaves, has no beginning, nor ending.

2). Surayya maha deva. This linga was established in the time of

the Pdndavas, or ancient people. Details of its present state, with

ritual homage, offerings : on two leaves.

3). Maraddla md Jcdni kyfeyut.

The manner of kings who ruled in that town. Its capture by

Mahomedans, and subsequently coming under the English rule. Details

of temples in that district, or principality; as Mahd linga murti, Sada

/Siva murti &c., legends of the said fanes ; complete on 9 leaves.

4). Rdma kunji deva stlidnam. The Canyaca vanam, an image of

Rudra deva was formed by Durvasa rishi and as homage was ren-

dered to it by Rdmcif it obtained the name of Rdma kunji. Its

present state, and appurtenances described : 6 leaves complete.

5). Dharalur, the five pdndavas formed a sacti or ammen, named

Durgdmbu, and worshipped it. Details from antiquity downwards:

3 leaves, incomplete,

6). Account of the temple in the district of Bhanga mdi mdkdni,

Pdram Rdma, there established a Durgdmhd ; and also a fane to

SQ.d(i Siva ; 9 leaves.
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Some other persons consecrated an image of Vinayaca, or

Ganesa.

The consecration of Soma ndfha d^va. The origin of SaivaO

fanes ; and details of existing state, when the account was written.

These matters occupy seven leaves at the end.

The book is short, of medium thickness, leaves of differing size.

G. No. 1899. Bhadri giri mahdtmyamy said to be from the Brah-

mdnda purdnam, Brahma to Ndrecla. By Nanji raja.

This work agrees, as a Canarese version, witb a Sanscrit work
entitled Nanji rdja vachovildsam 1

—

12, adhydyas (13, 14 wanting) then

15, 16 the end.

Parvati having made a linga, did penance on the hill named
Bhadra giri. Her object was to obtain iSiva. Two Brahmans named

Mutgala and Uchchaycina, who had been cursed by Parvati, lived in a

wilderness near at hand : with a view to deliver them from the effects

of her spell, and to manifest his divinity, Siva appeared there. Dhermam,

or personified beneficence, appeared there. Details as to its manifes-

tation ou that hill. Brahma also appeared. tSiva explained to Parvati

the nature of the universe, as to the sacti energy pervading it. lie taught

her the Siva rahasyam. The glory of the hill, as to its bathing pools
;

stated. The legend of Jambu va7ifa, who did penance there. Brahna

rendered homage to Siva by repeating the 1,008 names of the latter,

used in homage. Towards the end, the leaves are confused, and the

book remains defective : 20 leaves are wanting in the midst. The
numbering of leaves is over 100, but 82 remain.

The book is short, of medium thickness, on broad tcilipat leaves,

variously injured.

[There is an old temple of the name on the passes up the Himalayas,

but this hill (otherwise termed BhadrdchalaJ appears to be in the north of

Telingana, the seat of a district chieftain. See under VII and IX supra.'\

XIV. Prophetical.

1. No. 1811. Chenna Basavesvara kdla gndnam, mixed metre. By
deva cavi Chennapa.

It is related to Vira Saiva books. ChennaJ^asara svami announced

to Siddha Rdmayya and Rudra muni to the following effect ; that in the

Call yugam he would go to svcrgam, and return to earth after the lapse

of the Caliyuga year 4780 (circiter A.D. 1670), and he gave a detail

of events that would occur in the interval, until his return. These are

hi
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chiefly evil, painful events, with various examples of the kind of occur-

rences ; such as, that Seringapatam, the capital of Mysore, would be

conquered by the Mahomedans, the names of Hyder and Tippoo Sultan

being given. In the south, all the people would have bad minds,

under the influence of evil counsels, and the kingdoms therein would be

destroyed, Durganirnayam, or devastation of communities would occur,

with ravages of disease, and the like. But that Vira BJioja vasaniaraya

would be born to set things right again. Details given of his reign.

Other matters concerning the excellence of the moving symbol, or

Vira Suiva devotee, and the value of bhaldi or devotednessto that creed :

27 leaves, seemingly complete.

The book is short, thin, on talipat leaves.

2. No. 1827. Kdlagndnas.

1). Yamapja Basavanna Imlayndnam. Two copies ; but with some

difference as to contents, poetical stanzas.

Yamayya was a gndni, or sage. He foretold that Seringapatam

would be destroyed by Mahomedans; that men, Avomen, kings, all

would transgress the rules of dhermam, or equitable beneficence.

.Moreover, that Basava would again come down to earth. " O ye people

!

be cautious, take care Avhen he comes, &c."

2). Chenna Basavanna kdlagnaiiam, only 64 stanzas: a little

prose, v. supra 1, No. X811.

The book is of medium size, in tolerable order.

3. No. 1837. Sarvdgnya lidlagnd^iam, three feet stanzas.

In part prophetical ; but a large portion is ethical, or sententious,

like the verses of J'ema^

Many utpdta or evil occurrences are to happen. There is to be

want of rain, consequent dearth, prevalence of the Mahomedans. But

Vira Bhoja, a champion, is to be born in the Calhjuga. The glory of

Basava declared. There are many other matters wildly prophetical.

Of the ethical cast are, the chapter on the advaita knowledge, on the

benevolence of the guru, on the kind of symbol preferred, on, the ascetic

zeal and wisdom ; on astrology, on kingly morals, on ethics in general.

The bearing of the wlfole favors the Saiva v/ay.

The author AAas a yogi, who was entitled sarvagna, or omni-

scient, or all-knowing : 95 leaves, incomplete.

The book is somewhat long, of mcdivim thickness, old, a little

injured.
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4. No. 18G9. Kdlagndnas.

1). Chenna Basavanna hdhgndnam, mixed metre, and some prose.

The evils about to liappcn in the Call yvgam. Great miscliief to

be done in the Carnataca country, by the Mahomcdans. Tlic going forth

oiDurga after those times, to destroy men by famine, pestilence, and the

like evils. On the vira Saiva way, &c, -see 1, No. 1811.

2). The same in a prose version.

In addition to the above, if contains a Jist of Mahomedan rulers,

in the Carnataca country ; periods and length of rule. Battles, victories.

3). Kdlagndnam, prose by Siddha Rdmcsvara.

One of the vira Sada worthies, to whom the foregoing was
delivered : the general subject is similar ; but with variations, as to the

many and grievous ewls to happen in the Cali yugam.

4). Sarvdgnya kdlagndnam.

By a yogi: 41 three-lined stanzas, so far 52 leaves.

*

See 3, No. 1837.

5). A fragment—as supposecl of Yamayyas prophecy—stanzas ; the

beginning, and the ending are wanting ; leaf 16—24.

In the part examined, the author calls on the people to beware, as

evil times are at hand. He enjoins on them a religious observance of the

Saioa way. Matters, assumed to be prophetical, are mingled w]) with

the rest.

The book is short, of medium thickness, on broad talipat leaves,

in good order.

5. No. 1873. Sarvdgn>/d kdlagiianrun.

115 leaves, but still incomplete. See 3, No. 1837, supra.

It was noted from this copy, that the ethical part appears to be

chiefly addressed to Saiva ascetics, of whom the author was one. Copies

made from this work were noted in Yol. 2, and somewhat slightingly.

The work should have a close investigation.

This copy is short, thick, worm-eaten.

C. No. 1877. Kdlagndnas.

Three books, apparently copied off for Browne's collection, and
entered in Vol 2. Two copies agree in subject ; and in kind of verse,

with some variations. The authors' names were either not found, or
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not distinctly noted, as to the present book. The third hook is by

Krishnamdchcirya.

In the first two pieces it is stated that, in the Cali yugUy the

Mlechchlias will enter the Carnataca country. Very great evils will

follow—slaughter, dearth, devastation. But to restore all things, Basava

will again be born, as Vira Vasanta raya ; who will govern and protect

the people : the exhortation is given, " become now the followers of

Basava and of Siddha Rama (a vira. Saiva of leading note, see the

Basava puranam) in order that you may not be destroyed ; and by that

means you will come under the special j)rotection of Siva." Some

precepts of an advaita bearing, are connected with the rest.

Krishnamdchdrya's prophecy is in the form of prose. He traces

the Yddava and Pandora genealogies down to the advent of the

Mlechclthas (barbarians, Mahomedans). List of* kings, Janamejaya,

Vicramdditya, Bhoja raja, &c., to the Yddavas of HoMahedu and the

Mahomedans. The said barbarians are to rule a long time, with grievous

attendant evils. But at length, Vira Vasanta 7*a^a -will be born. • His

reign is to last a very long time, and is ^o be particularly favorable to

the followers of Basava (or the vira Saivas). For their benefit specially

the prophecy was long ago recorded. The three pieces occupy 54 leaves.

The book is very short, thick in proportion, and injured.

[In the matter of pHiloIogy only, I think, the foregoing books are of sufficient autho-

rity to correct the use of Dirglia darsanam for prophecy, and Birg'ha darsi for p?ophet, in

translation of the Scriptures, and in theological usage. The words signify lengthened vision,

and one foreseeing. The Greek word -ffheiice, through the Latin, came prophecy, prophet,

means, speakiug before, one foretelling. Though the word prophet has the 'sanction of the

Septuagint, and ISI'ew Testament; yet it does not give the force of roos (rii.'^hi) a seer, and

nabi a title of spiritual honor to inspired men. I submit for consideration, whether

Icdlagnanam for prophecy, and lalagndni for prophet would not be better than the above-

mentioned words, in current usage ; which many critics have objected to, without finding

Bubstitutcs.]

But further, and as a revised opinion, I think the foregoing prophe-

tical books of the vira Saivas should be well, and closely looked into. They
agree in pointing to one who ansvrers to the Messiah of the Hebrews ; that is,

a warlike incarnation of a conquering prince, who is to subdue the enemies
of his people, to lead them on to victory, glory and prosperity

; and to reigu

over them, and mankind for a millenial period on earth. Many Christians

have adopted a large portion of this persuasion from the Jewish writers. The
influence of such predictions, in this country, i^liould be considered. Eaya is a

great king, Vira implies a hero, vosautam is the spring season. A conquering

monarch, refreshing as the spring after a dreary rointer is promised to the
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people. And tbe belief in such prophecy is general. Ten years before the

northern rebellion it was stated to me, in a small town 18 miles N.AV. of

Madras ; and the speaker, in the hearing of many natives, asserted that he

spoke not merely his own opinion, but the common opinion of all natives.

He spoke with the utmost confidence, of the extermination of Europeans
;

and of the eradication of Cliristianity, as a necessary consequence. Hence it

seems to me, that such books as the foregoing should be examined more closely

than is consistent with such a work as the present. The prophecy was every

where alluded to during the depression caused by the mutinies. The Maho-

medans also have a correspondiDg prophecy, as to the advent of a conquering

Imam.

XV. Pyroteciikical.

1. No. 1903. The work has no observed title; but its subject is

pyrotechny.

The mode of compounding saltpetre, sulphur and charcoal, for

the formation of the principal material, and the proportions of each

ingredient stated. Then, with the addition of other materials, or with-

out them, the making of blue-lights, port-fires, pagal vetti or camphor

lights, such as give the brilliant (Drummond) light in festival processions.

The chacra hdnam, or large wheels, the tajjdssu or cracker, or maroon.

dkdsa hdnam or sky-rocket. The war-rocket was not noted, but is pro-

bably included. This last was in all probability, the pasuputdstra given

by Siva to Arjuna : the subject of so much poetical fable.

The natives have made considerable progress in this art. In the

sky-rocket they fail, from not having yet thought of any better vehicle

than the short knotted bamboo.

The book is short, thin, (ii8 leaves) damaged by insects.

XYI. Rhetorical.

1. No. 1574. For Section 1, sse XI.

Section 2, Carndtaca sabcla siiiijii.

]0 parich'/iedas of sutra-ms, and Sanscrit ttca or prose; and this

relating to the rules of Canarese composition. The sections are very

short ; as the whole is on three leaves.

Section 3, Kdvidva Ujcana.

By Ndga verv^a padya cavyam.

9, j)araJcaranas, or chapters.

Rules to be observed in writing poems as to proper letters, and
suitable places

; and as to coalition of words, proper nouns ; on compound
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phrases for titles or epithets ; faults oisandld or coalition ; properties of

words in general. Given in brief sutras with examples: 22 leaves.

Section 4. K&vi raja marfja, padyas. By Tungadeva.

On rhetorical figures in Canarese poetry. Chapter 1, discrimi-

nation as to faults, and en freedom from faults. Chapter 2, on figures

or tropes, contained ia a single word. These two chapters are complete.

Chapter 3, art'JuUancdram on tropes, metaphors, in the meaning; or

ornament of stjle generally, only a little : 14 leaves.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves, much damaged.

2. No. 1826. Two books.

1). Apratima vira cliaritram. By Tirumala anjya, jiadija cavyam.

1-

—

^ lyraharnas, and part of 4th.

A work on rhetoric ; in some degree, resembling the chandra loca

of Cdli desa. Various ornaments of style termed alancdram. Such as

siicshma, j;i7«i7a/a, samahllala, hhavodaiya alancdram ; and the like.

Specimens of each kind are given by means of Sanscrit slocaSy with a

version in prose Canarese. The padyas of the author differ : these also

are rendered into prose. A tale of the prowess of Cliicka deva raya is

added, with the object of giving examples, as to the different rules.

There is much machinery as to the intervention of gods. It has the

appearance of being an ingenious work : but it is incomplete.

2), Ch'icha deva raya yashobusliana, prose and composite stanzas

mixed.

Eulogy of Narayana deva, of Yadu girl, the god of Mysore ; his

glory celebrated, and the reign of C/iicka deva at Seringapatam panegy-

rised. The two are so managed as to give examples of the rules for

rhetorical poetry.

Religious matters of a vedanla bearing are intermingled. The

benefits arising from the avataras, or manifestations of Vishnu are stated

and illustrated, for the benefit of his votaries.

Srimdn Ndruyana is the hlranavi or first cause of the universe.

This theological point is illustrated by extracts, as stated from the

vedas, and fiom other authorities. Some doubts arising from contradic-

tory authorities are begun to be removed by answers ; but this part

remains unfinished : leaf 59—90 both pieces.

The book is of medium length, thin, old, very much damaged

by insects, and needing to be restored.
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XVII. Romance, Historical.

1. No. 1801. For Section 1, see XVIII.

Section 2. Kirartarjunii/am, or Bhdravai. First and second

sargams only: 12 leaves.

Section 3. Bhdratam, hexameters, 6 sandhis from the midst,

apparently of the BJiishma parvam, consolations founded on the death

of Ahimanyu : 25 leaves, 8 leaves blank.

The hook is long, of medium thickness, slightly injured.

2. No. 1820. Jahnini Bharatam, by LacsJwiisa, hexameters; 1—23

sandhis incomplete, on 152 leaves.

After the great v.'ar Dherma raja made a horse-sacrifice in token

of claiming to be universal ruler. The horse was led to dillereiit coun-

tries by Bkhna, which Arjuna and Krislina followed. The horse was

seized by Bappiravdhana ( Jrjuna's son at Madura) ; a severe contest

followed between him and /irjuna, neither one conscious of relationship.

Arjuna lost his head, which Krishna jointed on again, by the medicine

termed Sanjivini. A parallel detail of Rdma's horse, seized by his sons

Kusa and Lava, is given. In the early portion, much romantic and fabu-

lous matter is given as to Arjuna s pilgrimage southwards : more or less

abstracted in former notices. This book comes down to the recovery of

Arjuna; but wants the remainder.

The book is very long, also thick ; looks recent, but is slightly

injured,

3. No. 1822. Maha Bhdratam. By Cumara Vydsa, that is Suca;

hexameters.

It contains the ddi and sahhci parvams.

Adi 1— 18 sandhis of 19th only, 5 stanzas.

sahhci l-°-14 sandhis complete.

158 leaves, one in the midst is gone.

The book is long, thick, old, damaged.

4. No. iS45. Bhdratam.

The ddi parvani, 1—41 sandht, complete; hexameters with a few

sheas, 261 leaves.

The introductory, and genealogical portion.

The book is very long and very thick, old, much damaged by

worms.
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5. No. 1849. Section 1, Bhdratam.

It contains three parvams, the Dr6na, Salya and Kerna, relating

to different days of the fight.

For Section 2, see XIII.

The book is of medium length, thick, old, very much injured

;

of some leaves only bits remain.

6. No. 1881. ^/mr«fa»?, hexameters.

Two yarvams, 3rd aranya, and 4th viraia, 3rd aranya, 1—8 san-

dhi ; the 4th has only 47 stanzas: 43 leaves, incomplete.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, damaged.

7. No. 1895. Bhdratam, hexameters.

The Virata parvam, 1— 11 sandhi, complete, on 76 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, old, damaged.

8. No. 1905. (8 erased and 5 inserted.)

Kirartarjuniy (1711. Old No. 83, CM. 379, with my seal, as

formerly examined.

The language is Telugu, in Canarese letter : an incomplete copy,

mixed metre ; 28 leaves, defective at the end. The general subject is

the penance of Arjutia in the Iliindlayas to get the life-destroying

weapon from Siva ; with a variety of episodes, and connected adventures.

The book is long, thin, damaged, one board is also broken.

XVIII. Saiva.

1. No. 1801. Section 1, Mahinma stottra. By Fushpadantdchary.

Praise of the glory of iSiva^ It seems a prefix—40 stanzas,

Sanscrit in Telugu letter.

For Sections 2 and 3, see XVIII supra.

The book is long, of medium thickness.

2. No. 18I3i Dii)aia kaliyara cdeya, hexamctors, in 9 sandhls^ so

far right.

In Conjeveram, one named Dipata kali found a Sivalinga in a

wood ; and continued constantly paying it homage. His wife asked him

the reason for his doing so. He instructed her in the Saiva way, telling

her that he expected beatification from his dcvotedness, and giving vari-

ous examples of benefit derived by such homage- This fiction is made a

vehicle for tales of persons brought over to the Saiva credence, or very
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devoted in that way ; as Malliyanna ft Juina, wlio left the Jaina way,

and became a Saiva : in the end obtaining beatification. Mukammna
chola, Sindku mdrala raya, Kirarta sankanna dharani kesi, ISala

chacraverti, Sucshadevi, a/wnm woman, Savuntara navibenay Mahasvdia,

Cholacharam. These all, by their devotedness to Siva, obtained Cailasa,

or the Saiva heaven. These tales being recordi^d, for an obvious

purpose, it is added that both husband and wife, by their homage,

became united to the symbol worshipped ; another phrase for beatifica-

tion : 159 leaves.

The book is short and thick, on talipat leaves, in tolerable order.

3. No. 1859. Gunta Brahmayya suvi. First and second sondhis,

of the third, only a little.

Legend of a king named Gunta Brahma who was a great devotee

of Siva. In order to try him, Siva sent Ndreda wiih a message to the

effect, that his palace would be entered at night, and be robbed.

Ndreda came, and pretended to have heard the chirping of a lizard,

convening such an intimation. At night Siva and Ndreda disguised as

Jangamas entered the fort, and broke a way into the palace; taking

jewels oiF from the bodies of the king and queen, and carrying away

much wealth besides. On their going out, it was day break ; but Siva

said to all inquirers, that he had been plundering. On the king hear-

ing who had robbed him, he was not moved by the loss, but continued

a devotee to Siva. The sequel is not in this copy ; but there are other

copies to be noticed : 39 leaves.

The book is short, in tolerable order.

4. No. 1870. Two fragments.

1). Part of legends of sixty-three special votaries of Siva: ulti-

mately beatified. By Nija gunaSiva yogi.

There are other, and fuller copies.

2). A few prose leaves, without beginning or ending; containing

matter on the five elements, and five senses, with a hija, or special

letter applicable to each one : 11 leaves.

The book is short and thin, damaged.

6. No. 1879. Two pieces.

1). Maifuna Rdmandyanasuvi; \,2, sandhi ; so far right.

One Sanayya's wife Maha de'vi was left a widow, with a son called

Rdmayya, He inquired of his mother concerning his relatives, when
/ ]
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she jestingly said iSiva was bis mailuna, brother-in-law, or cousin.

The boy went everywhere announcing this circumstance, and asking

where Siva lived. Some directed him to Cailaau, and he set out to

find it. Sica, at length, took compassion on him, appeared, and carried

him to Cailasa. Former notices have been given: 73 leaves.

2). Sampradaya vachana jadya.

Distinct stanzas, severally in praise of Gain I, Sancara, Ganapali.

Other stanzas are on asceticism, and devotedness to Siva: a fragment on

19 leaves.

The book is short, of medium thickness, old, a little damaged.

XIX. Tales.

1. No. 1558. Somasechara and Chilrasecliara cadhe, mixed metre,

a tale of two brothers. There are forty-three leaves, not in

regular order; other forty leaves, from the beginning and ending,

are gone.

Various notices of the tale appeared in Vols. 1 and 2. Fajra

TYiakuta raja had two sons, named as above. When grown up, they

set out on an expedition ; the narrative of which is a singular detail of

robberies, magic, night-entries, carrying off women, and ultimately

extends as far as to Cashmir. It is a very strange admixture of romantic,

and incongruous incidents.

The book is short, of medium thickness, on broad talipat leaves,

slightly injured.

^. No. 1807. Sdrangadhara charitram. By Samhayya, mixed

metre.

Two copies ; the first complete on 66 leaves, the second one has

leaves 19—29, and five leaves from the beginning, among these ten leaves.

The tale has very often occurred, and has been repeatedly

abstracted.

The book is of medium size; both copies are old, and injured

by insects.

3. No. 1810- CKJwra cadhe, or talc of Somasec'hara and Cliitra^

scchara; 8 sandhis.

Vajramalcuta raja by the favor of Siva had two sons, twins,

named as above ; they were brave and bold, and set out on a plunder-

ing expedition, singing an amorous ditty by the way. The account of

the marvels of that raid is given, After all kinds of secular pleasure
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and prosperity, the two thieves obtained Cailasa. See many foregoing

notices.

The book is short, thick, on talipat leaves, slightly injured.

4. No. 1824-. Cumdra Rcimana charitram, by Nuvjunda, hexa-

meters. In all 47 sandhls, on 283 leaves.

Copies of this work were entered under YII. It partakes of

both classes.

CamjJiIa raja of Hosa durg, by favor of Hari hara, hod a son

named Rama. When Nani khan, a chief from Delhi, came against his

father, Rdma encountered the Mahomedans, and drove them away.

The episode about Rcinaji. The young man escaped death by ihe

device oi Buchaya, his father's maniri. When the Mahomedans again

invaded the kingdom, Rama again encountered them, but fell towards

tlie close of the tight. His head was cut off, and carried to Delhi.

'J'he book is of medium length, thick, on talipat leaves, a little

damaged.

5. No. 1832. Ch'Iwra cadhe ; mWQ^meire. See 8, No. 1810«</;?-cr,

and many other previous notices.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, old, damaged.

6. No. 1839. Soma sec hara and Chitra sec hara cadhc, mixed

metre : 123 leaves.

Sec foregoing notices.

The book is short, somewhat thick, old, very much damaged.

7. No. 1816, Section 1. Cumara Rdmana charitram, hexameters,

from the fifth to the twelvth sandhi, a few leaves of the fourteenth

and fifteenth, leaf 86—127 and 10 loose leaves. See above 4, No.

1824, and fuller notices under VII, supra.

The book is long, of medium thickness, variously and greatly

injured.

8. No. 1855. Indra Airdvata, hexameters, 2 sandhis. An enlarge-

ment on an episode from the Bhdratam. Koniidevi, the mother of

Arjuna not being invited to the Gaja Gauri vriiia, was greatly

vexed. In order to appease her, Arjuna went to Indra's world,

and brought thence the real white elephant of Indra, the name of

which is Alrdvati. This elephant, he presented to his mother, in

order, that she and her friends might do it homage ; in preference

to the clay-image of Gnja Gauri, commonly worshipped by women.
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On the label is "Jaim'ini bhdratam /' probabl}' wrong ; though

the story may be taken from that work.

The book is of medium size, old, slightly injured,

9. No. 1856, Krishna charitram, or Vara MoMni tarangini,padt/as'

In 42 sandhis, said to be complete.

Tale of Krishna and his family, on the burning of Manmata by

Siva. Cdma was again born as the son oi Krishna: Sambu asura killed.

Tale of Aniruddka. His furtive amour with 'Usha daughter of

Bdndsjtra. Quarrel thereupon, and battles of Krishna with Bdndsura,

and with Siva. In the end, the marriage between Aniruddhaa.r\6. 'Usha:

1.59 leaves.

The book is of mecliura length, very thick, and very much injured

by insects.

10. No. 1860. Kdriya bantana cadhe, tale of a king's son : mixed

metre.

A flower gatherer on Coilasa, for some fault, was condemned to

be born on earth, as a king's son, and to meet his death by means of a

female rdcshaxi. Accoidingly he was born as the son of Mdra bhupati,

and named Kdriyabantano. When grown up, he was affianced to a

dau}.'hter of Balkana raya. On his way to her, he was attracted by a

female rdcshasi, named Pundaricdcsha, who led him to her mother

Kuurlarura racsJiast, elsewhere Hedimbra. Intermediate adventures

occurred ; but, in the end, the latter killed him in the night-time. His

affianced spouse, being about to burn herself on his account, Siva

appeared, and took away the original curse, and restored Kdribaniaua to

life, and in the sequel received all that had suffered, on this account, to

his paradise. On 72 leaves, said to be complete.

The book is long, of medium thickiiess, damaged.

11. No. )86l. Katiyabanlana cadhe. An incomplete copy, 83

leaves remain.

The book is short and proportionately thick, old, and much

damaged.

12. No. 1862. Ndga cumdrana charitram, hexameters, V>2 sandhis,

said to be complete.

See X. 1, No. 1882, supra, and 18, No. 1883 infra, 210 leaves.

The book is of medium length, thick, on broad talipat leaves,

a brass star on the string ; in good order.
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13. No. 1864. Chilra sechara and Soma sec hara cadhe : mixed

metre : leaf 1—76 and 20 others irregular, warning 40 leaves here

and there.

• See foregoing notices.

The book is of medium size, very much injured.

14. No. 1866. Praddhyumna Charitra. the tale ot Krishna s son,

padya cavyam.

Krishna s marriage with Rucmini : Cdma (redivivus) as their son
;

but named Praddhyumna. This child was stolen by Madhu kaitapa, a

rdcshasa, who took it to a forest, and left it there. Praddhyumna after-

wards ruled as Yuva raja, or crown-prince. The killing of Sambu, an

asura. PraUhyxLmna betrothed to Rati. His goin^ to Dtvdracajmri

to visit his father and mother: not more here : 23 leaves incomplete.

It is said to lean to the Jaina way.

The book is of medium length, thin, on talipat leaves, in good

order.

15. No. 1865, Capota vacya.m, tale of a pigeon, hexameters,

1 sandhi complete.

Ill this section a male pigeon, on its mate being taken in a net,

pours forth a plaint ; it details all the usual bad qualities of women ; and

contrasts them with the excellencies of its own mate : ending in a reso-

lution by both to perish in the flames ; leaves 17.

The book is short, on talipat leaves, somewhat damaged.

16. No. 1876. Capota vdcyam, by Nanjayya, mixed metre.

The reply of Rama to Svgriva, concerning the reception proper

to be given to Vlblshina; illustrated by the tale of a pigeon; its plaint,

on its mate being caught, and sacrificnig its life in consequence.

60 leaves, and seems complete.

The book is short, of medium thickness, injured by insects.

17. No. 1880. Kariya hantana cadhe.

By Sambayya, mixed metre.

In Bdrci puram one Mara bhupaiis son was named Kariyabantana.

He set out for Hallabedu to marry the daughter o{ Bellala raya; being

affianced to her. By the way, in the Gondaniir pass, a female rdcshasi

drew him aside, and took him to her mother Hedimbra ; who plotted to

kill him
; but the young man outwitted her. The daughter, by name

Pundarica, counselled flight. Hedioibra followed ; and, finding him out,

by a fiilse charge, got him into her power, and killed him at night. Tbe
rdcshasi Pundarica, and the daughter of the Bellala king, entered the
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fire; and being delivered from this janmdntaram , or present existence,

obtained Cailasa. 121 leaves, and appearing to be complete.

18. No. 1883. ydga Cumdrana charitram, by Balm ball, hexame-

ters, 32 sandliis.

One Jayantara raja had a son born to him. The child fell into a

well, but was borne up by a snake on its hood : hence, the child was called

Ndga Cumctra. He studied all learning, the art of music, Singly

gymnastics, &c., Kinnara manohnra the daughter oi ^wasura challenged

all to compare with her in beauty, and skill in playing on an instrument.

He overcame her in both. He caught a royal elephant, known as

Nilagiii, when in must, and tamed it. An untameable horse he laid hold

of, and subdued. He conquered various kings at dice &c. Jayavtrmas

son, named Fyalan, had a frontlet eye ; he met him in combat, and over-

came him. The daughter of Nanda raja, at her svayam varam, promised

to marry the person that could excel her in skill on the Indian lute-

He did so, and married her. He subdued a betdla or demon, and made

him a familiar. He conquered kings in ail quarters, and married many
wives ; enjoying great prosperity, and so forth. A romance of the Jaina

kind. Sec X. 1, No. 1882 supra: 165 leaves, seemingly complete.

The book is somc^xhat long and thick, on talipat leaves, in good

order.

19. No. 188G. Earjha rdncana kruli, by Chicka Nanjesa :

hexameters.

In 19 sandkis, appearing to be complete.

In Pompa-csJietrnm thrc was a Saiva devotee named Maha deva

hhatta. His wife Rudrini bore to him a son who was called Raghavdnca ;

who was instructed, by Ilari dcharya a guru, in all learning ; and, by great

devotedness to the Saiva symbol, he became a perfect man in knowledge,

and other attainments. In addition to his own biography, tales of

illustiious men, such as Marcondeya and others, in which he was

instructed, arc given with some detail. He was fully taught as to

wearing the rudracsha beads; the vibJ/^ti or coAv-dung ashes; the

excellence of the five-lettered Saiva formulc ; the mode of ritual homage

to Siva; the nature, and contents of the Saiva dgavias (28 sacred books)

:

the whole is given in extenso, and sometimes Sancrit slocos are insei'ted,;^

in proof, or illustration. Under the guise of a biographical tale, it

insinuates tlie whole Saiva system ; and as such, has a reference to XVIIT

supra : 190 leaves, and it appears to be complete.

Thx) book is of medium length, very thick, on broad talipat leaves,,

in srood order.
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20. No. 189. Ndga Cumdrana charitrotn : hcxumeicrs, 1—32
sandhis ; IG leaves wanting in different places : 109 leaves remain.

See the above notice 18.

The book is of medium size, on talipat leaves, very old, and very

much injured.

21. No. 1904. Krishna Arjuna samvdlam.

Letter Canaresc, language Telugu
; very faulty orthography.

Many notices have preceded. A yandharha named Cayan, was
the cause of a quarrel between Krishna and Arjuna. Their combat
described. Made up by mediation. A fictitious romance.

The book is somewhat long, of medium thickness, much worm-
eaten.

XX. Vaishnava.

1. No. 1593. Divvya siivi muJid, 'prahandliani. A great work of

the divine poets ; that is, the A'luvdr, and one poetess.

By Chickohadayar mantri, in 14 asvdsas, and apparently complete :

padya cavyam.

[This book, on taking it from the Librarj-, was said to belong to class /?. Being found

amouug class O, and not known to exist when the other class was examined, it must now
remain here. It is a book of some consequence.]

The legendary introduction states that Garuda, Bhujangapati,

Visvatsdna and the five weapons of Vishmi., or shell, discus, club, sword,

and bow, by the order of Vishnu became incarnate on eartb, in human

bodies. The names in order, as here given, are : 1. Poyyikai dluvdvy

2. Pudatdluvdr, 3. Peydluvdr, 4. Tiru onarlnsai dluvdr, 5. Nam dluvar^

G. MaVhura cavi dluvdr, (J'ishnu chit'? J, 7. Kidasec'hara dluvdr,

8. Periya dluvdr, 9. Chndu kodutta ndchiyamma (a female), 10. Tonda

reddi 2,odi dluvdr, 11. Tirupani dluvar, 12. 'Tiru mangy e dluvor.

Their birth ; some in the ordinary way, others unusual, as from

a lotus flower; the female from the midst of a bush. They had a pecu-

liar appearance to mark them as dluvdr, or special servants of Vishnu

;

and they obtained the dignity of dchdrya, or doctor. On their matu-

rity, and celebrity. They composed and chanted the divvya pracandhas

(otherwise known as TiriL morhij. These are, in part, versions from

the vedas ; and partly on the glory of Vishnu, and of his incarnations.

The 9th in the above list is not propeily an dluvdr, and the

l2lh place is usually given to Ycmjtramaniir, or Edmdnvja oi Sri-
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perumafur. His birth-place and that of 4, are only about ten miles

apart. In this book, by another name a special account is given. He

is said to be an incarnation o! a portion of ddi sestha, on which Fishnu

reposes. Place and time of his birth. How born, era of flourishing, time

of his beatitude, or death. A specification of the books which he com-

posed ; with like matters, in considerable detail. This seems the fullest

account of these special personages, that has yet come before me. Their

lives are identified with the introduction, and diffusion of the Vaishnava

system, in the Peninsular-south. Hence, a full translation would be

both curious and useful. It extends to 260 leaves.

The book is somewhat long, of twice the usual thickness, on

narrow palm leaves, in good order.

XXI. Vedanta.

1. No. 1826. For Section 1, see XVI.

Section 2, is also given there, and is referred to, from this place,

as containing some matter coming under this heading.

2. No. 1846. For Section 1, see XIX.

Section 2, contains 15 leaves in Ndgari letter; title not dis-

coverable. It has some slocas in praise of 72aw« .- advocates ihevedau'

tarn on the Vaishnava mode of Rdmanuja, with proofs iromsriXtiotih^

v4dam : 1 leaf o{ grant'ha letter on grammar.

XXII. ViRA Saiva

1. No. 1806. Two sections.

1). Prahhu svdmi ndVhana tdrdvali. In 28 pdttas, or lengthened

stanzas, each stanza corresponding with a lunar mansion.

The guru of all the vira Saivas, who was named Prahhu deva

became incarnate on earth. He was head also of the premanas or

celestials. His acts, and proceedings, briefly stated. His temptation

hy Mdyi alluded to; and the result panegyrised. .It seems to be an

epitome of the Prahhu Unga lila ; and appears to be complete.

y). Various matters.

The spell used on fixing a new lingam. Praise of Nandikes-

vara in slocas. In Telugu, two stanzas on the interpretation of dreams.

In Canarese, some stanzas on the a<itJoiirt system ; and on the ascetic

mode of life : in all 40 leaves.

The book is short, of medium thickness, injured by insects.
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2. No. 1812. Zarana lilamrita; mixed metre.

The introduciory portion relates to divisions of the earth into

seven dwipas ; with the names of the seas that surround them. A descrip-

tion of Cailasa, the paradise of Siva, and of its mode of being governed.

The sabha, or host of collected ganas, or companies. On Siva's

bichliatana tila or going about as a mendicant on earth. On Vira

Bhadras destruction of Dacshas sacrifice. Transition to the incarna-

tion oi Basava deca. Details as to his mode of life. Other details of

special devotees who were taken to Cailasa, and hence are named

premanas, or premana ganam. On the mode of Saiva homage. The

Basava Lila or (cruel) sports; and ^a.saz^i'/'s ultimate deification. On
225 leaves, complete.

The book is of medium length, thick, on talipat leaves, in good

order.

3. No. 1821. I'rabhu li?iga lila, ov the temi>\.R{ion o£ Jllama 2)Tobhu.

•

hexameters. In 25 gaiis, or sections, almost complete. Siva

describing to Parvati the excellency of Glioma, the goddess was

disposed to test it; and caused her tdmasa guiiam to become incar-

nate as a female, but failed in the endeavour. She then sent a

portion of her sdtvica gunam ; but in this failed also. Allama was

proved to be a part of Siva himself There are fuller notices fore-

going; and a lengthened abstract in Vol. 2.

Leaf 1—5— 100 and 103— 125, leaf 1—4 in broken pieces,

prefatory matter only.

The book is long, of medium thickness, very old, and very

greatly damaged.

4. No. 1823. Chcinia Basava purdnam.

By Virupacsha pandit ; hexameteis.

In 5 can dams, on 240 leaves, complete.

The general substance is Basava s instructions to Slddha Rame-
svara, and other devotees in assembly : quasi lectures, or sermons. As
such, a compendium of the vira Saiva system.

A confutation of other systems, with sarcastic remarks and tales,

in order to establish the superiority of the vira Saiva way. Nandikes-
vara became b(»n as a man, the elder Basava ; learned in all Saiva
wisdom

; became mantrl to the king of Kalycina puram ; taught the
king the equity of kings. Various tales of Siva from the purdnas,
and other source?, and of proselyte devotees. There appears to be

hi 1
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added to the piiruna proper, the Kdrana /lasagi, which contains the

metaphysico-material philosophy of this sect methodized : includiiifr the

shad st'halas, or six special places. 1'here is also Chenna liasava

kdlagndiiam, elsewhere given as a distinct book, supra XIV, and the

mode of archanam or ritual homage to the symbol.

[From this book the various manuscript copies noted in Vol. 2 were

taken. A brief idea of the sarcastic talcs was therein given ; but the whole

could not be decently quoted.]

This book is long, very thick, injured by insects.

5. No, 1825. Zaraiia lildmritam. By Chcnnappa, mixed metre.

This portion contains \2 saiidhis.

Description of Sircis world ; and of this inferior world. Siva's

amusement in going about as a beggar, with Brahma's head in his hand.

Origin of Virabhndt-a, and destruction of Dacshas sacrifice. Incarna-

tion of Basava. Matters relative to the 7:)rfwrn;a ^a«r/A-. After various

events in his life Basava performed the Siva zarana lila, or seeking

xeiu»;e in Siva : 117 leaves.

The book is long, thick, slightly injured.

G. No. 1828. Zarana lUamrHam: mixed metre, the fourth and

fifth sandhis of the Basava purdnavi. It appears that 2, No. 1812

supra, contains the earlier portion. This commences with the incar-

nation oi Basava, his marriage to Ganga avibikd, and becoming head

of the Jangamas : the rest wanting. See a full abstract in Vol. 2.

The book is long, thin, in tolerable order,

7. No. 1878. No title, as wanting the beginning, but the contents

Vixe Basava purdna arCha pracdsica, or an explanation in prose of

the Basava purdnam from 502 to 758 verse, not ending. These

divisions are into very small sections of a few lines each.

In these Chickada nayaca narrates to Allama prahhu, the incar-

nation of A^a^icZ/; birth as Basava, training, various acts, describing him

as head giirii of the sect, and highly praising him : leaf 135—158.

The book is of medium length, thin, on broad talipat leaves,

a little injured.

8. No. 1884. Nannauya charilram : com])osite stanzas, 5 sandhis:

The subject of this tale lived in a wood, was a hunter, and one

who beat, and killed any human beings that came near him. Some

Siva jndnis passing that way, he came mildly, and asked them to afford

him instruction. They did so, and the details are lierein given ; being
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name of Nannayya, or gentleman. He did not cease paying homage to

the liiiga. He kept constantly in mind, what the sages had taught him ;

and ultimately obtained beatification in the heaven of Siva.

This tale Basava raja told to the prematas, or devotees of the

viva Saiva way. It also proves, or defends that system, by extracts

from various authorities : 182 leaves.

The book is short, very thick, on narrow leaves, old, and injured

by insects.

9. No. 1885. Prahhu Unga lila : hexameters in 25 gatis, complete.

Panegyric of Allama prabhu. The tdmasa guiiani of Parvati

tempted him, as a woman named Mdyadevi; and the sdtvicagunam, as

Vrishahhendra, assumed various forms, female, male, and feral. Allama

assumed other, and repellent forms. In the midst of these temptations,

he was head teacher to Basava and his followers ; to whom he ensured

beatification : 114 leaves.

The book is of medium size, on talipat leaves, old and worn.

10. No. 1890. Prahhu linga lila : hexaineievs.

This has 120 leaves, 25 very much damaged, and 10 or more

are wanting. Subject as in the last one.

The book is long, somewhat thick, extremely old, and exceed-

ingly damaged.
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13. Sanscrit.

Palm-leaf Manuscripts. 1st Family.

a.—granfha letter.

1. No. 2260. *S//p6 sdstravi, on architecture and statuary. Old

No. 9G, CM. 258.

This is a very small book, in twelve half-sized palm leaves

;

complete, and in good order.

Its subject is the observation of the nacsh^tra, and other astro-

logical formulas, requisite to be observed, before beginning the archi-

tectural construction of fanes, towers, images, cars, and any large build-

ings. The different aspects of the planets, the rulers of special times,

and seasons ; their friendship or enmity ; these, and similar things, are

all to be carefully observed and compared, before the commencement

of any work ; so that bad times may be avoided, and good ones chosen.

There should be two other like books, No. 94, CM. 256, and
No. 95, CM. 257 ; but they were not observed in the present examina-

tion, and are supposed to be missing. No. 114, CM. 491, in Telugu

letter is entitled silpi sastram. It was not noticed among those manu-

scripts, and is supposed to have been also abstracted, in the bad sense

of the word.

b.— JJriya letter.

2. No. 2368. Bhdgavalani, dvndasa scandam, the 3 2th book, or

part of the uttara hhagam, in 13 chapters : chiefly on matters

pertaining to KrnJma : leaf 1— 79. See other notices.

The book is long, of medium thickness, in good condition.

3. No. 2371; Two piecas.

1). Retna malika, jewel-necklace, prose. By Krtshna dasa.

An account of the Bhdgavatam. Brahma composed four verses,

one from eacli mouth. Nara Narayana, residing at the Badricaazrama,

made other verses, and repeated them to Nareda. Vyasa is stated to

liave enlarged them to 100 slocas, and his son Suca extended them to

18,000 verses. The book enumerates the 18 p?iranas, and gives the

contents; in epitome, of each book of the B/i(i(/ava(am.
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^). Bhagavata rariiam, sloca.s with an explanation of their meaning

in Uriya prose. By Krishna dasa.

Panegyric on the great merit of the Bhdyavatam.

The book is small, but thick, recent, in good order.

[ I am indebted to papers, supplied by the Ilon'ble Walter

Elliot, Esq., for the notice of these two Uriya books.]

c.—Tamil Pracrif, granfha letter.

No. 2083. Mairdvana charitram : Old No. G2, CM. 140. Stated

in the commencement to bo takeu from the Jaimini Bharalavi.

1. adhyayam. Description of a fictitious town, with its various

kinds of inhabitants.

2. Reference to the court o{ Rama, the visit o^ rnhis to him.

His inquiries, and their congratulations.

3. Reference to the valour of Hanuman. The eulogy pronounced

on him by Jgastya, who narrates the tale. The sorrow of Bavayia, in his

palace, at his defeat ; and complaint thereon to the inhabitants. In

consequence Mairavana, a racshasa, came to console him, and to point

out a scheme of revenge.

4. Ravana asks, what can be done ; not against men, but gods.

Mairaiana engages to go down to his kingdom, the inferior world, and

offer a sacrifice to the evil goddess there. The wife of Mairavana

dissuades him from any enterprise ; since it must issue in his destruction.

He then applies for counsel to his ministers ; being still in his kingdom,

in the lower world.

5. Mairavana sets out at the het^d of his army, from the inferior

world, determined to make war : on the way, evil omens appear.

6. Vibihhana, younger brother of Ravana, knowing all the

preparations, which were being made, informed Hanuman and Sugrita.

Rama (as Vishnu), was then sleeping, and could not be disturbed.

7. Hanuman a^simied a supernatural form ; and bound his tail all

around the fortress, or camp of i^rrwo, from the heavens down to the

lower regions. He allo-wed only one entrance, at which he kept

guard ; and despatching VibUshana as a scout, he gave charge of the

interior to Sugriva and others. It was now nigiit.

8. Mairavana sent a spy who reported the preparations made;

adding that VibUshana only was outside, whose form thereupon Mairavana

assumed ; and going to Hanuman, told him to be on his guard ;
being

allowed to enter the fortress, he took Rama and his brother Lacshmana,
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both being asleep ; and, putting them into a box, cairicd them down to

his inl'erior worhl. Vihiishana was warned byevil omens ; and returning,

to see the cause, the deception was discovered. Hanuwa)i\u(.ivaxe<\ for

directions ; and, guided by apaiticuU\r flower-tree, came to the entrance

of the descent to the inferior world. Thither he went with troops : his

proceeding, and the battles which followed, are detailed. It was not

possible to kill Mairavana: he was cut into pieces ; but the parts of

liis body came together again. All attemps to put him to death failed
;

until a relative pointed out that his life was in a certain cave, in the

form of bees. These were killed by Hanuman, and Mairavana expired.

The victor then placed the relative of Jfo^Va^'awfl!, whohad given the

information, in possession of the kingdom of the inferior regions ; and

took Rama and Lacshmana (both still asleep in the box, and knowing

nothing of the matter) back to their proper place.

Agastya narrated this tale to Rama in praise of Hnrmman.
Jiama was greatly pleas; and showered down benefits on his successful

protector. The wliol time of the action of the poem was a single night.

The book. is of medium size, complete, slightly injured.

NOTE.
"When the examination of the McKenzie manucripts was confided

to me in 1837— 38, with a view to an analysis, and possible transla-

tion of selected portions, I found that some of the palm-leaf manucripts

merited a more permanent form : and that many of the manucript paper-

books were either illegible, or rapidly perishing. To restore, or copy,

formed no part of my existing engagement ; but I proposed the doing

so ; and eifcctcd what was done at my own expense : the Government

merely allowing me to buy royal demy writing paper from their stores;

at the authorised rate. Five folio volumes, handsomely bound, were

supplied to the Literary Society ; then in charge of the McKenzie manu-

scripts. On my undertaking the present work, they were again met

with, only sadly ill-used as to the binding.

The Contents are so miscellaneous, both in reference to languages

and to matter ; as to admit of no other than a distinct classification by

themselves. The best way of doing so, is here to present a copy of the

Index preiixed to each volume; and the sevei'al books or papers enume-

rated will be found referred to, more than once, in the coiiree of the

following '^'nd Family of McKenzie manuscripts.
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A

2nd family. MANUSCRIPT-BOOKS.

A.

—

Tamil language, and ciiakacikk.

I. Astrological.

1. No. 847. (No. 19,C.M. 2f28). Sarvcrt'ha Chintama a i AscvWicd

to Sancaracharya. This is a book half written, and the icmaining

half, blank pages It treats of the native astrology, in the usual

style and particulars; the copying out remains incomplete.

The book is a thin folio, on country paper, in tolerable order.

2. No. 818 (No. 15, CM. J^27) named Subrahmanya kadavul, this

title is merely, "the Lord Cart'iheya T and il must be taken from

the invocation prefixed. It is dedicated, in the preface, to Cnmara

svaml, and must therefore be a southern work, not a translation

from Sanscrit. It pays homage to nfhis ; and then proceeds to

define the old astrology, and the new astrology : the hater, it is

presumed, is southern. The marginal index show* most of the

common places of the native astrology. The work is extensive:

it was not fully read through ; but is presumed to be worth

translation, to compare with the northern astrology. The book is

a folio, of medium thicki:ess, on stout country paper, the binding

a little injured.

II. Castes or Tiibes.

1. No. 348. (No. 2y CM. 35). For Sections 1, 2, see XIII.

Section 3. /'«/a;//c<//c7<a/i//v//w, an account of the right-hand class

of people.

Chapter 1— 10 ; incomplete at the end, page 21— 48.

This is part of a work written by Vedanayaca of Tanjore ; at

the request of Colonel McKenzie : there should be 24 chapters ; and

the present rather introductory, than expressly on the diflference of the

right and left hand castes.

The hook is quarto, on Europe paper.

It was recovered by me at an auction sale : the No. 318 is not

the Catalogue Telugu No. of the Library.
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S. No. 786. (No. 7, CM. 51) for Section 1— ^ bcc XlV.

Section 4, Jdti nul cdvi^am, poem, on the rule of castes.

Tlie usual invocation. Tiie author undertakes to give an

account of the existing division?, and diiferences of caste. His name is

Ulagaiidihan : he wrote it, l»y desire of others, Ik-nefits rcsultir.4{

from reading it. Four chief castes. First rank men; inferior c!a t^s

women.

Five divisions amony; the aSV/Ztos, 'Jdi-saivar, Maha-saivar only

specified. Then the usual account of the origin of the four divisioiis

from the head, shoulders, waist, and feet, of Brahma: which is a mere

symbolical emblem.

The minute details of muuktous subdivisi* us wliicii follow, are

not well capable of being abstracted.

Most of these minute subdivisions are traced to irregular inter-

mixture of different castes; originating minor subdivisions. TIg

reading over of the statements produced a strong impression, on my own

judgment, of an artificial structure. Nevertheless, as several <;f the

names occur in the practical intercourse of life, and others are connected

with doubtful, and unsettled questions in history, a translation, as a

document to be weighed in evidence, might be desirable. It. is to be

observed, that the title mentions a composition in verse; but this seems

to have been accompanied with a prose explanation, which latter only

is contained in this paper. It is a sort of poetical prose that would be

ridiculous were it the primary, and not the secondary, or explanatory

composition. It is observable, that the poetical author availed himself,

of every opportunity to throw in ornament of a kind acceptable to the

taste of his countrymen ; though not absolutely essential to the subject.

My opinion is, that the composition of a poem was mere an object, than

])reci£e accuracy ; tnd that, where the writer was ignorant of the origin

of any particuh\r kind of people, he drew on his invention.

ii^fj/zr/ A /".<?.— The document is written on strong and durable

paper, not damaged, and the ink, though a little faded, will continue

leo-iblc very many years, licstora ion is therefore not re(|uired. I do

not know positively whether the author be the same person with Ulaga-

vaiha who composed the Xllncja-vU}, though it is probable, that he was

the same. If so, he was of the amhaltan, or barber caste, and would

merit great praise for his ialenls and ae.piiremenis, whether he may, or

mav not have Ix-en successful in his ;irc(>iinl of l\\v origin of castas, kc.
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Section 5, Sri Carunaro jnirditani, or logeiicl of the Bruhmun

accouniant.s of tlie villages.

The lisual invociitions, the destruction of t!ie Samanas afc

Madura, by the intervention of Sampmdar, is adverted to; and iho

king is spoken of, as afterwards consulting \vith his minister on the best

mode of diffusing Sanscrit literature, and the system of Hinduism

taught therein, among his subjects, and generally thioughout tlie

country. Narllren is spoken of j-.s a contemporarv ; which is not the

usual representation. He is said to have obiained from Sttia-ri.^hi,

a purdnam^ or legend, esteemed sacred, taken from the Bra/nndndc/,

purditam to account for the formation of the Madura College. This is

similar to the one contained in Madura purcumm. Diovasa-ris/ii ap-

])eared in the assembly at Callasa, and required of >S'>va, that ihe doom
which he had denounced on Brahma and Sartiscal'i, to the efiect that

they should both be sentenced to become incarnate on earth, migiit be

accomplished. This requisition was granted ; and the forty-eight;

letters, which fancifully are said to compose the body of Sarnsvatl,

became incarnate in different places. There is much puerility in the

details which follow. Connected with this account, is a reference to

Cdnchi ; and the introduction of sixty -four tribes o^ Brah maris into the

Conjeveram district, as village accountants. A list of villages, L'ranted

to their tribes is given. The bearing of the u hole goes to show, that the

Sanmnas (that is Baudd/ias, or Jahias) origiiuilly possessed the south

country ; that the sending of the famous Sampaatar from Chillambjam,

led to the first introduction of the Hindu system in the Pdndiyan king-

dom, that the Madura College was established to diffuse Sanscrit litera-

ture, and the Hindu religion ; and that a large immigration of Brahmaas

was invited : the secular portion of them receiving large endowments,

with a view to eflTect the extensive dilFusion of the tribe throughout the

more southern portion of the Peninsula.

3. No. 820. (No. G, CM. 760) for Sections 1 and 3, see VII.

An account of the Caitnaya jdii or mountaineers of the passes.

A thin folio book.

4. (No. 14, CM. 55) this book contained 4 Sections:

1, Paramartha guru calha ; 2, Agosfya varalarn ; 3, jdft vullamdi ;

4, Jah' bheda ritd ; but it is not now in the Collection, and appears to

have been subducted.
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No. 7, C.iM. 900, Section 1, and No. 14 CM. 007, Section 3

contain matter on this head in the Tamil language ; but, referring to

the ]N]ala3alam country, the books are placed among Malayalani

documents.

III. Ethical.

1. No. 794. (No. 9, CM. G3).

Section 1. Jgastya njdrmm on the wisdom of Agastya : a centum

of 100 stanzas ascribed to the great sage, of a mystic kind, and

leaning to pantheism, or the zManta system : for Section 2, see XII,

Section 3. Faruna kaladitya padel, a poeai of similar character, and

partly moral.

For Section 4, see YI.

The book is a thin quarto, on Europe paper.

IV. Geographical.

1. No. 787. (No. 21, CM. 219.) For Section 1, see V.

Section 2. JJesa nirnayam, a discrimination of countries.

This is not pauraiu'cal, but a modern production, giving an account

of countries and places, south and west and north of Madras. It contains

such modern names as Golconda, Mysore, Yellore, &c. It must be looked

on, in consequence, as the work of some respectable native, giving the

best account he could of the Indian Peninsula; but it cannot be of

much value.

It is part of a thin folio, on Europe paper.

2. No. 792. (No. 5, CM. 50.) For Section 1, see XII.

Section 2. Bhucola pramdnam. This is a jjauranical account of

the form of the earth with dwipas and seas. Jamhu diuipa divided into

56 countries, with some minor details of little consequence. A pencil-

autograph of Colonel McKcnzie, marks the book as received "from

Mr. Reade, Chittore." This section is on Europe paper, reversed by

the binder, and part of a large, thin folio.

V. Grammatical,

1. No. 787. (No. 21, CM. 219.)

Section 1. Ayastya vyahharanam, a philological work on Tamil,

made by a" ris/ii.'' This is stated by some northern man, as the word

vyrikharaiKtm is not used for grammar in the south.
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Many works arc falsely ascribed to Ayuslijd. Tratlitiuutlly, he

first formed the Tamil into a irrlllen language ; and laid down some

rules, which his pupil greatly enlarged in the folcapijam (or jJijrva,

tdvtjam.) By comman agreement, there is no genuine work of Ayastya,

on grammar, extant.

For Section 2, see V. uipra.

The entire book is a thin folio, on Europe paper, in tolerable

order, the binding injured.

VI. Historical.

I. No. 344. (No. 8, CM. 62—63) two works.

[This book like No. 348 supra, was not in the collection when I

made my anal} sis in 1837-38. Both want the Telugu No. of the Library.

They were recovered by me at an Auction sale, and officially handed

over to the Boaid of Examiners.]

Section ]. Chola mahdtmyam, an account of sixteen Chola

rajas, said to be taken from the BhavisJtottara pnrdnam. It is also

styled the Vnhadisvara jnahatmyanh and is rather legendary than

historical. With the exception of Vira Chola, De'ca C/tola, Kuloltuinja,

and Rajeudra Chola, and Carikdla Chola, the names differ from the

usual lists.

Bub all are mere epithets from the Sanscrit, not native Tamil

names. It is rather on sacred temples, and expiation of cjimes, than

on secular matter, that the work chiefly dwells ; and by the word

mahaimyam so much only is intended. There being matter of hibtorical

bearing, causes it to be put here, and not under local imvdnas.

Section 2. Chola desa purvica charitTam.

This is b}^ Veda nayaca of Tanjore, and under 4, No. 794,

Section 4, infra, there is some further notice from another copy. The

foregoing book was forwarded to Colonel McKenzie, by^ the same

individual. This book contains a discussion on the jarring accounts of

the Chola dynasty, and is, at least, an attempt at discrimination, and

adjustment. It does not appear to me that Veda nayaca can be relied

on, as an authority ; but his sifting conflicting evidence, and reducing

the whole to something near the truth, may be of use.

This particular paper might merit translation.

The book is a thin quarto, on Europe paper, in good order.
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[This l)Ook was restored by i»ie in ISoT-jS. The copy is con-

tained in the large folio Volume 'J, pivje :Uo—427.]

Section 1. The Kerala nlpatli, tianslcited Worn the Malai/alnm

into Tamil. An abstract of ihe oriiiinal will be found under the head

of Malai/olam

SL^ctiou '2. Copy of a manuscript iieUl by the latly-raler at

Cannanore, improperly staled Keni/a ulpatti. Tliis s^ection contains a

variety of details, <:enealogieal or historical, concerning that town and

the Mahiyalam comUry.

The book is a thin folio, on Europe paper, much damnocd. Had

it not been restored, the doing so now would be impracticable.

il. No. 791. (No. 8, CM. 22, 6'>). Two pieces. For Section I,

see XII, Section 9., ChoUijnirva palta\j(im. A legendary, and very

erroneous account oi SdUcahnna, as ruling at Trichinopoly, and ex-

pelled thence by union of the Pdndya, Chola and Chern kings;

\vhich is pure romance; though professed to be derived from

copper-plate inscriptions at C'onjeveram. A full abstr=ict from a

palm-leaf coj^y was given ; under the lirst. family, which may be

rcterred to. The chief Vcdue of tlie piece is its detail of i^aira

temides in the Carnatic ; and its testimony to human sacrifices

oliered at their foundation. The book is a thin folio, on Europe

paper, loose from the binding.

4. No. 794. (No. 9, CM. 6:1, 198), Four pieces.

For Sections 1 and o, see III. sujjra.

For Section 2, see XII.

Section 4. Chohi dcsa purricd charifrtm. •''Transmitted by

Veda naik at Tanjorc," autograph of ( 'olonel ^IcKenzie. This probably

was the original of 1, No. 344, Section 2, su/ird. It was c()m])osed by

Veda ndi/aca ; and gives his critical estimate ot the C'/^o/^f dynasty.

A brief supplement is appended as to the viceroys, from /Ichyuta raya,

who ruled at Trichinopoly and Tanjcn-e. This may he the more valu-

able portion. At all events it should bo translated, as well as the

larger piece.

The book is a thin (|uarto, on luiro[)(' paper, in good order.
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The following is from a supplement to my formei* analysis.

This production contains the hjpotheticul opinions of Veda naik, a

servant of Colonel McKenzie; and states his replies to objections started by the

Colonel, against his system 5 which replies are not always satisfaciury. It

was once my intention to notice this document fully ; because of thf conse-

quence ascribed to it by professor Wilson, But, perhaps the best treatment

would be translation, and printing in some one of the periodicals of the day,

The doing so with brief notes, would at once adjust its value; which, for

my own part, I do not highly estimate.

5. No. 797. (No. 6,C. M, 70). Pdndiyarajakaladiyapurana chari-

tram, or account of the Pandiya kings from the earliest times.

A Tamil note prefixed states it to be the third book on the sub-

ject of the Pandiyan history.

This is a large sized book, composed of country pnper, roughly written

in several differing handwritings. It contains a selection ot i-tories from the

Madura sChala Purana, transmitted, in five different portions, from Madura
to Colonel McKenzie, at an early period of his resi arches , and these five por-

tions are bound together, in the book, in the transposed order 3, 2, 1, 4, 5.

On examining them, in their proper order, it was found that all the tales are

derived from the contents of the stliala j}urdna ; but not including the whole,

and comintJ down only to the formation of tlie Madura College,

From memoranda (I think in the Colonel's handwrilin^) it appears

that these portions began to come into his hands in December 1809, and were

immediately handed over to one Streenevasiah to be translateil ; the last;

portion is marked as received 12th January 1810, and as tianslated March

1810, while No, 3 was translated 23rd September 1810, and jS"o 4 in

November 1810 ; thus showing that information concerniny the College was
earliest sought. In general, the writing remains legible ; but the paper is

somewhat damaged by insects. All the matter is however, sufficiently detailed

in my abstract of the Madura slliala purana published in Vol. 1, Or, Hist.

M.SS It h:is seemed to me, by consequence, useless to incur the expense and

labour of restoring this book, which can offer nothing new. I examined it

with attention, from conjecturing that the title of the book might be con-

founded with another termed Pandiya rnjakal, and from wishing to ascer-

tain if matter ascribed to the Pandiya rojakal was herein contained.

(See notice of palm-leaf manuscript, jSTo. 107- Countermark 71). My
opinion of the Madura stltala purana ; and, by consequence of these stories

taken from it, will there appear; at the same time not denying a foundation

of truth, in some of them; for there doubtless are real incidents recorded j

though iri'ecoverahly clouded by Saita intolerance, fiction, and fable.

The book is a short folio, of medium thickness, on country paper,

injured by insects, the binding in good order.
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6. No. 198. (No. 23, CM. 777). A genealogical account of Tanjore

kings of the Blwshala race. "Vedanayagam's collection in Tanjore.

Historical account of the Tanjore family, copied fiom a manuscript

in possession of the Tranquebar Missionaries ; communicated by the

Rev. Messrs. John and Rottler. Copied Ai)ril 4th 1804,"

autograph of Colonel McKenzie. The rougher copy of two : see

next number.

This is a document of considerable length. It commences wiih a

i-eference to the head of the race, named S'emhu, who was a petty chief of a

village on a hill, also named Semhu. His son, named Ekoji, received a small

fief from the Nizam. Ekoji had fifty sons. His eldest son was of the same

name. Between the following descendants, and the Nizam, there was war.

Some other descendants are mentioned, down to Maloji and Vitoji ; who may

be considered as the subordinate heads of the Mahratta family. Their children

took part in wars bewteen the Nizam and All Adil Shah. They were engaged,

under the Nizam's orders, against Colapur. The following details are rather

full; and refer to various wars, and similar matters; in which Sivaji, bore a

distinguished part. The inteiferenco in the aflairs of Tanjore is ascribed to

All Adil Shah; who, by consequence, is the Mahomedan prince referred to

in other manuscripts, under the general term Padshah. From the time of

Ekoji's assumption of Tanjore, there is a detail of following transactions in

order, down to the death of the prince, who confided his son Serhoji to the

care of Swartz, and some gentlemen of the Honorable Company's Service.

Ameer Singh for a time ruled ; but the Honorable Company set him

aside, and iSerhoji came to the possession of sovereignty. There is special

mention of Swartz's care, and education of Serhoji, and also of the death of the

said preceptor. Some matters concerning Serboji are mentioned, the account

apparently having been written during his reign.

The book is a long, thin folio, on Europe paper, the title page loose.

7. No. 799. (No. 27, CM. 781). The same work. This has the

appearance of being a fairer copy, more leisurely made than the

foregoing. Both should be compared, and a correct translation given

This is a duplicate of the foregoing document, and has the appearnce

of being a copy made from it. In addition to Avhat is stated above, it may be

mentioned, that in the narration of affairs between Arungzehe 9,nd Alt Jdil

Shah, in which the Maharattas are mingled up, either as auxiliaries, or prin-

cipals, there are many particulars, probably not to be so fully met with else-

where. The details of interference at Madura, when in a state of anarchy,

are also adapted to convey some further information, concerning that place,

at the time in question,
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By the aid of documents in this collection, the Tanjore history is now
clear, up to the time of setting aside the old Chola dynasty, in the beginning

of the fifteenth century. We can also ascend higher up ; though not as yet

with assurance of perfect accuracy, in all details. But with the measure of

certainty acquired, it may be conjectured that the origin of the Chola dynasty

is probably posterior to the commencement of the Christian era.

This is a thin folio, on Europe paper, the boards are loose.

8. No. 820. (No. 6, CM. 760.) Three pieces.

Section 1. Account oiBodelapa nayaca, s^pdlliya cdra or feudal

chieftain of Eeddiyampddi, in the modern Coimbatore province. For

Section 2, see II. supra.

Section 3. Account of Tirumala jwim(J2)a tiayaca of the T'iru

pacsha pdlliyam, in the same province. The accounts of Poligars give

minute, and mostly insignificant details, but occasionally throw great

light on more important afl'airs.

The book is a thin folio, on country paper, in tolerable order.

9. No. 825. (No. 8, CM. 162.) Several sections.

Section 1 . Account of Periyobaiya Condama nayaca^ local chief of

Ayacudi in Coimbatore. The account commences with the dates of C.Y. 4400,

and S.S. 1321, when the head of this line was despatched by the Padshah of

Delhi, against the Mahrattas. A sanguinary contest occurred ; leading to an

explanation, and subsequent agreement. Ulhaiya Condama, was afterwards

invested with honours and distinction?. He, with his family, emigrated in

consequence of the Padshah, whom they served, requiring wives from their

tribe ; to which they could not consent. They settled in the south, at Ahohalstm.

The defeat of the Fdndiyati, by the Chola raja, subsequently occurred,

leading to the appeal of the former to the Bayer, and the sending of JSfdgama

nayaker. His usurpation, the sending of Viscandtlia to bring his head, the

accession of VismnaCha to the rule at Madura, the building of a new fort,

and the appointment of Ariya muthalahjar to be chief minister of state, are

narrated. Subsequently there is legendary matter to account for theestabhsh-

nient of the fane of Jhuhalaisvara. The first of the line ruled there as a

feudal chief for thirty years, his son fifteen years. Other descendants of the

chieftainship are mentioned. There is nothing particular beyond, except the

Mysore invasion; and, at a later time, the war against Tanjore. The subse-

quent transactions, towards the close of which the English became concerned,

arc narrated.

This paper, as being of some value, and from the ink of the recorp

being faded, has been restored.
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A brief statement of the assumption of the paWyam, by GrovGrnoient

;

and also an incomplete notice of the line of Rama Bhaclra nnyaca, follow.

The fir-t is of no moment ; and a full notice on thu latter is elsewhere given.

For other Sections, see X, 2~.

10. No. 844. A cahier without boards, and tied by a string.

According to a Tiunil heading, and a closing paragraph it contains

the result of verbal research into the past history of Vyney, (or

Parhani) with its rulers, people, customs, &c. On glancing into it,

the Madura affairs under the nayaca dynasty attracted notice. The
document may be of some use.

It is a thin quarto, on Europe paper, without boards, in tolerable

order.

11. No. 846. (No. 10, CM. 67.) Calingatn parani, poem on the

conquest of Calinga (not by Cari Cdlu C///>laas in the title) but by

Kulottunga Chola. A sufficiently full abstract, from a palm-leaf

copy was given under the 1st Family, supra.

From my former analysis.

This is a complete copy of the aboyementioned poem, respecting

which, a notice from a palm-leaf manuscript was given supra. In this book,

the seven first sections are found, as therein stated ; but the following portion
^

is numbered on, as to verses, Avithout break or division into sections, to the

end, comprisius in this last portion, three hunderd and thirty stanzas, or

nearly as much as the entire amount of the preceding seven sections.

The palm-leaf copy appears to be the best one of the two.

This book is in good order, the ink only little pale ; but it needs no

further atti ntion. It may be observed, that the leading fact of a Chola con-

quest of part of Teliiigana is beyond question historical ; all the village

records of the country containing references to it, in a way necessarily imply-

ing a foundation in fact.

This is a thin quarto, on Europe paper ; the binding only

injured.

12. (No. 43, CM. 797) was once in the collection as a paper-copy

from one of the palm-leaf manuscripts of the Covga desa vdjahal

;

leaving spaces where Telugu words occur in those manuscripts, and

having the same lacunc. It is not now in the collection; and must

have been subducted. As the work was copied (at the beginning of

folio Vol. ], of my restorations) the loss is not of consequence.

Another M.S. book No. 14, CM. 155, containing valuable docu-

ments, not otherwise copied, is also missing, and the selecting such

hooks does not look like an accident.
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VII. Inscription's.

1. No. 802. (No. 59, CM. 1028.) This book contains 114 inscrip-

tions on stone, and copies of paper grants ; both referring to the

Malaydlam country : but partly in Tamil and partly in an ancient

character, one of those formerly used in that country. These are

copied on thin China paper, very perishable. If not soon re-copied,

the whole will not last very long.

The book is a quarto, on country and China paper, injured
; the

paper covers damaged, and tied with a string.

2. No. 806. (No. 60, CM. 1029.) This book contains 122 inscrip-

tions, on stone and copper, in a variety of old letters, some of the

sort used in the copper-plate grants to Syrian Christians; fac-similes

of which were published in the Madras Journal of Literature &c.,

others merge into more modern Tamil. Some are the above old

Malaydlam, and others have an intermediate appearance, between

the Granfha, and the letters on the Elliot marbles, which are of

Bauddhist or Jaina origin.

The book is a large quarto, of medium thickness, on country

paper, with a little Europe paper, injured.

One or two relate merely to the building of a fane, by the sons of a

Brahman. One follows, which dates the reigii of Vara-kara Pandiifan in

Sdh Sac. 1377 (A.D. 1455).

Another is S.S. 1468, a gift by Varaguna Pdndiyan to the .«*hrine of

Krishna. A gift by ' Adi-viia Pdndiyan, has merely the 18lh year of his reio-n.

One inscription is dated in the 42nd year of the Collam era, commemorati no-

repairs of a fane by a private individual. Some details are given as to Bha-
gavati, a local goddess, with reference to a passage-boat, heretofore abstracted

from another book. Another legend is contained, as to blood drawn by

whetting a sword on a stone ; over which stone a shrine was afterwards built,

and it was worshipped as divine. Notices of the Congaai, who im7nigrated

hither from Concan near Goa. Mention of donations by Kida sccliara

Penimdl, to a shrine of Krishna. Details of a local goddess, with lists of

expenses at fesiivals. Some reference to Mar Thomas, who by sanction of

Cheruman Perumdl, taught religion. Then a reference to Rama rcija, and
gifts received from the Cochin raja.

A retm-n to the reign of Vara gtina Pdndiyan, dated in Sal. Sac-

1467 (AD. 1545.) Vira-pardcrama Pdndiyan is placed in Sal. Sac. 1470
;

a gift of land was made by him. The name of Sundara Pdndiyan also

occurs. (From the dates, I think, these must be the illegitimate sons of the

Pdndiyan, referred to in accounts of that period.)
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There appears to be nothing in this book of higher date than the

middle of the 15th century, and these dates are not apparently of consequence.

If I could suppose that these Pdndiyans were those of like names who figure

in the history of the Madura kingdom, the case would be otherwise.

The book is in tolerable preservation, and there is nothing claiming

restoration.

3. No. 813. (No. 57, CM. 1026). This book contains fifty-three

inscriptions on stones, taken from the Trinomalee and Verda-

chellum districts, and generally in the old Soubah of Arcot.

"This book was translated byC.V.S." into Telugu, of course, for

C. P. Brown's collection.

The following abstract of these inscriptions is taken from my
analysis, 4th Report.

Fifty- three inscriptions on stone, in the Vridhachala district.

Inscriptions in the fane of Arnnachala isvara at Trinomalee.

1. Dated in the twenty-second year of Vallava dcver. Gifts of lands

at Trinomalee, in free tenure to the Brahman managers of the abovemen-

tioned fane.

2. Dated in the tenth year of Vicramnchola dever. Extensive gifts

of lands, let out to be cultivated by Sdmasipddi malaii/aman ; the proceeds

to be appropriated to maintaining lights in the above fane.

3. Dated in the tenth year of Scasta-sri-JiOvi-ja'ya-nandi Vicrama

dever. Gift of some gold pieces by Konacunar, son of Manikattar, to main-

tain a lamp in the said fane.

4. Dated in the 'iSih. ye2iv oi Kuloilinga cholan ; gift by Vira raja

sec'hara chacraverti of some wet and dry lands, as a free tenure, to some of

his serfs, recorded in the fane of Tirucovalur,

5. Dated in the third year of S)'i-coperu-si?igha-dever, a chief subordi-

nate to Kulottunga cholan; gift of a village, for ordinary supplies to the fane

of Tirucovalur.

6. Daleil in the eleventh year of Kulotttmga cholan; gift by Pandiya

rayen, of a large tract of land to supply three lights in the fane of Tirucovalur.

7. Dated in the eighth year of Vicrama Pandiya dever; gift of

waste land in the neighbourhood of the same fane to Vanicat Ajjpaiyar, a

Urahman, to cultivate for his own benefit.

8. Dated in the eighth year of Vicrama Pandiya dever ; gift of wet

and dry lands, by certain Panddrams, to silver (or gold) smiths, to provide

ornaments for the image in the said fane.
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9. Dated in the 32ncl year of Ktdottimga cholan dever ; gift (amount

not stated) to provide oil, for anointing the image, in the said fane.

10. Dated in the second year of Vicrama Pandiya dever ; gift of wet

and dry lands, by certain district chiefs to the abovementioned fane.

11. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1378, in the time o( 31allicarjuna rat/er;

commemorating the sale, to the said fane, of the village o£ Nalliir, purchased

with its surplus funds.

12. Dated in the tenth year of Sri Rajaraja dever ; gift by villagers

of TricovaUir, to the Vaishnava fane of twenty-one telis of land.

13. Gift of lands to the said fane in the time of Vicrama Pandiya dever,

14. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1420, in the time of Immadi rayer; gifts

of lands for the celebration of processions in the said Vaishnava fane at

Tirucovalur.

15. Gift of certain portions of grain, from the general i)roduce ; for

the benefit of servants cf the said fane.

16. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1414 in the time of Sada Siva maha rayer;

gift of certain villages, and 2572 gold hims by Surapa naik; for the celebra-

tion of festivals in the said fane.

17. An imperfect inscription, bearing date Sal. Sac. 1201, in the

time of Hari-hara rayer, any further specification is wanting.

18. Dated in the fifth jq^y oi Sri Kidottinuja chola dever ; gift of
land to the Saiva fane, in the same place.

19. Dated in the twenty-fourth year of Sri Kulottunga chola dever;
gift of an alms-house, and certain lands to the fane, by vil]a«»ers.

20. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1368, in the time of Sri Pratafa vijaya rayer,

who had ordered certain excessive exactions from the people for the benefit

ofthe fane, which reduced them to distress ; in consequence of which distress

Nadarasa udiyar (a titular name) ordered the exaction to be discontinued.

21. Dated in the tenth year of KidUttunga cholan; gift of land by a
district chief, to maintain lights in the fane.

22. Dated in the second year of ^S'ri raja dever; gift of land to main-
tain lights ; and for a supply of food to the said fane.

23. Dated in the fourth year of Rajaraja dever, gift of land to supply
oil for the fane, by the local chief of the district.

24. Gift of land in the sixth year of Rajendra chola dever ;

25. Dated in the sixth year of Rajendra chola dever, gift of 98 milch-
goats, to supply butter-oil to the fane, by a local chief.

26. Dated in the twenty-seventh year of Fadma raja raja Cesm;
96 milgh-goats; t9 m?^int^ia lights in the fane.
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27. Dated in the twentieth year of >Sri hovijnya nurupa conga ; in

the era of Ficramaditya (no year specified); gift of some silver to maintain

lights in the fane.

28. Dated in the seventeenth year o^ Sri hovijaya Vicrama nancU

;

gift of some gold, to supply butter-oil, for lamps, in the Vaishnava, and

Saiva fanes.

29. Dated in the sixth year of Rajendra cJwIa dever; gift of land

to maintain lights in the Saiva fane.

30. Dated in the sixth year of KuJottunga chola dever ; gift of wet

and dry lands, to maintain the public processions of the Saiva fane.

31. Dated in the tenth year of Sri hoti raja. Cesari; gift of certain

wet lands ; the proceeds of cultivation, to supply food for the image, and its

attendants.

32. Dated in the fifth year of Vicrama chola dever ; gift of a village

to maintain the public processions, in a Saiva fane.

33. Dated in the sixth year of Vicrama chola ; gift of certain villages,

for the benefit of the fane.

34. Dated in the seventeenth year of Rajaraja kesari ^admar

;

gift of fertile land to the fane.

35. Dated in the first year of Kulottunga chola dever ; some head

villagers sent a body of men to do work for the fane, without any charge

for the labor performed.

36. Gift of an annual quantity of rice-grain, for the service of the fane.

37. Dated in the eighth year of Vicrama chola dever ; gift of wet and

dry lands, the produce to support public processions in the fane.

38. Dated in the tenth year of Sti raja dever ; gift of land to main-

tain lights in the fane.

39. Dated in the eighth year of Vicrama Pandiya dever; gift of laud

to supply lights, and food to the fane.

40. Dated in the tenth year of Rojaraja dever ; gift of land, for the

supply of oil for lamps.

41. The name of Cachirayen, nj)olIiyacarer, appears ; but the body

of the inscription had perished, when the fragment Avas copied.

42. The same, and many others, are said to have been in like condition.

43. Merely the names of a few ascetics.

44. Dated in the twenty-second year of Kulottunga chola dever

i

gift of one hundred cows to the fane for the supply of butter-oil to anoint

the itQJigc.
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lo. Dated in the fiflh year of Srikoperu dever ; gift of some burs of

Silver, to the servants of the fane.

46. Dated in the fifteenth year of the sanae; gift of butter oil, daily

to the fane.

47. Dated in the fourteenth year of Sri Rajaraja dever ; gift of

ninety six milch-goats to supply butter-oil fur the use of the fane.

48. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1350. Commemorates an figixemeul between

the towns-people, that if either "right-hand caste or left hand caste" create

any disturbance, and fight with each other during public festivals ; the? said

persons should be forthwith killed on the spot, with spears, without ceremony.

49. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1156 in the time of Hara dever maharayer ;

gift of a reservoir and lands fertilized by it, to a fane, to support public

processions.

50. Dated in the tenth year of Sii Coperan dever ; gift of 220 cows,

to supply butter-oil for anointing the image.

51. Dated in Sdl- Sac. 1295 ; gift of rice to a fane.

52. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1221 ; gift of a piece of fertile ground to the

watchman of the fane.

53. Dated in the sixteenth year of Sri Cvperan singa dever; gift of

ninety-six milch-goats to supply butter-oil for lamps in the fane.

This book being damaged, and the writing having become almost

illegible by the fading of the ink, I had it restored: the contents are of

average interest.

4. No. 814. (No. 54, CM. 1023). This book contains three sets

of inscriptions.

1. 33, on stone and copper, in the Arcot and Tanjore provinces.

2. 11, on stone and copper, in ihe Dindigul district.

3. 2, on copper-plates, in the Darapuram district, or province

of Coimbatore.

They are chiefly in the modern Tamil letter; but some are
Sanscrit, in the grant'ha letter, and one is in Telugu.

The book is a thick quarto, on country paper, loose from the
binding, and injured.

5. No. 818. (No. 56, CM. 1025). Two sections.

1. 49, inscriptions on stone and copper-plates, in the Aicot
province; these are mostly Tamil, but with some Telugu.

2. 15, inscriptions on stone, in the further south : these are
chiefly in Telugu.

?1
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The first one in the book is from Tiruva-nallur, not far from

Pondicherry ; containin ^ a large admixture of granVha letter.

The book is a large folio, of medium thickness, on country

paper, folded in ; the binding only injured.

6. No. 823. (No. 51, CM. 1020). This book contains 128 inscrip-

tions on stone, from the Tinnevcll}^ province, chiefly in modern

letters ; but with a few pages of old Tamil characters. The book

is a thin quarto, on country paper, injured by insects, the back

loose, and tied by a string.

(No. 52, CM. 1021) has no Telugu number. According to the

Ene;lish label it once contained copies of inscriptions from the south, in

the Coimbatore province. There is now merely the two covers ; and

from a note in my analysis, 5th Report, it was in that state when it

passed through my hands in 1837-38.

7. No. 832. (No. 53, CM. 1022). The following abstract of these

inscriptions is from my former analysis.

The contents of this book are of a very miscellaneous description. In

the iudex, three sections are specified, as containing respectively, inscriptions

from Trichinopoly, Coimbatore and Tanjore. The included matter will

appear from the following brief outline.

1. At Trichinopoly, gift of land at Ayilur, by Vaiyapanayak, who

deduces his descent from Achyuta nayaTi; to whom a long string of titles is

ascribed. The gift is perpetual, to support car-festivals, and other expenses

of the fane of Tiruvatesvarer ; with heavy denunciations against any alienation

of the 2;ift to other purposes.

2. A handwriting given in by one or two individuals, specifying

certain donations relative to a large lake for irrigation. One uncertain date

appears, and another date Sul. Sac. 1684 with the name of Krnhna raja udiyar

of Mysore.

3. A Canarcse inscription. It records certain donations made by

Krishna raja xidiyar of Mysore, to a fane of Visvandi'ha svd?ni at Dhavani

kudal in the Coimbatore province. The grants consisted both of land and

money ; of which a list is given. There does not appear any Sacdi year;

but the date of course is modern.

4. Legendary matter as to the establishment o( a Sdiva emblem in

the Darapur district, by the commij,nd of a visionary appearance. Some

gifts made to it were partly continued, and partly subverted after the Mysore

conquest.
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o. Details concorning an arjvaharam in the Coirabatore province^

with gifts made, and fluctuations of power. The establishment of the alms-

house is datt d in Sal. Sac. 1100, It is signed by some inhabitants.

C. Details concerning another agraharam, and fluctuations of power

indicated. Constructed in Sal. Sac. 1523.

7. Particulars of grants made to the fane of Antiyur in the Coimba-

tore district, the earliest date is Sal. >Sac. 1502.

8. Sppcificstion of grants to an agraharam at Hohhalliy in the

Antiyur talook ; the earliest date is Sal. Sac. 1200, the interference of My-

sore kings appears. No tax paid to the Honorable Company.

9. Like matter wiih reference to an agraharam at Samba, going up

to the thirteenth century of Saliva/tana.

10. An oral statement of a person concerning some claims referred

to the Collector.

11. With re^erenceto a.n agraharam in Chacra giri hundred, mention

is made of the early Conf/u line of rulers, and then of the succession of the

Rayer dynasty. No certain date is specified, higher up than the thirteenth

century of Salivaliana.

12. Particulars concerning a fane in the Antiyur hundred, and men-

tion of wild tribes living on a hill near it, who wear no clothes, and live on

roots, or other spontaneous productions of the earth. Mention of a fort built

by a Vedar king.

13. Particulars of an agraharam, and its possession, going up to Sal.

Sfic. 1105, and descending through various fluctuations of power, as respects

taxation imposed.

14. Matters relative to an agraharam at Andiculum. A composition

as to tax in Sal. Sac. 1620, in the time of a Mysore ruler.

15. Iloference (o a fane of Subrahinanya at Sirala pur!, where the

Siiid Subrahmani/a, for some unknown causie, chose to dwell. Mention of a

teachej of great repute, who had many followers.

16. Certain specialities relative to a fane, which has several images

within it, and a great number outside.

16.J. Stanzas in praise o^ anamman. In that fane there are no rites

of homage practised.

17. Refers to Agastesvara, or a shrine of Sica, said to have been

founded by Agusiya, and mention of his coming to the south to dissipate the

darkness of ignorance. Legendary reference to [ormtr yugas.

18. An inscription dated in the tenth year of Vira Pdndiya dever.

Gift of land. Letters of the inscription from being very old, cannot, it is

Btated, be read or copied.
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19. Handwriting of specified individuals, relative to an agraharam.

The earliest date is given in Sal. Sac. 700, but it is doubtful if the writers

did not mean about 700 years ago. Nothing answering to so high antiquity

as Sal. Sac. 700 appears.

20. A local legend relative to a shrine of Sabrahmanyn as the slayer

<>^ Snran. Reference to the 13th adhyaya of the scaitda puranam for an

account of ihe splendour of the fdace. Certain old records were lost, in times

of disturbance.

21. Account of a fane at Cadujur in the district of Darapuram,

given hy Bi'oh>nan.<!. Legend of Siva dancing in the forest. A Pandiya

king directed by a vision, obtained a victory in the said wilderness. The

shrine has the traditionary fame ol being self-originated ; that is, of unknown

antiquity.

22. Account ^'iven hj Drahmam oi Ayathvara fane: some jejune

matter pnnegyrical o^ Siva introducing the mention of his marriage at Madura.

Agastya is mingled up with the account ; and his fixing a Suiva emblem, in

the neighbourhood, led to the name of Agale.^vara vanam. Various lirtlias.

specified with mtntion of the distinguished dtities ; such as ludra, ,Hubrah-

manija, and others, who did homage at this localit}^

23. Account given by Brahma»s of Cuugn fane in Darapuram

district, carried up to the Kreta yiigam, and penance peforniid by Brahma.

Other matter equ;illy inane. As Parta'i did penance there, the place seems

to derive, from that alleged circumstance, its chief lepute. The legend is

said to bo found in the C''-i''>ii^o purdnam.

24. Legendary matter from older purdua:^, applied to a particular

locality, with some appended jejune delaifs- Inscriptions, in troublous times,

were lost.

25. Account i^upplied by Brohmans of the fane at Kannipui am, in

the Catigaya hundred of the Darapur district. Legendary matter lo account

for the name, besides older matter, the five Pandaros are said to have dwelt

there; which affords some test of the vei'aciiy of the whole.

26. Legendary matter as to a fane at Tiruralur, which refers back

sixty-four great ages; to Marcandeya rnhi, and some later matters; of equal

importance and veracity.

27. Inscription and account of Tiruvaliir fane in the Valagudi hun-

dred, in the Tricliinopoly district. Vdlniiki was performing penance in this

neighbourhood when a Vcdnr, or wild hunter, shot at him an arrow ; but the

8rigc taught him wisdom. Reference to the Vyhnn purdnam. for full accounts

of the fi»we,f it was greatly distinguished by ancient rulers, but was allowed

to -go to decay. Choharnngha vnynk, o^ modern date, had it repaired, and
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made to it a grant. It sufferod from the Mahoniodans. A few subsequent

details down to the time of the Honorable Company. For a lime its festivals

were observed, but were afterwards discontinued.

28 Record of a tyrant by Kriskna rayer of various sums of money to

Vaishnava fanes, in the Tanjore country ; and a mention of his great muni-

ficence in the C^K^la kingdom.

29. A grant made to the fane of Govinda raja at ChUavihoram, or

Chillambram.

30. Record of a donation, by Achyuta rnyer, in Sal. Sac. 1461, to a

fane al the same place.

31. An inscription dated in the 8th year of Sri-copeni singu dever.

Commemorating a gift of land by the Chola king, apparently intended by the

above name, to the fane of Scnti-isrura hhagavan, at, the same place.

32. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1 400 Inscription in the fane of Sahha nat'fia

to which numen a string of titles, verging on the ludicrous, is attributed.

Donation of a village in free tenure to the fane by certain headmen, whose

names are specified.

33. Inscription on the eastern porch at Chifamharam, dated in Sal.

Sac. 1503, in the time of Vencutapad rayer of the race of Hari-hara-rayer.

Gift by certain headmen of tlie revenues of a village to the fane ; for the

customary offerings and ceremonies.

34. Inscription on the third wall. Dated on the 14th day of the

rule of Ruja-roja-dever. Gift of fruits and other proJuclions at the appro-

priate seasons, for the use of the fane, from persons of the Wiyahar tribe.

Cdlinga rayer is the first name, but several others are included among the

donors.

35. Inscription on the great porch of the fane of JS^arasimha-svdmi at

Manar-kovll. Dated in Caliytiga 4442, in the time of Krixhna rayer.

The copy is imperfect, and what was given is not clear, but it seems to have

been revenue arising from land.

36. On the third wall. Dated in the tenth year of Sri-Raja-rdjadever.

Gift by Colinga rayen, and others, of grain arising from cultivation, for the

service of the fane which contains the inscription.

37. Inscription dated in the sixteenth year of Rdja-raja-dever ; a

gift of land, by some headmen, to the fane.

38. Gift of Bome money to purchase furniture, or utensils for the

fdne, in the reign of the Kulottanja chola.

39. At Chitamharam in the time of Kruhna rayer, in Sal Sac.

1436. Mannapa na]/aka gH.ve a large grant of land to furnish food for the

Brakmam, to plant a flower-garden, and to build a choultry, or serai.
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40. At the same place. Dated in the fifth year of Kula sech'ara-dever.

Gift of money to supply all customary articles of food for Brahmans.

41 and 42. Donations by Vicrama Trihhuvana-raja.

43. D.ited in Sal. Sac. 1515. Kruhnapa Condapa gave some lands,

to provide hutter-uil for tlie fane

44. At Sri-rangha-ndllia fane, on the second wall. Dated in Sal.

Sac. 1351. Gift of a village, for the service of the said image, by one

named Vijayapnr.

45. Same place. Gih o{ ?>QQ huns, Ultaman namhi, hy Vijaijahhu-

•pati-rc.yer.

46. Dated in J 393. Gift of some money, by headmen of villages,

in the time of Raja-vipada. Also a gift of proceeds from the sale of certain

lands for the service of the fane.

47. Dated in 1343. Gift of some lands for the service of the fane.

48. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1580. Mattira Raman gave some land, the

proceeds to supply food to the Brahmansm the four-pillared porch.

49. \\\i\\Qiimeo^ Vira-pratdpa-dever, Sal. Sac. 1400. Gift of some

land for festival processions.

50. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1433, in the time of Kruhna-rayer. A
merchant gave some land for the service of the fane.

51. DixiiiCiiXi Sal. Sac. 1446, in the time of Kriahna-rayer : his

general gave some land for the use of the aitcndants on the shrine.

52. Dated in Sal. Sac 1590. Gift by Mutta Raman, of monej' and

rice-grain for tlie festival services.

53. Dated in Bed. Sue. 1445. Gifts of lands by Appaiyan.

54. Dated in the time of Achyuta-rayer in Sal. Sa.c. 1452. Gifts of

money by two or three person«?, whose names are mentioned.

55. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1496, in the time of Vira-pratdpa -dever-

maha-rayer. Gift of a village, including wet and dry lands ; the produce to

supply focd to the servants, or attendants of the fane.

5G. Gift of two villages by Anna-miUtamal, a lady so named. No
date of year.

57- Dated in Sal. Sac 1459, in the time of Achyula-dei'cr-raycr.

Gift by Rom.a pattur of Uiiyur village; for the celebraiion of festival

processions.

58. Dated in Sal. Soc. 1G02. Gift of some lands, m de over (o

managers of the fane ; name of the donor does not appear.
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59. Dated in Sal. Sac 1473, in the reign of Sada Siva. Gift

of Chola 7ioU(lr village, and 109 pieces of money, to supply food for the fane.

60. Dated in the time of Tribhuvaiia-cJiacraverti-Rdjendra-rhula-

dever seventh year of reign : gift of a flower-garden to supply flowers fur the

image, by NarasiuQha naijak.

61. Dated in Sal. Sac. 159G. Gift of money, for the service of the

fane, by some headmen.

62. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1588. Gift of four hundred hii7is by an
annual impost on a village, to supply butter-oil for the lamps, and for festivals.

63. Dated in -S'h^. Sac. 1591. Gift of two villages, by ^/a(jf?sr/ya?i

to the fane.

64. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1593. Cift by Basavapa na>/ali o{ some lands

for the service of the idol.

65. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1013. Some regulations as to llie order first,

second, third, and so on, in which certain Brakmans were to put garlands

on the idol, at the time of public processions.

6Q. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1588. Gift by sixty hoadmen of lands, for

the support of Brahman families in an agrahuram.

v67. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1596. Chokanatha nayaka gave a village;

the proceeds to supply food to Drahtnans.

68. An inscription commemorating th(? self-immolation of a manager
of the fane at SriTanghain (near Trichinopoly) whose name w&s Avpajia
ayengar. In consequence of all supplies to the fane being wiihheld, in a bad
time, be ascended the rayer gopura or lofty tower, and precipitated himself

to the ground. The 24th of Tai, of a cycle year only is mentioned. The
precise time of this occurrence cannot be, from the document, ascertained.

But possibly, it is the incident related by Mr. Orme, and by him ascribed to

a somewhat different cause.

69. Dated in Sal. Sac. 159G. Gift of a village by Chokanat'ha

nayaka of the line of T'isvanat'ha nayaka, for the supply of food, and for

expenses of festival processions.

70. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1 172, relative to the fane of Cholesvara svami,

in the district of Darapur tuccadi. Gift of a village ; by whom does not appear.

71. Jn Coimbatore. Gift ofsix elephants, to what place is not specified,

72. Inscription, dated in Sal. Sac 1449. Gift of a village; by
whom does not appear. The gift is to a Vaishnava fane.

73. In Darapurain district. Inscription commemorating the gift of a

village.

74. Dated in Sal. Sac 1262, in the time of Valldhtn d>vcr. Gift of
a village

; (he reservoir to supply water for washing the image.
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75. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1501. Gift of a certain portion of land ; the

proceeds to supply saciifices and offerings.

76. Gift of a village, by two persons mentioned, to a fane of Varada raja.

77. Inscription, publishing charitable grants at the Vaishnava fane,

of Mascd, in the hundred of C^rvtiluiai in Coimbatore.

78. At Dondesvura fane, in the same distiict. A record of cha-

ritable donations.

79. Gift to Brahma?is at Satyavedamangnlam in the Caliyuga year

1607^ (more probiibly Sal. Sac. 1607.)

80. Dated in Calitjiiga 4432. What was given, not legible.

81. Dated in the 3rd year of Viraraja devan : the letters of the

inscription could not be copied.

82. Dated in Caliyuga 4(532, in the government of PiJlarnja, gift

of a village to a fane.

83 Ijscription at Agatesvara fane in Darapvram. Dated in Cali-

yuga 4633, in the time of Deva-maha-raja. Gift of cows and other cattle,

by a trader.

84. Dated in Sal. Sac 1621. Gift of three reservoirs, a grove, and

fertile land, durinj; the power of Chitamhara naVha muthali.

85. Dated ia /S'«^ -Sac. 1421. Gift of land.

86. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1333. Gift of a village, and of a house for

the maintenance of a daily rite of homage.

87. In the time of the Valldla king. Gift of a water reservoir.

88. Dated in the fifth year of Vicrama-chola-dever. Gift of a garden,

well, and cows, for the use of a fane.

89. Dated in Tribhuvana-chacraverlVs reign. Gift of some coins,

current at that time.

90. Gift of food for the servants, or attendants of a fane, by the head-

men of a village.

91. A similar donation.

[It appears to me profitless, and uninterfsting to continue so minute

a detail : the whole has been carefully examined ; but, in what follows, that

only which seems to be a little more especial is given.]

92. In the time of Achyuta rayer Sal. Sac. 1200 : a gift of land.

93. A tabular list of inscriptions, with the date, year of king's reign,

or other distinctive mark, which may be of use to refer to; the number is

but small.

94. A paper referring to some modern affairs, in the wars of the south,

the names of English ofTicers occurring.
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95. Afew dates which refer to later periods of rule than Sal. S'ac. IGOO.

The materiel of this book was observed to be in a rapidly perishing

condition; and restoration bj' a copyist was necessary, in order to ascertain

the vahie of the contents. This may be judged of from what goes before.

My own estimate would be but moderate ; though, there certainly are dates

and names, that are of use in confirming, or correcting other written docu-

ments. The book itself will not continue legible long; but the restored copy

can be referred to, should occasion so require.

The book is a short, thick folio, on country paper, damaged.

8. No. 833. (No. 55, CM. 1024). Three sections.

1. 91 inscriptions on stone and copper, and copies of paper

grants in Carur, Darapiiram and Coyambutur.

2. 37 like inscriptions and grants from the Chingleput district.

3. 12 inscriptions on stone from the Tricliinopcly district.

Onek sheet is in Tclugu letter, worm-eaten, and illegible.

The book besides is in the Tamil character.

It is a thin folio, on Evirope and country paper, injured, and

loose from the back.

9. No. 834. CNo. 5S, CM. lo27). This book contains 114 inscrip-

tions on stone, and copies of paper-grants from the Malaydlam

country. Some of thorn are in the old Malaydlam letter, on fragile

China paper. If not ?:oon recopied, the whole .will perish.

The book is a quarto, on country and Cliina paper, paper covers,

tied with a string, damaged.

The following notice of this book is from my former analysis.

Inscriptions on stone, and paper-grants in the Malayalam country.

The materials on which this book is written, are China and country

paper, and with some more memoranda in pencil. The language is quite a

melavge; consisting of a little Malaj/dhmi, some Sanscrit slocas; a large pro-

portion of Tamil, mingled with granVha letters, and some few portions of

documents in what is termed Malaydlam lipi (characters.) A perusal of the

whole shows the contents to be inscriptions, but of no considerable antiquity ;

being subsequent to the formation of the CoHam era, and entirely referring to

grants of land, and other immunities, to fanes, and their attendants, by the raja

of Cochin, and a raja of Cherahal; the origin of both of whose power is sub-

sequent to the division of the country by Chertiman Pcrnmal. Such being

the case, I have neither thought these documents worth minute abstract, nor

/• 1
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thothobook worth reoopying, where practicable. At a subsequent period, if

leisure or opportunity occur, it may be looked at again, and any documents

that may be in danger of perishing can then be restored.

The book will continue legible as it ir;, for a few years longer.

10. No. 8i5. (No. 50, CM. 1019) This is a large folio book,

once containing five sections. These received early, and careful

attention, when making my former analysis ; and the different sec-

tions were abstracted in my 2ncl, 3rd, 4th and 5lh reports. It may
be best to pvU the whole togetlier here in consecutive order.

Section 1. Copies of Tamil inscriptions at Sri-ravgham near

Trichinoply, and oilier places of the Cliola descnn.

No ]. Dated <$*«/. Sac. 1681, commemorates a donation by Clioha

nutha vayah., of the race of Visvandtlia nayah, to five classes of people of an

elephant, two horse-tail fans, a while umbrella, a palanquin, a tent : to be used

in the public solemnity when the image of iSevendhesvarer, fane sliould be

carried ont in procession, and with a view to obviate some irregularities that

had occurred in such festival procesoions.

^0. 2. Date 1599, o? Aruronor (unknown era) gift by Virapa nayaka,

in the time of Vmcaia deva-maha-raycr, of land in the villages of Conal and

Palava-puram, for the continual conduct of certain festivals connected with

the above fane.

Xo. 3. Xo year, Tirumala nayanar and VUlnmiya nayanar, gave

certain gifts to the fane ; the exact nature of which cannot be ascertained, as

the copy of the inscription is imperfect.

No. 4. A gift in the time Ktdottunga Cholan (year not specified) of

certain lands to the above fane, by a union of several respectable leading men.

No. 5. One Ayem a rdcshasa being afilicted with Brahmahatti, did

penance to Siva. In proof of which there are certain remains near to

Itdjendra-chola-petta, and two gigantic images of 20 feet in height, and

12 feet in circumference.

Xo. G. Date Sal. Sac. the figure for one thousand, and space for

some othor figures blank. Vira-2)ravuda rayer, son of Vira-vijaya-rayer,

mnha-rayer, gave a large extent of waste land near Rajendra Chola-petta
;

the produce to be for ceremonies at the festivals of certain fanes, three in

number.

"^0. 7- Gift of land belonging to R/ija-hemlnra chola petta, by the

people of the town, attested by the names of five among them, No date.

No. 8. Inscription in the village of Pedu'vayi-iull. In the seventh

year of Rajendra Cholan, A chief (titular style only mentioned) pressed
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certain bricklayers and iron-smiths ; and, by their means, made some additions

to a fane. Inscription incomplete.

No. 9. Inscripiion on a wstone at Vltiu-vayi-tuJi: the dimensions of

the stone are given ; but the inscription itself seems not to have been copied-

No. 10. Same town. In the twentieth year of Sri-kulottunga chola.

dever. The letters are become illegible, copy therefore incomplele. It relates

to a gift of some exteasivc land, nuar to Trichicopol)'.

Xo. 11. ^?imQ town oi Veilu-vaijl-tull, dated /SV«/. -SV/c. JG08. Ran'

gha Kisina ynuttlm-virapn-nojiaha, of the race of Visvanat'ha nayaha; certain

repairs, by his order, of structures in that town, originally built by CJiola

princes, which had gone to decay.

No. 12. Dated Sal Sac 1240, the name of the donor obliterated : gift

of land to Prasanna Vencalhcura svdmi.

jSTo. 13.^ Inscription in a fane of Suhiahmcinya, S'ul. Sac. 1114, in the

time of iSri-Krtshna-dever-tnahd layer, gift of land.

jSTo. 14. In the thirtieth year uf Uojcndra-chola-dever, gift of a

village, producing ten thousand pieces of gold (huns.J

jS'o. lo. Inscription in Tiru-yaremhtsvarcr , hill fane, on the elephant

gate, date Sal, Sac. 1107; gift of land for repairs of the said fane, a certain

proportion of revenue given, by whom not stated.

No. 16. Dated in the third year of Sri Kovi roia hesari Pandiyan,

the remaining letters are stated to have become illegible by time.

1^0. 17, Dated in the fifth year of Sri Kohi raja hesari Pandlyun,

letters become illegible.

No. 18. Dated seventieth year of the same (but supposed to be an error

for seventh year) appropriation of a village to a fune of Agnescara incomplete.

No. 19. Dated in the reign o^Sri K<Jji raja hesari Pandiyan, and in

the seventh year of Kuhttttnga cJiolan (thus intimated to be contemporaries)

gift of land in VaxjaUir.

No. 20. Dated in the reign of hesari Pandiyan and third oi Kulot-

tunga chohin; gift by Pilivana-xidiyar, sou of Malhurantaca-tuliyar of

certain customs from produce of lands. iShort grant'ha addition.

No. 21. Dated second year of Uajaraja deter; gift of laud for

maintaining lamps in a fane, by whom not mentioned.

No. 22. Dated sixth year of Kovi hesari Pandiyan; gift of land for

the internal ceremonies of a heathen fane.

No. 23, Dated third year uf Vira Rajcndi a dever, avIio is either the

subordinate of Kovikesari PunJiyan, or else the same, with an additional
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title, tlie wording is obscure : gift to tho fane of Vilhcmiya dever, for the keep-

ing up a perpetual light with neyi, or butter-oil.

ISTo. 24. Inscription at Nangapiiram, in the talook of Viitu katti,

tiated in the sixteenth year of Rajendra chola dever ; gift of land by certaia

persons, whose names are subscribed, for the benefit of the fane of Tirumava-

neifvai'udaif/ar.

JSTo. 25. Dated in the tenth year of /Sri Sandura Pandiya-dever,

same town, same fane, with two other fanes : from the imperfection of the

copy, what was given, not ascertained.

No. 26. Dated in the seventh year of Raja-rnjendra ckola-decer, other

letters of the inscription could not be madeout,

1^0. 27. Gift of two villages by certain chiefs whose names are men-

tioned, to Rungha, the image of Sri rangham fane, through the bead Brahman

of the class of Ramanlya of Tripcty.

No. 2S. Dated in the thirtieth year of Sri Raja-dcver. Gifts of six

marcals of grain for each rice field, and a quarter fanam for each field of other

kinds, to go towards the celebration of the marriage of the god and goddess

of Matiiiivesvara fane, and the conduct of other festivals, Vencatapati ruyer,

son of Viva Vallalaraja dever, pre-eminent raja of the north shore. It is a

stone inscription in the fane, in Valur of Vittukalti talook.

No. 29. Dated Sal. Sac. Irj29 (A.D. 1707.) Gift of customs of a

half-measure out of every calarn (96 measures) of rice, from one hundred and

eighty villages, from three persons (Hindus) : who, from their titles, appear to

have held office under Mahomedans, to Sri vira Narayana svdmi, of Manar
hovil in the Blanar district.

No. 30. Dated in the sixth year of Sri Raja-raja deva, LHtunga

cholan, imperfect ; nothing further can be made out.

No. 31. Dated second year of Sri Rojaraja dever At Prapanja

Pichaita (jlri, where Agastya formerly dwelt, and which bad sunk lower

down into the earth : Karicala chola, coming thither, saw a golden-colored

chamelion lizard, which he wished to catch, but it entered into a hole, in

digging up which, blood wus'seen, and a form of Siva appeared; by reason of

which a|)pearance, a fane was built on the spot, and this having decayed,

the aforesaitl Raja-dever (as far as can be made out) restored the said shrine,

and gave for that purpose thirty thousand velis of land (eacli veli containing

five cawnics, the whole being upwards of one hundred thousand acres.)

No. P>2. Dated in the tenth year of the Chola-rdja-kemri-Mandiyur

;

some letters and woids wanting. It is a gift of village lands; but for what
object, docs not appear.
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Tkanslatio.v.

No. 33. An inscription in Mel-Pallur, or upper PaUur. Dated S'dl.

Sac. 1439, (A.D. 1517.)

The luler of the entire world Harlya-raycr-Vipadan, faultless in

speech, taking possession of other counlries, never relinquishing his own, the

south quarter the excellent courageous ruler, S'/i-vira-Krishna-

9-oyer, the great emperor, the restorer of the soma-sula tax, and of the other

taxes of the Cholu-itiandalam-, and of the Saita and Vaishnava temples-——.

(a number or part of a name) having taken certain countries, and conquered

Vira- Parchiman, the son of Pratdjja rudra the Gajapali prince, and certified

the conquest in the presence of Mallicarjuna (the god at Vijayanagaram)

gave four thousand pieces of gold, for the service of the god Mullumisvara-

nnyanar, of this town ; a Sanscrit shea, in praise of the giver.

[The above is as near a translation as can be made out ; it is of

some use.]

jS^o, 34. It bears llie two names of iS'ri-k()ii-h(isuri.-pditdi.yan and

tStuidara ])dndiya7i^ seventh year of reign ; title of a ruler on the south shore

(the remaining portion could not be recovered bj the copyist, from the

original stone.)

No. 35. Inscription cut on stone in the fane o^ Ambilr. Dated in tlie

second year of Kidotiumja-chola-dever, Gift lo Arahesvarandlya nayunar,

the image oi Amur fane from Amufahodir yudiya rdja of the north bank of,

the Caveri, of a thousand (what, not mentioned,) in free gift (thercfoi-e must
be land) in the village, for the service of the fane of Tiru-vakesniramudiya

Tambirdu, the same image, Avith an addition of epithet.

No. 36. Dated in the fourteenth year of S'll-kopa-kesari-Pdndiyan

imperfect.

No. 37. G\h io Nduvanesvara Tambhdn (rom Kcsari pdiidiyan,i\\Q

giver of his own weight in gold, and a heap of vestments like a hill, a coura-
geous warrior, and ruler of the three worlds. (Tiibhuvana chacraverti-
nayanar.J He gave one hundred gold huns for the use of Vdrada nambi,
the head Brahman, to the temple female slaves, and other temple attendants-

No. 38. Dated in Sdl. Sac. 1112
; gift to NUivanamudiya nayanar,

of fifty gold pieces, by the whole of the people of this village (name not given)
for the celebration of the marriage of the said god, in the month of April.

No. 39. (Very short and imperfect ) Gift of an elephant vehicle, by
the headman of Mathurantacam in the country of lidjeiulra chohi, of the
north bank (supposed of the Cdveri) to whom, when, or for what object, not
stated.

No. 40, A few Sanscrit words in Tamil and grant'ha letters, without
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connected meaning, copied from the inner building of a fane of Ganga-kunda-

puram in the Uduyar 'palUyam.

Section 2. Apparently intended to continue copies of inscriptions

from Chillanibram, has been left blank.

Abstract of Inscriptions.

Section 3. Inseiiptions at Carur and Darayuram in the Coimbatore

province.

No. 1. Gift of the revenues of a certain district (reserving the rights

of u more ancirnt fane,) to the Bralimans of Agne'svarer fane, in the twelfth

year of some one's reign, name not appearing.

No. 2. Gift of a village called Chenu Padii to the same fane, free of

all tax or incumbrance, in the twelfth year of some one's reign, name supposed

to have been illegible.

No. 3. Dated in tLe seventeenth year "Of Sri-vira-Pandbja-dever; gift

of certain proportions of revenue towards the celebration of the April festival

of the same fane.

No. 4. Inscription in the Va'ishnava fane of J'aradardja, in the same

town of Carhr, gift of land ; the name of Kuloitunga ckoJa-dever appears, but

without connection ; and there is no date.

No. 5. Gift by Krishna raycr of the village called Nernur, to Rdmd-

Hnga-sastri : the inscription is in the Canarese language. No date.

No. 6. This inscription is of considerable length, and celebrates the

praises of a Ch.,la king, whose name is nevertheless not mentioned. It is in

inflated, poetical language ; and its purport is to commemorate a gift of some

revenue en land, to the aforesaid fane of Varada-raja at Carur. The names

of several persons are recorded as witnesses. There is no date ;
but it serves

to give an additional attestation to the fact of a Chola conc^uest of the ancient

Congudesam, or Coimbatore district.

No. 7. Dated in the ninth year of Rajendra-dever ;
gift of a piece of

land ; recorded in the porch of the aforesaid fane.

No. «. Dated in the twenty-third ycarof Kulottiaiga chola "the decapi-

tator of the Pdndiyiai, and possessor of Cariiri' donation of a piece of land.

No. 9. Gift of a village, and a tank, to endow a choultry at Cariir,

built by Caveti nnyaka, Bodi-ncajaka, and two other Poligars, in the time of

Choka liangha nayaka, (king of Ma'iura) ;
the endowment intended to

feed Druhmans.

No. 10. Dated in the ninth year of Rdjendra chola-devcr; gift of land

to the fane of Tlruvanali-malid-dercr.

No. 11. Gift to the same fane of a village called Cntta Nallur, hy

certain heads of vilhigcs. No date.
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1^0. 12. Dated in the twenty- fourth year of Vita chola dever; gift of

AttchamungaJam (a village,) to Tiriivanali fane, as before.

No. 13. Dated in the twenty-fourth year of Rajeudra-dever ; gift of

a piece of land.

No. 14. Dated in the third year of V'tcrama chola dever; gift of

money annually to defray the expense attendant on biinging an ima»e of

Vishnu, in procession to a place, near the fane of Ttruvanali-esvarer.

No. 15. Gift to the fane of Pashupati esvarer by Minachshi nayaka, of

a garden for growing the Vilva leaves, used in adorning the image. Ko date.

No. 16. Dated in the fifteenth year o[ Sri-vira Pandiya dever ; gift

of a village to provide for the expenses, attendant on two yearly festivals, in

the months of November and December.

No. 17. Dated in the sixth year of Sundara Pcindiynn; gift from

certain servants of the monarchy, forming an agreement among various castes

to bestow a revenue for repairing and ornamenting the ft'ne of Tiruvanali

with lofty turrets.

No. IS. Dated in the twenty-fifth year of SUpi nattnnyu cholan

;

gift of a village called Fira chola nallur, to the aforesaid fane.

No. 19. Gift of fifty velis (each five cawnies) of land, by six indivi-

duals, to a Vaishnava fane. No date.

No. 20. Dated in the twenty -fourth year of Raja-raja dever. Signed

by three individuals who gave sixty go\^ {Ituns) to the fane of Tiruvanilleyal

nayanar, at Caritr.

No. 21. Inscription on the door-way of the porch, under the tower

Dated in the twenty-fifih year of Kidottunga cholan, the ruler of Iram, Mu'
dura and Carur. Gift of land to the abovementioned fane at Carilr.

No. 22. In the porch of Fi/acrapuresvara at Puliyur, in the district

of Carilr. Dated in the thirty-eighth year of Tribhiivana dever ; gift by

Shethu-rayer-dever, of land to the said fane at Puliyur.

No. 23. On the north side of the same fane; gift of land ; by whom,

does not appear.

No. 21. In the fane of Ifnvcrapaudesvara at Muhanna ciiruchi. The
virtuous donation of Banya Krishiapa nayaka, of the race of Visvanat'ha

nayana (a compliment paid to him). It records the gift of certain leading

men, in consequence of an intermarriage ; so that they gave a certain annual

tax on their possessions to the said fane, and unitedly bore the expense of

excavating a large reservoir of water; made over as temple property.

No. 25. Nauriyiir, of the district of Carur in the fyne of Siibrahma7iya,

Gift of a village to the said fane, by certain chief men of the place-
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No. 26. On the fane of Pushpavana svami at Vedamangalam in

Carur district. Dated in the sixth year of Viropandiya dever. Gift of land

to the fane by the town's people.

No. 27. On the fane of Meyporalmt'ha svami at Aravacuruchi in

Carur. Dated in the seventh year o^ Konerimai-condan, gift of land with its

trees well, Sccto the fane, by certain villagers, Avhose signatures are attached

No. 28. Commemoration of a grant written on palm-leaves
;
giving

a tax, or tribute, from several villages mentioned, to the head Brahmans of

certain fanes, also specified, from one Raman (who the said Raman was, does

not apoear, but his authority must have been of considerable extent).

No. 29. In the fane of Virapari dandesvara dever, at Divaracapurnm.

Gift of land by votaries of the god ; but the whole cannot be made out, as the

copy of the inscription is incomplete.

No. 30. Gift to Meyporulnayanar oH Dwaracajniram, and two other

villages; but of what (from the incompleteness of the copy), does not appear.

No. 31. In the fane of Munwmttesvara svami in little Darapuram

;

dated in the nineteenth year of Vira Rajendra dever Gift of land, free of ail

tax, to the said fane.

[In this place there is a chasm, occasioned by some leaves having been

cut out of the book ; the remains of which leaves are visible. A loss of six

scriptions is thereby occasioned.]

No. 38. Commemorates the taking down of a wooden tnantapa {ox

porch) belonging to the fane of Koduvayil-nagesvara-svami, and rebuilding it

with substantial materials.

No. 39. On the south side of the fane of Jeyankondesvara of Nattaca'

riyur in Darapuram district. Gift of certain revenues, from villages specified,

to the said fane, from Nallatamhl kaviindan, and another person. Dated in

Caliyuga 4722, Sal. Sac. 1543.

No. 40. Dated in the first year of Ficrama chola dever; gift of a

piece of land to the village fane of Felur.

No. 41. Dated in the ninth ye-Av o£ Vicrama chola dever ; gift of a

water reservoir, and some land to the village fane of Nattur.

No. 42. Dated in the fifth year of the reign of Vira Pandlyan dever

and in the, 1402nd year of the reign of iSaccai, (or Salivahana); gift by three

persons, whose names are subscribed, of a reservoir of water, and the land

around it, fertilized thereby, to the god and goddess of Vijayamangalarn , of

the Perumuri talook, in the district of Coimbatore,

Note.—This inscription, if the dates can be depended upon, is impor-

tant; because it fixes the date of a Pandiya king's accession to the throne

in A.D. 1479, Very soon after that time, the power came into the hands of
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the nortlioni viceroys, Irom Vijayanagarain. By conaequenee, this Vira

fandiyan must either be Vira Chandra aec'liara Pandiyan, the last of that

dynasty, or else one of the five illegitimate Pandiyans, who contested the

kingdom Aviih the northern lords. The ascending series, upwards from that

jjeriod, may be the safest process, to come at the Pandiya line, with anything

like satisfaction as to the result.

No. 43. Dated merely in the reign of Vira Inllala dever, gift by the

people of Tirupa nattar to jthe above fane, of the village of Raghutaraya

vellur, with all its revenues ; the bounds of the said grant being marked out

by stone pillars, bearing the trisuin or tridental mark.

No. 44. Dated in the fifth year of Virachola dever, and in the reign

of Saccai 1044, by the Vallalan named Bcllacalai to the village fane of

Nattam ; a gitt of land to supply the expense of public festivals.

Note.—This inscription is also valuable, as (if accurate) it fixes the

accession of p'irachola to A. D. 1117. From this date, in the ascending

serie.^, and following the best accounts of the Chola dynasty, its commence-

ment must be fixed posterior to the beginning of the Christian era.

ISTo. 45. Dated in the reign of Vira Vallala dever, gift by the people

of Tir%ipanattu of (something, letters gone) ; and a water reservoir, to a fane

at Vijayamangalam. At the foot of the date of Sal. Sac. 1 244, (A.D. 1322-23)

Xo. 4(5. Gift by Karirayer, son of Devarayer, of the village of

Alamhadai, to the god and goddess of a fane in the Parvati casha, of the

Cfi^Jffd talook, and Darupur district.

' [The inscription is desciibed as being written in Lebhi Tamil, differing

from the proper (or perhaps modern) Tamil characters.]

Ko. 47. Gift by the same. The inscription is incomplete.

[There follows somoTo!u<iu, in Tamil characters, ftora which it appears

that the gift is of some land, and to an officiating hierophant, by Chokanatha

nayakoi Madura. By consequence, this must be a distinct inscription, want-

ing the beginning, and there follows a chasm down to No. 51. Notanduraest.']

No. 51- Dated in tlie twenty-first year of Virachola dever, gift of

land ; but the inscription is not complete.

No. 52. Dated in the same year of the same, a gift of land to a fane.

No. 53. The Saccai date partially obliterated : it appears to be a gift

from some Mahratta chief ; since the name of Bhosala occurs, but there are

many breaks in the sense ; so as not admit of a generally connected meaning.

No, 54. Dated Sal. Sac. 1607, gift of a piece of land at PuttUr ioi\xQ

Brahmana of Chaturve'damnnqctlam, by a local cliief.

s 1
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No. 55. Dated in the twenty-first year of Vicrama C/tola, gift of

laud, by two persons named Tribhuvana-s'mha deem, and Chottaya Cholan

to a fane.

No. 56. Imperfect : no intelligible meaning.

No. 57. No date: a gift of land.

No. 58. Dated in the sixth year of Sundara Pdndit/an, gift of land

to a fane, by two persons, whose names are subscribed.

No. 59. No date
;

gift of land by four persons, whose names are

subscribed

.

No. 60. Gift of a village : no date.

No. 61- Gift of land; no date.

No. 62, Gift of a village; no date. ,

No. 63. Gift of land, free of tax, by three persons, whose names are

subscribed: no date.

No. 64. Gift by two persons of a village, to a fane.

No. 65. Dated in the fourth year of the rule of Laduka ndtlia dever,

gift of land by two persons.

No. QQ. Gift of a village by some of the people, in the time of an

agent of MaUcarjuna-rayer, whose name is not properly written.

No. 67. The same name of Mal'icarjuna appears ; and the date of

Sal. Sac. 1 172 ; but there is space for a figure which would define the 100, and

make it probably more. Gift of land to a fane bearing the name of Kulottunga-

isvarer.

No. 68. Dated in the eighth year of Vira pandiya dever, gift of

land by Vira Rdjendra Soma Chakraverti, who subscribes his name.

No. 69. Dated in the twenty-fourth year of Vira pandiya dever, gift

of a reservoir, and of as much land as it fertilized, to a fane by three persons,

the aforesaid Rdjendra Soma being one of them.

No. 70. Gift of a portion of the proceeds of land to a fane.

No. 71. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1421, gift by a merchant, who had

purchased land from the owner, and formed a garden therein ; the proceeds

of which he gave, in perpetuity, to a fane-

No. 72. Dated in Caliyuga 4633, gift by a merchant, of three reser-

voirs and the land fertilized thereby; to a fane established by Agastya.

No. 73. Gift by Vira-rdja-deven in the third year of his rule, of a

village with a reservoir, and the land fertilized thereby, to a fane.

.^, . .
No. 74. Dated Caliyvga 4632, gift by Pala raja tidigar, (a subject

of Achyuta rayer) of land to a fane.
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added, in a note, that in two fanes near Alagamali, there are many inscriptions

of which nothing could be made out, whether from antiquity, or from unknown
characters, is not stated.)

No. 76. Dated in the eighth year of Vira rdjendra dever. Gift of

money to the Panddram, or treasury of a fane.

No. 77. Dated in Vira rdjendra dever s rule, eighteenth year, similar

to the preceding.

No. 78. Dated in the twenty-third year of Sundara-pdndiya-dever

;

money given, but the connection of language is lost.

No. 79. Gift of rice, and oil, to a fane.

No. 80. Dated in Sal. Sac 1621, gift of three reservoirs, and land

fertilized there by, by Ndtlia Mutali of Chitambaram, the manager of Rama
pdiyen (general of Tiruinala nayah. of Madura.)

No. 81. Dated in Call sagartam 1667 gift of lands to an Jgrahdram
the giver's name does not appear ; but from the contents he would seem to

have been contemporary with Vicrama chola. The inscription relates to

Chaturvedamangolam, and the copy is not complete ; owing to a half leaf

having been torn out of the book a fragment only of No. 85,

owing to the same cause, follows, which seems to relate to some donation to

a fane.

Nofandum Nos. 82, 83 and 84, are entirely wanting.

No. 86. Gift of money to two Vaishnava fanes, no date, or other

particular of any interest.

No. 87. Gift of two waste pieces of land, to a fane, to be cultivated

for its benefit, no date, or name of donor.

No. 88. Dated in the 25th year of Vira Narayana. Gift of a village

to the fane of Cariyur on the Caveri, for certain ceremonial commemorations

of the donor's birth-day.

No. 89. Dated in the second year of Sundara Pandiyan. Gift, by
heads of a district, of a piece of land, to a fane.

No. 90. Gift of a certain poll-tax, by heads of a district, to a fane ;

dated in the fifteenth year of Cesava Parama.

No. 91. Dated in the seventh year of the reign of Sundara Pandiyan,

gift of a reservoir, and lands watered thereby, by villagers, to a fane.

No. 92. Gift of land to a female slave of a fane, in the time of Vijaya
rangha Chokanatha nayakar, by whom does not appear, part of the original

inscription having perished.

No. 93. Dated in the second year of Vira Pandiya dever. Gift, by a

person of Vengdmbiir named Sundara Pandiyan, of a piece of land, io a fane.
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No- 94. Inscription on a Jaina fane at Tingulur in the estate of

Sirapuram, in the Periinturai district of Coyanibur. Dated in the fourth year

of the reiu;n of Vicramachola dcver. It is so imperfect as to be further

unintelligible.

No. 95 In like manner, unintelligible.

No. 96. A few lines, the name of lira Vnllala dever. Gift of

Aricananallur, the giver must have been among the Vallala kings of the Jaina

persuasion.

No. 97. Gift of land by Vira Rojcndra dever, to a fane. No date.

No. 98. Dated in the fifth year of Vicramachola dexer. Gift of a

garden and well, to a fane, by whom, not stated.

No. 99. Gift of money, by artificers ; and of land, by a person,

(name not legible) to a fane.

No. lOO. Gift of a proportion of rice-grain, to a fane, apparently by

two persons, whose names are subscribed.

No. lOl. Dated in the twentieth year of Vicramachola dever; gift of

money, by two persons, to a fane.

No. 102. Dated in the fourth yeiu- of Virarajendra dever ; gift by

an individual of money, to maintain a constant light in a fane.

No. 103. Dated in the twenty-first year of Virarajadever; gift of a

piece of land, bought for the purpose, to a fane, by the villagers united.

No. 104. Dated in the sixth year of Sri Vicram.achola dever, gift by

Utiya-sri rangha dever of money to maintain a constant light in a fane.

No. 105. Gift of a piece of land to a fane, as it would appear, by

Kidotlunga cholan : but the sense of the inscription is not perfectly clear.

No. 106. Gift of land to maintain a constant light in the fane of

Apramescara (au unusual name) by people on the south bank (of the Caveti?)

Dated in the reign simply of Hari-ha>i rmjir.

No. 107. Gift of a village, with its revenue, by people of the south

bank, to a fane. A severe denunciation is pronounced on any who may

alienate the charity.

A few incomplete lines commemorate the gift of two-twentieths of a

certain land, in consequence of the death of Kurtarayen Pdndiya cholan :

inalienably bestowed.

No. 108. Gift by Vira nanja raja iidiyar of a piece of land to a

fane, in full right.

No. 109, Gift by Sri vim v(dldhi dexer of five-twtdtioths of a certain

portion of land, to a fane
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Ko. 1 10. Dated in the sixtceuth year of the nigu of Vira rajendra

dever, the name of ApTamhvara appears ; but the matter breaks off abruptly.

No. 111. Dated in Sacjapicon 1421, in the time of a feudal chief;

gift of a portion of land.

No. 112. Gift of a piece of land in Ccdhjnga Snguptam 1330, by
Athyapa cnndan,, to a fane. 'Sal. Sac. 1330 ?)

No. 113. Gift of a piece of land to a fane by an individual, who
subscribes his name.

No. 114. Gift of a village to a fane, by villngers united ; dateil

Sagdptam 1262.

No. 115. Gift of a piece of land by Firapa nai/ak and other.s, to a

fane ; dated Caliyuga \50\.

No. 1 16. The name Srico viravicodehi, twentieth year of reign appears

in granCha letter.*; ; what follows is in Tamil ; but incomplete, so as to leave

no clear meaning.

No. 117. Gift of a piece ofland bytlie people of Punlurul, to two

fanes ; one Saiva, one Vdishnava, dated Sugdpiam 1449.

No. 118. Dated in the twenth year of Vira Pdndii/a dever, who has

the superadded titles of Covira Kesari paramana trihhuvaria Ckacraverti
;

gift by the people of Puntarai of a village, to a fane.

No. 119. Gift of a reservoir, and fields, by an individual, who sub-

scribes his name, to two goddesses, forms of Durga.

No. 120. Gift of a village to a fane ; the name of the donor not clearly

legible.

No. 121. Dated in the twenty-first year of Vira rajendra dever, gift

of a portion of grain, to a fane ; by three persons, names subscribed.

No. 122. Inscription in a Jama hasti, or fane, in Vijayamangala, of

the Coyambutur district, gift of a village and reservoir, by the peoj^le of

the district. ,

No. 123. Gift of land by Sri savunla raja to two fanes, one

Saiva, an<i one Vdishnava. Also gift by villagers at Vijaya mangalam to a

fane.

(Here there is a chasm, by reason of seven leaves cut out of the book,

whence the copy is made, or from pages 117 to 130 inclusive. A loss of five

inscriptions is occasioned thereby ; and they must have been of considerable

length; probably of importance.) Notandum est.

No. 128. Dated in the fourteenth year of Vira Pdndii/a, derer ; gift of

a portion of revenue from cultivation by two person?, who subscribe their names..
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No. 129. Dated in the eigth year of Sri Pdndiya dever, the inscription

is stated to be subscribed by several persons; but the purpose of the record

does not clearly appear.

No. 130. Dated in the fifteenth year of the reign of Vira raja dever

;

gift by a merchant of something (nut legible) for the purpose of feeding pil-

grims, and others who came to visit a fane. (There are breaks in the sense,

arising from the illegibility of the original copy.)

No- 131. In the Canarese language, Telugu character, dated in Sal.

Sac. 1678, Caliyuga 4857, in the reign of the Maha svdmi Krishna rayer

udiydr of the line of Pravada deva rayer, ruling in Sriranghapahiam, the capital

of Mysore
;

gift of lands to the fane of Sri Sancara isoara svdmi, by one who

subscribes his name, as Rai'lia Sanca layan whose family seems to have

been of consequence in the Coimbatore coutjtry. The inscription is complete :

and recent, being A.D. 1 750.

No. 132. A merchant gave some land, which he had bought for the

purpose, to a fane ; to be cultivated, and the revenue so applied : in Sal. Sac.

1421.

No. 133. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1431, gift in money by a merchant

named Othuva Navjaiyan to a fane.

No, 134. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1429, gift of interest on money, to a

fane, by a merchant.

No. 135. Gift to a temple, by some cultivators; but of what does

not intelligibly appear.

136. Dated in the 8th year of Vira Rdjendra dever, gift of oil for

the use of a fane, by a district chief.

No. 137. Dated in the twenty-first year of Sundara Pdndiya-dever ;

a merchant named Peruvidl, received from Arzagiya Pdndii/a-deve''', 220

pagodas, and gave it (to what purpose not stated ; the letters of the inscrip-

tion having become effaced.)

No. 138. Dated Sagdptain 1460. One named Lingaiia udit/af-dever,

had a reservoir excavated, and divided the produce of cultivation, fertilized

by the water of the said reservoir, into two portions ; reserving one part for

himself, and giving one part to the fane of Avanasi village.

No. 139. Nothing more ligible, than part of a preparatory title.

No. 140. Gift to the fane of Avanasi, of a village in free tenure;

(letters of the inscription much defaced.)

No. l4l. An inscription copied from one in the possession of the

accountant of the village of ^uawos?', commemorating a tax on commodities

given to the fane of that town, with a full and minute specification of the

different articles and the rate fixed on each one, the gift of one named
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J/aZ%aw, a manager of Sicca-dever'tdja-udiyar. Daited in Sul Sac. 1617,

Caliyuga 4795.

No. 142. An inscription on the fane o( Kodesvara-svami in Nadave-

cheri, gift of an entire village : more not legible.

No. 143 Gift, in free tenure, of a reservoir and field, to the same

fane : more illegible.

{Notandum. Here follows another chasm, occasioned by the cutting

out, and abstracting of eight leaves, on which from, the remaining numbers, the

inscriptions from 144 to 148 inclusive, or five inscriptions, are lost : these

must have been of considerable length.)

No, 148. Two villagers gave annually a portion of grain to a fane.

No. 149. Gift of a piece of land to a fane (letters much defaced,

more not legible.)

No. 150. Dated in the third year of Sundara-dever ; gift of grain

annually (letters defaced.)

No. 151. Gift of grain (letters defaced ^

No. 152. Gift by Ultama-cholan, of land to the fane of Tirumuragan

maka dever (letters defaced).

No. 153. Dated in the tenth year of Sundara-pdndiya-dever, a

person bought a piece of ground, for a flower garden, to laise flowers for the

service of the fane of Uttamesvara-svdmi in Perumanalur.

No. 154. Dated in the nineteenth year of Sundara pdndya dever

:

a merchant bought a peice of land to form a flower garden, for the same fane.

No. 155. Dated in the fifteenth year of Virapandiya dever ; two

villagers gave a yearly present, in money, fur a particular service in a fane.

No. 156. Gift by a merchant, to maintain a constant light in a fane.

No. 157. Dated in the twenty-second year of Virapandiya dever;

two villagers gave some land to Brahmans.

No. 158. Dated in the eighth year of Sundara pdndiya dever ; some

villagers engage to give annually a portion of grain to a fane.

No. 159. Dated in the fourth year of Virarajendra dever, a gift to

maintain a light in the fane of Uttamesvarer.

No. 160 Gift of a village, free of tax, to the people belonging to if,

by a ruler; a part of whose prefatory title only is legible.

No. 161. Dated in the seventh year of Virapandiya dever ; gift of

money to a Brahman, who, in consequence, engaged for himself and his,

successors, to represent the donor in the services of the fane.



No. IG'i. In the Telugu language; copy of an inscription on copper.

Dated in Sal, Sac. 1579: commemorates a gift of land for cultivation tea

JBiahman named Varadaiyengar, from one named Massaganni-vdru.

No. 163. (In the Canarese language.) Dated in Sal. Sac. 1684,

(A.D. 1752) the contents of an inscription on copper, in possession of certain

official persons (whose names are mentioned) under Sri Krishna-raja udiyar

of Mysore, ^of the race of Pramida deva rayer.

The purport is to commemorate a gift of land to a fane, which was

purchased by two persons, whose names are specified ; together with the sum

which t-ach one contributed.

No. 164. Copy of a letter to Hyder Ali, from Srinivasntija. This

letter consists of revenue details, relative to villages mentioned, and specifies

sums paid (or payable) into the Nabob's treasury. It is written in the Cana-

rese language.

No. 165. Dated in the third year of Jlra dever It commemorates a

renunciation of taxation, on the looms of weavers, the amount of taxation to

go to the tane of Amaravadangesrara svd'ni, of old Pari//ur

No. 166. Incomplete, the sense breaking off abruptly; but it contains

the title, Svasta-arhnan-prafdpa chacT'jverti Bkosaln Bhvjavala-viia valldla

dever, and the name of Pari>jur of the Conjeveram country, and seems to

intimate a gift by C^t'f^W^Vl'^'^ udii/dr a leading- man among the valldla chiefs.

(Tlie-e from other documents, it is known governed p;irls of the said country,

before its subjugation by Kiuhna rayer of Vijiiyanagaram.J

No. 167. Dated in the twenty-first year of Firapandiya dever. Gift

from a person (name partly obliterated) to maintain a constant lamp in a fane.

No. 168. Gift oi" a reservoir, the proceeds of the land fertilized ihete-

by to go to a fane; other particulars, as to donor, &c. , do not appear.

No. 169. Dated in tiie reign of Firapondiya devaroja, the Sngdpiam

era is defaced. Gift of a village to the fane of Pariyur, in the. Conjeveram

countiy.

No. 170. Beneath the preceding inscription. Dated in the dlth

year of Vira pondiya dever. Gift of two villagt^s to the fane of Pariyiir of

the Conjeveram district, by Periya decen.

No. 171. A copper-plate inscription in the possession of Ui)ia-mnhes.

Vftra sasfriin the agraharam (alms-houSe) at Satya-mangalam, written in the

Canada character.

Dated in Sal. Sac. 1682 (A. D. 1 760) in the time of K' tshna raja udiyar

king of Mysore, of the race of Pravuda rayer. It relates to the purchase of

Colatur, with seven subordinate villages, for a prire specified ; the revenues

4



appavputly to go to the maintenance of three residents in the said alms-houae ',

that is Uma^mahesvara sastri, Svbasastri, and Vencatesvara.

No. 172. Canarese inscription on a copper-plate, in the possession of

Yajnya sastri, son of Sxiba dicshadar, of the aforesaid alms-house, dated in Sal.

Sac. 4684, in tlie time of Krishna raja udiyar of Mysore : it relates to

revenue, or income, arising from certain villages, which are specified.

No. 173. Copy of inscription in the Canada character in possession

o£ Srinxvasdcharya son of Ci'ppdckarya in the aims-house at Satyamangalam

aforesaid.

Dated in Sal, Sac. 1684, relates to certain pecuniary advantages given

to Cvppdcharya, the father of the person holding the grant from C'ishna

raja udiyar^ the then ruler of Mysore.

Section 4. Copies of inscriptions at the Vauhnava fane of Conjeveram,

and at other places.

No. I . Dated in the eigth year of Sri Vijaya handa Gopala, gift of cows

and some other cattle hy a nayak to herdsmen; by which thev stood engacred

to supply the expense of keeping a lamp constantly lighted in the fane of Varada
raja.

No. 2. Dated in Sal Sac. 1453 (A.D. 1531) in the reign of AchyiUa
rayer. An eng^igement from the Brahmans of the fane given to Narusaiyar to

prepare a certain quajility of food for the idol ; in consideration of a certain

proportion of revenue arising from the village of Salapacam.

No. 3. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1496, in the time of Srirangha rayer.

Certain Brahmans gave to another Brahman 500 gold huns, on condition of

his performing certain portions of ceremonies in the fane, defraying all atten»

tlant expenses. The name of Taltacharyur appears among the donors; and as

he acquired considerable distinction, it may be well to know the time v/hen he

floui'ished, hereby specified.

No. 4. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1392 (A.D. 1470) in the time of Viru

pacshi rayer, gift of a village by Timma raja to a fane at Tiru vatiyur.

No. 5. Dated the twentieth year of Sriraja Narayan Sambhuva royar.

An order to cause the image of Arutala natha, to pass through a certain street

in public processions, and also to visit certain groves specified.

No. 6. Dated in 1443 in the reign of Vira Krishna dcva rayer
(A.D. 1521) gift of a village, the revenues to go towards certain ceremonies, and
processions, specified

; Jada kohajiyar, and the Brahmans, in return engage
to discharge the said obligations.

Note.—The above date is valuable.

No. 7. Dated in Sal Sac. 1517, in the time of Sri vira Venkata
deva-muha-raja. Uift of a part of the proceeds oi a village, from two Brah-

t 1
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mans, to Pandarams of the fane, in order to conduct certain ceremonies

which are minutely specified.

No. 8. Dated in Sal. S'ac. 1469, in the time of Catari-sdluva canni

Narasinga rayer. Gift by a manager of that prince, of the revenue arising

from increased cultivation, in consequence of a w^ater.course, dug at his

expense : to a fane at Tiruvatii/ur, of Foruldla Perutndl.

No. 9. Dated in the twelfth year of Sri Raifisa-malia-raja dever.

Gift of thirty. three cows to produce curds and butter-oil for the same fane,

from Raja-raja-marava-rayen.

No. 10. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1300. Gift of a village in free tenure

by Vira kariyana udiyar, to a fane, not specified.

No. 11. Said to be in Telugu, and not given in the book.

No. 12. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1481 (A.D. 1559), in the time of Sdluua

Narasingha-rayer maha-rayer. Gift of means to supply a light in a fane, by

two persons whose names are specified.

No. 13. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1408. Gift of a light to a fane, from

whom does not appear.

No. 14. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1464, (A.D. 1542), in the time of Sri

vira Achyuta rayer mahA rayer. Gift by Chelliytitiya pt'llai of 250 fanams

(value uncertain) to purchase seed-corn, and cultivate it after being sown ;

the proceeds to be applied to find butter-oil for anointing the image, on every

eleventh day of the moon's bright and dark, half.

No. 15. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1459, in the time oi Sri vira Achyuta

mahadevarayer . It commemorates a donation to this eSeci ; Tirumalaya

mahd raja deposited 300 gold huns in the hands of Ramanujayyengdr to

provide butter-oil for anointing the image during 130 days o t of the whole

year.

No. 16. No date. Timmakondan (a ruler) gave an order to ten head*

of villages, to supply son>e assistance (not specified) to a fane.

No. 17. Dated in the twenty-s'mth. ye^r of Rajdthi-raja-raja dever

Narapanayak,
'
gSi\Q 26 cows and 59 sheep to three cowherds and shepherds,^

under an obligation to furnish every day a certain specified quantity of butter-

oil and curds ; the former to be used in maintaining a perpetual lamp in a f^ine.

No. 18. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1459, in the time of Achyuladevamahd

rayer. The said rayer gave a village, having four connected hamlets, to the

fane of Aruldla perujnal in Tiruvattiyur, to furnish a constant supply of

butter-oil for the evening daily-anointing of the image ; and also a revenue

of one thousand and five hundred gold \\^xnH, arising from fourteen villages, for

the general ceremonial usage of the said fane.



No. 19. Dated in Sal. S'ac. 1461, in the i\me o( Sri vira Achyxiia

rayer. One named Parancusa jiyar purchased from Brahmans three

villa'TCS, their private property, and then made them over to the fane of

Aruldlaperumdl in Tiruvattiyiir, for anointing the image with butter-oil,

and other ceremonies, on fifteen ecadasisi (or eleventh day's of the moon's

bright and dark half) out of the entire number, during the year.

No. 20. Dated in the sixth year of the reign of Sri Vijaya kanda

rjopdla. Gift by the whole of the people of the town of Amitr of eighty

calams of rioe-corn annually, to the abovementioned fane at Tiruvattiyiir

(supposed to be Conjeveram).

No. 21. Dated in Sat. Sac. 1513, (A.D. 1591), in the time of Venca-

tupatirayer maliaraja. Gift by SdmavedaranQhapaiyar of the two united

villages o^ Alavijmham and Anampddi, for the general ceremonies in the fane

of Forulala Perumal ; Cumara Tattacharya nyengdr hting conatitnled trustee.

No. 22. Dated in Sat. Sac. 1462, in the time of Virapratdpa Achyuta

raider maharayer. One named Rama Paltuiyar gave 120 gold huns to be

laid out in cultivation, the proceeds to be appropriated to the supply of food

for the image {i.e. temple attendants.)

No. 23. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1454, Nanda7ia year in the time of

Achyutarayer maharayer. Achyiiiarayer was installed in the preceding Viroti

year; he conquered many persons, he subdued the Pundiya kin>r, and took

one of his daughters; he fixed a pillar of victory on the banks of the Tumhra-

parani (river at Tinnevelly); he greatly harrassed Tumbichi nayak, Q.Dd

Sdluva nayatt ; and returning hither, in the abovementioned year 1454, in

the presence of Varadaraja svami (god of the Vaishnaia fane at Conjeveram)

he had himself weighed against pearls in the opposite balance, and gave his

weight in these to the fane ; and, at tlie same time, gave a present of one

thousand cows. He also gave to the fane many largesses in money ; some

very valuable jewels, and some costly garments. He further bestowed a

revenue of one thousand and five hundred gold huns, arising out of seventeen

villages. He also gave a chankj a diakra ; an open hand of benedii tion*'

and a tridental mark (tirunama), the same being made of gold, set in jewels.

Note.-^The above inscription is cut on the south-wall of the Conje-

veram fane ; opposite the place where the ceremonial utensils are kept.

It is very important towards adjusting some valuable dates, and to

give a footing whereon to stand in ascending higher up in the history of the

Carnatic. The specification of grants, in the inscription, is much more minute,

than in the preceding abstract. It is probable that the largesses herein

detailed are those referred to in No. 83, which see.

• Of Vishnu's two front hands, one is open in the form of benediction, the other open
in form of rcceiyinjj.
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No. 24. Gift by Koneri mey hondun of fiftcea hundred pagodas, or

gold huns, arising from the revenues of three villages, for the conduct of

festivals to the fane of Kondarama (built by the giver) inclusive of the

Vaishnava Brakmans.

No. 25. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1470, in the \\me oi Sri-rira Sada-maha

rayer. One named Vallaba-deva-raja, gd^ve & village yeilding a revenue of

one hundred and forty-eight pagodas, in the name of another person, to the

fane where the inscription is recorded.

No. 26. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1475. Gift by Tiruvencataiyar of a

half one-third of the revenue of two villages; the otiier two-thirds of which,

revenues had been previously be.stovved on the fane.

No. 27. Dated in the thirteenlh ^c ar of the reign of Kulottunga

elitla. One named Vicrama choia Sdmhhtira rayer gave certain cows,

goats, &c. to furnish a supply of butter-oil, in order lo keep up a perpetual

light in a fane.

No. 28. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1514, in the lime of Sri Vencatapati

dbva-maha-rayer. One named Tiriimala-cumara Tattdcliari-ayengdr, bestowed

the revenues of two villages, in order to supply food to the fane of Porulala.

Perumal at Tiruvattiyur during the public processions in the months of July,

August, September, March, and May.

No. 29. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1493, in the time of Sri liangha-dera

maha-rayer. One named AcJujnta nayak (local chief) gave five vilLges, the

proceeds to go towards the expenses of a public procession, and fesiival of the

'Aluvar (deified votaric^s o£ Kishmi) in the month of May.

No. 30. Dated in SaJ. ^ac. 1480, in the time of Sii vira Sada Siva-

deva-maha rayer. The inscription is incomplete ; a string of titles precedes

the names ; but what was given does not appear.

No. 01. Of this inscription there is left only a line or two, at the

beginning.

(Here follows a chasm; occasioned by three leaves having been cut out

of the book. The whole of No. 32 is wanting, and the commencement of

No. 33).

j^y 33 ^ minute specifications of tax, or duty, on various

agricultural, and other productions, and a like minute mention of the mode of

appropriating the diflferent small sums ; the whole amounting to one hundred

and twenty-three gold huns, for certain festival-services, in a fane ;
the name

of which does not appear in the part of the inscription which remains.

No. 34. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1325, in the time of Sri Vira Hari-hara-

rayer, a gift of one named Dfvanncn. of cows to supply butter-oil to the fanp

wf TiravatiiyUr.
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No. 35. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1423, two porsons, named Yecajja-nayaha

and Tirumala-nayaka, gave means to keep up a perpetual lamp in the same
fane; made over inalienably into the hands of the temple manager; and with
a severe denunciation adied on any one, that may alienate the o-ift.

No. 36. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1309, in the time of Acca^ia udiyan, and
Camhana-udiyar. Gift of the village of Kolipacam, by Konapu son of Muttapen
to the fane of Amldlaperumal in Tiruvattiyw.

No. 37. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1459, in the time of 8ri lira Achyiiia
rayer. Gift by a Brahman (as supposed), named Narayanan of eighty fanams,
for the purpose of cultivation ; the proceeds to go to pro\Tide a certain kind of
cakes, and also butter-oil for anointing the image of the aforementioned PorulalaTy

during four festival days.

No. 38. Dated in the thirteenth year of Sri-rajathi-raja-dcver

;

Copaiya- Tandn-nayak son of Mandala-nalla- Tandama-nayak raja of Hastigiri

(a name of Conjevcram) from a district bestowed on him by Firai Narasingha-

deven : it gives the village of Tn'yalam of Vevur district, for the service of the

fane of Aruldla lyp.rurnal, inalienably l^estowed.

39. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1452, in the time of Sri-vira Achyutadeva

maha-rayer. Gift to the fane of Porulala Perumal, of two tliousand five hun-

dred chacrams (gold coins) from Ilumanujayengar, for the celebration of the

Lacskmi festival in the month oi Piratusi (or September.)

No. 40. Dated in the sixteenth year of Vijaya kanda gopala-dever.

Gift of a piece of ground, by a servant of the fane, to supply flowers.

[Here occurs another chasm, by reason of one leaf cut out from the

book (visible from the remains) ; occasioning a loss of five short inscriptions,

from No. 41 to 45, inclusive.]

No. 4G- Dated in the tenth year of Rajaraja dever. Gift of thirty-

three cows, by Ddmotaren to supply butter- oil, for a perpetual lamp in the

Perumal fane.

No. 47. Dated in the twenty-first year of Rajaraja dever ; like gift for

the same object, from Perayira chefti of Purnottumangalam.

No. 48. Dated in the eleventh year of the same, like gift, for like

purpose ; by Ayanamhi Perumal nayaken of Karpalindttam.

No. 49. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1439, in the time of Sri vira Krishna

dever maha rayer. Gift by him, at the solicitation of the Brahmans, of the

revenues of two villages, to be appropriated to sundry uses, connected with

the cars, and other appurtenances of festival processions.

No. 50. Dated in k^nl. Sac. 1633. A charity by three-hundred towns-

people of Pennaconda : the inscription is incomplete.
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No. 51. Dated in Sal Sac. 1()40, (A.D. 1718), in the time of the

rule of Sadatulla hhan, com meraorating the cutting of a watercourse for

increasing the cultivation, \\y one styled Cuniya rayer.

No. 52. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1387, in the time of Sri vira Prutdpa

clever rayer maharayer. Gift of 400 fanams to prepare food in the fane of

Arulala Penundl, from one styled Ramanuja govinda pallar Aruldlaperumdl^

No. 53. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1325, (A.D. 1403) in the time of Sri vira

Harihara rayer : the rest is imperfect.

No. 54. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1581, in the time (apparently) of Deva

rayer. Vencatathiayen, being a great devotee, received orders from the god

to perform certain ceremonies.

The preceding are inscriptions from Hastigin.

Nos. 55 and 56 are referred to the end of the book (on looking at

which it is found that several leaves have been torn out at the tnd.)

No. 57. The name of Madurantaca Potambi cholan appears: a gift

of land is commemorated ; but the inscription is incomplete.

No. 58. Gift of a village to the managers of the fane of Velakoli

nayanar, by one named Ilaiyalvun Calhiya rayer, the possessor oiNattar-

No. 59. Dated in the eighteenth year of Sri sdmbhuva rayer

"emperor of all worlds." One named Calinga rayeji bought a small piece

of land from persons mentioned, given by him to Brahmons of the fane of

Ulagalonta Perumal, with the condition of their always keeping a water booth

on the same, for the supply of passengers.

No. GO. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1404 in tha time of Sri Rangha deva

maha rayer ; gift of land to a fane.

No. 61. A stanza in grant'ha character,s containing a Sanscrit

sloca, in prais of a goddess of the fane

No. 62. (a.) A Sanscrit shea in grant'ha characters as above ; and

of like purport.

No. 02. (h.) Dated in the fifth year o^ KulotUinga chola dever ; gift of

a piece of land to a fane, by some villagers.

No. 63. Dated in the seventy-ninth year of Kulottunga chola devir.

Gift of money to provide curds for the image in a Vaishnava fane.

No. 64. Dated in the forty -eighth year of Kuldttunga chola decer

;

gift of laud to a fane.

No. 65. Dated in Sal. Sac 1457, in the time of Sri vira /Ichyuta

deva maharayer. A piece of land having been stripped of cocoa-nut trees,

and areca palms, by a storm, the land was designated for cultivation of rice-

corn ; the proportion of revenue usually accruing to tho prince being made
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over to the temple, and an additional rate superadded. Tlie ground was a

former endowment, the same being regulated anew, and more to the advan-

tage of the attendants on the fane.

Ko. 66. Dated in Sd- '5'rtc. 1477, in the time of Sri viva Soda Sua

deva makarayer. Gift hy Alagiya singh uiyer of a piece of land which he

bought for the purpose, and appropriated to a fane ; in order to cany on

ceremonies, at the recurrence of particular lunar daj'S {or nucshetras) specified

An inscription follows without any number: it may possibly be the

one referred to, at No. 55.

Dated in the thirteenth year of Trihhuvana Chacraterti, "the decapi-

tator of the Pd7idiya king." Certain property which had been made over to

a fane, was alienated from it, and restored to Kulotlunga choia ; whether or

not in return for any other, and greater, advantage does not appear.

No. 67- Dated in iSal. Sac. 1438, in the time of Krishna rayer

;

gift of fifty pieces of money, to supply food for the god, and servants of the

fane, by seven persons, whose names are njentioned ; and who seem to have

been district cultivators.

No. 68. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1438, in the time of Krishna rayer;

gift of 170 pieces of money, to provide food for the fane, during four festival

days: which are specified, by Panddra?ns of the fane o^ Aruldla Perumal.

No. 69. In Telugu (not contained in the book copied from).

No. 70. Dated in the ninteenth year oi Rajaraja dever ; gift of some

villages to a fane.

No. 71. Dated in the fifth year of Rajamjadever, gift of cows to

supply butter-oil for the faneof ^»;</a/a Ferumal, by a woman named Saniyar.

No. 72. Dated in the thirteenth year o^ Jpj)eramsin(jha derer ; gift

fif t])ii-ty cows, and other cattle, to provide three-quarters of a measure daily

of butter-oil for the lane of Ariddla Perumal, by Malinunidalatu nayak,

and two other persons.

No. 73. Dated in the thirty-seventh year of Trihhuvana dever ; gift

of thirty cows, and other cattle, to supply the like quantity of butter-oil,

for one lamp in the fane of Ariddla Perumal, by the some persons.

No. 74. No date, gift by certain Vishnavas of some land, to the

same fane.

No. 75. Dated in the twenty-second year oi Raja-raja dever, gift of

thirty-three cows, and other cattle, by a merchant, to provide three-quarters

of a measure of butter-oil daily, for one lamp in the said fane. Name of

donor Iravi rayen.
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No. 76. Dated in the fourteenth year of Bukhar ; gift of thirty cows,

and cattle, to supply the like quantity of butter-oil, for a lamp in the said fanes

by one named Pillaikondan.

No, 77. Dated in the tenth year of Raja-roja dever ; gift of thirty

goats to sujjply hutter-oU for one lamp in the same fane, by Surapanayak.

No. 78. Dated in the twelfth year of liajdti-taja dever ; f»ift by

some merchanls and their wives, of sixty-six cows and cattle, to supply

butter-oil for two lamps in the same fane.

No. 79. No date, gift of some lands to the said fane, by three persons.

No. 80. DateiJ in the tifth year of Gopala dever; gift of cattle to

supply bulteroil lor a lamp in the said fane, by a wealthy man, the son of

•Penimdl deven.

No. 81. Dated in the seventeenth yesir o£ Raja-raja dever ; gift of

wet and dry lands to the same fane ; by one name Canda cjopalun.

No. 82. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1474, in the time of Sada Siva-mahn-devri

rayer Commemorates the setting apart of seventy gold huns, by the

Ayengar and Jiyar (managers), in order to provide for sundry small expenses

from time to time, connected with public processions, in the ordinary service

of the fane. These various items of expenditure of two or three (anams,

(two pennies) each are minutely specified, in a lengthened inscription.

No. 83. Dated in Sal Sac. 1455, in the time of Achyuta deca rayet.

(The contents are curious.) The god Arulala perumcd, is stated to have

appeared to Sulvva nayah, directing him to go, and request Achyuta rayer to

behave as munificently to this fane, as he had already done to the two fanes

of 'Ecambesvarer (Saiva) and Varada raja fVaishnava) at Conjeveram.

In consequence of this divine intimation, AchyiUa rayer resumed both the

larger grant to the Saix^a fane of 'Ecamhesvarer, and the smaller one to the

Vaishnava fane of Varada raja, amounting together to twenty four villages
;

the names of which are specified. These he sold, and the proceeds amounted

to 2,590 pagodas (equal to 9,075 Eupees) : he appropriated the whole of that

sum to this fane of Arulala perumal. (See Insc. No. 23.)

No. 84. Dated in the fourteenth year of i^oya-ro/a flfet-er. the remain-

der is imperfect, and the sense incomplete.

No. 85. No date. The inscription is incomplete.

No. 86. Dated in the twenty-sixth year of Raja-raja dever; gift of

twenty pieces of money to maintain lights in the fane of Alagasinyha, by

Navjiriyan and some others.

No. 87. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1.30t, in the time of tiari udiyan, gift of

twelve cows, to supply butter-oil for the fane of Ataya singha.

No. 88. No date ; gift of some lands : the remainder incomplelo.
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No. 89. Dated in the eighteenth year of KuUttuvga chola dever ;

gift of a village to supply the expenses of lights in the said fane ; by whom
does not appear.

'No. 89 i- Dated in the tenth year of Vicrama chola dever ; gift ofsome
lands in free tenure to the fane, by several per.ion8, whose names are memicKed

.

No. 90. Dated in S'al. Sac. 1431, in the time of Vira narnsingha

rayer ; gift of three thousand pieces of money, by Tirumala, a merchant;

for sundry expenses connected with the fane.

No. 91. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1373, in the timeof MoUicarjuna rayer;

gift of five fanams daily, by a tax on the sale of pulse; to maintain lights in

the fane, by Canaharayen, son of Periya-natiu-kdyi.

No. 92. In '^An^cYii grant"ha character (see under that head.)

No. 93. Dated in the tpnth year of Gopala deter; gift of thirty-three

cows, to proviJe butter-oil for the fane, by Ramannn of Paiyur.

No. 94. Dated the sixteenth year of the same, gift of thirty-three

coTV'9, as before, by Cdneraiyan.

No. 95. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1440, in the time of Ranyha dever ; gift

of 320 gold huns to supply means for various expenses connected with

festivals in the fane, by Brahmans of Cumhhaconam.

No. 9G. Dated in the twenty-fourth year of Raja-raja dever ; gift of

thirty-three cows to supply butter-oil for the fane, by Perumanda nayak.

No. 97. No date of year (except that of the Hindu cycle.) Gift by
Kuruhula-royen of eleven different kinds of animals, to supply oil for one

lamp daily.

No. 98. Dated in the thirty-sixth year of Trihhuvana chacraverti,

gift of forty-three cows, and other cattle, to supply butter-oil to the fane; by
whom does not appear.

No. 99. Dated in Sal. Sac 1328. Gift of one thousand gold huna,

to procure certain valuable ornaments for the image, in the fane oi Aruldla

perumal; by whom docs not appear.

No. loo In Sanscrit grayitlia character, (see under that liead.)

No. 101. Ibid.

No. 102. Dated in Sal. Sue. 1373, but the rest is very imperfect.

No. 103. Dated in the thirty -third year of Sy-i coperum nngha dever ;

gift of thirty-three cows, «Stc., to supply butter-oil, by certain traders, whose
names are specified

.

No. 104. Very imperfect.

No. 10'). Gift of land
; but the whole very irapeifcct.

n \
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No. lOG. Dated in Sal- Sac. 1440, in ihe time of Krishna deva rayer

the inscription itself, on the stone, is stated to be not complete.

No. 107. Dated in the twenty -second year of J5r2(/oC^io;r/« chola (lever ;

gift of land, but the remainder very imperfect.

No. 108. Dated in Sal. S'ac. 1496, in the time of Sri rangha deoa

rayer. Gift of twenty -four gold huns, for the service of the fane ; by certain

persons whose names are specified.

No. 109. In Telugu (not in the book copied from.)

No. 110. Gift of certain portions of ground, within certain villages,

TJie proceeds to go towards building an agraharam, conn* ctcd with the fane

of Yecambesvara at Conjcveram ; date, or name of giver, does not appear.

No. 111. Dated in the time of a chief subordinate to /yflr27irt7-a rayfr.

Gift of certain portions, which are specified, of revenues from different villages,

by Ramadevi avvnyar, to the fane of Yecambesvara, at Conjeveram.

No. 112. Dated in the reign of Vencatapati deva rayer, in S'al. Sac.

1518, the remainder is incomplete.

No. 113. Dated in the third year of Gopala maharaja. Gift of certain

lands in perpetuity to the fane of Yecamhesvarer by a herdsman.

No. 114. Dated in the eighth year of Kidoltunga cholan; gift of

money by Mathurantaca deven, to maintain lamps in the fane of Yecambesvara.

No. 115. Dated in the eighteenth year of Kulottunga cholan. Gift

by the wives of some Wiyalvar chiefs, to the amman (or goddess) of the fane

of Yecambesvara.

No. 116. Dated in the same year of the same. A similar gift fiom

vives of the Wiyalvar chiefs.

No. 117. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1508, in the time of Vencata pati deva

vnaha rayer, commemorating a remission of tax, or custom, on all articles

in transit ; when intended for the use of the shrine of Yicambesvara and

Catnacshi.

No. 118. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1328, in the time of Bukha rayer.

Gift by two ladies (including their children with themselves), of the proceeds

from the sale of certain lands, to the fane of Yecambesvara.

No. 119. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1301. Gift of certain wet and dry

lands, to the fane of Yecambesvara^ by Bhuvanaca viran.

No. 120. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1328, in the time of Bukha viaha rayer.

Gift of wet and dry lands to the said fane, by three persons, whose names are

specified, to the same fane.

No. 121. Dated in the twentieth year of Sri raja- raja dever : com-

memorating an agreement by certain individuals, to sup]ily oil in turn, for

the maintenance of several lamps in the same fane.
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certain lands to the said fane, by Sara Vetlanudaiyar to supply food.

No. 123. Dated in the fifth year of the same. Gift by certain indi-

viduals, whoie names are specified, of thirty-two cows, &c., to supply butter-

oil for the use of the fane.

No. 124. Dated in the twelfth year of Kulottunga cholan, commemo-

rates simply the appointment of an officiating hierophant; with an engage-

ment to follow his orders.

No. l2o. Dated in the fifteenth year of Srikula secliara, ruler of the

Chola kingdom. Gift of thirty-two cows to supply butter-oil as before, and

of two hunlred huns (or pagodas) to supply food for the god.

Inscriptions at Sripermaiur.

No. 126. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1556, in the time of Vencalapati rayer

of Pennaconda. Gift by several traders of thirty huns, at the opening of a

new mantapa; it being stated, that the said tliirty huns, would produce

annually an interest of nine pagodas, which interest was intended to provide

all things needful, at the annual celebration in the said porch or mantaj)a.

No. 127. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1516, in the time of Sri Vencaiapati

rayer. Gift of fifteen pagodas, by certain Brahman-mana.ger9 of the fane

to supply food, with a heavy denunciation on any who might alienate the gift

to other purposes.

No. 128. Dated in S<d. Sac. 1667, in the time of Angara nayak,

son of Vencalapati, commemorating the building of a manlapa ; the remainder

imperfect.

No. 129. Dated in Sal. Sue. 1512, in the time of Vencatapati-deva

mahd-rayer . Donation of certain portions of rice-grain, from the proceeds of

hai'vest, at several towns and villages, the names of which are mentioned, for

the use of the fane, by certain villagers, or towns-people.

In the Vaishnava fane at Conjeveram.

No. 130. Dated in the 32nd yesLT of Edja-rdja-dever. Gift of part

of the revenue on certain lands wiiich produce salt, to go to the service of the

fane of Artdula perianal, for festival occasions.

No. 131. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1509, in the time of Sri viru Vencala-
pati rayer. Gift of 200 huns by certain Brafima?i managers, for the service
of the fane. Conjeveram is described as being within the Chandraniri
kingdom.

No. )02. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1288. Dated in the time of Sri vira

Camban, a local chief. Gift by certain cultivators, of the proceeds of certain

revenues, for the advantage of the fane.
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Inscriptions at, little Conjevoiain.

Xo. 138 Dat?d in Sal. Sac. 1408. Two pers.>iis, named liughava

an 1 Chela perumdl, commemorate the git'r, euch one, of a daughter, to become

the slaves of the god, in the said fane, and to do all needful work therein.

No. 134. At the Fecamba> a i-dne. Dated in the fourth jear of ihe

Vicrama chola dever. Gift of certain wet and dry land^, for the benefit of

the fane, by certain villagers (names not mentioned, the inscription being

incomplete.)

jN'o. 135. Dated in the twenty-seventh year of Kaldtlunga chohw.

Gift of thirty-two cows, &c., to supply butter-uil by Tiru i/ecaMban tidiyati.

No. 136. An inscription of Krjshim rayer in Sanscrit and firanCha

characters (see under Sanscrit.)

No. 137. Dated in 6'«/. -.S'flc. 1494. Gift of a village, in free tenure,

for the service of the fane.

No. 138. Dated in Sal Sac. 1516, in the time of Vencatapali rayei\

Donation of 110 pagodas; the interest to go to supply food for the fane by

certain Brahmayi managers.

No. 13'J. No date. Gift of ten pagodas, the interest to supply food

for the fane, on the recurrence of a certain nacsh4tra, or lunar asterisn:.

No. 140. A document containing the n;iuie of the ..'I /?it"dr or certain

special Vdishnava devotees; Avith the timt-s and places of their birth.

An inscription commemorating the gift of certain lands, it does not

appear to what fane.

Another commemorating a donation, by whom not stated, to supply

food for rlie fane at Sripeniiatdr.

A copper-pJate Inscription.

Dated in Sal. Sue. 1646. Commemorates a gift of thirteen villages,

in fiee tenure, through the means of Ramanujuchdryar.

Theie follows a list of sundry matters, contained within the fane of

Varadaraja at Conjeveram.

Afterwards there is a list of kings or rulers, with dates ; being a resume

of the contents of preceding inscriptions ; omitting everything txcept the

year, when given, and name of the king, or ruler, raentioncd. As these

apptar, in brief, in the foregoing abstract, in a compressed form, there is no

ueed of minutely' following the said resume.

A list in the Sansciit language B.nd grant'ha character, is appended,

containing a catali>gue of various books in the said language; the minute

ipecification of which, in this place, is needless. It was ven- probably made
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use of in compiling a general catalogue of Ilia lu liierature. which may bo

consulted. Vide infra X, 3, No. 790.

There is also a detail of the succession of the line of Tattdcharyar,

hesidi Brahman, upwards; of someusein chronologically fixing the origin

of the fane. The names of Sancaracharyar and of Ramdnujdcharyar

appear among others.

Section 5. Several leaves intended tn have been filled with

copies of inscriptions, from various places in the Jaghire, have been left

bhink, in the said book.

Section G. Copies of inscriptions at Tb u-karz-kunraw , and

other neighbouring places.

1

.

Commt-moiales an (xtenhive grant of land, with reservoirs, <tc.,

to the image of thf above fane, termed Dhahta-varchattn-svami; and also gift

of 250 pieces of money, arising from the sale of a village, ninde in th(i time

of Hari-hara-rayer, but without date of year, and signed by the donors.

2. Gift by C indunnjen of l,3(iO faiinms to the said fane, attested by

witnesses, and i ot to be reclaimed. The asirouomical day specified, but no

date of year.

3. Gift by the son of Candarayen, of 1,560 fanam?, inalienably

bestowed on the said fane: astronomical date of cycle given, and Friday

specified.

4. Gift by weavers of 70 fanams, date as before.

5. Donation by traders of a proportion of their profits, being two per

cent, on some articlep, and three per cent, on others to the said fane. 2s'o

date of year.

6 Dated in the forty-second year of Kidottunga cholan; a long strain

of poetical panegyric being prefixed. It commemorates the gift of tax on

revenue proceeds, for the benefit of the said fane.

7. Dated in the twenty-fifth year of KuUltnnga rhohv. Gift of 700
current cash (probably gold cash) for the purchase of a village, presented to

the fane, to maintain a perpetual light, during their own time, and that of

their latest posterity ; by two brothers, landed proprietors, in the neighbour-

hood of Madurantacam ; attested by several witnesses.

8. Dated in the thirty-third year of Kiilvttunga cholan. It com-
memorates no gift ; but seems to he a record defining limits and privileges.

9. Gift of twenty-two cows to provide butter-oil, for the maintenance

of lights in the fane, by persons who subscribe the deed of gift.

10. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1328, in the time of Hari-hara Bukka rayer.

Gift by hira of land, for the service of the abovementioned fane.
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1 1. Dated also in -Sal. Sac. 1 328. Gift of land, and of sixty gold pieces,

by Bnhha rayer to the fane.

12. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1320, in tlie time of Beva rayer of the lino

of Hari-hara rayer. Bestowment of land in free tenure to the fane.

13. Dated in tho thiiteenth year of Vira Pdndiya (lever. Gift of

land, without any reserves, to the fane.

14. Dated in the time of Sri Vira Vijaya Bhupati rayer (all titular

names,) cycle year only mentioned. Gift of land, by a union of various

classes of people specified, for the advantage of the fane.

15. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1830, in the time of Dhi'ipati rayer. Gift of

thirty-two cows, &c., to the fane, for the supply of oil for lights, to be

maintained therein.

16. Dated in the first year »f Samhhura-dever, gift of 350 fanams fur

the service of the image in the same fane.

17. Dated in the time of Deva-maha rayer son of Vira vijaya

Bhupati raytr. Gift of the proceeds from the sale of three villages; amounting,

in all, to 820 fana-ns (kind not specified) from persons subscribing their

names.

18. Dated in the twenty-first year of Tribhuvana clever, gift of land

for the service vf the fane.

19. Dated in the first year of Sun'lara Pdndiya -clever. Gift from

sev<n-al persons of the Kbn tribe (bearing that affix to their names). Gift of

cows, &c., to provide butter-oil for lights in the fane.

20. Dated in the first year of Sundara Pdndiya dever. Gift of a pro-

portion t>f lice-grain, at the time of harvest, and 22 fanams, from four

Pandarams to the fane.

21. Dated in the first year of Sundara Pandiya derer. Gift of 67

fanams to the fane, by certain persons, who subscribe their names.

22. Gift of 850 fanams, for the service of the fane ,- no date of year

specified ; incomplete at the end.

23. Dated in the third year of KuJottunga cholan. Gift of land to

the fane.

24. Commemorates the building of a mnutapa, or porch, by Canda-

rayen, for the accommodation of all the rtshis. and the 330 millions of celestials,

25. A fragment of a few words of no connected meaning.

26. The same.

27. A fragment, somewhat longer, but incomplete.

Remark.—The copies of the foregoing inscriptions contained in

section fi, arc in good preservation ; both as regards ink and paper,
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Section 7- Copies of inscrii3tions at Tiruporur (vulgo, Tripaloor)

and other places, between Mavaliveram and Madras.

1. Gift of a proportion of rice grain, for the maintenance of Brahmans

at Tripaloor; the fane is one of Subrahmanya.

2. Gift of a village to the said fane, from persons who subscribe

their names.

3. Dated in the fifteenth year of Vljaya kandu gopala dever. Gift

of five cows to supply butter-oil for a light in the fane.

4 Dated in the tenth year of Vicrama cholan. Gift of a piece of land

to the fanp, by private individuals.

The preceding are the only inscriptions at Tiruporur ; but it is

added in a note that the fane was built in Sal. Sac. 1429; and that

some much-defaced inscriptions remain, having been chipped out by a

chissel. The writer asks instructions, as to whether more labor and
pains ought to be bestowed on them, or not.

Copy of an inscription at Taiyur.— 1. Dated in the time of Achyuta
deva-rayer in Sal. Sac. 1458. Gift by an individual named Tittapillai, son

oi Appaiyar, of a village for the support of the fane, with a heavy denuncia-

tion against any one alienating the donation to other purposes.

Copy of an inscription at Vellicha holutiiir.— 1. Gift of a tax by
weavers, on the productions of their looms, for the benefit of the fane.

Inscription at Tiruvolliyur.^X. Gift of a certain proportion of grain,

lor the use of the fane, by persons whose names are subscribed.

Inscription at Tirumdantai village— .1. Dated in the eleventh year
of Sri Coviraja kesari. Gift of hnd for the service of the fane of Varaha
svdmi (of the appellative nityacalyana svami, a name of the image at CovolamJ
by certain Vaishnavas, who commemorate the donation by this inscription.

2. In {he time oi Kulottunga chola7i. Gift of rice, and oth(^r matters,

to the Brahmans of the fane.

3. Dated in the nineteenth year of the ruler of Covi kesari. Gift of a
tax in kind, of rice and other agricultural productions, by cultivators, to the

shrine.

4. Dated in the eighth year of Cola-raja fChoIa-raja 1) " the decapi-

tatorofthe Pandiyan.''' Gift of a proportion of grain from the harvest, by
cultivators.

5. Dated in the eighth year of Vencataratipan. Gift of ninety-three
goats, to provide butter-oil for lamps.

Inscriptions at Mdmallapuram. This spelling is correct: vulgo.

Mdvalivcrnm. It commemorates a gift of grain, from j)ersons subscribing
their names ; but is without any date.
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2. Gift of land, by persons subscribing their names. No date.

3. Dated in the time of Deva-rayer. Gift of 332 pieces of gold, and

of some smaller sums for the service of the fane, for gathering flowers to

adorn ihe image, and similar m-rttters ; the various allowances, for diiFerent

purposes, beinp; minutely specified.

4. Gift of land, with a rescrvo'r fertilizing the same to tho

Vaishnava shrine.

5. Gift of twenty- two cows, to provide a lamp with butter- oii.

No date.

6. Gift of a piece of land with cocoa-nut trees, growing thereon.

Cycle year only specified.

An inscription in the Vnraha cive, was long partially concealed

by a wall. The Honorable Walter Elliot, Esq. had the wall removed,

and the entire inscription copied. It was inserted, together witli a

translation, in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science.

Section 8. Tamil inscriptions extracted from a manuscript,

(a pencilled explanation in Colonel McKenzie's handwriting, no longer

legible.)

1. An inscription of Deva-rayer, Sal. Sac. 1270. The purpoit of

this inscription is to commemorate the construction of an a(irahdi am. for

jBrahmans, by Deva-rayer ; who is termed the son of //«/^-/i^r^-rfl/ye«, and his

ancestry is traced upwards. Bukhan is said to have founded Vijayanngaram,

on the banks of the Tungahh.adra river. Deva-roijen was respected by other

kings, and praised by Brahmons, when they came irito his presence. A
minute specification is given of the location of Brahmans, distinguished by

their gotra, or trible, and by the leda, which they studied: the entire

inscription is curiuus.

2. The genealogy of the rayer dynasty is givfn. It is dated in

Sal. Sac. 1300, at Pennaconda. It commemorates the building or founda-

tion of the town of Pennnconda, ascribed to Cf^ickadeva rayen. It is very brief.

3. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1303. This inscription gives a particular

statement of the parentage of Bukha rayen, the founder of the layer dynasty,

mentions his brothers, the name of his wife, and stales his son to have been

JJari-hara rayen. It is of considerable importance, particularly as to the

parentage of BuUia rayen.

•1. The paid Hari-hara raysn built an agrahdram for Brahmans

;

and the distribution of the said alms-house among them is specified, by tribes

and portions.

5. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1701. The commencement of the lunar-raco

is given, and deduced through the lino of Kr?^/ina of the Vadava race.
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ruling at Duaraca-jjurum. One of tliis line, named Saluva, saw a hare chase

a tiger, and considered the place to be pro[jitious (Here there

is a chasm, by reason of some leaves being cut out from the book.)

19. Kriiihna rayer, Achyulci rayer, Rama raijer, Tirumala rayer

and Sadd Siva rayer, are mentioned ; and an account follo^YS of a repulse expe-

rienced by Narasingha rayer in an attempt to take Seringapatam. The

assumption of power by Eama rayer, and his defeat by the Maliomedans

are staled. He was succeeded by his son sri llangha rayen who ruled at

Pennaconda. He established his brother, named Vencatapati rayen, at

Chandraglri, and another brother named Eama rayen at Seringapatam.

After the death o^ Rama rayen, a district chief took Seringapatam, and the

news coming to the knowledge of the Pennaconda ruler

(The following matter is wanting, owing to the leaves having been cut out from the

book. This last fragment is not au inscription, but part of sumc histoiinal narrative, the

value of wliich cannot now be determined. )

General Remark on M.S. Book, No. 50.

The whole of the contents of this book were carefully investi-

gated ; and brief results woie indicated in different portions of my
several reports (now first brought . together.) Copies were taken of

various poitions, where the ink was found to be pale, and becoming

illegible. Section 6, herein noted, is in good preservation, and has

not been re-copied. A copy has been taken of Section 8, because,

though unhappily very imperfect, its contents are of value.

The whole examination gives no results of great antiqttity.

There are some few documents of consequence. The greater

portion are of little historical use, froai wanting the dates of the Sacai

year; bat thay illustrate the spread, and infiuence oi Bruhmanisin; and

give views of the practical working of idolatry ;
which, in any bearing

upon the improvement and elevation of the people at large, are of

momentous import. As such, may the brief outlines given, be well

considered.

The book is bound in red sheep leather, Europe paper.

VIII. Law.

1. No. 8-J2. (No. 18, CM. 772.) Section 2 contains au account

of Mahomedan law.

The book has 20 Sections, for which see X.

IX. Lexicographical.

L No. 843. (No. 22, CM. 223.) Dirr/cftm;;/, a Tatnil Dictionary.

An incomplete palm-leaf copy is noticed under the 1st Family :

supra. The present copy is complete, in twelve parts : it is written on

X 1
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strong Europe paper, with good ink, and is in perfect preservation :

a quarto volume, of medium thickness.

X. Miscellaneous.

J. No. 784. (No. 4, CM. 48, 4.9.) Tiu-ee sections.

1.) Tamraparani mahdtmayam, Europe paper, in good order. An
account of the Tinnevell}' river, from its rise in.the mountains, and
course to the sea. Legend of its origin, and notices of temples

on its banks.

2.) Mdnicavd&aca charilram, good country paper, sliglitly injured.

An abridged account of the minister of Arrimardana, who became
a devotee oi Siva, and a wandering minstrel. It is in substance the

same as before given from the Vaclur, and Madura sthala purdnas.

3. Jamhukesvara sfhala purarxivi (referrible to XII) on inferior

country paper, injured. Legend of the smaller Saiva temple near

to iSrirangham, on an islet of the Gaveri river, opposite to Trichi-

nopoly. A severe ascetic, doing penance in a silting posture,

swallowed the kernel of a jrtw6?« fiuit which had been offered to

Siva. It is commonly termed rose-apple. A tree grew out of

the top of the ascetic's head; while his body was t\irned into a

lingam, worshipped at Jamhukesvara.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness ; upon the whole, in

tolerable order.

2. No. 786. (No. 7, C M, 51, 07, 105) Five sections.

Section L Terconda (urnfaj vacliacam.

This is a brief prose version of the circumstance, otiierwise vari-

ously recorded, of the son of a Chola king running over a calf with the

wheels of his car or chariot, in the streets of T/rurarur; the appeal of

the cow its mother, by ringing the justice alarum bell ; the distress

of the young man's father; the means resorted to, in order to obviate

the consequences of the crime ; and the happy termination of the whole

by Siva's accepting the offerings, staying the fathet's hand when about

to kill himself, and restoring the young man, to life: who, on the

principle of like fur like (or lex-talionis) had been killed by running

the wheels of a car over him. The subject forms the matter of a

popular drama ; and " vachacam'' indicates a prose version from the

drama. See Telugu M.S. book. No. 33.

There are also pnlm-leaf copies of the document in the collection,

vide 1st Family.
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ReiiMik.—It is written on country paper, as yet in good preservation. Tlie ink is

rather pale; but the writing will continue legible for some years to come; on which

account, as well as from the circumstance of there being other copies in the collection, resto-

ration does not at present seem to be rcfiuired.

Section 2. See under XIII.

Section o. Rama payan ammdni.

The poem relates to the time of Tirunwla nayuk of Madura,

and to his general Rama paiyan, who was sent with an army to reduce

the rebel Setupati, or chief of Ramnad. A large body under feudal chiefs

(or pdUiyacdrer) was gathered, commanded by Rama paiyan. The

Maravars^ in defence, were headed by Sadaican, the Setupati, and by

Vdnniyan his son-in-law: a six days' straggling contest occurred.

Of the Madura people 360, and of the Maravas 200 fell. Sadaican

was wounded in the hand, and retreated to the sea-shore ; where he

embarked with his army. Some petty sea-fights occurred. But i^a/wa-

paiyaii ultimately constructed a bridge from the main-land to the island

of RdtJiiserara ; whereon the Setupati and his troops had taken refuge.

Here the fighting was renewed, Vaiiniyan escaped with his life ; but

Sadaican (by magical devices, says the document J was taken prisoner,

put in fetters, carried to Madura, imprisoned, and, after some time

released ; Rdma-paiyan received distinguishing honours, as the result of

his successful command.

Remark.—In the account of Pnllii/acai'ers, elsewhere abstracted,

the incidents of this war are mentioned. Most of them, with a reference also

to this poem, were given by me in the 2nd Vol. of Or, Hist. M.S S. This

document was written on A-ery inferior country paper, considerably damaged,

though as yet remaining legible. I have had it restored, in a more perma-

nent form. See 9, No. 807, infra.

Sections 4 and 5, see under I, svpra.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness.

Sections 1, 2, 4, o are in tolerable order ; the binding is loose,

and tied with a string.

3. No. 790. (No. 21, CM. 775.) Abridged account of the />(/a*

&c., Fide supra.

Abridged account of the Vedas, Sastras, Furdnas, various temples,

and iiooks of general literature.

1. The four I'edas, and connected boolis.

Tlio Miiiiat>i>n, and later Vcdanta book.-?
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2. The Upanishadas, thirty-two in number, summary explanations of

their contents; including the designation of the four leading divisions of

castes among the Hindus.

3. Law treatises on the Manu niti'hook% of eighteen authors enume-

rated, some of them of great antiquity.

4. The eighteen Furdnas ; the names specified distinguished into

Saiva, and Vaishnava, kinds.

A concise indication of the general nature of their contents.

5. The eighteen upa-piiranns, the names of them are given.

The general nature of the contents is specified.

6. The Bhdtatharr., the Ramdyanam, and some other books; contents

explained : the matter of some of them is censured, as tending to bewilder

men's minds, and sink them into gross sensuality.

Notice of some books connected with the life of Krishtia ; the adven-

tures of A^ala ; and other books, of the kind of poetical, or extravagant

romance.

7. The Ndtaca works or dramas.

8. Thejamhu class of books, or abstracts of ancient and extensive

compositions ; the said epitomes having been made by Cdli dasa, and other

poets, or learned men, and being adapted to aid as a guide to an outline

acquaintance with the oiginals.

9. The Bhdna class of books.

These are explained to be erotic treatises : monologue dramas-

10. Upa-jndna, books of adventures.

These describe the great sufferings of certain personages, and the

happiness which followed. They refer to Harischandra, A^ala, Cusala, son

oi Rama, and Sita, wife of Rama.

11. The Nighail'tus, seven are mentioned. They are of the dictionary

kind, containing words with synonymes, or explanations.

12. The Rdmayanas, OY various Tamil versions of this poem—four

are mentioned.

13. The Bhdratams, ov \QY'i\ons, oi i\\G Mahdbharata, various other

tales, fables, and the like kind of works.

14. Books peculiar to the Vdishnava system ; a considerable list of

the.se is given, thirty-eight in number ; several of them have the word

mystery, added to the specific name. According to the explanation, they

relate to the spiritual interpretation of the symbols employed by the sect, or

to the isoteric doclrlnos ; and much of iho contents jippertain to a future

state of being,
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1,5. The Vedanta-aasiras.

The Purna-mimansa of Jdinihia, ccmments of Vyaaa, Sancamchctrya,

Battachdrtja, anrl some others.

16. The Jyotislia fiyxfcrn, or astrological woiks.

These blend, what we term astronomy, and astrology together : they

nre ascribed to eighteen ri.sjiis, whose names were probably attached to ihi m
by later writers. The amount of the whole is stated at four lacs of slocas,

or four hundred thousand |:oetical stanzas, in the fjraiiClia, or praciit, of

the south.

17. Epitomes of the foregoing systems.

18. The Calai-jndnn systems.

These relate chiefly to magic, with a few exceptions, such as the

Bdrata-sastra, relating; to dancing, and such as relate to ceremonies. Others

profess to teach such arts as flying in the air, stupifying enemies, casting

arrows, neutralizing the effects of fire, and a variety of similar matters : the

total amounts to sixty-four kinds of such arts.

19. SChala purdnas of the Chola-deaam.

Forty-six of these are mentioned, relating to various places within

the twenty-four kddcuns of the Chola country, oi which the boundaries are

mentioned in the explanation : the extent of country is usually estimated at

two hundred and forty square miles.

20. Names of fanes in the Pdndiyn country. Eighteen of these are

mentioned ; each of them having its local purdnam.

21. JjOCdX 2}uranam of the hill country ; one only is specified.

22. Fanes in the Ch'ara country.

Fourteen are mentioned, each having its local legend, of marvellous

circumstances.

23. Fanes of the middle country.

Two are specified, with i\\^\x purdnas.

24. Fanes of the Tow/Za country.

Conjeveram and other fanes, to the number of thirty-seven, are

enumerated, with their purdnas.

25. hoc?i\ purdnas of the north country.

Ayoddhya is the chief, and connected with it, eight others are

enumerated.

26. Miscellaneous purdnas.

Eleven are mentioned, it being added that there arc many more.

27- Miscellaneous Tamil books.
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A very long list of these books is given, forming a useful index, in

connexion with the brief explanation of each which is given. Of course the

value of ihese works is not uniform. The particular section of dramas is

here noticed, because the list contains several which urn lormed on events

mentioned in the Christian Scriptures, and are supposed to be the productions

of Roman Catholics- The list of medical books is somewhat full. To the

mention of Saiva works something expressive of condemnation is usually

added.

28. Grammatical works.

Thirteen of these are mentioned of which in particular, the N((7inul,

Tolcapiam, and Tonnid are well known.

29. Another list of astrological works.

The former list Avas o^ grain'ha books, this of works in Tamil.

Twenty-one are specified.

30. Miscelh.neous arts, mechanics, building, &c.

An of constructing forts, houses, fanes ; of settling a village ;

navigation; and variety of other similar things; enumerated a« taught in

thirty-six works, the names of which are given.

31. Local purdnas of Saiva fanes.

Sixty-three of these are specified : they are to the north of the Cuveri.

32. Fanes on the south bank of the Cdveri river.

One hundred and twenty-seven are enumerated, each having its

iSt'hala purdnaiH ; of which, in the brief explanation, some mention of the

origin is given, but without specification as to each particular legend.

33. St'hula puranaiiis of the Pavdiija country, fourteen of these are

mentioned.

31. Hill country. One purdiiani.

35. Congii nad, local-legends. Seven are enumerated.

36. The fanes in the middle country.

Twenty-two, with each one its legend, are enumerated, the produc-

tions of Appar, Sundarar, and Mdnicavaaacar.

37. The legends of fanes in the Tonda country ; thirty-two are

enumerated.

38. //iflf-nrtrf local legends.

By Irza-nud here seems to be meant Ceylon, as the puranam is said

to dcsciibe the Candi desa, surrounded by the sea-

.')1). Local legends of the north-country.
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Five are mentioned, Kailasa being include.!.

40. Names of 5f'Ar//rt'-/)i</a?zas of the Tuluva cowwivy Gokernam \»

alone mentioned.

The total of Saiva fanes, and legends, is here stated to be two

hundred and seventy-four.

41. The 'Agama-sastrns.

The twenty-eight Saiva dgninaa ; the names are given ; but though a

general indication of the subjects is added, yet, for fuller information, a

reference is made to Brahmans versed in those books.

42. Summary, or recapitulation.

The contents of this summary form a rather interesting synopsis of the

various religious systems, and some of their pecularities, within ihe extensive

country usually denominaied India.

43. Total of the books before mentioned.

A few further remarks, on the distinctive classification of the various

books contained in the preceding enumeration.

Observation.—The foregoing is a sort of catalogue raisonne,

although not in logical method. The preparation of it must have

demanded considerable pains and care. I imagine that several persons

must have been engaged in its arrangement. The language is neat and

coirect, wherever there is detail or explanation.

The book is a small thin folio, country paper injured by termites;

one cover gone.

3|. No. 791. (No. 8, CM. 6.^3.) See XII, 5, Section 2.

4. No. 800. (No. 25, CM. 779.) Twelve sections.

1, 2, Notices of right and left hand classes of people, with

modes of dress, and distinctive titles ; 3, Old fort of the Curumhar in

the Chingleput district ; 4, List of native kings ; 5, Account of A^f/^a

Cumdra Adondai, fabled to be born of a snake ; but really of a no-caste

woman; 6, Notice of the Saiva temple at Madura ; 7, Notice of the

fane of Fishiiu at Tint Ndrdyanapuram in the Trichinopoly district;

8, Genealogy of Condamanayaca of Ayacudi, near Dindigul ; 9, Notice

of Padwdchala in the Coimbatorc province ; 10, Revenues, and caves

in the Dindigul district ; 11, Kinds of grains produced in that district

;

12, Notice of Colapanayaca the chief of Nellacotta.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, chiefly on country

paper, but with a mixture of China and English paper, damaged,

and loose from the binding.
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5. No. 801. (No. 10, CM. 764.) Seven sections.

Section 1. Account of the fane of Chncrapuram in the Cfie'apet

district. Reference to the sacrifice made by Brahma at Conjeveram, and the

hirth of Vnradaraja; the form of Vishnu worshipped there. Matters

relating to that place, with an especial notice of Mahoraedan interference.

The fane in question was buih. in a place formerly a wilderness ; after it had

been cleared. The whole is of the slightest possible value.

Section 2. Account of the fane at Singhapuram in the same district.

A fane of Bangha vayaca, a form of Vhhnu.

It refers to the combat of Dnrga wiih the asuu/s, and trampling on

the head of one of them: and there is a little other inane legendary matter.

An image was found in a cavern, and a king or chief had a fane and slirine,

built for its accommodation.

Section 3. The mahdtmyum (or legend) of Tirunamalai (or Trino-

mali). Inquiry by LMdrcandeya rtshi, and reply ; represented as given hy

Siva's vehicle Nandi ; occasion is taken to relate the origin of the Trimurti,

according to the Saioa system. The work of Brahma is creation ; and,

especially as effected by Dacsha, it is narrated. The origin of the celestials,

and others from C'asiyapa. Subsequently occurs the dispute for pre-eminence

between Brahma and Fhhnii ; and the ordinary legend of the image at

Arundchala7)i, or Trinomali The matter is taken from the Tnnomali sfhala

jjuranam, heretofore abstracted.

Section 4. Legend of Kililr or Kirkaiyur, ia the district of Tirncocilur.

The statement in this section is vague, and entirely legendary ; being

evidently based on mere inventioii.

Section 5. Accoui.t of TirncovUur, in the district of the same name.

Account of the fane of Triiicrama. The legend of Vishnu in the

Vdmana avutdm : applicJ to localities of this neighbourhood

Account of the fane of Srinivdsa svdrni.

A legend founded on ihe fable o( Siva going about begging--, and being

entertained in the house of a Brahman.

It is of frequent occurrence.

Section. 6. Account of the Saiia fane of Aracanda, in the

Tirucovilur district.

Legendary statements of penance performed by different gods and

goddesses, in the four ages ; receiving what they wished. Some tales of the

five Paitdavus, and of a cave in which they are said to have cooked their food.
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By tlie way of the same cave ihey are stated to have gone to Rdmesrai ar/i

£There is no limit to Brahmanical invention ]

Section, 7« Vallala raya cheiitra, or story of a Valldia king.

This is a narrative in two parts, relating to a Valldia prince, who

became a convert from the Jaiua to the Saiva system. The first represents

him as holding discourse with Saivas, being himself a Jaina ; and the second

describes him as a Saiva proselyte. The whole is written in dwipada metre;

and is to be regarded as an exparte and sectarial document ; drawn up with a

favorabli.' view to the Suiva system. The mere fact of such a change may be

historical: all the rest may be taken fer as much as it is worth.

General Remark.—Except the first section, and a small part of the

others, ihe conttnts of this book were found to be written with ink greatly

faded, and on perishable paper, already injured. These things indicated

restoration; omitting only the first sectirn.

The restored matter is, however, really of but little value.

The last section might merit translation, in reference only to

modes of credence.

The book is a quarto of medium thickness, on country paper,

loose and damaged.

6. No. 803 (No. 22, CM. 776.) Three sections.

Section. 1. Account o^ Chiiamharani.

The paper has in Telugu, the title of Chitambara mahatmya;

and is found to be another copy of that portion of the contents of

M.S. book No. 1, included under the title of the local mahatmya,

or legend. It adverts to several m/i/s, and to various niatteis relative

appearances of 5u'fl, needless to be further particularized; seeing that

the legend received full, and particular attention in the abstract of the

above mentioned book, vide supra.

Section. 2. Tales of the four niinisties of theking oi Jlacdpuri.

A sufficient notice of these tales before occurred, first family,

from a palm-leaf manuscript.

Section. 3. Siva mata-sastra, or the book of the /S'aira sect.

Details of places where there are Saiva fanes, and mention of

hierophants and ascetics. The peculiarities of the Saiias are stated,

as also the four distinctions under which they rank all votaries
;

togetlier with notice of the rites, both simple and symbolical, which

they are accustomed to perform, with regard to their emblematical

figures, or images. A list is added of books, specially appertaining to

the system of the Saivas.

yi
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Remark.—This book, as to binding and paper, is in good pre-

servation. The ink only is in some places faded. The latter part, so

far as relates to the Saiva worship, is the only portion that could be

considered of the slightest consequence.

The book is a broad and thin folio, on country paper.

7. No. 804, (No. 3, CM. 757.) Ten sections.

In this book there are genealogical accounts of five Pdliyacdrers,

or local chieftains of the Coimbatore and Dindigul provinces; with a

genealogical notice of the ancestors of a 5ra/!won- manager of a fane in

that neighbourhood, and some topical notices of a few places there-

abouts; but the book is here adverted to, on account of the first paper,

which professes to give notice of early aboriginal rulers at Pyney.

The names appearing to be purely native, and not Sanscrit epithets,

lam doubtful of the authenticity of the account; bat think that it

may be returned to, and investigated at leisure. Another section con-

tains an account of the Cuneivar, a wild-tribe; named from living on

Cunrukal (hills), who are a class of mountaineers. They dwell on the

Panrimali, and other hills of the Virupdcs/ia district. Their manners

and customs very much resemble those of the other Travancore moun-

taineeis, which are elsewhere stated. Their women are never allowed

to wear white clothes ; and one custom, in reference to them, is pecu-

liar ; which is, that any woman guilty of adultery is said to be adjudged

to be cast headlong from the top of a rock, and that the sentence has

been repeatedly put in execution. The section giving an account of

this people is in Telugu. The other contents of the book are in Tamil.

It is in very good preservation, and on the points noted as meriting

further attention, as well as in the details, concerning local chieftains,

can at any time be referred to, as being likely to last uninjured for

many years.

8. No, 805. (No. 4, CM. 758). Twenty-four sections.

Section 1—9, 11, 12, 24, are notices of district chieftains of the

old Congunad or province of Coimbatore, up to the hill-pass to Mysore.

Section 10 is an account of that country.

Sections 13—22, are notices of towns and temples.

Section 23, nn acrount of Coimbatore, as a Mahomedan cusbah,

or county-town with its suburbs, or country.

The book is a thick quaito, country paper, injured.
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9. No. 807. (No. 5, CM. 759.) Fifteen sections.

The first eleven sections contain accounts of various Pdlliyacdrers

of the Madura country, herein termed zemindars; but they were origi-

nally more than mere middlemen, being feudal barons; as holding

lands on condition of military service, on demand.

Section 1. Account of the zemindar of iJ/waAaZ^rjDi^rrtwi in the Dindigul

district of the Coimbatore province. (Stated to be copied from an original

palm-leaf account).

During the rule of the Rajer in Cil Vug. 4520, Sal. Sac. 1341, "my
ancestors" were of the Camavar tribe. Camulaca nayaker lived at Devanam-

patnam near Cuddalore, being headman of the district. At that time the

E,ayer had an unmanageable horse, which no one could govern, till the aforesaid

Camulaca, going to the capital, taught the keepers how to control the animal
;

and he himself, mounting the horse, rode out with it for three days together

in the most unfrequented places, and brought it back before the Rayer, on the

fourth day, perfectly quiet. The Eayer was so well pleased that he gave the

head-man the title of the horse, adding other titles, and distinctive banners;

and relinquished the district at Cuddaloi'e to him in free-gift, therewith

dismissing him. At the time when Visvandiha nayaher was sent to take

possession of the P&ndiyn kingdom, the aforesaid Camulaca was ordered to

accompany him, and afford aid. The household god of Camulaca became an

image at Emahalapuram, where he settled. He received oi-ders from Vis-

vandt'ha nayaker to furnish a quota of troops, towards the charge and defence

of the fort of Madura. Some disagreement occurring between Kulasec hara

and Viscandtha; the latter ordered the Emakala-purarn chiQi io go dig^uMi

the former, which he did ; and, after much fighting, the former laid an

anfibush, so that Cuw.ulaca nayaker was shot, as he was advancing with his

people, Visvandiha had the funeral rites performed. His son was Anantapa

nayah; who, in consideration of the manner of his father's death, received

additional distinctions, and some villages in free grant from Visvandfha

nayaker. At the time when the seventy-two chiefs had each a bastion of the

Madura fort confided to him, this chief was appointed to the seventh bastion.

He died after a chieftainship of thirty years. Camulaca nayaker his son

succeeded, and ruled thirty-five years, fulfilling his appointed duties ; but

without anything special occurring. His son was Lagu maya nayaker ; and,

as in the last case, died after a rule of seventeen years. Anantapa nayaker

his son governed seventy-years, and died. Camulaca nayaker his son died

after a rule of twenty-seven years.

His son 6. Lagu-m,aya nayaker 33 years. 8. Camulaca nayaker 65 years,

7. Anantapa nayaker 25 ,, 9. Lagu-maya 30 „
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Thus far, there was a regular descent from father to son, ruling their

own lands ; without paying tax or tribute. Anantapa, the son of Lagu maya,

ruled at the time when the .M ysore luler at Seringapatam corquerid the Din-

digul province ; when a tribute was impost d of one hundn d chacrams.

Ananttpa ruled twenty years. His son Camulaca nayaher in the lime of Hyder

Sahib, had an additional tax of fifty imposed ; paying annually one hundred

and fifiy chacrams, and ruled twenty-one years. His son was Anantapa

nayak. In ihe time of Meer Sahib, his Ami! named Syed Sahib doubled

the tiibute ; making it in all 300 chacrams. " I myself, Lagu-maya nay^tker

who am his son, for some years had the lands without tribute. Subsequent

to the rule of the Honorable Company over the Dindigii! province, iMr. Com-

missioner Macleod fixed my tiibute at four hundred and fifty chcrams. It

was afterwards raised to one thou and and six hundred and twenty chacrams,

wliich was paid during eight years. Aflerwardj;, in consequence of not paying

the tribute, the Honorable Company assumed the district, and my petition

is that the Honorable Company will .show me favour, and protect me."

Sectson 2. Account of the Zemindars of Dottiya fort (copied

from a palm-leaf account).

At the time when the Padihali came «gainst the Raytr, before the

capital was taken, the Itayer sent out red garments, with the message that

so many as were willing to leave their families t-hould put on those garments,

and prepare for war. My ancestor Macala nayaher of the Penjai valla tribe,

with his people assembled ; and after defeating the invaders, came to the

Kayer's presence. The Rayer, being greatly pleased, honoured him with

vaiious insignia offavoui', and directed my ancestors to build a fort thirty miles

due-west of Madura; in consequence of which a mud-fort, named Dottiya

cottai was formed Two of the tribe weie Bommana nayaher the elder, and

Bettalunayaher. The eldest governed for tvvelve years. The second in succession

Bettalu nayokcr, cleared away some waste lands. But as he was very young,

and the country was that of the Rallar caste, he did no-l find himself at ease

there. At that time Vim see'hurn Cholan having invaded the country of

Chandra uchaia Pdndiyan, the latter being unable to resist, went to the

rayer, who sent with him Nagama nayaher to reinstate him in his possessions.

Dell alu nayaker accompanied the Pandiyan to the ?y/«/^a', expecting, if the

Pandiyan were restored, that his own district would be secured to himself.

But in consequence of Chandra sec'hara having only five illegitimate sons,

he made over iiis kingdom to Visva^inlha nayaker, and Bettalu nayaher deriv-

ed dj benefit from waiting on Chandra sec'hara. At a later period when

Viscant tha-nayaker, in conjunction with Ariya-ndtha Muihaliar^ had fixed

appointments to bastions of the fort, in reply to a petition my ancestors were

confirmed in the possession of the Dottiya fort and lands. Subsequently,
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when the king weiit to fight against Koyattattur fort, Bettalu-nnyaher was

appointed to guird the royul tent; for his service, ou which occasion, he

received some acknowledgments. A tribute was fixed of one hundred

chacratns. ile ruled thiv;y-five years. His sons were Bommalu nayaker,

the eMest, and Chindumn-nayuker tho younger. Bommalu was the third

in succession, and ruled twenty-two years. The fourth in siieeession was

Bettalu-nayaker, who ruled thirty-eight years. His tribute was 153 chacrams.

5th. Bommalu nayakc, ruled 20 years, paid 150 r//flrrc/??js.

6th. Bettalu nnyaher, ,, 27 ,, 150 ,,

7tli. Dlacala nayaker, ,, 26 ,, 200 ,,

, 8th. Chinduma nai^aher, ,, 27 ,, 200 ,,

9th. Bettalu nayaker. In his time Hmnapaiyan general of Tiru-

mala nayaker, being about to proceed against the Stfapati, called for the said

Beltala Nayaker, and gave him orders to construct, with his people, a bridge

at the Straits of Pamban ; which bridge was built with great labour, so that

the entire army passed over to the island of Ramescarain ; and the Setnpati

being conquered, Beltalu-nayaker received honorable notice for the great

trouble which had fallen to his share. lie rultd fifty yiars.

The 10th Bommalu nayaker, younger brother of the preceding, ruled

thirty years, paying 300 chacams as tribute. His s.-n Macala-7iaynker was

called on to attend Choka-ndtha nayaker, in the war against Vijoya Rdcjhava

of Tanjore, and received a front wound in that war. He ruled twenty-five

years, paying 3O0 chacrams. The 12th in succession was Bettalu nayaker,

who ruled twenty-four years, paying 300 chacrams.

13th. Bonnnala nayaker, 27 years, paying 500 chacrams.

14th. Bettalu nayaker, 13 ,, ,, 500 ,,

This tribute was paid to Meer Sahib.

15th. Beltalu nayaker, 5 ,, ,, ,, ,,

iGth. Bommalu nayaker was his younger brother, in the time of Syed

Sahib he paid 700 chacrams. In the time of Commissioner Macleod, an

additional hundred was imposed ; in all 800 chacrams. In the time of Mr.

Wyiich, the same. In the time of Mr. Ilurdis, the same. After the measure-

ment, by survey, the tribute was raised to one thousand two hundred and

fifty-six chacrams. The country, in consequence, becoming ruined, he sold

his personal effects ; the proceeds of which were paid into the Court of the

Collector, Mr. George Parish. He ruled forty years. The 17th in succession

is myself, Chinnala nayaker ; and, paying my tribute into the treasury of the

Collector Mr. Rous Peter, I continue to obey the orders of the Honorable

Company.
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Section 3. Account of the Zemindars of the Tavasu medu in

the Dindigul district.

(Copied froaa a palm-leaf manuscript.)

Before our ancestors came to the possession of this palliynm (feudal

estate) they were resident in the province of Gootj. In consequence of the

Mahomedans demanding our women, we abandoned jewels, and othi^r pro-

perty, and came to the Pandiya country in the soulh : when impeded by a

depp and rapid river, we applied to our gods, and a Punga tree was caused

to incline over the river ; so as to enable us, by its means, to cross over to

the southern side. Being followed by the Mahomedans to whom we had

refused to give wives, the tree, before they came up, recovered its usual posi-

tion ; so that from inability to cross the river they returned. The w^hole of

the emi"Tating body proceeded till they came to a small hill to the north-west

of Madura ; at the foot of which they took up their encampment Cholala

nayah ihe headman, placed a light (in token of divine homage), and con-

tinued day and night in severe penance, directed to his tutelary god. The

latter visibly appeared, and directed him, as the reward of his penance, to

clear the country around, to take it in possession, and to build a town on the

spot, where he had performed penance ; to be called, in commemoration of

that penance, Tavasu rncdu, (or tlie hill of penance). Subsequently, during the

disafreement between Nagama nnyaher and Chandra sechara Pandiyan,

the former while proceeding by way of Dindigul towards Pyney to visit the

shrine at the latter pbice, was taken ill; in consequence of which it occurred

to him that if he called the aforesaid penitential headman, this person would

be able to cure the disease. Being sent for, he came, and, putting vihutlii

(or sacred ashes) upon the patient, cured him. Inconsequence, Ndyamanayaher

gave him permission to clear away land build a town, and call the place

Tcvasumeda, therewith dismissing him. At a subsequent period, when

Visva)intha ?ini/aker and Ariynnatha mnthalii/ar went to fight against

Koyafiattar, they called Chotala nayak, and he was appointed to guard the

viceroy's tent. Chotnla nayak fell in the battle. The second chief, son of the

former was named Rayliu rdnia Chotala nayak. He ruled forty two years.

The third son of the last, and bearing the same name, had charge of one of

the bastions of the fort of Madura, and ruled 49 years.

4th. Of the same name, ruled 50years. Gth. Ponasdmi Chotala nayak, lOyears.

5th. Of the same name, ,, 2 ,,

7ih. Jiaylnirdma Chotala nayak, son of the last, was called upon to

accompany Itdmapahjan in the Avar against the Sttupati, during the time of

Tirumala nayaker of Madura ; and, on the return tVom that e.Kpedition, was

dismissed with presents: he ruled forty-two years.

8th. Chotala nayaker ruled forty years.
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9lh. [iaghu rama Chofala nayak was called upon to guard the tent,

and to accompany the expedition against Tanjore, from which, returning

victorious, he was dismissed with presents : while obeying orders from Madura,

he ruled forty-five years.

10th. ChotaJa nayaker, 33 years, 12tli, Same name, 19 years.

11th. Raghurama Chotala7inyaliei\ ZQ ,,

The whole of the preceding twehe, were sons in direct succession.

With the mention of the name, and rule of the twelfth, the writing abruptly

concludes.

Section 4. Account of the zemindar of PdlliyaiDa naycker race,

in the Dindigal district.

Our ancestors were of the Penchai district. In Sal. Sac. 1357, Cali-

yuga 4530, Wall Sahib, the otficer of the Delia Padsha, invaded the rayer\s

capital. Vallala maki nayaker was summoned ; and, going against the

invaders, returned victorious ; on which account the rayer. being pleased with

his services, gave various honorary distinctions, and villages in the south.

He fought with the Veclars and A7///ffrs of those districts; and put them to

the edge of the sword. He ruled there thirty-three years. His son Avas

n2imeCi Lakuman nayaker vi\i.o YxxXedi forty-two > ears. Vallalavioki nayahen,

fifteen years. This same person went to Madura, and had an interview with

Chandra sec'hara Pandiyan, when his tribute was settled at one hundred

chacrams. It is then again added, that he ruled iiinetcen years; but his son is

most probably intended. W\?,?,o\\wds C(una nayaker. His son was Vettama

nayaken who ruled twenty-three years. His son was PalUyapa nayaken who
paid 100 chacrams and ruled forty-one years. This chief built a mud-fort,

also a Vaishnava fane, and a porch to Ganesa. His son was Cunacala noyuker,

who built an aqueduct for the better irrigation of the lands of several villages,

and ruled thirty-eight years. His son was Coffama nayaker, who, at the

time when Visvanatha nayaker, the son of Cottama Nayama nayaker, came to

the government of Madura, went thither, and had an interview with th;it

viceroy; at which interview, the yearly revenue was settled at 200 chacrams;

and Cottama nayaker returning to Allipuram, ruled thirty-eight years. His

son w&s Pdlliyapa nayaker. His neighbours Ammaiyapa nayaker and Tali

Ko7idama nayaker wrested from him two villages, the former took Vechandi-

yiir, the other took Chettiyampatfi, with its reservoirs of water. PalUyapa

nayaken paid 200 chacrams as tribute, and ruled forty-one years. His son

was Chacula nayaken. A famine arose; in consequence of which the whole

tribe took refuge with the Virvpacsha chief. He had before wrested from

them some villages ; and they pledged to him Allinagaram for sixty calams

of millet ; which they were subsequently disposed to repay, requesting that

place to be restored to them, which request was refused. Chacala nayaken
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ruled twenty-one years. His son was Aiiavara nayaher wlio paid his tribute

of 200 chacrams, and ruled twenty-seven years. His son was Llocli nayakcr,

who made several improvements for the better irrigation of the villages of liis

district. In the lime of Ve'icatarayer he went to an interview with that chief at

Dindij^ul; and he was there required to pay 300 chacrams as tribute. He
ruled forty-tive years. His son was Bomviala nayaker, who jjaid the same

tribute to the same place, and ruled forty-one yeais. His son was Canv.hi

varada nayaker, who paid his tribute, an'i ruled forty-one years. His son

was C/iocuia nayaker : Meer Sahib tlien ruled at Dindigul, and raised the

tribute to 700 chacrams. When Syed Sahib ruled, he raised ihe tribute to

1000 chacrams. Chucnla nayaken ruled thirty-nine years. His son PulU-

yapa nayaker succeeded, paid the same extent of tribute, and ruled twenty-five-

years The Dindigul province having come under the government of the

Honorable Conipuny, the aforesaid tribute of lOOO chacrams was paid

during the Collectorshps of Messrs. Macleod, Rankin and Wynch.

In the time of Mr. Hurdis the same. " In the Nala year, I paid 700; and

being unable to pay the other 300, my district was assumed, and Mr. Hurdis

protected me by giving mean allowance of sixty Eupees monthly." The

lands wei'e surveyed by measurement; and it would appear as if a committee

investigated tht. subjt ct, in the time of Mr. Parish, adjusting the tribute at

the rate of 561 chacrams. The account is written by the grandson of the

before mentioned Pdlliyapa nayaher, bearing the same name. He dates his

accession in Fusly 1221, with the mention of which date the writing

concludes.

Section 5. Account of the Zemindars of SuccampaU/\ in the

Dindigul province.

(Copied from a palm-leaf manuscript.)

The same origin from the north : the founder of the riice served with

Visvandtha nayak against the Mahomedans, and was sent down to the Pdn-

diyan country. One of the cliiefs fell in the struggle against an illegitimate

son of the Pandiyan. On this war there are some things in the document

worth consulting. The war against the Setupati, and against Tanjore, are

also noticed. For the rest the minute details much resemble the preceding.

Section 6. Account of the Zemindar of Ammaiya nayak

pdlliyam, in the Dindigul district.

This accoxint is copied, it is stated, from records written on copper,

and carefully preserved by the family. It indicates a like origin, with the

other preceding chiefs, from the north, and has much minuteness of detail,

concerning the different chiefs ; with some notice of the discovery of an image,

and founding of a fane, whence the chief derived his title. For the rest, the

account docs not contain the mention of new, or commanding, events.
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Section 7, Account of the race of Copaiya nayak Zemindar,

in the Dindigul district.

The origin from the north : they were sent to the south to assist ia

collecting the Rayer's tribute. They were established in the town, named

after Copaiya nayak, by Visvandtha nayaker, and had charge of one of tho

bastions of the Madura fort. Like the preceding they came under the Mysore

government, after the Mysore conquest of Dindigul province. There is

however nothing special added to the details of leading events before given.

Section 8. Account of the race oi Culapa nayak, ZeiLindar of

Nila-cottai, in the Dindigul district.

The account commences with the summons of the Eayer, given by

sending round red-garments to raise troops, to resist the Mahomedans. The

repulse of the first hostile manifestations of tho Mahomedans, induced the

Rayer to present the founder of this race with various honors, and to send

him down to the south. He represented that the country was so wild and

unsettled, that he wished to have it for ten years free of tribute. The
assumption ofthe PmdUja kingdom, the war against Koyattatur, where the five

illegitimate sons of the Pdndiyan were conquered, appear as before. The
thirteenth chief Culapa Ndgama nayaker, was an author, and composed the

moral work entitled Viravidu duthu, (said to have been printed by a native

at Madras), Conquest of the Dindigul province by Hyder All mentioned.

Nothing else very particular ; except the assumption of the PdUhjam.

Section 9. Account of Cunqm Tamliran, Zemindar of Cottai-

hddu-oduccam in the Dindigul province.

This 2'>ctlliyam (or feudal estate) had its origin at a somewhat later

date than the preceding ones, and was founded by a Tamhridn, or one of the

class of ascetics. The account is very destitute of incident. It is illustrative

of opinions and manners.

Section 10. Account of the race of Bodi nayak of the Dindigul

province.

The account commences with the destruction of Vijayanagara by the

Mahomedans, when the ancestors of this race fled towards the south. The

first of the race purchased his estate from an ascetic, who had before held it

by a grant from one of the earlier Pdndiya kings. In the reference made to

the former possessor there woidd appear to be some illustration of the hog-

hunting, which figures in the Madura Stliala purdnam, as attended with

important consequences. Nothing very special appears in the subsequent

history of the various chiefs, or possessors of the estate.

A petition to the Honorable Company to repair a certain annicut (or

water-course) follows ; of no permanent consequence.
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Thcve is copy of an insci iptlon commemorating a grant of land, from

one Condama nayak to a Brahman. Also copy of another inscription

commemorating a gift of land, by Appaiya nayaker, a Poligar, to a female

slave of a J'dhhnava fane.

These three last documents are not reckoned in the list of contents of

the book, and seem to have been pasted ia after the book had been bound up.

Section U. Account oi Periya muttii samiya nayaker of the

Devaram pdlliyam, in the Dindigul district.

The Mahratta did not pay tribute to the Padshah ; when the latter

directed the ancestor of this Poligar to go against the Mahratta ; and, as the

doing so was attended with success, the Padshah rewarded the chief with

honours and distinctions. The Padshah, passing one day near the latter's

residence, demanded one of the females of the tribe in marriage ; threatening

to take away the same person by force, if refused. An evasive answer was

given, and the account abruptly breaks ofi". The inference is that the tribe

fled to the south, to get away from the Mahomedans, as mentioned (Section

3rd) in the accoimt of a foregoing chief.

Section 12. The local legend of the fane of ComhapdUiyapaitu

in the Coimbatore province.

A legendary account of a fane to which at first a iSudra was hiero-

phant; but which, acquiring celebiity from some alleged cures of people who
had been blind, obtained afterwards a BTuhmaji, as otficiating ceremonialist.

Except as illustrating native manners, and opinions, the section has no

special value.

Section 13. The local legend of the fane of Rangha nayaker^ in

the Devaram feudal estate.

A peasant struck against a stone while going on his work and fell, on

which, being angry, he was about to break the same, by which means it was

discovered to be an emblem of Vishnu; and, a fane being built over the stone,

it became, in some degree, celebi'ated ; but falling into decay ; at the prayer

of some devotee for rain, a form appeared, saying that, if the shrine were

honoured as it used to be, then there would be rain. Nothing further is

added.

An account of Cholimali alagar fane in Devaram feudal estate.

A boy of the ordinary people named Cariipen was frightened, and

chased by a spectre ; which circumstance he narrated to the village people;

who, recognizing the spectre to be an appearance of Alayar (VishnuJ came

and saw the place J and afterwards build a fane, in commemoration of that

ftppenrance.
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<palliyam of the Dindigul district.

A person had been accustomed to go as far as C^lastri on pilgrimage

;

but one day a form appeared, and tolJ him, it was not needful to take so

much pains in going so far ; that, underneath a tree pointed out, there was

a form of the same god, which could be there worshipped. A fane was built

there, which a trader afterwards enriched by a considerable donation ; and

it was enlarged, and ornamented.

Section 15. Account of the different fanes in the Utlama

palliyaiiet district.

It was anciently a teak forest visited by the five Pandavas, and by

them considered to be an excellent country, whence the term Uttamam, signi-

fying "excellence." There follows some other matter, concerning Nila

Candesvara fane, so evidently fabulous as not to merit much attention.

Copy of an inscription on the fane of Callasiesvarer in Vttama

'pallhjam.

It is dated in the reign of Mangamal of Madura, in the Caliyufja year

4794, and in ^aal. Sac. 1415. (In the latter date there is an error, the

figure 4 must on the inscription itself be 6, as appears both by the known
period of MungamaVs rule, and the date of the Caliyuga era, which is

correct : we must by consequence read Sal. Sac. 1615). It commemorates a

gift of land to the fane ; and is of no importance, as belnging to so recent a

period.

(Copy of an inscription on copper plate, in the same fane.)

Dated Sal. Sac. 1655, in the time of Bangara Tirumala nayaker.

It commemorates a gift of two pieces of land to the said fane in perpetuity ;

and those who pei vert the gift from the fane are threatened with the severest

visitation for the crime.

The St'hala piirana of Pulavinesvarer svanii.

The legend is very brief; among other things it appears that the

images having been destroyed, the god appeared in a vision to a ruler, and

said, that next day an ark would float down the stream, in which would be

found a i'emale image, which must be consecrated and placed in the shrine.

The box came down the river, having a female image, with some citrons, and

other fruits; and the consecration took place. The names of Vira Pandiyan,

and of Vicrama Pandiyan appear in the legend ; but both names may bo

merely titular.

No mention of any date occurs.
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Memorandum of a gift of an agrahdram (or Brahman alms-bouse)

made by one named Narasapaiyar, The place was called Naraswpa

bhupdla samudram.

The recorded documents perished by fire.

Legend of the Surah'hi river.

In consequence cf the penance of an ascetic, S'iva came to the wilder-

ness, where the said ascetic resided ; who asked that a river might be caused

to flow through that wilderness. Siva directed Surah'hi (or Cdmadhenu) the

cow of the gods, to he metamorphosed into this river, which accordingly

took place ; certain marvels occur there, and the beating of the drums, and

sound of other musical instruments, are heard there at midnight.

As the river flows from a rock, so any thing which falls into it

becomes petrified.

Legend of the village called Camham.

A man selling bracelets passed by an ant- hillock at the place, where a

female stood, who asked him to affix a pair of bracelets : while doing so, two

other arms appeared, on which two other bracelets, were placed, and she

directed him to go, and get paid by Pardcrama 2JCitidi>/a?i, wOio not only

complied, but built a shrine over the spot, where the goddess had appeared.

In later days a Poligar built a town near the place, and, at a still later

period, Kothaiverma raja built a town and a fort in the neighbourhood.

Legend of a place where a fair, or general market of commodi-

ties, used to be held, but long since disused.

It is to the south of the last mentioned town called Cambam, and

south of the river Siirab'hi. The legend amounts to little or nothing : but

the situation, on the borders of the ancient Pdndiya and Chera countries,

throws a feeble gleam of light on the extensive commerce which anciently

took place between those countries ; encouraged by the intercourse of Euro-

pean traders with the western coast.

Legend of Pashumali, or the cow-mountain.

A cow-herd, not finding food for his cattle, drove them to the foot of

this bill : and then, ascending it, chosi^ a cool station for rest. One cow

strayed a long way from the herd ; and, at a forest-pool, me! a hungry tiger.

The cow pleaded that it wanted to go and suckle its calf; and after the secu-

rity of an oath, that it would return, the tiger permitted it to go. The cow
went for its calf, and met a snake by the way, to whom it told the tale ; it

then brought its calf, and the snake to the tiger ; but the tiger, struck with

such a display of veracity, refupcil the meal. The cow remonstrated in vain.

At length Siva came by, disguised as a Brahman, when the cow ran at him
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but evading, lie disappeared, and returning with Pdrvaii and the thirty-three

crores of celestials; he gave beatitude to the cow, to its calf, and to the snake.

The mountain acquired the name of Pashumali.—This inane legend is

either purely such, tasking credulity to the utmost, or else it is a fable,

couching some other circumstances under the veilof s^'mbolsj but if so, there

is no clue to the precise meaning.

Copy of an inscription on the fane of Kiidal Alagiya Perumalt

in the Dindigul district.

Dated in Sal. Sac. 1591. Collam era 844, gift of land, by one named

Kulasec'hara Permndl, with a strict injunction that the gift be not perverted

to any other use, than the service of the said fane.

General Remarlx.—This book was found to be in so pitiable a

plight from the paleness of ink, and destruction effected by insects, that

I gave it to a copyist, quite uncertain, whether he could effect its

restoration. This, however, has been accomplished, the sense being gene-

rally preserved ; though with occasional breaks, of no great consequence.

The accounts of the Southern Poligars (of which the presenj

may be accepted as a specimen out of many more) are useful, chiefly in

giving a great variety of details, as to the subversion of the old Pandiyan

dynasty by the power of the 7'07/er of Vijai/anagaram ; and the subse-

quent events of the northern rule at Madura.

The local legends, herein contained, exhibit a state of society

such as we should not imagine, without such testimonials.

The precise national character, at any given period can, however,

only be certainly known by such documents.

Tlie boko is a thin quarto, country paper, much injured, and the

binding also.

10. No. 808. (No. 9, CM. 763). Twelve sections.

Section 1. Account of Trivatur.

This paper contains a statement of Dacsha's sacrifice ; the death of

Sail the wife of Siva; his anger ; the form of Virahhadra assumed in con-

sequence; the overthrow of Dacsha's sacrifice; the penance of Siva; the

device of Indrn io destroy that penance ; the reducing his messenger to ashes;

the return of Siva to Cailosa; the proposition to wed the daughter of Par

-

vata rayen; the ceremonials attendant on the marriage.

Reviark.—This paper is very similar to the contents of one of the

sargas (or sections) of the Trinomali stliala puranam. I believe it to be

another version of the same ; though, in the book, it is said to relate to the
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Trivatur Isoara, which may be but a slight of fiction; the tutelary gods,

at both places, being forms of Siva.

In this paper, the pages are transposed, confused, and perplexed, by

the carelessness of the binder. The index of contents, here given, is derived

from running over the different pages, and then reducing them to the order,

in which they oujjht to be found, according to the coherence of the narrative.

There is no need of restoring the document, as the same legend occurs in

other manuscripts.

Section 2. Account of the tirfhas, or sacred pools, at Trinomalu

A I'eference to the introductory portion of the Trinouiali sChala

'purannm, delivered by JB>ahma to Sanaca ; by him to Vyasa; by Vyasa

to Suta ; and, by him to the rishis in the Naimisara wilderness ; and then an

account of the tirt'lias, in the usuul pui;rile, and extravagant stylo, needless

here to be abstracted ; as the subsiance will appear in the notice of the

Purdna itself; in which Parana, it forms the seventh sarga. For the same

reason the recopying of this section is not necessary.

Section 3. Legend of the Pulacadiyan, an asiirO'

This also relates to the same fane, being taken from its local legend.

An usura (that is I presume, a barbarian j entered the fune, and obtained the

favour of Sita. The story of a civet-cat is mixed with ihe otln r ma'.ter.

Section 4. Account oi Ddivica-raja who ruled in Tirucovctlur.

This is an incomplete section. What there is, relates to the visit of

Avvayar (the poetess^) to a paria village, and the intended marriage of a Hindu

chief, to an outcast woman. The writer seems to have contemplated an

ornate production, in prose and verse ; but after writing two venpas, his

poetical inspiration appears to have ceased.

Section 5. Tale of Foroiai-vanan of Tirucovalur.

This section has the appearance of being an incomplete fiction, by the

author of the preceding one. A school boy was frightened by a goblin

residing in a tree, that always called after the youth as ho went to school,

without presenting any visible appearance. The elder brother of the young

man recommended speakiny: with the sprite, accumpanying him to the spot,

but remaining concealed in order to give him confidenre. The goblin, on

being interrogated, said that liuried tr< asure was in its charge, which it would

give up on condition of first receiving a human sacrifice. A dispute arose

between the brothers, which ended in yielding to the claim of the elder to

become the victim ; the young man got pi ssession of the treasure, and with

it commenced a magnificent establishment. He sent an embassy consisting

of two messengci's to the Pdndiyan king, to obtain from him the Fe/jpa-garland.

the decoration of heroes. The Pdndiyan king asked them whence they came,
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and the reply ig couched in poetical stanzas ; after which, nothing follows,

leaving the effort nearly as abortive as in the foregoing section.

Section 6. Account of the fane of Gohrapuram in the Vrid-

dhdchala f/istrict.

Reference to the legend of Mohini, with which this shrine is made to

be connected. An extravauant statement of the power of this place in the

removal of all crimes, and the certainty of securing beatificntion, by remaining

even for an instant, within its li nits ; much j(?jmie matter follows; useful

indeed in illustrating manners, and the credulity of superstition, but of no

other value. The statement was prepared by certain persons whose names

are mentioned at the close ; being the substance, as they state, of the legend

of the fane.

Remark.—The ink is pale, and paper somewhat damaged. As it

contains the substance of a local leyend, and that Ipgend being illustrative of

manners, it has seemed best not to allow it to peri.^h : it has accordingly been

restored.

Section 7. Account of Jrunafuri in the Trinmnali district.

This is a Ictrend founded primarily on a fable concerning Nandikes-

vara, and apparently belouiiing to the Trinoviali st'hala puranam It

alludes to various other Saica fani-s : and is of the ultra iSuiva kind. It

consists chiefly of empty and bornbastic, eulogy, not easy to be abstracted;

anfl, if attempted, the result woild be worthless. The ink is deep coloured,

and the paper in good preservation.

Section 8. Account of the Surf/a and Chandra vamsas, or solar,

and lunar races.

A very brief reference to the origin of the Chandra vamsa, and then

a rapid transition to the posterity uf Santanu; entering on the derails con-

tained in the Mahabharata, dov/n to the death of Pandu : the narrative then

breaks off abruptly.

Note.—The fragment is of little or no value.

Section 9. Notice of the origin of some subdivisons among the

Jain as.

This short memorandum states the date, and cause of four of the varia-

tions, or separate classes, among the Jamas. It is in the hand-writing and
kind of ink, which heretofore, in other documents, occasioned so much
trouble.

I have had it restored.

Section 10. Account of the P<7«^a curztes.

This is a paper concerning a singular species of subterranea; similar

in its contents, to the one heretofore abstracted ; manuscript book, I^o. 14,

Section 1.
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This document follows the same general outline of attempted explana-

tion?, as in that one, only it is rather more full, concerning the leaving aged

people to die in tombs, prepared for them, when grown feeble; in a way

similar, in effect, to that said to be common on the banks of the Ganges.

I have no confirlence in these vague explanations ; and believe the said

excavations to be the tombs of Bactrian invaders ; as I have before intimated

with reasons added, in my remarks on the Chola purva fattayom ; supra 1st

Pamily. As, however, all evidence, on this subject, is worthy to be kept on

record, and as the handwriting of the paper in question is a mere scrawl,

I have had it recopied.

Section 11. Account of tlie Bauddha rajas.

In the time of Farisva tiltliacara a Jaina ascetic named PuPthikirii,

being of great learning and acute intellect, began to moot differences in the

Jaina mo Je of credence ; leading to an appeal to their ti'ibunal, which

decreed his expulsion. He raised followers, and introduced the Bauddha

system (the document says, he originated it ; which, of course is an error).

Some of the Bauddhist books are known, others are lost.

The end of the CaUguga of the Jainas, is said to have given place to

the era of Salivahana. There is then a reference to kings at Cdsi^ who bore

the common cognomen of Sitala, and from them the Jaina king named
Hemasitala is deduced. He ruled in Arhipaditangi, a fort of seven inclosures.

The disputes between the Jainas and Bauddhas being reported to him, he

caused a public disputation to take place, which lasted during eight days ;

the conquered ^ect he bruised to death in oil-mills of stone. Acalingan, by

homage paid to Dherma devati, succeeded on the eighth day, in overthrow-

ing the Bauddhas, and the king made several of them adopt the Ja//m system.

Some of the Bauddhas went to Ceylon by sea; where their power continues.

The emigration occurred a thousand years since.

Remark.—This section may be compared with Section 3, M. S.

Book, No. 1 5, with which it harmonizes ; but it is more full concerning the

kings' names.

The ink having become very pale, the document was restored.

Section 1J2, Account of tlie customs and manners of the

Curumhars.

They are said to be of the Yadava race (that is herdsmen) ; but are

not assimilated, in mode of religious credence, with any of the classes of

Hindus. They worshipped one deity, termed Vira or Virdlu, or Vira Bhadra.

They have a special religious ceremony at the now moon of the month Ta,i

(corresponding with part of January). At other times, the image is locked

up in a box, and deposited in a house, set apart for that sole purpose- Oa
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the return of ihe featival, the/ open tfie house and the box ; take out the

image, which is of fine copper, or brass; and, making use of acid tamarind juice,

clean it of oxirle, and brighten it. They spread out a cloth
;
place the image

upright U|)on it; crown it with flov.-ers ; ofier to it the smoke of incense; put

rice and other matters in a cleaii pot ; and cook the same, which is offered to

the idol. This ceremony being over, the image is again deposited in the box;

and then, but not before, they proceed to eat of the offering. Their mode of

selecting an officiating hierophant, is ihe following one. A person, supposed

to be suitable, is fixed on, v>ho is carefully bathed, and clothed in clean

garments. He is placed in front of the image at the festival time (which it -

here seems to be intimated, occurs thrice yearly); and, when so placed, a

cocoa-nut is broken on his head. If blood appear, he is considered lo be

defiled, and is set aside till the foilowing day, when another trial is made.

If blood again appear, he is thought to be more impure, snd is rejected. Any

one who abides the test, becomes servant of the idol. He alone can enter the

house, take out, or deposit the idol in the box: when the fcBtivhl is ended,

the Curiimbdrs dance together ; beat small drums : and blow vnry long horns,

or trumpets. Their occupation is chiefly to take care of a kind of goatr^, with

the hair of which they make blankets, and sell them. But there are other

Carumdara whose ottice is lo rule the land ; others who make and sell

chunam or lime; and some are hunttrs, who live by the chace. Their

customs of marriage, and of dress, are stated. They make I'ree use of aident

spirits at their weddings. The fine for breach of the marriage contract is

two fanams, with which liquor is bought, and used by the referees. Tlie

bond of marriage is dissoluble by mutual consent. The birth of a child

makes tiie mother to be considered unc'ean. In funerals, some are burned,

Kome buried. The TcUi is not taken from a widow. She may marry again,

as many husbands as she pleases.

liemark.—Tliis curious paper exhibits a people distinct from

the Hindus, but who have adopted some of their customs; retaining

many more of their own. The resemblance to the Maravus is striking.

It must be borne in mind, that the account of their religious ceremo-

nies is given by a writer of a different persuasion. The ink being palft,

I have had the document restored; and, as a curiosity, it seems to

merit translation.

The hook is a quarto, oi medium tlricknesa, C(>untry paper.

injured, tied by a string.

11. No. 809. (N^c. 17, CM. 771) Nine aection.s.

Sections I, 2, 4, 5, 7, contain the usual notices of iocal chiefs

Section 3, is statistical. Section (>, notice of a temple at Siva-gir in

u2



Coimbatore. Section 8, copy of a document concerning the lioya

dynasty. Section 9, notice of a temple in Darapuram.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, injured.

12. No, 810.) (No. 16, CM. 770). Twelve sections.

Sections 1, 2, 4, 9, contain accounts of a monastery and temples,

or temple ceremonies. Sections 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, are genealogies of

local chieftains. Section 8, being a notice of Appayya nayaka of

Kannevddi, elsewhere fully abstracted, vide 17, No. 817 injra. Sec-

tions 6 and 12 relate to trade and manufacture.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

loose, the binding tied with a string.

13. No. 811. (No. 19, CM. 773). Twenty sections.

It is one of the volumes which, in the handwriting of Colonel

MacKenzie, are entitled "Collection of Memoirs relating to the iiistory

of the Congundd ov xnoiievn Coimbatore country; collected and trans-

mitted by Nital Varrain Brahmin, for Major (Col.) MacKenzie in 1807-8.

Sections 1—13 and 17—-20 are the usual notices of local chieftains (sicut

barons) of that province. Section 14, is a notice of the inhabitants of

Jravacurohi. Section 16, account of hereditary right to the soil, in

a village; the said right being known by the term Canniydchi or mirdsi.

The book is a thick quarto, country paper, in tolerable order.

14. No. 812. (No. 7, CM. 761). Six sections.

Section 1. Account of Pulicat.

This is a very roughly written paper, which states that the country

was formerly a wilderness, and was brought into order by one termed Iresi'

It mentions the landing of the Hollanders or Dutch: their forming a settle-

ment; their trade, their war with the Portuguese ; and conquest of the place

by the English. Some details are then added, concerning the fishermen, who

are numerous there, and the kinds of fish which they take. Some account of

different kinds of residents is superadded.

Section 2. Account of Tiriqodlaivanam , Pomari and Gonimadi-,

pudi, villages in the district of Maduranlacam.

In this section a few historical references to the Chola rule occur,

though it chiefly relates to fanes, and their allowances. Mention of a Jaina

fane occurs. In consequence of the extreme carelessness of the writing, I had

a copy made ; though it is but of minor consec|uence.
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Section 3. Actions of former rajas of the PantUya, Chola, and

Tonda kingdoms.

In this section there is given an account of the old Madura kingdom

of the Chola kingdom, and the formation of the Tonda principality.

The stjle of language shows it to be the composition of a Christian.,

It ascribes the formation of the Madura kingdom to a colonist ;
maintains

the actual marriage of Arjuna with Alii Arasani, daughter of the king.

The large Saiva temple there is stated to have originated in the circumstance

of a stone emblem of S'lva having been placed over the ashes of an early king,

according to modern Saiva custom ; and this symbol, it declares, to have been

subsequently worshipped as a god.

The formation of the Chola kingdom is ascribed to one Nolle. The

chief portion of that account is the narrative of the birth of Adondai, the

illegitimate son of Kulottunga Chola ; and then follows some particulars of

the formation of the Tonda-mandatam.

The contents closely harmonize with those of palm-leaf manuscript

No. 241, CM. 66, entitled, Tonda-mandalam, Chola-mandolam, Panda-

mandulavi, kyfeyut, and though that book is out of my hands, while writing

this, yet, I pronounce this section a copy of that one. It is a document that

has been the subject of some discussion ; and I may refer to the notice of the

said manuscript before given. See 1st Family.

This section is well written, on good paper, and in perfect preservation.

Section 4. Remarks on the limits of the Touda-mandalam.

Merely two pages of writing; the subject of which has repeatedly occurred.

Section 5. Account of the fane oiKodimudi in the Tonda-mandalam

Merely a local legend commencing with the tale of a quarrel between

Vayu and 'Adisesha, of frequent recurrence, and giving a fabulous tissue of

invention, down through the four yugas, or ages.

A little damaged, but of no consequence.

Section 6. Account of kings of the Caliytiga.

One page of names, beginning with the son of Ahimanyu, and

coming downwards, without coherence, through the Rayer dynasty.

I see on the page, a pencilled word written by me some years ago,

*' anachronical i' which, on re-perusal, seems quite enough. It is

worthless.

General Remark.—The whole contents of this book have now

been examined. Section 3, being the only document of value ; and

that a duplicate of a manuscript ; the facts stated in which are of very

dubious authenticity. The book is in very tolerable preservation.

The book is a small, thin quarto, Europe paper, in tolerable order.
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lo. No. 815. (No. 71, CM. 900), is a book of six sections, lan-

guage Tamil, Malayalam, and one section Telugu. As the uhole

relates to the Malayalam country, the further entry will be under that

language. It is a quarto, on country paper, injured.

16. No. 816. (No. 13, CM. 767.) Twelve sections.

Section I. Accounf of Alalia raya, and of AiDiama deva rayer,

who came from yijayanogaram, and settled at Arcot.

The account herein given appears to be for the greatta- j)art traditional.

It narrates the visit of the wife, or queen of Deva rayer to Conjeveram and

some immunities procured by her influence. Of a shrine, in question, nothing

now remains, but the neglected image. The Malla tribe of athletics came

from the Vijayanagaram country, and settled in and near, Conjeveram. Malla,

one so called, distinguished himself in combat, single handed, with a tiger.

The new inhabitants did not always accord with the older residents. With

these outlines, details are connected of moderate interest, and importance, as

to the filling up, which all matters of history require.

Section 2. Account of Vdmandthopuram, or the old Mailapiir

(Saint Thome.)

Anciently this town was wholly inhabited by Jainas, who had a fane

with an image of Nemi or Alii Tirfhacara. One of these sages had a dream

in which he was informed that, within a few days, the town would be over-

whelmed by the sea. The image was removed further inland ; and, three

days after, the old town was swallowed up by the sea. The Jamas appearafter-

warJs to have had fanes, with many images in each, in a town which was

called Mailamanayara. Another night vision announced the subnierging

also of this town, within three days; connected with a command to remove

the image further inland. This command was obeyed. At a later jeriod

Brahmans came from the western Chola country ; and, by superior skill in

astrological, and astronomical calculations, with their knowledge of the

Afharvana veda (or arts of magic) they succeeded in turning the people

from the Jaina credence. The image was taken away by some of its

votaries, towards the west, as far as Chitamhur. The paper adds that there

is a traditionary statement current, in reference to the whole coast from

Mailapiir to Mavalaireram (cr from St. Thome to the seven pagodas) as to

extensive ruins of a town, or town?<, buried beneath the sea, and partially

visible, in sailing over the site.

A'o^c—-This paper is deserving of some special attention. Itft

defect is, that it rests only on tradition.
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Section 3. A list of Jaina books, in the monasterium at

Chitambiir.

This list, Sanscrit and Tamil books, does not require any fuller

specification.

Section 4. Account of the derivation of ihe Saica, Bauddha,

and Vaishvava system?, from the Saviuna, or Jaina mode of credence.

This brief sfctlon contains simply an assertion that the Saiva mode of

credence, and the Mddhava class of Vuishnavas were derived from tlie Jainas.

As an assertion it may be weighed, but it does not appear to be supported

by evidence ; and I suppose was acquired from conversation with modern

Jai'tias. There is added a mention of a few books, and their authors
; usually

consiiJered to have been composed by them. Among them, I observe, the

UllamadaiyAn ascribed to Ullumadaiya caveavara.

Sections 5 and G. Account of the succession of ancient, and

famous Jaina sages.

In these Sf^ctions there is a list of TirVJaicaraif and others, inclusive of

poets, and other authors, and persons wlio filled the office of religious instruc-

tors. The document is of some value, in staling the Jaina view of the subject.

It gives, by inference, a very recent origin to the Caliyuga : that is, about

400 years antecedent to the Christian era. The list of authors must be receiv-

ed with circumspection, inasmuch as it ascribes the Co.b'nffatu Parani to a

Jaina poet; wbich, from its strongly Saiva character, I shouhl think, could not

possibly be the case. Being copied, the whole section can, at any time, be

made matter of reference.

Section 7. Representation of the Juinas respecting their sacred

buildings, &c.

In this paper it is stated that there are many Jaina fanes in the

Carnatic, which are in ruins, or gone to decay ; and some account is given of

the various molestations sutrered by the Jainas from their neighbours. In

particular, it is mentioned, that Madhangan, a niler of C/ievji, threw down, or

destroyed many of their edifices, and decapitated great numbers of the Jainas.

The paper closes with a request to the Surveyor-General of India (Colonel

McKcnzie) to rebuild, and repair the decayed, or ruined temples.

Section 8. Account by Tiru-vakari, m i\\e Varhutavur m&ixict,

of a remarkable image, and of Vacra, a rdcshasa.

This title I collect from the paper containing the section heading in

the book. It is a wildly legendnry statement. There is a very large stone-

image, in the human form, in a recumbent posture. The account of its origin

is, that it was once a tree, and that a sage passing by, who was hungry, being

disappointed in finding no fruit, doomed it to become stone. In the same

neighbourbood a nushaHX termed Var\a built a ref?idoncc : and certain
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streams, that now flow with a reddish colored water, are said to contain hia

blood, after he was killed.

Remark is superfluous, except that the image is probably one of those

gigantic ones, met with occasionally in diflferent parts of India

Section 9. Boundaries of the C/iera, Chola, Pdndiya, and

Tonda countries.

A verse relative to each. This subject has often occurred.

Section 10. Account of the origin of the fane of Kudimalur, in the

Caveri paham district, and of ancient rulers.

The formation oflhe building is ascribed originally to the Curiimbars;

and some fluctuations of power, inclusive of the rule of one of the Malta

tribe, and of the Mahomedans, are stated.

The paper has a measure of local, historical value.

Section II. Account of the rulers of Candi'm Ceylon.

A reference to Havana, and an inundation after his time, which

destroyed all his towns, &c. ; it is then stated that the Pdndiyan kings formed

a settlement on Ceylon. Next follows the ordinary legend of a lion carrying

off the king's daughter, and having offspring, afterwards crowned king of

Ceylon : the lion having been previously hunted, and killed. The legend is

accommodated to the name Singhdla desam, {singham being a lion) and the

tale merely allegorical. It occurs in almost all printed accounts of Ceylon.

Section 12. List of Ja^;m fanes and books, received from the

hierophant at Chitamhur in the jaghire.

This is merely a list
;

quite meager, and uninteresting.

Genernl Remark.—The paleness of the ink with which this book
was written, pointed it out for restoi-ation ; the last section being excepted.

All the contents are traditionary ; but, from them, something may be

gained. The paper on the town of Vdmandthapuram , or ancient Maila-

piir, is the most interesting. It contains the statement which a friend

asked me to look for, having heard it from Appavoo, the servant of

Colonel McKenzie, who got together the contents of this book. The
statement in question is, that the Brahmans overcame the Jainas by

superior skill in astronimical calculations. It is given however with less

of fact and circumstance, than I expected; and is in part similar to a

statement in other books, that the Brahmans overcame the Jainas by
magical arts, and incantations : Saiva documents would rather seem to

indicate the free use of the secular arm.

The book is a quarto, of median) thickness, country paper,

injured by insects.
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17. No. 817. (No. 26, CM. 780.) Five sections.

Section 1. Account o( ^ppciya nayaca the ciiief of Caiinevadi.

The ancestors of the tribe were servants of the Rayer iu Sal. Sac.

1325 or Cnliyuga 4504. As the Mahomedans were plundering the country,

and committing great excesses, and as the Pdndiya desam was comparatively

wild, and uninhabited, they determined on emigrating thither ; and accordingly

came to a place termed Kuttalapai, sixty miles distant from the Caveri, and

as many from Madura. There were three brothers, one of whom Avaited on

the Pdndiyan. A tutelary goddess in the shape of a stone (carried in their

basket) appeared in vision, and gave instructions. A similar vision having

appeared to the Pdndiyan king, he at once granted their request of being

located near to the Vardha hill. Soon after the appeal of Chandra secliara

Pdndiya to the Bayer occurred. This tribe became connected with Xdgama
nayak ; and he afterwards consigned to them a district, of which they were to

clear the Vedars and Kallars, by exterminating them. In particular a small

cliief, who had built a fort, was taken, and had his head cut off, by Apjjaiya

nayak, who received the country ruled by that chief, as a reward. His

successor was concerned in the matters connected with VisvandCha nnyak,

and was appointed one of the guardians of the bastions of the new fort;

having charge of the 62nd bastion. The opposition of five illegitimate sons

of the late Pdndiyan king, could not be overcome by Ariya nayaha, the

general of Visvandtha ; so that the king went in person. The head of one of

the opposing chiefs was cut ofl', by the chief of this pdlliyam. In order to put

an end to bloodshed, the Maduia king engaged in single combat witJi the

champion of the remaining f(.ur, and came off victorious. After some succes-

sions of chiefs, a town was built as the chief town of the pdlliyam, or district.

Some local details: under orders from VisvandCha, the chief ( xterininated

certain Vedars, and took possession of their district ; clearing the country, and

building a fane to Ayanar
;
placing an image therein, and appointing />Msar/s,

or sudra attend;^nts. In the time of the same chief, a Mysore invasion took

place; for details of which, and for a translation i^f the remaining portion of

the manuscript, see Or. Hiat. M.SS., Vol. 2, page 169, et neq.

Section 2. Account oi Bodi nai/ak pdlliyacdrer, or chieftain of

the district of Siva rdma kulam.

Their ancestors were rulers in the district of Gooty. In consequence

of the Mahomedan conquest, the people every where emigrated to the south,

and the heads of this tribe among the rest. They came to the north side of

the Vaigai river, where ten families subject to the Malnydla rulers resided.

At the tim?, the Pdndii/a king had taken refuge in the Malaynla countrj',

aad he gave the strangers leave to settle there. The date of Saha nayaha

head of the tribe, is placed in Sid. Sac. 1258 (A.D. 1336); and, by conse-

quence, the Mahomedan irruption was the first that occured.



His rule was Ihirh'-seven ytinB.

Raj 't nayah 41 years. Ri'Ja jint/o/i !1 yearn.

Choha nayak 26 ,, Clinku mvtlu myah. . . . 9 ,,

Multa vengnra nayak. . 19 ,, Sila hodi noyak 14 ,,

Boda miclla nayak . . .. 18 ,,

In his time a champion, among the Mahomedans, cliallenged the people

of the Rayer's dominion to find a cliampion to meet him. Bodi nayak, hearing

of the circumstance, went to the north ; fought with, atid killed the Mahome-

dan ; and, in consequence, received greiit iionours and distinctions. He ruled

twenty-two years.

His son Bangdru viiiUu naynk ruled twenty-six years, and was one

among the chiefs, summoned to take charge of the bastions of the Madura

fort, the 60ih being allotted to him. Some details of successors, with a few-

unimportant circumstances, are added. From a mythological incident it

appears, by the way, that the Madura ruler considered this chief as the first

of his "adopted childi-en." In the time of the Honorab e Company this

district was one of the "assumed palliyams," during the collecturate of

Mr. Hurdis.

Section 3. Genealogy of Kama hhadra nayak oi Periya culam.

Bhadra nayak, the first of the race, was a servant of Cotiiya Ndynma
nayak, employrd in the collection of tribute. When the said Ndyama went

on pilgrimage to Benarc'^, in consequence of having no offspring, Bhadra

nayak acted as his deputy, having charge of all his public duties, and rendering

an account of them to the Rayer. Some time after a son named Vhvandi'ka

nayak was born to Nayama nayak. Subsequently, the invasion of the Pdndiya

country by Fira sechara Ckolan, and the appeal of Chandra sec'hara

Pandlynn to the Rayer occurred. The Rayer sent Nar/ama nayak to repel

the Cholan, and to reinstate the Pc^indiyan. Nayama, iook Bkndra nayak with

him ; wnd, after the required service was eomp'e'ed gave Bhadra nayak

charge of collecting the revenue of the country. Here (and bene notandum est)

Chandra sechara is introduced as a'drt^ssing Ndyama nayak in a spi-ech, the

purport of which is, that five illegitimate sons of his grand father who had

taken to themselves the title of the Pancha Pdmlavas (or five Pdndavas) and

were possessors of Kayattailur with the neighbourhood, had given him great

trouble, and would continue to do so, if he held tiie kiiigd^nn ; that therefore

he wished to devolve the charge on Nija>n.a n tyak ; and if the latter gave

him, from tiio revenue of the country, enough to find him food an I clothing,

he would be content. Ndyama nayak m coniQCinGuca assume<l the cuuntr'-.

(This, of course, \%^\\exparie statement, ia tlio native manner.) Inconsequence

of that assumption, it is immedintely after added, Chandra sec'hara again

went and complained to the Payer, of the conduct of the general, iu usurping
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the country. The Rayer held-^ council ; and, in great anger, inquired which

of his chiefs, would go and bring the rebel Ncijama to his presence. "When

all besides were silent, Vlsvanatka aforesaid offered himself for the duty.

Ndgama nayak had taken the precaution to dispatch his confidential servant

Bhadra nayak along with the complaining prince, in order to see that in

consequence of the complaint, he {Nctgama nayah) might suffer no damage, in

the good opinion of the Rayer. This Bhadra nayak accompanied Visvandtka,

nayak on the expedition against the latter's father, and was sent on before

with intimation that it was desirable for the father to yield peaceably to the

son's commission ; lest loss of life might, by any possibility, occur. Ndgama

replied that he had not usurped the country, but that it had been made over

to him by Chaiidra secliara. The consequence was an engagement between

the armies of father and son, in w^hich the latter took the former prisoner ;

and, having him put in fetters, carried him safely to the presence of the

Rayer ; who was much surprised at this fidelity to himself, so great as to

prevail over filial affection ; and as a reward, he appointed Visvandtha nayak

(as viceroy) to the Madura kingdom.

Visvandtha nayah gave to Bhadra nayak the office of fouzdar (or

military chief, and collector of revenue) Some time after the Cambam

Cudalur country (cr district) which was tributary <o the palace, having been

taken by the Chola kintr, no lonj^er paid tribute. In consequence ?isvandtha

nayah, assembled all liis fouzdars (the term used in this manuscript) and

went on a military expedition against Camlam.

On this service Rdraa Bhadra offered, with his own people, to storm

the fort; and received from Visvandtha betel-leaf and areca-nut, as a pledge of

his engaging to do so. He accordingly entered the fort by storm ; receiving a

cut in the cheek, and putting the people within-side to the sword, he hoisted

a flag, in token of being in possession. ?7syc;ifl^/i«, from the nature of the

service, feared that the commander must have fallen, and sent some troops

after him ; who returned stating, that the chief survived, being wounded, and

had beaten the drum of victory. Subsequently, when the army had returned

to a place called Periya-cuhim, Visvandtha rewarded Rama Bhadra by a grant

of land ; and^ about the same time told him, that from his age he was no

longer fit for military service
;

giving his command to his younger brother

named Cumara nayak, and making a grant to Bhadra nayak of a pdlliyam

or country, on the north bank of the river
( Cdveri or Vaigi) not far from

Vardhagh'i, in consequence of his long, and confidential servid'S. The district

acquired the name of the Vadaearai (or north bnnk) 'pdlUyaM. The gift is

dated in SaL Sac. 1358 (which must be too early.) Its chief had one of the

bastions, of the new fort, confided to his charge.

Rama Bhadra, it is stated, continued twenty years in the possession

of his fief, before his death. Visvandtha deplored his death ; as that of the

b2
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brother of the deceased, directed him to instsrtl Machi najiah, in the posses-

sion of the pdlliyam. Maehi nayak, son of the old chief, was only five years

of age ; and, therefore, Visvandthi directed his u!)c1g to manage matters for

him, till he came of a^e. Meantime Visvanatha died. Macld nayah ruled

25 years. He had no son ; and the .-on of his uncle succeeded to the chief-

tainship Other successions are noted. Nothing particular occurred till the

reign of Tirumala nayah of Madura; when all ihe chiefs being assf^mbled, on

a festival occasion, Tirum,ala nayak, prescribed as an exercise of skill, that

the different chiefs should ^shoot an arrow over the sacred pool of a fane of

Marriyavima. The Pallii/a carer of the Vadacarat, then named Machi nayak

alone succeeded in doing so; and acquired much praise, with a valuable pre-

sent as a reward. Being desired»to ask what he most wished for, he requested

a few adfHtional villages to his own 2^Mii)am, and his wish was granted. In

the expedition against S'addica the vebellious Sethupati, this chief hav3 a part

and received praises and presents, for his conduct during the war ; which had

ended in the capture of the rebellious })rince. This chief ruled fifty-six year?,

and had rio son. Narayana nayakhiB paternal uncle succeeded. He was engaged

in the war against Tanjore, under C'lohandtlirt nayak. He ruled thirty-five

years ; ^nd, his son b( ing very young, the late chief's wife, mother of the child

ruled ten years. Ciiniara Rama hho'Ira naynh succeeded, on being old enough

to do so. Vijaya vanyha choha ndtfia of Madura sent I^draynapa nayak on

some errand (not specified) to the Dindigul province, who summoned the chiefs

of the Dindigul pi-ovince to meet him. When they vv^ere assembled, Rdma
Bhadra "from relationship to the ruling ])rince at the capital," had the privi-

lege of being seated. While so seataci, Kendama nayah came, and did obeisanc^;

when Edma Bhadra kindly addressing him, told him to rise. Kendama nayak.,

whose obeisance was intended for the envoy, kept this expression in mind; and,

considering that it implieil an assumed superiority, took the first practicable

occasion to invade the district of Rama Bhadra; in doing which he cut ofi*

the head of Rama Bhadra, and took, from his district, the village of Kudivi-

laru. The chief, so slain, ruled twenty-one years; and, as he had never mar-

ried, Condama nayak his cousin succeeded, and ruled thirty-five years. His

son Ndgama nayak ruled fifty years. His son was Vencala,svami nayak

who had ruled twenty years, when the account was written.

Section 4. Genealogy of Kendama nayak a feudal chieftain of

Madura.

The origin of this chief is traced up as high as Sal. Sac. 1342 (A.D.

1420), when the prog( nitor of the race accompanied some others to the

jradura country. One of the number was a Tambiravi, or ascetic, who seems

to have been the same with the chief of Tavasi medu, heretofore noticed.

The whole appear to have been merely humble colonists.,- until the time oi
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Ndgama ndynR; when directions to clear a certain district were transmitted

to the head of this race ; who received at the same time a feudal estate. The

chief of ihe district had charge of one of the bastions of the Madura fort. In

the war against the five illegitimate soiTs of the Phiditjan, who had built five

forts at Kayaltaiur, and other places, the chief of this district had a share.

[In tliis place the document abruptly ends ; being, of course, very

incomplete].

Section 5. Notice of a copper-plate inscription relative to

buried treasure, at Cunatur near Madurantaca.

On a hill near tlie above town, to the east of Madurantaca there is an

Aluvar fane, in which a Sudra pusdri was one day surprised by a box falling

from the roof of the ohJ building; on opening which, was found, among other

things, a copper-plate inscription, directing to a spot where treasure was

concealed. On making inquiry, the pusdri was told that a Sa/mii/asi had

du^c up treasui-c there, and taken it away. He was shown a large hole; and,

on wishing to examine it, was frightened by the ill omen of a cat crossing his

path, on which account, being apprehensive for fear' of his life, he desisted.

There is an old placo in the said village where, by common report,

treasure is buried. The writer states, that an order to the Collector of the

district to give authority to consult the co)jper-p!ate inscription, and make a

search, is all that is required.

Note.— the government may follow the indication given, if judged to

be of any importance. Ko mere native will think of examining such places,

without first olfering a human sacrifice to Cdli ; and the time for such kind

of sacrifice, in this part of the country, is gone by. This paper was copied

merely to complete the restoration of the book, which is damaged by insects,

has loose sheets ; and was, in some places, scarcely legible.

General RemarJc.—From the account of each of these feudal

chieftains there is something to be gleaned ; but that of Appaiya nayak,

and that of Rama Bhadra, are of special importance. Having transla-

ted, and printed, portions of the former account, I judged it expedient

here to give the connexion in the early part in the present abstract.

The account of Rama BJiudra throws great light»on the transfer of the

Pdndiyan kingdom to the northern dynasty, and it affords an instance of

the way in v>hich such local records may clear up difficulties. In the

numerous documents, on the above mentioned transfer, which have

passed under my view, it is uniformly stated, that the five Pdndavas of

Kayattatur were illegitimate sons of the (or a) Pdndiyan king ; while

other documents asserted that Chandra secliara had no offspring ; and,

in consequence thereof, adopted Vuvanatha nayak; and others again,
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that these Pdndhjans were his sons. I could not reconcile the discord-

ancy ; but, by the account of Bhadra nayaJc. the ir.atter is made plain.

The " five Pandavas''' of Kayattaiur, were sons of a Pandiyan king
;

but that king was the grandfather of Chandra sec'hara. All on that

point is now clear. And, when the transfer of a large kingdom is in

question, the incident is of some consequence. Let me again add, that it

is by patient investigation, and careful research, that we must work our

way in developing Hindu history ; not by crude conjectures, or hasty

assumptions.

The book is a broad, thin quarto, country paper, injured by

insects.

18. No. 819. (No. 1, CM. 755) eight sections,
-

Section 1. Account of Chitamharam, (or Chillambrum) in the

Chola country, *^

This is a stliala mahatmya, or legend of the Saiva fane.

Some stanzas extracted from different stliala purdnns, in praise of

S'iva, are prefixed.

The purport of several adhyayas, or sections of the legend, is hriefly

intimated : the contents of the tenth are more fully given. The former sections

relate to Siva's aasunoiing the form of a mendicant, tempting the ruhis, or

ascetics, of the neighbouring village aud also to Patan-jali, a ruhi, half man,

and the lower part a serpent ; whose story is closely connected with the placeo

The tenth natrates a transformation of hiva^tMhy Siva, first into an old man,

and then into a young one. Such tales, at first, appear to offer singular

specimens of BrahmaniccU fatuity ; but, occasionally at least, they veil real

facts, by a covering of enigma, or symbol. Some more sUcas from other

puranas are given. •

The legend of Vyacra-puram or (tiger-town) near Chitamharam.

A Vedar, instructed by a Brahman, paid homage to Siva, and was

beatified. Siva tells Vishnu that this place is chief of all places of pilgrimage;

and mentions certain wonders, among the gods, occasioned by bathing in the

sacred pool. Vishnu tells certain ascetics, that Chitamharam is the first of all

sacred places ; and charges them to reside there.
^

Various other marv^els,

arising from bathing at this place, are narrated. There is a tale of Siva

contending with Cdli, in dancing ; and Cdli, being vanquished in the trial of

skill, received permission to drive away all other evil demons from the neigh-

bourhood, and to preside as sole guardian. A specification is given of the

peculiar benefits arising from bathing here, in the Ardra-nacshetra (or sixth

section of the lunar orbit). Some stanzas selected from various Tamil poets
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follow ; the object being to magnify the god at Chitamharam, and the place

itself, above all other gods, or places: asserting the latter to be truly the

earthly ^Cailasa. Such stanzas in themselves are curious ; and may be usefully

employed, time and occasion serving.

There follows an agavel, or poem of the easier kind of versification, in

which is narrated an observable incident, to the following effect :

—

The wheels of the car of the tutelary goddess, on a festival occasion

sunk deep into the ground, in consequence of its humidity ; so that the car
*

could not be moved. In this predicament the Chola king (name not mentioned),

and all his attendants, were under the necessity of fasting, so lono- as the car

continued immoveable. During the painful suspense, a Brahman woman
became possessed, by the spirit of Cali, and announced aloud, that the sacrifice of

a youth of sixteen years of age Avas required ; when the car wouJd move.
Such a youth was sought after, and one named Vira Pervmdl was found who
agreed to become a sacrifice : rejecting the offer of wealth, he required that

his relatives who came to do homage, in the fane of the goddess, should alwaj-s

have the privilege of doing so first, and in preference to all, othi-r persons •

moreover, that a statue of the youth himself should be placed in a conspicuous

part of the fane. These conditions being complied with, the youth laid himself

under one of the wheels of the car, which then passed over him, and crushed

him to death, as an ofl'ering to the goddess of the shrine.

Section 2. Account of the fanes at Ariyatilr udiyar 'paUhjanif

and Turiayur.

Prefixed^is a lengthened enumeration of grants of lands, groves, and

reservoirs, made to the fanes at those three places.

Detail of the fane of Nilivana-isvara at Tinqjan-chili in the distiictof

Turaiyiir.

It is an ancient place, but the st'hala piirdna, and other docum^its

vi^ere lost. Mention of grants given, and re-called, by the chiefs of Turaiyur-

palUyam. The Nabob continued whatever grants he found to be actually in

force. The Honorable Company acted in the same manner.

Copy of an inscription at Teniir, in the district of Tnraiyvr.

Dated in Sal. Sac. 1621, Caliyuga 4808 ;- gift of a village, and two or

three groves, to the tutelary goddess Cdmdcshi of Tenur, by a female named

CdnidcsJd, the daughter of Vasapa-reddi, the chief of Turaiyur. Detail of tlie

fane of Nandikesvara-svdmi at Teniir. The legend of the place is to be found

in the tenth section (adhydyaj of the Scanda-purdnam.

The book was in the house of one Bhashcara guru ; but was lost

during public commotions.
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Tradition states, that the early endowments were derived from Chola

kings. More lately a grant of Calhdur and of its lands were made by ( amd-

cshi, wife of Kallapu reddi, to the Brahmans of tl e place.

Detail of the T/rnpaltur farie. f-Brahma came here, and paid homage

to Siva, when the images obtained the name of Brahmajmri 'Isvara, and

Isvari. He paid homage here, in order to obtain the power of creating.

iSubrahmanya paid homage to remove the guilt of Brahmahatti caused by

killing Padmdmra. Tradition states, that the Chacraveriis made gifts to the

place. Unknown kings had five walls built around the fane. Tradition states,

that seven villages specified, were given to ihe fane; but there are now no

vouchers to that effect. Some inscinptions in the Ayindr fane, having become

much obliterated, they cannot be correctly copied. From Sal, Sac. 1464 to

1G96, certain grants were made; including six villages and two groves-

Concerning these grants there are-details.

Detail of the fane at UUatitr, in the district of Turniyur. The

account is put into the mouth of Suta rishi ; who states that he delivers it,

as it was narrated by Nandikesvara to Sanatcumdra. It has five remaikable

points, which assimilate it to the five lettered symbol of the Saivas. Tiie

praises of the place are theti stated, according to figures of speech customary

with the Suivaa. 'Great benefits arise from any act of homage. After Siva

had cut off one of Brahma's heads, to humble the latter's pride, the said

Brahma did penance at this^ place, and bathed in a reservoir, \\hich thence

acquired the name of ^ro/i?«a ii!V^7<«. In consequence o£ Brahmans so hum-

bling himself, Siva restored to him his power and office, of'creating; and

directed him to build certain fanes and maniapas, or porches. Many kings

endowed these pla(es, which afterwards went to ruin. In Sal. Sac. 1316,

the third of the (northern) dynasty (at Madura) Kixtnapn nayaker gave grants,
"

which continued down to the time of Rang'ha Kistna mutthu virapa nayaker,

and consisted of Uftntur and Moltanguri villages. In the disturbances

caused by Chunda Sahcb, and the Mahomedans, many records and inscriptions

jvere destroyed. The measures of lands, belonging to the fane, are stated.

The St'hala mahatmya of Uitrttur.

The origin of the place is traced up to the time of Rama, who return-

ing from his conquest of /iL«*;fl«a, received, at this place, the cilngraiulation,

and b( nediction of Vdlmica and other nshis. The image here worshipped is

called Culanda Rama svavd (or the bow holding Rauia), but the inscriptions,

books, t&c, perished many years ago. Some matters are mentiom d, by tradi-,

tion; %nd chiefiy, that the place had an endowment of two hundred pagodas

annually, appropriated to it from th© revenues of the before mentioned ySniva

fane, by order of the English government.
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Detail of the fane of Chelli aminen. This is the fane of a local goddess

deriving its means of support from the before mentioned endowed Saiva fane.

The worshippers, at this place, make their bed of thorns, and brnmbles ; and

repose on them, as an act of penance.

Detail of the fane of Coianda Rama svcimi, at Ariijalur,

The former wilderness was cleared by a Marava man, named Rama

fipulata Marava rai/en ; in doing which, six images were dug up ; and by

directions received in a dream, a fane v/as built for their reception, which

the said Marava, er)do\\ed, by piese iting to it the village called Kerracuii;

producing an annual revenue of four hundred pagodas.

Further particulars concerning Chitambaram.

A detail of the tradition of the legend, from Siva originally,

down through various'sages bf repute in Hindu annals.

It is the residence of Sabhdndt'ha. There is an immense mountain

beneath the place, and under the earth- All the celestials pay homage to the

form of Siva therein found. A muni received there the gift of climbing trees

to avoid tigers, without trouble, and also the gift of having eyes in his feet.

^iva destroyed the penance of the sages in ihe Tdnicuxanum, and lowered

their insolence. Th(^ dancing of Siva at Chitambaram, at the request of

Vishnu and others. Gifts to a sage named Vydcrama, and to another named

Patanjali; the former, a man-tiger, the latter, half-human, half serpentine.

Three thousand Brakmans were called hither by orier of Brahma to attend a

sacrifice. Reference to events in the period of the fifth Manu. A king

named S'inhavarma, son of the fifth Manu, being diseased, abdicated in favor

of his brother; and came on pilgrimage to the 50uth. He first came to Conje-

veram', which was a forest. Proceeding thence, he met a Vedar (wild hunter),

whom he took as a guidp, and who, on coming to Chitambaram, was fright-

ened at the sight of the man-tige%, and semi-snake; but, receding, ' lie told

Sinhavanna the cause, and then left him to find his way. The said king, there

lost his white leprosy, and acquired a golden colored form. He had a vision

of the god : and was then <lismissed, being directed to go, and p if)rm the

funeral obsequies for his deceased father ; to instal his younger brother; and

then to bring with him the aforementioned three thousand Brakmans to this

place. The said king (now called Hiranyavarma from his golden form)

returned, and' assembL d the thiec thousand Brahmans at their residence in

A7iinraredi ; who, with i^acrificial 'implements and other necessaries, were

mounted on as many conveyances ; the kinij bringinsj some of his relntives, and

some trea-ure with him. The h'raJimnns were c>'unted ev<ry day; but on reach-

ing Chitambaram, one was found to be missing. On searching for the lost
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person, and his conveyance, a celestial voice was heard directing to discontinue

the sparch ; for that the said voice, or Sfrct, was the person in question, who had

accompanie'! the Brahmans, and was of them ; as also that, with the excep-

tion of a few peculiar immunities specified, the Brahmans were the same with

himself. The king then esteemed the Brahmans the same as Siva himself.

He was crowned at Chitambnram by Vy&crama ri^hi. The king next had all

fanes, and sacred buildings restored, by the aid of Visvacarma; and the

Brahmans were located in three thousand dwellings, built for them, with all

needful appurtenances. The construction of the particular halls in the fane

is then specified. There are four Purdnas written on this 'subject.

So far is the St'hala mahdtfnya, or legend.

There is then a reference to an inscription, dated in Sal. Sac.

1515, la which it appears to be recorded that many kings repaired, or

ornamented, the fane. By reference to other inscriptions it appears

(according to the book) that kings of the locality made many other dona-

tions to the fane from Sal. Sac. 1516, down to Sal. Sac. 1607. From 1608,

down to 1678, or seventy years, during the rule of the Nabob at Cuddapah,

all things at this place were involved in trouble by the Mahomedans ; and

there was no public exercise, at this place, of the Saiva religion. The

Brahmans lived on alms which they sought as mendicants. The French

had an unsettled rule of one year; but the fane vt-a& still supported by alms.

The Mahomedan Nabob succeeding, acted, during twenty years, as the

Cuddapah ruler had before done. In S.S. 1706, the troubles occasioned

hy Hyder Ali arose, and lasted during four years. In S.S. 1710 (A.D.

178S), under the ascendancy of the English Company, the fane was well

provided for. In S.S. 1711, during Mahomed Ali's government, for

six years, all things were again in disorder, and the Brahmans sub-

sisted by begging. From that time forwards, whether under the Eng-

lish, or Nabob, the festivals and ceremonies ot the fane had provision

made for them.

A specification follows of the various processions, and the cere-

mony observed in each of them.

There are now on the establishment of the fane, 225 Brahmans

officiating in courses, and receiving their share of the revenues : with

them fifteen subordinates assistants, eight faithful watchers, and twenty

other persons, musicians, danseuses, and the like, attendants.

The preceding matters were written down as the result of

inquiries made of the officiating Brahmans^ concerning the earliest
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antiquities of the place. (Applicable to the portion headed "further

particulars, &c.")

A short statement follows; the purport of which is, that in the time of the deluge,

the image of Sabhnpathi (Siva) was taken away, and cast into a tree, of which it at length

formed a part; pnd, by certain mystic sounds, und an appearance of the god in vision, was

discovered by the three thousand Brahmans, on their first coming to the place. During a

certiin period of the rule of the Bhosala race at Tanjore, this image remained at Tiruvarur;

and, at a later period, was deposited at Chitambaram.

Section 3. The genealogy of the chief of NadavaOAruchi,

This account contains the usual particulars of such papers, relative to

the southern PoJigars; but with some matters in this one, of rather special

interest. The leading facts arc, tiiat the ancestors of the line eniigiated from

Kiluvai KuhcUyan fort; fought with the Kallars, or thievish tribe of the

south, and acquired a principality, given to them by the Pundhja kincr.

During a hunting excursion, a tiger suddenly sprang from its covert, and

attacked the party, of which the Pancliyan king was one. The Poligar of

this line killed the tiger, and was rewarded by the distinguishing emblem of

a tiger skin under his saddle; a token of distinction, and honor. After a

succession <»f nine following chiefs, the Pandiyayi king demanded a wife from

their tribe : the reply to which demand was, that their tribe could not inter-

marry with the descendants of the lunar race ( Chandi uvamsa). The
Pandiyan king came to make war against their tribe; in consequence of

which they abandoned the estate, and came to Sioidnra Pandi//a puram, where
they had ranch trouble with the Kcdhirs, whom they exterminated; and were

confirmed in possession of the said town by the rayer from the north. Seven

generations resided there. Thence they retired before an invading force •

which would seem to have been Mahomedan. They fought with Kallars in

the Virasingha nddu, and overcame them. They were sent for, by a kinf,

who is termed Vicrama Pandiyan, and again Paruciamn Pandiyan (the

latter name being titular), who gave it in charge to them to exteiminjite the

Kallars; promising them the countiy subJueU as a reward. These people

immediately aficr are termed Ctirumbars ; showing, by the way, that these

Kallars or Cmumhars, a trdie having affinity with the Marams, were not

aboriginally Hindus, but a part of the extensive people belonging originally

to the Peninsula, of whose extermination by Hindu colonists we have so many
vestiges in the papers of this collection. They accomplished the task of

slaughter, committed to them, until no Kallars remained : they received the town
o^ Nadavacvrnchi, with a surrounding dependency in the midst of the Kallars

country, as their reward. Here they carried on cultivation. They afterwards

received another commission against the Kollars of the Curumhar ndd, whom
they subdued; and assumed the district, thai had belonged to those people.

c 1



They next rendered a service to Kulusechara (tlie Madura king) by rescuing

a large number of cattle which had been seized by the ruler at Kayatattur,

who was at war with the Mitdura prince. For this service Uiey received

distinction, and addtional lands. After three generations the mention occurs

of the Kortdkal, or northern viceroys; and of the appointment of chiefs to

guard the bastions of the fort, which took place under the first of those

viceroys : the chief of this district was one of those so appointed. Except the

building of an agraharam at Siuidara Pandiyapurain, notliing occurs, till the

ascendancy of the Mahomedans in the Pandiyan country, from whom this

tribe received an additional village with dependencies. A few names of the

genealojiy occur, coming down to the writer ; who terms himself the twenty-

ninth in succession to the chieftainship.

Remark.—Few of the accounts of the snutheru Foligars, go up

to so high a period of past time as this one. Taking the twenty-nine

successions, to the chieftainship, at the usual average of thirty-three

years to a generation, this would carry up the early portion of this

jiccountto about A.D. 800, which accords tolerahly well, with the known

period of the accession of the first of the noithern viceroys of Madura
;

that is about Sal. Sac. 1480, or A.T). 1558. There is a v^ant of dates

and of the names of Pandhjnn kings, in the early portion of the narra-

tive, which is to be regretted ; but the most impoi taut fact throughout

is the extermination of the aboriginal Curumhars by this tribe, adding

to the evidences on that subject already afforded ; and showing that the

Hindus, as colonists, wherever they came, exterminated the earlier

possessors of the soil, and were not themselves aborigines, as we Euro-

peans, for a long time, supposed. As adding an item of evidence in proof

of this great, and leading fact, I am of opinion, that this paper merits

a full, and circumstantial, translation.

Section 4. Account of Cdveri i)atnavi, (situated on the ancient

debouchure of the Cdveri river.

No exact date can be given ; but, from various reasons, staled in the

paper, the origin of the place is fixed at about nine hundred years ago ; that is

circiter A.D. 900. For four hundred years it is stated to have been in a

flourishing condition ; and to have covered, both in length and breadth, about

ten miles each way (perhaps somewhat exaggerated, even allowing, for the

mode of buihling towns in the east). One portion of its site is now submerged

by the sea. There is a family of merchants very distinguished at this place;

whose history involves many ancient matters connected with this town ; and

as such, is given to the following purport

:
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A string of salutations to god and poets, with a mention of dis-

tinguished Saiva fanes, introduces a reference to Varaguna Pandiyan,

tracinsT (erroneously I imagine) the derivation of the name to that king's de-

clining to eat rice, the food offered to the god, and substituting for his own

diet, the grain called Varaca f Pa.<palum frninen tace,urn). This Varaguna

(or Varacuna) Pandiyan, having by accident killed a Brahman, became

afflicted with Brahma hatti ; and under the iufluence of that evil, neglected

his kingdom ; the Chola king took advantage of the opportunity to invade

the Pandlyon kingdom : but the latter, under the special favor of iSiva, not

only repelled the invasion, but conquered the Chola kingdom ; and ruled

over it, as well as his own. He also got quit of his afflictive visitation, at a

fane iu the Chola country. Other partitulars of hi;? devoteeship arc given

(a little singular in tlieir way) and then the beaii'g of this preface appears,

inasmuch as the god favored Varaguna with a sight of all the special fanes

d iSiva, in vision ; and afterwards the celestials chose^thoone at Cctveri-

patnam as being of special importance.

At this town there were sixty thousand inliabitants, of ore tribe,

engaged in commerce ; who were nccustomed to eat together indiscriminately.

The chief of this people was Vengada chetti/, emiiled PatnapiUay. He had

eight thousand ships, or vessels of his own, and had biought to him, as his

wife's dower, another thousand, ornine ihousnnd in all : with these he traded

to Irza (probably Ceylon); and other neighbouring i?lands. While thus

occupied, the following circumstance occurred:— At the fane of Maratapa

stKimi, the head Brahman was unable to get married, from a want of means

to defray the attendant expenses. The god app. ared, iu vision, and told him

to sell the image in the fane, which the Brahman declined doing. The god

then assumed the form of a young lad, of the merchant-trib'^, and the Brah-

man took this lad and offered to sell him, as a slave, to Vengada chetty ; who

asking, how he, a Brahman, could have a child of that tribe at his disposal, the

Brahman told a story to serve the purpose ; and, meantime, a seemingly

valuable jewel was brought, and offered in sale to the said Vengada.

All thought the jewel valuable; but the lad found many faults, which led to

a discussion ;, and the event proving the lad lo be in the right, Vengada waa

induced to purchase him, at the price demanded by the Brahman. Some

time after a thousand ships were to be despatched, of which 500 belonged to

Vengada, and 500 to the other people of the place: upon some deliberation

the lad, named after the god Maratapa, was sent in charge of the chief man's

part of the convoy. On going to Condi desam (Ceylon) the other traders all

bartered their goods, and laded their vessels advantageously with a return

freight; but 3Iaratapa. after f^^cUing his nrTcliaudizo, cxpeiidod the proceeds
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on tbe fane of Subrahmu7)ya, and his atlendants in that island. "When the

others were about lelurnitig they called Maro/r/^y to aocotnpany them ; who

laded his vessel (or vessils for the sense in this respect is not clear) with

vrattis, or fuel made of cowdung, in dried cakes. He was laughed at for

this proceeding; and the uierchant-flcet put to sea on their return. On the

voyage a tempest arose in which great trouble was experienced ; and after a

few days, the people were obliged to put into some port, or to land on some

shore, not specified. By reason of delay, the fuel on board ihe other stiips

was expended ; and the crews now solicited ihe lad Maraiapa to sell his

vrattis io i\\em. He leplied ih;it lie liad not brought mere vra/f/s; for that

inside of them gold dust was concealed. Eeitig pressed by hunger, they urged

him to sell ihe fuel, consoMting to seal up ono cake and pres^erve ii, and to pay

him for all the rest at ihe rj<teofiis value ; to be ascertained after they should

reach home. He conscntid; t^,nd the eng^igment being made, he sold bis

vraitis; and the purchasers, cooking thi ir food therewith, rejoiced at this

.'Uliverance : praised their preserver, and blamed themselves for laughing at

him, before leaving the island. The sequel w;is that, on arriving at home,

Maraf'/pa was treated worse than hchad been by the people of the ships ; but,

on bringing the matter to a test, the quantity of gold dust was found equal to

nyjiny lakhs of nioufy : the people of the town were impoverished, and Vengada,

master of the slave, became enriched, to a very great degree. Vengada, and his wife

gave the lad manumission ; in the story, mythologically accounted for. The pair

became very proud, in consequence of their great wealth. The god now assumed

theguiseof a mendicant, and, by a device employed, caused an entiie change in

the merchant's views. He became infatuated wiih what the document terns

" spiritual-folly;" under the influence of which he gave away all his wealth to

people around ; and, abandoning his house, became a half-naked ascetic. On

this subject several things, in the native taste, are added, evidently by way of

ornament to the writer's narrative : the sequel is the only thing here claiming

notice. The cod had promised him beatification at Tiruvarur. He accord-

ingly went thither ; and passed his time w th the cowherds at that place.

It was his cuMom to cause them to bury him, by day, up to the shoulders,

leaving only his neck and head above ground, and then to take him up at

night. Regarding him as an idiot, they amused themselvo-, by striking him

on the head and ntck. One day, towards evening, all their cows took a

sudden alarm, and ran away home to their stalls, the cowherds following

them ; forgetting die half buried ascetic. The next morning, remembiring

his c«se, they all ran to the s|)ot, and found his head and shoulders

transformed into an emblem of Siva, Perceiving then the fault they had

committed in striking a person identified with the god, they killed themselves

on the spot; so, at least, says the narrative.
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Account ol the destruction of the place.

The foundation of the town of Cdveri-patnam is ascribed to ;in

astrologer's advice; who, on calcuhitinj,^ the n;itivity of a merchant
named Fengada, prognosticated his attaiuiiiw great we^ilth, bv commerce

;

and, by the astroh)ger'.s advice, the foundations of a commercial town
were laid, and carried forward, the said astrologer directing the people

when to work at propitious hours. The town subsequently became
extremely wealtliy ; so much so, that ornamental parts of the houses

were made of gold and silver. There was not a beggar in the place.

In this state of things the god, disguised as a mendicant, passed through

the town blowing a conch. The j)eople, not used to any thing of the

kind, came to the doors; and, being unaccustomed to tlie u.sual mode

of alms-giving, they offered to the mendicant, gold, jewels, and the like.

The god was displeased at not receiving rice; and, as the document

states, destrO}ed the mouth of the Cdveri, and with it the town : a part

of which is submerged by the sea.

Some other matter follows, in which the writer, a servant of

Colonel McKenzie, seems to give his own opinion on the subject.

The matters therein requiring notice are, tliat a Brahman dug up great

treasure from a part of the site of the said town, which he used in the

endowment of a *ane ; that Jmersirigha raja o^ Tanjore, by advice of

his minister, had the sit3 of the town partially explored, when blocks

of black stone, and other marks of a town, were discovered, but that the

search was discontinued ; that in the Bayer's time abt>ut 400 years awo,

Tiruraala-rayer erected many buildings on or near, the site, with fanes

and the like matter=, the said buildings being in Negapatam, Nagore,

and the neighbourhood.

Remark.—This paper Vv'as in a very confused state of transposi-

tion in the book copied from ; causing considerable trouble to get it

into order. The document seems to me to be of more than ordinary

consequence. The observable points are :

1. The existence of a very large, nnd flourishing town at the

ancient dthouchure of the Cdveri river.

2. The extensive commerce carried on by sea
;
gold dust being

a part of the commodities.

8. The alteration of the former mouth of the Caveri, the

destruction of the town ; and the overwhelming of at least a part of it,

by the sea.
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On each of these points a disquisition mij^ht be written. For

the present 1 leave each point, noted only as a meinoranduin. Time

and circumstances permitting. 1 have further remarks to otter.

Section 5. Account of the chieftains of Torrte/wr.

A commnnicaiion to Colonel McKonzie from Vijuya

Vencatachellum Rediyar, zemindar of the capital town of Torayur

(otherwise written Turaiiir). In reply to inquiries concerning the

origin of this place, and of the ruling family, particulars are stated to

the following general effect.

In Sal. Sac. 1103, or 018 years ago, the ancestors of the writer wei-e

located in the Nellore district, nt Pallavote ; at which time the noighbourhood

of Torayur t\i the north of the Coleroon river was greatly infi sted by robbers.

Krishna rcnjer, at that period, was engaged in fighting against the Mahomedans

The ancestors of this zemindar, who were named Anar-redl and Sura-redi,

were warlike, and courageous, men ; and as their district was subject to the

abovemenlioni d prince, they were calltd out on military service, "which was

successful. The /?ff?/e/" sent the above two chit ftains to subdue the A'^Z/a/s

in the district of T'or<7//«7- ; which they by degrees effected; ard received

the district of Toruyur, made over to tliem by a copper-plate inscription,

from the Rayer. But the grant, and other vjuchers of honours conferred by

Madura rulers down to Tiniviala nayaker were lost; during the gnat period

of commotion. Some successive chiefs are mention<d. Lingn-redi the then

chief, had a share in the war auainst Tanjore, as subordinate to Choka ndCha

of Trichinopoly. Subsequently the Kallars ravaged the country, even to the

gates of the fort (of the capital), when the chief of Torat/ur had it given

him in charge to reduce them to order. Revenue matters, and the succession

of chiefs follow. In the time of Mindcshi animal, and Banf^dru Tirumala

nayaker, some Chenju people from the mountains, a class of Fedars, under

their chief, made an incursion even to the gates of Trichinopoly ; and the chiefs

of this pdUiynmo^ Torayiir being sent against them, took their chief prisoner.

They received some distinction in cou'^equcnce. Down to that period the

country of T(L>r<7?/M?' had been possessed on condition of military service, in

fi'ee tenure, without interruption. Chunda Saheb imposed tribute, to the

extent of 1,500 Rupees annually. The Nizam gave them five villages, in free

tenure. The writer mentions the succession of his father, and of himself. The
incursion by Ilyder Ali noted. He (the writer) was summoned to Trichinopoly,

and assisted against Ilyder; receiving thanks from Colonel Xixon, and

Mr. Sullivan ; who gave him a document assuring the possession of his

district, in free tenure. Certain distinctions were accorded, on the chief's

entering the furl ; among the rest, a snlutc of thirteen guns. He had a
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share in the war against Tippu Sultan : what follows relates to (lie seizure of

i\\Q palliyam by ihe Nabob; s^nd a discussion as to tho right of succession
;

which the English government determined in favor of the writer of th%

statement, the existing zemindar. The tribute paid appears lo have been a

tenth of the produce.

The boundaries of tiifc palliyam are given, by which it would

seem to have extended 80 miles from east to west ; and 40 miles frora

south to north, being In effect a large county, and more than any

feudal baron in England ever i)ossessed.

Section G. Notice of various dynasties of kings.

Names of the Chera kings.

A stanza from the Nicjhantu. It appears that the title of Cheran

was applied to the rajas of Travancore ( Tiru vanchij of Coorg, and of

the Malayala country proper.

Names of the Chola kings.

A stanza from the JSighantu containing epithets of Chola kings,

distinguished into those, of Uriyur, and Chola (that is Tanjore) ; the

former being ancient, the latter modern.

Names of the Pdvdiya kings.

A stanza from the same ; the explanation distinguishes between the

Madura kings, and the Pdndlyan kin^s; pciliaps referring to the two dynasties.

There follows a statement in brief of the four ages, kings,

ovaidros, in the usual vague manner. And then commences a list of

tlie Chola kings in the following order: —
1. Uttianga. 6. Arintava,

. 2. Kulottuiipa. 7. Uriyur Cholnn.

3. Raicndrii. 8 Cliengrani.

4. Tirumurii kanda. 9. Manalanla.

5. Kari kala. 10. Mami niti kandaa

and other names like these, showing an artificial construction, since they are

merely compounded epithets : in all 33 are specified, Sdlicahana is said to

have ruled 80 years, subsequent to them. Dacshana rajas (names not speci-

fied), ruled 650 years. The Yddava race came next in Sal. Sac. 730, the

beginning of their rule. The following names of that race are specified :

—

Sri rangha yadava 25 years Sal. Sac. 755

Vira narayana yadava, 13 ,, ,, 778

Omana yadava 20 ,, ,, 799

TLru Veueata yadava 22 ,, ,,
821'

Perank an i yadava 15 „ „ 83G

Knijdi gopala yadava '23 „ „ 851
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Narasingha yadava 13 Years, Sal. Sac. 882

C.mbali yiulava 15 „ „ 887

Bukhana .vadava 22 „ ,,
909

Vira Narasingha jadava 12 „ ,, 921

Immudi Naiasiiigha 8
,, „ 929

Ova yndava yadava 12
,, „ 941

Sri hari yadava "9 „ „ 9.50

Vasud^vayadava 12 „ „ 962

Tiruvaflii yadava 15 ,, ,, 977

Kadiji yadava H „ ,. 9^1

Fliya vMins-. yadava ..
j J2 ,003

Bhujatiga raja j

Saluva Narraya yadava 10 „ „ 1013

In all eighteen successions to the Vudava dynasty.

Rulers aJ Oranyal, or Warankal,

rrat.i[>a rudra 58 years Sal. Sac. 1071

Ballala rayen.. 87 ,, „ 115S

Anuvema reddi .- 77 „ ,, 1235

Vijayanagdram rulers.

Bukha rayen 14 years, Sal. Sac. 1249

1263

1276

1284

„ 1291

„ 1296

„ 1303

1312

1319

1334

1339

1343

„ 1350

. „ 1399

1410

1431

,r 1451

1464

1486

1494

150S

llari hara rityen 14

Yijaya hwkha rayen 13

Kasiiki, gaja devi rayen 8

Rama deva rayen. . .. ..•- 7

Viru pacshi rayen .5

Mallicarjuna rayen 7

Rdma chandra raven 9

Sklnva gada rayen 7

Deva rayen ... 15

Ganda yadava 5

Cnmara camba yadava rayen 4

Sfiluva gada 7

Saluva Narasinha rayen 49

Immudi Timma rayon 1 ]

Vira Narasinha 21

Crishna deva rayen ,,, 20

A chyiita deva rayen 13

Sadk Siva rayen 22

Tirumala deva rayen 8

Sri rangfha deva rayen 14
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Section 6|. Account of the Ch6la, Chera, and Pdndiya kings;

copied from a document in possession of one named Cali-cavi-rayen of

Puntvri. in the Coimbatore province.

This paper states the Cholas to be of the Suryavamxa (or solar race)

and deduces the family from Choliya, and it makes the incarnation of the

illusive cow, and the tale connected therewith, to have occurred in his lime.

Thence a genealogy is given, containing a list of forty-eight names ; bning

those that usually occur, with some others, not commonly mentioned.

There follow other names of kings in the Caliyuga, of "human form;"

that is not of extraordinary (or fabulous^ kind. Eighteen are specified ; but

these names appear as much compounded of Sanscrit epithets as the fjregoi.'g

;

and I hold names so compounded in great dubitation, as not likely to have

been proper names of kings, in a Tamil country : a remark which, by the

way, applies also to other genealogies. The extinction of the Chola race is

ascribed to a dispute between the then king, and the poet Camhan. The

venpa or stanza by which the latter commemorated the circumstance is given;

the substance of it being, that there are two kinds of arrows, one real, such as

the king had shot against Camhan, and another metaphorical, even bitter

words, with which Camhan tells the king he will extirpate his race. The

real case however was, that the king killed the son of Camhan; and Car}:han

in revenge killed the king's son. The king then shot at Camban ; and the

latter, escaping with his life, returned the compliment by his verses.

Some following kings, not of the race, assumed the cognomen of Chola;

and reigned some years. Tke bounds of the Chola kingdom are added.

A list of the Chera kings.

Of these thirty of divine order, or class, are specified ; and of the

human, or common, kind, in the Caliyuga, twenty others ; the last of these,

named Sundara murti, was taken alive to Cailasa, or translated. The boun-

daries of the Chera country are given ; and the term Congu desnm is used as

synonymous with Chera desam.

On going away, the aforesaid king devolved his authority on his

minister. In consequence the rulers of that land did not lide, as usual, in a

palanquin, but with their legs hanging outside, as if expecting the king's

return, and in order to be promptly ready to salute him on his coming.

The Pandiya race.

Of these seventy-two, of divine order, are specified ; and of those of

human form in the Caliyuga, twelve names are given, commencing with

S6rna Sundara. The twelvlh is here called ^oJan^o/, "crooked,'' or "inequi-

table, sceptre," a mere epithet. In his time the tow^n of Madura, with the

exception of the herdsmen's street, was burnt down ; owing to the revenge of

a Chetty's wife, whose husband, the king had ordered to be decapitated ; in

d\
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consequence of his publicly offering for sale an ankle ring, which had been

stolen from the female apartments of the palace. It is stated that, in the

conflagration, the king's race entirely perished.

The son of a Brahman, by a common woman, which pon was named

Chandra-huldtipa Pandiyan (^" the Pandii/a7i, the light of the lunar-line,"

a mere artificial title) ruled. Fifteen other names then follow, conformably

to the secondary "list in the Pundiya rajdkal before quoted.

In the reign of Kula-verddhana the Mahomedans came ; and, taking

the place, overthrew the fanes, itc. The king unable to resist, fled to the

west country. The Pdndiya desam was in Mahomedan disorder. A multi-

tude of troops came from the Carnnta country, and drove away the

Mahomedans; whereupon, the G/rnw /a chief re-called i^oma-sec'hara of the

the Pundiya race, and restored the government to him. Sixteen other names

are given (most of them the same as those contained in the list above referred

to), down to Chandra sec'hara, and Chandra cumara ; in whose time the

CAoZc invasion took place, leading to an appeal to the Rayer, who sent

Ndgama nayaker; and this latter is here stated to have killed Chandra Cumara,

otherwise called *S'«i7if^<zrft cMwi«m. The Rayer, inconsequence devolved the

Pdndiya kingdom on Visvaadt'ha nayak, who settled the country. His

dynasty follows, in the usual course, down to Mangamal, and the subsequent

strifes. All things subsequently fell into Mahomedan disorder.

A list of the Pdlliya carers connected with the last dynasty of the

Madura kingdom is added ; also a list of forts.

Remark.—This last paper would seem to belong to a foregoing

section. It is a document of importance, from the useful hint which it

gives about kings of divine and human order ; and from harmonizing

in all essential points, in the Pdndiyan history, with the Pdndiya

ro/aArc/i and " Supplementary Manuscript;'' adding a few details not

contained in either of them. It is therefore an independent testimony
;

and a third attestation to the list of kings, contained in the " Supple-

mentary Manuscript ;" rejected by Professor Wilson, because unsupport-

ed, as alleged, by any other document. This decree was a little too

hasty ; and the importance of full, and patient, investigation, before

forming any decision, becomes apparent, if not imperative.

Section 7. The genealogy of Anangdru dchdrya, the warden of

the fane of Srirangham.

This is a narration, at some length, of internal matters, within the

said fane, of well known celebrity.

It offers only occasional references to matters connected with Chola

kings, and their government. Among these Crimi kanda chdla is mentioned
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chotan, to repair the fault, made large donations. Other references are not

fio distinct, as to names. The chief subject ol the narrative is a detail of

strifes, and struggles, for power, bet-n-ecn two rival factions, within the fane
;

so that it often require] kingly influence to be interposed to adjus^t the diffe-

rences ; and these were for example, which leader should have the right of

putting a crown on the head of the idol, during the performance of certain

ceremonies, and which leader of the two factions should have the right first to

dip his hand in the S'lcred tirCha, or pool : in the latter case, it was deter-

mined that both leaders should dip their bauds in the tirfha precisely at the

same time. The intermural strife, seems to have been handed down from one

generation to ano'her. Taken all together the narrative exhibits a state of

things, within the structure in question, very different indeed from the almost

^Arcadian portrait drawn by Mr. Orme in his history: guided r.ither by his

imagination, than by real knowledge. As the fanciful portrait has been often

copied, and multiplied, it may as be well to know that it was unreal.

After the foregoing document, and connected with it, there follows

copy of a decision, or deci'ee by the Nabob (name not specified) concernivig

the two objects of contention, before adverted to ; that is to say, llie right of

first taking up water from the tit Cha (or pool,) and the light of placing the

crown on the head of the idol : verbal depositions of persons employed in the

service of the fane are introduced into the decree ; the result of which is, on

the whole, most favourable to the claims of the Ayiangaru; whose genealogy,

and other matters, are related in the preceding paper.

I have not given a minute abstract of the tissue of strife, nor specified

the abuse which the writer sometimes heaps on individuals of the faction,

opposed to his own. My impression is, that the document may be of use in

fixing some chronological periods ; but, to this end, it will require to be com-

pared with other documents, which are yet to be examined.

Section 8. Sfhala pitrdna of the fane of Subrahmant/a at

Utiyiir, in the talook of Cangaiyaim, in the district of Darapuram.

This legend was written by the head Brahman of the place ; who
states, tliat the like contents were engraven on copper plates, which were
lost in times of disturbance. In the legend there is nothing of con-

sequence. One of the divine alchymists endeavoured to turn the

mountain into gold, and all the alchymical elements needful for such

result are contained, in the said mountain, on which the fane is built.

There is little else capable of being noted.

Legend of a ^aiva fane in the talook of Cangaiyajji, and town of

Natta-kadai.
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The fane commemorates a fabulous victory of .Subrahmanya over

Suran. The account is brief, and inane. The copper-plates contain-

ing particulars, were lost in times of public commotion.

General Remark.—On M.S. Book, No. 1, counter mark 755.

It would seem probable, from the number, that this book was among

the earliest portions of the materials collected by Colonel McKenzie.

It is written on country paper, partially damaged by insects, and some

of the documents were written with pale ink, which greatly faded ;

aflording the first indication, leading to a recopying of the contents in

a more permanent form. These contents are of very differing value
;

some portions being worthless, and some of consequence. In the paper

about C*/iz^flr/<6ara7)1 the leading fact of a migration of three thousand

Brahmans, from the north, to this place is important ; and, from the

way in which it is repeated, confirmed, and connected, with the very

existence of that chief fane, of the CAo^a country proper, I have no

doubt of its substantive authenticity. It adds an item to the otherwise

existing evidence to the fact, that the Brahmans were originally

foreigners in the Peninsula. In the accounts of the Poligars herein

noticed, there are some historical gleanings to be gathered. The notice

of the great commercial town at the ancient mouth of the Cdveri, is

most valuable. I have long had in contemplation a disquisition (1) on

the early relations of India * with Sumatra, Java, Ceylon, and the

neighbourhood (2) on a great geographical change of form in the Sinus

Gangeticus, or Bay of Bengal, t and all adjacent localities, especially

those south of Madras ; and (3) on the great geographical changes, yet

to be anticipated. The paper in question will assist that disquisition,

whenever my leisure may be sufficient to allow me to fill up, and

amplify my plan. The list of Yddava kings, and the document obtain-

ed from Cali-cavi-rai/en of Coimbat(jre are also very valuable. The

latter explains an obscure passage in the Pdndiya-rdjdkal, about kings

adapted to this Caliyuga age ; and will help, in any general digest, in

the needful work of reducing the accounts of the Pdndiya kingdom to

something like authenticity. (Analysis 1838.)

'J'he book is a folio, of medium thickness, country paper, injured,

the binding also.

* See an Essay in Madras Journal of Literature and Science Vol. 16, No. 87, Art. V,

f Lecturee at the Madras Polytechnic Institution in 1849, a» yat unpublished.
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19. No. 821. (No. 14 CM. 907). Four sections.

The two first sections are in Telugu ; the two last in Tamil,

As the whole relates to the Malat/ulam country, it may be referred to

that heading infra.

20. No. 822. (No. 18, CM. 772). Twenty sections.

This book has the same title as given above, 13, No. 811, and

seems to have been received earlier. It is marked Vol. 2, Section 1,

contains an account of the Selupatis (or lords of the isthmus) at

Rdmesvaram. A similar account was translated and published by me.

(Or: Hist. M.S.S., Volume 2, Supplement) in 1836. Section 2,

see VIII supra. Sections 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 17, 20, contain accounts

of various temples, and two alms-houses in tbe Coimbatore country*

Sections 4, 13, 15,16, 18, 19, have notices of as many /ja/%a-cara*

(baron chieftains) formerly in that country.

Sections 7, 11, 14, are statistical; the last one giving an account

of wild tribes of people on the yinaimaldi (or elephant-hills) of

Darapuram district.

The book is a quarto of medium, thickness country paper, injured,

the binding loose and injured.

21. No. 824. (No. 11, CM. 765). Seven sections.

Section 1. Account of Candapa-raja oi Mdilapur {St. Thom^),

connected with a legend concerning St. Thomas.

This is a legend stated to be translated by one named Ndnapracdsjvt,

from a Latin manuscript. It docs not bear great internal marks of

authenticity; and in all probability is merely a Roman Catholic legend. It

was translated by me, as a curiosity ; and the translation was printed in a

number of the South Indian Christian Repository. To that translation it may

be sufficient, in the present place, simply to refer.

Section 2. Notice of the race of Cavalapa nayar of Naduvali.

This paper, though in the Tamil language, relates to the Malaydlam

country. It begins with an sccount of the oiFspring of a Brahman by a

Chanditla woman, which child was thrown into a river, and taken out, at

some distance, by a Brahman woman ; who, after some time discovered the

child to be a Chanddla. Various families are then adverted to; and also a

variety of local customs. The mention follows of the generations of the race

of Cavalapa nayar not well admitting of abstract.

Jxemnrk.—The said Nayar I am informed resided near Pdlgat

cheri, and his family consists of various subdivisions : the paper may

therefore be of local interest and importance; though, seemingly, not

of consequence in any general point of view.



Section 3. Account of Puthupotnam, near Sadras.

In the 2301st year of the Caliyuga there were two racshasas

named Chaturangan, and Balarangan who were very powerful, and

lived in Chaturanga patnam (Sadras). These cleared the forest, from

MailapUr, as far as to Cudalur (Cuddalore), and destroyed the wild

"beasts. Mdvali chacraverti is traditionally said to have been their

descendant- A. legend follows, designed to fix the locality of the account

of Mdhali to this neighbourhood ; but the incidents differ from the

usual narrative, as for example in the Bhdgavata. The Jainas after-

wards had an ascendency in this neighbourhood , and seventy-two

families built the town called Puthupatnam (or New-town), from being

then newly built. Seventy-two head-men among them rode in palankeens

(a mark formerly of high distinction). A chief to the north of them,

fought with tliem. He was named Purushottama-prahhu. After much

loss, on both sides, he was taken and killed, by being fed with rice

without salt. In consequence of the cruelties of the war, a town received

the name of Kodavujiatnam (derived from a word denoting cruelty).

It is then (absurdly) stared, that they fought against Sanatcuindra, dindi

being denouncd by that royal sage, a mud-shower desended and

destroyed their towns, and the sea overflowed them. Thus from Mdilapiir

to Cudalur, " not one stone upon another," now remains of their

habitations.

Section 4. Account of the F^dar of the Wynaad district.

These were wild, and naked savages; v?ho, "after the flood,"

increased and lived by hunting. They were very ignorant, even of the

existence of any god. In later times, kings of the country, perceiving

them to be people free from guile, took them into service, fed and

clothed them ; employed them to destroy wild beasts, and, at length, as

soldiers. The Fedars ultimately built for themselves a fort in the

Wynaad country, and ruled over some extent of territory ; but their

town was subsequently taken, and incorporated within the jurisdiction

of the Malaydlam country. They were certainly a useful people in

clearing the country of ferocious animals.

Note.—This paper may be compared with one abstracted from a

Malayalani M.S. book. No. 3, Section XI. It also further illustrates

the extensive existence, in the Southern Peninsula, of an aboriginal

people, differing from the Hindus.
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Section 5. Account of the Manradiynr of Immiidipatnam.

This is a notice of a pdllii/a cdra of modern origin. Tlie head of the

race was named Manradi. The chiefs of this district were employed against

the Kallars, or thieves, another name for the Curuinbars or Vedars ; and

subsequently, in the wars with Tippu Sultan, they rendered essential services.

Formerly the Curumbars kepi herds and flocks in this neighbour-

hood ; whence their town was caWed Pattipu/am. Other names were

given. Certain old coins have been found there. Remains of their

fort appear. Eoman coins have been found there. The people had a

town on the sea shore, for the purpose of trading. There is a large

stone inscription, said to have been engraved by the Curumhars : but

now illegible; unless perhaps by the keen eyesight of very young per-

sons. There were certain large jars containing bones, which some

years ago, after being examined, were cast into the sea.

Note.—There is no title to this article, and the locality is

doubtful.

A notice of the Villar, Irular, and other rude tribes. Among
them the Yanadi tribe are civilized, in some degree, and like other

people ; but the others are in the rudest possible state. A chief of

Pnlcai (Paulgatcherry,) in consequence of an association formed with

them, was driven from his tribe.

Note.—This is another trace of the singular people before

adverted to, in the neighbourhood of Sri-hari-cotta ; and part of the

probable aborigines of the country.

Section 6. Account of the Pdnta-curhls at Paduvur.

This locality was formerly in possession of the Jainas, as is visible from

the remains of their bastis, or fanes. They were destroyed by the Brahmans

in the time of Adondai ; and some embraced the Bralimanical system. They

had the custom of putting their old people, when very infirm, into vessels of

baked earth, and leaving them to die From this custom, the paper deduces

the origin of the Pdnta-curhis. There is an inscription ; but the letters are

became illegible.

Section 7. Account of the Curumbars.

The ancestors of these people were engaged in the great war of

the Pdndavas. Their descendants were afterwards dispersed in various

places. These were Jainas. A proverb is current concerning them

(from a particular incident) that their eyes are on their shoulders.

From a custom common among them of having their heads shaved on
the death of one of their number, they were raassacreds in one day, by
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barbers. The place is called Narambiir. A detail of their forts, twelve

in number, is given.

A Sanniyasi who had seen a book written by the Curumbar,

states, that they were numerous and powerful before the time of

Adondai, and of the Jaina religion. Various other matters concerning

them are rather doubtfully mentioned ; but it is stated, that they cer-

tainly held power as late as the time of Krishna-rayer ,- when, in conse-

quence of their pride, the Vellarkas engaged certain barbers to massacre

them ; and, besides, the troops of Krishna-rayer, along with those of

the Wiyalvar poligars, further destroyed them.

General Remark.—This book is a collection of traditionary

statements by one of the agents of Colonel MacKenzie. Some of the

contents previously occurred, in documents before examined. Being

injured, and written in pale ink, the book was restored. In cases

wherein the contents harmonize, in substance, with those of other books,

the agreement in testimony may be considered a$ affording additional

evidence to the points in question.

The book is a small and thin quarto, Europe paper, loose from

tlie binding.

22. No. 825. (No. 8, CM. 762.) Eight sections.

For Section 1, see VI, 9.

Section 2. Account of Padmdchala, and of its fane, in the

Coimbatore country.—This account professedly is extracted from the

Scdnda-j)uranam ; some adhydyas of which are copied. The object is

to account mythologically for the veneration said to be due to the hill
;

and to narrate the first formation of different Saiva emblems found

therson, with their connected shrines. Nothing beyond this simple

indication of contents is required.

Section 3. Legend of the fane of Nardsinha Perumal in the

Tinnevelly district.—Under this section, brief notices of various Saiva

emblems are comprised ; offering nothing deserving of special notice.

Section. 4. Account of Tadi combu, an agrahdram, in the

Coimbatore district.—The account does not ascend higher up than Sal.

Sac. 1400, and has some minor details; not meriting much notice.

Section 5. Account of the fane of Jhobala, named after Nara-

sinha svdmi.—Legendary details concerning this fane, and others in the

neighbourhood, arc comprised under this section.
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Section G. Account of Cutheraicluini.

Section 7. Account of Ganiiivadi and Cotapalli.—A legend, as

to the first mentioned place, and other legends of places in the Canna-

vadi; and Coiapapalli districts are stated : each one brief, and of no

importance.

Section 8. Legend of Manar-koil, at Cape Comorin.—The legend

is founded on a mythological fiction of Sivas coming to the south ; and

there being again married to Paravati, as Canya-C'.i.mari. Similar

legends are common to most of the Saiva fanes, in the peninsula.

General Remark.— This book is a little injured in the covers;

and slightly touched by insects: the ink also is faded. Still it will last,

as it is, and be legible for several years, with only common care. Its

condition would point it out for restoration, %vere the contents worth it;

which, with the exception of the first section, does not seem to be the

case. All the remainder, at least for the present, is passed, without

further attention.

The book is a large octavo, thin country paper, much injured

by insects.

23. No. 827. (No. 12, CM. 766.) Fifteen sections.

Section 1. The universal deluge according to the account of

the Jaina people in the Chettupat district. The account was given by

one named Cauundesvarer. There are some geographical details of the

neighbourhood of the Himdlaija mountains, with chronological defini-

tions, dealing in magnificent periods of time, and narrating chanfres of

those periods; bounds of Dherma cayiddm, and Mlechch'ha candam;
the period of great heat, of fire-rain, previous to the deluge; then other

kinds of showers, among them of sugar-cane juice, of poison, quintes-

sence of poison, by which means the earth sinks down depressed ; then

come showers of milk, nectar, water; and, afterwards, the earth becomes
restored :

grass, plants, shrubs, &,c. re-appear,- men also again inhabit

the earth, who dwell on it, and increase. After forty thousand years,

the Menus and Chacravertis are born, and continue to rule. Then
comes a period of twenty crores of crores of years, at the close of which
the seven kinds of showers, as before, introduce the ijuga-pralaxja or

periodical deluge : certain other changes occur down to the year 2480 of

the Caliyufja, corresponding with the year of the era oiSalivaha>m 1739
(A.D. 1817, when possibly the account was given.) After another

18000 years, there will be extreme heat for ,^1000 years, and then in

el
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the Dliern/a candain only, the fire-showers falling, will be followed by

the periodical deluge.

Note.—This short paper is in Tamil, strangely mingled with

^Jracrit; and the writing is so much faded, as to be with difficulty

legible. It contains the most extravagant exaggerations, but illustrates

obscure expressions in other manuscripts as to fire-showers ; and may

be taken generally for a confirmation of opinion, among the Jainas,

substantially the same, as to the leading fact of the deluge, with the

opinions and records, concerning the same great event, by the Brahma-

nical Hindus.

Section 2. Accounts of a raja of Chenjl (Ginjee) who persecuted

the Jaina people.

In the year of Sdlivdhana 1400, (A.D. 1477-8) Cavari Vencata-

liati nayak ruled in Ginjee, over the Tiruvadi district near Vrtdd'hd-

chala. Being a name of a low tribe, he demanded of the Brahmans

who, among them, would give one of their daughters to him as a wife

:

they replied that if the Jainas would first give him a wife, they would

themselves do the same. The Brahmans went to a famous Jaina in

the Dindivanam district, who promised to give his daughter to the

chieftain ; but instead of actually doing so, contrived to offer him a very

cutting insult. The chief, greatly incensed, issued an order to decapi-

tate all the Jainas that could bo met with. In consequence, some Jainas

emigrated, some adopted the Saiva religion, some were slain, and some

dissembled, secretly following their own rites. In Uppa Velur a dis-

guised Jaina was taken at a jjool of water while performing his evening

ceremonies, in the Jaina method, and was sent to Ginjee; but as the

chief had just then a child born in his house, he pardoned the Jaina.

This person, after so narrow an escape, vowed to devote himself to an

ascetic life. With some preparatory studies he fulfilled his vow.

Another Jaina through fear, had emigrated towards the south,

passing from place to place ; till at length, in a dream, he was directed

not to go any further away : immediately afterwards he heard of the

approach of the Mahomedans towards his native place; he went to meet

them, and advanced as far as Arcot, where he acquired land to cultivate.

After some time he sent for the before-mentioned Jaina ascetic ; and, to

prevent a strange religion being introduced, he located that person on

his lands, as a teacher and guide. Sometime afterwards a Brahman

named Tattdchdri/ar set up a pillar at Conjeveram, and challenged any.
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who might think proper to come, and dispute with him. Hearing of

this circumstance, the aforesaid Jaina teacher, named Virachena

dchdryar, went thither, and overcame Tattdclidnjar in polemical dis-

pute, upset the pillar, and returned to Uppa VeLur ; where he fell sick,

and died. Subsequently the Jaijia religion flourished greatly in that

neighbourhood ; and Tai/amur uda///dr continued to extend, to per-

sons of that persuasion, flattering distinctions and privileges.

Note.—This paper was more legible than the former one ; but,

in some places, difficult to be restored : it seems to contain a plain tra-

ditionary statement of matters not very remote ; and, in the main, may
possibly be depended on. Many Jainas live in the neighbourhood of

Arcot, Vellore, and Conjeveram.

Sections. Account of the Sanc'/iya, and other modes of reli-

gious credence.

In the early times, during the reign of a son of Bh,ara(a, the Maui
Capila performed penitential austciities after the Jaina ( Vaulmava) mode.

There is a dei'ective Prdcnt .sloca, or verse. Some notice follows of the

foundation of the Sanc'Inja school by Capila; notices of other persons, with

defective slocas; account of leaders of the Jaina system, and of their disputa-

tions with the followers of other opinions.

Remark.—This paper is in the same handwriting, and mode of

composition, as Section ], but the ijik so much faded, as to leave the

meaning prevailingly unintelligible. The attempt to read it, and by
consequence to restore it, has been a failure. The information that,

if otherwise, might have been obtained from it, we most probably

possess from other sources.

Section 4. Customs, and manners of the Jainas in the Chettu-

paf district.

This paper contain? two parts here designated by the letters A and B.

A. The Feti dherrna ^\v\Sravana dherma. a. The Vetidherma is of ten kinds.

1.

—

Ard'hyaram, to follow the right way, and teach it to others. 2.—J/ar-

dhava, to behave with reverence to superiors, and carefully to instruct disciples.

3.

—

Satyam, invariably to speak the truth. 4.

—

Snvjam, mentally to renounce

hatred, affection, or passion, and evil desire ; and outwardly to act with purity.

5.

—

Tiyagam, to renounce all bad conduct. 6.

—

Cshdrnu, to bear patiently,

like the earth, in time trouble. 7.^^Tcipasu, outward, and inward, self-morti-

fication. 8.

—

Bi-ahmachdrydm, to relinquish all sexual attachment, even in

word, or thought. 9.

—

Ag/nchanain, to renounce the darkness of error, and

to follow the light of truth. 10.

—

Samyanam, duly to celebrate all special

periods, festivals, or the like.
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b. The Sravana dhe}ma, is of eleven kinds. 1.— Terisinir/en^ one

who relinquishes certain unclean kinds of food, with killing, lying;, theff, and

all anxious cares. 2.— Fritiken, one who eats not at night, is faithful to his

teacher, to his family, and to his religion ; he is self-restrained, and keeps

silence, and zealously renounces the use of all pleasant vegetables. 3.

—

Samathiken, is one, who with the foregoing qualification?, renders homage to the

Divine Being three times a day, morning, noon and evening. 4.

—

Proshopa-

vasen, one who fasts on certain days, so appointed to be observed. 5.

—

Sachi-

ian-vriten, one who, with the foregoing dispositions, renounces certain kinds

of food. 6.

—

Rnitiribakhten, one who observes mortification during the day

only. 7.

—

lirahmdchdrya, one always occupied in contemplation of God.

8.

—

Anaranqien, one who quits cultivation, and all other secular occupations.

9.

—

Aparigrahan, one who renounces all kind of earthly gain, 10.

—

Anu-

onati-pinda-vrithen, one who forbears to eat even that which he had prepared,

11.— Uiishta-pinda-vrithen, one who relinquishes dress, except ior mere

decency
; he carries a pot, and lives in a wilderness.

B. The Purva carmam and Apara carmam,,

a. The Purva curynam is of IG kinds; and relates to ceremonies

preceding birth, attendant on it, or consequent thereto ; with any particular

ceremonies, on special occasions, during life.

h. The Apara carmam, is of twelve kinds ; and relates to ceremonies

consequent on death ; the first being burning the body ; and the others differ-

ent rites appropriated to following days. The names only are given, without

any explanation of the tarious ceremonies.

Note.—Section 4.—A, is in the grant'ha Savscrit character, with a

little Jaina Tamil, towards the close. B, is Jaina Tamil; though not very

legible, the restoration has been effected. This section may have its use.

Remark.— In the Sravana dhcrma, particularly, some resem-

blance appears to some peculiar, and known tenets of the Pythagorean

philosophy. Pythagoras is ccnsidered to have learned his system from

the gymnosophists of India, usually confounded with the Brachmanes

;

Lut the Sanscrit term, answering, to gymnosopliist, i^ Digambara, usually

understood to have belonged especially to the ancient votaries of Bud-

dha, and from it, the Brahmans of the South coined the corrupt term

Samanar, to denote the shameless sect of the Baudd'f/as or Jainas. I think

that the tenets taught by Pythagoras were those of tlic Indian D'ajam-

haras, or primitive Baudd'hisfsi and throw out the conjecture as i^er-

li^ips meriting attention.
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Section 5. Representation of the Jalnas of the Chettupat district.

A petition to Colonel MacKenzie, Surveyor General.

The Jaina system was established in the Peninsula from very early times,

and had many fanes, with other buildings for sacred purposes, well endowed.

The Saiva and Vaishnava systems arose in opposition
; and the Bralimans of

those classes, by their learning and magical arts, bronght over the kino-s, or

other rulers, to their mode of credence, followed up by persecutions of the

Jainas; their champions in polemical discussion being first overcome by
magical means, and afterwards destx'oyed. (Some well disposed rulers, know-

ing these proceedings, protected the Jainas; and made allowances to their

religious edifices. A Jaina king from the north, named Hemasitula, came to

the Dandacaramja (the great Peninsular forest), and clearing it, brought a

large colony of people from the north. But Kulottuyiga Chola, and Adondai,

took the country ; and, by the counsel of the Brahmans, many Jaina edifices

were appropriated to the Hindu system of worship, and other edifices were

destroyed. At a subsequent period, the conquerors relenting, five Jaina fanes,

at places specified, were protected and endowed. Vicrama Chola especially

made a free-grant of land to the village of Chitamhiir ; copy of the inscription

on stone, recording this grant, had been sent to Colontl MacKenzie, with the

petition. About six hundred years ago, Yedata rayer and Vaishnuva deva

rayer gave 1400 pagodas as a free donation : the inscription commemorating

this grant remains. About two hundred years ago, Vencatopali rayer gave

a free donation of one thousand pagodas; copy of the inscription, recording

the grant, transmitted. The rulers of the Carnatacn country gave donations.

During the rule of the Mahomedans, as the Brahmans were their agents, these

without the knoAvIedge of their employers, resumed the whole of the grants,

with the exception of only 200 pagodas. Besides, Ibrahim Subadar fouglit

with Rayaji of Arcot ; and, faking possession of the whole, vary unjustly h f

t

only 40 pagodas of the annual endowment. The Jainas complained to the

ISTabob (name not specified) who issued an order on the subject; but the

messenger bringing the 'Jrder, was seized by the Subadar, and ill-treated.

Terrified by this proceeding, the Jainas made no more comphiints ; but com-
mitted their cause to God. When the British assumed the country, they

removed the distress which the Jainas had suffered, and conducted themselves

with equity to all. The people generally were restored to their privileges

;

the Hindus were employed and favored, and the Saiva and Vaishnara fanes

protected ; but, about 100 fanes belonged to the Jainas were neglected.

The Clutambur {ixnG, being ancient, and distinguished, received some little

notice, to the extent of 60 pagodas. Considering that tlie arrangement was

made by servants of the Honorable Company, the Jainas were afraid to

make any complaint. At length '< as a child addresses its father '' they took

-. 1
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courage to address the Governinpnt; pointing out the alleger] invidious dis-

tinguisMng favors accorded to the Saicas and Vuishnavas above themselves,

who were earlier established in this country (the Tondamandalam). As we

(says the petition) do not desire niiich, we now enclose a list of actually neces-

sary expenses for Chitamhur, and other fanes.

Section G. Account of the Jaina fanes at Chitamhur in the

Chetiwpat district, with list of expenses.

The required expenditure referred to, in the preceding article, follows

here ; but as it relates to very trifling items, and to the supply of such articles

as oil, incense, lights, and the like, it was not thought necessary to copy out

this portion, which could be of no general interest.

The following queries conic after the list of required expenses
;

and appear, as far as can be made out, to be inquiries given by Colonel

MacKenzie to his agent, named Ji')pav7i : some of the inquiries would

seem to have been answered by the foregoing, and other papers.

1. From the early times to the present, the statement of kings who

ruled, is required to be made ; either from written history, or from tradition.

2.—Kegnlations of old, and down to the present time, with the dates or periods

of their authors, required ; also their countries, towns, and eras are wanted.

3-— Eight thousand Munis were killed at Madura : in what particular places,

and at what times, did this event occur? 4.—As the Jnina system is

asserted to be the original one, at what time, and place did it begin ? 5.— To

what place in Ceylon w?ere the BauddPhas first sent ? 6.—It is said that the

world was destroyed by a flood, and only Satyavrata preserved ; what do the

Jaina books mention on that point ? 7.—What do the Jainas say of showers

of fire, and of mud, destroying the earth ? 8.—From what country did the

Ladas and Lebbis come ? 9.—The Yeti dhcrma, and Gr/shasCha dlieima.

(The rest illegible.)

Section 7. Account of Damara pdham in the Arcot district.

In the beginning oftheeraof Sdlivcihana, this country {Tondamnnda-

lum) was governed by the Curumhars, who built forts; and Kulottunga Chola,

heariniJ" that they wore bad people, came and conquered the land ; which he

gave to his posterity. After sometime, in the days of Vira sambu raycr, one

named Vira vasanta rayer acquired authority in this mud fort, and changed

the name to Vira vasanta puram, building temples : which, after sometime,

<]ecayed; together with his authority. In the iimQ oi Achijut a raycr io^

Vijayanagaram) an investigation was made by him : he had a ear made, and a

fane built to Varada mja; with other similar matters. In the time of Zulficar

Khan thecouiiliy went to ruin. In the time of the Nabob Walhijah this mud
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fcrt was attended to : a Killadar, and revenue-court were fixed there. In the

grviat disturbance, many paople from the vicinity took refuge within it. The

fort is fiftcea cawnics in extent. There follows a list of the fanes, or temples

ivhich are around it; together with sacred pools and porches.

Section 8. Account of Arakiyachenan and Anjatacandan, who
ruled in the fort of Ay'davi ia the Arcot district.

Anciently all this surrounding country was waste, the abovemcnfioned

persons came from the norrb, and bi It forts on the hills, named Cuthiraitondi

and Vaiyalitondi, with a town named Arhagu chenai, having a palace therein,

with a surrounding wall and gate ; they also formed a lower fort, and an

upper citadel. These chiefs extended their authority to some distance around,

strengthened by fortified posts; and, being without fear of superiors, they

began to molest the common people. Matters being thus, about three hundred

years ago "our forefathers" came from the district of Sri sailam in the

north, to this country; from what cause is not known. By the permission

of Vominunar, who built the fort of Yellore, they resided under his authority,

and constructed a small military fort ; becoming a check on the before-men-

tioned marauding chieftains. They formed five villages into one district
;

and protected the people. From that time, downwards, whether, they held

the land by sarvamdniyam (tax free) or hy art'hamdniyam {ha\( tax) we do

not know. Subsequently from the time of Sabdulla Khan, they were accus-

tomed to pay a small, and easy tribute. From the time of Rayaj'Cs subah,

that easy taxation ceased ; and a regular tribute, to the full extent, was paid.

In the time of the Nabob, in consequence of the molestation of one named

Silanayaken (supposed to be some predatory chief), we built a small fort of

brick for protection ; and gave a maintenance to the troops that kept it, from

the proceeds of the land.

After the assumption of the country by the Honorable Company, that

allowance was discontinued ; and the fort now only remains. "VVe continue

to cultivate the ground, and pay tribute to the Company, like others ;

sometimes by direct tax to Government, and sometimes by an intermediate

lease to farmers.

There are two old fanes, one Saiva, one Vaishnava, in the neighbour-

hood. Some other unimportant details of fanes, sacred pools, &c., at the

close of the document.

Remark.—Compared with other papers, the opening portion of

this section may throw a ray of light additional on the state of the

Carnatic under the early Mahoraedan, or else the Vijayanagara, govern-

ment. The narrative implies its having heen written down from the

oral communication of villagers ; apparently of the VeUala, or agricul-
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tural class: claiming by tradition a descent IVom persons who emigrated

hither from Sr'i sailam in the north.

Section 9. An account of Pundi, a Jaina fane in the Arnee

district.

This is a shrine of Arluit of the Jamas, of great consequence.

The paper commences with a poetical description of the paradise, in the

midst of which it was built. The occasion was the following :—Two
Vedars (of (he tribe of wuld hunters) one named Irumhan, the other

Pandan, came thither ; in order to dig up an edible kind of root.

There was an ascetic who, like Vdlmiki, was doing penance in a white-ant

hill, when these hunters, in digging, struck him on the breast with their

implement. The hunters, afraid, shaded the spot with branches, and daily

brought to the ascetic (who was named Tellumani-nathar) offerings of honey,

flour, fruits, and roots. After doing so for a long time, another Muni came

thither, named Samaya-ndthar ; on seeing whom, the Vedars became almost

lifeless, through dread; but on his manifesting tokens of favour they recovered

self-possession. The Vedars said to him " there is a god like to yourself in

our quarter." The Muni, being rejoiced, bid them show him where, which

they speedily did with great reverence. Under his instructions, the foundations

of a shrine to Arliat were laid, with the prescribed ceremonies. The two

Vedars afterwards hastily ran away, taking with them their bows and arrows,

to the Rayer ; to whom ihey reported that they brought good nevrs, which

would remove his troubles. On the Bayer inquiring what it was, Pundnn

reminded him of a promise from him of giving even to the extent of half his

dominions, if an evil-spirit which possessed his sister, and which had destroyed

all who attempted to exorcise it, could be cast out. AVhile the man was speak-

ing, this spirit quitted the woman, who came forth dressed, a plate of flowers

in her hand, with which she set out to visit the residence of the Muni, whose

power had cured her. The Rayer and his family, followed after ; and, on

coming to the place, they all paid homage to the sage. On the Rayer asking

him what he demanded, he required that the begun temple should be properly

finished ; which the Raijer accordingly directed to be accomplished. The

two Vedars had villages given them, which afterwards bore their respective

names ; and, when one of the Munis died, the other continued to reside in, or

near, the shrine.

Note.—This paper, from the fading of the ink, caused great

trouble in restoring particular passages, with a few failures in making

out some words, and letters- The general sense is however preserved ;

it is in poetical Tamil of the plainer sort, and merely the legend of a

Jaina fane. The Payers name is not mentionedj nor any date.
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Accordingly the only use of the document is to illustrate native manners
;

and the mode of the introduction of the Jaina system, at a remote period.

The tribe of Vedars (a pure Tamil word, having no connexion with the

Sanscrit word Veda) were not Hindus ; but, according to indications in

these papers, they were the earliest inhabitants of the Peninsula, giving

way before the Curuiyibars ; even as these also were superseded by the

pure Hindus. In Hindu writings, the term VMar is synonimous with

every thing low, vile, and contemptible, under a human form.

Section 10. An account of a hillock of white pebbles (fossil

remains) at CallaiMlyur in the district of Chetiupat.

To the east of the above village there is a hillock, entirely of white

siones. The hierophanc of the fane in that village gave the following account

of them.—Two rdcuhasas, named Vathen, and Vil-vdthen, lived here, and were

accustomed to feast foot-travellers in the following manner. Vil-vathen first

slew his younger brother Vdthen, and then cooked him in pots, out of which

he fed the traveller. The meal being finished Vil-vdthen called on his brother

by name, who came forth alive, rending the bowels of the guest; who dying,

in consequence, both of the savages feasted on his body.

On the occasion of the marriage of Siva and Parvati, at Cddusa, they

dismissed Agaatya, gending him to the mountain Pothaiya in the south ; who,

on the road, came by the residence of these rdcshasas, and was treated with

great civiliiy by Vil-vathen, and the usual meal : on its being finished, Vil-

vdthen called his brother, and Aga.stija, penetratin}? the state of the case, took

up the words, and added a word or two of Sanscrit, in consequence of which

mantra the body of Vdthen dissolved; and passed away, without doing

Affasftjn any mischief. He denounced a wee on Vil-vdthen, who died. The

bones of these t>vo rdcshasas having fallen to pieces, and becoming petrified,

are now termed white pebble?.

Remark.—Setting aside tbe ridiculous *fablc, a tradition like this

implies that the Hindus designate savages by the term rdcshasas ; and

that possibly (as Dr. Leyden has intimated) cannibalism was common
in India, among the tribes supplanted by Brahmanism or Bduddldsm.

The hillock itself, if really a fossil petrifaction, is an object of attention

by the naturalist.

Section II. Account of the fane of Tiruvapadl, and of the

ancient fort o^ 'Adindrayen samb'hiiva raT/er, at ^aya/nr in the Chettuput

district.

In ancient times Pardsara rishi (father of Vyusa,) and Marcarideya

ruhi, retired for penance to this mountain, named Su-darisanam. Vishnu

* It is current in Siberia ; but with different names.

/I
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came tbither to see them, and remained reposinp; on 'Adi-sesha; giving

mocsham (or eternal liappiiirss,) to such as came to worship him there; these

visitors being not men, hut the inferior gods, they formed mountain-pools for

bathing, which now make five cascades. The tiri'has (or pools) are

designated by numes ; in one of them the footsteps of Vhhnu are visible,

by the marks left. A little to the east of tliis hill Vira Ndrayana samhliuva

rayen built a fort ; <:overned the country, and made some charitable grants;

fragments of buildings in brick woik indicate the site of this foif. His palace

was on a hill at some distance westward, where also vestiges appear ; there is

also a Vaifihnava fane ; as only a few dwellings are in that place, it is now
called I'aycdur (a hamlet in the open fields). At the foot of the hill there

was once a Saiva fane, of which now only the emblem of Siva remains.

Under the hill are other antique vestiges ; among them of a wide street with

mantapas (or porches) and other similar things, appendage? to Hindu worship.

In a former yuga (or age) the Vanar (sylvans) paid homage to Rama, the

incarnation of Vishnu ; und when the latter returned to Vaiconfho, he called

for them; some, followed him, and some remainei! ; continuing, to the present

day, in l^aislmava fanes, to attend on the god. The black-faced species of apes

especially abounds in this district.

This siatcment was written according to the account given by the

Nambiyun {Brahman) of Tir^ivnyipadi, and of Vencateaa muthaliar.

Remark.—From an account lik'3 this we can extract nothing

more than the certainty of some head town of a district having existed,

under a chitf, whose name elsewhere appears, and who may have been

among the chiefs arising out of the ruins of the ancient Chola dynasty.

Section 12. An inscription on a slab, at the entrance of a Jainu

fane at Tarakal in the district of Vdndivasi.

The inscription commemorates the grant, by Tirumiuapa st-astasti

Gava-2)ei un-si)if/heii, of a Pallichantam (alms-house) to the officiating hicro-

phants, and their assistants. It has no date, except the specification of

Carticeija month (part of November). It is in Tamil, mingled with Prdcnt,

in the usual Jaina manner, and does not appear to be complete ; unless the

sign (an abreviation) he intended to denote (&c.) by the Copyist, as not

having transcribed the whole ; which seems to be not improbable.

A remark by Apdva (Colonel McKcnzie's servant.) In Turakal

there is a small hill tni which there is a curious Jaina fane, and another

one at the base ; in one place there is an image of fine workmanship
;

and in another place four well-sculptured images. In the latter there

are three inscriptions, respectively in tlie Canarcse, Tamil, and Sanscrit,

of which the letters would require great pains to copy, or decipher.

There is the unfinished commencement of a sculptured cave like those
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Q.t Mdvalqmram ; and several natural caves around the lull; in three

of which there are Jaina images, on seats (or pedestals). They say

that Jalna ascetics lived in these caves ; there was most probahly a

Jaina-sabha (or assembly) here in former times. The description, and

account were obtained from Loga-ndtha nayanar.

Section 13. An account of Aragiri hill, near the village of

Arungunram in the Arcot district.

In the Scdtula-jmrdna, by Veda Vijdsa, an account is given of a place

three and a haX^ yojanas (leagues of 10 miles each) west of Conjeveram, where

there was a celebrated fane, endowed by many rajas ; as Kulottunga Choi a,

and others. Notice of festivals in the neighbourhood. In the fanes of

TjW//^ ««^7;(7, and CWa/;«-rtafV^ff, are inscriptions of the year 1120 era of

Sdlivdhana. On a large stone there is an inscription of the time of

Kidottimga Chola, commemorating a treaty between Jambu-rayen, who ruled

in the west country the conqueror of aPdndiyaking, and Rdja.kesari-varma.

There are besides many other inscriptions, commemorating grants by other

persons. The Mahomedans broke up this fane ; and used the materials iu

building Arcot. In the shrine of one of the emblems of Siva, to jS". E., some
offerings continue to be paid. There is a perpetual spring (fountain) near

the place. In the era of /Sa/^taAawa 1122, one named Chengeai Vicrama

rayer Jambu rayer, built a fane to the (grdina-devat/) village tutelary

goddess; an inscription on a pillar of the porch in the attestation. Various

benefactors built and endowed particular places ; and, after their time, a

chieftain named Jnjnthicandan acquired authority, and fixed boundary gates

at a great distance around. At the time, Vellore, Arcot, and xVruee (forts) were

not built : when those were constructed that chieftain's power had passed

away.

To the paper is appended a list of ten sacred pools, and two larger

reservoirs.

Observation.—The foregoing paper seems to afford some

historical indications ; and the neighbourhood, therein referred to, would

seem to abound in remains of some antiquity. Should the inscriptions

not prove to be found among those in the collection, from the

Conjeveram district, they would perhaps merit an attentive examination.

We find herein a confirniation of Section 11, and that Jambu-rayen (or

Samb'huva rayerJ was probably the titular name of some series ot'rdjas,

or important chieftains.

Note.—From Section 10 to 13, the hand writing differs, and with

a few exceptions, is legible, not causing much difficulty : these sections
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have been satisfactorily restoied ; though in a very few years more, the

ink would have entirely faded.

(A paper not sectionized in the list at the head of the book

No. 12).

Account of the Vellore Mahomedan chiefs, composed by l^elli

Gandaiyar.

In the course of the CaVnjuga, Gholam Alt Khan ruled in Vellore.

He had four sons. The names of these are mentioned, and their rule, Acbar

Mahomed Ali yvas the youngest, and most distinguished. In his time, one

named Sila nayaken made great disturbance in the country. A force was sent

against him ; of which the marchings and halts are stated. On coming to the

ho\mdi?ivy oi Sila nayaken, spies were sent ; who, after having ascended the

hill fort of Sila nayaken, returned and reported that they had only seen

women. As many of these as should betaken were ordered to be sent to

Arcot, and one named Rangajja Chett'i advised to have their hands and feet

cut off; which, it is implied, was done. Mention is made of a lame Pundit, who

supplied Sadut ulla Khan with ten lakhs of money. The cause of the above

hostile movement is stated to have originated in a disagreement between

Sila nayaken, and one named Varadiijar, who had been accustomed malually

to accommodate each other with loans to the extent of 30,000 pieces of money

But, on one occasion, the loan of only 4,000 was refused to Sila nayaken. In

resentment, Sila nayaken waylaid the pregnant daughter of Varadaiyar ; and

after seizing her, had her bowels ripped open, the foetus taken out, and its

place supplied with thorns ; the abdomen being afterwards sewed up.

Varadaiyar went to Arcot; and, by Mahomedan aid, effected the desti'uction

of his cruel neighbour.

Observation.—Exclusive of the above, there is some absurd

matter as to the derivation of the name of the Palar (or milk river), and

of the Shadaranya, which will be found to be better given elsewhere in

these papers. There is also a very loose paragraph, of no weight, as to

what the writer had heard of the Mahrattas and Mahomedans, in the

Peninsula. It states that the Rayer ruled 500 years before the

Mahomedans, the Velldlas for 700 years before the Rayer, 300 years

preceding are not filled up with any name, and antecedently to that

period the Chora, Chola, Pdndiya, kings, and the Chacravertis ruled.

This is not a well written paper ; its only use seems to be to explain

who was Sila nayaken before referred to (Section 8), and to show how

ruthless human nature can sometimes be, under particular circum-

stances.
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Section 14. Account of Tlrupanang-kddu in the district of

T'lruvarur.

Reference to the marriage of Siva and Parvati on Cai^(i>^a, the assembly

of r.25/«s, and others, among tlK^m Jgastya Siud PuIosChija ; at which time

the earth was irregular in height, and yjjfoi-f^^/a received jjn order to go, and

make the earth equal, or level. A promise that Siva would appear to him

by the way, was accomplished at this place, caWed Th i(pana?ig-/ia(lu, as being

situated in the Dandacaranya, abounding with Panna (i .e. palmyra) trees.

At a subsequent period three celebrated poets named SunrJarar, Appar, and

Sampantar, came to Tinivalur, and sung the praises of that place. A little to

the south of Tiruvalur, at Tirupnnang kcidu, the god appeared to them in

the guise of an old man, struck the ground with his sulam, producing water,

and provided food. Subsequently a Chola king, Avho had incurred the guilt

of killing a Brahman, came this way, and to remove that guilt of killing a

Brahman, seeing the place without a fane, he built a double shrine for the

god and goddess, with the usual accompaniments and grants ; recorded by

inscriptions. After the Chula kings had passed away, one named Tamalavdru

built a large mantapa (porch) in front of the shrine, with a mud fort around.

Subsequently some district chieftains turned this fortification into a strong

hold, and put troops therein. In the time of Anaverdh Khan, nabob of Arcot,

five hundred Mahrattas came by treaty, ai d treacherously took the fort ;

killing Mitrtinayaken its commander and raising it to the ground. The
families of p.^ople for ten miles around, through fear of the ]Mahratta cavalry,

had taken refuge in the fort : many of these the Mahrattas killed, while some

escaped wounded ; the shrine was plundered, and its service ceased. In the

time of Bayaji the ruler of Arcot, a wealthy man from Madras made some

endowments. In the great Mahomedan troubles, worship ceased. The

Brahmans did notsucceed in obtaining the patronage of the Honorable Company.

A Brahman made some repairs, with alms collected by him, and the

CumlPhdbishSgam (transfer of the inherent divinity of the image into a pot of

water) was performed, during the process of the repairs.

Section 15. Account of the tribe of Nohkars in the Tiruvalur

district.

This class of mountebanks arose about the year two hundred and

fourteen, era of odlimhnana. They acquired skill by the assistance at

Devi (or Durga), on ome occasion they especially exerted themselves at

Trinomali; fixing their pole on the top of one of the loftiest turrets of that

fane, and going through their feats, as though the pole was fixed on the

ground. They then, as a bodj', begged of the spectators to affiliate them

into their tribes, which request was refused. At length the tribe of
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weavers consented to receive, and incorporate, Iheni into that tribe. Hence

they are considered to be the weavers' adopted children.

jS!ote.—These people have not the appearance of Hindus. Per-

haps they came to India about the abovementioned period ; and they

would desire to be naturalized. I have heard another account of their

origin. They may add a class to the number of those who, being in

this country, are not aboriginally Hindus.

[The restoration of greatly damaged paper books begau with this volume (Sec. fol.

vol. 1, pages 73— 122.) The book bears a Memorandum by me, that the copyingwas finished

7th September 1837- The original is a small quarto of medium thickness, very pale ink,

country paper, much injured.]

24. No. 828- (No. 20, CM. 774.) Eleven sections.

Section 1. List of kings in the Caliyuga.

A few names very defective, in the three first ages. The Caliyuga list

commences with Janamejaya, and there are other names without distinction

ofplace or country, though we know some of them to have ruled in places very

distant from each other. Rajendra Chola, is dated by an inscription in

S.S. 460, Devamahd rayen by inscription, S.S. 1060, Virvpacshi raya S.S.

1238, Sdluva Narasingha (leva raya S.S. 1420, Vira Narasingha raya S.S.

1391, Aurungzebe S.S. 1554.

The list of course, does not admit of being abstracted. A few dates

and names are written as specimens. The list may be of use torefer to, in

comparison with other lists ; and, as now restored from an almost illegible

state, will admit of easy translation.

It is followed by another list, of which the ink is so much faded as to

be no longer capable of restoration. From a few names, which can be read,

it seems to be a fuller repetition ; the same names appearing to occur, with

now and then a name not to be here found ; but it is not possible to make

any thing of it, sis a connected whole.

There follows a page of illegible writingf, endorsed, in English, as a

letter; and another half page, of Pawc??^« kings, of no value.

Section 2. Account of the most ancient sagos and poets, with

their places and dates, in the Drdvida desam.

This section, with so promising a title, is a mere cheat. It has

a few names of ascetics and poets, better known from other authorities
;

without the promised distinction of time and place ; and, being quite

worthless, the copying of it w;is omitted.
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Section 3. A geneial list of books and inscriptions.

This list refers merely to certain parts of the papers, in the

McKenzie collection, supplied by the writer of the list; and is of no

permanent consequence, ihere being a fuller catalogue in existence-

See page 34.

Section 4. Account of Pradatta raja.

The paper commences with a declaration ascribed to Bra h?na of the

severe pain, and penalty incurred by any one stealing, even an atom of pro-

perty, from a fane of Siva ; which, inclusive of minor matters, involves the

being sent to Varna piiraia (hell), and the beinj; sunk in a stratum of fire.

There are other details of the evils which must follow the taking a bit of gold

from the temple at Arundchalam (Trinomalee) ; and of eating any thing

belonging to it, more fatal than eating poison. In illustration Brahma
narrates an account of the visit of Pradatta, kino; of Benares, and of the

surrounding country, in extravagantly hyperbolical language ; and of his

language; and of his becoming enamoured of one of the deva ddsis, of the

fane at Arundckalam (or Trinomalee) in consequence of which his f.ice Avas

transformed into that of a baboon. Some of the great men said it was from

an evil thought; and advised him to render special adoration to the image

worshipped there ; which he did, and recovered a beautiful form. These cir-

cumstances Brahma related to Sayiaca rishi. The entering on another

narrative is announced, which appears to be the one contained in the follow-

ing section.

Observation.— The preceding is probably part of a legend con-

nected with the Triyiomalai temple; and has been evidently constructed

so as to impose a superstitious dread of taking any property from that

place, or of coveting any thing belonging to it : it is veiy well adapted

to the intellectual measure of the lower class of natives : it may illus-

trate manners and opinions; but, in any historical reference, it seems

quite useless.

Section 5. Account of Vajranga Pandiyan.

The king of the fertile country on the banks of the Vaifjai, one day

set out on a hunting excursion, to the great terror of the elephants and other

beasts; and, in the course of the chase, he started a civet cat, which ran

directly for Trinomalee, and then went round the mountain, when it fell

down being exhausted, and died ; the horse (ganavattam) on which the

Pandiija king rode, also fell down, from extreme fatigue, and died. Immedi-

diately two Vidhyddharas (celestials) a2:)peared and said to the king, " Why-

do you grieve? we were imprisoned in bodies, through the malediction of
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Duriasa tuIu, from having trodden on some flowers in his garden ; so tliat he

commanded one of us to become a civet cat, and the other a horse. On our

asking, when the spell would be dissolved, he said, it would be by Vajrangata

Pdndiyan." Tiiese two animals then attained final happiness, by the merit

of having gone around Arunachalam-ViW (or Trinomalee); but as the king

did not walk round, but went round on horseback, he had no part in the

merit. He subsequently made over his kingdom to his son, named Art'ha-

nangata Pandhjan, and became an ascetic, residing near the hill. His son

sent him much money ; with which he greatly added to the splendour, and

beauty of the fane. On walking round it one day, the god Siva met him,

in a visible furm; and told him th-it he also had been imprisoned, having

heretofore been Indra, who threw his diamond-weapon ( Fajranga) at him

(Siva); in consequence of which he was condemned to live on earth as

Vajrangata Pandiyin; but that now from ihe virtue of his munificent acts

to tlie temple, he shoul I be re -admitted to iiis former state, and again become

Decendra.

Observafioa.—The composition of this, like the former, is in

poetical and hyperbulical language ; but with incorrect orthography.

A Pandiya king is otherwise understood to have repaired, and beauti-

fied Trinomalee ; and on this circumstance the fable is constructed.

It seems to be a portion ot the Trinomalee sfhala jjurdnam- But it is

of little use beyond illustrating native opinions; and was restored

because found in a book greatly damaged by time ; though, in itself,

this section remained quite legible.

Section 0. A list of Chola kings.

The list consists of a few names only, without any dates : the

transcribing them has not appeared to be of any importance.

Preface to the first part of the History of India, composed by Ndrd-

yanen astronomer (of the Ananfa Kori race.)

(This is not entered in the table of contents at the beginning of

book No. 20.)

This book was written at the request of Colonel W. Macleod, of Arcot,

during Lord Bentinck's government of Madras. After the usual poetical

invocation, it gives an account of the cause of its being written; the different

powers and kingdoms to be included ; and the authorities consulted in the

compilation. The work proceeds to narrate the creation of the elements of

all things, by Ndrayanen ; the formation of the Brdhmandam, or mundane

egg, and the division therein of the orders of beings, and things. An account

of the different 2/ «<5'fl's. Formation of gods, amras, and mortals. Avatdras
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of Vtshiu; eclipses; fasting at that time peculiar to India. After some

Indian astronomical details, the writer states his preference of another system,

that of the earth turning on its own axis, and revolving round the sun, with

different length of days in different latitudes (evidently derived from inter-

course with Europeans); geographical divisions of India, on the native system,

some mention of Nepal, Moghulistan, Turkistan and Hindustan Proper. This

leads to mention the hirth of Krishna, about one hundred years before the

end of the Bwupara yuga, and his reiguing in Dmdraca, a town which he had

built on the sea-shore. The end of the first book.

The foregoing is another copy, so far, of the large work entitled

Carndta-rdjdkdl, before abstracted. Should other cdndams, or books,

he found among the paper manuscripts, the whole manuscript may be

restored ; but the above is of no special use, being merely another copy

of a portion which exists in the larger work.

Section 7. Account of the Jain temple of Parsvanandt^ha

svdmi at Tirundrayanen Conda village, in the district of Yelvanachura

Cottai.

It is in the Vriddhdchala district: a stViala mahatmya. In a certain

wilderness, a kind of roots grew which Vedars dug up for food. One day a

man of that class saw some growing in the cleft of a rock, and going lo dig

them up, disco vei-ed the image of the above god. A winged creature also

appeared, at which the hunter, being dazzled, exclaimed " Appa ! " " Ayya

!

"

The being said "I am appa, and ayya is in that image." The hunter asked

for a spiritual vision, and had one enlightened eye given him; the report of the

circumstance led to much discussion among the country-people ; who, on con-

sulting, noted various marks about the hills, and concluded that it must have

been a place of residence for ancient ascetics. The king of the country,

coming to a knowledge of these things, treated the hunter handsomely, and

had a temple built oa the spot. There is then a narrative given, as having

happened before this circumstance, to account for the image being found there.

This forms a Jaina version of the Fdndiya king renouncmg the Jaina system

for that of the Saivas. By this account the famous Appar was born and

bred a Jaina; but through ill-treatment of the head-ascetic of that system, he

went away to the south, by way of the CJiola kingdom, and became a Saiva.

In consultation with Sampantar, and Sandarar, a plan was formed to convert

the Pdndiyan king. Appar, by the power of incantations, inflicted on him a

grievous illness ; and then sent Sanipantar and Sundarar with the vibhuti,

saying that if he accepted these, he would be cured, He replied that being a

Jaina, he coiuld not do so. On their returning with this answer to Ap2)ar,

the latter inflicted severer pain on the king; a,nd then went personally to him.
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and said that, if his teachers could remove one half on one side, he would

remove the other. The Jaiaa teachers, being sent for, said that to use magical

incantation was contrary to their religion. Appar then promised to cure the

the kinof, to which he consented ; through the craft of Appar, and because an

evil time for the Jaina system was come. After being cured, Appar asked of

the king to allow all the Jaina temples to be turned into Sawa ones, at which

he hesitated ; but, at length, being gradually overcome, and through previous

ignorance of his own system, he was drawn over to become a Saiva, and he

then gave a body of troops into the hands of Samj^anfar, Sundarar, and

Appar ; with which they displaced the Jaina images, and turned the fanes

into Saiva ones. But on coming to the hill, in question in this paper, as

soon as /^ji?par ascended three steps towards it he was struck blind. Astonished,

he offered some prayers according to his Jaina knowledge, and had one eye

restored ; he then resumed the Jaina way, and had both eyes restored. The

Saiva seeing what had occurred, carried him off; and, in a brick and chunam

water-course, near to Chlllamhram, killed him. The account closes, as being

given b}' persons who had received it downwards by tradition.

Remark,—The leading fact is historical, and every version of it,

especially from opposite religious parties, may render it better defined.

Section 8. Chronological tables of the Hindu rdjas (termed

Jaina kings of the Drdvicla country, in the table of contents of book

No. 20).

A few names of kings in the first age : a few names of the solar line

in the second ; a few of the lunar line in the third age : in the fourth a

mixture of names, one or two of them being Jaina. Chandragupta is termed a

Jaina. The Chola rajas. Himasila, a t/aiwa king. In the Wst oi Rayers,

there arc some names, not usually met with in those lists. Some dates of

these, and of Chola kings, are given ; the list comes down to a modern date.

A list of kings in granfha characters is given, termed Jaina

kings.

Remark.—These lists, though imperfect, may have some use

for occasional reference.

Section 9. Legendary account of Cauda Cottai (and statement

of an emigration of artificers from India, by sea, eastward).

In the town of Manda, anciently the Camalar (artificers of five

sorts) lived closely united together ; and were employed by all ranks of men,

as there were no artificers besides them. They feared and respected no

king, which offended certain kings; who combined against them, taking

with them all kinds of arms. But, as the fort in -whicli the Camahr
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lived was entirely construcied of loadstone ; this attracted, and drew

the weapons away from the hands of the assailants. The kings then promised a

great reward to any who should burn down their fort. No one dared to do

this. At length the courtezans of a temple engaged to effect it ; and took

the pledge of betel and areca, engaging thereby to do so. The kings greatly

rejoicing, built a fort opposite, filled with such kind of courtezans ; who, by
theii- singing, attracted the people from the fort, and led to intercourse. One

of these at length succeeded in extracting, from a young man, the secret, that if

the fort were surrounded with varacu straw, set on fire, it might be destroyed.

The king accordingly had this done ; and, in the burning down of the fort,

many of the Camalar lost their lives ; some took to ships belonging to them,

and escaped by sea. In consequence, there were no artificers in that coimtry.

Those taken, in the act of endeavouring to escape, were beheaded. One woman

of the tribe, being pregnant, took refuge in the house of a Chetty, and escaped
;

passing for his daughter. From a want of artificers, who made implements

for weavers, husbandmen and the like, manufactures and agriculture ceased
;

and great discontent arose in the country. The king being of clever wit,

resorted to a device to discover if any of the tribe remained to remedy the evil

complained of. This was to send a piece of coral, having a fine tortuous

apertiire running through it, and a piece of thread, to all parts of the country

with promise of great reward, to any one who should succeed in passing the

thread through the coral. None could accomplish it. At length the child

that had been born in the Chetty's house undertook to do it ; and, to effect it,

he placed the coral over the mouth of an ant-hole, and having steeped the

thread in sugar, placed it at some little distance. The ants took the thread,

and drew it thi-ough the coral. The king seeing the difficulty overcome, gave

great presents, and sent much work to be done ; which that child, under the

council and guidance of its mother, performed. The king sent for the Chetty,

and demanded an account of this young man, which the Chetty detailed. The

king had him plentifully supplied with the means especially of making plough-

shares, and having him married to the daugiiter of a Chetty, gave him grants

of land for his maintenance. He had five sons, who followed the five different

branches of work of the Camalar tribe. The king gave them the title of

Punehayet : down to the present day there is an intimate relation between

these fi.ve branches, and they intermai-ry with each other ; while, as descendants

of the Chetty tribe, they wear i\ie}nmnul or, caste-thread of that tribe. Those

of the Camalar, that escaped by sea, are said to have gone to China. It is

added that the details of their destruction are contained in the Calingata

parani.

Eenuirlcs.—There is no doubt, historical truth covered under the

veil of fiction, and metaphor : it is particularly desirable to know if
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artificers really emigrated from India to tlie eastward. The ruins of

Manda, or Mandu, remain without any records concerning that place,

I believe, in any known history. The Calinyatu parani, a poem, is in

the McKenzie collection, See 1st family, supra.

Section 10. Account of the Curumbars, and a massacre of them

by treachery.

Under the Mayer's government the Curumbars ruled in many districts.

They consti-ucted forts in the various places. They tried to make the Muthaliers

and Vellarhars render them homage, to which the others did not consent

;

and the Curumbars in consequence greatly troubled them. Still they did not

submit. Accordingly in betel gardens, and in many other places they con-

structed very low wicket gates ; so that the Hindus, coming to them, must

be forced to bow on entering. But the Muthaliars and Vellarhars

instead of entering head foremost thrust their feet in first ; and thus treated the

Curumbars with contempt. As the latter had power in their possession,

they vexed the said tribes. These, at length, went to a barber; and,

promising a gift of land, asked of him counsel how to destroy the Curuntbars.

The barber gave them encouragement : he then went to the houses of all

his tribe ; and engaged their services bv promise. It was the custom of

the CuTumhars, that, if one of their people died, the whole family should

have the head shaved. One of the seniors of the tribe of Curumbars

died ; and, by custom, the whole tribe at one time sat down to have their

heads shaved. The aforesaid barber, on this occasion, charged all his

associates each one to kill his man; which they did, by each one cutting

the throat of the person shaved. The women, thus suddenly widowed,

had a o-reat pile of fire kindled, into which they leaped and died, execrat-

ing their enemies. The ruins of the Curimbar forts and villages are still

visible, being heaps of mould : there are very old wells, some for instance,

near Sadras ; the bricks of these wells have an appearance of great antiquity.

Remark.—S^h^t credence is due to the tradition I cannot tell

;

if true, it adds another instance to the tragedies, consequent to sectarial

hatred, and effected by stratagem and treachery, which appear in this

collection.

Section II. Accounts of the Wiijalvar, MutiUyar, at Nerva

pdlliyam..

The Curumbars in the time of the Bayers, built forts, causeways,

&c. In that time these Wiyalvar came from Ayoddhya in the north. They

brought with them two tutelary goddesses, called Angalammai and Wiyalam-

mai, together with attendants (as supposed of these idols). These first

halted at Virapuram. At that period one Chennapa nayak was acting
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with great violence, and killing many people. The Rcnjers, in consequence,

promised to this new tribe, that if they would remove the nuisance he

would give them the district, so cleared, as their reward. In consequence,

by the power of their goddess, they took those robbers ; and having

obtained the district of CJ/ennopa nayah, they first gave it the name of Canda-

gadi pdlUyam. Subsequently as the Curumhars gave much trouble, and

insulted the Muthaliers, the Rayer made great promises to these Wi)/alvar,

if they would destroy the Curumhars. The Wiyalvnr, in consequence, by

the aid of the Bayer's troops, and a thousand men of their own, destroyed

the Curumbars. The Eayer gave them great distinction for the same, and

some villages. They established their goddesses in two villages ; and in one,

had also a Vaishnava fane. They built a palace ; which afterwards they sold

to discharge a debt.

Remark.—This account may be compared with another book,

and section, making mention of the Wiyalvar ; and this tradition, if

true, adds to the proof that the earlier inhabitants of the Carnatic were

destroyed, to make way for colonies of Hindus.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, injured, pale ink,

binding loose. It was re-copied August 1837, see folio, A'olume 2,

page 86—138.

25. No. 829. (No. 15, CM. 769). Five sections.

Section 1. Account of the war of Tondaman Chacraverti and

Visvavasu raja.

Adondai the son of KaloUunga Cliola, havinrj destroyed the Curum-

hars, and cleared the Avaste lands, ruled the country. Its four boundaries are

mentioned, and a hyperbolical description is given of its splendour and power.

A king from the north named Visvavasu came with a great army and fought

with him for a year ; by which, much of the country was laid waste, and the

whole conquered. Adondai tied with some scattered remnants of his forces,

and lived for some time on fruits and roots, the spontaneous productions of the

earth. While wandering about, a temple of golden colored turrets struck his

view ; he entered and worshipped Isvara, and Isvari therein, and determined

to remain there. After some time he was favoured with a vision of the local

Numina ; who assured him that his adoration was accepted, and promised

him a great army, with the entire recovery of his possessions. As the

Tondaman was afraid of his adversary, this fear was reproved ; and, as a sign

he was told, that on going to the encoimter he should find, at a certain place,

the figure of Nandi (the bullock vehicle of Siva) which usually looks at the

gate of a shrine turned the other way. A greatly exaggerated description is

given of oq^ battles, which resulted in favor of Adondai; who, at length.
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with his OWE hand, cut down Visvavasu raja. This last (in the Hindu
poetical fashion) is then represented as turning ipto a celestial form ; and,

addressing the conqueror, he gives an account of the cause why he was
banished from Indroh presence, to be a king on earth, and to have his form

restored by the hand of a votary of fSiva. After declaring the right of the

conqueror to rule over the land, he went to the invisible world. The
victorious Adondai appointed ministers to assist him ; and, returning to

Suriti'puri (the place of the former vision) he made great additions of

shrines and ornaments ; and caused the public festivals to be conducted with

regularity.

Bemark.—This is only another, and more poetical, version of an

account otherwise mentioned in other papers of the collection. The

leading fact, that Jdondai conqueved, and regulated the Tondamandalam,

is unquestionably historical. The means will be found to exist, in the

collection ; of bringing out the connected circumstances in full detail.

Section 2. Account of Arcot, derivation of the word ; first and

second settlement, and subsequent history.

The Brahmanda purdna is adduced as an authority. Nandi (the

vehicle of S/u«) for some fault, was sentenced to become a stone on earth;

and accordingly became a mountain, called Nandi durga (Nundidroog).

Vishnu interceded with Sit'o, on behalf of i\"«?i('//. Siva ordered Ganga in his

hair, to fallen the mountain (the river Pa/«r rises from Nundidroog), and to

wash away the fault of Nandi. Ganga replied, that if she descended on earth,

she wished Siva and Vishnu to be in their shrines on the banks of the river,

and that she might run between both to the sea. The request was conceded;

and ^iva came to Cdnchi jmram (Conjeveram) in the shape of a 5/ oAwaw.

An account of the images of Siva ; and of the six rishis who established

them. The waste' country wherein these six ascetics dwelt was termed

Shndaravya (in Tamil ' ArKcddu) " six-wildeiness;" whence perhaps came the

word, popularly ^vl'itten, and pronounced, Arcot.

When Kulottung Chola and his illegitimate son Adondai, had conquered

the foresters of the couniry, they saw that this Shadaranya had been the

abode of sacred ascetics; and h once they built many fanes, with the usual

accompanim.cnts at CdncJiijmrani, and other places. Subsequently the edifices

built by them went to ruin ; and the country becinne a wilderness, as it had

been before. Thus it rcmair^ed for some time, till NaJa Bommanayadu,

and Timma nayadu, being on a hunting excursion from Fennacondai,

hearing ih(!re was a muliitude of beasts in this forest, came hither. They

saw an old bare chase a fierce tiger, and seize it by the throat, at which

they where surprised: they considered this to bo an auspicious place; and,

haviuS caused it to be colonized, they cut down the forest, termed
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lArcadu, and built there a stone-fort with treasure discovered by Anjanam

(a kind of magic) ; and, ruling there, the power desceiided to several genera-

tions. At length Zulfecar Khan, with a Mahomedan force, came into the

country ; and, after fighting with the raja of Ginjee for twelve years, he took

the hill-fort of Ginjee, and placed Davood Khan in this country, as his

subadar : Ginjee, and other places, were included iu the district of Arcot,

and the subah of Arcot, thenceforward became famous. Davood Khan,

after regulating all things, went to the north. Zulfecar Khan colonized the

country with Mahomedans; and greatly improved it. He was superior to

the former Carndtaca raja; and he mp„de some benefactions to Hindu fanes.

From the constant increase of inhabitants, the town became very large.

During this Mahomedan rule, it was not allowed to the Hindus to build

large houses, or to travel in any conveyance. If any such thing appeared,

the persons connected therewith were seized, fined, and reduced to poverty-

Such being the case with the settled residents, the persons employed as

servants were six months on fatigue duty, with a bundle of rice in their hands,

and another six, with their hands tied together in fetters. At length when

English came into power, and the disturbances had ceased, as Arcot was a

large town, it received much attention, and the inhabitants were happily

released from their troubles.

Remark.—The former part of this section is merely of etymo-

logical consequence ; but the latter portion, as to the founding of Arcot,

is valuable ; and is capable of being jointed, in its proper place, with

the other portions of real history to be gathered, hero and there, from

the materials which form this collection.

Section 3. Account of the Baudd'ha rajas who ruled in the

seven-walled fort of Arhipadai tangi.

Anciently the Baitddlias ruled over one-third of the country, forming

the Bandacaranya. They built a large fort with seven walls, called as above.

There were Batiddliist fanes of celebrity, at various places ; among them at

Conjeveram. The last of their rulers was Hemasithalari. Many persons

came to them from a great distance in the north, teaching their doctrinal and

polemical sdstras. They became very accomplished in their religious way.

They were united among themselves ; and sent their children to a great

distance to receive instruction.

Two persons named Acalangan and Niskcalangan produced a perse-

cution, by privately writing in a Baudd'ha book, that the Jaina system was

the best one. A device was had recourse to in order to, discover the authors;

and, on being discovered, they were forced to flee for their lives, hotly pur-

sued; -when Nishcalanrjcm, by sacrificing his life, contrived to allow Acalan-

.
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^f^w to escape ; charging him, on succeeding, to spread their S3-stem. The
Baudd'lias, in the heat of the moment, had tied a piece of flesh, in all the

Jaina fanes, with as/oca of contemptuous import. Acalangan after his escape

put a vessel, containing ordure, in the BaucWha fanes, with another sloca

in retaliation. Under these circumstances of discord, the raja ordered an

assembly of Baudd^ha and Jaina learned men to dispute with each other ;

and to finish within a specified time, when he would himself embrace the

victorious system, and put all of the opposite party to death, by grinding

them in oil-mills. The Baudd'has concealed themselves behind a tliin cloth

enclosure, so as to see their opponents, without themselves being seen ; and,

managed the discussion bj- means of doing homage to an evil goddess : as the

appointed term approached, the Jainas became anxious for their lives. In

this extremity Acalangan had recourse to a goddess named Svdla dcvi, who

appeai'ed to him, and gave him a phrasse to use, which would mean, "what

more?" or " what is there behind?" bidding him kick with his foot behind

the veil-curtain. On the morrow Acalangan inquired " what more?" or

"what is there behind?" And, at the same time, by kicking at the curtain,

he broke a large jar in which the fermented juice of the palm-tree had been

kept ; wherein, from long standing, there were worms, and whence an offen-

sive smell proceeded. The king, in consequence, declared the Baicdd'has to be

conquered : to which they were compelled to accede. Acalangan was after-

wards admitted to the raja's presence, and became his instructor.

There is a reference to further matter on the subject, contained in

Book No. 27.

iJcmar/c.—Under restriction as to that reference, it may be ob-

served, that from this section the Bauddlias and Jainas clearly appear

to have lived together as people of one religion, under two modifica-

tions ; the Jainas gradually increasing, by coming from the north ; and

that only a casual dispute led to the violence of a schism. The account

is an exparte one from the Jainas^ who seem to have supplanted the

Bauddlias. The statement, that these last had a fane at Conjeveram

is consistent with vestiges found there, and elucidates a part of the

Madura sfhala purdna, while it affords an idea as to the time, checking

the extravagance of that purana. Supposing the statement received

from the Jainas to be with them a matter of record, or correct tradi-

tion, we may conclude with certainty that incidents in the Madura

purd}ia, carried up to a high antiquity, were not more remote than the

early part of the Christian era. In this way, I conceive, documents

which seem to be trilling in themselves may, by comparison with other

documents, assist in elucidating points of actual history. Ihe Brah-

mansy and, the Bauddlia-h or Jainas, are the best possible checks on
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well known to Indian history ; and in the progress of development of

these papers, it will be seen that Baudd'has and Jainas were subjected

to it, at a later period, by Hindu kings, under Brahmanical influence.

Section 4. Account of the destruction of eight thousand Jainas

by the famous Sampantar murtl at Punai-talxai-matam.

This is an accouni considerably ornamented, and much resembling the

accounts which we otherwise have of the d( struction of the Samnnar at

Madura ; herein also referred to. The site of the transaction is however

different; the name of the king who is concerned, is not mentioned, nor yet

the name of his kingdom. I am rioubtful, whether the transaction be not the

same with that which occurred at Madura. At all events the paper is worth

translating as a note, or illustration to any leading view of the whole subject.

The general fact that Sampfintnr was the inciter of an extensive, and cruel

persecution of the Baudd'has (or Jainas) by the Saivas, is historical.

Section 5. Account of the first founder of the Choice kingdom,

named Tayaman-nalli.

Anciently the Pandiya, Chola and Tonda countries were one vast

forest, called after Dandaca, a racshasa, that dwelt in it. Rama brought

several people from the north, and one person, named Taynman-nilli^ settled

at Tric'hinopoly ; then surrounded by a vast wilderness. He built a fane, and

placed an emblem of Siva, called after his ov.n name, on the rock : he also

paid great attention to cultivation. He had a son called Ven Cholan, from

connecting the Cau very river with the Vennnr; and thereby fertilizing an

enlarged extent of country. His son was C«ricanda Chola, so called from

having embankd the Cauvery river.

Remark.—Of the accuracy of this paper, I have some doubts,

chiefly because the name of the fane on the top of the rock of Trichino-

poly is said to be an epithet of Siva of the same import, in Tamil, with

Matri Bhuvesvara in Sancrit, that is "Siva who became a mother,"

from a fable that Siva gave suck to an orphan; being- no doubt some

historical circumstance, veiled undei' an emblem, or hieroglyphic. The
name was also borne by a famous adioaita poet at Trichinopoly

;

whether it belonged to a colonist from the north, as stated in this

paper, I would leave others to determine.

General note to manuscript Book No. 15.

The paper on which this book is written remains in good preser-

vation, unattacked by insects. But the writing being very pale, and

liable to early illegibility, pointed it out for restoration. The contents

h2
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of the book are of average interest ; and a few passages are rather

special.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper. The restored copy

is in folio Vol. I, page 125—162, copied in August 1837.

26. No. 830. (No. 14, CM. 768). Ten sections.

Section 1. Account of Pandoo coolies {Panta curhis) in the

jaghire, and Arcot districts, written from different verbal accounts.

This paper contains an account of certain subterranea, or excavations,

as if they were tombs, discovered at various places ; of the exact nature, or

character of these pits there appears to be no certain knowledge; but the writer

has collected, and stated, the traditionary accounts of people near the places,

where those excavations were found; by which they are asciibed, 1.—To a

desire of obtaining shelter from a predicted shower of fire, about the beginning

of the era of Sdlivahana. 2, To certain pigmies that lived towards the end

of the Divdpara yuga, who constructed for themselves these dwellings under

ground. 3, To the five Pdndavas, as a refuge from the persecution of

Duryodd'liana. 4, To the votaries of certain goddes-, named Nila m^tcari

who offered to her monthly sacrifices therein. 5, To the Vedar and Curum-

har (hunters, and savages), of former days, as places of protection for their

wives and children, from wild beasts. 6, To certain men in the time of

Rama, who had monkey's tails; whence these pits are by some called Vali-cudi.

7, To rdcshasas, or evil beings, who constructed these places of safety for

their wives and children. 8, To a custom of very early times after the

deluge, when men lived so long as to be a burden to themselves, and their

relatives ; so that the latter put them in certain earthen shells, with a supply

of provisions, and left them to die.

These excavations are stated to be of various fashions, and sizes;

and some have the appearance of be ng tombs of great, or distinguished

men. Tradition states that great wealth was most certainly discovered,

and carried away from some of these excavations.

Section 2. An account of Tondaman Chacraverti, in the district

of Cdnchi (Conjeveram).

There were forty-four generations previously of the Chola race, who

were persons of self-government ; but the last of them Kulottunga Cholan (who

had only a son and a daughter) having killed the son of < amban the poet, the

latter killet ihe king's son; and the king aftcrAvards formed an intercourse with

one of the female attendants of his court, who was named Nagindga ratna n,

and had privately a son by her. The child was exposed in a golden vessel, on

the banks of the Cdveri river _; and was discovered by the Brahmans, and head
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officers of the king, who recommeuded it to the king for protection, as bein"-

like him ; and from an adonda flower being near the child, they called it

AdondaL The king gave the child in charge to his queen, to rear it up; who
readily undertook the task. The king's wawifri (or minis-ter) was alone some-

what instructed in the secret. The child proved to be possessed of heroic

qualities. On consulting how to give hira a kingdom, an eye was cast on

the country northward, wherein the Curumhor had constructed * twenty-four

forts; being an immense forest (wild or open place). Kulottunya Chola

fought with the wild people (Curumbar); but could not conquer them.

Adonda? , hia illegitimate son, with a great army fell on them, and conquered

them to extermination. Kulotttinga then came; and, having the forest cleared,

founded the distinguished town of Cancliipvram ; in which he built a fane,

and dug a channel for the river Pular to flow through it, or near it. There

being a deficiency of inhabitants, Kidottunga gave his minister much wealth
;

who, going to other countries, brought men and women, and had them married

together, according to their respective tribes, or castes. Ey way of affixing

a stigma on the newly conquered country the minister reeommended that it

should be called Tondarmandalam "the land of slaves." But the king, with-

out penetrating his minister's design, called it Tonda mandalam, and gave it to

his illegitimate son Adondai, who was accordingly crowned in Cdnchi ; and as

he had conquered the ferocious people, the former inhabitants, he acquired

the additional epithet of Chacraverti. From that time the former name of the

country {Curambar Wnimi) became extinct.

Remark.—This short paper has its value, as being a brief and

unvarnished account of an historical fact; otherwise variously and

verbosely told ; with much of superfluous fiction, and rhetorical

ornament.

Section 3. An account of Caiidava rayen, and Chetthv. rayen,

the two sovereigns of the Vannier, (fire-race, a tribe of low cultivators)

who ruled in the fort of Tiruridai cliuram.

This fort was in the district of Chingleput ; and this account

was taken from the mouth of one named Sahadeveu-nattan.

Anciently the Curumhar ruled in this country. Adondai Ckolan came
from Tanjore, and destroyed them ; and, having acquired the title of Ado7idai

chacraverti, he established in their place the Kondai katti vellarhar (agri-

culturists who bound up their hair as women do). In those days the Fanriier,

or Patti people, by pei'mission of the ruler of tiie country, built this fort tor

themselves, as their own. But they paid tribute to the sovereigns of the

* Sixty-four is tho usual statemeut.
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Andhra, Cdrndta, and Drdvida countries. No written account of their race

has been preserved. But of their posterity Candava rayen und Chetthu rayen

came to the government. Being skilful men, they built their old fort very

strongly. The measures of that fort, as now found, are from south to north

1,141 feet, east to west 1,200 ft-et. The breadth of its outer-wall was 20 feet.

Around it there was a moat 30 feet broad. Besides this outer one, there

was an inner fort, and a palace on the top of the hill.

The upper fort was east to Avest 250 feet, south, to north 195 feet.

While ruling, with considerable power, they rejected all claims of customary

tribute from superior kings. Tht y were both illustrious ; but Cauda rayen,

was the m^st warlike of the two. He attixed alarm-siations, on eminences at

certain distances aioaud his capital. There was no otter king like him.

When the Raijer came to invade liim. as the drums were beaten at different

hill-staiiuns, the Raijer did not know m which the chief was ; and, at length,

the latter, watching liis opportunity, fell on the Raytr's forces, and made great

slaughter. The Rayers general baing greatly incensed came with a greater

force; and, during four months, an uncertain war was carried on, the chief's

place not being known ; while night and day he harassed ths troops of the

invader. The Rayer now .lesisted from open war; intending to effect his

object indirectly. Candava rayen then gr^ ally vexed the agriculturists, that

Adondai Chacraverti had placed in the Innd. The Vellarhar, in consequence,

arose in a bod/, and wetit to Krijhna-raycr, who sent the Wiyaltar (the

people of a Poligar) a^^ainst Candava. That Poiigar being beaten, retreated;

and sent spies to inspect the f »rti'ess, that he might discover how to overcome

Candava. fhe spies discovered that, in intervals of rest from war, Candava

was entiiely enslave • by tha leader of a band of dancing girls; and announced

the circumstance to the chief of the Wiyalacar tribe. He came to Cupachi, and

gave her the offer of four bags ot' gold, as a bribe to cut of the head of Candava;

to which, iiiduced by avarice, she consented ; and appointed a time for the

Poligar, and his people to come. They came as appointed. Cupachi gave Candava

poison in a cake from her own hands, which speedily took eftect. She cut off his

head ; and, putting it in a dish, brought it to the appointed place, and gave it to

the Poligar people. Alter satisfying themselves of the identity of the head, they

cut off ihe head of the traitress, and went away. In the morning his younger

brother C/te<<A« rai/ew heard this news; and, being extremely grieved, he

took the hundred companions of Cupachi, and carrying them to a tank, after

tying them in a row, like cows, he cut oii their heads. In proof whereof

that tank is to this day called Pimiai yeri (the lake of corpses). He also

burnt down their houses, and the place is to this day called Cup&cki kunnu

(the heap of Cupachi), and is a place of desolation. He also took the watch-

men, who had neglected their duty, and cut off their heads at the above tank.

The fVii/alavar loli^ar came with his troops, and fell on the fort. During
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twenty-six (lays, fighting was carried on, with great loss on both sides ; till

at length the atuicking Poligar took the fort ; which, after that time,

became a dependeucy of the Anungundl kings, who protected the agricul-

turists.

The truth of the preceding narrative is attested by all the people

living around about that neighbourhood.

Sectioa 4. An account of the pagoda of Tiruvidai-churam

(the above lort) in the Arcot district.

The original date of this place is remote in antiquity; the fane was

built by KuUttunga Cholan. It was n-paired by other C/iolas, and Haz/ers.

Tht; St' kala purana is lost. But the iegeiid is to this effect, that as Appar

and Sundarar (the poets) were ou their way to sing the praises of ICarzkundam

(a hill fane) they inquired of a sheuherd (at this place) if there was any
'

emblem of Sioa near, who pointed them to one under a tree, and disappeared.

Considering this as an apparition of iSiva, they chanted ten stanzas concern-

ing the place ; which are in existence down to the present time. As the Chola

king adorned, and endowed this fane, there may be an inscription ; but it ib

repoited to he in reconiiite Tamil. They further say that tiiiecily under the

view of the bullock of Siva very much wealth is buritd. There certainly is

Some wealth concealed. If well examined, it would be tound : it would not

be needi'ul to that end to damage the walls, or structure of the temple ; but

only to remove the flooring ; no other damage would accrue to the temple.

Section 5. An account of the ancient gold products of Callatur,

and notice of the history of that place.

Anciently this was the second fortress of the Curumbar chieftains.

After they had been d»stroyed by Adoridai chacraverti, the fort was in

the hands of ten persons, who rode in palankeens, from among the Kondai

katla veUiirhar. They were subordinates to the Boja, and regulated the

country. A poor PuruhUa Brahman came to the fane of li> uvul-lsvarer, and

bought a piece of ground at Callatur: the god afterwards personally

appeared to him, and instructed him to give the god notice when he jdoughed

and sowed the said fiel ;. He did so ; when the god came on his vuhuna,

and after sowing a handful of seed, disappeared. The other corn was sown

by the Brahman. The corn sprung up luxuriantly ; while corn sown by other

people was very weak, the Brafivian's corn grew higher than a man could

reach, but without earing ; to his great grief. A Fe//a/7ian passing by, being

struck by the singular appearance of the corn, pluckei a stalk, and opi ning

it at the top, found an incipient ear of gold ; in consequence of which he

enticed the Brahman to an exchange of products, ratihed by a writing. A
long- .ime after the corn threw out ears, and the surface presented a golden

colour, ihe Rayer of that time, named Hari hari ray&r, hearing of the
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circumstance, came himself with an army ; and Laving it reaped, distributed

the gold, in the usual proportion of corn, to the cultivator, the proprietor,

and the king ; the product was beaten out on a brick-floor, prepared for the

purpose. Such a floor is named Callam, hence the town came to be called

Pon-velainta callatur, or the village where gold grew as corn. Remains of

the brick-flaor are still to be seen ; and the circumstance is traceble in other

names of connected places. Some remains of the chaff of this harvest are

said to be preserved, in the treasuries of neighbouring temples. From the

time of Tondammi Chacraverti, down to Krishna rayer's time, this fort

was under the management of the vellarhar, or agriculturists. Krishna

Mayer demanded of them to build an agrahdram, which they refused to do
;

and he, in consequence, waged war against them, with great slaughter, for six

months ; when they consented to his request, and built two choultries ; one

of which was called by the name of Krishna rayer.

Historical Indication.—Divested of fable, the probability is that

a gold mine was anciently discovered in the field of a Brahman, and

worked by one of the rayers. The closing circumstance is witliin the

range of credible tradition.

Section 6. Accounts of the places of hidden treasure in the

Arcot district.

1. In Punduvur, there are four Pdnta curhis, in which they say

treasure is contained.

2. In Tiru vidaichuram, in a Pedari kovil, under the image of

Bargti, there is stated to be buried treasure. There is a sort of proverbial,

enigmatical saying to this eftect, current among the country-people there

abouts. Notice of an account given to a servant (gomastah) of the Surveyor

General, of seven vessels of buried treasure, and of a human sacriace offered

by some persons, who, in consequence- took away one vessel, and went to live

at Wandiwash.

3. In Nsyamili, they say there is hidden treasure.

4. Beyond that village near Chingleput in the pagoda of Tiruvade-

sveren at Callatur, at Cu7iatu, Fembdcam near Chingleput, Uitara melur,

and some other places, there is said to be buried treasure.

i?em«r/r.—'Perhaps Colonel McKenzie's instructions to his

ao-ents included ipquiries on the above subject : with one exception, as

to the Panfd cicrhis, 1 do not see that any light is reflected on past

history by such traditions.

Section 7. Ancient history of Tonda mandalam, and its earlier

inhabitants, called Pcdars and Curambars.

After the delui^e, the country was a vast forest, inhabited by wild beasts.

A race of men arose, who, destroying the wild beasts, dwelt in certain districts.
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There were then, according to tradition, no forts, only huts ; no kings, no reli-

gion, no civilization, no books ; men were naked savages : no marriage institu-

tions. Many years after, the Ctcrmnbars arose in the Carnata country : they

had a certain kind of religion . they were murderers ; they derived the name of

Curumbar from their cruelty. Some of them spread into the Drdtida desam, as

far as the Tonda mandala country. They are now found near Uttra melur ;

but more civilized. They ruled the country some time ; but, falling into strife

among themselves, they at length agreed to select a chief, who should unite

,
them altogether. They chose a man who had some knowledge of books

;

who was chief of the Drdvida country, and was called Camnnda Curumba
prabhu,, and Puldl-raja. He built a fort in Purulur. He divided the

Cwrum&ar-land into twenty-four parts, and constructed a fort in each district.

Of these, the names of ten are Puralur, the royal fort, Callatur, Amur,

Ptdiyur, Chembur, Uttri kddu, Kaliyavi, Venguna, Icattukottai, Paduvur.

While they were ruling, there was a commerce carried on by ships. As the

merchants of Cdveripum patuam, sought trading intercourse with them, the

Curumbars built the following forts (stations) for trade : Patti pulam, Sala

ctipam, Sala pdkam, Meyar, Cadalur, Alampari, Maracdnam ; whence, by

means of merchants from Caveripiimpatnam a,nd the Curumbar, a commercial

intercourse by vessels was carried on. They flourished, in consequence

;

and, while "without any religion, a Jaina ascetic came, and turned them to the

Jaina credence. The Basii which the Pural king built, after the name of that

ascetic, is still remaining ; together with other Basfis, and some Jaina images,

in different places ; but some are dilapidated, and some destroyed, by the

hatred of the Brahmans. They were similar to the Jainas of the present day.

They were shepherds, weavers, lime-sellers, traders. While living thus,

various kings of civilized countries made inroads upon them, as the Chola

and Pandiya kings, and others; being a wild people, who cared not for their

lives, they successfully resisted their invaders ; and had some of the invading

chiefs imprisoned in fetters, in front of the PwmZ fort. Besides, they con-

strained all young people to enter the Jaina religion ; in consequence of

which vexation, a cry arose in the neighbouring countries. At length

Adondai of Tanjore formed the design of subduing them ; and, on his invad-

ing them, a fierce battle was fought in front of the Pural fort, in which the

Curumbar king's troops fought, and fell, with great bravery ; and two-thirds

of Adondai s army was cut up. He retreated to a distance overwhelmed

with grief; and the place where hs halted is still called Cholan pedu.

"While thinking of returning to Tanjore, Siva that night appeared to him in

a dream, and promised him victory over the Ctcrumbars, guaranteed by a sign.

The sign occurred; and the nrumba troops were the same day routed, with

great slaughter : the king was taken, the Piiral fort was thrown down ; and
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its brazen (or bell -metal) gate was fixed in front of the shrine at Tanjore.

A temple was built where the sign occurred ; and a renjarkable pillar of the

fort was fixed there, the pla e is called Tiru muU vasal.* A sort of annual

commemorative ceremony is practiced tliere After a little more fighting,

the other forts were taken, and the Curumbars destroyed. Adondai placed

the Vellarkar, as his deputed authorities ; havin<j called them into the

country to supply the deficiency of inhabitams from the Tuluva desam

(modern Canara). They are called Tuluva Vellarhcr to the present day.

Some were brought fr( m the (Iwla desam, still c;.lled ('kola VeUarhar.

He called from the north certain Brahmum by birih, wliom he fixed as

accountants. The Kondai k tti VeUarhar were appointed by him. He

acquired the name of Chacraverti, from rescuing tiie people from the.r troubles.

The name of Curumha-hh'Anii was discuntinu. d; the country was called

Tondamandalam ; and common consent ascribes to Adondai the regulation

of the country.

Remark.—The writing of the above paper was a little oblite-

rated, and I think its restoration of consequence; for it seems to me
rather more important than these local papers usually are. We have

in it a clear and unvarnished statement of the introduction of the

Hindus (properly such) into the country, circumjacent with respect to

Madras. The Hindus had coionizec! the country, south of the Cole-

roon at a much earlier period. The trading from dveriprim palnam ;

theconquest by ^c^owrfai ; the introduction oi' Bfahmans, as accoun'ants

from the north ; are matters confirmed by other papers. The Vella-

rhas of the country hold the traditionaryf" belief that their ancestors

* This place attracted my attention some years since; but I could not get any satisfac-

tory explaniition of the annual commemoration, and other circumstances. It is about 12

miles W.N.W. of Madras and one mile N. of the Rail-road.

fl eschew controversy ; but, if I happen to know of a twist given to my meaning, I

may as well try, and set the matter right. At lage 1 -*, 13 of a " Comparati\e Grammar, &c "

there is a misrepresentation of my statements as to A donduts calling in the northern

Velarhns. and the abundant evidence on this he.id is declared to be "highly improbable"

because the Tulu "differs widely and essentially from the Tamil," Aline before "the
relation of the Tidti to the Caiiarese" is stated to be "nearer tlian its relation to the

Malayalam." Now the old Canarese (Sanscrit words being discarded) is very similar to

pure Tamil. But the Tulit has a near relation to the '. anarese, ergo to the Tamil. In so

far as tiie Tulu has any relation to Malayalam), it also has a relation to Tumil, because the

pure Malayalam was originally only a dialect of Tamil. Then the colloquial Madras Tamil
is "characterised by an infusion of the peculiarities not of the T?//?< hut of the Telugu."'

I deny any such infusion. Very many speak both Tamil diid Telugu, but the two lan-

guages are distinct; yet they arc related in the next degree, after the old Canarese. See

remarks before the last part of Dr. Rottler s Dictionary, in which (following the late

A. D. Campbell, Esq.,) I point out a general sul(stralum of language throughout the

Dravidas. As retrards the influx of Tuluvas to this neighbourhood, the express statement

of T, Vencatnclicla i\futfilii/ar, that his ancestors emigrated from the Tulura demm,
and that be (a first rate Tamil scholar) cmisidcrcfl the old T:imil to have sustained a

modification from the Tulu in modern Tamil i.i surely of more weight than the "highly

improbable/' founded on so sandy a foundation as the above.
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emigrated from Tuluva, The Chola Vellarhas are chiefly found in the

south. They wear a lock of hair on the front of their head, not on the

back, like other Hindus. The Hala Canada language, and the Madras

Tamil, arc very nearly the same language.

Section 8. Account of a Curumba fort at Maruiam, near

Canchi in the Utra-melur district.

This fort of mud, was formerly built by the Carumhas, covering more

than forty acies of ground, with two boundary-walls, and was long ruled by

them. In the time of Kriahna ra7/er, his dependent, the raja of Chingleput,

fought with them ; and, after some time, the Curumba chief was unjustly put

to death.' The Curnmbus were destroyed; and Timma raja took that fort.

He gave it as a jaghire to one of his near relatives, named Govinda raja.

He built two temples; and established an agrakdram or alms-house, for the

Brahmans.

Note.—Timma rayer was the founder of Arcot, as mentioned

in a former paper.

Section 9. An account of Mathurantacam, in the jaghire.

This place being the ancient boundary of the Madura kingdom, was

called Mathurantacam (the end of Madura) and Vada Mathurai (the north-

ern Madura). In proof of which, there is an image called Mathurai C^telli

ammen, Thei'e is also a very ancient Salva fane. It is said that Nala raja,

in his sorrowful pilgrimage, came to this place; and, by taking the muddy

water of that pool, was cured of his leprosy. He built a temple there, to

commemorate his cure. The tank was called by him Vishaca tirCha. The

Ckola raja built many other sacred edifices in this place ; and, himself lived

there for a considerable time. The st'/uda mahcUmya of this place is con-

nected with the stliala mahdtmya of Madura.

Remark.—As the Madura purdnam contains a reference to the

northern Madura, it is well to know the precise locality thereby de-

signated. The reference to N^ala raja is an allusion to an episode in

the Mahahhdrata.

Section 10. Account of the ruins of a fort with seven walls

(one within the other) at Avidatangi, written from verbal accounts given

by Brahmans of Pira demm.

In the Arcot district, not far from Fira desam, are the extensive

remains of a very ancient fort, of seven enclosures. It is now concealed by

brushwood, and lies waste. Gold-cash, and other coins, have been found

there. Ilyder Ally is said to have examined it, and taken thence treasure. It

wa3 built many years after Tondaman Chacraverti, by Vh'a Ndrasmha raja.
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He appolntecl a v&ty stupid mantri (or minister). There was no investiga-

tion of affairs ; and this minister, buried the treasures, arising from the

public revenues, and stultified the king. A certain man, named Virdlvennan,

was wounded on the head by a neighbour ; and going to make a complaint at

the king's gate, could get no hearing. He thereupon went about the town

beating all he met ; and, as there was no inquiry, he managed to get some

money, and to raise a small band of troops, with whom he took post near a

burning ground, and exacted tribute from all who came to perform funereal

obsequies. By this means he became rich. After some time the king went

out in disguise, to ascertain the state of the town; and heard a poor woman

complain of having no money to pay the tribute. He inquired into the tax;

and then went to the mantri to ask why it was imposed, who could give no

account of it. The king sent for Viral Vennan, who refused to come ; where-

upon some troops were sent against him ; these were worsted, and then

Viral Vennan came, sword in hand, of his own accord ; and, falling down

before the king, narrated all his circumstances : whereupon the king had his

minister beheaded, and put Viral Vennan in his stead. There is no other

tradition at Pira-desam, but possibly by going to Avidu tangi, something

further might be learnt.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

injured, tied with a string.

27. No. 835. (No. 24, CM. 778,) eleven sections.

Section 1. Account of Mdvalivaram, or the seven pagodas, in

the district of Arcot.

Reference to the legend of Pundarica rishi, (in a former great age)

and a lotus-flower, which he purposed to offer to Isvara : he was seized by

an alligator, when gathering one ; which creature was a Brahman, imprison-

ed by the sentence of another Brahman, for mocking him. A reference to

the fable of Vishnu sleeping on the shore ; and the subsequent establishment

of a fane. On this legend is grounded a petition ( to whom does not appear)

to restore certain immunities ; lost during the Mabomedan troubles in the

Carnatic.

The legend of Karh hundam.

Rajendra Chola was afflicted with Brahma hatti, which left him on

entering any fane, but seized him as soon as he left it. It finally quitted

him, on his paying homage at this shrine ; in consequence of which benefit

received, he gave the place some immunities, and privileges.

Suru-guru raja originally built the fane, and many connected build-

ings. At a later period, when they had gone to decay, Cauda rayen repaired,
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and restored, them. Other persons subsequently made various additions.

Notices of minor local matters; down to the time of Mr. Huddleston, a Col-

lector; in whose time some repairs were made. At a later period the Cum-

Ihabishegam was performed : during a renovation of the shrine, in the time of

the Nabob. The place suffered by reason of Hyder Ali's irruption.

A detail follows of the days on which festivals are held, and

processions made ; as also of expenses required.

Some particulars are given, concerning one named Pomhala

Panddram, who made many additions to the place.

A mention follows of the Chacravertis, the periods of whose

reigns are stated, in crores, lacs, and thousands of years. On coming

down to the Chola rajas and Baldla rajas, their reigns, are specified

in thousands, and hundreds of years. The names of some of the

Payers are given with the 8acai year. [This list in the later period,

may be of some use ; but there are other similar ones already abstracted.]

Account of Karh kundam.

A detail of shrines amounting to nine, and of thirty-two villages,

belonging to them, by way of endowment. Also of eighteen other

villages; given, for repairs, ornaments, &c., connected with the service

of the shrines.

A list of the inscriptions, within, or around the walls of the

fane ; but without any specification of the contents.

Remark.—The section heading imperfectly designates the con-

tents : the chief portion of which relates to the fane of Karh hitndam,

about seven miles S.W. of Chingleput (a building on a hill, of remark-

able appearance, on the high road to Trichinopoly).

The paper on which the section is written, is in perfect preserva-

tion ; the ink is become pale ; but the contents are not of such conse-

quence as to require immediate restoration. The document will last,

as it is, for several years.

Section 2. Account of Pandlya Pratdpa raja of the Pandiya

desam.

This is not, as the title would appear to imply, the account of

• one king, but of the Pandiya race. Hence, ra/a is to be understood

collectively, or in the plural, and Pratdpa merely as an epithet signify-

ing "celebrated," or "illustrious."

The document contains an outline of the contents of the Madura

sta'hala purdnam, down to the time Knna /Stmdara Pandiya?i, It then
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mentions an unsettled, or unknown period. The story of Arjuna and his

brothers, is adverted to, from the Bhdratam ; so far as needful to introduce

the ^-isit of Arjuna to Madura. It is added afterwards, that Arjuna having

married the daughter of Maliya dvaja, his son named Papravdhana suc-

ceeded to Maliya dvaja ; and thence forward is deduced a line of kino-g,

down to C^tandra scc'liara, and the intervention from T'ijayanagaram, which

led to the accession of Visvandtha nayak ; with the mention of which circum-

stance, and the cessation of the Pandiya dynasty, the document ends-

llemark.— ln so far as concerns the stliala purdna, nothiug

further needs to be mentioned. The list of descendants, deduced from

Papravdhana, is the same with that contained in the " supplementary

manuscript." (Or. Hist. M.SS. Vol. I,) to which, with the three

documents, before reported, it affords a fourth attestation.

The statement iha.t Aiyuna married the dimghtev of MaUyadtrija,

I have met with herein, for the first time, in a native M.S : consequently

an expression of disbelief, as to its being contained in any native M.S.

which I have somewhere made, must be withdrawn. The conjecture to

to that elfeet, by an inference of my own, is confirmed. And, if it be

true, it tends to controvert the entire Purdnam; because the son of

Arjuna and the daughter of Maliyadvaja, then must be the famous

Sundara and Mindcshi, the tutelary numina of the place ; considered to

be incarnations of i>iva and Parvati. There for the present, I leave

the matter.

Note.—The paper is good, and in perfect preservation, and the ink deep-coloured

;

consequently restoration is not required.

There is half a page following, in Telugu ; mentioning the build-

ing of a fane at Chola puram in the Pandiya country, by one named

Sancara ndrdyana. He also built the village, and an agrahdram;

residing there. He did so in consequence of having been driven from

his residence at Cholapuram, in the Trinomali district, by the violence

and oppression of a Chola king ; which induced him to emigrate to

the south.

Section 3. Account of sixty-six Jaina fanes in the CdncM

district, with the customs and manners of the Jainas.

A mention of the different ages, according to their system ; the

twenty-four Tirt'hacaras ; the AJaiiun, ^ud the Chacravert is among them.

The commencement of the Sacai era is specified in the Caliyuga year 741.

!Many Jainas came, from the north, to the Cdnchi district in the Caliyuya

1 If)!, Sal, Sac. VlO, in the reign of Iliiua sitala maharoja. It was then a
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forest; u'hicli they cleared, and cultivated. In his time a schism arose

between the Jainas and the Bauddhas, Acalanga dcver, overcame the

Baiiddlias. Some of the Bauddhas were intended to be put to death in large

stone oil -mills ; but, instead of that, were embarked on board-ships, or vessels,

and sent to Ceylon. Some subsequent matters are mentioned ; and then a

reference to Apj)ar and Mdnicavdsacar. Subsequently, times of war and

disturbance, are adverted to ; in which the Jainas were scattered, and went to

various places ; their fanes being injured, or destroyed. Eevenue matters

are mentioned, in the time of the Honorable Company. In the Pira desam

there are about one hundred Jaina house-holders. Fifteen fanes are large,

some small : in all there are sixty-five fanes. A list of these, and of their

villages follows.

iJemar/i;. —-This paper is curious, and important : both as regards

ink and paper, it is in good preservation.

Section 4. Answers to queries, from Brahmans at Srirangham.

Who was Dherma Brahmat He was a Cliola king of the Tretdyuga,

not Dherrna raja (of the five Pandavas). He was co-temporary with Vibu-

shana, and founder of the shrine.

His capital was Uriijur. A few particulars, not well connected are

given ; together with the early dynasties of kings.

In reference to Ckola kings, they say, these ruled at Timvalanchuri,

west of Cumbaconum about four miles ; where remains of their palace are found.

Enquiry as to history subsequent to Sdlivdhana and Bhoja raja?

The reply goes backward, above that era, and adds some loose names, without

connexion, of subsequent kings. A more specific mention of the northern

dynasty, at Madura, is added.

A list of the Rayers of Vljayanagaram-, and a repetition of the

Madura dynasty.

Inquiry as to Itdmanuja. Some particulars are given concerning him.

He is said to have flourished in Sal. Sac. 939.

Inquiry as to Sancardehdrya, Particulars are stated respecting him

of some interest. He is said to have killed Crimi-handa Cholan. His

polemical proceedings are narrated.

Inquiry as to Panddrams, and their residence. A detail of their

different places of dwelling is given. Inquiry as to C/<eVa kings. Nothing

special is stated.

Inquiries as to Congu desa and Madura, they decline to answer, as

relative to Saiva places ; while the respondents are Vaishnavas.

The reply to a reference concerning Kerala dcsam is unimportant.
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In reference to Brahmans, they assert that these were always in the

country
;

yet admit the introduction of some. The reply is vague on this

point ; and on others they indolently profess ignorance.

Section 5. Genealogical account of Ullama Nambi, a manager

of the fane at Srirangham.

Eeference to the birth of one of the 'Aluvdr in the Pdndiya desam, in

the year 45 of the era of Cotandandtlia. VallaVha deva, a fandii/a king

was a disciple of the said 'Aluvdr, and established him at Srirangham,; expend-

ing property on the endowment of the shrine there. Several details are given

of the institution of the first of the series of managers. The said ' iluvdr

exercised his office during " one hundred and seven years." His son Sri

Ramandar was manager for seventy years. His son Tiruvadi-aiyen utlama

Namhi was GO years in charge of the fane. His son was Tiru mallanatha,

who received presents, from Mahd roja tana dcva. He was in charge 50

years, and some months. The series is continued down in hereditary succes-

sion, with an average of about 50 years ascribed to each. This succession

offers nothing remarkable, down to the 57th in order, who was named Nani

Perumdl aiyen tittama Namhi. This manager applied to the yraVhu, or

local chief (name not stated) for the means of conducting the public festival

of the goddess ; which the said chief declined affording, and the Brahman cut

his own throat, in consequence ; immediately after which an afflatus of the

goddess is said to have rested on some one present, telling the chief that there

was no need now to do that which had not been commanded by her. The

suicide, after death, had an epithet applied to him, signifying, "firm to his

word." In the time of the 63rd, in order, the shrine of the goddess was

repaired. In the time of the 74th, named Garuda vdhana panditar uttama

Nambi, we first meet with a known date, being Sal. Sac. 99.'i, (A.D. 1072).

Conc( rning him it is noted that, besides ordering certain matters relating to

the fane, which are specified, he was a scholar, and wrote many grant^has, or

Sanscrit books. His son, and successor, pulled down his own house, and employ-

ed the materials in building a hundred pillared mantapa (or porch) which pro-

cured signal approbation from the god. The 78th was named Rdmanujdchary

uttama Namhi (apparently after the name famous Rdmanuja). Many evils

befel the fane in the time of the 80th, which he remedied by rebuilding what

had been destroyed (how not specified). The date of repairs Sal. Sac. 1293

in the time of Bukha rayer of Vijayanagaram ; whose general or agent was

named Campanra udiyar. The influence of the rayer dynasty appears under

the 81st of the series. In the next, donations by Tirumala nayak of Madura

are mentioned, with a date, and other similar particulars occur, down to the

90th ; who is simply termed Uttama Namhi,
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There follows a list of 21 other names of another line, which has

the cognomen of Chacraiyer ; probably that of a second manager. A few

lines of a grant'ha inscription, in corroboration, are added; and the authen-

ticity of the whole is attested by the autograph (apparently) of Uttama

Nambi, stating his personal responsibility if any thing erroneous should

be found therein.

iJewjrtf^,— This document being written on bad country paper,

much injured by insects, has been restored. It affords an instance of

the way in which such kind of scattered documents may clear up a

difficulty, or doubtful point of history, when least expected. All the

manuscripts, which treat of the Pandiyan history, mention the first

incursion of the Mahomedans, with the disastrous consequences, and

ascribe their expulsion to one Cammanan or Campanan ; sometimes

described as having come from Mysore, and sometimes as a king from

the north. In the foregoing document it is said that many ev'ls befel

SriranghaTYi, in the time of the 80th head Brahman, without saying

whence these proceeded; but the date gi\en Sal. Sac. 1293, as that when
the evils were repaired (corresponding with A.D. 1361), enables me to

perceive, that the incursion of the Mahomedans must have been the

cause. The name of Campanra udiyar here occurs ; and while the

cognomen udiyar, shows him to have been a local chief, probably in

Mysore, it is also here stated that he was subordinate to Buk/ia rayer

of Vijayanagaram; a statement not heretofore met with b}- me, nor had

I suspected the influence of the rayer dynasty, so far south as Sri-

ranyham, at so early a period. However here is the evidence, in a

document respectably authenticated; and, I think, in this particular

worthy of credit. I bad otherwise considered that the genealogy would
be of use in ascending upwards to the origin of the Srirangham fane.

There are two dates, from A.D. 1361 upwards, allowing, on an average,

S3 years for each one of 80 generations, we come to A.C. 1279 ; and

from A.D. 1072, ascending for 74 generations, we come to A.C. 1370.

By this check a difference of about one hundred years becoms apparent,

and it is otherwise manifest that the numbers, in the earlier part of the

series, cannot be relied on. From documents, which have passed

through my hands, I know that the date of the foundation of this fane

can be definitely fixed at a much later period. There are also other

documents yet to be examined, before any positive conclusion is drawn.

It may be observed, in passing, that the names of the head Brahmans

give intimations of the contemporary rulers ; as, for example, under
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the northern dynasty at Madura, the names of the head Brahmans are

similar to the names of those kings ; and so on upwards : a remark

perhaps not to be entirely neglected. As a document, in evidence, this

o-enealogical list should, in my opinion, be fully translated.

Section 6. Chronological account of the ancient kings of the

Caliyuga, with some account of Chandraglri.

This brief paper is endorsed in Colonel MacKcnzie's hand-writing.

"Paper from Chandragiri 1802," and on another page " History of

Chandragiri.'" The following is the substance ot its contents. i

Reference to the yvgas - then to persons and events of the Maha-

hharnta, down to Sdrangadharen; Avith whom the lunar race became extinct.

Aftei'wards Sndra malm raja ruled io4 yea'rs. The Bhdgavatam was related

to some of the forementioned kings. Vicramdrca ruled 1745 years, Sali-

vdhana killed him: he ( SdlivdJiCina) was the son o? a Brahman, by the

daughter of a potter (kosaven). He afterwards went on a pilgrimage to t!ie

foot of mount HimMaya. Bhoja raja ruled 144 years : he was a great poet,

and the patron of Cult ddsa ; dying for grief on account of his death {i. e. of

Cdli dasa).

Afterwards Nandana Chacravertl ruled 62 years, and Tribhuvana

Chacraverti 57 years. Subsequently the C/ioIa rcjas ruled as follows :

Uttanga Cholan years 32 Manu niti kanda Cholan years 15

Kulotunga Cholan „ 15 A^ara guna Cholau „ 14

Eajendra Cholan „ 9 Ala peranta Cholan „ 8

Tim mudi kanda Cholan „ 18 Tim nittu Cholan ,, 15

Carl cala Cholan ,, 21 Ariloru kadamai Cholan „ 62

Arintapa Cholan v 13 Jayaukonda Cholan „ 12

Uriyur Cholan „ 1" Crmii kanda Cholan ,, 20

Chengan Cholan „ 15 Tonduman Cholan „ 12

Manalanta Cholan... ,, 12

Of his son Adondai Cholan there are som^ accounts. He cleared the

forest south of Tripeti ; built the town of Kdlastri; and sent for a colony

from the south. Afterwards,

Butankattii Cholan years 15 Cholaman Cholan years 1

1

Changu nurainjan Cholan „ 11 Gangai konda Cholan „ 11

so called Irom his works on the Cauvery,
termed Gangai by metonymy.

Sundra pandya Cholan years 40 Foecupu Cholan years 24

in all 23 Chola reigns,

Sdliodhana, the conqueror of Vicranwrka, remained 718 years in

penance at //?w«/«^« ; and, then returning, ruled 20 years ; after which he

disappeared. His descendants ruled in Mysore, but records are lost. In

other countries, the 17<rfrtu« race governed. In the account of the Yadava.
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kings, that of the rulers of Chandragiri will be included, as also that of the

Bayer's ''to be sent by letter."

This appears to be a letter, as on it is signed V. Parasuramen,

and dated Chandrugiri, June 11, on Friday (no year, but the head-

ing mentions 1802).

Note.—There is very little in this paper that can be considered

new; and the list of Chola princes has names, that sound artificial,

though others are real. 'Adondai, in other accounts, is stated to be the

son o{ Kulottunga Cholan.

The paper was found to be loose, and in a state of decay, the

ink very pale ; it was therefore restored. Let it be noted that SdlU

vdhana is stated to be the son of a potter's daughter, and the other

statements concerning Sdlivdhanu differ from those usually received.

The history of Chandragiri, it will be seen, is not in the paper. How-
ever we know that it became a distinct principality, only in conse-

quence of the capture of Vijayanagaram by the Mahomedans.

Section 7. Copy of a record preserved in the hand writing of

Vaidyan Cupaiyah at BhavanikudaL

Birth oi Visvacarma, after the deluge. Origin of the Pranava; the

gods were produced by means of the said Pranava; and various other orders

of beings, from the same causation. The works of Visvacarma fabulously

stated. Nandi in reply to an inquiry from Subrahmanya, taught the latter

the origin of the symbol of Siva; needless to be detailed. Different kinds of

VdhanaSf or conveyances, on festival occasions of the images of Siva. These

festivals were observed in the time of the Palliyacdrers; and, for a time,

under the Honora^'le Company ; until a disturbance created by the Pariyars,

led to a suit in a court of justice, when all collision of the ri^ht and left hand

castes was forbidden. Some «)ther minute, and local details are given, of

customs, and allowances under the Palliyacdrers : the writei's (of the five-

lettered sect) complain of neglect from the Honorable Company ; and request

patronage.

Section 8. Account of the MaJiaraUa rajas of Tanjore.

The document begins with the dispute between Amir Sin/ia and

Sarboji, and with the Honorable Company's interference ; but takes a

retrospect to the times of Malloji, Fifoji, Sivnji, &c. Reference to

connections with the Padshah, at Bijapur. Affair with the northerns,

at Tanjore ; that is, with the descendant of Vijaya Rdghava. JEcoji

made his claims for arrears the ground of his proceedings. Detail of

*2
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subsequent Mahratta princes. Account of the Cdia raja. Thf> detail

of domestic affairs, and of petty machinations within the palace, is

somewhat full. There are also full details of proceedings of a more

public kind ; down to the interposition of Lord Pigot. Much is stated

concerning that afflur. The proceedings of Governor Campbell, in

person, at Taiijore, are mentioned. The close of the document adverts

to the release of the son of TuLi raja from prison ; but states that, for

the resf, injustice remained ; and, at the close, appeals to the rectiiude

of the Honorable Company, soliciting full inquiry, and redress.

Section 9. Details concerning the fanes of Sivapracdsa, in the

principality of Turaiyur.

Various particulars are stated, concerning this place, of a legen-

dary kind. AmoHi^ the rest, a child that had died from the bile of a

snake vvas here restored to life ; and one, afflicted with leprosy, here

obtained a cure.

Copy of an inscription, commemorating certain gifts and immuni-

ties made in Sal. Sue. 1665, to this fane, by a descendant of Neddiya

reddii^ar, named Venc .tdchala reddit/ar, whose pedigree is deduced from

the Rayer dynasty, with heavy denunciations against anyone alienating

the same to other purposes.

Section 10. Account of grants of land made to the said fane of

Sivapracdsa in the Turaiyur district.

A mere repetition of the aforesaid grant, with a specification

of lands bestowed; and attested by the signature of the said Venca-

tdchala reddiyar.

Section 11. Account of an emigration of some persons of the

Reddi caste, from the Nellore district.
^

This is a mere fragment, stating the fact of an emigration ; but

breaking off abruptly. 1 think it must have been intended for a copy

of a paper, elsewhere found in the collection, concerning the Reddiyar

chiefs of Turaiyur; or, at least, the subject would be the same: hence

there is probably no real loss. [See M.S. Book, No. 1, Section 5. sitj!?r«.]

General Remark.—A brief note has been attached to the abstract

of the sections down to No. 6- Thence forward there was found to be

loose sheets of thin, and inferior, country paper; much injured, at the

edges, by insects; and transposed, in point of order. Not wishing to

let the matter entirely perish, it has been recopied ; but not without
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breaks in the sense, where words were eaten away at the edges. Of

this latter portion of the bonk, Section 8 alone is of any value; and

that, from its minute particularity, in the later period of tlie Mahratta

rule at Tanjore, ought lobe translated, as affording historical materials.

Manuscript book, before adverted to, (No. 23), is more full in anterior

details, wherein this one is brief; and less particular in later matters,

wherein this is minute. They also take different sides of the question,

which cost Lord Pigot his liberty, government, and life.

According to the section-titles in English (at the beginning of

the book), there ought to be a paper on the five tribes of artificers,

called from a distance, and located in the Trichinopoly district; but

this document is not now to be found in the book ; and, as the sheets

are loose, it may have been lost, at some period subsequent to the

first binding.

The restored sections 3— 11 are in folio vol. 4 page 235— 301.

The original book is a thin folio; on Europe and country paper, the

latter damaged.

28, No. 840.—A book of miscellaneous matters, which appear to

relate to the Malayalam country; loose papers not assorted. It

is a thin quarto, China and country paper, very much damaged
;

one board gone ; tied with a string.

29. No. 841. (No. II, CM. caret.) Thirteen sections, now eaten

up by termites. A memorandum in my own handwriting is "4, 5,

12 restored, much was found to be irrecoverable." The three

sections copied are in fol. vol. 4, page 377 to 394, Section 4.

Account of wild tribes, 5 ; of the temple of Sancara. 12, of

Aryyanad : all relative to Travancore.

The whole of the destroyed matter, though in Tamil, related to

that kingdom.

The remains are a long, and thin quarto, country paper.

There are other M.S. books, coming under this heading of

Miscellaneous, noted in my former analysis; not forthcoming to the

present demand. There is a confusion, by Tamil books relating to the

western coast being marked, "Malayalam Kyfeats." It is possible

that some of the missing books may be met with among those Kyfeats.

The missing Nos. are 8, CM. 901—9, CM. 6.3.-9, CM. 195

11, CM. 904-12, CM. 905-19, CM. 155—13. CM.— 20, CM. 260.

This memorandum will be referred to, should they be found.
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XL Navigation.

1. No. 793. ( So. 20, CM. 260). Ca/ppal sdstram.

Under the 1st Family, a sajficient notice was given of this work,

on seamanship and astrology.

The book is a thin foIiO;, country paper, injured, the binding gone.

XII. PuRANAS.—local,

1. No. 348. (No. 2, CM. 35). Three sections.

Section 1. Sevendhipurdnam, pages 1— 34,

This appears to be a copy from a palm-leaf manuscript, which

was abstracted under the 1st Family supra. It is also termed Trisira

malai sfhala purdnam, or legend of the hill at Trichinopoly. The

above abstract may be consulted.

Section 2. Visvacarma purdnam, a legend of the Saiva kind, in

which the production of all things is ascribed to Visvacarma, tbe uni-

versal workman. A brief notice of it was given in vol, 2.

Section 3. See II supra. As there noted, this book was re-

covered by me. It was not in the collection when I made my first

analysis. It is a quarto, of medium thickness, on Europe paper, the

binding only injured.

2. No. 784, (No. 4, CM. 48, 49). Three sections.

Section 1. Tdmbraparani mahdtviyam, and

Section 3. Jamhuhesvara sfhala mahdtmyam relate to this

heading ; but a sufficient notice of the whole was given, under the

preceding head, X, 1, which see.

3. No. 785. (No. 1, CM. 47.) Palani purdnam, or legend of

Parhani, vulgo, Pyney.

Of this document, the following abstract is offered. The work

opens, as usual, with an invocation, or praise of Qanesa, usually termed

in Tamil works Vickenesvara, implying a power to forbid ; verses

follow in praise of other gods. Then follows the eulogy of distinguish-

ed individuals ; among others, of Samvanta murti who was born, it states,

mVedaranya, that is the original town afterwards called Vijayanagarum;

came by way of Cuddapah to Madura, and there overcame seven

thousand of the Samunar, (Jainas or Bauddhists). It then eulogises

Mdnicavusaca ; for a fuller account of whom, as well as of the preced-

ing, see abstract of the Madura sfhala Piirdna (Oriental Hist. MS.S.
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vol- I, pp. 104— 1 14), Next follows the eulogy of Dandesar, who made

a lingam (or symbol of Siva) of earth ; which his father, in contempt,

kicked to pieces, on which account the son cut off his fathei-'s legs, but

Siva appeared, and ultimately gave to both of them access to his supe-

rior world. Laudatory strains, of the worshippers of the god, follow.

Upwards of one hundred sranzas are occupied with the foregoing

matters. The contents of the Purdrui are next indicated. It professes

to be taken from the !)canda Parana ; and is narrated (as usual) by

Suta rishi to other r'ishis. It is announced that the work will contain

twenty -three sections, or chapters. The praise of the town is given,

with some mention of the three qualities, rdjasam, tdmasam, and

sdtioicam; or choler, depravity, and purity.

The name of the work is then stated to be the Parhani Furd-

nam (in the south, the name is usually pronounced Palaiii ) ; then follows

an apology for defects that may be observable ; stating that though the

work may be rude
;

yet that, as it contains the sacred name of god,

like a pearl from the sea, it is hoped that it may be allowed to pass

without severe censure. The author then pays his court to other poets,

according to established rule, stating his own entire inferiority;

and, after these precautions, proceeds with the different subjects, as

announced :

Section 1. Concerning the mountain.

An enumeration is given of celebrated hills, in diiferent parts of the

country of India ; all subordinate to Maha meru ; occupying forty-eight stanzas.

Section 2. Concerning Vardha giri.

This is the mountain on which the temple of Subrahmanya, at Pyney

is built, and forms the subject of special praise. It is termed the southern

Cailasa, An enumeiaiion follows of special trees, and shrubs, growing on

the mountain ; next of the birds, proper to it ; and lastly of the Curuvars,

or wild people inhabiting it.

Sections. Account of Jfaijddri.

It is asked of Suta rishi why Vardha giri came to b;; called Muyadri,

ov Maydchalam, (both words in Sanscrit meaning "illusive-mountain,")

who replies that it was because Siva dwelt therein, as the panchakartakal

(or five lords).*

* These ave Brahma, Vishnu, Sudra, Saddsiva a.nd Mayesyara. The tliree first are

the Irimuiti. The fourth (iu the dialect of his followers) ia Siva, as the Supreme Being,

and the l»3t is Siva assuming illusory forms.
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Section 4. Concerning the young pigs.

See abstract of the Madura sihula puranam (or. Hist. M.S.S. vol. 1,

p.p. 91, 92). The account given in the Pyney legend is quite similar.

Section 5. Concerning Arjuna.

Isvari (or Parvali) inquires why Siva assumed the form of a hunter,

during the penance of Arjuna ; referring to thf stoiy in the MahaVhurata.

It S(^eras that his sacti, at the same time, bore the form of a huntress, and saw

Siva and Arjuna fight. This event took place in the north, near the Firpatla

mountain, where the celebrated immortal man Mdrcundiya nshi performed

penance- In this contest (of which a full account is given in the Mahdhhdrata)

it seems thai Vardhn (jiri (literally hog-mountain) was animated by Varna

(the regent of death) in the form of pig; which was hunted by Siva, and

which sought protection with Arjumo, as he was doing penance. Hence a

dispute arose between the (apparent) hunter, and the anchoret ; in which

Siva was conquered, and then gave to Arjuna celestial arms. The pig, which

was the cause of the dispute, afterwards came back to the south, and settled

down in the shape of Vardha giri. (From this section the comparatively

modern origin of the temple, and its superstition, is clearly drducible).

Section 6. Account of the temple on Vardha giri.

It contains five emblematical images. Moreover, Subrahmanya

{Carticeya) came, and was married on this mountain.

Section 7. The origin of the river.

Its glory cannot be expressed. Brahma came, and did penance near

one of the pools, in the form of a serpent. (The work, in various places, has an

especial quarrel against Brahma)

.

Section 8. Account of the Kanikar forest.

Certain ruhis, with their wives, when performing penance in the

Taraca vana (or wilderness), became pmud of the merit of their perform-

ances, and refused so honour the gods. On a complaint being made con-

cerning their conduct, Siva and Vishnu undertook to destroy the merit of their

abstract devotion ; and assuming respctively the human form, as male and

female, they addressed the ruhis and their wives apart ; and so troubled both,

that all their past merit was destroyed. At length the fraud was discovered
;

and the rishis proceeded to offer ydgas (or sacrifices) from which they first

raised up an elephant, and sent it against the intruders. This elephant Siva

killed, and used its skin as a cloak, which he still wears. Next a tiger was

raised up and sent, which Siva also killed, atid made like use of; so that

among his thousand names, are dni tbl and puli tbl or " elephant-hide," and

"tiger-skin." The rixhis then raised up, and despatched, a deer ; this Siva
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took up in his hand (it is still so represented in pictures, and images). They
sent fire, which he took up, and made use of as a weapon, in his right hand.

Lastly, they sent a hare, which he trampled under foot. The 7'ishis now came

to a better mind, and sought forgiveness, which was extended to them.

Afterwards, during the three first ages, Isvari did penance in the Kanikar

forest at Palani. (The above legend is taken from an older Sanscrit Ptirdna ;

and has been narrated, in the abstract, by various English writers).

Section 9. The penance of 'Adi sesha.

A dispute occurred between 'Adisesha and the god Vaiju (the wind) as

to whi,ch was the strongest. To brino- this matter to a test, 'Adi sesha coiled

itself round Mahdmeru, covering each on of its thousand peaks, with one of

its thousand heads. Vayu assaulted the mountain in vain. At length the snake

lifted up one of its heads, to see what was become of Vay%i, who, for a time had

suspended the assault ; and, on the instant, Vayu blew away one of the peaks,

left for the moment unprotected. In consequence Vayu was conqueror. 'Adi

sesha, being mortified at this result, performed penance at Vardhagiri ; and,

on the god appearing to inquire what was its request, the snake replied that it

asked for conquest over Vayu. In answr, the god said, "have power to eat

the wind." Hence it is said that, by virtue of this permission, snakes can

live for a long time, by subsisting on air alone.

Section 10. The legend of Kamisila cheran.

Kavusilen was a distinguished chief or king of the Chera desam.

Having made a pilgrimage to many places, he obsi^rvid a forest on his return,

in which there were many wild beasts; and he, in consequence, gave orders

to proceed on a hunting excursion. A very beautiful deer was started, which

the king so eagerly pursued that, at length, he was left alone ; and, on coming

to the Kanikar forest, the animal disappeared. The king became exceed-

ingly hungry ; but, in all this region, seeing no sacred edifice, he vowed that

he would not eat, until he had discovered one, and had paid homage to its orod-

He sought for one in vain, on that day ; and the next one : and so soon, for

three days in succession. On the third day he saw a Brahman, who came to

the forest to gather flowers. The Cheran stated who he was, and desired to

be led to a fane. The Brahman conducted him to a Saiva fane, where he

paid homage ; and then took refreshment. He expressed a great wish to see

an Ammankoil (or shrine of ParvatiJ, and in consequence, the Brahman
1 aught him a particular mantra, told him to go to a certain river and

repeat it, and an -i mmrtw wnuld appear He did so, when Parvati, in the

shape of a Brahman female, become visible, and said the king could not see

the Amman now in her proper form; that she herself was doing penance,

preparatory to marrying the god Siva; and she instructed the Cheran to wait
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till the day of the marriage procession, when his wish of seeing the goddess

would be granted. Some rtshts also came, and saw the goddess doing pen-

ance ; and going to Siva luca (the world of Siva) narrated what they had seen.

The god Siva said he would come to the wilderness, and marry the Amman.

Section 11. Account of the marriage.

A long description is given of the marriage ceremonies and procession
;

on which latter occasion the wish of KavusUa cheran was gratified ; in seeino'

the goddess in her own proper form. He then projected the design of build-

ing a town, on the spot where this had occurred.

Section 12. The building of the town-

In order to carry his design into eifect Kavvsilen sent to Atri giri,

his own town, for his two younger brothers ; who brought money as was

required. Many fanes, streets, choultries, &c., were built ; and, when finish-

ed, the place was called Kavusila puram.

Section 13. Account of Tiruvavenen gudi

Some laudatory titles of Suhrohmonya are given. It is said that

Bhiimidevi l^or the goddess of the earth) came and did penance at this place
;

as also Lacshmi, Surya, and Cdmadhenu (the cow of plenty.) Ndreda went

to Brahma, and received from him a pomegranate. Ndreda cKrxie^ it to Siva,

to whom he presented it, praising its qualities. The two children of Siva

(that is Ganesa and Subrahmanya) laughed on seeing it, Siva said " I will

give this fruit to whichever of you can go round the world in a moment of

time." Thereupon Subrahmanya mounted his peacock vehicle, and came from

Cailasa down to earth, and set out to go round it ; the other simply walked

round his father and mother ; and, praising them, said that, as they contained

all things, in going round them he went round the world. Thereupon Siva

gave him the pomegranate.

A pompous account is narrated, higly overcharged, of Suhrahmanya's

progress round the earth ; and of the different places to which he came, until

all the eight points of the heavens were passed, and he returned to his parents
;

when he saw the pomegranate already in the hands of his elder, and more

skilful, brother. At this, he was both sorry and angry ; leaving Cailasa, in

disgust, he came to Varaha giri, and created many things at Tiruvanengudi.

Siva and Parvati came hither in order to pacify him ; told him he was a good

child ; and that it was not worth his while to grieve on account of that fruit,

adding " Parhaniyallavd," whence the name of the place. They promised him

many fruits; whereupon he paid them homage. They asked him what gifts he

desired ; and, according to his request, bestowed many immunities on the

place, and gave beatitude to all who were doing penance there. Hence (adds

the tale) they who, in the months of January and November, bathe in the

Suravma tirtlia (or pool), will obtain beatitude. None can tell all the virtues
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of that pool, or all its wonders, except Siva himself. The pools, which are

there, contain the real waters of the B'kagi rati river (or upper Cangesj.

For bathing here ^ifts were accorded both to Laculnni and Bhumidevi, with

permission to marry Vishnu (they are his two wives). Gifts were also given

to Cdmadhenu, with leave to go, and always to remain, near to Vosishta. On

the same account gifts were accorded to Surga (the sun) with permission to

go and remain in the heavens. From that time forwards the place was called

Parhani sfhala (that is Pyney) because of the expression " ai't not thou a

fruit."

Suta then says he will tell another tale, which is contained in the

following section

.

Section 14. The narrative concerning Brahmendirav. The ri.ihi

named Angirasa, had a son who was named Agnitama, a name which was

afterwards changed to Brahmendiran. He was carefully taught ; and,

by his own application, became well read. After making proficiency in

study, he proceeded on a pilgrimage to the whole of the Saiva fanes ; and,

after visiting other places, he came with a retinue of disciples to Tiruva-

vanankudi (another name of Pyney). The followers of Brahmendircm,

greatly approved of the locality ; and, recommended the fixing a residence

there. The whole body, by consequence, continued at that place, doing

penance. At length, the local deity, Suhrahmanya appeared ; desiring to

know what gift or reward they required ; and, at their reqiiest, gave to the

whole of them beatification.

Remark.—This section is of considerable consequence, inas-

much as it clearly marks the first immigration of Bralimans, settling at

Pyney ; in the same way as the first location of another Brahman

colony at Chillambram was before noted, supra.

Section 15. The narrative concerning NWya nuCha. This account

refers to the period of the Tretd-yuga. Nityandtlia was a son of Nalaraja.

He was powerful and wise. Proceeding on pilgrimage he came to the

ConguTiad {modern Coimbatore, in which Fyney was situated). He visited

seven Saiva fanes in that country. He built a town which was called Raja-

rajapuram. Afterwards he proceeded to Tiruvavanankudi ; and there per-

formed penance. Sichr.ihmanya appeared ; and, being praised by his votary,

asked what gift, or reward, the latter required ; who answered that he desired

to reach the sacred feet, (obtain beatification) without the pain of future

births The said god then instructed him in the ashtdnga yoga (or eight

membered meditation ; that is, anima, makima, karima, lakima, ^c. Vide

Oriental Historical M.SS. vol. 1, p. 128) ; and assured him that if he prac-

I'l
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tised these various forms of contemplaiion, he would attain final beatitude.

As so many persons performed penance at this place, it acquired the applica-

tion 0? yogavannm, or the site of contemplation.

Remark.—This section indicates the ingress of the military tribe

to the extreme south, while a reference back to Section 10, would seem

to imply, that the Chera race was aboriginal, and not Hindu. Compar-

ing Section 15 with Section 14, there is visible a delicate reserve of the

privileges oi Brahman s above Cshetriijas ; inasmuch as the former were

beatified at once, but the latter after instruction and study.

Section 16. The story of Chonnacuttan.

There dwelt in the Cow^m country, a person who was called Chonnacuttan,

with his wife named Kenai. He worshipped both Siva and Vishnu, and his

wife paid homage to Lacshmi; Narayana Perumdl fVishnuJ came to this

beautiful country. The said pair besought from him the gift of a child. He
replied, that if a child were granted, it would soon die. They answered, that

their desires would be satisfied, if they might see iheir own child ; and after-

wards, if needful, it might go ; they would relinquish it. Vishnu thereupon

directed the chank (or conch), in his hand to be born as a child ; and, at the

end of five years, to return to him. It was accordingly born and reared by its

parents, as aforesaid, very carefully. They, in acknowledgment bestowed many

ornaments both on the Suiva and Vaishnava fanes. The child did well and

grew, until its fifth year came. It was accustomed to rove about, playing in

the sacred buildings, and pools of water. One day wh«n sporting in the

Kdmodhenu tirtlia, or pool so called, the remembrance of its former state

revived, and it, in consequence returned, and re-entered the conch of Vishnu.

A report was brought to the parents, that their child had fallen into the pond.

They were exceedingly grieved; went to the place, and carefully sought for

the body ; which, however, was not to be found. They roamed about seeking

it ; being beyond measure distressed at their loss. They both thought of

casting themselves into the fire ; so severe was their anguish. Snhrahmanya

at length appeared to them, in the likeness of a child. They were rejoiced,

as he seemed to be their own child. They took him up in their arms, and

fondled him ; when the seeming child re-assumed his usual appearance,

having six heads, and twelve arms. He told them that their child had been

a gift of Vishnu, and had resumed its own form, as the chank of that deified

personification ; adding that from regard to them, and with a view to alleviate

their sorrow, he had appeared to convey to them this annunciation. He
further stated to them that there was no difieronce between himself, and the

said Vrniynol, or Vii^hnu.
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Section l7. The legend ol' Vasumantan.

Vasumantan was a kir)g who resided at Derapuram. A rishi recom-

mended him to do penance at this place ; where many others were so employed.

An account of his penance is given. In a former state, or birth, he was of

the Brahmanical order, and a descendant of Caxi/apa ; but, in consequence

of dwelling with a Sudra woman, he lost his cast, and sank to the level of a

Sudra. The effect of his penance was, by means of the homage paid to

Suhrahmanya, to assure his regaining the rank of a Brahman, in a following

birth, with all connected privileges.

Section 18. Account of the six-faced river.

Subrahmanya, looking from Vardha giri, saw another hill ; and was

told by a Brahman, that six torrents ran down it, uniting to fcum a river at

the base. As tlie hill had six rivulets corresponding with his six faces,

(^rwrnwc'/ion " the six-faced one" is a title of Suhrahmanya), he granted

to the river below this, the peculiar quality, or virtue, of washing away the

guilt of every crime. Inconsequence of this especial privilege having been

bestowed, the fane, which is situated on the said hill at Tlnivavanankiidi,

is a superior place ; and final beatification is there, of certain attainment.

Suhrahmanya is represented as taking occasion to specify six places whpre he

is worshipped, as being of special consequence. These are Tiruparan-

kunram, Alavayicarai, Tiruchendur, Tiruiavanavkudi, Tiruvaracam, and

ParaviutalchoU: the latter being, as I am informed, another epithet of Pyney.

Section 19. Legend of 'S'/f« 7«>/ and Sacti yiri.

Siva and Parvati were transformed into two mountains. T'yasa,

cautions Suta ruhi not to tell the secret of these mountains. The birth of

Suhrahmanya is narrated. When >S'arupadnia the racshasa disturbed the

gods, six sparks issued from the frontlet eye of S'icu ; these he gave in charge

to Ganga. The six sparks became six children. They were nourished by

six females, forming the six stars in the Criiicanacuhetra (Pleiades^. Parvati

took these children, and by holding them close together, the bodies were

united; the heads only remained distinct (Hieroglyphic for a great bodily

prowess, and superior intellectual faculties.) When yet a child, Subruhvianya

went to Gandamatanam hill, near to Pyney. All the gods, Brahma

included, came to do him homage. Subrahmanya asked Brahma, what is your

business? 'To create?' 'By what?' 'By the VedamV ' What is the womb,
or birth, of the Ved-ivi?^ Brahma replied 'O'M'. What is the originating

cause of 'OW .* Brahma did not know. Subrahmanya, waxed wroth

kicked Brahma for his ignorance
; and ordered him to be imprisoned. In

the interim Subrahmanya took on himself the work of creating. Vishnu

and Indra went to Cailusa, and represented to Sica that Brahma was

suffering. Siva sent his vehicle Nandi to go and tell Subrahmanya to
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release Brahna. The young god frightened iSatuii. •Siva mounted his car,

and went to Suhruhnanya, who received him with all respect, but refused

to release Brahma, charging him with pride, and changing the tri-syllable

O'M. At >SiiHis further intercession Brahma was released, and asked

pardon. Siva bade him go, and do his wonted business. Siva then fondled

the child, and inquired, if he knew the meaning of the mystic syllable.

The other said it was tou great a mystery to be told before the assembly.

Sica bent down his e;ir, and the other spoke into it. Siva asked, how he

became acquainted with the matter ; and, being satisfied, in that particular,

returned to Cailasa.

The speaker next proceeds to tell the meaning of Siva girl and Sarti

girl. One day Agantya went to Cailasa where the rtshii asked him con-

cerning the form of Agnasvura, or Sica and Sacii. He meditated a short

time, and then went to perform penance. Siva came and asked him what

he wanted. He replied 'if you and Parvati become visible in the shape of

hills, then the rnhis and others will do homage, and obtain bliss.' Sica said

'near Gandamata giri are two hills. They are our form. Let them be

worshipped as such.' He gave to Ayastya two peaks from the hill Cailasa,

who took tliem as far as Cdsi ; and there, leaving them, came to the Potaiya

m(mntain (Courtallam). How those two peaks were brought alongside of

Oandumata giri, is t'ae subject of ihe following section.

Section 20. The manner in which Siva giri and Sad i giri came to

Tiruvnvanengudi.

Idan asura had been preceptor to Padmusura, in teaching him the use

of the bow. After the doaih of the asuras the former came, and did penance

at Pyney ; and when Agasfga was returning, as aforesaid, Idan paid him

homajie. Agastyn directed him to go to ihe north, and bring the two

mountain peaks hither. Along dcsciiption follows of intermediate places

especially /irt'has, or bathing places. Idon went and took up the two peaks,

in the cdvadi fashion (yoke and pails) on his shoulders: but he forgot, or mis-

took the road, and came by another way ; that is, by way of Cdlahasti and

Tirumolai. He proceeded as far ap Pushpa giri (flower hill), and thence for.

ward did not knovv the way. Suhrahmanya, in the guise of a hunter, met

him. A mutual explanation took place, Suhrahmanya gave him directions to

go by way of Tiruvaranangndi. He went so far, when feeling faint, and

being bwth hungry and thirsty, he put down the two mountain peaks, without

going on to Potaiya. He scooped out a tank with his hands; and being

refres-hed by the water, was about to take u[) the two mountain peaks, but found

he could not do so. They remained fast. Being angry, he inquired who had

lessened his strength, and he climbed up Siva giri in order to see. At the

top he saw SuhraUm.avya, like a little child. He came near, and some dis-

fliission occurred. Suhrahmanya told him the mountain was to stay there : if
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he thought otherwise lie might take it away, if hi; could. The asura became

angry. A battle resulted, and Subrahmanya slew him. A snake had formed

the ligatures of the cavadi. It went, and told Ar/usti/a what had happened.

The asura s wife, who had accompanied him to prepare his food, hearing a

noise, went up the mountain. On seeing the state of the case, she uttered

lamentations, which are written, being what is termed Manrjala-pichi, a prayer

to consider the state of a wife. In reply to her plaint, the Asm a was re-

animated, and rose up. He then enlarged in praises of the god, and on bis

own happiness iu meeting with him : requesting to be allowed always to

remain on that hill, iind to do service. Agaslya came, and congratulated the

asura on the privilege which he bad acquired ; and then went away. But

Idam6aren remained and did service. [There is a building called Idambara-

kovil at Pyney.]

Section 21 . A legend concerning Agasf//a. He and other rishis were in a

certain place together : when Ndreda came ; and, in the couise of conversation

said, that the Being who was the first cause of all things ought to be wor-

shipped. The ristiis thought Agastya to be first and chief. On which Veda

Vyasa became angry ; observing that Ndreda spoke not of him, but of Sara-

svati. Agastya ibskad if he meant to insult Isvareyi, by whose aid he had

compiled the Vedas; and, being angry, went away to Potaiya hill. The rtshis

wished to see what would occur between Vyasa Sk devotee of Vishnu, and Jgnstya

a follower of Siva. A gastya did penance at Dwga puri. The sioryofthe

image there is this—A Brahman woman named Indri, and her husband

named Murkali, being without children, the woman reared an ichneumon

At length she had a child, and she one day left the animal in charge of it,

while she went to draw water. A snake approached the child, which the kiri

joi7Zffi killed, and then ran out to meet the child's mother ; who, seein"- its

mouth to be bloodj-, thought it had killed her child, and killed it ; but, on
coming in, and seeing the true state of the case, she was about to kill herself,

by swallowing the venom ejected by the snake. Isvari appeared, and told her
not to do so, adding that the ichneumon, in a former state, was her own
mother, and the snake a wicked king, who had killed her father, and was born

a snake. Isvari told her not to be sorry ; and, in her sight, entered an image.

After some time both the husband and the wife died. The said imacre wa,s

afterward called Ndgilesvarer. The earth in the shape of a cow, and the snake

'Adiseshan came and worshipped it. Hence it came to be called Ndgilesvara

of gladness. Agas^tya worshipped there five days ; and was then told to go and
do homage before another image.

Subsequently, Subrahmanya taught Agasiya the Tamil language, and
a detail is given as to the Sanscrit letters retained, and those rejected.

Agastya returned to Potaiya, and there composed the first Tamil Grammar.
[A disciple of Aga-itya composed the T6lcapiyam, which raranatidi reduced by

abbreriation to the Naimitl.']
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Section 22. Legends of the Tirihas, or bathing pools.

The names, and situations, of the various pools are given ; together

with a statement as usual ia sChala puranas of the particular merit, and con-

nected reward relative to each one of thera ; especially the JBrakma tirCha.

This latter subject is illustrated by a tale. A Brahman died, and his son

named Punija murti resolved to lake his fath<-r's bones to Cdsi (B(4iares).

On his way he caine to the sacred banks of the Vdir/ai river at Madura ; and

there performed certain ceremonies. Going thence to the Congu country, in

order to see the Cdveri river, he met, by the way, a Brahr/ian who advised

him not to goto Ca.n : for, if his father's bones could be turned into flowers, it

would siitfice ; and then his father's soul would attain beatitude. The Brah-

man proceeded to state that there was a place where this change might be

effected ; and narrated the story of a Brahman who had associated himself

with those who robbed, and plundered travellers ; when passing through the

pnlavuiiain or forest. This robber named tiriynn, died, and his body

remained exposi^d in the forest ; being devoured by jackalls, dogs, and vul-

tures. An eagle took up one of the leg bones ; and, while flying with it

through the air, owin:; to its weight, let it drop into the Bralima tirV ha

near to Siva girl. The bird then stooped in oi'der to catch the bone, which

last, became suddenly changed into flowers ; and, from the mere circumstance

of the bone having touched the ."acred water, the soul of the robber, which

had gone to Varna's hell, was released, and obtained beatitude. While the

eagle, from its having touched the sacred water with its beak, or talons,

suddenly became changed into a divine form, and obtained beatification.

The Brahman proceeded to relate the story of another robber, whose

bad dispositions and conduct are described; and who even went so far as to

steal the jewels, with which the idol Subrahmanifa was especially decorated,

on the night of Siva. Being taken, it was thought advisable not to kill him,

with any weapon ; but being lied band and foot, he was cast into the Brahma

tirtlia, on the presumption that he would there be drowied ; but he succeeded

in disentangling himself, Hnd when the people were gone away, he came out

and went into another district, or country. Being unchanged in character, he

there continued his predatory proceedings ; and, in course of time, dying, he

received beatitude, by virtue of his compulsory bathing in the pool aforesaid.

The conclusion from these two tales, continued the Brahman is, that since

those two wicked ones received such benefit fiom the Brahvia tirCha, its

efficacy exceeds the power of human description. The young man Punya

murti accordingly carried his father's bones thither, and put them into the

pool ; and they immediately became blue lotus-flowers. The young man was

astonished ; and the soul of the Brahman, who, when alive, had performed

many austerities, obtained beatitude.
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The names and situations of other pools, with their efficacy, ami the

reward for bathing: in them, are specified. Legend of an image. Parvuti.

once came to Siva girt, and tokl Vayu (god of wind) to go, and bring a small

image from Cailasa, which was promptly done. She then paid it homatje.

Siva came in the form of an old man, with a staff, and asked lor food ; which

she set before him. He then resumed his own form, and asked what gift was

wanted. Parvati requested that all Brahmans might always have plenty of

good food; the boon was accorded.

Next a sidd/iar {magician) came. A tale is told of his quarrel with

another siddhar. Nareda, being present, directed them both to exhibit their

skill. One changed himsidf into a fish, and the other one changed himself

into a heron. They were afterwards reconciled. Two of the pools hence

derived their names ; one that of the fish ; the other one, that of the heron.

Transition to the narrative of a cheran, the subject of the following,

and final section.

Section 23. Legend of a Cliera hbn (or king).

There was a Chera king whose head only bowed to Siva, whose eye

only looked on the god of Chitambaram, whose arm was only employed in

testifying homage to Siva, whose feet only walked round the walls of his temple ;

who wore no other jewels than the beads consecrated to Sira. This king went

to Chitambaram (Chillambram). He had an interview with the Chola king

and with him visited the Saiva temples ef the country. They then proceeded

together, and met the Pdndiyan king. The three then went together to Pyney

;

where three Brahmans gave them an account of the bathing places. The

Cheran caused an image to be put up in his own name. A formless voice was

heard, declaring that the god Subrahmanya resided there. Afterwards the said

god appeared with a staff ; and the Cheran begged leave to build a temple to

him : permission being accorded, the god disappeared. Visvncarma became

manifest; and was directed to build a temple ; which he did. representing the

appearance of the god with a staff. The temple was very beautiful. The

god was represented standing witli a staff in his hand (in other places,

sitting.) Afterwards the other gods Vishnu, Indra, &c., came and worshipped

there. The Cheramdn appointed, to these gods, various ornaments; and their

praises are repeated. The Cheran is then represented, as enumerating head,

eyes, hands, feet, &c., declaring that they are not truly such, unless employed

in doing homage to the god ; that many thousand eyes were not sufficient to

see him, nor a thousand tongues enough to praise him ; adding the insufficiency

of two eyes, and one tongue. Finally, he is made to declare that he would not

continue to reign ; but would abide at that place, in order to serve the god.

The three kings afterwards went about the hill of Siva rjiri, in order

to see its other wonders, as before stated ; and, by this means, a recapitulation
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is contrived, britfly repeating over preceeding tales in the substance, as if

narrated, to the three kings. The Clwla and Pdndya kings returned to their

own homes. The Cheran remained for some time, ruling over seven worlds;

and in the end went to Cailasa.

Then follows the declaration that such as read over, and examine the

'Pyney siViala piiranam will receive benefit, benediction, &c. The name of

the author-poet is not given. The book closes, as usual, with salutations to

the sun, to the clouds, and to kings.

Remark.— I have been a little particular in this analysis ; chiefly

in consequence of the notice given by this local puraiiam of the immi-

gration of colonies from the north : and partly for the sake of the local

details. I think it is shown that the Chera and Congu d4sas were

distinct; for if the Cdv^ri river was in the Congundd, then Congu

could not be the same with the Cheranad, or MalayCdam country.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, Europe paper, injured,

binding- damaged.

4. No. 788. (No. 12, CM. 54). Mupaniotti ula.

Under the 1st Family, there is notice of a palm leaf M.S. of

similar title, but differing in contents. The subject of this one is the

fort and town ot Arcot with its temples, and mode of supplying water

from thirty tanks or reservoirs near. The term Chelva pillai is used,

in this manuscript, which is the familiar name for Pacshama ranglia

at Seringapatamy in Mysore. This document, as having some histori-

cal consequence, should be restored : the ink writing is very pale.

It is a thin quarto, country paper, injured, the binding also.

5. No. 791. (No. 8, CM. 22). Two sections.

Section 1st. Periga purana, or the great legend.

This manuscript is an abstract of the large work, on palm leaves,

and contains brief notices of the following votaries of Siva.

1. Manuneri cholan, the king who put his son to death, for running

his car over a calf, in the street of Tiruvarur.

2. Sundaramurti, son of the Sadaiynnar; who, for chanting in honor

of Siva, at Tirunavalur, was taken to Cailasa, the paradise of Siva.

3. Three thousand Brahmann, doing homoge to Siva, were allowed to

reside in the tili wilderness at Chitamharam.

4. Tirunilacandha, a potter and his wife, by giving food to devotees

of Siva, acfiuired beatification.
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5. Pugerzh, a merchaut, and an inhabitant of Caverijjmnpatnam, for

giving food to devotees of Sn'ci, vpas beatified.

G. Iliyancudimaran, an inhabitant of the town called Ilasai, a devotee

of Siva., had his devotedness tried by reducing his family to disUess ; and

afterwards received tokens of favor.

7. Meporul nayctnar, a king, or chief of the Ldda country, long

waged war, unsuccessfully, with a Bauddha raja : at length he took arlvice

from Saiva votaries ; and, at their suggpstion, disguised himself as a Saiva

ascetic, and with a Tamhirdn. went to the palace of the Bauddha king with

with a book in his hand. The king came out to meet him, and asked him

what he. wanted, to which the reply was, that he came to teach him the

contents of the book; and th;it if allowed to enter inside the palace, ht- would

do so. Leave was granted ; and, putting the book into the hands of the king,

he told him to read ; while the latter was doing so, the disguised chief took

out a knife, and cut the king's throat. An alarm arose in the palace ; and the

Lada chief prevailed on the warder of the palace to allow the Tambirdn

to escape out of the bounds of the country, before he should lose his own
life. The god is represented as beiag pleased at this affair ; and, appearing

on his bullock-vehicle, gave tokens of favor, and beatitude to the said

Mepond ndyanar.

8. Viralmindakandan.,oi Chengananur, occupied himself in reproving

such worshippers as came in a dirty, or unclean state to do homage ; and, in

consequence, he received from Siva favor, and beatification.

9. Amernetinayanar, a Vaisya (merchant) inhabitant o£ Parhiyaraif

was accustomed to give presents of small cloths, a part of the dress of

Tamhirdns, or ascetics. One day the god to try him, came disguised as a

Tambirdn, and asked for a cloth, which was given. The god put it down,

asked the merchant to take care of it, and said he was going to perform p2y«,

and would return. On coming back, and asking for the cloth, it was not to

be found ; whereupon the ascetic showed another, and asked for one like that,

which was promised : but this cloth, on trial, proved so heavy, that all the

goods in the merchant's shop could not weigh it down. At length himself,

his wife, and children, all were put into the scale ; and then the god was

pleased, and showed him favor.

10. Erihhalcta ndyanar, an inhabitant of CariyHr, vowed to slay any

who were traitors to Sira. One Sivacdmaiyandar was accustomed every day

to gather flowers; and then put them into a roll, covered with cocoanut-tree

leaves, and carry them to the fane. An elephant going to a river, one day

mistook this green bundle for food, and seized it as such. Eribhakta hearing

of this act of treachery, in pursuance of his vow, slew the elephant. The
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god disapproved the slaying of an ignorant elephant, and restored it to life.

At the same time he gave beatitude to Eribhakta for his zeal.

11. Yeyindi ndyanar of the Irha tribe lived in Yeyinur, in the Chola

country. He taught the art of fencing to all who came to learn; and when he

saw any one wearing vib'h'Ati, or sacred ashes, he always paid to him homage.

An opponent in the fencing art, in consequence of a dispute about their skill,

came daily, and contested with Yenadi ; but was always worsted. At length,

having recourse to stratagem, he put vib'huli on his forehead. Yenadi, seeing

this mark, determined that it would be better to sacrifice his own life, than to

contend with such a one ; and when he saw his adversary's sword ready to

strike, he stretched out his neck, and received a deep wound of which he died.

The god was pleased at this act, and gave tokens of favor.

12. Kannappar, a vedan (forester) of Udupiir, was a devotee of Siva.

In the mistaken exercise of his devoteeism, he plucked flowers and leaves, and

put them first on his own head, in order to carry them for an offering ; remains

of savory flesh-meat of which he had partaken, he put into a plate, or cup of

leaves, and carried this in his hand ; and when, in pei'forming the homage, he

was removing the flowers, &c. of the former day, he pushed them aside with

his feet, which had shoes on them ; and, for cleansing the image, made use,

instead of water, of his own spittle : he afterwards offered the flesh-meat which

the god eat up; and then, to try the zeal of the votary, appeared as, if wounded

in one eye. Kannappar, seeing this wound, plucked out one of his own eyes;

and the god being satisfied, returned him his eye, and gave him beatification.

Remark.—These few specimens may perhaps suffice to give an

idea of the contents of this '* great Purdnam. " 1 have, however, looked

over the whole, but have found nothing of more consequence ; except

the proceedings ut Sampantm in the impaling of the Samunas, and

the beatification of the wife of Kuna Fdndiya, for leaving the Jaina

credence, and building a Saiva fane at Madura ; the origin probably

of that mode of worship there : for it is clear that, before the time of

Mdnica vdsacar, the Saiva of credence was not rooted in the south of

the Peninsula of India.

Section 2nd, Chola purva pattayam.

This is an incomplete copy, on paper, of the palm leaf manu-

script noted under the 1st Family. It is a simply a copy: and comes

down to a portion of the proceeding's of Samaiya muthaliyar. The

remainder has ths appearance of having been lost : through injury done

to the book, by want of good binding. As regards this point, the book

is in bad order ; but the first section being le-copied, and the other
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existing in better form, the preservation of this document ceases to be

matter of consequence.

An abstract of the Ghola plXrva pattayam is given under the

1st Family supra.

This book is a thin folio, Europe paper, loose from the binding.

6. No. 792. (No. 5, CM. 50), Two sections.

Section 1, Padmdchalam mnhdtmyam. The word padmdckalam

means lotus-hill ; and it is applied to various shrines. The locality

herein referred to, is believed to be on the borders of the Coimbatore

and Travancore provinces, in the direction of Paulghat.

For section 2, see IV.

The book is a large, and thin folio, injured, especially the

binding.

7. No. 794. (No. 9, CM, 63, 198). Four sections.

Section 2. Jgastya sargam, this is the 7th section of the

Vrvddhachala fjurdnam : for an abstract of \i\i\ch jiurdnam see under the

1st Family, supra.

Tor Section 13, see under III.

For Section 4, see under VI.

The book is a thin quarto, Europe paper, in good order.

8. No. 805. (No. 4, CM. 758). Twenty-four sections. See under

X, 8 supra.

Section 13, Carur; Section 14, Puliyur, Section 16, Vallamanyalam,

Section 17, Cumhha-grdmum ; Section 18, Darapuram ; Section 19,

Pdndiya grdmnm ; Section 22, iTM/z/o'^aZZe—legends of temples at those

places, in the Coimbatore country.

The book is a thick quarto, injured.

9. No. 831. (No. 40, CM. 336).

Account of Tirunamalai, or Trinomalee. This book is a thin

duodecimo, with only about one-third written. Its object is to comme-

morate the visits to the shrine, of four kings, or local chiefs ; that is,

Vajranga Pdndiyan, Sambhuva rayer, Valdia-rayer and Dcva rna/ici'

rayer. These persons, on their visits, made certain additions to the fane.

In the times of disturbance, occasioned by Hyder Ali, several documents

belonging to the place were lost.
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Remark.—Though this brief mention of the contents is probahly

sufficient, as to any valuable purpose, yet as the papers are loose, the

country paper very thin, and partly ioj ured by insects—on the whole, I

thought it as well, in 1839, to have it copied in folio Volume 5, page

205-216

The book is a small, and thin octavo, country paper, injured, the

binding gone.

No. 5, e.M. 50 and No. 7, CM. 900, pertain to this heading

;

but they have not been forthcoming.

XIII. Tales.

1. No. 786. (No. 7, CM. 51, 97, 194). Five sections.

For Section 1, 3, 5, see X supra, Section 4, see II.

Section 2. AlaMsvdra raja cat'ha, or tale of a wealthy king.

This is a cle\rer work of fiction. The outset is revolting to western

ideas ; and all the following proceeds on the sjstem of transmigration of

souls. A. king's daughter forms an attachment, at first sight, to the stupid

son of another king, who cannot read the writing which she conveys to him
;

but shows it "0 a diseased wretch, who tells him it warns him to flee for his

life. The king's daughter is imposed upon, by the said leper; kills herself;

and becomes a disembodied evil-spirit, haunting a particular choultry (or

serai) for travellers ; whom, during the night, if they do not answer aright to

her cries, she stran<iles ; and, vampire-like, sucks their blood. Avvaiyar, the

famous poetess, asks the people of the town for permission to sleep in the said

serai, when on a journey. They warn her of the consequences ; to which she

replies, that she does not fear all the devils of the invisible world. At the

first watch, certain screams, of unintelligible monosyllables are uttered, which

Avvaiyar takes up; puts each monosyllabJe in iis place ; and from the whole

makes a ncondit*' stanza, the purport b. ing to chase away the spirit, which

depirts. A.t midnight, other monosyllables are uttered, which are taken up,

and a more difficult stanza is produced, on which the spirit leaves. At the

third watch the same process occurs, with a still more difficult stanza, as the

result. The spirit now owns itself conquered, appears visibly to Avvaiyar^

and receives from the said Aovaiyar a prophetic intimation of future transmi-

grations, and a happy result. It is not necessary to f dlow out the thread of

the tale ; hut simply to state, thut ultimately the said transmigrating spirit

again animntos the body of a king's dciughter of superior wit, and accomplish-

menis; who resolves to marry no one that cannot conquer her at cappi.ig

verses : in doing which the candidate must not only explain the meaning of

the dark enigmas propounded (sphinx-like) in her verses ; but also enounce
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faultless verses himself; and tlie uttering any such verse which she could not

explain would secure her hand. Many witless sons of kings made the endea-

vour, and failed. Narkiren (head of the college at Madura) at length encoun-

ters her; disguised as a poor man selling wood. She utters a stanza of contempt;

but is arrested, and surprised by his answer. The contest continues for days
;

every step of progress, consisting of verses more difficult, than the preceding.

They are indeed utterly unintelUgible, without a commentary, which usually

accompanies them. Narkiren ultimately conquers. There are subordinate

details, which I omit.

Remark.—Thh species of writing was noted by me, in a former

part of this report, under the Tamil palm-leat manuscript, entitled Vira

Durendra raja catlia. The present, however, is a much more recon-

dite specimen ; and by a superior hand. It differs widelj^ from the

Alakesvara raja callia ; also abstracted in 1st Family. The document

is written on strong durable paper, with good ink ; and will long con-

tinue in good preservation. The frame work, or prose of the tale,

might be translated ; but from the different genius of language, the

verses could not be fairly represented, by any translation ; unless indeed

any one could write Runic verses, mingling these with modern English,

and giving a glossary, or explanation.

The book is a folio of medium thickness, the binding injured,

and tied with a string.

XIV. Tatva-Metaphysics.

1. No. 796. (No. 23, CM. 195). Siva gndna sacthjar urdi, a

prose version of a work by a Siva gndni, or Saiva ascetic.

The instructions L'ivi'n, are stated to be from Sira to Nandi. The

poetical original is accompanied by a prose explanation, termed urdi. The

subject is the tatva system, delivered in Sanscrit; and translated into Tamil,

by Mehanda devan of Venne'nellur, The five elementary principles in the

human body, their combinations, and eftects are stated. The mental faculties

acquire strength, wnth the growth of the body, and decay as it decays.

Renunciation of all sensual affections, attachments, and earthly passions,

renders the human nature divine. Future transmigrations derive their

character, and degree, from the degree of merit, or demerit in a previous state

of being- These are a few of the outlines of the production, which is not

complete in this copy. The paper is exceedingly good; the ink a little pale, in

some places, but quite legible.

The book is a thin folio, Europe paper, the binding only

injured.
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Telugu Language, and Letter.

I. Accounts.

1. No. 537. (No. 18, CM. 708.) Four sections.

These four sections contain notices of village accountants of

districts in the northern Telingana. The Carnam is the recognized village

accountant, whether nii/ogi Brahman, or Sudra. They hold the records

of the pieces into which each village-land is divided ; and of tlie owners

or occupants. It is probable that such statements as these were intended

to aid in revenue surveys ; and it is difficult to perceive any further

use, for more general purposes.

This is a one-sixth demy, account-book ; that is, a demy sheet cut

across into six pieces ; country paper, with boards.

2. No. 663. (No. 16, CM. 706.) One section.

Notices of village accountants, and their sub-divisions of lands in

the Atugudi district. Mere names, and fractional reckonings.

A quarter demy account-book ; country paper, the binding loose.

3. No. 065. (No. 14, CM. 704.) Four sections.

These contain like notices of village account'^, and accountants,

in the Vizianagaram district, near Vizagapatam.

This book is similar to the above.

4. No. 682. (No. 25, CM. 715.) Four sections.

These contain notices of accounts, accountants, and statistical

village details of theDdracotah district, similar to the foregoing.

As Ddracotah was the name of the mud fort built by Pratdpa
rudra, after he had destroyed the Jainas of that district, this book ivas

scrutinized, when drawing up the Report on the Elliot marbles; but it

caused disa})pointment, as containing merely detached items of

accounts.

It is a one-eighth demy, similar to the foregoing
; but damaged.

5. No. 687. (No. 33, CM. 723.) One section.

Details of endowments to the Saiva temple at Cdlahasti (or

Calastri) not far west of Pulicat ; the place is still a zemindary, and
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various notices of the temple occur in Saiva, and Fira Siava legends,

passim.

Like kind of book, in tolerable order.

II. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 630. (No. 7, CM. caret.) Cdvya alancdra chuddmuai,

head-jewel of poetical rhetoric.

It appears to be a copy from a palm-leaf manucript, see 1st Family.

A work in the padj/a cdvyam raetrs, on Telugu Grammar,

prosody, tropes, and poetical ornament in general : as such incapable of

being abstracted.

The book is a large, but thin octavo, country paper, injured by

insects.

III. Astrology.

1. No. 508. (No. 28, CM. 359, 322.) Five sections.

Section 3. Retta matam, or natural astrology ; relating to

weather, climates, especially rain, and productions of the earth. It is

originally a Canarese work, and a notice occurs under the 1st Family
;

to which it may suffice to refer.

IV. Castes, or Tribes.

1. No. 526. (No. 27, CM. 478.) Four pieces.

Section. 3. Varndzramadhermapurnayam. By Basavdchdrya

A statement, according to the Saivas, of various divisions of castes

;

especially of the five classes of artificers, traced up to Visvacarma the

celestial artisan.

The other pieces are variously distributed.

2. No. 566. (No, 31, CM. 785.) Three sections.

For Section 1, 2, see under VII.

Section 3. An account of the Yanadu jdfi, or wild people of

Srihari cotta ; received from an old man of that tribe.

Of old, one named Raghava, brought with him sixty families from

Paca ndtti district, locating himself with them at Sri hari cotta; and, clear-

ing the country, formed Raghava puram. The people, by degrees, spread

through a few adjoining districts. A rishi, who came from Benares, and was

named Ambikcsvarer, resided in Mad'hydranya (or the central wilderness),
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and there, daily bathing in a river, paid homage to Siva. These wild people,

of their own accord, daily brought him fruits, and edibles
;
putting them before

him. At length he inquired of them the reason ; they replied that their

country was infested by a terrible serpent, and they wished to be taught charms

to destroy it, as well as charms for other needful purposes. He taught them ;

and then vanished away.

These wild people, being skilfal in magic, continued in the forest.

They are of four clases :— 1, Clienju vdndlu,—2, Coya vdndlu,—3, Vana

dula~4:, Iralu vdndlu.

The Yanadu people are skilfal in medicine. The Coya people reside

to the westward, in the wilds at Gooty, Jthavani, and other circumjacent

places, within their forest boundaries ; if any traveller attempt to pluck fruit

from any tree, his hand is fastened to the spot, so that he cannot move ; but

if, on seeing any one of the Co^/a people, he calls out to that person, explain-

ing his wishes, and gets permission, then he can take the fruit, and move

away ; while the Coi/a forester, on the receipt of a small roll of tobacco leaf,

is abundantly gratitied. Besides which the Coya people eat snakes. About

forty years since, a Brahman, passing through the district, saw a person

cooking snakes for food ; and, expressing great astonishment, was told by the

forester, that these were mere worms ; that if he wished to see a serpent, one

should be shown him ; but that, as for themselves, secured by the potent

charms taught them by Amhikesvarer, they feared no serpents. As the

Brakman desired to see this large serpent, a child was sent with a bundle of

straw, and a winnowing fan ; who went, accompanied by the Brahman, into

the depths of the forest ; and, putting the straw on the mouth of a hole, com-

menced winnowing ; when smoke of continually varying colours arose, followed

by bright flame, in the midst of which a monstrous serpent, having seven heads,

was seen. The Brahman was speechless with terror at the sight ; and, being

conducted back by the child, was dismissed, with presents of fruits ; and

proceeded to the north. This circumstance occurred among the Coya people

of the woods, or wilds, to the northward of Pala vamcheha hliadrdchalam, in

Sal Sac. 1G35. (A.D. 1712—13).

The Chenjii people live to the westward of Ahohalam, Sri-sailam, and

other places, in the woods or wilds ; and go about, constantly carrying in their

hands bows and arrows. They clothe themselves with leaves ; and live on

the sago, or rice of the bamboo. They rob travellers ; killing them if they

oppose. " This people afflict every living creature.'' (Kill for food, is supposed

to be meant.)

The Irala people carry bows and arrows, and wander in the forests.

They are thieves. The Yanadu class alone do not plunder } they a,re employed
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as watchmau ; tln^y collect a kind of liark and root, used for dyeing red,

bringing heavy loads, and receive whatever the Sircar is pleased to give in

return. They chiefly live on a kind of white root, and wild honey. The

Sircar employs them as watchmen. In the woods near Sri-h /n cotta there

are forty of these Yanadu people (supposed to be heads of families). Tlie

Sircar gives to the headman of these people twelve marcals of rice monthly ;

in return he delivers sometimes ten bundles (each 500 lbs.) of the dy ing bark.

The others, who do not carry on this intercourse, live in their own manner, in

the forest, on white roots and honey. This handful of Yanadu people seem

to be comparatively separated; for if they a: tempt to hold intercourse with

others of that tribe, at a distance, they are killed, and their wives are

carried' off; the others hold no intercourse with them. Such, as far as could

be obtained, is an account of these Yanadu people, obtained from Jara-

manidu ; as far as he could give information.

Note.—This paper was read over by me a year or two since,

without any other remark than, that there were people in the Peninsula,

of whom Europeans had received little or no information. It again

attracted attention ; chiefly from its following the preceding papers, and

from wishing to dispose of the entire book No. 31, without need of

future reference. But reading it now, after liaving had previously in

hand, the paper on the Khoi-jdti, mountaineers of Goomsoor (Madras

Journal of Literature and Science, No. 16) termed Codalu,in the Telugu

paper therein translated, it appears to assume more importance, than

otherwise I should have attributed to it : for it seems, that the proper

term is neither Khoi. nor Codalu ; but Coya-jdti (in the ordinary pro-

nunciation, to the ear, very similar to the enunciation of Khoi-jati^ and

that they are a sub-division of a much larger body of people. I am
confirmed in my supposition that the so-termed B'heels of the north, in

Guzerat &c. are of the same kind of people ; though apparently more

closely analogous to the Chevju, or Iraki, class. As regards the seeming

absurdity of the bundle of straw, and the large serpent, I am of opinion

that this is an enigma, and covers some more recondite meaning. Having,

in the McKenzie papers, sometimes met with a fact plainly narrated, and

in others veiled by fable, metaphor, and symbols, I have learned not

hastily to dismiss such seemingly crude orientalisms; but to try to look

through them ; and, in this instance, without pretending to solve what

I am tolerably,sure is a symbolical statement, I would throw out the con-

jecture, whether it do not allude to the Meriapujai, or human sacrifice,*

* Not nece*saril7 invoMng Cannibalism,
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which may possibly be the charm on which these Coya people relied,

and which they may have practised as well as the savage inhabitants of

the mountains of Goomsoor.

The locality of SA-hari cotta is about twenty miles northward

of Pulicat, the country about Gooty stretches thence north-westward;

but Srl-sailam is further to the north. These savages are found in

the Goomsoor wilds and mountains ; and, from personal information

received by me, there is a very similar kind of people dwelling in the

woody mountains of the Dindigul province to the south. In the

persons of the B'heels, they dwell on the Vindhya (or Bhind) moun-

tains; and I have, in the paper before alluded to, shown it to be proba-

ble, that they inhabit the Baramahl hills to the north of Behar.

The account of this people, as carrying buws and arrows, living on

roots, honey, or reptiles, agrees with intimations throughont the more

local papers of the MacKenzie collection; and with current fables as

to the radars; who seem to have been wild savage people, aboriginal

when the Hindus first began to colonize it from the north. Thus we

have a somewhat wide range of data, for inductive evidence, in favor

of this particular kind of people, under various sub-divisions, having

been the primary dwellers in the peninsula. The conclusion need not

for the present be drawn ; but it is clearly indicated ; to be followed,

possibly by other, , equally plain steps of historical deduction, arising

out of the MacKenzie papers, by the aid of patience, and perseverance.

The point once established, that the Hindus are not the aboriginal

native inhabitants of the Peninsula, does not seem to me of trifling

magnitude, and this point, I expect, will be fully proved in the process

of the present investigation.*

The book is a quarto of medium thickness.

It was restored in fol. vol. 1, page 541—619.

* A note b_v tlic President of the Committee of Papers, on this portion of Mr. Tayloi''s

Report, is too curious to allow tf my omitting it. "I am quite certain that this is an

account of the wild people on the Pulicat lake in the zemindary of Srihari cotta, whom
I saw, many years ago, caught like monkeys by the peons of the Collector. The women
could not count moie than 4 or .5, end said (witli their infants in their arms) that they

(the mothers), were only 3 or 4 months, or years old/ They had no notion of time ; still

less of religion. I have no doubt they aie similar to the Bhecls and Gonds; but they are

certainly not, like the Gonds, cannibals." A.D.C.

" For the information of readers at a distance, unacqainted with the localities here-

abouts, it may be stated that Pulicntis oAly 23 miles from Madras, the Capital of S. India!

What bewildering rctlections regarding the human race does this strange fact call up?
And how surprising are the circumstance's of > uv insolation • niong the tribes of India; one

of them at the very threshold of the long established seat of our power, and wiihin sight of

the manifestations of our civilization, so little elevated above the brute creation. Editor,

Madras Journal Literature nud Science."
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S. No. 679. (No. 10, CM. 700). Seven sections.

For Section 1, see under VII.

Section 2. Account of the Gondii vdndln, a wild tribe, residing

in the Jai/apiir district of the Northern Circars.

A distinction is to be noted between the Gondii, Cothu (or Kondoo)

vdndlu, and the Qonda {Korula) vdndlic, the former class of [jeople form the

subject of this section ; the Conda vcindln of the next one.

The" Condu vdndlu, dwell in hills and passes of hills ; in rude huts, like

cow- sheds. They are very careful of water-springs. Thpy beat, and plunder,

solitary travellers: some use brass vessels; so.ne use dry gourds, some

earthen vessels. In every house two or three dogs are reared. Their ch' { his

the title of iVa^/a/i,* inferior chiefs are termed doralu. The villagers pay

from six to thirty Paipees, as tax. The Nuyak, o : receiving the tax, points

out, and assigns lands to dilFv-^rent individuals. They culti aL< chola/n (Holcus

Sac), and other dry-land grains ; as also rice in the wet lands : the poorer

sort sell a portion of their grain to pay their tax, and live on the rest ; as also

on the proceeds from ruinarinds produced on their ' I'l 3. Bo h sexes labor in

the cultivation of grain. They labor in their fields, from day break till noon
;

when, from their position it is very cold. At noon, the powf^r ol the sun pro-

duces great heat, and thirst, which induces them to cease from work : they

make large use of butt'jr-milk and other beverage; the effect ot which, accord-

ing to the manuscript, is to make them pot-bellied, with small legs and arms,

and causing unhealthy aspects. In the hot season, ihey sleep wi^erever they

please. In the rainy season they sleep on couches, within doors; havin^

stoves, or similar th,ags, i' side to warm heir dwellings. Thoy place a watch-

man at night on a stage, in the fields, to protect the corn from beasts. The

Paindu vdndlu, a class of pariars, weave their garments, which, as worn by

the men, are a cubit and three-quarters in the breadth, and sixteen or seventeen

cubits in length. The women's cloth is not c^uite so long. As they are very

uncleanly in their persons, so they eurit an offjusive smell. The men wear

a crown-tuft of hair. They wear finger -rinj,s of brass, or other mixed metal

;

some have them of silver. Their language is distinct, and if they speak

Telugu, it is with an imperfect utterance. Their maiiiages are fixed, as to

time, by an astrologer; whose intiuence extends over from forty to fifty

villages. Some specification is given of her m iniage-cerem n es; the eat-

ing of flesh and dr' k g strong liq i r, b' ing a part. Tli y have o e u.her

ceremonies, connected wich the age of their female offspring. Their pitsari is

V vmeA Jani vdndlu ; the nunien worshiped is callel Jacara, a silvan god.

In order to promote the growth of grain in their fields, th vy give a portion of

grain, from a ioimer crop, to the Jani; wao then j^eforms a ceremony, by oflfer-
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ing some leaves, and anointing tlic image of Jacara. The same thing is

practised, through fear of tigers, for the sake of protection. The caste-thread

is not worn by any among this people ; with one exception, in the case of

Vencatapati roju of Palacondavira gottam ; who, exercising kingly power,

puts on the thread ; but without any attendant ceremony. The Condu

vandlu are also termed Jatapa doralu, and it is immaterial whichsoever of

the two names is used. They are onp, and the same people.

Section o. Account of the Condavdndlu people in the Jayapur

district.

They w^ear a tuft of hair on the top of the head, in the form of a ball

;

some wear mustachios, and some use the Saiva burnt ashes, on their foreheads.

They do not speak good Telugu. They dwell on hills ; are of disagreeable

appearance ; cultivate grain in suitable places
;
pay taxes ; v.^atch the grain

on platforms. Some wear a dagger in their girdles, carry muskets, tie a

handkerchief on their heads, and do the work of peons, or soldiers. They

receive pay in an allowance of grain, so much per diem. They dwell in sheds,

like cow-sheds. They chiefly use earthen vessels; a few people only have

vessels of brass. A specification of dress is given, and of some customs of the

females. The chief, with the title of raja, wears the puniil, or caste-thread.

Other chiefs are called doralu. Before marriage they go to some distance

to consult a Telugu Brahmati; and by his means, fix on the muhiirtam, or

time, proper for the ceremony. If there is no Brahman near at hand, as

usually there is not, in places in, or near, the woods, then they call an astrolo-

ger named Succadivi, one of their own class. Fixing, by his aid, the proper

time, they bring him to the ceremony ; and he, partaking with them of flesh

and ardent spirits, is afterwards dismissed. However they do not eat raw-

flesh. If a husband dies, the widow may marry again. A few of t?ie people

are votaries of Vishnu, others of iSiva. The women do not plough, nor use

the large agricultural hoe; but they gather tamarinds, and sell them. Those

persons who are employed as peons permit their wives also to engage in the

same trade of gathering, and selling, tamarinds.

Section 4. Description of the boundaries of the Jayaj)UT

district.

It is not necessary minutely to follow in this place the details of the

circumference, or boundary line, further than to mention that the district is

in the proximate neighbourbhood of Vizagapaiam, Kimedi, and Ganj'am.

A variety of small chiefs, with little districts, were spread around ; one being

termed Sannitjad-raju. On one quarter Kirala (or wild savage) people are

mentioned, and also the Savaralu, a distinct people; one of whom is described

as a common pest, and incendiary.—The section is not without use. It seems
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to me that the Hindus had but imperfectly penetrated the mountain-fastnesses;

still possessed by aboriginal mountaineers.

Section 5. Account of the Blaliijasavarulu ; in the neighbour-

hood of Jayapiir district.

These are a people with small eyes, noses, ears, and very large faces,

(Hun, Tartar, or Calmuc, class). Their hair is thickly matted together.

They bind either a cord, or a narrow bit of cloth around their head ; and, in it,

stick the feather of a stork, or of a peacock, and also wild flowers, found in

the forests. They go about in the high winds, and hot sua-shine, without

inconvenience. They sleep on beds, formed of mountain-stones. Their skin

is as hard as the skin of the large guana-lizard (rough, indurated, not

delicate). They build houses over mountain-torrents, previously throv/ing

trees across the chasms ; and these houses are in the midst of forests of fifty,

or more miles, in extent. The reason of choosing such situations is stated to

be, in order that they may the more readily escape by passing underneath their

houses, and through the defile, in the event of any disagreement, and hostile

attack, in reference to other rulers, or neighbours. They traffic with the

grain, which they raists ; and purchase tobacco-leaf, and various other trifles,

in return. They cultivate independently ; and pay tax or tribute to no one.

Each one has a very small field ; and they are obliged to make up their sub-

sistence by other means ; among which, catching hares is mentioned. If the

zemindar of the neighbourhood trouble them for tribute, they go in a body

to his house, by ni^ht, set it on fire, plunder, and kill ; and then retreat, with

their entire households, into the wilds and fastnesses. They do in like manner

with any of the zemindar's subordinates, if troublesome to them. If they are

courted, and a compact made with them, they will then abstain from any

wrong, or disturbance. If the zemindar, unable to bear with them, raise

troops, and proceed to destroy their houses, they escape underneath, by a

private way, as abovementioned- The invaders usually burn the houses, and

retire. If the zemindar forego his demands, and make an agreement with

them, they re-build their houses, in the same situations ; and then render

assistance to him

In their marriage ceremonies they consult the Succu-dlvi, or astrologer

and these are similar, on the whole, to those detailed, wiih reference to the two
former classes, in the two last sections. They seem to be only a variation of

the same species.

Note,—This section, concerning this wild and indomitable

people, to me seems a curiosity.

Section 6. Account of the Conda savaraln, or people of the

hills of the Jayapiir district, in the province of Rajamahendra.
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The women of this tribe get wood from the forest, which they after-

wards sell ; and exclusive of this small commerce, they also labour in the

cultivation of grain in the fields. After child-birth the women are under regi-

men for three days only; and, on the fourth, they go out to work in the fields.

There is no washerman caste among them; hence the women wash the clothes

of their households. In the hair-luck, on the crown of the head, and other

circumstances, they have peculiarities. They pay some small tribute ; assist

the chiefs in times of trouble ; and dwell, not in thick forests, or mountain

fastnesses, but on the edge of the former, and near to the villages of the low

country people, or Hindoos. Hence they are a degree more civilized, and have

acquired the distinctive name of Conda savarahi. They hold, however, with

the Maliya savaralu, that kind of intercourse which consists in mutually

giving to each other daughters in marriage, marking affinity of tribe. When

they go to war they stick the feathers of a fighting cock, or of a stork, in

their hair , and then wear garments hanging downwards to their knees. They

wear a dirk, or knife; carry bows and arrows; and use the horn of a kind of

deer, for a trumpet. They fight only in bushes ; but decline any combat in

the open plain. Tht-y make night attacks ; and they burn down houses. It

is said that t!iey do not regard the wound of a musket ball, as they have a

remedy for it : they are afraid only of a cannon ball : for which, of course,

they have no remedy. They have no internal distinctions of tribes, or castes.

Both men and women labour in the fields. The Avriter here says that since

they have the Janirdncllu, as hierophants, and are accustomed to eai flesh,

and drink ardent spirits, at their sacrifices, they appear to him to be of tl)e

Sacti class (an opprobrious sect among the Hindoos). The Junis allow no

one to approacl), or to hear, while repeating their mantras, or formularies.

Note.—This I apprehend to be the clas^ described by Mr.

Stevenson's paper, translated by ine, and printeJ in l^o. 16, of the

Madras Journal of Literature and Science. Discussion, and difference

of opinion having arisen on the subject, I am happy to meet, in the

MacKenzie papers, with documents to elucidate and, I think, set the

question at rest. The derivation of the word Savaralu, seems to be

the Sanscrit word Savara, a barbarian, or savage ; with the addition of

the Telugu plural I'.l

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, much

damaged ; restored in folio vol. 4, page 507—593.

4. No. 685. (No. 3, CM. 699.) Six sections.

This book is irrecoverably lost ; that is, it is so much damaged,

that it cannot be re-copied. The following is from my former

analysis.
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The first section referring to the comti, or Banian, class of people at

Pennaconda, might have been prevailingly recovered, had there not been two

leaves at the beginning wanting ; rendering the remainder destitute of value.

The second section is most to be regretted, as it contained accounts of the

Konda vdndlu, Koyn vdndlu, and another wild tribe, residing on the moun-

tains, and in the woods of the Rajdlimahendri district. The remaininor four

sections would have been of less consequence. From the book itself, nothing

can be made out.

5. A fragment of loose papers without covers, mark, or num-
bers ; 5 sections.

1. Kccouni 0? Srmga-varam ne%r Vizagapatam. The earlier portion

of this paper relates entirely to the fabulous origin of some fanes, and shrines.

It ascribes the first formation of the wilderness into a colony, to one named

Trisula-hhupati ; which seems a mere title. Afterwards three classes of

aborigines named, respectively, Savaralu, Bhagaduht, and Gotamalu, chose

for themselves a king or chief, ruling the whole, whose name was Nila-cant'ha

(also an epithet of Siva.) This chiefs son was named Sica Edi/ia, and a few

names of his descendants, with very little of incident, follow. The country

fell into a state of anarchy : and, at the time when the paper was written, it

was under Honorable Company's Government ; paying an annual revenue-tax

of ten thousand Rupees.

2. Account of different tribes in the Jaya-pur district: these

are—1, the Miaka-rdjas, 2, the Gailutus. 3, the 8agidi-vdndulu. 4,

the Sondi-vdndlu. 5, the Ayara-culu, people.

The first are wild people, distinguished from the Condu-vdndlu. The

second are rude, and given to the use of intoxicating liquor. The third are

servile labourers in husbandry ; not, like Hindoos, attached to the soil, but

working for cooly-hire, or daily wages. The fourth are engaged in drawing

the sap of different kinds of palm-trees; the fermented juice of which they sell,

and live thereby. Some of these are Saivas, and some Vaishnavas. Of the

fifth class nothing is mentioned ; except that they assimilate closely more to the

Saivas among the Hindus. A list of towns, with details as to fields under

cultivation, is appended.

3. Account of Conda, Cambedu, Goluconda, and Gudam. The

opening part of this paper has a detail of rivers, or streams, by which

the country is watered, and fertilized ; with notice of paths, or tracks,

amidst the mountains. In reference especially to the village of Gudam,

it adverts to the before-mentioned Nila-canfha ; ascribing to him the

first settlement, and partial civilization. From his Hindu name, it would

appear, that he was foreign colonist, who brought the wild tribes of
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aborigines to submit to his guidance. The whole of the abovemen-

tioned districts submitted to his rule. Details of local chiefs occur, and

occasionally notice of intercommunications with the Gaja-pati, and

Gana-pati princes. But the accounts given are evidently only of what

may, by indulgence, be termed baronial families. Beyond family suc-

cessions, alliances, or discords, there is nothing of consequence.

4. Account of the Told festival among the Savaralu, the

Conda-savaralu, and Malijala-mvaralu

This festival is annually held, and forty or fifty villages unite in its

celebration ; choosing one village by turn, for the site of operation. It is done

in honor of Jagrota devata, the local numen. According to this paper they

make the most important part of the preparation four or five months before

the time fixed on for the festival : and that, by selecting some friendless man,

or woman, of the age of twenty-five, or twenty-six years, who being without

relations or protectors, is seized, and put into confinement ; being highly fed,

and allowed the free use of intoxicating beverage. At the time of sacrifice,

this victim is taken out in public procession, for eight or nine successive days,

proceeding around the village wherein the sacrifice is to be held. The precise

act is held at four o'clock inthe morning, or an hour or two before sunrise.

The victim is then killed by a weapon, herein termed Ganda-godali, and the

blood is used as an offering to the aforesaid idol. Nothing is herein mentioned

of eating the flesh of the victim, The person is always kept in a state of

intoxication ; and is usually insensible at the time of sacrifice. The people

imagine that by this sacrifice they increase the fertility of their lands, and

render their villages more valuable.

Remark.—The papers of this fragment are damaged ; but, with

exception of the last, they do not seem of such importance as to claim

restoration. In this last section I have unexpectedly met with the

account of those human sacrifices ; which when lately* made public, in

the Goomsoor campaign, created so great a sensation. The details herein

given, correspond substantially with those then announced ; the sole

fact of cannibalism being excepted. The record in these papers ought,

I think, to be preserved : and in consequence of that opinion, I have

had this section restored.

V. Erotic.

1. No. 506. (No. 6, CM. 313, &c.) Three sections.

For Section 1, see XIV.

Section 2. Rdma stava rajyam or royal praise oi Rama. This

is partly mystic. It sets out gravely on ethics, and with an inquiry

* This abstract was first ni?,de in 1838,
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on the great Hindu topic of beatification ; and then, by a sudden turn,

lands the reader in a Mahoraedan paradise.

For Section 3, see under XV.

The book is a folio, country paper.

2. No. 508. (No. 28, CM. 359, S22.) Five sections.

Section 4. Bhogini dandacam, chant of a female. By Bomniana-

potu rdzu.

A bJiagi is one of the superior sort of prostitutes attached to

temples. In this chant one of them describes her love for Singha'nia

nayadu, a chief of the Vellugotindru : compare notice of a palm-leaf

M.S.S. 1st Family.

3. No. 509. (No. 24, CM. 403, 492.) Two sections.

For Section 1, see under VI.

Section 2. Rupavati clmritram, di\o\e story of the attachment

of 72M/;ffyflie (handsome female) to Musula bhupati ?(, chief of Uclaya

giri, north of Nellore. She was of the class noted above.

C.P.B. remarks, "is a common story, told in musical metres."

"This manuscript is very imperfect: this poem is so imperfect, as to be

unavailable."

It is part of a small, thin quarto, on country paper, injured.

4. No. 513. (No. 13, CM. 343. Three sections.

Section 1. Aniruddha charitram, A.\j-A\e oi Usha, the daughter

of Bdndsura, dreaming of a very handsome young man : her discovering

that this was the grandson of Krishna ; the furtive amour of the pair ; its

discovery; and the war that followed; ending in reconcilement, and

a marriage. Copies of this manuscript were multiplied for entry in

"Brown's collection;" and many notices of those copies occur in

Volume 2.

The book is part of a quarto, on country paper.

5. No. 517. (No. 12, CM. 349.) Five pieces.

1. Bhduu calyanam, marriage of the sun, by Chandra sec'hara.

The paurauical fable of the marriage of the sun with Sdungna,

and the substitution of Chliuya (or shade) first put into Telugu verse.

2. Sundari manisafacam a centum of padyas, on female orna-

ments: amusements, sentiments, and passions of a woman. Sundari mani

o2
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(the fair female jewel) may designate the person described ; or it may be

the author's name.

For Section 3—5, see under XVII.

The book is a small thin quarto, country paper, injured, and

loose from the binding.

6. No. 518. (No. f?, CM. 3i0.) Bhadra parinaijam, hy Peddand-

charya.

In three sections, or chapters, on the affiance and marriage of

Krishna, with Bhadra, a king's daughter, as an inferior wife. Poets

lived on the bounty of kings ; and, to gain a subsistence, they must

please by panegyrising their vices.

The book is a small, thin quarto, country paper, injured.

7. No. 522. (No. J 9, CM. 370.) Indumati parinayam, by

Knshna cavi.

A Telugu version of the seventh book of the Raghu vamsa, on

the marriage of king Jja of the solur line, with Indumati daughter of

a king of Bkojapur. Jja was the son of Raghu; and one the progenitors

of Rama,

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, in tolerable order.

8. No. 526. (No. 27, CM. 481 .) Chandra rekha vildsam, " amuse-

ment of crescent-curve." By Jagandtlia,

A lampoon of his former patron Nilddri raja ; on his amour

with Chandra recha a pagoda prostitute, stated to be a pariah. C, P.

B. remarks, "this is a ludicrous poem, or satire, written in language of

the broadest obscenity." See volume 2.

[iJec'Aa, as a Sanscrit word is quoted, in the south, only in the sense of a line;

but it is also a Hebrew wor Avitli, I think, a primary meaning. As a name Chandra

rec'ha or moon-curve often occurs.]

The books classed under this heading V proved exceedingly

acceptable to Mr. Brown, on the Colleclion coming under his comrol,

in 1838, and forwards. Copies of them were multiplied; "and added to

his collection ; with a view to its being sold to the Government. After

having gone through volume 2, and then coming once more to the

McKtMizie collection, I have been astonished at the extent of the plun-

der. The statement somewhere m..de by him, that he had most of the

works before, among Ins own gatherings northward, must be taken,

I think, cum grano satlis.
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VI. Grammatical.

1. No. 509. (No. 24, CM. 403.) Two sections.

1. Bhimana Chaiidnsv , on prosody. By Bhimq cavi, C. P. B.

observes on it " a very popular treatise on Telugu prosody : all the

useful part has been printed."

It is part of a sm.ill, thin quarto, on country paper, injured, loose

from the binding, and tied by a string. For section 2, see V, sujJru.

VII. 'Historical.

01. No. 508. (No. 28, CM. 32^.) Seciion 5, genealogy of F^Va

hhadra reddi of Rajamahe/idri, as a prefix to an intended version

of the Cdsi-khandam of the Scdnda purdnam.

1. No. 511. (No 25, CM. 281.) Two pieces.

Section 1. Eulogv of Vennafa Krishna raya. By Tiinma-raz.

The title sesha dherma retndcardm is erroneously written on the label.

On examination it appears to be as above. A genealogy is prefixed;

the word Vencdta produces a doubt as to whether the Vijai>noqara

sovereign is intended. The damaged state of the book causes funher

uncertainty.

Section 2. Rdngha rao cliarUra, or account of a sanguinary

battle between Rangha ran, a zemindar of the Vclmarar family of

Bobili in the Calinga circar, with the chief of Pzisnpati, named Vijaya

rama raz, and Moiisr. Bussy, a French General, under Nizam Ali

Khan of Hyderabad.

The contents of the book aro now irrecoverable : tbey were written on tbin ccair.try

paper, in which largi; lacunes, in various parts of eacli page, are completely t aten thjough

by termites, or oih".\- insects ; and the leaves are, in s >me places, so ijluerl together, in the

manner common with these insects, th>'t thoy cannot be separated wiihou' ti aring ; the

loss is app-irenlly not of grave consequence. See Orme, volume 2. There is, I under-

stand, a very long pcem on the subject.

The book is a thin octavo, country paper, with lacuiics; cohe-

rency destroyed.

2. No. 523. (Xo. 18, CM. 310.) Nnrapati vijayam, or Rama
rdjyam. Two copies.

The second, and older one of the two has an autograph of

Colonel McKenzie. " Naroput'y vijium, copied from the Raja of

Jnagooiidy's M.S. 1800."

It refers to Rama raja the " mayor de palais" of Sada Srva raya

who usurped all the real power ; and was killed in battle, wiih the
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Mahomerlans at Talilcota in A.D. 1534. This work was copied for

Brown's Collection ; and some notice of it will be found in volume 2.

The book is a thin quarto, on Europe paper, in tolerable order,

3. No. 524. (No. 34, CM. 317.) Pdlnatli charitram. An
account of a seven years' war, by seven braves, some of them cow-

herds, against the people of two villasfes, called Gurjala and

Macharla. It originated in a dispute about cock~fightin<jf. Collated,

and other copies, were noticed in volume 2 ; to which reference

may be made,

Ihe book is a folio of medium thickness, French paper, in

tolerable order.

4. No. 528. A book greatly damaged, and without the usual

numbers. It can be only ascertained that the contents related

to the war between Rangha rao, chieftain of BohhaUi and Vijaya

rdma rdo assisted by Monsr. Bussy ; on which unhappy tale

there is a plenitude of matter in volume 2, and in the present one.

5. No. 532. (No. 32, CM. 320.) Vellugotivdru vamsdvali. An
account of a succession of local chieftains who ruled at Vencata

girt, in Telingana ; and were descendants of the Reddis ; one

branch of whom ruled over Conda-vidu and the neigl^bourhood.

There are two or three copies ol this genealogy in the collection ; and

an abstract vfas made by me from No. 49, CM. 739, Section 8, printed

in my former analysis. To it reference may be made : vide infra.

This is a quarto book, in good condition.

6. No. 563. (Nc. 38, CM, 333). Surapura rdjula vamsdvali,

a genealogical account of Surapur {Sorhapuram) near Kurnool.

The following remarks are v/ritien on it by 0. P. B.

"This I have transcribt^d, and translated in Telugu Collections in

Miscellaneous vol 5, page 265, C P. B."

"But I omitted, as neerlless, ten pages of money details at the end;

as well as the passages written in poetry, which are mere laudatory bombast."

" Sorapooram appears in the map as in 760 51' E., 160 31' N.

;

nearly halfway between Kurnool andBeejapoor; it is due south of Kalburga;

and stands a little north of the Krishna" (river j.

[The action, at Zorapore, between troops under Major General Dyee, and the forces

of the Kurnool Nabob, on the 13th October lS3y, transferred the territory of Kurnool to

the English Government. ]

The book is a long, thin (juarto, stout Europe paper, the binding

only injured.
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7. No. 5J4. (No. 5, CM. 695) on the label. Eecord containing

the geography and chronological history of ancient kings; establish-

ment of the carnams and limits of districts. The following is

written inside. " This book begins with a worthless summary in

Telugu, of geography, as fabled in the 'puranas. Perused, October

1849. Quite worthless." C. P. B.

Passing by the pauranical matter at the beginning, I had the book

examined, with care, and found in it useful matter for my Report on the

Elliot marbles. It is full on the introduction of a colony of Saiva Brahmans>

from Benares, by Pratapa rudra. 1 his is not the only time that I have

found Mr. Brown's over-hasty judgment at fault.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, injured. The trans-

lated extracts, in my said Report, may perhaps suffice : if not, the book

should be restored.

8. No. 566. (No. 31, CM. 785). Three sections.

Section 1. Account of Tirumala Nayadu, and of his descendants,

the Carnataca rulers of Madura.

This manuscript was translated and printed in the second vol. Or.

Hist. M.SS., beginning at page 182, Hence there is need, only to observe

in brief, that it commences with the accession of the son of Tirtimala nayaker

to the throne at Madura ; and brings the account downwards, with a some-

what minute specification of wars, negotiations, and changes of power, to the

period of the last feeble remains of the race, who received a village for their

maintenancj In some of the details, where most obscure, this manuscript is

contirmed, and elucidated by the large Tamil manuscript bi fore mentioned,

the Carnulaca rajdhal. At the time of making the above translation, this

Telugu manuscript was not without difficuty legible; a rough copy of it was

then made for greater convenience; and as the lapse of two years since has

only added to the difiicuUy of reading the original, a restored cofiy has been

prepared from the original ; aid(d by occasional reference to the rough copy ;

and, the text not havino; been printed, a correct record for reference is thus

provided. Folio vol. 1, page 547— 619.

Section 2. Account of the rule of Cari cala cholan.

In consequence of war with tie Pandiya king, a woman of the Chola

royal race, named Cungama genChi, escaped alone into the wilderness, being

pregnant ; and took up her abode in the house of a Brahman, a schoolmaster,

and also an astrologer. By his art, he declared concerning the child, after

casting its nativity, that it would become a powerful, and independent prince.

In the ceremony of naming the child it was called Call cholan. After the
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ceremony of investing with the sacred thread, and while learning in the

school, the boy was the object of much contempt from the other boys; bein*

treated as the son of a widow. He retaliated on them ; but the Brahman
thought it best to keep him within the house. He became well instructed

in knowledge
: and very powerful in bodily strength. The Pdndiya king

t^pn ruled the Chola mandalnm ; but, wishing to place over it a viceroy, he

made public proclamation in orc\^r to meet with a suitable person. A ^reat

concourse of claimants assembled. The Pdncliya7iihen put a golden pot con-

taining water on the head of an elephant, and a wreath of flowers in its trunk;

announcing that the per.son on whom the elephant .should place the wreath,

and anoint by pouring oii him the water, would be regarded as chosen ; and

to that person the king would give his own dau^htei' in marriage. The ele-

phant being let loo?e, a\oided all the people in the town ; and going dirtct

to the aforesaid Brahma I's house, there selected the youth by depositino- the

wreath on his head, and pouring the water over him. The young man was

as strong as ten elephants ; but in order to diminish his strength, the Brahman,

rubbed the sole of one of his feet with charcoal, and thereby took a\v;.iy the

strength of nine elepha its, leaving him only as strong as one elephant. He
was subsequently insta led at Combaconum ; and had the name of C«H
cula cholan given him, to commemorate the rubbing of charcoal (can) on

his foot. But the king's daughter was not given him. He strengthened, and

enlarged his capital town. The young man, learning, iram his mother, that

his father was before him king of the CaoJa country, that his father had feand

to encounter the Pandiya king; and had died during the disturbance that had

arisen, resolved on vindicating his own, and his father's right ; and, ass. m-

bling an army, set out to make war on the Pandiya king. The army is stated

at 250,000 cavalry, under commanders whose nann-s are given ; who ap-

proached ths Vaigai river. The Pandiyan SL\;\vme(\, lirought to him treasure

and jewels ; and, after much flattering homage, embraced him, and conduct-

int; him to his [>alace, seated him, on terms of equality, on half of his throne,

and married him to his daughter Sid'hesvari; after which C'^ricdla cholan

returned to Combaconum, where there were great rejoicings. He allowed

the cultivators three parts of the produce, and took one-fourth (the ordinary

rate used to be one-sixth) with which revenue, he built, and repaired many

sacred edifices; gave large donations to Brahmam, heard many religious

stories recited ; and was a firm votary of Siva. In order to see, if his people

were firm in that way, and ^-ith a view to discover and rectify evils, he was

accustomed to go out in disguise, covered with a common dark colour d

hair-blanket, during the night. Out of this custom, arose the following

circumstances ;

There was an aged Brahman who, as th^ result of long penance hal

a

on born to him; who, when grown up, was married, and the old man died,
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but not before havinsr charged him to carry his bones to Cmi, and bury them

in the Ganges. The young man prepared to do so ; but, on the eve of setting

out, slept in the porr-h of his house, and there gave strict charge to his wife

to keep within doors, while he shoukl he absent for a year and a half ; the

only exception being, that if in want, she might ask alms of tlie charitable

prince Cari cdla cholun. The latter was at the door, and admiring so gicat au

act of confidence, determined on being the vv-atchful guardian of that house.

While the Brakwan was absent, he watched it carefully ; hut tlie Brnhmnn

returned within six months, on the way to complete his pilgrimage at Itdmi-

S'iram; and, wishing to assure liimoeU" of his wife's discretion, appioached the

door ulune at night, and looked in through its apertures The Cholan came

thither at the same time ; and, thinking the Brahmari was a thief, cut him

down with a sword, and retired. His wife next day suffered great reproach

from her neighbours ; but, recognizing her husband, she burned herself with

his body, and the king having unconsciously killed a Brahman, had the visita-

tion termed Brahnahattl (a personification of the crime, as if an evil spirit,

always following him). He made many attempts, toget rid of it; but, thouo-fi

the spirit quitted him at the door of a temple, or entry on a sacred pool ; yet

it always returned afterwards. He went on pilgrimage to the shrine of

M'lndcshi at Madura; who, in a vision, informed him that the visitation could

not be so easily got quit of ; but directed him to build one hundred and eight

Siva fanes, and then at Madhyuranya, he would be relieved. He accordingly

built a shrine every day, not eating till each day's work Avas done; bathe did

not know where Madhydranya was. At length he found an emblem of Siva

imder a tree named Mndhi ; and Siva there appeared to him, directing him

to build a temple, to enter at one gate, where the spirit would halt, and would

be imprisoned, and to go out at a gate on the opposite side: which the king

did, and was cured. He, however, died childless; and his queen followed

him. There was no Chola king after him ; he reigned fifty-five years. The

above things concerning him were complied by C^Lacrataiyengar, a Vaishnava

Brahman of Melur, trom the Bahhti vildsam, and some other books, inclusive

of st'hala mahdtmyas or temple-legends.

Remark.—Fable and facts appear to be blended in the first

portion of this account, the latter portion explains and illustrates

some parts of the Madura iiurdnaim; and from the comparison of the

two, a few historical facts may be gleaned with some measure of

certainty. It is to be noted that this (according to the manuscript)

last of the Chola race, made (Jombaconum (twenty miles north of Tanjore)

his capital. This is the first document I have as yet met with, stating

that fact; though I always thought that Corabaconum must once have

been a metropolis, from traces remaining.
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Subsequent to my transhtfcion of section 1, I met with a book

containing the foregoing portion of tlie narrative from the accession of

Visvandtlianayaka. I have now recently looked for it in vain. Both

together formed the fullest and most complete account of that dynasty

which I have yet seen. For section 3, see IV supra.

This book is a thin quarto.

9. No. 573. (No. 40, CM. 730.) Account of Condavir ;Conda

vedu) with notice of hill-forts, and other matter.

Of another book, in the way of abstract, and translation much

use was ma^'^janners • Report on the Elliot marbles : so much so as to

leave little (^i^^fehsequence behind. See 14, infra.

The book is a thin quarto, on old Europe paper, in tolerable

oidcv.

10. No. 595. (No. 29, CM. 312.) Pratdpa charitram, or Kahateya

vamsdvali. By Sarvappa.

This is a chronicle (with legendary matter at the beginning) of the

rulers nf Orugal (a Tamil word) usually written Warajihal ; the most famous

of its rulers being Pratdpa Rudra. The family name arises from Kdkateya

prol, one of the earlier kings, or may ascend higher still. Thfi locality is

near iSri oailam; to which a lar^':e access of Brahmans from Benares was

caused by rratdpa Rudra.

The fact has further illustration, in my report on the Elliot marbles.

This book did not attract my attention, when drawing it up ; though,

I believe, nothing additional could have been gleaned from this document.

Any full abstract of this book is obviated by the one, under the fol-

lowing number on the same subject.

It is a thin quarto, country paper injured, bound in sheep,

colored red ; worn.

11. No. 596. (No. 32, CM. 722.) Two sections.

Account of the rulers of Anuinacondu and Orcjalu, otherwise

called Ekasila nagara, with their conquests in Telingana.

Geographical site of Anicmaconda defined. Legendary statement con-

cerning the marriage of Siva, as accounting for the formation of the shrine.

Subsequently a Vedar raja named Yeruka deva raja laid the foundation of a

village, at Anumaconda; locating his family and relatives there. His sons

\iGXQ Anumadu and Condadu. A small fort was built. The latter of the

two formed another village, called after his own n?^mo ; his relatives followed
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the same example, by forming other villages. About this time the Jainas

prevailed ; and a Jaiaa fane was formed, on the top of the hill, Bhima razu,

a chief ruled : but, whether, as a subordinate, or head, cannot be determined

;

as a Mahomedan had built a stone, containing an inscription, into the wall of

his house j so that only one side of it was legible. Bhima raza is supposed

"> have been a Jaiua.

The account is commenced with the mention of one of the Kakati

race, who ouilt the large fortress ; and what follows relates to that race.

The lunar-race is specified down to Cshemaca. From that line are deduced Viji-

ydditya and Somendra. The son of the first was Vishnu /^ ^'^Iiana; of the other,

the son was Uttunga-hhfija. These two latter diAided the gpo"^^ '
' etween them.

Vishnuverddhana settled at Dhenna-puri on the western bank Ji the Godavery

river. Four hundred villages, or towns, became subject to him. His son was

Nanda who built a town called Nanda-giri; in which the four castes of Hindus,

were located. His minister was named Dandasassi-nayaca. Kandan formed

a marriage alliance with the daughter of a Chola king, at Conjeveram ; and

on returning, equitably governed his kingdom. His son was Vijayapdla,

who was munificent. The son of the latter was Soma-dtva raja, who formed

extensive, and numerous establishments for Brahmans. He assembled various

herds of cows, altogether amounting to 3,100, which were placed under the

care of various herdsmen; from Bhadrdchala, even to the banks of the

Godavery. Balahodu, ruler of Cattaca-puri (Cuttack), hearing of this

circumstance, made a foray, and took away some cattle. A war followed, in

which S6ma-dcca lost his life. His widow took refuge in the house of a

Brahman, where she had a son named Madhaverma, who conquered his father's

enemy ; and installed the son of the latter, on the throne at Cuttack. Hear-

ing of which the aforementioned Yeruca-devardju fled, and Madhava-verma

took possession of his district. The date of Madhava-verma is carried as far

back as Sal. Sac, 390 (A.D. 468); and his reign is extended to 160 years.

His son was Padma-sena, who ruled 74 years, down to Sal. Sac. 464. He

overcame the Cuttack ruler, that bad assaulted him, and levied tribute from

that country. The son of Padma-sena was Venama-rdja, who ruled 73 years,

down to Sal. Sac. 537- His son was Orangavenna, who conquered the inva-

ding Cuttack ruler ; and put his son in the father's place. He conquered

other chiefs; and ruled 73 years, down to Sal. Sac. 610. The son of Oranga-

venna was named Bendi-gandama-Tdja. He took some villages from the

Mahomedans; and levied on them eight lacs of gold coins. He fought for three

months with the Cuttack ruler ; and, having conquered him, took thence fifty-

five lacs of gold coins. He was liberal. He ruled 78 years, down to Sal.

Sac. 688. Eis son was Yerwa-deva-rdja; who, being a child, his mother eser-
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cised authority as regent. She levied extensive tribute on surrounding coun-

tries; and, fighting six months with the Cuttack ruler, overcame him, and put

his son in the father's stead ; at the same time taking tribute. The young man,

Yeruca-devaraju was, by her, caused to be crowned. This queen, whose name

was Koiitala-devi, governed 19 years, down to Sal. Sac. 702. Yeruca-deva,

conquered the ruler of Devagiri {Beo-ghur or Dowlatabad ?) and took eighty

lacs of gold coins from him, as tribute. He also overcame, and took tribute

from Vijaya-narasiaha Vijaya-rayala, the ruler of Vijayanagaram. He made

suitable largesses to the BraJimans ; and ruled 79 years, down to Sal. Sac.

786. His son was .BImvanaica-malla, who conquered the Cuttack king,

taking away tanners *, and, as before, installed the son in the father's place.

Not being swisfiitcl with the tribute paid by the ruler at Vijaywnagaram, he

again levied war, and received further villages and presents, together with

five superior women, as wives ; to whom he made grants in free tenure of

lands, extending even as far as Conjeveram, to find them betel and areca (or

pin-money). He also gave an agreement, engraven on gold, to the chief at

Vijayanagaram, certifying that lie would not again levy war. He largely

built, and endowed, various fanes and shrines. He ruled 86 years down to

SaL Sac. 872. His son was Tribhnvana-malla, who, as before, fought with

the Cuttack prince, and installed his son. He governed 86 years, down to

Sal. Sac. 956. The son of Tvibhuvana-malla, was Eakatiprol-rdju ; who
being a minor, his ministers disagreed among themselves; which Balla-hundu

the Gajajjati of the Cuttack hearing, besieged Anumacondu, during twelve

years, by troops under the orders of a general named Visvandt'ha-deva ; who

was in the end repulsed by Kakatiprol-rdju. The latter formed a residence

at some distance, at Ganga-puram, and the people of Anumacondu were

accustomed to send thither presents, on a small cart. One day the axle of the

cart broke ; and, being left on the spot, the next day the iron was found to be

transmuted into gold. The king, going to the place, found there a golden

symbol of Siva ; and iron, brought thither, being changed into gold, he thence

acquired the means of extensive building. The said symbol was removed,

and established on a small hill, consisting of a single rock (whence the name

Ehasila in Sanscrit, and Orangal in Telugu). A fane was built, and

also a town around it ; in which there were 500 Saiva fanes, and 300 Vaish-

nava fanes, ten shrines of Ganesa and ten of Virahhadra ; to which festivals,

all customary appurtenances were appropriated. As iron, being brought

into contact with the aforesaid image, was uniformly transmuted into gold,

he, in consequence, had a vast quantity of golden utensils formed; so that

he acquired grgat celebrity; and, in his time, the custom of weighing gold

was first introduced. He had two sons : the eldest being born in a

tnulmrtam, or astrological time, unpropitious to the hihQY, the said child was
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taken, and lodged in a fane, the officiating Lieropbnnl, in which, gave to tho

boy the name of Rudra. His father one night went alone to the fane ; and
Rudra, mistaking his father for a thief, mortally wounded him with a sword.
The king made known to all around, that the child was his son ; and, causing

him to be installed, died eight dajs after receiving the wound. Kuhati-jyrbl-

rdju ruled 73 years, down to Sal. Sac. 1031. The aforesaid Rudra didded
to the number of fanes, among others those of Ganapaii (or Gancsa) and made
war against the Cuttack raja, whom he killed, put his son in the father's

stead ; and levied tribute on the country. He also subdued other countries
;

and ruled 78 years, down to Sal. Sac. 1109. The son of Kdkatl-rudra-roju

was Ganapati-roju. His uncle Mahd-dcva-roju, the younger son of Kakati

prol, and younger brother of Rudra, was instituted as second in authority (in

the same relation as Caesar stood to Imperator at Rome), and, going on an

expedition against JDevagiri, was therein slain. Hi;? secondary rule lasted

three years, down to iS'a/. Sac. 1112. The minister of Gamipati was named

Siva-devaiya ; and the said Ganapati making war against the Detagiri ruler,

who had killed his uncle aforesaid, conquered that chief, and took bis daughter,

named Rudrama-dem, to be his wife. This prince was munificent to Brah-

vians. He made war on Valla nddii, and took tribute from it : returning

thence to Nellore, he had a dispute with Ancana-hhuja, from whom he took

some banners j and re-instated there the former ruler, whose name was Man-
matha-siddha. He had a reservoir formed at that place ; and twenty-four

forts constructed. He subdued 68 towns. He had many other works accom-

plished; among which the building a town nesiV Ganga-puram (named after

himself Ga?iapati-purani) was one. He conquered the Odrhja (Orissa), and

Pandiya, kings; took many countries ; and levied tribute. He constructed,

at Sri-sailam, four Saiva fanes; some Vaislmava fanes ; and had four reser-

voirs excavated. To bis spiritual preceptors he gave eleven villages. A
daughter born to him, named TJmacx, he gave in marriage to Vira-hhadra-

rqja ; and, relinquishing his own kingdom to Siva devaiyan, his minister, he

died in Sal. Sac 1180, after ruling 68 years. His widow Rudrama-devi

ruled with celebrity, for some years ; and then transferred the crown to Pra-

tdpa-vira-rudra, a son of her daughter, Umaca, by Vira-hhadra-raja ; at a

time when he was sixteen years of age. She exercised the regency during

38 years, down to Sal. Sac 1216. Pratdpa-vira-rudra patronised the

JSrahmans, descendants of those first settled in the country, and provided for

them proper employments. It is said that he was taken prisoner by the

Mahomedans. He reigned, as supposed, about 76 years; and, after that, he

and his wife died. The manuscript contains a minute account of the receipts

and expenditure of this prince ; needless to be detailed. His minister, and

bis younger brother, fled into the woods and wilds. His son, who succeeded
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him, was named Virahhctdra-rdju, who carried on war, for twelve years,

against the Nara'pati-rayalu of Vijayanagaram, But the Mahomedans com-

ing to the assistance of the Rayalu overcame Virabhadra ; and relinquished to

him, only a small portion of his former dominions. Afterwards Malla-

deva, of the Rdghava race, ruled, as appears by an inscription. But

Sitapi'kkan, a Mahomedan, coming from Delhi took Oraw^aZ; and, as the

descendants of the Kakati family were within the fort, he gave them just

enough, for their subsistence ; while he himself conducted the government.

A Sanscrit inscription, in his time, is dated Sal. Sac. 1425.

Subsequently, when Krishna-rayalu ruled at Vijayanagaram, he took

Condavidi, Condapali, Inama-conda, Balapa-conda, Nagarjuna-conda, and

other forts ; he also overcame the Mahomedans at Orangal, and assumed the

place. He gave to the Kdkatiya race a sufficient subsistence. In the time of

Achyuta-rayalu, Orangal was under his rule. Rdvia rayalu was second in

power to Saddsiva-rayalu ; but, fighting against five Padshahs, confederated

against hira, he was killed by them ; and they assumed the government of

Orangal. The Shah, ruling at Golcondah, had authority over Orangal.^ and

Anuma-conda. The Nizam of Hyderabad, named Azuph-sah, ruled over

Orangal. His son Nizam Ali Khan, inspecting the fort of Orangal, had some

of the guns, which were placed there by the Kakati race, transmitted to

Hyderabad, He gave the said fort, as a jaghire, to Nuran-mulk ; it remained

with the same in the time of Sicandar, son of Nizam Ali. Orangal was

plundered by Pindarri Mahrattas in Sal. Sac. 1738, (A.D. 1816 ) The

descendants of the Kdkatiya race had, by this time, retired altogether to some

patrimonial estates, at Bassanava, and other places, whither the Nizam sent

to demand from them tribute, or taxation ; when they transmitted to him, in

return, cowries, or small shells, current in some places for small sums of

money. The Nizam, understanding thereby that they were very poor people,

remitted thenceforward all tax or tribute from them ; and they continued,

when the account was written, to reside at Bassanava, and other villages.

Remark.—The preceding is a very important manuscript. Its

authenticity, in some places, may be matter of question, particularly in

the dates ; but all deductions being made, this will remain one of the

valuable documents in the collection.

There follows, in the book, another document ; being an account

of Calydna patnam.

The contents : the legend of Nandi, the vehicle of Siva coming

down to earth ; the origin of the Virasaiva sect ; and an account of

circumstances which occurred at Madura. Any fuller notice of this

document is referred to the abstract of the Telugu palm-leaf manuscript,

No. 128, CM. 322, entitled Basavesvara Cdlagndna. Vide siLjpra.
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Further use was made of the principal of these two documents

in my report on the Elliot marbles. " These legends I have tran-

scribed C. P. B." But the first document is more than a legend. It

approaches to the style of historical writing ; and is a document of

value.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, in tolerable order,

12. Wo. 597. (No. 15, CM. 705.) Five sections.

Section 1. Account of the zemindar of the Saroda district in

the Northern Circars.

Anciently this was a wild country under a Cothu raja, who ruled over

savages. Subsequently, one named Savayi singh came from Gocula hrin-

dhavanam, and colonized the neighbourhood, forming a town, with various

appurtenances.

Section 2. Account of the Purushoitama de'vas, and rajas of

former ages.

A Sanscrit title. Reference to the Safyayuga, with its character ;

and mention of MahcihaU, and Vuhnn, in the Vdmana civalar. Reference to

other yiigaa ; to Fdrasa ruma, and his destruction of the Cshetriyas.

Reference to Mayws, and periods of their rule. Some kings of the solar line.

Excessive periods of time ascribed to them. Some kings loosely mentioned in

the Call yuga ; who ruled, as we know, in different and distant countries
;

but are herein brought together in one successive line. There is rather a more

connected list of Gajnpati princes ; but with incredible dates ascribed to the

several periods of reign. Some other loose details follow, down to the

accession of the English Government.

Kemarl:.—The first part ofthis paper is merely a crude extract,

from the substance of old purdnas, and resembles very much what is

termed Bhucula-pramiinam in a distinct Tamil manuscript. The
account, so far, is of no value, and the remainder partakes very much
of the same character ; disappointing the expectation that might be-

founded on the English heading, prefixed to the section.

Section 3. Account of Nard^an-suru-harischandra, zemindar
of the 2ar/o district.

The founder of the district came originally from Nagpore, and
served one of the Gajapati princes of Orissa. "By favour of

Jaganat'ha,'' the idol so called, he acquired this district ; and there are

added some details concerning the successors in the zemindary.

Section 4. Account of four villages, of the said district.

Merely a list of small districts, and of towns, or villages, contained

in them.
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Section 5. Account of Cari cala cJwlan.

This paper contains an account of two Ghola r&jas : the first name

that occurs is Vira Vicraviacholan, with some details concerning him ; such,

for example, as his fixing pillars of victory, as far north as Himalaya. Cari

cola cholan is next mentioned ; and an extravagant account of the extent of

his power, being puerile exaggeration, is given. In the embankment of the

Cdveri, the god Isvara, it is said, assisted. The Chola king put out one of

the three eyes of the Mukanti kings. Many kings were summoned to assist

in the embankment of the Caieri ; and those who refused to come were pvmished

The whole of the remainder relates to Cari cdla cholan's acts of government.

The wife of the Balldla king was of great assistance to his kingdom, [it is

supposed that the wife of Vishnu Verddhana is intended]. According to this

paper Ca'ri cdla eholan exercised an extensive influence; but the marks of

exaggeration contained render the authenticity of the document doubtful ; at

all events, great deductions are requisite.

The book is a tliin quarto, country paper, injured, also the binding.

13. No. 606. (No, 49, CM. 739.) Eight sections.

For Section i— 7, see under XIII.

Section 8. Account of the Vellugotivdrii, descendants of the

Vencata giri raja, wtih an account of Vencata giri, in Telingana.

Stanza— the Velma race were born from the feet of Vishnu.

In the village of Anumcmagal, a sou of Sheyur Polu reddi of tribe of

Anumagantu, with his servant named liesan, when ploughing a waste piece

of land, discovered a bidden treasure ; and an aerial voice was heard, telling

the master (Sevi reddi), that if he offered a human sacrifice, he might safely

take possession of it. While in great doubt, his servant i?esa?i voluntarily

offered to become the sacrifice; on condition that the rerW/ should engage on

behalf of himself and of his posterity, that he and they would take the cog-

nomen of Rcsala, and always marry the first wife from out of his (Resan's)

pariah tribe. To these condition the reddi assented; and, oifering his

servant in sacrifice to Bhairava, took possession of the treasure At a

subsequent period, while surveying his now very extensive fields, a storm

came on ; and, while he stood under a tree, a thunderbolt descended close to

him, which he took up without fear, and then the hamadryad of the tree

appeared to him, and made him great promises for the future. Tvvoofhis

inferior workmen had taken refuge under the same tree ;
and, unseen by him,

Lad seen and hfard what passed ; the report of which they carried to the

village, where it was much talked of, and at length reached the ears of the

Ganapati, or prince of the country, who sent for Son reddi; and, after
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flattering distinction, gave him certain banners, and ennobled him as feudal

lord of a country producing a lac annually. He also received the title of Pillala

marri Betala rdvu, from the Betala, or hamadryad, before mentioned : he
also received certain immunities of a super-human order.

2. He had three sons named respectively, Barna yiayadu, Prasdditya

nayadu, and Rudra nayadu. Two were much distinguished. Dama nayadu,

the eldest was characterised by skill in the use of the sword, by great advan-

tages obtained over others, and by the acquisition of wealth and honors.

The second Prasdditya was an officer of authority under Ganapati deva

rai/ala, and had a hand in the circumstances of the succession after his death-

whereby the royal authority at Oraganti devolved on Pratdpa rudra.

3. The aforesaid, i)am« wo^adt^ was the head of his race. Two of

his many sons, by name Vennama nayadu and Sahhi nayadu were most
distinguised.

4. Vennama nayadu became head of the race. His son was Vira-

dacha nayadu; who, with his cousin, son of Sabhi nayadu were successful

in their incursions against neighbouring places, extending to Cdnchi, and to

the Pdndiya kings. The Mussulmans are also mentioned as beaten in

defence of another chieftain. The son of Vennama, named tSingama nayadu
became head of the race ; he was slain before the fort of Jallipalli.

5. His two sons Anupotta 7iayndu and 31adha nayadu, assembled a
great force ; and, overcoming all enemies, carried their power to an increased

extent; adding to the fame of their race; and distinguishing themselves by dona-
tions to the Bralimans. An extravagant account is given of the number of raias

conquered by them
; the Chalukyas being among the rest, and also the forces

of the Gvjerati raja. The two chiefs Anupota and Madha, divided the

country intot wo parts ; and ruled in distinct towns, each one over his portion-
the first in Raja konda, and the second in Deva konda.

6. The son of Madhu, named Pedda vedagiri nayadu, added to
former conquests, and acquired additional trophies.

7. Pedda vedagiri nayadu, had two sons named Ramachandra, and
Cumara madha nayadu ; who made some conquests.

8. The sons of Cumara madha, were Chimia vedagiri nayadu, and
Lingama nayadu. He was slain by another chief ; and Lingama nayadu slew
the assailant ; and also overcame some others.

9. Lingama nayadu's son was Parvata nayadu; whose son was
Lingama nayadu.

10. The race is carried forward, through a few other names.

1 1

.

Some Strifes of neighbouring feudal lords.
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12. Records assistance rendered to the Rayer, in suppressing some

opposers at Chenna patnam.

13. Singama nayndu "was versed in learning.

14. Dimma nayadu is Sddd to have conquered the Gujerat, Chola,

and Pandiya rajas.

15. Dherma nayadu, conveyed to his posterity the title of Ramivdru.

16. The succession of the race is carried on down to No. 28,

Vencatadri nayadu, who ruled at Vencata giri ; and, in his time, the name of

the Vencata giri kingdom originated. The name of that place from books,

and inscriptions, is found to have been Kalmali, from the name of a local

goddess, worshipped by a few cottagers. One named Goharl huh'ha raja,

had built a fort, and resided there : he was driven away by Vencatadri

who took possession ; changed the name of the Sacti, and caused it to bear the

name of Vencata giri from Vishnu worshipped at Vencatdchala (Tripety)

distant four amada, or kadams, (40 miles). His son was Rayapa nayadyu,

who succeeded to the government. No. 29, down to 31. Some other names,

down to Ydchama nayadu, and Singama nayadu, by whom a great battle was

fought, with other opposing chiefs, in a plain near Ultra MelUr, in which

they gained a victory Sal. Sac. 1523 (reference to another book called Sisa-

mdlica No. 8): its substance given here. (The scene was in the Tamil

country; Madurdntaca, being mentioned as near the place of combat). The

Mahomedans wei'e mingled up in the affair, in connection with Ginjee and

Vellore. Down to No. 34, many details are given, too complex for abstract-

ino- ; among which it appears that the Vellugotivdru were driven from their

native district by the Mahomedans, who took it into possession ; that Vencata

giri was a part only of the Chandra giri kingdom ; that the Mahomedans

acquired an ascendancy, and that certain cruelties were attendant on Zulfecar

Khan's incursion into the Carnatic ; that Vencata giri was assumed into

possession by them ; but, by solicitations at the court of Golconda, a restitu-

tion of this, and some other districts, was made, on condition of paying

tribute. Certain grants, as made by persons holding privileges under Aurung-

zebe are mentioned in the manuscript as deduced from inscriptions; one of

the dates is Sal Sac. 1618 (A. D. 1696).

35. Some other names, and date of a grant by Peddagdchama nayadu,

in SaL Sac. 1620, with him the line of Vellugotivdru ceased ; and the race

was transferred to adopted children.

36. 37. Some other details ; an invasion of Mahomedans from

Arcot, who plundered and, burnt ; and, in the disturbance, many records

perished. When the invasion had swept by, Cumara Ydchamanayadu again

resumed possession.
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38. Bangdrii Tdchania nayadu (the present raja): his agent Sethu

rayen, went to Madras, and procured an intervention of the Com] any's

troops to confirm him in his authority. Details of Peddana, and Subrah-

manyan the agent of Bangdrii yachama nayadu ; leading to an awful tragedy.

Peddana had accused Suhrahmanyan in the Chittoor court, of firing a village,

and Subrahmanyan told him that, in consequence, he would have him carried

out by the legs dead, like a dog. In prosecution of his design, he contrived

a variety of annoyances, and got up a suit in the Zillah court. Feddana,

when summoned, refused to appear. When an attempt was made to seize,

and sell his house, he forcibly ejected the officer of the court; inconse-

quence, a summons was sent by the hands of a captain of sepoys, with a

company under his command. Peddana not knowing the English customs,

and from the high spirit of the Velmavdr, had prepared his house, so as to

have all the inmates killed, and the house set on fire. On the captain mak-

ing a demand of his appearance at the court to plead, he went inside, and

shut the door; but, losing heart to transact all the tragedy, it was managed

in part by a servant. The result was the murder of all the inmates; Peddana

included. The door was then thrown open. The ofiicer grieved, went away,

and left the disposing of the bodies with Bangdru yachama and Subrah-

tnanyan ; who, as they passed, spat on them, and had them carried out heels

uppermost, as dogs are carried ; and then not buried, but merely covered with

a little earth, exposed to beasts and birds. The Chittoor court, had an

examination of the out-door servants ; but no guilt attached to them. The

manuscript leaves off, without any mention of the death of Subrahmanyan;

which is otherwise known to have since occurred, by a cancer on his back ;

slowly, and with extreme torture. Bangdru yachama was said to be still

alive, in 1838.

The book is a short thiu folio, country paper, injured, the greater

part was restored in folio vol. 2, page 613.

Section 2. A genealogical statement of the kings of Uriya or

JJdiya desam ; that is, Cuttack, or Orissa. This is in the Sanscrit

language, and it appears to be the document whence was made the

Telugu translation in No. 60, Section 2, v, 16, No. 622, supra.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, injured. It appears

to have been copied in " Local Records ;" as very needful.

19. No. 658. (No. 58, CM. 748.) This is another, and brief

account of the zemindars, or chieftains of Zorapore near Kurnooli

Vide fit<-2?rw 6, No. 536, and X7, No, 639.
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It is vGiy common in, and near, Madras to pronounce what is

usually written Chola desam as Zora desam; and Chola is according to

tlie southern pronunciation of /^ which is more correctly rh. I think,

by consequence, that Zorhajmr is a reminiscence of the conquest of

Telingdna by Kulottunga chola (or zorha).

This document is a broad | demy account book, good country

paper, in tolerable order,

20. No. 664. (No. 34, CM. 724<.) Three sections.

Section 1. Contains some hearsay traditions as to Krishna

raya, collected in the neighbourhood of Condavidu v^fhichhe conquered.

As such, the matter is not of equal value with other, and better accounts

of that ruler.

Section 2. Contains like matter as to Fratdpa rudra, who built

the mud-fort of Dharani cota, in the neighbourhood, and near the site

of the Jaiiia town named Amardvati.

Section 3. Has some account of Ganapati deva ; who, on the

label, is termed a Gajapati prince. The Gajapatis ruled in Orissa, and

"were not always at one with the Ganapatis (name of a dynasty) at

Waraukal. Vide siqjra 11, No. 596 (No. 32, C. xM. 722) for some

account of Ganapati and the dynasty to which he gave a name.

Mr. Brown has noted that at the close there is a tolerable narra-

tive about Srindt'ha; which may be referred to, in a biographical point

of view.

This is a thin I demy account-book, country paper, a little

injured.

21. No. 679. (No. 10, CM. 700.) Seven sections.

Section 1. Account of Vira Kruhna deva, the Gajapafi prince

of Bardhatii, or Cattacapuri, in the Udiya country.

In early times Vira Narasimha Gajapati ruled in the abovementioned

town, conquered the king of Calinga desam, and subdued other countries.

He built, and had set apart, a fane to Vardha Narasimha svdmi. Viracapiles-

vara ynjapati built an agrahdrnm and a fane, on the banks of the Godavery

river. PurushoKcwia gajapati built a village, and an agrahdram on the sea

shore, bearing his own name : he also built, and had set apart, the fane of

JagandCha. His son was Pratdpa rudra gajapati. His rule to the west-

ward, especially over certain fortresses and villages, was rather more exten-

sive than that of his predecessors. While so ruling, F«>(? Kr];sJ\na raya mah a
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rayalu, coming from the west, drove away the said Fratapa, rudfa ; and,

after remaining some time, returned. The fugitive prince took refuge in the

town, or village, called Andhramanemam^ After some lapse of time, Vira

Krishna cUoa, of the Gajapati race ruled. He gave his eldest daughter in

marriage to Baku haUndra vira Mukunda rajti, and his youngest daughter

to Basava rajii, son of Madhverma, of the Pusapaiti race, of the town of

Bezavada. These two sons-in-law, he kept in his own palace. The latter

being the most handsome of the two, the marriage on the part of the king's

youngest daughter, was one, on her part at least, of affection ; and, by her

means, the young man became a favorite with her father. The king at all

times wore a sword, on the possession of which his kingdom, and authority,

were considered to depend. The young man Basava, abusing the confidence

reposed on him, contrived by stealth, and in a way which the manuscript

styles mean and unworthy, to get possession of the sword ; expecting the

kingdom to follow. A great disturbance arose ; but the. king, at length,

regained the valuable heir-loom of his race. He then sent away the said

son-in-law to his own town ; together with wife, and dower. He caused

an illegitimate son to be installed as his heir to the kingdom, to the prejudice

of thi-ee legitimate sons. Disgusted at this preference, the eldest of the two

legitimate sons went aAvay to Jaya puram, and established a rule over nine

pdlliyams, or districts. The second son established a rule over nine districts,

in the Kimedi country. Bhimadeva, the third legitimate son, laid the founda-

tion of Viiai/anagarain {ihiit is what is commonly written Vizianagarum in the

Northern Circars, not Bijnagur on the Toomboodra river). He there established

a lule over twelve pdlliyams, or districts. After the death of the aforesaid

Vira Krishna deva gajapati, the husband of his youngest daughter, that is to

say Basava raja, killed Bnlendra the husband of the eldest daughter, and took

possession of the district which had been given to the said BaUndra as a

marriage portion. At this time the Mlechch'has (barbarian foreigners) took

possession of aforesaid town of Catlacajmri (Cuttack).

The before mentioned Bhimadeva gajapati leaving no offspring, six of

his falliyams were united with the Kimedi country, pertaining to his elder

brother. The remaining six districts were united with the Jagapur sove-

reignty of the eldest brother. Sxia Rama Chandralu, of the posterity of the

before mentioned Basava, conquered the two countries of Jai/opitr a.nd Kimedi;

and also levied tribute from them, in acknowledgment of his sovereignty. This

Siia llama Chandralu had no offspring : he adopted of his own Pusapaiti

race, who was named Vencafapati rdju, who succeeed him on his death. His

manager, or minister, named Bandijaga rao, took possession of the kingdom,

and put the said young man, Vencatapati in prison. While himself ruling, in

his usurped authority, the younger brother of the one imprisoned, who was
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named Ananta raju, and was in the service of the Golconda ItTabob, with

troops of the latter overthrew, and killed, Nilacont'ha rdju, the general of

Jaga rao, and also Jaga rao himself. He then re-instatcd Vencatapati as

king, and became his second in authority. They relinquished Portnur ; and

built another Vijayanagaram, forming a fort, and residing therein. This

Vencatapati had a son named SUa Rama rdju ; and Ananta rdju had a son

nampd Vijaya Rdma rdju. These two children disagreed ; and ruled sepa-

rately, until Sita rdma rdju died. His son Ananta rdju was brought up by

Vijaya rdma rdju; who conquered Timmarcr/M o? Peddapuram ; putting his

son in the father's place ; he also killed Nagaji Hussm Khan. He also took

tribute from Cuttack and other places. The Mahomedan ruler of Golconda

thenceforward acquired an ascendancy, and established different rulers, by

hir firman, or edict. The name and influence of Monsr. Bussy, the French

General is subsequently introduced. Hyder Jung was his agent in the manage-

ment of French affairs, in the Northern Circars. The ruler of Behulli Cotta,

whose ancestors from the time of Ananta raju had been adversaries, and had

introduced the Mahomedan ascendancy, was now oppressed in return. Soon

after the country was conquered, from the Bengal side; and became sub-

ject to the Honorable Company. The rule of chieftains vmder them con-

tinued down to Narayana gajapati, who ruled at the time when the manu-

script was written

For Section 2— 6, see under IV.

Section 7. Account of the villages of Chellur Cateru in the

Rajamaliendri province.

The origin of Chellur is dated in the time of Agastya, who Is said

to have planted a garden, and formed a tank, witb a Saiva fane, and a

Vaishnava Une ; at first called Chendlur and, in the Galiyuya, shor-

tened to Chellur. After the rule of the kings oi Jyoddhya was finished,

one named Vijaya dditya ruled 48 years, and had a son named Vishnu

Verddhana. From him is deduced a line of Chalukiya chiefs of the

Rajamdhendri circar, or province; which, if it can be depended upon, is

of o-reat value, and consequence, in an historical point of view^ as to this

particular.

The ChSla conquest by KuloUunga Gholan is recognized. After-

wards the Vemana family ruled. The Reddivdru, and other chiefs, are

specified.

The subject does not admit of abstract, but merits full transla-

tion ; as a document affording historical matter, to be then judged of, by

comparison with others, as to value and authority.

General Remark.—As regards the condition of this book it may

be observed, that it was originally written in a fine intelligible band,
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with good ink, but unhappily on thin country paper, which is greatly

injured by insects. Had the handwriting been smaller, the whole would

have been irrecoverable ; as the case is, a restoration has been effected

with tolerable success, yet not without omissions of words, in some

places. That the sense is preserved may appear from the abstract given.

The paper on the Ghnlukiya kings of Rajarnahendri is valuable,

but will require to be compared with Section 4 of Manuscript No. 12.

These two papers, and other details to come, render historical deductions

concerning the Rajamahendri principalitj' comparatively easy, and to some

degree certain.

The restored copy is in folio, Volume 4, page 507 to 593, and Mr. Prowii wrote on tie

original, "This volume is transcribed for me in local records volume 6, page 1—198,"

"for me," implies his own advantage; otherwise the copying was as superfluous as some

erroneous scribbling besides ; not deserving other notice than what I have written in the book

itself.

The original book is a small quarto of medium thickness, country

paper, very much damaged.

The reference above is to No, 559, (No. 12, CM. 702, Section 4,)

less valuable than Section 7 supra, see under Xlll. No. 559: see also

No. 588, (No. 33, CM. 787) miscellaneous, and partially historical.

22. No. 684. (No. 4, CM. 694.)

This book according to the English heading of contents (partly

destroyed) once contained copy of an ancient record of Kondavir, and

its rulers ; with a notice of the village accountants, and limits of certain

districts in the Telugu country.

The book however is now so seriously injured, that it may be said

if not to be destroyed by insects, yet to be so damaged as to leave no

legible meaning. As such, it is of necessity passed by, as irrecoverable.

The book is a long quarto, thin country paper, destroyed by

termites. See 14, No. 609 supra. Another book has some account of

Condavidu; but the said reference suffices.

VIII. Hymnology.

1. No. 509 ^. (No. 26, CM. 307, 480.) Three sections.

For Section 1, see under XVI.

Section 2. Siddhesvara dandacam, praise of Siva, in a lontr kind

of chant; including some notice of a Saiva temple, by Vencatapati.

No. 509, a is placed under V and VI : whether duplicate numbers exist

by accident or design, cannot well be ascertained.

This book is a a small thin quarto, eountry paper, in tolerable

order.
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IX. Inscriptions.

1. No. 533. (No. 12, CM. 981.) One hundred and eighty-nine

inscriptions on stone, on copper plates, and copies of grants on

paper, from the district of Vencatagiri. [Transcribed in 1857,

for Mr. Brown's local records].

These inscriptions are of very modern date : "nearly all useless"

writes Mr. Brown, which must not be quite taken for granted ; as in

other cases I have found valuable ore beneath like epigraphs. Eight

pages, at the end, contain a nagari inscription with five old Canarese

letters, elsewhere occurring, and of use'.

The book is a broad quarto, of medium thickness, on country

paper, a little injured.

2. No. 534. (No. 13, CM. 982.) Fourteen inscriptions on stone,

on copper-plates, and paper-grants ; from the neighbourhood of

Nellore and Vencatagiri.

These are of modern date, and minor importance. At the end

is some Persian writing, copies of papers, which apparently had seals

affixed, as sunnuds or purwannahs.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

injured, as is the binding.

3. No. 535. (No. 14, CM. 983.) Forty-seven inscriptions on

copper -plates, and grants, from the neighbourhood of Ganjam.

Five talooks (or hundreds) are specified, on a flj^-leaf.

The book is a long and narrow folio, thin country paper, which

is very thin, and yet well preserved.

4. No. 538. (No. 27, CM. 996.) Two hundred and twenty-two

inscriptions on stone, on copper-plates, and paper-grants ; from

the Cogillugonta, and Candanavoli division of the Ceded districts.

It appears to have been copied. Chiefly Telugu inscriptions of

the 16th century ; but there is a little Persia,n and twenty pages of

Nagari writing, near the end. The word Coyillu, which is also Tamil,

and old Greek * is observable.

The book is a quarto, somewhat thick country paper, in tolera-

ble order.

5. No. 539. (No. 29, CM. 998.) Fifty-five inscriptions on stone,

and copper-plates, in the Jdavani (Adoni) Nagala dinna, and

Pdncha palliyam districts in Tellngana.

* Seo Bryant's Analysis, Volume 1, sub loci co-el.
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These are in Telugu and in Hala Canada, of a later kind. One

Telugu inscription is dated so early as S.S. 950, A.D. 1018, on page 42,

are a few letters of the Amardvati type.

The book might deserve some fuller, and careful attention.

It is a small quarto, thin country paper, the paper loose, and

injui'ed.

6. No. 540. (No. 48, CM. 1017.) Two hundred and five inscrip-

tions on stone, on copper, and paper-grants ; in the Candana voli

and Chitta voli district of Telingana.

" Transcribed in local (records) Volume 20."

A little Telugu, and then several pages of old Tamil and ^raw^'Aa.

The Tamil is not of very ancient form ; and is not always coherently

copied. To copy stone inscriptions correctly, demands great care, and

reiterated attention, by different lights, at varying hours of the day.

The contents are, for the greater part, in the Telugu letter.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, a

little injured.

7. No. 540. (No. Q5, CM. lOOi.) Two hundred and eighty-nine

inscriptions, on stone, and on copper-plates ; in the Cana voli

(Kurnool) and Chitta (jonta districts.

These are chiefly of the sixteenth century ; a few are of earlier

date ; there is one page of incoherent hala Canada ; with some mixture

of modern letters. There area few unusual forms of letters. I do

not suppose that the contents are of great value.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, in

tolerable order.

8. No. 547. (No. 21, CM. 990.) Twenty-three inscriptions on

stone, on copper-plate, and paper grants, at Ujmtur, and Cheracur

in Telingana.

"Transcribed in January 1847."

The transcript is in Volume XV, of local records.

There is nothing in this book to claim special remark.

It is a thin quarto, country paper, injured by insects.

9. No. 551. (No. . CM. 978.) Sixty-four inscriptions on stone

and on copper-plate, in the Sunda country.

This country is in, or near, the Mahratta country, around Poonah
;

and neur the site of the western Chalukiyas, to whom some of the
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inscriptions refer. They are not of ancient date, one of A. D. 1181, is

among the earliest. " Transcribed in 1848." If in the " local records,"

it is well.

The book is a small quarto of medium thickness, on country-

paper, much worm-eaten.

10. No. 557. (No. 32, CM. 1001.) Two hundred and six inscrip-

tions, on stone, and on copper-plate, and paper-grants ; in the

Siddhavattam talook of the Ceded districts.

The greater portion is in the Telugu letter ; various Persian pieces

here and there ; a few pages of Mahratti, two or three pages of some-

what ancient Tamil, in which the grant'ha letters coincide with hala

Canada. These few pages may be a useful introduction to both old

Tamil, and old Canarese writing.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, in

tolerable order.

11. No. 567. (No. 42, CM. 1011.) Ninety-six inscriptions on

stone, on copper-plate, and paper-grants; in the Ti^cac/'i-Cuddapah,

of the Ceded districts.

In the Telugu letter
;
papers of differing size, bound up together

in a volume.

The book is a quarto, somewhat thick, country paper, in tolerable

order.

12. No. 570. (No. 16, CM. 985.) Twenty-seven inscriptions on

stone, in the Deva pukata, and Bezavadu districts ; near the Krishna

river.

" I have had this volume all transcribed C.P.B."

The book is a large octavo, thin, country paper, slightly injured.

13. No. 572. (No. 40, CM. 1009.) Fifty inscriptions on stone,

and paper grants, in the Ceded districts.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, slightly injured.

14: No. 579. (No. 37, CM. 1006.) Two hundred and sixty-six

inscriptions on stone, and copper, and paper-grants; in the

Canavoli (or Kurnool) and CandanavoU districts of the Hyderabad

country.

They appear to have been copied for Mr, Brown.
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The book is a royal octavo, thin, country paper, in tolerable

order.

15. No. 584. (No. 43, CM. 1012.) Two hundred and four grants

in the district of Chinniir.

A little Telugu at the beginning, and in the midst; but the

larger portion is in Mahratti and Persian.

"This has been transcribed 28th June 1850, C. P. Brown,"

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, in

tolerable order.

\Q. No. 589. (No. 49, CM. 1018). Two hundred and ninety-four

inscriptions on stone, in the district of Jambula madugu.

(Transcribed for Mr. Brown, August 1850.)

Chiefly Telugu, a little Persian, and old Canarese ; of no great

importance. The book is characterised by some drawings of human

figures ; in two instances of a horseman and a footman in encounter
;

perhaps copied from the stones.

It is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, in tolerable

order.

17. No. 592. (No. 30, CM. 999.) One hundred and seven inscrip-

tions on stone, copper, and paper grants ; in the Jambula madugu

talook in the Ceded districts.

Telugu, a little old Canarese, Mahratti, Persian, and Telugu.

(Transcribed for Mr. Brown). Not of much importance.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper; loose

from the back, but in tolerable order.

18. No. 599. (No. 28, CM. 997.) One hundred and eighty-six

inscriptions on stone, copper-plates, and paper-grants; in the

Ceded districts.

This book has a mixture of letters, Telugu, Mahratti. Hala-

Canada and Persian. A Nagari inscription S.S. 1481, (A.D. 1559,)

in the time of Sada Siva occupies ten pages: at the end are the, often

recurring, five old Canarese letters. Near the end are some pages of

Navdi nagari, which I marked, heretofore as being "Conkani writing."

I suppose on the authority of a Mahratta Brahman then employed by

me. The five letters recur ; but the first word differing, and here read-

ing Srina rutachsa, a piece of fsacli divinity, that could not be decently

translated. In other cases the first word is idJii ; but it becomes

doubtful, if the old Tamil (g is not used for sri.
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In the early part of tliG book is a Ba(«W/«'.v< inacription with curious marks; and

this gives the two letters, so frequent on the Amnrdvati marbles of which I stood in doubt.

Here each one has another subscribed ; and, as occurring at the beginning, the.^e two double

letters must, I think, be read svast'ha. This is a step gained, if it be correct. There are

other curious forms; the /icii and lai very much so. I hope to turn this book to account;

whenever I may have leisure to take up the subject of Babington's, and other alleged

decyphered inscriptions.

The contents of the book woukl deserve a closer scrutiny than

I can now give it.

It is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, in tolerable

order.

19. No. 600. (No. 47, CM. 1016.) Seventy-five inscriptions on

stone, and copper-plate, and paper-grants ; in the districts of

Pulivendala and Tanda parti.

Chiefly Telu^u letter. There are two pagfts of large and rude Hala

Canada writing. I see from it that the old letter K was an imitation of h

broad bladed hand-dagger, in ancient use. The woxA. kadka begins and ends

with k, it meanf' a sword. Ma y letters of the very old alphabets are clearly

imitative- So much so, that I discriminate two primitive, and jarring sects,

by the forms selected for imitation, in their alphabets. The above large, and

rude characters are of the class delineated by the Honorable Walter Elliot,

Esq., in that gentleman's early transcript of old Chalukya inscriptions.

This book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, in

tolerable order.

20. No. 601. (No, 46, CM. caret.) Two hundred and ninety-two

inscripiions on stone, on copper-plate, and paper-grants ; in the

Duvur district.

Chiefly Tehigu letter. On page 51 there is old Canarese, later than the Amaravati

letters, and older than thase at Mavallavcram (or the seven pagodas). Some others on

pages 8, 9, 41, 142 of probable use, whenever the subject may be taken up.

Mr. Brown deemed the book "scarcely worth transcribing-"

It is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, slightly

injured.

'^ZX. No. 602. (>Jo. 44, CM. 1013.) Seventy-one inscriptions on

stone, and paper-grants ; in the Duvur and Chinnur districts

of the Cuddapab Province,

Teliigii chiefly, a little Persian and Muhratti. At page 130—13.5 there is Tamil,

llaln Canada, Ndjari, and an old form of Grantlia. At page 145—143, and 179, old Tamil
writinu,- ; which, in thit province, i« a curiosity. One Bauddhist inscription with the
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svast'ka and other marks; on one side is the sun, on the other the moon, and in the centre, both

in conjunction, at which time, deemed piopitious, gifts are often made : the two planets

in conjunction from one of the Amar/i .Ui letters, probably imitative.

This book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper.

22. No. G04. (No. ^0, CM. 989). Fifty inscriptions on stone, on

copper-plates; from Amardvali, and the neighbourhood of Guntoor.

"Transcribed June 1850"— of course for Mr. Brown.

Of this book I made use in my report on the Elliot marbles

frorai Amardvati. An extract from that report may be here given.

From deference to the judgment of those who think, with consider-

able reason, that old inscriptions on stone or copper, are most trust-wortliy

than copyings of old books, or oral traditions, I next advert to a book No 20,

which contains copies, or translations (in the Teliigu character, and language)

of inscriptions ; doubtless inclusive of thosi' abovem ntioncd, ; s ake i by
' Ananda Rao. They are confusedly entered in the book, one of the Intest

date being placed first; but, I here put them in chronological order: era of

Sdlivdhana denoted by S. Saca or S.S-

S Saca 450, by Boda maha razu.

S. S. 925, by Chicka Bhima razu.

S. S, 1054, Bhanesvara, gift of ninety-six small hamlets to Niyoyi,

Brahrnans, as mirdssi; copper-plate inscriptions.

S. S. 1077, Pdlndtti desarn, Vishnu sancrdnti.

S, S. 1104, to Matanesvara and Potapadma, by Deva raya,

Dharanakota.

S. S. 1148. Gift to Mantalesvara by towns-people.

S. S. !214, by Kakateya razu ; gift of a hill [Pushpa giri) for a

lingam, and Saiva fane.

S.S. 1267, by Charana reddi to Amaresvara deva ; gift of lands for

ritual service.

S. S. 1267, by Malaiya reddi.

S. S. 1283, by Orama reddi, or Vemana reddi guru.

S. S. 1308, by Madavala kondakota reddi, who gave Vegu patnam,

S. S. 1308, Kesava raju, and iS'aeama raju, and Lingama raju, they

gave eight kalatns of grain in free gift, for the dully service in Amaresvara

temple.

S. S. 1347- Gift to Mantalesvara of fifty-five buffaloes, and daily

one measure of butter-oil.
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S. S. 1437, by Krishna raya.

S. S. 143V, Krishna raya to Sriman Mahcidi raya Paramesvara.

S. S. 1443. Chimavezu raya built a mantapa (or choultry) in the

Kondavidu country, and endowing it wilh five huchchalas (50 cawnies) of

land, gave the same in free-gift (exempt from tax) to Vencata yogi, an ascetic.

S. S. 1478. Gift to Srimat raja raju Paramesvara deva deva maha

rayalu of Yo(iili township in Kondavir principality; by Sri Paralapara

(possibly Pratdpa rudra).

S- S. 1501. Gift to K&mdcshi deiri, the word Padmavuti also occur-

ring. The first is a name of Parvati ; this of Lacshmi, and applied to a

goddess of the Jainas.

Of the two first in order, it may be best to give a translation from the

book No. 20.

This is near to the fane of Samesvara svdmi, Sal. Sac. 450 ; that is to

say in Saumya year, in Jr/e.st'ha month, in the hahula (dark half lunation) on

Friday; Srimat veruri mula st'hdnam to Samesvara deva sriman Mandalesvara,

posses^^ing banners of the three worlds at 'Alavantalakara village, Deva Bodu

nahd rajala gave the charity thus recorded (to wit) :

—

"In the country of Kondaveti Makucheleru veruri pramdna to Somes-

vara deva, from a fie'd for dry grain, he gave three boftas (z'. e. 288 marcalsj

to the value of" (^. e., as much money as would purchase three hottasj

" as a free gift." (I prefer that literal mode of rendering to any transposition,

for the sake of elegance).

" Sal. Sac. 925. In the Uttaruyana sancrdnii (vernal equinox)

Adhupali hheda chicku Bhima razulu to the original shrine of Somandiha

deva, he gave an offering : (to wit). " To the value of two kalams of grain

to Sdmindi'ha, son of Saresvara Pandit idu, the ruler of this fane, to his

children, and heirs in perpetuity. Closed by a Sanscrit sloca denouncing the

pains of hell, on any one that might subvert the said gift.

Now, as regards these two, it may be inferred that the givers were

Jainas. There is a two-fold spelling, sdma and soma. A very trifling mark

in Telugu writing, being omitted, would cause soma to read sdma. Somes-

vara would seem to be the word ; and it implies worship paid to the mooa.

There is a trace of tliis homage on one of the sculptured tablets. Kesava raja,

and Sacama raja, in another place, are names which, I think, will be found

on the epigraphs of the marbles. I take them to have been J«mrt5, As to

the inscriptions above S.S. 1000, they appear to indicate the ascendancy of

Brahmans : one ouly S.S. 1104 being doubtful.
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But a question arises as to genuineness, and orthography. We have

seen that Ananda Rao, took copies ; the impression on oil-cloth (or paper)

might be trusted. Copying by hand, or by sight, would have claimed a being

compared by some second person. If the older inscriptions were in the

letters cut on these tablet?, I doubt any correct rendering.

Colonel MacKenzie's Brahmans made use of the granCha letter as a

key ; but that will not serve all purposes ; and has, I doubt not, caused

great mistakes.

The book is a thin octavo, country paper, a little injured.

23. No. 605. (No. 24, CM. 993.) Seventy-nine inscriptions on

stone in the Zorhctpur, and Orangal (Warankal) provinces.

Papers of different size, bound up in a volume : chiefly Telugu;

but, towards the end, are six pages of Nandi Ndgari quite a transition,

between that and the Amardvati letters ; and likely to be of use in

decyphering these last : not yet accomplished.

The book is a broad quarto, thin, on country paper, in tolerable

order.

24. No. 615. (No. 34, CM. 1003). One hundred and forty

inscriptions on stone, copper-plate, and paper-grants ; from the

Chittivali talook of the ceded districts.

"This was transcribed June 1851 : the transcript is in local Records,

vol. 48, the deva nagari is copied in Local vol. 56, page 582."

A mixture of Telugu, Persian, and Deca Ndgari letter ; but chiefly

Telugu. Some of the inscriptions are of very modern date, such as A.D.

1710, &c. The ceded districts are not fertile in important events.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, in

tolerable order.

- 25. No. 616. (No. 18, CM. 987). One hundred and twenty-five

inscriptions, on stone, and on copper-plate ; in the Ganjam

province.

Section 1. Inscriptions on stone, around Guntoor.

Section 2. Inscriptions in front of two temples in the village

of Pedda Concdni.

Section 3. Inscriptions in Tanam adala and Velpiir, near

Ganjam.

Section 4. Inscriptions at Tenniali sahar, and 15 inscriptions

from Ganjam.
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Section 5. Inscriptions on the various villages of the Repallif

and Rachur discricts.

Section 6. Copies of sunnuds held by Brahmons of Nizam,'

patnarn district.

These are mostly in Telugu letter ; and I am not prepared to

appreciate their exact value.

The book is a large quarto, of medium thickness, country paper;

glued, and damaged, by book-worms.

26. No. 634. (No. 22, CM. 991.) Two hundred and sixty-one

inscriptions, on stone, in the neighbourhood of Vizagapatam.

"This volume has been transcribed in vol. 2 of local records."

There are various sections in the volume, marked by paper of

differing sizes ; s^ime as small as deodecimo.

The inscriptions were not minutely tested as to value.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

damaged by book-worms.

27. No. 638. (No. 23, CM. 992.) One hundred and twenty-five

inscriptions on stone, in the Orangal, Hanumatconda, Calydnam,

and Calharga provinces of Hydrabad country. (Transcribed for

Mr. Brown.)

They were not minutely examined. Two Wnes oiNandi Nagari

tend to illustrate the transition from that to the Telugu letter. There

is one page of old Tamil, ox grantlia, of earlier form than in 10 No. 557,

(No. 32) supra : as such useful.

The book is a quarto of medium thickness, country-paper, loose

from the back, much damaged by termites, at the edges.

28. No. 640. (No. 25, CM. 994.) Seventy inscriptions on stone,

and on copper-plate and paper grants ; in the Udayagiri province

of the Arcot kingdom,

" Odiagherry," is northward of Nellore, between that place and

Condavir.

(" Transcribed November 1850.")

Chiefly Telugu letter, some Persian, and five pages of ordinary

Nandi nagari.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, in tolerable order.
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29. No. 651. (No. 3, CM. 972.) Two hundred and six inscrip-

tions on stone, on copper-plate, and from paper grants ; in the

Mysore, Telugu, and Drdvido, countries.

" Canarese, Telugu and Malabar feassanums, communicated by

Dr. Berry, Mr. Ellis, &c." pencil-note by Colonel MacKenzie. They
would seem to be among the earlier portion of his collection.

The first one is in Canarese, Sal. Sac. 1318 (A.D. 139G) some

others of later date follow down to 39, on page 1—52, Telugu inscrip-

tions follow page 53—70, 73—82, 85—100, from 101—128 are blank

pages, then 120— 135, page 139— 178 contain Tamil inscriptions, page

179—188 Telugu again, and 193—211 Tamil, "translated by C. V. S.

one of the Boriah" family. It would require much time thoroughly to

examine such a book as was done with No. 50, (see Tamil supra). The
date 1809, is in pencil on a fly-leaf. The book might merit a good
sifting; for Mr. Ellis, (for example) would hardly communicate mere
trash.

The record is a folio, of medium thickness, Europe paper, in

tolerable order, the binding damaged.

30. No, 653. (No. 15, CM. 984.) One hundred and twenty-eight

inscriptions or copper-plate, and from paper grants; in the Gan-

jam province.

In Telugu letter, and not minutely examined. Papers of vary-

ing size, bound up in a volume ; a long, and narrow folio, thin, country

paper: this also slight, and a little injured.

31. No. 657. (No. 17, CM. 986.) Two hundred and twenty-five

inscriptions on stone, on copper-plate, and from paper-grants ; in

the Masulipatam, and Guntoor provinces.

These are very modern, chiefly of the iSth century, a ^*iw of

the 17th. There are some sunnuds, and copper-plate grants, and a

little Persian writing.

A quarto, on country paper.

32. No. 666. (No. 41, CM. 1010.) Eighty-five inscriptions on
stone, on copper, and from paper grants ; in the Jnanda-pwam,
and Gooty districts.

The language Telugu, and Mahratti ; but the book is so much
damaged, at the front edge, as to destroy coherency. It is a quarto of

medium thickness, country paper, injured by termites.
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33. No. 692. (No. 45, CM. 1014.) One hundred inscriptions on

copper, and from paper-grants ; in the Konta, and Camala-puratn

talooks, in the Ceded districts.

"This has been transcribed in Local XII C.P.B. September

184-8." TeUigu predominates ; but there is a considerable mixture of

Maiiratta, and Persian writing. Near the end are lOJ pages nogari

writing. Beneath the longest are the frequent five letters, said to be a

date, A.D. 1557, Sal. Sac. 1179, which 1 doubt; though dates are

sometimes expressed by letters. The letters read either idfii or sridhi

rutacsha.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, in tolerable order.

34. No. 69. (No. 19, CM. 988.) Eighty inscriptions on stone,

copper-plate, and from paper grants; in the Guntoor province.

" This has been transcribed (February 1851) Local Records,

Volume 42 and 48."

Telugu letter ; and not supposed to be of consequence. They

micfht however be examined.

The book is an octavo of medium thickness, country paper,

injured by insects.

X. Itineraries.

1. No. 626. (No. 54, CM. 743.) Four reports by Narrain rao, of-

Journies, or annual itineraries for 1815, 1816, 1817, 1818 to

March ; through various districts of Te/ingaua, inclusive of the

Hyderabad country. Such reports are connected with the books on

the Ceded districts, and various others of this second family.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, loose

from the back, slightly injured.

2. No. 654. (No. 55, CM. 745.) Section 1—3. Containing three

Journals of Vencata rao, (1,) from 1st January 1818 to December

1818. (2,) from 1819. (3,) for 1820 the site being the Hyderabad

country.

The book is a large quarto, of medium thickness, country

paper, loose from the back, and injured.

3. No. 656. (No. 53, CM. 743.) A Journal of MaUayya 1815,

in the Ganjam district.

The book is a thin folio, country paper, injured by insects.
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4. No. 660. (No. 52, CM. 742.) A Journal of Mallayya for

January, December 1814, in the Ganjam district

The book is a thin folio, country paper, slightly injured.

5. No. 671. (No. 51, CM. 741.) An itinerary of Narrain rao,

from April 1814 to May 1815, in the Vencata-giri district of

Telingana.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, injured.

6. No. 672. (No. 56, CM. 746.) Section 1—4. Containing one

report from Fencata-rao, and three reports from 'Ananda rao.

Vencutarans itinerary is for March and April 1818. The Ist

report of 'Jnanda-rao, is for 1817 in the Dharanikota, dmardvati and

Bandar districts; the 2nd for April, May 1818, in the Guntoor district;

the 8rd from January to the end of April 1819, is an itinerary through

the districts of Sattanapalli, Clwitdpalli and Chilukalur.

The 1st report of 'Ananda rao, from the mention of Aniardvati

attracted the notice of the late J. Priusep, Esq., and in a memorandum
inserted in the Beiiual Asiatic Journal, he requested the attt-ntiou

of the Editor of the Madras Journal of Literature &c. The latter

wrote to me ; but as I had not seen Mr. Prinsep's memorandum, I did

not distinctly understand the requisition, and failed in my endeavour

to meet it. This defect was made up when preparing my report on

the Elliot marbles from Aniardvati.

An extract from that report page o4— 36 is here given.

Though wanting Colonel MacKeiizie's own account of his further

proceedings, as before stated ; yet, I have met with the Journal of the indivi-

dual employed, named 'Ananda rao ; and as this Journal comes within my
own special commission, and is an additional document, it is better perhaps

than an abstract of the Colonel's account, had I met with it. In the book

No. 56, of Telugu documents of one class, his Journals are in transposed

order ; which it will be best to rectify, in ray notice.

He acted under the immediate orders of a gentleman, whom he simply

styles Hamilton gdru. I think he may have been a ijentleman of the Civil

service, or very possibly an Assistant in the Survey Department ; and I will

take the liberty of substituting Mr. Hamilton, for the writer's native term of

respect. The Journal is from the 1st January 1817 to 31st May; but I shall

indicate the matter of any interest summarily ; and only ti-anslate verbally

two passages in April and May.

At the commencement of 1817, he was occupied in preparing an

account of Dharani Cota and J)ipdhi dinna, another narae for the heap

6-2
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aforesaid. He began to copy inscriptions in Telugu, with Sanscrit slocas

from a pillar in a porch at 4maresvaram ; bearing, as it would seem, a wea-

ther cocIj, and finished doing so by the 4th January. Next day he took off an

oil-paper impression of a newly found pillar at Dipdla dinna, and sent the

copy to Mr. Hamilton, The day followiDg he found in the porch at Dipala

dinna three small stones, white, red, and green, and showed them to Mr.

Hamilton, who told him to take care of them, and remit them to Madras. On

the 10th January he received orders from Mr. Hamilton to mark the locality-^

of Amaresoarain, as to boundaries, with flags; which he did very carefully;

naming each spot, and extending his marks to the banks of the Krishna,

including the Bipcila dinna.

At the direction of a gentleman named Scot, he wrote out the legends of

Nandl-grdmnm ; and, up to 23rd January, also visited three villages specified.

On the 24th he forwarded copy of inscriptions, and the above three gems (?)

with matters of account to Madras. To the end of the month he was engaged,

with the village accountants, in writing out an account of Dharani coUi.

I suppose it to be the book wMiich I looked over with care; but found it to

contain mere accounts, and boundaries.

At the opening of February, Mr. Hamilton ordered him to be ready to

write out the buumlaries of Amarescaram. On this account (with a state-

ment of festivals of Amaresvara scdmi included) he was occupied till the 15th:

on the IGth he had a large white marble-slab, lying zi Dharani cota, carefully

scoured, and white-washed. The two following days he copied out the

inscriptions on it fully ; and gave the transcript to Mr. Hamilton ; who said

he would send it to Madras. On the 20th, he sent his account of Dharani

cota to Maiiras. Thence to the 23rd he was engaged with his notices of

Amaresvaram, before Mr. Hamilton, and up to l9th with his notices of

boundaries &c., of the purgannahs of Condapalli and Bezawada.

I do not see any account for March : the diggings in April were impor-

tant ; and I translate his brief account of them verbally.

"Mr. Hamilton having stated that there are a goodly number of marble

slabs at the mantapa of Dipdla dinna, he directed me to take them out, and

place them on the open plain ; which accordingly I did ; by employing two

tank diggers for the purpose. I sent w^ord of the circumstance to Mr.

Hamilton. Fiora the 2nd of the month up to the 22nd, as many as ten slabs

had been dug up, and placed as directed; Mr. Hamilton saw them. From the

22nd to the oOth, other four slabs were taken up from beneath the mantapa

(porcli). A(;cor<!itig to the Government order, the.-e were all placed separately

(or apart). 1 gave corresponding information to iVJr. Hamilton."
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The labor seems to have ended with the month ; perhaps the expense

was deemed an object. From the 1st to the 7th May, nothing of consequence

occurs. On the 8th he writes :
—

" According to instructions from Lacshmayya (Colonel McKenzie's

factotum}, I sent to Madras two of the abovementioned small stones (or gems)

and also one pewter coin." From the 9th to 31st, he was occupied in ascer-

tainingf, and writing down the boundaries of CondapaUi and Bezownda pur-

gannahs. On the 13th he received a letter from Lacslimcnjija, dated the 5th j

and notes that he attended to the instructions, so received On the 25th five

small red stones, and one small black stone, with three small brown stones

(" Utah like") in all ten stones, with accounts of costs, and other expenses,

were forwarded to Madras ; the sender of them being then at Amaravati,

The book i« a thin quarto, country paper, injured by insects.

7. No. 67 i. (No. 18, CM. 91 1.) An itinerary of Nitala narayan,

from 1807 to 1813 on the western coast: from Travancore up to

to the Concan ; resulting in various papers and documents, from

that country, found in various divisions of the collection.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

damaged.

8. No. 675. (No. 19, CM. 912.) A continuation of the same

person's journal, from April 1816 to February 1821, in the Mala-

ydlam country.

The book is a thin quarto, on China and country paper ; this

latter damaged, on the front edge, by termites.

XL Lexicogkaphical.

1. No. 510. (No. 8, CM. 491.) Andhra ndma sangraJwm, a lexicon

of atsa (or pure Telugu) words ; including the ndnartlM verga, or

words of various meanings.

The Look is a small quarto, country paper, injured, the boards

are loose.

XII. Palmistry.

1. No. 508, Section 2. Sdmudrtca lacshanam. A work which has

often occurred; and some of the copies, most likely were laken

from this book. It contains the gipsey science of fortune-telling;

from moles, warts, marks on the body -, size, and proportion of

members ; and especially from lines on the palms of the hands. ~

The Curavas, and Curattis deal much in this science ; and are
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often alluded to In otlier books. It is commonly, in Europe,

regarded with contempt. A better course would be to submit its

rules, and principles, to the test of experiment, and observation.

The book has other sections ; it is a thin quarto.

XIII. Miscellaneous.

1. No. 505. (No. 40, CM. 316.) Three sections.

Section 1. Matala tiru Vencata raja prasamsi. Genealogy,

and also a panegyric of a ruler of the capital town of the Mataluvdru.

This appears to have been in the Siddhavattam district ; not far from

Cuddapah, It is not of more importance than genealogical accounts of

pdlliyacdrer in general. They were feudal barons, and most like the

French Comptes, before the time of Richelieu.

Section 2. Shodasa raja c/iaritra. A fictitious narrative of

sixteen kings' sons who were brothers ; they travelled in various direc-

tions, meeting with various, and, in f>ome instances, marvellous adven-

tures. They once more met ; and each one related his story. The

narratives are said to be, in some cases, copied from books, with other

titles.

[I remember reading, when very young, an English book containing an account of

ten brotheis who separated, promising to meet on a particular day at a specified place.

Some of the tales were marvellous : a3,for example, a ghost story, the candlts burning blue,

&c Thou.o-h a child's book, yet it so palpably resembles the dasa Cumara of Dandi, as to

induce a supposition of its having had an eastern origin j like the nursery tales of Tom

Thumb, and Jack the giant killer.]

Section 3. Gdtama rdja charitram ; or an account of his war

with Siddha rdja of Nellore ; about a trespass on pasturage. " I have

transcribed the Gdtama rdja charitra out of this book, C. P. B."

Not merely one transcript, but several are noted in volume 2
;

to which it may be sufficient to refer.

2. No. 525. (No. 31, CM. 335.) Mahardja Bommardzvamsdvali,

who ruled at Gauranata nagarum. This title is on the label, but

as Bomma rdz was much distinguished in the war of the Chittoor

pdlliyams, this excited cupidity. It appears to have been sub-

ducted ; and two other documents substituted.

" On examination the titles of tliese books run thus.

1. Cavi kanfhiri vira chintdmani rcinacaranmnacii vydkhydnam.

2. Srinivdsi cavi chechchwa mahd rdja churitramvnacu vydWhydnam.
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3. Sri-sala cavi chechchina Cazi rama vamsana krama derpanam.

C. P. B."

I have italicised tlie native letters. The two first are commen-

taries on a poem ascribed to Kanfhirava raja of Mysore ; tlie other a

genealogy of a magistrate, who may be supposed to have been a man

of consequence.

. The book is a folio, thin country paper, injured.

3. Xo. 53G. (No. 20, CM. 710.) Two sections.

These profess to be accounts of villages in the Kimecli and

Chickati districts ; but the term must be taken for reckonirg ; as the

book merely has notices of boundaries, and revenue attached. It is a

Surveyor's book.

A long narrow account-book, country paper, in tolerable order.

4. No. 545. (No. 29, CM. 719.) Twenty -one sections.

(Copied in local Records, Volume 14.)

These are accounts of villages, on the same principle as the

Ceded districts' books ; and of as little consequence. Eight villages in

Chintdpalli district; and others in the Eejmlll and Rdchur districts.

Two or three in the Chillakalur district : the whole of small importance.

The book is a small quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

loose from the back, and a little injured.

5. No. 548. (No. 27, CM. 717.) Seven sections.

(Copied off in local Records, Volume 9.)

These sections contain various notices of villages, and country,

from Chicacole to Ganjam ; and in the surrounding neighbourhood.

The high sounding indexes prefixed are usually deceptive ; but with

now and then a gr;nn of wheat, in a bushel of chaif. This book was

net very minutely examined : it may possess \some little matters of

interest.

It is a thin quarto, country paper, injured.

6. No. 554. (No. 30, CM. caret : the label is torn off.) Fourteen

sections. It bears the old title of—" Historical memoirs of the

southern Poligars, collected to the southward in 1804, 1805 ;" and

there is an endorsement "this proves worthless," lo be taken

quantum vaieai,
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Notices are contained of fourteen pdlliyacdrer, erroneously

termed Zemindars : they are the following :

—

1. Surappai/ya of Gaii kota.

2. Gajalajjpa naijadii of Golla paiti.

3. JJckapa naijaca of Curavi kolam.

4. Canaca raya Govinda of Velliya cundam,

5. Madhava nayaca of PuUi/an cudi.

6. Rdmaavdmi talavan of Talapa kota.

7. Rama pdndiya of Sivagiri.

8. Tumbichi nayadu of Parama cudi.

9. Vijaya Banghandt'ha of Sivagangai.

10. Chinnama nayadu of Ellamalai.

11. Valaya deva of Sakimpatti.

12. Cdma nayadu of Valayam patii.

13. Chiandijyadu of Manarkola.

14. Dudappa nayaca of Chinnala cudi.

They formed a part of the sixty four local chiefs of the Madura

kingdom, under the Northern rulers. Tumbichi nayadu, caused a war,

by rebelling. The S'va gnngai chiefs, less than twenty miles from

Madura, was always a chief of importance. His descendants held the fief

down to a recent period. T do not think the book should be deemed

worthless ; but have not had leisure to examine it minutely.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

much injured.

7. No. 559. (No. 12, CM. 702.) Five sections.

Section 1. Account of Sitandam, in the district of Rdjamd-

hendri.

Reference to Rdma Chandra, who lived in privacy in the countr}-,

near the Godavery river, and had bis wife Sita abducted thence by Rdvana.

In consequence of a particular symbol having been formed of mud, in this

place, it acquired the name of Sitandam, from Sita. A fane of Rdmasvdmi

was, at a latter period, constructed. In the time of the Chahikiyas, they had

the festivals therein regularly managed. In the time of the Chola kings,

and in Sal. Sac. 1024, these having conquered the Andhra and Calinga

kincrdoms, had servants, female slaves, &c., added to the fane. Under Pra-

tdpa rudra of Orankal (or Warankal) all matters were carried on, in the

said fane, as before. The periods of reign of three Reddis are specified, as

follows: The Reddis of Condavir— Polaiya vem't reddi twelve years ; Annapofa
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vema reddi thirty years, Dherma vema reddi twelve years- The statement

follows of a Brahman from Golconda, on whom a daughter of a forester of

the Billa-jana (Bheels) fixed her affections ; and, by consent of her parents,

was married to him. ATiar two or three years residence, the Brahman asked

hei to show him any tiling special in the forests. She took him to a parti-

cular place, and showed him what is termed rasam, or the agent in alchymi-

cal operations. He, knowing- its quality, afterwards went secretly ; and

concealed a quantity of it in the hollow of a bamboo-cane; which he deposited,

in the house of a Cketli, or petty trader. The latter, discovering its value,

stole it, and absconded ; setting fire to his house, in order to cover his pro-

ceeding, with a plausible pretext. The Brahman came to ask for his property ;

all knowledge of which was denied; and the Brahman, going into ihe house to

seek for it, perished in the fl imos. The trader soon after died. Of his race,

an old. woman remained. Dherma vema reddi obtained from the said matron

the contents of the bamboo ; and, by means of it, proeured great wealth : but,

in return, was troubled by the spirits of the aforesaid Brahman, and trader, as

evil demons. Unable to bear the annoyance, he at the instance of those

demons, built a fane, together with all the usual adjuncts. He also affixed

their names to his own son. Cumti raja vema reddi ruled twenty-seven

years. Raja vem,a reddi, four years Gamara girl reddi, fourteen years.

After a few changes, the Mahomedans from Cfolcouda, under Ibrahim Pad.

shah, came, and conquered the country, in Sal. Sac. 1495. A few other

particulars are given, relating solely to repairs, or additions to the village

fane.

Section 2. Account of the village of Boyana-pudi, in the

Hdjamahendri districts.

In the opening of the Caliyuga, Mulianti Isvara ruled in Dharani-

cota. When bathing in the Goddceri he had a vision of Bhima Isvara, and

another local numen ; and, soon after, discovered a symbolic image, in the

midst of a wood ; over which he had a small fane built. He maintained one

Sidda muni a Jaina Brahman, who assembled several of his class ; and con-

structed a Jama fane, with images inside. The king was a great patron of

the said Brahman. A dispute took place between himself, and his wife, as

to the respective merits of the Jaina Brahman, and the Telugu (t. e. Saiva)

Brahman. In order to test their skill, the chief put a large snake in a pot,

and secretly hid it vmder groimd, he then called on the two Brahmans to tell

him what he had done ; stating that whichsoever failed to declare it, should

be put to death, in one oil-mill. The Jaina Brahman told the king he had

put a snake in a new pot, and buried it. The Telugu Brahman said the king

had hidden a valuable necklace, in a pot. On digging the vessel out of the
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ground, the Telugu brahman was found to be right. In consequence the chief

punished all the Jaina hrahmans. His son M^as Rama bhimesvara, who

placed one of the Boy'ina class^ otherwise called Nilam vcindlu in charge of

this village and fane, whicli thence acquired the name of Boyanipudi He
assembled many of his tribe. Things proceeded, without interruption, down

to the time of KuUttunga chola. The Gajapati rule followed, in amity with

the Mahomedans ; but, enmity arising between then, one of the parties went

to Golconda, and brought troops thence, which took this village. During the

Mahomedan rule, the privileges of the fane, and of the Nilam people, were

taken away ; but the latter, unwilling to relinquish their birth place, took to

cultivation. The Niyoji Brahmans, at a subsequent period, obtained exclu-

sive privileges.

Section 3. Account of the forest of Chiiina 2}uvatena, in the

Rajamahendn district.

Reference to an extensive forest of twenty Indian miles (about

25 English) in extent. Not far off is the sea. There are vacant spots,

in the said forest, where cattle were fed. Various particulars are added,

as to the production of the forest ; especially a particular kind of honey,

produced by bees feeding on the Chinna prita, a kind of flower. This

district is under the zemindar of Pit'hapur.

Section 4. Account of the Amildars (or rulers) of the Raja-

mahendri Circar (the Chalukiyas and others).

Anciently the Chalukiyas ruled ; of whom Cubja Vishnu

verddhana is first specified. Thence-forward is deduced, in brief, the

following :

List of Chalukiya, and other kings.

Vrjaya dditya, 48 years.

Vishnu verddhana, 12 years.

Vijaya dditya Chalukiya, 44 years, founder of Rojamahendri fort, &c.

Bhima, son of Vicramddilya, and nephew of Vijaya dditya.

Arnma raja, 7 years.

Vicramddityan, son of Bhima, 1 1 months,

ChaVuhiya raja, 7 years.

Bhima mahd raja, 18 years.

Amma raja, a short time.

Dhana hhupati, 3 years • in his time, the Chola king came, and

captured the Venji desam ; and ruled 27 years.

Afterwards of the Chaluhiya race—
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Kirti verma raja, 12 years, re-conquered Fenji desam.

Vimaldditya, 7 years.

Rajanarendra, 40 years, Sdrayigadhara WdAh\s^or\, concerning whom
the Sdrangadhara cadha Avas written.

Rajmdra chola, 15 years.

Viciama chola, 5 years.

Kulottunga chola, (no time stated) name of dynasty.

Pritisvara mahd raja, 35 years.

Mallapa dcva, of the Chalukzt/a race, 10 years. (S.S. 1124).

Annaiya dcva, of the S'laya race, 30 years.

Annaiya deva bhupalan, 30 years.

The Reddi race followed-

Potaiya vema reddi—Gomti vema reddi—Anupota vema reddi—Raja

vema reddi—Dhei-ma vema reddi.

These ruled during 100 years; the country then came under the

Gajapati ruler, in the time of Fira Narasinha langula.

Pratdpa rtidra—Muka7iU dcva— Rnja vidyddhara.

Notice is then given of an extensive grant, by way of privilege, made

by the gajapati prince, to a niyogi Brahman, leading to an extensive diffu-

sion of that tribe in the Rajamahendri district. A few minute details bring

the account down to the Mahomedan conquest of Waranka!.

Remark.—This list is not so full as that in section 7, of Manu-

script Book No. 10, foregoing; but the statement that the Chola YM\e,

over a conquered province of Telingaiia, was of short continuance is a

fact of consequence.

Both lists require to be translated, and compared.

According to the index of contents prefixed to the book, there

should be a fifth section ; containing an account of Fdma yiri, a hill-fort

in Rajamahendri circar ; but this paper is not now contained therein.

The name of Fawa (/iri appears in section 4, as that of a capital, or

fortress of the Chalukii/as ; but the whole account is contained in

one paper.

General Observation.—This book was so much injured by insects,

that I doubted the practicability of its satisfactory restoration. The

patient labour of a copyist was, however, tolerably succe^jsiul.
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In a few places, of necessity, words are lost. The contents are of value
;

chiefly so the 4th section. The 3rd section is of the least consequence.

The book is a long quarto, on thin country paper, very much

damaged. "This has been transcribed for me, C. P. B— ." a double

transcript, if for the librarj^ was superfluous.

8. No. 566. (No. 31, CM, 785.) Three sections.

For Section 3, see IV supra.

Section 1. Account of Tiruamala nayadu, and of his descendants

the Carndtaca rulers of Madura.

This manuscript was translated and printed in the second volume.

Or: Hist : Manuscripts, beginning at page 182. Hence there is need

only to observe, in brief, that it commences with the accession of the

son of Tirumala nayaker to the throne at Madura ; and brings the

account downwards, with a somewhat minute specification of wars,

negotiations and changes of power, to the period of the last feeble

remains of the race ; who received a village for their maintenance.

In some of the details, where most obscure, this manuscript is con-

firmed, and elucidated by the large Tamil manuscript before mentioned,

the Carndtaca rajdkal. At the time of making the above translation,

this Telugu manuscript was not without difiiculty legible; araughcopy

of it was then made for greater convenience ; and, as the lapse of two

years, only added to the difficulty of reading the original, a restored

copy was prepared from the original, aided by occasional reference to

the rough copy.

The text not having been printed, a correct record for reference

is thus provided : see folio vol. 1, page 547— 019.

Section 2. An account of the rule of Cari cdla cholan.

In consequence of war with the Pandiya king, a woman of the

Chola royal race, named Cungama genfhi, escaped alone into the wilder-

ness, being pregnant ; and took uj) her abode in the house of a Brahman,

a schoolmaster, and also an astrologer. By his art he declared concerning

the child, after castiug its nativity, that it would become a powerful and

independent prince. In the ceremony of naming the child it was called

C&li cholan. After the ceremony of investing with the sacred thread,

and while learning in the school, the boy was the object of much contempt

from the other boys ; being treated as the son of a widow. He retaliated on
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them ; so that the Brahman thought it best to keep him within the house. He

became well instructed in knowledge, and very powerful in bodily strength.

The Pandiya king then ruled the Chola mandalam ; but, wishing to place

over it a viceroy, he made public proclamation, in order to meet with a suitable

person. A great concourse of claimants assembled. The Pandiyan then put

a golden pot containing water on the head of an elephant, and a wreath

of flowers in its trunk, announcing that the person on whom the elephant

should place the wreath, and anoint by pouring on him the water, would be

regarded as chosen; and to that person the king would give his own daughter

in marriage. The elephant, being let loose, avoided all the people in the town ;

and, going direct to the aforesaid Brahman's house, there selected the youth,

by depositing the wreath on his head, and pouring the water over him. The

young man was strong as ten elephants ; but in order to diminish his

strength, the Brahman, rubbed the sole of one of his feet with charcoal, and

thereby took away the strength of nine elephants, leaving him only as strong as

one elephant. He was subsequently installed at Combaconum, and had the

name of Cari c&la cholan given him, to commemorate the rubbing of charcoal

fcari) on his (cdl) foot. But the king's daughter was not given him. He
strengthened, and enlarged his capital town. The young man learning from

his mother, that his father was before him king of the chola country, that his

father had feared to encounter the Pdndya king, and had died during the

disturbance 'that had arisen—resolved on vindicating his own, and his father's

right ; and assembling an army, set out to make war on the Pandiya king.

The army is stated at 250,000 cavalry, under commanders, whose names are,

given ; who approached the Vaigai river. The Pandyan being alarmed,

brought to him treasure and jewels ; and, after much flattering homage,

embraced him, and conducting him to his palace ; seated him, on terms of

equality, on half of his throne, and married him to his daughter Siddhesvari ;

after which, Cari cdla cholan returned to Combaconum, amidst great rejoicings.

He allowed the cultivators three parts of the produce, and took one-fourth,

(the ordinary rate used to be one-sixth), with which revenue, he built and

repaired many sacred edifices; gave large donations to Brahmans ; heard many

religious stories recited ; and was a firm votary of Siva> In order to see if his

people were firm in that way, and with a view to discover and rectify evils,

he was accustomed to go out in disguise, covered with a common dark coloured

hair-blanket, during the night. Out of this custom, arose the following

circumstances

—

There was an aged Brahman wiio, as the result of long pennace, had a

son born to him, who, when grown up, was married, and the old man died

;

but not before having charged his son to carry his bones to Cdsi, and bury

them in the Ganges, The youg man prepared to do so ; but, on the eve of
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setting out, slept in the porch ofWs house ; and there gave strict charge to his

wife to keep within doors, while he should be absent for a year and a half;

the only exception being that, if in want, she might ask alms of the chari-

table prince Cari cdlci cholan The latter was at the door; and admiring so

great an act of confidence, determined on being the watchful guardian of that

house While the Brahman was absent, he watched it carefully, but the

Brahman returned within six months, on the way to complete his pilgrimage

at Rnm.exraram ; and, wishing to assure himself of his wife's discretion,

approached the door alone, at night, and looked in through its apertures. The

Cholnn came thither at the same time; and thinking the Brahma?i was a

thief, cut him down with a sword, and retired. Hia wife, next day, suffered

gre t reproach from her neighbours; but, recognizins her husband, she burned

herS' If with his body ; and the king having unconsciously killed a Brahman,

had the visitation termed Brahma hatti (a personification of the crime, as if

an evil spirit, always following him). He made many attempts to get rid of

it ; but though the spirit quitted him at the door of a temple, or entry on a

sacred pool; yet it ^tlways returned afterwards. He went nn pilgrimage to

the shrine of Min&cshi at Madura ; who, in a vision, informed him that the

visitation could not be so easily got quit of, but directed him to build one

hundred and eiyht Saiva fanes ; »nd then, at Madhydranya he would be

relieved. He accordingly built a shrine every day, not eating till each day's

work was done ; but h^' did not know where Madhydranya was. At length

he found an emblem o^ Siva under a tree named m.ahi, and Sua there appeared

to him ; directing him to build a temple, to enter atone gate, where the spirit

would hiilt, and would be imprisont d, and to go out at a gate on the opposite

side, which the king did, and was cured He however, died childless ; and

his queen followed him. There was no Qhola king after him ; he reigned

fiifty -five years. The above things concerning him were compiled by Chacra-

taiyengar, a Vaishnava Brahman of Melur, from the Bahkti vildsam, and

some other books, inclusive of sfhala viahdtmyax, or temple legends.

Remarh—'Fa.h\e and fact appear to be blended in the first por-

tion of this account ; the latter portion explains and illustrates some

parts of the Madura puirdnam; and, from the comparison of the two, a

few historical facts may be gleaned, with some measure of certainty.

It is to be noted that this entry is a duplicate of a document classed

under the heading VII, Historical 8, supra: a reference might have

sufficed, had the repetition attracted earlier attention.

This hook is a medium sized quarto. There should he a fore-

going part to Section 1, from the commencement of the dynasty, which

I have been looking for in vain.
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9. No. 575. (No. 30, CM. 720.) Ten sections.

Local notices of villages, six of them in the Chinidpalli district,

one in the Nizam's country and three others, in the JRepalli, Sattana-

2Jalli, and Rdchiir districts. They are on the principle of the Ceded

districts' papers ; and seldom offer any thing of consequence.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, injured.

10. No. 580. (No. 2, CM. 692.) Thirty sections.

These thirty villages are not very far from Condavir, nor from

the banks of the Krishna river. They are situated chiefly in the

Chintdpalli, Venaconda, Repalli, and a few other districts. I had

occasion to make some little use of this book in my report on the

Elliot marbles; and an extract may show how these documents may be

turned to some account, when least expected.

' In the same book my eye rested on the ^vord Annaveram ; and with-

out entering into details philological (as to local corruptions of names.) I had

no doubt this was the place in question.

' It is followed by an account of peddagandela ; and, between the two

would seem to be situated the heap, or tumulus, whence these" marbles were

excavated. The following is a translation of the brief reference. " Xear

Peddiniima pndu, a so-called township, on the northeast boundary, there is a

locality where anciently many Jainas dwelt. In the time of Voddi reddi

gdru, and during the Carnataca government, the Jainas ceased to be. Where-

upon, that place became a mere heap. Afterwards the Sundiir people put tha

rejected scavengings of the town to the south eastward of the said heap, a

quarter coss (less than a mile) distant.

" East of this town they established a granary for corn, dug into the

said heap ; and it became a very large storehouse for corn. Afterwards some

people went out from Sundiir, and constructed a palliyam, or town on the

spot : which came to be called peddagadela, or great-granary.

" After the Moghul conquest of the Carnataca people, it became a

talook and was given as a Jaghir, to two ICahomedans."

' It is added that, at a later date the catnuvdrs buit a fane to Siva,

under the title of Amaresvara linga murti ; and another class of camuvars

built a temple to Vishnu, under the name of Vena gopala svdmi,''

The book is an octavo, of medium thickness country paper, in

tolerable order. *' This has been transcribed for me. C P. B."
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11. No. 583. (No. 28, CM. 218.) Forty-three sections.

These forty-three villages are, all of them, in the same neigh-

hourhood as the preceding ; and most of them in the same districts.

They promise but little ; but something might perhaps be

gleaned.

The book is an 8vo, of medium thickness, country paper, the

leaves loose, and the binding damaged. It is marked as transcribed

for C. P. B. 1845.

12. No. 588. (No. 33, CM. 787.) Ten sections.

Section 1. An account of Chola rajas.

Vayal-varhi-adilta-cholan was crowned at sixteen years of age, at

Cftlhjur, west of Tiichinopoly. He confided the government to a minister ;

and occupied himself in the worship of Siva. He fostered the Saiva religion.

A wild elephant greatly troubled the country. A hundred men were sent to

take it ; and the elephant, being pursued, met in the ivay an ascetic ; bearing

a garland of flowers, sacred to Slca, which it seized and tore : the ascetic,

being greatly incensed, killed the hundred men, with an axe which he car-

ried, and also the elephant. The Chula king, hearing of the circumstance,

set out with a force to destroy Ihe adversary ; but, on coming near, and seeing

only a devote of Siva, he kept his followers at a distance, and alone approached:

he addressed the ascetic in terms of great humility. The ascetic was so over-

come with sorrow at having killed the elephant, and people, of so devoted a

follower o{ Siva, that he took the king's sword to kill himself; which the king

prevented. It was difficult to say which grieved the most, the king, because

his people and elephant had oifeuded so devoted a votary of Siva, or the

ascetic, because he had killed the elephant, and people, of so exemplary a

king. As a child was born to the king on that propitious day, {suha-dina) the

child was called Stiba cholan, who was installed by the care of his father .*

the latter died, after ruling fifty years. Suha. cholan married and came to

lire at Jambukesvaram ; where he ruled thirty-five years. Some fable follows,

about the birth of Jamhukesvarer, the tutelary god. The son of Suba cholan

was called Vara-guna cholan. He dedicated his wife to the service of the

god, in the fane of Jumhukesvarer. He led her to the fane by the right

hand ; and, soon after, all her body, except the right hand, was found to have

been taken into the image. Varaguna, considering that he had taken hold of

this right hand, earnestly inquired what crime he had committed, that it

should be so marked. Soon after the hand also was drawn in. After some

time the god, in the shape of a Brahman, appeared to the king, and reproach-

ing him for offering up his wife, invited him to make a sacrifice of himsel f

also ; which he is stated to Ixa'. c done ; when he rejoined his wife, on a celes-
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tial car, and both acquired beatitude. He ruled seventy-live years. Pugerh

Cholan formed the town of Uriyar, and ruled therein, with great credit, for

sixty years. By the advise of his mantri (or minister) he engaged in an

inroad on the Cfiera king, in order to get plunder ; wilh which fanes and

Brahman-choultries might be built, and fame in the world acquired. The

Cheran repelled the invasion, and the mantri, who was also general, only just

escaped with his Ufe ; but, to make it appear as if he had conquered, he

brought a hundred skulls, and showed them to the king. Among these heads,

one was discovered to be that of an ascetic, from having braided hair ; at

which circumstance great grief arising, and the loss of the kingdom being

feared, the head was put into a case of gold. A fire being kindled, the king

prepared to commit himself to the flames, along with the head ; but Siva

appeared, on his bullock-vehicle, and told him his devotedness was accepted;

that the fault of the war was his minister's, not his ; and commanded him to

live prosperously. At his own request, notwithstanding, he was beatified
;

holding the said skull in his hand. Hence his epithet Pugerh Cholan, or

"the praised." Kribala Cholan succeeded ; and became accomplished in

knowledge. Instead of taking one -fifth, as his predecessors had done, from

the cultivators, he contented himself with one-sixth part. He acquired great

ascendancy ; and ruled with great equity. By reason of it, the tiger and the

cow rested in the same shed ; the cat and the rat dwelt in the same place ; the

snake and the frog were like mother and child, (symbolical language). Thus

his people were without strife, or divisions. Injustice was unknown. Not-

withstanding, the king fearing neglect on the part of his ministers, or servants,

had a bell erected between two pillars in the public street
; proclaiming that,

if any one was aggrieved, it was only necessary to sound the bell, and the

king's attention to the case would be given. He thus ruled with great pros-

perity, until sixty-four years of age ; without the alarm-bell of justice having

been even once rung. After his sixty-fourlh year, he had a son born to him.

He greatly rejoiced, and distributed gifts, on having a child born in his old

age. Vitki-veddngam was the name of his soa ; and the usual education was
given him. About this time an incarnation of various celestials took

place, in the form of a deceptive cow. (The description is here translated
;

because it may be of service in understanding other symbolical language,

in other books).

Farvati and Paramesvarer, on " the bullock vehicle, Brahma, Vishnu,

and the remaining thirty-three crores ofcelestials, the forty-eightthousand nsAi>

the asuras, the Mahd sactis (female powers of gods), setting out from Cailasa

came down to be incarnate" on earth, in the following form. The four Vedas

became the four legs, Brahma and Vishnu ; were the two horns ; the sun and

moon the two eyes ; the Vindhya mountain formed the body ; Pard sacti, (the
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female energy of the Supreme Brahma, or first cause) became the abdomen ;

D'herma dcvati, (the goddess of the air) became the udder ; the sdloca, the

sdmiba, the sdrlipa, and the sduchit/am (four degrees of beatitude) became

the four teats. Vdyu (god of wind) became the tail ; the atmosphere (dcdsam)

became the two ears ; Lacshmi became the womb ; the sea became the urine,

the eight serpents (at the eight points of the compass) became the intestines
;

wisdom, was the milk : thus deceptively (or symbolically) a cow was formed,

and Varna, (death) was its calf. (This description is quite sufficient to pre-

pare for symbol, and exaggeration, in the incident to be narrated).

This cow, with its calf, went from the fane of Tiydgara svami to bathe ;

and, when returning by a certain street, the king's son Vithi-vedangam was

making a public procession. The cow and calf became separated in the

crowd ; and the calf, being bewildered, got under the chariot of the king's

son, and was run over by the wheels ; being thereby cut in two. The king's

son was greatly alarmed, and meditated on Trydgarar (a name of Siva, in

the form worshipped at Tirucarur). The cow went all over the town

seeking for the calf ; and, on finding its remains, put both halves together,

and sought to give it milk. As it would not receive any, the cow arose, and

wept tears. The alarm of the king's son continued. The cow went to the

justice-alarm-bell, and rung it ; on the hearing of which, the king, Kribala

cholan, swooned. On recovering, he directed his minister to go, and see

what was amiss. The grief of the king, and of his wife, the young man's

mother, is described at length. The wife suggested as a remedy, that she

would go, and fall under the chariot wheels, and be cut in two by them, as an

expiation of the crime. But the king determined that the son himself, how-

ever precious to them, must in that same manner perform the expiation. In

consequence, he summoned a hall of audience, and therein formally commissioned

his minister to go, and see justice so rendered. The minister set out in state
j

and, on informing the young man of his orders, the young man gave his consent.

The minister was in a sad dilemma ; regretting, on the one hand, to kill so in-

tellectual a young man, and bring on himself the guilt of blood-shedding, and,

on the other, fearing punishment from the king, if he disobeyed orders.

To extricate himself from the difiiculty, he slew himself with his own sword.

The king's son being astonished, continued his meditation on Tiydgarar

;

expecting some further interposition in his behalf The king was embarrassed

at the double accumulation of evil. His wife blamed him, for not listening to

her first suggestion. The king rejected it, as not goodj and appointed the

minister's son to succeed to the crown. The king set out, surrounded by a

multitude of deeply grieving people ; till he came to his son at Tiruvarur,

The son remonstrated on the advantage that was about to be given to envious

neighbours ; such as the Pdndiym and tho Cheran; but the king cossidering
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that if he did not sacrifice hia son, thero would be no rain, and no crops, ordered

the chariot to move on, which ran over the young man, when prostrate on the

ground, and cut him into two pieces. The people greatly rejoiced at the spec-

tacle. The two pieces of the king's son were presented before the cow, to its

great joy; and the crime of slaying the calf was expiated. The king next

considered that he had now to expiate the sin of having occasioned the death

of his minister. He accordingly was about to strike himself, when the afore-

said Trimurt?, and other gods, composing the illusive cow stayed his arm

;

and, at the same time, raised to life again the minister, and the king's son.

The sen was installed under the title of Bliwpdla cholan. The gods decreed

that the old king as a reward, should have the pleasure of seeing his son rule

with himself. Afterwards, Avithout being exposed to the pain of any future

birth, the king (for his merit), the king's wife, and the minister also received

final beatitude : on account of his long reign, distinguished by so mar.y virtues,

the gods ordci'ed him to be commemorated bj- the title of Krvpdla Chola, or

'' the gracious ruler." He ruled eighty years.

Bhupdla Chola being crowned when sixteen years of age, and having

married when twenty-five years old, exceeded his father in beneficence, and pros-

perously governed. In a hunting excursion he discovered a large chasm

Avhich consumed, and wasted, the water of the Cdveri river. He directed a

great many men to bft employed to fill it up. Ail tlieir efforts t fill it up

were unavailing. Though much money was expended, aud every possible

method taken, yet the chasm still swallowed up the Cdveri as before. The

king resided eight years in the neighbourhood, the better to superintend

the work. A ruhi, living near, told the king that his labor was in vain

;

seeing that, for some cause, ihechacra of Vishnu had entered the earth there;

and by consequence the remedy was, that either some enlightened king, or else

some virtuous rislii (or ascetic) nuist enter the chasm, and be seated beneath

on the chacra, when the gulph would close. The king took leave, and

returned to his town; where he assembled his council, and declared what he had

learned. After many donations, he proceeded in state with the intention of

casting himself into the chasm. The minister told the nshi that, if the king

plunged into it, the same would be dishonor; but that if he (the riski) entered,

it would be to him lasting fame. The rishi accordingly entered the chasm,

which immediately closed. A fane was built on the spot, callfd Tiravcdan-

churi (or the sacred whirlpool, turning to the right hand). The king, and

his suite, returned to the palace ; where he prosperously ruled. But the

Cdveri now did damage by overflowing its banks ; and the king went to the

wilderness and did penance six yearg, on that account ; when Siva seni a

shower of mud, which raised the embankment, and kept the river within its

proper chnnnel.

/( 2
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A certain chief, by the favor o?' Rangha svi'nni (Vishnu) built the fano

of Sn' ranrjlia, with the spoils which he had plundered from the people, even

to the extent of snatching away the tc'tli, or sacred token of marriage. Many

laborers were employed ; and a great balance remained due to them, which

the said chief had not the power to defray. lie, in consequence, inveigled

them all into a boat, promising to paj' them in the middle of a branch of the

Cdveri; and, when there, he upset the boat, and they all perished; but as

this was a sacrifice to Ba?igha svufni, a]\ the lahorers, so sacrificed, obtained

beatification. Hence the spot acquired the name of Colidam (corrupted into

Coleroon.)*

The king, expending a great deal of money, had 1lio Caverl conducted

to the westward of Combaconura, and opened channels for irrigation to a great

extent around ; effecting a communication between the Cauvery and Coleroon

rivers. Of the additional produce so obtained, he took one-sixth ; and gave

the rest to the people. At Combaconiim he built many fanes, and prosperously

ruled. His reign lasted 70 years. He had no son ; but his wife was three

months pregnant. The Pdndiyan took advantage of this time to attack the

kingdom, and the aforesaid Chola king, worsted, took refuge with Cumhhe-

svarer, and did penance in the shrine sacred to him : after a time he obtained

beatification. As he had done sf)much beneiit to the country, in the embank-

ment of the river, he was called Cnri Kanda Cholan.

Appendix.

The Chola. rajas were so called, because of their being of the solar race.

(The derivation of Chola from Siiryc, is not clear).

Uttunga Cholan; Ivulottunga Cholan; Tirumudi Cholau ; Aruntapa'

Cholan ; Eajenda Cholan ; Mananithi Cholan ; Alaperanta Cholan ; Vara-

gunaC^holan; ' Ala-peranta Cholan ; Ariloru kadamai konda Cholan, Arisa

tana Cholau; Cudu vetti Cholan,

Another list of the Chola princes is given; with the explanation of

,

the names, and showing three different names, sometimes given to the same

individual. The period of reign, in all, is too great. There were, in all

twenty-three kings of this race. After Can cala Chola the race ceased.

Remark.—The preceding paper is of importance in many points

of view; but the origin of the fane at Seringham, as herein stated,

needs to be compared with other documents.

* This is a current tradition as to the origin of the name of the (Coleroon; the mean-

ing of C<)l-i(lam is " the place of fslauylitor,"



Section 2. Discourse between a tiger and a cow.

This account is either a mere fable, or else, a symbolical account

of some transaction occurring near Conjeveram, in which a cow, seized

by a tiger, pleaded for a loan of life, on certain reasons alleged, pro-

mising to return on a fixed day, the tiger gave the required leave, and

tlie cow punctually returned.

The section is inconjplete. The tale occurs in the Stliala

purdnaia of Gokernam ; and probably this section was taken thence,

or from current traditional fable.

Section 3. Abridged account of Jsvara, Vishnu, and Brahma.

This paper contains a description of the division and residents,

within the. regions of Vaicontlia and Kaiidsa, similar, or the same,

(difference of language being excepted,) to the Tamil manuscript

translated, and printed in Or. Hist. M.SS. Vol. 2, Appendix B. Any
further notice of it here is, by consequence, superfluous.

Section 4. Account of the temples of CdncJii, or Conjeveram.

The legend of the place, as collected by Cavelly Vencata Bcria.

It was a chosen p)lace by Sha. .Farvati shaded the sun and the moon,

being the eyes of Siva ; by reason of which darkness covered the earth
;

and to blot out the fault, so committed, Parvati came down to do

penance under a mango tree, at that place. SIvql sent various rivers,

the origin of which are mythologically stated.

Visvacarma built a temple, and after many intermediate matters,

(which, however, are not stated) in the time of Krishna rayer, even as he

had rebuilt many other temples, so he rebuilt the fane of ' Ecdmharcsvara.

There arc other mythological, or pcm rdnic, statements of the foundations of

other places; based on fables concerning Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. At a

later period, there is mention of four towns around, to which roads led from

Conjeveram; that is, 1st, Maf/abalipurum; 2nd, DSvala purain to the south;

3rd, Virinchipuram; and 4th, ]Vdrdi/a?ia piiram. (1st Vaishnava, 2nd Saioa,

3rd Saica, 4th raishnavaj.

Vishnu, born as Ndreda, introduced the Bduddha system ; to expiate

which fault, he was required to do penance at Conjeveram. The Jainas

spread through tiie country ; and had a settlement near Conjeveram. iSancar-

dchraya came tliither; and, overcoming tlie Jainas in disputation, re-

established the Hind a religion, according to his own tenets. There is still,

however, a small town near, called Ccinchi of the Jainus, Another existing

evidence of the ancieiU prevalence of the Jaina system at this place is, that
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in the walls and edifices, built by Krishna rayer, images of the Jaina system

are wrought in with the other workmanship.

Brafima performed a great sacrifice at one of the sacred liills at

Conjeveram ; in the fire of which, Vishnu as Virata raja was born (being the

form of Vishnu worshipped in the Vaishnava fane at Conjeveram). The

elephant of Vishnu, gathering lotos fl.owcrs from the tank, had its legs bitten

off, by an alligator ; and Vishnu slew the alligator with his chacra (an event

commemorated in procession-, by carrying round the imago of an elephant

without leg.*). iMotice of the diucrentvaha nas, or vehicles, used for the pro-

cessions of the image of Vishnu, at the great annual festival in the month

of May.

Notice of the images vvithin the Saiva fane of '£cumharcsvara

.

The origin of ihe p^aeo is lost in the remoteness of very ancient

time. The image of Cdindcslii was originally of clay. Three towers,

and the inner shrine, were constructed by Trtyamhaca rayalu. In one

shrine there is an emblem of Siv€{, at which llama (Chandra) per-

formed homage; iu order to expiate the sin of killing the rdcshassas

of the country. There is also an image of Penimal (Vishnu) to com-

memorate the cure of Sica (after sv/allowing poison with the omriia

in the Curma avaidra). Brief mention of other images, connected

with the mango tree, mentioned at the beginning. Some porches, and

shrines were built by Tenagara pillai, of Tanjore. Other notices of

different localities of the fane. The hall of a thousand pillars, is built

over the place, where was the pit in v/hich Brahma performed his great

sacrifice- there is a sacred pool in the midst. In the Bhdruta cdudam,

or continent, south of mount Himdlaija, there are one thousand and

eight fanes; of these, one hundred and eight are special, and of these

lattcy, twenty-eight are within the district of Conjeveram. The names

of these twenty-eight fanes are given ; and, also a specification of

sacred pools (Lirilias) connected vvitli the said fanes.

Notice of the Aimne^i kovil ; or f;ine of the local goddess.

The shrines was built by Viradeva mah.a raja. A toM^er was

built on the south side by Falldla rayadu. To the vrest of the god-

dess's shrine, there is an image of Sancardchdria, ako of Burvcsa

T^s'ii. There is a golden imiige of Cdmdcshi, termed Bangara (the

<Toldcn). An image of Santana Ganapaii ; paid homage to, by the

childh-s?, who desire io have children. Other minute details. Just

before tl^fi spot en which the imago of Cdmdcshi is placed, there is a



chasm, hollow or cavern, in the earth (Sancardchdrya is traditionally

stated to have concealed the image therein, for g'rcater safety; ard it

is popularly reported, that tlie original Cdvidcshi is i-till hidden therein.)

Detail of worldly Power.

The name of a few monarchs are given, coming down to the later

Mayers, and Gajapatis. Lengthened periods are ascribed to the earlier

rulers (gathered from tlie ijuvdnas) ; but nothing i^ t!tated that can

add to, or correct, other iriformation on these subjects.

Rulers at Conjeveram.

Buda linga paij/a : Juki puhar Khan (/. e. Zulfecar Khan)
;

Ali Murad Khan ; Uavud Khan : Sadulla Khan.

Here the writer is more at home. A notice is given of the

events connected with the Mahomedans of Vellore and Arcot ; through

the war in the Carnatic, and down to the settled rule of Mahomed Ali.

It is brief, considering the multiplicity of the transactions ; but may

have its merit, as a testimony written from tradition, near the time

and place of the events recorded; and, by a native, acquainted with

i]ati\e opitiions.

CcUichi mahdtmyam.

Another brief version of the legend noticed at the commencement.

That is to say, Parvoti shaded both eves of Siva; which produced darkness

over the world, and troubled both gods and men. As a punishment for this

legerete, Parvati was sentenced to beconje Ccdi ; and then to go down to

earth to do penance; which took place at. Conjeveram. After acquiriu"'

merit bj' that penance, iti which her form included several rivers, Siva asked

what gift she required; and the reply was, a request that he would come

and marry her at that place. To this request he consented ; and, when he

came, he was accompanied by Brahma and Vishnu; the former of whom
performed a great sacrifice. Sarasvuti and Lacshmi were born from the eyes

o^ Parvat i, and the marriage between Brahma and VishnAi, and their two

consorts v.as celebrated, at the same time, as the marriage of Siva and

Parvdl. The place hence acquired great celebrity. Tlie ris^his, who were

present at the ceremony, each one established an emblem of Siva, bearin'^ his

own name ; and, on the ei^iht points of the compass, there are eight Durgas,

as guardioji?. There is also, specially a fane of Bhairava, a ferocious form

of SiCa.

Remarks-—Any information connected with Conjeveram, acquires

importance from the celebrity of the place, and its great inliuence.



as a metropolis of idolatry. The legend of Parvatl shading the eyes

of Siva, is pauranical ; but I think, it deserves special notice, thoutrb

perhaps, not in this place. If I understand the import aright, it de-

signates something differing from any eclipse
; hut, I would wish to

examine the subject, in connexion with other records, before olferino-

any opinion. The circumstances, concerning the Jai,m.s, tend to eluci-

date some parts of the Chola patayam ; and it would seem, as if

Sancardchdrya were the Sa'tva teacher therein referred to. The anti-

quity of the structures at Conjeveram cannot be great, since they are

posterior to the time of Sancarachdrya ; but, that the place had «omo

little note under early Cliola kings, before the ascendancy of the

Ja'h'iias, seems conjeeturally probable.

This paper was restored from small writing, and pale ink, to a

more permanent form.

Section 5. Account of the SeiujxUis, or feudatory chiefs, at

Ramnad,

This section was before restored in folio vol. 1. The document

was translated and published by me, in Or. Hist. M.SS. Vol. 2, Appendix.

It does not well admit of being abstracted.

The book is a thin folio, country paper, injured.

13. No. 606. (No. 49, CM. 739), eight sections.

Section 1. Account of Mavamalur in the Nollore district.

Thirteen hundred years ago this neighbourhood was an entire forest,

that is to say, in Sal Sac. 424. A person named Mahimalu or Mavamalu,

(both names appear) in consequence of the oppression of Vencata Bhascara

i^ao, a petty ruler, emigrated from the Pakanddi( ; and ^'?/«/^m«/w is alluded

to in the account, as "our ancestor." He came to the neighbourhood of

fonyilr ; and remained there, six months
;

protected by the Boyl and Mutt'

raihi tribes. But the emigrating family being large, they built another

village, consisting at first, only of four or five mud huts. It avus called

Mavamalur, after the name of th;; head of the family. Acquiring wealth,

he called hither, other families ; and, the village being enlarged, he attended

to its regulation. A Brnliman n;une4 Vtucanu, who had accompunied him

from the iirst, in his emigration, was fixed by him, as village accountant.

The younper brother of Mavfimalii, from some disagreement, left him, and

built another village to the north-east ; which he called Nandi varam.

This person called Nandireddi, had two sons, named Rdmaiya and Bhimaiya

one of whom was a cowherd, and the other a shepherd. Both of these

formed distinct hamlet-, called Bhhna-varam, and Ramaiya-noUt. The
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former becoming "spiritually enliglitened" resolved not to eat vvltlioiit havinoj

a god; and accordingly built a Saha fane, the image or wbicli received the

name Bhima-lingesvara. After his death, the building went, to ruin ; but

vestiges of it remain. The aforesaid Knndi reddi appointed Vencana, the

Brahman, accountant both of his own villages, and his soi.s' villages. The

descendants of that Brahman have continued to be hereditary accountants.

In Sal. Sac. 1139, the chief, of the Vellugoiivdru, named Vencatapati

no7jadu, built a fane to Sri Venagopula-svumi. Subsequently people from

other places came hither, and built eight villages around. lu the Suchila

year, a famine occurred : and these villages became entirely dcf^olate.

When Krukna-rayala conquered the Gajapntl prince, he placed three

persons, named Lcikaraja, Chittxtma-roju, and Ndroyo^iu-raju in possession of

the fort of Mavamalur ; each of which person-i, formed a district, called after

his own name. After their death the management was in the hands of peo-

ple appointed by the Circar (Mahomedams supposed) under the Udit/a-giri-

jaghir ; and so it continues to the present time. The names of subsequent

headmen are all Mahoraedan ; dow^n to the English rule, wherein the name of

Mr. Travers, as Collector, appears.

Theie follow very minute details of villages, fanes, reservoirs,

groves, classes and numbers cf tress.

Remark.—This short paper illustrates the mode in which the

Peninsula, in different portions of it, was originally peopled ; and details

of this kind go to make up the history of the peninsula. To iiiv own
knowledge, the same process of population has been going on down to

the present day. I am acquainted with an individual, at some short

distance from Madras, w^ho occupies precisely the position herein

ascribed to Ma/ima/2t ; and around that same neigliboui'hood there are

waste lands of great extent, sufficient to allow of the formation and

peopling of many villages.

Note.—The writing of the document being rough and faded,

I had it re-copied ; only omitting the minute details at the close.

Section 2, Account of the village of Rdpiir. About ri24 years ao-o,

this place was wild and uninhabited : the divan of the Gajaimti had the

jungle cleared ; and, by permission of the Circar, established a village which

he called Rdpiir. Some villages were built by other persons. A Brahman
was named as accountant, and his descendants held the office. VVhen the

Chola raja came hither (allusion to the C/wla conquest,) the office was sold

to a person under the C/wla ruler. The fort was built by Pedda Cumara
Yachama nayadu of the VellugoHvdru race, who excavated three water reser-

voirs ; he also built some fanes. The accountants built a shrine to the tnte-
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lary goddess, which alone now continuea. One named Tuhuki Krishnapa

?iai/adu came from the west (sec tlie Carnataca rujahal, section 8) and plun-

dered ; when one Vijnam Khan fou^-ht with, and took, him prisoner. The

names of two or three Mahomedaii riders follow, down to the assumption of

the district by the Honorable Company.

Remark.— In this paper there are a few historical allu&ions
;

probably of some use. The paper of the document being worm-oaten,

was restored ; omitting minor details.

Section 3. Account of Cota, a village district.

The formation of the village is dated in &'al. Sac. 513, and ascribed

to the accountants of Tondaman. chacraverti. Some Jainas from the neigh-

bourhood engaged in cultivation. The Brahmans were accountants. One

named Mukantesvara governed. His son was Palotiru. His younger

brother was Manotira. Then Nandanu chocraverti. JSText the Jainas from

the Conjeveram country. Then the C^iola raja. Next Amhoji raja. Then

Sldd.hi ruju. Then Anavema reddi. At the request of the people, owing to

the dread of robbers, he appointed one named Chittctu hodana Unfjama nayadu

as a guardian of the town and neighbourhood.

Subsequently when Nara.mnha deva rayer ruled, a dispute arose

between the Brahmans and the Jainas; and many of the Jainas were killed.

The remains of their class emigrated towards the south. In the time of

Krishna rayer a man excavated a water reservoir. Fanes were built by

different people. The Government came into the hands of the Ravilavdr,

by whom the population was increased. Tim.ma nayadu built a village, called

by his own name ; and brought some merchants to the place. Others built

villages ; and after a few transitions of pov.er, the rule came into possession

of the Nellore chieftain. A few minor details as before.

Note.—For similar reasons, as in the foiegoing, this paper was

copied, omitting the details at close.

Section 4, Account of the Svarnamuchi (or golden-faced)

river.

Merely a short legend, ascribing the origin of the river to

Agastya.

Section 5. Account of Talpa-giri, a hill so called in Telingana.

An incomplete legend ascribing the origin of the hill to the

anger of Vishnu against 'Adiseshan ; in consequence of which anger

Vishnu denouncsd on the latter the penalty of coming to earth, and

doing penance in the shape of a mountain, accomplished at this place.

(The mark remains of a leaf having been cut out.)
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Section 6. " Some account of the 3Iukanlo * raja, an ancient

prince of the Telinga country."

This is a legendary fable.

A Brahman going to Casi on pilgrimage took with him his daughter

;

who, in a certain wilderness, refused to proceed further, being infatuated by a

local Numen, residing in an ant-hill. The Brahman left his daughter in

charge of the Irulur, a wild race of people. The woman was delivered of a

child, the offspring of the said Numen ; which child had three eyes, whence

the name of Mukuntesvarer (or the three-eyed iSlva) borne by the said child.

It resided in the ant-hill ; and a cow came every evening to the place, whence

the child issued forth, and milked the cow, by which means it was supported.

The owner, among the wild Irular, watched the cow, in order to discover

who stole the milk ; and, on perceiving the operation, he wounded the child

with a sword, producing blood from its head. The child lifted up the vessel

containing the milk which it had drawn, and poured the same over the wound.

Bemark.—Here the account stops, so as to leave it uncertain

whether the writer of it neglected to proceed further, or whether the

remainder has been cut out from the book. Upon the whole, as there

are blank leaves following, and not written on, I should incline to the

former opinion. It perhaps exhibits the fabulous (or symbolical) origin

of a race ; and, in some respects, greatly resembles an account, in this

collection, concerning the illegitimate son of Kullotunga-cholan ; which

being in other portions, described in language not enigmatical, shows

a two-fold mode of writing among natives ; one being plain, the other

highly metaphorical. The latter is employed in the present fragment

;

and its chief use is to add another item of testimony to the fact of wild

tribes existing in the peninsula, not being Hindus. The Irular are one

of the five tribes of the kind, specified, in the abstract of a book supra,

see M.S. book. No. 31, Section 3, and alluded to in various other

papers.

Section 7. Account of Puligaddappa Narasinha, of Nizampat-

nam, in the Northern Circars.

The head of the trihe of the above name being a young man, previ-

ously well taught in learning, had a strong curiosity inducing him to visit,

and see, the metropolis of Vijayanagaram. By the way, being fatigued, he

laid himself down to repose in the heat of the sun, when a hoodc d-serpent

came forth from its hole, and shaded his head. The Rayer passing by, on a

*Thi« title was applied to Nandv, otherwiso Pratnpa rndra of Waraukal.

X'2



hunting excursion, saw the man so situated ; and concluding him to be highly

endowed, with natural and acquired abilities, took him to his court, and gave

him employ. Subsequently in tiie \\mQoi Ram a-rayalu, when the Mahomedan

confedeiation against hi-m had ended in his defeat and death, Ibrahim Pad-

shah gave in fief to the said person, and to his three sons, the districts of

Udyngiti, Nizampainam, and Sarvapalli. His three sons, were Mallapa,

Nandi, and Vira ; holding the districts in the order of the names. The

subordinates of the descendants of Mallai)a and Vira rebelled, and burnt

down the houses of their lords, with all the inhabitants. Subsequently the

three districts were united under the descendants of Nandi raja. Tha

French ruled for some short time over ihe country ; and then the districts

came under the English. A few revenue particulars arc added.

Remark.—The little mixture of fable at the beginning of this

paper is of common kind, and the remainder is evidently historical.

This docuinent happens to be written on Europe paper, with good ink
;

and will last for the sake of reference, if need be, for a cousiderable

period.

Section S, Account of the VeUvgotivdru.

This paper, being of rather more than ordinary consequence,

was restored, and bound up in the 2nd folio volume. An abstract of its

contents was also given, see VII, 13 supra.

The whole of this book has now been examined: part of sections,

1, 2 and 3, with the whole of section 8 were restored, and section 7,

was left, subject to future reference.

It is a short and thin folio, country paper, injured by insects.

Mr. Brown also had the book transcribed for his own use.

14. No. 607. (No. 21, CM. 711.) Twelve sections.

Section 1—3, 5, accounts of local chiefs and section 4, of the

wife of one of them, and from section 6 to 12 is little more than boun-

dary measuremcrts and revenue accounts: rather pertaining to a survey

than to general literature.

The book is a thin fv)lio, country paper.

15. No. (y20. (No. 11, CM. 701.) Five sections.

An account of two agraharams, and of three villages, in the

country or distr cl of F/^yryr/zpa^am, offering nothing of any consequence.

The book is a long and thin quarto, country paper ; injured by

termites, along the front" edge.
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I5|. No. 6^31. (^^^o. 22,C.M. 712.) Eight sections.

The two first sections relate to two zemindars; the third to

Jagandtlia puram. The fourth describes the people of Orissa ; and

the fifth states their poetical books ; the sixth is an account of some

fief- villages* For section 7, see VII. The eighth contains a notice

of the greater ant] lesser Kimedi ; two districts.

The book is a thin folio, country paper, defective at the end,

injured.

16. No. 629. (No. 57, CM. 743.) Seven sections.

Section 1. Kings in the Gali yiiga of no moment.

Section 2. Notice of Pratdpa rudra, ruler at Orangallu, or

WarankaL I see a mark by me for extract, or use for the report on the

Elliot marbles ; but, as no use was actually made, I suppose extracts

from other books (as Nos. 5 and 40) were deemed better, or sufficient.

There are many notices of th3,t sanguinary man in the collection. By

introducing a colony of secular Saiva Brahmans from Benares, in place

of ihe extirpated Joinas, he changed the aspect of Telingana.

Section 3. Account of Teppdpati chief of Mohalatiir.

Section 4. On the Mahratti character, or letter.

Section 5. Notice of Fasupati Vijaya Rama, chief of

Vizianagram..

Section 6. Notices of kings, and padshahs at Delhi.

Section 7. Descriptive account of Cdnchi or Conjeveram.

The book is a thin folio, old Europe paper, loose from the back.

17. No. 631. (No. 6, CM. 096.) Fifteen sections.

Notice of various villages ; chiefly in the Ellore circar. Section

13, account of kings and yvjas. A thin quarto, country paper, worm-

eaten.

18. No. 636. (No. 36, CM. 726.) Eight sections.

These sections contain notices of villages in the Repalli, Rachiir

and Chintdpalli districts.

Section 7. Contains a notice of Qanjam, and of the ruins of
"Warankal ; but the whole is of slender value.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, in vaiious ways
damaged.
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19. No. 643. (No. 39, CM. 729.) Twenty-five sections; so many

now remain ; but these appear to be less than half what the book once

held. The various sections are occupied with villages in the districts

of ChintdpalU, and Repalli in the neighbourhood of the Krishna river ;

where Colonel McKenzie's survey operations were for a length of

time carried on. Minute specification is unimportant.

The book is a large quarto, thin country paper, the binding

injured.

20. No. 649. (No. 3, CM. 693.) Nine sections.

Notices of villages in the Chilakaliir, ChintdpalU, Rdchur, and

Sattanapalli districts; of little or no consequence.

The book is a thin octavo, country paper, a little injured.

21. No. 650. (No. 19, CM. 709.) Three sections.

The two first are village accounts of a revenue survey ; with

fiefs and alms-houses ; in the district of Borid, and the greater Kimedi.

The third is a notice of Ananga Bhima, zemindar of Praldpa girt, in the

lesser Kimedi.

The book is a thin folio, country paper, injured,

22. No. 652. (No. 26, CM. 716.) Six sections.

Three sections are revenue survey details ; two others are notices

of zemindars ; one section relates to a village locality.

The book is a thin folio, country paper, injured.

23. No. 659. (No 81, CM. 721.) Eighteen sections.

Several of these sections are unimportant ; but sections 1,9, 10,

16, 21, might merit a fuller examination than I can just now bestow

on it. These relate to kings of Calinga ; and to the wars of Pasupati

rama ms: with his neighbours; with some notice of Gnjapati rulers of

Kimedi. The title Pasupati is either a name of Siva as lord of life, or it

may mean king of cow-herds ; which, I presume Rd.mardz was. In some

of the battles, in that neighbourhood, the cattle had a conspicuous share.

The other sections are notes of zemindars, temples, rivers, hills, &c., of

no great consequence.

The book is a thin folio, old Europe paper, the leaves loose, and

the binding injur^ed.

24. No. 661. (No.23,CM. 713.) Memorandaof revenue accounts

and survey in the Aluguddu district ; being jaghire villages ; or
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such as had been bestowed in fief: in such case, the feoffee receives

the portion of proceeds that would accrue to the ruling power
;

without any proprietary right in the soil itself, or in that which may-

be beneath it,

A long, narrow account-book, country paper, intolerable order.

25. No. 662. (No. 20, CM. caret.) Descriptive account of Cara-

'pad in the division of SaitanapaU'i. " Copied in local Records,

Volume 8."

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, much damaged, one

board gone ; the whole tied up with a string.

26. No. 669. (No. 17, CM. 707.) Six sections.

This is another of the revenue-survey books ; and it is occupied with

village boundaries, and accounts. All the sites are in the neighbourhood

of the Krishna river. As section 4, purports, by the Index heading to

relate to the neighbourhood of Dharanikota, the book was sought out

when drawing up my report on the Amardvati sculptures ; but only to be

disappointed by brief notes and outlines: without any consecutive state-

ment: the whole is of very slight value.

The book was formed by cutting a demy sheet of paper across, in

three slips ; thin country paper, in tolerable order.

27. No. 677. (No. 7, CM. 697.) Nine sections.

Section 1. Account of Bandar-niaclilipatnam (or Masulipatam.)

Local situation with reference to the Krishna river ; its fanes specified;

its roads are frequented by shipping. Fishermen reside in neighbouring

villages. A new town named Inamu kuthurn, now called Inakuthuru was

built not far off. A town was also built by the Mukanii kings, called after

their own name. A M'ukanti king, according to an inscription in a neigh-

bouring fane, removed the Bduddhas, and Jangamas ; and established the

Brahmans in their room. The name of Machli-bandar is said to have arisen

from a very large fish being caught by a Bduddha, so that he was called

Matsya-hauddha ; the name devolving on the place, where he lived, and

becoming corrupted, in Dekhini, to Machli-bandar, or Machli-patnam (whence

also the European corruption into Masulipatam).

The Mukantirdja, Pratupa riidra ; the Gajapatis ; the Eeddis, Krishna

rayer, and others ; are stated to have successively ruled over this place and

neighbourhood. A list is given of suburban villages, founded, or enlarged,

by various persons, fromS.S. 1480, down to S.S. 1739 (A.D. 1558-1817),

It was under the Hyderabad Government, down to Fusly 1178 (A.D 1770-)



For seven years afterwards it was under Monsieur Bussy, and the French.

It came into the hands of the English, as a jaghirc from the Nizam AH Khan.

A total of village districts is given ; several of which manufacture salt.

Some further particulars are added, as to fanes, and their festivals, at

Jnamu kuthuni.

Section 2. Account oi Maviinje mutliir.

The account of this place commences with S.S. 1606 (A.D. 1684)

Some time after Anavema reddi instituted a Brahman, named Mritan-

jayar, to the charge of the fane, whose son was Somayajin, and the line

of Brahmans downwards is given. The Mahomedans, under Sultan

Abdalla Hassein, continued the privileges of the fane. Various details

of Mahomedan interference. Aurengzebe took tribute thence. There

are also revenue details of proceeds and expenditure, connected with

the villao-e, or town, and its adjuncts.

Section 3. Catalogue of books in the possession of Lingaya-chetii,

son of Mamiddi-vencaiya-chetti.

The catalogue was made at the request of Colonel McKenzie, and

o-iven over to him. It exhibits the names of Sanscrit and Telugu manu-

scripts, to the total amount of 282 books, or volumes, on various subjects

of ritual observance, mythology, poetry, fictitious romance, some little

history, law, and miscellaneovis subjects. Several of the titles are those

of manuscripts now in this collection ; rendering it probable that these

were purchased from the person above mentioned.

Section 4. Account of the village district oi Amriialur.

A herdsman of old cut down the forest wood, and established a small

fane • called by the name of Amritesvara. After the introduction of the era

oi Saliv'ihana, the Gajapatis, and others, ruled. The first date is S. S. 1607

M.D. 16S5) in the time of Gana pati deva ; who coming to bathe iu the

river Krishna, at the time of an eclipse, made over this district to certain

iVit/o^ii?'-<2/«»ta^«, ^'arious traders had settled in ihe village; these all left it,

after the supercession of the former rub by the Mahomedans. In the time of

Nazir-Jung Bahader, this village district was marie over to the Fi'cnch. In

Fusly 1168, it came under the Honorable Company; who continued all cus-

tomary observances.

Section 5. A connected account of seven village districts, in the

EUore Circar.

Norasimha rayer ruled over the whole of these villages in S. S.

1166 (vVroug date). His successor Bdma rayalu introduced a colony of

Brahmans to Gudlwpalli. The Mahomedans subsequently plundered,;
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pillaged, and burnt, in these districts, during two months
;
giving over

the management, on their account, to BrigaiuU'ha paKfalu, & Brahman.

Subsequent Amils, and a war connected with the administration of one

of them, are specified. All other details relate to land-holders, and

their respective rights and tenures.

Section 6. Account of Gokarna matam of Mavunje.

Iq early times a person of eminence bad the waste lands cleared, and a

fane built, bearing the name of Gokarna svami. Details of the pupils of the

hierophant, and their respective successions. Other details chiefly relate to

revenue proceeds.

Section 7. Account of Mavun/c modkar in the district of

Sattiriajmlll.

A merchant bad the district cleared, and a fane, and village, built.

In Sal. Sac. lrt5G the district was made over to the Niyogi Brabmans, by

the Ganapali raja. In the time of Kulottungn-chula, some additions were

made in the matters of fanes and festivals. Ganapati rcija, son of Kdkati

raja, subsequently made other like additions. After the Mahomedan super-

session, the district was given over to Brahman managers, on their account.

About Fusly 1225, the Government of the Honorable Company succeeded.

Section 8. Account of Mavunje -chanduvolu village.

Legendary statement of its names, in the three first ages. It Avas

called Chanduvolu in the Cali-yugam. After the commencement of the

era of Sdlivdhana, several fanes Avere constructed, with various appurte-

nances, by Kuh'dtunga-chola. In S. S. 903,* there was a Jaina ruler. In

S.S. 1215, Pratdpa rudra ordered some additional works, for the advantage

of the fane, to be constructed. The rule of the Reddis followed. In

S. S. 1250 they had erected a fort, and they ruled from S. S. 1300 down to

S. S. 1486. The Mahomedan authority followed under the Nizam Ali

Mulk. The district was made over to the French. The mention of Safya

ndfhon, and his successor, as Roman Catholic ministers of rehgion occurs.

On the defeat of the French, the English power succeeded. Some new fanes

were constructed. A few details, on this latter point, conclude the paper.

Section 9. Account of the village of Chehrolu.

Other names in previous yxigas : called Chehrolu in the Cali ytigam.

Tribhuvana deva malla rc'ija of the Chaluhiyas, coming to bathe in the Goda-

very river, made, at the instance of his minister, a donation to the fane;

commemorated by an inscription. The Jainas were numerous, in those days;

and this village was sometimes called Jainabrolu. Rudra deva of the

* This date is uncertain.
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Kdhati race, added much to the fane, in reference to Saiva Qmhlams. Nothing

further particular occurs, down to the Mahomedan rule.

Remarlc.—The condition of this book was so bad, by reason of

injury from damp and insects, that I doubted the practicability of its

restoration ; which was however, on the whole, successfully effected

;

and thougb the details are but of minor interest, yet the investigation

will assist in estimating the value of similar books. From the speci-

mens that have been given it is found, that there is a prevailing unifor-

mity, as to the indicated succession of leading powers in the north ; the

outlines being the same in all.

The restored copy is in folio volume 5, page 581—679. The

book did not attract my attention for the report on the Elliot marbles

;

but it might merit another perusal, with that reference.

It is a long, and thin quarto, country paper, much damaged on

the front edge.

28. No. 680. (No. 24, CM. 710.) Three sections.

A slip-book, one-sixth across a demy sheet; containing revenue

survey, and account of jaghires and villages, in the Chola gada and

Ruddha gada districts : unimportant. On thin country paper, injured.

29. No. 681. (No. 38, CM. caret.) Fourteen sections.

This book appears to have contained notices of villages and

alms-houses in the Sattdnapalli,Chintdpalli, Balamkonda SLudVenakonda

districts in the neighbourhood of the Krishna river ; but it is now

almost destroyed by termites.

A long, thin quarto ; tied with a string.

30. No. 683. (No. 37, caret.) Twenty-six sections, originally

twenty-nine.

This has shared the lot of the last book, in being irrecoverably

damaged. It seems to have had the usual account of villages of which

a notice of Chintdpalll would have been the most important.

A quarto of medium thickness, country paper.

The following notice of Nos. 37, 38, is from my former analysis.

It is necessary to class these two books together, as their subject is the

game ; that is, local accounts of villages in the Northern Circars ; with a

Bpecial reference to the settlement of the Niyugi, or secular, Brahmans, as

village accountants. They relate to the clearing of waste, or forest, lands

;
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location of colonists; and conquest, building of \'illagcs, with fanes, and

mantapas ; the excavation of water reservoirs ; and other details.

Both books are so greatly damaged from the effects of damp, or of salt

water, and of the attacks of termites, as to be irrecoverable. It seems pro-

bable, that the restoration, were it practicable, would not be a matter of much

consequence ; but whether so, or not, the sense is so prevailingly lost, that

nothing now can be done with the books, in the way of remedy.

From looking over the whole of the sections, wherever any sense can

be made out, the following seem to be the general indications; as far as histo-

rical matters are concerned.

There are references to Visvariibara-deva a Gajajmti prince. The

Ganapati prince is described as his offspring, and the da'.e of Sat Sac. 1056

(A.D. 1134) is given, as that of his installation. He made gifts of waste

lands to Gopa rdju, and Ramana ; descendants from the Anivela nii/ogi race,

or secular Brahmans. These again subdivided the country, into smaller dis-

tricts, among other Niyogi Brahmans ; and the country, in this way, became

peopled, and civilized. The preceding state of government gave way to that

of the Redcli vdru ; which was superseded by the Curnataca rule. This was

followed by the ascendancy of Knshna rayalu. His power yielded to that of

the Mahomedans ; and these were superseded by the Honorable Company.

31. No. 685. (No. 9, CM. G99.) Six sections.

This book, like the last one is irrecoverable ; the first section

referring to the Gomti, or Banian, class of people at Pennaconda

,

might have been prevailingly recovered ; had there not been two

leaves at the beginning wanting, rendering the remainder destitute

of value. The second section is most to be regretted, as it contained

accounts* of the Konda vdudJu, Koya vdndlu, and another wild

tribe, residing on the mountains, and in the woods, of tbe R'ljd-

mahendri district. The remaining four sections would have been

of less consequence. From the book itself, nothing can be made out.

It is a small, thin quarto, country paper, tied together by a

string.

32, No. 686. (No. 8, CM. 690.) Five sections.

Section 1. Account of the village of Sarpavaram in the distiict

of PWhapur, in the province of Rdjamahendri.

The commencement is quite legendary. A brief reference is subse-

quently made to the Dwapara-yuya ; to Janamejaya ; and to kings of his

* SufiBicient details, concerning these vainous classe? of aborigine?, oconr fo'prn.



posterity ; down to the cessation of the Chandra vamsa. Many kings subse-

quently ruled, being the Ch'ilukiya race, commencing with Vijaydditya,

whose son was Vishnu verddhana, and his son was Vijaydditya. Kulakcn,

Kirti-verma, and other names, follow ; down to a supersession, by the ruler of

Cuttack, and then by a Jainu king. Afterwards the Yadava race governed,

several names are specified. As usual, grants to fanes, and other buildings

are alluded to; and the first date that occurs is Sal. Sac. 1017 (A.D. 1095) :

others follow down to Sal. Sac. 143C; and they relate respectively to different

periods of the rulers, as abovemsnfcioned. The latter part of the document

adverts to Mahomedan influence, and interference.

Remark.—Though very briefly abstracted, yet the reading over

of this document leaves the impression that its contents are of consider-

able value ; meriting to be developed in full translation.

Section 2. Account of Jallur, in the before mentioned district,

and province.

The Jainas ruled at a very early period, in this district. After the

mention of that rule, in general terms, the document adverts to the race of

Janaotejnya; and thence deduces the line of Vijaydditya, the first of the

Chaluhyafi ; who took their name from a fort oa a hill named Chulvthya-giri.

The names of the Chnhikyas are given, as in the last paper. The tale of

Sdrangadharo and Chitrangi, is narrated, in substance, as a matter of

fact, occurring in the race of the Rajahmahendri rulers. The date of S.S, ll24

feU seqaeniiy occurs; as that of the instiJlation of Mallajja-deva Chacra-

varli. The race of Kdkati-prolaya is given ; one distinguished among

them bei g Prntnpt-ricdra : these are u'^ually termed the Quna-pati dynasty.

The power of the Reddis followed, who ruled in Condaviti. The account

subsequently narrates various details, relative to the Mahomedans ; and, after

giving the names of some zemindars, adverts to the government of the

Honorable Company.

Remark,—This document also appears to be of value ; to be

used in comparison with similar ones.

Section 3. Account of Coruhondu village in the zillah of

Sat apavaram in the Rdjamahendri province.

The commencement is legendary, and relates chiefly to the foundation

of Saica fanes ; of which one hundred and one are said to have been con-

struct* d. The foundation of Coruhondu is ascribed to an ascetic. The names

of Piiitapa-ritdra, and of Mallapa raja occur; in refcrcme to the fortification

of the place. A muniage alliance with the Cuttack sovereign is mentiontd;

and various consequent details. An account is given of the siege of the fort

;



and its betrayal bj treachery. It was taken by Gomncla raja of the Gajapati

race ; and its defences were destroyed. The power of the RmIUs succeeded.

Details concerning fanes, with their endowments, and images; and inscriptions

commemorating grants. One of the later chiefs, named RaglnindC ui raja

died, without posterity ; and subsequently, the district came under the

control of the IIonoral)le Company.

Section 4. Account of Chamurla cota or Bhlma varam, in the

PWhapiir district of the Rajahmundry province.

Mention of certain shrines, and images. Subsequently Ramct

bhtmesvara, son of Bhima raja, of the Chaliikyas founded a town, and

established festivals, and othar usual observances. When the fJxne had gone

to decay, the Gajapatis and Reddis, had it ro-edi6ed. In Sal. Sac, 1438,

Krishna rai/er subdued this, and surrounding towns. Fubsequent details

relate to English and French, ascendancy; and alternations of power. Nizam-

ali-khan interfered ; and, after wounding three local chiefs in battle, conquer-

ed the country. This indication of contents, of course, is little more than an

index. There follow some minor details, as to rivers, and lands fertilized

thereby, incomplete, and of no consequence.

Section 5. Account of the village of Kimmuru, in the district

of PWhapiir.

The foundation is ascribed to a Kirata-raja, or a barbarian chief,

near to the Vindkya mountain. Some details are added concerning his

descendants: forost lands were cleared, and towns, built by tlum. At a

later period, some of the Conda vdndlu peopled portions of the neighbourhood.

In Sal. Sac. 1121, 3Iallapc;, deva ruled in this country ; and made grants of

land to a fane which are specified.

Traces of the ChaUkya rule appear ; in the matter of grants made

to village fanes. The power ol' Pratdpa rudra, at a later time, succeeded.

He was the most celebrated of the chiefs of Warankal. After him came

the fi'eddis : Krishna rayer afterwards conquered this district. When the

Gajapati power reverted to its former state, the Reddis again ruled. Timma

raja, and afterwardsf Ndrayana, i^Ganopnti prince, governed. Subsequently,

one named Sitopi-khun acquired authority. The ascendancy of Bala hhadra

raja, of the Pu.icipati race, followed. A sirdar from Golconda subdued

the country. Some fighting ; in which the Mahomedans were concerned. . .

.

(here the remaining two, or perhaps three leaves of the book are lost).

General Remark.—This book was found to be very much
damaged ; by reason of damp ; and destruction of large portions of

paper, near the outward edges, by insects. One cover was wanting-
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as also a few sheets, on that side of the book ; the remaining leaves are

loose, and separated from the front cover. The handwriting, being

bold and large, facilitated the restoration ; which was, upon the whole,

accomplished, though not without some unavoidable breaks in the

connexion, The contents, it may appear, are of average interest.

The writer seems to have had most at heart a record of matters con-

nected vs'ith temples and images ; but, the dates and names of rulers,

given in connexion therewith, are of some value; certainly more than

I had at first anticipated.

The restored copy is in folio, vol. 5, at pages 449—536. The

original is a small quarto, on thin country paper, tied up by a string.

XIV. Prophetical.

1. No. 506. (No. 0, CM. 313). Section 1. Jaugamakdlagnanam,

by Sarvarjnya. Various copies of the document occur. My
opinion concerning it has bee.i before given. Its author was a

Jangama teacher. For section 2, see V. For section 3, see XV.

Local Records.

XV. PURANAS.

1. No. 501. (No. 36, CM. 286). Vishnw 'pumnam.

This is a version in Telugu of the above j)urdna. There are eight

books, or sections, of which the sixth is incomplete. The most remarkable

portion is the fifth and sixth books, containing the S'urya, and Chandra vamsas.

The opening part is stated as if received from Pulast'hyn, one of the seven

great rishis. It relates to primal matters, being little more than a repetition, or

summary, of subjects contained in other puranas. The different Manu-

vanlaras ; the seven duipas; the measures of time, the incarnations of

Vishnu; and connected topics, are adverted to. The seventh and eighth

books, or sections, relate to the birth, adventures, and public acts oi Krishna.

In this part, and indeed throughout the whole, there is a great appaient

resemblance to the contents of the Hhdgavaia jmrdnam. In the early portion

especially, there is, I am persuaded much enigmatical or symbolical writing;

and when siich a veil is studiously, employed, as seems to be the case in all

early Hindu writing?, it may be inferred, that the earliest colonists of India

wished to conceal their true descent, or to falsify something concerning them-

selves; as all the researches, which have been made, or are now being carried

forward, seem to render abundantly probable.

Note.—The writing of this book is very legible, and the paper

but very little damaged. Its restoration by consequence, does not seem

to be urgent.
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So much is from my analysis made in 1839; and before any

translation was known to exist. The original Sanscrit has five amsas

or parts. The Tamil version noted in vol. 1, has also five divisions.

Professor Wilson's translation being now generally known, I have

observed a tendency in some individuals to consider this single puj'anam

as a summary of Hinduism ; whereas it is only a suiall, and sectarial

part of it. The Bhctgavatam is in still higher repute with inodern

Vaishnavas ; and, up to the ninth book, it is a superior work. The

origin of mankind, as stated, near the beginning of the Vishnupuranain,

docs not square with other authorities; and is, in truth, purely

ridiculous.

2. No. 508. (No. 28, CM. 359.) Section 1. Dasa avatdram, a,

poetical account of the ten incarnations of Vishnu. From this

original, copies were multiplied for Brown's collection ; and

various notices of the work occur in vol. 2. It is considered to

be written in a moderately plain style ; an intermediate book for

poetical students.

For other sections, see III, V, VII, XIT.

It is a thin quarto, country paper, injured.

3. No. 526. (No. 14, CM. 297.) PrahUda charitram. The

episode concerning the persecuted son of Hiranya casipu, from the

seventh book of the Bhdgavatam ; vide the heading Fais/mava, in

the Introduction.

It is a small thin quarto, damaged.

4. No. 529. (No. 41, CM. 296). Bdla hhdgavalam. A brief

epitome of the contents of the furanam, for the use of schools.

PuRAXAS local.

1. No. 506. (No. 6, CM. 316.) Sections. Vaisya purauam

;

or Vasava canyaha charitram. '^Ih.v^j copies of this document were

made for Brown's collection ; and various notices occur in vol. 2.

The substance is that, Vishnu verddhana, theYddava king of Tafcad,

in Mysore, courted a young woman of the Com/i tribe at Penna-

conda : she burnt herself, in company with many of her caste.

Many others emigrated to other places ; the young woman named

Cusamma, was deified ; and is worshipped, as a tutelary deity.

For other sections, see V and XIV.
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2. No. 526. (No. 27, CM. 292). Section 2. Jagandtlia mahdU

mayam. Legend of Juggernaut by Fencatary?/a.

Visvacarma formed three rude images, out of a tree, floated

down by the river Godavery ; but, being disturbed, left his work

unfinished. Those three rudely carved blocks came to be worshipped

as representatives of Krishna, Bala hhadra, and Suhhadra; and all the

world has heard of the consequences.

For other sections, see lY, V and XVIII.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, slightly injured.

3. No. 531. (No. 64, CM. 754.; Two sections.

Section 1. Legend of Randini-tnount, at Sri-sailam. It

appears that pilgrims circumambulate it, as an act of devotional merit.

The fane has not the antiquity, which some would give to it; as the

introduction of Saiva Brahmans from Benares by Pratapa rudra alone

made it of any consequence.

Section 2. Amaresvara iirfka mftlidtmyam. Account of

sacred bathing pools, near the fane of Amaresvara ; before the construc-

tion of which, about the time of Krishna raya, the place was known as

Amardvati; and was inhabited by Jaina cultivators; who were ex-

terminated by Pratdpa rudra; and their lands were made over to

JSHyogi Brahmans. The Jainas had a large cupola temple there, which

was pulled to pieces; the foundation only remaining. Out of the mass

of ruins the sculptures were dug, now known as the Elliot marbles

;

described in my report of them. Should this ever come to a second

edition, 1 am now in possession of means to improve and enlarge

the contents.

This book is a thin octavo, country paper ; loose from the bind-

ing, and injured.

XVI. Romancp:, historical.

1. No. 502. (No. 10, CM. 402.) Sacalacafha sdra sangraham,

(i- compressed epitome of all tales; that is to say, of some of the

most common, and popular, among Hindus. In the second volume

notice was given of a copy from this original.

This remark is written on the book— " I have taken a copy of

this book. It is an illiterate production, C P. Brown."

This book is a thick quarto, country paper, injured by insects,

especially near the end.
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2. No.503,ff. (No. 22, CM. 367.) HarischandraNalopdkhyanam,

by Bhatta murti.

A work of celebrity as conveying two meanings. Read, in one

sense, it is the itXe o^ Ho/rischandra ; in another sense, \hi\i oi Nala.

Various copies were made from this ; and notices occur in vol. 2.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, injured.

3. No. 509, /S. (No, 26, CM. 307.) Sectionl. Baghavri/apandaviyam,

a poem of like kind.
;
giving, in one sense, some of the Rdmdyanam

and in another sense, some portion of the Bhdratam. It is said

to be a translation, or imitation of a Sanscrit work of the same title,

and purport. For section 2, see VIII.

No. 509 a, occurs under VI p. 475 and V p. 473,

4. No. 513. (No. 13, CM. 382.) Three sections.

For section 1, see V. For section 2, see XVIII.

Section 3. Mailrdvana charitram. This is apparently a trans-

ation made from a Tamil palm-leaf manuscript, of which a tolerably

full abstract was given supra.

In the Rdmdyanam it is stated, that Vibtskina told Rama that

Rdvana was beginning the pdtdla h6m,a, as a magical spell ; which

might have sinister consequences, if not interrupted. Thence this

apocryphal supplement proceeds, with details of Vihishina and

Harmman s SiC'dor^'i,
\ ending in Han U7ndn conquering Mailravana, who

had taken Rdma and Lacshtnana, and put them both in a box, which
he was carrying away.

The whole book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

in tolerable order.

5. No. 514. (No. 23, CM. 393.) Rdmahhyudayam. See a brief

abstract, and the connected remarks (under 1st Family supta)
on the original palm-leaf manuscript ; from which, this is a copy.

The leaves are loose from the binding; but otherwise the book is

in tolerable order.

6. No. 527. (No. 3, CM. 396.) Raghava pdndaviyam. This

is another copy, (see 3, No. 5096, supra). A brief notice in the

1st Family was given from a palm-leaf manuscript. There are also

notices in vol. 2.

This is a quarto, country paper, injured by insects.
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XVII. Tales.

1. No. 503, /S. (No. 9, CM. 401.) Sacala catliasdrasavgraham,

a poem by Rama hhadra. An epitome of legendary tales from the

purdnas and Ithihdsas ; that is, the Eaondi/anam a.r\d. Ehdratam.

A copy occurs above XVI, 1, No. 502, they are mere tales; but

are taken from the above sources. Copies from these were

entered, with notices, in vol. 2.

The book is a large quarto, country paper, injured, one board

gone.

2. No. 507. (No. 21, CM. 366.) Harischandra Nalopakhydnam.

This is another copy to the one sufra XVI 2, No. 503 a, to

which the same remark, as in the last instance, applies: copies

taken from them are entered in vol. 2.

The book is a large, but thin quarto, country paper, in tolerable

order.

3. No. 515. (No. 41, CM. 731.) Twenty-five tales of a B^dla

or familiar demon (to Vicramarka, the ordinary contraction in the

south for Vicrainddiiya).

Vicrama (or super-ordinem) is a title given to various kings,

e. (/. to Pururuvas in Cdlidasas Vlcra'mSrvasi : adity a, is a name of

every monthly sun. The are twelve ddityaf^, corresponding to the

twelve solar months. Hence 5o/-superior, is so vague a title, as to

indicate fiction ; though its possessor is said to have been a celebrated

kingof Ougeiu. The tales have been before noticed. They are sphinx-

like ; and sometimes obscene. A translation, from a Tamil version,

was published by the Royal Asiatic Society.

The book is a small quarto, thin, country paper, damaged.

4. No. 517. (No. 12, CM. 349.) Five pieces.

Tor sections 1, 2, see under V.

Section 3. Shddasa cumdra c/iaritram. Another coppy occurs

under XIII, 1, No. 505. Section 2, which see.

Section 4. Yamundchdrya charitram, an account of one of the

Aluvdr, born in the Chola kingdom, and instrumental in proselyting a

Chola king from the Saiva to the Vaishnava mode of credence.

Section 5. Airdvati charitram, copies from this tale were

noticed in volume 2. Konii, the mother of Arjima, was neglected by
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some women, on their going to perform the Gaja gdura vrata. She

compkiined to her son ; who went to hidrcCs world, and brought

Tndras own white elephant down to his mother.

The entire book is a small thin quarto,' country paper, loose

from the binding ; injured by insects.

5. No. 521. (No. 33, CM. 323, SQ^.) Two sections.

Section 1. Matala tiru Vencafa oiat'ha charitrain. See another

copy XIII, I, No. 505, section 1, su'pra.

Section 2. Dhermdnyada charitrani. Multiplied copies from

this one were entered in volume 2; with more or less of abstract.

In this copy, the site is stated to be Konkavati puram of Cashmere.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, loose from the binding,

injured by insects.

6. No. 691. (No. caret, CM. 101.) Naishadam sringaya padyam.

Merely loose paper, containing more or less of the love-tale about

Nala and Damayanti.

XVIII. ViRA Saiva.

1. No. 504. (No. J 6, CM. 318.) Nava chola charitram. This

is quite a non-authentic, and sectarial account of nine Chola kings:

of these Caricdla, Vicrama, Kulottunya, Varaguna, and Vira chola,

are elsev/here mentioned; but Adi-vira, Satyendra, and Manu
' jandra, and Uttama Ckola, I do not remember to have otherwise

met with. The book is more legend than history ; and more

intent on magnifying Vira Saiva devotees, than on adhering to

truth. I look upon it as a document of slender value.

It is a large, but thin quarto, country paper; much damaged

by insects.

2. No. 512. (No. 4, 0. M. 305.) Pandita Arddhya charifram.

Two volumes divided into five books, or portions, Translated

from the Canarese into Telugu in dtuipada metre by Pdlacuriki

somandfha, v/ho wrote the dwipada Basava purdnam. It is

popular among the medium class of Arddhyas ; who go back some-

what towards the Vaishnava system : the pure Jangamas consider

them as heterodox. The paging was re-arranged, and the whole

copied off for Brown's collection.

The book is a quarto, country paper ; injured by insects.
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3. No. 512. (No. 5, CM. 306.) The second volume. Mr. Brown

wrote on it, "I have collated this manuscript throughout, and

placed in my own copy, the various readings it affords."

The hinder has made mistakes as to the paging.

A sufficient notice of the work was entered in volume 2nd of

this work.

This is a quarto, country paper, in tolerable order.

4. No. 513. (No. 13, CM. 304). Three sections.

For section 1, see 513, 4.

Section 2- Prahhu linga Ula.

This is a production containing three parts, chiefly composed

in the dwipada metre, by Sovyx deva ; and supposed to be an abridged

version of a work in the padya cdvyam, containing five sections.

Parvati being on Gaildsa inquired of Siva, if there were any other

god besides himself, and he replied there was ; to exemplify which

statement, he assumed an illusive form ; and this form, was accompanied

by a personification of the tdmasa gunam, or bad passion of Parvati,

The personification of the bad quality of Parvati, became enamoured

of the illusive form oi Siva; but all attempts to reach it were unavailing;

though the form was followed into wild and desert places ; with much

personal suffering. At length both illusive form, and personification

returned to Caildsa, and Parvati was ashamed of herself on seeing

them. An oracular announcement declared that a personification of

of the idtvica gunam, or excellent disposition of Parvati, alone could

attain to communinion with the illusive form of Siva. The sdtvica

quality, in consequence, became incarnate; and proceeded to the illusive

form ; being Prahhu linga, otherwise termed Allama prabhu, or

Prahhu svdmi; who was entertained by Basava, the minister of the

king of Calydna puri. The said incarnation, on its approach, was

mistaken by Basava for an incarnate fiend ; from its terrific outward

appearance. Much matter follows, panegyrical of Allama prahhu;

and of three or four others, named, as associates.

The work is an allegorical attempt at extra panegyric ; and may

serve to show that the worst, and most ferocious of Hindu sects, the

Jangamas, or Vira Saivos, trace up everything, that is bad, to forms

of Siva and Parvati. Allama prahhu was preceptor to the two

Basavas : and their proceedings are to be gathered from notices con-
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cerning them in other books of the collection : which have been before

mentioned, or abstracted.

Many notices of the poem occur in the three volumes of this work.

For section 3, see XVI, 4.

The entire book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country

paper, in tolerable order.

5. No. 526. (No. 27, CM. 479.) Anulhavdsdram. It occurs in

volume 1 and 2, passim.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, slightly injured.
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CEDED DISTRICTS.

There are more than sixty Volumes in the Telugu language, which

bear the above title ; and have occasioned trouble, and disappointment,

to more than myself. In 1838-39 I examined a few of them ; and then

recorded my reasons for not proceeding further. They were again taken

up, in the progress of the present inquiry ; and, after going more than

half way through them, I suspended further minute examination : the

fruit being extremely small.

It appears that Major McKenzie sent out three or four agents to

travel in different directions ; in the Malayalam country ; in the Tamil

and Telugu countries ; an din the Canarese country, newly made over

to the British, and termed the Ceded Districts. These agents were

furnished with a string of questions, to guide their inquiries ; bearing

on past history, and antiquities ; and especially regarding temples, tanks,

reservoirs, inscriptions ; inclusive of groves, and natural productions,

such as different kinds of grain : The factotum Lacskmayya adding, pre-

cious stones. It would seem that these agents wanted sufficient expan-

sion of mind to comprehend the spirit of their instructions ; and, as to

the letter, an attention to minutias prevailed. It becomes tiresome

to note the number of tanks, and of trees particularised, and the

kinds of corn ; while a few vague traditions suffice for tlie historical

portion : possibly they could glean nothing better.

It is now purposed to notice these books ; and it would seem best

to take them according to their original sequence. The Library numbers

of a list-catalogue, that was made a few years since, appear very

capriciously affixed ; as must be obvious on a little attention to them,

as they stand in this Catalogue. If the order of the Library numbers

were followed, the sequence of the old numbers would be destroyed

:

did the books admit of classification, this circumstance would be of no

moment ; but they all come under the heading Miscellaneous.

Following therefore the original No., the Library No. will be only

appended.

Some of the books were copied ofiP into local records ; and re-

ferences, to and fro, occasionally occur.

No. 1, CM. 798. (L. No. 555.)

This book relates chiefly to the neighbourhood of Kuruool,

Bellary, &c.
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Account of tanks and a large lake, termed a sea, in the Ananta-

puram district.

A statement is given like one in Ferishta. A Brahman's son lay

asleep near a temple, and his face was shaded by the hood of a cobra-

capella. It was thence divined that he would become wealthy, and

powerful. He was taken into Mahomedan service as a writer, and re-

ceived a village as his hire. He did penance near the above lake ; he

married into the family of Siddha rdmaijya, a distinguished Jangama

;

and he, became a chieftain. According to Ferishta he was head of

the Brahman dynasty, at Kalberga.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound, in toler-

able order.

No. 2, CM. 799. (L. No. 608.) Six sections.

Notice of agriculture in Naguladmna ; and specification of

villages in the Gnlyam, Kurnool, and Pancha pdlliyam districts. {Some

notice of chiefs of Fandiconam.

Nagala dinna is said to be fertile in corn, the Canareso language

spoken ; living is easy, and cheap. Like details as to villages in the

Gulyam district. A full abstract was taken, by a native ; but, on hear-

ing it read ever, little seemed deserving of record. I except one singular

statement : at Zoraiiuram, in the Pandicona district, a man slept during

one night, and in the morning went on his avocation. In the evening,

returning homeward, he found his body very irritable ; and, on scratch-

ing it, blood copiously flowed from the pores. This result was thought

to be the work of a 'pisdcha, or goblin ; and the village was deserted.

This result docs not seem very credible ; the more especially as the bite

of a particular insect is commonly thought to produce alike effect. It

is besides akin to leprosy.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound, slightly

injured.

No. 3 is now deficient ; how the loss occurred is not known.

No. 4, CM. 40. (L. No. 693.) Nine sections.

This book was copied in Local Records, (v. infra) volume 1

page's 1, 133, 159, 191,199.

There are some old Canarese letters, of possible service. Account

of nine villages; of no moment. Camdldpiiram is stated to have been

destroyed by a Mahomedan Avar.

The book is a thin quarto, half-bound, country paper.
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No. 5, CM. 802. (L. No. 578.) Seventeen sections.

(Copied oiFin Local Records, volume 8.)

Sections 17 are stated in tlie English prefix of contents ; but the

book itself does not now contain so many. The whole of the villages

are in the Duvur district. The principal n) a tter relates to Rdm4svaram,

and Kodutar; two of the villages. There are some details as to the

Reddi rulers ; and relations of the villagers with Vijayanagaram, that

may be useful. Some dates are given, but these are recent, about S.S.

1400, A.D. 1478.

A copious abstract of the book was made for me, by a native

assistant ; but an epitome, even of that abstract, would scarcely be in

place here: the details do not appear to be of outline-importance, though

materials for j^/Zm^f m are to be met with.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound.

No. 6, CM. 803. (L. No. 568.) In the index are 20 sections, but

18 only remain. All the villages are in the Jatnbula medii district

;

commencing with Chititd'palli, and Faker-pettah. The contents

do not afford tangible matters for record. Some donations by

Achyuta raya are specified, near the beginning ; but there is gene-

rally a want of interesting matter, except perhaps to natives,

I noticed some old Canarese characters, which may be of use in

decyplierings. I am interested in the Amardvati letters
-,
but I

apprehend they are a different type from the old Canarese.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper ; half-bound.

No. 7, CM. 804. (L. No. 543.) Five sections.

(Copied oS in Local Records, volume 10 ; in which it forms one

piece, out of five in all.)

1- Account of Changala-marai-chaca town, in the Ahobala

talook. Notice of a large temple known as Ahohala devdlyam. A
remarkable stream descends from a hill, and goes into some of the tem-

ples of the district. It divides, and forms islands ;
merging in the

Krishna river. Nothing further special. 2, Account of Batimchirla

town belonging to Kurnool. 3, Notice of Tarlapuri. 4, Of Chan-

gala-mani, a county town. 5, Oi Annapuri : all belonging to Kurnool.

Details of rivers, and other stastistical matters ; but no important

incidents.

Thf' book is v- thin quarto, country paper, half-bound, and worn.
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No. 8, CM. 805. (L. No. 617.) Five sections.

Details of Vamulapadic, and three other villages in the Koil-

kuara district, and of Cltannaca-'porla in the Kaveli-kunra district.

There does not appear to be anything of the smallest consequence.

Under section 3, there is mention of a Brahman's dreams, in defect of

substantial narrative.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, damaged, half-bound.

No. 9, CM. 801. (L. No. 571.) Three sections.

'^oiicQ oi Haniimat-gundava. i\xe KovU-konta district. Legend

of a sacred pool. Notices of Arlyapa reddi, and Pula reddi, chiefs of the

said village : this last section may be of use. The Reddis, in that neigh-

bourhood, were like the southern Poligars ; and sometimes independent

of control.

The book is a thin quarto, half-bound, country paper.

No. 10, CM. 807. (L. No. 642.) Account of Tadiparti; also

known as TadipalU. It is the principal town of a hundred, or

perhaps county. It begins with legendary matter, concerning

Agastya. Notice of a shrine, termed Nandikesvara gudi; and

notices of other shrines. Some traditionary details, as to various

rulers ; down to the Honorable Company ; but the writer appears

to dwell on sacerdotal matters, in preference to civil history.

The book is a very thin quarto, country paper, half-bound,

slightly injured.

No, 11, CM. 808. (L. No. 644.) Nine sections.

The whole principally refers to the Kurnool country ; for a long

time under a Nabob.

There are various details in this book, on modes of agriculture ;

seed-time ; mode of sowing ; monsoons ; inundations from the Tun-

gabhadra river {vulgo Toombooddra) ; details as to the Chinta gunta

district ; and notices of fifteen villages, in the Kuinool country. In

statistics, and local details of revenue, the book may be of some value.

It is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound.

No. 12, CM. 809. (L. No. 556.) Thirteen sections.

(Transcribed in Local Records, volume 20.)

This book contains details of thirteen, or more villages, in the

district of /ambula medu (or matuga.j The names noted are Doddyanu
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and Gandi hota; 3Ialamedu kamhala dini ; Kalamanchi patnam ; Po-

nampaUi; Madhnpvrom ; Ananta imrum; Golala uppala padu ; Mad-

dirhalli ; Dhcrmapuram ; Duvala gonta ; Pedda Cumarhalii ; Chinna

Cumarhalli ; and few others.

The whole was read by an assistant, and an abstract made ; filling

a sheet of country paper. On hearing it read over, I was unable to lay

hold on an)^ tangible incidents ; the details being of inferior consequence.

Reference may, however, be made to abstract of volume 20, Local

Records (infra) in which various dates of inscriptions w'ill be found.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, loose

from the half-binding.

No. 13, CM. 810. (L. No. 560.) Two sections.

(Transcribed in Local Records, Volume 7.) Details of many

villages in the Ckinta <7onto district ; seemingly all ofminor consequence,

xin abstract was made for me ; but I could lay hold on nothing deserv-

ing special remark, or record. It would seem as if a miscroscopic in-

tellect had covered much space with little meaning. Some details of

local chiefs, from the Reddi mru, down to Hyder, Tippoo, and Colonel

Munro may be exceptions. Vide notice of Volume 7, of Local Records.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, loose

from the binding.

No. 14, CM. 811. (L. No. 569.) Five sections.

Like details chiefly in the Kotta pinatti, district ; and in the

neighbourhood of Gooty.

From an abstract of the account of various villages. I could

gather nothing of any other consequence, than as statistical details.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, half

bound.

No. 15, CM. 812, (L. No. 696.) Eighteen sections.

Oontaining details of 18 villages in the Siddhavut, and other

districts.

The following abstract of this book is from the [supplement to

ray Analysis (M. Journal of Lit. and Science, volume 15, page 55.)

Section 1. Account of PattajM ravi, a village in the hundred of

Siddha -valta m.

.

Boundaries : it is to the south of Sri sailam : Nandana'ckacraverti, of>

the old race, formed it ; and Car? cdia chola, made donations to its fane.
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The Yadava rajas, and especially Alalia, deva and Somadeva, ruled over it.

Subsequently Nalla siddha deter, a Chola prince at Nellore, governed,

having conquered it,, as stated, in 1081, as supposed of the Sacai era. Other

Chola rajas are mentioned. It then came under the rule of Vijayanagaram.

It underwent some minor internal changes; and, subsequently, its chief was

chased away by Yachama naijadu of the Vellugotuaru race. The Cuddapah
Nabob interfered with the district: and next the Golconda chief. The
Cuddapah iS'ahob recalled its native chief; but he was soon forced to Hy,

The Mahomedans held possession. Under Colonel Munro, the place became

subject to the regulations, and power of the Honorable Company,

Section 2. Account of Ogiir in the Mavunje circle of Siddhavattam.

It is situated to the east of the above village. After C'ari cola cholan,

the GanapaHs of Warankal gave this village to a military commander.

In Sal Sac. 1181, an agrahdram was built by him, and given to

his son-in-law. One Bralimdnda rucs'iasa Siddha demi-maliuraja, a son of

the Cadamha raja, who ruled in Conjeveram, being desirous of ruling here,

came with an army, and encamped; but was met by the above commander

and his friends : the invader conquered ; but shortly afterwards died.

Section 3. Account of Sarapa nayadu petta, in the same neigh-

bourhood.

The statement does not go higher up than to the time of a Nabob of

Cuddapah in Sal. Sac 1679; and there is scarcely anything ofmore con-

sequence than some plunderings, and forays. At length the place came into

possession oiJangama Nayadu; of what race, or power, is not stated.

Section 4. Account of Aragada vemelu, a village in the district of

Duviir.

Reference to Krishna ruyalii of the Vijayanagaram dynasty ; but

only as to village grants. The same in the time of Sada Siva rdyalu. It

was ruined by bands of robbers. The Mahomeuaus came, and settled the

country. Various Khans mentioned. jS"othing further particular occurred,

down to the rule of the Honorable Company.

Section 5. Account of Chinna-dandnlur in the same district : anciently

the country was invaded by a Chola raja : who encamped near a ruined

village. Various petty traders supplied the camp with provisions, and other

needful matters j whereby several people were attracted, and by them a village

was gradually built, called i)a«fZflf<«/', or ''army town," because of the army

encamped there. Under the Raider dynasty, this village was assimilated with

the Udiya-giri district. It came under the Mahomedans who fixed a secular

Brahman, as their manager- Various trifling revenue details follow •. in defect

of payment, this village was seized.
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Note.—The name of a village formed as above would be decisive

evidence of a ChoJa invasion ; were there even no other.

Section (!• Account of Dasari-pall/, in the same district.

In Sal. Sac. 103G, in the time of Pravuda rayer, this country was

first cleared. The name arose from a class of people v>'ho subsisted by a kind

of handy-work, the product of which tiiey sold. No point of observation

occurs down to the ascendancy of the Nabob of Cuddapah, and the subsequent

regulation of the country by Colonel Munro ; while Collector in the Ceded

Districts.

There follow, according to the index, twelve other sections, in all

eighteen ; which, in the hook, occur without more than two or three

divisions, relative to distinct " hundreds ;'' the inchicled villages heing

only paragraphed. The whole has heen carefullyread over, and examined

:

(1,) because the locality is that of the Ceded Districts, not heretofore

submitted to such close investigation as the districts of Telingana

propel"
; (2,) because there are many hooks having similar minute details

;

and (3,) because it has been found in looking over the village records

of Telingana, that after tvro or three hooks have heen read over, others

of similar kind offer little or nothing new ; and certainly nothing neAV,

while also of commanding importance. As regards this book all the

following details are found to offer nothing more valuable than sections

3, 4, or 6. They uniformly refer, first to the lljayanagarcan power
;

then to times of plunder and disorder; merging in the Mahomedan, and

in the Honorable Company's Government.

In one place mention is made of Saluva Narasinha-rayer, setting

out from Vijayanagaram, with an army, to destroy a band of desperadoes

;

who had managed to build a small fort, by means of plunder, which

fort he razed to the ground. If otherAvise, it might have grown into a

metropolis ; for most of the Hindu forts were originally robbers'" dens.

One locality is noted as the site of the hermitage of Vdlmiki ;

who really (according to the papers of this collection) was most luxu-

rious in hermitages ; for he must have had a great number of them.

Traces of the CAo/a invasion and some mention of brief Jaina rule,

(the Chalukya supposed,) occur ; but a Chola conquest docs not seem

to have occurred ; the army apparently merely encamped on the march

to Telingana proper, or perhaps was repelled. It must be remembered

that the subsequent Vijayanagaram dynasty was powerful, consolidated,

and generally effective in Government : hence perhaps most of the

papers date periods of plunder and robbery in the interval between the
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Raycr and Mahoinedau power. "With these remarks. I feel conscious

that this book has been fully investigated.

Note.—It is a rather thick quarto
;
generally in ^ood order and

preservation, the outer binding excepted, the hack having become
loose. For the rest it now demands no further attention

.

No. Iti, CM. 813. (L. 1^0. 594). Thirty-six sections.

Notices of thirty-six villages in the CJtittavaPi district.

It is marked as " transcribed ;" not stating where.

An abstract of the book, read over to mc, otiered nothing special

for notice. Some legendary matters ; rule of natives down to the

Mahomedans ; and comparatively prospering under the Honorable Com-

pany, some of the sections have accounts of agralidrams, or Brahman

alms-houses.

The book is a quarto, country pa])er, half-bound.

No. 17, CM. S 14. (L. No. 646.) Seven sections.

The first one contains an account of the chief of Kotaconda of

the PancliapdlUyOAn district: the second section has some old S. S. dates

if they can be depended on. Section 4 has a notice of a hill fort called

Rdma-dargavi. The 6tli and 7th sections are occupied by accounts of

Chenjiviiru and Dasara savaralii, relics of early aboriginal tribes.

Notices of these have before occurred, of the Chevji vdndlu at Srihari

cota, near Pulicat lake ; and of others in the Goomsoor country : the

Khonds being one section of the same people. From many considera-

tions I am induced to think that these tribes came from the south,

while all later immigrations were from the north. The colonists from

the north are superior to the earlier aborigines.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, half

bound.

No. 18, CM. 816. (L. No. 6:37.) Ten sections.

The two first sections are occupied with accounts of the local

chieftains of Guram conda district.

The next three are temjDle legends.

Section 8, the like. The other three are the usual details of

villages.

The abstract exhibited seemingly small matters ; a few legendary,

and other particulars : coming down to the rule of the Honorable Com-
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pany. Notices of Pdlliya carer, in these books, fall far short of the

earlier Tamil notices of the Congunad, Dindigul and Madura, coun-

tries ; some of them abstracted under 2nd Family Tamil, supra.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, injured, half-bound.

No. 19, CM. 816. (L. No. 550.) Seven sections.

The following abstract is from the supplement to my former

analysis.

Section 1. Account of BaUagunta, a village in the district of

Gridalnr.

The formation of this villajje was in Sal. Sac. 1534, in the time of

the Reddi government .• the few details, which are given, are unimportant.

Section 2. Acconut of Jlnumana^p alii, in the same district.

Its boundaries with reference to Sri Sailam.

It was a wilderness, which was cleared, and a village begun in Sal.

Sac. 1334. In the time of Achynta-rayer, a brahman, in power under him,

made a grant recorded by inscription, to the village-fane ; and the customary

observances thenceforward proceeded. T^Tothing further of note occurs, until

the Mahc)medan ascendancy.

Section 3. Account of Gunnampadu, and MaJiddeva-puram , in the

same district.

The formation of the first of these villages was in Sal. Sac. 1340,

though a shrine is said to have existed before. The rule of Krukna rayer

from Sal. Sac. 1357 to 1387 (A-T). 1135 to 14G5) is mentioned; after whom

Tirumala-rayer gave the villages to a certain person, for his support, in Sal.

Sac. 1390. By a son of the sai:l individual, the other village was formed.

Nothing of consequence further occurs.

Section 4. Account of Ahavedu village, in the same district.

The formation of this village is ascribed to one Edma-rdz, a headman

in Sal Sac. 1000. Subsequently the name of Krishna rayer, and of some

other following rulers, occur ; but without incidents attached. After the

breaking up of that dynasty, this village came under the Mahomedan rule at

Golconda.

Seciion 5. Account of Akkapdlli village, in the same district.

In the time Buhha-rdyer, his minister named Chicka- vadiyam, made

various improvements at Udiya rjiri, and in the neighbourhood ; which, hav-

ins gone to decay, Achyutadeca -rayer, had those works restored. This

village was included. However, the name was derived Irom the formation, at
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a latter period, of an agrahdram, by one named Akkana, whose widow after-

"uards applied the name of Akka-palli to the viilage.

Section 6. Account of Pullala-cheruvu, a village in the same district.

Like other villages this was formerly a wilderness. It was cleared

and colonized. The first date given in S'al. Sac- 1350. One or two dates,

with local references only, occur. At length the village earns under the

Mahomedan power.

Section 7. Account of the cusbah ofRudravaram, in the eame district.

Reference to the liandacdranya, as a wide forest, or wilderness.

Prataf>a rudra of Waranbal, came to inspect this neighbourhood, daring a tour.

He made presents to the fane of Ahobalasvdmi ; and, directing the country to

be cleared, he founded a village called, after his own mame, Budravaram,

He provided for it all the usual adjuncts, and appointments.

Remark.—This is another specimen of books relating to the Ceded

Districts, with further evidence that little of consequence can be gleaned from

them.

It is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound, in a very fair, and

passable state of preservation.

The above abstract was sadly disjointed in !he Madras Journal, volume 15, pages 58

and 62 ; owing to the correction of the Press, in that Supplement, not being given to me.

No. 20, CM. 817. (L. No. 612.) Fifteen sections. '

The following notice is from the abovementioned supplement.

Section 1. Account of Tarla-jmram, in the Duvur district.

In the neighbourhood of a large Palmyra-tree grove, some poor people

of the 5a?//Zm tribe managed to get a slender subsistence. At the rise of

V'ijoTjanagaram, the small town which had been built, bearing the name of

Tarla, attracted the notice ofsome Brahmans in the suite of Pravii-da-devuraya

in Sal. Sac. 1304; and one of his succesors built, and endowed an agrahdram

there, in Sal. Sac. 1436. The posterity of the said Brahmans derived the

benefits thence proceeding. Mention is made of the rule of Krishna-raya,

Tirumala-raya, Sdluva-rayer, in \vhose time the alms-house was oiven to

poets. Afterwards it came into the possession of the Mahomedan.s, and paid

taxes to them.

Section 2. Account of Jiynm-pdd, in the same district.

Legendary origin from jy?/rvasa rnhi. A siuall hamlet arose in the

Call age. It was given in the time of Hari-hara-rayer to one of the Jiyen-

gdru, or managers of the fane of Ahohdla-svdmi ; and, from this gift, acquired

ihQ nixmao? Jiyam'pdd. it descended to his posterity; went to decav ; but
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was reconstructed, in the time of Srl-rangha-rayer, Vencala-pati-rayer, rul-

ing in Pennaconda, formed an agraUdram here, and gave it to Brahmans
;

whence it acquired the name of Venctita-raya-sarnudram the sea (of benefit) of

Vencata. It passed through the hands of the Mahomedans; and came under

the English government.

Section 3. Account of Cdmanitr, in the same district-

Its limits are defined, stated to have heen an afjrakdram of the Jainas,

during the entire era of Vicramad'dya. It was twice destroyed by fire.

A S'itdra afterwards built a hut in the inimediatq neighbourhood ; and, from

his name Cdman, it acquired its appellation. In the time of Clticka-udiydr

,

farmers and accountants were appointed. It passed through the hands of the

Bayer-dynasty and of the Mahomedans ; finally coming under the EngHsh

power.

Section 4, to Section 15. "Within these twelve sections are con-

tained brief noticfes of eighteen villages, and two Brahman alms-houses. The

whole was carefully examined ; but was found to coosist of such trifling

details, as not to require minute specification. The general results are— the

peopling of a waste country under the Kayar-dyyiasty ; certain alterations, or

transfers of property and power; and the transit of the country, through th'3

Mahomedan power, into the possession of the English goverument.

The book is a quarto, country -paper, damaged, half-bound.

1^0. 21, CM, 818. (L. No. 598.) Fourteen sections.

(Transcribed in Local Eecords, Yolume 9.)

Notices oi Pedda pasuvula, Chinna pasuvalu, Kotta-'palH, Kolapad,

Fattar-pallarn, Siddhavattam, Yepper halli, Juvulu palli; and some

others, fourteen in number. An abstract read over to me presented

nothing of consequence.

Local Records, Volume 9, contains copy of three books : the

notice of it infra may be referred to.

The book is a thin quarto country paper, half bound.

No. 22, CM; 819. (L. No. 577.) Three sections.

Lep'ondary accounts of Davkr, and oi Siddhavattam district, and

of chiefs in the latter, which refers to the chiefs noted in Section 3,

bein^'' in Sanscrit slocas ; consequently more hyperbolic sj^cophancy.

The book was copied off, in Local Eecords, Volume 18, and a few

notes on that volume (infra) may be consulted.

The book is a qucirLo, country paper, half-bound.
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No. 23, CM. 820. (L. No. 561.) Eleven sections.

A list of 14 is prefixed, but 11 only have been verified. Among

them is an account of rulers of Cuddapah, from an ancient palm leaf

manuscript. The various villages relate to the Cavelli koucla district ; the

birth-place of Colonel McKenzie's Principal Brahman Assistants.

Statistical details of trees, tanks, &c., nothing noted of commanding

consequence.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, half-

bound.

No. 24, CM. 821. (L. No. 576.) Eleven sections.

The following abstract is from the Supplement to my Analysis

in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science Volume 15, page 63.

This book contains brief notices concerning nine villages, and one

village fane, with one section of revenue accounts of villages near Adooi. In

the account of villages, there is mention of their formation by clearing, and

cultivating, the former waste country ; and, occasionally, mention is made of

some years of the era Sdlivdhana, and sometimes the mention of a ruler and

name. In a total deficiency of information, such things might cast a faint

gleam of hght, here and there, on the obscurity ; but as we possess otherwise

tolerable full information on the changes of government over this neighbour-

hood, the notices herein found, are scarcely worth the trouble of seeking for

them. One section, in the Canarese langnage, is entirely occupied with small

details of revenue accounts. There are three other sections in that language.

An exception to the above general statement is found in the 9th Sec-

tion, relating to Silpa-giri.

Tradition ascribes the formation of a fort, ou the top of this hill, to

Bijala rnyen (a Chaluhya king), and states that he, with his people of

the Jainas, lived there, as also that from the number of stone-masons residing

near, it acquired the name of ^ilpa-giri. Fanes are built around it, for a

distance of 3, 4 or 5 Indian miles ; but whether these are Jnina, or

more strictly Hindu, is not mentioned. Silpa-giri was the capital of Bijala

rayen. In many documents that capital is termed Kalycina-puram, a mere

epithet.

Every notice relative to Bijala-raycr, is of consequence ,* because his

reign forms a marked, and extraordinary epoch in the history of the Peninsula.

Ill this said section, it is stated that after this time, and in Sal Sac. 1430,

the rulei^ at Vijayanagaram made some additions to the place ; and the year

1450, mentioned in connection with the reign of Krnlma rayer, is noted as
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the period of further appendages. The conclusion is that, at a time antecedent

to Sal. Sac. 1400, the Jainas (that is, the Chalukya rajas) were in power;

while after the ravages committed by the Vira Sdivas, in exterminating the

former, the place lapsed, by its own weakness, or by conquest, into the power

of the sovereigns of Vijayanagaram.

Remark.—The quarto-book is well bound in boards; the ink perma-

nent ; and the country paper, with a veiy slight exception at the end, is in

perfect preservation.

Silpa-giri is in the Gulyam. district and hatti Behgolam (supposed to

be vulgo Belgaum) is in the same.

No. 25, CM. 882. (L. No. 632.) Twenty-four sections.

Copied in Local Records, vol. 4, so it is stated ; but the respective

contents do not tally. The following Abstract is from my supplement

as above.

This book contains details of more than thirty villages ; some of them

being entirely the property of different fanes, free of tax. The details are all

from ^al Sac 1300 downwards to the accession of Mahomedan power; and

during this interval, of two or three hundred years, references to the rulers at

Vijayanagaram and Warankal, occur ; with various statements, as to the

foimdation of villages, and agrahdrams. Occasionally copy of an inscription

is given ,• with reference to donations to fanes. The place, termed Jambulu

Maddugu, is traditionally stated to have been the site of some great battle
;

in which kings were engaged, and in which some of them were slain.

Upon the wbole, with our previous knowledge, the evidence of this book

is unimportant. To one leading fact it bears testimony, in common with

similar books. This is the waste, or wilderness state anciently of the country,

usually termed the ceded districts. The clearing it seems to have been subse-

quently to Sal. Sac. 1000, and what history can we expect of a wilderness
,

or what beyond the fables and rdcshasas of the Dandacdranya of Hindu

traditions, or poems ? The whole of the book has been examined with atten-

tion; but the specification of dates, and the names of a few rulers within

S.S. 1300— 1500, would not be of great interest, as those names are otherwise

known.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

half bonnd.

[I may hero note that,'in the Madras Journal, of Literature and Science, the preceding

books, No. 20, 24, 25, wiih a small fragment from the end of my abstract of No. 19 were

disjointed from their connexion, and plunged into the midst of matter pertaining to Mahratti

books. See, Madras Journal of Literature and Science, Vol. 15, pp. 58, 62, 64, and a

iem«i'k fVirtlioron.1
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No. 26, CM. 824. (L. No. 593.) Twelve sections.

My notice in the above Journal was limited to three lines.

From a recent abstract in Telugu, I took down the name of Siddha-

patam as the district ; and, as names of villages, Prabhavulu vidu

(Tamil) a small village, nothing important, Yeti razalu palli ; (named

after Rdmdnuja), Vira valli cona samudram, Conrjala r/'du, a Canarese

village with a fane, Vencaia reddi 2'xilli, Vcnti metta, with a temple to

Rama, Mangamma pdiiali^ named after a woman, or perhaps goddess

of the fane. Vevna perur, Ganga perur, Curmalurit , ]}iinimalur dinni,

from a tree called Nimela, and Payakatti hohir. The native employed

to examine these books stated that nothing important was found, in

the acconnts of the above small villages.

This book is a thin quarto, country paper, loose, and tied with a

string : it was once half bound.

No. 27, CM. 824. (L. No. 549.) Fifteen sections. (Copied in

Local Records, vol. 6, the latter half of that volume.) All the villages

are in the Siddhapatam district.

Panipin i)dlUyam anciently a great place ; but its distinction

chiefly arose from its temples, and gifts oi rajas to them.

RacJicrla chief town ; some . matters concerning Krishna rayer,

but nothing special. Siva puram, with a ^m//?!, termed Pushpa girt.

Godegudur, in the Dovur (Dharwar ?) district, Potti padu so named

from Pottn reddi a chief. Gunda malla ; Ijedu sunda malla ; Maya-
lav ; Gula durti. In all of these the amount' of matter appears to be

insignificant.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper ; a little injured, half

bound.

No. 28, CM. 825. (L. No. 633.) In my supplement (as above)

it is stated to be occupied with accounts of water reservoirs, and of

four fanes in the Cadari district. It is also termed " a thin and small

quarto."

No. 29, CM. 312. (L. No. 595.)

The CM. shows that this book does not belong to this series.

It was found to be of the class of Telugu Manuscript books, and to

contain Pratdim char itram, or Kakatiya vamsdvali. See page 480, 10.

And No. 29, C M., 826, is either missing, or misplaced. (Missing.)

h3
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No. 30, CM. 827. (L. No. 585.) According to a list prefixed, there

should be six: villages ; but two only have been verified. To one

village is given the names, Ganga purani, Sank''ha puravi, and

Ga7igatu)' : Rangha raija ptiram, otherwise Ghst^jurla was ancient-

ly a small village. Kr'islma raya, and the reddis built the larger

town. It has temples in it. Not much besides. The book

appears to be mutilated.

It is a quarto, country paper, damaged, and tied up with a string.

No. 31, CM. 828. (L. No. 619.) Thirteen sections.

Raju petiah in the district of Naga^a dinni was so called because

built by one of the kings of Oragalu (or "Warankal.)

Genealogical account of the cow-herd class in connexion with

Maddikara town. A colony of 700 of them was brought in : the town

has both a temple and a fort. Account of Aspari in the Gulyam dis-

trict. One eximious particular merits notice; to wit, that Janamejayaf

with all his court came, on a pilgrimage to the Tungahhadra river.

Janardhana svdmi was established there, with free gifts of lands for

his homage, and service : details o£ Boyis^ or cultivators of various kinds.

Cosigi township. Account of Zotriyams, or endowments of revenue on

land to different temples. Notice of Atsa-halli in the uiudvani district.

Account of Ohala chennapalli temple of Ohala (i. e. Ahohala) svdmi,

and of Yerragiidi in the Panchap aliiyam talook, and of Combala jjadu :

in a dream a man was ordered to build a temple. The book dwells

much on details about temples. At Kunkapur there is a large water-

reservoir, the place was anciently called Dherma puri. Notice of

Rapalli manda, which brings Janamijaya on the stage again. One

Vencata deva raya resided there, and made it famous. Nandlvaram is

a sacred place in the Nagala dinna district. Turamkallu, Hallibedu,

Holala gundi in the \Gulyan district. Many temples, and there are

numerous small villages around. Note, Hallabed was celebrated under

the Jaina rule. The localities are stated to be in the neighbourhood

of the Tungahhadra river.

The book is a quarto, on country-paper.

No. 32, CM. 829. (L. No. 552.) Two sections.

A hill-fort called Gandi kofa was built in the Jambula madugu

district, by one Triloca Mallana raju. There is nothing special: but

the account includes various subordinate districts ; all termed Maduga.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half bound, the back injured.
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No. S3, CM. 830. (L. No. 094.) Eleven sections.

Notice of Peddu palli, Pdpindyadu a chief, with some mention

of Tirumala rdju of Pennaconda. Minor details of beasts, trees, &c.,

nothing important. Notice of Mandajiali. Kvishna reddi in the

time of Achyuta raja improved it, and called it Razii palliyam^

MantapalU was held under lease by some reddis. Under the Honor-

able Company it became prosperous. Account of Chinta raju palli,

Javukala palliyam, Gujala palli, Brahmci'paUijjam. Blioja maha raju-

came hither on a hunting excursion. Account of Rdma puram. A
temple is built there to Rdma and Sita. Account of DulUpeni

palliyant. Three chiefs were named Kotama razu, Sidda razu, and

Bola razu.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half bound, one cover gone.

No. 34, CM. 831. (L. No. 623.) Nine sections.

Containing a mixture of Telugu and Canarese, Nine papers

are mentioned in a list prefixed. Six are found, and six papers, in

another hand writing, appear inside. From Narrain rao's collection

in the Ceded districts. Notice of HerapoLur village in the Gulyam

district ; of Chlckapotur of Vella duUu in the Ndgala dinna district

;

of Krishna giri village, in the Kurnool district. Notice of a temple at

Manjala, built by worshippers of Kryshna. It is on the bank of the

Timgahhadra river.

The book is a quarto, half bound ; but the paper is loose

from the binding.

No. 35, C M. 832. (L. No. G03.) Three sections.

Notices of Camaldpuram, and Koilgunta talooks ; and of the

temple of Sri-Sailam, in the Kanddanavolu district.

The book is a quarto, as above.

No. 36, CM. 833. (L. No. 565.) Seventeen sections.

Accounts of various villages in the Gridalur district. Copied

off in local records, vol. 10, which also contains copies of four other

books. Old legends of anchorites doing penance. Sacrifices in the

Cali-yuga; details of cultivation. Little or nothing historical, and

tangible.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half bound.
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No. 37, CM. 834. (L. No. G24.) Seven sections.

Accounts of six villages, and one lake at AcJcapalli in the Gridalur

district. The Brahmans have made this to be the site of the hermitage

oiJamadagni, with his cow of the gods, \\dJxxediCdmadenu ; and the scene

ofcombat between his son Fdrastf, Rdma, and the hundred handed Karta-

mrdrjuna, who had taken away the said cow by force. Ingenious men !

these Brahmans. But did Narrain rao, or who ever he was, receive

the legend with implicit credulity ? Notice of Far/a/a township, in the

Dandacdranya. Gautama and other rjshis dwelt there. The Reddis

held power ;
yielding to the Mahomedans ; and these to the Honorable

Company, Pidanina cheruvu (lake). The site oiFulast'hyas penance, and

of a Gandharha marriage. Gridalur is a cusbah, or principal town. At

Siddhalkr while Siva and Parvati were bathing in a river Nandikesvara

obtained from them a boon. Tukemela township : Chennapalli of

Gridalur ; Nemmala gondii ; Brahma gtinda. In connection with this

last place, mention is made of Pravuda dera rdya, one of the earlier

rulers at Vijayanagaram. Chinnagani palli ; connected therewith a

legend as to Lacshoni. Notice of tanks or reservoirs ; water channels

for irrigation ; and the like.

The book is a quarto, country paper.

No. 38, CM. 835. (L. No. 635.) Thirty sections.

Stated to be copied off in Local Records, Volume 1 ; but the

matter does not appear to correspond.

The various notices pertain to villages, including some zotriyas

in the Jamhula madugu district.

A brief notice of this book was given hi the supplement to my former

Analysis ; with the follo^ving

General Note.—The McKenzie Collection contains a very large pro-

tion of books labelled *' Ceded Districts ;" but for reasons briefly indicated in a

note to No. 1 5, it was not deemed advisable to waste valuable time in dealing

with them all minutely. By a sufficient measure of attention paid to them,

it was found that nothing could be gleaned, of so luuch importance as to com-

pensate a passing by other documents. The larger portion of these books

labelled " Coded Districts," was passed by without analysis. A hmited time,

eighteen months was not sufficient for the due examination of the whole

collection. Two years were given to it, and for six months gratuitously.

The details of the books in question are statistical ; aud applicable to the time

when the statements were furnished by Colonel McKenzie's itinerant agents.

In most cases possibly there have been subsequent alterations.
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Now—I have recently paid further, and fuller attention to these books;

with the same result, as to the impression produced by them. My inquiries

were again suspended for a time with this No. though without intentional

coincidence : and were once more resumed, and completed.

The book is a quarto, country paper, damaged, and loose from

the binding.

No. 39, CM. 836. (L. No. 591.) Eight sections.

The first, on iron manufactured in the Bovur district ; the next

one, notice of a village in Kurnool ; three sections on villages in

Chirmur district ; three other sections as to villages in the Koilgonta

district.

No. 40, CM. 837. (L. No. 542.) Five sections.

Account of Pushpagiri and two other villages in the Chinnur

district : the second section has the mention of some kings of the Call

yugam ; of no great use or authority.

No. 41, CM. 458. (L. No. 641.) Six sections.

Notices of four villages and one agrahdram in Kurnool, in

Siddhavant, Dovkr and Koilgonta districts: with accounts of Malla

reddi, a zemindar, or farmer of two villages.

No. 42. CM. 8o8. (L. No. 618.) Thirteen sections.

Account of twelve villages, including one agrahdram in the

Cliittaiol district; several of the larger villages having numerous hamlets

connected with them. The 4th Section is a notice of an agrahdram,

tax free, in the Chittavol district ; and Section 6, account of another

agrahdram, in the same district.

No. 43. CM. 840. (L. No. 562.) Four sections.

Notices of the townships of Duddaviala and Gohuramtala in

the Koil-gunta district. Two copies of records on village disputes, and

other matters, referring to the same district.

No. 44, CM 841. (L. No. 590.) Seventeen sections.

Section I—9 accounts of townships in the Kamalapuram district.

Section 10, notices of four pallis, or smaller villages, in the same.

Section 11—17, notices of nine townships, in the same district.

No. 45, CM. 841. (L. No. 587.) One piece.

This book is wholly occupied with details as to the province, or

district, of CandanacoH.
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No. 46, CM. 842. (L. No: 618.) Twenty-nine sections.

Sections 1— 13. Account of thirteen townships in the C/^eMnwr

district. Section 14, notices of three smaller villages in the same.

Sections 15—S8, notices of fourteen townships in the same district.

Section 29, account of five smaller villages in the same.

No. 47, CM. 844. (L. No. 541.) Fifteen sections.

Account of fifteen villages or townships in the Camalapura

district.

No. 48, CM. 845. (L. No. 574.) Three sections.

Section 1, notice of village in the Advani ^ district. Section 2.

account of some places in the Nasam district. Section 3, details of

the Chennicr district ; and especially of the provincial tow^n of Car^ja, or

Cuddapah.

No. 49, CM. 846. (L. No. 695.) Two sections.

Notices of BukJiaraya samudram, and Anania sdgaram ; with

laro-e lakes that gave names to the towns. The contents will recur in

one of the volumes entitled Local Eecords.

No. 50, CM. 847. (L. No. QQ'^.) Ten sections.

Notices often townships in the Koilgunia district.

No. 51, CM. 848. (L. No. 544.) Two sections.

Notices of Advani district; and especially of Yadava giri;

which £>'vae a name to the Yadava dynasty that conquered Vijayana-

garam. There are celebrated bathing pools, of a sacred character, on

the hill.

No. 52, CM. 849. (L. No. 558.) Two sections.

Account of the zemindar o{MariampalUmthe Diqjadi district, a.nd

copy of a document supplied by the village accountant of Ramesvaram

in the D6vur district.

No. 53, CM. 850. (L. No. 582.) One piece.

Notice of Chittivoii, as a Cusbal>, or provincial chief-town.

No. 54, CM. 851. (L. No. 689.) Seven sections.

Sections 1— 4, notices of one township m the Fanchiqjdlliyam

district • and of three in the Chennur district. Section 5, notice of

Kampili. Section 6, notice of Ca^nalapuram, and Section 7, historical

notice of (7??wam r(twm;,'r, son of the chief of Kampili. See Canarese

documents, 1st Family, supra.
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No. 55, CM. 852. (L. No. 610.) Six sections.

Notices of Yadoki and Pannudi in the Ceded districts ; and of

the river Furakini, near Paundi.

Notices) of two townships in the PuUvdndlu District, and of a

fane of MaUico.rjuna at Yerra vdndlu, m the same district,

No. 56, CM. 853. (L. No. 613.) Nine sections.

Secton 1, notice of the matrix of diamonds in rocka at Muni-

maddugu, in the district of Vajra-cariir . Sections 2, 4, 5, notices of three

agrahdrams in the Chennaviijalli district. Section 3, notice of two

brothers ; zemindars of Pappulci, in the same district. Section 6, notice

of a fort in the Balhari district (Bellary.) Sections 7, 8, notice of two

places in the Yadahi district. Section 9, notices o^ Jainas at two places

in the Gulyam district.

No. 57, CM. 747. (L. No. 629.) Fifteen sections.

Section 1, further account of Vajra carur and its diamond-beds,

here stated to be in the 6r^^/i principality (Gooty). Section 2, notice

of Uravakonda in the same. Section 3, account of a zemindar. Sec-

tion 5, of another one. Sections 4—6, notices of dyeing and agriculture.

Section 7, notice of a township. Section 8, account of two Zemindars.

Section 9, representation from one of them. Section 10, notice of a

village. Section li— 14, notice of four persons, holding tax-free lands.

Section 15, account of Vencatha the village-god of Talilr in the Kam-
'pili district-

No. 58, CM. 855. (L. No. 625.) Five sections.

Section 1, relates to the first introduction of Brahmans as land-

holders, of accountants, in the Jamhula madiigu district. They are termed

Nandivaram Brahmans ; and are stated to have been introduced by

JSandana chacraverti. It is known, from other documents, that

Nanda was the proper name of the king ef Warankal, who is titularly

termed Prafdpa rudra. See report on the Elliot marbles ; for details

respecting the importation of >Sa/'t'a-Brahmans ; from Cd.si or Benares,

by Prafapa rudra.

Section 2, record concerning Madavaram township. Section 3,

notice of ChennahSsava and Marcapuram village. Section 4, notice

of a hill in the Kurnool country, and Section' 5, account of Guduval,

giving name to a district. The first section is the only one of any

consequence ; but there are sufficient details elsewhere.
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No. 59, CM. 856. (L. No. 749.) Five sections.

Sections 1, 2, 4, contain accounts of townships in the Balhari

district. Section 3, is another notice of Cumara Rdmandt'ha of Kam-

^ai^e', whose mother-in-law did him mischief, with his father; and who

subsequently fell, when fighting with the Mahomedans. Section 5,

has the notice of a village in the Balhari district, and of its god

Cunidra svdmi : vide 2nd Family, Canarese Manuscript Books.

No. 60, CM. 750. (L. No. G22.) Seven sections.

Sections 1, 2, agricultural notices of ^/ic/^^ia^Mrom and Tadpufra

districts. Section 3, notice of a Pdlliyocdra. Section 5, of another

one. Section 4, notice of two villages in Tadputra district. Section 6,

notice of cloth manufactures. Section 7, notice of the fane, and bathing

pools as Sri-kadri hill, in the Giirani konda district.

No. 61, CM. 751. (L. No. 645.) One piece.

Account of Nandavaram and of Nandana Chacraverti, and of

thirteen gotras or tribes of Nandivari Brahmans. Reference to

Mahratti manuscript book. No. 19, CM. 931. Section 2 ; and No. 61,

CM. 858.

This last is a Mahratti version of the above No. 61, CM. 751.

The exact number of gotras among all kinds of Brahmans is a

desideratum. There are notices, on the same subject, in some other

Mahratti books. The gotras are traced up to different rishis, and it is

this descent, not difference of dwelling place, which properly distin-

guishes the gotra or tribe.

No. 62, CM. 859. (L. No. 581.) Ten sections.

Section 1. An account of Guti (or Gooty.) Seetion 2, notice

of an ascetics cave. Section 3, account of a Hanuman-fane, near Parla-

palli. Section 4, notice of a village in the Guti district. Section 5, of a

zemindary of Linga giri. Section 6, of diamond mines in four villages

of the Chenniir district. Section 7— 10, notices of various villages, and

temples in the Pulivdndlu district ; and of two in Piilapalli district

;

the last section including a notice oi Bommayya chief of Palikonda.

No. 63, CM. 860. (L. No. 655.) Eleven sections.

Section ], account of Pennaconda ; with some notice of the

Vijayanagaram dynasty, that removed thither, after the battle of Tali-

cota. Section S, notice of Bdya-durgam (Roydroog) and of its ancient

baronial chiefs. Section 3, notice of Uchangi-durgam, and of its former

pdlliya-cdra, or chiefs. Section 4, account of Balhari (Bellary) ; of

its former chiefs, and of products, and cloth manufactures, in that
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district. Section 5, account of Kurugudi town, and district! Section 6,

culture of melons therein. Section 7—8, further accounts of matters,

deemed worthy of notice in that district. Section 9, notices of Bctna-

(//ri and Vencatagiri ; and also of their ancient chiefs. Section 10,

statistical as to revenue. Section 11, mode of melting iron, and making

steel, in the Ceded districts.

No. 64, CM. 754-. (L. No. 531 .) Report from August 1809, to July

1810, of journeying and results in the Cuddapah district, by

Narrain rao.

No. 65, CM. 862. (L. No. 879.) Four reports, by the same, August

—December 1810—for the year 1811—for the year 1812—from

January to May 1813, Ceded districts.

No. 66, C M. 863. (L. No. 881:) Two reports by Ananda rao, in

the Ceded districts ; from January to September 1811—and from

October 1811, to August 1813.

No. 67, CM. 844. (L. No. 670.) Three reports by Edmaddsa in the

Ceded districts from June to December 1809—from January to

September 1810—and from October 1810 to May 1812.

No. 68, CM. 865. (L. No. 678.) Brief notice of inscriptions on

stone and copper ; copies of grants, and of sunnuds on paper, col-

lected in the Ceded districts.

No. 69, CM. 866. (L. No. 874.) Duplicate reports, and copies of

letters.

1. Duplicate report for 1811 from Ananda rao.

2. Copies of letters recived from him in 1810.

3. Do. from Narrain rao in 1811.

4. Duplicate report, January to June 1813, from do.

5. Copies of letters from Narrain rao in 1812 and 1813.

6. Duplicate report from Narrain rao for 1811

,

CO
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Local Records.

[These are chiefly in the Telugu language, in a few there is a mixture with Oanarese

;

and from Nos. 51 to 54, are in the Tamil langiiage. Long after I had begun my present

work ; these volumes were noticed for the first time in the Library ; and they had been sent

in together with many of the others; owing to stringent inquiries by the Board of Examiners,

as to books taken out by Mr. Brown's Moonshee, and missing. These Local Records had

been copied from the Mackenzie manuscripts at the expense of Government ; but they were

probably classed by Mr. Brown among his own manuscripts, when proifering the entire

collection for sale to the Government. They could be of little use to him as private property;

»nd were too cumbrous to be taken to England : they are in their proper place, and as resto-

rations of damaged originals, may have their use. In some cases, books which I had restored

in 1838-9, (these copies being in the Library) were again copied in these Eecords ; and the

reason given in one instance was, that the contents of one of my folio volumes had been

copied in a quarto : even as a quarto book, may be printed in duodecimo, by reducing the

size of the type. For the sake of permanency, the copies restored by me were on strong

paper, and very large handwriting ; for when book-worms get into a volume in a small

handwriting, they soon render it incoherent ; sometimes wholly illegible. It would have

been an advantage had these records been prefaced by a table of contents section-wise. It

was not till after much trouble, that this idea occurred to me ; and thence forward a sec-

tionized table of contents, in the Telugu language, was written into each volume ; the matter

•ntered below being a translation into English, so far as deemed necessary. I regret that

the whole was not so treated ; but too much time and expense had been bestowed on these

volumes, to allow me to think of going back, and beginning again with them. The plan at

first followed was to direct natives to read, and abstract the contents. These abstracts were

read over to me. To translate the entire abstract would have been laborious, and at the

same time too bulky for use in this Catalogue. As in the papers of the Ceded Districted,

(many of which, worthless in themselves, are copied into these records) I found difficulty in

seizing on tangible points. The notes taken are meagre. Thus much can be certified,

that the volumes up to the beginning of the sectioning were carefully examined; and had

there been in them any thing of moment, that would have been noted down. Possibly to

present an imposing appearance of bulk, and good binding, was more an object than the

intrinsic value of contents in the preparing of these Local Records.]

Volume 1st. " This book was prepared under my directions at the

College, Madras, A.D. 1844." C. P. B.

Residence of a Cholaraja at Tanjore, and consecration of various lingai.

Ill his diiys certain kings floui'ished in the north. Transition to

Vijayanagaram, and Krishna raya. A son was horn to him named Potta

porodu, who with his father's consent, gave an agrahdram to Brahmans.

Gift of villages by Sudd Siva raya S.S. 1469. Notice of Pennaconda where

iSri rangha raya ruled for some time. JNext Pencatapaii raya of the Nandi
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race. Notice of Cuddapah, under the Mahomedans, Abdool khan ; hia soa

was Abdool maba mata khan, S.S. 1678, others down to Hyder Aii> ftnd

Tippoo Sultan,

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, half bound and

lettered, in good order.

Volume 2. Donations of lands, &c. " All the English dates in

this volume were supplied by me." C. P. B.

Achijuta raya at Vijayanagaram gave a village. He built a

temple to Chenna hesa svdml. Vencatapati gave zotriyams, 8{c.

Transit to the Mahomedans. Rama Krishnapa nayadu and Vencata-

pati nayadu fought with each other. The town passed over to the

Nabob. On page 342, there is an old inscription in Hala Canada.

Reference to Jainas, who were warred against S.S. 791, A.D. 869, (use-

ful date.) Transition to S.S. 1465, a gift by Sada Siva d^varaya.

Notice of Tippaliir, Krishna raya gave to the eight elephants (poets)

of his court the village of Tippalur [i. e. not the property of the soil, as in

Europe, but simply the revenue thence accruing ; instead of its going into hia

own exchequer.]

Narasinha raya gave Peddu ckippa halli, and another villaofe, to

Brahmans : in the same sense, limited to revenue.

The book is a fellow to volume 1.

Volume 3.

Account of Podutur, and of Duviir written by certain reddis.

The building oi Podutur. Deva raya of Vijayanagaram gave immunities

to the Reddis. Maha reddi built a temple to Jnjineya (or Hanumdn)
placing an image of the monkey-god in it. Vijaya d^va rayalu, for

himself, worshipped Agatesvara svami. Kruhna raya gave a town •

but, in consequence of some rebellion, took it back again.

S.S. 1472, Achyuta raya gave money, and some land to Hanu-
manta deva.

S.S. 14-75 Sadd Siva raya : his minister Timma rajayya gave a

village near Ganda kota. Rama reddi afterwards became powerful,

and held possession of that fort. Other reddis, in troublous times,

became independent lords. They consecrated a temple to Hanuman.

Account of Trickadi township. ChandaUdl, of the Cuddapah soubah

went over to the English. After these districts came into possession^ Colonel
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Munro acquired power. Various minor details S.S, 1733 to A,D. 181 1, then

ceded to the Honoral)le Company. Zotriyams specified. Kinds of grains

cultivated. Colonel Munro gave jaghires, &c.

Pardguni Duvur a dispute. GoUapalli zotrianif various gifts.

Puncka palUyam, an extensive district. Cultivation ; a good soil, small

details. Bukharama cshetram; a temple to Virahhadra &Xid Ndgaresvara.

A temple to Cdli-ammen. A Basava temple.

A temple to Gopdla svdmi, (i.e. KnshnaJ.

!N'otice of Jranila kota (a fort) : trifling matters. Gift by Krishna

raya. A temple was built antecedently in the time of Pravudu deva rayalu.

Kruhna raya gave gifts to Gopdla rdz, as recorded in an inscription in the

fane of Chenna svnmiH^ S. 1439. Sadd Siva raya with his minister Timma

razu cleared a water-channel of mud ; which, thenceforward, was called by

Lis name.

Account of Jancjala palli.

Pratdpa rudra came with troops, and took this town, by cutting

off the watercourse that supplied it. The Gojapatis again came to

rule. Langulla Gajapati, Purushottama, Vira Bhadra, S.S. 1436.

Narapati Krishna raya conquerred the Gajapatlking, He took

Kondavidu in S.S. 1495, (A.D. 1573.) A Jaina basti (or fane) was in

Kondradu palli, ov Kondraju pddu. The Uajapatis imd Ganapatis were

great kings. S. S. 1067, date of gifts to Niyogi Brahmam. Ganga

ro;a mentioned. Notice of Upalapadu. Krishna raya s c,ox\qVie&i oi the

Gajapati lands. S.S. 1437, took Kondavidu (or KondavirJ. He was

succeeded by Achyuta raya ; he, by Sttida Siva raya and Rama raya,

Sri-rangha and others : detail of gifts, by them, to various gods,

and temples.

On Guntiif prdli, Sri-sailam, Veniconda a fortress,, desa pundiya.

On the Gajapati, Narapati, Asvapati, these three thrones, or dynasties.

In S.S, 10.56, the Ganapati genoval Rama gare gifts to Niydji Rrahmans.

Some details of Oragidlu, for Ganapati) rulers, Kahati ganapati, Pra-

tdpa rvdra, Kahateya rudra deva S.S. 1242 ; at that date Keta rdz was in

Dhurni fort ; kota Bhima raz, Vcma reddi; a long period of rule assigned to

him, meant, pcrhaf)S for a succession : Gagapatis again, down to S.S. 1364.

This book would seem to have more of interesting matter than

is usual. It is a quarto, good paper, half bound, and lettered.
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Volume 4.

Some matters on the Calinga kingdom : Ganga raz ; after his

death, his race ruled in Pattunur, and Bhogapuram the chief towns of

two districts. They dwelt in the fort of Kuruchi; this portion is

very brief.

Detailed account of chiefs of Beza vddu (north bank of Krishna

river, near the fort of CondapcdU)

.

Madhava, a king's son ; the household name was Pusupatti;

from a town, so called, in which they lived. lie worshipped a goddess
;

and, she being propitiated by the homage, caused a shower of gold to

come down, for seven gaddu (or hours). He gathered up the whole
;

took as much as he wanted ; and concealed the remainder, in a cave of

the hill at Bezavddu, he also found diamonds, and other precious stones.

He thus acquired great, and varied property ; and continued his rule

in Bezavddu. His race governed after him. Ananda ruzn of the

Pusupatti race reigned many days, and he bestowed many charities.

He also formed an image of Jagandt'ha (Knshna).

Account of Bobhalli and its tragedy. V/jaya Rama raz, and

Bohhalli Rangha ravu fought together. Rama chandra, the general of

Vijaya Rama, was killed. Vijaya Rama plundered the Foujdar (Ma-

homedan general) who assisted Rangha ravu. Vijaya Rama raz

associated with himself Pwsa ^usa (Monsieur Bussy) and with his aid

attached, and conquered i\\e Bohhalli c\\\e{, and pitched his tent there,

prosperously.

Soon afterwards Tanda pdpayya (Roman Catholic ?) having

heard the details of the slaughter, secretly entered the tent of Vijaya

Rama raz while he v/as sleeping. He however awoke : both fought

together ; and both were killed.

'Ananda raz, son of Vijaya Rama raz, called on Monsieur Bussy,

who said * your father committed many crimes; and therefore he was

killed'. On hearing this 'Ananda raz was angry ; and his retainers

fought wnth those of Monsieur Bussy. Ananda raz leagued with the

English; and, with their aid, conquered the French. He ceded, to the

English, Bunder {i. e. Masulipatam) with other places, and things.

A treaty, for mutual aid and defence, was made between 'Ayianda raz

and the English.

Afterwards (his son) Vijaya Rama raz, and Setu raz quarrelled.

The latter came to Madras, bringing with him JagandVha raz. The
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Government at Madras after hearing his statement seized him, and
confined him in prison.

Differences subsequently arose between the Honorable Compa-
ny's Government, and VijayaRamarazu. The English conquered him.

Account of Kimedi capital, Gajapatis anciently ruled the kingdom.

Ascapati and Nardpati wars occurred ; those rulers conquered the

Gajapatis.

[G«/«/)«^« Cuttack, Asvapati Mahomedan, Narapati, Vijayanagarom;

the meaning, chief of elephants, horses, men.]

Notice of Ancupalli, an ancient place. Nallamanda-payacaranayadu

was a local chief. Yogisvara xvami appeared to him. Ne<TotiatioM of the

chief with Pnssiipaiti, and with a Nabob. Uratln kota, Kota iipala, Palli-

kinadu, and other places, came into the possessions of the Pasvpatti chief.

The book seems to possess interest ; the Bobhalli affair has often

occurred supra; this account, for following details, seenps as good as

any one of the number.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, good paper, half

bound, and lettered.

A'^or.UME 5.

Ancient details concerning Pattavi ravu, and other villages.

Notice of temples to >Siva and Rama built by the chacravertis, (great

kings). Notice of a Cholaraja (local supposed). He warred against Katama

raju and his ally the Yadava raja, and conquered them both. (There is a

tradition that cows were killed, and many of them turned into stones.) Notice

of Gangayija deva maha raju, and of the Oragallu (or Warankal) kingdom,

ei'pecially to Pratdpa rudra. In his time the villages specified were assimi-

lated to Udaya ffiri. Tippu Sultan : the Company's Government.

Aratjavenulu—gifts to temples by Sada Siva maha, raya. Under the

English rule various townships were made over to reddis.

Dasari palliyam—a detail of matters insignificant : account of two

chiefs: transition to the English rule-

Karripetta and Tippaladi pdlliyam, Mazahiir; notices of some chiefs

and of gifts by Krishna raga, recorded on stones. Details of Mahomedans

down to the English power.

On the Guntoor District.

Reference to Ganapati rulers at Warankal. They built temples to Vith-

?«(. Saddha pali—ihQ Oojypatis— Ganapath. Krishna raya conquered »
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Gajapati prince. He took Kondavidii government of the raya dynasty.

They gave gifts to Gopala svdmi (or Krishna).

The book agrees, in external appearance, with the foregoing one.

Volume 6.

The first portion is a copy of section 1 of manuscript Book No. 10,

CM. 700. See 1st Family No, 679, pp. 4G7, 490, supra. This section

was copied in my folio volumes, vol. 4, page 507 ; and the making

another, if intended for deposit in the same library, was at least

superfluous.

Under the reference, an abstract of contents will be found: need-

less to be repeated.

The following matter is from No, 27, CM. 824, and several pass-

ages are crossed out, after being copied ; implying a want of proper

guidance.

Account of Panekan fdlliyitm, and of a Yddava rdju ; trifling matters.

Tale of Racharla village. Tale of Edmesvara, and account of Na7i-

dana chacraverti : these are unimportant.

Account of sixteen mantapas or porch -choultries, built by Sesha reddi.

The first portion (containing an account of Barahatti, cr Cuttack ;

with notices of Krishna raya, and some princes, sons of the Gajapati king) is

of consequence ; the latter portion, from a different book, appears to possess

very little vahie.

Most of these books are alike as to size, paper, and binding.

Volume 7.

Account of Tondurai.

It begins with Sada Siva, of Vijayanagaram, and comes down,

through Hyder AM and Tippoo Sultaun, to Munro dhora, or the

English rule.

Account of Mudala patti, similar in details, down to the same.

Account of Mtidala payu.

Dumpi raja, Bhimana raju, the Ganapatis of Oragallu, Pratdpa
rudra. One Soma ayengar (a BrahmanJ ruled under him. Krishna raya,

Achyuta raya, Sadd Siva raya: S.S. 14V5, A.D. 1553. Rdma rdzii (killed

at the battle of Tali kota.J

The succeeding rdjas at Pennaconda. Then the Nabob

—

Tummana
nayadu. Danxd khan, AbduUa khan ; down to the Company's rule.
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Account of CJiinta gunta.

The Narapatis, Sada. Siva, Tirumala nayadu ; very loose details as

to Gajapatis, Ganapatis, Chola rajas, S)'c. Some notice of Bezavddu, and

of an inscription, a gift hy Krishna raya. Other inscriptions.

[By a pencilled note it appears that Mr. Brown perused this book in February 1848,

after it had been copied. Who then directed the choice of matter,]

It seems to me that the book has no great value. The details are

loose, not well jointed.

Volume 8.

"I perused this volume May'1848,''' that is, after it had been copied.

Notice of Twnbalam gramam.

An inscription of so old a date as S.S. 1110, A.D. 1187-8. Jaya deva

maha rayalu ruled in Kahjdna fatnam. It is presumed that the town

of Tamhalam was under the Jaina chdlukya rule. Another inscription

S.S. 1228. It would seem that the place must have been of some consequence

under the old Jainas-

Account of Alava konda.

One Krishna reddi ruled there : the Mahomedans took the place.

Chinnur a town of the Cuddapah district. The talook (or hundred)

of Candana volu. The Gajajmtis : Kakati rudra warred with Veddu raja,

and conquered him.

The Tordyur pdlliyam, it was under the reddis : the names occur of

Chenna yerrama reddi, Fapai reddi, Nalla reddi, and others.

Copied from some other book, is a genealogy of the Madura and Trichi-

nopoly rulers. Achyuta raya S.S. 1374 : temples, forts, and other matters

of note. Visvandt^ha nayaha was crowned at VijayanagaTayn, the names of

his successors are given: not different from the correct succession; except as

to Pedda Kruhnapa, and a following one.

JDupatfi Sima caiha, a reference to Krnhna raya : the whole loose,

unimportant.

Volume 9.

Very numerous matters from difierent volumes of the Mackenzie

manuscripts. The library Nos. are 5QQ, 598, 548.

It commences with an account of Tirumala nayaca of Madura.

When he died, his son Muthu virapa nayaca succeded ; and ruled, with

his younger brother, as second king. The Mysore king invaded the

country ; when Coimbatore, and other places were taken; Ciimara
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Mutala nayadu was called, and sent against the Mysoreans. His orders

•were "go, re-capture our country and return." That general proceeded

with a great army, fought, conquered ; and, in addition to recovering

their own, took other places beyond : this fighting, it appears, was in

the time of Tirumala iiayaea ; the succession of his son is again men-

tioned ; and the line continued to Rcmghapa nayaca. This dynasty ruled

as far as to Sri-rangham (near Trichiuopoly.)

Matters from another book on the affairs of the Chola desam.

A king warred against Madura, was worsted, and escaped to a

forest. He had a son born in a Brahman s house. When he came of

age the Madura king gave him his daughter in marriage ; and became

reconciled. The story is given, which occurs more than once in the

Mackenzie manuscripts, of the mode in which Cari cala cholan was

recognized by an elephant, as the Chola king's son. The animal put

on his head a wreath of flowers ; and he was at once accepted as king.

Notices, from some other books, of villages in Teliugana.

Account of Pedda iJasiUa hundred.

Anciently the Jainas were there : Narasimha malm deva. Trihhuvana

malla ruled with the style of Trilocya maha deva. Pi at&pa rudra ; some

account of him and of his son. Transition to reddls; who gave grants of

land, the Delhi khan jBe/mtt^Zer came with an army, and took Pasula grdmam.

Notice of many mdniyams, or free gifts inland to temples.

Account of Meddi dinni

Krishna raya : Maahva mahd guru. His sons were Nayama patlii.

Main patlu and others. He received from Krishna roya this village as a

free gift.

Account of Kotta pedit.

Kiratas (or wild savages) lived there. A tiger came, andeatthesa

up in regular course, (some enigma.)

Account of Siddha vattam.

Dupiyanta and others (Jainas supposed) Pedda vira malla Vijaya

deva raya down to Tippu Sultan, aud the Honorable Company. ITotice of

Biikhaya palli of Pedda virra malla razu and other rulers.

Account of Sri-hakolam (or Chicacole). One Nanga razio ruled in

S.S. 1080, A.D. 1157-8. Transition to the Oragallu (or Warankal) sove-

reignty. Notice of Fratdpa rudra, and some following details.

Account of Ganjam. It was once a forest. The Gajapaii princes

had the forest cut down, and the ground cleared. They built a town, and
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called it Ganjam. The Moguls conquered all that country, and divided it

into purgunnahs. A record of gifts by various other persons is mixed with

the narrative matter. Transition to the English Government. Mention of

an appeal, by various natives, to tlie Governor in Council at Madras- The

Sudr Adalut Court. Appointment of Civil and Criminal Judges, in zillah

and provincial courts.

The book is a quarto, of mediam i.liickness, Europe demy paper,

half bound in cloth, and lettered.

Volume IS).

Stated to be copied from Library, Nos, 544, 541, 565, 046, 543,

of the ]\Iackenzie manuscript books.

Yddava giri mahatniyam or leg-.'ud of a distinguished fane in Mysore,

near the Telugu Country; made to be of note by the proceedings of i?«wowMya

with Juinas.

Legendary accoimt of Sri-sailam. its ancient slate : what distinguished

persons di'i penance there, such as Jamadagni, Vasishta, and others; vera-

cious of course. ^-"pGdal a.C(iomit 01 JUafidi chacraverti. Account of Cho/a

I'djas. 'Notice of Kal)/cm t puram ; JagaiUva mallaraya ; Pravuda devaraya

of Vijayanayaram ; and some connected matters.

Account of Yeltiir : its rulers derived from Yayati of the lunar race.

IS^otices of Kindatur and Verrrgitnta ; and of ChintapaUi padic.

Pratdpa rudra built a temple there, i. henna kesa svami; other kings also

gave vaiioua gifts.

Notice of JBotla palU : ihe Ndrnyana vamsa, Peddu virana ratu,

and others, Fencatapati.

Notice of Mannurla padi.

One Narasinlia reddi gave some gifts of land, including mirdsi right,

or property in the soil. [A cultivator can give, or sell such right, a king

cannot: he can only alienate his own revenue.]

Towards the end are some loose statements of Vijoyanagara ralers.

The contents of so many as five buoks, being copied into tin's o]ie, causes

difficulty as to any sufficient abstract. A few items only are noted. The

name Amardvati occurs, among others. Something mny be gleaned from

such books ; though the matter is loose-

About one-third from the beginning is a translation of a copper-

plate inscription from Trichinopoly ; sent by the Government to Mr,
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Brown, as Telugu Translator, to be rendered into English. Date S.S,

1655, A.D. 1732, (must be wrong). Gift by Mindcshi queen of Visva-

ndtha nayaca to Ravia ravu.

Tlie matter is curitjiis, but not important.

Tiiis book is a fjuarto, of medium thickness, royal demy paper,

half bound in cU^th and calf, lettered.

Volume 11.

Various kyfeats, or local, stcitistical, and other matters.

Timwa nayana pettah in the Ahixxci of Kottala cula, built in S.S. 1473,

or A.D. 1550, by Ferumdrani Timma naijadu of the Gandi kota rajyam

(or kingdom).

The fort Avas built in S.S. 1431 A.D. 1518. The Cuddapah Nabob
took it, and received tribute, in S.S. 1673 (A.D. 1750).

A back reference to the rule of Krishnaraya ; after seven days war.

Notices of Up'patur, ChiniapalU, Ittikela. The names of gods are

given, with subordinate details.

Account of Sri-ranijha patnam : it is built on an island of the Qaveri;

such as usually bears the name of rangha, from its form. Sri-rungha raya

of the race of Krishna gave his name to the town. [It appears to be Seringa-

pcdaam in Mysore.] There is also some notice of Humpee ; by which modern

name the ruins of tlie old town of Vijayanagarain, on the Toombocdra river,

aie now known.

Account of Gragallu, or Warankal the site of the Gonapati rule.

Special notice of Pratupa ludra. He is stated to have been of the Bharti

Ticramdrcas race. He was captured by the Delhi Sultan ; that is, by the

Mahomedans,

Acconut of Makchaiurai.

Notice of Tirwpatti kings : ancient affairs.

Account 0? Mnndhalli, I'inisliami it appears to be connected with

Chicacole ; details down to the limes of the Mahomedans.

Cctnchipura mahcitmiyam., or legend of Conjeveraui. lieference to

Itihdsa pustacam, or history -book, the place was anciently known as Kaku-

sChalam in the Chola mandalam (Coromandel) there are many temples;

especially in great Conjeveram, the Saiva tem|)le of 'Ecdmhesvara, and in

little Conjeveram the Vaishnava temple of Varada raja.

Account of SaduUa khan, who ruled thirty years ; and, as it would

seem, ot Goluconda (or Golcondii). The name of a Nabob of Arcot was

Sadat-ulla khan.
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Copies of inscriptions from the Dokal Casbah, with some account of

the place. Notice o( Anuvur in tbe Kandavur talook. Inscription S.S. 1000

(A.D. 1078) in the time of ITari hara raya S.S. 1020 (wrong) : in the time

Achyuta raya S.S. 1580 : Ananta raya. Inscriptions bear the boar-seal

linga and bull, with sacti symbols.

Inscriptions at Balhari (Bellary) ; from Hari hara, Somesvara raya

;

down to Hyder and Tip poo.

[There follows what Mr. Brown terms, C'oncana dem rajulu, translated from the

Tamil. I have not scrutinized it ; yet I take it to be a version of the Congu desa rajahaL

But Congu desam differs from the Concan.]

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, good English paper,

half bound, (paper and calf,) lettered.

Volume 12.

The contents stated to be copied from Mackenzie M.S. Books

of Library Nos. 657, G52, 600, 761, 692.

Account of Yettur talook, or district.

Inscriptions, sunnuds, and like grants. Zottriyam villages, i. e. the

revenue alienated in favor of a temple, or individual. Copper plate in scrip-

tions; grants of land with seals. Inscriptions on stone. These, in tbe Fe^wr

district.

In the district of Masulipatam, and coming down as far as Bezavadu

:

the whole of the inscriptions amount to 225.

In the Ghinta gunta section of the ChinidjJalU district. Copper plate

inscriptions,, and copies of sunnxids, fifty of both. On page 372 seal of the white

boar, with chunk and chacra.

In tbe PuUvenfulu of the Tadiparti talook. Copper plate inscriptions,

seventy-flve in all. On page 443, the linga, and other seals. On page 487

a drawing of a native named Vemana mudra, a Brahman, seated with rosary

in hand, devotees standing on the right side.

Purvottaram, or ancient record concerning Madhugiri, Vijayanagnram,

and other places. Temples to Durga and Cdli are numerous. At Govur,

buflFaloes are offered in sacrifice ; and, it is added, that secretly hiunan sacri-

fices are also rcade.

I regret that a fuller abstract of the preceding volumes, made at an early period, and

much more particular as to inscriptions was laid aside, and forgotten. It would however

have been too diifuse for the present purpose. The preceding notes were from an abstract,

by another individual ; and they will suffice, if they convey ,in idea of the contents. Satis-

factory ]iarticuLirfi could only he obtained by translation.
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The present volume is a quarto, of medium thickness, foolscap

paper, half bound in calf, and figured paper.

Volume 13.

Containing various details, pertaining to history and statisticals.

The son of ParicshUa was Janamejaija, and his son -was Sutanica, &c.

An inscription S.S. 1002 (A, D. 1080) in Chenna kesa svcimi tem^Xe

.

Reference to various inscriptions, and lists of kings ; but stated without fixed

dates. The subject not important.

An inscription, wanting date, in Vaidlvja nafha svamis temple in the

township of Muppu giri.

A lengthened inscription, in old Canarese : gift of a village, various

others follow

:

In the temple o( Ahobala svdmi, dated in S.S. 117(5, (A.D. 12.54), and

S.S, 1193 (A.D. 1271), in old Canarese.

S.S. 1196, having the name o^ Kakateya ffavga Sdtuva raju. S.S. 1220

(A.D. 1298), Amba (leva mahci raju ruling in Ganda kota S.S. I 236. Vira

chacra rayalu S.S. 1292 (A.D, 1370) Bukha rat/a's son was Hari hara raya,

and his son was Pravuda deva taija. Inscription S.S. 1319, (A.D. 1396)

Kottilr village. Bhuiravesvara temple was built and endowed. Inscriptions

S.S. 1342, and S.S. 1358-9; temples repaired.

The son of Mallicdrjnna dcvaraya was Pravuda deva raya. Krishna

raya was the son of a ddsi, (always a reproach). Inscription S. S. 1331

(A. D. 1408) Achyuta deva raya gave an ayrahdram,, named Pushpa giri

flower-hill, S.S, 1462 (A.D. 1-549) a goparam or tower was built to a temple

S.S. 1464, (A.D. 1541) Gandi Itotta : records, a gift of the revenues of two

villages. In the time of liarao raya, beams were inserted in temple.?. The

Pennaconda Vencatapati vdni, Tikha rajn, and other kings ruled : various

temples were built; Pushjio giri &nA Kottur, two ayrahdrams, were (again)

given to some Brahmans. A Pad-shah named K"ckhanama khan came to

Cuddapah, and ruled. Mention of other nabobs. S.S. IGOl, A.D. 1G81-2 a

zotriam, or gift of village revenue to a temple commemorated Saduca khan
ruled some years ; then AbduUa khan.

Account of the village of Mam'dla palli, and of Brahman's palli

The temple of Chenna kesava svdmi, and another, a Saiva fane being decayed

were repaired. Mention of inscriptions, and copy of one of them.

Account of other places; and among them, q^ Si i-rangha painam.

Account of Rdmdm'ija and of Yeti raja 'palli. S.S, 1480, (A,D. 1558)
Jlmhika palli.
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Account of Siddhavatam. It contains temples to Colanda Rdnia

tvdmi to 'Anjineya svami fHanumdn) Gopala svami fKnsJma) and others,

with some minute, and insignificant details. Tho latter portion of the book

seems copied from reports within the Ceded districts.

In outward appearance the book resembles its fellows.

Volume 14.

On the Pulivuru talook. Multijonuyara anciently a wilderness,

Ndreda (band-master to Indra) dwelt there ; and moreover he worshipped a

lingam set up there. Gonka raja conquered all the Andhra country, (was

this tlie Ganga raja, of other books ? ) He gave a (golden vessel to the god.

His race. Chottamahd raja S.S. 1039, (A. D. 1117) who duly worshipped

the Saiva lingam. The Ganapatis of Warankal. In S. S. 1067 they gave

to Brahmans various villages. Notice of the Niijogi, or secular Brahtnans,

who are cultivators, or accountants.

One important fact stated is, that Kulottunga chola came to this

land, and conquered the country; by inscription in S.S. 109o, (A.D.

1170-1), which is later than his usually supposed era. There is abun-

dant evidence that he did invade, and conquer in Telingana ; but to

what extent his conquest was pushed is not so clear. A Chola princi-

pality existed near Nellore: was that the utmost bound?

Kotta bhumi raja : his son was Keta malm rcizu.

At Oragallu (or Warankal) Langula Gajapati: Virahhadra Gajaymti:

date S.S. 1436, (A.D. 1513-4) stated that he ruled 13tj years. The Nara-

pati Krishna raya came, and captured both him and his kingdom. He ruled

from S.S. 1437 down to S.S- 1583, or forty six years: his entire period of

rule is stated at sixty-three years.

Account of Moducari.

The country was anciently a wilderness. After it was ckared ,a

temple was built and consecrated to Virahadra svami. Notice of the Gana-

patis: date of S. S. 1066, (A.D. 1143-4), as that of gift, to a Niijogi

Brahman, of villages and lands {supra S.S, 1067). The great settlement

ofBra/i?nawsfrom Benares, in tho time q{ Pratdparudra, is probably meant.

Account of Bati polu and Mutti jonagara, in the time of Vishnu:

Dherma raya, imperfect date 101,, a Saiva fane was built. Some names of

local gods are specified.

While Kulottunga chola mahd raja was ruling, he gave some charities.

One gift is dated S. S, 1065 (A, D. 1142-3).

[Above staffed tf> »^nve conquered the eouutry in S.S. 1093, (A.D.U70,]
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The Ganapati rudra deva, coming to power, gave gifts : one dated

S.S. 1160.

His son was Kakati. rudra deva maltd raju, S.S. 1174. Achyuta raju

of Vi)ayana
(J
aram S.S. 1 ICO.

Account of Tennati.

The ChinlapaUt district was anciently a wildernesg. Para.m Rama
and Karta vird arjuna are (ridiculously) introduced. A Saiva linga was

established. A Chola king ruled. The Gajapati Visvambara diva ruled

twelve years; and others were conquered by the Narapatikix)^, in S.S. 1076,

and in S.S. 1411, (A.D. 1488-9).

Account of Chellaculu, which is connected with Mutta jondgaram.

The Ganapatis, S.S. 1076: the year 1062 given for the introduction

of the Niyogi Brahmans ; and the bestowiaent of mirasi rights on them.

Account of CInckala pddu.

Gopurazu rdma, S.S. 1336- Anciently the country was a wilderness.

Gautama rishi did penance, and fixed a lingam, there. The date S.S. 1067

given, as that when the wirdsi right was given to the Brahmans. [This

means giving land forcibly taken from former owners ; the recipients to pay

tax to the state : in other cases, the gift of a village means only an alienation

of the tax, or revenue-]

Account of Ravipddu.

Tlie Gatiapali, Gopardzu rdma, S.S. 1067.

Account of Dannalur.

In S.S. 1366 the Ganapatis built a temple, and endowed it.

Account of Peddachelcuri, belonging to the Muttujonagara talook

Bali chacraverti conquered Dcvendra, and conquered the three worlds

(heaven, earth, and under the earth) very relevant here, of course. I did not

note anything else very particular.

Account of Repalli and Rdchudu.

Reference to the Ga/apafis, Ganapatis, Gopa rdzu, Rdma raz, S. S.

1067. Notice of iV/^/o^?, or accountant Brahmans. A temple was built,

and mirdsi right given to ihora.

Account of P?/;fl5 ?'a?)ar^/a. S.S. 1255, Crimihdnda chohm.

Notice of PudutlUr.

Various deeds of gifts. One noted was so late as S.S. 1708, or A.D.

1785-6 : some zotriams, or alienation of revenues to temples. A gift to the

shrine of Chenna hasava S-S. 1733, (A.B, 1810).
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Account of Lackenna puram.

Mention of Sri vira pratdpa, and Sadd Sica dcva raya of Vijaya-

nagaram. Inscription recording a cbarilable gift.

S.S. 1432 Vira pratdpa Krishna raya: gift of land, by inscription.

Matters down to the Mahomedans : some special mention of Ishipu

khan (Issuf khan?)

Notice of Chennur talook. Some inscriptions were derived from it.

S,S. 1479 /S'acZa iSi»a of Vijayanagaram. Copper-piate inscription ; recording

the gift of fourteen villages. S.S. 1463, Achyula raya gave gifts of land ;

recorded by inscription.

Notice of Dulatti talook.

Inscriptions in temples, in the old Canarese. Ganapati deva mahd

raja. A gift S.S. 1440 to Sri Gopindtha deva (Krishna, lord of milk-maids)

from Reddis and Boyis.

Various other inscriptions, not needing detail.

Volume 15.

Matters relative to a hill-fort, named Gandi kota.

1. The country anciently a wilderness, the Chola raja, and conquest.

Inscriptions in Canarese.

2. Mallaraja ruled there, and some others.

3. Jagadeca malla razu ruled.

4- Trailocya malla razu ruled in Kalydna patnam.

5. Ganapati deva, and other kings of that time, S.S. 1179 (A. D.

1256-7), land given to the temple of Pushpa svdnii. Again in S.S. 1181.

G. Anumaconda desam, the early name ofWarankal. Kakateya

pratdpa rudra : he conquered Vaddi raja (whether a northern king, or

proper name, uncertain).

7. Caret.

8. Pravuda udiya reigned.

9. Vedydranya svdnii built Vijayanagaram : Bukha raya crowned.

10. Bukha raya's son, Hari hara raya, ruled for some years.

11. His son was Fravuda deva raya : an inscription recording a gift

by him.

12. His son Srimadra Jati razu, and his son Vijaya deva. The

chieftain of Gutli desam (Gooty) ga,ve a zotriyam, S.S. 1388.
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13. The son of Vijaya dha named Munnedi, Pravuda deva razu

ruled some years, in Vijaxjanagaram-

14. Sdluva Narasimha raya, inscription of gift, by his three sons,

S.S, 1417.

15. His ^on y7a.fi Sri vira Krishna raya, S.S. 1431, (A. D. 1508-9)

crowned in the Sucla year, or third of the cycle of 60 years.

S. S. 1450j some inscriptions.

16. The elder brother, named Achyula raya, succeeded S. S. 1452.

(A.D. 1539-40) by inscription.

Sadd, Siva deva raya ruled west at Vijayanagaram, S. S. 1464,

(A. D. 1541-2). The Gandi kota rajyam is stated to have had a succession

of thirty-two kings.

Vencatapati raya, S. S. 1533, (A.D. 1610-11). An old Canarese

inscription, S.S. 1698.

Others, back in time, in another locality. S. S. 1439. Gift of an

agrahdram by Krishna raya S.S. 1379, (A.D. 1456-7). Vijaya deva raya,

S.S. 1317 (A. D, 1384-5) Kdkatiya rudra, Gajapati Pratdpa rudra ; and

other inscriptions.

The book is a quarto, of like appearance to its fellows.

Volume 16.

Relating chiefly to zemindaries, assumed by the English Go-

vernment.

Account of Vevcata Govinda rao of the Yellama mutapnlli (the

Velmavar): another account of the principality of Udayagiri, north of

Nellore. The revenue Rupees 1,64,000 in 180-3. Mr. Stratton said

the revenue must be raised. This was done.

Vencata govinda was a bad man. Stated to have bribed the

head Moonshee. Other details, as to his conduct. An inquiry con-

cerning it took place. Various names of English gentlemen are intro-

duced ; Mr. Casamajor (subsequently member of council) and others.

Mr. Casamajor was appointed a commissioner ; the tendency of the

appointment being to remove the above named zemindar from his

Mettah, or revenue-farm. That gentleman went to Udaya giri to

inspect the matchlock men, and the general military state of the fortress.

2nd. asvasam. (or chapter). By the aid of Mahomedan sub-

sidiaries the above Vencata had been preparing to fight against the
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English. This plot came to be understood : the said Mahomedans were

taken, and put in prison. Mr. Casamajor's further proceedings in

communication with the Collector Mr. Stonhouse. The pardon of the

revolting zemindar was asked. Mr. Casamajor relented. There was

no actual fighting : the zemindar died. Afier his death in February

1804, a reference was made to Madras. A suit in the Chingleput

Court recorded. The two sons of the deceased, who were named

Sundaragiri, and Rdminuja rao came to Madras. Both were bad men.

One of them died at Masulipatam, one at Madras.

The whole relates to the assuming or annexation of two zemindaries,

on the ground of bad conduct charged ; and, as supposed, proved against

them. The details might be of use in any special account of Udaya giri.

Notice of Kandakota (or Ganda kota), Nanda chacraverti (i.e. Pratdpa

ridra went to Cast (Benares). Eeference to Chulukya kings. The said

Nanda built a town called Nandam. The- Ganapali kings : they gave agra-

hdrams to Brahmans. Pravuda deva raija, S, S. 1379, (A. D. 1456-7),

by inscription. Some inscriptions relate to gifts of grain ; and like minor

matters of small importance.

Volume 17.

The Cliittapol talook.

The CJtola rajas ruled. Afterwards Kdtama reddi. He built a fort

on a hill, ievmed Macha ffii'i, and ruled over the country. East of this place

is a temple to Kdlica devi, and other goddesses, (Sacti worship). West of

it a Varata raja deva, and others. Statements of gifts to those fanes.

Other Reddis, as Ve^icata reddi, and of his race Kistnama reddi of

Velluripatnam. He ruled with splendor in Gandihota.

Narasinha rnyulu (the conqueror of Vijayanagaram) while he was

ruling in the Sidda vattam district, he gave gifts to Brahmans in that district.

An agraharam was built, and given to Brahmans: ^?'?s/mo raya (illegitimate

son of the above) as supreme at Vijayanagaram, gave many gifts.

Sometime after the country became Mahomedan. Incursions of Mab-

rattas. Tippu Sultan. Transition to the Honorable Company's Government.

List of sarva mdnyams in the above talook ; i.e. lands paying no

revenue tax. They favor 'Anjineya svdmi (the monkey god Hanumdn) others

favor Varata raya ; others favor Isvara fanes (a term often used to veil

female energy temples).
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Account of PoU samati Mannur grumam, Kakaiiija Pratapa rudra

;

he ruled; notes not taken : we know enough of him otherwise.

Krishna raya S.S. 1448 (A.D. 1525-6). Sadasiva raya in Vijaya-

nagaram. An inscription in a mantapa of the Siddhavattam district, dated

S.S. 1489.

In Pennaconda Sriranrjha raya ruled. He gave a gift to a Jangama

guru recorded by an inscription.

Afterwards the Matta vari vamsam (anew name at Chandra giri

supposed).

Tippu Sultan : ihe Company's rule commencing from Dundumi year

of the sexagesimal cycle.

Notice of Otlakuri township.

The Chola kings ruled, inscription in a Saiva temple S.S. 1382,

(A.D. 1459-60). Kruhna raya, Acbyuta raya, Sadasiva rai/a. At Fenna-

conda Srirangha raya.

Vira Vencatapati rdzulu ruled in Pennaconda and at Chandra giri.

The Nabob Padshah and Syed Mahomed took the fort of Oandi kota.

The Padshah's government S.S. 1709. One Ven^atarama rdju was his

agent, Yarious minor matters. Appayya : the Mahrattas, merging in the

Honorable Company's rule. Account of the township of Utiama hari palli.

The name is ancient : the only inscription noted is S.S. 1678, (A,D. 1755),

Vencatama jjalli a zotriyam, dates S. S, 1675; various small matters.

Periya vira township, a Chola king ruled. Came under the Vijaya-

nogaram government. Ananta raja and the reddis, and forwards as usual.

Account of Reddi palli, also of Bottimida, of Chelti kumpide, and of Kapd-

mimbajpiram, S. S. 164G. Bukha patnam, a forest up to Btikha rdyas time:

cleared, and a town built. Vijaya raya deva samudram, Mumadi Pravuda

deva raya; whose son was Mallicurjuna raya i the succession given down

to Achyuta raya, and Sada siva raya.

Account of Pedda Orampadu. A Chola king of the solar line, built

a fort at this place, Vdldlur township, S.S. 1694.

Another account of Reddi palli.

Account of an agrahdram (or alms house), named Chenna raya samud'

ram, S.S. 1638 Casttiri veucata kotfatna palli. Irinavem pxiravi, S,S. 1692.

Account of Verrabandu. Krishna raya^s visit to the south. A place named

Kama samudram had its name changed to Verrabandu. The said king had

a tank dug there.

The quarto book resembles its fellows.
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Volume 18.

Account of Dupati in the Cuddapah ildka, a dependency on

Cuddapah.

Absurdly stated that Dasarat^ha and Rama of the solar line, and

Dherma raja of the lunar line, did penance there, as also Paricshita and

Janamejaya.

Eeference to Cai'i cula chola.
'

Krishna Canada deva mahd rdya came from the west, and conquered

the country. The name Dupuri was then given. He went away.

Sribhuvana cliacraverti, and Trailocya malla rdj'u, Ganapali deva

conquered the country. Ganga deva mahd rdya, Kakateya rudra.

A back reference to the Vijayanagara kingdom. Biihha raya, Hari

liara deva, Pravuda deva rdya, and others, of the same line ; down to Malli-

cdijuna deva raya ; a gift by inscription.

The new dynasty formed by Sdluva narasinha raya, Sri Krishna raya,

S.S. 1436, Achyuta deva roya^ Sadd siva deva raya.

After some other matter, a transition to the Nabobs : Abdulla nakhi

khau, S.S. 1688 ; details of names of villages, as being those under the

preceding government.

Account of the Slddhavattam Casbah ; ancient mythological fables

Then small details. Various copies of inscriptions are referred to. There are

various accounts of this district, in other books ; and possibly better ones ; the

details herein are insignificant.

VOLUMK 19.

[There is a memorandum in pencil by Mr Brown, to the effect that these papers

•were copied off from my folio volume 5, of restored manuscripts, with reference to abstract by
xneinM. Lit. Journal for July 1839, volume 10 p. 14.]

Folio volume 5 contains Tamil p.p. 1—448, Telugu p.p. 449—694,

Mahratti p.p. 695—776.

Abstracts are found in the M. Lit. Journal as above ; and they

appear in the foregoing notices of Telugu manuscript books. It will be

sufficient to specify the names in this place.

Sarpavaram \o\umQ \9. Local records .

.

... .. 1

Jalliir pergunah ,

.

.. ,. .., ,,46
Gola conda kyfeyut . . . .

,

. . 75

Samurla kota... '... ., ... .. 125

Kimmuri kyfeyut.

,

.. .. ., ..191
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Account ofWynaad talook.. .. ,^ 204
Tirunelli cshetramahatmyam.* .. ., o<^j.

Temple at Tellichorry .. ..
^ 04

-r

Do. at Indrava kuru at Canija Cumari, or Cape Comorin.! 252

[So far was abstracted in my 5 th report 1839 ; the following are from
other manuscript books.]

Account of Muchli Bunder.

,

.

.

^

,

27«

„ oi Mutlur oi Cftitdguuda.

.

.. ..317
Catalogue of books in the library of Mamudi Lingayya Chetty. . 338
Account of Amr itdlur .

.

.

.

,

,

^ ^ g^g
Notice of seven villages .

.

Account of Gokernam matam. .

,, oi Modukur .

.

,, of Chand'a tola. .

,, of Chllura.

.

.. 863

..396

..403

..418

.. 454

There are abstracts of these pieces in the foregoing Telugu manuscript

books swpra.

This quarto volume corresponds with others ; as to size, binding,

and the like.

Volume 20.

Stated to contain 19 sections.

Account of Jamhnla madavu, and of towns or villages therein ; as

Dudurgam—Abbapatlu Sailam—Hanumat gunda: date S.S. 1693; and

with regard to Tippu Sultan, and Hanumat gundam, S.S. 1779 and 1799.

Under the Government of the Honorable Company no more internal

troubles. Mention of seventeen kinds of trees, and various kinds of animals.

The book copied from seem to have been one of the Ceded Districts

series.

Menvpandi grama m K7jfeyut, S.S. 1467 (A.D. 1544-5) Sadd iSivaraya

made Tarious meritorious gifts. There appears to be nothing very particular

in this section.

Account of PonnunipuUi grdmam..

It is a dependency on Konda vidu, and the story ef the shepherd find-

ing an image of gold, noted in my report on the Elliot marbles, is also given

under this section. There are some dates as S.S. 11 81 (A.D. 1268-9) aJH

Viva Pratdpa Rudra and S.S. 1477 (A.D. 1554-55) Achyuta deva raya.

Other inscriptions. The Cuddapah Nabob, S.S. 1620 and 1633, a Zotriyam

gift 1143, Fusly S.S. 1655; details of two villages Pedda comarla, and Chinna
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comerla. Mention of Vima reddil One of that naane was a poet. An ins-

criDtion in the temple of Somandtha svami of Nunda lur village S.S. 1331 (A.D.

1408-9) name of Kaliateya rudra. Other dates S.S. 423, S.S. 1355 gifts

of Reddis S.S. 1456 : gifts to the fane of Rmia pilli S.S. 1444, S-S.

1316—S.S. 1741; and A.D. 1806 gift by the Collector, Colonel T. Munro,

S.S. 1441 S.S. 1468 gift by Sadd Sivaraya S.S. 1704 by Sri rangha rat/a

S S. 1231 (A.D. 1318-19) by Kahateya rudra. S.S. 1703: gift by Reddis

S.S. 1704 ; and 1712 gifts of land.

Account o^ Jillala madaca agrahdram. A copper-plate inscription has

90 sUcas with the boar seal. A gift of grain. S.S. 1625 Ananta raja gave

a mdniyam, or exemption from tax.

S.S. 1681, Vencata rchna razu; and S.S. 1695 Vencata deva Chola

mafia rajw— gifts.

Account of Mangamma pettah.

Boundaries of lands surveyed and fixed in S.S. 1712 (A.D. 1789-90)

Reddis o-ave land S.S. 1678 Deva Choda maha raya and S.S. 1692 by the

same to Rdman'dja svdmi. A copper plate inscription S.S. 1618, Deva choda to

Gopdla si-dmi (a temple to Krishna.

)

This quarto has mucli of inscriptions : and is in appearance like

its fellows.

Volume 21.

Hftnumanta gundam ; the name of the district appears to be Koilagunta,

Genealogy of the secular Brahman accountants.

Account of J'a^^ia^YZar. Gifts hj vavions Reddis. S.S. 1583, a gift

also S.S. 1785. (the 7 should be 5.)

Account of Chola rdjas.

Sri Rama Cailasa mahatmyam; the temple has four doors, four

turrets, &c.

Vaicont'ha mahatmyam, supposed to be the name of a temple, and not

the Vaishnava heaven. S.S. 1822 (8 but obviously 4.)

Bhaira lingayya gave a gift.

Names of various Mahomedan lords ; as Stidatula-\\i2Ln, &Q,.

Copied from another book as supposed. Ancient account of the Setu-

pati or lord of the isthmus at RdmandCha purnm (or Eamnad) Trimul nayaca

S.S. 1527, (A.D. 1604-5,) S.S.1649. (1726 A.D.) a woman ruled at Madura,

when the account was written.
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A translation of this or a like document -vwas published hy me in 1836,

and abstracts of various accounts appear in various parts of this work. It

does not seem that this volume contains any thing of special consequence ;

but, as containing good common Telugu, it may be useful. It resembles the

other books of its class.

Volume 22.

An account of the cusbah of Gooty (midway between Cuddapah

and Bellary.)

A reierence to Krishna raya's rule. Alii Rama rdzu son-in-law of

Krishna raija. The Z>eZAi padhah : great slaughter by his sirdars (or captains,)

but wrongly dated in S.S. 1762 more probably 1462 (A,D. 1540) and most

likely in the battle of Telicot.a.

Some notice of the fort at Gooty on a hill : Tippu Suhan—the English

rule, and Munro bahauder. to. S. 1733 (A.D. 1810-11.) An inscription at

Gooty ; but without saca date.

Details of various temples.

Account of the fane of Anjineya svdmi {Hanuman) gift to the said

temples in S-S- 1603 (A.D. 1180-18.) Then^meoi Rdniaji, Andogi, &c,, occur

as donors. An inscription i-ecording a gift of land. Timma rdzu : legend of

Konda vidu : tale of the gola, or cowherd, who daily gave milk to a shrine,

and was rewarded by the discovery of an image of gold.

S.S. 1439 S.S. 1444

—

Deva mahd raya, gift by him to the shrine of

Virupdcsha svami, txiovm. oi Siva >^.yi. 1440. S.S. 1479. Harihara raya.

The Mahomedan rule. An inscription, S.S. 1733 (A,D. 1810-11.) The

Gooty talook, date 1331 Fusly, S.S. 1448 (A.D. 1521-2) Malh2}(i raju,

S-Si 1538, Sultan Abdulla, S-S- 1607 (A.D. 1684-5) : t.he Padshah came to

Hyderabad. Rohilla chiefs, 1098 Fusly. Mmtapha kontihhan, S.S. 1707,

ruled two years. Masluza hhariy the Nizam's government, then that of the

English, 1221 Fusly.

Account oi Jayam palla Ganaparti, Giirampadu, Chinna malza palll

;

and four connected town-ships, the Boyi reddis. Seventeen kinds of (valuable)

stones are found in this district. The earth is put into a dish ; searched,

and the stones separated. Ibscription S-S- 1685, earlier inscriptions follow

as S.S- 1316 (A.D- 1393-4) a temple consecrated S-S. 1453 : Achyuta dcva

raya- In Gurampadu township S-S- 1500 (A.D. 1577) Sri ranglia raya at

Pennaconda, gift of laiid by an inscription.

The Arcot jSTabob Sadat ula khan- Account of Manjo Timma nayan
2mlliymi> The ancient r(iya dynasty.
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S- 1436 (A.D. 1513-14) Krishna deva raya, rarious inscriptions.

IS'otice of Pala konda Bommayya-

Cari Cc'da Chola mahd rdzu of the solar line. Inscription in Grant'ha

letters. S-S- 1001 (A-D. 1078-79) an inscription SS- 1451. Krishna raya^

Achyuta rfiya, Sada Sivaraya: an inscription of grant by the latter S.S- 1492

to the Varada raja temple. S.S. 1510 (A.D. 1587) by the raja of Tripeti.

S.S. 154 1, various other inscriptions- In S.S. 1722 (A-D. 1809-10) Munro

dhoragaru came to Cuddapah.

Account of Sri rangha patnam : it is between the double Caveri i.e.

on an island. Building of a temple, its consecration. Hence the name, as the

temple is sacred to Fw/mw, one of his names being " sacred islet j" which is

moreover metaphorical.

Chicka deva raya ruled there : during his reign 1,000 pagodas (3,500

Eupees) daily came into his treasury, about £126,000 per annum.

He built many choultries, as alms houses for Brahmans. A.facsimile

of his seal is given ; merely a semi -circle with the initial letter D inside it.

He ruled 40 years. S-S 1635 (A- D- 1712-3) Pedda krishna raya udiyar

;

Cshama razu 25 years old ; then Hyder Ali.

The book is a quarto of the usual appearance.

Volume 23.

This contains copies of inscriptions ; to the exclusion of other

matters.

Copies of inscriptions, from a town called Nagala dinna, in the Nan-

divaram talook.

1. Inscription in the temple of if/a/Zicflr/MWfl!, in the Aa^a Canada, ox

old Canarese.

2; Inscriptions on the wall of a temple to kani'kira Rdma lingam.

3. South of the town at Yeragunta, on or near a water-reservor, an

incomplete inscription.

4. Copy of an inscription in the township of Nagaladinna. S.S. 1049

(A.D. 1126-7) on the tcraplo to Somesvara before, w in front of it, This is

in the Pallacalu talook.

5. One Visvandtlia in S.S. 1441 (A.D. 1528-29) gave a donation to the

Sumesvaia fane.

6. Achyuta deva roya in S.S. 1494 (A.D. 154-2) bestowed a gift,

7. In S-S. 1476 one named Alii Rdmayya relaxed Government

demands, for rent of land, in favor of one Knndoti.
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8. In the Gurjala talook and towns-liip of Nagaladinna, outside the

town, three talooks meet in one township ; on the south gate is an inscription,

in old Canarese S.S- 1215 (A.D. 1392-3) Chandra gandu, and others gave

lands thus recorded.

9. In the Daya dinna talook, and again in NagaJa ditina in S-S-

1484 (A.D. 1561-2) one Rangha razu gave lands to the god in Chennapalli

talook.

10. In the Canarese language. In S-S- 1448 (A.D. 1525-6) Krishna

rayer, made a donation to Kanta bhailu.

11. In S.S. 1477 (A.D. 1554-5) Sada Siva jai/a made a donation to

Visva n&fha deva.

12. InS.S. 16GI (A.D. 1748-9) Rdmapa ra>/a made a gift to Sri

chenna kesava.

13. In S.»S. 1605 (A.D. 1682-3) Bdtnapa nai/adu made a free gift of

village lands.

14. East of the town inside, a Canarese inscription, dated S.S. 1G40,

(A.D. 1717-8).

15. On a pillar in the town of KartipaUi, an inscription dated S.S.

1549, (A.D. 1626-7).

These are sufficient specimens : the total of Canarese inscriptions is

stated to be 49.

Inscription found in Konda vidu S.S. 1326 (A.D. 1403-4) in a mantapa

or open porch of the Zsrara fane there. In S.S, 1514 (A-D. 1591-2) on the

temple door. On a door of the Amaresvara svdmi temple on the south-side.

S.S. 1283 (A.D. 1360-1), A gift by Annuvoti reddi S.S. 1680. On the

east side of the outside wall, in the fane of Amaresvara svdmi S.S. 1122

(A.D. 1209). Another in S.S. 1486 (A.D. 1563-4), perhaps it should be

1386: it refers to Krishna raya, and to Pratdpa Rudra GajapaiL

In S.S. 1599 a chief made a donation to a temple of Srirangha ndCha

svdmi.

It is stated that there exists, in various places, ancient in-

scriptions 15 ; others 50 ; and, of two other kinds, 12 and 14 : total 91.

Ofcourse this book, by re-copying the inscriptions in a more per-

manent form, is not destitute of value. It has the usual appearance of

these quarto volumes.

Volumes 21- to 32 are in the Canarese language.

Jo
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Volume 33.

This volume contains details of several villages or towns
;

apparently on the principle of answering questions propounded to the

agent employed ; and by consequence, they most probably relate to the

Ceded districts.

Account 0^ Katfi knndn ; hill and forest land; reason of the name.

Some statements as to the Vijnyanogarain rule.

Transition to the Mahometans. There are seven temples in the town

itself, and connected suburbs or minor ofF-sets ; in which there are also eight

temples.

Notice of Ularipa koncia, a hill so called in the Vojn-haium taloolc,

Idle, legendary matter concerning a rtshi, and his penance: his wife interfered,

and he cursed her. A reference to Dherma raja and his horse sacrifice, by

which he claimed empire. There are seven pallis, or suburbs, to this grdmar/t

or township. There is an aqueduct on, or near that hill. Originally pastur-

age ground for cows : a Cowkeeper, seeing it was a good place, commenced

building a town. Minor details of rule, as in like papers. In A-D- 1800 it

came under the Honorable Company. Notice of Karupalli, in the Fancha

palliyim talook. Anciently a forest : Detm raya of Vijayanafjaram made it

a hunting station. From fusly 1062 to 1209 it was in possession of the

Mahomedans; in fusly 1210 it passed over to the Honorable Company. There

are six temples in the town- The country around yields twelve kinds of

grain. Five persons wrote the account ; or possibly supplied information to

the writer of it.

Account of Gagrjatur in the Kandaroli talook. In SS- 866 (AD.

943-4), one Ambu (leva mahd raya ruled. In S.S. 955 (A.D. 1032-3) the

country was regulated. In SS. 96o one Gall reddi expended 248 Vardha

huns (about £100) in digging a tank, or water reservoir- In S.S. 965 Gali

reddi planted eight topes, or groves of trees. S'adcl Siva of Tljaf/anagaram

regulated the order of this township in 8,S. 1603 (A.D. 1680-1). He be-

stowed a great extent of land in mdniyam, or tax ffee, i. e, remitted the tax in

favor of a Brahmcm-woman, who owned the soil. Account of Ranglia puram

in the Kurnool country. Sri Sailani is to the westward of Mocsham, where

a town was built. The people called it Mosapuram [a common lisp : one

word means beatification, the other danger, or deception] very anciently

Buhha raya and Hari hara raya ruled the country. In S S. 1310 (A.D.

1 387-8-) Deva raya built Mosepatnam. A yeti or ascetic cursed it. Under

Pratdpa rtidia of Warankal it became a distinguished town, Vijaya deva
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S.8. 1491 to 1732 the place was under the Mahomedans. But now under the

Sircar /. e. the English power.

There are eight j>?r/^/<.*;, or liaralels, around it, and five temples. The

country yields fourteen kinds of grain .

Notice of the cusbah name I Kamald-puram : Ptishpa giri is a hill

near it. A C/tola raja ruled over this hundred. Then one Malla raju ruled

(to be note 1 because Mdmalla "puram, the true name of the seven Pagodas

near Madras, means the town o{^ MnUa the great, and elsewhere we find traces

of a Malhj dynasty, but always northward of that place). A trailocya

VaUabha roju is mentioned ; trailocya being equivalent to tribhuvana of fre-

quent occurrence, as a prefix. A town and fortrc^ss, bearing hi.s name, were

built. An inscription in the fane of Chenna khava svdmi S.S. 1002 (A.D.

1079-80.) The name of the place is now Vallrisi. Six haml fs belong to it

in S.S. 1179 (A.D. 1256-7) Ga tiopati uiaha raju made a donation to the fane

of Vaidhya nailia svdmi.

The existence of 17 or 18 inscriptions is recorded.

When Achyuta deva raya was ruling he gave three agrahdrains (alms-

houses) to Brakmans. These charities relate to Dliarapuram and Siva fmram.

In the latter Kaknteya Pratdpa Rudra gave a mdniyam (or release of tax on

land) to the temple of Agatesvara svdmi There are six larger villages, and

four temples to Vaidhya ndt'ha svdmi on, or near to Pua/ipa gin : from S-S.

14G4 to 1492 Sada Siva raya ruled. Connected with the hundred of

KamaJapuram are 185 palUs, or hamlets.

Account of Sarnca in the Koila-konia talook. Back reference to

Dherma raja, and in more reasonable modern time to Diikha raya, and

Hari hnra raya; who ruled over this Country. There are in it seven tem-

ple>;, four mcitams (monasteries) two masjids, or Mosques j and, connected with

it are 103 small pallis (hamlets). Account of the talook of .ffaKaa??a voli.

Xotice of Sri sdila cshctram.' The hill was once called Seshdchnla serpent

hill, but now Sri-sailam or the sacred-rock. ( Sila for a stone, or rock, is

both Sanscrit and Hebrew.) The temple oi Mallicdrjuna : (this name, having

no meaning in Sanscrit, is perhaps the Hebrew Melech a king ; and/lr;w??fl, on

many grounds, appears to be the softened Sanscrit spelling for what in Greek

is spelt Artaxerxes ; in Hebrew Ahasuerus, and in old Persic, or Median

Ardaschir.) This temple is near the Krishna river. Twenty-four water courses

then led from the river for irrigation. At present doubtless many more.

In S.S. 1452 Krishna deva raya ornamented the shrine with gold mouldings,

and other elegancies. In S.S. 1459, (A.D. 1536-7), Achyufa rnya hnilt a.
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mantapa, or open porch ; and erected a dvaja stamhhaoT flag stiiff; gilt, or

plated with gold. Sadasivarayn, and Sri ranrjha raya both conferred benefits

on the place.

Certain Chenji vdndlu (aborigines) and golavdndlu (cowherds) went

secretly, and stole the aforesaid gold from the temple of Mallicdrjunasvdmi.

A Brahman with his family was going from Bangalore to Srisailam.

By the way he asked the C/ienjivdnd'u for water. On pretence of showing

it to him, they drew himself, and his family aside into a forest, or wilderness;

then killed the whole of them, and stole their ornaments. The crime became

known by means of one Pasalla viran a taliydri or village watchman.

[These are always Fariars.^ He was suspected by his clothes [?'. e. it is

presumed by wearing better clothes than is usual with his class]. A Pausa-

nian letter, in the shape of a written palm leaf, was put into his hands, to take

to the Circar. Its purport was, this is the thief and if he be apprehended,

and threatened, he will 'peach, and point out his accomplices. By such means

the knaves were found out, and punished. The mode was by putting them

in prison, and feeding them with half-salt, and half-meal. Within three weeks

they all died.

[I deem this a very suspicious story : it is certain that in very many parts of the

Peninsula, the Brahmans got rid of the aboriginal inhabitants by force, or fraud. Down
to the present day they deprive the Puriars of lands; whenever the duped Circar vrill give

them leave to do so.

There are three kinds of Chenjivdndlu, not greatly differing from each other, in the

neighbourhood of Srisaihim : they are described iu various parts of the preceding papers.]

Volume 3i.

Notices of Rachapetta township in the talook of Ndyaladinna.

Anciently a wilderness.

Back reference to Janamejaya. At some latter date, of course, a

temple was built, by means of an easy tax of one rupee, out of five hundred
;

continued for twenty years. One Budi reddi ruled for ninety years. With

a yearly income of 650 Rupees (£65). His son Vtdlabha raja ruled eleven

years. Nala reddi ruled for eighty years. Ckola raja fifty years, Condlaraju

ninety years. At length it pass(^d over to the Honorable Company. Notice

of Muddi herai in the talook of CheniinpaUi. Commencing from Tinimala

deva raya down to the Company's rule. It is stated that thty gave a joghir

[right of collecting, and appropriating the Government tax] to Maha Lacshmi

a temple goddess, the said gift comprising twenty-nine townships [which is

very doubtful]. That goddess appeared to a grazier, and asked alms: he

replied he had none to give. In conscciuence his cows were turned to sand.

There are ten temples in this district : it produces twenty-six kinds of grain.
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Notice of ^'f.sfrt^i township in the GuUi/(fm. bilook. Back reference to

Janamejaya and the Dandacura?iya (or wolds, named after a savaoe). Sri

Rama, when he dwelt therein, said a temple must be built. He gave 10,000

cows towards the object. Pravuda deva raya more solidly raised 11,000 huns

from the villages of the township, 8. S. 1251 to 1271. Hart hara raya

ruled, and his race after him. Then the Mahomedans took possession. In

S.S. 1719 the township canae into possession of the Honorable Company.

Account of the talook (hundred) oi Acheliaholi. Back reference to

the dndparayugam and to Hastindpuri, The country was under Achynta

royalu, and afterwards the Mahomedans ruled it.

Account of Hohhalam palli.

Back date S.S. 1500. In S.S. 1554 (A D. 1631-2). Condoiia ndt/adu

first built a temple. The Mahomedans. The Honorable Company. Four

temples, and ei^ht others near, and around.

Yerragudi township in the Pancha fdllhjam talook. Anciently a

wilderness. Some one had a dream, and a temple was built in consequence.

In S.S. 1486 (A.D- 15G3-4). One Condu razu made a gift to the svdmi or

nuraen. Notice of Kuhanur township in the Pancha pdl/iyam talook.

According to an inscription a Chola raja made a donative. By the bursting

of a large reservoir, the village was destroyed. Some one, passing by and

returning, seeing the village destroyed, built a hut for himself. A few people

joined him. He had a dog ; from which so many dogs sprang as to cause

the place to be called Kukayrur from kuka a dog (had j)alU been added, it

would have been strictly similar to the Greek Cyvopolh). In Fusly 1065

the place became Mahomedan ; and ultimately passed over to the Honorable

Company. It has seven temples; and the land produces thirteen kinds of grain.

Account of Terana kallii in the Pancha 2}dlliyam talook. A king of

Vijayanagaram, going on pilgrimage to Sruailam, remitted the entire taxing

on this place at the peoples' request. The Feddis ruled, then JVayucas

;

afterwards the Mahomedans; and ultimately the Honorable Company. It

has a Salva fane, and the shrine of Cdli is usually called by the name of

Hanuman* Notice of the town of Halle bida in Golyam talook. In this

district there are 101 wells, and 101 Sivaiingams; as a gift to which the

tax on twelve townships -was remitted.

Anciently a C^iola king ruled. At a later time the Mahomedans

gave fifty pagodas (£20) to the local nuraen. The Honorable Company gave

nothing.

*At pn^ge 183 of this volume thn-e is an account of a buman sacrifice. A womaQ was

buried alive by demand of a demon.
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Account of the township of Hallala r/undi : the name of Drjsa rarma

decaruzu occurs, as that of a ruler. In S.S. 1486 (A.D. 1563-4) the plHce

came into possession of the Mahomedans ; and, from them, passed to the

Honorable Company. There are two great lakes here, forming basins, be-

tween hills. There are eight temples ; and the land produces eigh'een kinds

of grain. Ten kinds of vegetables are used in the native made-dishes.

Xotice of the two townships of Bukliaraya samudram and Ananda

slgaram appearing to refer some large lake.

A Ncujendra (or snake-king) appeared to a peasant ; leadino; to ihe

building a temple. Rule of Ndyadas, the Mahomedans, and the Honorable

Company in S.S. 1720 (A.D. 1797-8).

Accoimt of 3Iuni medu pettah in the CondapalU district: the town

is wealthy. In S.S. 1667, by inscription, one Vencafapati nayadu gave land

to Tirumala Veduntdrcharya. In S.S. H76 Saddsiva raya made a grant

of land (remission of tax) to Yerrama nayadu.

Notice of the ngrahdram, known as Vencatapurnnu In Cliennampalli

S.S. 1667 (A.D. 1744-5) Vedda Vencat(i])a ndyodu gave to Vedantacharya

the above named Vencala puram. And eight villages Avere be.stowed as a

jaghir (right to receive government dues, as his own) on Vencatupa nayadu

by Tirumala raya (of Pennaconda).

Account of Vem.alapnlii : the Reddis anciently ruled; then the Maho-

medans. The hundred contains seven townships, and two temples; it pro-

duces twenty-eight kinds of grain : the revenue is 10,951 Rupees, (this is

high for seven villages, indicating ft-rtility).

A specimen of atsa or pure Te'ugu is appended to this, in the fable of

a lion and a man. It was recorded that a man killed a lion. A lion, reading

the record, said that a man wrote it, for if a lion had Avritten it, then it would

have been that a lion killed a man. Even so it is not seemly for men to ill-

use or to boast, when writing about women.

The quarto volume is like others of its class.

Volume 3j.

Notice of villages, &c., in the talook o^ Jambulu madagu. The

hamlet of Kontapalli. Ancient temples. Land east of the town was

given, by Krishna raya, to the local numen.

It came into the power of the Mahomed ins; and from them to the

Honorable Company.

Dowlatapuram. Davud khan of Cuddaph built a town, called by this

mongrel name, i. e. ' town of wealth.' There are three inscriptions. The

revenue under the Honorable Company stated.
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Account of Konapalli. Hyder Ali khan gave some zutriijams, or remit-

tance of village-tax on land.

Notice oi Kocliurayupalli, crane hamlet.

One Srhnvdsa a Brahman received it, tax free in S S. 1633 (A. D.

1710-11). Formerly it was called KockiUur the meaning appears to be the

same ; from the white stork or "paddy-bird."

Notice of Chenna raya pulli. Hyder x\li gave a village in gift.

Account of Bayalu j^atUalu vari palli, and notice of PakerpaUi :

nothing special. In S.S. 1G70, (A-D. 1753-4) a gift in saTvamdnyam, or

entire remission of tax to some Brahmmi.

Notice of Kruhnapuram. One Uppu Kr'ishnapa received a zotriyam

from a Mahomedan ruler.

Account of Rdmachandra puranu In S.S. 1687 (A.D. 1764-5) a

zotriyam was recorded by inscription. It was continued by the Company's

Government.

Various notices of towns as given to Brahm.ans, by Buklia raya. It is

surprising to ob.serve to what an extent the Brahmans have become lords of

the soil, and also freeholders, in the Peninsula.

Volume 3G.

Notice of Vendottl a village, or town, in the Nalluri zillah

[a zillah is the extent of jurisdiction of a judge ; usually corresponding

with a collectorate.]

Inscription S.S. 1575, (A.D. 1652-8), the building of a choultry

or native inn, for travellers commemorated. There are two inscriptions

in the Isvara fane, and seventy-one other inscriptions in that talook,

found in various villages and hamlets.

Account 0^ Pnllala cherava a lake in the Gridah'ir talook, and mention

of the township of Kapalur. Also of Rucherla township. An inscription,

dated S-S. 1534. A village, named Pallngunta was built : the amount of

hist, or revenue, paid is noted. It was first under the Eeddis ; then possessed

by the Mahomedans; and thirdly by the Honorable Company. The soil pro-

duces ten kinds of grain, twelve kinds of trees; and three kinds of native

garments are made by weavers. Besides, the soil contains much iron. [That

should be an object of research in India, rather than coal: the latter will

probably not be found in any quantity ; iron is everywhere abundant.]

Account of Hanumdn palU-

It is south of Srisailam. It was anciently under the Rdya dynasty,

in connection with Konduvidu. The Eeddis afterwards ruled. One Bomma
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reddi, S.S. 1334 (A. D, 1411-2) built a town, and called it Hanuman palli

:

the land produces sixteen kinds of grain ; and weavers make three kinds

of garments.

Notices of Gunampdda, and MaJiddeva piirarn in the Giidalur talook.

Naraslmha deva raga built a town in S.S. 1470 (A.D. 1547-8), and

lived in it. The soil is red-coiored (laterite clay) : five kinds of grain are

produced, and coarse cloth is woven.

Account of Akalhr. After some trifling matters it is stated that in

S.S. 1280 (A.D. 1357-8) Surachenna reddi built a temple to Chenna kesava

svdmi; and, at his own cost, conducted the attendant expenses, S.S. 1250.

Isvaradeva rayalu ruled. In S.S. 1445 (A.D. 1522-3) Saddsiva raya ruled,

and he is stated to have made gifts to the reddis. Fourteen kinds of grain

are produced. There are sixty-four kinds of trees ; and the weavers make

seven kinds of garments. There are four inscriptions.

Account of Akhapalli.

A woman named Akkamma, without any offspring, on her husband

dying, cast herself on his funeral pile, and died. Hence a local chief called

a town by her name. [The local corruption of sahd gamanam (concremation)

is said to be gunana pada7iu.'\ The soil produces fifteen kinds of grain, and

the weavers make nine kinds of garments. There are two temples, and three

inscriptions were copied from them.

Account of Rudravaram.

Pratdpa rudra of Warankal visited the temple of Sri Alwhala svdmi;

and, being permitted to have a sight of the image, he in coHsequence built

a town, and named it Rudra varam. Subsequently the Reddis ruled there;

and, in the course of time, it came into the possession of the Honorable

Company. The soil produces fourteen kinds of grain : four kinds of garments

are woven. There are six temples, four forests, four lakes, and ten wells for

irrigation.

Account of Kallilr township.

It is stated that sixty-one inscriptions were copied oflF, and there are

forty-eight others in the /^ww«r pergunnah in various villages, commemorating

gifts by kings and other persons. Nothing further in any wise special.

Volume '37.

Mention of inscriptions in the Duvur pergunnali, in sonne villages t

with the brotiyadar, are forty-eight inscriptions, and fifty-one paper

documents ; relating to old rojan, to Mahomedans, and others.

In the Jambidu rnadugn talouk, among other villiige in^:cription!^, there

are 186 of donatives, by old rajds.
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Cuddapah zillah, Bvvur talook.

Arcnunt of the village called Darhnpalli. Two miles away from it, in

a hill, a black colored stone is found : if this be melted, by fire, it becomes iron.

Account of Gorant'ho, this village was originally formed by two

persons. Two'inscriptions are dated S.S. 1258 (A. D. 1336.) Bukha raya

ruled, Rcimarajn S.S. 1309, 47 ruled the country. Afterwards in S.S. 1580

the country became Mahomcdan. There are five temples ;
and the hind pro-

duces fourteen kinds of grain.

Account of Chennnr pergunnah, the township of Kopaltt. One

Jyapn razu formed it ; Rrishna raya gave a donation to a Brahmayi ; weavers

live there ; and also makers of salt. Chinnnhona dinvn village ; near it is a

lofty hill ; and on, or near this, is a remarkable tamarind tree. The village

was formed by one Gopala reddi. Knshna deva rayv, Achytda rat/a, Sadd

sica raya, ruled ; and afterwards 'Ananda razu governed. An anecdote
;

which, if vcracioiis, shows what sort of stuff rulers are sometimes made of.

The chief had a barber that waited on him. The man of soap shampoed his

lord, and threw him into a magnetic sleep ; during which the operation of

shaving: was performed. On the chief awaking he was pleased, and asked

the barber what he would have, who replied that he wanted the head of

Muni reddi of the Hohhalli race. This was ordered to be brought ; but the

wife of the intended victim came, and asked why her husband was to be

beheaded. She took the more sensible precaution of bringing with her a

head of gold, and a golden flower, presenting these to the chief's

daughter ; she thus redeemed her husband ; and Muni reddi escaped death.

At a later time the village belonged to the Mahomedaus ; and in S.S.

1722 (A. D. 1799) passed over to the Company, There are twelve temples
;

and the weavers make five kinds of garments.

Account 0? Unmimati fjundam in the Oyila gnnfa talook : it was built,

and so named in S.S. 1380 (A.D. 1447-8) As above, this village also passed

over to the Company. There arc ten inscriptions ; five temples; six lakes ;

and the land produces thirteen kinds of grain.

In the township of Pedda mudlya there are ten inscriptions. In the

township of Nandi pcidi are five inscriptions ; and a few others in Kottapddi,

Notice of the township of Malamedu dinna in the Jambula mudvyii,

talook. A king gave it to one Rama reddi. In it are possessed, by inhabit-

ants—of jSTabob's, twenty-seven sunnuds ; from Amils, twenty-three sunnuds
;

and fifty-three sunnuds, from others.

At Dheram p«ra??i, thirty-two iuscripliors are in possession of the

SJieristadar, or head entcherry officer.

go
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In the book called Langulesvarn charitram there is an account of

kings, and in the Gavga charitram is a list of kings of the Ganga vamsam.

Eighteen persons niled (over Cuttack, &c.) their names are written in those

books. [Vide S-Jeport on Elliot marbles.]

Volume 38.

Inscriptions in the toun of Amardvati, there are eighty of them.

[See several of them noted in my report on the Elliot marbles.]

In the Chchrole talook also there are inscriptions. In the

Chellur talook of the Cuddapah zillah, are 226 sunnuds, or grants by

Mahomedans.

Carndtaca dhorahi who ruled in the Pdndiya desam : a details of their

names, in the order of succession, and of their actions. This paper seems to

be a translation of a history of the Carndtaca governors, who ruled oyer the

Pdndiya ^nandalam, as given in Tamil, with a translation on the opposite

pages, in my quarto work—Or. Hist, M.SS. vol. 2. Various examples of

translations from Tamil documents occur in Mr. Brown's collection. In this

volume the matter is from page 235 to 371- It begins with Nagama nayaca's

want of a son ; birth of Visvandt'ha nayaca, his being sent a viceroy to Madura;

with the rule, and actions of his descendants, as in the above history.

Account oi Marca puram.

In S.S. 1067 (A. D. 1144-5.) three personal attendants on Ganapati

rorj/a, who were named Gunanaraju. Mulayya, &lq,., received the office of

Accountants ; and, in consequence, gave gifts to the Temple-women.

liukha raya, Hari hora rayn and others made various gifts, commemo-

rated in thirteen inscriptions. There are ten images in the temple (or temples).

The land produces fifteen kinds of grain. Through the Mahomedans the

place passed over to the Honorable Company.

Account ol Vil Vindu konda : various gifts noted. In S.S. 1530 it

went to the Mahomedans, Tippu razu ruled twenty-five years.

Account of Gadwala. In S.S. 1215 (A.D. 1292-4) Prutuda deva raya

of Vijayanagaram gave orders to build a fort ; which was done : the sacti

worship was there observed ; atid, according to custom in new buildings, a

human sacrifice was ordered, in order to propitiate the Cdli goddess. One

Sacamma, a pregnant woman, was taken, when within three days of her con-

finement ; and in that state, she and her unborn infant were put into a niche,

left in the wall of the fort for the purpose, and then Iniilt into it ! This fact

is, in all probability, true ; and most horrible. The worship of Eoal, Ashtor,

(fee, has in all ages been of like character.
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The fort was called Balinla sucuniina kota ; this may mean, either the

pregnant Sacammas fort; or "S«c«mma fort, the house of ^a/." Reference

to the subsequent rule of the Reddis.

Account of Gosaina Anandapuram. One Pusi reddi had a beautiful

daughter. The KiUadar of Kuinool (Mahomedan) desired, and asked for her
;

but was refused. He tried lo enter her dwelling, at night, with twelve

followers. Her seven brothers, seeing the attempt, took their arms ; and cut off

the heads of the KUladar, and of his people.

The Padshah gave ten villages to Yedl reddi for his valour, on various

occasions.

Mahoniedan details.

One Rdmc'i rarja carried eleven lakhs of Rupees or £110,000, (as a

nuzzur or present) to the Hyderabad ruler. This was in order that he [Rama

raya) might yearly receive one lakh from the descendants of \cd% reddi; who,

HS abova stated, had received a remission of tax on ten villages. .,

The Volume is of the usual size, and appearance.

Volume 39. With this volume, I began to enter a Telugu table

of contents to the volumes; and the following corresponds with that

Table.

Account of Nandinni pallida vdndlu

,, of i'^erra dinna rdjn

,, of Far/iudi grdmani

J, of VelLu durti

,, of Singliana mala

,,
of Tddi patti ... - . .

Inscription in a fane o^ Sri mahd Ganapati

8. Account of Sdntharht, of Nijapatnam in the Allkr (EUore)

circar by Pillay gada malayijaxhe. gomastah (or agent) Maha

raja Sri Colonel Colin McKenzie, Surveyor General

9. Account of the township of Nutaga sandhu yenidraya

10. ,, of Vaicontha piiram

11. ,, o( N^ufaki sandhu col\'±-ni township)

12. ,, of Pedda gajalu circar nija patnam

13. ,, o( Repalli, in the Ponnur talook

14. oi Sakhir palU

15. ^i Chandavolic\TCZx, Nija 2)atnam ,,

Page.

5

35

57

131

147

189

307

369

386

387

401

404

426

448

46?
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IG. Aeoouiit oT Mi'/ii knduru laloohe razii .. ,, 497

l7. „ of Cnshah mantara Viir talulic Chiutapalli .. 503

Up to 4 of the above table had been abstracted, before my

altered plan was distinctly understood, and a few notes rnay the better

connect both modes.

1. SS. 1286 (A.D. 1363-4.) Bukha rfl_y« ruled at Vijaya nagaram.

His general Messali Timma nayav.a went witli troops to fight against the

Delhi Padsliah. He overcame the Mahomedans, and brought away much

spoil; given over to Z?«/f/ta ro//o. Hi s son or (descendant) Jfessa/i Vencatapa

nayadu was retained near the person of Achyuta raya ; and he received, as a

Jaghir, the township of Comitle. After successive native rulers, it went to the

Mahomedans; and then to Colonel Munro, for the Company. Hence the place

is in the Ceded districts.

2. S S. 1440 (A-D. 1517-8) when Rama raja ruled at Vijaya nagaram,

by the raya's order, Tirumal raja had a large water reservoir excavated.

Pour water courses, leading into it, were cut by various individuals : who are

named. Yadava Timma raja had two temples consecrated, one to Vencata

Bdmana svdmi ; and one to A)ijineyan (or Hanuman). He also appointed

Brahma7ts to look after the lighting up of these fanes; after a succession of

rajas the place went to the Mahomedans ; and from them to the Company.

The lands yield thirteen kinds of grain.

3. A maha vnaii (great sag*^) bathed in a river, and finding it salt

cursed it : the river asked how it could get clear of the effects of the curse ?

The reply was " hy penance." Hence the place was named TJUara jmnaca.

In the time of the Delhi padshah, corn was first sown; hut it would not grow

owing to the land being sah.. Water courses were cut to bring fresh water.

Ptice is now the only grain raised. There are sixteen temples, two forests, and

forty kinds {kula) of people {gotra is tribe, hula, race or difference of origin

cudamhayti family.)

4. Near A/'w<fra'<^«^/! waJi (a river) a town was built and called 2?ya/im«

(jiri potnam. A town for cows, near to it, is called VcUi doddu, some people

went over thither. Very sweet (potable) water is found theie In S.S. 1530

the place became Mahoniedan, and passed over to the Company.

The great sameness of these documents, and the slender value of

the contents must be apparent. Hence, I judged it best to insert for

the future, tables of contents in ilie books themselves, and to trapslate

these tables here ; both being amply sufficient tor catalogue reference.

This plan is adopted from volume 40 to (J:l except those books in the

Tamil language that had been previously abstracted.
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Volume 40.

1. List of sunnuds givrn to Mallu bolhi, Rama botlu

dwellers in the town of Hanuinanl gundam in Kovila gunta talook.

2. Copy of a Copper-plate grant in the possession of a

Mahomedan named Imam Ishah

3. Account of Cklnda vari

4. ,, oi Nayaya kalln

5. ,, of Cavatalam

6. ,, of Gundara township

7. ,, of Cltlppa giri

8. ,, o{ Sill f/oppa

,, of Pedda rali township

Copy of inscriptions on stone in possession of the people

9.

10.

of Fandalu

Pase.

43

287

310

329

359

377

402

449

479

Volume 41. At the beginning are short accounts of twenty-six

villages, near Cheppo.-giri (hill ?) in the Guh/am talook, and in the Pancha
'pdlliyam talook ; as Gundalam village, Yerragiidi village, in the same,

and so on; sometimes two accounts on one page, and of small conse-

quence. The^e pieces are from page 4 to page 132.

The following are in more regular order.

Page.

1 Acconnt of the villnge of Mayamalar in the Xellore zillah . . 133

2 Do /?3/j«/!r village in

3 Do Cushah hota in

4 Glory 0^ I.wnra the god in Talpa giri in

5 Account of Niza fatnam

6 Do of Vencata giri zemindar

7 Do of .4 cc«/ja/Z« township

8 Do of Vadaki township

9 Do of Pullalu cheruvu

10 Do of Acca vidii

11 Do of Turmilla

1

2

Do of Chinna gatiapalli

13 Do oi Nedata vu'li

14 Do oi PoUru
I'^J Do of Jnilakara gudi

16 Do of Divdraca Tirupati

17 Do of Gohinni palli

do
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18 Accouut o{ Sarabhd purmn

19 Do of Chivaru goUuko)iClia kandrihe

of Chintala kudi

of Vettam raju 2Jalli .

.

of Z'lngadu pa Hi

of Ackiri jyalti

20
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PasfC.

26 Account of a monasterium of northern people in Pallini

])a>n pattra ...

27 Account of NeUahota palliyam

473

477

489

495

499

509

28 Do of river near FaraAa ^?Vj, or springirg thence

29 Notice of Vh-vpacsha pdlliyacdrar

30 Do of Jopti pallini pdllit/am.

.

3 I Mahdtmi/am of Pallini or Pyney

From 25 to 31 are evidently translations of Tdmil papers in the

collection.

Volume 43 is the Canarese language.

Volume 44.

1 Account of the Nellandnliir village in Chitlavul talook 5
~ of Jndapuri village in the same talook .

.

84

of jS\/f/'i reddi palli .. ... 93

of Palturi village .

.

.

.

96

of Mandapa Hi \i\l-A^Q .. .. 104

of Pulln patthr .. .. 116

of Boddvffont'ha palli .. 129

of Rulimodugu., .. .. 141

of Srirangha razu pdlliyam .

.

.

.

156

of Af^kyajiddu xxWoioe, .. ... 159

of Srirangha rayn 2»>r(tm. . .. .. 170

of Seslia mantra puram .. „, 173

of Gvndluri YiWiige .. .. 182

of Koltapalli ... .. 189

of Hasdavarain ...— , .

.

.

.

191

of Mndann gopdla puratri as an agrahdram and

zottiiyam . . .

.

.

.

200

o'i Haiti rala ... .. .. 205

of Kichamdmha puram . . .

.

221

of Vembaca . . .

.

229

of Cumarini palli . . .

.

.

.

287

of Nokaneni palli .. ., 291

of Itimarpitr .... .

.

.

.

296

of Vellacachella village .

.

.

,

323

of Damana cherla hechraku village .

.

337

of /«re«^/Mr/ village .. ... 344

of Sirii/araram . . . 361

of Yindluii .

.

365

2
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This must be translated from the Tamil ; my translation of which

document was published in the Madras Journal of Literature and

Science, No. 32, January—June 1847.)

17 Chaluhyarazulu ^ .. .. .. 367

From page 381 to the end, the language is Canarese; referred to

another head.

Volume 47 lettered on the back "genealogies."

The three-first, relate to Purusholtama purl, or Jagandt'ha ptcri,

and Cuttack.

Page.

1 Indra Dhyumna razu . . .

.

1

2 Kesari razu vamsdvali . . . , ,

.

4

3 Gangavam.iia rajyamjii^hegiwmng .. ., 9
4 Kapilesvara deva razu, his prosperoiis reign .

.

12

5 The rule of the Clwla deva kings .. 16

6 Summary of the Pdndiya desa kings . . .

.

29

7 Bala JBhdgavatani . . .... 34

8 Tiiluva varnsam ..„. .. .. 36

9 Harihara raya vamsam . . . ^ .

.

45

10 Vira Nurasingha raya vamsam .. .. 46

11 Account of Orangal ... .. ..49
12 Do oi Pidyaranya svdmi .. .. 51

13 Do oi Vicramdica chacraverti .. .. 56

14 Do of the Adhaveni Qounivy .. .. 59

15 Do oi Bhimachola razu ., .. 61

16 Do of the majesty of the throe-towns' god (Siva)

of Ganda pendaram .

.

62

17 Do oi Krishna Canada deva maha razu .. 6S

1

8

Do of Vengi desam .

.

73

J 9 Do Vellugotivdri vamsdvali .. .. 82

(Two or three copies, in excellent preseryation, are noted abovrj

Tamil Manuscript Books.)

20 Surdpuramvdri vamsdvali . . .

.

Qo

21 Pundiya raja vamsdvali .. .. ,. 105

22 Genealogy of the C^d/a kings in Uriyur, of the Tanjd'

VM/- country (at, or near Mayaveram) ... .. 114

23 Vamsdvali of those in Madura and Trichinopoly

(the Kartaknl) .. .. .. 117

/* 3
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Page.

24 Pennasarivari vamsdvali .. .. 125

25 Genealogy of the iWa/Zflt'OTi .. .. 120

26 Ch6la rajula ramsavali .... .. .. 135

27 Genealogy of Vencatajia nayani oi Pariiikonda

( PennakondaJ .

.

143

28 Pusipaticari vamsuvali • . • ... 148

29 Genea}ogy oi Kanaliaroya hamadinni ..... 151

30 Gomidikota Surajjaf/andi tavisdvali .. .. 157

31 Gajapai.anayndu vamsdvali .... .. IGl

32 Madhavdne nai/aid vamsdrali .. .. 163

33 Tiruvanddii Jndratatava7it vamsuvali .. .. 165

34 iSivagiri Jayatmuja vayarjuna Rama Pdndiija,

his revenue .... .... 166

35 Tamhichi nayani vari vamsdvali .. .. 174

36 Munna reddi mavji devadu vamsdvali .. .. 176

37 Yediimalla yerra chiimama nayadi vamsdvali .

.

179

38 Valliyapatli Cannayya ndyanivdri vamsdvali .. 1S3

39 Mannarakota kulasec hara chirala Chennamm.a nayadu

vamsdvali .

.

.

.

.

.

186

40 Chennalliudi Imtnudi doddapa nayadu. vamsdvali .. 189

41 Tondiir Jemmiddrlo pedda roluvdndlu annayapattara

GoWi .. .. 191

42 Slirya vamsa Sanyharaja vomsdiali .... .. 193

43 CoHyuga Chandra vamsdvali ... 195

44 Koliham Ndgama nayani vamsavali —

.

.. 201

45 Paianivaraguna Rama Aralappa nayani vamsdvali .. 207

46 Kadamhiir Tadiyavi chinna velldla devudu vamsdvali .

.

209

41 Sinyhampatti pulimaUa Kant^Jiire devuni vatnsavali .. 212

48 Caiisa jiattu Pennalaca cuviara Bomma nayani

vuntsdvali .. 214

49 Cltoranda Sdhiva dcvuni vajnsdvali .. .. 216

50 Maniydsshi chokatalacani vamsdvali .. .. 211)

In like manner the numbers run on to upwards of one hundred

;

being mostly as from 30 to 50 notices of petty chiefs; but including the

Cuddapah Nabob, and another Mahomedan ruler. Some of the numbere

contain copies of inscriptions, translated from Tamil books, relating to the

farther south. The whole is not of great consequence; but if need require

the Telugu tabic of contents, which 1 have caused to be prefixed to the book,

raaj' bo consulted.
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On a lly-lcafat tlu' hcginning is written the following autograph title :

''chronological tables regarding ihe old rulers of ihe Telugti, Cannada king-

"doms, prepared under the direction of C. P. Brown 1850."

Some of the lists may possess value; b\it they must not be regarded

as a definitely settled authority, all are taken from the Mackenzie manuscripts,

in which documents of this kind, vary from each other. There have always

been professed makers of genealogies ; who, for a consideration, would run up

any successful man's pedigree to the Kvctcnjugam.

Volume 48.

1 Copies of copper-plate inscriptions found in CJieruvapalli

2 Inscriptions found in Tardvali

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

21

22

23

24

0'\

Do in Yerramndala

Do on copper-plates in Ponnapalli

afjvdlidram

Do do in Govada arjralicu am .

Do in Casucakiinilu of tiie ChelacalurpaUi

talook .

Do in IdtipaUl paltl

Do in Vangipurom

Do in Siirangha rayapuruvi

Do in Pcringipuiam ....

Do in Pulliodru

Do in Battipolu village

Do in Mangnlocjiri.

Do on copper-phites in Mancliala ograhura

Do in Mot'.upaUi

Do in Gndipiidi

Do in Kolcalur

18 Sunnuds in Tdngcdur in the possession of the Somayajvla

van' .

19 Copies of deeds of gift in the alms-house fagrahdramj

of Maharnjapuram

Do in Pennacnlur .

.

Do of copper-plate inscriptions in Chcnnaraja samudram

Do of deeds of gift in Tiirgamamhopnram

Do in Pulpalli, in possession of the land-holders

Do of copper-plate inscriptions in Kagarlapdtti

Do of paper documents in Peddavnrmapnda

Page.

1

7

1')

24

29

38

43

50

64

81

90

95

108

130

151

161

172

179

186

201

239

250

269

274

28.')
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Page.

26 Do of sunuuds in /?«ZacAe?W(.M/ja///, held by landholders 312

27 Do oi dceAs o{ g\{t\n Tiruvengala nat'ha rajapuram 333

28 Do of copper-plate iuscriptions in i^o//rtw«<i?/(7?< held by

landholders 341

29 Do in Srirangha puram .

.

... 365

30 Do in Aftiralala .. .. 370

31 Do deeds o{ g\(t in Madavagopiilam .. 377

32 Do of sunnuds in Srirangharajapuram . • 385

33 Do of copper-plate inscriptions in A^/c//mam6oj»Jir«m 391

34 Do of deeds of gift in 'C/tm<7j/rt ^onfa/a .. 406

35 Do of sunnuds in Vengamamhapvravi .

.

408

36 Do of copper-plate inscriptions in Cannara Anandaraja

puram 418

37 Do of deeds of gifts in Mangamambapuram . . 429

38 Do in Kunclur .

.

.

.

441

39 Do in Pottanapalli .. .. 456

40 Do in VencatampalU .

.

.

.

462

41 Do m Kollapalli .. .. 466

42 Sunnuds in VuUukur .

.

.

.

469

Volume 49. From page 1 to 92 is in the Canarese language.

Telugu.

Page.

93

9.5

113

159

164

229

232

243

256

Thence from page 263 to 363 is in the Canarese language.

Telugu.

10 Copies of deeds of gift in the possession of Nallapa

iiayadu of Yellamandu township, in the talook of

Guram conda, and zilla of Sircarpettah 364

1
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Volume 50.

The greater portion of the contents of this book relate to Fencafc/r/iri.

There are some inscriptions ; but many more copies of deeds of gift, and of

sunnuds, held by individuals : a few Maharratti papers are contained, and

a little Tamil.

Page.

1 Deeds of gift in the possession of Ananfjucharya in

Tiifttif . . 1

2 Do in possession of Madhahvsi Venganacharyn in

Vcncatagiri . . 5

3 Do in possession of Locahunda hattu in Vencntayiri .

.

6

4 Do of gift in possession of Annamddfa .whasdtttrulu

of Vencatafjlri .

.

7

5 Sunnuds liekl by Cumarokandala Bkavaridcharya .

.

9

6 Deeds of gift in possession of the Bralimans of Ydcha

sarnudra (igrahuram 10

7 Do hf'ld by Suhhastrnln. of Timmai agrahdi am . 13

8 Do held by Seahayya g?inicatu, hierophant of Cdsi

visvfmaf^ha .ivavii of Vencatagiri .. 14

9 Do held by Kanddlaravgha dchdryalu 17

10 Do held hy Gadagovindabatlu in A^ayrmipettah .« 19

11 Do held by the people of the agrahdram of Kotam

bedu in the talook of Venca agiri .. .. 21

—and so on, like particulars.

From page 239 is Mahratti.

From do 240 to 244 is Tamil

From do 245 to 248 is Mahratti.

Page.

73 Details concerning the Ganapatis .

.

.

.

289

74 Do as to the 6^ a;«joa^"s .. .. 302

75 Do of the Narapati rajidu .. .. 313

76 Account of Tu7nadu in the talook of Chellacalur pndii .

.

321

77 to 111 minor matters.

112 Account of Tangedu malai m i\\Q Venaconda talook .. 149

113 Do of Siiravarapu palli in the Venaconda

pergunuah . . 493

114 Do of TJpagaliir of Saw.atur ravipudi .. 495

115 Do of Bhi/navaram of Chintapatli talook .. 498

So much may suffice, as specimens : there is nothing of greater conse-

quence. As a full table of contents, in Telugu, has been prefixed by me,

reference may thereto be made, if required.
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Tamil I^anguage.

Volume 51.

At ihe beginning it relates to Chitamhnrmn ; but this part is

followed by miscellaneous matters.

i Chitamhara mahima. TI Vydcramapura mahdtmyam.

Ultajida a poet composed the said pieces; and /Irundcliala cavi

raya chanted tho praises of Cliitamharam. But long antecedently,

many crores of Calpas since, Siva told the same to Ndreda; and sub-

sequently Vydsa narrated it to the t'l^his in the T)indpara ynr^am,

credat qui vnlf.

Sahlidiiafha or lord of the assembly ; dimensions of the place,

account of a F'ijvzfa man. Irzanad : on Lroica. On Virdls. Brahma.

The celestials worshipped Siva: all joy dwells in his paradise.

Underneath it, is a mountain of immoderate dimensions.

Description of /'c/ia^JaZ/, half-man, half- snake; and connected

matters.

Notices concerning the Caver i river festivals. Genealogy of

pdlh'i/acdrer. Legend of Ariyaliir. Legend of the fane at Utlatur ;

and others in that neighbourhood, between Chitaniharam, and Triclii-

nopoly.

The town at the north of tho Cdveri called Cdveripatnam (or in

Tamil M.S. Book No. I. Cdxieri [nlnipatiiatn : this book is a tran-

script o^" that one). Tn that town were 60,000 inhabitants, who owned

9,000 ships; voyages made: the people were very prospetous. The

town at the north of the Cdveri was submerged ; and a tale is told, in

explanation of the cause. A merchant of the town adopted a son,

who was in reality Siva. This lad had charge of the merchant venture:

lie brought vratis charged with gold-dust ; and, by their sale under

peculiar circumstances, ruined the other people, and enriched his

master ; who, in the end, turned ascetic, and gave all his wealth

to the Brahmans at Trichinopoly. The ascetic was killed by night, by

ill treatn)Oiit ; and, to avenge his votary, the god destroyed the town.

(See abstract of the above book for fuller details.)

Legend of Turaiyur.

Reference to kingdoms Chcra, Chola, Pdndiynn. Names of the

iovLV yiujas. How many years reckoned to each one, and the decreasing

proportion of /)//'"r/;?r/ or virtue as 4, S, 2, 1, Harlsdiandra : Yoyati,
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Mksu Liuida, are appropriated to the treta ijaga. Hlrauya, Pan,
Pdrasu rdmn and others, sixteen in all, are stated to have ruled iu

Uchinl p'jtiunn, or Ougein. A genealogical account of Chula rajati.

One of thew, in particular, equitably ruled; as shewn by an occurrence

at Trivalar. The thirty-three crores of celestials became incarnate, in

the shape of a cow, and its calf; in order to test the D/icn/iav/, or

righteousness of the said king. His son ran over the calf, with the

wheels of his car, in a public procession. The cow-mother wept and
rang the alarm-bell at the king's gate : the king came out ; and, on

learning the state of the case, adjudged his son, t^i.wa sena to be thrown

under the wheels of the car, that had done the mischief, as an equitable

return. The gods interfered, and honored the king with the title of Ttr

unra chulan.

The poet Camhan killed a Chula king ; by means of an evil

lampoon.

Lists of Chera and Pdndiya rajas ; the Carndtca rajas : names

of some forts. Clialur g'tri : Brahma and other gods made sacrifice

there. It Avas called Siva achulavi, or the hill of Siva. Mention of

special tirt'Jias there: great benefits derivable from bathing in them.

Tale of four mantris, or ministers of State. A queen falsely

accused a good minister, who was vindicated. A pan ot dail}' brought

one mango fruit, which gave youth to the eater. Account of the wife

of a blind trader, who ran away from her husband, with like matter.

A list of ASaii'a temples ; and also of matanis ov nujnasteriums.

Notice of the sixty-three special devotees of Sica [the subject of the

Per-iya irdranavi\

A list of Books at the end, Vedas 4, Vedanga sastras 6, Upa sad/as

6, Purdnas 18, Upaniahadas 32, Call gudjias 6k

Volume 52.

Account of P«nc/;'//fl; kings at Madura ; from Kida sec hara the

founder of the race. The town was known as Alac^Jiai piirain ; notice

of the wilderness ; the golden-lotos tank. Swndaresvara is stated to be a

liiigam, fixed these by Rdma. Subsequent tale, as to one thousand

years, fictitious.

Discussion witli a Chola king on the sixty four kinds of Cali-

gndaam ; which is magic, or legcrdeiuaiu : on the BJtaruta iiaatram., or art

of dancing. IStatemcnt L^i Siva taking the great lio able lo dance at the
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request of his votaries : with a view to please thera, and claiming their gra-

titude. Vishnu SiUd Uruhma came lo see the performance; and did Siva

homage. Tale of a Erahman, who had his own mother for a concubine.

His father, learning this crime, sought to get him punished. The son at night

took a stone, and with it killed his father ; then calling his mother, they both

made off, taking with them the father's jDroj^erty. They were attacked by

thieves, and plundered. These also carried off the woman. Her son wan-

dered about; and, at length, came to Madura, where Siva appeared and told

him to do penance before the idol image ; and then his sins would be forgiven

him (this with preceding and the following matter, is frpm the tiruvilliddals

of the local puTanam.)

Kula hhushana Pdndiyun : detail of acts of beneficence proper to the

four yuffas, or ages, satija, treta, divapara, and call, yiigams. The mantri or

minister of the said king. This Pdndiyan did many acts of mischief to servants

of the god, &c. Being infatuated, he ran away ; and wandered about.

31inacshi the goddess, reproved the king; told him to reform, and honor the

JBrahmam. He did so ; and afterwards prospered.

Siva and the r'ishis of the Tdrdrdnam. He infatuated, and abused all

their wives. They tried to kill him by various devices. The last one was

sending a serpent against him : he took it up, and bound it round his head.

The ashta viaha siddha iavght hy Siva, or siddha nidhi ; such as

diminishing or enlarging the size of the body, flying in the air, getting what-

ever is coveted, as to wealth or pleasure.

Desa cat'ha of the Fandiya kings. Visit of the god to a ddsi or pagoda

prostitute. 8he agreed to his demands ; and submitted to his pleasure : in

consequence he praised her; and told her to bring forward all the metal

utensils in her house, which were all, by simply melting them, turned into gold.

Various other appearances, devices, and humorous adventures of Sun.'

dara and Minacshi; like the preceding from the sfhala purdnam.

There are several Isaves left blank ; and then follow.

—

Copies of inscriptions either in Sanscrit or high Tamil, or a

mixture of both, from stone slabs in various parts of the temple.

Occupying 84 leaves in a distinct section of the book.

Another blank space; and then a document in the Jdina mode

of writing, Tamil; that is with large proportion of grant'ha letter for

Sanscrit words. The contents are a copy of the Pancha marga

ulpatii, or five sects of the Jairias. Sec Tamil 1st family ; and the

full abstract of the book tliorc given.
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Volume 53.

Though in Tamil, it appears to relate to Tiruvankodu, and

other parts of the Malayaladesam.

A list of temples, with records concerning them taken, or written

down ; Mr. Ward being present ; they look like verbal traditions.

Eecords of the temple of Ambala perhai kris/ma. In the Travancore

country the MdpaUis live. The Nazarene Christians have temples ; named

Putrainkitr and Parhayakur ; legend here of Mar Thomas;

A Chola king saw a fine temple in a dream. One awaking he consulted

with his mantri, as to building such a one. His minister was dejected, being

required to build, without plan or model. But he, also in a dream, saw the

same kind of temple. Workmen were called, and I'equired to build- Among

them came Mar Thomas ; and engaged to build such a temple. The money

received by him, for this use, he bestowtd iu the shape of rice to the poor.

On being asked, about the temple, he said it was built in the sky (treasure in

heaven?) He was imprisoned ; but the king's son fell sick, and died. He
was resuscitated : other books assert that he ^was raised from the dead by Mar
Thomas. He then told his father that, in his trance, he had seen the temple

built in the sky : the sequel is not here.

Notice oUKdJacota (supposed to be Calicut) : anciently it was a forest,

Avith many birds in it. One of Jrjunah- arrows is stated to have altered it
•

and it is now called Vedar velli, or the hunters plain : no legend of it besides.

South therefrom, at a mile's distance, is a Cdli koil, or acti fane.

Pdrasu Rama is stated to have constructed it; iu order to remove the guilt of

having killed the Cshetriyas.

Some account of other temples.

Korandi is a Saiva fane, and a mantapa is attached to it. Account of

Vamani temple, at Mavoli cara. Chenganam is a Saiva fane. There is a
temple to Suhrahmcmya. Account of the Ona festival in the Malayalam
country : it celebrates the southern solstice ; and appears to correspond with

the Tamil pongal.

List of Books in two places : they appear to be of the popular, or com-r

mon kind.

Account of the revenue collection in Travancore.

Concerning the pepper cultivation, and stores for commercial goods.

NoUce of S^ucars, or Baakers.

is
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Modes ot agricultural cultivation, as to times of the year, month, kinds

of seed. The devani or metropolis ; with a list of other towns.

Account of Cochin ; boundaries; different localities within them speci-

fied. Mode of ploughing and cultivation. Account of Mdpilis, not the

Christians, but the Mabomedan proselytes, so termed. Account of the Nayar
(Nairs) as a head tribe, and of the Melter : of the white Jews, Account of

the Dutch people there.

Mode of marriage ceremonies in the Malaydlam country. One woman
has many husbands. If the husband and wife are not satisfied with each

other, Uifi marriage is easily dissolved, and both parties contract with other

parties anew.

Ilain Cavu Shagavati temple.

Account of Veda giri a mount, so called. Description of the customs

of the Iluvam Jdti and of other tribes, or classes of people in Malaydlam.

Notice o^ Kdula desam; in the Malaylam language, but Tamil letter!

From Saliodhana downward, some loose details of kings who ruled.

On embarking, and disembarking goods, in commerce.

Volume 54.

Sri Villiputtur . Copies taken July 6th, 1817, of inscriptions

from the temple of Chudu kodutta ndchiyar, and other places, seventeen

in all ; and amounting to 105. Inscriptions, letters, Tamil and grant'ha ,•

some are faulty, some said to be hidden by chunam being plastered over

them : hence probably the whole wc-re not copied.

"No. 811. (Genealogy o^ pdUiynearer o( Vedaiya kotai iJalliija patnam.

They came from Penja nagaram. One Velldla markoyya nayak served

I^dgama nayak, and received presents from him. Ho accompanied Via-

vandfha nayaca and received presents. On the building of the Madura fort,

having a chieftain attached to each bastion, this poligar had one bastion,

which he was in charge of, to defend. Notice of Valla konda nayaca ^ his

descent. Tippoo of Mysore captured his barony ; and put the chief in prison.

The Honorable Company restored him to his rights.

Then comes the legend, termed a sweet story, of Kannapen and his

rude, but affectionate mode of serving the god at Cdlahasti, It is given in the

Basava purdnam, and Periya purdnam ; both wholly, or in part, before

abstracted. See Volume 2, and supra Tamil M.SS. 2nd family.

It is here staled that when the Brahman in charge at Cdlahasti found

what Kunnapen had been doing, he intended to chastise the savage; but was
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frightened bj- the falling of a beam, and ran away. Account of tlie banners

nsed by the Fellarhas, Genealogies of Chinnama nayak ; of Cumara nayak,

and o{ Zoda nayak.

Narrative of cutting down a forest in the south, known as Medu vavi,

by order of Krishna raya ; and hence the chief, who received that neighbour-

hood as a fief, was called Mctlu raiijmlliya cdien. List of intermediate chiefs,

from S.S. 1301 to 1712.

Detail of Chinnama nayalis descendants. In the lladura sCkala

purana it is stated, that Siva suckled an infant ; whence he is styled Matra-

bhuvesvara in Sanscrit, or Tayuman in Tamil. In this book it is stated that

the infant, so suckled, became the head, and founder of this race.

Inscriptions concerning Tarptira nata cudi, and Arrava hurchi, and

Venjanna Cuddalur.

Account of Tumbivadi gramam. A Cheran kingcame there to hunt

The name thence derived.

Genealogy of Alayapuri zemindar.

Its founder was born from the womb of a swine ; owing to a rhshi's curse.

This young pig was suckled by Mindcshi, the tutelary goddess of Madura.

Statements of some village boundaries, from title-deeds. Copies in Canarese

and Tamil of six inscriptions.

Volume 55. Telugu resumed.
Page.

Account of Talamapuram in the Dur porgunnah .

.

1

of Chiya ]>ddu in do .... 10

of Kamaimr in do . . .

.

14

of Ctimara aranta raja palliyam .

.

18

of Sdmapuram .

.

.

.

20

oiSarivi reddi palli zotriyam .. .. 22

of Gadamayyapalli .

.

.

.

26

of NangamurapalU .

.

.

.

27

of Gdpdlapuram .

.

.

.

30

of Neravadu .

.

.

.

36

of YerragonVhapalli .. .

.

39

of Kalliir majra Regula agrahdram .

.

42

of Kydtavarani . . .

.

44

of Bndiddipddu .

.

.

.

46
of 7'imm.ahpddu . . .

.

48

of MaltadGvapuram, an agrahdram .

.

50

of KrishnapaUi ayrahdram .

.

.

.

55

of Biskarapuram in the Cuddapah zillab .., 57

1
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19 Account of Venkupalli agrahdram in the Cuddapah zillah .

20 Do of Cotanda Bamapuram, an agrahdram in

Dur talook • •

21 Do of Vanipenta agrahdrnm in the Dur talook and
Cuddapah zillah

22 Do of Na7idelaminapetta in do

23 Do of Annaliir in do

24 Do of Ravalur kottapalli in do

25 Do of Mudduru in do

26 Do of Kalur in do

27 Do of Vellala in do

28 Do of Bhavani sancarapnram

29 Do of Musola madduvu ilaka

30 Do of Kannul ilaka

31 Do of Nivalii sanffham Kunnul ilakd

32 Do of 'Atinakuru in do. .

.

...
33 Do of Vellugudu, in the Vdlumpanur talook .

.

34 Copies of documents held by the alms-house people of

Siddhapuram, in the MushtipaUi talook

35 Account of Siddhapuram in the talook of Zeilajuturu . .

36 Do of Tattipddu in the Midlamari talook

37 Do oi Tarattiir m i\vQ Kannul i^look

38 Do of ' Ipuagandla in do

39 Do of Nafjahiita in do .. .

.

40 Do of Kadamuru, in the Parumanchala talook

41 Do of the Cusbah of P«r?,<mff?icAa/a

42 Do of Ayalur in the Nandiyola talook

43 Do of Perur, in the Chiltnvol talook

44 Do of Chintagonta in do.

45 Inscriptions in the zillah of Trichinopoly .,

46 Do in Carur talook

47 Do in the Chingleput district, or zillah

The Telugu inscriptions in those tiiree localities are few in

number : the contents are translations from Tamil manu-

script books.

Volume 56.

1 Account of Kapatrala samnstdnica cula in the Pancha
pal tryam talook .

.

2 Do 3{ntryalapd(lu'\xx the /J^tr talook, Cuddapah zillah.

3 Do of 3Iatzupa in the Siddhavattam zillah

4 Do of Ramadurga.m in the Gidyam talook

5 Do of Nandiala in the Kannul zillah •

»

Page.

. 61

63

65

68

69

72

80

98

107

120

129

161.

201

217

237

247

256

259

263

265

267

269

272

276

283

299

319

334

393

1

23

CO

85

'97
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Page.
6 Account of the Chentztimndlu in the Nallavaram hill ... \\q

7 Do of i)a5«c/icw^«7/, in various townships, or districts.

.

128
8 Do of kings who ruled ... ,, 1 39
9 Copy of a cowle, or agreement held by Krishnahatlu,

in the village of Vellarnrla .. • ... 211

10 Copy of a palm-leaf cowle, in the hand« of Nandi razn,

in the Perusomala village of Gulyagontliati
.

.

241
11 kcco\xni oi Piittipddu, m\hi? Chetcadit tov^ni=\\\Tp .. 291
12 Do oi C^cmnraharasa in ihe Fepallii^look .. 300
And so on, to the extent of 99 Sections.

See Table of Contents, prefixed to the book.

Ninety-nine copies of copper-plate inscriptions, and deeds of

gifts, in some villages of the Chitlivel talook . . .

.

556

Volume 57, containing 50 Sections.

Pago.

1 Account of Murtijon nogara, in the Aveli circar ,

.

1

2 Do of Ve.ddanandi'pddxi in the Chinlapnlli talook .

.

59

of Kofimru in do .

.

64

of Karusala in Chelcalicr pddu talook .

.

69

of Dandcwiuri in do . . .

.

79

oi Annapuram in Sattirapalli talook ... 83

of Yahudi in do . . .

.

88

of Intiir in do . . .

.

91

of lirahmanakovur in do . . .

.

93

of Mamillapalli in do . . .

.

98

of Vellalvju in do .. .. 102

oi Vurripallam do .. .. 107

of Chendiunndi in do . . .

.

109

of Mutliir in the Repalli talook . . .

.

113

of Varridni in do . . .

.

129

oi Varragani in do .. .. 137

Inscriptions in Nakirakalht in the Bellamconda pergunnah 147

\n Mangalagiri .. .. 150

19 Sunnuds held by the alms-house people of Vennaconda
agraharom .. 156

20 Do held by the do of Jmbilapudi in the

Kondavedu country .

.

1 63

21 Inscriptions in Aow(Za?(?<^/« ... .. 166

22 Do in Chelcalar pddu, .. .. 174

g3 Do in T'akoni'hapuram , , ,

,

184

3
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Page.
3 Copy of an orjl by Rama Krishna Marduraja devu,

zemindai- of C(dikola talook .

.

35

4 Do by Dadapatta maha devi, wife of Upendra

singha dcou ... 53
5 Do iVom Sri- Filumbara rdjendra devu, zemindar

of Chiciitti talook . . ,

.

69
6 Kcic{)m\i o^ Di<jiipari in th.Q Vijayaiiagara idXodk ,, 93

7 Do of Visvandfhapuram an agraharam in

Chinna cumtuatti talook . . 97

8 Do oi' Vid'iT/a liadhadevipuram, an agraharam in do. .. 98

9 Do of Bnlahadhrapuram, an agraharam, in do. . . 99

10 Do of Calazandapuram, an agraharam in

Chiiina dctnmatf.i talook.. 100

11 Do 0^ Bhermarayapuram, ?in agraharam in do. ,. 102

12 Do of Sri- Chaiidranapuratn, an agrahara))i in do.

.

103

13 Do oi Puraahoilamnpuram, ii.n agraharam in do.. 104

14 Do of Gangddharaptiram, an agraharam in do.. 106

15 Do of Vdmdevapuram,, vin agraharam in do,. 106

16 Inf^Q.x'i'^'don^in Ramacliandrapjtrayn, in Chicacole talook.

.

107

17 Do in Pandrahalli, in do .. 108

18 Do in Cajadiya in do ., 109

19 Account of antiquities in 'Umagrdmam, .. ... II7

20 Do of CahetrarnuUa in the Calihota talook .. 141

21 Genealogy of Jagadimivari raja of the Cadumba

vamsam in Trihali tdlock .. ,. 144

22 Inscriptions held by the agraharists of J5mrfa talook .. 169

23 Grants of land, held by do of 'C/r/ia talook ,. 197

24 Do do of Dhdrakola .. ,. 302

25 Do do of Cheruguda talook . . .

.

338

26 Tale (or narrative) concerning Fi/a^a^at/aram .. 377

27 Account of the Basava purdnam .,0 . . . ., ,

.

451

(Vide Abstract of it, end of volume 2.)

Account of Mudtmujuhur in the eillah of RajaviahSiuhi. . 1

of Sircar Amaluvara, in Mahendrivaram , . 24

of Turapadu in the Chintdpalli talook .

.

65

of Annavaram in the pergunnah of Vinnikonda

.

. 68

of Peddagadela vdru ia Chintdpalli talook

(near Am(trdvfiti) ,

.

70

Volume 60,
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Page.

C Account of Peddapuri in Repalli talook . . .

.

74

7 Do of Innagala village in the Vennikonda pergunnah 84

8 Do of Injinampddii in do .

.

87

9 Do of Gottipddu do ... 88

10 Do of Garnipuri do .

.

92

11 Do of Golapuri agrahdram do ... 95

12 Do of Murikipudi do .

.

98

13 Do of Tattjpuri do ..103
14 Do of Vallur in Repalli i&Xook .. 105

15 Do of KiUtumpuri do .. .. JH
16 Do of Pundla do . . ..114
17 Do of Innegattipddu do ... .. 116

18 Do of Kondapatturu in Vennakonda tdlook .. HT
19 Do of Retitr in do ... ., 124

20 Do of Appupuram do 131

21 Do of Addasuhddi in Chelcahir talook 135

22 Do of Garrikapddu in do .. .. 138

23 Do of Nandipitri do . . . j 140

24 Do of Palavdru do . . .

.

142

25 Do of Vetupddu do .. 146

26 Do of Upalapalli, in Sattcmapalli talook 150

27 Do of Dandamuri in do . . 156

28 Do of Vamiamaru in do .. 158

29 Do of Pottavaram, do .. 163

30 Do of Lincjam konla do ... 166

31 Do of Ranghaptiram do .. 168

32 Do of Dinternupalii do . . 172

83 Do of Gorijavoli do . . .

.

175

34 Do of Punicapddu agraJtarani kandrike in

Sat fanapalli talook .. 178

35 Do of Potlapalu agraharam do ... .. 180

36 Do of Kantipuri in do ... .. 188

37 Do of NunUvpada kandidll in the Murtijon

nagara circar .. 191

38 Do of Talur in the. Chintap alii in\ook .. 202

39 Do of Qmyici^ripudi in ih.0 Murtijon nagara circar.. 206

40 Do of Bolla varum in do . . .. 209

41 Do of Rudravaram, in i\\Q Chintdpalli talook .. 214

42 Genealogical list of Udraddsa rajalu ,

.

,

.

245

(Vide Keport ou the Elliot marbles.)
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Page.

43 Inscriptions in the zillah of Trichinopoly , . 365

44 Do in the Carur talook (translated from the

Tamil manuscript books).. 378

45 Do in Coyamhutur zillah .

.

. . 403

46 Do in the Chingleput zillah .. ... 431

Volume 61 is in the Canarese language.

Volume 62-

1 Details of birth of kings . . .

.

1

2 Narrative of the people oi Pdlnditi ; that is, of the war

with two villages .

.

27

3 "War originating in a match of cock-fighting .

.

105

4 The war of KatiJiama nayadu , . .

«

137

5 The second part of the Pdlndtti war ; a foray of

sheep and oxen .

,

173

6 The wax oi Gurjali .. .. 187

7 The third part of the Pdlndtti war
;
preparations for

another fight at Karyamsi-pudi ...» 301

8 Kalli pratishVha, the consecration of Kalli : the subject

relates to war ; and it may be a sequel to the preceding .

.

305

9 Tale of Balliri . . . . .

.

377

10 The fourth section of the same tale . . . • 475

hZ
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C.

Canarese Language, and Letter.

I. Advaita.

i. No. 717. (No. 42, CM. 585.) Avaduta gita. Chant of the

free ascetic. (On the label is Vimsaca, which is wrong.)

Bj Siva yogendra in 1—20 pracaranas or chapters, complete
;

slocas with a tica in Canarese.

On the Brdhmanda srishti vichdram or inquiry as to the formation
of the universe ; with the usual included discussions, as to the nature of

Para-hrahm, or paramdtma (soul of the world) and the nature of man as

the jivdtma, or living soul. The real oneness of the two, and the actual

re-union of the jivdima with the paramdima after the dissolution of the body;

which is only that of a casket, or earthen vessel. Avaduta is one of a superior

class of ascetics. Compare with a notice of upanishadas in volume 2.

This book is a long, and narrow folio ; thin country paper

;

half-bound, worn, and the leaves loose.

IL Architecture.

1. No. 735. (No. 47, CM. 606.) Silpisdstram, ascribed to

Sanatcumdra, slocas with a Canarese tica. Concerning vastu, a

demon, as resident in the soil ; that must be propitiated, and re-

quested to remove. At what times it is proper to lay the founda-

tion of a temple, or house. In what month best, as to benefits.

The book is left incomplete.

This little book is Sanscrit, in the Canarese character. It states that,

whereas several persons, in preceding times, had written on the subject of

architecture and sculpture, the author, named Sanatcumara, having studied

the whole of them, and having adopted from them, what appeared valuable,

wrote down the results in this compilation. A dctailis then given of the

conseqiiences, that will follow from undertaking any work, in the various

months of the year ; some being propitious, and some otherwise- The effects

of be^'inning to construct any edifice, under the diifercnt nacshetras, or twenty-

eight divisions of the lunar path. Different colours of soil, adapted to the

four leading divisions among Hindus. Matters such as these till the docu-
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ment
;

not pertaining to the practical, or scientific parts of sculpture, or
building; but to astrological, and other indications, calculated, in the judg-
ment of the writer, to yuard against evil, and secure the greatest amount
of benefit.

The book is a small, narrow folio, thin, on country-paper, half-

bound, and ill tolerable order.

III. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 740. (No. 57. Six subjects: for I, 2, 4, See VII; for 3,
See XI.

Section .5. (CM. 540.) Chicka deva raija yasohhushanam
padyas; complete.

This is a florid account of various matters relative to Chicka deva kin'>

of Mysore ; but so managed as to subserve the illustration of poetical rules,

by exemplification. To sing the patron's praises through all the tropes of

poetry, w^as of course an ingenious device ; as so much magniloquence might

not otherwise have been quite feasible.

Section 6. (CM. 597.) Kuvalaiydnandam. By Appayya
dicshada; imperfect at tlie beginning, and ending.

This is a comment on a work of Cdli ddsa ; the sheas of the

comment are given, accompanied by a tica in Canarese. The subject

is alancdram, or the rhetorical ornaments of poetry.

A broad, and thin folio, paper various, half-binding, loose from

the paper.

IV. Castes.

I. No. 744. (No. 2, CM. 888.) Ten sections.

Sections 1 and 10 relate to other topics ; but the whole may be

given here, from my former analysis.

Section 1 . Legend of the fane at Banavass't, Sunda district.

Reference to seven tipa-puris, or second rate towns (in regard to

mythology) formed by Brahma. Among the seven was Banavassi. It had

different names in different yitgas. Legendary matter as to Saiva emblems

follows. The kings in ih&Caliyuga, beginning with Paricshit, are adverted to.

Several names that follow are those of Magadha, down to Nanda ; and a

division of country among his nine sons. Chandragnpta, and nine of his

descendants. Pushpamif.ra set the last of the nine aside, and assumed the

sovereignty.
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^emaf^.—Hence it appears that the only proper reference to Bana-

vassi is legendary, and mythological. What is stated ahont kings, all relates

to Magadha, or modern Behar.

Section 2. Account of the Chennaiya culam, the lowest tribe in the

Sunda district.

Domestic, and marriage, customs.

The paper is very similar to like statements in another book ; and

offers nothing worthy of special notice.

Section 3. Legend of the fane of Sirisi.

Notice of the Saivd emblems. A fane of Ganesa, another of Mdri-

yammen ; to the last of which, a grant of land was made ; and it received an

allowance from the Honorable Company. In another shrine, there is an

inscription dated S.S. 915; but its contents are not stated. Mention of a

fort near at hand. A few other details follow ; offering no special point

of interest.

Section 4. Account of the Concani tribe in Sunda.

Reference to the formation of the Cauda and Drdvida Brahmans, by

Brahma. The narration of Farasurama, his destruction of the Cshetriyas,

and gift of the country to Casiyapa. He then went to the Malaydla, or

Kerala, country, and introduced the Brahmans thither; the C<^ncanis being

among the number. The like account is referred to, in the paper, as being

contained in the Scandapurdnam.

Section 5. Account of the Cunchivakkala tribe in Sunda.

There are minor subdivisions among them ; and their domestic, and

marriage, customs are stated.

Section 6. Account of the Melusacara tribe in Sunda.

Some minor subdivisions. Their customs, and observances, are more

Hindu-like, than those of other tribes, before noted. The statement is how-

ever very concise.

Section 7. Account of the Medari tribe.

A brief reference to their customs, which resemble those of Hindus.

The tribe has four subdivisions.

Section 8. Account of the Padmasdli, or weavers.

Eight subdivisions. Local manners ; offering nothing, requiring

special remark.

Section 9, Account of the Hallapaica tribe, or wild people in Sunda.
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Domestic, and marriage, customs ; with other details ; under similar

heads, as in preceding cases. There appears to be a mingling of aboriginal,

and of Hindu, customs. Most cf the tribes that have been described afford

traces of resemblance to the Conduvdndlu, Nayara, and Maravas.

Section 10. Account of Mayuraverma, extracted from the st'kala

mahdtmiya of Banavassi in Sunda,

The writer saw the whole legend in the old Canarese language. A
special circumstance was by him extracted. To wit, Mayuraverma established

in his capital a Brahman, who had impressed him with reverence ; by

refusing to eat in a country wherein there were no Brahmans. Chandrang-
aten, son of May&raverma, called a large colony of Brahmans ; and located

them in Kerala, in Txiluva, Haigaira, Concana, Canada. The first speak

the Malaydlam language, the second the Tnluva dialect, the third Hala
Canada ; the two others different dialects of Mahardshtam. Pdrasurdma

afterwards came to this country ; bringing with him a colony of sixty-four

families; among whom he established his own vaidica, (ascetical*) system;

but between these, and the others, there was no agreement. The Brahmans

introduced by Pdrasurama, are called Chittapavanar, and were brought from

'Aryandd (i.e. Upper Hindustan). The Parpara country Brahmans are

called Madhinyandl. These were instituted to their rights and privileges, by

the aforementioned Chandrangatan, son of Mayura verma. The paper also

contains a mention of kings of Magadha, similar to the first section. [The

conjecture arises that the Cadamha dynasty originated, in consequence of

shaking off the yoke of Magadha ; of which country, probably it formed a

distant province.]

General Remark.—The contents of this thin octavo volume

may be judged of by means of the foregoing brief abstract. The
accounts of the local tribes are not without use. The last paper is

important; perhaps very important. It explains the early portion of

the Kerala ulpatti ; gives a further view of the location of Brahman-

colonists ; and indicates a time when there were no Brahmans in the

country. Under such circumstances, it is not surprising that tribes

of aborigines should remain in greater numbers, than in other parts of

the Peninsula; from which, as we have had abundant proof, they were,

to a prevailing degree, exterminated.

The book is a thin quarto, China paper, half-bound, used.

• One conformable to Wie Vedas. As Faraturama came from the head^quarters of
Hinduism, he most probably brought with him, a more regular system, than that of
scattered emigrants, who -went before.
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2, No. 761. (No. 1, CM. 887.) Eight sections.

Section 1 is on another topic ; but it is scarcely worth while

to disjoint the contents. [C. P. Brown, Esq. endorsed the book,

"quite worthless.'^]

The following is from my former analysis.

Section 1. List of ancient rojas, procured in the Sunda district.

Certain kings of Magadha. The Cadamba dynasty. Trinelra

Cadamba rayen was the first of them, who ruled forty-five years. His son

Madhu reigned fifty years, some other successions down to ^layuraverma.

His son was Trinelra Cadamban. The successions are continued, down to

an invasion by a Concana king, of the Parpara dynasty. Kings of this race

follow, twenty-one in number. Viru Ccimadeva rayen conquered the last of

that dynasty. The Ballula dynasty. Their capital was Dwara samudram.

They are theOyisolas; nine in number. Harihara rayen overcame them, and

ruled in Vidi/anagaram. The line of the Royers is referred to, as having

been before transmitted. Their becoming enfeebled, and ruling at Anna-

condai, is simply mentioned. The rule of some Nayaks or local chiefs, as

supposed in the Sunda district, is stated. The Chola dynasty : some of the

names are the same as in other lists, others are difl^erent ; but we know that

these kin^s had two, or three titular names. A reference to Ballalas, who

ruled in distant, and distinct, places; apparently without successor: one at

Trinomalai. A list of ' Andhra kings; town not specified. Loose mention of

Warankal, and other rulers. There is then a reference back to the Sao-

virashtra desam, and other countries; unconnected in form. Malli raja, is said

to have ruled at Ballahi patnam in the Bengal country ; and Bhoja raja is

said to have been his son. One or two TJdriya kings are mentioned, and

than a leap is made down to Madura : the name of Sundara Pdndiyan,

occurs ; with a transit immediately afterwards to the Kerala raja. After

other scattered notices of individuals, a return is made northwards to Ougein,

and Vicramaditya. Then a reference to Delhi. A return back to Madura,

and to KHyia Pdndiyan.

Note.—The only value of this paper is with reference to the

Cadamha line, and succeeding races down to the conquest by Hari

hararayer. All the rest is incoherent ; both as to times and places,

and mere names ; such as a person might casually hear mentioned in

conversation, as of those once ruling in India. There are no dates

either of the Caliyuga, or any other era. The ink and paper are in

sufficiently good prrservation to allow of reference to the first part,

many years hence, if need be.
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Section 2. Account of wild tribes in Sunda and Canara.

Nothing answering to this heading appears ; and there are marks

in the book of several sheets having been torn out, or otherwise lost.

Section 3. Account of the Coramaru, in the Snnda country.

There are four classes among them, some of their household, or

domestic, customs, are stated. Marriage settlements, and observances, mode

of receiving proselytes into their class. They have no Brahma7is amongst

them. Many of them live professionally by theft. They are scattered j some

in villages, some in wilds, or forests.

Section 4. Account of Cunumbi Mahrattas.

The Surya race deduced from Brahma, down to Vaivasvala menu;

and then a reference to Paricshit, and Nanda; from whom varions races

sprung by inter-marriages. Hence the Cunumhis deduce their linear;e ; they

are scattered in various countries; both in the north, and in the Peninsula.

Section 5. Account of the Banijagara tribe of Telugu people.

Their household customs. Fourteen minor sub-divisions, among them,

specified. Their marriages. Mode of correcting offenders, and some other

details ; of no consequence-

Section 6. Account of the Cudi Cumhhar, or tribe of potters.

Various local usages, and customs. Marriages, are only contracted by

adults. They somtimes burn, and sometimes bury, their dead. They do not

admit of proselytes from among other classes of people. These, with minor

details, form the subjects of this paper.

Section 7. Account of the Gangddicar, or gardeners in Sunda.

Their domestic, marriage, and other local, or peculiar, customs, are

stated; but there does not seem anything needing special note. In many

points their customs have an affinity with those of the potter -tribe.

Section 8. Account of the tribe of Manvettiyar ; or diggers

of water reservoirs.

They have minor distinctions among' themselves ; and their customs

are stated. They dig wells, reservoirs, channels for irrigation, &c:, being,

like the two preceding classes, very useful, though servile ; and are, appa-

rently, derived not from colonist Hindus, but from aborigines of the country.

General Remarh.—Th-ough [the papers in this volume are ia

some degree curious, as to local tribes and manners, and the first of

some little historical value, yet they do not geem to claim restoration.
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especially as the ink is tolerably good ; and the paper, though very

inferior, only in a slight degree damaged, by insects.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper ; now worm-eaten,

half-bound, worn.

V. Ethical.

1. No. 715. (No. 56, CM. 599.) Two pieces.

Section 1. Camandica niti slocas with a Canarese tica by

Chickopddyayya : sarga 1—6 ; others wanting.

The following brief notice is from my former analysis.

The duties of kings are detailed. The observances proper to the four

regular orders of Hindus are specified. Laws and regulations relative to

women. A variety of proper times, and observances are noted. I suppose

it to be a sort of law treatise. It occupies the larger portion of the book,

in a close hand-writing.

For a somewhat fuller index to the entire work, see volume 1,

page 149, No. 2—237.

For Section 2, see VII.

The book is Europe paper, well preserved, half-bound, worn.

VI. Geographical.

1. No. 722. (No. 15, C. M. 508.) Bhuvanaeosam, prose 1—S
sandhis, the third defective.

On the upper, middle, and lower worlds ; measures and descrip-

tion : it relates to the universe ; but the Hindu dwipas were not noticed

as contained in it.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, slightly injured,

half-bound, and worn.

2. No. 742. (No. 1, CM. 867.) Twelve sections.

Section 1. Account of the TangabJiadra river.

Do. 4, 5. do. of the Matacari and Santahenur.

Do. 6. do. of Hodayiri.

Do. 6. do. of Salakari.

Do. 10. do. of Hill-passes, and like matter, in the

Bednoxe district.
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Section 11. Account of Handmalai'm the same: these are geo-

graphical, or statistical.

Section 2, 3, 9, 11, are different, 9 a notice of Mysore kings,

and 11, a list of the Vellugotivdru chiefs ; elsewhere detailed.

The book is a thin folio, various paper, half-bound ; the

back loose.

3. No. 743. (No. 3, CM. 800.) Ten sections;

Geographical, and statistical notices of Kampili and its divisions ; of

Konnahonda in the district ef Gooty ; and of five villages, in the Kurnool

country. It is a paper of the Ceded districts ; but, as being written in the

Canarese language, it is styled a Canada kyfeat.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, worm-eaten, half-

bound, the back loose.

4. No. 746. (No. 6, CM. 890.) Thirty-two sections.

Of these six relate to Gokernam, on the western-coast; and the

others appear to be of small consequence.

The book is a thin folio, French paper, half-bound, worn.

5. No. 749. (No. 59, CM. 856). Five sections.

This number was missing from the Ceded district books ; and seems

to have been placed here, because written in Canarese, vide page 568

supra. Sections I, 2, relate to villages near Bellary. Section 3, is an

additional account of Cumara Ran/a of Kampili; very often noted

elsewhere. Section 4, 5, notices of two other villages, near Bellary.

The book is a small, and thin quarto, on country paper, half-

bound ; the paper loose.

6. No. 752. (No. 2, CM. 868.) Eleven sections.

Ten of these are geographical and statistical, with regard to

villages in the Bednore district, and other parts of Mysore. Section 7,

relates to Brinjari rice carriers, who use bullocks for the transit of

grain, and move about in companies. The book is a quarto of medium
thickness, country paper, worm-eaten, half-bound, damaged,

7. No. 758. (No. 3, CM. 869.) Nine sections.

The following is extracted from my former analysis.

Section 1. Legendary account of the village of Sdla gramamxa.ih.Q
district of Bidanur.

IS
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Legendary reference to Agastya, and to a shrine formed by him.

In S.S. 1018, Ram&n'&jdcharya, unable to bear the persecution of Crimi

canda chulan, retreated to this village, and dwelt there some time. There is

some details of connected shrines, pools, and the like appurtenances.

A reference follows to a Jaina fane ; also to discussions between the

Baudhas and Jainas ; as a consequence of which the former were sent away

to Ceylon ; and the Jainas, afterwards, had an ascendancy. Some names of

their rulers, or chiefs, are mentioned.

Section 2. Account of Merirviya a village.

Anciently said to have been termed Mifhila; but dated, as to its

real origin, in the time of Vishnu Verddhana. The rayers of Vijayanagaram,

and the Chola rajas, are adverted to ; in reference to fanes, and their

allowances.

Section 3. Account of ' Ani Kannampddi.

There are details in this section as to fanes, &c., with the connected

mention of some names and dates ; but the whole is of slight consequence.

Section 4. Account of Terumalucodu village.

The most extravagant liberty is taken with legendary names in refer-

ence to the establishment of a fane of Chamunda, a form of Durga ; but

there is nothing of the slightest value.

Section 5. Account of the Sosala agrakaram.

Nothing in this section, except legendary details ; with some name?,

and dates, of small importance.

Section 6. Account of S6ma7idt'h/puram.

Merely a notice of an agraharam, or alms-house, with mention of some

grants, recorded by inscriptions.

Section 7. Account of an alms-house at Tdlcdd.

As in the last, a mention of grants, with some names and dates. The

local position of Tdlcad, is a point of consequence.

Section 8. Account of Tdlcad rajas.

This section is of greater consequence. The locality is of some historical

antiquity, and the list of kings, including the Mysore rulers, may merit

reference, in compaiisou with other documents. See the published transla-

tion of the Congu desa rdjdkal.

Section 9. Account of Ndga manyala,

A notice of a fane, the image of which was dug out of an ant-hni, that

had become a snake hole : the details of the fane, and its connected matters,

are of no consequence.
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Remark.—'The condition of this book is moderately good ; it will

continue legible, with care for some time. The 8th Section is the

only one of much consequence.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, much worm-eaten,

half-bound, worn.

8. No. 7(«. (No. 20, CM. 866.) Two pieces.

These relate to Rayakola, Honahalli, Shanbhoga, and Dana-

kanikota ; with accounts of revenue settlements included.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, good Europe paper

;

but old ; half-bound, back loose from tbe papers,

VII. Historical.

1. No. 706. (No. 3, CM. 537.) CumdraEdmacharUmm,l—}2
sandhts, complete.

The book is a very narrow royal 8yo. country paper, with small

writing, and injured by worms, half-bound, used.

2. No. 709. (No. 4, CM. 538.) Another copy.

1—4 sandhis the 5th defective, and the other sandhis to 12 are

wanting.

The book is a quarto, country paper, injured by worms, half-

bound, worn.

The brief notice of these two books contained in my former

Analysis was copied under the 1st Family, and a somewhat fuller

abstract was there given. See above VII, 10 No. 188^, page 237.

[It would seem as though Kampili is now locally termed Humpee ; and the iiiins of

Humpee and Anagundi (site of Vijaijanagaram) seem confounded together. I have not

seen the plaec ; and do not know whether it is simply my own misconception, or real.J

3. No. 715, (No. 5Q, C. M. 599, 547). Two pieces.

For Section 1, see V.

Section 2. Mdisur raja pdramparyani, prose.

This document contains two parts ; the title which is given in

the table of contents belonging to the second of the two.

The first is a sort of general introduction. It gives the paura-

nical account of India ; and specifies the divisions q£ the Bharata varsha,

or great continent of Hindustan.

It mentions the names of some of the Chacravertis, or universal

sovereigns ; and, after matter of this kind, gives the local legend of the
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fane at Seringapatam ; the foundation of which is ascribed to a ddsi, or

female-slave of a fane. The clearing of the country from a forest-like

condition is mentioned, in connexion with that subject. The first re-

gular date given is S.S 816. (A.D. 994,) from which period a succes.

sion of Nayaks, or local chieftains, is deduced ; their names being speci-

fied. From S.S. 148, (A.D. 1512) a more important line of rulers is

traced. Their names, and some of the events occurring under their

rule, are given. As the line is laodern, and has found an historian in

Colonel Wilkes, I do not mention this dynasty very minutely. It occu-

pies the second, and more important document of the two. The entire

article remains in good preservation ; and a good translation, of the

whole, would merit perhaps a place in the periodical literature of the day.

The book is on Europe paper, in good order, half-bound, worn.

C. P. Brown, Esq. notes *' false in dates, and not worth tran-

scribing :" his judgment in such epigraphs is sometimes wrong.

4. No. 736. (No. 2, CM. .) Mdisurrdja'purvaahhyudayam:

prose, two copies. Note in Colonel McKenzie's hand-writing.

"Account of the Mj^sore Rajah found at Seringapatam 1799, given

to me by Colonel W. Kirkpatrick, June 1799, at the Dowlutbaug.

(Signed) C. McKenzie."

This, it would appear, is the "Nuggur Pootiah pandit's book,"

which was supposed to be on palm-leaves, and missing (see volume 2,

page 682.) The title is here correctly given. This is a copy, or copies

from the orignal Caduttam No. 1926 infra, under which a mention of

the succession of kings will be found. It was the document chiefly used

by Colonel "Wilkes (from a translation made under Colonel McKenzie's

orders) and a long account of the mode in which it was preserved, and

found, may be seen in the preface to his sketches, &c.

C. P. Brown, Esq. notes " the 2nd part of this volume is merely

are-petition of the first. And the first is an account of the origin, and

disputes of the Mysore rulers : has only cycle years (not S.S.) Colonel

McKenzie, by means of one known, and fixed date, adjusted all the

others, and was followed by Colonel Wilkes."

Alhough a considerable degree of interest attaches to the book
;

yet the contents now require no more notice than M'ill be found under

the original No. 1926 infra.

The book is a duodecimo, of medium thickness, full bound, and

in tolerable order.
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5. No. 740, (CM. 57, 551, 510.) Six pieces.

Section 1. Chola sangatyam, padyas.

1—8 sandhis, incomplete.

On the wars between the Chola and Pdndya kings : especially

as to the Cholan that conquered Madura
; with details of his beneficence

Section 2. Cumara rdma charitram, padyas.

The leaves are confused, so that the number of sandhis, or com-
pleteness, could not be conveniently ascertained. It is another copy
added to many, of the life of a heroic son of the Kampili-rdja : he
after ill-treatment by his father, at first conquered the Mahomedans
and, on a second onset, fell in battle with them. For Section 3^ see XI.

Section 4. Mysiir raja vamsdvali, a genealogy of Mysore kin"-s.

For Section 5, 6, see III.

The book is a broad folio, thin, various paper, half-bound

back loose.

6. No. 742. (No. 1, CM. 867.) Twelve sections.

See notice under VI.

Section 12. Contains a genealogical account of the Vellugotivaru

chieftains of Vencata giri (to be distinguished from Vencatdclialam or

Tripety.) There is a full abstract of this genealogy in preceding part of
this volume.

The book is a thin folio, various paper, half-bound, paper loose.

7. No. 744. (No. 2, CM. 888.) Ten sections.

See IV, 1 supra. Sections 1 and 10, relate to this head, and
may be referred to

; but it was not thought necessary to divide the

contents of the book.

8. No. 751. (No. 1, CM. 887.) Eight sections.

Section 1, contains a list of ancient rajas
; procured in the

Sunda district: See above IV, 2.

VIII. Inscriptions.

1. No. 747. (No. 7, CM. 976.) Fourteen inscriptions on copper-
plate, and on stones ; copied ofi" in the Sunda district.
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These relate to gifts by Yira hhadra raya^ Pravuda d^va raya.

Main deva raya, Vira knshna raya ; and they seem to be of more im-

portance than such documents often are.

2. No. 748. (No. 8, CM. 977. One hundred and forty-eighty

inscriptions copied off in Mysore, Bednore, Canara and Sunda.

They are also in various languages ; the Canarese prevailing.

The book is a folio, of medium thickness, various paper, in a

confused state, half-bound and used.

3. No. 750. (No. 5, CM. 674.) Seventy-five inscriptions, on

stones, and copper-plates, and on paper; taken in the Sunda

district. Some portions are in Sanscrit.

*' Transcribed in volume 49, local papers, C. P. B."

4. No. 755. (No. 4, CM. 973.) Fifty-seven inscriptions on stones,

copper-plates, and paper, copied off in the Sunda district.

Gifts by Nilakhani'ha raya, Achyuta raya, &c.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

half-bound.

5. No. 757. (No. 9, CM. 918.) Copper-plate, and stone inscrip-

tions from Ankola, and Gokernam. Example, S.S. 1307, (A.D.

1385), Mama chandra raya. There are some Mahratti, and some

Persian pieces. "Transcribed folio, volume 741, volume 2, C.P.B."

The book is a thin quarto, French paper, half-bound, injured.

6. No. 758. (No. 10, C M. 979.) Inscriptions in the Mysore

country.

Example S.S. 1569, Chicka deva raju. Some of KanChirava

Narasii raju at Seringapatam. One in deva nagari in an agrahdram.

The book is a thin quarto, various paper, half-bound, used.

7. No. 759. (No. 31, CM. 1,000.) Inscriptions on stones, copper-

plates in the Katnpili district, and Ceded districts : others from the

Sunda, or Sundur country.

Examples S.S. 1435 Krishna raya,

1453, Achyuta raya,

1456, the same;

with others there ia a little Mahratti.

The book is a (in:^.:to, of medium thickness, country paper, half,

bound, used.
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IX. Jaina.

1. No. 737. (No. 726, CM. 534.) Tirfhakara puranam, or

Jaina siddhantam.

Details of the lives, and actions of the twenty-four Tirfhdcaras^

or deified men. As Samanda, Bliadra, Ajita, Suparsvu, Chandra-

prabhu, Zantinafha, &g. Account of their polemical disputes, and

various other matters.

This book would probably be worth translating.

It is a ihin folio, various paper, half-bound, used.

2. No. 745. (No. 5, C. M. 889.) Labelled, Canara kyfeats, 14

sections.

The first five, or six of these are relative either to Jaina kings,

or Tirt'hacnr as, as Parsva nat^ha ; and the book contains an account

of the Jaina religion.

It is a folio, various paper, half-bound, injured, the back loose.

3. No. 761 (No. 11, CM. 877.) Canada kyfeats. It contains

13 sections : twelve of them are occupied with an account of the

Jaina religion. The date S.S. 912, (A.D. 990) is given for the

reign of Vishnu Verddhana raja of Tdlcad. He bestowed eight

townships on the fane of Pacshama rangha naVha.

The book is a thin folio, various paper, damaged.

X, Miscellaneous.

1. No. 754. (No. 4, CM. 870.) Canada kyfeats, 13 sections. The
first has a notice of temples at Hohhalli. In the others there is an

account of native chiefs, of Hyder Ali, and of the Mysore country

;

the whole is apparently of no great consequence.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, worm-eaten, half-

bound, and damaged.

2. No. 760. (No. 17, CM. 832.) Canada kyfeats.

It contains the ofiicial regulations of Tippu Sultan, also one

verga of the Amara cosha. It is written in four languages, i.e. Canada,

Mahratti, Sanscrit, Persian.

•* A complete copy of this volume has been made under my
directions in Persian, Canada and Mahratti, C P. B. 1849."

The book is a small quarto, thick country paper, of a good kind^

but old, half-bound, much injured,
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2|. No. 763, (No. 52, CM. 1021.) The cover only. The book

contains inscriptions in number 126, in Coimbatore, Cariir, and Dara-

puram. C. P. Brown, Esq. writes—"Copies of all these are found in

folio volume 845, and in volume 814, several of the missing pages have

been discovered."

Instead four pieces are inserted.

1, Sancara vijayam.) 2, Madecara nayaca dandacam; 3, Cdmana

charifram; 4, Sulikere siddhesvara piXrvotiram, or legend of the

numen at Sutikere-

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, injured, half-bound,

damaged.

3. No. 765. (No.4, C. M. 888.) Canara kyfeats, 12 sections

;

much Mahratti.

Section 1. Account of Rama raja, and his contests with the

Mahomedans.

This section contains somewhat full details of Rama raja's nego-

tiations, and battles, with the neighbouring Mahomedan rulers. A
pompous, and very exaggerated statement is given of the splendour of

his throne, and the number of his obsequious attendants ; including

the kings of all the fifty-six countries of Hindu geography. A list of

his army is also given. The attacks of the Mahomedan chiefs, sepa-

rately, were foiled ; but a grand confederation against him of five Shahs,

at length overthrew him, and conquered the kingdom. The date of

S.S. 1486, (A. D. 1564,) is given ; and it corresponds with that of the

battle of Talicota, with which ended the power of the Vijayanagaram

kingdom.

Note.—This document will continue legible for some years. The

paper is undamaged ; but the ink is not throughout equally good.

Section 2. Account of the Banijagaru, or traders of Banivassi,

in the Sunda district.

The few details which relate to this class of Lingadhdris, and

merchants, chiefly notice the protection, or otherwise, received by them

from Sada Siva, downwards to the times of Tippu Sultan, and the

English ; and the whole, in any general point of view, is unimportant.

A brief mention of weights, meausures, and commodities, is appended.
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Section 3. Account of Banavasi in the Sunda district.

The years contained in the four yugas. The subject of inscrip-

tions is adverted to, and then particularized. Vicramddliya is stated

to have made a very large grant of land to the fane, at this place ; con-

tinued in force by Bhoja raja. Sinhana bhupalan, who ruled at Budra-

puram, in the neighbourhood, also made munificent largesses to the

same ; and built certain gopurams, or towers, over the porches. His

son was Calicala chiiddmani. His son was Sangha bhupalan. A
detail of Jaina rajas follows. In addition to the mention of a few

names, there is a specification of their books, and sastras, or religious

productions. An inflated account is given of the power, splendour

and attendants, of the said kings.

Remark.—This document seems to me of some consequence.

Banavasi is a place of known antiquity, and the fact that Jaina kings

of great celebrity ruled there, at an early period, is to be noted. The

document is written with permanent ink ; and is, as to paper, in tole-

rably good preservation.

Section 4. In the Mahratta character.

Section 5. A list of chieftains of the Sunda district.

The commencement of the rule of these chiefs is dated in S. S

1478, CA.D. 1556,) and seven names are given, coming down to S.S*

1685, (A.D. 1765). They were by consequence, chiefs, who founded

their power on the downfall of the Vijayanagaram dynasty ; as was the

case in various parts of the Peninsula. A sort of copy of their seal is

given ; one contains the name of Immadi arasapa nayah in Balbund

letters; on the other, the word JSldgesvara, and S((da Siva, can be read;

and also the titular phrase, "a chief splendid as the moon," but some

injury, by worms renders the connection, in so small a surface, not

further legible. An imperfect copy of an inscription certifies the gift

of some lands to a tribe of Brahmans; but the donor's name, and other

particulars, are wanting.

The whole of the remaining portion of the book is in Mahratti

characters ; see the end of the following Mahratti papers. In what

herein precedes, sections one and three are of consequence. The name

of Banavasi, as an emporium of commerce, appears in the classical

writers ; and it then seems to have been flourishing. The prevalence

of the Jaina credence throughout the Sunda country, is worthy of

m 3
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notice, and, by comparison with the foregoing book, we may discern

that the era of Parasu Rama was not so high up in antiquity, as Hindu

exaggerations might lead any one to suppose.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, loose and injured,

half-bound, damaged.

4, No. 766. (No. 18, CM. 884.) Canada kyfeats.

The second volume of Tippu Sultan's regulations in Canada,

Persian, and Maharatti.

It contains also the weight, and value of coins.

It is a small, thin, quarto.

XI. Prophetical,

1. No. 725. (No. 6, CM. 481, 675.) Four pieees. Section 1,

Vidydranya-kdlagndnam, slocas. By Vidydranya, Siva's quali-

ties with an assumed prophecy of futurity.

Section 4. Sarvagnd, a Jangama, two or three leaves are injured

:

in the middle, are three pages of Mahratti writing, of no consequence.

Various notices occur, supra.

The book is a thin quarto, old country paper, very much damaged.

2. No. 727. (No. 8, CM. 478.) Chenna Basava-hdlagndnam,

complete.

By Chenna Basava, verse and prose.

Asvapatis, Gajopatis, ^c., after them the birth of ChertTiaBasavai

his Ulas, his glory, his predictions of futurity. See notices under 1st

Family.

Square slips, betM^een wooden boards.

3. No. 732. (No. 7, C M. 511.) Sarvagnd kalagndnam. Two
copies, one complete, one not so: prose—770 anara ganus, dwelt

with Chmna Basava at Jangama nnt'ha Ranyha mantapam : they

wrought the Siva samadi (destruction) and then returned to

Cailasa. Rudra muni delivered the contents toother munis:
Chenna Basava will return to earth ; with various other prophe-

cies, and moral axioms. See other notices.

The book is a thin, and narrow folio, country paper, worm-eaten,

hulf-bound, injured,
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4. No. 740. (No. 57, CM. 539.) Six pieces.

Section 3. Sarvagnh Jcdlagnanam.

The book is a broad, thin folio, various paper, half-bound, the

binding loose.

XII. PUUANAS.

1. No. 721. (No. 48, C. M, 588, 472.) Devi mahdtmyam oy

Chanda pat'h ; on the label erroneously, Nrisinha sahasranama.

Two copies, 1st copy 1—16 adhydyas.

Do. f^nd do. 1—3 do.

From the Mdrcandeya puranam.

The war of Devi and her amazons, against the asuras, or Assyrians.

The book is a thin, and narrow quarto, glossy country paper,

half-bound, worn.

2. No. 726. (No. 15, CM. 508.) Siva ddica puranam; stanzasj

1—11 sandhis complete.

Siva is lord of the entire world ; srishfi, sfhiti, layam, or crea-

tion, preservation, destruction, belong to him : his glory stated. There

is also part of the Bichlidtana charitram, or legend of Siva's going

about as a beggar. See a former notice.

It is a curious old book, country paper, worm-eaten, oblong slips

between boards which are japanned ; and, on one side, is painted Siva

on Nandi, on the other side a rauni with Ganega and Cdrtikeya.

3. No. 731. (No. 6, C. M. caret.) Basava puranam, I—36

sandhis, verse ; defective at the end.

See the full abstract, at the close of volume 2.

Square slips, between wooden boards, country paper, the edges

touched by termites.

PuRANAs Local, or mahdtmayams,

4. No. 719. (No. 11, C M. 5^S.) Section 2, Vannija ulpatli, a

legend of the Comtis, at Pennaconda ; sheas, with Canarese tica.

Birth of a Comti-giil, seen by Vishnu Ferddhana; who made
many attempts to obtain her. To avoid him she burnt herself, and

many of her people died with her : others fled ; the legend has been

often noticed.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, worm-eaten, half-boim<i.
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5. No. 7§S. (No. 43, CM. 521.) Rndra hhdratam, prose, com-

plete ; a Vira Saiva book.

The incarnation or manifestation of Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahh-

vara: their work or office, concerning the great deluge that destroyed

the world ; on the four castes, Brahman, Cshetriya, Vaistja, Sudra ,•

and on the four azramas orders, Brahmdchari, Vanaprast'ha, Grijiastlia,

Sanniydsi, Glory of Vira rudra; and other like matters.

The book is royal octavo, country paper, much worm-eaten,

half-bound in sheep.

6. No. 739. (No. 9, C. M. caret.) Chenna hasava furdnam;

stanzas, 1—12 sdndhis, incomplete.

Details concerning the younger Basava, maternal nephew to the

elder one : the work is highly sarcastic on Brahmans, but contains the

moral and digested system of the Vira Saivas.

The book is a thin, and long, but narrow folio, country paper,

half-bound.

XIII. Saiva.

1. No. 714. (No. 46, C. M. 492.) Virupdcsha stofram, stanzas,

complete.

Isvara, having three eyes, destroyed three towns, the consuming

Manmata, praise of Trildchana, the three-eyed one. There is a fore-

going, and fuller notice.

A thin, and small quarto, country paper, worm-eaten, paper cover.

XIV. Tales.

1. No. 713. (No. 44, C. M. 886.) Suca saptati, seventy tales of a

parrot
;
prose, complete : Dinala panica, or Journal I—7.

Suca a r?shi, as a parrot, told to Vanni hhupa, a king, various

tales ; some of them taken from the Ramayanam,

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, worm-eaten, half-bound.

2. No. 718. (No. 12, C. M. 518.) Two pieces.

\.) Siddha Ramacharitra, stanzas, two sandhis.

It is taken from the Basava purana ; for an abstract of which,

see the end of volume 2.

2.) Karica hantana caVha,
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Story of one who, going to his betrothed wife, was entrapped by

an ogress : it has been of frequent occurrence.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound, worn.

3. No. 724. (No. 30, C. M. 573.) Raja sec'hara vildsam, Sanscrit

and Canarese mingled: 1

—

5 asvasas, 1—4 right, the 5th defective.

By Shaddcshari d^va, on the Was, or amusements of Siva ; most

probably taken from the Halasya mahdtmyam.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, a little injured, half-

bound, worn.

XV. Vaishnava,

1. No. 710. (No. 41, C. M. 532.) Suyoga charitrain, stun za.s..

The Vairdgya piirdnam is thereto attached. Suyogi was a

rishi, who by bhakti, or faith obtained mukti, or emancipation:

Ndreda, Bhdradtvaja, and other rishis came to him, when he

was performing penance, and told him the story of the avatdras of

Vishnu. The leaves are loose from the binding, and many of them

transposed.

The book is a long, narrow folio, country paper, worm-eaten,

half-bound, worn.

XVI . ViRA Saiva.

1. No. 701. (No. 1, C. M. 506.) Bijjala raja charitram ; padya

edvyam, 1—12 sandhis, complete. Sanscrit occurs in places.

Bijjala was a Jaina king of Calydna, who had the misfortune

to choose the elder Basava, for his minister of state : an account

of his prosperity, praise of him, his jealousy of his minister, con-

spiracy against him, he was slain, and all the Jainas massacred.

A full account is contained in the Basava puranam : this may be

taken thence.

The book is a thick octavo, country paper, a little injured, half-

bound, injured.

2. No. 702. (No. 19, CM. 523.) Three volumes, Bhava chinta

retnam, 1—9 pracaranas^ complete.

By Muliana dchdrya.

Marvels performed by Isvara related to Saiyindra Cholai
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The last volume contains a glossary of Hala canada words,

with notice of the glory of Brahma and Jangarnhvara. It was copied

for Mr. Brown ; and there is a notice of the work in volume 2.

The book is a royal octavo, country paper, half-bound, slightly

injured.

3. No. 703. (No. 50, C. M. 457). Bhdiresvara cat'ha sastra

retnacaram.

This is an epitome, and incomplete : the following is full.

The book is a royal octavo, country paper, half-bound, a little

injured.

4. No. 703. (Nos. 52, 5S, 54, C. M. 489.) Bhairavesvara cat'ha

sutra retnacaram three volumes prose. Imperfect notices of sactis

•A description of Gaildsa giri, mode of wearing the lingam, glory of

Jangamesvara, glory of Bhairavesvara: praise of Ndreda from

puranas ; and also of various ruhis.

Royal octavo, country paper, half-bound, a little injured.

5. No. 704. (Nos. 23, 24, 25, C. M. 499, 400, 517.) Prafhdna

regale, especial chant. 1—20 sVhalas, complete.

An account of sixty-three special votaries of Siva; the Tamil

version is entitled Periya puranam ; and some notice of these worthies

was given, from that book.

See 2nd Family, Manuscripts.

The books are octavos, country paper, injured by worms,

half-bound.

6. No. 705. (No. 13, C. M, 494.) Saraniil Uldmritam : 1, 2

sandhis, incomplete .• yecha gana metre.

Praise of various eminent devotees, stated to have possessed

miraculous powers.

The book is a small quarto, country paper, injured by worms,

half-bound.

7. No. 707. (No. 45, C. M. 486.) Lingayya charitram, 1—6

sandhis, stanzas.

Notice of Lingayi/a a Jangama guru, his glory, and details of his

proceedings. It appears to be taken from the Basava puranam.

The book is a royal octavo, thin and narrow, country paper,

very old, and worm-eaten, half-bound.
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8. No. 708. (No. 34, CM. 507.) Two pieces.

1.) Bhicshdtana cdvyam, stanzas.

Siva cut oS Brahma s head ; and thereby incurring the crime of

Brahmahatti, wandered over the world, as a mendicant ; the glory of

that mode of proceeding.

2). Revara siddhesvara cavtjam.

1—7 sandhis, stanzas, incomplete.

Revana a yogi, performed many deceptive feats of magic,

(siddhavidhi) by waw^raand tantra before Bijjala king oi Kalydnapur,

and before the votaries of Basava.

The book is a royal octavo, of medium thickness, country paper,

worm-eaten, half-bound, the binding loose.

9. No. 711. (No. 32, CM. 321.) Sancarakdlagndnaprast'hdnam,

prose, complete.

Chenna Basava with 750 amara ganas performed the Siva

^dmadi, a kind of penance before Bijjala raya. On going to Caildsa

he saw Siva in a bodily form, and uttered his praise, as Sancara, or the

destroyer. There are also various predictions as to futurity.

The book is a small quarto, country paper, half-bound, the

binding much injured.

10. No. 712. (No. 17, CM. 502.) Firacta cavyam. 1—6 sandhis

complete, stanzas.

Firacta is the quality of an abstracted devotee, a zealot, in a pro-

fessed renunciation of the world ; and most commonly used among Saivas.

Kence the BairagiSy or Fairdcy is known in Upper Hindostan; and with

as little credit to themselves, as mendicant friars, white, black, or grey.

The book makes mention of 101 pramata ganas, of the Viva

Saivas; and dwells on their hhakti, or faith, by means of which, they

obtained mukti, or liberation from the body.

The book is a very narrow folio, country paper, half-bound,

damaged.

11. No. 716. (No. 16, CM. 494.) Adiydyana cafha.

A list of sixteen ganas, or companies of celestials, who followed

the elder Basava from Oailasa to associate with him on earth; Adiyd-

yana teing 9ne of them. The sxjteen companies included 1008 indivi-
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duals ; the names of whom are herein detailed, and praised : so many

daimones at one time incarnate on earth !

The book is a thin, and narrow quarto, country paper, worm-

eaten, half- bound, worn,

12. No. 725. (No. 6, CM. 560, 509.) Basava puranam.

13. No. 723. (No. 88, CM. 490.) Viveca chintdmani, another

copy of the same work. Various previous notices have occurred.

The book is a thick, and narrow folio, country paper, worm-

eaten, half-bound, the back loose.

For section 1, 4, see above XI, 1.

Section 2. Prabhu linga lila, incomplete : reference to various

foregoing notices.

Section 3. Cadamba Banavdsi raja charitram. S. S. 965, a

fragment of two leaves only ; concerning the Cadamba race of kings

;

their capital presumed to be the modern Banavasi.

The book is a thin quarto, old, country paper, very much
damaged.

14. No. 720. (No. 40, CM. 491.) Viv^ca chintdmani.

By Siva yogi, stanzas. 1— 10 'payicJihedas, complete.

Isvara guna niruparam, a description of the divine nature, as the

first cause of creation ; dtma guna vivara^ on the nature and qualities of the

human soul ; Isvara maya vivaram, a detail of the power of god
;

prapanja

sva-rupam form, or nature of the world. On yogam and mdnam, or penance,

and mysticism. Vira Saiva dicsha kramam, mode of initiation among Fira

Sivas : on dmipdntara or various continents of the world. Raja lacshanam,

raja niti, attributes and morals of a king. Yarious other matters ; a sort of

general compendium.

The book is a quarto, country paper, of medium thickness, half-

bound, the back loose.

15. No.' 728. (No. 5, CM. caret.) Two pieces.

l.j Mukanna Chola raja charitram^ praise of his Valour.

2.) Pravuda d^va raja cavgam; about 20 sandhis. Not the Vijaya-

nagara king, but one who seems to have been a distinguished

Jangama: the book contains a panegyric of Basava, and the glory

of Jangamesvara, or Siva.

This book is a square ; being paper slips between two thin

rose-wood boards, country paper ; very old, and worm-eatea.
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16. No. 7:39; (No. 14, C. M. -195.) Saranul lllumritam ; yecha

ganam metre 1—11 sandhis.

On <S/2;a.' glory of Basava ; on the Vira Saivas, and their

works; such as exhibiting miracles; and the like.

The book is on country paper, half-bound, tho back loose.

17. No. 730. (No. 33, C. M. 527.) Rajindra vijayam, 1-^-9

pralcaranasy complete.

Rajendra was a king of Sauvaslita Jesam, his valour—he was a

devotee of the Vira Saiva class. He conquered some countries.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound, one board

gone, the other one damaged.

18. No. 733. (No. 27, CM. 503.) Ashta varna tilacam : 3 volumes,

1—11 sandhis, complete, stanzas and prose.

Matters briefly extracted from the Basava purdnam, Jrddliya

charitram, and Furdtana regale : such as, the glory of a guru of the

lingam, of the Jangama, or moveable lingam, glory oi Basava; storv of

Dhclayya, oi Prabanaz/y a, and of othen: Vira Saiva devotees.

Broad octavo, thin, worm-eaten, half-bound, damaged.

SECOND FA'MITA'', Canarese, "Kadattams", rect^ kaditam.

These books are formed of cotton-cloth folded into square, or

oblong pieces, and covered vvith a black paste, which, gives a slaty

surface. V/hen folded up, they are from one inch to four inches thick,

I. Historical.

1. No. 1913. Two pieces.

1.) Arikuttaram kaipattu.

Docldra virahhadra nayaha and Chandra secliara nayaha came
together to Fijayanagaram, and captured twenty-four toAvnships ; the

names of which are given in detail : such as Ultavaligramam, IToda-

puravit 8^'c. He ruled 25 years.

9,.} Some Mahratti writing, five or six pages, not particularly

examined.

The book is 10 X 5 X 2 inches.

n 3
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2. No. 1917. Uayad'iirgavaja'purvuii'arii.

Records of the barons of Ro3'clvoog.

This hook is in the Telugu language. V^lur sri Krfshna rayaJu

vdru ruled at Chandragiri, without a dalavapi, or general ; and his

mantri v/as Vencatapaii naTjadu, who sent out five coinraandantis of

forts (see No. 1018, 2) to collect tribute. Two of his Mahratti officers

named Bhujaldian and Ali khan were sent by Veucatapati, and fought

a bloody battle at CMttaJicd ; and also at otlier phices : taking the

districts connected with those places, and bringing them under the

Chcurdrn (jiri ruler.

There are details, going before as to the aforesaid Krishna udlyar

of Udiyagiri; but from the nature of the material, and of the crayon-

writing, those details are much obliterated.

Book 10 X G X 1 inches.

S, No. 1920. Keladi raja jjatlam, account of fifteen kings of

Keladi : slocas and padyas.

1.) Chelvapa nayaca pattam : 1 05 padyas.

He ruled thirteen years and six months. No date of years: this

begins after him.

2.) Sada Siva nayaca, &on o^ \he[Qregomg: 6G padyas. S.S. 1436

Sriniucha year. At Ikheri grdmam there was a palace built in

olden time : he lived in it ; and ruled 31 years and 6 months, down

to Visvavasu year.

3.) Bodda sancara vijaya, eldest son of the foregoing ; 55 padyas.

S.S. 1468 Fisravasu year to S.S. 1481, l-'i years and 5 months.

4.) Ch/cha sancara pattam. Second son of Sada Siva his son

heingyoung, \Q 'padyas, S.S, 1481— 1493, 13 years and 10 months.

5.) Rama nayaca eldest son of Doddavljaya, 100 padpas, S.S. 1493,

dov»-n to 1505, 12 years.

C) Voncatapati nayaca paUmn, 40 padyas, S.S. 1515 down to 1552,

son of Rama nayaca (4G years.)

7.) Virabhadra nayaca pattam ; son of the preceding.

8.) Skapapa nayaca patiam.

0,) Chiclia vencatapaii nayaca.

10.) Bhadrapa nayaca pattam.

11.) ISoma !<er/iara nayaca pattam.
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12.) Ilari Basava nayaca pattcmi.

12.) Soma seoliara .layaca pattam.

14,) Basavapa nayaca ^;rt^^a/«.

15.) S677ia scchara nayaca patiam; so far the succession was

regular; from S.S. 1436 down to 1689.

Book 9x9x4 inches.

4. No. 1921. Mahratti and Canarese ; of the hitter only a little.

Three subjects have headings ; and there are two more.

Letters from a king to a deva st'Iidnam, or temple. In JDun-

dubhi year, Kolada Basavapa nayaca sent to Koher nanjundesvara Jcoil.

Excess of revenue to be applied towards building a temple to MU"
c'hamhica amma. Naraca payyen manager of the fane was written to.

The book 7x7x3 inches.

5. No. 1926. Mysur pth'varajaahhyudaya vharam.

This is an important book, containing an account of twenty-

three Mysore kings ; in the early instances names only :

Apparar timma raja itdiyar, his son was Amhenthc ckama raja

udiyar, bis son was Devaraju chama rajii udiyar, his son was Krishna udiyar,

his son was Chola chclmarasu raja udiyar : his son was Ilari chama raja

udiyar, born in Frabhava year, Sravana month ; and Ilaja tidiyar son of

Haiichama raja. Btltada raja deva udiyar, born in Ananda year : hig

son was

Mutuca raja deva udiyar, born in Pramaticha, ycur : his son was

Chinna deva raja udiyar, born in Pramddi year : his son was

Nanja raja udiyar, bom in Vishii year ; his son Bettadayanavar,

born in iSahhdnu year ; his son was

Immadi raja, udiyar, born in Paritdpi year, and crowned in Isvara
year

His son was Bellada chamaraja udiyar, born in Crodha year: his

son was (7/i«;;?-« raja udiyar, born in Sithhahrita year, crowned ia Pingala

year, and reigned 19 years, down to Isvara je^v. He fought, and conquered

some places, i.e. IS gadis, or talooks ; contaisiing more than fifty tov/nships.

His son was Kaiifhirava Narasu raja, born in Rdcsha&a year, crowned in

Bahudhanija year, reigned 21 years, down to Viydri year. He conquered

32 gadis. He had two sons : the eldest was Dodda deva raja udiyar, bora

in Dunvmclui year, crowned in Vilamhi year, and reigned 13 years, down
to Paritdpi y^nr. He conquered W yndis. His younger brother was iJ/an
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devarajaudiyar, born in Prahhava year, and reigned 8 y6ar^, down to Yum
year, Deva raja udiyar, born in Prahhava year, crowned in Vigdri year. His

son was Chtckaraja deva tidi?jar, born in Pat tiva year, and reigned down to

—

Paritdpayear. KaniliiravaNarasurajmidiyar, born in P«nYa^a year, began
to reign in Parana year. Krishna raja iidigar born in CMtrabhanu year,

began to reign in Vijaya year. The preceding four kings conquered some
towns, to wit

—

Plonapuram; \)Oih. gramam, or town, and d'Argam, or fort;

Tumukur, and many smaller hallis, or hamlets, which are specified.

With regard to all the above rulers the names of patta-stris, or

crowned queens, are given in detail : some kings had more than one such

queen.

Book 10x3x3 inches : mostly in a strong, clear, durable hand-

writing. Large use was made of it by Colonel ^Yilkes.

6. No. 19,^9. Two pieces in Tel ugu, but much mingled with Sans-

crit. The folds being opened on one side, give Krishna rayas

affairs, and unfolded on the other side, the affairs of Vencatapati.

1.) Vijayaiiacjaram Krishna deva malia raya I'laltam. He ruled

from S.S. 1432 in the following Sucia year down to Virodhi year,

or 21 years. Details of his reign during that period : needless to

be abstracted here, since all particulars have been more than once

given.

2.) Carndtaea desoj lira Vcntatapati raya patlam. He was

crowned in S.S, 1526, the following Prabhavayeav. y He conquered

various places. He was sent as general from Vijoyonagaram

against the Choice kingdom. He took Tanjore; and after the

disastrous battle of Talicota, in which Rama raja fell, he assumed

the kingdom which he had won.

The book is full in its details of his gifts of lands, to various

temples. The total measurement of such land was 50,659 cvrhis, or

50G cawnics

11, Miscellaneous.

1. No. 1720, 1721. Many varieties; each occupying one, one and

a half, two or more pages—as medical; kingly matters; names, &c.

detached siccus ornate in kind. Vaishnava matters; granfhaXeiiex.

Account of the Ashta grumam by Srinivasa.

Medical treatment of children in slocas and prose. The kinds of medi-

f.iop?., rcqulrpd in oi(.|cr to the eftectivo rearing ofchildrenj (lefimng the weight
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of each ingredient, STedicineS are divided into classes ; as yelam cardamon,

jdtikdyi nutmeg, jatipattu mace, vdlmulugu long-pepper, lavangam cloves,

handapari, &;c., the weight of each proper to be used in palams, or ounces.

Eemedy for sitajvaram or remittent fever, for flatulence : powder of the

chank, or sea-shell. Chanda ndta churnam, and Usirali chiirnam to remove

coldness of body. From the Sdmaveda verses on punyaha vasanam or

purifying, sprinkling; used iu the ceremonial cleansing of pots, cups, or

vessels.

Some names of kings of the Mysore dynasty.

Raja udiyar. Chicka deva.

Chama raja udiyar. Krishna deva.

Immudi raja udiyar. Nanji raja.

Kant'hirava Narasulu, Chama deva.

Dodda deva, and others. See other "books.

Chdtu sheas, of srinjara kind, about women and their affairs.

In granfha letter, extracted from diVeda, on Vaisknava subjects.

Praise of Chama raja in composite stanzas,

JRama vishaija stotra, sheas praise of Rama.

Account of the cultivation of Asltta grumam, a district of eight

townships in the Mysore country.

In that district as Srinivasa temple, its accounts distinct.

Lacshvii siottra, praise of Lacshni in the granfha letter, and

Tamil language. Krishna stuii, praise of Knshna in o5 Canarese stanzas.

The years vi^hich some Mysore kings reigned: Raja udiyar

vdrayycn 30 years, Chama raja udiyar 21 years. KanVhirava NarO"

sinha raya udiyar 38 years. Dodda deva raja udiyar 16 years.

Intermediate are some details of a Balavdyi, who ruled : these

are not complete.

Some village accounts in Mysore, as Srirangha patnam hoita,

(Seringapatam) Banuur Jcotta, Giinigala kotta, Arakerr'ikoUa, Scya-
griva halli kptta, Chicka deva raycr durgam, Maddur kotta, Narasimha
durgam, Dodda deva nagara durgam ; and of other forts, or villao-es, in

Mysore.

Oblong books 10x2 inches, 6 inches thick.

1|. No, 1910. On the label, which appears to have been chano-ecl

Manipuraia kyfcat^ but no details as to Mampur a?o found;
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The contents of the book are matters brieily taken from the

Bhdratam, coming down to the war by Arjuna, and others
;
perhaps

prefatory, and not continued, 13| pages. Then defaced, in Tamil letter

and language ; the contents cannot be made out : a corner is cut off.

On looking closely it is seen that much writing has been washed off;

perhaps to be written over again like a palimpset
;

yet not again

written on.

2. No. J916. Two subjects.

1.) Various details on dying threads of cotton, and silk, the mate-

rials to be used, and the colour they produce, black, red, orange,

green, &c. only as to dying, not weaving : great weights specified,

as being for large quantities of thread.

This book might be useful in the arts ; if translated.

2.) A Mahratli letter, occupying half the book, reversing the

beginning.

Size 10x6x2 inches.

3. No. 1918. Three subjects.

1.) Raja dalavaya vamsavali. Telugu.

The Dalavaya, to the ruler of Pennaconda S.S. 1558: some

forts and townships were ^captured by this general. Among the said

Pennaconda rulers was Vencaiapati raya.

There is nothing to correspond with Vamsatali, i.e. a genealogy.

2.) Account of Uaya durga, (Royadroog.)

There are five forts connected with it, viz. Kandarpa durga,

Yennamula dodi durga, Nasana refti doddi durya, Leva dula durga,

Mortigala durga. The bearagc (revenue account) of the townships

connected with these five forts is given.

S.) Pennaconda hriya sactiyudiyar : his genealogy, some details of

his rule—the names of his sons, or successors are so far obliterated

as not to be easily legible.

Book 10x6x3 inches.

4. No. 19.'32. Three subjects.

1.) Devangata vdri kyfcat, Miihratti letter; nothing of any
importance.

2.) Chandra drdna parvata kyfcat: merely Canarese accounts,
letters used for figures.
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3.) Bhagur Clienna hesava drva siana sassanam. In dinarese,

an inscription ; sacti devata stottraniy praise of a goddess, but

mucli defaced.

AdJujanta srinrjdra gaHha, or a very beautiful tale.

Parama Brahma surupa, the female form of Pavama Brahm.

Mahu ugyakopini, the most wrathful, and angry female (goddess.)

Mafia bhayancari, the very terrible female (f^ocldess.)

Book QY.Qy.9, inches.

5. No. 1924. Three subjects.

1.) Lacshmi, Narayana, and Narasimha ; two temples at /JcZ^i

main : inscriptions in them. Varada chetti bought some wet
lands, east of these fanes, and gave them to the said temples

;

commemorated on stone.

2.) Jdtacam^ or horoscope of a king whose name is rubbed out:

slocas with tica in Canarese. Some Canarese accounts ; detail,

seriatim of prosperity, sorrow, happiness, suffering ; as usual in

horoscopes.

3.) Devanapnram raja vamsavati, prose, ynga varusliam, number of

years in each yugam.

Soma bhairava gandam]
Some ,, 5, S events of their rule as i'>alUyacarers.

Somanat'ha ,, ,, )

no certain dates.

C. No. 1930. Three subjects.

1.) Bliayaddi hottai kyfeat (recte Eaiimttii, rent taken from the

hand). Account of a small fort and palliycMi attached to Sri-

ranyha 2^ainam; its revenue, as rendered during the Sultan's time ;

proper name not stated, but Tippu only occurs before that title:

Details as to month, day, &;c., when the different proceeds were

paid.

2.) HarinaliaUikaiimttu, a township attached to Srirangliapafnam;

details as to persons, and times of payment.

S.) Notices of ancient kings, and dyncisties ; as Vicramddlty a,

name only. Narapaii raya, Harishara, Somesvara, Visit iiuverd-

dhana, Narasinha raya, Rajaparamesvara, Jayadeva raya. After

the era of Sdlivdhana three.
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4.) Sdlddri palnam, an Asvajmti raja was crowned: details of his

posterity ; and when they began to rule.

5.) Hastindpatnam dhermapati raja : details concerning him, and

his posterity.

6.) Mahendrapainam, reign of Pralapa rudra .-hence the name is

an epithet for Warankal.

Ill, PuRANAs, locaj.

1. No. 1907. Two subjects,

1.) Nagara puram. 2.) Gaulama cshelra mahalmyam, before

abstracted, vide supra.

2. No. 1910. Manlpuraltu kaipattu vide supra.

3. No. 1927, Govindhar/i giri; otherwise named Kdmaldchalam.

Around Goverdhana giri are eight hills
;
giving to the whole the

fancied resemblance to a Icdmdla or lotus flower.

They are :

—

Indra, E. Grvsrdhaca giri, Varuna, W. Niladri,

Agni, S.E. Comerdhadri, Yayu, N. W. Palavudra,

Yama, S, Samburadri, Cuvera, N. Miingaladri,

Nairriti, S. W. Gurudadrij Isani, N. E. Tangadri.

The district contains eighty-one forts, anciently governed by

MaTcuta verddhana raya, by Vicramaditya, and by Sdllvdhana. After

the commencement of the saca era, the rulers of the Dacshin were the

Narapati rayers of Vijayanagaram. There were sixty- four of this race

(inaccurate) the head of the sixty -four was Narasinka raya, he was a

Yddava, who conquered Vijo.yanagaram^ He held three forts in

his power.

Narasingharayas son was Krislmaraya who had Sdluvatimma

as his minister, by whose aid he conquered fifty forts, and ruled down

to S.S. 1481.

The country being too large for his sole nxle, lie took counsel with

hia minister ; aud divided it into nine districts, sending a viceroy to each.

One of these divisions was the Carnuiaca country, ruled by Dherma. nayaca ;

whose race governed from S.S. 520, down to S.S. 68S (error.)

In S. S. 670 down to 710 Drdvida dcsa Gonda chola raya took the

gaid ninth district, and ruled it S.S. 711, down to 720. Parmta raya 721 to

780, Govinda raya, Achyiita raya, Vklhyadhara raya, 781 to 900. Chicka

raya 901 to 970. Sivans samudra, Madhava raya, 971 to Vencatapati : of

his race 1050 Vascinta raya rnhd. 1051 to 1080 Somcmc'hara raya. 1081

to 1110, Anagiindi raya: so far this race.
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Down to S.S. 1280, tlie country was without a ruler. S. S. 1300 to

1340 Immatur raya, with his race succeeded S.S. 13-i.l to 1384. Nanjaraya

1385 to 1416 Goverdhana raya.

Jaga diva raya took the country, and ruled down to 1492. Immadi

Jagadeva raya ruled down to 1515. Cuniara Jaga deva raya ruled down

to 1222.

It would appear that these details are spurious. They are con-

firmed by no one authority.

Book 12 X G X 3 inche? ; only one-third of one side is written on :

the other sides are blank ; with the exception of one page of Mahratti

writing.

4. No. 1934. Two subjects.

1.) Rayadurga aiCGo\xni o£ revenue to it pertaining. Details of rice

lands, with their bearage, in Para&urama puramy Jslyayadu kunda grdmam-,

Rangha samudram, Altidur ; receipts only.

2.) Vaisya puranam. The sixteen household ceremonies of the

Vaisyas; including the putting on the sacred thread, which they use as well

as the Brahmans. Of old, Para-hruhin produced 7?/-oA7;ians from his head ;

from his arms, the Cshetriyas ; from his thishs, the Vaisiyas ; from his feet,

the Sudras. The ceremonies, proper to the past, were told by Siita to /S*«r«-

naca ; but are not herein detailed.

Afterwards occur details concerning Vishnu Verddhava, and his

desiring a virgin of the Cdmii tribe, and of her destroying herself;

some of the people did so likewise : others fled. The above ceremo-

nies of the Vaisyas are then stated.

Book lOxGxl inches.

lY. Statistical.

1. No. 1710. Mysore police accounts.

Proceeds of wet and dry lands in Kallar, Meltiga nalli, Pata Jialli,

Saiina kalli, Arisana halli, Kolakeri, Leva nagaram, Horsina halli, and

various others. The receipts are given, and also expenditure for digging

water-reservoirs, repairing banks of others, and the balance shown.

The surplus profit applied to expenses at the palace, and the defraying

various festival-processions at temples, and the like. Hence wholly terri-

torial, and revenue ; mixed up as usual with temijle expenditure.

Book 13 K -i ><; 3 iaches ; -^vritten on both sides of the folds,

s?3
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Pacshama rangha natha svami devdlya kanalca.

Account of tlie expenditure of the said temple at daily processions,

new and full-moon, and monthly ; more pompous yearly was the

Brahmotsavam, or car-festival.

A Rangha mantapa, or porch attached to the temple, and there are

others similar. In those porches, a detail of the proper ceremonies is given,

haviag reference to Rancjanailia, Casliiri ranjhn nnyahi, the 'Aluvar, and

others. Tradition has it that very anciently Ranghanatlia was there of old;

and, that, in a time of public disturhance, the idol was hidden. Again the

shrine was established by Gautama nshi in S.S. 846 in the Vegudhanya

cycle year. In that same year Vishnu Verddhana deva malm raja caused

the temple to he built, with wal'.cd inclosure, Rangha maniapa, and other

appurtenances; from S.S. 1486 down to 1690 ;-t.S. following kings gave

lands, and other donatives to the temple. Full details not here abstracted, are

added, as to what every king gave, with the date of gift.

The stone inscriptions, commemorating those gifts are many of them

within the temple enclosure. Others are referred to, as being in distant

villages, or places.

There are added names of fourteen kings of Mysore, with the expenses

they were at, for processions connected with the said temple : the names only,

without dates.

1 Eaja udiyar, 2 Eettanda chama raja udiyar, 3 Chama raja udiyar,

4 Immadi raja udiyar, 5 Eant'liirava raja udiyar, 6 Deva raja udiyar,

7 Dodda deva raja udiyar, 8 Chicka deva raja udiyar, 9 Eaja kant'hirava

Narasu raja udij-ar, 10 Krishna deva raja udiyar, 11 Immadi roj a udiyar,

12 J^anjaraja udiyar, 13 Bettada chama aras udiyar, 14 Chama raja udiyar.

Book 12x4x3 inches, very fully, and closely written.

3. No. 1908. Sringcri mata svastn kanaka, accounts of the Sringeri

monasterium established by Sancardcharya.

Karayiir account. Sivapa nayah, after inquiring into the entire

expenditure of one year, sent the same in detail to the king at Vijayci

singha puram.

Account of towns {fntnam) for which thoy obtained free grants

:

these being Mendatipati, Sachaddnandam, and apparently two ether towns;

doiibtful as to naraej.
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Account of instalments of rent, with profit and loss thence resulting,

as regards Horre simi, Hona halli nadu, Hyadur nadu, Malu bliaga nadu,

Condur nadu j Yidyaiagira puram, Is'arasiniha puram, Singha puram, Maisur,

Ayanui' j these, and other places.

, Accouats of gifts to vidvdmsas, or learned men of the monastry : these

being land, clothes, and money. Accounts of donation by two heads of the

maiam in their journies, with expenditure. Other accounts for one year.

Book 8x6x6 inches ; ens of the sides somewhat fully written

:

the other one not so.

4. No. 1909. Sringeri simi kanaka, accounts of Sringcri.

For Dhatu year, as to Honahalli nadu, Ballandur gramam, Gcni simi,

Hagadur nadu, Hallandur, Keiabhagu nadu, Mahabbaga nadu, Nadubhaga

nadu, Kunnur nadu; these, and other places.

Accounts of wet and dry lands. The periods for which rented, the

number of parcels, the profits ; and, in certain cases, the loss, through failure

of crops, the number vara, or possessors: throughout the details are very full,

but local ; and, for any other, than revenue use, unimportant.

An old black book, 12 X 7 X 3 inches, fully written on both folds,

the hand-writing small.

5, No. 1912. Two subjects.

I.) Vupallikari. The, Sultan having called the cultivators inquired

of what caste they were i how many children they had ? how much

land cultivated by them ?

The hand-writing is partially obliterated.

2.) Bennahhaharl, the like inquiries; but, v.ith a different list

of caste : the writing is old, and injured.

[The -writing mth thelcind of crjyon termel lalapair^ on sla'ed cloth, will not bear

Tubbing: it then becomes indistinct.]

6. No. 1915. Sringeri matant svasta kanaka. An endov/ment

account of that monastery, by its original founder.

Details of account of freehold lands of the said maiam; and of
the sale of some of them

; by a balance remaining due : some balances

on a^ficultiue \vere forgiven.
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The towns specified are :—

Vidyaranya puram, Narasinha puram, Slnghapuram^ Horanya puram,

Sancara puram, Binca puram.

The pWhaca or altar of the original Saiva matam was formed (scri-

bitur) by Siva himself; it is termed gima pWhaca : detail of its lands. At

length Sancara (supposed to mean the dchdrya) became its name: it is a

veiy ancient matam. The names of heads are not successively given ; but

they are mentioned collectively, with the exception of Vidya Sancara.

Book 8 X 6 X 4 inches, somewhat fully written in a neat hand-

writing.

7. No. 1958. Sringcri maiam.

Accounts for four years : Prahliava, PaJavanga, Kilaca, and

Saumya; no sac;? year stated. Accounts of freeholds wiih the culti-

vation ; money received for them from mahajans, or proprietors
;
gain

and expenditure ; to whom the farms belonged, with a list of tenants.

A large square book, like the others.

8. No. 1931. Hangalaia grama mdnyam.

In Sdvari year, Leva raja tidtya.r gave two townships, named Halla-

gdla and Pdninoyaca puram, to the temples of Hallalanatha svami, Malli'

cdrjuna deva, Brahma deva, the grama deva, (name not specified) Vindyaca

deva, JTcrccovima deva, Hanumanta deva, and others; for the maintenance of

hierophants. The book is written on only one fold, and this occupied by

receipts, and expenditure of the specified one year.

Book 7x5x2 inches ; it looks very old.

9. No. 1932. Sringeri nhja hchc, three years' account. Details

of cultivation of wet and dry lands, tax-free only ; with the num-

bers of the land-squares; and whether there was profit by fertility,

or loss by defect of crops. The accounts are Kara, Bahttdhanya,

and Vyaya cycle years ; and for Kondur, Ralvgarunddu, Sdluva

nddti, Hosiur, Kelabhdga nndu ; and various other towns.

Book 7x7x2 inches, with only one board ; a small, and neat

hand-writing.
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10, No. 1933. Maisur chinna bandara laclccm.

An account of the expenditure at the palace for pearls, rubies,

and diamonds ; and of others already in the treasury. On a gift being

made, the rajas order was entered in the treasury account.

Chinna handdram appears to have been the name of the treasurer.

In Pravudha year, and Srdvana monih, the raya gave ten jewels.

In the bright half of the Bhadrapadi month he sold ten diamonds fronj

the treasury.

In Kdrtiki month diamonds were given out to be made into a

ring for the raja's use : also a large necklace and jewel, for it, were

issued : and so on, to many other instances. Very frail document for

such memoranda.

Book 14xGx2 inches.
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D.

SECOND FAMILY. Malayalam language.

I. Castes.

No 842. (No. 17, CM. 910.) Thirty-one sections on the manners

of various orders of Brahmans, and other inferior castes in the

Malayalam country. These differ considerably from castes, in

other parts of India.

The book is a small quarto, Europe paper, half-bound.

II. Historical.

No. 789. (Xo. 16, CM.—) Two sections.

1.) A Tamil translation of the Kerala idijatti: an abstract of the

original, on palm-leaves, appears under the 1st family.

2.) Copy in Malaydia-ni of an original manuscript in possession of

the Btbi of Caunanore. An abstract occurs elsewhere.

The book is a folio, on Europe paper, boards damaged.

}II. Inscriptions.

1. No. 802. (No. 59, CM. 1028.) Inscriptions on stone in the

Malayalam country. Part is in the modern Tamil letter ; other

part in two kinds of ancient Tamil : one of them partaking of the

Telugu alphabet.

The book is a broad folio, country paper, boards, tied with a string.

2. No. 806. (No. 60, CM. 1029.) One hundred and twenty-two

inscriptions on stone, copper, and paper-grants in the Malayalam

language ; and in old, and modern Tamil letters.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half bound.

3. No. 814. (No. §*, CM. 1023.) Three sections.

Section 1. Thirty-three insrciptions on stone, and copper-plates

in Arcot district, and in the Tanjore country.
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Seetfcn 2. Eleven inscriptions in the Dindigul, and Madura

districts.

Sections, Two copper-plate inscn\-)i\or\s in Darapuram, Coim-

batcre district.

These are in Granfha, Telugu, old Tamil, and modern Tamil

letters : yet marked on the cover as Malayalam.

The book is quarto, countrj' paper, half-bound.

IV. MiSrELLANEOUS.

1. No. 815. (No. 71, C. M. 900.) Nine sections.

Section 1 is an account of tribes in the Ilalaydlam countrj'.

Sections 2, 9, accounts of two temples. Section 6 is statistical, the

others, notices of revenues; of pdiliyacdrers, and of their districts.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound, damaged.

It was restored in one of the folio volumes.

2. No. 801. (No. 14, CM. 907.) Four sections.

Section J. Account of the Falaccitfi kin^s. Section 2, of the

goddess Bhagavati. Section o, of tribes. Section 4, people of various

nations. Tamil and Telugu letters ; used.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

3. No. 826. (No. 10, CM. 903.) Thirty sections.

Of these eleven are on temples, and choultries. Fourteen are

statistical ; the remaining five are genealogical, or notices of tribes and
customs.

The book is a folio, Europe paper; old, and modern Tamil

letter, half-bound.

4. No. 886. (No. 15, CM ) Forty-six sections.

Of these four are concerning castes, and tribes; five are on
allowances to different temples ; three are genealogical. Twenty-seven
are statistical ; the remainder on seeds, choukies^ or jails, &c.

The book is a folio, China paper, half-bound, damaged.

5. No. 957. (No. 5, CM. 898.) Seventeen sections.

Section 1. Account of Malapiira coya in the Vcttata nad ot

district.
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«

No ancient books except the Koran. The writer derives his authori-

ty from Jaini Mahomed in Ponani village. The amount of information

conveyed amoimts to little or nothing ; except with reference to a ftAv religi-

ous, or local customs. They have no inscriptions.

Section 2. Account of the Valluva nad, or j^ngddi puram,

rajas, in Malaydlam.

The capital was established bj Cheriiman Pcrumal. The younger

brother succeeds on the death of a preceding king. They have no inscriptions,

or records ; the latter perished in the period of disturbance.

Section 3. Notice of the Payiikar, a tribe of astrologers.

They refer their instruction, in astrology, to the precepts of S^ihrahmanya:

The origin of the class is derived from Tuluva, with fabulous accompani-

ments; by which it appears, that their class originated from a Brahman, and

a woman of lower tribe. They state, that they were appointed by au.thority,

accounted divine, to be astrological guides to the Sudra class. In the Erigli.sh

heading of the section, in the original book, the section is said to contain

"explanations of astronomical tables ;
" but nothing, answering to such an

index, appears.

There follows copy of a letter, or order, from Thomas "Warden, Esq
,

directing all, whom it might concern, to give assistance and information to

Nltala NaraTjanrt, the gomastah of Colonel Mackenzie ; concerning the

antiquities of the countrj- . The different kinds of documents, books, inscrip-

tions, and the like, are specified ; by way of explaining the kind of matters

regarded as desiderata.

Section 4. Account of Alaven Cadari of Calicut.

This person received his fief, and authority, from the tSamudri raja

(title of the Calicut raja, by the Portuguese spelt Zamorin). There is

nothing in the paper, except a mention of revenue proceeds, from rice

cultivation.

Section 5. Account received from one named Coya veltil Coya,

an inhabitant of Calicut.

According to this person's statement, the ancestors of his tribe came

with some banners, or distinctions, by way of the sea, in a ship or bark from

Chinna-Kribala : and, in conseqence of rendering essential services to the

Samudri raja of Calicut, the class received from him distinguishing immuni-

Xk^ and ^nnners.
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There is nothing further of any importance. I find, on inquiry, that

the class of people referred to, are most probably Chinese ;
as my informant

says they are the same kind of people with the Chinese at Madras; except

that the former do not wear the long qneur-s, which the Chinese regard as

tokens of honor. By consequence, the people in question may he Malays, or

otheiL persons, from the eastern islands.

Section G. Notice from the chief of a tribe of Mahomedans,

his name being Condavetii tahijjuhal tangal.

The writer says his ancestor came from Paniveli (Panwell), on the

coast opposite to Bombay. The people of Malayalam received him as their

religious teacher, and guide. He made many additional disciples. Tippu

Sultan gave some endowments, which have been continued by the Honorable

Company. There is nothing further of the slightest consequence.

Section 7. Account received from Sjed All Coya, the Cadri

(or Cazi) of the mosque at Tirwya^'aw^af^/, in the talooks of Vettata

nad, and Ycra nad.

They have no ancient books, or records. The writer professes to

give only what he had heard. Cherumdn Perumal adopted the Mahomedan

system, and went to Mecca ; whecce he brought with him ten families to

return to Malaydlam ; but he fell sick of a fever at the Shahar (a town)

where the ship had stopped in the passage ; and, as the fever threatened to

be fatal, he charged those people to go to Malayalam,, and disseminate their

religion there. They objected, that they were strangers to the country

;

in consequence of which he gave them letters of introduction. After his

death, they came to Codaynalar (Crauganore ?) and delivered the letters to the

chief at that place. The Paraj^a raya, by his order, gave them Tiruva-

ranyadi (a bazar street) for their residence. They are bound to present a

Nuzzar, to a certain fixed amount, on the accession of every new chief, as an

acknowledgment of fealty and homage j discontinued (at the time of writing)

since seventy years.

Section 8. Answers to inquiries received from the NamhadL

chiefs at Cttvittancid.

They received their lands from Pdrasu Rama. N'o inscriptions.

They are subordinate to the Calicut, and Cochin, rajas. Under them are

1,600 Nayars. They give a fabulous account of the origin of their tribe.

Of this tribe, there are three chiefs, Veiigna natta raja, Yedatara nddu vdri,

and the writer, the Nambadi of the Cutlinada Padivyare district. The
Vengna naita raja wfds adopted as ruler from their tribe, when the liaeal

p 3
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ruler of that place had no offspring : it occurred about seven hundred years,

previously to these answers having been written. In consequence of some

family discord the Padimjare district was divided, and so continues. In a

defect of posterity, the offspring of a female of the race, by a Namburi

Brahman, succeeded ; and the descendants are numerous. The race was at

different times under the Neddiiripa {Csllcut) raja, and the Perum'hapa

(Cochin) rajas : at the time of writing they were under the Calicut roja.

They have no inscriptions : these were destroyed when fires burnt down

their houses.

Section 9. Answers received from the Cammati, or gold

coiners, of the cusbali of Calicut.

No ancient books. They came originally from the Chola desam

;

and received employment, as legal coiners, from the Calicut raja, as ihey

have heard by tradition. They retain no copy of the original order. They

make the caiu called the new Vira rayen: four house-holds are so employed.

Section 10. Result of inquiries of certain persons named

Musata, at Rdmandtha karat.

Pdras7t rdma appointed all things at first, in the Tuluva, and Kerala

divisions respectively : there were thirty -two village districts. Some reason

is stated for the Biahfuans being considered to be of an inferior order.

Mention of a distinguished Brahman. There is nothing further of any

consequence.

Section II. Result of inquiries from a iVamiMn/jac?, or superior

Brahman of Cuvitlalur.

The usual reference to Parasu Rama : there is nothing in the section
;

beyond a statement of some local customs.

Section 12. Account received from Pumali Namburipdd, of

Cuvilia district.

All books, or records have been lost. Except a reference to Pdrasn
Rdma; nothiag is meatioued as to early times; and nothing, beyond local

matters, of later date.

Section 13. Legendary account of Paniyur csh^lram, in the

district of Cuvitta nad.

Fdrasu rdma, after forming the Malayalam country, went to the

Goduveri river, and invited the Brahmans to come to the new country ; but

thoy refused ; except there were a river, and a Vardha svdnii. Parasu

i?a?na, by pcaauca, supplied these thingB; and then the JJrahmans came to
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Malayakm. They arc subjected to the Vendttira raja of Tinanandra puram

(or Trivanderam) ; that is, the Travancore rdja.

Section 14. Account received from the Brahman of Vengnat'

ikr of Cuvitta nuA district.

No inscriptions ; and nothing further than a mention of the number of

Nayars in the district, and some matters of revenue.

Section 15. Replies received from Sancarapotiwal of Sancara

ndfdyana cshetram in the Veltaia ndd district.

N"© inscriptions. Does not know where the Kerala Ulpattl, in Sanscrit,

can be had : the Bhavishyotra puruna exists ; but does not know where. All

books perished in times of disturbance, in Malayalam. At Rama natti harai,

a Pariya, acquired great power, and the Samudri raja (of (!)alicut) promised

his district to any one who would kill him. Parachatla vetta nayar did so,

and became chief of the district. The respondent is ignorant of ancient occur-

rences ; but specifies some matters relative to existing chiefs.

Section IG. Replies received from the Brahman at Ctidalur, in

Cuviita nad district.

Paras)! lidma formed the Malayalam country. Reference for better

information to the Brahmans at Arrhavam cheri, termed Tamhirarhal : and to

the Scanda puranam. IS'othing further of the slightest consequence.

Section 17. Replies from five Brahmans of Paniyur, in Cuvitta

nad district.

Inscriptions, and records perished in the disturbances ; caused by
Tippu Sultan. Much uncertainty expressed as to antiquity. Some explana-

tions as to the opposing sects of Saivas and Vais/mavQs. Some similar details

;

and a reference to two kings named Kohjtti raja, and Cheriya Perumal, who
fought with each other ; when the former killed the latter, and received from

the Erahmans the country of the slain chief. Reference to Cliernman Penimdl
who ruled 36 years; and inivodiy\cei\ iho Bauddhas (Mahomedans) : otlier

matters relating to local customs.

Note.~Th\% paper seems to be rather more important, than

most of the others in this manuscript; but the matter has been to a

prevailing degree anticipated by preceding documents. A reference to

this paper in connexion with them, would be desirable.

Section 18. Replies to inquiries from the Tinmana cheri rdjq

of the Cuviifa nhJ, district.
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He is couilected with the Paniyur Brahmans. He describes the

chiefs subordinate to him ; the mode of appointment to the succession; and of

receiving authority from him. He enters into statistic, and revenue details ;

and, after stating that his country has become impoverished, seeks for a relaxed

tribute, and favor, from the Honorable Company,

Note.—The contents are too minute to admit of abstract. The

document appears to be of some importance for reference.

Remark.— lihe index, prefixed to this book, was found to be not

quite accurate. The contents are not of very high interest ; but they

have been re-copied
;
partly because of the fragile material, chiefly China

paper, on which they were written. V/e may gather from them, that

the Malayalam country is perhaps more destitute of authentic records,

than any other portion of the Indian Peninsula.

Addendum,—Inserted in M.S. book, No. 5, there is a neatly

written paper in the Arabic language ; the contents of which relate to

the number of Mahomedan mosques, in the Malayalcm country ; with

a specification of the persons in charge, the income, and similar matters.

This paper may remain just as it is ; the ink being imperishable, and

the paper uninjured.

[Immediately following, and at the close of the book, are three sketches of Bauddhut

slirines, and one of a sacred tree of the Bauddhas, which I readily recognize as a distant pro-

totype of Wilford's crosses, in the Asiatic Researches; guaranteed by which, his imaf^ination

identified the Bauddhlnts with Christians. All the imagination, even of Wilford himself,

must have been ror[uired to accomplish auj' such identification,]

The book is a folio, China and country paper, half-bound, 3 pages

Persian letter, at the end.
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E.

Mahratti, M.S. Books.

I. Arithmetic,

1. No. 917. (No. 12, CM ) Ganitam, or Mahratti spell-

ing-books, and Arithmetic.

T])e Mahratti mode of keeping accounts, used once to be

considered superior in revenue matters ; but being a very round-about

way in a Tamil couutr}-, its usage was abolished.

The book is a small and thin quarto, Europe paper.

.11. Ethical,

1. No. 895, (No. 10, CM. C41.) Gita sdram or essence of the

Bhagavat gita, in two sections ; by Ni/d7ia deva-.

The book is a narrow folio, thick, country paper, half-bound.

2.—(No, 11, CM. 642.) Gita hhashyam, the second section In

continuance of the last number.

The book is a narrow folio, thick, country paper, half-bound,

damaged.

III. Fables,

1, No. 907; (No. 4, CM. 649.) Pancha iantram, or fables,

ascribed to Vis/inu sarman ; when instructing the sons of a king of

Pdtdli jju)'am.

The book is a quarto, thin, country paper, half-bound.

IV. Historical.

1. No. 854. (No. 8, CM. 874.) Some details are statistical. Four

sections, in Canavese, are now v/anting.

The following is from liiy former analysis.

Seciion 5. Account of C/iitra durga (or Chittlcdroog) with tlis

genealogy of its feudal chieftains.
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Legendary origin, co-eval with the times of Krishna, and the five

Pandavas. Subsequently it was a Avaste, or wilderness, for 1724 years. In

S.S. 1272 (A.D. 1350), Timma sava na^aJi, -paid homage here. In the time

of Narasinha, there was war with the Raycr of Vijoyanagaram. A thou-

sand Jonacas (here meaning Arabs) were engaged, as stipendiaries, in the war.

There follow details of subsequent chiefs, and their wars. At length a Maho-

medan, named Cazim Khan, took the fort. A Mahratta chief drove away

the Mahomed an ; and, after re-instating the Hindu chieftain, returned to

Poonah. Various minor details follow, down to the time of Hyder Nayak,

who took the fort ; together with other places ; the doing which brought on a

war with the Mahrattas, and an invasion of Seringapatam, In the various

affairs, connected with the Mahrattas, mention of the English occurs. The

paper comes down to the assault of Seringapatam, by the Mahrattas ; and

then abruptly breaks off.

Note.—The preceding document as regards the writing, and the

material written on, which is very inferior French paper, might be allowed to

remain: but several of the leaves are loose, and the preservation of the whole,

in this state, canuot be depended upon. On the whole therefore I have

judged it my duty to have the document restored ; seeing that most of the

details are historical.

Pection 6. Account of Seringapatam.

A legend of the formation of a fane, on the site of the town. Bdma

subsequently visited it, and Jamadagni, the ruhi, resided there ; who was

much annoyed, by the flooding of the river taking away his hermitage. Rama

removed the unpleasantness, by commanding the river to continue restricted

within certain bounds. Siva sancara was a ruler at this place ; concerning

whom, and some wars with his neighbours, there are some details. The

foundation of Talrdd is mentioned. The Peishwa of the Mahrattas drove

away the chief of this place ; who escaped on horseback, and retreated to the

woods. Subsequently the rule of Srirangha rayalu (brother of Timma rdju

of Pennaconda) is stated. The name of Srirangham seems to have originated

from him. He went to Talcad, and died there. The rule of a lord, without

specification of proper name, is adverted to, who founded the Chamunda, fane.

The subsequent dynasty of native kings. The Mahomedan usurpation was

set aside by the English ; who re-established the former dynasty.

Bemarh.—The commencement of the document is mere legend; but

afterwards there is matter of more value. As the paper on which it is written

ig loose, and the ink pale, I have had it restored. From the intervention of
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the Mahi-attas, down, to the close, there would seem to be matter that miglit

merit translation.

Section 7, List of kings of the (5'wrya vawsc.

The legend of" Sdgara capila muni, and RharjiraCha, is given, with a

few names of the solar line ; for the purpose of connecting therewith the

Mahratta dynasty of Poonah. A few names of kings of other, comparatively,

modern races are unconnectedly added . The document is brief ; and very

roughly written, with pale ink. On the whole I have judged it expedient to

preserve a fair copy.

Section 8. Legend of the fane at Ilarikara in Mysore.

Narrated by Isvara, to Dherma raja. It relates to a special bathing

place, in the Tungabhadra river ; and a legendary tale is connected therewith.

The language is partly Mahratti, and partly Sancrit slbcas, in the Mahratti

character. Both as regards writing, and paper, it is in good preservation.

Section 9. Genealogy of the chieftains of Yalaha ndd in Mysore.

Seven persons, being relatives, emigrated from the Canchi district, and

located themselves in Mysore, in places specified. The foundation of the fane

of Vira hhadra in S. S. 1380, is ascribed to a vision. The chief, ruling over

a district yielding ten thousand rupees revenue, went and fought against Juni

Bangaltir, and took the country. Being troubled in mind, he rode out on

horseback for exercise ; and coming to a wild place, saw a hare and dog play-

ing together ; induced by which favorable omen, he had a fort built on that

place ; to which the name oT Barujalur was given. He fought with Sancara

nayak and took his countr}'. His successor built several fanes. A list of

descendants appears. The Mahomedans made an irruption, and captured the

country; but re-established this chief. Some other fluctuations of power are

narrated. Marriage relations with Mysore. The usurpation of Hyder. This

chief thereupon retreated to Pmiganitr.

Remark.—This document seems to be locally of some historical value,

It is in good preservation.

Section 10. Account of the fane at Malliir, in the Mysore country.

Reference to ascetics, and their hermitages ; in the midst of Curumbar

people. One of the ascetics discovered treasure in the earth, and made known

his discovery to a chief, who came and saw it. The result was the building

of a fane. At a subsequent period the Rayers of Vijayanagaram built many

other sacred edifices; especially an agrahdram for Brahmans at Sringeri.

Remark.—This paper has a mixture of fact and legend. It is in mode-

rately g<iod prc'servation.
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Section 11. Narrative of Venasiti, a Lingailkari.

This is merely an account given, by the said person, of his family

origin from Anagundi ; emigration thence to the Mysore country
;
practice of

medicine : support derived from Hyder Ali ; and subsequent loss of livelihood.

It is contained in two pages, of very rough handwriting ; and is of no value.

Section 12. KccoMni oi Balia hakapur.

Reference to an emigration of brothers from Cdnchi, to the neighbour-

hood of Talcad, in fusly 948. Three boxes came down the stream, containing

ima^-es; and a vision of these gods pointed to hidden treasure, with which a

fane a fort, &c., were constructed. An incursion of Mahomedans, who

captured the fort. Intervention of Mahrattas. AfFaix's of Tippu Sultan.

His treaty with the Mahrattas. Details of the war of the English against

Tippu ; ending in his overthrow, and the re -establishment of the former

Mysore sovereignty.

JRemark.—A former paper occurred on this same subject ; but not quite

so full. This document being written on thin China paper, of which the

sheets are become loose, and one lost, it seemed expedient to copy out the

whole in a more permanent form.

Section 13. Kccowni o^ihc Camas o^ Balia haktapur.

This statement of revenue districts is connected with the foregoing ;

and, bein"- in like condition, has been added to the restored copy ; though

were it found alone and unconnected, it would not have been deemed of

importance.

Section 14. Account of the kings of A'ftWz metropolis in Bidan'&r,

(hodie Killudee).

Copy of a record in the hands of a person mentioned. Anciently the

country Avas a wilderness. The founder of the dynasty was a local chief,

ruling in a town called Atlihjar nagara, which the ruler at Anagundi hearing

of sent for him in S.S. 1422, (A.D. 1500) and formally installed him, as a

feudatory chief. He built a fort in the pladb where he had before dwelt ; and

governed for 13 years, and seven months. His son was Sada siva nayak,

who ruled 13 years ; and his'son, Bada sacajm nayak, ruled seven years and

one mouth. In all sixteen descents are specified ; occupying 263 years.

Some mention occurs of their proceedings, in reference to their neighbours ;

and their benefactions to fanes and Brahmans. (The above period would

come down to 1763 A.D.) It is added that Hyder Ali, acting under the

orders of Krishna laja udiydr, king of Mysore, about that time captured this

fort ;
tf>gf;thcr with others, which we mentioned in the jaeighbourhood.
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So much is contained in one part of llie document : another part is to

the following purport.

The place was anciently a wilderness. One Basavapa, a merchant,

laid the foundations of the family ; and, together with his wile, was very

munificent. They had tv/o sons. A sort of power Avas exercised by him, and
his sons. A vision, in the shape of a Brahman, directed them to a place

where a symbol of >S!iva, fixed by Rama, was to be found. Subsequently a

serpent, under a tree, directed them to Vmried treasure, instructing them to

build therewith, a town and residence.

A reference is also made to the foundation of the Ixayer dynasty : the

means of doing which is ascribed to a momentary shower of gold, sent down
by Virupacsha, a form of Siva. By that means the celebrated monasteriuro

oi Sringeri was founded; and other munificent donatives v/ere bestowed.

The Mahomedans afterwards conquered the country ; and placed therein a

descendant of the former family, as their tributary.

Section 15. Account of Seringapatam.

Legendary matter as to the formation of a shrine. Mention of some

local chiefs, and periods of their reign ; and statement of their donatives ^iven.

Interference of the Pcishiva power; of Hyder Ali ; Tippu Sultan. These

matters are intermingled with paufgyrics of the rulers, at different periods.

Section 16. Account of Hani raya gala.

The situation is about 1 2 coss westward of Chitra durga (or Chittle-

droog) and v/as the site of a local chieftain's power. Some details of his

family, and their proceedings are given ; but the paper is a fragment of only

four pages, and what is contained is only of moderate importance.

Note.—The three papers, from sections 14 to 16 inclusive, are written

on strong Europe paper, not damaged ; with ink only a little faded. It is my
intention to attach these to a Canarese document, in like preservation at tlie

beginning of the book ; and then all the loose papers following will be of no
further consequence ; having been, with only one slight exception, restored in

a permanent form.

Incident at Anagundi.

A writing of two pages, on damaged and fragile paper, not noticed in

the table of contents attached to the book, was found prefixed to section 12.

It contains the same narrative as that in M.S. book No. 9, countermark 875
section 2 ; but somewhat fuller ; and, as bringing connected circumstances

down to the period of a reference to Madras, it has been re-cooied, irarae-
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diately after tlio document in section 13. The MahraUi portion of this book

has now been abstracted ; and for the greater part of it (as was urgently

needed) permanently restored.

The book is a quarto, Europe paper, half-bound, damaged.

2. No. 865. (No. 43, CM. 733.) Account of Vencatapa nayaha

raja of Zorapiir, and Gudigunia in the Hydrabad country^

The book is a quarto, Europe paper, half-bound.

3. No. 873. (No. 22. CM. 934.) Two sections.

1). Account of Kellca lyutl, and a notice of Bhoja raja.

2). Legendary history of Vicrama raja of Uchckini,

The book is a quarter of a sheet, royal size, cut across, country

paper, half-bound.

4. No. 888. (No. 45, C. M. 735.) Record of the rulers of

Chandra giri.

The following is from my former analysis.

This book on examination proved to be an interesting (though very

biief) chronicle of the Yadava race; which formed one of the early dynasties

of rulers in this country.

The record is said to have been extracted from all the documents in

the fort of Krishna rayer, relative to the rayer dynasty.

The commencement of the Yadava dynasty is dated from S.S. 731

(A.D. 808-9) beginning with Srirangha Yadava rayalu : the dynasty is

continued downwards to the foundation of the fort ; concerning which there is

a little, apparently fabulous, matter. The fort was first called Beya durgam

by Yadava rayala in S.S. 929 (A.D. 1007-8). At a later period one of its

rulers meditated an invasion of Vijayanagaram ; but abandoned his intention,

on discovering the power, and resources of Krishna rayer. The conquests of

the latter are briefly alluded to, and the circumstance of the Gajapati prince

givng his daughter to Krishna rayer, to cement a treaty of peace with him.

is mentioned. The date of Krjshna rayer s death is fixed on the 8th of

Cdrtikeya month, S.S. 1452 (l9th or 20th November 1531). In all twenty-

seven princes of the Yadava race ruled, during 339 years (an average of

twelve and a half years to each). The name of Deya-durga was changed to

Chandra giri, by one of the race ; for reasons specified. The country came

under Mahomedan rule in S.S. 1587 (A.D. 16G5-6). The names of these

rulers are given : they governed, in all, during ninety-five years.
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There follows a descriptive mention of fanes, and other sacerdotal

buildings, erected, or endowed by the different rulers of this dynasty; Tripely

being the principal one.

Eemark—This document claims a full translation. It possesses con-

siderable internal evidences of authenticity ; and its evidence in history is

required. The book is damaged, though to a less degree than many in this

collection, I have had it restored, for the being better preserved
;

pending

its full translation.

From a later descendant of this race the English derived their

authority to settle at Chennapainam, or Madras.

The book is a quarto, country paper, bound in sheep.

5. No. 889. (No. 37, C. M. 791.) Record as to Chacraverlis of

the Yadavas.

Similar in subject ; but not of equal value.—The book resembles

others of its class.

6. No. (No. 47, CM. 737.) Ancient record concerning iVam-

yana varam.

The commencement of this document adverts to the creation by

Brahma, and then immediately refers to Vaivasvata menu ; to his son Icskvacu;

and to the ten sons of the latter, who have names given to them that appear

to be fictitious. Only four brief pages are thus occupied. There is then a

marvellous anachronism in referring to Cari ccda chola, and to a story

which, in other documents, is connected with Kuloitunga cholan. In per-

forming penance at Seshdchalam he had a son by a Nuga canya, which son

is simply termed Chacraverti (alitor Tondanidn or Adondai). This C^iacra-

terti going to Vencatdchala had a vision of the god j and, on the hill, found

a ptone image vphich he caused to be enshrined, and endowed. He is then

termed Go-chucraverti, and his son is named Sundhama raja. His son was

iSurasira, and his son Narayana rajn.

The narrative then passes at once to MWhila-desam, in the extreme north.

A king of this country named Go-Vasamiuna raja performed penance

addressed to Vencatachala svami (a form of Vishnu) ; accomplished as it

seems, at Vencatachala or Tripety : on the god appearing and asking to

know what he wanted, he requested to be allowed to reign over the neigh-

bourhood of the fane ; transmitting the kingdom to his posterity. The
request was granted, by directing the worshipper to go to his servant Nara-
yana, that ruled at Narayanpuri; who would, thereupon, make over to him,

the applicant, half of the said JSarayaii's kingdom j which gift, on applica-
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tion, Go- Vasambuna accordingly obtained, Tlio nmne of his eldest son

was Vcncata raja, whose three brothers were respectively named Ubajala

raja, Acasa raja, and 31iira verma raja. The son of the last mentioned

•was Acdsa raja, Vvho being instituted to the Idngdom, the father retreated

to do penance. Acasa raja, having no child, made a golden image of a

goddess which he purposed to worship ; but wars addressed by an aerial voice,

instructing him to consider that image as his child, by the name of Pacsha

trivati ; and, upon doing so, a son should be born to him. In a neighbour-

ino- wilderness called Udiyana vanam., the "i^uni named Ndreda, when doing

penance, saw a very beautiful female form; and, on asking who she was,

a reply was given that she was called Pacsha trivani, and was the child of

Acasa raja. Ndreda told her, she would become the wife of Vencatdchala

svdmi; and, as he bad said, the god came v/ith. splendour, and was married to

the said Pacshatrivati ; on which day a child was born to Acasa raja;

afterwards named Vasumhana raja ; to whom ho made over his rule, and

retired to do penance. As Vasumhana raja had no offspring, he went to

.

Vencata raja oi' the aforementioned Ndrdyana puri; on whom he devolved

the portion of the kingdom formerly conceded ; thenceforward the kingdom

became one, under kings of the Ndrdyan varam dynasty.

The son of Vencuta raja was Sindu raja. In his time a Klratan, or

barbarian, made great ravages as a freebooter ; and, among other spoils,

having forcibly taken away the cow of a Brahman, the owner went to Sindu

raja and complained. The roja assembled some forces, with which he pursued

and overtook the plunderer ; recovered the cow ; and gave it back to the

owner ; aiterwards continuing a prosperous rule. His son was named Acana-

sniia raja, his son was Paracruti roja, and his son Adrica raja. His son

Mahifha raja- His son Vicaia raja, and his son JRihunde roja. Duriug his

reign, enemies invaded the kingdom, (their name not specified), and overthrew

the Vencata raja dynasty.

There follows what, for distinction sake, may be termed the Rayna

rnja dynasty; containing a long list of names only, without any incident.

Remarh..—So far as my abstract goes which I have made somewhat

minute, and particular, there is a orauem.hlance which, in the leading pcints,

I consider to be assimilated to truth. We have in it, the early history of

Tripety, from the time of its founder Adondai; but apparently only as a

feudal chieftainshiji, merging in a larger one : the precise locality of which

I feel a' pesent unablo to fix ; but I think that Naraydnopuri, if a leal name,

n)U-t ii; ve been the rn ;tropolis of a chieftain only, somewhere in the immediate

neighbourhood. As to what follows, the names ra-e £o numerous, andjecm bo
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much to run i.u cycles, with a repetition of nearly the same names, that it

must, I conceive, either be an encomiastic genealogy of a local chief, or else

pure invention; to which observation must be added, that, allowing for the

preceding lapse of time from Aclondai, there would not be space for the fol-

lowing genealogy, if reckoned downwards at the rate of, even two or three

years, for each ruler.

On the whole this document, from which I bad expected something

valuable, must be estimated as of very moderate authority, and importance

especially in the latter portion.^

Legend of the Sverna mucin river,

This document is attached to the foregoing, without any other note of

distinction than a single blank space intervening.

It is merely a legend, ascribing the origin of the river to Agasfya,

who was instructed to form it by an aerial voice. Being formed, it was called

Sverna vniclii, or golden-faced, and it flowed through a district, wherein

many anchorets, and retired devotees, dwelt. It runs near Chandra girt

;

is united with many other rivers; is considerable at Tripety ; and joini'i* the

northern Punar, runs with it to the sea.

Note.—It remains only to observe, that the entire book is in Tiioderately good preser-

vation. The bindincr, and the ink, are both good. The country paper has ber-n attacker' in

the inner aod outer margin, by worms ; but the examination of the document has stopped theii"

progress; and, with moderate care, the book will last a long time. The early portion alone is

of any vahic,

The book is a quarto, country paper, bound in sheep.

7. No. 909. (No. 61 CM. 858.) Legend of Isandivaram, and of

Nandi Chac} averti and of 13 tribes oi Nandivaram Brahmans.

To the north of the Vindhya mountains is the Arya b/wmi, or sacrrd

land : in it are the Granges, the Jumna, and other rivers
; it was the residence

of Brahvid. The Brahmans came from his face. To the south of the

Vindhya mountains is the Dandacdranya, in which racshasas and others

resided. As the Dandacaranya, was vicious {pdva hhiimi, opposed to punya
bhnmi before specified), so it was very lofty, or elevated. The Pindhya
asura, by severepeuance, had acquired great power, so us to trouble o-ods and
men ; and the Brahmans complained of the interruption of their daily sacri-

ficial ceremonies, to Agasfya, who carried their coirsplaints to the presence of

Jirahmd; further representing thst, since there were no Brahmans in the

I>andacdra?iya it vcQuld he ex])cdient to create more of them, and locate them
iu that land. In consequence of this request, Brahma created the following
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classes of Brahmans. I Andhra, 2 Mahrasldra, 3 Drdvida, 4 Carnata,

5 Gujra; these forming the pancha Druvida (or southern class) were directed

to go with Agastya, and remain in the strange land ; while the 1 Manava,

2 Cubjaya, 3 Canojya, 4 Ragada, 5 Gduda forming the pancha Cauda (or

northern class) were to go with Agastya, but to return. Agas^tya, accompanied

by the Brahmans, proceeded to the Vindhya mountain, where the Vindhya

asura, with his disciples, came to pay him respects. Agastya told him that he

himself was going to the south on pilgrimage ; and directed him (the asura)

to stay in this place, with his people. Agasiya then, holding his water vessel

in one hand, struck the mountain with h's pilgrim's staff held in the other

hand, and by doing so levelled it. He then directed the northern class of

Brahmans to return ; and, taking the southern class with him, he proceeded

to the south. Prom that time the JDandacdranya ceased to be the abode of

Hacshasas. The five divisions of the southern class of Brahmans gradually

filled the southern countrieSj and many towns were built therein ; while the

northern class of Brahmans retained their possessions in the north.

(In this place three leaves are cut out from the book).

In Caliyvrja 2604, Knndana Chacraverti reigned over a vnst extent

of country, in a town called Nahavar. One day a religious person from the

company of Agastya, came to that town ; and, in consequence of civilities

received from the king, taught him a mantra (or charm) by the use of which

he possessed the power of proceeding whithersoever he wished in a short space

of time. Possessed of this power he daily visited Gaya (the celebrated place

of pilgrimage) ; and his wife, after some time, also accompanied him. Receiv-

ing some civilities from a Brahman, the king gave him a magnificent present,

and encouraged him to expect more, should the said Brahman visit the king's

territory. The Brahman, encouraged l)y the promise, engaged five hundred

other householder-Brahmans to accompnry him ; and, Avith them, proceeded

to the presence of the monarch, claiming the performance of the promise ;

which the king was disposed to refuse; but on the Brahman bringing the

svami {Siva) and devi (Parvati) as witnesses;, the king joyfully fulfilled his

engagement ; by giving a large town, in free tenure, to the Brahman and his

associates. As the Brahman considered the favour cf devi to be the cause of

this splendid Requisition, ho built a fane, with the usual accompaniments to

her honour; and, fir her worship. While the Vcdas, and other books, were

being read in that ogra/mram, as usual, a young Brahmachari went from it,

and asked from " the Bagulu' a mariiage-prcsent. The king told those

around him to examine, and report, on the circumstance ; and these, stating

that the residents in that agrahdram were all stupid people, recommended a

public examinatitn of the youi g man's learning. In consequence, he per-
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formed penance to Devi, who, satisfied therewita, directed him to go to the

examination, without fear. He did so ; and having passed it, received from

the monarch the present which he hai sought.

(Here the hook ends ; apparently without a proper clo«e. It is in

tolerable good order; and does not call for immediate restoration).

JRemark.—By means of this book I have been enabled to under-

stand tho pauranical fable oi Agastija having "humbled the pride of the

Vindhya mountain." It is nothing more, nor less, than a symbolical

statement of the first immigration of the Drdvida Brahmans to the

Peninsula, from the north ; where they had earlier obtained a footing.

Once understood, the sjanbol is easy, and natural. It is a subject of

frequent allusion, in various Hindu compositions. Originally the

Brahmans were most certainly foreigners to the Peninsula. To know

that, is one important step in tracing their remoter origin.

The cutting out of three leaves, containing an account of ''the

obscure Nandi varam dynasty" is a fault attaching somewhere; and it

greatly deducts from the value of this manuscript.

The bo(>k is a thin quarto, country paper, bound in sheep.

I have ascertained, in the course of the present work, that Nanda

w^as the proper name of Pratdpa rudra ; and Nandivaram designates

"VVarankal. The pancha dravida, and poicha gduda Brahmans are

mentioned as belonging to l(f countries, but the 13 tribes are stated to

be 1 Vasishta, 2 Sri vaisa, 3 Gautama 4 Mamuda kala 5 Kdnshica

6 Visvamitra 7 Casiyapa 8 'AtreTja, 9 Blidradwaja, 10 Ilarideso,

11 Vasuva, 12 KdundanUa, 13 Kavila&a.

8. No. 913. (No. 6, CM. 918.)

An account of the kings of the four ages, and specially of the

Mahratta kings of Sattara.

A statement is proposed to be given of the four ages, the kings of

Hastindpuri, the JIahomedans, the 31aharashtiras, and Bhosalas. The
narrative is professed to be received from Vitala svdmi, an incarnation of a

portion of the divine essence near Sattara. Jlention of the incarnations of

Vishnu in different ages. With a brief reference to other kings, the line of

Yuddishtliira is given. Then the ancient line of the Bhosala vamsa, ruling

for 1330 years. A further list of the line of Yuddhishtliira Jeyh Sink from

the Bengal coimtry made great conquests. Tarious other kings. Narada

sink is said to have ruled at the commencement of the era of Sdlivdhana.

The race or JS'arada sink is given. In SS. 500 the Padshah is said to have
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ruled in Hastinapuri (Delhi). The Sultans of tliit; raca protected the Malta'

rashtiras ; and gave them lands to the southward of the Nerbudda river.

Some little matter is given in the Balbund character. The Padshah's instruc-

tions to the Mahrattas, as to tribute and duties. The instructions of the great

Mahratta (i.e. the Bhosala) to his tribe and dependents, as to the manner in

which they were to govern, so as to fulfil the Padshah's wishes, and not to

oppress the accountants, or people. A list of the Bhosala race. A request

made by the Divan (or Peishwa) to give him a grant of land. The Bhosala

pointed out the neighbourghood of Poona, and gave him a grant of land there,

subject to quit-rent, or tribute. Subsequently the Divan, named Baji Mao,

did not send tribute to the Bhosala ; on which account the latter wrote two,

or three letters. The reply was in substance, that as the Bhosala derived his

possessions from the Padshah, so he, Baji Rao, owed him, the Bhosala,

nothing; but that the tribute must be given to the Padshah. Both parties

appealed to the Padshah ; in consequence of which appeal, an order came to

the BliSsala, directing him not to interfere with the Divan, and that tribute

from the latter must be sent to the Padshah. The Divaa did send tribute for

a short time, and then discontinued doing so. In consequence, the Padshah

sent a detachment of troops to demand the stated revenue ; but the officer was

put off with various excuses. Meantime the troops killed every day twenty or

more cows, on which the Divan remonstrated, and wrote to the Padshah, who

replied, that it proceeded from his refusing to pay his tribute ; which if he did,

the anneyance would be withdrawn. The Divan requested a small portion of

land to be bestowed on him in free-gift, or free-simple, wherein he might carry

on the rites of his religion without molestation. The Padshah consented,

bestowing on him an inavi grant ; and restored ail the remainder of his former

possessions to the Bhosala, as a tributary.

The Divan, within his small district, strengthened himself by degrees;

and, assembling troop?, -at length ventured on making war on the Bhosala
;

who, being occupied chiefly in peaceable duties and depending on protection

from the Padshah, kept up no great standing army; as a consequence he was

attacked by the Divan, taken prisoner and carried to Poona, As the Divan

obtained groat plunder, and wealth from the Bhosala, so he greatly increased

his array therewith; and when the Padshah assumed hostile demonstrations,

he sent word to say, that the country south of the Nerbudda was fitting to be

ruled by Prahmans; that he, the Padshah, need give himself no trouble ;

for Vvhtitsocver tribute was demanded should be remitted; The Padshah

relaxed en receiving this message ; and consented to receive tribute. The

Divan accordingly had accounts prepared in the different languages of the

oonntrv, being Guzerati, Balbundi, Mahratti and Canarcse. Bfji rao now
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sent mesr^ages to tbe Guicowar, to Scincliah and the ruler of the Congana

country (the Konkan) calling on them for allegiance and tribute, in which

case he would protect them, seeing that he held his authority by sanction of

the Padshah. The consequence was a war with the Congnna country, which

he conquered; and next the conquest of the Guicowar, the ruler of Guzerat.

The ruler of Visiapiir hearing of these proceedings determined to make war

on Baji rao, to humble him, and to assume his country. This he did, and

began to rule over that country in S.S. 1610 (A.D. 1G87-8), The name cf

his viceroy was 8hahoji. Other changes and revolutions followed. One

named Ram Singh obtained a temporary ascendancy ; but the Visiapur Padshah

sent an army, and overthrew him ; and subsequently re-instated the B/wsala,

as a tributary. His name was Sivaji. <)ther wars followed. List of 7'ajas

of the B/iosala race, who subsequently ruled; with the period of each one's

rule. The Colapur raja meantime protected the posterity of the before-men-

tioned Bctji rao. A number of Zemindars, or persons who had received

benefits from JBaji rao, were assembled ; and counsel was held as to the

means of raising an army to go against the Bhosala, and re-instate the de-

scendant of JBaji rao. An application was made by him to Bombay for

help, from the English there, in S S. 1635 (A.D. 1712-13) statinghis prior claims

to the country, now governed by the Bkosala, It would appear that they

gave assistance. The descendant of Baji rao then addressed a memorial

to the Padshah stating his claims ; a copy of which, at length, is given.

It is verbose in details of preceding matters ; assuming, in part, somewhat the

air of a manifesto, demanding at least the restoration of the small Indm grant,

or independent territory, before given to Boji rao, or else with the aid of the

Colapur raja, and other auxiliaries, the memorialist would be prepared to

make war for the recovery of his patrimonial inheritance. This memorial was

written in S.S. 1572 (A.D. 1659-10). On the despatch of the memorial, the

writer of it set out at the head of 25,000 men to attack the ruler of Visiapur,

halting at the village named Visala fjadda, whence a few troops of the Pad-

shah retreated. The Visiapur Padshah went, it is stated, to Goa, giving

instructions to his respective chiefs; especially to the commander at

Auxungabad. The minister of the young man, named Nana Farnis, inter-

posed his counsel, to the effect that the Visiapur Padshah was too strong for

him ; that the concentration of troops forming at Aurimgabad would I'ender

it inexpedient to go against Visiapur itself; and that it would be better to

proceed against the Bhosala raja of Sattara. This counsel was followed.

The army was made to retrogade ; and was turned towards the latter place.

Dil Ali Khan came to the assistance of the Visiapnr Padshah with 60,000

troops, from the Padshah of Baganagur (Bisnagur ? ) The young man was
greatly intimidated by the arrival of this auxiliary force. He divided his

army into two divisiops, proceedin^a' with 13,000 against /Sattara, and sending
,, •->
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12,000 into the Congana country, (the Konkan) ; which latter was conquered,

and brought under revenue management. The iSattara Bhosala fearing to

encounter the invaders, reliaquishcd the country, and gave it up to them.

The descendant of Baji rao in consequence ga^e to the Bhumla a small

territory, to held as a feudatory ; on the condition of being ready to do military

service whenever summoned. His title was still to be Sivaji Bhusala Maharaja.

The descendant of Baji rao soon after died. He had no child, but his wife

was pregnant^ and under the instructions and guidance of Nana Farn.s, a

regency was formed, ad inierivi. A transition is then made to the race of

the aforesaid Bhosala; their names, dates, and periods of rule, being given.

Details of their donations, and endowments of shrines. The before-mentioned

wife of 3aji rao's descendant was delivered of a son, who was named Panda

prard'ia Baji rao ; great rejoicings Vi'ere made, and the government was

conducted by Nana F'arnis. A v/oman of the same race named Gangi Bhaihad

a share in the government. The young- man on coming to 16 years of age \va3

installed, and named Simandar Btji rao. He had some En;3Ush auxiliaries

in his pay, and made conquests in the neighbouring Congana and Telinga

countries. He established Dowlet Rao Scindiab, Hulkar llao, the Guicowar,

and also the Bhosala as subordinate chiefs ; the authority descending tj their

posterity. He himself maintained a standing army, as stated, of a crore,

or ten millions (that is to say a large army).

The preceding account was written by Appnjioi Mysore in A.D. 1S06;

and finished on the 12th April at Poena.

Remark.— It will appear from the above abstract, that the docu-

ment to which it refers is of considerable relative importance towards

illustrating the history of the Mahrattas, from the time of their origin.

It might merit a full translation, and may be compared with the various

documents in the Tamil language, some of them of great length, and

much detail, bearing on the history of Mahrattas, abstracted more or

less fully suprci' The present document can be referred to at any sub-

sequent period. The manuscript book containing it, was damaged and

in rapid profjress towards decay ; on which account, as well as from the

presumed value of the contents, the document was restored.

The book is quarter transverse demy, Europe paper.

9. No. 916. (No. 20, CM. 932.) Five Sections.

Section 4. Account of the rojas of Gujerat ; with some details

of its towns, and their dependencies.

In the three first ages the province of G-njerat was merely the residence
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of ascetics, or a wilderness. About the year 515 of the Caliyuga ons named

Deva ruhi came from IJtlaravanavi, where he had dwelt a long time; and

he regarded this country as one well adapted for his residence. After com-

pleting his term of penance, he placed on the spot, where he had dwelt, an

image called Somesvnra ; he a'so constructed five, or six villages of straw-

huts, and went away. Subsequently a gymnosophist, named Bhairava natlia,

came and resided there; and after a time also went away. The place was

called Devatayali. At a subsequent period, one named Gamhira sena was

desirous of being chosen king of J(r/pur ; but being disappointed, by the

people chusing S^i/ra sena one of his relatives, he retired under great vcxntion,

and tnking a few followers with bim, went to Gujerat in the year 670, and

resided at the af)resaid Deon-tayali. A son was born to him there, in the

year 720. His son Virasma, as soon as he became 12 years of age, began to

collect troops, and to carry on incursions all around. His proceedings came

to the ears of the ruler at Haatmapiiri, who sent troops against him ; which

plundered the country. One of the neighbouring chiefs, named GanaTnani,

being about to sack his town, the wife of Virasena, then near the time of

parturition, escaped to a distance ; and in a wilderness, near the town of

Eamicaj)ur, was delivered of a son, A learned poet, of the Jaina class,

having occasion to pass through that wilderness, heard the cries of the mother

and child ; and, after fully learning the nature of the case, took both to

Hamicapur. This town was inhabited by Jh?W(3s ; who, eomraisera'iug the

situation of mother and child, gave them support and protection for five years.

They then sent both herself and child away; assigning as the cause, that

should the ruler of Haatindpuri (the enemy of her husband), hear of the

child being there, he would manifest great displeasure against the people of

that town. She thereupon, in great distress, returned to the same wilderness

as before, where she continued till her son vras eighteen years of age :

who then gathered around him 500 Bdndclhas and plundered on all sides.

While so engaged, he succeeded in capturing an escort that was conveying

50 lakhs of money to the treasury of the Hastindpuri monarch. After this

capture, he considered it no longer suitable to remain in his former obscure

station. He negotiated for a wife, and obtained the daughter o^ J/^y-shufn. of

Stravunagiidi, who gave with her a magnificent marriage portion; the details

of which are mentioned. As Jey-sinfjh had no male descendant, he caused

his son-in-law to be anointed as his successor; who greatly strengthened him-

self, and took several towns, the names of which are given, from his father's

enemy, the monarch of Uastinapuri. He ruled 70 years ; dyir g in the year

SOO C Caliyifr/al) His son was Virasena who ruled 50 years. Tiie de-

scendants of this last continued to rule during a period of 856 years. Subse-

quently the country was conquered hj Bakhti singh of Patonavil, who reside^
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in Bombay; and thence extended an authority over many neighbouring

countries. After 30 years' rule he died, and his son ruled in his stead;

previously forming a marriage alliance with the daughter of the king of

Szirajncr. He afterwards repudiated her, and married another wife. After

some intermediate events, the country was conquered by the king of Ananta-

pur, a Jama king. At this period Ahmed-i-juj came from Arabia, with

125,000 troops, and conquered the country. Disputes between the Mahome-

dans and Jainas, on religious points of difference, ensued. The Mahomedan

restored the country to the former Ja/wa king, and retired. Another Maho-

medan, named Sultan Ajara-ud-jah, came and fought with the Jaina king

for seven months ; killing the said king. The kingdom became Mahomedan,

in S.S. 1200 ; when the town of Patanavili was changed into Pir-Patanam.

The conqueror afterwards put all the female household of the late king to

death. The Mahoracdan religion wa? established by him, as tliat of the

country. It is stated that the town is now called Delhi (which implies some

thing wrong).

Here follows, in the manuscript, a detail of towns and dependencies;

can'ying up a reference to the origin of them, from a time when the country

was throughout a wilderness. At the time when the account was written,

Gujerat was under the rule of the Peishwah, Saji rao, son of Maghonat'ha.

The account was written at the desire of Major Mackenzie, on 24th July 1806,

in Mnla Mullan by Appadi Mesur.

Note.—If authentic, the aforesaid document seems to be of some

value. The book whence it was taken, wa.s greatly damaged; and in

consequence, this paper was re-copied. It may merit full translation.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound, damaged.

lO. Without any number. History of Arungzebe, and gene-

alogy o{ Bhosala, the king of Berar.

" Probably copied for Colonel Mackenzie atPoonah, A.D. 1807,

C. r. Brown."

Abstract is superfluous : the work should be translated.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,

bound in sheep.
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V. Inscriptions.

].. No. 853. (No. 11, C. M. 030.) Fifty-three inscriptions on
copper-plates and stones, with copies of paper-grants in the Mala-
yalam country.

The title inside refers to the Mysore country. About halfof the

contents of this book is in Mahratti. In one place a grant, by Sadd Siva

rayer, in the latter part of the 16th century, is mentioned. In another

T)lace a modern grant by Raja Krishna udiyur of Mysore; and the Luildiuo"

a fane, with the customary donatives by Puniahja, his minister of state,

are recorded. These are the most important. There is mention of the

foundation ofa few Brahman s' alms-houses; but the greater part of the matter

is a sort of revenue correspondence, in the details of collecting and payment;

with occasional letters of threatening, or dismissal, for non-pnyment, The
whole of this latter part, either refers to the Sultan-government, (that of

Tippoo) or to the subsequent adjustment of the country. This notice of the

Mahratti contents may suffice. The whole has received an attentive investi-

gation, before forming this opinion. The paper of the book is a little

damaged by insects.

The book is a folio, country paper, half-bound, and damaged,

2. No. 878. (No. 33, CM. 1002,) Fifty-two grants in the

Cuddapah country, at Tookedy in the Ceded districts.

1. A revenue order, providing that I3hlmdchdrya should pay a quit-

rent of 25 pagodas, for the village of MaUapdlayam, held by him in tenure •

dated in Hegira 1151.

2. Dated in Hegira 1193. Gift by Nabob 31{rali of tvf^o villages to

ScsJmpa, for services rendered in the management of revenue.

3. Dated Hegira 1190. Gift of land producing 50 pagodas annually

by Anaverdin, a Nabob, to an inmate of his household, to supply flowers.

4. Order to a Hindu to pay 35 pagodas to the government, from the

revenues of a village.

5. The Peishwah directs that, on occasion of all marriages, one I\upee

shall be paid, by the parties to a fane of Narasimha svdmi; ordered in

consequence of a representation from the hierophant, of a deficiency of sacer-

dotal supplies.

6. Order from a treasurer to a tenant, telling him to pay the 12,000

Rupees due, and obtain a receipt ; and that nothing further was necessary.

7. Reply to a representation, that owing to want of rain, a tax of

1,200 Hupees could not be paid : the reply directs that'the sumbeuftidj

not r11 at onct>, hut by Uvo op three inat^Imontg,
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8. A new order on the same subject.

9. Order for the transfer of a village to another tenant, from the

Peishwah.

10. Gift from the Peishwah of two villnges to Meramudin.

11. Order to collect tax, and pay it into the public treasury.

12. Summons to an individual to appear in "the presence," in

consequence of a defalcation in the amount of collections.

13. Directions to the same individual to meet Roghundfharao si

Garnmco7ida.

The vi^hole of the remainino; contents, in the Mahratti janguapfe, have

been gone through ; and carefully examined ; but as they offer nothing

more imporiant than the preceding minutia3, it seems useless to write

them out in detail. The only exceptions are the gift of two agrahtU

rams, as of some consequence; and an order from Tippoo Sultan to

make an allowance to the fane at Tr?peti; but even these are not

subjects of magnitude. The book is very incorrectly labelled "Ancient

Inscriptions, illustrative of the Hindoo history of the South of the

Peninsula," and the title inside, " 52 grants in the Cuddapah Tukodi

of the Ceded Districts," is only a little less free from exception. At

some period there must have been some design to magnify. The book

is a little damaged by worms ; but the entire contents appear to be of

very little consequence.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

3. No. 887. (No. 26, CM. 995.) Thirty- three grants in the

Guramkondah talook in the Ceded districts. .

There is a little Mahratti writing at the end of this book, which, on

examination, proved to be only copies of letters on revenue subjects, under

the government of the Mahomedans. The letters are from revenue officers,

addressed to renters, or farmers, on minor topics ; and, by no strain of words,

can possibly come under the description of "Ancient Inscriptions illustrative

of Hindu history, &:,c." endorsed, as in the preceding cases, on the outer label.

In most of the preceding instances, such a title is much too magniloquent.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

4. No. 905. (No. 88, CM. 1007.) Twenty grants in the Guram-

konda pergunnah-in the Ceded districts.

1.
' Copy of an order from tho CudJapah Nabob, directing Abdulla

All to discharge the duties of provincial Subadar; specifying the amount of
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revenues, the same to be collected without molesting or injuring the in-

habitants; with expressions highly complimentary to the person employed,

dated Fusly 1170.

2. luve-stiture by the Cuddapah Xabob of Vencaia rao to the office

of Mirdsiddr, or proprietor of Siddhaiodi , dated Fiisly 11 80.

3. Same date ; corie'^ponding order to the inhabitants of SkJdhawdr,

informing them of the appointment of Vencata rao, and directing them to

obey him.

4. Accompanying order to the Suba -ar of the district, directing him to

see that no arrears should be allowed to accumulate, by the said Vencata rao;

but that all balances should be regularly paid.

5. ,
One Rustam Khan having resigned office, the Nabob directs

Jemmadar Bhai to look to the case ; and give to the person resigning

(pension as supposed) according to custom.

6. Those Cuddapah Kabob directs land to the annual value of 34 buns,

to be given to Syed-din Khan, in approval of his faithful iservices in the

revenue department, dated Hegira 1186.

7. Vencata rao having represented that certain lands which had been

granted to his ancestors as Purokita Brahnians had been seized. The Cudda-

pah Nabob writes to Mulamir Suhib, directing him to investigate the

matter, and to restore the said lauds, according to former usage, dated

in Hegira 1119.

8. Dated in Fusly 1 172, an agreement from four persons to rent

certain lands, and to pay, to the capital, the tax, or tribute thence arising,

to a greater amount, and more faithfully than had been before done.

9. A farmer under the Cuddapah Nabob writes to bis agent, or

steward, to remit balance due on the Ve/itr talook, dated Fusly 1174.

10. The same person writes to two other factors, ordering them to

pay up arrears due,

11. The same person gives instructions to spend 25 huns for the

construction of a cshetram (or serai for travellers).

12. Order to give some lands as an endowment to the said Serai, in

order to supply it with food. A person is nominated to superintend the
charity.

Order of Baji rao and Rangandtha addressed to Seshdchala nayak,
directing him to go and assume charge of Garamcouda village, and to remit

its proceeds, amounting annually to 3,o00 Kupees to the said Mahratti rulers.

Date of mouth, but not of vear.
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From the same to the Fame. Stating 1 hat Lis message, sent by an

individual named, had been received, and understood ; assuring him that

false representations against him, had not been attended to; instructing him

to go on with his duty; and if he had anything very special to state, he

might personally come to their court, and detail it before them.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound.

VI. JainA.

1. No. 897. (No. 14, CM. 638.) 'AcU lourdnam by Mahavira

otherwise Vartanidna svami as related by his disciple Gautama,

and subsequently collected by Jinaseiidchdri/a.

This legendary account of kings, and Tirtliacaras begins with.

Bharata the first emperor, and with Vrisliahha the first pontiff of the

Jainas. Matter of the wildest extravagance follows. It seems to

supply, with the Jainas, the place of Hindu jmrdnas; many of them

equally veracious.

The book is a small iolio, of medium thickness, Europe paper,

half-bound.

VII. Lexicographical,

1. No. 901. (No. 6, C. M. 613.) Ganesvara krita-sahda-cha

jpariyaya, a lexicon of difBcult words of various meaning, from the

Mahratti version of the Bhagavat gtta.

The book is a snaall and narrow folio, thin country paper, half-

bound.

VIII. Mahatmyams.

1. No. 891. (No, 46, CM. 736.) AacoMut oi Vencatesvara svdmi,

at Tripety.

Eeference to the pauranic legend of a dispute bctv.-een 'AM sesha, and

Vai/u; in the course of which they passed over many mountains, and were

told by Vishnu, that their dispute should be ended at VencatdchaJa. At this

hill Sesha performed penance ; and on Vishnu desiring to know what gift was

wanted, Sesha replied, with a request, that Vishnu would reside there ; which

petition was accorded ; and from the residence both of Vishnu and Sesha, the

hill is called both Vencat&chala, and Sesdchala,

In Caliyuga 499, Tondamdn Chacraverii, coming hither, determined

on building a fane ; being directed to do so, in a vision. He, in pursuance of

his purpose, erected one ; tuid provided the means for celebratiDg annually a
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nine-days festival. The bestowing of grants to this fane, Is thenceforward

the leading subject. A few descendants of Tondamdn gave some largesses.

The Rayer dynasty of Vijayanagaram, made munificent donatives; and some

grants are said to have been accorded by the Mahomedans. The shriae is

stated to be frequented by numerous pilgiims ; and some detail is given of

the sacred pools, and other local features of the hill of Tripety. There is a

reference to a local incarnation of Vishnu, at Sri Permatur, near Conjeveiam ;

and some matters connected with the incarnation of Vishim as Rama the son

of Dasaratlia.

Remark.—The date of Tondaman's founding this shrine, is the

point chiefly of value in this document. His offspring of two or three

descendants, are only mentioned by the appellative of Towfi'ffw^dw; and

then Acdsa raja is spoken of as having ruled at Narrayana varam.

The Anagundi, and the Mahomedan, rulers superseded all antecedent

' ones. The mention of them is however a secondary object. The

contents seem derived by abstract of portions of the st'haiaviahatmya of

Tripety.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, bound in sheep.

2. No. 902. (No, 5, CM. 650.) Panduranga mahatmijam. A
legendary notice of a temple of Panduranga in the Mahratti

country, apparently a place of great repute: balbund letter.

The book is a thin quarto, country paper, half-bound, damaged.

See Telugu 1st Family, No. 39 and 49.

3. No. 898. (No. 16, CM. CAI.)! ^,,,,
4. No. 899. (No. 15, CM. 646.) j <:rt^i^'a puranam.

The Cdlika 'puranam, is ranked as third of the Upa-puranas,

and it is sacti in kind. These two hooks are mahdtmyams of the Jaina

class. It is ascribed, in the usual mendacious fashion, to Gautama, as

delivered to Srenica, a king : the real author, or compiler, being Deven-

dra klrtti, the latter word being Tamil, and meaning fame. In a note,

on No. 899, Mr. Brown states that it is a portion of the Padma
puranam translated into Mahratti prose.

Both volumes are quarto, of medium size, country paper,

half-bound.

IX. Miscellaneous.

1. No. So^. (No. 3, CM. caret.) Nine sections.

Section 1. Papers transmitted from Aurungabad.

Do. 2, Victory of Sivaji raja of ff<.ittarcu

's3



Do.
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JReinark.—This paper being badly written in pale ink, and on

paper torn, in several places, it was restored. It is a singular and

remarkable document, especially with reference to the Garddi class,

whose practices appear to have been, and still to be, characterised by

the deepest atrocity.

Section 3. Account of the battle of Panniput by Ragonanth

rao Yddava.

This is an account of the remarkable battle ; and, with other particu-

lars, contains a detail of persons killed in the engagement. It is in a good

state of preservatiouj and by consequence has not been re-copied.

Section -t. Account of Raghoji BJwsala, the ruler of Nagpore.

Mention is made of the ancestry of the chief in question, from the

time of *5'n•(y'^, and his brethren. Ragucji Bliosala was sent by the Nizam

to the south; where he captured Arcot; and, subsequently, returned to

Nagpore. Some further details are given of his warfare, with another chief

named Makoji; and there is the promise of sending a further account.

Note.— Thh document is in good preservation; and relating to times,

and matters, already treated on, by various historians, it does not seem, inthi^j

place, to demand further attention. It is very brief.

Account of Anangundi.

[Not sectionized in the table of contents, at the beginning of

the book.]

Krishna rayalu ruled over the whole of the country, south of

the NlrmatJti (Nerbudda) river. He had a hundred thousand troops.

A subfirdinate viceroy oi Anagundi, ruling over twenty cosses of land,

and having charge of the elephants of Krishna raycdu, was ordered,

by the latter, to quit Anagundi. Two Gossavas (mendicants) pleaded

on his behalf, representing his charity and virtues; but Krnhna

rayalu was inexorable. The Gossava taught Krishna rayalu some

moral instructions ; but being imperatively ordered to quit, he de-

nounced on Krifihna raver the doom of being childless, and without a

direct successor ; which accordingly occurred.

Subsequently, while Rctma rayaltt was ruling, a Mahomedan
Fakir came, and bathed in a sacred pool; and, being taken, while doing

so, was carried before the ruler, at whose command the Fakir himself,

and two others of his class, were beaten, and allowed to escape barely
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with life. They went to Delhi (a word often loosely used for Maho-
medan power) and represented that if Vijayanagaram were not taken,

the Delhi ruler was no Mussulman. In consequence of this incident,

preparations were made to go against Vijayanagara ; which was

captured. The successors of that race, held a petty sovereignty over

Anagundi, and, in the time of Tippu Sultan, the descendant, then

alive, retired to Sholapore.

Note.—This brief paper, being in good preservation, does not

need to be restored.

Section 5. Account of the Mahratti prince Saltu raja.

The paper commences with a reference to the time of Acbar,

who fought with Unida singh, and overcame him ; and contains some

notice of affairs downwards. The paper has in it details of transac-

tions, connected with Mr. Elphinstone's proceedings at Poonah

;

which ended in the war against the Peishwah, and the conquest of his

dominions.

Note.—The document is in good preservation.

Section 6. Account of the war of Saddobha (correctly Sada

Siva hhavu) at Curucslittram near Delhi.

This document relates to war between the Mahrattas and

Mahomedans; the former under Sadd Siva hhavu and Visvasa ravu;

and the latter under Abdali. In these wars, the Mahratta chiefs,

commanders under the king at Poonah, had the advantage ; made

extensive conquests ; and levied tribute over many countries. The
whole of the details are, I conceive, of importance in any historical

account of the Mahrattas. The document is in good preservation, and

by consequence, can be at any time referred to ; either for information,

or full translation.

The book is a folio, Europe paper, loose from the back, half-

bound, damaged.

S, No. 856. (No. 12, CM. 878.) Four sections.

Section .1 . Memoir of Hyder Nayak.

This paper contains a somewhat lengthened account of the life

and actions of Hyder Ali, but it is not complete, breaking off abruptly.

His origin ; family connections ; rise from obscurity, in being

jnade a commander of 2,000 cavalry are mentioned ; and the various
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fiteps are then detailed by which he acquired additional power, and set

aside his former master; ths wars in which he became engaged are

specified. The abrupt breaking off is at the period of an interference

with the Coimbatore province; at which time he was sixty years of age.

It does not seem necessary to make a minute abstract, seeing

that the general events of Hydcr's life are tolerably well known.

A translation in full, might nevertheless be curious. The document is

written on French paper, which insects do not touch, and the ink is

permanent; consequently nothing further is needful to be done with

it, for the present.

Section 2. Account of Siva samudram. This is a legend of a

district, with its fanes ; not very far distant from Seringapatam.

The origin is dated beyond the era of Rama Chandra ; who, it seems,

visited the spot, when dwelling in the wilderness. There does not appear to

be in it any thing of importance. The papers concerning Mysore seem to

agree in stating, that Rama went by way of the Mysore country to Lanca.

The document is in sufficiently good preservation ; but it is

not complete, and breaks off abruptly. A pencilled memorandum, by

Colonel Mackenzie, dates its receipt, by him, in 1800.

Section 3. Memoir of Tippu Sultan.

This paper comnieuccs with a reference to the siege of Trichi-

nopoly. The presecce of Nanda raja of Mysore, the capture of a

province, the power acquired by Hyder, the intention of the latter to

capture the town of Madras, his negotiation with the Mahrattas of

the Peishvvah, to keep them off; and the pecuniary terms on which

they consented to be bought off, are narrated. The document is

then somewhat full in its details of Tippu's operations ; chiefly ao-ainst

the English. His conduct at Vellore, his ill treatment of his prisoners,

alliance with the French, are stated. Affairs at Trichinopoly are

detailed. The document breaks off abruptly ; without a proper close.

Note.-—It is written with permanent ink, on French paper,

is quite uninjured, and can be easily made the subject of reference.

By consequence it claims, from me, no further attention. It is endorsed

in Colonel Mackenzie's hand-writing.—"Life of Tippoo Sultan, from

Colonel Close, September 7, 1800."

Section 4. Account of Budda Ballapiir in Mysore.

This document relates to a district locality, of which tho proper name
seems to he not Ballapur, but Bahhta ptirt. In fusly 948 (A.D. 1539-40,)
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three individuals of the Cdnchi district, unable to support the distress (cause

not stated, but most probably the Bayer's invasion) fled from the country,

and went above the Payinghat, where they constructed huts to live in. While

there some other individuals, subjects of the Eaj'er, returned from a pil-

grimao-e to Rdmiseram ; and lodged with the new settlers. Three boxes

came down the river ; on opening which, they were found to contain images of

JVandi Nardi/ana and Gopdl. The finders made their supplications ; and, in

the night, a vision appeared ; directing them to abandon these huts; pointing

them to a place where buried treasure was to be found ; and directing them,

with it to build a town and fanes. They followed the directions given ;

obtained the treasure ; and came to an open plain where, formerly, aJangama

shrine had been. Here they determined to remain. They accordingly built

a (mud') fort, with a town, and repaired the old Jangama shrine. The leader

is termed, Bakhtapuri sidfan, v;hc acquired the power of a local chief ; and

transmitted his authority to his descendants. After some time, the place

was captured by the Mahomedar.s ; subsequently by the Peishwah's Mahrattas ;

and still later by the English.

JSTq^q^ The locality is, I believe on the vi'estern border of the

Mysore conntry. As a local paper it is of some value. It is in a per-

fect state of preservation.

The book is a folio, Europe paper, half-bouna.

The particulars of Hyder's life, Section 1, come down to within

two years of his death; the remainder down to his death is in XI

2, No. 852, infra.

4. No. 857. (No. 36, CM. 790.) Ten sections.

Section 1. Account of Ndrdi/an jiyar, one of the managers of

the fane at Sri-rangham.

The account commences by giving a reason for the naxue ;
which it

may be suaicient for us to know, is dated backwards only twenty-eight Maha

yugas since. At a much later period the place was under the charge of four-

teen persons ; the names of some of whom, with their panegyrics, are stated.

The management downwards is mentioned ; with the number of years, during

which each manager held authority.

Remark.—T\\^ document is in verse, with a very large propor-

tion of Sanscrit words. It is very greatly injured, being eaten away

at the edges; and, to a conisderable extent, Avithin the pages, so as to

destroy the connection of the sense ; and, on that account, a successful,

or connected, restoration of the writing is impracticable. The loss is

perhaps not of much consequence. From the titular name of Jiyar,
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I recognize this line of managers to be the antagonists of the An-

nangdru line before adverted to, in a preceding statement. See Tamil,

supra, page 394.

There is pasted into the book, and not properly belonging

to it, six pages, octavo size, of defective Tamil writing; relating to the

Cattafa jdti, and Congala jdti, two very rude kinds of savages, who
live in the mountains neox Collankotni, and Cannapatti ; their modes

of life, customs, kind of religion, and similar matters. The want of

completeness in these pages, is to be regretted. Several years since

I was apprized of the existence of such a people, in the mountains of

the Dindigul district, scarcely raised above animal existence. From

other papers, we find remnants of them, in various low stages of civiliza-

tion, scattered over the peninsula ; usually in mountain retreats. Havino-

alreadj', more than once, adverted to the conclusions indicated by the

extensive existence of such rude tribe, I need not add more, in this

place.

Section 2. History of Chengi kings in the Dravida country.

This paper which is promised in the table of contents, appears to be

wanting. Either the foregoing document may have been erroneously so de-

ignated, or else the paper in question may have been mislaid, and those loose

leaves pasted into the book, in its room.

Section 3. Account of the eighteen C/iola rajas, ^-c.

The wi-iter professes to extract from the Bhavishotriya purdnam, and
makes Parvati to enquire of Siva at Cailasa, concerning the place where

beatification may be obtained. Siva then is made to narrate what follows :

In the wilderness there was a man, and his wife, of the Cunumhi tribe, to

whom Siva appeared; and they asked him permission to become rulers of the

country. Their request was accorded ; on condition of building a great

many Saiva temples. The said man ruled ninety years ; and specially dis-

tinguished himself by killing Surdsuran, who had greatly molested the peace-

ful inhabitants of the country. From this circumstance, his power would

appear to originate. He transmitted his rule to his descendants. [Here

unhappily a chasm in the manuscript occurs]. Mention oi Kuloltunga chola ;

and of SivaUnga chola, afflicted with leprosy; and of other transactions.

The entire period of the Chola rule was 1159 years. The account was written

at Tanjore in the Crodhana cycle year by Vencoji agoya; who states, in the

conclusion, that if the learned shall discover in his production any mistakes, or

errors, they are requested to extend to these their indulgence, and pardon.
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Remark.—On the document is an English endorsement as

follows:—"Account of 16 Cholw rajas, procured at CahistaUim, in

which three pages are lost." The apology of the author, at the close,

must, be weighed ; for it implies his own consciousness of possible

errors, or deficiencies. It is, however, to be noted that the passage,

about killing Surdsuran, illustrates a section of the Sevendki st'hala

puranam, wherein the first founder of Vriyur, and Trichinopoly, is

termed S'O.ra vdthittan, or *' the slayer of Sura,'' and is therein

described as the first ruler. The term of 1159 years for the Chola

dynasty, is too great : divided among 18, it would give about 65 years

to each ; and we otherwise know the term to be too great- As regards

the Cunumhi tribe, I understand that Cunumhi is a common Mahratti

term to express a tribe, or caste, which is not of Hindu extraction.

This document besides being incomplete, wanting a leaf in the midst, and some others

at the end, is also greatly damaged, by insects eating away portions near the outer margin.

It is only not qmte so far gone, as the first section i n the book ; and a complete, or connec-

ted, restoration of what remains of tlie document is not practicable. Nevertheless as all

versions of the Chola dynastj, are, desirable ; as this document throws a ray of light on the

Sfhala purdna of Trichinopoly ; and is needful to support, on reference, the abstract herein

given ; I have had its restoration attempted : which, upon the whole, has been sucessful.

See folio volume 5, page G95—714.

Section 4, Account of the establishment of Tonda mandalam.

According to this paper, there were only four or five huts of

Kirata people (wild savages) previous to its subjugation by the Chola

king. He is herein said to have been long childless ; and, at length,

to have had a legitimate son whom he established in a separate j)alace.

A vision of the god is introduced as appearing to the Chacraverti who
first ruled the Tonda mandalam (i. e. Adondai, name herein not

mentioned) directing him to a certain place, whence he was to invite,

and introduce the Go-hrahmans, and he did so. He went on a pilgrim-

age to Sri-sailam ; and died soon after his return.

The document then adverts to Sri-rangha yadava rayalu, and

after him to Vira ndrdyana rayalu, Deva rayalu, and others, as rulers

of great power; the whole being 18 in number (the r«j/er dynasty).

The Gobur people, from the north, are next said to have come, and

acquired power. Afterwards the Muhomedans from Hastindpuri,

or Delhi, fought with the G6bur people, conquered them, and ex-

tended their own dominion over the DacsMn, or south country.

Remark.—This document is complete, and has escaped destruc-

tion, by haying a large outer margin, partly destroyed, but leaving the
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writing within only slightly injured. The paper varies, at the outset,

from Tamil documents, concerning Aclondai ; hut agrees in the general

outline. The pilgrimage of Adondai to Sn-sailam has not hefore

appeared, in previous documents. The mention of the Gobiir people

seemed to point to the Mahrattas ; and, on inquiry, I am told, that

there is a class of Mahrattas, at Poonah, who bear that appellation.

JVb/^.—As the document, thougli now recoverable, would very soon cease to be so :

and as it has some value, taken in comparison with other papers, I had it restored.

Section 5. Chronological account of the former rojas with

dates, 8cc.

This document is a collection of matters gathered from the

Puranas, of the Vaishnava kind ; but put together very much at ran-

dom, and making the site of all early transactions to be Ougein
;

which we otherwise know to have arisen from obscurity, only towards

the decline of the Marjadlta kingdom. There are, I think, gleanings

to be gathered, concerning times subsequent to Vicramadltjja ; but

the authority of the document seems to me very low, and the writer,

at the close, says he had gathered the materials from old books, to the

best of his ability. The writing is very legible; but the paper much

injured by insects. On the whole, it has seemed expedient to rescue

it from destruction, by re-copying it ; leaving its measure of value,

as an authority, to be adjusted at some other time.

Section 6. Account of Chola simha puraui.

Legend of a shrine, on a hill, named GadaJcdcJiala ; offering

nothing, that I can perceive of consequence.

There is a deficiency in the book ; and the correspondence of

the papers, with the table of contents, is henceforward doubtful.

Section 7. Account of grants.

Corresponding with this section, as I suppose, is the mention of nine

village districts, said to have been made over by the Honorable Company for

the support of the fane, adverted to in the preceding article.

Section 8. Account of rajas.

There follows a list of some kings, and afterwards a list of towns ; but

after section 5 the correspondence of papers, with the ind,ex of contents is

obscure, and doubtful. With the exception of section 10, promising "an
account of the war of CheuQi kings with the Moguls/' which is not to bo

^3
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found in the book, I tlo not perceive any other loss to occasion much regret.

Generally speaking, however, it is a pity that the collection has Buffered so

much injury.

The book is a folio, country paper, half-bound, damaged.

5. No. 857, (No, 59, C. M. 749.) Eleven sections.

Section 1. Account of Srihara cota in Telinaana: derived from

verhal accounts of the Caruics, and other revenue officers. Anciently it was

a forest. Legendary reference to TrisancM, a king of the solar race ; to whom

the first building of a town is ascribed. Mention of Pandurangha fane, to

which a sea-shell annually went, by a subterraneous passage from the sea,

yeilding certain sounds ; and attended with fabulous circumstances. Great

rewards being offered for the shell, it v/as at length found. As a result the

sea-king being incensed, sent a flood; which destro5'^ed the town of the other

king aforesaid. People say that beneath the waters the remains of a town can

be seen. Further account of the derivation of the name. The Mahomedan

rule of the country is adverted to. It is added that a Saiva fane, and a Faish-

liava fane, are situated in this locality.

Bemark.—The legend seems intended to account for the

Pulicat lake.

Another account follows, relative to the same place. Iii this

Bama and JIanuman are mentioned, and the bridge connecting the

continent with Ceylon. The purport of the tradition is to commemo-

rate an inroad made by the sea on the coast.

Section 2, Account of Miuja-raz-'patnam, in Telingana.

Verbal account from the Carnic. Eeference to tlie reign of Druhva,

who is made to visit Ytlloro, and to have established the town of Mvgaraz.

Many came to it, in trading. The name of Sadd Siva royer occurs in refer-

ence to a lucil change. The place afterwards vvas under the Mahoraedans of

Golconda. A detail is givth of towns, and forts built by different kings. All

have gone to decay. I'hnmarac had them restored. Little else of importance

appears ;
previous to the mention of the rule of the Honorable Company.

Section 3. Account of Vendanapvni,

It is three miles south of Nellore. Reference to the formation

of the SvarnamMclu river by Agastya. All seems to be the merest

le^'cnd, down to the mention of Tondaman chacraverti, who, as herein

stated in S.S.518, (A,D.(iOG), liad the neighbourhood cleared, and
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built a town with a fane ; wherein all usual appointments \Yere made,

and the customary observances followed.

RemarJi.—The above date is of importance. It is later than

other accounts mentioned, but very probably near the truth.

Section 4. Account of Guda-liki.

Anciently a hill, nearathrnd, was called Bhimesvara ; and thereat

Srahma performed penance. Unhis resided there. The name arose from

the junciion of the Scarna muchi, and BJdmanadi, rivers at this place.

Nothing further occurs of the smallest consequence.

Section 5. Account of Coia village in Telingana.

This section is in Telugu, to be noted in another place.

Section 6. Account of il/a/;pG/^na?r6 in Telingana.

A dispute occurred h'jtween Brahma and Siibrahmanya ; inconse-

quence of which the latter took from Bra/ima, his implements of creating,

and himself set about doing the handy work of a creator, at Seshdchala

(Tripety), Vi^ith the said implements. Brahma preferred a complaint to Siva;

who decided that it was proper for ever}'' one to attend to his own woi*k ; and

directed Snbrahniani/a to return to Brahma his implements, and to leave

off creating.

The name of that place was Vinaca vanam : it was a wilderness

where Mdldsura, a ruchasa did per^nce to Siva, and obtained the boon, that

he should not be liable to be killed by any one, either by day, or by night;

with the privilege of conquering all with whom he might wage war. After

obtaining such a boon, he greatly molested the ascetics that dwelt in the wild-

erness ; to relievo whom Subrahmanya came, and killed the said MdldmrUy

iu iiie sandhi, or short twilight-interval between day and night ; not however

without first complying with a request proiFered by the asura, to the effect

that a fane should be built there, bearing his name. 8ome time after the

Chola raja came to that neighbourhood, and directed the forest to be cleared

which was then thickly set with bamboos. One day, when the workmen were

engaged in cutting away the Avood, blood copiously flowed, consequent to

their doing so, in a certain piece ; inducing them to leave off, and report the

circumstance. The king came in person to investigate it; and, on looking

further, an image of SubraJimanya was found to have been grov/n over by the

wood, having its arms cut off, from which blood ilowed in profusion. Efforts

were made to deprecate the anger of the god; a vision of whom appeared to the

rajn, instructing him to build a fane on that spot, and to call it hy the name
oi Mdldsura ; which was accordingly done, Visvncarma superintended the
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work : and a Mantapa built there, was so particularly handsome, that people

who came from Conjeveram wished to have it removed thither. A young

man, the son of an architect, engaged to effect this transit, and had prepared

a machine for the purpose with some horses ; but his father learning the

design, cut off the horses legs, and so the Mantapa remained immoveable.

At a later period when the fanes at Conjeveram had gone to decay,

and all allowances to them had ceased, Suncardchdrya, having become incar-

nate, formed an image of clay at that place, and appointed certain observances;

which were effected chiefly by means of the tribe of weavers. It is said that

the original shrine is neglected; and that formed by Sancardchdrya

alone honored.

After the Mahonietlans had acquired power at Vencatagiri they came

hither, and learning the celebrity of the fane of iSubrahmani/a, under the

name of Mdldsura, they gave it jaghires, or gifts of land. There are some

inscriptions; which however, could not be successfully read, or copied.

Tradition stated that they commemorated grants by Clioh rajas.

ItemarJc.—-Thi?, paper, with its fabulous wildness, contains one

or two points woitli attending to ; the document is in extremely good

preservation.

Section 7. Account of commercial ports, and factories, on the

coast.

This section merely contains the names of some obscure places,

In the Nellore district, where trading used to be carried on by vessels
;

with the nature of imports, and exports, and mention of places to which

exports were made.

Section S. Division of the Carnatic.

A list merely of the names of 112 places, under the title of

*' Pergunnahs," into which the Carnatic, in revenue matters, was

divided by the Mahomedans.

Section 9. Statement of revenue.

This is merely a statistical memorandum of the revenues of the

Arcot-Soubah, or kingdom under the Mahomedans,

Section 10. Duties of various offices.'

A mention of nine official situations of revenue, or police, under

the Arcot-government, when Mahomedan: with a definition of the duties

'•.ttarboel to each office.
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Section 11. '' General history of the Carnatic by the Muzamdar,"

(or accountant of the country.)

This title is copied from the handwriting of Colonel Mackenzie,

It has a reference to some very early matters; with a legendary story to

account for the existence of the Dandacdranya, or great Peninsular wilder-

ness. A transit is made to Ramn, and his sou Lava. Some matters, lower

down, adverted to; the authenticity of which may be estimated by Sdiivdhana

being made to follow the Chola rajas. The Raycr and Yddava, dynasties

are mentioned, as also the transition of power to the Mahomedans, and

finally to the English.

Remark.—The document does not seem of much consequence,

nor yet to have been drawn up with much attention to accuracy. The
above outline is very brief; but the paper remains in good preservation,

for further reference, if thought at any time desirable.

The book is a folio, Europe paper, half-bound,

G. No. 860. (No. 9, CM. 875.) Seven sections.

Section 1. Account of Asubjah (Asuphjah) Nizam-ul-moolk,

collected in Mysore.

This paper wants eight half-sheets at the beginning, and is not

complete at the end. It contains a statement of the iSizam's proceed-

ing at Delhi, and in the south ; mentioning the places subdued, or

brought under him, and paying tribute. There is a full specification of

his officers, civil and military, and of the districts controlled by them.

Mention is made of Monsieur Bussy, and of the interference of the

French, in the affairs of that part of the country. A combination of

various powers was formed ; in which Hyder, the Peishwah, the

Guicowar, and others, were concerned; who fought with the Nizam,

and took Hyderabad. Some other. affairs with Delhi, and wars ; in the

midst of an account of which the document abruptly breaks off.

Note.—It is written on good French paper, with permanent ink
;

and is in perfect preservation, though incomplete.

Section S. Some account of Anagundi, collected in Mysore.

This paper relates to a period subsecjuent to the overthrow of

the Bayer s power. A Mahomedan collected a few people, and pre-

tended that he was authorized from Delhi to assume the feudal princi-

pality of Anagundiy of which the shadow of royalty there, being afraid,

bought him off with a sum of money. Or a subsequent reference to
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and any intention to disturb the Hindu prince, in the possession of his

fief. On learning this circumstance, the said Hindu ruler became

greatly incensed ; and wreaked his vengeance on all whom he could lay

hold of, that had been concerned in the plot, and imposition, practised

upon him. A list is given of the persons whom he put to death.

Note.—The document is uninjured.

Section 3. Account of Hastiiidvati or Delhi.

This is a brief statement commencing with the era of the C(diyvg<i,

and coming down to the time, when the name was changed to Delhi ; with

the mention of some kings. Sdliiahana and Bhoja raja, are adverted to, as

distinct persons ; and, after the latter, Knildsa raja, which seems to be a

titular name.

'Note.—The document does not appear to be of much conse-

quence, and it remains uninjured.

Section 4. Account of the arrival of Tippu Sultan, at Devana-

halli.

A very short, and unfinished paper; containing a memorandum of

some of Tippu's proceedings; but breaking off abruptly ; and of no value.

Section 5. Account of a tobacco contract with Tippu Sultan.

Notice of a farming transaction. Tippu leased out lands to cultivators

of the tobacco plant, on certain conditions; whereby he obtained a considerable

revenue.

Section 6. Some account of the settlement of Tippu Sultan.

According to this document an attempt was made to establish what is

noAv called the ryotwar system of cultivation, which failed; so that the system

of mirdsidars, or zemindars, was re-cstabUshed. Some other mention of

revenue transactions ; in the investigation of which Tippu was greatly in-

censed, and hanged two of the principal persons concerned.

Section 7. Account of Bijnagara, collected in the Mysore

country.

The commencement is legendary. A Brahman unable to sustain the

pressure of a famine which prevailed, did penance with a view to obtain

wealth. The god at first refused his rcquc'st, but afterwards granted it, when

he had no longer any desire for it; so that he bestowed it on a Cshetriya,

or Rnjpuira, who built a town, and niadc himself a district chieftain. At a
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later period transactions, iu whicli Mahratta generals wore concerned, occur;

but the narrative breaks off abruptly.

Note.— This document is written in pale ink, an'l is slightly tlamagaJ. As there is

something of real liistoiy contained in it, I had it re-copied-

The book is a folio, Europe paper, loose, half-bound, damaged.

7. No. 862. (No. S3, CM. 950.) Five sections.

Section 1. On the four classes of women, i.e. Pculmini, Chitreni,

Sank^liini, Hatini.

Do. 2. ^/iWcoZam; legendary geography.

Do. 3. Notice of Z)>'w/tva; /iOfZ^e, the polar star.

Do. 4, Account of the Kalhurga hahnini dj^nasty.

Do. 5. Panclia buda, on the five elements.

The book is a folio, Europe paper, loose, half-bound, damaged.

8. No. 864. (No. 44, C. M. 734.) This book is in a disarranged

state. The following is an outline of the contents.

Chronology commeacing from the Krilta yugam, a fragment from

page 92—113 in Mahratti numbers, and Eogii^^h numbers 213—247. The

present contents arc not the whole of the book: apart having been subducted.

1 . Notice of the four yugas.

Krita-yugam 172,800 years, Vishnu made four avataras; Matsya,

Curma, Vardha, Naraslnha ; 1 4 Chacravertis ruled. Varada raja csketram

was the chief Vaishnava temple, Cachdlesvaram was the chief Saiva fane.

Men were 32 cubits high, and lived 400 years, no injustice ; a curse immedi-

ately told,

Trita-yugam 129,600 years; Vdmana, Fdrasu Rama, Sri-Rama,

3 avatdrams, 12 Chacravertis, Sri-rangham, and Jamhukesvara fanes.

Men IG cubits high, age of men 300 years : Justice 3, evil 1 . A curse told after

one month.

Dicdpara-yugam 8G4,000 years; Vishnu made two avatdrams, Bala

Mama, smd Krishna ; 10 Chacravertis, Mallicdrjuna, :ind Purushrktamaiancs.

Men 8 cubits high, lived 200 years. Justice half, evil half, A curse took effect

after six months.

Cali-yugam 482,000 years : avafdras Buddha, at the end of Cali-

yugam, Kalki avatdram, 23 rulers : after 4,436 years Caliyugam, the Maho-

medans ruled some time. Vencatdchula and Cdlahasti were chief fanes.

Men 4 cubits high, 100 years their age, Justice 1, evil 3. A curse took eflfect

at the end of a vear.
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2. A fragment 92— 1 13 pages.

It relates to Vencalachahnn, or Tripcty : and refers to tlie marriage

of Padmdvati daughter of ' Acdsa raja to Srinivdsa (or Vishnu) in the

Ndrdyana forest, the tliirty-three crores of celestials, and the nine planets,

being present; as narrated by Vaisampdyana to Janamejmja in 18 chapters.

'Acdsa rajd's younger brother was Visvasena, and Tondamdn was son of

'Acdsa raja. These two disputed the succession : Srinivasi as their relative

interposed to save the peoples' lives, and made peace; dividing the lands

equally between both. Afterv»rards he gave to Tonduman full instructions as

to building, and endowing Seshddri (another name of Tripety). He did so;

and established many festivals ; many rishis were called, and they were all

fed; fall det;iils of the eating.

The book is a quarto, thin, country paper, eat into by termites

and loose from the boards.

8i. No. 866. (No. 3, CM. 889.) Three sections.

Section 1. Legendary account of the fane of VaTada-ndtlia,

and of the Sunda river.

Legendary and pauranical reference. "When Siva and Parvati were

on C<^i7asa-mountain, Ndreda came and represented that, since Brahma

had five heads, he was by reason thereof very proud. To lower his conse-

quence Paramesvarer, cut off one of his heads; and then in order to expiate

this crime, he wandered about for twelve years as a mendicant, asking alms.

He did penance at this abovementioned place. Ndrdyana murti, knowing

this circumstance, came hither; and taking up some water from a pond, with

the ordinary drinking vessel made use of by Brahma, he with it, poured

water over the head of Siva; and by doing so, removed the guilt of his crime.

By yirtue of the touch of the said vessel the pond became a river. Hence all

who bathe in that river will, by doing so, wash away all guilt, or defilement

whatsoever.

2nd. adhydyam. S&veral persons, came hither, and formed in all

twenty-four iirilias or pools ; the names, and virtues of which are specified.

Among them are the names of Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, Indra, Agni, CuherUf

Isdni, and others.

3rd. adydyam. A Brahman, to whom the titular name of " hearing

the t'e'c?fls" is given, came hither; and, by bathing evening and morning in the

different pools, was favored with special visions of the deities, whose names

they respectively bear, and obtained beatification. Vishnu after bathing in all

these pools, went and succeeded ju destroying the rclahasa, named ^(fuff((t(^'^
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tana. In tlie war between ihQ divas and daltyas, many of ilie latter, by

bathing here, obtained beatification. The entire 330,000,000 of celestials

bathed here. Near to the river is a fane called, Varada natlia c$hetrarrt.

Remark.—Local mythology apart, the only point of notice is, that

Vishnu's destroying the above-mentioned rdcshasa^ seems to be a synibol of

the ever-recurring subject— the triumph of Hinduism over the Bduddhas; the

term Sdugata being somewhat syaonyraoua with Giaoiir, or infidel.

Section 2. Account of Mayura verma, a king of the Cadamba

dynasty.

1). The account is put into the mouth of Suta rislii, as related to a

Brahman. The destruction of the Cshetriyashj Pdram Rama; his disgust

v\"ith the Brahmans, and rctiiing to a hermitage : several rrsliis followed; and

looking on the western sea, advised him to reclaim land from it. The sea-king

promised to render to him land, as far as he could cast an arrow. He thus

reclaimed a tract of land of three yojanas (30 -\- miles) in breadth westward

;

and in length, from Nisica to Canyacumari SOO yojanm southward, or more

than 3,000 miles. He located Brahmans therein, turning the Boyi jati into

Brahmans; settling one thousand of them there; and appointing to them

lands for their support. He told them that if they had any cause of sorrow, or

regret, they might think on him, and he would appear. He then retii'ed to

the fane at Gokernam. The said Brahmans, to test his veracity, recalled him,

without cause ; whereupon, being angry, he condemned them to lose the power

01 assembling together in council ; and to become servile. They accordingly

mingled with Siidra females ; and became a degraded race.

About this time one named Mayura verma, considering those Brahmans

to be contemptible, sent for others from Hdicshetram, and located them at

different places in his dominions.

2). Sd?ia muc/ii inquiries of Ndreda, why Mayura verma so located

the Brahmans, and whose son he was. In reply, a legend is stated, to the

effect that Siva and Parvali, on Cailasa, agreed to come down, and look at

this newly formed coimtry. In consequence of their doing so, an infant was

afterwards found under a Cadamba tree, in the wilderness; to whom the

epithet of Cadamba was therefore applied. It happened that the Mulata

country being without ruler, the people placed a pot of water in the trunk of an

elephant ; agreeing to elect the person on whom it should be effused. The
elephant went to the Cadamba wilderness, and poured it over the head of the

young man there ; who was proclaimed king of that country, and also of

C&urashtaca* desam. He went to the Kerala desam, to perform homage; and,

* By a raodovn corruption, Gnjej-at.

% 3
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at a slirinp tlicro, was confirmed in possession of the kingdom. He was married,

and his son was Mayura verma. He complained of the degeneration of the

country -Brahmans ; and invited others to come, and purify his country. A

few other particulars arc added, as to the location of the colonist Brahmans.

JSemor/f.—This section, being rectified from its legendary admixture,

is of value.

Section 3. Account of Srinlvasa fane, in the village of Balamuri,

in Canara.

Bhishacdciidrija relates the excellency of the Cdveri river. li is pre-

sumed that here Cdveri (like Gavga), is used generically for a river. The

purport of the paper, written partly in Balbuud, partly in Mahratti letters

is legendary ; intended to account for the homage of Vishnu under the name

of Srtnivasa, as the lord of Lacshm/i. Mythology excepted, there seems to be

nothing of consequence in this section.

General Remark.—The book is injured in the binding; but the

country paper, within, is but slightly perforated by insects ; the ink indelible.

It may therefore pass, as not requiring, for the present, any further attention.

It is a quarto, country paper, half-bound, injured.

9. No. 867. (No. 10, CM. 876.) Ten sections.

Section I. The Stliala purdnam or local legend of Sangama

csJietram, at or near Chunchuna in the division of Yell in Mysore.

In ancient times, a ruhi named Trinahiadhya was doing penance,

when Vishnu appeared, and told him he could not yet obtain beatification

;

but that when he (VishnuJ came hither as i?rt??ic, then that gift should be

bestowed. About the same time a Kirala-vaTa (or savage) was labouring to

get wealth, when the rnhi advised him to cultivate the tuhi'^laui, that when

Rama c^me, it might bo used in his service. The 775/*?, and savage, both

received gifts from Ravia. The rishi obtained leave to remain at this place,

and to build a shiine, with an image of Rama ; which he accomplished,

A. Pdndiya king having greatly troubled the "divine Brahmans,"

and being greatly afflicted in consequence, travelled to difterent places on

pilgrimage, to get rid of his visitation ; and, at this place, the god met him

in the form of an old man, and directed him to build a fane, which he did.

This fane, having gone to decay, was repaired by Hari-hararayer.

Ndreda, having visited many places, went to Caildsa, and there inquired

of Siva, an account of their origin. Some Panranic references arc introduced,
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as if stated by Siva. There would Kcem to be a reference to a Saiva fane at

this place; but the reference is not clear, oving probably to the legend not

being complete.

Kote.—Though tbe paper on which this section is written is damagedj yet it does not

seem to be worth restoration.

Section 2. Account of Feriapainam.

Such is the title in the English heading of the section, and a

similar one is written at the commenceraent of the mauuscript. The

cause of such a title seems to have originated in the manuscript having

been copied (as stated at the end in the Mahratti postsciipt) from

earlier documents by Nardyana bhatt, and Capavi Ihatt, living in

Feriapatnam ; and supplied, through their instrumentality, to the

collection.

The contents of the document trace the genealogy of Raja

Krvshna udiyar ot Mysore, up through the Rmjer dynasty, and some

intervening races, to Bhoja raja, and preceding kings as high the era of

Yaddldshst'hiia. But in its order, it follows the descending series.

It commences with the mission of Agastya from Caild&a; his reducing

the Vindhya mountain, with an obscure reference to the king of the country

southward, whom he rendered harmless;"^' and his going on pilgrimage to-

wards the south. The subject is then confined to the Caliyuga. The era

of Yuddhishsd'hira, with inclusive reigns, is given. The era of VicramadiUja,

and of Sdllvahana, down through Bhoja raja, the Chalukyas, the rulers of

JDevagiri, ihc Rayer dynasty, to the royal line of the native Hindu sovereign

of Mysore.

Note.—The chronicle is but brief; though relating to a great extent

of time. Being damaged, through damp and insects, I have had it restored,

since it is a document of some considerable importance ; and as such it ought

to be fully translated.

Section o. Account of the Goruchndthlia religion, in the Mysore

country.

This paper offers nothing, beyond some local regulations for different

classes of people, in visiting the shrine of a local numen, at a place tenned

(by accommodation) Curncsketram in Mysore. It is not in very good orderj

but does not seem to be worth restoration.

Compute >vitb Abstviict of No. 27.
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Section 4. Account of iheCdpdla religion in Mysore.

This paper relates to the shrine of a godclcFS named Cdpala mdtri,

m the same neighbourhood, being a local form of devi, or darga ; and is

chiefly occupied with panegyric on the said image. It is of no valuable

consequence.

Section 5. Account of tlie fortress of Baldla raya durga, at

Coppa hobhalli in Mysore.

This is a short accoimt of Eoydroog (or Royacottah as we now com-

monly term it.) Its origin, in this paper, is ascribed to one named Bakhtala

raya, under the following circumstances. A Jaina ascetic greatly troubled

the people of the neighbourhood; and the said Bakhtala, professing to become

his disciple, did homage at a shrine of Rama; and, by virtue of that penance

acquired the power of killing the ascetic; and, for so doing, the people gave

him rewards. With the measure of wealth so acquired, he gathered people

around him, and plundered : by the accession of means so acquired, he further

strengthened himself; conquered aa extensive district ; and first built the

fortress of liatjaduraa. He was named Deya-vina-dtM raya ; and he had

three sons named Bakhtala raya, Vishnu verddhana, and Deya-vina raya,

of whom the first was a Saka, and Ihe second a Vaishnava. At an early period

the place seems to have been subjugated by the Mahomcdans ; and some

mention occurs of changes under their rule.

Note.—This paper appears to be an imperfect account of the

originof the Oyisala dynasty, which ruled at ffohhalU ; and was at one

time of considerable consequence. The paper is brief; complete as

far as it goes ; and, being somewhat damaged, was restored, for its

better preservation.

Section 6. Account of Chandragupta cslieiram, in the province

of Bidanur.

A legendary reference to the sacrifice by Dacsha; the self-immolation

of his daughter: the anger of Siva, her husband; and the formation of Vira-

hhadra, inconsequence. The paper is incomplete, and seemingly worthless.

Section 7. Legend, or SfhaJa pnrana oi Killadi.

This is a mere local legend ; apparently of little, or no consequence.

Section 8. Account oi Halla-bede in Bidanur.

This paper entitled as above, in the English heading, is another, and

fullr^r, account of ihc Baldla rulers at Rayadurya, The like account, as in a
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former paper, is given of tlie killing of a Muiii, herein termed a Saka. The

account of the posterity of the founder of the dynasty is more full, than in

that paper (section 5), and it is herein stated that, as one part of that posterity

was of the Saiva, and the other part of the Vaishnava persuasion, they

fought with each other. One of the race was cured of leprosy by building a

great many Saiva fanes. Another of the race, marrying a Mahomedan woman,

was driven away by his father. He went to the Padshah, who came and

took Roydroog ; and, causing the before expatriated son, to be crowned at

Fijayanagaram, he placed him as feudal chief at Eoydroog. A list of his

descendants, and details of their wars, with other proceedings, follow in the book.

Nole.—Thi% paper being much damaged by insects, and damp, has

been restored ; and it merits full translation, as a valuable document, relative

to the Oyisala kings.

Section 9. Account of Copam in Bidanur.

A reference to the anger of Siva in consequence of the self-immolation

of his wife, at the sacrifice of Dccsha; the place receiving its name from

that circumstance, as if it had occurred there, A Saiva TL2km.Q^ Co/ja, built

there a hut; and afterwards Jinadanda raja made it a metropolis, building

a fort there. Having no offspring he gave it to a Brahman. Siva-danda

nayah, afterward? ruled. A few other names are mentioned, who by their

cognomens, would seem to have been Brahmans.

Note.—The document is much damaged ; and as it may have some

historical value, it was restored.

Section 10. Account of the Cdveri, in the Cannaba district.

The account of the Caveri is only promised, but not given. It is little

better than the legend of a fane ; chiefly having reference to a leprous king,

who it may be anticipated, was to lose his disease by bathing in the Cdven ;

but the document is unfinished, and appears to be of no importance.

The book is a quarto, country paper, loose from the binding,

half-Lound : partly restored, in folio volume IV.

10. No. 871. (No. 41, CM. 793.) Two sections : these are headed,

1 Legendary account of Tirucalcudi, in the Sivaganga district.

2 Account of the kings of Pdndya desam ; but this matter is erroneous :

the following is a brief abstract.

Section 1. Vellore. In a town near it, named Palavanchi, Timma

reddi and Bomma reddi hh brother, lost their mother when young: their
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father married another wife, by whom he had a daughter ; the two brothers,

with their father's leave, travelled about the country. At length they came to

a fane of Durga ; who as Cotli, appeared to them in a dream ; telling them

that in a cave, nigh at hand, much treasure was buried ; that, taking it, they

should carry it to Basa handha a statuary at Trinomalee. Ho built a fane to

Jalakandesvara. He also built a fort at Anagundi, which he made over to the

Rayer ; who gave four townships to the two brothers, as a jagUire. They

ruled in Rar/a vShcr ; but Mahrattas came from Poonah and Sattara, who took

their fort. Two Mahralta women named S&tara hhdyi and Gojara hhdyi

built two forts, called after their names, and ruled some time. Afterwards

Siroji Ilingola, from Conga ndd took the forts, and ruled : he repaired the

fane of Jalakandesvara. The Delhi padshah took the country ; and ruled. Hyder

Khan next ruled. In the time of Mr. Grajme it came into possession of the

English.

Section 2. Viringijmram was equitablj' ruled by the aforesaid two

brothers, who built a temple to Sahadesvarn. The Padshah dispossessed

Ihem.

Section 3. Velar, anciently was a forest. The aforesaid two brothers

brought great treasure, and built a fort. In the time of Appaji the minister

of Knshna ra^/a, the Mahrattas took the place; next the Padshah ; finally

the English took it from Murtiz Khan.

Section 4. Pennaconda. Krukna raya sent orders to instal an illegi-

timate son of the late king by a ddsi. Opposition to this order, on the prin-

ciple of not setting a bad precedent, led to wars against Krishna raya.

Section 5. Chaiaranga patnam (Sadras): Davud khan ordered its

traders to pay a certain tribute, with which he bought muskets, and gunpow-

der, in favor of the Dutch. In the war, between the English and the French,

the place came under the power of the latter.

Section G. Chanji (Gingee). The Delhi Padshah, being friendly to Jaya

Singh, sent him to rule at Gingee ; but as he would not pay tribute to Sada-

tulla Khan of Arcot, the latter went against him with great force, and reduced

him: the place afterwards came into the possession of the English.

Section 7. Tiruvattur. Anciently a forest. In the time of Chen-

napa nayaka, he recovered Adi/puresvara from the sea, through a dream. In

consequence the name of the town was called 'Adipurescaram. A Chola king

troubled with Brahmahatti came thither : he built a fane; establishing many

festivals, which are specified. The 33 crores of Celestials, and many rtshis

gittended ; which festivals continued down to the time of Place Sahib,

The book is a quarto, of roe<i}um size, country paper, hrtlf^bpundf



11. No. 875. (No. G, CM. 872.) Seven sections.

Account of Mahomedan exports and imports, from Bidanur ;

horticultural matters in Bidanur; sorts of grain in Do.; musical instru-

ments in Mysore; weights and coins in Bidanur; on the hunter tribe,

in Bidanur,

The book is a quarto, country paper, which is worm-eaten, and

loose from the Linding, half-bound.

12. No. 882. (No. 4, CM. 916.) Eleyen sections.

Section 1. On tlie war oi Sdlivdhana against Vicramdditya.

In this section the usual enigmatical account of the birth of Sdlivahana

is given ; his mother herein being described as the daughter of Bkascara, a

Brahman. The difference from other accounts is that, after the battle, Vicra-

mdditya, having survived, sent messengers to treat with Salivdhana, and

agreed to pay tribute, on condition that each should rule on either bank of

the Kerbudda river ; that is Vicramdditya to the north, and Salivdhana to

the south. In another Mahratta document, such a division of one kingdom

into northern and southern is mentioned, with some details of posterity, on

either side ; and there really may be truth in such a simple statement,

respecting a remote period, greatly mystified by Hindu writers. As to Sali-

vdhana, having for father a ndga, or snake, it is a mere symbol. The illegiti-

mate son of Kidotlunga named Adondai, the conqueror of the Curumbars is,

in several Tamil manuscripts, said to be the son of a Ndgacatiya, or female-

serpent; which, plainer bcuks tell us, means a female slave, or dancing girl, of

Kidottunga Chela's court. To build any wild deductions on such figurative

terms in Hindu writings is nonsense. The Brahmans have their "slang"

language ;
just as much as the gipsies, or others. To get at their meaning,

where they purposely conceal it, is the problem. Colonel Mackenzie seems

to have had a hint given him ; since he has written in pencil on the document,

"A tantrum, or specimen of fabulous history." Such no doubt it is ; and

the meaning seems to be that the gloiious Vicramdditya was beaten by the

son of a slave, or wild forester.

At the end of the document, it is stated to have been expressly com-

piled from other books by Sripati rao, and Chimmanaji apjia, in November

1805, at Abmednuggur.

Section 2. In the injury to which the book has been exposed,

this section appear? to have been lost.
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Section 3. Account of Ddmaji pant, a person remarkable

among the Vaishnavas.

About 700 years ago, one Damaji waa employed as a gomastali, or

factor, at the court of the Delhi Padshah ; and, as a reward for the skill which

he displayed, a small district was made over to him, as a zemindary ; subject

to a tax. On going to his district, Daviuji greatly abounded in liberality to

Vdishnava Erahmans ; multitudes of whom in consequence resorted to him

;

and could not be refused. The result was that Damaji^ s tax ran on in arrears
;

until, at length he was compelled to write to the Padshah, and explain his

insolvent situation. The Padshah sent officers to take him ; put him in

fetters ; and bring him to Delhi. But the deity at Panrapur (or Panderpore),

hearing the misfortune of his votary, represented the case to Rucmini, his

spouse, and borrowed from her, all her golden, and jewelled, ornaments.

Assuming then the appearance of a relative of Ddmaji, the said Kruhna went

to the presence of the Padshah ; offered payment of Ddmaji Pantos arrears
;

and demanded a receipt, and full acquittal. The Padshah was so struck wiih

the surpassing beauty of the messenger's countenance, that for a time he was

unable to give orders ; but, at length, he directed the requisite documents to

be made out ; and, on signing them, sent word to Ddmaji, that he wished

again to see the messenger. When the message, and acquittal reached the

insolvent, he was much embarrassed ; until, pondering over all the circum-

stances, he discovered that it was a manifestation of the numen, whom he

worshipped at Panripur, that had interposed in his behalf. He then vowed

a pilgrimage to that shrine ; and, as the document states, the Padshah went

with him : they together bathed in the Chandra hhaga pool, at Panderpore.

This account was expressly written for Colonel JMackenzie, by Shaui rao, on

the 24th December 1805, at Ahmednuggur.

Section 4. Account of Prasanna prahhii.

This is merely an inane legend concerning a devotee of modern time;

written to satisfy the curiosity of Colonel Mackenzie; but apparently not of

the slightest value. The person referred to, had signalized himself by devotee-

ism of surpassing character.

There follows a talc, or fable of an ape and an alligator; taken from

the later portion of the Panchatantra tales, as narrated by Vishnu sarman,

Mem ark.—AccoYdlng to the table of contents, prefixed to this

hook, there ought to be in all eleven sections ; but all the matter, now

found in it, is specified in the foregoing notice. The binding is broken

;

part of the book appears to be lost 5 and what remains has the margins,
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and some part of the writing, devoured by termites ; their mode of

doing mischief being easily distinguished from that effected by worms.

A sufficient notice ot the contents has been given. The account of

Vicramdditya and Sdllvdhana, is like other narratives ; save the differ-

ence already indicated.

The book is a quarto, country paper, damaged, hal!'-bound.

13. No. 88-1.. (No. 35, CM. 789.) Eleven sections.

Account of Bhojap^r—oi Curumha hamlets uear CcmcM. Account

of Tiruvacudi—of Copist'halam—of the tomb of Mirsaheb—of a pdlUyacaren—
oiPandanalur—of two villages in Kilhir district

—

oi Jainds at Thuvalur.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half'bound.

14. No. 886. (No. 1, CM. 913.) Ten seciions.

Notice of Bejapur Padshahs, and their revenues— of Gopichand raja

of Bengal—of Guzarat ; three statistical sections.

I»Jotice oi Hemanda pani'k, of the Bkonsalas 3.nd Peishwas ; also of

Poonah.

The book is a quarto, country paper, much damaged by termites,

tied with a string.

15. No. 904. (No. 60, CM. 859.) Eight sections.

Agriculture in 'Ananda j)ura, and Tadpartri district, notice of a

poligar, of two villages : of Kruhnapa nayadu : manufactures in Tarapati

fane, and reservoirs on Srihadri in the Gurum konda district.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper, half-

bound.

16. No. 912. (No. 34, CM; 784.) Six sections.

Section 1. Allowances to the >Saiva temple at Madura. 2. The same

to Mindcshi, the goddess. 3. Allowances to the Vaishnava fane of Arhagiri

svdmi near Madura. 4. ]N"otice of villages and of jaghires. 5. Legends of

Deva Indra, and of NaJmsha. [These are both given in my early work.

Oriental Historical M.SS. translated, 1835-36.] 6. Notice of iara and
Cusha, sons of Rama chandra.

The book is a quarter transverse-cut demy, country.^paper, half-

bound, damaged.

17. No. 969. (No. 21, CM. 933.) Six sections.

Notice of Bejapur—oi Ramaraju—oi Bevagiri—of three shrines

—of the revenue of Bejapitr—oi Deva giri—oi. Poonah.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound, damaged.

X 3
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X. Reports.

1. No. 872. (No. 50, CM. 740.) Report of progress of Narrain row,

in the Vencata girl district, for 1814.

The book is a large quarto, country paper, half-bound.

2. No. 874. (No. C9, CM. 8G6.) Six sections.

], 2.) Two sections contain letters from Ananda ran, for 1810, and

report of progress in the Ceded Districts, for 1811. Section 3

—

<6,

are communications from Narain rao, for 1811—1813 in the same

locality.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

S. No. 879. (No. 65, CM. 862.) Four reports of Narrain rao

from 1810— 12, in the Ceded Districts.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

4. No. 881. (No. 6a, CM. 863.) Two reports of J»rt«c^a rco

for 1811, and 1811—1813 in the Ceded districts.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

5. No. 885. (No. S^^, CM. 951.) Reports of Anandarao, and

Narrain rao for 1805, 1806.

The book is a quarto, half-bound, country paper, much damaged

by termites, tied with a string.

G. No. 906. (No. 64, CM. 861.) Report of the progress of

Narrain rao from August 1809 to July 1810; in the Cuddapah
district.

The book is a quarto, thin country paper, wonn-eaten, half-bound.

7. No. 910. (No. 40, C M. 952.) Reports of Ananda rao, and

Ndrrayan rao, for the years 1806 and 1807.

A continuation of the preceding journals ?(5, 3S^o. 885) written on
French puper

; and in remarkably good preservation. The contents do not

require to be abstracted. The book will last for a long time ; with only

common care.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, country paper,
half-bor.nd.
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XI. Romance historical.

1. No. 880. (No. ..., CM ) Romance oi Bharata raja.

A romance of the rajas of Bharatapur.

This book was found to be in so wretched a plight, that as ia one or

two preceding cases, it became necessary to submit it to the process of restora-

tion, as far as practicable, before its contents could be fully appreciated :

which seemed the more desirable, as the beginning of the Mahratti promised

to yield an account of the rajas of Bharataimr (or the famous Bhurfpoor).

The process of restoration , though not complete, yet has been so far effectual,

as to preserve the general sense unimpaired.

The perusal however has led t(j the impression that it is not an historical

document, but a romance, under the guise of an historical veil. Its object

seems to have been to offer moral instructions (according to Hindu notions of

moral?) to the children of kings ; warning them of dangers to be shunned, or

evils to be avoided, under the invir.ing iorm of a narrative. lu Ibis respect,

and so far, only, it is like the Telemachas of Feaelon ; but not in a too

closely drawn resemblance. Such being the case, an abstract of particulars

does not seem to be called for. Among Hindu romances, translated and

edited, it might find a place; but that is not my task. The incidents, in their

tone and bearing, savour of a very early stage of society; occasionally afsimi-

lating, in manner, to «ome of the tales of 31ahahhurata ; and differing from

anything pertaining to the more modern localities of the Peninsula.

The book was copied by Ndrdyana rao, one of Colonel Mac-

kenzie's servants, from another one in possession of Na?ia Sancara at

Poonah ; and the copy so made, is dated August 23, 1806. Ai &ome

subsequent period, white-ants seem to have fed on it with little mercy.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

L\ No. 893. (No. 1, CM. 044.) Calpatara.

The book is a medium sized quarto, bound in sheep.

3. No. 894. (No. 2, C M. G45.) Calpatara, an abridgment of

Hindu legends from the itihasas, puranas, ^c, by Krishna Yajana-
valhiju. The work is divided into seven sections, mostly relatino-

to Krishna, and his family
; but there are some more "^eneral

matters on Hindu geography, and legendary history.

The book is a small, but thick quarto, Europe paper, bound in
sheep.
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4. No. 900. (No, IS, CM. 651.) Account of Srenka, a king

of Magadha.

By Brahma gunaddsa.

The work is of Jaina caste, and relates the legendary history of

a king, who was contemporary with Vartamana svdmi, the last of the

Jaina tirVhdcaras.

The book is a long, narrow, and thin folio, country paper,

half-bound.

5. No. 911. (No. 3, CM. 652.) Parasu Rama chariiram; or

account of the sixth avatar, the conqueror of the Cshetriyas, and

founder of the fane, named after him, on the western coast.

This is a thin folio, ia extramely good preservation, written with

indelible ink, in the Balhand character, and in language, prevailingly Sanscrit,

but with Mahratti intermingled, and forming a local Pracrit. The subject is

the story of Parasit Rama, heretofore given : it contains the solar, and lunar

lines of kings.

This book is a large sized, thin quarto, superior country paper,

loose ; sheep-leather cover.

XII. Statistical.

1. No. 14. (No. 10, C. M. ...) Account of i?;rtw.s and jaghires

granted to Selladars of the Mahratta array in lieu of pay for Fusly

1204, a few memoranda on each page.

[An inom relieves an owner of land from paying the government tax ; a jagiiire, or

zotrhjain enables the possessor to claim the government share from owners, or cultivator^].

The book is a folio, Europe paper, half-bound, damaged, tied

with a string.

2. No. 852. (No. 62, CM. 752.) A general account of the revenue

of the Carnatic, together with former rules, copied from records.

It includes the close of Hyder All's life, continued from IX, 3,

No. 836, section 1,

The book is a folio, Europe paper, half-bound.

3. No. 861. (No. 7, CM. 873.) Revenue settlement of the

Bayerf<y for the Danikota district.

The book is folio, Europe paper, half-bound, damaged.
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4. No. 863. (No. 16, CM. 928.) An estimate of the Aurangabad

Soubah, with its dependencies. It contains nothing of importance,

in the present day.

The book is formed by demy sheets, cut across into halves,

thick ; Europe paper, half-bound.

5. No. 870. (No. 5, CM. 917). An account of revenue of fifteen

Soubahs of Hindustan under Acbar, Padshah of Delhi.

The like remark applies to this book.

The book is half-demy as above, Europe paper, loose, half-bound.

6. No. 876. (No. 39, CM. 947.) Account of Arcot.

This also is unimportant ; as vaiious notices of that locality

have appeared in this work.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

XIII. Tales.

1. No. 908. (No. 25, CM. 937.) Vicramarajacafha.

A version of the tales of Vicramdrca, and his familiar demon

;

very often noticed in foregoing portions of this work.

It is a medium-sized quarto, country paper, bound in sheep.

2. No. 915. (No. 36, CM. 948.) Tales of a Fe^a/«.

Contents. Another copy of the 25 tales of a V^tcila.

With a few slight excepiions at the beginning-, and at the end, this

book is in tolerably good preservation. It is a version of the tales of Vicram-

ddityus attendant-demon, or Vetala. They deserve no serious notice in

researches of the present kind; and it is to be regretted, that the common-
ness and popularity of such kind of tales, have a tendency to detract from the

general value, such as it is, of Hindu literature. A vitiated, and morbid,

taste can alone be gratified by such kind of productions ; and they convey a

low estimate of the people among whom they are popular.

The book is a one-sixth royal paper, cut across, country manu-
facture, half-bound.

XIV. Theological.

1. No. 892, (No. 9, C,M, <)48,) Nujamdoama sdraw, essence of
religious books.
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By J^drdyana ^uf'u.

This book contains the Vaislmava view of tne universe, with a

leaning towards a material causation ; though not to the extent of the

Saiva sactis. It is on the eternity of matter, that such a book chiefly

differs from Christian theology.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound.

2. No. 903. (No. 12, CM ) Yiveca sindhu, intellectual

thought.

By Cumudu raja.

A work on the VMdnta system— all things existing in deity—

•

nominalist in mental philosophy.

The book is a quarto, of medium thickness, Europe paper, bound

in sheep.

XV. ViRA Saiva.

1. No. 8G8. (No. 51, CM. 488.) Bhdiravesvara cadka garhha sutra

retnacdram.

Saiva legends of an ultra class ; the sole supremacy of Siva:

various pauranic legends, exaggerated.

The book is a quarto, country paper, half-bound, damaged.

Addendum.

Manuscript book (without mark or number.)

In this book a quantity of loose leaves, containing Mahratti and

Canarese papers, seems to have been put in at random ;
possibly, be-

cause, having been scattered, their order was unknown. On looking

at the contents of the Mahratti, it appears that some part of the pages

should belong to book, No. 4. These relate to some Hindu auxiliaries

of the Mahrattas, and legendary miscellaneous topics ; and some part

relates to contents of M.S. book, No. 35, in those sections that refer

to the Bala Rdmdyana, to Bhoja raja, and to the birth of Sita.

It is not now possible to extract order out of so much confusion.

Happily the contents of the paper.^ so disarranged, do not seem to be

of consequence. A perusal leaves the impression, that everything

material, in reference to the Mahrattas, is found in other documents ;

and as to the legendary, or mythological matter, this need excite very

little regret : the quantity of details, on such subjects, being super-

abundant.
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A few other loose sheets not included in this book, or'any other

one, are found on examination to be wholly legendary, and worthless.

Not knowing any better place for them, they are put along with the

other loose papers, in this book ; and the whole must be passed, as

incapable of receiving orderly, and complete adjustment ; at the same

time not meriting restoration ; even supposing it could be successfully

effected.

Mahratti bakhirs.

These are narrow slips of country paper, pasted together at the

ends, and afterwards rolled up, when written on. Tiiey are so fragile as

notto be suitably classed with books of more lasiing form. When first

seen by me in 1838, they were in better condition. Some of them are

now in pieces, and others crumble at the touch. The following notices

given as far as practicable, will indicate their measure of value.

No. 918, 919, 920, these Nos. are marked'on pieces rolled up
in a cloth : there are six of them ; but each one is become bisected.

The following brief notice is from my former analysis.

Mahratta Bakheer, No. 31.

Account of the marriage of Rucmini.

This is a somewhat large roll of frail material, in tolerable preserva-

tion, but not complete. Rucmini was a princess carried oft" by Krishna • and
afterwards married to him ; the tale is told in the Bhdgavata, in the supple-

mentary portion, and needs uo further notice here,

Mahratta Bakheer, Xo. 32.

Another copy of the ?ame tale; also incomplete, and in not so good

preservation.

Mahratta Bakheer, No. 33.

Account of SiuVhauma, a poor friend of Krishna, enriched by

visiting him.

A roll apparently complete, but damaged. It is not of a kind claiming

restoration; being a mere tale, or romance.

No. 921, (other Nos. wanting) this is in a manner crumbled to

I'ottenness ; and its contents cannot be ascertained.

No, 922. (No. 34, CM. caret.)

"Account of the battle of Gujendra, a large elephant, against an

alligator in the former age ; at the conclusion of the battle, the former was

protecte4 by Vishnu, the latter, was .slain."
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A roll complete ; but damaged, in several places, by insects.

The above title, copied from the heading of contents, is possibly quite

sufficient. A similar legend is still commemorated at Conjeveram

;

both in records, and in public processions. In its orgin it may have

been allegorical ; but if so, we want the clue to the explication. It

may help towards finding it, perhaps, if a brief outline be given.

A king named Indra-di/uma, becoming weary of royalty, devolved his

crown on his sou, and retired to a desert to perform penance. ^Tiile so

occupied, Aaaslija came that way ; and, enquiring into his circumstances,

received from the ascetic no answer. lu consequcence Agastya denounced

on him the doom of becoming an elephant. The ascelic alarmed, made

excuses for liis ignorance, and asked when the spell would be broken. The

other replied, that it woutd be by rceans of an alligator, the same being an

impiisoned chorister of Indians world ; and, till then, the ascetic, metamor-

phosed, would be king of elephants. In the course of time a battle of a

thousand years occurred, between the elephant and an alligator; ending in a

dissolution of the spell by which both had been bound.

The above is from my former analysis. I was not then aware

that the tale is an episode of the 7th book of the Bhdgavatam. It has

ocurred frequently under the tille of Gajendra mocslbam.

No. 923. (No. 27, CM. caret.) This is a document of same value :

the following account of it is taken from my former analysis.

It is entitled in an English heading " Modes of discourse be-

tween Call and Paricshit malia raja;" which refers to the opening

portion, abstracted from the Blidgavutam.

The title in the Mahratti is, a detail of the rulers in the Carnd^

iaca desam, from the earliest times.

The following is an abstract of the contents :-—

Mana Paricshitu of the Pdndava race ruled down to the year 46 of

the Caliyufja, While so ruling, a cow, in a certain forest, was weeping on

account of having three of its legs broken, A Kirata man (wild savage)

going up to the cow, and considering that its three legs had been broken iu

the three preceding ages, thereupon thought it right to break the remaining

leg iu tlie present age (or Ccdi-f/uga). The above king, then doing penance

in the forest, saw the Kiratan breaking the cow's leg, and had him put into

prison. He said to the king " since I am come by divine appointment, why

do you molest me?" The king inquiring who he was, he replied "lam
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Cali (or a personification of the C(ili-!/i(fja.") The kin* said " while I am
alive I allow you to do nothing." Cnli then requested a place wherein to re-

main, and the king said, 'go dwell with Ilimsa/^' Asatyam,\ Dkermavir6dha,X

and Visvdsapdtaca.'^ "While the king lived, Call gained no entrance, or

ascendancy. The king had four sons, Janamcjaya, Srutusena, JShhnasena,

Vgrasena; who, according to this manuscript, all exercised sovei'eign power

alternately.

Details of their rule are given, and to the second Bldmasena is ascribed

the killing of the racshasa, Jarasandha, {Jarasandha oH the v&ce oi Sudherma

is otherwise stated to have been killed by Kruhna), Twenty descendants of

Bhimasena are enumerated, filling a space of one thousand years; they all

bore the epithet of Brahma hatti, from the above crime.

[Possibly the writer being a devotte of Krishna^ may have wished to

shift the guilt. Moreover the names appear to be given at random ; several

of them belonging to a later period ; and some even subsequent to Chandra-

gupla]. The minister of Ribanjaya named Munlca (by Sir W. Jones, or

by a misprint, Sunaca) killed his master, and placed his own son Pradyota on

the throne. (This event belongs to the Alagadha kingdom). Five successions

of this dynasty occurred. In a metaphorical manner Nanda is said to have

had no child ; and his wife, in consequence, threw herself into the Scarnanadi

(or golden river) ; and, by reason of doing so, produced eight sons.

' [We know otherwise somewhat of the deposition of Nanda, by his

minister, leading to the accession of Chandragwpta; and, by the way, we may

gather from the manuscript in hand a useful hint as to the mode in v\'hich

metaphor, and allegory are made to cloud either ignorance, or the truth, as

may suit the writer's convenience or caprice. To write the simple truth in

simple language, does not by any means appear to have been at any time the

Hindu method of composition.]

The said eight sons, ruled during 137 years. Afterwards a female

named Sada Vrihadra reigned, and was killed by her minister named
Chacrati, who placed his son Srugu on the throne, which he held for 45 years.

(This must designate the Sunga dynasty). The minister of Sriiga named
Canna, who killed his master, and reigned in his stead, was killed in turn

by Susa77ias (otherwise Susarman) who ruled 45G years (designating him

and his whole djm^asty; otherwise stated to have consisted of 21 kings). A
servant killed him (his last descendant) and ruled the kingdom, and to him

* Slaugliter, violence, malice. t Want of fruth, or integiity.

X Opposition to equity and mercy.

^ Falling from trust or confidence ; the sin of treacbeiy,—All the terms are Sanscrit,

U 3
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is given a poriod of 334 years. In his tim(3 (ov Lliat of his dynasty) ihe king-

dom was reduced to great distress. About that time four females of the four

colours (castes) came to the Triveni (or conjunction of the Gnnges, Jumna*

and Sarsoostee rivers) at Proyaga, or Allahabad. These, while bathing as

an act of devotion, had each one a secret wish, which was sought to be accom-

plished. The wish of one of them was that she might have a son who should

be emperor of the world. At the same time a poor ^r,y/t7««n formed the wish,

while bathing and meditating the Franava (or sacred name), that the said

V.Oman might be his wife. ITis wish was accomplished; and their son was

born at Uchchini (Ougein) being the fanjous Vicramddiiija, who married the

aforesaid four females, and ruled 2000 years.

[Here again we have the Hindu mystic, or enigmatical mode of writing;

it seems to denote, wliat is more directly stated in other books, that Vlcrama

was the son of a Brahman, by a woman of inferior tribe, the daughter of the

king of Ougein. The marriage of Vicrama to the four females, beng disen-

tangled from the possibly intentional absurdity, means that he married wives

of the four tribes.]

Subsequently Sdlicdhana fought with, and killed Vicrarnaditya.

SaJ.ivdhana ruled, on the north side of the i\''«r»iaii (or Kerbudda) and had

a son named Manivdhana, and the son of the latter was Avad'harina : some

others of the race ruled on the southern side of the Nerbudda. At that time

a Eajpoot named Giint'liivipati ruled on the other side of the said river, and

the llussulmans began there by degrees to acquire power.

(Subsequently Bhoja raja ruled in a large town {nagara) named Bara-

nagara [iu a Telugu account by Mavipatl, the name is written Darapiir],

The names of eight of his descendants are given as follows :

—

1. Nanda rayalu 5 years, 5. Malata rayalu 9 years,

2. Uchita raja 5 years, 6, Varada rayalu G years,

3. Dor rayalu 3 years, 7- Vishnu palacu 7 years,

4. Kerala rayalu 4 years, 8. Tiruvapi rayalu 8 years.

These ruled over the whohi of the Southern kingdom ; and after them

it was divided into two ])arts. In the Piirva hlidga (or Northern partf), vira

Fiatdpa maha deo ruled over a country called Ada malv.n. The Mahomedan

luler at Delhi, acted perfidiously with the son of Fraldpa ; and took posses-

sion of the country. Some descendants of Bhdja rdja ruled in the country to

the \^c^t, as follows :

—

Pauna mali rayalu 1 year, Yil parti rayalu 15 years,

* Gango, Yamuna, Saraswati, ,

\ Anv inontiou of l^^^' Soutbcrn Division docs not nrP'^^r.
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Narasimha raj-alu 3 years,

Podhi rayalu 5 years,

Hari hara raj-e 5 years,

Ana purna raye 9 years,

Yelagevi raye 1 1 years,

Namivise raye 13 years,

Chaulata raye 15 ^-ears,

in all fifteen reigus : they ruled 188 years in the town called Baganagara.

Krivegal,

Paratunama chain rayalu 6 years,

Trimishi rayaln 8 years,

Chcra rayalu 10 j-ears,

Vishnu rayalu 1 2 years,

Alatagiri rayalu 14 years,

Subsequently some persons, descendants of Hhoja raja, such as ISfandi

rayalu, and others, ruled as follows :

—

Nanda raj-en,

Earn a rayen, ] 1 years,

Tira rayalu, 3 years,

Rama rayahi 5 years,

Cutta nadi rayen 8 years,

Chaya muttu rayen 10 years,

Chanda rayen 13 years,

Kanda rayal 6 years,

Sauma rayal 26 years,

Ivanda lada rayal 4 years,

Iravata rayal 7 years,

Sindhi d'hana rayal,

Vira vasata rayal 1 2 years,

Bucka rayal 14 years.

In all fourteen persons, who ruled in Daranayara ; but, at the same

time, sufFeriDg from hisufficient means and privations. At length many other

persons took away different portions of their kingdom. The violent partition

occurred in S.S. 987, A.D. 1065.

Afterwards one named Vindhi/a ravu performed a penance on the hill

of Sri sniUnn to Dcf.i^ in order to obtain wealth ; whereupon the said goddess

appeared to him. and told him his wishes could not be accomplished, in the

present life; but would bo granted in a future birth; ho increased the severity

of his penance, when Deri again appeared ; and gave a small district around

the site of Vijayanarjarnm. The names of his posterity (being the Rayer

dynasty) ai'e given as follo\>-s ;

—

Deva rayal 1 year, Gopal rayal \ a ,

Hari hara rayal 3 years, Chokanda rayal j
'^Jcais,

BTicka rayal 5 years, Hatti rayal 6 years,

Kepa r.-iyal 7 years, Chaimutu raycil 8 years,

Cumal kota rnyal 9 years, Ivumbalata rayal lO years.

Being in all ten nikrs

;

ihe termination of their dynasty was in

S.S. 1350 (A.D. J 428). They ruled in all 350 years.

Afterwards lira Baktala rnye was seated on the throne at Vijoyava-
garam, in S.S, 1301. Subsequent to bim the country came under the rule of
the Mahomedans, and various other persons. Here the manuscript refers to a
former c-?mmnnication

; and adds, that the account was drawn up in cbmpli-
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ance with the wishes of Major Mackenzie ; but it has uo date ; and does not

give the name of its author.

Note,—This document being a mere roll of country paper, already

partially damaged l^y insects, and liable to early and rapid destruction, was

restored, on ascertaining the nature of its contents. The absurd English head-

ing could have induced no one to suppose those contents to be of any value.

As the ease now is, tlie question is as to authenticity. Some matters, at the

outset, throw a doubt upon the subject. "We have accounts of the Mdgadha,

and subsequent, dynasties, in which Ihsre are minor difierences from this ;

still the main oiitlines are preserved; and are in both the same. The list of

kings of Vyayanagaram, a few names being excepted, differs from the more

usual lists, and the names are fewer in number. These considerations are

stated, because of the very great importance—if authentic—of the middle por-

tion of this manuscript. Of that portion, from the mention of Suiivdhana,

down to the violent partition of the Dara. nagara country, the account herein

given is a translation. Should this portion be authentic, and be proved to be

such by other documents, then, so far as my knowledge extends, a chasm in a

part of the past history of this country will be in some measure filled up.

Bat I hesitate as to resting more weight of confidence on the document
;

pre-

vious to further confirmation of its statements. The Mahratti language is

calculated from the locality of its usage to give more information on that

period, and concerning that neighbourhood, than any other ; the Gujcrati, or

Ilala Canada, perhaps being alone excepted.

The restored copy (in folio volume 4, No. f27, p. 669), will last

very many years: tliO preservation of the roll itself is of no consequence.

No. 924. (No. 23, CM. caret.)

This document is incomplete, both at the beginning, and the end.

From the rem?vining middle portion of the fragment it is found to relate

to revenue, and other, details of the Peishwah. His treasurer had made

false accountR ; and, these being detected, he v/as summoned to follow

the Peishwah to a place, whither the latter annually went on pilgrim-

age. The treasurer did not do so ; and forcible measures vrere re-

soried to, in order to compel his attendance. X^iere are further some

details of marches, and mention of some towns, or places, taken.

Tlie document is damaged, by insects and damp ; but, ag l:oing a mere fragment and

without matter of permanent interest^ its restoration Las not been deemed requisite.

No. 925. (No. 28, CM. caret.)

A large roll of paper " Genealogical account of Mulogi and

Vitogi Bhosala, princes of the Mahreitta doraiuions."
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This document has the beginning; but is not coliipletc at the

end. As far as it proceeds, it contains a somewhat full, and curious

detail of the origin of the Mahratta chiefs from Babaji Blwsala

;

whose two sons ViLogi and Malorji, were soldiers of fortune. Their

adventures and services are mentioned, especially under the Delhi

Padsha ; until, by an adroit use of circumstances, their descendants

became princes.

The important part acted by the ITahrattas might perhapes render the

genealogical detail worth full translation. The document is in tolerably good

preservation, with a slight exception at the beginning; audits restoration

does not seem to be urgent ; though it may possibly hereafter claim attention.

No. 926. (No. 29, CM. caret.)

Fable of Surpanacha " a giantess."

This is a tale formed on an episode in the Rdmdyana. It is

much injured by insects, and could not be successfully restored ; even

if it were worth the pains, which perhaps it is not.

No. 927. (No. S4, CM. 944.)

So damaged as to be illegible, and not capable of being restored.

No. 928. (no other No.)

The contents of this roll consist of copies of three letters addressed by

Ragandtha yadava to Nana Farnis, relative to a disputed succession to the

throne at Poonah. ^In answer to communications from Nana Farnis (the

minister of state) his correspondent Ragonauth gives him details of the strength,

and munitions of the subordinate raja& and chiefs, the Nagpore raja, and the

Guicovar, or raja of Gujerat being among the number. Various details arc

added as to battles, and connected circumstances. The letters are written

in the midst of the circumstances which they describe, and might be of use

to a historian engaged in narrating the events of that particular period, com-

paratively recent ; but they are too minute, and local, to admit of abstract

:

which besides does not appear needful ; since a brief index pointing to the

existence of such correspondence may here very well suffice.

The roll attracted attention from its decayed and injured condition. A
little trouble being sufficient to put it into a permanent form, it was restored

in foHo volume 3, page 665 ; for papers of such a sort msy accj^uhe an addi-

tional value with time.
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No. 929. (no other No.)

Another roll, a little larger in size was for id on examinaiion to have

been filled with statistical details, concerning he boundaries, products,

revenncs, and similar matters, of the Peishwah's do> anions ; of which Poonah

was the capital. But being torn, damaged, transp i.sed, and in part lost, any

attempt to restore it was given >ip ; and the ioss probably is not of any

consequence.

Mo. 930.") Four rolls ; but they appear tc be one, only the parts

JN^'o. 931.3 unglued.

(No. 8, CM. 920.)

A roll of country paper, entitled '' Genealogical account of Xanah

Saheb of the Peishwahs."

This document contains a rather full histor' '.al detail of the brnnch of

the Mahrattas, established at Poonah. At the I-^ginning Apjwji soheb \s

represented as enquiring into the past history of his race; which is narrated

.to him by the author. At the close, a copy of this document is said to have

been made, by special request, for Major Mackenzie. The roll of paper is a

large one; and it is surprising that the matter shmid have been written on

such a fragile material. It is damaged in various peaces, and words are eaten

away by insects. The matter, however, is for the greater part recoverable,

and the document is complete. For these reasons, and especially from

viewing the details to be of considerable conseq-.ence, the document was

restored in folio volume 4, page 091 ; and, I am >f opinion, that it merits

full translation.

No. . . CM. caret. Paper roll, No. 9, CTI. 921.

This is a roll of country paper, bearing the .^bove number, and native

title. Inside it is labelled, "accuntof Shahu raja, a Mahratta prince,

and his victory.

On examination it was found to relate to t'le war between the Mah-

rattas and the ^loghuls. The Delia Padshah i ceived information from

Gujerat, that the Mahrattas were, forming combinations against him, which

led to an embassy of inquiry; but tlie Blahratta: denied the truth of the

allegation. A war was the consequence, attended with various alternations

on either side; but at length >Shahii raja was ^^ijoroughly humbled, and

reduced to the necessity of giving one of his daughters in marriage to the

conqueror.

So much, with intermediate mattrrs, can bo made out ; but tlie document is so grentlj

injured by insects, leaving sometimes only a word oi" two lcgiL\^ in a lino, that any connected

restoration of this document js not practicable ; and it has of necessity been passed by as

irrecoverable,
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Another roll without number or mark.

This roll is in a still worse condition, and like the last irrecoverable.

From such portions as v main legible it is found to relate to Poonah affairs,

and the wresting a dominion from the power of the Mahomcdans. The origin

o( the Colapiir roja is g\y n. He distinguished himself in fighting against

Guzarat; and received tlie fief of Co/ff/jwr, with a district, aad the title of

Cshetriya putra.

The word Colapur aas been written on the roll, by way of disting"iii;h-

ino; it from others.
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F.

Mixed.

Manuscript Books of Miscellaneous Inscriptions,

There are several of these books in the collection, containing

copies of inscriptions in two, three, or more languages ; so as not well

to allow of being arranged under the usual order. By consequence

they are here placed, as a distinct subdivision, according to language.

The order will be—Persian, Mahratti, Canarcse, and Telugu : the

Library No. is marked in the margin.

1. Persian.

757. M.S. Book ]SIo. 9, CM. 978. Ancola and Gokernam districts.

1. Dated 1014—Heglra. A firman addressed to Cazi Ahmed, assen-

tino- to the request of the said Ahmed, who had stated that, in consfquence of

Ids own great age, lie wished his situation to be given to his sou Taju' Din

Mahomed. Issued by a Divan whose name is not in this copy.

2. Firman of a Divan addressed to the inhabitants of Agra, dated in

1068—Hegira. It directs that all things, as before observed in the fane of

Rama chandra be continued ; and is perhaps a renewed grant, at the com-

mencement of a new reign.

3. Order of Sultan Mahomed Padshah to the Ami], or Collector of

Agra, to renew a sunnud, or grant, as before customary, for allowances to a

mosque. Dated in 1079 Hegira.

4. Dated in 1077 Ilegira. Order to continue a charitable grant of

124 huns arising from a village, to a person mentioned ; descending to his

children, and grand-children.

5. Order to an Amil in 1088, to continue, as before, all allowances

customary to the Rainani mosque, in charge of Haflz Mahomed,

6. Another copy of I, addressed to Cazi Ahmed.

584. M.S. Book, No. 13, CM. 982. Nellore and Vencatagiri

districts.

1. Dated 1002 Hegira. Order of Asuph-u-Dowlah Syed Mahomed
Khan, Mahomed Alcmguir Padshah, and Mu' Hussein Khan, addressed to

Jiangara Yachnma nat/ndn, raja of Vencatagiri, directing him to collect,
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and forward the entire tribute of that principality ; amounting to seventeen

lakhs, seventeen thousand, nine hundred and five daums (a kir.d of weight)

which Ctimara Ydchama nayadu had neglected to transmit in due time.

2. Seal of Asaph -ii-Dowlah, conferring a title, with an office, on

Bangdra Ydchama nayadu.

3. Seal of Asuph-u-Dowlah, Amir of Inde ; a letter to Cumara

Ydchama nayadu of Vencaiagiri, condoling with hira on his father's death

;

assenting to his succession to the principality ; with an injunction, requiring

careful obedience,

4. Order cf same on the de ith of Cumara Ydchama nayadu, con-

ferring authority, and the succession upon Bangdra Ydchama nayadu.

Sundry items and memoranda follow of very minute details,

as to pergunnalis, and revenues.

657. M.S. book, No. 32, CM. 1001. Sedhawattam in the Ceded

districts.

1. Date of death of Bismilla Shah (in 1186 Hegira) the head of a

company of Mahomedan mendicant devotees.

2. Dated in 1181, as that of the building of a mosque, and of another,

in the time of ^N'abob Abdul Mazidin 1204. Another in 1114 Hegira.

3. ConBrmation by Nabob Sadut-ulla khan of a grant in the pergun-

nah of Sidhur, to a Derveish, and his family. Dated in 1143 Hegira.

4. Another copy of the same document.

5. Title of an agreement in the name of Rama lirishna ; a memo-

randum.

6. Order to the Amils of Balaghat from Nabrb Hakim Mahomed
nabi, to permit Papa rao to bring certain waste lands in Sidhur into a state

fit for cultivation. Dated in 1776.

7. Date 1183 of the building a mosque in the fort of Cuddapah ; in

the dominions of Alemguir.

8. Date 1 130 of the building of a mosque, by Nabob Bahalul khan.

9. Date 1 149 Hegira, as that of the death of Ameen-u-Din Shah.

10. A few loose names ; sci-ibblings by individuals, like those more

or less common in all countries. The dates 1109 and 1151?, appear attached

to three names.

— M.S. book, No. 38, C. M. 1007. Garamconda in the Ceded

districts;

A Parvannah, or order, from Sadat-ulla khan relative to the fnne of
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Ecdmhesvara and Camdcshi at Conjeveram, empowering one Acdsa Bonji

to collect the revenues from lauds, made over to the said fane ;' and, after

paying all neerU' 1 e^cpenses, to hand over the balance to the revenue manager

of the district, with a strict injunction to all inhabitants of the neighbour-

hood, to re5fect the orders of the said Acasa Bonji.

5G7. M.S. book, No. 42, CM. 10 II Cuddapah,

A Parvannali of Nabob Syed khan under Alemguir Padshah
;

a tract of land, of the annual value of two crores ; confirmed in the

possession of Sheikh Makbdura.

538. M.S. book, No. 27, CM. 996.

1. Order from a king (name not mentioned) to a military chief, dated

inHegira 1C92; giving a commission, and instructions, with reference to an

accompanying councillor.

2. Oder of JSTizam-ul-Miilkuzuph jah, to discharge a servant, and

to put Syed alla-u'din in his place, dated 1206 Hegira.

3. Dated 1140 Hegira. Abdul nabi khan gives an order to Malla reddi,

directing him to keep a proper watch over a certain district, and to apprehend

the robbers by v/hom it was molested.

4. Order to Malla reddi to collect the revenue; an.d to see the

army supplied.

5. Order to Verd reddi to collect the sum of 355 huns, in the district

of Ginjee.

6. Order to Malla reddi to regulate the needful matters at

Singhapainam.

599. M.S. book, No. 28, CM. 997.

1. Dated in Hegira 1152. Order from a Khan, or chief, to the Amil

. (or Collector) and inhabitats of Ginjee; to give possession of a ceitaia extent

of land, to the daughter of a d^rveish, after the father's death.

2. Order from the same, to the same; to make over to Budr-u'-din,

son of Sheik Mahomed, a garden and a mosque, which had been held by the

father in the fort of Ginjee.

3. A memorandum respecting a transfer of property, situated in, or

near, the same fortress.

4. Also an unimportant document relative to a transfer of land in the

neighbourhood of the same place.

5. Order to give some ground; the proceeds to supply oil for a

r.osque.
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6. Dated iu 1117 Fusly. Au order, in two langunges, respecting

transfer of land to be given in free-tenure.

7. Order of Zulfecar khan to the commander of Ginjee, to supply

needful matters of expenditure in a mosque ; chargeable on the revenue of

a village.

8. A revenue grant to the Cadi of a mosque, dated in Hegira 1184.-

9. Order of Tippu Sultan to the commander of Ginjee to supply

30 buns from a certain revenue, to the revenue oflScer ; and to give all oiher

proceeds for the maintenance of lights on Friday, in a large musquc.

10. Deposition of witnesses that an individual possessed a grant

which he had since lost.

11. Order to make over a certain extent of land ; the proceeds to

Piipply oil to a mosque for lights.

12. A similar order, relative {<> a village mosque.

13. Au appointment of an individual to be Cazi of C^ndicoUa.

14. Order of Zulfecar khan to supply one Rupee, daily to a Cazi,

named Mahomed Hussan.

15. A precisely similar order.

16. A similar order, dated Hegira 1134.

17. Order to transfer the allowance of Mahomed Hussan (No. 14)

to his grandson, dated Hegira 1177.

18. Order to give land; the proceeds to supply oil for a mosque,

dated in Hegira 1186,

19. Agreement by Raja Chandu lal, in the name of another person,

to cultivate certain lands carefully, and peaceably to raider in the revenue

due thereon.

20. Order of a Padshah to the Amil of Candicotta, to give a certain

village district, in lieu of another one, which had been assumed ; the order

is in favor of Mahomed Dervei!*h, son of Sheikh AH. Dated 1074.

21. Gift of twenty bigahs of land to Sheikh jlahomcd Derveish,

conformably to his petition, to supply lights to the mosque.

22. Order of Satkhan to give a small piece of land, to a person that

had the charge of keeping the mosque, in Eajpallam. Dated in Hegira 1 149.

23. Order to give a portion of land in the said village of llajpallam,

to Mahbu Ali Derveish. Dated Hegira 1164.

24. Direction to repair certain water reservoirs, and fit them for

assisting culiiyation. Dated in Hei^ira 114.9.
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25. A similar ordor relative to tank repairs ; and directing to give

a fourth part of proceeds, as tax, to the revenue. Dated in Hegira 1157.

26. Order to give fruits of a specified garden to Eosham khan.

Dated Hegira 1162.

27. Commission to the said Rosham kban to be commander of a fort

ard troops, from Mahomed dil khan, servant of a Padshah. Dated in

Hegira 1122.

28. Order of Mahomed khan, in the kingdom of Bij ipur, in favor of

Raghavdchdri ; giving to him a piece of land. I);, ted in Hegira 1127.

23. Order to take anr.ually 70 huiis, as a tax from NaiidciMry,

Dated in Hegira 1152.

30. Order of Zulfeear kban in favor df Tattdcharya; giving a grant

of land for his subsistence.

31. Order ro give a revenue of 125 huns to Tattdcharya, from a

village. By whom given not stated. No date.

32. Restoration of a former grant in favor cf a Brahman, directed

to be made by the assistant of Chandu lal. iNo date.

878. M.S. book, No. 33, CM. 1902.

1. Order of Tippu Sultan, to give a village to Binacliary in the Cud^

dapah district, on tiie cond tion of bis paying an annual tax of twenty huns.

2. Kelfites to Madras. Purports to be a promise, from the Governor,

to M' llajja nnyadu pdlliyacarer, to restore to him certain patrimonial lands
;

on condition of his accompanying the army sent against Mysore, and obey-

ing the order of the English General ; the restored lands be subject to a tax.

Dated i a Hegira 1305.

3 Order to supply one fanam daily to a heathen fane at Vmcatapur.

Dated in Hegiial214.

4. Dated vi Hegira 1277. Order confirming a former allowance of

two finauis daUy to the same fane.

5. Commemoranng the building of a mosque, in order to dissipate

heathen superstition. Dated in Hegira 1128. It is a writing on the wall

of the mosque.

0. Donation, by Alem uir to Mallapa nayadu, of certain proceeds

from a village. '\ he o \ e is directed to An. nta rao.

7. Gift of an office to Kistna Pandit

8. 1 be said Kistna Pandit is ordered to pay annually one hundred

chucrams ; «s a tax on a vilbge which had been made over to him. Daled

in Hegira 1144,
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Maiiratti.

757. M.S. book No. 9, CM. 978.

No. 6. At tie town of Mirjaun : copy of a revenue letter, or order,

direciing one Mnniji rao, Gancqyati to pay up arrears of tax, or tribute.

Dated in Hegira 1104.

jS"o. 7. At l^rjaun. A reply apparently to the foregoing, stating,

that 40 huns are sent out of the 200 duo.

Copy nfliiam, or deed of gift, from Sadu Rustam khan, a servant of

the Visiapur Padshah, makiug over land to A''/ ;fs7ma ^/<o^, son of Ndrchjana

hhat. Dated in S.S 1578.

The Nayak of Angola, with his trihe, cade over certain allowances

for f.od andsuj)port t.< Krishna, an astrologer. Dated in S.S. 1561.

Two Hindu employes of the Visiapur Padshah, built an agrahdram

for Krukna hhat, an astrologer, and along therewith gave to him land, pro-

ducing a yearly revenue of 54 huns.

Copy of the document was TVTitten in S.S. 1571, aiid transmitted to

the Padshah.

Certain Conrjcni Brahmans of the Angola province, have met in

council, agreed to bull i a viafam, or residence, for their preceptor, Yedhesvara,

and to purchase some land to he attached to it, to provide ordinary support,

for the preceptor, an ' his pupils : apparently a minature college. The copy

was written by Ibrah .a khan, in S,S. 1521. The document is Canarese, in

theMahratti chariicler.

Copy of an in .;ription from the fane of Mnhdhaleahvar, recording a

donation of Innd mada by Singhaiya pnnt, to the daiighter of the Peishwah.

The date .liven, is 8.8. 17.<.8. The language is Canare-e, with Sanscrit slocas

interoiingl d : the whole written in the Mahratti character.

588. M.S. book. No, 27, CM. 996.

A commission cvom B'lji rao and Raghunatha, dat d from Poonah ,•

giving the vilhige of Cativigun, as revenue charge, to Nardyana rao ; and

directing him to collect, and remit the pr. ceeds arising therefiom.

Order to the villagers of the same place to obey Naroyana rao; as

revenue co: lector.

Receipt from i^fndkva rao, treasurer to Nardyana rao, aforesaid

for 3,000 Rupees, which had been paid into the Peishwah's treasury.
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599. M.S. book, No. 28, CM. 997.)

Commission from Baji rao to Sesdchalu pant, to discharge the duties

of subadar of the distrtct of Cudakol. Date of month, but not of year.

Specification of accounts from Sesdchala print, and two other persons

of the Cuddapah district. Sent into the governuiont of the day.

Grant of the village of Jemmalabad, to one named Hussein. Dated

inFuslj 1180.

Informations to inhabitants of the said grant.

Gift of land from Mahomed Shah, to a Brahman. Dated in Fusly 1182.

Gift of Mapnl village to Srinivasa Bralnnan, with the condition of

paying one fa,nam, out of every three fanams, to the sircar, or government.

Gift of some lands, to the same individual, in free tenure.

Gift of land to Krishna pandit from Vencata rao. Dated in 1188

Hegira.

Order, dated Hegira 1128, addressed to an individual, directing him

to collect and transmit certain arrears which had fallen behind in the district

of Pemhavapettah. Issued by the Visiapur ruler.

Order from Visiapur to the inhabitants of Pembana village, to pay

up all arrears to Raghiindi'hach.arya.

584. M.S. book, No. 43, CM. 1012.

This book is labelled like the preceding one, and inside " 204 grants

in the Chamur district,'' The larger portion of the contents is in Persian

and Canarese. Small portions in Mahratti, are scattered throughout; and

they relate to trifling matters. Such thincs as the grant of one Eupee weekly

to a Mahomedan ascetic; of two annas daily to another ; and of one fanam

per diem to maintain lamps in different mosques, are the prevailing contents.

A few grants of no great importance appear. The whole relates to Mahome-

dan transactions with Mahomedans, or with Hindus ; and the parsimony of

Mahomedan donations compared with those of Hindus to their own idols

(as seen in inscriptions before reported) is very apparent. There are some

orders, (or sunnuds) authorizing certain Hindu Astrologers to receive eight

pice daily; in other cases half u fanam daily. A receipt is presciibed to

be taken.

This book is in an extremely good stat'' of preservation.
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002. M.S. book, No. 44, CM. 1013.

A similar label, and entry. The contents are chiefly Canarese.

There is a litile Mahratti, as follows :

—

1. Dated in S.S. 1670. Gift, in free tenure, of land to the value of

25 prgodas annually from the Sendpati, or general of tlie Pcishwah, named

M dhava mo, to a Hindu named Ve^icaia hhalt.

2. Order from Baji rao to give, in a specified instance, a mcirriage

portion according to the custom of antiquity.

3. Order from the Sidhaviir capital to give to a Brahman, an

estate producing 100 pagodas annually.

4. A similar order, from the same place to give to a Sudra jem-

madar, an estate of 50 pagodas per annum.

5. Corresponding orders with the two last, certifying the same to

villagers, and others concerned.

666. M.S. book, No. 41, CM. 1010.

This book, with like label and inner title, is much damaged. Tiie

greater portion of the contents is in Canarese; but there is some Mahratti.

The whole of this last, has been carefully examined; and is found to

contain grants, for the most yart in free-tennre, to individuals; usually

worth about 50 psgodas per annum. This being the uniform character of

the grants, any minute specifieation, of matters of such small consequence,

is not required.

692. M.S. book, No. 4.5, CM. 1014.

Like label and title. The Mahratti forms but a part only of the

contents, with a few grants of similar character to those just indicated; the

remainder is occupied with agreements, and transactions of Sayers, or petty

renters, and farmers, of ordinary commodities.

They claim no detailed notice.

657. M.S. book, No. 17, CM. 980.

There are only three email leaves of Mahratti writing in this book;

and the contents relate solely to the petitions of four individuals, to have lands

restored to them, which had been seized. One estate was worth 50 pagodas

annually, and one worth only five. Their claims were conceded.

592, M.S. book. No. SO, CM. 999.

There is only a little Mahratti scattered through this book, and the

subjects of these brief notes are transactions of Mahomedan chiefs and
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managers, in matters of local revenue; One or two foundations of Brah-

mans' alms-h- uses are mentioned; and are the most important part; but the

whole amounts to very little.

The book is in good preservation.

757. M.S. book, No. 9, CM. 978.

Inscriptions in Ancoia, and Gokernam districts.

I. Dated in S.S. 1661. Gift to the fane of Jiknesvara at UinnU'

patnam, both of money, and lands by /fppaji nayah.

2. No date of year. Vira hhadran made a g'ft land to the fane

of Abhai/a-as'er.

3. Dated in S.?. 1307, (erroneous.) A gift by Krshna rayer of

Vijat/ananaram, of a village to Ramachandra, a spiritm ' preceptor.

4. Cycle year only mentioned. Gift of a piece of land, under per-

mission, from the capital at Anangundi to the monasteripm at Upina patnam.

5. No date. Gift of land to the same place, by one named Bhadram

m Basava puram, confirmed by a sanction from Auann mdi. The inscrip-

tion is stated to be sealed with the S'aua symbol ; indicnting the said monas-

terium to have belonged to the Jangamas.

6. A similar gift to the same place, under like sraiction, from Anan-

gundi. A cych' year only is specified.

7. A similar gift of a piece of land, which was purchased at the cost

of twenty-five huns, or pagodas ; the inscription bearing the like seal.

8. Gift by Basavapa nayak of the line of Sa'^dswa nayak, a local

chief, of some land to the monasterium of Maheuti. No other than the

cycle year.

9. Dated in S.S. 1638. Gift of twelve huns or pagodas, to the afore-

said i)lace. by the said Basavapa.

10. Dated in S.S. 1643. Gift of sixty huns to the Mahenti matam

in Upina patnam, by one named Conapa nayak.

II. Dated in S.S. 860. Gift of a village in the district of Pindlvalam

to a fane in the time oi Rama lUva arasu, a king of the Cadamba dynasty.

12. Gift of a piece of land purchased for 12 huns, in order to build

a fane to Ilanuman, afterwards constructed thereon. Cycle year only

specified.

13. Gift of a small piece of land, which cost ? huns to Gohernami

by a woman who went thither to bathe at the time of Pn eclipse. She was

the mother of Bomasec'hara nayalt, a local chief; who coafirmed the grant.
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14. Gift of a piece of land which cost 28 huns, to another fane, on the

banks of a river. Cycle year stated.

15. Gift of land, bought for 32 huns, to the fane of Mahdhalesvara

at Gohernam by JBasavapa nayak. Cycle year mentioned.

16. Gift of land bought for 50 huns to carry on the car-festival, in

the fane of Saddsiva, on the banks of a river,

17. Land which cost 3 huns, given to the fane of Gohernam.

18. Land, which cost 12 huns to Mahdhalesvara fane, at Gchernam.

19. Land of the value of 3 huns, given to the fane of CumVhaherna

isvara at Gohernam.

20. Cycle year. Gift of 6 huns to the fane of Galagatesvara, at

Gohernam.

21. Gift of land to the value of 9 huns by a devotee, in consequence

of his coming to perform the rudra namascdra ; a ceremony of homage to

Siva, at Gohernam.

22. Gift of laud, by a servant.

23. Gift of land to Gohernam, worth six huns.

24. A like gift to the value of 12 huns.

25. A similar small gift, worth 4 huns.

26. The like; value 3 huns.

27. The like; value 6 huns.

28. Ibid, 9 huns.

29. The like; value 10 huns.

30. Ibid, 6 huns.

31. Ibid, 12 huns.

32; Ibid, 12 huns.

33; Ibid, 12 huns.

34. Dated in S.S. 1475, in the time of Saddsiva rayer. Gift of a

Tillage to the fane of Gohernam ; but this inscription is not complete. '

The preceding ones, from 17 to 34, all relate to the fane at

Gohernam ; being presents by votaries. The fane is of great repute ;

but, either the value of the huns must be greater than in the Carnatic,

or else the liberality, or means, of votaries much less than in the farther

south.

The Canarese copies of inscriptions in this book, are compara-

tively fruitless,
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887. M.S. book, No. 26, CM. 995.

There is only a little Canafese in this book.

1. Dated in >S.S. 1620. Gift of land to two musjids, or mosques,

in the Tillage of Comhacachi in the hands of 3Iir Hussein

.

2, Eelates to a restoration of rights; usurped hy Tippoo Sultan;

and returned by Colonel Reid, when Collector in the Ceded districts.

— M.S. book, No. 11, CM. 980.

1. Dated in S.S. 1469 in the time of iSrirangharayer, Gift of a

village to a fane.

2. Dated in S.S. 1353. Gift of five villages to a fane of Virapacska

by Accana naijak, and Madhana nnyak.

3. Dated in S.S, 1195. Gift of a village to a fane, hy tv/o local

chiefs of the Chula kingdom.

4. Dated in S.S. 1122. Commemorates some repairs to a Sciiva fane

in Btva Nallur.

5. Dated in S.S. 1327. A copper plate inscription. A gift of land

by Timma rayer to a fane, and to.Brahmans; with heavy denunciations

appended, agsdnst any alienation of the gift to other purposes.

6- Dated in S.S. 1339, In the time of Deva royer ; commemo-

rates a gift of land to the fane of Miilav&cal, hy the minister of Deva rayer.

7. Dated in S.S. 1889. Gift of same lands to conduct ceremonial

worship in a fane, hy a private individual.

8. Dated in S.S. 1439. Gift of land to the value, annually of 30

huns by Krishna rayer to JVarasimha patlar, in the district of Gooty.

9. Dated in S.S. 1564, Gift of land to a Brahman.

10. Dated in S.S, 1666. Commemorates similar gifts to Brahmaus,

by a local chief, named Basavapa nayah,

11- Dated in S.S. 1620, Gift to Bhima pattar, a Brahman, from a

local chief of a village.

12. A letter on revenue 'dffairs.

13. Another letter, on the like subject.

14. Dated in S.S. 1586. Gift of a village to a Brahman from

Chichadevaraya.

15. Dated in S.S, 1484. Gift by some chiefs, or courtiers, in the

lime of Rama deva rnya. Gift of a village to Timmaiia pattar, a Brahman.

Ilecordcd on a copper plate.
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16. ]3ated in S.S. 1487. A similar gift,

17, 18, are of no consequence.

19. Dated in S.S. 1336. Gift of a village by Deva raycr to a Vv'a

Saiva Brahman.

20. Dated in S.S. 1437. Gift of land to a Brahman, in the time

of Krishna raycr.

21. A fragment.

22. Dated in S.S. 1196. Gift of land.

23. Gift of land, no date ; except a statement, that it was in the time

of Btikha rayer's son, named Hari hararayay

24. Dated in S.S. 1486. Gift of a village in the Sante Benwr district,

to a Brahman, from two local chiefs.

2o. Unimportant.

26. The same; being merely copies of two letters, on ;in insigni-

ficant gift.

A note was before made on the Mahratti contents of this volume.

The entire contents of the book do not seem to be of consequence,

though a few of the dates of Canarese inscriptions are of value.
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COLLEGE,
AND LITERARY SOCIETY, Manuscripts.

A. Sanscrit language.

«. Grani'ka letter.

I. Accounts.

1. No. 2076. Section 2. Various rough memoranda of accounts,

as to lands, &c., with erasures ; the language is Tamil, but in the

midst of a Sanscrit book. For Section 1, see III, for Section 3,

see VIII.

II. Dramatic.

1. No. 2080, Section 2. ViGramorvashjam Sancrit and Piracnfa^

slocas and prose, in both—two ancas the iih and 5th.

By CdU ddsa.

Translated by Professor Wilson, a superior drama, of the heroic-

amoroso caste. For Section 1 see IX.

2. No. 20^3, Maha natacam.

By Nimmadi deca raija Nvypati.

67ocas—incomplete—from the Jyoddhya to the Yuddha cdndam
epitomized, and reduced to a drama : the intermediate Bdia cduda^ni is

wanting. The work is stated to have been done in parts, by others •

but adjusted by the above : possibly somewhat like Pope's Odyssey
the language, as affectedly over-refined, is censured by the late Pro-
lessor Wilson : leaves l—4o.

The book is long, of medium thickness, narrow palm-lcaves,

recent, without boards.

III. Erotic

1. No. 2076, Section 1. Gita Govinda, other\vise asl/ia padi; origi-

nal with a comment—incomplete. On the amours of Kr?shna with
Rddha.

Appended is musical matter on the at^hf.a Warn, or eight modes
of beating time with the symbol, such as eca, sdma, and others.

For Section 2, see I, for Section 3, see VIIL
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IV. Law.

1, No. 2078.' iSmriti Chandrica, slocas, and prose, witha:{ec«to

botli. It contains only the dchdra cdndam, or sacerdotal law. On
auspicious, and funeral ceremonies : various kinds of sraddka de-

scribed; times for them; ceremony at each new moon, on behalf of

ancestors. The proper ceremonies on each tithi, or day of the

moon's age. On the ecddasi, or tenth lunar-day fast, with other fasts.

On the riiahalya aindvdsiy explained in various preceding notices

of sacerdotal law-books, On the mala vidsi, or two new moons in one

month ; what may, and what may not be done in it ; and like matter
;

but the cdndam is not complete the vivahdra and prayaschita cdndams

are wanting : leaf I— 158.

The hook is of medium size, but thick, on broad talipat leaves,

in good order.

As a law book it is an authority, and in repute in Telingana ;

north of the Tamil speaking country.

2. No. 2081. Akhanda ddariaamam, or boundless mirror ; slocas

with prose, and ilea to both.

The principal poi\ion is on the daya hhdgam, or division of

ancestral property, with matters of prayaschita, or punishment. Many

kinds of inquiry as to facts, and as to punishment. On paternal pro-

perty, how to be divided among the children, who are brothers. Mode

of dividing money, lands, &c. On the examination of bonds before

witnesses. Modes of punishing theives, adulterers, false witnesses'

;

leaf: 1—36.

The book is of medium size, but thin, on broad talipat leaves, no

boards, in good order.

V. Logical.

1. No. 2084. Dinacara bhdtliyam.

By Dinacara hJiatt, prose, incomplete.

It contains the j.rafycicsha, anumdna and iqmindna cdndams;

but wants the sahda cdndam.

It is on the modern system, holding only 7 padarChas, from

dravya onwards; these are described by laclianas, or properiies.

By knowing the truth of the padarChas (or universal genera)

mnl'ii or beatification is acquired {s'lc).

Leaf 1—95. The book is rather long, of medium thickness, very

narrow palm leaves, teak boards.
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VI. Miscellaneous.

I. No. 2091. Bhartrii harl, slocas, Incomplete; otherwise Sub-

hdshita nivi, weft of good language.

By Bhartri hari ydgtndra.

It contains the two best satacas, the mti or ethical, and vair-

act/a, or ascetical, divided into padadhis, or decades.

See various notices, especially in volume 1 : leaves 1—29. The
book is of medium size, thin, without boards, and much damaged by

insects.

VII. PURANAS.

1. No. 2083. Brahmottara Ichandam of the Scdndapurandm, slocas.

1—40 adhydyas.

On the beauty of Sh'n, his glory, on the glory of his followers :

excellency of the sacred ashes, and of the eleocarpus beads—honor of

weaving them.

A description of Cailasa : excellency of the Siva puja, and the

like topics. See other foregoing notices.

Leaf 1—91. The book is of medium size, talipat leaves, no boards,

injured by insects.

2. No. 2090. Section 1. Nila kant'ha vijayam.

By Nila hantlia dicaliada^ 1—5 asvdsas complete; champa

granVha or book for minstrelsy. The main subject is the Curr.ia

avatdram. On the glory of Siva. War between Indra and Bala cJiacra-'

verti. Hence the churning- of the ocean to procure the amritam, to

strengthen the devas against the asuras. From this churning proceeded

Lacshmi, Chandra^ Kalpaca vricsham, or tree of plenty, Bhanvantariy

Airdvatan, amritam, &c., leaf ]—77,

The book is of medium size, without boards, much worm eaten,

VIII. Romance historical.

1. No. 2070, Section 3.' Adhydtia Ramdyanam ; represented

as a discourse, between 'Uma and Mahesvara ; and so giving a

Saiva turn to the poem : from the Ayoddhya to the ^l^ndara^

adhyayam; leaves 164,

The book is abort, thick, and much worm eaten,
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IX. Tales.

!.• No. 2089. Section I, Naishadha7n,

By Sri JIarisha ; the mulam only, incomplete, six sarr/as from

the 11th to the IGth inclusive,

Rejection of five suitors from the gods, by Damaijanti ; and her

preference for Nala : leaf 1—53, For section 2 see II.

The entire book is long, and somewhat thick, very old, no boards,

much damaged.

2. No. 2090. Section 2. Kandilya caClia sdram; slocas, complete.

The subject is the war between Chandragupia, and the nine

I>landas. Chandragupta had been shut up in a cave, or subterranean

house. He contrived to get out ; and overcame his opponents, leaf

1—50. For section 1. See VII.

X. Vedaic.

1. No. 1701. P4,g, vcda sanliiia, ^vo&e, mantra form, incomplete;

4 ashtacas ; that is the 5th, Gth, 7th, and 8th ; these contain S2

adhyayas, leaves 1

—

22o.

The book is long, thick, on talipat leaves, with teak wood boards,

in good order. See the two following numbers.

2. No. 1702. Rig veda sanhitciy as above. From the 2nd aslitaca

and 1st adUydyam, down to the 4th ashtacam, and 8th adhydyam,

leaves 1— 169.

The book is long, thick, on talipat leaves, small-hand writing,

in good order.

3. No. 1704, Rig veda sanhita , as above. IlIiq i&i aslitacam m
8 adhyayas. Hymns by different rkUs to Indra, and other per-

sonifications ; leaves 1—79.

The book is of medium size, on talipat leaves, thick black-

wood boards, in good order.

Owing to the random mode in which the Library numbers ap-

pear to have been affixed, these bot)ks have been transposed. They
bear endorsements by the donor.
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*'No. 1704. Volume 1. Rig vedah, C. M. Whisli.

Calicut, 1825.

1702. do. 2. Rig vcdah.

2nd 4th ashtacas, C. M. Whish.

1701. The Sanhita of the Rig vedah, grant'ha characters,

in three volumes, C. M. Whish.

Calicut, 1825.

" Here ends volume 3 of the Rig vedah. This volume contains

the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth aztakas of the Sanhita of the Rig

vedah : complete in thirty-two addhyayahs, C. M. Whish.

Calicut, 1825."

4. No. 1705, Sdma veda, prose, mantra form, incomplete, from

the 1st to the 3rd parvam, 6 : 1—211,

The book is short, and thick, on talipat leaves, in good order,

teak boards : this portion is much displaced, vide infra.

5. No. 1706, i2»^??ecZ«m, prose, a complete portion, I

—

^imnchacas,

containing in each 5 adhjdyas, in all 40 adJiydyas,

It bears the following endorsement.

" Volume 4, of the Rig veda. This volume contains the Baho

vricsha Brahmana, a portion of the Rig vedah, complete, in 8 panchacas,

C. M. Whish.

Calicut, 1825.

"Here ends the Baharicha Brahmana of the Rig veda, grant'ha

character.

Leaves 1—132, C. M. Whish.
Calicut, 1825."

The book is of medium size, on talipat leaves, mango-wood

boards, in good order.

G. No. 1709. Rig vMam, the dranam, 1—5 dranas.

'* The 1st has 5, the 2nd 6 adhyayas.

3rd „ 2, 4th 1 adhydyam.

5th ,, 3, adhyayas.

end of dranam.

C. M. Whish."

The book is long, thick, on talipat leaves, small-hand writing,

in good order, vide infra.

h 4
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7. No. 171L Yajur vedam, prose, mantra forni, incomplete,

'Jranam.

1—5G anuvdcas, divided into panchadis, or quintaines : leaves 1—139.

"This volume (containing 164 leaves? ) Comprehends the 'Aranyam

of the Yajur vedam.

Here ends the 'Aranyam of the Yajur vedam. Complete in 13 prasnas.

iV.5.— The Upanishada, "San no niehah, &c., though cited as one,

contains three prasnas.

C. ¥. AVhish. Calicut, 1824.''

The book is of medium length, thick, on narrow palm leaves,

and with mottled bamboo boards, in good order.

8. No. 1713. Yajur vedam, sac'ha, prose, mantra form, incomplete,

the third cdndam, S6 panchadis : leaves 1—124.

[ "Volume 3 : this volume contains the 3rd ashtacam of tlie sahka

of the Yojur vedam, complete in nine prasnas.

Here ends the sakha of the yajur vedam, complete in 3 volumes.]

This note by the donor is to be compared with the following

Nos. 1714, 1715.

The book is of medium length, somewhat thick, no boards, very

old, a little injured at the edges only.

9. No. 1714. Yajur vedam, sac ha, prose, mantra form, 1—

8

irrasnas.

["This volume contains the first as/i/GCcrm of the sflA7mofthe Yajur

vSda, complete in 8 pransas.

Near the end. Here ends the first ashtacam."] leaf 1—82.

The book is of medium size, without boards, old, in good order.

10. No. 1715. Yajur vedam, sac ha, prose, mantra form: the 2nd

ashtacam, complete in 8 sections ; with very many other minor

subdivisions : the matter relates to sacrifices ; leaf 1—105.

The book is of medium size, old, but in good order, new bamboo

boards.
[Ordo, 1714, 1715, 1713.]
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11. No. 1717. Sucla Tajur vedard. Sdmhifa, Vajcisantya, mantra

form. 1—40 adhydyas, so far complete, including l^anuvdcas:

' leaf 1—161.

[ "Chapters 40 vdth. Index of pages.

Memorandum.—This Veda has 328 anuvdcas, and 2082 verses.

Memorandum.—This is the Kdnva sdcVia of the veda. Here ends

the iSamhita of the Vajasancya of Yajur vedah, complete.in 40 adhydyas.

C. M. Whish. 1826, Calicut."]

The book is of medium size, on middle sized talipat leaves, in

good order, neat writing, rose-wood boards.

\2, No, 1718. ^a?72« rec/aw, prose form, complete 1

—

8 adln/dyas ;

cont3.\mng 155 Ihaudas : leaf 1—-184, and 1--40.

The 8 adhydyas are termed ashta hralimanavi.

[Index of the ashta hrahmanam of the Sdina vedu, an exceilent copy,

1. Dasa prat'hama, 6. Shadvimsan,

2. Devadasakan, 7. Sama vidhanam,

3. Ekaham, 8, Arsbeyam.

4. Akinam, Samhitopanizad,

5. Sutram. Devatadhyayam,

Tamsa brahmanam.]

These five form the Maha Brahmanam.

The book is of medium length, thick, on talipat leaves, in good

order, teak boards.

13. No. 1720. Sdma vedam, prose form, incomplete : leaf

101—225.

Samavatsaram, echam, sutram^ paribhashan, ar.d other books, or

divisions.

Towards the end. [ "Here ends the 'Uhan, a portion of the

Sdma vedam.
C. M. Whish. Calicuf, 1825."]

Olhcr side of leaf,

1. Dasa rahan, 5. Satram,

2. Samvatsanara, 6. Prayacshilan,

3. Ecahan, 7. Cshutram,

4. Ahimam, 8. 'Uhan.

Here ends the Pari bhasha. a portion of the Sama vedam.

C, M, Whish. Cabcut, 1825."
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14. No, 2082. Sdma veda rahasyam, with the svidraf^^ or accents,

the rahasyam complete.

[ " This volume contains tho Rahasyam, a portion of the

C. M. Whish. Calicut, 1825."]

1, Dasaratran,

2. Samavatsaran,

3. Ecahan, The rahasyam of the Samaveda has

4, Ahiman, 25 chapters, containmg 205 samans, in

6, Prayacshitan, seven books : end of the Index,"

7. Kehudran.

near the close.

"Eahasyam ends: contains 205 samans.

[ " Then follows the collection Index : complete only to the end of

the book satram."]

The book is of medium length, thin, on talipat leaves, in good

order, teak boards.
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COLLEGE,
AND LITERARY SOCIETY Manuscripts.

A. Sanscrit.

h. Telugu letter.

I. Arithmetic and Astronomy.

\. No. 1308. Vdcya gayiitam, reckoning on the southern system

of astronomy : slocas and prose, incomplete.

Objections to the system, by Mdna vajl considered. Dlierma

sdstram, Fdswpatam, Pancha rutram,—concerning the pathway (orbit)

of the sun, (zodiac) : faults found with various writers, as to all the

planets ; and on the taking hold, and letting go (eclipses) they are

erroneous. Causes why some eclipses are seen in some places, and not

in other latitudes. Various calculations. Ganita saiiki. On the orbits

and places of the nodes. Much of objection to other systems.

[The Vdcya system is followed in the south ; as the Suyija mid/tan-

tarn is in the north. They differ somewhat in the minutiffi of times and
calculations. It is stated that this book is common at Madras ; in the hands
of those that calculate, and compile almanacs.]

The book is of medium length, thin, has no boards, slightly

injured.

2. No. 1319. Kirana sreya vacyam ; docas, prose: fio-ures in

calculation.

Rules for the calculation of almanacs. Modes of calculation in

in any year of the cycle of sixty years.

The ayana (hemisphere), mdsam (month), 'pacsham (lunar fort-

night), titlii (lunar day), «7arQW (solar day), nacshetram (lunar asterism.)

Calculations are given to settle these with ex;ictituclc, in a M'ay only

understood by Jyotisha Bralimans.

This book also employs a mode of using words instead of

figures; which is tolerably well known, and is used sometimes in

historical dates.

For section 2, sfo lY.
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II. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 1307. Madhu mati, a ilea, or glossary on the Cdvya

derpanam,.

1—8 uldsas, 7 complete, the 8lh not so.

Sabda lacshana and dosham, or proprlet ^ and faults, as to the

use of words.

Arfha lacslianam and dosham, the like z.z to the sense, or mean-

ing of any passage.

The like as to rhetoiical ornament ; whether trope, or figure.

The like as to yemaca repetitions of sounds ; alliteration or rhyme.

The like as to sleslia, or equivocations ; and also, as to vyengyam,

covert meaning " double entendre," and vyenjacam, the plain and direct

meaning

On the nine rasas, or poetical emotions, or sentiment; from

snvgara forwards, [see vol. ].]

The character, or properties of four classes of the hero of a poem

as to firmness, &c., known by modes of conduct; as

DhirddhdUarit naturally firm, persevering.

DMralattitan, firm, by aid of counsel.

DMra zdntam, giiided by another,

Dhira yuddhafan, unjust, cruel, ferocious: so far only, leaf

1-300.

The book is long, of medium thickness, narrow leaves, no boards,

injured by insects at the beginning,

2. No. 1309. Cdvya pracdsa vtmar zini. The cdvya pracasam is

the title of a book ; to which this is a tica, or glossary.

By Bhatta gopala : I— ]0 uldsas ; the last one only defective,

Cdvya surupam, is the general form, or nature of a poem
;

plialam its fruit, or effect. A general division is into beauties, and

defects or faults.

Beauties are, sUsha, or a twofold meaning
;
yamuca harmonious

versification, chitra fiinciful form, as that of a cow, of a serpent, and

the like. Faults are termed dosha, which may be as to words merely,

or as to meaning, or general contents. I noted the discrimination

between vdchyam, or, in the name of an object, and vachncam in the
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object itself. A book is vuchyam the science, or knowledge it conveys

is vdchacam; a mango fruit is vdchyam; its flavor, or its medical effect

asvachacam. Hence vdchya7}i appears to designate the concrete, and

vdchacam the abstract. Again (junam is quality, and guni the person,

or thing possessing the said quality ; as a vAite garment ; this last is

gunif and gunam is the color. Further vysnpja is the giving two mean-

ings, or showing another meaning ; and vyenjaca having only one

meaning.

The inventing hard names, with subtile distinctions, is a con-

spicuous part of native knowledge.

On the rasas, or poetical sentiments, with the ^tayihhavamt or

fixed dispositions, and vlhicMra, or loose, unsettled state of mind.

Some properties of alancaram, or rhetorical ornament, that is ficrures

or tropes ; such as upa77ia, utprecshay nidharisana, ananvaya; and other

technical matters : leaf 1— 149.

The book is long, thick, injured by insects.

3. No. 1316. Two subjects.

Section 1. Alancdra sangra/tam, slocas, with a prose tlca, 1—

5

favicKhcdas, complete ; by Amritananda yogi.

On the Gl angas, or members of any dramatic composition, (not

ancasSiCis.)

Upachepa, brief indication at the beginning.

Parikaram, partial amplification.

Parinyasam, the proper, or fitting end of ancas.

Vilohharia, amplification, full detail, and others similar.

On four kinds r r heroes, as Dhirddhattan, &c. v. supra, 1, No,

1307. On classes of v -nen, as mugda, madya, prakalhhd, and others

;

their tempers, actions, :d the like ; gait in walking ; and, with refer-

ence to suya aiidparaki'iya, an own, and another's wife.

On the nine poeiical emotions, or sentiments, from sringdra

amorous, onwards.

On upamdnavii comparison and other figures of rhetoric, details

of properties ; and the like: leaf 1—20.

For section, 2 see III.

The book is long, and thin,"without boards, slightly injured.
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4. No. 1322. Chitra mimamsa, slocas, and prose, incomplete.

Three kinds of cavyam, or superior poem, described : as dvuni

cdvyam, having two meanings ; or, by implication, conveying another

meaning
;
guni hhuda cavyam, giving one exact meaning, though with

the rasas, or poetical sentiments ; vyengya cavyam double meaning,

ironical, sarcastic.

On the (junam of nayaca, and nayica, or temper of hero, and
heroine.

Some rhetorical figures, or properties; such as uparaa, ut])v^csha^

adizaya yucti, dipaca, sandeha, smarana, slesha, and others, with slocas,

in exemplification : leaf 1—31.

The book is long, and thin, neat writing ; boards made of the

palm-tree spatha.

III. ASCETICAL.

1, No. 1316. Section 2. Vairdcya satacam only, 54t docas, on

4 leaves, incomplete.

On relinquishing the evil dispositions Mma lust, crodha cruelty,

loba avarice, muha sexual bewilderment, matam fanaticism, mdtsari/am

envy, malice, and the like. Against the use of flowers, garlands, per-

fumes, sexual union, and similar matters : importance of not fixing

the mind on such things ; on the acquiring religious zeal ; and on the

need of making progress in wisdom.

IV. Astrology.

1. No. 1317. Two subjects.

For section 1 see under VL
Section 2. Matriica guna hhushana ; slocas, and prose.

It is thought to be by MandaUsvara cavi ; and to be named

after the sacti, or goddess, which he served.

]—6 adhyayas; 5 are complete, the 6th defective*

On the special influences of the twelve zodiacal signs ; and

those of the nine planets, and of the lunar mansions from asvini onwards.

On planetary influences, as to time of birth. On the bad results,

as to being born at a time of solar, or lunar eclipse, as to child, parent,

house, &c. On a discrimination of good, or propitious times, and other

like astrological details : leaf 46—93.

The book is of medium size, has no boards, is in good order.
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2. No. 1318. Megha mala manjeri, or cluud flower-wreath; on

natural astrology.

On the sancranta purusha, a being who is supposed to measure one,

or more than one viarcal of rain ; which is decided at a solstitial time.

[A marcal in this sense is a circle 300 miles in diameter, and to the

height of the column of the atmosphere.] Some details of this measure;

among the rest, that it is 1,000 miles in circumference. On the proportional

distribution of rain, to the sea, to the earth, to clouds, &c, Properties of

heavy rain. Kdlamegha (black-cloud), sometimes produces abundant rain, at

other times only wind. On the sancranii, or passage of the sun from sign to

sign ; such of these passages as will cause rain arc specified.

If clouds, accompanied by rain, thunder, and hghtning, occur at

unusual times, or out of season, this circumstance portends great evils to

the country.

On winds proceeding from the eight points of the compass ; which of

these are favorable, and which unfavorable to the growth of coru.

Megha siirupa form of clouds : the form is caused by the union of

three things, 1st heat of the sun, 2nd vv^ater, 3rd wind, or air.

Account of rainy seasons ; at what times they occur in different parts,

or countries ; and how long they last in each of them.

Sacunas, omens, or indications as to times. On what day any one

may go on a journey ; and when it is advisable not to go.

Svalpana plcalam, a> chapter on dreams, with their interpretation:

leaf 1—92.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, in

good order, [A translation would be both curious, and useful.]

3. No. 1319, For section 1, see I.

Section 2. Sarvatobliaclram universal safeguard. It chiefly

contains rules for framing a horoscope, or figure of the heavens, on any

occasion, especially that of birth ; and determining probable results

from the various combinations ef astral influences : 52 leaves in all.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, slight-

ly damaged.

04?
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4. No. 1320. Sarvaiohhadram, or 'itddl ffrant'ham, by Viveca

mxirtanda: slocns v/'iih. ^ ilea, and Sanscrit prose. Various calcu-

lations, incomplete.

The figures of horoscopes are wanting; but, it being supposed to be

formed, directions are given for locating the planets, and the like. Chacra

is the general name for the figure of the horoscope ; and various kinds are

specified; as avagada, times when trouble may be expected; owsa, power,

force, capabilify, indicated; kurma (not found) rdghu kaldla, the effect of

the dragon's head, or ascending node, in certain zodiacal signs, with time

and period of influence. Surya hdldla, effects of the sun's influences.

Chandra hdldla, influences of the moon; ghora hdldla, times of dread,

excessive trouble, or fear ; kechara chacram, & general estimate from the

motion of the planets, and good, or evil thence deduced at different periods:

32 leaves, but they are not numbered.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, intolera-

ble order.

5. No. 1321. Duddasa hhnva p'halam, extracted from the ycT^'/m

kdla nidki, slocas, complete.

On the influence of the 12 zodiacal signs from mesha (aries),

to )ni7ia (pisces).

On the pathway, or orbit of the sun, and of the planets.

Drishti bhdva p'Jtalam, results of the opposition-aspect, whether vakra

drishti, by retrograde motion^ ov ruju drishti, diheci moixon; supposed to be

the same with the mimdanc direction converse, and direct, of European

astrologers.

The effects of opposition by planets, each to each, in the several cases :

the opposition taking its character from the nature of the planets.

The effect of being born under each one of the nacsheiras (asvini, ^c.)

indifferent individuals, as to length of life, learning, wealth, and the like;

which are thence foreshown.

The book is of medium size, without boards, slightly irjured.

V. Dramas.

1. No. 10G6. Cumara giri yajeyanh a tica to tl^e drama of SaconlaJa ;

the said glossary being by Vema hhupaii : complete as to 8 cuicas,

or acts, the 7th defective: leaf 1—85.

The drama, founded on an irregular amour of king Dvshmania

with Sacontala, a female ascetic, is generally known.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, slightly

•injured.
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2. No. 1329. Mdlati Mddhava vyahyanam, a comment on a drama

hy Bhava hhuti; and without iheraidami, or original.

The drama, which possesses considerahle interest, was translated,

and published by Professor Wilson, in his Hindu theatre : the gloss-

ary, of course, is a subordinate matter; it contains some 4 ancds,

, The book is long, thin, without boards, and injured by insects.

S. No. 1332. Veui sainhuram, destruction of the hair-lock : 1—

6

ancas, complete.

By Damaruka cavi, alias Bhatta nardijaiuL Sanscrit and Fracruti;

both s/ocas and prose.

The general subject is the revenge taken by Blihna for an insult

to Braupadi in cutting oft" the long tresses of her hair.

The dramatis personaa- are s-ome of those in the Bhdratam, and

a few others. Draupadi is termed Fdvjdli.

AYhea Dherma raja was enticed to play at dice with DuryoddJiana

;

both in the end, pledged their wives, and on Dherma raja losing, Durydd-

dhana commanded PdnjaJi to be brought; when Dussashmia seized her by

the hind locks of hair, and dragged her out of the presence of the princes.

Thereupon the five Pandavas, and especially Bhima made a vow to avenge

the insult, by the death of the parties concerned ; and thus to restore the hair,

the word sam/idra being equivocal. Duryuddhana was slain by Bhima, and

Dradpadi's hair, being first dipped in the blood of those that had insulted her,

was then rolled up in the usual way: leaf 1—41.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, in

tolerable order.

4. No. 1333. Murari ndtacam, ov Anargo rdgliavam, sloeas and

prose.

By Murari cavi, 1—3 ancas, orthers wanting.

This drama is founded on the Ravmyanaw, but not following

the same order : and considered to be over affected, as to refinements

of style. The portion herein contained, \s horn Rama s birth to his

breaking the bow, in the royal assembly of Janaca : leaf 1—2G.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, intolerable order.
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VI, Grammar.

1. No. 1310, Vyaharna hhdsyam, a commentary on Pdnini's

sutras : incomplete.

By Patanjali, the 6th adhyayam, 1st pdtam down to the 8th

adhyayam 4th 2^atam : (the word 2^atam is applicable to the sutras.)

The comment is conducted on the principle of bringing distant sutras

into comparison with like parallel passages.

Tighantam, pertaining to verbs.

Parasmai jjati, active or causal.

'Atmane pati, in personal, or neuter, or intransitive ; there arc two

classes of dhdtus, or roots. The form of the three times, or tenses is derived

therefrom.

iSuhhantam, pertaining to nouns ; form of samdsas, form of iat-

puniska; a few have verses in exemplification.

Avvyaya pdta?n, indeclinable words without {vihhacti) case, or other

inflection.

On the genders of some nouns, and on the coalition of words, ending

both with vowels and consonants. Managed in the way of objection and

answer : leaf 1—246, in regular order.

The book is long, very thick, palm-spatha boards, injured

by insects.

2. No. 1311. Pracriya cdunmdi, sutras and /eVa.- hy Rdma-
chandrdcharya .

The subhantam and tighantam are both completed.

1,) subhanfam, from the sanyna praliarana, or chapter on letters,

down to sviati sandhi, details of six kinds of sandhi, or junction of letters.

—

Nouns exemplifying the three genders, and also declensions by cases, details

on indeclinable words, or particles. Tatpurusha, and other six kinds of samdsa

rupa bheda, different forms of compoxind words.

2.) tighantam : parasmi pati, causal or active verbs, dtmane pati,

neuter verbs, or on action from self, not from others.

Specification of roots in order lo show the formation of the three tenses,

or persons of verbs : leaf 1— 165.

The book is long, and thick, with palm-spatha boards, slightly

injured.

2^. No. 1812. BluUu pradyaya prabhanjica, details concerning

roots; otherwise termed rvpavatdram, manifestation of forms.
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It relates to the tighantam part, on verbs; having 8utras and ilea,

incomplete.

There are three kinds of roots,

1.) j!?a>-(7x??2az /><?<z, of active or causal meaning.

2.) dtmunc pati, persoual, active, neuter.

3.) uhliaya pati, \)oi\i c2l\x?>^\, and personal ; hence termed w&/j«yc,

or double.

Various details on these kinds of roots, modes of affixes, formations of

tenses, and of three numbers, eca, dwi, bahu, or singular, dual, plural.

The book is long, of medium thicknessj without boards, a little

injured.

3. No. 1313. Praudha manorama, a tica to the sidhanta caumudi^

and relating to the siihhantam, both sutras and tica : incomplete-

Chapter of contents and letters:

—

Parihhasha prakarana, chapter on various modes of sandhi

;

as of vowels, of consonants, of the visarga and svati sandhi, or in-

crement on roots. Sahdudhikaram, words ending in vowels, and in

consonants, their genders, and forms of declension, in seven cases.

Avvyayapaiams, details on indeclinable words.

Samastt, six kinds of forms, termed taf-purusha, carnm, dkaryam,

hahu vrihi, dvija, dvandva,civvyaya : leaf 1— 100, and 10 blank leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, v.-ithout boards, very

slightly injured.

4. No. 1314. LagJiii sahda manorama, a tica to the siddhanta

caumiidi, incomplete.

Sangnd prakarana chapter of contents, and letters : parihhasha

chapter on sandhis, as acha, hal, visarga, svdfi, snndhis. Sabdddhicaram,

list of nouns as exemplars, vvith genders and declensions, by seven cases.

Sutras and glossary : leaf 1— 110.

The book is long, of medium thickness, spatha-boards, injured

by insects.

5. No. 1315. 'Andhra sahda chinidmam, sutras, with a double ilea,

Sanscrit and Telugu. It follows the Sanscrit grammar : divisions

into subhantam and tighantam.

The design of the treatise seems to be to sliow the proper mode of

making Sanscrit and Telugu words agree as lo coaliiion of letters, and as to

syntax.
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Thus, nlnda hhayapadi ; the two first words arc Sanscrit, or pracridi,

the last word Telugu. The book also contains the declension of Telugu nouns,

and pronouns. It seems intended to facilitate an acquisition of the Telugu

language, by persons acquainted with the Sanscrit; such, for instance, as

come from the north, as many Brahmans did : leaf 1 — 24.

The book is of medium length, thin, no boards, damaged at the

beginning.

6. No. 1317. Two pieces.

Section 1. Frakriya caumudi, v. supra.

2, No. 1311. For section 2, see under IV.

The book is of medium size, without boards, in good order.

7. No. 1335. Bhdsya pracliimta siyiiurti.

By Triratra yajin : sutras with tica.

From the 1st patam of the 8tb adhyayam to ths 3rd patam ;

not more.

The places in the mouth, throat, &c., whence the sounds of vowels and

consonants proceed svara nirupa?iam detail of accents, these are three,

1st uduttam acute; to wit hr isv
a

'hriei, dirgham long, plotam prolonged;

QXiA2nA anudtiltam grave, to wit hrhva, dirgham, plotam; also 3rd svarilam

or monotone, hrisva, dirgham, plotam. On the ganas, or class letters, final;

discriminated into masculine, feminine, neuter.

On cases of nouns.

Vowels and consonants are guna brief, and vriddhalo'ng; some are

doubtful, or, in usage, both short and long. On sondhi, or coalition of letters,

and eli.sion of some letters in such coalition. Some augmentative letters.

The above, relates only to the subhaniam, nothing of the tighantam.

Leaf 33— 133.

The book is long, of medium thickness, has no boards, damaged

at the beginning.

8. No. 133G. Bhasya pradipa sp'hurti.

By IstTdtra sarvalo madia yajhi, sutms, with tica. A com-

ment (as if a lamp) on a work entitled Bhasi/am (Palmiiali). By con-

sequence a comment on a comment.

Sih adhyayam. 1st patam, 1st dnikam,

book. part comment.

In this portion, the five proyogas were not.d. One prnyof/a is when
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siibjoct, object and predicate are complete; another one Is when either one'of

the three is wanting. A further prayoga is when for one subject there are

two objects; as, " he put another person in such a place."

The me::uing of a few dhdtus or roots, is given; affixes are required

to form tenses.

Kridantam when a noun acquires a verbal termination, as Kumbha
krliu a pot-maker; that is a potter. 62 leaves not numbered.

The book is somewhat long, of medium tliickness, has no boards.

9. No. 1339. Bhasya 'pradipa sp'hurti.

On the suhkantam, 5th adhyayam.

1

—

o patam of the original, and

1—3 uniham of tlie tica, or glossary; there is also a little of the

4th 2^atam.

On vowels and consonants, the three Ungas at the end of words

i.e. genders.

Seven cases fvihhaclij to every noun,

fratyayum is tlie name of an ainx to form, number, whether singular,

dual, or pluraL

forms of sarndsas, or compound words,

examples of avvyaya, or indeclinable words.

terminations such as tra, and others, which do not admit of affixes

to form cases.

A list of words which, by their termination, are known to be masculine,

or feminine. Leaf!—141.

The book is long, and thick, neat writing, without boards, in

good order,

10. No. 1398. Bhasya pradipa ^'liurti.

By Nirdlra yajin, sutras with tica.

YxomiheQih adhyayam, and 4:i\\ patam, down to the 8th «^//-

yayam, and 1st patam, with the corresponding dnika7n to each puiam
of the original.

This portion relates to both suhhantam, and tlghantam.

1.) iSitbhantam, on saida, ov nouns; svara j)rahriya, on the various

accents,

avvyaya, or indeclinable words.

samdsas, or modes of connecting words, as far to ten, without sjo-n

of inflexion, except in the closing word, with other mjittcrs.
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2.) tighantam, some rare, or unusual roots.

mode of forming the three tenses by adjuncts.

kritanta sahda, composition of two roots ; altering thereby the

meaning of both.

Some roots in which the mode of adding the pratijam to the jj^'f^criiii,

or affix to root, causes the affix to alter the meaning of the root. Various

examples, managed by way of question and answer. Leaf 1— 164.

The book is long, thick, neat hand-writing, in tolerable order.

VII. Law.

1. No. 1306. Vwa/uira mayukam.

By Nila kaidlia, a comment on the sheas of Yajnya-vdlcya

manu, complete.

Definition of vivahara, or civil law, its oflice is to produce a

just, not a crooked decision. How the chief, and assistants are to be

seated, relatively to each other. The mantri vidvan, or counsellor.

With these assistants at what time a decision should be given ; and

when not to be given, e.g. not at night.

On written contracts : discrimination 'bQiviQQTi jdna patam, if a country

bond, on land, or ?^o^aHcaa city bond; the former being rude, by ignorant

people, but the citizens knowing how to write a bond.

On examining the writing, as to whether it is old, or recent, or other

indications, as to its being genuine or forged. On testing witnesses, punish-

ment of false, or perjured witnesses.

Fraud, or robbery of goods, adultery with the wife of another : punish-

ment in each case.

Law as to division of property, as land; that i.', the law of social

contracts, with rules and also punishments, for faults, or crimes, thereto

pertaining. Leaf 1—54.

The book is of medium size, on broad talipat leaves.

2. No. 1323. Sarasvati vilcisa, sheas, and ilea prose.

Only one chapter the daya 'pracaranam (in other books termed

daya hhdyum) on the partition of ancestral property.

Dayam defined, as division by a father, (or from a father) of property

among his children.

Property of a father, and acquired by himself is of two kinds; as

jrcgards a Brahman; ^liat is, 1) personal property "which hg can at once
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apportion, or in defect tliereof 2) his rites to certain oiUces, or perform-

ance of carmam (ritual scrs-ice) givinj? to each son a different portion, or

distinct ofl3.ce.

General rule.—While a father is yet alive, a division of property cannot

be made ; but if he be much enfeebled by age, a part may be assigned to him,

and the remainder divided.

The four classes appear to be arranged as Cshetrl//a, Vuisi/a, Brahman,

Sudra, and of these four, a division of property must be equilly made,

between the wife of the deceased, and every one of the children (sons) to each
one, an equal portion.

At the time of division, if there be any credhor, the debt is to be first

cleared off; that is before division. It is now stated that female children

inherit nothing, no division is to include them.

Some authorities state, that the deaf and dumb ought to have no share:

this book determines that they have a right to equal shares. If any son
having gone to a distant land, without taking away any portion of his father's

property, return with property of his own, then the sons, that reraained behind,

have no right to share in that so acquired property ; but, if the aforesaid son

took with him any capital derived from his father, and traded with it fir a

return, then the other sons have a right to share in the profits on that capital.

The said son has also a right to share in the division of his father's property.

Adoption—if a father, long, without a child, adopt a son, and after-

wards have one of his own, then both the adopted, and the other son have

a right to share 5 but the adopted child's share is not to be equal to that of

the other son

.

If when there are several sons, one among them die, and the ancestral

property is divided, while the father is yet aUve, then the widow of the de-

ceased son does not share ; but, if the father be dead, before a division lakes

place, then the said widow has a right to an equal share with the sons.

Leaf 1—80.

The above are merely crude specimens, and may possibly be

subject to mistake.

This is an important chapter in the code which (with the smriti

chandrica) is in force in Telingana; and as such, it merits an accurate,

and full translation.

The book is of medium size, without boards, slightly injuied*

It bears an old Telugu No. 1325.

d 4
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yill. Lexicographv.

1. No. 543. Amaram : the 2atl Cdndum, slocas^ with English

ineanings.

Ten voi'fjas from b/m to sudra ; the last defective. The names of

vargas and meanings of words arc given in native-Y.T\g\hh. ; with references

to book and leaf of some other book. This is an index to find words; here

briefly indicated by the subject. Leaf 1— 19 1.

This book was found in Mr. Brown's collection; though not belonging to it, and is

now restored to its proper place.

It is long, thick, narrow leaves, without boards, damaged by

insects,

2. No. St^. Amaram^ 3rd caudam.

It bears no No., but is evidently a continuation of the foregoing;

was found with it, and is re-transferred.

As before an English index to another book, 3 vargas that is

viseshanigna, sangirna, ndnarVha. Leaf 1—42.

The hook: is long, somewhat thick, without boards, a few leaves

are damaged.

(See the Next No.)

3. No, 1054. .Nama linga anussdsanam, that is the Amaram, 1—

3

candams. By Amara sinha.

1 Cdndam, 12 vargas, svarga to mri

2 Do. 10 do. bhu to sudra.

3 Do, 4 do. vis4shanigna to avvyaya.

It includes the ndnartlta varga, containing words of various meanings.

Leaf 1— 77 and 86— 105, different leaves, but so put together as to

complete a copy ; the leaves are longest towards the end.

The hook is of medium size, somewhat long, without boards,

slightly injured.

IX. Medicine.

1. No. 1324. Vaidhga cMntdmani, slocas.

By Indrakara vallahha, with a tica in Telugu, incomplete.

Diagnosis of certain diseases, their symptoms defined ; such as fever

of various kinds, sani pcita dosha, or convulsions, atisdra, diarrhoea, bilious

disorders, phlegm, mucus in the throat; and others.
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Prognosis, on probable results : according to the Severity, or other-

wise of the symptoms.

Cure, remedies, a few are noted : slfaj'ura tailam is an oil given in

dysentery, also against /-fl^ia/j/^^a dosham, or vomiting bile, mixed with blood,

A remedy for white-colored urine, which is thought (obe occasioned by

a dissolution of the substance of the bones (more probably a solution by acids

of chalk in the bladder.)

A remedy for rahta kdsam, cough, with spitting of blood.

Gulmam, a difficult disease of the female womb, srf/a rydti arthi'itic

pains in the side, makodhara swelling of the abdomen, remedies for these,

and Tarious other disorders.

Also composition of various chnrnams, or powders.

Two leaves at the beginning have the Tamil names, and weight of

various medicines in the bazar.

The book is of medium size, without boarcU', in toleraLlc order.

X. MiSCLLLANEOUS.

1. No. 1330. Four subjects.

1) Sahda piistacam, prose; incomplete.

From Rama down to Mdhimdo, earth-produce.

2) Samdsa cliacra, prose, complete ; but illegible in some places,

where damaged.

Six Iciuds of compound Vv^ords, from tatpurusha to avvi/ayam, exemplified.

Leaf 1—22.

?}) Mdgham, the mulam, or original only, 50 slocas of the 5th sargam,

containing a description of the six ruivs, or seasons, 5 leaves.

4) Amaram, slocas with iica.

A little of the vaitdushati vargu containing the names of some birds ;

from the 2nd candam. Leaf I— 11,

The bonk is of medium length, thin, without boards, much eaten

into, on one side, by termites,

XI. PURANAS.

1, No. 1327, Bhima khandam said to be from the Scdnda puranam
sheas : Suta to a rishi, 1—32 adhyay as.

The glory of some special places, or temples; such as that of Visva-

ndtlia at Cdn. or Benares. Scipta GSdaveri, seven rivers

—

Dacsha-hrahma
his sacri lice de-troycd. Fame of the shrine of Annapv.nii at Cd^i, o. Sacli
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of Sii^a, superiority of iSfaiva hhactis, votaries of Siva: description of

Bhima ndtldsvara. This is diffuse, and appears to be the main, and ulti-

mate object. The site is supposed to be Cuttack ; where there are a great

number of Saiva temples under this name, built by a king when sick.

Leaf 1 —67.

The book is of medium size, without boards, in tolerable order.

2. No. 1334. Kakida cf^Jietra onahcUriiyani from the Uttara

cdndam of the Brahmdnda p?iranam : Ndreda to a rishi.

1—13 adhyayams.

KahUa a king was a devotee of Vishnu. He made a sacrifice.

Brahma and other gods requested that Vishnu miy[ht be bora from the sacri-

fice. Accordingly Vishnu Avas so born : and praise was rendered to him by

the sail gods. Close of the sacrifice.

On the sacrifice-ground ; and, on certain propitious days, if any gift

be made, it will have special effect.

Chacra ilrt'ha a pool, ytunya nadi, a river : excellence of both.

If penance be performed there, the object or intent of it will be speedily

accomplished. Leaf!— 47.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, much

worm-eaten.

[The site is supposed to he nortli of Tiai'japatam : lidktdam ^Yitb sri, for sacred, pre-

fixeJ; corrupted into Chicacolc]

Local Puranas.

3. No. 13'25. Vencaidchala mahdtmnyam, sheas without tica.

Nine extracts from iW^Qvevii 2')uranfis, on this one subject.

1) from the Mdrcandeya 2^^>'<^^^(^<^i > fis delivered by Mdrcandeya io

Garuda.

1— 7 adhyayams.

'l) from the Brahmdnda puranam^ spoken by Durvasci, concerning

BUqja.

1

—

\0 adliyayams.

.j) from the same puranam, the iirt'ha khandam including the Venca-

idchala pxiranam: Ndreda to Bhrigu.

1— 10 adhyayams.

4) from the Cshctra kliandani. of (he Vdmana puranam^

1—44 adhyayams

.

5) from the Vardha puranam, Stlta to other r/shis.

1— 17 adhijayams.
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6) from the Sc&nda purdnam, SiUa to other rishis.

7) from the Scdnda furanam., Bhagavan, otherwise Agastya to

Bhdradwaja.

1— 10 adhyayams.

8) from the Cshefra hhandam of the Padma puranom, Devala risin to

Dha darisana ; from 24th to 34 adhjayam.

9) from the Gdruda purdnam.

1—5 adhyayams, not fininshed.

All the previous eight extracts are complete, as to this topic. The

main outlines in all are—a general description of the hill, wirh the temple

built on it.

— the cause, or reason why the god came to dwell there.

— notices of tirtlias, or bathing pools ; their fame and value.

— excellency of the temple, and of Srinivasn, a name of the god.

— certain devotees specified, who paid their devotions at that place,

and obtained various benefits. Leaf 1—202,

The book is very long, and thick, without boards, ranch worm-
eaten.

4. No. \69.Q, Vaisya puranam, stated to be from the Uttara

hhandam of the Scdnda puranam, slocas ;
1—32 adhyayams,

complete.

Salangayana riahi, tea Vahyammii.

On the banks of the Sarasvati river, and in the Naimisara

vanam, some rishis, such as Vasishta, Gdlava, Suca, Fardsara, Sura

hhanga, Dydhdla, Cds?/apa, and others, made a sacrifice. A god was

born : the Vaisyas, were produced from his thighs, they divided, and

spread over the earth, and that by tribes, which are afterwards

specilied.

Story of Siva's penance, Manmala slain; but on the intercession

of Rati, his wife, the god was restored to life ; yet so as to be visible onlj-

to her.

Tale of Fnrvati's penance, and subsequent marriage to S'lra.

KlrrU vanyaca born : the chief subject of this ptiranam.

Notice of Vishnu F«rrt'f?/jrt7?a of Talcad, and an account of his conquests.

He desired Fds.na canyaca (another name of the above female,) and
was refused.

The virgin burnt herself on a funereal pile ; as did several of her

people; others fled. The subject has occurred, more than on-^e, in foregoing

volumes.
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Towards the end is a detail of the gotras, or tribes of the Vaisyas; as,

Eayi sashta gotra, Eangha kula gotram.

Anupdlakula ,, Ghana ,, ,,

Inchu ,, „ Mit'huna ,, ,,

Gontii ,, ,, Mani ,, ,,

and various others.

The book is of medium size, without boards, damaged at the

beginning.

XII. Romance historical,

1. No. 1303. Sata kant'ha Ramdt/anam, sloeas ; stated to be from

the Tjttara tandmn of the Vasishta puranam, 11th to 13th

adhyayam.

In the course of five revolving yugas, and during one of them in parti-

cular, the following circumstances occurred.

An aerial voice said to Ravia—beyond Jambu dwipa, Placsha divipa,

Kusa dtcipa, and Krduncha dwipa, is Sdppa dwipa ; situated in which is

Mayapuram, surrounded by a sea of milk-curds. Its ruler named iSa^a-

kant'ha Cone thousand necks) is very cruel to his subjects ; and is a fitting

person to be killed by you.

In consequence of this communication, Rama mounted on Hanumdn;

and, accompanied by Sugriva, set out with a great army. A bridge over the

sea was made by means of Hannmdti^s tail. After a two months' contest with

Sata kanfha, Rama slew him, and then returned. Sita distinguished her-

self in this -war.

The book is long, without boards, much worm eaten.

[It seems to be of a class with Homer burlesqued, Milton traves

tied, &c.]

2. No. 1331. Naishadam, a iica, named Jivata, on the 1st sargam,

no mulam.

By Kolaehela malli naflia svri : the glossary is in 52 slocas.

Nolas bravery described, his personal beauty, his love for BamayoMti,

&c. Leaf 1—15.

— One \edi 5 2:>anchati stanzas from the Yajar redam, on the giving

betel-leaf, &c., after the guests, and others have eaten.

— One leaf Tamil, a list of students as Veiicntdchala nayak, Rama
nayah, Buba nayak, &C,

This book is long, thin, without boards, injured by insects.
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COLLEGE,
AND LITERARY SOCIETY, Manuscripts.

B.

Telugu Language, and letter.

I. Art of Poetry.

L No. 587. Rdghava pandaviyam.

By Surya cavi, a leading poet at the court of Krishna raya of

Vijayanagaram. In. composite metre, four asvasams, complete.

It is a translation, and imitation of a Sanscrit work, bearing the

same title, which two words are patronymics of Mama, and of the five

Pdndavas. Each stanza bears two meanings ; if read in one sense, some

of the leading facts of the Ranidyanam are presented ; and, if read in

another sense, like facts from the Blidratam. Hence it is an artistic

display ; thought very highly of, on account of its difficulty : the good

taste may be questionable.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, partially worm-eaten.

II. Erotic.

1. No. 42. Vasu chariiram, a comment on two asvasams, complete,

the 3rd not so.

By Soma natliayya cavi.

This does not appear to relate to the famous poem by Bhatta

murti; but to some other work, of similar character.

The book is long, and thick, in good condition.

2. No. 566. Bhogini dandacam.

By Fotu raja.

At a festival of Gopalu deva (Krishna) at the capital of chief named

Shighana bhupala, Bhogini, a daughter of Vara yoshd, while gazing on the

procession became enamoured of the god; and devoted herself as a ddsi to his

service. In consequence of going to the pagoda, and praising the god—the

progress of the amour being described—the god appreciated her devotedness,

and married her. The poem is got up to please a court; but is considered as

a piece of religious hymuology.

The book is long, thin, injured by insects.
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5. No. 5S.9. Miira vinda 'jucrlnayam.

By dasa Vcncata natliayya cuvi, composite metre, 6 asvasas,

complete.

A king, h^xviug no cliild, did penance to Siva; who appeared and

granted his request. A daughter was born, and named ChUra. In due time

a Svayamvaram, or proclamation of her being marriageable, was made. She

contrived to send a mea.sage to Knshna ; who pleased thereby, came in the

midst of many others. 8he chose him, and he called her Vinda. He took

her, and proceeded towards Dwdraca (his capital) conquering kings by the

way. In du3 time he had children by her. After this fashion Krislma had

eight regular wives.

The tale seems to be an imitation of the Rucmini parinayavi.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, slightly injured.

4. No. 597. Tarasa sanclia vijayam.

By Vencatapati cavi; a fragment from the 1015th to 1036th

leaf; the 1st, 2nd, and beginning of the 3rd section being wanting.

An amour of Tdra, wife of Vrihaspoti, vvith Chandra; leading to the

hirth. oi Budha. Tu the ^wiirftnas this is some astronomical enigma; but, in

this Telugu poem, a very dilterent alTair is represented. Por fuller notice of

complete copies. See volume 2.

This book is of medium length, thin, without boards, in toler-

able order.

o. No. 598. JRasa manjeri, garland of sentiment, composite metre,

only 34 leaves.

On the intercourse of the sexes ; women describing men agreeable to

them, and men the like, as to women : some railing at each other. Matters

pertaining to d&sis and vesis, or temple slaves, and common prostitutes.

Chants adapted to their dwellings. Modes of sexual intercourse, and the like.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, in good

condition.

6. No. 915. 'Usha hanyaca parinayam, composite metre, in

live asvdsas, complete.

It founded on a passage in the Bhdgavatam, henco stated to be

told by Suta to Paricshila, and by Savunaca to other rishis.

In Soma j^uram, the eldest of one hundred sons of Bali chacraverti,

was Bdndsura. His daughter was named ' Usha. In a dream she saw a

young man; and was enamoured of his person, /"^he told her attendnnts to
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look out for sucli a one. Tlioy employed a crafty woman, named Centra

rekha, who procured likenesses of neighbouring kings to be taken, and shown
to 'Us/ia. Among these she selected the portait of Am'ruddha, grandson of

Krishna, as agreeing with the person seen in her dream. Aniruddka was

brought in disguise, and was kept concealed. The consequences of this

amour induced Bdn&sura to seize, and imprison Aniruddha, On hearing of

the circumstances Krulina became incensed, and made war. He had first

to conquer Siva, r^nd his attendants, who where warders to Bdndsura.

A cruel war was waged ; but at length, Krishna gaiued admittance ; and

then Bdndsura humbled himself, and released Aniruddha. He and 'Uska

were afterwards brought together ; and, by the consent of all needful parties

publicly married; which is the chief point in the work.

The poem is to be distinguished from the Anirudda charitramy

which is another work.

This book is long, and thick, without boards, a very good copy.

III. PURANAS.

1. No. 916. Bhoja canya charitrara : 'padyas.

By Kottisvara cavi, 5 asvasams, from the ^)?iri;a hhdgam, 10th

book of the Bhdgavata puranam. Sometimes texmedHucmini parinrii/am.

Her father is herein named Bhoja; commonly BMshma, narrated as if

told by Suta to Paricshita.

Wwih. of Eucmini. In order to her being married, her father made a

svayamvaram, or marriage proclamation. She learning the intention contrived

to make her mind known to a Brahman purohitan, who conveyed the same
to Krishna. He came and took her. By the way he fought with Sisupdlan,

to whom she had been affianced. Krulina carried Rucmini to Dwdraca.
There Devica and Vasu deva his parents, agreed to the marriage; which wa3
accordingly celebrated.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, in tole-

rable order.

PuRANAS local.

2, No. 556. Halasya mahdtmyam, i^tose, 72 adli?/ayam.s, complete.

By Nanja raja cari.

Here said to be from the Scanda purayiam; but the substance

of the book is the same with that of the Madura sfliala pitranam con-

taining the 64 tirU'Villiddals, or sacred amusements of Siva ; as ab-

stracted by me in Or. Hist. M.SS. translated, volume I.

6 4
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There is some prefatory matter in this book, concerning excellence.

Among sacrifices tiie aavamcdha—among vumUas, tlie six lettered—among

gifts, food—among bills, Himaoui—among castcp, Urahrnans—among devo-

tees, Saivas—among charities, the Siva dhermam—among days, Monday

—

among gods, Mahcsvara—among trees, the Calpa vricsha, or tree of plenty

—

among co^s, Ca?«afZ/tewM—among bathing pools, the Him a padmini—among

fanes, the Halasya cshetram; of which the male deity's name is Sundarcsvara,

and the goddess Mindcshi, Indra did homage at that place- The merit of

worsliipping there, at diiFerent periods of day and night. Then follows the

matter on the god's sacred amusements.

The book is somewhat long, very thick, old, on broad talipat

leaves, in good order.

3. No. 590. Vcncatesvara -mahaimyam, or legend of Tripety;

j)adyas.

By TariliGnda Vencamma, a female ; only the 6th asvasam.

4. No. 599. GdlaJiasii satacam; 62 padt/as ; incomplete. A poem,

which should contain a hundred stanzas, in praise of AS'2>fl ; with

some marvels recorded. It often occured in volume 2.

This book is of medium length, thin, is without boards, and

worm-eaten.

IV. EoMANCE historical.

1. No. 70. Bhdratam: the Salyapai'vam, and Saitptica parvam.

1.) Salya parvam ; 2 asvasams.

13hishma commanded for 10 days, Diona for 5 days, Kama for 2 days,

Salya for half a day. Then Duryoddhmia and Sacuni. Allien Duryoddhatia

was nearly dead, Asvatt'hdma the son of Brona came forward and promised

to conquer the Pandavas, if he were crowned; with which action the

book ends.

2) Sauptlca parvam ; 2 a!<iasams only.

On the 1 8th day PawcZ^^, who was blind, received from Sanjaryya, ^

narrative of the 18 days fight from the beginning. In the 18th night

Asvalt'Jidma set out for the place where the Pandavas stayed. Krishna

removed them to another place. Asvatt'hdma came, and killed the five sons

of the Pdndavas, and others with them, and returned.

The Pdndavas were deeply grieved on learning what had occurred,

yfrpina AAcnt out to fight with Asvati'kdma, who secured several astras
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(fire-arrows) and launched others; one of which struck Subhadra ; another

one struck Sundari causing the premature birth of Paricshita. In the contest

some blood was taken from head of Asvatt'hdma ; but, Leing a Brahman,

he was not killed.

The above are two small portions from the celebrated version

of Tihhana somayajin cavi.
^

The book is long, thick, old, and worm-eaten;

2. No. 196. Jaimini Bharatam ; padyas; the asvamedha parvam,

8 asvasnms, being the version from Canarese into Telugu, by Vira

hhadra cavi.

Dherma raja made a great horse-sacrifice, thereby claiming empire.

It was followed by Arjuna, who fought with many kings; and among others

with his own son Bapiravdhana, born to him by a daughter of tlie king of

Madura. Neither one knew the other, as a consequence of a curse, by

Ganga. The son killed his father; but Krishna came and restored Arjuna

to life. Afterwards Bapiravdhana was about to cast himself into a pit of tire.

Krishna appeared, and told him not to do so ; as he had acted in ignorance.

The affair ended peaceably. This, rather absurd fiction has nothing properly

to do with the Bharatam, being an addition in the Canarese version of

Jaimini.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, in

good order.

3. No. 58S, Harischandra Naldpdkhyam : 4 asrasaw^ complete,

5 others defective ; ascribed to B,ama raja cavi.

This celebrated work, being read in one sense, gives the tale of

Harischandra ; and, when read in another sense, the tale of Nala :

both are popular episodes in the Blulratam. The work is a play

of intellect.

The hook is long, and thin, without boards, looks recent.

4. No. 917. Uttara Ramdyanam ; dwipada caryam, com]i\ete.

"When Rama was reigning in Ayoddliya, he was visited by Agasiya,

of whom he inquired the genealogy of Rdvana, Agaatya narrated his descent

from Pulastliya, a rishi, in which detail much is mingled to please the Asiatic

taste. Rdoana was cursed by a woman, named Vedavati; whom he injured

in a forest. The war is described to Rama. Transition to the affairs of

Ayoddhya and the banishment of Sita on suspicion. Rama made an asva-

medha sacrifice, claiming empire. The horse was seized in a wilderness by
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Kusa, and Lava, born therein ; sons of Rama, and living with Sita, tlieir

mother, in the hermitage of Tdlmiki, Rama with his brother Zacshmana,

came with an army : Kusa and Lava killed them. Sita went to Vdlmiki,

who gave her instructions, by which they were restored to life.

[This last portion is apocryphal, and doubtful.]

The book is long, and thick, looks old, and is worm-eaten.

5. No. 918. Mania tdraca safacam.

By Rama ddsa cavi ; 102 stanzas, complete.

Legends of persons specially protected in the ten manifestations

of Vishnu. The great merit of thinking on Rama, with some matters

epitomized from the Ramdyanam.

The book is long, and thin, lias no boards, in good order.

G. No. 1026. (Two pieces), l) Ramdyanam. ; the Yuddhacdndam.

By Bhdscara padya-cavyam.

In 6 asvasams, leaf 1— 182 ; in five places one leaf is missing.

An account of the various battles, between Rama and Ravana,

ending in the discomfiture, and death of the latter.

2). Naishadam, tale of Nala.

By Srinaflta cavi, padya cavyam : 8 asvasams are complete
;

the 9th defective : leaf 183—277, less 5 leaves, intermediate, wanting.

A poem founded on the episode of ISala raja, in the 'Aranya

^mrvam of the Bhdrcdam..

The book is long, very thick, old, slightly damaged.

V. Tales.

1. No. 570. Riicmanyada charitram.

By Mallanaryya ; padya cavyam : 4 asvasams, complete ; the

5tli defective.

When Rucmangada was reigning, Savunaca rishi came to him ; and,

on the king asking, which is the most distinguished tWhi, (lunar day), he

replied the lltli, as a fast-day. The king observed that fast: his people also.

Yama complained of the loss of subjects, and Vishnu sent mohini (loose-

woman) to destroy the merit of the fast. The king met with her when

himting. He avoided her on the 11th day, and bathed. She was angry;

and, on demanding why he quitted her, (he king gave an account of the

11th day last.
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This manusci-ipt here breaks off, not finished ; but various epitomes

have been given of the whole contents in the two first volumes of this work.

The book is of medium size, without boards, in tolerable order.

2. No. 596. Krishna, Arjuna samtdtam.

By Vdmana natlia cavi; padya cavyam. In 3 asvasams,

complete.

Supposed to be told by Suta to Savunaca risJti; but composed

by Vdma nat'hayya cavi.

Krishna going to the hermitage of Bhadri nat'ha rislii slept there

;

and, in the morning went to some water for his ablutions. A Gandliarha

passing over the spot, in the air, let fall spittle into the hands of Krishna
;

who vowed vengeance. The Gcmdharha took refuge with various deities
;

and at length, by the advice of JYareda, appealed to Arjuna. Krishna sent

'AlcrJira, his charioteer, and Subhadra his sistei", as messengers; and at length

he went out to fight. Krishna launched the Vaishnavdstra, and Arjuna the

Ndrayana astra; and these two rockets contended to the trouble of the

universe. Peace, by mediation was ultimately restored.

[A mere play ofextravagant fancy: various notices have before occurred."]

The book is long, of medium thickness, in tolerable order.

3. No. 914. Chandrdngada charUram.

1, 3

—

6 asvasams; the 2nd wanting.

By Vencatapati, one of the poets of Krishna raya's court.

A description of the way in which Chandrdngada son of Indrasena of

Kishada, met with a nymph, named Shnantiri, who had been spell-bound,

and had resisted all the assaults oi Kama's arrows, until the destined Chan-

drdngada came. Her story is narrated by another woman, with whom Chan-

drdngada had previously associated.

The want of the 2nd section causes a break in the narrative. The

whole is a love tale; a poetical romance to please a licentious king.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards.

4. 1112. Sdnanda charitram, dwipada.

By Bhadrayya cavi, 3 asvasams.

Stated to have been narrated by Allama prabhu to many

mnni-isvaras.
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Sdnanda was well trained ; and, when eighteen yenis' old, he learned

the five lettered charm of the Saivas, and other parts of their doctrine.

He went to Yama^s world ; and, aifected by what he heard, and saw, he

uttered the aforesaid charm, by the potency of which the captive souls were

delivered, and went to Caildsa. Varna complained to Siva, who, however,

merely said it would not so occur again.

A fragment of four leaves is appended : a devotee offers praise to

Vishnu, on the subject of the Rdmayanam ; in a peculiar kind of stanza.

The book is of medium size, without boards, in good order.

VI. Vaishnava.

1. No. 568. Amukta malyada vydhhydnam.

A comment on the Amukta mala of Allasdni peddana; one of

the eight poets of Krishna rayas court: l~i< as'vasajns, the .Jth in-

complete.

The principal site of the action was Sri Villiputtur in the old Pdndya

kingdom, at a temple oiMandr Krishna sivami. The Pdndya country described

— its revenue—women

—

tejifm iiru-7idl, or raft-festival—discussion which

god is chief. Vishnu sent his follower Periyalvar, or Vishnu chit, who

maintained the superiority of Vislcnu. He found a young female child in a

bush, and trained her to the service. Her presenting to the god a garland,

previously used by herself, gives the title to the work. The story of Yamtm-

dcharya another aluvar is inchided. The poem was written by desire of

Krishna raya, and in his name.

The author wrote his own commentary, as no one else could do so.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, in

good order.

2, No. 593. Amuhta mala : miilam.

By Allasdni peddana I—6 asvasams.

This is the original work.

The book is somewhat long, thick, without boards, in tolerable

order.
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C.

Canarese, language and letter.

I. PURANAS local.

1. No. 1935. Halasya mahdtmyam.

Translated by Nanja raja : 1—64 lilas.

A translation of the Sanscrit original into ornate Canarese prose.

The subject is the same with that of the Madura St'hala puranam, relative

to the great iSaiva fane there. Various previous notices have occurred.

The entire purdnam was translated by me, in an abstract from the Tamil

and published in 1835, ia Or. Hist. M.SS. translated, A^olumo 1.

The book is of medium length, thick, on broad talipat leaves,

slightly injured.

II. Romance historical.

1. No. 1844. Ncuijaraja Vdni vildsara,

1—188 adhyayas, on 307- leaves.

A prose version of the Bronaparvam of the Bhdratam. It contains

details of the combat led on Ity Drondchdrya against the Pdndavas, till he

was killed by Arjuna ; with details as to the deaths of inferiors.

The book is very long, and thick, on broad talipat leaves,

somewhat damaged.
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D.

Tamil language, and letter.

I. Arithmetic.

1. No. 2263. Kanacu adhicdram : a chapter on reckoning ; verse,

and prose explanation : it does not finish.

Arithmetic and its branches—grain measure—gold weight

—

measure of depths, in digging tanks, wells, &c.—land measure—and

other matters generally of account; which is the meaning of the

word Kanacu.

The book is long, thin, old, without boards, in tolerable order.

II. Art of Poetry.

1. No. 2105. Aga pond ufai, a comment on another book.

Among poets Jga potul designates an amatory poem; and

purra pond a poem on war, or heroic poetry.

This book contains rules for the composition of amatory poems.

Though a prose explanation of a more recondite book, the language

is still difficult: its author is Nambi; styled narcavi arasan, or a

chief poet.

Leaf 1— 1G7 : 10 leaves are damaged.

The book is of medium length, thick, without boards, injured

near the end,

III. Ascetic.

1. No. 2132. Pastipafi pdsa nila arrutal: on a knowledge of the

state, or being of the lord of life, i.e. Siva. Though the book containSj

but 51 leaves, it yet includes portions from five works.

The first is part of 50 stanzas by Swapracdsam, on the mystic 6m

which, with the Pasupati, is stated to be the truth. Some other matters are

porul, substance, or truth. In general, highly wrought praises on Saiva

subjects.

Various matters pertaining to the tatva system ; tatvam being mcta«

physicnl truth.
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On the five elements, and other matters rockoned by 5 or 7 : there are

36 laivas which being combined with other things make 96 talvas. Such matters

occupy 26 leaves.

Another book, or piece is on the mental, or spiritual vision of god, as

seen within the ascetic.

ChatuT kona mala, a mystic treatise.

Another piece, Vasishta on the na-iure oi Brahma; connected with

statements as to Rama, Fisvamitra, and Vydsa.

Two leaves of another l)ook, on a mystic subject; 12 stanzas, on the

tatva system.

The book is long, a little injured.

2. No, 2180. Prayoga vhecam, the wisdom of self-discipline.

Only five leaves, on the practice of an ascetic, in stopping the

breath ; using painful postures
;
gaining an inward vision of the soul,

and of god.

The leaves are of medium length, without boards.

3. No. 2225. Seven pieces.

Of these 1—3 relate to this topic, and the remainder to

XII infra.

1). On the tatvas—nerves—pulses—vital airs: various portions,

and faculties of the body and mind; spiritualized, so as to educe

a metaphysical, and, in some sort, moral result. The tatvas are

96 in number.

The leaves in this piece, are disarranged.

2). Nddanda sdram : incomplete.

On the tri-literal dam ; its virtue, and connected matters.

3). Tatva kattalai, rules as to the tatva system ; this is incomplete.

The book is long, thin, somewhat injured.

4. No. 2256. Chitamhala nddi kattalai, prose, incomplete.

On the nerves—pulses— supposed vital airs of the body: these

treated from the foetus-state up to maturity ; according to the tatva

system of mystic philosophy.

The book is small in size, has no boards, and is much injured.

/4
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IV. Astrological.

1. No. 2271. 8arvatta Chinidmani.

This is not the Jaina poem entitled Chinfdmani, but has verse,

and prose explanation.

It is on the general plan of works on astrology—notations of the site of

the planets, at the time of birth ; with reference to signs, aspects and the like.

According to these different points, results are stated; as to riches, poverty,

power, death ; whether natural, or by accidents : time, and manner of death,

and similar matters.

The book is of medium size, and in good order.

V. Christian Theology.

1, No. 2283. Sarvesvara raanfra chuvadi.

A Roman Catliolic hand-book, complete.

It contains the following sections:—
On the sign of the cross, a prayer.

Six attributes of deity, a prayer.

The Lord's prayer.

Voluntary offerings, a fornmle.

The Creed explained, for the illiterate.

On the Commandments.

On true penitence, or repentance; a form.

On the confession of sin.

Form of Baptism.

Ptules of the Holy Church.

On seven capital, or mortal, sins,

ilerits of works, as to the body.

The same, as to the soul.

Sarvesvara nydna kani, the fruit of the Holy Spirit ; details

given.

Higher doctrines, of three kinds.

The end of man, the foiu' last things.

Office, or prayer, for the Holy Communion.
A short catechism.

On the punishment of sin, in another world ; iacluding

purgatory.

20) On beatification, three kinds specified.

The book is Ion- thin, without boards in tolerable order.
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VL Dramatic.

1. No. 2280. (alpha). Sanghattar cheyta 'prasanga Vhdnam.

A monologue drama, by members of the Madura College:

131 leaves.

The book is short, thick, narrow leaves, without boards.

VII. Erotic.

1; No. 2170. Two books, entitled.

1). Kallddam, various amatory, and sexual matters, verse with

some comment. See 7 infra.

2). Mani mey kali pakum, like in kind, vide infra.

Tbe book is long, and thick, has no boards, is slightly injured.

2. No. 2207. Devacheli virali vidu tutu.

By Yettapanar.

Written in the person of a lover : who, in the first place, gives extra-

vaga\it praise to Virali, a courtezan, as to her beauty and perfections; express-

ing great affection ; and then, in the second place, stating his own mistakes,

and faults; how entrapped and deceived, with expressions of grief and contri-

tion; in the kind of poetry termed tela, plaintive, vide infra 6.

The book is of medium size, has no boards, is in tolerable order.

3. No. 2208. Two pieces.

Section 1. Kovai tiru vallar, a poem.

Talai-m.alian a chief's son. Talai-maJial a lady. He gives an ornate

description of the members of her person, compares her to the lotos-flower:

her face is the blossom of the red lotos, her eyes like the blue iotos, her walk

resembles that of the anna bird, a kind of swan. Such as do not'know her,

would thiiik her a goddess, and so forth.

A mere play of imagination : 8 leaves, small writing. See 4,

For section 2, see XIV.

4. No. 2212. Tiru Chitamhala Jcoviyal adhica kdma iyarlcai toril,

amour of the god and goddess of the sacred hall.

At Chitambara, there was, at first, no image in the fane; but a

hall, open to the atmosphere above ; known as Chitamhala. Herein

Siva, and 'Ur.ia worshipped: these are Talai-makan, and Talai-makal

;

and all the usual common places are gone through ; if not of the very

grossest, yet certainly adapted to stir up evil passions in votaries, under

a guise of religion.
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Such books are among the most debasing parts of idolatry.

See 3. No. 2208.

It is in verse with a prose explanation : leaves 197, unfinished.

The book is long, and thick, v\rithout boards, a little damaged.

5. No. 2217, Kuttdla Cora vdnchai; varied metres.

The Cora vdnchai is a composition for public exhibition. There

are various productions of the sort, named after different localities.

This one appertains to Courtallum, in the extreme south: a gipsy-

chant, adapted to nautches, or like displays.

Parvail disguised as a Curaiti, or gipsey, goes about telling fortunes,

and receiving presents of clothes, and jewels. Siva, at the same time, perambu-

lates, disguised as a hunter, and seeking for his wife. At length they meet,

and he inquires -who gave her the said presents, and she names different

rajas. The pair afterwards retired to their usual abode.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, somewhat damaged.

6. No. 2221. (alpha) Virdli vidu tutu.

Another copy. See 2, No. 2207, supra.

The book is of medium size, without boards, injured by insects.

7. No. 2249. Kallddam, verse.

See 1, No, 2710, supra.

This is an old book, written at Madura on miscellaneous topics
;

the ethical being mingled, as usual ; but mainly of the present class,

ornate, amorous. It appears to have passed the test of the members

of the Madura College. The composition is very recondite. -

The book is of medium size, in tolerable order,

VIII. Ethical.

I. No. 2102. Tiru-valluvar Cural, a comment oniti

By BescJii in plain and ordinary language.

Salutation, benefit of the work.

1. On virtue, personal, household, ascetic.

2. On property; rank of various kinds.

3. On furtive, and other amours.

The comment extends to 2S8 stanzas ; and is not complete.

The book is of medium length, thick, on narrow leaves, without

boards, injured.
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2. No. 2114, Nal-varhi, the good way, ascribed to Avvaiydr.

See a notice in Mackenzie Manuscripts, 1st Family, Tamil

language, page 22,

The book is in a scbool-boy's hand-writing, it is long, thin,

narrow leaves, without boards, damaged.

3. No. 2120. Cural ihemidam, or original.

A fragment, containing 190 stanzas from the beginning, on

virtue, or beneficence.

The book is of medium size, has no boards ; near the end, some
leaves are broken.

4. No. 2140. Cural^ the text, with a free comment.

The work contains, in all 1330 verses, or sutras ; which, in this

copy, are found complete. The book is divided into three sections, on

virtue, property, pleasure : 165 leaves. See a full notice under

Mackenzie Manuscripts, Tamil, 1st Family, page 19.

The book is long, thick, and in good order.

5. No. 2232. Two pieces.

1.) Ayapey siddhar pddaly 55 stanzas, onetliical topics, incomplete.

2.) Njdna sobanam, mystical marriage. Joyful occasions turned

to a mystical meaning : 8 leaves, and some blank ones, incomplete.

The book is of medium size, has no boards, is in good order.

6. No. 2279. Three pieces.

1.) Hari vilackam, stanza 1— 51.

On the tri-literal syllable dum (dmJ with its mystical power,

as applied to Vishnu; considered to be supreme; with some other

matters, on Vaishnava topics.

2.) Nandikesvara naduvani, 1—30 stanzas.

On the Saiva five-lettered symbol ; Namasivayi. and iLs great

virtue
;

as a means of acquiring beatification ; and in other relations
;

si is especially noted as the middle syllabic letter of the greatest

power : of course, there are other matters, in 30 stanzas ; but of no

greater consequence.

3.) Jgastya njdna viiacham, 1— 100 stanzas.

Spuriously ascribed to Jrjasiyci : the subject is Sv'c7(Z/a', which

designates anvthinc: marvellous.
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Three siddJds are specified :

—

1st. Kdya siddhi, bodily discipline, regulation of the five senses,

and mental dispositions, or sdtvica, rdjasa, tdmasa ; or qualities of

meekness, cboler, malignity. Also the magical power of reducing the

size of the human body.

2nd. Njdna siddhi, the ascetical practice oi aydgi; and,

Srd. J^dta siddhi alchemical, and similar learning.

The book is of medium size, without boards, in good order.

7. No. 2S80. Prasanga paranam, casket of discourse ; verse?

complete,

A collection of extracts from various books; such as the Curat,

Ndladiyar, and others ; suitable to be applied to various subjects of discourse.

A sort of common place on the three general themes of beneficience, property,

pleasure : regarded in an ethical point of view.

The book is short, of medium thickness, without boards, in

good order.

8. No, ^2^6. PonU-pdl tnra mdtehi.

A comment by the Jesuit Beschi, on the second part of the

GurOjl; on wealth, or property, ethically considered. 164 leaves.

The book is of medium size, without boards.

IX. Fables.

1. No. 2258. Pancha-tantra caChai : 180 stanzas. Two parts,

that is mitra hhedam, and sucriti Idbhnm, are complete ; of the 4th

arfha Tidsam, only 40 stanzas remain: 172 leaves.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, damaged,

X. Grammatical.

1. No. 2104. Nannul, i\\e ongmoX sutras oxi\y'. 26 leaves defective.

An epitome of the Tolcdpyam; and now most commonly in use.

The book is long, thin, without boards, much injured by insects.

2. No. 2123. a) Ft?f?^a ^ti^ii^/ar, verse with a prose rendering,

A work on prosodial metres in poetry, prescribing the number,

and the kind of feet ; especially with regard to the venim, a very com-

posite stanza.

The book is of medium length, thin, in tolerable order.
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3. No. ^1^3. /') Jyinaritinar venpamdlai; sonnet-garland.

By Ayindritinur : 12 padalains, or sections.

This is a poetical abridgment of the 12 chapters in the Tolcapi-

yam, the oldest and larget^t Tamil Grammar ; ascribed to a disciple of

Agastya.

The Naiiiml is the epitome in common use.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, a little

injured.

4. No. 2146. Shen Tamil Grammar, verse, no glossary.

The beginning is wanting ; but from the remainder, it appears to be

mainly on prosody ; that is the various kinds of poetical feet, and the differ-

ent measures used iu versification ; such as the venpd, the caliturai, and

other metres.

It may possibly be a portion of Beschi's Toiinul vilackam ;

but the means of comparison cannot be readily found.

The book is long, thin, without boards, in good order.

5. No. 2171. Dandi alancdram, verse with glossary, incomplete.

Ascribed to the poet Dandi.

Tamil Grammar is divided into five parts : erhuttu, cJiol, porul,

ydppu, anai ; or, orthography, etymology, syntax, prosody, and orna-

ment. Many Grammars have only the three first, the fourth is occa-

sionally met with ; as in the foregoing number. This book is on the

fifth part, anai in Tamil ; alancdram in Sanscrit ; that is, rhetorical

ornament.

The Chandra Idea of Cdll ddsa is the most celebrated work on

the subject, in Sanscrit; this work, by Dandi relates to Tamil poetry.

Cdli ddsa, Bhava hhuti, and Dandi, were celebrated poets in the

court of Boja raja who reigned at, or near Ougein, Dandi is known

traditionally, as uhaya cavi, the two-fold poet ; as he is said to have

been equally a poet in Sanscrit, and in Tamil. Whether the above

ascription is genuine, or spurious, I have no means of ascertaining.

The book is long, and thin, without boards ; one portion is

older and injured by insects ; the other newer, and in tolerably good

condition.
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6. No,217i2. Tonnul urai, a prose version, or comment on Boschi's

rhetorical grammar, entitled Tonnul vilackain.

The mtrodiiction, or preface is complete; but the rest is a fragment

of the 1st and 2nd parts of grammar (ut supra); there is nothing on the other

three parts. It has the appearance of having been a class book; when the

college had a Native School.

The book is very long, and thin, one leaf broken.

7. No. 2178. (alpha) Nanniil.

The section on orthography, with a little of prose comment. A part

of the section on words, or etymology : very defective, as a whole.

The book is of medium size, without boards, injured by insects.

8. No. 2178. (beta) Nannul.

The chapter on letters, or orthography, not complete : 58 leaves, and

some blank.

The book is of medium size, without boards, injured by insects.

XI. Hymnology.

1. No. 1258. Three pieces.

1) Cnremgai nambi fda pdttu, a poem of a plaintive kind, in praise

of Vishnu,

By Curemgai namhi, complete : 23 leaves.

2.) Caruvai payittu patt-dndddhi a da capo T^oem : payittti pattu,

means ten times ten ; that is, one hundred stanzas, complete.

In praise of Sivo.

o.) CdmdcsM ammen yeitet andddhi, a da capo poem : ydtettu means

eight times eight ; that is, sixty-four stanzas^

In praise of the Sacti of 'Ecdmbesvara (or Siva) at Conjeveram.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, much injured

by insects.

2, No. 2103. Eight small pieces, having reference to the form of

Siva, worshipped at Chitambaram; vulgo Chillumbrum.

1) C/dtamhala natliiyer caliturai, 25 stanzas, caliturai metre ; in

praise of Siva worshipped at Chitambaram.

This last name means " ether-garment," but Chitambalam is

the hall, open at top to the atmosphere ; there being no image in it

:

in all probability it was the first Saiva temple built in the Peninsula.
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2) Another poem on the same subject, containin^^ 2G stanza?, votpas,

complete.

3) On time past, presci.t, future, 5^ stanza?.

4) Some stanzas, on time present.

5) The same, on time future.

C) Chitamhara natlca tdrdttu, a lullaby to the god at Chillam-

bram ; his image is in another than the open hall.

7) On the five lettered Saiva-mantrtty said to be by Sampanldr

;

the distinguised Saiva polemic.

8) Chitamhara kovai, incomplete.

Praise of iSiva, in the metre termed I'oval.

The book is of small size, in good order.

3. No. 2148. Saundrii}a lakari. A free translation, in exiensn, (jf

the famous chant of Sancarachdrya in praise of Parvali. by the

various members of her person ; and containing the general doc-

trine, that Siva with his sactl (god, with matter) accomplishes all

things.

The giving a sexual turn to such doctrine is in tlie oriental taste.

Leaf 1—61.

The book is long, of medium thickness, narrow leaves, williout

boards, very old, and damaged,

4. No. 2153. l^arhani vclavau lidtal, or desiring the Javelin-holder,

at Pyncy.

A lullaby, or cradle hymn to the image of Suhrafimaiifja, at (hat pliicc.

The book is long, and thin, slightly injured.

5. No. 2160. Three pieces.

1) UlacandddJii, da capo chant, on the world.

On Siva and 'Uma, and various matters on the world ; and, ;is

to a renunciation of its passions, or desires ; in the form of praise to

Siva and his sacti.

2) Kaiulan-alancdram, calUurai verse ; Kandan is the Tamil s])ell-

ing for Scanda or Subrahmanya : praise of him, by his features,

form, weapons, conveyance, and the like topics.

3) Various separate stanzas, caliturai metre ; hymnological in kind.

The leaves of the two last sections arc long, of the first, short
j

the book is thin, without boards.

4j
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6. 2165. Two poems.

1) Vaniputa tiru pugerh ; no glossary.

Praise of Suhrahmanya, the poem is divided into 25 classes,

or sections.

2) Tiru-muru-hdttu padai; no glossary.

A poem without divisions on the same topic; praise of Subrah-

manya : this is about one-fifth of the whole book.

It is small, of medium size, old, and injured by insects.

7. No. 2166. Four pieces.

1) Dharam, or tiru-vachaeam, chants by various individuals con-

cerning various temples of the Saiva class.

See various notices under Mackenzie M.SS., Tamil 1st Family,

supra pp. 62, 63, 65, 66.

2) Pardpara mdlai, some stanzas by various poets on like subjects,

the stanzas ending with Pardparame, O Deity !

11 leaves, incomplete.

3) Agastya taratiu, complete.

Praise of the sixty-three special votaries of S'lvct, and of Siva also.

4) Tiru-venpd ; by Mdnica vdsacar, incomplete.

A street chant used in processions; during the month of December,

ten days before the Tini-vadari, lunar mansion, or Ardhra; which is a day

of special worship to Siva, This section has the appearance of a distinct book.

The whole book is small in size, without boards,

8. No. "2167 Four pieces.

1) Ca/i Z7en;7<z, joyful verse, complete.

Praise of the nature, and perfections of Siva.

2) Sarasvati aguvel, praise of Sarasvati, in an easy kind of verse.

o) Suhrahmanya stottra, praise of Suhrahmanya, in the same kind

of verse.

4) Yentras, or magic diagrams ; having figured numbers, and signs

of planets.

They appear to be connected with 1| leaf, a medical recipe.

The book is small in size, injured by insects.
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9. No. 2219. Various chants.

A collection of small pieces, mostly of ten stanzas each ; in praise

of temples in the Carnatic, resembling the Z)^wtm7??, \ide supra. The

appearance is that of two books, put together.

The whole is small in size, no boards, in good order.

10. No. 2225. Seven pieces.

For the three first, see III.

4) Siva stottra agavei : praise of Biva.

5) Kirti torn agavei \ like in kind.

6) Pottitiru agavei; complete, similar.

7) Tiru satacam, praise of Siva ; incomplete.

The leaves of these pieces are shorter than those of preceding

sections; in good order.

11. No. 2233. Two pieces.

\) Tiruvattur Siva agavei, a poem of easy versification, in praise

of the form of Siva, worshipped at Trivatore, near Madras.

2) Siva tatva vjdna sdstram. This poem applies the tatva system,

as to the members, and faculties of the human body, to the suppo-

sitious body of Siva ; and offers praise according to a variety of

imaginary positions.

This book is short, and thick, in good order.

XII. Lexicographical.

1. No. 2208. Two pieces.

For section J, see VII.

Section 2. Peyr iogudhi, lists of synonymes, of men, of beasts,

of trees, of places : o5 leaves.

The whole book is somewhat long, of msdium thickness, injured
by insects.

li. No. 2342. Agaradhi, a lexicon.

From ^ to g), but ff is wanting.

,, 6T to ejsrr, and thence

,, « to au, eurr, eS, the remainder wanting.

Leaf 1—99.

The book is of medium size, one-third is blank leaves, has no
boards, injured by insects.

2. 2248. Nighaidu nth section.

By Mandala purusha
; the mulam, without any glossary.

The book is lo rg, and thin, without boards, intolerable order.
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3. 2275. Tixdcarmn, 2 sections.

Names of celestial, and terrestrial persons, and things.

The book is long, and thin, without boards, injured by insects.

4. 2277. Chatur agrddi hurippu, an Index to the fourfold lexicon.

It relates only to two parts, i.e. the synonymes, and the meaning

of words ; both are incomplete.

The book is long, and thin, in tolerable order.

5. 2257, Nujhanfu, mulam only.

By Manda/a purusha : section 1— 8, 10.

It only wants the 9th to be complete.

A well knoAvn, and popular lexicon of the old, and pure Tamil. The

subjects of the sections, in brief; are, 1st gods, 2nd men, 3rd beasts,

4th trees, &c., 5th places, (3th various things, 7th work done, 8lh beautiful

things, (9th dispositions) lOth sounds.

The book is long, of medium thickness, without boards, injured,

especially near the end.

XIII. Miscellaneous.

1. No. 20G8. Five pieces.

1) Kdn mxnii ondlai, wreath of four jewels.

Praise of Ganesa.

Si) 'Jndhattu tokai, world-total.

Concerning the measures, and dimensions of the world, on the

pauranical system.

0) Pulliar agavcl, easy verse, praise of Ganesa.

4) Vinna venpa, sonnet stanzas ; heard, or for hearing,

5) Tugalattu poi/tam^ poetical teaching.

A square book, without boards.

2. No. 207G. Various pieces.

1) Vriddhachala puranam, vriitta meire-

18 snrrjams, complete.

Sec a full abstract of tbig puranam ; supra.

Mackenzie Tamil M.SS., 1st Family, page 127.

2) One leaf, on the five natural necessities of man, as food,

sleep, 6c c.
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3) Tatvn katfalai, mystic coaimand.

On the taton system ; a fanciful gencaloi^'y of the essence of being,

down to the production of the human faculties ; not complete.

4) 'Arddhara darlsana, 9J leaves.

'Arddhdra is the seat of the human intellect : herein applied to

Siva; perception of the mind oi S'lva.

5) Half a leaf, on t'he five lettered Saiva mantram.

6) Amplification of the said mantram ; leaf 24 to 28, on its great-

ness, nature, wisdom, on the five elements, each syllabic letter,

representing an element, and other •S'atra matters with a relation

to the tatva system.

Other small fragments to the number of sixteen, in all ; useless

to be further particularized. The first piece only is complete, the

rest are mere appendices. The hook looks homogeneous.

It is of medium size, old, without boards, in tolerable order.

XIV. Panegyrical.

1. No. 2177. Vira surii/am, verse with glossary.

A poem in praise of Tlra Cholan a king
; so contrived by the

author, as to exemplify the five divisions of grammar, and rhetorical

figures ; by a selection of letters, words, &c., as proper to be used in

panegyrics.

The book is long, and thick, has no boards, injured.

XV. Pauranical.

1. No. 2070. Periya puranam, the great legend: an account of

63 special Saiva devotees. See a notice under Tamil, Mackenzie

M.SS., 2nd Family, supra, page 456.

In this book there are 74 legendary talcs : whether these are

additions, or subdivisions is uncertain ; any very minute examination

not being required.

The book is of medium length, and of twice the usual thick-

cess, adjusted by a wooden pin, injured.

2. No. 2074. Brahmoftara candain (of the scdnda puraimml)
vriilta stanzas, i« 22 adhyayams\ of which the following are the

headings :

—

1. Invocation and paiichaca.

2. Kaunmadn pdva.

-3. Knunmada imta nuikHpefta.
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4. Vimarisen mukti petta.

5. Sani pratyeda.

6. The same concluded.

7. Pradyota puja.

8. Sdmavar.

9. Simantan hhdvanipetta

.

10. Siva yogi puja.

11. Siva yogi travucu achiya vaVdia.

12. Siva hdld.

13. Palii raviyan.

14. Patti raviyan inukti petta-

15. Vihhudhi menmiya.

16. Tirw punra'

17. Vedam, Siva puja kadai pillai.

18. 'Umara Icesvara piijd.

19. ' Umarakesvara p'halam.

20. Rudmcsha 'miahdimyam.

21. 5iua Rudra mahima.

22. Sivacat'hakeliavanjani: leaves 146, vr?/ia stanzas 1324.

See a notice of a book with like title, under Mackenzie Tamil

M SS. 1st Family, page 121; but that is the last section of the

Brahma purana'^n.

The book is of medium length, thick, injured by insects.

3. No, 2237. Kanda puranam.

The Scdnda puranam, b candams, 115 padalams, 591 leaves,

72,74 vriita stanzas,

1) Ulpatti cdndam, leaf 1—32.

2) Asura ulpatti candam, 1—74.

S) -Vira Mahendra candam, 1—21.

4) Yuddha c^ndara, „ 1—20.

5) Devi candam, ,, 1—3.

A somewhat full abstract was given under Mackenzie M.SS.,

1st Family (No. 7, 8, CM. 13, 14.) See pp. 115—120.

The book is very long, of three times the usual thickness, with-

out boards, in good order.
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PurANAS local.

4. No. 2066. Tirnvilliyddal, vrilla stanzas, no glossary.

By Puthiyur Namhi.

A complete copy of the Madura sChala 'purauam. Various

previous notices have occurred. An abstract was published by me
in Or. Hist. M.SS. translated, 1835.

The book is long, and thick, without boards, a little injured.

5. No. 2073. VriddhdcJiala puranam, A^O vruta stanzas; \S sar-

gams : leaf I—112.

See a full abstract, under Mackenzie M.SS., 1st Family,

supra, page 127.

The book is short, of twice the usual thickness, in good order.

6. No. 2076. Section 1. Vriddhdchala purdnam : 18 sargams,

complete. Another copy in good order.

7. No. 2080. Two books.

1) Tiruvilliddal, 64 sargams. vide supra 4, No. 2006.

2) Sdnanda puranam, 8 sargams.

1 Utpatli, 2 Nal-vinai, 3 Ti-vinai, 4 Yama-puri, 5 Naraca-vdtiy

6 Siva mahima, 7 Chota-madava, 8 Kailasa.

Sdnanda's birth—education as to good and evil— the town of

Yama—the pains of hell—glory of Siva—punishment—the Saiva

heaven.

Under the title of Sdnaiida charitram, various abstracts have

been heretofore given.

The book is of medium length, and of twice the usual thickness,

old, and a little injured.

8. No. 2090. Tiru chendur stliala puranam: 18 adhyagams,

895 vriita stanzas : leaf 1—86, complete.

The chief subject is the marriage of Valla ammai to Suhrah-

manya; and probably one with the VaUaiyamma puranam. See

Mackenzie M.SS. Tamil, 1st rarail}^ supra page 109.

The book is of medium size, without boards, injured by insects.

9. No. 2091. Vddaviir puranam, vriita stanzas, incomplete. The
sVhala puranam, or local legend of Vddiir, a town in the south.
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It is divided into sargoins\ 1 mantri, 2 tiru-perunlurai, 3 jackals

made horses, 4 Siva a cooiy, 5 tiru Chilainhalam,, G dispute with,

and conquest of Bauddhas.

See an abstract under Mackenzie M.SS. Tamil Ist Family,

supra page 135.

Also a fragment of 15 stanzas
;

praise of Siva : his. followers

alone obtain mukli, or beatification.

The book is of medium size, in tolerable order.

10. No, 2240. Vrtddlidchala puranam, 430 z;rw/a stanzas, 18 sar-

gams^ vide supra 5, No. 2073.

The book is short, of medium thickness, wiiheut boards, in-

jured by insects.

11. No. 2263. Parhani pitranam. (In Roman figures transposed

2362 probably by mistake.) 23 saryams, G24 vriita stanzas:

leaf 1—310.

See an abstract, under Mackenzie M.SS. Tamil, 2nd I'amily,

supra, page 444.

The book is of medium length, of twice the usual thickness,

injured by worms.

XVI. Romance historical.

1. No. 2027- Bhdralam, vriita stanzas.

This an abridged version of the Blinratani, from the ddl parvartiy

down to the sf.rt-parvam ; and the remainder wanting.

1. The ddiparvam divided into sargams.

1) Guru Iv'ula, 2) sambbava, 8) viiraua vati, 4) veturktja, 5) Maliyala, 6) tirt'lia yatvi

7) kandapan, or vaua sai-gam.

2. Sab/idparvam.

1) Razu chuchii, 2) sutu, 3) tava uila, 4) vati, 51 mundaca, G) mani-malai vali,

7) varavu sargam-

3. Virata parvani.

1) Turuva, 2) uac'hu poyikai, 3; uiasa potutii, 4) nini micbu, 5) parliam putaiiiisa,.

C) akiya vasa, 7) kichchavan, viitai, 8) vcUipadu.

4- Udyoga parvam.

1) Linga maha muni tutu, 2) iunai arliaitta, 3) krislma tuLu, 4j vfisu deva pada,

5) kanjayya tutu, 6) vadui ycriclii aai vagupu.

The BhUhma, Drvna, Kcrna, Sahja, S^r. parvams are not given;
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but one sargam is appropriated to each ilaj's light, down to the end of

18 days; Occupying 1766 stanzas.

The Mavuli c/iutlu, ov sfriparram glvsu in one sargam.

The leaves are numbered as high as ^522; but only 268 now
remain. It bears an old number, as 7.

The book is of medium length, and of twice the usual thickness,

a lirtle injured.

2. ]No. 2028. JaiiHt'ni BJtdratoju.

The asvamedha ydgam, prose.

Lherma raja made a horsc-sacrificT, -with a view to expiate the guilt

of so raucli slaut!;hter, in the great war ; and also to claim the title of emperor :

great expenses lavished.

The southern pilgrimage of Arjuna : description of various towns,

war with Suran, tale of Baparavdhana, frolics of women; and a conBC<pient

war : various tales or episodes. A translation from the Canarese.

The book is long, and of twice the usual thickness, in tolerable

order.

3. No. 2046. Ramdyanam, vriita stanzas.

The Yuddha candam, i^padalums, and one Wanting : 1425 stanzas.

The book is long, of twice the usual thickness, one board broken,

injured by insects.

4. Tiru mukir tupadai^ 206 vriita stanzas, without glossary.

The story of Kusa and Lava, from the last part of the Rdmdyanam.
Sitas banishment to a Avilderuess : birth of twins, Kusa and Lava in the

hermitage of Vdlniiki, and connected details.

The book is very short, of medium thickness, bamboo boards,

in good order.

5. No. 2228. Bhdratha callia.

An abridgment of part of the Bhdratam. Matters from the

j^aming match, and loss of the kingdom, through the sojourn of the five

Paiidavas with Draupadl in a wilderness. The aid rendered by
Krishna,' and ether details, down to the penance of Arjuna, to obtain

the fasiipatdstram, or life destroying weapon : leaf 1—GO.

The book is long, of medium thickness^ no boards, in good order.

hi
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6. No. 2281. Tev urnta vacJiacam.

Tale of a Chola king who ordered his son to be killed for having

run over a calf, in a public procession. The sacrifice was prevented

by the intervention of Siva,

See various notices under Mackenzie M.SS. Tamil, 1st Family,

pp. 145, 166.

In describing the prosperity of the kingdom, some observable terms

are used
; such as a tiger and a steer going together, a kite and a parrot

dwelling in one nest, a cow and a tiger drinking water together ; there is a

distant resemblance to the Hebrew poetry.

XVII. Sacti.

1. No. 2372. Tiru-varula payan iirai, a work entitled divine

favor, with its meaning, in a glossary; short lines with comment.

So much damaged, at the beginning, as to be there illegible.

On morals; on god, and existing things. Prabanja cula (an unusual

term for god) made all things, by means of his sacti (female, or negative

power). He is incorruptible; but the sacti is our life. He is unchangeable,

with his 5oc^e. Four kinds of .?ftc.' is, by their feet, caused all things. There

is no other mtital, or first cause. By consequence to him, the sacti is equal.

There is no need to speak of srishti, sf-liiH, layam (creation, preservation,

destruction), as the work of three gods, seeing that one god with his sacti

does all. The source of inham, or pleasure is in god. How far the book

may go, in that path, was not ascertained ; as far as noted, the book is not of

the indecent class of sacti productions. See Xo. 2250, under XVIII infra.

The book is short, of medium thickness, G9 leaves, very old,

no boards, slightly damaged.

XVIII. Saiva.

1. No. 2124. A selection of extracts, or short poems from a work,

entitled Siva pracdsam, or Siva's splendor.

1 ddhipati nilat, nature of Siva.

2 dnanda darisanam, Joy of seeing god.

3 chatter /juna mdlai, wreath of four dispositions.

4 naChanda nocham, mental view of Siva.

.5 drdddara darisanam, sight of the place of Siva.

6 arvl gum vanackavi, homage to the gracious teacher.

7 utlamar polacam, teaching of llie misc.

8 njdva vJa, mvKtic plaint.
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9 Manica vdsacar njdna larhihai, a kind of cliant by Munica
vasacar,

10 Velajjan njana sutra venpd, sonnet stanzas on Siva, by Velapan.

1

1

Curava njana venpa, sonnet stanzas, by Ciiravan,

12 Pardparaven2}d, like stanzas on god.

13 sutra caliturai, ?,{d.\\z^ii on Siva.

14 dnayida vcicku, ]oy?\x\ word, i.e. praise.

15 kumna haryam kandii durisanam, cause and effect, seen and

contemplated.

16 sutra venpa, stanzas on god.

1 7 oreniltumnai, truth of one letter, (i.e. god) : it designates one

syllabic letter mini, (or 6ni) praise of (he tri-literal syllable.

18 caliturai, verse on Siva.

19 anjeruttunmai, truth of five letters, va-ma-sl-va-yi, the Saiva

maniram: they designate the five elements.

20 dnanda darisanam, joy of seeing god.

One leaf contains a medical recipe: 117 leaves in all.

The book is short, and thick, in good order.

^. No. 215*0, Ttru-chendiir j)illai tamirh.

The Pillai tamirh is a sort of poem treating of infantile gestures, and

language : in this instance applied to SuhralLinanya. Ten parvams or stages

of infancj^ noted, and ten stanzas applied to each one; making a centum

in all: difficult language, though puerile in subject.

The book is long-, and thin, a little damaged.

3. Siva njana tatvangal, mystic qualities of Sivci.

From the five elements separately taken, up to the entire conformation

of the human body, with its internal faculties: in all Siva is found, or resides.

Whatever the Saiva dgamas (or books) command that must be done :

whatever they prohibit must be left undone Forsaking the company of the

ignorant, the devotee should join the company of •S'wizja worshippers, this is

the true way.

The book is short, and thin, in good order.

4. No. 22.^0. Two books.

1) Iru-pa irU'patiii urai, and

2) Tlru-vuttiydr urai.

The first is a comment, or glossary on a book entitled "two

metres twenty," that is, 10 vcnpns, and 10 agavals, or twenty stanzas
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on miscellaneous topics ; such as divine favor, the origin of body and

soul, the five letter charm and sonnet for hearing.

Tlie second is a comment, on a poem entitled the sacred hundred,

which seems intended to designate the book called Siva pracdaam with

another book called sada-mani JiOvai, the topics are mostly of the mystic

Saiva kind : 223 leaves in all.

The book is of medium length, and of twice the usual thickness,

without boards, much injured by insects.

5. No. 22G8. Two books.

1) Canapari andddfn, 1

—

'32 caJiturai stanzas: leaf 1— 5, complete.

Laudatory stanzas to Ganesa, to be accompanied by offerings of

sai-ious things; such as milk, clarified butter, fruits, cakes, &c., with

a view to procure benefits, or success in any undertaking, journies, &c.

2) Kai'uvai veupa, 100 stanzas, complete.

Laudatory stanzas on Siva, as worshipped at Karuvaiyur (or

vulgo Caroor) in the Coimbatore province. " Placing his feet on the

head of a sinner," is one phrase: it appears equivocal, but probably

means destroying a culprit.

The book is long, and thin, without boards.

The ends especially of 2), are injured.

XIX. SiDDiiAs, (magical).

1. No. 2202. Two pieces.

1). Saliya niil, or Salya muni vdcyam, as written by Sallya muni.

'J'his is a treatise on the eight great aiddliis, or magical processes.

1 vasyam, gaining, or drawing over to any purpose.

2 mohanam, causing the infatuation of lust.

ii akrushanam, inducing violence,

4 viaranam, causing the death of any one,

f) stamhhanani, binding natural eifccts; as of Are, water, &,c.

6 vidhu rcslianavi, causing change of form.

7 hhedanam, causing division.

8 urhihutanam, driving away, as demons, &c.

To each of the subjects applies a god, spell, letters, diagrams;

which are severally stated.

The original stanzas, with a prose rendering, are given.
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2) Oiliya nul, by Oilhjan.

The subject is in all respects similar ; only by a difl'erent author.

The book is of medium size, without boards, in good order.

XX. Tales.

J. No. 2227. Njdnamati yullan.

2. Kg. 2229. The same.

By Kelinti manam, mixed metre.

It appears to be a burlesque, as it is full of double incdtiings. A k'lu"

is represented as leaving bis throne, and becoming a wanderui"- ascetic-

visiting various Saiva shrines. He meets with sages in a grove, and a dis-

cussion arises between them, as to what is mati., a worJ that means sense and
sometimes /o%. Sarcasm is applied to every thing deemed sacred, by some;
but the royal ascetic ultimately superinduces his own views, on his hearers.

See a foregoing notice, nr.dcr (A. Tamil), 1st Pamily, page 9.

Both books are of medium size, and in good order. No. '>229

has no boards.

XXr. Vaisiinava.

1. No. 2214. Vencate'svara. cdma rasa wovjcri, the garland of desire

as to Vishnu, at Tripetl ; composite stanzas. Leaf I 32
complete.

The miracles and wonderful achievements of Vishnu, are stated
and eulogized.

The book is small, has no boards.

XXII. Vedanta.

1. No. 2038. Nine tracts, or pieces.

1) Uttara gita.

The Bhdaavata gita di\\\(\QA into iho purva and uttara portions;

the first 15 adhyayas in the puvua, and the remaining 3, the uttara

gita, or most mystical, and veduntic portion.

Abstract is not easily possible. The Brahma fjifa ascribed to

Vydsa, and the latter portion of the Bhucjavat (jUa, are the chief sources
of the veddnta system.
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2) Ashta vahara giia, Aslita vakara appear to be the name of the

author. It is an ascetical treatise, on secular renunciation, and fix-

ing tlie mind internally on itself, as a means of holding communion
with god and other appendages of the yogi system ; flowing from

the vedanto, which teaches the all-pervading nature of deity.

3) Siddhdnanda gila, prose.

Sachlddnanda, a mystic teacher spoke to Siddhdnda, on the

tatva system.

The commencement concerning Brahma and Mayi, or the

creator, and matter. To express his immateriality, Brahma is stated to

be thin, and fine as a hair. The whole discourse cannot be abstracted,

nor is the doing so needful,

4) Fedan to vdcyam.

Visvdviifra and Vasishfa, discourse together on the nature of

god; and, on the /aiva system of the members, and faculties of the

human body, mystified; and on the vMdnta view of all beings, and

things, existing only as an evolution of deity.

5) Aparocha dtma anuhhava dipicd.

Dijncd sometimes means a commentary, but here a light. An
illustration of the soul's present enjoyment.

From SuhTahmatiya njdni to his disciples; said to be from the

model of Sancardchdrya.

Brahma is manifest in creation, the world generally does not perceive

Brahma in his work. Some curious, and seemingly aukward comparisons,

e.g. as the sea and foam on it, so is the earth from Brahma. As curds are

from milk, so arc earthly things from Brahma. As a son from his father,

so is the world from Brahma.

Some statements concerning the vedas ; but on the veddnta view

of the unity, and all-pervading nature of deity.

G) Alavai-nhl pramdnom, prose.

From the writings of Siva lyracdsa, on the Veddnta and Sid-

dhanta (perfect) systems.

7) JDevikdldttra njdnam, Gl stanzas, with prose explanation.

A discourse of Siva to Parvati : whosoever rejects the desires

and passions connected with secular things, and studies the rule of

devotcdncss to Siva, will receive beatification.
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8) Ad-oaita anupama adhicdri lacshanam, altiibutcs of the lord of

the f«Zi;«iYa-excellence.

Various technical terms and statements, on the superiority of the non-

dual system; or oneness of the human, and divine soids.

0) Arrivdnanda siddhiyar j)dtiu : 316 stanzas on the tatva system
;

on renouncing the vanity of family, or secular life
;

preferrino- an

ascetical life ; and, on self-knowledge with preparation for a

future state.

This book is of a mystic, and theological kind, and probably

contains much general truth, though mixed up with the Veddnta,

Advaita, Siddhdnta, a.r\^ Tatva systems; but it appears to be remote

from polytheism and idolatry. Perhaps it ought to be translated.

The book is long, and thick, in tolerably good order.

2. No. 2039. Three books.

1) Brahma gita, the chant of Brahma. The title is that of Vydsa''s

celebrated piece, the foundation of the veddnta system ; but it

does not appear to be a translation.

In a former culpa all the celestials came together to Mahd meru, and

asked the meaning of the Vidas. Though long desiring this information,

they yet did not acquire certainty. After doing penance for awhile, they

again conceived a design to go and ask Brahma in the Satya-Uca, A descrip-

tion of wonders seen in their progress towards the presence of Brahma.

Division into adhicaras, or chapters.

1 Invocation, an interview of the devas with Brahma.

2 Brahma told them the meaning of the Big vcdam.

3 He told them the meaning of the Yujur vcdam,

4 of the Sucla vedam,

5 of the Soma vedam.

6 He told them the meaning of the Sandocya tq^anishadam,

7 of the haivalya vpauishadam,

8 of the Kadnvalya upanishada7n,

9 of the Briharadanya upanishadam.

10 He explained the Antriyami pramdnam,

1

1

and the Ndsik^du upa-ptiTanam,

12 and the Brahma ,m/m aniibhavam;

the latter appearing to mean the fruition of god.
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2) 'Ananda raliosyam, or blissful mystery.

One leaf is introductory.

1 Preface.

2 Excellency of the contents.

3 Eulogy on the M'orks of creation.

4 On bad sins.

5 Value of unar, feelitig ; that is sorrow, or repentance.

6 Praise of wisdom, (iijdnatvarn not a usual word).

7 Excellence of pasic, meaning desire, or affections, or

passions.

8 Excellence of pasu, that is living beings.

9 Excellence of pati or rulers.

JO Value ofpotn, or the commonality,

11 Mojjal arumai mahima ; mayal is lust and arnmai dearness

or rareness : however, the section teaches the rejection

of corrupt desires.

12 JJpadesa mahimo, excellence of doctrinal teaching.

13 Excellence of arririi, or knowledge.

14 On the good sense of rejecting all secular attachments.

15 Glory of vetii, or victory.

16 On kdtchi, or vision of god.

I cannot exactly estimate this tract ; but it seems to be above

the common level.

3) Avadhufa, relinquishment: it is a title applied to an ascetic of

high attainments.

The tract has five sections :

1 'Atma vjdna vpadesain, spiritual teaching, concerning the soul,

2 the same subject continued.

3 acxharasa surupam, the letter with its form, or nature.

4 nirupana surupa prnkatana chapter, on the spirituality of deity,

—" the without-form nature."'

5 nanrdca, eulogy, benediction.

This is is an advaila tract, as will appear fiom the following

expressions taken from among others :
*' the good man always possesses

an agreeable feeling. Fear being removed, by that state of mind,

wisdom is acquired. By what power is the universe made to blossom?

it is by (itma, or soul only, nothing else ; that aiina is always 0}}e. By
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''''diiiUa all beings are made wise, and whothcr, the soul be foul, or

pure, makes no difference." A comparison with the atmosphere ; but

its foulness, or purity makes a great dilferencc The Deva srava is

sarvatam, universality (or the universal, all com])rcheudingsoul.) "Pie

(that god) is myself, avane nan. By consecjuence (alma) soul is every

thing." [Observe the enthymem—god, the universal soul comprehends

within himself all things; my soul is one with that universal soul;

therefore my soul is every thing,] there is no such thing as /, or thou:

all is kevalam desire, or l-aivalyam possession, that is of mocs/iam,

or final liberation. All is (sa)nam) equal, or alike. There no such

thing as (pdvam and punyam) sin and virtue. (The grand advaita

error). "O my soul ! why dost thou weep? pure is not, impure

is not ; appearance, or non-appearance is not, what is commanded

what is done ? there is no such thing. O mind ! why dost thou weep !

all is (samam) equal; all is (simyam, asunyani) deception, or with-

out deception. The so called (satyam, asatyam) truth, untruth,

I know not."

[Ono might charitably express a wish or hope that the mind thus afloat, passetl in

some transmigration int'o a christian body ; and so came to learn the difference between

purity, and impurilV, vice and virtue, truth and falsehood.]

1 could very much wish to see these three tracts translated.

The entire book is short, and thick, has no boards, is in good

order.

3. No. 2221. jB Viveca sarvam, essence of intellectal wisdom.

The language is a mixed Sanscrit and Tamil ; a mystic treatise

of the vedantic kind, and leaning towards the advailain. It is divided

into 55 sections, eacii one with a Sanscrit title, unimportant to be

particularized.

The following notes will give an idea of the contents :

—

Adhya robhavdtam, is the knowledge of Ijrahviam ; adha rupa 'n

the appearance of things, under diverse forms; as men, rdchasas, .jv.-., ,jv.,

like to these, or the stars above, like these. So is the all-pervading soul,

which dwells hi all. Adhya rupa is a form without form.—How came evil?

from igaorance: ignorance is jnacriili defect, and may a deception, and
avidka want of learning, malam fanaticism, nmsa impurity, and other priva-

tions of good. Prariiti snru])aviU\\wioxm., or nature of folly, ;;/-a/r7ya;?i,

or collapse of intellect is the result.

i 4
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As are white, black, red, threads v.-hen thrown together, or twieted

together, so are the fgunasj dispositions of mixed natures. In the state of

praciiita ignorance, or defect, many crorcs of beings by their carmani

(predestination, law of fate) have their abode, or dwelling. The world, or

the universe is an unreal appearance. This fmaya) unreality of mattet

under three forms is 'Isvara, or god.

If any one carefully inquire, conceniing knowledge, ignorance, and

the soul, he will discover, that dtma soul, is (nanJ I. He who understands

this (to wit his oneness with god) is jivdn-mukti, one already beatified.

He is vtdvdn, a learned man. He is yofji, one perfect, he is S'uchidunanda

surtipam, the manifest form of god. The perfection of the sdstram, is to

'inovv that (nan) I, is bra/iniam, to know only that (nan) I, is a man, is folly

nd ignorance.

This on leaf 93, 94.

The book is long, of twice the usual thickness, with a wooden

pin, in good order.

4. No. 22Sj, Veda ncrai fal, 310 stanzas, itova i\\e Cural : milk

pure from the vMam ; that is vedantism.

Doing homage, rendering worship and the like, without sincere-

]y seeking ('Isan) god, therein is defective service.

All the lives in the world aie only 'Isan- As oil exists in tha

sesame plant, so is 'Isan in the human body.

As the sun shines alike on all, such is 'Isaii, and to similar

purport.

The book is of medium length, thin, without boards, in tolerable

order.
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